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NOTE ON PART VIII.

This Part covers the eight years of Henry Wright's Secretaryship, but
carries on the history two j-ears after his death, partly that the great

epfich of change in SalisVuny Square. 1880-8L*, may clearly appear, and
})iirtly to mark the epoch ni English f'liiircji historj' of Archhishdp Tait's

death at the end of ]SSi>.

"We begin, as before, by surveying the Environment, first the Church
Movements and leading men of the period (LXIX.), and then (LXX.)
the Evangelistic and Spiritual Movements associated with the names of

Aitken, Moody, Penuefather, BattersV)y, &c. Then we come to the

Society itself, and note the men and work of these energetic years

(LXXI.); stopping, however, just before Mr. Wright's death, and
leaving that event and its issues to come at the end of the Part. A
supplementary chapter (LXXII.) describes the Society's home organiza-

tion.

The chapters on the Missions are eleven in nimiber. First we see the

revival of vigorous eflorts in and for Africa (LXXIII.), most of them
consequent on the death of Livingstone ; and, in particular (LXXIV.),
the commencement in Uganda. Then we take up Missions to Moham-
medans (LXXV.) in Palestine, Persia, Ac. India absorbs four chapters

this time, throe of them leviewing iho work bj^ dioceses. First, Calcutta

and Bombay (LXXVI.), introdiu'ing the Prince of Wales's visit,

Vaughan's struggle with ('aste in Krishnagar, and some educational

(luestions; then Lahore (LXX\"n.). and the work of French, Clark,

liateman, antl Gordon ; and then Madras (LXXVIIL), with Bi.shops

Sargent and Cahlwell in Tinnevelly, the Creat Famine, the Travancore
Revival and Schism, Ac. The fourth Indian chapter (LXXIX.)
narrates the efforts to influence the non-Aryan Hilt Tribes, Santals,

Gonds, &c. Chap. LXXX. discusses the ecclesiastical questions that
arose in l)oth India and Ceylon at this time, and, in particular, relates the
story of the famous Ceylon Controver.sy. The China chapter (LXXXI.)
tells of advance and progress amid nuniy difficulties ; and a short section

at the end of it sumnwirizes the few yet important incidents of the period
in ,lapan. Chap. LXXXII. takes us l)ack to North America, reviews the
work by dioceses, and, at the end, begins the story of Bishop Ridley's

episcopate on the North Pacilic coast.

The closing chapter (LXXXIIL), as above indicated, relates the
important events of 18S0-82, Mr. Wright's death, the changes in the
CM. House that followed, and the emergence of the Society froni the
Period of Retrenchment into the Period of Expansion.



CHAPTEi: 1-XIX.

Tut: i:s\ii;nSMi:\T : Church MovtjMKST^.

The Period Athanasian Creed Controversy Lord Salisbury Sacra-

mental Confession Public Worship Regulation Bill Ritualists

in Prison Ecclesiastical Courts Convocation The Evangelical

Leaders: Ryle and Hoare Islington Clerical Meetings Wycliffe

and Ridley Halls—The "Record" -The Day of Intercession for

Missions Missions at the Church Congresses Attack on C.M.S.

at Stoke Missionary Conferences, Oxford and London The
Second Pan-Anglican Lambeth Conference and Missions Deaths

of Bishops New Bishops Death of Archbishop Tail.

" /< »half hfi built . . . even in tri»ihli,iti> tiincH." Dan. i.x. 25. R.V.
'^ Jiut Jehoitulti irarril filil.nnd iras full of dtniswhen heilieil ; . . . hehadtl>-ne

good in hracl, hotli tmiard (ukI, und toirtird liin hnufe."- 2 Cliron. xxiv. 15, 16.

li j)L'iio(l often years which we are now to review part vil I.

l)e;,'iiis with the death of the j^reat Missionary Director, lH7:t-N2.

iind closes witlt tlie death of the great Archhishop of Chap. »'.>

Cantcrhury. The hitter event is a convenient point ^ decade

to which to carry om* present survey. Not only does and an

it mark a (hstinct epocli in the history of the Church, hut it also
**'°'

very nearly coincides, though accidentally, with what was virtually

an epoch in the history of the Society. Tiie years ISHO and IMS I
•

were distinctly years of important events in the Society's carerr ;

but the issues of those events were scarcely visihie until lHS'2-8,

the years of Tail's death and Benson's accession to the Prinuicy.

And tiiese years, upon a review of the whole period, seem to be

the transition time from the Past to the Present of the Society's

inner life. Almost all the developments that have signalized

recent years have begun since that transition time.

In previous periods we have found a close connexion between

the Society and its environment. In tracing out the history of

the Churcii of England, we have found much light thrown

upon the history of the Church Missionary Society. No fairly cms. ani

adequate account of Pratt and Bicker.=iteth and Venn, as C.M.S. Jff^irs!*

Secretaries, could be given without noticing their attitude towards

the current affairs of the Church as a whole ; and we have seen

how skilfully Mr. Ridgeway, as editor of the Intelligencer, turned

to account the varieil questions and controversies of the day in

his treatment of missionary problems. Wo shall not henceforth

B 2
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1873-82.

Chap. 69.

The con-
troversy
with Ra-
tionalism.

The battle
of the
Atha-
nasian
Creed.

find this connexion existing in anything Hke the game degree.

The Society's own affairs at home and abroad had now become so

absorbing, and its immediate interests so extensive, that Wright

and Wigram and their colleagues had neither time nor opportunity

to take much part in the general business of the Church ; and

although Knox's brilliant articles in the Intelligencer were those

of an acute observer of current Church politics, his attitude

towards them was a kind of outside attitude, very different from

Eidgeway's. Nevertheless, it seems desirable to continue our

periodical surveys of the public affairs of the Church ; and we
shall find not a few links between them and the afl'airs of the

Society, although not so many as we have found before.

In one respect, the period now to be reviewed differed entirely

from the preceding one. In the 'sixties, as we have seen, the

Rationalistic controversy was in an acute stage. In the 'seventies,

it had almost wholly died away. Archbishop Tait of Canterbury

was as po])ular among Evangelical Churchmen as Bishop Tait of

London had (for three or four years at least) been unpopular

;

and Bishop Temple of Exeter was rapidly living down the

vehement feeling that had found utterance in such loud protests

against his appointment. A little temporary alarm aiose from

the publication of a pretentious and apparently very learned book,

by an anonymous author, called Supernatural lielujion, which

attempted to destroy the historical evidence for the genuineness

and authenticity of the books of the New Testament ; but its

fallacies were ruthlessly exposed by Professor (afterwards Bishop)

Lightfoot in a series of most masterly review articles ; and the

])Ook has long since been forgotten. Not till 1890 came the con-

troversy over the volume of Essays called Lux Mnndi, in which

a younger High Church Oxford school advocated views on

Inspiration and the Humanity of our Lord previously identified

rather with the Broad party. The agitation about the Athanasian

Creed, which was much earlier in date, being at its height in

1H72, was of quite a different order. It was indeed regarded by
High Churchmen as a battle between orthodox Christianity and

Eationalism ; but it was not really so, for Evangelical Church-

men, whose loyalty to the doctrines of the Creed was un-

impeachable, generally supported Archbishops Tait and Thomson
in their efforts to obtain some relief for sensitive consciences,

either by eliminating the "damnatory clauses" or by altering

the rubric which requires the recitation of the Creed in pul)lic

worship. In nothing has the enormous power of the High
Church party been more signally exhibited than in the com-

plete victory they gained over the two Primates and their

large following among the laity. Dr. Pusey and Dr. Liddon

threatened to resign all their preferments and retire into private

life if the Creed were "tampered with "

; and Archbishop Tait,

with unconcealed reluctance, fell back upon the issue of a
" Sy nodical declaration " " for the removal of doubts, and to
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prevent disquietudt! "—which Wiis fiimlly acccptfil hy tlie Canter- PartVIH.

bury Convocation in May, 1H73.
Chan fly

At this time, the niost influential layman of the Hif^h Church '

P—'-

party was the Marquis of Salisbury. Mr. Ciladstone, rejected hy Lord Saiis.

Oxford University and identified with the disestablishment of the h"^^"'
Irisii Church, had lost much of his old influence ; and the Hon. church

Charles Wood (the present Lord Halifax) was not yet in the front

rank. It was Lord Salisbury who moved the principal resolution

at the f^reat St. James's Hall meeting' in defence of the Athanasian

Creed (January 31st, IbTiJ) ; and it was he who represented the

party in the important debate o!i Ritual at the Leeds Church

Con^n-ess in October, 1872. It was in that debate that he advised

the Ritualists not to be afraid of the Privy Council ; which led to

the memorai)le retort that may be said to have made the dialectical

reputation of Mr. Goe (now Bishop of Melbourne) :—" Lord

Salisbury advised his friends not to l)e afraid of the Privy Council.

We rEvan''elicalsl are not afraid of the Priw Council. Why Mr. Goes

should we be? liiilcrs tin- not u tenor to <iooil iiorks, but to the reton.

eril"—a sentence drowned in a torrent of cheerinf^. all parties

uniting to applaud so brilliant a rejoinder.

This incident is typical of the priiici])al feature of the Church

history of the period', the Ritual prosecutions and the controversy Ritual con-

regarding; the Courts that j^'ave the jud^Mnents. But there was *™^*">'-

one matter more intrinsically important than any questions of

vestments or lights or the " position of the celebrant," which

never came before the Courts, but which caused giave anxiety.

This was the practice of "Sacramental Confession." In 1873,

a petition to the Bishops to appoint special priests as authorized

" confessors
' raised what Dr. Pusey called "a tremendoui^

storm"; '^ and the whole Episcopal Bench, without a si'i^'t'
J^s^.^n",'

dissentient, issued an important and impressive Declaration, con

condemning the ]iractice, and explaining in a (piite satisfactory fhrbUhops
way the exceptional case contemplated in the Service for the

Visitation of tlie Sick. In the same year, only six days before

his sudden death, Bishop Wilberforce delivered his memorable

address to the same effect to the rural deans of his diocese, i

Again, in LS77, the revelations regarding the manual called 2'lie.

Priest in Absolution led to a further strong condenuiation of

the practice by all the bishops. Bishop ^[oberly of Salisbury

(who was regarded as the most advanced theologically) warmly
concurring in the decision. Then, in 1S7S, the ])rincii)al sentences

of the Declaration of 1873 were adopted, with eipial unanimity,

by the one hundred bishops attending the Second Lambeth ^"^^^y,*,^'

Conference. It is wi'll to remember these facts, as showing (1 ) conference

the unmistakable judgment, not merely of the Evangelical wing

of the Church—that goes without saying,—but of the Church as a

• Life of Dr. /'uv. i/, vol. iv. p. 26.'>.

\ Life of Biihop S. Wilberforce, vol. iii. p. 4I'.».
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Part VIII. 'body
; (2) the absolute failure of the most impressive Episcopal

1873-82. Declarations to secure the obedience of the "Catholic party"

—

Chap^69.
£^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^,-jj pj.gtgQ(j |;i^at "sacramental confession" is h&s

practised now than it was then.

To revert to the Eitual controversy proper. In 1874, Archbishop

Tait, representing the whole Episcopate—a fact often forgotten,

—

Public introduced into Parliament the Public Worship Eegulation Bill.

R^eguia'don It was this Bill that drew Mr. Gladstone out of the retirement
Bill- into which he had gone after his defeat at the general election

earlier in the year. He vehemently opposed the Bill in the

House of Conmions ; while Mr. Disraeli, separating himself from

Lord Salisbury and other members of the Government, welcomed
it as a measure "to put down Ritualism." Ultimately, though

with important amendments, it passed by immense majorities.

It did not directly touch any of the disputed questions : it simply

provided an easier procedure for their settlement. In short, it

may be described as having "created Lord Pen;^ance." Although

several High Church l^ishops and lay peers had supported this

" creation," • there was from the first a determined onslaught

upon the plan on the part of the " Catholic party." Week after

week the Church Times thundered against the " P.W.R. Act,"

and all Tait's hopes of a reasonable settlement through its means
came to nought. The Bishops, in March, 1875, issued another

joint Pastoral, calling upon the clergy to obey the law. It was signed

by all except Bishop Moberly on one side and Bishop Baring on
the other, the former thinking it too strong and the latter

characterizing it as "weak milk and water"; but it effected

nothing.

Successor Meanwhile, the Ciiurch Association's prosecutions went on;

As^oc^ia^*^^ the new Judge decided almost every point in its favour ; the
»'on- Judicial Connnittee of the Privy Council, when the appeals came

before that august tribunal, confirmed most of his decisions

;

the Ritualists became more and more determined in their re-

sistance to every existing authority ; and at last Mr. Tooth of

Ritualists j-;t_ James's, Hatcham, was sent to prison (1876), followed (1880)
in prison.

^^^ ^j^ Pelhaui Dale of St. Vedast's and Mr. Enraght of Bordesley,

and (1881) by Mr. Green of Miles Platting. The three former

were quickly got out of gaol ; but Green refused to do or say

anything whatever that would give the Courts an excuse for

releasing him, and his incarceration lasted more than a year and a

lialf. Most pathetic is the narrative f of Archbisliop Tait's efforts

to procure his release, knowing what terril)le mischief his im-

prisonment was causing to the Church. Let it be carefully

observed that these men were not really in prison for conscience'

sake. To compare them with the martyrs of the early Church, or

of Queen Mary's reign, is utterly misleading. They were not

compelled to do anything their consciences forbad. They had but

* Life of Archbisliop Tait, vol. ii. p. 2\{). | Hid., vol. ii. j)p. 4.>li—473.
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to iesij<ii their posts in order to be free; and in point of fact it FaktVIII.

was only when by etHux of time Mr. Green's Hvin^ became vacant,
^!J|;^', yy

that Bisliop Fraser was aljle to move the Court to order his release. 1
'"

Although Mackonochie's resignation looked like a device to defeat

tiio law, it really was a fortunate thing from the Evangelical point

of view. For prol)ably no one event in the history of the past

half-century has done so much to foster the Romanizing move-

ment, and to injure the Evangelical cause, as the imprisonment of Conse-

Mr. Green ; for^however illogically—it transferred to his side damage to

the sympathies of vast numbers of good and moderate men. The geUcar"'

policy of prosecution miglit have been justitied by success, but it cause,

resulted, as we see when we look round tlie Church of England

to-day, in dismal failure. .\nd the day came when the Church

Association publiclv abandoned it—" for the present."

Meanwhile, as "the constitution of the Ecclesiastical Courts

caused so much dissatisfaction among High Churchmen, Arch-

bishop Tait set himself to obtain such changes in them as might
l^^^'^^^^^

enal)le them to command obedience. It really was a hopeless reform the

task to invent a Court which would i)e respected by men who

^vore—and still are—a law unto themselves, and who will acknow-

ledge no authority but their own judgment as to wiuit is

"Catholic." Hut he honestly tried. It seems hard, however, to

convince any partv that tiie business of a Court of Law is to

decide, not what the law ought to be, but what it is. Dr. Pusey,

when he heard that the Judicial Committee were likely to condenni

vestments in the Ridsdale case, wrote to Archbishop Tait, en-

treating him, as one of the judges (or rather, as an assessor), to

get the Judgment modified before it was delivered.^- "Our

business," replied the Primate, " is to decide what is historically

and legally true, and not what is or is not desirable."! Years

afterwards, when Archbishop Benson gave his famous Judgment

in the Lincoln case, he might have said the same thing as against

objectors from the opposite side. An English Judge, ecclesiastical

or otherwise, mav make mistakes; but his hona Juli's ought not to

be challenged. It nuist be added that Taifs well-meant etYort

came to nought. The Conuuission on Ecclesiastical Courts occupied

much of his time in the last year or two of his life ;
but it did

not report until after his death, and its recommendations have

remained a dead letter.
J

All this while the Convocations of Canterbury and York were Convoca-

not idle. Their principal work was revising the Kubrics, taking the

as a basis the recommendations of the Ritual Commission of Kubncs.

• But Pusey by no means nj>pr()ved of tho oxtronio forms of Hitii:ilisin, or

of tlio tiictics of the ultni-llituiilists. On one occiisioii lio iictuiilly wrote

withdruwiiiR from tho Eii^Mish Church Union, hut wus iudui<«il to remiiiii a

niunitmr wliou curtain lati>,'uat,'" "iis altered. Soo hia Life, vol. iv. cliap. xi.

i
l.iff of Airhl>i.-<hi>i> Tittt, vol. ii. j). 2!»l.

X Sincu tho ahovo wa-s written, the Archhi.shops have announced their

intention to ask for lei^islation on the lines of the Kcport of tho Comniinflion.
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Church
Reform,
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. 18G7-70, in which, as we have before seen, Ilenrv Venn took so
active a part. At length, after going over the entire Prayer-book
several times with the utmost pains, both Houses of both Con-
vocations agreed upon their Reports, which were duly submitted
to the Crown. Upon the whole, the recommendations were good
and useful

; yet this labour also was practically thrown away.
For no Government has seen its way to promote the legislation

without which no legal change is possible ; and indeed the Canter-
bury Lower House, while submitting the Report, deprecated
any attempt to legislate without some security that Parliament
would refrain from making any changes except such as Con-
vocation had approved ; and this security, of course, could not be
obtained. Bishop Jackson of London, however, proposed that
Convocation should have power to make " canons and con-
stitutions " for the Church under the authority of the Queen in

Council, the said "canons and constitutions" being laid on the
tabic; of the Houses of Parliament, and then coming into force
under royal license unless Parliament objected within a certain
time. This proposal has never met with general approval,
although there has been, and is, a growing feeling that in .some

way the Church of England, though established, ought to be able
to legislate for itself, on minor matters at all events, as the
Established Presbyterian Church of Scotland does. The real
difficulty is that Convocations of clergy only do not command the
confidence of the laity. Canon (now Bishop) Ryle, who always
wished, not, like some good folk, to end Convocation, but to mend
it, expressed in forcible terms what is needed, at the Leeds Church
Congress in 1872, viz., (1) AmaUjaviallon, i.e. of the two Provinces

;

(2) K.vpansiion, i.e. admitting more elected members; (3) deduc-
tion, i.e. of the oflicial members; (4) Inclusion, i.e. of the laity.

Canon Ryle was throughout tiiis period perhaps the most
prominent and honoured of the Evangehcal leaders. Dean
McNeile did not die till 1879, nor Dr. Miller till 1880, nor Dean
Close till 1882; but age or weakened health prevented them
from taking any conspicuous part in public aftairs. Mr. Ryle
was admired, not only for his staunchness to I'.vangelical
truth, but for his independence of mind; and at the Church
Congresses his popularity was great with all parties. His letters
to the h'ecord on Church Reform were too bold to win assent
from his brethren generally, who were more afraid than he was
of changes and innovations

; yet the fact of his having the
courage to write them added to his influence. In 1872, at the
Islington Clerical Meeting, he was audacious enough to blame
iM-angehcals for misjudging High Churchmen, told them to
attend the Church Congress and learn better, assured them he
had not himself "caught any theological disease " by attending,
.ulvocated as much unity in the Church as was jiossiblc. and
made the following notabli; suggestion :

—

" I.ct :i few ( 'liiinliiiKii «.f iiiiiik fiiiin t'HL'li .sciiool be yot togetlier
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nuiutlv in II privatt. r.x.iu. willi.Mit it.|...iU'rs, in ..nli-r t.. tiilk ovt-r \*^a\\U Part VTII.

..M whiL-h tlu-y (lis4i>;n>iMl. IaI tlu-iii tuko from ..i>« hiIiooI HUih iiu-i. a* !>'.» ^^^^

l'an..n I.i.l.lMn, Mr. HiirKmi. Mr. CirU-r of Clowor. ami Cam.n Kihk thiipjja.

n.)W MiHli-.p of LiiKoIi. ; from aiiothrr Hchool, Dr. Vatinlmii. <'»«'""»

l,iL'litf.«>t, hr. Miirrv, aixl h.iin Howsoii ; from another 8.hool. Mr.

T\vi>.v. Mr. Aitk.n 'ciiiior . Mr Ma.la^an [now An-hl.inliop of \ork],

ami Mr. Wilkin.son now Hisl.op of St. Andrt-wV; an<l from Ua-ir own

frirn.U. Mr. <;.irl).tt. Mr. .lo-soph HunMey. Dr. Walker of Cheltonliam .

ami Dean I»avne Smith. Let them U. put «lown in Cumberland, at the

liorrow.lale Hotel: keep aw.iv from them letters, newspapers. /i//»r<,

Huardhu, Church Timrn, and' I{»'»nl : «ive them notlnn;; hut their

Hihles, tlieir PravtT-l)ookH, |H5n8, ink. and paper; and ask them to talk

matters t>ver <iui.'-tly amon;,' them.solves, to tind out wherein they dilVereil

and wherein they agreed, and to ptit it down in hhuk and white. That

8Ufh a rejM.rt w"oul<l hrin^ to li^ht clear evidence of a vast amount of

unity, he tinnly h.lieved. and should continue to Iwliovo until the

exjM-riment ha«{ prove«l the contrary."

It was not loiiK after tliis thiit Ciiiion RyK', Canon (JarlH-tt. and

Canon Iloaiv. who were all three aceustoined to attend the C'hun-h

Conj^ress. and tlie hitter of wh«»n» IkuI said that he luid noohjeetioii

to liieachinj,' in a surplice where it was desiretl -a ralluT Ih>I.I

tiling to say //!/•«, -—were vehemently attacked hy the Jimk,
'^X'jf^k..

paiKT recently established and desirous of winning its spurs. .n^^Oie

Week after week "the Three Canons" were denounced "^
J*^^"

f,^'"

traitors to the Evan^'elical cause ; and it was to descrilnj those c.non«.

who synipathi/ed with them in tlieir generous utterances that

the term " Neo-Evan^'elical " was invented. It is worth while

rememherin',' who were the first " Neo-Evan^'elicals."

Canon Hoare was now reco^'ni/ed as on.; of the foremost Evan- c«non

gelical leatlers; and at the Church Con^'resses he st<M>d <)nly

second to Canon Kyle as the champion of Evan-Helical principles.

While Kyle was especially prominent, during' our present |M'rio»l.

at Brijjlu'on, Croydon, SheflieUl. and Swansea. Iloare's treatnient

of the suhject of 'C»)nfession aU Plymoutli was a nuKlel of (!hristiuM

controversy, and he did ^,'o<h1 service at Ix;icester and Newcastle;

hut the nuist meniorahle of all Conj^ress sjK'eches on controvei-sial

subjects was his at Derby, in \^2. in reply to Mr. Wood (now ;«'[,«p^^'»'

litnd Halifax). He had prepared an a«ldress. as invited, on

Liturgical Improviinent, but Uishop ^^aclaK'an of Lichfield, who

was presiding', sudilrnly calletl upon him out of his turn, imme-

diatelv after Mr. Wtnid, who hiul put forwiird. as his itiea of

liturgical improvement, the jwloption of the Prayer-lxxik of irM.

Hoare. having to speak on the spur of the moment, threw aside

his prejiared s|)cech. and. as the (luttnlitiu expressed it, "with

lulmirable skill and courage grappled with liis antagt)nist,"

IHiinting out that the lulvancetl party, by i^ <hi.f Iiv 1. on--

• It it a Ciiriou* I'vi.lenre of tlie elmnvfi"* of the lunl !»• in-iini

the .Swuniten r<in>rr«!.H, in 1h7J», faimn Kyle was tli.nii;lil i > Hnyiinf

that llitfU (Miunhnieii oujrhl n ••
' -Jfii'Mime.l ' r •' >>..•

ur|ilici> niiil cliniitiii^; the l*«alin>
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PahtVIII. sentative, had that day ahaiuloned its old profession of loyalty to

lJ*"'^-"2- the Prayer-book as it is.
liipj,!). rpi^^ Islington Clerical Meetings of the period were cheerful in

Islington tone. There was no shutting of the eyes to the perils of the

MeeUngs- ^l.^^i'^i-.'^^it Scarcely any of the addresses can be called pessi-
mistic. Most of the subjects set down for consideration had
regard to ministerial efficiency. The leading speakers of the
decade were Eyle, Hoare, Miller, Birks, Garbett, Goe, Cadman,
Boultbee, Eichardson, Bernard. Mr. Webb-Peploe and Mr. Hand-
ley Moule appear for the first time in 1881. Perhaps the most
interesting of the subjects was in 1879, when the general theme
was " Eightly dividing the word of truth," and the divisions were
the Origin of Man, the Destiny of Man, the Eedemption of Man,
the Sanctification of Man, wiiich were spoken to respectively by
J. W. Bardsley (now Bishop of Carlisle) and Bishop Eyan,
Garbett and Emilias Bayley, Bell and B. Baring-Gould, W. E.
Light and Karney. But the most important of all the meetings

Jubilee was in 1877, when the Jubilee of the Conference was celebrated.

Meefing. P'^"it;l Wilson, as President, sketched its past history, since the
first gathering of fourteen brethren in his father's library in
Barnsbury Park. Hugh McNeile appeared for the last time, and
preached in the parish church. Four remarkable historical papers
were read, by Bishop Perry, Garbett, Miller, and Eyle, contrasting
the condition of the Church in 1827 and 1877, and sketching the
extraordinary progress in life and work and organization in the
half-century. They are bracing reading even now. They put to
shame our downheartedness, and show by indisputable facts the
immense growth of Evangelical truth in the Church. And yet as
one reads them, one realizes how gi-eat is the further progress in
the last twenty years.

At this point may be noticed two events of our period interest-
ing to Evangelical readers. First, it was in 1874-6 that plans

Wyciiffe were being formed for the estal)lishment of Halls at Oxford and
and R.diey Cambridge for the theological training of graduates about to take

holy orders. The originating mind was that of the Eev. E. H.
Carr, a regular and highly-respected member of the C.M.S.
Committee

; and the fact is interesting that as Keble College was
aAOwedly the High Church counterblast to Essays and Reviews,
so these Halls were designed by Mr. Carr to be the practical
answer of Evangelical Churchmen to the anonymous book before
mentioned. Supernatural liel/tjiou. It was in the Church Mis-
sionary House that the plans were matured by him and Mr,
Barlow (who did most of the hard work of raising funds) and Mr.
Henry Wright (who insisted that Oxford should have a Hall as
well as Cambridge) and Mr. Sydney Gedge, and also by Bishop
Perry, who at this time came home finally fron^ his Melbourne
diocese and tlu'ew himself energetically into Evangelical work
of all kinds. Wyciiffe Ilall at Oxford was opened in 1877,
with the ]W-\. E. B. Girdlestone as Principal

; and Eidley
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Hall at Cambikl^'e followed in 1881, having for its Principal the I^kt VIII.

Rev. Haudlev C. G. Moule. Both these institutions, it is

^^j;;^-J;»yy

needless to say, have through God's blessing attained a position

of usefulness beyond the most sanguine expectations of then-

founders.

Then secondly, the last year of our period \vitnessed an im-

portant change 'in the form of the leading Evangelical Church c^han^ges

paper, the Itccord On March 27th, 1882, appeared its last tri- - Record.-

weekly issue in broadsheet shape. From that time the present

^veekly issue was adopted, and the present external form. No

change of principles, of course, was intended, or has ensued ;
but

undoubtedly there has been a change of tone. Mr. Haldane, the

chief proprietor and real director (though not. editor), only sur-

vived the change three months ; and to others fell the responsible

task of giving public utterance to the views and sentiments of Evan-

gelical Churchmen. Haldane was an extremely able and vigorous

journalist, and the prosperous career of the liccoid for so many

years was mainly due to him. Wise and large-hearted nien

like Venn and Auriol did not always approve of his slashing

articles ; but the articles only represented the spirit of the time.

Readers of the dignilied Times leaders of the present day would

i)e surprised if they turned up the corresponding articles of thirty

and forty years ago. They are as able now as ever; but the

merciless bitterness has gone. A change more or less similar has

come over the Bccord ; and not only are its polemical utterances

more restrained than of old, but there is a much more manifest

sympathy with directly spiritual and evangelistic work, and with

inovemeiits of the kind to be described in our next chapter.

Let us now inquire how tlie cause of Foreign ^Missions was

faring in the Church generally during our period. The Day ot Jhe^Day

Intercession, the first observance of which marked so happily cession,

the close of our previous period, was repeated year by year
;

but it cannot be said to have increased in influence. In fact the

really deep interest of the first Day has never been seen in equal

measure since. After the second year, St. Andrew's Day was

fixed upon for the annual observance ; but this arrangement was

not pleasing to those who hoped to win the Nonconformists

and the Scotch Presbyterians to join in the intercessions,

because they feared that a Saint's Day would be unwelcome.

Partly on this account, and partly for other reasons, Arch-

bishop Tait altered it in 1879 to the Tuesday before Ascension

Day, which would generally fall in May ; and, curiously

enough, Presbyterian Scotland, by the mouth of one of its

missionary editors, complained of the alteration as involving a

slight to the Scottish patron saint, St. Andrew ! After six years

the old day was reverted to, and has been observed ever since.

Perhaps the most notable incident connected with the Day of

Intercession in the period under review was the appointment, in
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Addresses
at the
Abbey.

Missions
at the
Church
Congress.

Africa at
Plymouth.

1873, by Dean Stanley, of Professor Max MUUer to give the

address at the service in Westminster Abbey. The Professor's

discourse was a comparison of " the three missionary reUgions,"
Christianity, Mohammedanism, and Buddhism ; and the result

of the comparison was, in the opinion of so acute a judge as

jNIr. Hutton of the Spectator, a distinct preference for Buddhism.
Certainly it was a strange utterance in a Christian church on
a day on which Christians were praying to their (iod for men to

})reach Christianity to, among others, the Buddhists ; and it

furnished a text for one of Mr. Knox's most scathing articles in

the CM. Intclli<icnccr (February, 1874). In the next two years,

Stanley invited Dr. Caird, the eminent Scottish preacher, and
Dr. Moffat, the great African missionary, to give the address at

the Abbey. But the real influence of the Day of Intercession

was not through the addresses that atti-acted the newspaper
reporters. It was through the iielieving prayers of believing

pecjple at quiet services in unnoticed })laces. To them, and to

God's gracious resjwnse to them, may we not trace the lai'ge

accessions of devoted men and women to the ranks of the
Ciunch's missionary army in the last five-and-twenty years ?

Throughout the decade, Missions maintained their place in the
Church Congresses. Generally speaking, definite topics were
given. Thus at Bath in 1873, ^lissions to Uncivilized Races

;

at Brighton, in 1874, Missions in Relation to Oriental Systems
;

at Stoke, in 1875, Missionary Bishoprics ; at Plymouth, in 187G,
Central Africa; at Croydon, in 1877, ^loluunmedanism ; at

Leicester, in 1880, IMissions to the Eastern Churches ; at New-
castle, in 1881, the Opium Trade; at Derby, in 1882, the Organi-
zation of Native Churches, Missionary Centres, and Medical
]Missions. The most ])roniinent speaker was Sir Bartle Frere,

who read jiapers at four of the ten Congresses, viz., on the Bath,
Plymouth, Newcastle, and Dei-by subjects. At Brighton, the
Earl of Chichester (the C.M.S. President) read an interesting

paper on Mohammedanism, and Dr. (afterwards Bishop) Caldwell
a very able one on Hinduism. There was no man quite like

Caldwell for the cogency with which he was wont to expose
the fancies and fallacies of the amateurs who on occasions like

these criticize all existing Missions, and profess to show a better

way. His high reputation as an S.P.G. missionary gave his

words weight with many who would scarcely have listened to a
C.M.S. man. Central Africa was a happily-chosen subject in

1876, when the first Mission to Uganda had lately started, and
when Mr. Salter Price, just home after founding Frere Town,
was present to follow Sir B. Frere, in whose honour that settle-

ment was named. But the feature of this discussion was the
appearance of Commander Cameron, recently returned from his

great African journey ; and the tremendous reception he got,

compared with the mild applause given to Price, was a signifi-

cant token that the Church had not vet learned that the mis-
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sionary is, from the Church's true point of view, greater than the Part VIII.

traveller. Mohammedanism, at Croydon in 1877, was ably treated 1873-82,

by three first-class authorities, Bishop Steere, Professor E. H. ^^^P^69.

Palmer, and Sir W. Muir ; but the attraction of the discussion isiam at

Avas the Rev. Jani x\lli, Robert Noble's convert from Islam, whose Croydon,

striking speech was vociferously applauded, and whom the

President was compelled by the loud demands of the meeting
to allow to exceed his proper time. The Opium debate of 1881 Opium at

was notable for the unanimity with which men so different as Sir ^^^^

B. Frere, Mr. Scott Holland (now Canon of St. Paul's), Mr.
Sheepshanks of the S.P.G. (now Bishop of Norwich), as well as

A. E. Moule and Bishop Burdon, acknowledged the guilty respon-

sibility of England for the opium-smoking curse in China.

But the most remarkable of these discussions was that on
Missionary Bishoprics, at Stoke, in 1875. T. V. French read the

opening paper, a masterpiece of beautiful thought and writing.

David Fenn of Madras followed with a scarcely inferior paper.

Soon afterwards rose up the Rev. J. Higgins, who had been a lay

catechist of the S.P.G. in South «India, and wdio, soon after bdng
ordained, had given up missionary work to be a Bombay chaplain

;

and he proceeded to make a violent attack upon the C.M.S. as the Attack on

real opponent of the extension of the Episcopate in India—of stoke^'
^*

course omitting to mention the prominent part taken by the

C.M.S. in obtaining the original establishment of the Episcopate
there. Captain the Hon. F. Maude, the C.M.S. Treasurer, was
on the platform, and at once sent in his card to the Bishop of

Lichfield (Selwyn), who was presiding; and being presently called
upon, produced irrefragable evidence that the Society was no
enemy to bishops, in that he, as treasurer, had signed many
cheques in payment of his lordship the chairman's episcopal

stipend in New Zealand! At the close of the debate. Bishop
Selwyn, with characteristic generosity, thanked Captain Maude
for his reminder, and the C.M.S. also, not only for its support of

himself, but for its co-operation in founding other sees in New
Zealand.

Within our period three important INIissionary Conferences were Anglican

held. Two of them, in 1875 and 1877, were on Church of England ^^ytll'-
Missions, and were promoted by the same men who had long de- ferences,

sired to see a Board of Missions established. The first was held and Oxford

at the Cannon Street Hotel ; and the Archbishop of Canterbury and
Bishop of London were secured as chairmen at two of the sessions.

The C.M.S. declined to be represented officially, but several C.M.S.
men took part. The opening sermon at St. Paul's was preached
by Dr. Miller ; and two of the most notable addresses were given
by two Calcutta missionaries, James Vaughan and James Long.
Mr. Long's paper, strongly deprecating the anglicizing of Christian
converts in Heathen lands, made a great impression. Bishop
Cotterill, Dr. Caldwell, Sir Bartle Frere, and Professor Monier-
Williams, were prominent among the other speakers. The second
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Part VIII. was at Oxford, under the presidency of Bishop Mackarness. The
1873-82. niost important debate was on the Relation of Missionary Societies

'^^^'
to Church Organization, avowedly dproj^os of the controversy, then
acute, between the C.M.S. and the Bishop of Colombo. The two
chief papers on this subject, by Canon King (now Bishop of Lin-

coln), and T. V. French, were very remarkable—both singularly

impartial, and (as it seems to a reader twenty years after) of per-

manent value ; and among the other speakers were E. S. Talbot

(now Bishop of Eochester), Edgar Jacob (now Bishop of New-
castle), J. H. Titcomb (afterwards Bishop of Eangoon), and J. F.

Kitto. There were also interesting papers by Professor Monier-
Williams on Christianity and Civilization, Padre Nehemiah Goreh
on Missionary Brotherhoods (of deep interest, though extreme in

its views), and the Eev. W. T. Bullock (then Secretary of S.P.G.)

on the Day of Intercession. These Conferences may be regarded
as the progenitors of the more important Anglican Missionary
Conference of 1894.

General The othcr Conference, held in October, 1878, was on the

ary^Con- broiider basis of Protestant Christianity, representing the Missions
ference at of various Cliurches and denominations, and was at once the

'^^^'
successor of the Liverpool Missionary Conference of 1860 (men-
tioned in our Thirty-fourth Chapter) and the progenitor of the great

General Conference in London in 1888. Its weak point, as in the
case of the Decennial Conferences in India, w\as the absence of

S.P.G. men. At gatherings of this kind the Church of England
has to be represented (practically) only by the C.M.S., which is of

course an inadequate representation of its work. Not that the
C.M.S. sent official delegates in 1878, any more than to the
Anglican gathering three years before ; but Dr. Oust, as one of

the Secretaries, and Sir W. Hill and the Eev. E. C. Billing, as

members of the Executive Committee, were supposed to represent
Church of England interests. The meetings lasted four days, and
were held in the Mildmay Conference Hall, except the final public
meeting in Exeter Hall. The attendance was at no time nearly
equal to what the chief societies are wont to gather at their own
anniversaries. Joint meetings, w^hether within the Church of

England or on a broader platform, have never yet attracted the
crowds that rally round their own particular societies. But the
proceedings w^ere of great interest. There was no discussion of

missionary problems; rather, accounts of missionary work done,
country by country. The only two readers of papers who were
C.M.S. men w^ere Sir T. Fowell Buxton, on Central Africa, and
T. P. Hughes, of Peshawar, on Missions to Mohammedans.
Bishop Perry, as a voluntary speaker, mindful of the absence of

S.P.G. and other Church representatives, generously described
S.P.G. work in South Africa, and also the Melanesian Mission.
Some distinguished Americans took a leading part, particularly

Dr. W. G. Clark and Dr. A. C. Thompson, of the A.B.C.F.M.\
Dr. Bliss of Constantinople, and Dr. Ferris of Japan. Among
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other prominent specakers were Dr. Murray Mitchell (India) and Part VIII.

Dr. Stewart (Africa), of the Free Church of Scotland; Dr. Max- 1H73-,S2.

well (China), of the English Preshyterian Church; Dr. Mullens,
Chap^69.

Secretary of the L.M.S.; INI. A. Sherring (India), Dr. Legge
(China), W. G. Lawes (New Guinea), J. Sibree (Madagascar), all

of the L.M.S.; and Mrs. Weitbrecht, of the Zenana Society. At
one meeting, excellent speeches were made by ladies (all wives)

from India.

At the second Pan-Anglican Lambeth Conference, which was Second

held under Archbishop Tait's presidency in 1878, and attended by conference

just one hundred bishops (including two or three from the North of Bishops,

of England who had declined to come in 1867), Foreign Missions

were touched at two points. (1) The Committee on Union in the

Anglican Communion recommended that the Day of Intercession

be changed from St. Andrew's Day to the season of Ascension

—

which suggestion was adopted by the Archbishop (temporarily, as

before mentioned). (2) There was a Committee on "the relation

to each other of missionary bishops and of missionaries of various

branches of the Anglican Communion acting in the same country,"

which presented an important Eeport ; and in that year the Com-
mittee Eeports, being inserted in full in the official Letter of the

whole Conference, were more authoritative than has been the case

on later occasions. This Eeport made suggestions to prevent the

use of different translations of the Prayer-book in the same
Mission-field; and, as regards China and Japan, in which
countries Missions of the English and American Churches were at English

work side by side but under different arrangements for episcopal American

supervision, the Committee were of opinion "that under existing
^h^*^s°J'i^

^*

circumstances each bishop should have control of his own clergy place,

and their converts and congregations," but that, for the future, it

was " most undesirable that either Church should send a bishop
or missionaries to a town or district already occupied by a bishop
of another branch of the Anglican Communion." That Com-
mittee also reported on the mutual relation of bishops and
missionaries of the same Church, though the subject scarcely

came under the termsof their reference. This was in consequence
of the great controversy then going on between the Church Mis-
sionary Society and the Bishop of Colombo, and the Eeport,
therefore, will come before us hereafter.

The sermon at the St. Paul's Service which closed this Lambeth Bishop
^

Conference, preached by Bishop Stevens of Pennsylvania, deserves Sermon,

a passing notice.'' Its text w^as that great missionary verse, "I,
if I be lifted up from the earth, will draw all men unto Me" ; and
it w'as a powerful appeal to all parties to rise above minor
differences and both to look at and to lift up Christ, with a view to

the Church doing all its work at home and abroad more ethcientlv.

The preacher was distinctly a High Churchman, as is witnessed

* Printed iu Bishop R. T. Davidson's Lahiheth Conferences, p. 208.
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Part VIII. by many phrases in the sermon; but the most decidedly Evan-
1873-82. gehcal bishop in the assembly could have said nothing better than
Chap^69. ^j^jg._

Nothing << All attempt to put anything between the soul of the sinner and the

the^fnner "pli^^G^^ Christ, or to raise anything to the same level with Him, is

and Chrfst. derogatory to His honour and contrary to His Word. To what purpose

would the bitten Israelite have heen told to look at the serpent of brass

lifted up by Moses in the wilderness if anything had been placed by

Moses or the elders of Israel between the eyes of the sufferer and the

object to which he was directed to look ? Or if alongside of that

serpent of brass had been placed other objects to which equal efhcacy

was attributed, and thus confused his mind and deflected his faith 'i

"

Or again, on the need of a baptism of the Holy Ghost:

—

Need of a " This lifting up of Christ in all the aspects of His offices as Pro])het,
baptism of p^-iest, and King, can be done by us only as we are taught by the Holy
t e pint.

Qj^Qg^^ fyj. -^^ jg jjjg ofjjcf, to take of the things of Christ and to show
them unto men. Dear brethren, if there is one thought more than

another Avhich presses upon me at this time, in reference especially to

the w^ork committed to us as Bishops in the Church of God, it is that we
need a fresh baptism of the Holy Spirit and fresh outpouring into om-

hearts of the love-power of the uplifted Jesus. If even Apostles, the

three years' daily companions of our blessed Lord when He dwelt among
men, had no power to preach the Cross of Christ until the Holy Spirit

came upon them, surely we need to be sprinkled from on high, that

Pentecostal grace may not merely light upon our heads in tongue-like

flames, but that, like the precious ointment upon the head of Aaron that

went down to the skirts of his garments, the unction that the Holy
Spirit only can bestow may flow over our whole being, sanctifying our

lives, enlightening our minds, giving grace to our lips, and wisdom to our

acts, and power to our administration, so that it may be said of each of

us as of the first martyr St. Stephen, ' He was a man full of faith and of

the Holy Ghost.'

"

During our period there were important changes in the Episco-
peaths of pate. The death, just as it opened, in July, 1873, of Bishop
bishops.

gg_Q-,^^gl Wilberforce, was mentioned in our Sixty-eighth Chapter.

He was succeeded at Winchester by Harold Browne of Ely. Bishop

Selwyn of Lichfield (of whose previous New Zealand episcopate

we have seen much) died in 1878, and was succeeded by a much-
respected London clergyman, well known as a preacher and
speaker on the spiritual life and a vigorous parish worker, W. D.

Maclagan. Bishop Baring of Durham went to his rest in 1879,

honoured by his diocese, despite his unflinching Evangelicalism,

for his personal kindliness and unbounded liberality. The ap-

pointment of Dr. Lightfoot to fill the vacancy met with universal

approval. It was at this time that a successful effort w^as at last

made to obtain some new bishoprics, dividing, and thus relieving,

the more overgrown dioceses. By special Acts of Parliament the

New sees of St. AllDan's and Truro were created in 1876-77; and in
bishoprics,

-j^g^g gi^^. ^ Cross, the Home Secretary, succeeded in j)assing an

Act to facilitate the formation of four more, Liverpool, Newcastle,
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Southwell, and Wakefield. Suffragan Bishops were also being Part VIII.

now appointed, the first since the sixteenth century.
_

This (i^^^'^g^g

revival was due to Bishop Christopher Wordsworth of Lincoln,
^'

w^ho obtained a Suffragan from the Crown as early as 1870, with

the title of Bishop of Nottingham. The Suffragan Bishoprics

of Dover, Guildford, and Bedford followed; and since then the

number has multiplied. Some notable appointments w^ere made

to the new sees. When St. Alban's was carved out of Eochester,

Bishop T. L. Claughton elected to take the new division ; and

Eochester w^as given to the highly-esteemed Evangelical Vicar of

St. Pancras, A. W. Thorold. As at the same time, a large part of New
^

Surrey was transferred from Winchester to Eochester, Thorold '^
°^^"

became, in effect, the first bishap whose centre of work lay in

South London. The new diocese of Truro received as its first

bishop E. W. Benson ; and to Liverpool was appointed the

redoubtable Protestant champion. Canon Eyle. The appointment

of Eyle was one of the last acts of Lord Beaconsfield before the

general election of 1880 terminated his political career ;
and cer-

tainly a Premier who in four years raised to the Episcopate a

Thorold, a Benson, a Maclagan, a Lightfoot, and a Eyle, cannot be

accused of selecting inferior men. The new dioceses of Newcastle,

Southwell, and Wakefield, were formed a little later.

But the most important event affecting the English Episcopate

was that which closed our period, the death of Archbishop Tait, ^^^^^^p"/

on Advent Sunday, December 3rd, 1882. For twelve years as Tait.

Bishop of London, and for fourteen years as Primate, he had been

one of the foremost men of his time. It has often been said that

he was Archbishop of the laity rather than of the clergy, and there

is truth in the remark. He often took a lay rather than a clerical ^^1^"^

view of things ; when dangerously ill in 1869 he said he had with the

wished to live to promote the organization of lay help in the
'^'^^"

Church ;
'•' and wdiile he was at times distrusted by the Evangelicals,

and always much more than distrusted by the High Church party,

his influence in a lay assembly like the House of Lords was such

as no other Primate of the century has enjoyed. But in the

great Church gatherings over which he presided, such as the

Croydon Church Congress and the Lambeth Conference, he won
general gratitude and admiration. He was gifted in an unusual

degree with that kind of Christian common sense which depre- ^^

cates panics and soars above the idea that each difficulty as it sense

arises in the Church involves—as is said so often as to lose much panics

of its force—"the most solemn crisis we have had to face." At

Croydon he said :

—

•' Some think that I never speak without an undue exaggeration of

the brightness of the prospects of the Church. But they are bright

!

Look abroad : what other country in the world would you change

Churches with ? Look at home : which of the denominations would you

prefer ? Look back : what nge are you prepared to say it would have

* Life of Archbishop Tait, vol. ii. p. 52.

VOL. III. C

His
common
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Part VIII. been more satisfactory to have lived in ':" For my part, I thank God and
1873-82. take courage."

L ' Many who think of Tait in connexion with the controversies of

the period of his Primacy forget his great work as Bishop of

London, or imagine that the chief result of that episcopate was
His work the establishment of the Bishop of London's Fund. Our Thirty-

m^t^s fourth Chapter will not have been written in vain if it reminds the

readers of this History how much the aggressive elasticity of our

Home Missions owes to Bishop Tait's own example of preaching

in omnibus yards, at dock gates, in the open-air. Of his deep
and for interest in Foreign Missions his ten speeches at 0.M.S. Exeter

Missions. Hall meetings '''• are a standing witness. Very impressive some
of those addresses are, weighty, practical, transparently sincere

;

" persuasive," as Lord Granville said his speeches in the House
of Lords were,! and " uniting, to a remarkable degree, dignity and
simplicity.!' Let us read three brief passages from them. First

observe his reference, in 1874, to the position of the Primate in the

very heart and centre of the Church's world-wide interests, as

enabUng him to apj)reciate the Society's work :

—

His view of " There is no cure for evils which we have at home, to be compared to
C.M.s.

, that interest in the advancement of Christ's Kingdom amongst those

who are lying in darkness, to which the efforts of this Society are

dedicated. I am certain that if men's hearts are stirred by the Holy
Ghost to take a real interest in perishing souls, many of the disputes

which at present rend our Church at home will disappear.
'• In my particular position, I have communications weekly from

almost every part of the earth. The Churches throughout the world
which are in comnuniion with the Church of England are continually

applying to the centre, and their applications generally come through
myself ; and I can testify that wherever the sun sliines upon the miseries

of the human race, there this Society is at work, and not only at work,

but at work in the best way, spreading the Gospel to those who would
otherwise be in darkness."

Then sec how, in 1877, he could estimate the trustworthiness

and value of the Society's Reports :

—

and its
" I think we have reason to be thankful to Almighty God for the

Reports, progress which this Societ}^ has made and is still making. It is always

refreshing to hear the Report of this Society—not an imaginary picture

of imaginary triumphs, hut a real, business-like statement of the exact

degree of progress which is made year by year—not heeding the dis-

couragements to which we may be exposed, but hopefully stating what
they are, and what appear to be the remedies by which they may be
surmounted. I am old enough to remember the time when it was a

fashionable thing rather to sneer at missionary success and at missionary

work. Thank God, I believe that time has greatly gone by. There was
a time when o\ir politicians shook their heads gravely when you spoke
of any missionary efiorts in our distant dependencies. "With respect to

* Oace as Dean of Carlisle, five times as Bishop of London, four times as

Archbishop of Canterbury.

f L?'/e of Archb'sliop Tait, vol. ii. p. 58-1.
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India especially, it was almost part of a politician's creed that you oiudit Part VIIIto dissemble your Christianity and half leave the Natives to suppose 187.3_8->
'

that you were somewhat ashamed of it. Thank God, that state of things Chap. 69
has gone by.

This speech was delivered when the Ceylon controversy was at
its height, and some other features of it wall come hefore us in a
future chapter. Here let us notice how, in the same address, he
encouraged the Society to unflinching faithfulness in maintaining
its distinctive principles :

—

^

"You are right in maintaining that you will not flinch from those and itsgreat prniciples which you have announced, and from those doctrines principles,
which have not only been your watchword ever since tliis Society was
founded, but which throughout the wcn^ld, wherever there are pious
souls, are the comfort and sustaining power that bear those souls
throughout great emergencies, and enable them to face death with
calmness. These great doctrines you will not hesitate to proclaim and
by God 8 l)lessing they will force their way into the hearts of thousands
who either hesitate at present to accept them, or who openly reiect the
truths which you preach."

" To face death with calmness." Yes : the great truths which
the Church Missionary Society proclaims are exactly those on
which the dynig can rest their faith and hope, and which <Tive
them a peace that passeth understanding. And upon them^ as
the biography of the great Archbishop abundantly testifies ' he
himself reposed, as he passed through the dark valley into ' the
light of everlasting life.

c '1



CHAPTEE LXX.

The Environment : Evangelistic and Sfiritual
Movements.

Unnoticed Religious Movements—Pennefather at Mildmay— S. A.

Blackwood—Robert and W. Hay Aitken—Parochial Missions

—

Hoare at Nottingham—Moody and Sankey, Liverpool and London
—Y.M.C.A. and Exeter Hall—The Church Congresses on Deepening
the Spiritual Life—Broadlands—Oxford and Brighton Conven-
tions—Evangelical Divisions—The Keswick Convention—Evange-
listic Agencies—Children's Special Services—Cambridge and the

C.LC.C.U.—What we owe to these Movements.

" C'f(,« there any good ihiiig come out of Nazareth i" . . . Come and xee."—
St. John i. 46.

"Things which are despised hath God clwsen . . . that )io fesh slionid glonj

in. His x>rescnce."~l Cor. i. 28, 29.

PartVUI lE^^^^Sl'^ ^'^ ^^^^ always such religious movements as attract

1873-82. ^m ^^ public attention at the time, or the accounts of which
Chap. 70. ^^ ^^ fill the pages of ecclesiastical histories, that produce

T /n%,l^^i ^^^® most important permanent results. If Gamaliel
religious had Written the religious history of his day, he would

ments bavc told US a great deal more about Eabbinical controversies than
sometimes about the Proplict of Nazarctli, and probably he would not have

im^pm-tant. mentioned the Sermon on the Mount at all. Modern writers on the

Eeformation period say much of Henry the Eighth's divorces, and
the two Prayer-books of Edward VL, and the Advertisements of

Elizabeth, but for the most part ignore the work of the Spirit of

God in enlightening the minds of humble and unnoticed men
years before Henry shook off the Papal yoke. In the early

chapters of this History we have seen how obscure and despised

the early Evangelicals were, the men w^hom it is now the fashion

to praise—at the expense of their successors. There has been a
similar condition of things in the last thirty or forty years. The
Evangelistic and Eevival Movement of 1857-61, described in our
Thirty-fourth Chapter, lies outside the range of vision of the

modern Church historian, and so do the movements that have
sprung from it. Indeed, these movements are scarcely recognized

even by the Evangelical clergy, although to them is largely due
whatever of life and power the Evangelical wing of the Chiu-ch

possesses to-day ; and, emphatically, whatever of life and power
there is in its missionary enterprise. x\ll the more necessary is

it, therefore, to draw attention to them.
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At the time ^vhen our period opens, there were two evangelistic P^hx VHl.

and spiritual movements going on which have led to great results.
^^^^ ^^

One was the Parochial Mission movement ; the other is usually

identified by the name of its headquarters, " Mildmay. The Two^n^ove-

latter though the less prominent and perhaps the less importani, the period,

was the earlier in time, so we may rightly t^ake it first, ihe

commencement of the " Mildmay " influence, at Barnet, so far back

as 1856, we noticed in our Thirty-fourth Chapter
;

and Mr.

Pennefather's removal to a North London parish m 1864, and the
Jf-

f-ne.

remarkable development of organized women s work under liis Mildmay.

auspices, were mentioned in our Fifty-second Chapter, it is a

notable instance of the Divine procedure—using " the weak things

of the world," "things which are despised," "things which are

not "—that such an influence should emanate from such a place.

The small but. populous parish of St. Jude's, Mildmay Park, was

one of the most ordinary of new middle-class suburban districts.

It had not the romantic repulsiveness—if the phrase may be per-

mitted—of a Spitalfields or a Wapping. It was simply common-

place William Pennefather was Incumbent for just nine years ;

and in that time "Mildmay" became the centre of a spiritual

power which was felt to the ends of the earth. The local work in

mere building was astonishing. Pennefather enlarged the church «- f--,

to seat 1500 persons ; he erected large new schools, and two

mission-halls ; he built the commodious Deaconess Institution ;

he planned, and completed, the erection of the great Conference

Hall seating 2500 persons. To accomplish these things he raised

some £10,000, and he left all the buildings free from debt. But

his was no mere bricks-and-mortar ministry. Spiritual work ot the

most direct kind went on all the week round ;
men and women ot

all classes and ages were brought to Christ; and Christian

workers, alike the youngest and the most experienced, found at

Mildmay an inspiration that sent them back to their ^york, at

home or abroad, with a deepened sense of their own insufticiency,

but with a quickened faith in the power of the Lord. Much

more might be said, and exaggeration would be scarcely possible.

Let it suffice to quote the testimony of a neighbouring clergyman

of a very difterent tvpe, the Eev. John Oakley, afterwards Dean ^n^^^.^

successively of Carhsle and of Manchester. Speaking, after Penne- testimony

father's death, at a meeting of the Association of Lay Helpers tor

the Diocese of London, he closed a striking eulogy of him with

these words :
" He accomplished a work never exceeded, perhaps

never equalled, by any clergyman in our generation."
^.^

What was the secret of William Pennefather's unique influence .''

^^ai

It was simply this, that he was a man who walked with God, who

simply asked his Heavenly Father for whatever was needed tor

this or that project according to that Father's will, and who found

these childlike requests granted. He was the George Muller ot

the Church of England ; and though his career was much shoiler

and (if one may so say) less sensational than that of the founder

hiaracter.
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Part VIII. of the Orphan Homes, his influence upon the Evangehcal circle

1873-82. }^as been incomparably greater. And that influence did not cease
Chap^70.

^^.-^j^ j^jg death. He entered into rest on April 30th, 1873 ; but

His death, his work (except what was purely parochial) was continued for

many years by his beloved and like-minded widow (with the full

sympathy of successive vicars), and since her death has been

continued by a large band of true-hearted followers. It has, in

fact, been developed and extended in all directions, and is now, a

quarter of a century after the founder's death, carried on at a

cost of £25,000 a year, almost wholly provided by free-will otter-

ings. That is, the tangible w^ork ; the influence of Mildmay
cannot be expressed in figures ; but we shall see its results again

and again in these later chapters of our History.

We must not, however, leave Mildmay without a reference to the

friend who succeeded Mr. Pennefather as Chairman of the yearly

Conferences, and as -the leading trustee of the institutions, Mr.
SirAithur (afterwards Sir) S. A. Blackwood. His conversion, and early
Blackwood

^^^^^ f^^, ci^^.igt^ came before us in our Thirty-fourth Chapter.

Though a civil servant of the Crown with heavy responsibilities,

he was always about his Heavenly Father's business ; and perhaps

no recent biography gives so attractive a picture of a high Chris-

tian character as does that of Sir Arthur Blackwood. Under his

presidency the annual Mildmay Conference lost none of its

spiritual power ; and his own brief expositions of Scripture were
among its most valuable features. The Church Congresses

recognized his unique gifts. Three times in five years, at

Nottingham, Brighton, and Stoke, he was appointed to speak on

the deepening of the spiritual life. Certainly no layman of our

time has equalled him as an expositor of Scripture.

Of the regular Mildmay speakers it is only necessary here to

mention one ; and his name will take us on to the other move-
ment which has been alluded to as a feature of the period. This

was one of Mr. Pennefather's curates, the Eev. W. Hay M. H.
Aitken, who subsequently became the most prominent " mis-

Robert and sioner " of the day. His father, Eobert Aitken of Pendeen,

!^tk?n.^ was the earliest, and in many ways the gi'eatest, of modern
" missioners." Forty years before, Eobert Aitken had had a

church at Liverpool, but being actually censured by so good a

bishop as J. B. Sumner of Chester (afterwards Primate) for

preaching in the open-air like a Methodist, he resigned, and
became for some time a free lance. Then he came under the

influence of the Oxford Tracts, and from that time combined, in a

w'ay quite unique, the most fervent evangelism with a love for

the sacramental system. Dr. Hook invited him to Leeds f- but he

was of too independent a spirit to be happy there, and he subse-

quently worked in the Isle of Man, until he was appointed to

the parish of Pendeen, in Cornwall, just north of the Land's End.

The influence he gained there over the tin-miners was something
* See Vol. II., p. 404, for Aitken's influence on J. W. Knott at Leeds.
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extraoi'dinai)' ; and the hfaiilifiil cliuicli on the wild Coniish clil'f Paut Vfll.

wliicli now excites the adniinition of visitors was hterally planned l^'^73-^<2.

and liuilt by himself and his peo])le with their own hands, on the ^^' '
'

model of the ruined cathedral of lona, as a thankoti'ering to Clod.

When his son was offered the curacy of St. Jude's, Mildmay, he
WTote to him, " Mr. Pennefather is a very Low Churchman . . .

but he is a very holy man, and that's the great point."

Eobert Aitken fell dead suddenly on the platform of Paddington
Station on July 11th, 1873, two months after Pennefather's

death. But not before he had taken an active share in initiating

the Parochial Mission movement. That movement had a com- The

plex origin. On the one hand it was in part anticipated by the mIss^oh*

special services for working-men which had been begun in the movement,

'lifties by Dr. Miller of Birmingham, A. Baring-Gould of Wolver- 1^*?
*i^°'"°''^J

!• 1 •
origin.

hampton, and other Evangelical clergymen, and which wei'e in

fact connected with the evangelistic movement described in our
Thu'ty-fourth Chapter. These, however, w^ere generally short

evening services every night for a week, with sermons by different

preachers. The idea of a regular " Mission " for eight or ten

days, conducted by one " missioner," and with " after-meetings,"

came, on the other hand, from a rising section of young and
fervent High Churchmen, among whom Twigg, Body, Furse, and
G. H. Wilkinson (now Bishop of St. Andrew's) were conspicuous

;

and they derived theii' idea from Rome. Even Rome may now
and then set us an example in methods ! But this fact caused
the earliest Parochial Missions to be regarded with suspicion by
Evangelical Churchmen ; and w'hen unexpectedly, in 1869, a

Twelve Days' Mission for London was announced, scarcely any The

churches but those identified with advanced High Church views Days-'Mis-

joined in it. Nevertheless, within two years Missions were being ^'°"' '^^•

held in parishes of varied ecclesiastical colours all over tlie

country. In Advent, 1871, a united Mission for the parishes in

the deanery of St. Pancras, organized by the Vicar of St. Pancras,

A. W. Thorold (afterwards Bishop of Rochester), was marked
by much blessing. In this Mission Robert Aitken and his two
sons, R. W. and W. Hay Aitken, took leading parts. Then,
in February, 1874, came the gi-eat London Mission, under the General

auspices of the Bishops. Among the Evangelical " missioners "
Mission,

who were now prominent were C. D. Marston, Sholto Douglas, *^74-

W. Hay Chapman, W. Haslam (another remarkable Cornish
clergyman, gifted with rare power in dealing with individual souls),

and a new man from Herefordshire, H. W. Webb-Peploe. Another
missioner whose services were manifestly blessed, and who was
counted neither with the High Churchmen nor with the Evan-
gelicals, was F. Pigou, now Dean of Bristol.

Although, thus quickly, all earnest Evangelical clergymen who
^e*]fcfi^^"'

desired a blessing from on liigh in their parishes came to recog- clergy and

nize th(! value of these Missions, and learned to thank God when mln'""^*^'

the fruits from the faithful seed-sowings of their own niinistrv were
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Part VIII. suddenly reaped by a stranger, yet not many of the acknowledged
1873-82 leaders became " missioners " themselves. They could and did

_j_' preach a plain Gospel ; but to conduct after-meetings and deal

wisely with inquirers needed a special experience, and, as a

matter of fact, the men whom God specially used in this w^ay

were not the men who had been most prominent in the defence
of Protestant truth against the advancing sacerdotalism. It was
another case of the " diversities of gifts." But there were ex-

Canon ceptions, and a notable one was Canon Hoare. Though not

mis^^onlr^ disposcd to adopt the w^ays of the Aitkens and Haslam, he w^as as

eager as they to win souls ; and very touching is his own
account of the working of the Spirit of God at his first attempt
to conduct a Mission at Holy Trinity, Nottingham, in 1872."

He was not expecting to see people weeping in the church under
his first sermon, or clergymen at the prayer-meeting with covered
faces "in trouble about their souls," or leading gentlemen of the
town coming to him in conviction of sin, or a whole string of

"inquirers " waiting their turns for personal interviews. At the
close of the week he wrote, " It has been without doubt the most
encouraging in my whole ministry. I never knew so many
persons awakened under my sermons in so short a time." " It

has been," he again wrote, " a new era in my own life." This
one case is given here, as a specimen of what went on, for three

or four years at least, all over the country ; and the case is chosen
purposely of a recognized and judicious Evangelical theologian,

rather than of the regular missioners who w^ere regarded (though
not justly) as fostering " excitement."

The secret What was the cause of the unmistakable blessing that attended
01 Dicssinfi". • * «

' the Parochial Mission movement ? No doubt the freshness of

the method had its influence in bringing people together and in-

clining them to expect something. But after all, conversion is the

work of God the Holy Ghost, and there is nothing to be said but

that it pleased Him at this time, in answer to the prayers that

had for years been going up for a revival of true religion, to work
with special power upon the hearts of men.

But the Holy Ghost is most honoured when working by means
which the natural man des]3ises. The "treasure" is most
appreciated when in the most "earthen" of "earthen vessels."

And in the midst of the Parochial Mission movement came
another movement, from which the greater part of the Church of

England stood entirely q.loof, but to which the Church of

England owes a debt of gratitude not the less real because never
fully acknowledged—even if acknowledged at all. This was the
Mission of Mr. Moody and Mr. Sankey.

Moo?y
^' ^' ^' ^^o*^^}'' tl^6 famous American evangelist, had for several

years been a vigorous preacher, worker, and organizer of mission

* In his Memoir, by Di-. Towiiseiid, p. 163.
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agencies, at Chicago. He had been in England twice before his Pakt VIII.

first great campaign, and had become known as an effective p^^"^~^^'

evangehst. In 1872 he spoke at the Mildmay Conference, and ^P" ' "

Mr. Pennefather thereupon suggested to him to come over again

and undertake special missions on a large scale. On June 17th,

1873, he landed with Mr. Hankey at Liverpool ; and the first

thing he heard was that Mr. Pennefather was just dead, and also

a Newcastle merchant who had joined in the invitation. Deprived

thus unexpectedly of the two friends on whom he had most relied,

he began work by holding meetings at Young Men's Christian

Associations in the North of England, the first of w^hich, at York,

was attended by exactly eight persons. Gradually, however, the

spiritual power of both the preacher and the singer began to be

felt; and their fame reaching to Scotland, they wei'e invited to Moody and

Edinburgh. There, it may be said, the more public work com- fcoulnd"
menced ; and for about a year (1874) a mission of unprecedented

nuignitude went on in the chief cities of Scotland. Thence they

went to Ireland ; from Ireland they came over again to England
;

and at Manchester, Shefliield, Birmingham, and Liverpool, the

largest halls were densely crowded day after day. Mr. Hay Aitken

was then Vicar of Christ Church, Everton, Liverpool ; and on the and at

Sunday morning when the mission began in that city, February '^^""P"" •

7th, 1875, he was exulting that in every church in Liverpool n)ust

that morning be read out the words, " Jesus of Nazareth passeth

by "—the refrain of Mr. Sankey's most impressive solo,—for it

was Quinquagesima Sunday, with the story of Blind Bartimeus as

the Gospel for the day. •'

Meanwhile preparations were going on in London to receive the Prepara-

evangelists there, and the Agricultural Hall at Islington was en- London,

gaged, and furnished with 14,000 chairs. The local chairman and
leader was K. C. Billing, then Vicar of Holy Trinity, Islington,

afterwards Bishop of Bedford ; and even the extraordinary energy
of his episcopate, which so many remember, gives but a faint

idea of his incessant and imwearied labours in connexion with

Moody's Mission—while his multifarious parochial agencies never

sLopped for a moment, nor his supervision of them. A few weeks
before the Mission began, Mr. Moody came to London and met a

large assemblage of ministers of religion (over a thousand), to

be " heckled "as to his objects and methods ; and " heckled " he J^o°'^y „

was. "What is your creed?" asked one. "It is already in

print," was the reply ;
" you will find it in the fifty-third chapter

of Isaiah." " Will you try," said another, " and reach the

miserably poor?" " Yes, and the miserably rich also." " I am
a red-hot Ritualist," said a third ;

" if any of my people are con-

verted at yoiu' meetings, will you send them back to me to be

* This is a i^ersonal rLMiiiniscence. I was .staying with Mr. Aitkoii, and I

heard Mr. Moody speak and Mr. Sankey siug for the first time at 8 a.m. on
that Sunday. We walketl three miles tiiroiityh deep snow to tlie meeting', aud
found three or four thousand persons assembled.—E. S.
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Part Vin. taught? " " I have nothing to do ^vith churches and congrcga-

Cha^~TO
*^°'^^ '^"^ "*" *^^'^"o ^° Christ are free to go where they Hke."

^^' The Mission hegan on the evening of March 9th, every one of

Meetings the fourteen thousand chairs being occupied, and crowds also

Agrk^ii- standing. " Let us praise God for what He is cjoiyuj to do in
turai Hall. Loudon," exclaimed Sloody ;

" Praise God from w'hom all bless-

ings flow "
; and the, Doxology, thus unexpectedly called for, was

sung with overwhelming effect. Such a beginning is worth
recording ; but it is beside the purpose of this History to descrilje

the never-to-be-forgotten weeks that followed. Of the pathetic
" songs and solos," whose strains are now familiar in every part of

the world ; of the strong common-sense of Moody's utterances

;

of the overflow meetings for three or four thousand people who
could not get in ; of the w^orkers' meetings at 7 a.m. on Sundays,
when thousands of Sunday-school teachers and others found
fresh inspiration for their ordinary labours ; of the young men's
meetings, at which a Scottish youth afterw^ards known as

Henry Professor Henry Drummond won his spurs ; of the subsequent

mond*. meetings for West End folk in the Opera House, where some of

the most touching results were seen ; of the crowds of awakened
souls in the inquiry-rooms ; of the distinguished men who came
to hear ;

''• above all, of the clergymen, laymen, and women, now
well known and honoured for their Christian labours at home and
abroad, who went to those meetings with their hearts and lives

The results far from God, and came away to begin a new life of personal
dedication to His service,—much might be said. Those who have
been even a little behind the scenes know that no other religious

movement of the time has had tlie practical and permanent fruits

in converted souls and consecrated lives which God vouchsafed to

Mr. Moody's Missions.

On one point a word may be added. Many people ol)jected,

not only to Moody's inquiry-room, but to some of the after-

meetings at regular Parochial Missions, on the ground that they
Revivals iuvolved "the confessional." The w^hole subject of Eevivals and
fe'ssion"dis- persoual dealing with souls was ably discussed in the very year of

thl^st1)ke
^^oo<^^y's first London Mission, and when Parochial Missions were

Congress, being everywhere held, at the Stoke Church Congress of 1875.
Mr. Twigg and Mr. Grier represented the fervent High Church
school who believed both in revival prayer-meetings and in a mild
form of " confession "

; and. a layman who had taken an active

part in Moody's work, Mr. W. T. Paton, read an admirable paper
on Revivals and the Inquiry Room, in which he explained that

what the "inquirer" at such meetings was brought to confess
was not sins, but sin,—not particular acts or thoughts, but the state

of alienation from God ; and that therefore the Christian worker
dealing with him, whether layman or cleric, had only to " stand
as far in the background as possible, so that he might point all

the more clearly to the Lamb of God."
* I myself gave Mr. (Jlad^stune a seat one Siimlav eveiiiii"-.—E. S.
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!Mr. Moody's campai^iis attracted attcnliou far beyond the Part VIII.

circles usually interested in sucli movements. Naturally, the p^"'*~^^-

great bulk of the clergy stood aloof; most Evangelicals even, ^£_'
though they went to hear, took no part in the work. But along opinions

with coldness and criticism and cavils there was much interest, °|^|°°kers-

and some sympathy, in unexpected quarters. Archbishop Tait

wrote to Earl Cairns a valuable letter, for publication, in which,

though with characteristic caution, he expressed sympathy with a

work that was i-eaching such multitudes. Bishop Thorold of

Rochester (at a later period '') gave hearty endorsement to the

services held in his diocese, and attended them himself. In

the correspondence columns of the Guardian, Moody's methods
were not only assailed, but vigorously defended. In ChurcJi.

Bolls also, Mr. (afterwards Dean) Oakley, the High Church
clergyman before mentioned, wrote an enthusiastic account of

one of Moody's most striking addresses, on the sufferings and
death of Christ, and of Mr. Sankey's accompanying solo, "

Christ, what burdens bowed Thy head." People might approve or

disapprove ; but they could not help being keenh' interested.

Two practical results of the 1875 campaign must be mentioned.
In the first place, it was Mr. bloody who suggested to ^Ir. Ilay

Jf"":

"^^

Aitken to give himself wholly to the life and work of a " missioner,"

and who spontaneously collected large sums of money to start a

new organization for that purpose. Aitken thereupon resigned his

Liverpool parish, founded the Church Parochial Mission Society,

and has been its leader ever since. In the second place, Moody's
private and personal influence was largely used to call forth the

energy which has so wonderfully developed the Young Men's and y^v'^'a
Young Women's Christian Associations, both of which, from the

time of his visit, manifested a far moi-e vigorous life, and gradually

gained their now important position in all parts of the world.

In this connexion should b(.' mentioned the purchase of Exeter
S^^.^f''

Hall for the Y.M.C.A. That building had been held by a band of v.m.c.a.

shareholders, and it has been mentioned in a former chapter
that the Church Missionary Society had £250 invested in it.

Various circumstances, particularly the failure of the Sacred
Harmonic Society, from whose concerts a good part of the income
was derived, led to the Hall being for siile. In order to save it

for the philanthropic and religious uses with which its name had
been so closely connected, six gentlemen contributed £25,000
between them to purchase and adapt it, and presented it to the

Y.M.C.A., it being understood that it would continue to be let to

the various societies for their public meetings. Considerable
improvements were elTected in the building, and the present

conmiodious Lower Hall was constructed. On March 2yth, 1881,

the Hall was reopeui'd with a great evening meeting, Lord

* That is, at the tiiuo til' M i-. Mnoilv's m ul {.(indmi cuiiiiciiu'ii in ISs:{-4.

TlmiMld wii-< not bishop in Is7j.
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Part VIII. Shaftesbury presiding, and Archbishop Tait and Earl Cairns
1873-82. speaking with great warmth and impressiveness.
Chap^/O. Moody and Sankey came over again in 1883-84. This is beyond

our present period ; but it will not be necessary to describe in our

Moody's next Part that second great Mission, culminating in the wonderful
Second meetings in the temporary ])uilding on the Thames Embankment, so

it is just mentioned here. One feature of that Mission, indeed,

we shall have to notice—its influence upon the missionary enter-

prise. That influence was indirect ; neither in 1875 nor in 1884

did it occur to Moody himself, or to his comrades and supporters,

to link with his call to the unconverted the further call to the

converted to take their part in the evangelization of the world.

But God had His own purpose to fulfil, though man did not

perceive it ; and we shall see hereafter what the missionary

cause ow^es to Mr. Moody's campaigns, especially to his visit to

Cambridge in 1882.

We must now turn to another and different class of movements.
The Parochial Missions, and campaigns like Mr. Moody's, although

effecting great good in instructing and quickening the zeal of

godly people, were designed primarily for the unconverted. But

Meetings the deepenhig of spiritual life was also being widely and prayer-
o".^'?^ fully considered. This, of course, was the chief pur]30se of the

Life. Mildmay Conference, and some of the men who spoke there were
recognized as more gifted for the building-up of believers than

for evangelistic work. The Church Congress also was now giving

one of its most important sessions each year to a directly

At the spiritual subject. This was done for the first time at Southamp-

congress ^o^' ^^^ 1870, uudcr Bisliop Wil])erforce, when the first evening

was devoted to the consideration of '

' Agencies for the Kindling and
Eevival of Spiritual Life," the chief speakers being E. M. Benson,

Twigg, and Body, representing one wing, and Emilius Bayley and
J. H. Titcomb the other, with W. D. Maclagan between them.

A layman also appeared for the first time as a Congress speaker,

who was in after years to be known in a very different connexion

—H. F. Bowker. After that year, it became the regular custom
to take the devotional subject on the last day of the Congress

;

and although now and then extreme opinions found utterance,

and extreme practices were recommended, yet upon the whole
most edifying addresses were given, and a surprising amount of

spiritual unity was manifested. The names of Hoare, Cadman,
Eichardson, and Bickersteth, occur repeatedly in the programmes
during our period, and those of G. H. Wilkinson, Maclagan,

Body, and Walsham How.
Very different from the Congresses, but still bolder in bringing

together men of quite opposite theological views, were the private

Conferences held yearly at Broadlands, at the invitation of Mr.
At Broad- Cowper-Temple (afterwards Lord Mount Temple), for united
'^"'^'^' prayer and the discussion of sphitual topics. Here w^ould gather
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such different types of Christians as Ilaslam and Body and Part Till.

Andrew Jukes, Pastor Monod and Father If^natius, ]\Irs. Charles 1^"'^'^^-

and Miss Marsh. "•' A remarkahle series of breakfasts, also, was ^^'
'

given in London by Mr. Samuel Morley, M.P., to which hundreds

of clergy and ministers were invited in tui-n, and the subject of a

higher Christian life discussed and prayed over.

13ut a more definite message was now to be proclaimed.

Several American writers had for some years been publishing

books on the " Higher Christian Life "; and in 1874 some remark-

able meetings wei'c held at Oxford, in which the American leaders At Oxford

were joined by a few English clergymen, of whom the Revs. Brighton.

Evan H. Hopkins and G. R. Thornton are the best known. Many
who were present testified to having received great blessing ; and
among these were two clergymen already respected then and
much more honoured since, A. M. W. Christopher of Oxfoi'd, and
T. D. Harford Battersby of Keswick ; wbile a third, who was
not present, but who was already becoming known (as before

mentioned) as a conductor of Parochial ]\Iissions, H. W. Webb-
Peploe, testified to receiving a like blessing indirectly through the

influence of the movement. In the following year, 1875, similar

gatherings were held at Brighton, with similar effects; and thei'e

^Ir. Webb-Pcploe appeared as a speaker.

What was the message delivered at these two Conferences '? It The mes-

]nay be summed up in St. Paul's words, "As yc have received the Con-

Christ Jesus the Lord, so walk ye in Him." While at the f^rences.

Church Congress the discussions, however profitable, mostly
turned on the external means of grace, the Oxford and Brighton
meetings did not touch them at all, but went to the heart of the

matter. " You received a finished salvation through a crucified

Saviour by simple faith in Him. You did nothing
;
you merely

took the free gift. -So icalk. Sanctification is from Him alone,

by the Spirit. Y''ou are to trust Him to do all in you, as He has
done all for you. You are the branches of the Vine : fruit comes
only from the sap that flows from the parent stem ; the essential

thing is to ahidc in Him." In this teaching there was nothing

really new ; but it had certainly not been prominent in ordinary

Evangelical ministrations. Now it was given by men who had
themselves passed through a definite experience of the living

power of God, and who called upon their hearers by an act of

unreserved faith to "step out" of the bondage of the average

Christian life into a light and liberty not before realized.

But there was undoubtedly some want of balance—to say the

least—in the language of the American preachers and writers on
the subject ; and the cry of " Perfectionism " was raised, not Contro-

unreasonably. The more careful and better-instructed English pV/fec°"

teachers earnestly disclaimed the holding of anything that could tiomsm.

* A vivid account of the Broadlands Conference in 1878 is given in H. B.

Macartney's England, Ho;iie. and Beauty (the firf^t series of letters under that

title).
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Part VIII. be called sinless perfection. They could use the Prayer-book
1873-82. -words, " Vouchsafe, Lord, to keep us this day without sin," and

^P" " Grant that this day we fall into no sin," as a prayer which they
really meant, and which they looked to God to grant

; yet at the
same time they could realize the imperfection of their holiest

hours and best services, and could say with equal sincerity at the
day's end, "Forgive us our trespasses." As Mr. Webb-Peploe
constantly said, " There is no such thing as a perfect sinner ; but
there is a perfect Saviour, and we are not to think of His grace
for us as imperfect." The older Evangelical leaders, however,
could not, or did not, always distinguish between the carefully-

guarded language of some and the fervent transcendentalism of

others ; and the columns of the Bccord teemed with protests from
Deans Close and McNeile, Canons Eyle and Bell, and that doughty
Protestant champion and munificent supporter of the C.M.S.,
G. T. Fox of Durham. Mr. Christopher and Canon Battersby
earnestly defended the teaching that had so much helped them
personally ; but they failed to satisfy their critics.

Meanwhile, to meet the increasing demand for instruction on
the subject of Sanctitication, a London clergyman who had links

w'ith both sections, Mr. Hay Chapman, arranged in two successive

years a " Conference of Members of the Church of England," the
invitation to which was signed by most of the recognized leaders,

Eyle, Hoare, Garbett, &c. The first of these was held at Cannon
Evan- Street Hotel in February, 1875, Mr. Auriol, the Nestor of the

Church Evangelical party, presiding. Through Chapman's influence, both
Conven- sections of Opinion were represented : Hoare, Herbert James,
Cannon EmiUus Baylcy, and Richardson, the more orthodox side ; Avhile
Street. Evau Hopkius and Bowker the layman were allowed to speak for

the new school. It was not a discussion, however. The meetings
were purely devotional ; and that they were needed, and valued,

was shown by the overwhelming crowd that packed hall and
galleries and lobbies and staircase. The afternoons were given
(as at Mildmay) to missionary and other practical topics ; and
none who heard them can forget Canon Jackson's thrilling account

.

of the united Parochial Mission at Leeds, or T. V. French's most
beautiful address on "Foreign Missions in their Eelation to the
Spiritual Life of the Church." '- In the following year a similar

Conference was held at St. James's Hall, when the speakers in-

cluded Eyle, Garbett, Cadman, Eeeve, Conw^ay, and Eowle}' Hill.

This effort, however, was but a temporary one ; and the two
wings (on this question) of the Evangelical body did not really

come nearer to one another for many years. Meanwhile, a quiet
Origin of local gathering took place in that same year, 1875, w^hich was
v/i°ck Con- destined, in the providence of God, to prove the seed from which
vention. ^ great and fruitful tree should spring—or, to vary the figure, from

which a rich harvest of blessing should by-and-by be reaped. In

* Printed in the CM. Inttllunnc-.r, May, 1875.
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the summer of that year, Canon Battersby invited INIr. Hopkins, Part ^'iH-

Mr. George Thornton, Mr. Webb-Peploe, and others whom he ^l'^^'^^^

had met at Brighton, to spend a few days with hnn at Keswick
,

and liold "three days' union meetings for the promotion of

practical hoUness." In this unpretending way l)egan the Keswick

Convention. Of the truly wonderful gi'owth from that little

seed we shall see more in future chapters. For some years

the Convention continued a comparatively small and almost a

private gathering; and for the present we need not trace its

history. Let it only be added here that Canon Battersby was a Caj,°n
^

cultured Oxford man, who in his BalUol days had been the con- Battersby.

temporary of Matthew Arnold, A. H. Clough, J. D Coleridge,

F Temple, F. T. Palgrave, J. C Shairp, and H. A. Douglas

(afterwards Bishop of JV^mbay), the two last-named being his

intimate friends ; that, under the spell of J. IL Newman, he began

clerical life as a High Church curate ; that he afterwards came

under the "broad" influence of F. W. Myers (whose curate he

was) and of the Bunsens ; that nevertheless, as years went on

he threw in his lot, with full conviction, with the Evangelical

clergy, and, when Yicar of St. John's, Keswick, was an active

supporter and Honorary District Secretary of the Church INIis-

sionary Society. Then at the Oxford Conference of 1874 he

exchanged (as he expressed it) a "seeking faith "for a " resting

faith": and to pass on to others the blessing he had received,

and which all men acknowledged had made even his shining face

shine more brightly, became one great object of his prayers and

efforts. Twice in his life he had to bear the cross of separation m^s^co^n

from those whose fellowship he had valued : first, when he opposed,

spontaneously and openly left the High Church party ; secondly, but^P/J-^se.

when Dean Close and other Evangelical clergymen in the diocese

of Carlisle turned their backs upon him because he arranged

meetings at which such heretics as G. E. Thornton and Webb-

Peploe^'were to speak. He did not live to see the increasing

acceptance of his Convention and its influence in the most earnest

Evangelical circles ; but he lived long enough to preside at eight

Conventions, and to be assured that God was owning them in a

very remarkable degree. Their gi-eat days were in after years.

During our period, as in the previous period, the general

influence of the Evangelistic and Revival Movements of 1857-01 ^Tl^f^^

continued to bear fruit in home mission efforts of all sorts ;
and move^

the work of Christian women, in particular, was rapidly extending,

and was receiving the manifest blessing of God. The Railway

Mission, the Navvy Mission, the Christian Police Association, and

(somewhat later) the Christian Postmen's Association, began to

do excellent though little-noticed service ; and these, as well as

work among factory girls, match-box makers, and other special

classes, engaged the sympathetic and prayerful labours of many

devoted ladies. But there were two movements which have had

an important, though indirect, influence upon the missionary
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enterprise, and which therefore call for special notice. These

were the Children's Special Service Mission, and the efforts to

reach University men, especially at Cambridge.

The Children's Special Service Mission originated like other

good things, from the visit of an American, In 1868, under Mr.

Pennefather's auspices, Mr. Payson Hammond held services for

children at Mildmay. After he left, Mr. Josiah Spiers and Mr.

T. B. Bishop began to gather the Sunday-school children of the

neighbourhood, and others, who were playing in the streets on

Sunday evenings, into Mr. Pennefather's new schoolroom for a

bright, informal meeting during church time. The object was not

instruction as in a Sunday-school, but the definite setting forth of

Christ as a living Saviour and Friend for children, and the leading

them to yield their young hearts to Him. There was a singular

combination of brightness and solemnity about these gatherings
;

the atmosphere of them was very quiet, and the tone very real,

without the slightest approach to excitement ; and there can be no

question that God vouchsafed definite blessing. They were soon

imitated elsewhere ; but the really important development was
when Mr. Spiers and others—particularly Mr. Edwin Arrowsmith

—began to visit the seaside in holiday times, and to gather

children for Gospel addresses on the beach. These were

children of a much higher class socially, and it is among such,

both boys and girls, that missions of the kind have since been

carried on, not only on the seashore, but in schoolrooms, &c., at

other times of the year. An important addition to the agencies

employed has been the Children's Scripture Union, followed by

the Schoolboys' Scripture Union. These Unions—as well as Mr.

Eichardson's Bible and Prayer Union, which was the progenitor

of all the rest,—have given an immense impetus to Bible reading

and study among the young ; and not in England only, for through

Mr. Bishop's untiring energy branches have been formed in every

part of the world, and the publications of the Unions, the issue of

which has become a large and flourishing business, are translated

into many languages in Europe, in Africa, and in Asia.

The most interesting feature of this movement has been the

part taken in the services by young University men. They go for

three or four years and do the humble work of marshalling the

children, giving out hymn-books, making friends with the boys,

and playing cricket with them ; and gradually they become

qualified to conduct the meetings themselves. An admirable

training-ground is thus provided ; and many of the most efficient

of our younger clergy at home and missionaries abroad have in this

way learned how to carry on evangelistic services and how to deal

with individual souls.' And their owm ranks have been continually

recruited from among boys who have been brought to the Lord at

these meetings. The boys are young, and probably at preparatory

schools ; but presently they go on to public schools and join the

little circles of Bible-reading boys there ; and in due time, as fresh-
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men at the Universities, they take a bolder and more nianl}^ stand PartYIII.
for Christ, and eagerly join the bands of like-minded under- 1^73-82.

gi-aduates at the watering-iolaces in August. This has been the ^'*i^P^70.

history of many a young man now filling an honourable position
in the Church of Christ ; and the Chm-ch Missionury Society owes
so much to the movement that it could not but justly demand a
place in this History.

Not directly connected with these agencies for boys and girls,
and yet very happily supplementing them, have been the direct
evangelistic efibrts to win for Christ the undergraduates at the Spiritual

Universities, and to combine the godly men among them in ^ems at
labours for their comrades. This work began at Cambridge before Cambridge

our present peiiod. On Novendjer 24th, 1862, when the'^Eevival
Movement of 1859-Gl was bearing fruit, was commenced a Daily The Daily
Prayer Meeting for undergraduates, conducted by themselves, to MSg
pray " for the outpouring of God's Holy Spirit on the University."-
That Prayer Meeting has been held daily, in term time, ever since.
In 1871, it went into alliance with the Church Missionary Union

—

the foundation of which, in 1858, was mentioned in our Thirty-
sixth Chapter ; and they occupied the same hired room for several
years, until the Henry Martyn Hall was built. In 1873, C. Lea
Wilson and Algernon Coote invited Stevenson Blackwood to ^'^'^^ °^

Cambridge, and on November 17th in that year he gave the first
^'^'''''^°°'^

of those addresses which ha\e had so powerful an influence on
many young lives. Efforts were made to bring Mr. Moody to
Cambridge in 1875, but in vain ; but evangelistic meetings on his
lines were conducted by other men with great success. In 1877,
in the rooms of W. Mitchell-Carruthers of Trinity, was founded
the Cambridge Inter-Collegiate Christian Union, familiarly known
as the " C.I.ecu.," conducted solely by undergraduates, which The
has ever since banded together the decidedly godlv men and led

^'^^^^
them to seek the spiritual good of their fellow-students. The
"C.I.ecu." evangehstic meetings in the Guildhall on Sunday
evenings after church hours, at which all the leading evangelists
of the day have spoken from time to time, have been a'^great
source of blessing. Similar work, though for the most part on a
smaller scale, has been done at Oxford ; and Mr. Webb-Peploe Oxford,

gave the first of the addi-esses to men there in 1874.
Let it be carefully noted that the Cambridge Daily Pra\-er

Meeting was a direct fruit of the Revival Movement of 1859-61,
and that the "C.I.CCU." and its work were an outcome of the
movement of which Moody's campaign of 1875 was the centre

;

* It is worth wliile reconliiirr some of the names on tlie list of those
invited to attend on that first occasion :—Maynard, Edwards, AVilson,
Trotter, Falhwu, Storrs, Watney, Isaacson, Carpenter, Keeling, Batlnirst,'
McNeile, Lang, Campbell (now Sholto Campbell Douglas). The conveners
were the first three here named. In fear a'ld trembling they drew lots
whicli shoiUd open tlie first meeting, and the lot fell upon A. M. Maynard,
now Vicar of Totland Bay, Isle of Wight.

VOL. III.
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Part VIII. and it will be seen at once what Evangelical Eeligion in the
1873-82. Church of England, and the C.M.S., owe to two influences which

^P' have received but scant recognition at the hands even of the

Evangelical clergy.

These Most of the movements described in this chapter have had to

ments bear the reproach of. being " undenominational." This feature of
undenomi- them has repelled not merely High or via media Churchmen—who
yet mainly would probably in any case have not sympathized with them—but

clfuTc'h'^
°^ ^^^° ^^^^ great majority of the Evangelical clergy. As a matter of

men. fact, almost all the workers in many of them, both the leaders

and the rank and file, have been Churchmen. This is especially

true of the movements now generally identified with the name of

Keswick, and with the work among boys and girls and at the Uni-
versities. The Evangelical Eevival of the eighteenth century, under
Wesley and Whiteiield, was similarly non-denominational, yet

almost all the leaders were clergymen of the Church. It is scarcely

reasonable to boast of that Eevival, and at the same time to ignore
or despise present-day movements on similar lines. It is very
likely that if the Evangelical leaders of twenty and thirty years
ago had come to the front and accorded them sympathetic co-

operation, they might have been more distinctly on Church lines.

Whether they would thus have been more effective in doing God's
work is a question on which opinions will differ. The fact re-

mains that while most of our recognized leaders have been largely

occupied in the conflict with error of various kinds, faithfully

—

though it must be confessed unsuccessfully—striving to check its

progress in the Church, many of their best people have been
working quietly and directly to win souls, in ways which have
been non-parochial, and to that extent irregular,—with the result

that thousands of young men and women are Evangelical members
of the Church of England to-day. They were the children of

Church people ; and they have been saved from the errors that

now so widely prevail by being brought to love the Word of God,
and to trust in a personal Saviour. It is this, more than anytliing

else, which has preserved, and extended. Evangelical religion in

the Church of England ; and it is this which has done more than
anything else to lift the Church Missionary Society into the
position which, to the unconcealed surprise of both friends and
foes, it now, by the grace of God, occupies in the face of the

Church and of the World.



CHAPTER LXXI.

The Society: Missions, Men, Money.

A New and Vigorous Period Henry Wright E. Hutchinson General
Lake S. Hasell The Committee -New Missionaries of the Period
—Islington College -Valedictory Meetings The Native Ministry -

The Funds: Great Income of 1874; Extension; Retrenchment;
Deficits wiped off.

" />f/ Thij Itdiid Ijc upon fJie inait of Tlnj rljlit liaitd."—Ps. Ixxx. 17.
" Thou shxif hreak forth on tlie right hand and on tlie left."— Is;i. liv. 3.

TIE period we are now reviewing was one of the most PartVIII.
inipo}tant in tlie history of the Church Missionary 1873-82.

Society. If the epoch 1812-lG was one of special Chap^7l.

importance, and the epoch of 1841-44, and the epoch c.m.s. in
(•!' 1850-53, and the epoch of 1857-59, so also, very the perioJ.

oniphaiically, was tlie epoch of 1874-7G ; wliile tlie closing years
of this period, 1880-82, mark, as hefore ohserved, the transition
time hetween the Past and the Present of the Society.
We have hefore seen that in the year 1872 the ehh-tide of the Close of

previous few years reached the low-water mark. We have seen o*? Depr'e"*^

the Committee's pathetic reference to the " failing treasury " and ^'on-

the " scanty supply of men " in the Report of that year, and their
mournful douht whether the candlestick of a Church so neglectful
of its primary duty would not presently be removed. We have
ohserved the sombre tone of the last Valedictory Instructions
to departing missionaries delivered by the aged Henry Venn in

1871. We have seen the repulse and retreat of the missionary
army in many parts of Africa ; the closing of the door in Turkey";
the great gaps in the ranks caused by death in India, and the lack
of men to till them up ; the harassing controversies regarding
bishoprics in Madagascar and China ; the disasters and perils in
the latter great empire ; and the grievous results of injustice, war,
and apostasy, in New Zealand. Although some of the chapters
in the preceding section of our History presented many causes of
thankfulness and encouragement—it could not be otherwise in the
service of a faithful God,—yet, upon the whole, the clouds were
gathering all through that period, and it was " amid the encircling
gloom " that Henry Venn was laid in the grave.
But as we enter upon our new period, the tide, perceptibly,
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Part VIII. begins to flow again. The Day of Intercession, observed for the

o^'^'^ni
^^'^^ time three weeks before Venn passes to his heavenly rest,

^^' instantly brings reminders that God answers prayer. All through
Opening of the next three or four years, candidates are multiplying ; the

o^Advance financial year ending March 31st, 1874, produces the largest

ordinary income by forty thousand pounds (besides special funds)

that the Society ever (to that date) received ; and the ardent spirit

of Henry Wright, as he enters upon his eventful secretaryship,

backed by the energy of his colleagues, especially the two laymen,
General Lake and Edward Hutchinson, leads the Committee
into new paths of missionary development and extension.

Let us glance at the forward steps of only the first half of the

period. In 1873-74 are matured the plans for enlarged work in the

newly-formed dioceses of Moosonee, Saskatchewan, and Athabasca.

In 1873-75, four important centres in Japan are occupied, in

addition to the one previously worked. In 1873, the Society

crosses the Jordan and places a pioneer at the ancient Ramoth-
Gilead. In 1873 is received the first of Mr. W. C. Jones's munifi-

cent gifts in aid of Native agents and Native Churches. In 1874
are taken the first steps towards re-occupying the interior Yoruba
towns, abandoned for some years. In 1874-75, Frere's counsels and
Livingstone's death lead to the revival of the East Africa Mission

and the foundation of Frere Town by W. S. Price. In 1875, the

Society adopts the Persia Mission, already begun tentatively by
Eobert Bruce. In 1875, an important Conference on Missions to

Mohammedans, arranged by General Lake, results in plans for a

general move forward in respect of those Missions. In 1875

comes Mr. Stanley's memorable letter from Uganda, issuing, in

1876, in the first missionary expedition to the Victoria Nyanza.
In 1876, Fourah Bay College is affiliated to Durham University,

and Negro students are enabled to take degrees. In 1876, the

Society doubles its work in Palestine by taking over Bishop
Gobat's diocesan stations. In 1876, a sailor missionary is sent to

live amongst the Eskimo of Hudson's Bay. In 1876, the first

Chinese clergymen in the Che-kiang Province are ordained. Ir

1876, the Ainu of Yezo are visited. In 1876, the first missionary,

goes to the Hydahs of Queen Charlotte's Islands. In 1876, the

Prince of Wales's visit to India leads to the carrying out of plans

for higher education for Christian girls in the Punjab. In 1876,

Native Church Councils are planned for North India. In 1876-78,

new divinity schools in India are projected. In 1877, plans are

formed for enlarged Missions to the hill-tribes of India. In 1877,

the Gospel is preached in the capital of Uganda. In 1877,

arrangements for development on the Niger are matured, in-

cluding a new mission steamer. In 1877, the consecration of

Bishops Sargent and Caldwell gives an impetus to the consolida-

tion of the work in Tinnevelly ; the consecration of Bishop French
to that in the Punjab ; the consecration of Bishop Stuart to that in

New Zealand. And in these years Islington College is rapidly
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reviving under ^\\\ Barlow's hoadship, trebling and quadrupling Part YTII.

its number of students, and gaining the academical reputation it }^*^~^^,'

has never lost since. This simple enumerati(Mi will at once reveal
"^'

'

to readers of the preceding section of this History the immense
difference between the years 1867-72 and the years 1873-78.

There were two great trials during our period. First, in 187r) Trials of

began the Ceylon Controversy, which lasted four years. Secondly,

1877-80 was a time of linancial anxiety, which much clouded the

latter part of Wright's olTicial career. The Ceylon Controversy

did not really check the onward progress of the Missions, except

by occupying a very large part of the time and strength of the

Committee and ofhcers ; but no sketch of the period, however
brief, can omit it. In fact, the two most prominent events of

Henry Wright's secretaryship were that Controversy and the

Uganda Mission. The Ceylon difficulties led to an important

modification in the Society's Laws, arranged in consultation with

the Archbishop of Canterbury and the Bishop of London, and with
• their entire approval. A future chapter will explain these matters

more fully.

Let us now- look a little at the men of the period : first the

administrators, and then the recruits for the Mission-field.

A few months before Henry Venn's death, his chosen successor,

Henry Wright, entered on his office. He was the second son of Sf"''^
Mr. Francis Wright, of Osmaston Manor, Derbyshire. From his

boyhood he had shown marked signs of personal devotion to his

Divine Master ; and at Oxford he was one of a little band of At Oxford,

Balliol men who met regularly for prayer and Bible-study—two of

the others being Lord Kadstock and W. H. Fremantle (now Dean
of Ripon). " I remember," wrote Fremantle long afterwards,
" Professor Jowett, who was tutor to us lioth, speaking of him as

one whose simplicity of character, in seizing upon the right and
doing it, amounted to a kiiul of genius."''' His interview with

Venn, \vhen he came from Oxford in 1856 to inquire touching
possible service in the Mission-field, was mentioned in our Thirty-

sixth Chapter. He was ordained in 1857, and laboured for a time
among the miners and iron-workers of the Butterley estate belong-

ing to his family. Subsequently be was Vicar of St. Nicholas,

Nottingham, and gained much influence in that town ; and in 1871 At Not-

he was one of the Secretaries of the Nottingham Church Congress,
in which office he displayed uncommon capacity—" the power
of handling large numbers of people, as of an army by a good
general, the discrimination and direct application of mind which
enable a man to carry on many subjects at the same time without
confusion of one with another, as of a physician among a succession
of patients." f This, and the energy he had shown in securing

* C.lf. IntcUi^icnciv, Optobor, 1«80. p. fi2i.

t Rov. (rorani Siiiith, Virar of Osmaston, in tlio CM. InteUige»cer, October
18KU, p. 628.
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Part VIII. the patronage of Nottingham churches in Evangehcal hands, and
1873-82. a^igQ lY^Q testimony of Mr. Barton, who knew him intimately, led

^^'
to Venn thinking of him as a possilile Secretary of C.INI.S., and
writing to sound him. Two letters came from him in reply, and
both Venn and Lord Chichester at once said that the man who
could write those letters was the man for the Church Missionary
Society. And so it proved, most assuredly. Henry Wright was

As c. M.S. soon recognized, first, as a statesman, able to take large and
Secretary,

gon-ipj-giiensive views of any subject before him ; secondly, as an
administrator, working out in detail the broad plans that his mind
had framed ; thirdly, as a wise and sympathizing friend of the

missionaries ; above all, as a true-hearted Christian, living for the

glory of God, staunch in his allegiance to the spiritual principles

professed by the Society, while large-hearted in his interest in the

At Hamp- work of otlicr Missions. Ho took a house on the top of Hampstead
stead. Heath, which soon became dear to missionaries and candidates

who enjoyed its hospitality ; and in order that he might have the

privilege of preaching on Sundays without going into the country •

" on deputation," he undertook the Incumbency of St. John's

Chapel, an old chapel-of-ease on Downshire Hill. To fulfil

thoroughly his responsibilities to the congregation (there was
no parish), he was wont to employ as curate the very best man
among the missionaries on furlough, such as Joseph Welland and
James Vaughan.'''

c.c.Fenn. Wright's colleagues, when he came into office, were C. C. Fenn,

General Lake, and Edward Hutchinson. Christopher Cyprian

Fenn was a son of Joseph Fenn, one of " the Travancore trio
"

—

Fenn, Bailey, Baker—who began the Mission to the ancient Syrian

Church in 1818. We have seen C. C. Fenn as one of the band of

Cambridge men whose offers of service signalized the two or three

years following the Jubilee. He had been a Scholar of Trinity,

and had graduated as Senior Optime and first class in classics.

We have seen him as Principal of the Cotta Institution in Ceylon,

in which Mission he worked from 1851 to 1863. In 1861 he was
appointed a Secretary of the Society. In Wright's time, his chief

duties were correspondence with the missionaries and the com-
pilation of the Annual Report ; but the special value of his

services lay in his being the depositary of the Society's older

traditions, and particularly of Venn's plans and principles in the

development of Native Churches. On his personal qualities it

* It is worth mentioning tliat Mr. Wright taught the congregation to give

offerings every week ; and tliat tliey might bo really freewill offerings, ho

liad no collection from pew to pew (except at the Communion offertories),

nor by plates held by the wardens, but left the peojile to put in what they

pleased in fixed boxes near the doors, only announcing each Sunday the

object to Avhich the offerings that day would be given. This practice is still

continiied ; and there being no parish to support, St. John's Chapel is able

in this way to help a large number of outside causes. The amounts collected

ill this simple way, from a congregation not numerous, mostly middle class,

average from £8 to £20 per Sunday, and sometimes are much more than that.
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would not be fitting to enlarge in his lifetime; suftice it to say Part VIII.

that he %vas deeply respected and ))eIoved by all his colleagues. 1873-H2.

Edward Hutchinson, the Lay Secretary, had come into ollice,
"^^*" '

'

as before mentioned, early in 1867. He at once took, not only Edward
command, but lead, in all the financial, legal, and business afTairs

"n*'^*''"'

of the Society ; and for fourteen years he worked with un-
tiring energy. But he always disclaimed being merely a

Secretary in charge of the secular side of the Society's affairs.

He understood the office as a sphere of labour in the Lord's
vineyard, and he took a prominent part in every branch of the

administration, only excepting the selection of candidates, which
is always in the hands of the clerical members. In Hutchinson's
view the Lay Secretary was the Secretary of the Society, its As Lay

representative before the world. The Hon. Clerical Secretary
^^^^^^'^y-

might write letters to bishops, and the other clerics in the

ofiflce might, personally and by letter, be the friends and coun-
sellors of the missionaries; but, as a great organization, "the
Society "had, in his view, one executive officer, the Lay Secretary.

It was an unnoticed but signilicant way of putting this principle

into action, when, on Venn ceasing to attend the House as his

infirmities increased, Hutchinson took his faithful and experienced
confidential clerk, Josiah Jiartlett, who had for years known all the

private personalia of the Society as no other man knew them,
downstairs into the Lay Department,*—leaving Wright to bring

in a new man. In fact, the Church Missionary House reverted at

this time to the old position under Dandeson Coatcs forty years
before. Coates and Hutchinson have been— if their view of the
Lay Secretaryship was correct—the only Lay Secretaries.

Hutchinson's public services for the Society were very impor- 'P outside

tant. He was a good speaker, and proved a welcome deputation
at the anniversaries of the great Provincial Associations. No
other C.M.S. Secretary, clerical or lay, has sought the same
position in West ]']nd society which Hutchinson was able to take.

He was an acceptable representative of the missionary cause in

otiicial, scientific, and other circles not closely connected with it.

He was a familiar figure at the meetings of the Royal Geographical
Society. He spoke at Mansion House meetings on behalf of

Africa, alongside the leading men in Church and State. Africa,

indeed, was his especial care, and in the general cause of Missions
and of civilization in the Dark Continent he rendered essential

service. In ecclesiastical matters, Hutchinson took a strong lay O" church

attitude. He claimed for the Society a freedom from the control

of l)ishops beyond what a clergyman like Henry Wright thought
reasonable ; and his influence did not tend to an early and friendly

solution of the Ceylon difficulties. On the other hand, he took
pains to maintain close relations with the non-episcopal societies,

English Nonconformist, and Scotch Presbyterian, and Continental

• Mr. liarllett iHlhI, groiitly ruspcctoil, in July, 1.S7S.
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Chap. 71.

General
Edward
Lake.

His repu-
tation in

Part VIII. Protestant. Personally, he was a warm Evangelical Christian,
1873-82. r^ncl when the Monday morning prayers at the Church Missionary

House were instituted, which the Secretaries conducted in turn,

his Scripture expositions were perhaps the most suggestive and
impressive of all. But it must be acknowledged that his strong

opinions and somewhat imperious will did occasionally cause

friction : and this friction was keenly felt by Henry Wright.

The fourth Secretary at the time wdien our present period

begins was Major-General Edward Lake, E.E., C.S.I. He had
been one of the most distinguished military officers employed in

India, both in war and in political offices, particularly under John
(afterwards Lord) Lawrence. Again and again his name appears

in the records of the stormy times of the Sikh Wars and the

Miitiny, and always as of one of the bravest and most trustworthy

of men. He closed his Indian career as Financial Commissioner
of the Punjab—the highest post next to the Lieutenant-Governor ;

his friend Eobert Cust holding the Judicial Commissionership

simultaneously. His Christian influence was of the brightest kind.
" No one I ever met," writes the Eev. John Barton, " seemed to

me to realize more fully the privileges as well as the responsi-

bilities of stewardship. His natural gifts, his happy home, his

official position, his money—he looked upon all as God's good

gifts to him to be laid out to His glory." ''• Sir Eobert Montgomery
wrote of him, " The Government had in him an eminent public

servant of the highest type"; and Lord Lawrence,—"He was
one of the soldier-civilians of North India who was an honour to

his Government, and a tower of strength to the administration to

which he belonged. ' Lake Sahib ' was the man who most
identified himself with the feelings of all the Native populations

with whom he came in contact."!

Such was the man who, in 1869, became a Secretary of the

Church Missionary Society. Not " the Hon. Secretary," although

he was honorary. Not " the Lay Secretary," although he was a

layman. He undertook a portion of the administrative work and
correspondence with the Mission-field, and also the editorship of

the Church Missionary liecord—concerning which periodical the

next chapter will speak. He further prepared a new and enlarged

edition of the CM. Atlas; and his studies for this and for his

magazine quickly made him master of the history and circum-

stances of all the Missions, to an extent which only such studies

can give. As a counsellor, in the Committee-room and in more
private consultations, his wisdom and gentleness were of the

highest value. Mr. Wright testified to "his broad statesmanlike

views, his indefatigable hidustry, his tender consideration for the

feelings of others, and, over all, his humble spirit towards God";
and also to "the extreme facility, which any Secretary might

covet, with which important despatches were drawn up by him,

His work
for C. M.S.

* CM. InteJligpncer, November, 1877. t Ibid.
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resolutions framod, and articles Avritten ; and yet so much care PaktVIII.

and pains were taken hy liini in mastering details, that he could p'^y'^"1""

he relied upon more than most men for correctness in statement '*P^'

of facts." His special interest was Missions to Mohammedans ; and

one of his most fruitful services was the arrangement and conduct

of the Conference on the suhject in 1875, of which we shall see

more in a future chapter. His labours in this coiuiexion, and

particularly the heavy correspondence involved in working out

the plans formed at the Conference, undermined bodily strength

which had already shown signs of failing ; and within four

months of that gathering, he was obliged to resign his post, after His retire-

holding it nearly seven years. His health then gradually failed, death,

and on June 6th, 1877, he entered into rest."

Meanwhile, another clerical secretary had been appointed in

1874, specifically to take charge of Indian affairs, which needed

more regular and systematic attention. This was the Rev.

William Gray. We have already met Mr. Gray as a distin- ^g''^""

guished alumnus of Trinity College, Dublin, as an itinerating

missionary in North Tinnevelly, and as C.M.S. Secretary at

Madras. From 1870 to 1874 ho was working in the Society's

home service, as • Association Secretary for Notts, Derby, and
Lincoln. He had just accepted a rectory in the city of Lincoln

when the call came to him to join the statT at Salisbury Square,

and a twenty years' Secretaiysbip commenced which proved of

very great value, both to the India Missions and to the Society as

a whole.

General Lake's retirement reduced the Secretariat proper again

to four members, Wright, Fenn, Hutchinson, and Gray ; and
though, for some months in 1877, Mr. Barton, having returned

home from INIadras, again took his seat in Salisbury Square, his

appointment to Trinity Church, Cambridge, once more reduced
the number. Jiut two impoitant departments, the Home Organi-

zation and the Editorial, were not foiinally represented in the

Secretariat as they are now. T1h> Home Department continued
to be administered by Samuel Hasell, formerly of the Bengal

H^Te^f'
Mission, who has been introduced in this capacity before, and
who was called Central Secretary. His influence in Salisbury ,^ffuencc""^

Square was great. He scarcely ever spoke in Committee, but in

the private secretarial cabinet—in which, though not in the full

technical sense a Secretary, he had a seat—his clearness of per-

ception and readiness in expressing exactly what he meant gave
him as much real power as any of his colleagues. If something
was proposed which he did not approve of, he gave no opinion till

he was asked, and then simply said, "It can't be"—which was
sure to result in the thing being dropped. He was whollv devoted "'^ !"*""!„

.
" oil •,, I'l devotion to

to the Society, and represented what might be thought very c.m.s.

* A fund amounting to Rs. 7800 was raised in memory of General [,;ik<\

and the interest is expended on prizes for botli secular and rcliu;inus kmiw-
ledge, competed for by boys and yontlis in the Punjab.
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Part VIII. narrow views. He liked to recall the fact that he had never been
I873-82 ^t^

g^j-^ S.p.G. meeting, nor inside Mildmay Conference Hall ; and
^^' he objected to the Bible Society or the Pastoral Aid Society being

combined with C.M.S. in joint meetings. Yet he was not really

a narrow-minded man, but in a certain sense very far-seeing and
statesmanlike. His standard of action was, "Is it 'C.M.S.'?"
If not, however good a thing might be in itself, he would have
none of it. A friend, after many vain efforts, at last induced him
to go and hear Mr. Moody, just for once. " What did you think

of his address? " " Oh, it was only one of our Bengali sermons
translated into English !

'

' But he would spare no trouble for his
H's

. dearly-loved Society. However busy he might be, he was ahvays

bulty! accessible. If a man called and failed to find Wright or Hutchinson
disengaged, Hasell would put everything aside in order to attend

to the visitor. His room, therefore (the one next the door, now
used as a book-room), became a place of resort for friends from
town and country ; and often he spent the whole day talking with
them—or letting them talk to him,—and then would stay late in

the evening to write his own letters.* So much for the man :

His death, his Department will be noticed in the next chapter. He died

suddenly on June 5th, 1879. He was deeply and justly lamented
;

but God's unseen ways are best ; and it is certain that Samuel
Hasell could never have been happy amid the developments of

the next decade. He was succeeded in his office of Central

Secretary by the Eev. Henry Sutton, whose great services will

come under our notice hereafter.
Editorial ^he Editorial Department was not organized when Wright
ment. Came to Salisbury Square. Since Eidgeway's death, Mr. Knox

had edited the Intelligencer, and the rest of the work was in

commission. We shall have to review the Society's publications

in the next chapter. Here it need only be added that the Author

* On one occasion, a "press-man" called, representing the Tatler, a
" society paper" which had a short-lived career at that time, and demanded
to see everything, as he was instritcted by his editor to write "smart"
articles on the missionary societies. Hasell, instead of showing him the

door (as some other societies had done), spent three or four hours in showing
him tlie books and accounts and explaining every tiling to him. At last the

man said, "I want to ask one more question : jnni were in India ; how many
Heathen did you convert ? " " None," was the reply. " None !

" exclaimed

the man, and out came his note-book to receive such an admission of failure.

" It was not my business to convert the Heathen," quietly continued Hasell.
" Why, what was your business, then ? " "To preach the Gospel." " Why,
what's the difference ? " " This is the difference : I can't convert you ; only

God can ; but I can preach the Gospel to you "—and he did so, then and
there. The man thanked him, and went his way ; and in due course his

article appeared in the Tatler. Here is one paragraph :

—

" Decidedly the best career for a young nuin to enter is that of the Church
Missionary Society. Not only will he be ensured an easy and comfortable

life, but if he should be called to his reward, the wife and children he may
leave behind him will be amply cared for. Tlie amount spout by this noble

Society upon the widows of missionaries and upon the education of their

children is surprising. ..."
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of this History was invitca l)y Mr. Wrif,'ht to join the staff in Part VIII.
June, 1K73, with a view to his shortly hcconiin<; Editorial 1873 4<2.

Secretary.
'

Chap. 71.

Throuf,'hout our period, Loi'd Chichester continued President,
and Captain Maude Treasurer. Jkit in the Committee there
were great changes. Several of the lay memhers were re- Deaths of
moved hy death : in 1874, J. M. Strachan and P. F. O'Malley, ^f^(^^"
Q.C. ;

in 1H75, General Kowlandson, J. Gurney Hoare, and mittee.

II. Carre Tucker; in 1870, the Eev. C. D. Marston ; in 1877,
J. F. Thomas and F. N. Malthy ; in 1878, the aged Eev. Joseph
Fenn and General Clarke ; in 1879, General Alexander ; in 1880,
the Eevs. Canon Miller, E. H. Carr, and E. Auriol ; in 1882,
Colonels Caldwell and Smitli, the latter the respected chairman
of the Finance Committee. During the same years, such highly
respected and influential friends were also lost as Lord Law-
rence, Bishop Baring, Sir John Kennaway, Mr. Eussell Gurney,
and Mr. Benjamin Shaw. Now Mr. Carre Tucker, Mr. Thomas,
ajid Mr. Malthy were, up to within a few weeks of their respec-
tive deaths, in constant attendance at the Committee meetings

;

and except Mr. Beattie and Mr. Lang, there were at the time
no lay memhers quite in the same front rank ; so that the loss
of all three within a year and a half was deeply felt. And all

three had held high ofiice in India: Tucker a"s Commissioner
of Benares ; Thomas as Secretary to the ^Madras Government

;

Malthy as Eesidcnt at the Native Court of Travancore. Then,
again, Mr. Auriol had for many years stood quite alone as the
leading clerical memher. However valued others might he, none
came near him in influence in the Society's counsels.
As tliesc revered names are recalled, "the picture of the Com- a picture

inittee-room in (say) 1875 rises up hefore the memory, with the °ro\nt^iT'
chief ineml)ers sitting in their accustomed places. It is, of course, '*^^"

the old and smaller room : the present room did not exist. The
tahle is as it now is for suh-committees, only the chairman sits at
the end, with his hack to the east windows. He has no desk or
raised scat ; nor is there any dais. It is the Ti-easurer, Captain
Maude, who is presiding, full of life and vigour at the age (in that
year) of seventy-seven. Behind him is a hench in front of the
windows, and there, near the lire-place, sit J. F. Thomas, small and
slight, and F. N. Malthy, tall and dignified. On his left hand is a seat
sometimes taken hy Mr. l^eattie, but which in the following year
will become Bishop Perry's recognized place. Then, on the long
side of the table, with hacks to the fire-places, come the Principal
of the College (Mr. Barlow), Mr. Auriol, small and bent, but as
alert as ever, Henry Carre Tucker, with his long white hair, and
Arthur Lang. Last on the same side sits General Clarke, blufVand
soldier-like

; and at the bottom, facing the chair. Colonel Hughes,
silent except at prayer, when his frequently-muttered "ATuen''
and "Do, Lord!" can be heard by those near him,—and who,
though still alive throughout our period, retires in broken health in
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1876.''' On the bench against the wall, between the two fire-places,

and under Venn's portrait (as it then hung), sits General Alexander,

ready to rise and lean upon his gold-headed stick while he solemnly

protests against any man or money being given to the work of

Higher Education. On the other side, to the chairman's right,

sit the Secretaries : first, Fenn at the corner ; then Wright, Gray,

Hutchinson, Lake, Hasell, and the present winter. This does not

quite fill the table, and probably Sydney Gedge has secured a

chair at it, and also two clergymen who have lately joined and are

already among the most regular attendants, E. C. Billing and
William Allan. Joseph Hoare may be standing at the fire-place

;

certainly no particular seat seems to belong to him.

But in 1876 an old clerical member, hitherto only an occasional

visitor, begins to be seen week after week—Canon Edward Hoare.

He had not felt his counsel needed in Venn's time. " If he

agreed with Vei^n, it was superfluous ; if he differed, it was use-

less "—so he expressed it. But the Ceylon Controversy brings

him back, and for many years, and particularly after Auriol's

death, he divides wdth Bishop Perry the leading clerical voice in

the Committee. Canon Money also now becomes more regular,

and devotes himself especially to African affairs ; so does the Eev.

Sydney Gedge, father of the lay member of that name, who,
towards the close of our period, comes to reside near London ; while

Bishop Alford, long separated by the old dispute about the China
bishoprics, comes back to the Society's councils to take up the

question of Indian Education. Three young laymen are taking a

recognized position, who were elected at the beginning of our

period, Eobei-t Williams, jun., banker, Philip Vernon Smith,

senior classic and barrister-at-law, and Charles Douglas Fox,

the eminent engineer. But in 1878-79 come four new Anglo-

Indians who are destined in after years to be in the front

rank of the lay members, Eobert Cust, Henry Morris, Major-

General George Hutchinson, and Colonel J. G. Touch. Thus we
see how God in His gracious providence raises up men to fill, as

efficiently as ever, the places vacated by those whom He calls

unto Himself.

miss1on'^°'^ Let US now look at the missionary recruits of the period. In
aries. numbcrs there is a decided improvement, dating from the first

Day of Intercession. We find 224 added to the roll in the

ten years, 1873-82, against 159 in the previous period of eleven

years, 1862-72 ; and as the women (18) are exactly the same,

the increase in men is fully fifty per cent. It is not, however,

so very much better than in the period of thirteen years next but

* Concerning Colonul Hughes' work as Hon. See. of the Strangers' Home
for Asiatics, see Vol. II., p. 382. In his last years, he was a great sufferer,

and living quite alone at Bournemouth ; but if the ecstasy of heaven was to

be found anywhere on earth, it was to be found in his sick-chamber. See

C'.M. Intellyjencer, March, 1886, p. 162.
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one preceding, 1849-61; and that it should not be much better Part VIII,

gives us fresh evidence of the greatness of that period. We may ^^^^^~^^^

compare the three periods thus : in 1849-61, an average of 19
'"'^' '

per annum ; in 1862-72, of 14| per annum ; in 1873-82, of 22^ per

annum. But in University men, the comparatively high standard

of the first period is not yet reached again : the three periods

standing for 62, 23, 43. Oxford alone is up to the mark, with

12 in the third period as well as in the first. This is partly

compensated for by the addition of thirteen men with medical

qualifications (besides one included under Cambridge), and of

several men already in lioly orders, though not graduates. But

we find the leakage during our present period great ; for the nett

number on the roll at the end of it is only 271, an increase of

only 41 upon the 230 of 1872,—indeed of only 29 upon tiie 242 of

1865. With all the enthusiasm of Henry Wright, and all the

interests of the new and enlarged Missions of the period, the

progi-ess in respect of the most essential thing of all in a mis-

sionary societv

—

missionaries—is still very slow.

Islington College contributed 91 men to the total of 224. Most ^^j,\\';|'°"

of these were trained under a new Principal, the Rev. W. H.

Barlow, who succeeded Mr. Frost in 1875. i\Ir. Barlow was a
||]f,J^-"-

Cambridge man of distinction, who had been, when a Bristol

incumbent, Hon. Secretary of the great Bristol Association, and

subsequently had been Rector of St. Ebbe's, Oxford—a parish

of which distinguished men have been rectors, F. W. Robertson,

S. Waldegrave, C. Baring, T. V. French. The College at that time

was far from full, having suffered from the lack of candidates in

1870-72, and the younger men called forth after the Day of

Intercession and by the influence of the Parochial Missions being

still in their first year or not yet passed on from the Preparatory

Institution at Reading. jNIoreover, there were other causes of

anxiety. Mr. Barlow proposed to the Committee to move the

College to Cambridge, in order to breathe there the freer air of

university life ; but this suggestion not being accepted, he vigor-

ously set himself to make Islington, as it was, more worthy of its

old reputation. Just at that time, the Oxford and Cambridge
Preliminary Theological Examination was instituted, and he boldly

seized the opportunity to make a good place in it an object of

healthy aspiration with the students ; and the complete success of

the plan did much to raise the iiiondc of the College. At the same
time, in order, even by so oiUward a thing as dress, to emphasize
its academic status, he put the men for the first time into caps and
gowns ; and Islington l)egan to feel that it was no longer a mere
" institution," but really a " college."

The year 1876 is memorable in the annals of Islington College

as registering the low-water mark of its number of recruits. Only
three of its own regular students went out in that year ; and The three

only four in the preceding year. Reckoning back three or four men of°"

years to the time when these men offered, before their training '^t^-
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Part VIII. began, we come to 1871-72, the period of the " failing treasury
1H73-S2. ^^^ scanty supply of men," just before the Day of Intercession
'^^£_' ushered in brighter prospects. The young men brought out in

answer to the prayers of that Day were still under training. Not
till 1877 were its fruits available. Hence the small number three,

of which there is only one other case in the whole history of the

College, so far back as 1834. But who were the three? They
were J. J. Bambridge, who laboured fifteen years in connexion
with the Sindh Mission ; Llewellyn Lloyd, still at work in Fuh-
kien ; and J. Sidney Hill, who first went to Lagos, and then to

New Zealand, and who, seventeen years later, became Bishop of

Western Equatorial Africa. There was a fourth, whom Islington

presented for ordination at the same time, but who, being a

Dublin graduate and also fully educated for the English bar,

had only been a year in the College reading divinity—Robert
Stewart. Now it so happened that in that year, for the first time
(though not for the last time), the two Evangelical Colleges at

Islington and Highbury took the best places in the Bishop of

London's examination. Highbury men took the first and third

places, Bambridge the second, and Lloyd the fourth." In the

gracious providence of God, that scanty year, though it could not

boast of quantity, did show quality. Scanty, be it observed, as

regards men who had been under training, and who represented

the depressed period of 1872 ; not scanty othervkise, for it saw
Other men twentv-cight men go forth (six above the average of the whole
ofi8-,6.

period), including the first Nyanza party, and also Weitbrecht,

Durrant, Stone, Longley Hall, W. R. Blackett, H. Newton,
Peck, &c. In fact the tide was now flowing. In that very year
the Committee reported that they had accepted fifty-five candidates

;

in the next year they reported exactly the same number ; and in

May, 1877, they had no less than eighty-one men under training.

It was during Mr. Barlow's Principalship, on Jvily 31st, 1876,

that the Jubilee of the College was celebrated by a special meeting
of great interest, on which occasion was unveiled a portrait of

C. F. Childe, the Principal whose good work we have before
Mr. Heisch noticed. Mr. Heisch, the veteran Vice-Principal under Childe,

d". Dyson. Green, and Frost, continued under Barlow till 1879, when he
retired after thirty-seven years' valuable service.f He was
succeeded by Dr. Dyson, who had come home from Calcutta.

* At the Christmas Ordination in tlie same year, 1876, Henry "Williams, after-

wards the well-known Bengal missionary, was first in the Bishop's examina-
tion, and read the Gospel at St. Paul's Cathedral, tlie first of several Islington

men who have gained that distinction. This also was the first year in

which C.M.S. men competed in the newly-arranged Oxford and Cambridge
Preliminary Theological Examination. Bambridge and Lloyd were the first

to go up, and both were among the nine men who obtained a first class. It

is worth noting who the examiners were—Archdeacon Hessey, Canons
Luckock, Norris, and Westcott, ^Ir. Jayne, and Mr. Nntt. H. Williams, six

mcmths after, did equally well.

j" He died at a great age in 1898.
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Of the ninety-one men sent out from Islington within the ten Part Yiir.
years under review, forty are still at work, viz., after twenty 1873-82.

years' service and upward, Macartney, Tunbridge, Painter, Hall,
^hap^Tl.

and Eales, of India
; Alley, of West Africa ; Binns of East Africa

; isiii^n
Pickford of Ceylon; Lloyd of China; WilHams of Japan; Good- ""^^ °*'^*^^

year of_ New Zealand ; CoUison, Hall, and Field, of British
^^"° "

Columbia ;—and after sixteen years' service and upwards. Cole and
Gordon of Eastern Equatorial Africa ; C. A. Neve, Manwaring,
J. J. Johnson, Parsons, A. E. and W. H. Ball, Thompson, f.
Eedman, Peel, Knowles, and Guilford, of India ; Ilsley, Balding,
and Liesching, of Ceylon; Ost, Banister, Martin, and Shaw, of
China; Fuller of Japan ; Winter, Canham, and Lofthouse, of
North-West Canada. Also two men, Sedgwick of Palestine 'and
Keen of British Columbia, who went out more than twenty years
ago, but whose service has not been continuous. Of the Islington
men of the period who have died, J. S. Hill (Bishop), H. Williams,
V. C. Sim, J. C. Price, should be specially mentioned. Of those
no longer in the field should be mentioned A. E. Cavalier, of
Ceylon, now Secretary of the Zenana Bible and Medical Mission

;

G. Litchfield, of Uganda, and afterwards of North India, now
Incumbent of a parish at Cape Town ; C. W. Pearson of Uganda,
J. J. Bambridge of Sindh, H. Lewis and A. J. Santer of 'North
India, now serving the Church in parishes at home; and F.
Glanvill, of Ceylon, now well known as an Association Secretary
of the Society.

The twelve Oxford men of the period make a good list : F. A. P. Oxford

Shirreff, Principal of the Lahore Divinity School, now Vicar of
'"^""

Sparsholt, Berkshire
; H. Evington, of Japan, now Bishop

; J. S.
Doxey, of Kashmir

; G. B. Durrant, of North India, now Secre-
tary at home; C. T. Wilson, of Uganda and Palestine; E. N.
Hodges, Principal of the Noble College, and then of Trinity
College, Kandy, and now Bishop of Travancore and Cochin;
A. W. Poole, Rugby-Fox Master, afterwards first English Bishop
in Japan; A. Lewis, of the Punjab, the biographer of G. M.
Gordon

; C. S. Harington, of Calcutta ; W. E. Taylor, of Mom-
basa

; H. A. Bren, of Bombay ; and lastly, in 1882, James
Hannington, first Bishop of Eastern Equatorial Africa.

Excellent also is the Cambridge list, with twenty names • Cambridge
Theodore Maxwell, B.A. and M.D., and B.Sc. Lond., of Kashmir

;H. Horsley, of Tinnevelly and Ceylon ; P. K. Fyson, of Japan',
now Bishop; A. Clifford, of Calcutta, now Bishop of Lucknow;
E. Young, of Eupert's Land, now Bishop of Athabasca ; J. c!
Hoare, of China, now Bishop of Victoria ; E. Davys, of China

;

J. A. Lloyd, of Agra; Jani Alh, E. Noble's convert from
Mohammedanism, B.A. of Corpus ; F. W. Ainley, of Travancore

;H. D. Wilhamson, of the Gond Mission and Calcutta; H. P.'
Parker, of Calcutta, afterwards second Bishop of Eastern Equa-
torial Africa

; W. Andrews, of Japan ; A. T. Fisher, of the Punjab
;

E. Shann, of China; H. D. Goldsmith, of Madi-as; T. Bomford, of

men.
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An Oxford
band.

the Punjab ; G. H. Pole, of Japan ; E. P. Ashe, of Uganda ; A. J.

Shields, of the Santal Mission/'^

The Dublin hst comprises D. T. Barry and W. R. Blackett, of

Calcutta; R. W. Stewart, of China; H. Newton, of Cej'lon

;

H. M. M. Hackett, of North India ; R. Elliott, of the S'antal

Mission and Palestine ; J. G. Garrett, of Ceylon ; T. Phillips, of the

Niger ; W. Latham, of North India.

There are two other University men, H. U. Weitbrecht, Ph.D.

of Tiibiugen, son of the Bengal missionary of the same name, and

w^ho had been curate to W. Play Aitkeii at Liverpool ; and C. H.

Merk, Ph.D. of Leipzig, son of the elder Merk of North India.

Of these forty-three University men, sixteen are still at work

after a service of from sixteen to twenty-live years, viz., Bishops

Hodges, Young, Cliflbrd, Evington, Fyson, Hoare ; Horsley,

Wilson, Weitbrecht, Williamson, Andrews, Taylor, Garrett, Gold-

smith, Bomford, Latham ; while Bishops Poole, Hannington, and

Parker, and R. W. Stewart, and Jani Alii, died in harness.

The miscellaneous list, comprising neither University graduates

nor Islington men, is unusually long in this period. First it

includes eight clergymen ordained before they came to the Society,

among them F. A. S. Bellamy, of Palestine ; J. Stone, of the Telugu

Mission ; J. R. Longley Hall, of Palestine ; and P. O'Flaherty, of

Uganda. Stone and Hall were from St. John's Hall, Highbury.

Then there are thirteen medical men (besides Maxwell of Cam-
bridge) ; among them E. Downes and A. Neve, of Kashmir ; John

Smith, E. J. Baxter, and R. W. Felkin, of the Nyanza Mission
;

A. Jukes and H. M. Clark, of the Punjab ; E. F. Hoernle, of Persia
;

B. Van S. Taylor and D. Main, of China. Among other laymen

the best known are Lieut. G. Shergold Smith, T. O'Neill, and

Alexander Mackay, of the Nyanza Mission ; E. J. Peck (since

ordained), of the Eskimo Mission ; J. Batchelor (since ordained),

of the Ainu Mission ; and J. A. Wray, of East Africa. Several

names in the hst, clerical and lay, are those of men taken up in

the field. The total of "miscellaneous" is 73. Then there are

eighteen women, including Mrs. Grime of North India ; Mrs.

Russell, of China ; Miss M. F. Baker, of Travancore ;
Miss Ahce

Sampson, of Calcutta; and IMisses Young and Hall, of Ceylon

(now Mrs. Pickford and Mrs. Balding).

Interesting circumstances marked the coming forward of some

of these brethren. For example, Shirreff and Hodges had belonged

to a small band of friends at Queen's College, Oxford, who were

accustomed to read the Bible together, and encourage each other

in missionary zeal. To the same band belonged, then or a little

later, Arthur Lewis, afterwards of the Punjab Mission ; A. J. P.

Shepherd, who went to India as chaplain under Bishop French,

and who w^as afterwards Director of the C.M.S. Children's Home

;

* The proposal made in 1877 by Edward Bickersfetii, Fellow of Pembroke,

Cambridge (afterwards Bishop in Japan), to affiliate his projected Cambridge

brotherhood in India to the C.M.S., ;s noticed in a later chapter (p. 151).
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and x\. M. Hewlett, of the S.P.G. Madagascar Mission/'' Hodges Part Ylll.

and Poole (who was of Worcester College) were also close friends. 1873-82.

The former became Tutor at the CM. College, and the latter
^^^apj-l.

curate to Canon Christopher at St. Aldate's, but after two or three

years they offered together, and together went out to the Noble
High School. Another band had no common friendship before

offering, but their offers were in response to a special Appeal for

India drawn up by David Fenn when at home oii furlough in 1875. ^^^•'1
.

That Appeal, within a few weeks, In'ought forward six clergymen.
One of these was refused by the doctors ; the other five all went to

India, Doxey, Durrant, Weitbrecht, Stone, Bomford—though the

last-named, owing to ill-health, did not actually go out till five

years later. Doxey served eight years ; the rest have continued
in connexion with the Society ever since. India has cause indeed
to remember David Fenn's Appeal.

One name of the 224, it will have been noticed, was not a

European name. But Jani Alii, though a convert from a C.M.S. Jani Air.

College, was in England on his own account, and when he offered

to the Society it was as a Cambridge gi-aduate, and as a missionary
in home connexion. His University life is interesting to the
C.M.S. in another way. He was an intimate friend of Henry
Perrott Parker, and it was his personal influence that inspired

tlie offer of service of the man who was to become Secretary at

Calcutta, and afterwards Hannington's successor in the bishopric
of Eastern Equatorial Africa.

Something should be said of the men for the Nyanza Mission

;

but it will be best said when we come to review the history of that
Mission.

The public Valedictory Meetings, which had for many years been '^^•^^'=-

so thinly attended that the College Hall sufficed for them, or the ing^.

dining-hall of the Children's Home, or some local room at Black-
heath or Hampstead, increased much in attractiveness during our
period. In three years, 1876-78, a large tent holding four hundred
people was put up for the purpose in the College grounds ; and
that tent witnessed the farewells to E. W. Stewart and J. S. Hill,

E. N. Hodges and A. W. Poole, Jani Alh and H. P. Parker, and
many others whose names are now familiar and honoured. In
1879, bad weather drove the meeting indoors, and the experiment
has never been repeated. In 1880, the (old) Memorial Hall at

Islington was used; in 1881, the Lower Exeter Hall; and in

1882, the last year of our period, a really spacious room (St.

George's Hall, Langham Place) was engaged for the first time
since the very early gatherings in Freemasons' Hall noticed in our
Tenth Chapter,—on which occasion it is recorded that " a special

address was given by the Kev. H. E. Fox, Vicar of Christ Church,

* In fact, the band owed its origin to the fact that Mr. Hewlett, and his
sister (now well known as Miss Hewlett of the C.E.Z.M.S.), were taiight
from their earliest childhood to pray for the Heathen. Their father was a
clergyman who was an Organizing Secretary of the Bible Society.

VOL. III. E
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PartYIII. Westminster." The Large Exeter Hall, for such gatherings, was
1873-82. g|;iii some years off.

^^' ' ' But we must remember that missionary labourers were not

raised in England only, and that the Society had long looked to

Increase of the growth of the Native Ministry to supply the Home Church's

clergy! I'^clv of scrvice. It is remarkable, however, that it was the hopeful

jDeriod at home which coincided with the largest increase of Native
clergy. In the year 1876, thirty Natives of Africa, India, China,

New Zealand, and North-West Canada, were admitted to holy

orders. Not only was this then the largest number on record,

but it has never been equalled since. Among the Africans of that

year was Charles Phillips, now Assistant Bishop in Western
Equatorial Africa; and Isaac Oluwole was ordained in 1881.

During the whole decade under review, the number of Natives
ordained was 129, making, with the 185 up to 1872, a total from
the beginning of 314. Of these, India had supplied 160 ; West
Africa, 68; New Zealand, 38; Ceylon, 18; China, 13; North-
West Canada, 11 ; Palestine, 4 ; Mauritius, 2. The Tamil race

leads easily, having supplied 94 men, in India, Ceylon, and
Mauritius. The Negro comes next.

The Funds Lgt US now briefly notice how the Funds were progressing.

We have before seen that in 1872 the Committee reported an
Ordinary Income of £150,000 in roimd figures, and that this only

showed an increase of £23,000 in eleven years. In 1882 they
reported an Ordinary Income of £190,000, an increase of £40,000
in ten years. But this scarcely shows the whole advance, for in

the latter year there were also various gifts to wdiat would now
be called " appropriated funds," amounting to some £12,000 more.
This is a compendious statement ; but the period was one of

remarkable ups and downs, and the years 1877-80 were years of

serious perplexity, from which the recovery only began to come in

1881-82. It is needless to enter into full details ; but some of the

more important facts are interesting.

In the first year of our decade, 1873, the Connnittee had to

announce a deficit of £12,000 ; not that the Income was less, for

it was larger, and it had been swollen l)y £2300 received from
offertories spontaneously given on the first Day of Intercession

—although that Day had not been designed for the collection of

funds, or even for prayer for them. But twelve months later, in

Great May, 1874, when the first complete financial year, since the new
^n^come o

pj^..^yg^.g j^^y ^j^^,,^ Went up to the throne of God, had to be
reviewed, the whole Society was startled by the news that the

receipts had exceeded a quarter of a million. In those days
nothing was ever published regarding the funds, or even allowed
to be whispered (if it could be prevented), prior to the announce-
ment at the Annual Meeting ; but at the tea before the Sermon on
the Monday evening tliat year, men were eagerly inquiring of one
another, "Can it be true? a quarter of a million!" Incredible
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^^""""toa nnTf "^^ '^ '^^' \"*^^'^^ *™^- '^^'''•^' ^^'^ Ordinary Income Part Vlirwas ±,iyfa,UUU, being an advance in one year of £40,000. ^mona 1873-82.

n^Ann
^*^*^°"^ " ^^'^^ ^^ anonymous " thank-offerincx " oiC^H^.n.

£5000, and a contribution of £8000 " in memory of Francis
Wright, Henry Wright's father, wlio had died during the year

o?nlr. ""
^"'i^y- There were also three legacies, of £10 OOo"

£5000, .md £4900. This Income covered the year's expendiiure
wiped off the previous year's deficit, and left a balance of £10 000
to carry forward. Then there were two important gifts' of
myestments

: one from Mr. T. W. Hill of Bristol, of £22,800, the Special
interest to be added to the general funds yearly ; and one from

''""''^•

Mr W. C. Jones, of Warrington, of £20,700, as a thank-oliering
tor the recovery of his son Walter, the interest to be used Co
support Mative agents in certain Missions. Then there was £8500
contributed to a fund in memory of Henry Venn, applicable to the
aid of Native Churches. These and a few smaller special funds,
and £^JoO contributed to feed the famine-stricken people that
year m India, made up a grand total of £261,221 " committed to
the administration of the Committee in one year." Nothin.r like
this^ had ever been known

; and as the gathering friends toolAheir
sea s m Exeter Hall that Tuesday morning, and saw the figures scene aton the papers handed to them, they could scarcely believe their ^-teV*
eyes. Presently Mr. Fenn rose to open the meeting ^vith the

"'"
reading of Scripture (there was then no hymn at the beginnino)
and on his givmg out "the Hundred and Third Psalm," a niurmui'
ot grateful assent arose from the crowded platform. By-and-bv
Bishop Pobert Bickersteth began his stirring speech with the
words, 'A joyful and a pleasant thing it is to be thankful"- andwarm indeed was the response from the meetino-

•
"^!/''''^^''* *° H ^^Pected that the whole of "the advance even

in the Ordinary Income would be maintained in the following
year <, say nothing of the special funds that had made up the
great total. But one-half of the advance in the Ordinary Incomewas inamtamed, and, as it afterwards proved, maintained per-
manently. Ihat IS to say, the Income was £175,000 in 1874-75
and It never again fell below that sum. Moreover the new East
Africa Mission, and, in the next year, the new Nyanza Mission,
were si^arted, and for some time fully supported, by additional
spec-iaUunds. But the Expenditure was growing still faster, and Deficit ofm 18^ t the Committee reported a deficit of £14,000, notwithstand- '877-

ing the continued receipt of large legacies. In the face of this
deficit, the Committee determined on decisive measures of re-
trenchment. (1) The Missions in Turkey were to be given up Retrench-altogether, and the missionaries to be withdrawn frmn Con --"-
stantmople and Smyrna

;
also from the Mohammedan Mission atiiombay. (2) Grants to Sierra Leone, New Zealand, and North-

^\est America to be reduced. (3) £4000 to be struck off the
India J^^stimates for schools and catechists. (4) The number of
students under training, which had been eighty, to be -raduallv

E 2
o ^
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More
deficits.

More
Special
Funds.

Serious
financial
position.

reduced to forty. (5) Certain missionaries, ready to go back to

the field after furlough, to be kept at home. (6) No new mis-

sionaries to be sent out, except to fill vacancies caused by death

or retirement, until an adequate income had been secured.

Meanwhile special contributions to cover the deficit came in,

and they covered it with just £30 to spare. Yet the Committee, to

prevent future deficits, persevered in their policy of retrenchment

;

and severe as their proposed measures were, they were nearly all

carried out. Did that set things straight? Not at all. In the follow-

ing year there was a deficit of £8000, and further miscellaneous

retrenchments were ordered. Individual friends came forward

nobly. Mr. George Fox of Durham gave £5000 ; and Mr. Vincent

Stanton of Halesworth, besides also contributing handsomely,
started a " Substitute for Service " scheme, promising £250 a

year to support his " substitute "—an anticipation of the modern
" own missionary" plan. Moreover, Mr. W. C. Jones handed to

the Society another trust fund, of £35,000, in aid of the Native

Churches in India ; Mrs. Disney Eobinson a fund of £5000, also

invested for specific purposes ; and, a little later (1879), when
Frances Eidley Havergal died, the Eev. C. Bullock raised through

his popular magazine, Home Words, over £2000 as a memorial to

her, which was handed to the C.M.S. for the support of Native

Bible-women and the production of Miss Havergal's works in

foreign languages. '•' But the general Income showed no elasticity,

while the Expenditure continued to rise ; and in 1879 the position

was more anxious than ever, the accumulated deficit amounting
to £25,000, and the Working Capital being so much reduced that

the bankers felt it necessary to write the Committee a serious

warning. It was at once arranged to keep back seven of the

Islington men just ordained and ready to go out ; to limit the

Candidates Committee to ten new men for training ; to close some
stations in North India ; and to reduce the India estimates further

by five per cent. Moreover, a Special Committee was appointed

to examine the whole financial position ; and many long days in

the spring of 1880 were occupied by its discussions, which led to

a still more stringent policy of retrenchment. The proposals of

this Committee need not be explained here, as the concluding

chapter of this section of our History will review the various

events which made that year and the year 1881 a crisis in the

Society's career.

But meanwhile the ardent friends of the work outside had been

thoroughly roused. Mr. Stanton had again come forward with

* Miss Havergal was an enthusiastic friend of the C.M.S. ller desire liad

been to go to India as a missionary, as lier friend Miss CUay did ; but her
health did not permit of this. Only a few months before her lamented and
unexpected death, she sent the Society her jewels, which fetched £"50.

One of her last literary productions was the series of short pajiers entitled

"Marching Orders," which were written at the request of the Editor of the

CM. Gleaner, and were appearing in its pages when she died, in 1879.
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his <j;ericrous aid, starting a new deficiency fund with a gift Pakt Vlll.

of €1000 ; Mr. Bickersteth of Hampstead (the present Bishop of J^T^^ 82^

Exeter) wrote fervent letters for puhhcation which touched many '''^'' '
'

hearts ; much prayer was offered ; and just as the Special Com- The deficit

niittee were completing their Eeport, the accounts made up to
'^'^^'"'^'* °"^-

March 31st showed that (1) £27,000 had heen received to wipe

out the old deficit
; (2) the Capital Fund had heen entirely

restored
; (3) the expenditure of the year just finished had heen

all hut covered. At the previous Anniversary, Bishop Thorold

had said, " Evangelical Eeligion is not in its decline, as some
assert ; hut when the Church Missionary Society is in financial

distress, Evangelical Bcligion is on its trial." And before the

Anniversaiy of 1880 came round, the trial had issued in the

deliverance of the Society from its distress. Would, then, the

Special Committee modify their Eeport ? No, they did not. They
were working, not for the past, but for the future ; and they

])ressed their recommendations, which were duly adopted by the

General Committee.
At this point we pause. We have much yet to review, at home

and abroad, and shall occupy several chapters in doing so, before

we can concentrate our attention upon the events of 1880-81.

Then we shall understand the Psalmist's words which Henry
Wright prefixed to the last Annual Eeport he had to read in

Exeter Hall, on May 4th, 1880, " Truly God is good to Israel!
'



CHAPTER LXXII.

The Society: Home Influence and Organization.

Why should Deputations be necessary?—Missions not a " Charity "

—

Yet Giving and Collecting are Sacred Functions—Examples of
Self-denial—The varied Sources of Supply—Contributions from
London and the Provinces in 1880-81 The Associations—Some of

their Meetings—The Association Secretaries, Hon. District Secre-
taries, Local Secretaries—County Unions : Mr. Lombe's Story of
Norfolk— The Publications — The Anniversaries — Sermons by
Bishops Jackson and Baring—The Meetings and Speakers: Lord
Northbrook, Sir B. Frere, the Rev. W. T. Satthianadhan.

" Whclher any do inquire of Tiins, he is my partner and fellow-helper concern-

ing you : or our brethren. . . . Shew ye to them, and before the churches, the

2oroof of your love, and of our boasfinfj on your behcilf."—2 Cor. viii. 23, 24.

"'Being brought on their icay by the church, they passed through Phenice and
Samaria, declaring the conversion of the Gentiles : and they caused great joy unto
all the brethren."—Acts xv. 3.

PartVIIL
1873-82.

Chap. 72.

Ought
deputa-
tions to be

F the Divine Head of the Church has given it a great

commission, and that commission is neglected, the

work of arousing the Church to a sense of its duty is

as truly a work for Christ as the direct preaching of

the Gospel. It is as much the duty of a clergyman
necessary ? j^g prcss upon his people their obligation to take their part in the

evangelization of the world, as it is to exhort them to come to

the Lord's Table or to fulfil any other Christian duty. There is

no more reason for requiring " deputations " to plead the cause of

Missions than to require them to expound the Fifth Command-
ment.

Is their We have seen how, in the earlier years of the centmy, some of

to r'a'ise^^'^*
the good men who had begun to realize the Cliurch's responsi-

funds? bility travelled over England to wake up their fellow-Christians

to the like realization, and what remarkable effects were produced

by the visits of those first " deputations." We can now see,

however, that there was a weak point in their appeals. By
dwelling upon the spiritual miseries and perils of the Heathen,
rather than upon the Lord's command to His Church, the feeling

awakened was for the most part one of pity ; and people put their

hands in their pockets and gave money, just as they would have
done for a Famine Fund or a Hospital. But the call to personal

service was not realized. It was not often pressed. As one reads

the early sermons and speeches, one cannot but be surprised at

the absence of what in recent years has proved the most potent
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of missionary appeals. The consequence was that the ohject of a Part VIII.

missionary deputation came to he universally untlerstood to l)e lf<73-«2.

the collection of money ; and if a paiticular p)-eacher could hv ^'>'"P- 72.

his eloquence extract £o more than usual out of a conj,n-e*;ation,

or if a missionary on furlou^'h could persuade some of the audience
at a local meeting to put half-a-crown in tlie plate instead of a
shilling, it was regarded as a success. This view of the matter
was fostered hy the undouhted fact that other " charity sermons " Essentini

or appeals at meetings were really for money and not for men. beTwe^n"
Pleading for a school or a hospital, or for a fund to provide chaH'y

additional parish clergy, involved no pleading for personal and"m?s^-

service in the Lord's vineyard. The speaker was not seeking to sionary

induce his hearers to hecome schoolmasters or doctors or nurses
or curates. He wanted money ; and if he got money his ohject
was attained. Then the same reasoning came to be applied to

missionary societies ; and so it came to pass that they were
counted as so many additional " charities" to be subsidized, and
the personal responsibility of every Christian to take his personal
part in fulfilling the Divine Command was missed altogether. It

was not so with practical Home Mission work. Money was not
asked for to support Sunday-school teachers or district visitors or
young men giving their leisure hours to mission services or
youths' clubs. If a cle.gyman spoke to his congregation on these
matters, it was workers that he asked for, not funds; or if funds,
merely for collateral expenses such as Sunday-school prizes or
fitting u]) a reading-room. And as to the home missions outside
the parish—those home mission efforts noticed in our Seventieth
Chapter,—no deputation came preaching in their behalf: what-
ever funds they needed were raised independently. But the
evangelization of the world was a " charity " asking for a big
collection. Surely if the true position of the Command of com- what
numds had been insisted on from the first, the close of the ^^fn*'^^^'^
Nineteenth C'entiuy would have seen the number of labourers in

the field ten times what it is
; prayer and study and interest at

home would have been tenfold ; and as to the money, the great
principle that " there is that scattereth and yet increaseth," and
that "five loaves" given to the Lord will produce "twelve
baskets" for the donor, would have been more widely realized,

and deficits would have been unknown.
However, this History has to record facts ; and one thing we ^^at

have to do is to review the Society's home work, which consisted,
^^^ ^

^**'

in the main, of raising funds. Not that no efforts were made to
bring recruits to the missionary army ; ])ut there was a general
feeling —though doubtless an unconscious feeling—that this was
the work of headquarters, rather than of the Associations through- Aim of the

out the countrv. The Associations were judged, and judered ^^^=*^'*
1 I I'l* •!• JO' Jo lions -

themselves, by then- contributions. That was the one topic of t° ""a'se

their Reports. It rarely occurred to them to report upon the
'"""''^

number of candidates they had sent up, or the number of mis-
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Paet VIII. sionavy prayer-meetings held, or the niimher of sermons and
I873-82. lectru'es on Missions apart from collections ; not even the number

^P' *^' of subscribing members; only the aggregate of their contributions.

After all, both the collecting and the giving of money in Christ's

Sacred- causc are sacred functions, worthy of all honour, although not of

mo^ney con- «uch exclusivc liouour as they have received. A chapter might
tributions. easily be filled with most touching illustrations of self-denial l)oth

in giving and in collecting. In not a few parishes, in not a few
homes, the month's or the year's offering has been a matter of

earnest prayer. Many a missionary-box has been constantly

prayed over ; many a church collection, long before it became
the custom to lay the alms on the Holy Table, has been mentally

and spiritually " presented to the Lord " by the clergy and
churchwardens who counted it ; many a true thanksgiving has
been offered to God for even what to human eyes w^as but

a small advance in the parish contribution to the C.M.S., the
Real seH- Vicar Well knowing that it has meant real self-sacrifice in at

least some homes ; many a poor widow, or young sempstress, or

maid-of-all-work, or bricklayer or fisherman, has rejoiced to "do
without " some comfort or pleasure in order to take a little share

in promoting—as they verily believed—the Saviour's glory Whom
they love. Let one simple illustration be given of an individual

gift :-

" On Tliiirsday last wc held the qiiarterly meeting of the Juvenile
A widow's Church Missionary Association. A widow in humble life, dressed in
^ deep mourning, met me at the door. Her husband liad been a tradesman

in a small way, and her income is only small. On two former occasions

she had given me £-")0 and £100, the latter sum at our Jubilee; and I

was well pleased to find her waiting for me at the door of our Juvenile
meeting, for I felt sure that something was coming. But judge my
surprise and delight when she quietly put into my hands ten Bank of

England notes of £'i^0 each. I stepped with her into a side room to

count it, and make it sure ; and I then said to her, ' I fear you cannot
afiord so large a gift : it is a large sum.' Her simple reply was most
touching : she merely said, ' I do not spend it on myself, and so I have
it to give.'

" Very few more words passed. She merely enjoined secrecy, and
begged that it might be entered as ' Help in time of Need.'

"

town"""
^"^^ '^^^ illustration of a parish contribution. This parish was

parish. a Small and poor one in a northern city, with not more than five

houses in it rented at £30. In 1866 it had 305 regular subscribers,

and 85 box-holders. Let us read a few sentences from its Vicar's

Eeport :

—

'' I. First, our Collectioyu after the annual sermons in the chureli have
increased. Some of our friends feared that the gathering of sub-

scriiDtions so widely would cause our church collections to be less. I am
happy to say that this is not the case. Nor should we think that it will

be so ; for giving is a Christian grace ; it is a sign of love ; and the love

of souls is the very soul of love. This grace, like others, is strengthened,
and not weakened, by exercise. The more we give the more we would
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give ill a causo so glorious as this, "i'lic lil)friil dcvisetli lilx-ral things, Part VIII.
and by liberal things shall he stand.' 1873-82.

" II. Next, our Mi^sininrj/ Bo.ics have yielded a larger sum. AVe never Chap. 72.

had more of these silent friends asking for the family oHerings of the
Christian household. And they have not asked in vain. Tlmy seem,
like the hand of («od, ever open to receive the first-fruits of our increase.
The sick child is restored, the ailing mother is strengthened, the father's
liealth is mercifully continued, and there is the open hand ready to
accept the thank-olt'ering to God for His goodness. I should like to see
a missionary-box in every house in the parish, that some portion of our
weekly earnings may find its way into the treasury of God. ' Honour
the Lord with thy substance, and witli the first-fruits of all thine
increase.'

" III. Our Sale of Work, too, has produced more than ever. Many,
very many, busy hands have done the work. Not only women and
children, but working men, have joined, and jcnned heartily, in this
labour of love. One clever artisan has always contributed the fruit of
many toilsome liours wlien his day's work was over,—articles which liave
added more than a yearly guinea to our receipts. Others, too, have
b(!en equally industrious. And what our female friends have done, I do
not dare to say ; but this I say, that the poor woman's miti;, whether it

be given in money or money's worth, is seen and owned by the Lord of
all. My good fiieiids, you will not lose your reward. ' God is not
uiu-ighteous to forget your work and labour of love.'

" IV. Again, our Suhscnj)tions also have increased. The collectors have
continued their patient, painstaking work. And work it really is. We
have ."JO") subscribers. We have received, during the year, inore than
]ol8 distinct gifts. In L Street alone, which contains ] 14 houses, 4()l'

gifts have been gathered from (ii' subscribers. We never gathered more
subscriptions. Good friends, here is encouragement. Your labour has
not been in vain in the Lord. Let no one say their little is not worth
the giving. I only wish every family in the 'parish would subscribe a
penny a month. The great ocean is made up of drops. The richest
harvest is formed of single grains. I^et each one do what he can. God
asks no more. Subscribers, will you try t(j stir your neighbours to lielj)

in this work ?

"My dear friends, our watchword must still be — Lkt us go on."*

But a wliolc voluniu miglit be compiled, with the title, " The
Romance of the C.M.S. Contribution List."

The sources of supply of funds dittered—and differ—widely in Sources oi

different parishes. In many, the church collection provides the
'^""'*^"

bulk of the contribution ; but where it only provides one-fifth, or
one-tenth, the missionary interest of the parish is much more
healthy,—that is to say, when other sources are so well worked
as to make its proportion relatively smaller. This is usually the
case in pooi'er parishes. There are many that produce only £10
at the annual offertory, which contribute £100 altogether ; but
where the offertory is £100, it is much less likely that the total
will reach £1000. The other sources are (1) annual subscriptions,

(2) weekly or monthly subscriptions from humbler people, gene-
rally gathered liy lady collectors, (3) occasional benefactions,

* See also a valuable jiapcr oji rarocliial Missionary Associations, hy tlie

Rev. J. E. Sampson, \n the CM, Intellvjenccr of May, 1884.
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Part VIII. (4) missionary-boxes, (5) juvenile associations (which generally
1873-.S2. include some of the boxes), (6) sales of work and miscellaneous.
Ghap^/^. rpj^g

relative value of these sources will come under notice in a

Sales of later chapter. Here let only a word be said about Sales of Work,

their'true
There is, rightly, a strong feeling against " bazaars," with their

value. usual coiicomitants, being held for the benefit of distinctly

religious objects. But a Missionary Sale, though at first sight

much the same, is in reality a totally different thing. The gay
folk who frequent bazaars would vote it insufferably dull : no
rattling, no theatricals, no variety entertainments, no comic songs.

During the preceding twelve months busy fingers have been

employed in making articles for sale ; those busy fingers, many of

them, have belonged to the bedridden, the poor, the solitary, the

young ; not a few have been set to work by real love for the Lord
and zeal for His glory ; many simple articles have been dedicated

to His cause with prayer. Then these articles are gathered

together, and displayed, and sold ; and great is the joy in many
a cottage or sick-room when the news comes that the piece of

work, which perhaps occupied hours of loneliness and weakness,

has been sold for its full value, and the money handed to the

missionary treasurer. Who would rob these quiet workers of

their joy '? who would forbid those who can help in scarcely any
other way from helping in this way ? A Missionary Sale may be,

and often is, a holy service for the Lord. And, let it be added,

in just those Sales where the spiritual tone is highest is the largest

success achieved.'''

In our Thirty-first Chapter, we briefly passed in review the

various towns and counties, and the London churches, in respect of

The Con- the contributions to the Society in 1847-8. An examination of the

Contribution List at the close of our present period (1881) reveals

great changes. The Associations, in 1847-8, sent up £76,000 ;

in 1880-81 they sent up £139,000, an increase of 83 per cent, in

thirty-threef years. The whole Income rose in the same period

112 per cent., so that the sources other than Associations show
a much higher percentage of increase ; but in comparing counties

and towns, w^e can only take the Association contributions. In
London. Londou, in 1881, Islington still held the first place, with £2500,

contributed by no less than thirty-two churches. Hampstead had
risen from £373 to £2100. In Paddington, instead of the one
" Bayswater Chapel " of 1848, the Society was supported by four-

teen churches, giving £1600. In Kensington, which did not

appear at all in 1848, an equal sum, £1600, was now given by three

churches ; St. Paul's, Onslow Square, having already advanced
to £1200. Several of the old proprietary chapels had dis-

appeared, but Portman Chapel and a few others were still liberal

supporters. South of the Thames, Clapham, Brixton, Camber-

* See further, an interesting- article on "A Missionary Working-Party and
its Results," in the ^.J/. Intellijencer of January, 1884.

tribution
List ini88i.
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well, Peiige, Greenwich, Blackheath, sent good contributions. Part VIII.

The clergy whose churches stood out from the rest were E. H. 1873-82.

Bickersteth at Hampstead, Webb-Peploe at South Kensington, "^P"

Boyd Carpenter at Lancaster Gate (where his mother was the

chief influence), W. Abl)ott at Paddington, Nevile Sherbrooke at

Portman Chapel, E. A. Stuart at Holloway, B. Baring-Gould at

Blackheath.
Looking at the English counties, we find that Middlesex, York- The

shire, Lancashire, stood the first three in amount, with £14,800,

£14,300, and £12,000 respectively, followed by Kent, Surrey,

Sussex, Hants, which sent between £5000 and £9000 each, and
Warwick, Somerset, Norfolk, Gloucester, Devon, Durham, between
£3000 and £5000. It was, however, Kent, Herts, the four northern
counties of Northumberland, Durham, Cumberland, and West-
moreland, and also Norfolk, that exhibited the largest relative

growth in the thirty-three years; while in addition, Beds, Devon,
Gloucester, Hants, Middlesex, Notts, Surrey, Sussex, Warwick,
had at least doubled their totals. In the cases of the northern
counties and Beds, however, this was because they did little before.

Among the towns most conspicuous for advance were Nottingham The towns,

(with its environs), from £440 to £2000 ; Sheffield, from £860 to

£2230; Tunbridge Wells, from £160 to £1730 ; Cheltenham, from
£740 to £1950 ; Newcastle, from £300 to £1000 ; Torquay, from
£170 to £970 ; Southampton, from £130 to £780 ; Hastings, from
£430 to £940 ; Southport, from £120 to £620 ; Croydon, from
£80 to £540 ; Weston-super-Mare, from £140 to £460 ; Dover,
from £90 to £650 ; Margate, from £50 to £390 ; Clevedon, from
£70 to £320 ; Eipon, from £120 to £420 ; Blackburn, from £116
to £560 ;—all these much more than doubling their contributions.

The growth of the watering-places, also referred to in our Thirty-

first Chapter, will be noticed ; and it should be added that

Boin-nemouth, Eastliourne, and Southsea were new and important
contributors,—as also were Dorking, Eed Hill, and Surbiton.

Liverpool, Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol, and other large

places, showed good increases, l)ut not a doubling, w^hich was partly

due to their having been so well forward before. Some of the prin-

cipal Yorkshire towns, on the other hand, had gone back. The
large increases in Herts, Norfolk, and Durham, were due to the
multiplication of small Associations in the villages, involving villages,

diligent work on the part of the county organizers. Wales and
Scotland had gone back a little ; but Ireland had advanced from Ireland.

£1300 to £6000.
The organization for promoting the interests of the Society and

collecting the funds differed, and still differs, widely in various
parts of the country. There are great Auxiliary Associations like

the "Bristol," the " Liverpool and South-West Lancashire," the '^y^^^^^^^°'

"Manchester and East Lancashire," the "East Kent," the large and
" Devon and Exeter," covering half a county, or a large town and ^"'^•'

its environs ; and now and then covering a whole county, as the
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Part YIII. " Norfolk and Norwich." In these cases, the smaller local

1873-82. Associations, for particular towns or parishes, remit their money
Chap. 72. ^^ ^j^g Treasurer of the large Auxiliary with which they are con-

nected ; and the whole comes in lump sums to London. But in

the majority of counties there are no very large Auxiharies, and

the small Associations, or individual parishes in which there is no

organization at all, but only perhaps a yearly offertory and a couple

of subscriptions, send up their money to London direct. Thus, in

the Summary of County Contributions in the Eeport of 1881, while

Norfolk only occupies one line, the total sum having come through

one treasurer, Surrey occupies seventy-seven lines, representing

that number of x\ssociations or parishes remitting independently. '=

This is due to the voluntary and spontaneous origin of the Asso-

ciations. Local friends have combined and organized themselves

as they thought best, without dictation, often without even

suggestion, from headquarters. It was not Salisbury Square that

requested Cromer or Yarmouth to remit through Norwich, or Dar-

lington to remit independently of Durham. All such matters are

left to the discretion of local friends. But there has been this

Advantage advantage in the existence of large and strong Auxiliaries, that

Au'xnflries their Committees have been able both to bring powerful influence

upon the parishes within the areas they covered, and also to

represent effectively, in times of controversy, the opinion of their

constituencies to the Parent Committee in London. The quarterly

meetings of the Manchester and Liverpool Committees, for

example, have always been regarded as important occasions for

the discussion of questions of policy, and very often a Secretary

from headquarters has gone dowm expressly to attend them ; and

the Norfolk Anniversary at Norwich was for many years the

occasion of the delivery of a brilliant manifesto on the missionary

enterprise, in the form of the annual county Report, written, and

read, by the Hon. Secretary, the Rev. E. Lombe. Many interest-

incidents ing incidents, indeed, might be gathered from the records of

Anni'vir- Association Anniversaries. Thus, in one volume of the old CM.
saries. Bccorcl, for 1873, we find two noteworthy meetings at Exeter. At

the earlier of the two, a remarkable speech is reported of Bishop
Bishop Temple's, who (as w^e saw in our Fifty-first Chapter) had lately
Temple.

^^^^_^ appointed to the diocese amid a chorus of protests from

"High" and "Low" alike. Dr. Pusey and Lord Shaftesbury

combining in public action,—a speech in which are to be seen

indications of the zeal and devotion to the missionary cause

which have since so conspicuously distinguished Dr. Temple. At

Sir John that same meeting " Mr. Kennaway, M.P.," spoke; but, only a
Kennaway fg^y weeks after, he succeeded to the baronetcy on the death of his

father ; and later in the same volume is recorded the anniversary

of the Devon Association, with the new "Sir J. H. Kennaway "

* Bub since 1895, the appearance of the Contribution List has been much
altered by the new arraugemeut under dioceses instead of counties.
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presiding, and his speech at length, and also a speech by Sir Part VIII.
Stafford Northcote, afterwards the Earl of Iddesleigh. In the 1873-82.

same volume is an account of the Jubilee of the ^\'indsor Asso- '^^^'^P-
~^-

ciation, and of the Queen giving it £20 on the occasion ; and of cift^Vo^
the Hixticth annivei-sary at Norwich, when the chair was taken by the Queen,

tlie aged Mayor, Sir Samuel ]^ignold, who liad helped his brother-
in-law, Edward Bickersteth, to found the Association sixty years
before.

Those who have been much "on deputation" know well the
innnense differences between one local anniversary and another.
They can recall the cold, dull meeting in a big Corn Exchange, Meetings,
with a hundred and fifty peojjle where two thousand would not fill "i^^"'*U'i.1 i"^! 1 1

warm,
le room

; with no chon-, and perhaps no hymn for lack of some
one ready to start it ; with no one to distribute papers or sell
books

; with the ^fayor or other local magnate in the chair, who
confesses that he knows little of the subject ; with a short state-
ment by the local treasurer regretting a slight falling of!' in the
funds, or rejoicing that (say) £82 has been raised in the town
against £81 the year before ; with the formal votes of thanks to
" the deputation " and the chairman at the end ; with the collection
of two or three pounds at the door. On the other hand, they
recall the gathering in a barn at a Huntingdonshire village, with
the whole population present and eager to hear the result for the
year of the " missionary pig " and the " missionarv hop-poles

"

and the " missionary beehive," and the rejoicing over the £120 or
so raised by not much more tlian 120 souls ; or the meeting of
live hundred jjeoplc in a Kentish village, which begins at six
o'clock, and which, to please them, must be kept going till half-
past nine, and where the contents of a hundred missionary-boxes
are reported on amid the keenest interest of the people, and where
the question is how much over £300 the total will come to.
Chilling memories and inspiring memories by turn !

^Meanwhile, the official representatives of Salisburv Square have
been the Association Secretaries. The title is not a good one, as The Asso-
it confuses them with the Secretaries of Associations, who are |'e^cret"aries
locally appomted. The S.P.G. term " Organizing Secretary "

is
better; the original C.M.S. term "Visiting Secretary" would l)e

better still; and some other word than "Secretary" would be The office,

best of all. For the Association Secretary does not' conduct the
affairs of the local Associations, nor does he collect funds. He is
hi fact a permanent " Deputation " for a given district, seeking to
infhience the clergy and others, preaching and speaking constantly,
guiding the missionaries and others sent to his district from tin'ie
to time as " deputations," and reporting the progress of his district
to heaihiuarters. ]\rost of these officers are clergymen giving
tlu'ir whole time to the work and receiving a stipend ; but some
are honorary, and combine the charge of a district with that of a
small parish. In former chapters we have seen how manv names
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Part VIII. afterwards well known and honoured are found on the roll of

1873-82. Association Secretaries. No less than six have become bishops,
ChapJ'2. ^,-^_^ George Smith (Victoria, Hong Kong), E. C. Billing

The men. (Bedford), W. Walsh (Mauritius, now Dover), E. G. Ingham
(Sierra Leone), and, in Ireland, W. Pakenham Walsh (Ossory),

and J. F. Peacocke (Meath, now Archbishop of Dublin). Seven
became Secretaries in Salisbury Square, viz., E. Long (now Arch-

deacon of Auckland), J. Mee, W. Gray, S. Hasell, H. Sutton,

G. Furness Smith, H. E. Fox. Add to these Archdeacons Martin

and Smart, Canons Gibbon and Tristram, Hon. Canons Powell,

Christopher, and Money, Prebendaries Barlow, Calthrop, and
Mason ; and it will be seen that the C.M.S. Association Secretaries

have been a band of men not to be despised. The ideal Hon.

Charles Associatiou Secretary was Charles Hodgson, the college friend of
Hodgson. \^Qy^ Chichester," who for nearly thirty years (1836-64) worked

Yorkshire with extraordinary devotion and efficiency, being

especially admired by Yorkshiremen as one of the best horsemen
in the county, and famous as a judge of horses and hounds, though

of the latter he saw little after his younger days.

In 1860, with a view to eliciting further honorary service, the

Honorary Society began to appoint a new class of officers, the Hon. District

Secretaries Secretaries, clergymen or laymen undertaking to represent the

Society within a smaller given district. These were chiefly for

rural districts, where few or no regular Associations existed. A
local rector or squire, it was thought, would have more influence

with his neighbours than a visiting Association Secretary, who
might be regarded as "professional." These " H.D.S.'s," as they

are colloquially termed, were not felt to be needed in great towns

with strong Auxiliaries. In those cases the locally-appointed

Hon. Secretaries of the Auxiliaries were able to exercise the

desired influence. But as the system grew, some of these locally-

appointed men were also appointed " H.D.S.'s," that they might

be. regarded as representing Salisbury Square as well as their own
local Committees. The functions, however, are different, even if

the same man holds both offices. The Hon. Sec. of an Associa-

tion stands, as it were, with his face towards London, as the

representative of the local body behind him. The '* H.D.S."
stands, as it were, with his face towards his district, as the repre-

sentative of the London Committee.
Towards the close of the period now under review, fresh efforts

were made by Mr. Sutton, who was now Central Secretary (i.e.

for Home Organization) in succession to Hasell, to make this

Organiza- systeui more efficient, by adopting the existing ecclesiastical

rura/'^
divisiou of rural deaneries, and aiming to appoint an " H.D.S."

deaneries, for each. Norfolk had already led the way in this direction under

Mr. Lombe's guidance; but in every other county the H.D.S.'s
• had no defined districts—they had centres without circumferences.

* See Vol. I., p. 257.
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Hasell, in fact, as well as other old workers, feared to adopt the Part VIII.

ruri-decanal arrangement, lest in time it should subject the p?^'^~^£'

Society's organization to the cramping influence of ecclesiastical ^P"
'

ullicialism. The Norfolk leaders, however, were above all suspicion

of tampering with C.M.S. independence; none, in fact, guarded it

more jealously. So, gradually, under Mr. Sutton's guidance, the

Norfolk system came to be generally adopted ; and there can be

no doubt that it has proved of real advantage to the Society.

To Norfolk and Mr. Lombe the Society's home organization

owed another development, that of County Unions. These are county

not Associations for the collection of funds, but Unions of friends ""'""s.

for conference and prayer. As designed in Norfolk, the member-
ship was strictly confined to the innermost circle of staunch and
zealous C.M.S. men. The " II.D.S.'s " for the different deaneries

assembled twice a year at one of three hospitable houses in

Norwich, and carefully overhauled the whole county ; and next

day the members of the Union met with them in private con-

ference. Mr. Sutton reconnnended other counties to adopt this

system ; but for the most part they only did so partially, arranging

for a more open membership, and adding what was in ettect a

public meeting to their periodical gatherings. Whatever may be

the best system, the County Unions have certainly proved a

strength to the Church Missionary Society.'" Mr. Lombe's account

of the origin of the Norfolk Union is so racy that some paragraphs origin of

from it must be given : \— foil UnVon.

'• For many yuars our presuiit liisliop was County Secretary for Mr.

Norfolk, and used to gather the few Secretaries wliu then existed Lombe's

auiiiially in Ber^h Ajiton [)arsonage to overhaul and forward CM. work
in tlie eounty- (Joudly gatherings 1 have heard they were. 'J'he

jiarsonage used to be well ])afked witli good men and true— sometimes,
so I have been told, two in one bed. Jf it were so, they lieli)ed to keep
one another warm, and warmth is ussentiul to life. The last siuh
meeting was held Feltruarv 11th, \f-^yl.

"On March !>th, ls.")i*, a meeting was held at the Swan Inn. Norwich.
Twelvt! good men were present to form an institution of sonu; kind,

'that tlie annual gatherings might be maintained, and the work still

carried on. Corporate action was the thoui^ht of the day— a corporate

Secretariat for a single individual, a corporate Pelham for an individual

one. In that nest of swansdown, composed of Cunningham. 'J'acy,

(}. Stewaril, F. Hevan, K. AVatson, and otliers, the egg was hatclied. and
forth came theC.M. Union.

" It consists of llimiiiclicul /y/v/Z/rf;;. nominateil by two mend)ers, anil

selected by the whole body, whose (pialitications are that they are lay

or clerical snpitorters of the C. M.S., pay "x. (if^. yearly in advaiut' for

three luncheons at three annual meetings in March, July, and Decend)or,

* See nn account of the Somerset Union, CM.. Intelligencer, February,
I8S5; a )>a])er by the Rev. E. D. Stead, Ihid.. September, ISS.") ; a paper by
til.' Hcv. .1. (;. lioare, Ihid., October, 1SS7 ; and a i>npur bv llie Hev. G. \.

Allan. /(./<;., .\])ril, LSiMl.

t Fnnu a paper read before a local cont'eronco in IMSO, printed in the

CM lHlrU;.n„re,-, April, 18S0,
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PartYIII. and pledge themselves to be regular in attendance whenever oon-
1873-82. venient. Scripture papers are read, and discussion had. Missionaxy
Chap. 72. papers are read, and the Secretaries are there invariably to transact

" business, connnunicate information, organize work, and stii- up tin*

sleepy with the rousing notes of the C.M. trumpet—Work, agitate,
pray. We number some one hundred members— the best men in the
county—and with this organization we manage to keep the county alive
in re C.M.S.
"At the July Meeting of 18()(), a conversation ensued between two

C.M.U. members, in which dissatisfaction was exi)resse<l with the
jtrogress or rather regress of the work. A Report was read a general
and minute organization and canvass of the county urged. Wordy
brickbats were hurled at the readia-'s pot)r head, but only hurt his heart,
and that recovered. He was not bidden, like the consecrated cobbler,
' Sit down, young man !

' but ho was told to ' let well alone.' He thought
that ' well ' bad, aiul wouldn't let it alone. A meeting was sinnmoned of
u very few trusty souls, when it was agreed to get appointed a sejjarate
Secretary for each Deanery, as a convenient and recognized geographical
district, and to make him responsible for it, with a working County
Secretary to keep them going.

" This was done, and before the next Unitm Meeting could stop us,

the men were appointed, the county organized, canvassing sheets were
sent out to each of them, all ready for entering ligures, with a circular
requesting them to canvass each jiarish, recusants to C.M.S. or no, and
bring their sheets hlled up to a meeting of all these Secretaries the first

Monday in March. . . .

•'That meeting was held March 4th, lH()7. The residt was striking—

a

promised gain of seventy-seven sermons and elevm meetings. The
close of the year showed an actual gain of 103 more appeals by sermons
and meetings in sixty-two more parishes than had ever been reached by
the C.M.S. before, and the income sprang up at a bound by some £300.
The meeting was a most happy one, followed by a capital gathering of
C.M.U. brethren next day at Norwich, who were very contented to have
been taken by surprise, and did not desire the supposed disturber of
' all well ' to sit down again.

" Annually these canvasses have been made, and these meetings have
been held for twelve years (this is the thirteenth), under the auspices of
Thickthorne and Eai-lham hospitalities. It has l)een soiiu;tim(!s suggested
that it is hard \\\Hn\ our hosts. They deny the soft imputation, and
resolutely say, ' Let well alone.'

" It may help if Igive examples of our results :

—

" Increase of Income. £'1200.
" Large proportion of volunteer work—more than half.

'•'Small proportion of Deputaticms, only 16 out of 444 appeals in 1870.
" We have 1000 subscribers where we had 600, and £300 more in

subscriptions.
" We have 699 boxes out where we had 291.

"The boxes produce £400 instead of £180.
" Let these things speak for themselves. There is nothing at all

extraordinary about it, only the simple use of a common organization
around a pivot, and the application of Wesley's good old rule, 'All at it,

and always at it.' We men of Norfolk live among turnips, and we
know the value of orderly drills, plenty of hand-picking, and much
stirring the soil—and a well-managed gang, under legal sanction, is no
bad thing.

'• All we say is, Come and see. Send us a Commission of Inquiry if j'^ou
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like it. We will gladly receive them, show them our farms and books, Part YIII.
and tell them all we know. We onlj' humbly say, Give us credit for 1873-82.

being in earnest, and, if you think our plans are worth their salt, go and Ohap. 72.

do likewise."

Further schemes for home work were being formed at the end of

our period. The Lantern and Loan Department was begun in a

tentative way in 1881 ; the first Missionary Exhibition was held New plans

at Cambridge in 1882 ; the first Lay Workers' Union was started " '
^^'

in London in the same year ; and the first Ladies' Union in

Norfolk in 1883. But these and many other developments will

come before us in future chapters.

We must now briefly notice the Society's Publications. Our The Peri-

Thirty-fifth Chapter gave some account of the four periodicals o'^"^^'^-

issued monthly during the years following the Jubilee, viz., the

IntelVujcnccr , the Bccord, the Gleaner, and the Juvenile Instructor.

These continued without change till 1870, Mr. Eidgeway editing

the three former, and Charles Hodgson, E. C. Billing, and Miss
E. S. Elliott, in succession, the " little Green Book." Eidgeway's
death in 1871, and the appointment of the Eev. G. Knox as editor

of the Intelligencer, were mentioned in our Fifty-third Chapter.
There was, however, an interregnum of a few months before Knox
took the reins, and during that time the Eev. John Barton, then Mr. Barton,

temporarily one of the Secretaries, conducted both the IiiteUicjencer

and the CM. Eecord. Meanwhile, the circulation of the old CM.
Becord and CM. Gleaner had much diminished, partly under the
influence of the general depression in missionary zeal and interest

which we have before noticed as marking the 'sixties, and partly

owing to their being unquestionably behind the times in attractive-

ness. When the Conference took place with representatives of

the Church of England Young Men's Society in 1868, and the

latter criticized the Society's literature, as mentioned in our Fifty-

third Chapter, a Sub-Committee on the subject was appointed,

which recommended the dropping of the Gleaner altogether, and
the improvement of the Becord. These proposals were adopted,

and when Mr. Barton took the Becord, he at once made important
changes in it. On Barton's return to India, General Lake con- General

tinned it on the same lines ; and during the three years of his

editorship, 1871-71, the periodical took a leading place as an organ
of the Society. The Missions were systematically reviewed from
the standpoint of a Christian scholar and statesman ; and the

Becord became quite a rival to the Intelligencer, although without
the brilliant and elaborate articles which Mr. Knox was now
producing. The next change was in the Juvenile Instructor,

Miss Elliott resigning the charge of it, and Mr. Hutchinson, the

Lay Secretary, undertaking the responsibility, assisted by Miss
Helen Turner.

But when Mr. Wrij^ht came into office as Honorary Secretary, Wright's
, J' . ! 1 • new plans.

he at once urged the importance 01 producing a new paper
VOL. III. P
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PartYIII. altogether, of a more popular and attractive kind than anything
1873-82. yet attempted. It was with a view to this that he suggested to
Ch^ip^72.

^|_^g Committee to invite to the House the Author of this History,

as mentioned in the preceding chapter. The proposed new
periodical appeared on January 1st, 1874, with the old abandoned

The new title revivcd, Church Missionary Gleaner. In the same year,
"Gleaner." Qgneral Lake gave up the charge of the CM. Becord, and it only

continued as a separate publication to the end of 1875. January,

The new 1876, saw the union of IntelLvjencer and Becord under one cover,

though still independently edited, Mr. Knox continuing to conduct

his moiety of the combined periodical until the end of 1878. In

1879 the two portions were amalgamated, and the Intelligencer

assumed the form and character it has since borne ; and Mr.
Knox was thenceforward responsible only for his own articles,

—

which, however, continued for several years to l)e, month by
month, the chief attraction of the magaxine.
One other publication should be mentioned—the Church

The CM. Missionary Atlas. It had been originally planned by William
Knight, and the first edition appeared, in 1857. It contained

sixteen pages of letterpress and thirteen small maps. A second,

a third, and a fourth edition followed at intervals, corrected up to

date. One of General Lake's legacies to the Society was the fifth

edition, which he re-wrote on a larger scale. It appeared in 1873,

.

with twenty-three maps and sixty pages of letterpress. No
sooner was it out, than he set to work to get ready for a sixth and
still more complete edition ; but this was not completed and
brought out till 1879, nearly two years after his death. It also

was almost entirely re-written, and contained 136 pages of letter-

press, and thirty-one maps, most of them new. The edition now
on sale is the eighth, and its letterpress extends to 250 pages.

Atlas.

The Anni- The Society's Anniversaries during the period next claim
versanes.

j^^tention. And first the Sermons at St. Bride's. It has for

many years been the ordinary custom, though occasionally

infringed, to appoint as preacher a bishop and a presbyter

alternately ; l)ut in the decade under review there were six

The bishops and four presbyters. In 1873, Bishop Eyan, formerly
preachers,

^f MauHtius ) in 1875, Bishop Jackson of London ; in 1877,

Bishop Baring of Durham ; in 1878, Bishop Maurice Day of

Cashel ; in 1880, Bishop Thorold of Rochester ; in 1882, Bishop
Pakenham Walsh of Ossory. The four presbyters were, in 1874,

Canon Reeve of Portman Chapel ; in 1876, Canon Garbett ; in

1879, C. F. Childe, the former Principal of the Church Missionary
College; in 1881, Dr. Boultbee, Principal of St. John's Hall,

Highbury. There is one notable difference, an unexpected one,

between the sermons of the two classes of preachers respectively.

Their Five of the six bishops dwell pointedly on the current circum-

stances of the Society and the missionary cause. Bishop Jackson
being the only exception ; while three of the foiu" presbyters

sermons.
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scarcely allude to them at all, and even Cbilde, who, more than PartYIII.
any other of the ten, was one of the inner C.M.S. circle, does so i87a-82.

but slightly. On the other hand the sermons of two presbyters,
^'^'^P- 72.

judged simply as sermons, must stand first in merit, Garbett's as

by far the loftiest in thought and eloquence, and Childe's as a

comprehensive "Bible-reading "
; though Bishop Thorold's and

Bishop Walsh's are striking and eloquent too. Garbett's subject

was "the economy of the mystery" in Eph. iii. 9; and Childe's chjuie's

the "strong man armed" and the "stronger than he," upon
"'^

which text he built a masterly exposition of the personality and
power of Satan, as " the Author of Missionary Difficulties," and
bringing together almost all the passages of Scripture referring

to the great Enemy. In this respect it is parallel with John
Cunningham's Sermon in 1823, noticed in our Eighteenth
Chapter. Bishop Thorold's text was, " Take ye away the stone,"
upon which he spoke wdth characteristic originality and force on
man's part in God's work. Bishop Walsh expounded three
verses in the 68th Psalm, including the words, " The Lord gave
the w^ord " and " She that tarried at home divided the spoil."

Bishop Day's sermon took the unusual shape of being almost
wdiolly a powerful appeal for funds, based on " Bring in the
tithes " in Malachi. Bishop Jackson spoke on zeal, taking Bishop

Epaphras (Col. iv. 13) as a pattern ; and his sermon was lernfj^n"'^
remarkable for a faithful warning as to the tendency of an aesthetic

religion to destroy missionary zeal :

—

" But there is a less obvious and less suspected form of the prevalent
aesthetic selfishness which at least threatens to weaken interest and
effort for the mi.ssionarv cause; I mean the developini; taste and lavish A warning
expenditure for the architecture and adornment of our churches, and the *^!L"ti
accessories of public worship. I would allude to this subject at present, ritualism,
entirely apart horn tpiestions as to the legality or illegality of ornaments
and rites or (jf their compatibility with the teaching of God's Word,
and with the doctrine and discipline of our Reformed Churcli. And
I would ])e understood as speaking in no language but that of devout
thankfulness of the impulse which in our days has not only, with God's
blessing, multiplied churches over our land in the midst of neglected
thousands or in remote and forgotten hamlets, but has rescued the houses
of God from scjualor and decay, has I'estored them to their original
beauty, and fitted them for their holy purpose ; and which at the same
time has replaced the undervalued duty and privilege of worship by the
side of the ordiiurnce of preaching and the Offices of Conmion Prayer.
And I admit that a burning zeal for God"s glory and love for the Saviour
will justify, wlien they exist (as when Mary broke the alabaster box of
spikenard), a lavish expenditme at which prudence might cavil, and
which even piety miglit wish bestowed elsewhere. But the danger
is—and it is a very real and pressing danger—that when artistic tastes
are common, and there is a kind of enthusiasm in many minds for
music and colour, and form and ceremony, we mistake the instinct fur
indulging such tastes for a desire to honoxu- God and His house ; the
awe of solenui architecture for the realization of God's presence ; the
emotions which music excites and harmonious colour sustains for the
fervour of true devotion : and gifts towards procuring ami maintaining
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such aids to self-indulgence for self-denying offerings in the service of

Christ.

"This is not the time or place to warn against this epidemic error

which is deceiving multitudes who believe themselves religions ; but
its liearing is obvious on the decay of missionary zeal and missionaiy
exertion. Not only is the interest and effort and money which might
have been employed in the great cause of evangelizing the dark places
of God's world, bestowed on the costly accessories of public worship ;

but they are so bestowed under the belief that they ai'e thus dedicated
to God's service : and it is forgotten that far more precious in His sight
than sculptured shafts and glowing glass and the sweetest strains of

choral song, is the salvation of even one undying soul, which He created
and for whom Christ died."

But of all the ten Sermons Bishop Baring's was by far the

most memorable. Even apart from its references to current

affairs, it was a noble exposition of the vision of the river and the

trees in Ezek. xlvii. But Baring seized the occasion of the

Ceylon controversy, which was then acute, to deliver his soul

upon the High Church and the Evangelical views of Missions,

strongly urging the superiority of a Voluntary Society over an
official Board or a Mission absolutely controlled by an individual

bishop, and warmly commending the G.M.S. and its missionaries

for their resistance to claims which he regarded as neither rightful

nor for the good of the work. The Sermon was of coui-se

enthusiastically approved ; but it is to be feared that some who
most loudly praised it were not equally ready to adopt as their

own another pi'inciple laid down by him. He pointedly addressed
those who are always urging the prior claims of home work
compared with Foreign Missions. " It may seem at first sight,"

he said, "the dictate of sound wisdom to plead. First evangelize

more entirely your own country, and then extend your charity

towards distant lands. But it will be found more in accordance
with Scripture and apostolical practice and heaven-taught wisdom
to say, ' Hcch to evangelize the world , and in so doing yon will

evangelize your oivn country.'
"

At the C.M.S. Annual Meeting, the lirst resolution always
includes an expression of thanks to the preacher of the evening
before. Archbishop Tait was the first speaker on the day follow-

ing Baring's Sermon, and it was thought not quite fair to com-
promise the Primate by asking him to move thanks for so avowedly
controversial a Sermon. So the President formally made the

motion, and the Dean of Ripon (W. R. Fremantle) seconded it

;

and when it had been passed by acclamation, and the Archbishop
rose, he significantly said, " My Lord, one subject you alluded to

is a somewhat intricate subject ; and if there is any one in this

room—and I don't suppose there is any one else—who is bound
to be very cautious in all that he says on this and other intricate

subjects in the present day, that person is myseh." Other points

in this and other speeches of the Archbishop have been already

referred to in our Sixty-ninth Chapter.
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Two years before his St. Bride's Sermon, Bishop Baring had Part VIII.

spoken at the Anniversary, and anaid tumultuous cheering had ^'^''^h,

warned the clergy against yielding one jot or one tittle of their
^^^'

'

Evangelical inheritance. In the first year of our period, 1873, Speakers

Archbishop Thomson of York was the first speaker, and delivered Annual
a warm eulogy of Henry Venn, then recently dead. The other Meetings,

bishops who spoke in the decade were R. Bickersteth of Ripon,

Ellicott of Gloucester (thrice), Thorold of Rochester, Pelham of

Norwich (twice), Walsh of Ossory, Barker of Sydney, Thornton
of Ballarat ; and, from the Mission-field, Burdon of China
(twice), Machray of Rupert's Land, Horden of Moosonee,

McLean of Saskatchewan, Bompas of Athabasca (before he

went out), and Crowther of the Niger (thrice). In 1880, Mr.
Ryle was an appointed speaker ; and before the day came he

had been nominated to the new bishopric of Liverpool. He
^ishV^

spoke, therefore, as bishop-designate, and of course had an designate,

overwhelming reception ; and with characteristic energy he called

upon the Society to stand firm to its old principles. At the same
meeting, a warm though brief speech was delivered by Earl

Cairns—his first appearance at a C.M.S. anniversary. In the

following year Lord Shaftesbury was one of the speakers. He
ghaftes

had never been a frequenter of the C.M.S. meetings. The pro- bury,

longed Presidency of Lord Chichester prevented his ever having

been called to take the chair ; while as President of other societies,

the chief May meeting week was so full that he was no doubt

glad not to be obliged by duty to come on the Tuesday. But his

speech in 1881 was a hearty and an able one. Other influential

laymen who spoke in the decade w^ere the Earl of Northbrook other

(on his return from India), the Earl of Aberdeen, Viscount

Midleton, Sir T. F. Buxton, Sir Bartle Frere, Sir W. Muir, Sir

W. Hill, Mr. A. Mills, M.P., and Mr. J. M. Holt, M.P.
Of the home clergy. Canon Hoare spoke twice, and the

f'eakera.
following once each :—Archdeacons Prest and Richardson, Canons
Martin, Miller, and Money, F. F. Goe, and R. C. Billing ; also,

after visits to the Mission-field, E. H. Bickersteth (on India and
Palestine), Canon Tristram (on Palestine), and J. B. Whiting
(after meeting West Africans at Madeira). The missionaries W'cre

much more numerously represented in this decade than in any of

our former periods. Those w^ho spoke W'ere, from West Africa,

J. B. Wood ; from Uganda, C. T. Wilson ; from Persia, R. Bruce; Mission,

from India, Leupolt, French, D. Fenn, Barton, Brodie, Welland, speakers.

Storrs ; from Ceylon, J. Ireland Jones ; from China, G. E. Moule
and Wolfe ; from Japan, Ensor and Warren ; from North-West
Canada, Cowley and Kirkby ; also W. Ridley, when just nominated
as first Bishop of Caledonia ; and one Native Indian clergyman,

W. T. Satthianadhan of Madras.
The Evening Meeting was now becoming better attended, ^^e"-n|

mainly by Sunday-school teachers and other young men and
women ; but it was, even in 1882, far from having the importance
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it now has. The chairmen in the decade were Bishop Crowther

(twice), Bishop K. Bickersteth of Eipon, Bishop Cheetham of

Sierra Leone, Bishop Eyan, Archdeacon Bardsley (now Bishop of

Carlisle) ; and four laymen, Sir John Kennaway (1874, soon after

succeeding to the baronetcy), Mr. Joseph Hoare, Admiral Prevost,

and Mr. S. A. Blackwood. The speakers included several of the

missionaries above-named, and others ; and the only other

speaker needing to be mentioned was Mr. Boyd Carpenter (now

Bishop of Eipon), who delivered a striking addi-ess in 1881.

Of three of the speeches at the Annual Meetings another word
should be said. First, of Lord Northbrook's, in 1877. This was
the first and only occasion upon which a Viceroy of India has

spoken at a C.M.S. Anniversary; for Lord Lawrence, though

present more than once, never would speak. Lord Northbrook

emphatically expressed his opinion that the Natives of India respect

an Englishman who is not ashamed of his religion, and have no

fear of his infringing the principles of religious equality :

—

" I believe that they do not honour a man the less, or lovo him the

less, because they see that he is in earnest in his own religious con-

victions. If [)roof were wanted of this, it would be suthcient to recall to

your recollection that some of the noblest deeds that had l)een done in

British India had been done not only by earnest Christian men who
never for a moment concealed their zeal in favour of the spread of

Christianity. It is only necessary to mention the names of Herbert

Edwardes and Lord Lawrence to prove that what I have said is true.

I will add one thing more. Among those whom I have known in high

office in India there are none who have so conciliated the respect and

afl'ection of the people of India as those very men who have never con-

cealed their desire to extend the Christian religion. I will mention Sir

Donald McLeod, Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab, Sir William Mnir,

who is now present, and my friend Sir Richard Temple, now Governor

of Bombay, and one of the men who was foremost on all occasions to

join in everything whicli he considered to be of advantage to the welfare

of the Church of England, and the spread of the Christian religion in

India."

And then he pronounced a hearty eulogy on the missionaries.

" They are worthy," he said, " of all support, encouragement, and

admiration. ... I know of no single exception to the general

esteem and respect in which the Church Missionary Society's

missionaries are held in India." Sir William Muir, who spoke

later in the same meeting, warmly testified that Lord Northbrook

had " in his private capacity unflinchingly supported the cause of

Christianity in India."

Sir Bartie Frere's speech in 1882 was still more remarkable as

an emphatic testimony to the value and success of Missions in

India. He begged his hearers not to be content with the short

and fragmentary " Abstract of Eeport " just read, but to read and

study the entire Eeport. " It would fill them with astonishment

and thankfulness." "To the ordinary mind," he went on, "I
think the first feeling would be one of questioning—Is it possible
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that these things can be true ? Is there not some mistake, or Part VIII.

perhaps pardonable exaggeration?" And then he proceeded to 1^73-82.

mention facts in his Indian experience, showing, he said, that
^^^' '

" toonderfid as this Ecport is, it is a very sober and subdued
statement of the truth.''

But in the whole period there was no speech that touched the Mr.

heart of the meeting like that of the Kev. W. T. Satthianadhan in anadhan's

1878. We have before met Mr. Satthianadhan in South India, speech.

No Native clergyman was more highly respected than he, and in

that year the Society invited him to England, with the unexpressed

purpose of promoting thereby the commencement of a Native

Indian Episcopate. That scheme has never yet come to maturity;

but this is not because there was any doubt in England, after

seeing Mr. Satthianadban, that he was eminently fitted to be the

first Indian bishop. His admirable and truly spiritual addresses

in many parts of England created a deep impi-ession ; and his

wife, whom he brought with him, won all hearts. While he was
a convert from Hinduism, she was a Christian of the fourth

generation, being a daughter of the first Anglican Native clergyman
in South India, the Rev. John Devasagayam. This is how he
began his Exeter Hall speech :

—

" r will begin with tlic history of a Hindu convert. At the age of His story

fourteen this person was sent to an Indian scIkjoI in connexion with ° ^'^ °^"

this great Societ3^ One of the books used in that school \v;is of conrse

the Bible. This school was conducted by a blind teacher, and the Bible

was taught regularly every day ; but the youth was so bitter against the
study of the Bible that one day he instigated the other scholars to

reciuest the teacher to give up the Bible, accomi^anying this with a threat

that if the request was not complied with they would all leave the
school. But the teacher was not moved by siich a threat. 'You may
all leave the school,' he said, ' but give up the Bible I never will.' He
continued there for two years. In the meantime, the teacher paid
particular attention to the inculcation of Scripture truths, and applied

them to tile hearts and consciences of his students in such a way that
they wore much impressed by them. Under the instruction of this

admirable teacher the youth remained another three years, and then
began gradually to dawn upon his mind not only the folly of Heathenism,
but the truth of Christianity, and the necessity of closing with the otlers

of salvation through Jesus Christ. He went through a great mental
struggle; he was not prepared to give up his parents and his home, l»ut

the Spirit of God worked mightily in his heart. The young man was at

length enabled, by God's grace, to give up hi.s home and everything he
felt dear, and to betake himself to the foot of the cross, where he found
rest for his weary soul. His conversion made a sensation in the district,

and emptied the school. He himself became an object of persecution,

and was dragged before two magistrates, European and Native; but the

Lord helped him throughout all his troubles, and he is now a herald of

the cross to his countrymen ; and by a strange providence, is now
privileged to address this audience. [Great cheering.] Bless the Lord,

O my soul ! [Renewed cheering.]
"

Then he described his work as a catechist and a pastor, in

Tinnevelly and in Madras, and his wife's remarkable zenana
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Part VIII. schools. Then he referred to the recent Lamme, and England's
1873-82 generosity in sending relief, and concluded thus :

—

*' But there is another famine which exists in all its horrors not only
His appeal jn the Madras Presidcnc^y, but throughout the whole country and

tlu-c^nghout the whole world. In India you will see Hindu temples
and Mohammedan mosques raising their proud heads. You will see
idols in every city and every village. You will see vast crowds wor-
shipping at the shrine of Vishnu, and prostrating themselves before
idols of wood and stone. The conntry is suffering from this spirittial

famine. ... It is sometimes said that India is the brightest gem in the
British crown. Whatever may be our view on that matter, we must all

agree that it is our duty, as Christians, to give ourselves no rest, to spare
no pain, till we see India set as the ])rightest gem in the crown t)f our
Royal Immanuel.''

It is usual for the Anniversary Meeting to he closed with a few
words of exhortation and application from a leading home clergy-

man. Miller, Hoare, Goe, Money, did this responsible bit of

R. c.
_

service admirably. But no one did it better than E. C. Billing,

fpeech.^ in 1882 ; and his closing sentence, being the last words spoken at

the Meeting of the last year of our period, will fitly close this

chapter :
—" The cry to-day has been 'Extension !

' If this is to

be realized, we must first cry 'Excelsior
!

' We must rise higher :

we must come nearer our Lord Jesus Christ. Then we shall have
more sympathy with His purposes and plans, and labour for their

fulfilment, looking for the day when He shall see of the travail of

His soul and shall be satisfied,

—

' And tlie great Chinrli victorious

Sliall be the Church at rest.'

"



CHAPTER LXXIII.

AFRICA: The Flowing Tide again ; Tlala—and After.

East African Slave Trade : Livingstone and Bishop Ryan —Sir B.
Frere's Mission—Kirk's Treaty—Death of Livingstone—The Nasik
Boys— New Developments in Africa: Scotch Churches, S.P.G.,
Universities' Mission, Stanley's Second Journey, L.M.S. on
Tanganyika, Congo Missions — Gordon at Khartoum — C.M.S.
Missions : West Africa—W. S. Price and Frere Town—The
Rescued Slaves—Giriama Christians—The Sultan of Zanzibar and
the Slave Trade—Trials at Frere Town—Bishop Royston's Visits

—

R.G.S. Exploration—Deaths of Bishop Steere and Dr. Krapf.

" So the deiid wliich lie dew at /n't: fteath ircre move thuii iheij wlu'rli he slew in

his life."—Judg. xvi. 30.
" He hath sent me . . . to proclaim liberty to the captives, . . . to proclaim the

acceptable year of tlie Loni, and the day of vengeance of our God."—Isa. Ixi. 1, 2.

N our Fifty-sixth Chapter we reviewed a period of Ehh PartVIU.
Tide in Africa. Very different is the period now before 1873-82.

us. The decade commencing with 1873 was a time Chap. 73.

of unprecedented advance in missionary operations, or
in preparatory measures for them. The Tide was The turn oi

flowing again. the tide.

The event which more than any other marks the turn of the
tide occurred on May 3rd, 1873. It was a death—the death of

David Livingstone. Like Samson, the intrepid missionary-
traveller effected more by his death even than he did by his life.

Directly or indirectly, that death at Ilala led to most of the
great missionary advances that date from the years following 1873.

But we have first to go back a few years, and review the efforts

made wdiile he was yet alive to grapple with the East African Living-

Slave Trade—efforts in continuation of those briefly noticed in IhTsiave-
our Fifty-sixth Chapter. trade.

A year and a half after Livingstone once more, in 1864, flung
himself into Africa, a remarkable letter '- was addressed to the Bishop

President of the Church Missionary Society ; wdiich letter may be i^uer.^isee.

regarded as the starting-point of the agitation that led in after

years to more resolute measures for the suppression of the Slave
Trade, and to the revival of the C.M.S. East Africa Mission.
The writer was Bishop Ryan, of Mauritius. He had been stirred

up to inquiry, and then to action, by finding hundreds of liberated
slaves, rescued by British ships, landed in the islands forming his

* Printed iji the CM. Intellijenccr of August, 1867.
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diocese, Mauritius and the Seychelles. His letter gave particulars

of some of the horrors ho had found to prevail. It seems right to

quote one passage, painful as it is, just as a specimen. It is a
quotation from a description by a French oflicial from the island

of Reunion, M. Menon, who had bribed an Arab slave-hunter,

by the present of a rifle, to let him see his slave-camp in the

forest :

—

"The keeper of this den [an open enclosure without protection from
weather] utters a hoarse cry (poussc une rni/f/iasemefif) : it is the order for

the ' rnercliandise ' to stand up. But many of tliem do not obey. What
is the matter":' The chains are too short: the dead and tlie dyiii<j;

pi'event the Hvnng from risino;. The dead can say nothing, but what do
tlie dying say r' They say that they are dying—of hunger. . . .

"Who is this creature who holds tightly in her arms a shapeless object
covered with filthy leaves ? It is a woman, lying in the mud, and
holding her dried-up breast to the child of which she has just been
delivered. And tho,se little girls who totter as they strive to rise, on
what are they leaning i-' On a dead body. And this man who is working
with his hands a piece of nnul, which he is continually placing on his

eye, what is the matter with him ? Our guide tells us :
' He is a trouble-

some fellow, who set a bad example by saying he was dying of luuiger,

and I gave hiui Ji blow which burst his eye : but he won't be hungry
long.

'

"

Bishop Ryan concluded his letter by appealing to the Society,

as the benefactor of the slaves in West Africa, to take some
measures similar to those it formerly took at Sierra Leone, and
also to persuade the Government to move. Being in England
at the time, he interviewed the Committee, and at a special

meeting on March 25th, 1867, it was determined to try and arouse

public attention to these atrocities. Mr. Edward Hutchinson had
just become Lay Secretary, and he took up the East African

Slave Trade from that time as one of his special objects of

interest. Some months were occupied in collecting and marshal-
ling the facts, and in March, 1868, the Committee held another
special meeting, at which they received General Rigby, late

Consul at Zanzibar, the Rev. Horace Waller, of the Universities'

Mission, and other experts. A Memorial to Government was
adopted ; and it was resolved to take steps to establish a settle-

ment for the reception of liberated slaves, but as there would he

no safety for such a settlement outside the British dominions, the

Seychelles Islands were chosen as the probable locality for it. In
pursuance of this plan, the Rev. T. H. Sparshott, who had been
sent out to the help of Rebmann, was instructed to visit the

Islands, purchase land, and prepare for the establishment of a

mission station. It turned out, however, that the Government
did not intend to send rescued slaves to the Seychelles, and
proposed rather to place them at Zanzibar under the protection of

the Sultan. This seemed to the Committee a most unwise
proposal, and they petitioned against it. Month after month went
by, and even year after year, and the Government could not be
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prevailed upon to decide anything. The Sultan of Zanzibar Part VIII.

offered certain concessions if he were released from an annual }^^'~^'^k

payment to Muscat due under Lord Canning's arrangement before '

'^^^'

mentioned ;

' but to this the Calcutta Government would not agree.

Correspondence went on between London, Bombay, Zanzibar,

Mauritius, and the Seychelles ; but nothing practical was done.

Meanwhile Livingstone was lost, and Stanley went out to find Living-

him, unexpectedly met with him at Ujiji, and supplied him with Stanley,

more " Nasik boys,"i but failed to persuade him to come home.
This expedition revealed fresh evidence of the horrors of the Slave

Trade ; but evidence was not wanted—what was now needed was
action. Still the accursed traflic went on ; still peaceful villages

by the score were burnt, the men killed, and the women, girls,

and boys carried captive ; still the herds of miserable victims

were driven in gangs towards the coast, and still not a third of

them lived to reach it ; still the callous Arab displayed his " mer-
chandise " in the slave-market at Zanzibar, and pocketed his

unhallowed gains.

But Hutchinson and the C.M.S. Committee were not asleep :
Fresh

nor were the leaders of the Universities' Mission ; nor was the ^^' * '°"'

Anti-Slavery Society. Public meetings were held ; deputations

went to the Foreign and India Offices ; Bishop Wilberforce, with
his hereditary interest in Africa, wrote a stirring article in the

Quarterly ; and at length a Parliamentary Committee was Pariia-

obtained in 1871. Mr. Gilpin, a Quaker member, moved for it
; committee

but so faint was the interest that the House of Commons was
nearly counted out three times before Mr. Eussell Gurney, the

Eecorder of London, rose to support the motion, and then the

Government yielded, and the Committee was appointed. Among
its members were Mr. Gurney himself, Mr. R. Fowler, Mr. J. G.
Talbot, Mr. (afterwards Lord) Kinnaird, and " Mr. Kennaway,"
now President of the C.M.S. Throughout its sittings E. Hutchin-
son was in attendance, gathering witnesses and providing facts

;

and the Report submitted to Parliament I presented a strong case

for resolute action. But it fell short of recommending the real The real

remedy, viz., to apply to East Africa the method that had been so evaded!

successful in West Africa, that is, to annex a bit of territory on
the East Coast, upon which, being British, the slave would at

once become a free man. This measure Hutchinson urged in a

series of articles in the Intelligencer, piling up statistical and other

evidence of the commercial success of the West African posses-

sions. But for this the Government were not prepared ; and a

dispute even arose between the India Office and the Treasury as

to which should pay the small cost of the Consulate at Zanzibar.

And meanwhile the village-burning, the slave-stealing, the march-
ing, the whipping, the dying, went on merrily as usual.

* See Chapter LVI., Vol. II., pp. 430, 431. f Thid., p. 432.

X Printed in the CM. Intelluiencer, March, 1872.
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PaetVIII. But Death often achieves what nothing else can achieve. In
1873-82. January, 1872, the whole country was shocked hy the news that
Chap. 73.

^j^g devoted Bishop Patteson had fallen a victim to the just

But Death resentment of the Melanesian islanders against the kidnapping

vfctlfry*'^
expeditions of unscrupulous Europeans in the South Seas. The
Queen's Speech with which Parliament was opened a few days

later referred to the sad event, and made it a text for some strong

words about the Slave Trade generally. The Prorogation Speech

in- August promised early action ; and soon after, Mr. Gladstone's

Sir B. Government announced their intention of sending Sir Bartle
Frere to Frere to Zanzibar to inform the Sultan in plain terms that

England and Her Majesty's Government were determined that

the Slave Trade should cease, and to negotiate an effective treaty

for that purpose.

Before leaving England, Sir Bartle Frere, on November 5th,

attended the C.M.S. Committee, and consulted wath them regard-

ing future possibilities ; and in the following week the Society

C.M.S. issued an Appeal for a Special East Africa Fund, in order to be

Fund^^"*^^ prepared for vigorous action. In aid of this Fund the Baroness

Burdett Coutts held a meeting in her own house, at which
Hutchinson was the chief speaker; and she afterwards herself

gave £1000 towards the formation of a Freed Slave Settlement.

In the next five or six years more than £10,000 was specially

contributed. But this is anticipating.

Frere in Sir Bartle Frere executed his commission in the most complete
East Africa

y^^-^ ^ gQ fg^j. g^g ^]-)q collection of authentic information was con-

cerned. He visited all the chief ports on the coast, and also

Muscat and Bombay ; and he interviewed the Khedive of Egypt
regarding slaves supplied to that country. The blue-book con-

taining his Keports proved of the highest value, and entirely

confirmed the strongest statements that had been made regarding

the horrors of the slave traffic—upon which some arm-chair

critics, as usual, had thrown doubts. From 20,000 to 30,000

slaves were being shipped every year, which meant that three or

four times that number had been stolen, the rest dying on the

terrible march to the coast. But Sir Bartle failed to induce the

Sultan of Zanzibar to sign the treaty presented to him, and had

to leave with the intimation that the next emissary would be the

British Fleet ; and soon after his departure, six English men-of-war,

with two French and one American, appeared off Zanzibar. In

their presence, Dr. (afterwards Sir) John Kirk, the Consul -General

and Political Agent, was able easily to overcome the opposition of

Slave- the mullahs behind the Sultan; and on June 6th, 1873, the Treaty

trifty. was duly signed. It abolished all carrying of slaves by sea, closed

the notorious slave-market at Zanzibar, and forbade the many
British subjects on the coast (Hindu traders) to hold slaves at all,

while of course not touching the Mohammedan domestic slavery
;

and it made provision for the due protection of any liberated

slaves who might be received into mission settlements on the
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cxjast. Six months passed away; the shxve-market was at an Part VIII.

end
;
part of the ground it had occupied had Ijeen hought hy Dr. i?^^"^^"

Steere (afterwards the Bishop) for the Universities' Mission ; and '^P'

on Christmas Day in that same year the foundation-stone of what
is now the cathedral of Zan/ihar was laid there, while the Native Bishop

school-children sang " Jerusalem the Golden." \\\ due course the cathedral.

nohle building rose ; and the Connnunion Table stands on the

very spot where once stood the irhippiiig-post.

Meanwhile, innnediately on Frere's return to England, he came Frere's

to the Church Missionary Society, and on June 24th, 1873, stand- c^m.^s.
°

ing before a large map with a pointer in his hand, he addressed

the Connnittee on the prospects in East Africa. lie described his

visit to Rabai, where he had found Relimann l^lind and broken

in the midst of his handful of converts, and the Bombay men who
had been sent over doing well. He emphatically affirmed, in

contravention of much that had been said outside, especially by
those who did not wish to see the C.M.S. prominent in the work,

that Mombasa was the very best place on the coast for a settle-

ment of freed slaves ; and he intimated that the Government
would be willing to commit some of the slaves that would be

rescued to a C.M.S. Mission there, while others would be handed
to the Universities' Mission at Zanzibar, and others to the Roman
Catholic Mission at Bagamoyo, on the mainland opposite. The
Connnittee still felt the importance of Govermnent purchasing

some land on the coast, which might be in the fullest sense

British territory ; but as this was not to be obtained, they deter-

mined to take measures to establish a settlement, trusting to the c.m.s.

Arm of the Lord to protect it. Sparshott, who had come home,
'"^^p""'*^-

was sent back at once to Mombasa, and with him a new recruit,

\V. B. Chancellor. Meanwhile, Hutchinson compiled a valuable

liook, The Slave Trade of East Africa, giving the whole history of

the question, with the official reports and despatches; and showing
that the Arabs were already evading the Treaty, by marching the

slaves far to the north, and shipping them beyond the limits of

the Sultan's territory.

When the Treaty was signed, on June Glli, 1S73, I-)avid

Livingstone had been dead iust five weeks, far in the interior. Death ot
''

. Living-
He never knew of the great step having been taken to " heal the stone,

open sore of the world"—-as he himself had expressed it; and
the fact of his death was not known in England until the

beginning of 1874. At length a telegram arrived from Aden '

stating that news had come from Zanzibar to the etil'ect that the

body of Livingstone had arrived there, brought from the far

interior by his faithful followers, Chinna and Susi and the " Nasik
boys," and was about to be sent to England. One of the Nasik
boys was mentioned as having kept a diary of events ; and his

name—Jacob Wainwright—was at once recognized by Mr. Price, \?.^°^

Wright.

* Tliere was tlieii no telegraph between Aden and Zanzibar.
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Part VIII. who was then in England, as the name of a lad who had been
1873-82. under his charge in India ;

''• Avhereupon the Society telegraphed
Chap^73.

^.^^^^ ^^g l^g ggj-^|. i-^QQig ^yit^i tiie body.

Jacob's Very touching was the narrative given verbally by Jacob to the
account of Committee on his arrival. He described how, at Ilala, near

sto^ne'l" Lake Bangweolo, the Doctor had been found on his knees dead
;

'^^^^^^ how his men anxiously consulted as to what they should do ; how
they realized that if they buried him and reported his death,

their statements would be doubted ; how they realized also the

extreme difficulty of carrying a dead body fifteen hundred miles to

the coast, through tribes that thought a corpse brought ill-luck
;

how, nevertheless, they determined to try ; how one of them,

who understood embalming, prepared the liody ; how they dug a

little grave for the heart, &c. ; and how Jacob himself, being able

to read Enghsh, took the Doctor's Prayer-book and read part of

the Burial Service as they stood round the body and the little

grave. " And what did you do then, Jacob ? " asked Hutchinson,
" Sir," was the reply, " we then sat down and cried." Nine

months it took them to reach the coast, despite obstacles and

difficulties innumerable ; but they accomplished tlie task, and all

Christendom was grateful. On April 18th, 1874, in the presence

of an immense concourse of distinguished Englishmen, with one

black face, Jacob Wainwright's, conspicuous among them—for he

Burial of was a pall-bearer,—the remains of David Livingstone were laid in

^to^ne m Westminster Abbey ; and there may now be read his last message
the Abbey, to humanity—" All I can add in my sohtude is. May Heaven's

rich blessing come down on every one, American, English, Tm-k,

who will help to heal this Open Sore of the World."

Three weeks after Livingstone's funeral came the C.M.S.

Anniversary, when Archbishop Tait and Bishop E. Bickersteth

both enlarged on the urgent claims of East Africa upon Christian

England. " He being dead yet speaketh," said the latter; " you

might dedicate to his memory a costly monument of sculptured

marble, but the noblest monument you could raise is a special

fund for the evangelization of those tribes for whose bodily welfare

he so patiently laboured through long years of lonely exile, and

for whose moral regeneration he sacrificed his life." At the

Evening Meeting, Mr. Price spoke, introduced Jacob Wainwright,

and told his story, to the delight of the young people who filled

C.M.S. the Hall. On the following evening was held the Abbey Service

the^AbVeV i'^ferred to in our Fifty-third Chapter, when Mr. Gordon Calthrop

preached a remarkable sermon. The congregation—it was in the

i-iave—were actually sitting over the fresh grave of Livingstone,

and Calthrop took as his text the striking incident (2 Kings xiii. 21)

of the dead body that was quickened to life when thrown into

the sepulchre of Elisha. " Let us," he exclaimed, " be quickened

* See Chapter LVI.. ]). 432. In the Gleaner of June, 1874, there was a

woo.Icut, from a jihotoorapli, of a gr.nip of Mr. Price's boys at Nasik, Jacob

Wainwright among them.
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into fresh life by contact with the bones of Livingstone; and let Part VIII.

thousands of Africans, through the influence of his death, ' be 1873-82.

revived and stand up on their feet.'
" ap^7<J.

The death of the great pioneer-missionary at Ilala gave a distinct Forward

impetus to the C.M.S. plans for a Freed Slave Settlement, and to mentsin
the Fund for establishing it. But before relating the story of its Africa,

foundation, it will be well to take a more general survey of the

many forward movements that date from this epoch in the histoiy

of Africa,—some of them, though not all, the direct result of tlie

influence of Livingstone's life anti death.

(1) The Scotch Presbyterian Churches were, naturally and rightly, Scotch

the first to move to perpetuate the name and influence of the great iviTs^slons.

Scotchman. First of all, the Free Church sent a small steamer
—happily named the Ilala—up the Zambesi and the Shire, which
was carried past the cataracts of the latter river, put together

again above them, and launched on Lake Nyassa, and there

Dr. Stewart and Dr. Laws founded the first mission station on
that Lake, and called it Livingstonia ; while the Established
Church chose a place on the Shir6 Highlands, and named th(;

station Blantyre, from the parish on the Clyde where Livingstone
was born. Both these Missions have had chequered histories.

Li both districts have heroes of the Cross laid down their lives.

But their work has been a growing one ; and while Blantyre
boasts of the grandest material church in Africa, built l)y the
Natives themselves under the guidance of a missionary genius,
Mr. Scott, Livingstonia has branched out northward and west-
ward. The African Lakes Company, formed by Scottish mer-
chants interested in Missions, has developed the civilization of

tlie whole district ; and now Nyassaland has become the British
Central African Protectorate, which claims supremacy over half

a million square miles of African territory—the very country
formerly desolated by the slave-traile.

(2) To the various interesting Missions in South Africa was South

added in 1874, the very year of Livingstone's burial (though not
^*^"*=*-

connected with him), the Gordon Memorial Mission in Zululand,
founded by the Dowager Countess of Aberdeen in memory of her
son, the Hon. J. H. Gordon, who had desired to start it himself,
but died suddenly. This also was a Scotch Free Church Mission.

(3) At this time the S.P.G. was much extending its work in s.p.g.

South Afi-ica—in KaftVaria, Zululand, Basutoland, Griqualand,
Swaziland, Bechuanaland. The Scotch Episcopal Church, in 1873,
took Kaflraria as its special field, the S.P.G. assisting ; the Bishop of

Edinburgh, Dr. Cotterill, who had been Bishop of Grahamstown
(and, before that, C.M.S. Secretary at ]\fadras), being much in-

terested in the Kafirs. The Bishopric of Zululand was founded in

1870 ; of St. John's (Kaffraria) in 1873 ; of Pretoria in 1878.

(4) On St. Bartholomew's Day, 1874, Dr. Edward Steere was Bishop

consecrated Bishop for the Universities' Mission to Central Africa;
^*^^''^-
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Part Till, and from that day the great ^vork of that "Mission may be said to
1873-82. iiave begun. Usambara, the scene of Krapf"s prayers and tears
Chap^(3.

j-,gg^j,|y thirty years before," was occupied in 1875 ; in the same
3-ear Miss Allen began her remarkable work among the women
and girls at Zanzibar; in 1876, the Eovuma country was occupied;

in 1879, the first Native deacon was ordained ; in the same year

was opened the great church on the site of the Zanzibar slave-

market, the laying of whose foundation-stone we have already

seen ; in 1882, Lake Nyassa was reached, and plans for the

future Mission there formed.

(o) In 1874, H. M. Stanley started on his second African ex-

pedition. The isew York Herald, which had sent him out the

first time, four years before, "to find Livingstone," now combined
with the London Daily Telegraph to send him on a longer explor-

ing journey. In April, 1875, he was in Uganda, and ^^Tote thence

the memorable letter which led to the C.M.S. Victoria Nyanza
Mission. In 1876 he navigated Lake Tanganyika ; which led to

Livingstone's own society, the London Missionary Society, adopt-

ing that Lake as its Central African field. In 1877 he reached

His Congo the upper waters of the Congo, and for more than a thousand

miles floated down the mighty stream to the cataracts, opening up
in one journey a huge territory never l^efore seen by the white

man. This great discovery led to the Congo Missions. Then in

1879, commissioned by King Leopold of Belgium, Stanley re-

turned to the Congo ; and in three years he established stations,

with infinite labour, on the lower river, and at Stanley Pool above

the rapids—which led to the organization of the Congo Free State

in 1885.

(6) The London Missionary Society's Mission to Tanganyika

was projected in consequence of a donation of £5000 from Mr.

Eobert Arthington, of Leeds, who has so munificently helped,

and inspu'ed, other African Missions. The Eev. Eoger Price,

the one survivor of the massacre that destroyed the first Makololo

Mission in 1860, as mentioned in om Fifty-sixth Chapter, was
sent first to East Africa to find out the best route ; and in 1877

the first mission party started from the coast, using the road to

Mpwapwa which Alexander Mackay had just constructed. They
reached Ujiji, on Lake Tanganyika, in 1878, but the leader, the

Eev. J. B. Thomson, died immediately, and other troubles ensued.

Dr. Mullens, the able and highly-respected Secretary of the

L.M.S. (and formerly a valued missionary at Calcutta), went out

himself to set things in order, but died en route, and was buried at

the C.M.S. station at Mpwapwa. The Mission afterwards had
many trials, but a pleasant interest attached to it from the journey

of Mrs. Hore and her little boy "in a bath-chair."

(7) Before Mr. Stanley emerged from the Congo, Mr.

Arthington had approached both the Baptist Missionary Society

* See Chapter XL.
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and Dr. Grattan Giiinness with a view to the Gospel being Part A^III.

sent to the old " kingdom of Kongo," on the west coast of 1873-82.

Central Africa. This country had been the scene of a great ^^*P- '^'^•

Koman Catholic Mission in the sixteenth century, and the
capital to this day bears the name of San Salvador, though
Roman Christianity has disappeared. -•= The news of Stanley's
great discovery gave an impetus to these new projects, and both
the Baptist Mission and the Livingstone Inland Mission were
started in 1878—the latter organized by friends of Dr. Guinness's Dr.

Missionary Training Institute at Harley House, Bow. f Both met GLInn^ss's
with almost overwhelming difficulties, chiefly owing to the arduous Missions,

task of transporting everything over the rocky country down
which the rapids of the Congo flow, between the long navigable
river of the interior and the short navigable stream below down to

the estuary. Both Missions lost valuable missionaries in Comber,
]\IcCall, Craven, and many others. But both succeeded in estab-
lishing themselves upon both the lower and the upper waters, and
in launching steamers on the lattei-—the Peace and the Henry
Reed ; and the Baptist missionaries Grenfell and Bentley have
done remarkable exploratory and linguistic w^ork in addition

;

besides which many true converts have been gathered. In 1884,
Dr. Grattan Guinness transferred the Livingstone Inland Mission X

to the American Baptist Missionary Union, the same society
whose Telugu and Karen Missions are so well knowm. In later

years Dr. Guinness founded the Congo Balolo Mission, in the far

interior ; and other Missions have been started, particularly that
of the Methodist Bishop Taylor, which has been miscalled
" self-supporting," and the methods of whicli have given much
anxiety to the other Congo Missions.

(8) Two other new Missions were projected in 1879. M.
Coillard, the devoted French missionary in Basutoland, formed Frenchand

the plan which afterwards took him to the Barotse Valley, on the mTss^o"s"

upper Zambesi ; and the American Board of Missions (A.B.C.F.M.)
resolved to take as its field a part of West Central Africa, south
of the Congo, lying behind the port of Benguela. §

* The story of the Roman Congo Mission is told in an Italian work by
Filippo Pis^afetta, chamberlain to Pope Innocent IX., who fjathered it from
the writings of a Portuguese, Duarte Lopez. Pigafetta's book was translated
by Mrs. E. Hutchinson, wife of the C.M.S. Lav Secretary, in 1880 (John
Murray, 1881). See CM. IntelJigencer, January," 1879, and April, 1881. See
also Africa Utircih'cl, by the Rev. H. Rowley of the S.P.G.

t This Institute was founded by Dr. Grattan Guinness in 1872 on
undenominational lines. It has since sent over 600 men and women into
Heathendom, in connexion with thirty diiierent societies.

t The story of this Mission is pathetically told by Mrs. Grattan Guinness
in The A'c"' WorUl of Central Africa (Hodder & Stougiiton, Iv'^OU).

§ Before this was settled, Dr. J. 0. Means came to Europe on behalf of the
Board, and made exhaustive inquiries touching Africa and its Missions ; and
his Report to the Board, with its voluminous references to all sorts of books
and papers, is perhaps the most valuable summary of African work, and of
the sources of information regarding it, which had appeared up to that time
—and, indeed, it has not been excelled since.

VOL. III. a
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(9) The year 1874 was a year of great importance in another

part of Africa. Just as the news of Livingstone reached England,
Colonel Charles George Gordon entered Khartoum as Governor of

the Equatoinal Province under the Khedive of Egypt. After

three years of struggle with the slave-traders, and travelling up
the White Nile to the Albert Nyanza, which Sir Samuel Baker
had discovered in 1864, he was appointed Governor-General of

the entire Egyptian Soudan. This post he held for three years

more ; and his astonishing energy was successful in completely

suppressing the slave-trade—for the time,—and in reducing his

vast domain to order. Probably no such six years' work was ever

done by an Englishman. Unhappily it did not last. In 1879, the

Khedive Ismail resigned, and was succeeded by his son Tewfik
;

Gordon soon after threw up his appointment ; very soon the

Eastern Soudan relapsed into confusion ; and in 1883 the Mahdi
destroyed the Egyptian army. But this takes us beyond our

period. It was while Gordon was at Khartoum as Governor-
General that he received one of the C.M.S. parties for Uganda in

1878, and sent them thither up the White Nile, as we shall see

by-and-by. At the same time he offered, if the Society would
send a Mission to the Albert Nyanza, to place it there and protect

it. And once more, it was Gordon's tragic death at Khartoum six

years later that led to the project of a C.M.S. Mission there, for

the fulfilment of which we are still looking and praying.

Let us now concentrate our attention on the work of the Church
Missionary Society. The East Africa and Uganda Missions are

among the greatest fruits of the revived interest in Africa wliich

dates from the death of Livingstone. To the story of the Expedi-
tion to Uganda another chapter will be devoted. And before

turning again to the Mombasa Mission, we nuist take a passing

glance at events on the other side of the Continent.

For our present period was one of various developments and
advances in the C.M.S. Missions in West Africa. In 1875, the

Sierra Leone Church organized its ow^n missionary society to take

over the work among the Heathen of the neighbouring districts.

In the same year, the Government withdrew its subsidies to the

Church and threw it upon its own resources—which new position

it met bravely and successfully. In 1876, Port Lokkoh was
occupied, for Temne work. In 1874-5, the veterans Townsend
and Hinderer paid their last visits to their old fields, the foi'mer

visiting Abeokuta (where English missionaries were still forbidden

to reside), and the latter opening up new work to the east of

Lagos, leading in 1876 to the occupation of Ode Ondo by a newly-
ordained Native clergyman, the Eev. Charles Phillips (now
Bishop). In 1877, the Eev. James Johnson was sent to Abeokuta
as Superintendent of the whole Yoruba Mission ; and he being a

Yoruba Native himself, was allowed to reside there. He threw
himself into the work with the greatest energy ; in fact with
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almost too great zeal—if that be possible^against slavery and Part Vlll.
polygamy, having to bear much opposition and reproach in conse- 1^73 82,

quence. His place at St. Paul's Church, Breadfruit, Lagos, was ^'^**P- '^'^•

taken by the Eev. Henry Johnson, who had been sojourning for a
year or two, under the Society's direction, in Palestine, in order to

become more fully acquainted with the Arabic language and the
Mohammedan religion, and thus be fitted for special work among
the Moslems of West Africa. When, in 1880, Henry Johnson
went on to the Niger as Archdeacon, James Johnson returned to

Lagos, and resumed charge of St. Paul's, where he has ministered
ever since. In 1878, the Henry Venn steamer was placed on the
Niger, and proved most useful to Bishop Crowther and his fellow-

workers. But of all this we shall see more by-and-by.
We now revert to the plans for the establishment of a Freed

Slave Settlement near Mombasa.
Great was the satisfaction of the whole C.^I.S. circle when it

was announced that Mr. Salter Price himself was ready to go out w. s.

to found the new Mission. Three objects were set before him in e""
"^^

the Committee's Instructions : (1) the formation of an Industrial Africa.

Settlement for liberated slaves near Mombasa
; (2) the develop-

ment of the station of Eabai as a Christian village—wdth a view
to which another party of the "Bombay Africans" was sent for

from India
; (3) an attempt to move forward and plant a station

on the slopes of Eebmann's snow-capped mountain Kilimanjaro.
In October of the same year, Mr. and Mrs. Price sailed for East
x\frica, accompanied by four men from Islington, two of them
being practical workmen. The expedition was fitted out with
every needful appliance for a settlement, agricultural implements,
simple machinery, a boring engine for obtaining water, a large
supply of various kinds of seeds, and a small steam-launch called
the Dove. "We trust," wrote one of the C.M.S. editors, "that
like Noah's dove it will be instrumental in bearing the sweet olive-

branch of the peace of God to many of the oppressed children of
Eastern Africa." But this fervent wish was not fulfilled. The
Dove was put on board a Government coal-ship going to Zanzibar,
which had to put into a South American port damaged, and never
reached her destination. Subsequently another small steamer,
the R'ujliland Lasnie, was sent out, and proved useful for a time.
On November 15th, 1874, the party reached Mombasa. The Price at

httle island of that name should be conceived of as a sort of
'^°"'''^^^-

miniature Isle of Wight, lying in the mouth of an estuary as a
smaller Wight would lie in the mouth of Southampton Water.
The town of Mombasa would be the Cowes or the Ryde, looking
across to the mainland, which, however, would be only half a mile
or so off. Then sailing up the estuary, landing at a spot roughly
corresponding with Southampton, and pushing five miles through
the bush up on to the hills, we should come to Eabai or Kisulu-
tini, Krapf's old station. Mombasa is inhabited by the Swahili
coast people, Mohammedans, half Arab and half African in origin;

G -I
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while Eabai is in the midst of the Wanika tribe, the pure Natives

of the country. At Eabai, John Rebmann was still living when
Price arrived, in a miserable hut, totally blind, with a little

community around him of about a dozen Native Christians. The
old missionary had. been on the coast twenty-nine years without

once coming to Europe ; and he w^as very reluctant to leave now.
But at length he was persuaded to go home under the care of

Isaac Nyondo, the faithful convert mentioned in the Fifty-sixth

Chapter ; and in July, 1875, he was received with deep sympathy
and respect by the C.M.S. Committee. He then retired to

Kornthal in Wurtemberg, where his old comrade Krapf was living.

Krapf got an excellent widow to marry the blind veteran and take

care of him ; and there he died in peace a year after, on October

4th, 1876. "Old Rebmann" he was called, yet he was only

fifty-six years of age.

Meanwhile Mr. Price and his party were engaged upon an

arduous task. First he had to provide for the "Bombay
Africans," i.e. the slaves rescued in former years and taken by
the British ships to India, as related in the Fifty-sixth Chapter,

and who had been sent for to come over and form the nucleus of

the new colony. Many of them, of course, knew Price well

already, having been under his charge at Nasik. A good many
of these he settled at Rabai, in order that the Wanika people

might have an orderly community in their midst, to set them an
example in the cultivation of the ground. Others he kept at

Mombasa to assist him in preparing, secondly, for the important

work the Society had undertaken, of receiving rescued slaves

from the British cruisers. His journals of these first few months
are graphic and interesting in the extreme ; and every detail of

the daily life that was told was watched by a large circle of

readers in England with keenest sympathy.* Of the four young
Islington men, one, Remington, died ; a second, Williams, was
invalided home—but subsequently w^ent to Japan, wdiere he is

still labouring ; the other two only stayed a year and a half.

Price's most efficient helpers w'ere the leading men among the
" Bombay Africans," George David, Ishmael Semler, and William

Jones, and also Isaac Nyondo, the Native Mnika.f Their wives

also, especially Priscilla David and Polly Nyondo, were fre-

quently mentioned as doing good service under the direction of

Mrs. Price.

Land had to be procured for the proposed Freed Slave Settle-

ment ; and after a long search, and infinite trouble with the

Mombasa people, especially the WaH (governor) under the Sultan

* Mr. Price's journals were printed in the CM. Intf-Jlijevcer of May,
October, Xovember, December, 1875, and April, October, November, 1876.

\ It may be well to explain the prefixes of these tribal names. ^Va-nila,

the people; M-mkci, an individual; Ki-itika, an adjective like "English,"
applicable to the language, the customs, &c. ; V-nika, the country. So
Wa-gancln, M-garida, Ki-gaiida, U-gayida,- but this is the coast form only^—in

Uganda itself it is Bn-ganda, Mu-ganda, Lu-ganda, Bu-gakda.
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of Zanzibar, Price succeeded in purchasing a tract on the main- Part YIII.

land, nearly opposite the town, two or tliree miles in circum- p^''^'^"^^^-

ference, thirtj' feet above the sea-level, open to the sea-breeze ^P' '

blowing up the harbour, and comprising " a nice shamba (garden)

planted with cDcoas, some good patches of arable land, plenty of

building sites, a well of sweet water, and a tine stretch of sandy
beach." On May 7th, 1875—a date worth noting—the purchase
was completed by the Wall's signature to the necessary papers

;

and next day Price wrote :

—

" The first, and a very important, step has been taken towards the
creation of a Freed Slave Colony near Mombasa. The land is pnr-
cliased ; the deeds are signed by the Governor; and I, as reprusentativ^e

of the C.M.S., am in lawful possession of the property. Of course the
great wtn'k still remains to be done ; and for that we shall, above all

things, need much wisdom and grace from above ; j'et let us at this

stage set up onr Ebenezer, and pi'aise the Lord who has so graciously
removed obstacles and made plain our path. This opens up a new era

in the East Africa Mission."

Now observe : close to this piece of land was the grave of Rosina close to

Krapf, the first Christian grave in East Africa, dug thirty-one KrTpfs
years before. Krapf s memorable message '' was coming true at s^'^ve.

last: "The victories of the Church " were about to be "won by
stepping over the graves of her members."

In June, Price wrote again :
" I have now a hundred people at

work, constructing roads, erecting buildings, and generally con-
verting the wilderness into a garden. ' This is the Lord's doing,

and it is marvellous in our eyes.' " The next thing was to give a
name to the new village ; and Price, mindful of Sir Bartle Frere's Frere

interest in the old Mission at Nasik,i and in the ex-slaves brought
°^"'

up tliere,—of his share in the new treaty with Zanzibar under
which all these proceedings were now being taken,—and of his

})ersonal request to the C.M.S. to found a Freed Slave Settlement
at Mombasa,—named it Frere Town.
And quickly did the British authorities take advantage of it.

Actually before Price was ready, on September 4th, H.M.S.
London brought thirty-one rescued slaves, and landed them on Rescued

"the sandy beach "
; and on September 19th arrived H.M.S. Thetis, handed to

with no less than two hundred and seventy-one more, 58 men, the Mission

Gl women, and 152 children. This was a charge indeed ! Most
of them belonged to the Makua tribe far to the south, whose
language was unknown at Mombasa ; and the only interpreters

were two boys who had picked up a little English. They were
utterly ignorant, almost naked, without an idea of order or

decency, and many of them diseased. But let us take the account
of Captain Ward, E.N., himself, the captain of the Thetis. It Narrative

will show the procedure adopted in the case of rescued slaves :— waaf,
^'"

" H.M.S. ' Thetix; at Sea, Sqjteinber Vlth, 1875.
^'^'

" On September 9th we were standing leisurely across to Madagascar,

* See Vol. I., p. 461. '
t See Chapter LVI.
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under sail, having put our iirus out, when a sail was reported from the

masthead standing the same way as ourselves. As the wind was light

and there was no chance of coming up with her before night under sail

only, I ordered steam to be got "up, and about 2 p.m. we were in full

pursuit. We did not come up with her until about 0.30, when the

number of Arabs on her poop, the absence of coloius, and certain

erratic movements of her helm, had already raised strong suspicions in

our minds against her. The first lieutenant boarded her in one of the

cutters, and almost immediately after we had the satisfaction of seeing

him take her in tow to bring her to the ship ; in short there was no

necessity to ask for papers, for a momentary inspection was sufficient to

satisfy the boarding officer that the dhow was a full slaver, so we at once

set to work to bring her human cargo on board.
" It was a long business, and by no means an agreeable one, upwards

of ;iOO souls being taken from her hold. Out of this number about sixty

were Arabs and crew, and the remainder slaves. She had been only

three days out, and therefore it may be supposed that the cargo was in

comparatively good condition. Still many of them were in a very

emaciated state, and three liave died since we received them on board.

One poor old woman, whom I found lying on her back in the hold, was

at first thought to be dead, but on her being hfted up she commenced

screaming violently, and struggling with the men who were carrying her

out of this pest-house. She is now quite well, and in her right mind.

The slaves were stowed on two temporary decks, each about three feet

hio-h, the upper erne being roofed over with cocoa-nut leaves. Of course

the poor creatures could not move from the place where they squatted,

and the stench in the low^er tier was of such a nature as to make one

wonder how any human being could live there for an hour, and yet it

would probably have been a full week before they were released, had they

not fallen in with the Thetis. After clearing her out and taking as nuich

of her provisions as we thought necessary, we set her on tire in several

places, and put twelve pounds of powder in the lower part of her hold.

In a few minutes we had the satisfaction of seeing this exjjlode, shortly

after which the vile craft went to the bottom, never again to carry a

living freight."
" Tiunxiliav, September ISt/i.

" All well so far, I am thankful to say. The dhow and 24 1 slaves were

condemned in the Vice-Admiralty Court yesterday, and fourteen of the

Arab dealers sent to prison. I am off to Mombasa at noon to-day, to

deliver over the slaves to the care of Mr. Price, the heiul of the English

Mission at that place. This is to me a very great satisfaction ; it will,

as far as we can see, give the Mission a most favourable start, and work

enough for the missionaries for many a day to come."

" H.M.S. ' Thetis' at Sea, September 2lst.

"I nuist now tell you something about the Mission and our visit.

Directly we anchored I received a visit from Mr. Price and Dr. Ft)rster.

They are very kind, nice people, and Mr. Price is a thoroughly pi-actical,

hard-working clergyman, not at all inclined to take a dismal view of

things. The 239 slaves, none of whom speak any langmige known to

any "'of the Mission party, were enough to overwhelm a very plucky

superintendent, yet Mr. Price never hesitated for an instant in his

determination to i-eceive them all.

" He has purchased a mo.st desirable tract of land on the mainland,

with a good sea frontage facing the harbour, which has already been

cleared of jungle and intersected with broad, macadamized roads.

Temporary sheds have been erected for immediate necessities, and
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permanent buildings are begun. Potatoes and cabbages have been Part VIIT.

planted on a small scale, and found to answer well. They are on good 1873-82.

terms with their Arab neighbours, who look up to them for advice, Chap. 73.

and are especially grateful for the medical aid which is afforded them
free of all expense."

Then, nine days after, see what Mr. Price says :

—

" September 2St/i, 187o.—We are all working at high pressure. The Hard work

sudden influx of nearly .'iOO souls—men, women, and children^in a state ^g^ued
of destitution, speaking a language that nobody understands, and many slaves.

of them suffering from various diseases, is no joke. The first problem is

how to provide food for so large a multitude. The necessaries of life,

few and simple as they are, are not easily obtainable, and, when obtained,

they have to be cooked under great difhculties. When our buildings are

completed and the machinery is in full working order, this will be a

comparatively trifling matter, but in our 2)resent transition state it is a

troublesome business. Then, witli our limited means of accommodation,
one's powers of invention are sorely taxed to locate all decently according

to age ami sex. Happily we have so far progressed as to be able to

shelter them, and we are running up temporary buildings which, in a few
weeks, will be ready for occupation, and remove all anxiety on this score

for some time to come. Some unruly spirits have to be restrained and
contrt>lled; the sick have to be attended to, and the able-l)odied to be
supplied with suitable emplopuent. In addition to all this, provision

must be made for the education of the young and the 1 egular religious

instruction of all. Altogether we have a task before us which makes a

full demand on all our powers of mind and body, and for the due
performance of which we need, above all, ' the wisdom that cometh from
above.'"

Then, with a view to a commencement of the simplest religious

teaching :

—

" Sunday, Aurember 1-lM.—In the afternoon we collected all the adult First

freed slaves—more than 200—and George David (the Native catechist) attempt to

endeavoured to impress upon their minds two truths which are at the slaves

foundation of all true religion—the Being and onmipresence of God : for about God
' he that cometh to God must believe that He is.' I never in my life

witnessed such an illustration of that kind of teaching which the Prophet
seems to describe as ' line upon line.' After a simple statement of the
truth that there is a God, and that He is everywhere present, he expressed
the substance of his teaching in the following formula ;

—
' Munugu Killa

pahali yupa, jun na thun ' {' God is in every place, above and below ')

;

and then, dividing his audience into several groups, he patiently perse-

vered with each group, till they could not only repeat the words after

him, but utter them witlH)ut his assistance. I am within the mark when
I say that he repeated the words at least 300 times. The exercise lasted

an hour and a half, and the patient teacher was rewarded at last by
finding that the words, if not in all the fulness of their import, were
imprinted on the minds (jf his rather obtuse pu])ils. This may seem
a small result ; but it was worth the labour. Minds full of darkness do
not easily open to the first rays of spiritual light."

And, to start an elementary home life :

—

" December 2]st.—Married fourteen couples of the freed slaves. It was and of

an occasion of some little excitement and amusement. The men ami
"]fj ^on^e

women were grouped apart, and then the men, as their names came up, ufe.
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Part VIII. were asked to name the ol)jects of their choice. This, in most cases, they

1873-82. were unable to do, and there was notliing- for it but for tlie woukl-be
Chap. 73. husband to enter the charmed circle and lead off the object of his affec-

tion. Generally there seemed to be a preconcerted arrangement lietween

the parties, but" not always. One inifortunate wight came forward, and,

on looking round on the galaxy of black beauties, was so bewildered, that

he was unable to hx his choice (Mi any one in particular. "With a peculiar

nervous shrug and a crimson blush which was all but visible through his

black skin, he said, ' I should be very happy to marry them, but don't

know who will have mo.' He subsided amidst a roar of laughter from

his companions, and his case was of course postponed. Another no sooner

pointed out the lady of his selection than she coquettislily turned her

back upon him, and began to stare vacantly in an opposite; direction. I

said, ' Very well, no compulsion ; let him stand aside.' This was more

than she expected ; she only wanted to be wooed and won like others of

her sex, und seeing that under the circumstances this process was in-

admissible, she quickly relented, and gladly suffered herself to be led

away to the groni) of selected l)rides. The numlier being completed, I

t.)ok each couple separately, and, joining their hands, required them 'to

pledge their trt)th either to other.' It is a pleasant thing to feel that

one has made twenty-eight people happy : for though in one sense their

happiness is sublunary, it is according to God's ordinance. The number
was only limited by the number of cottages ready for married coiq)les.

By next week we hope to ha\'e as many more."

These extracts are given at some length, because the l^eginnings

of a new work are always interestmg. Meanwhile it pleased God
to give Mr. Price an unlooked-for encouragement in the midst of

his labours. Some years before, one of Eebmann's Wanika con-

verts, Abe Ngoa, had struck his wife in a moment of irritation and

caused her death. He was so filled with remorse that he left

Eabai, and went and lived alone in a hut in the Giriama forest,

thirty miles to the north. Having with him a copy of Eebmann's
Kinika version of St. Luke's Gospel, and being able to read, he

began to teach a few of the Giriama people. In 1874 he was
visited by Mr. Chancellor (the missionary afterwards in the Sey-

chelles, then at Mombasa), who* found a little band of eleven

persons who had given up their "fetishes" and "joined the

Book." When' Price arrived on the coast, three of them came

down to him and asked for baptism. He sent George David to

visit them, who found some thirty eager inquirers. "It is most

encouraging," he wrote, "to hear these people praying in their

huts morning and night, husband and wife praying together for

the forgiveness of their sins, and thanking God for His care of

them." On August 22nd, 1875, five men and three women came
to Eabai and were baptized by Mr. Price ; and this was followed,

on October 17th, by the baptism of the chief of the tribe, Abe
Sidi, and his wife, who took the names of David and Eachel. Here

w^as a "planting of the Lord " in no ordinary sense. It was like

a little tree sprung from a single seed carried l:)y a bird from some

distant spot.

x\ll this while Dr. Kirk, the able British Consul-General and

The
Giriama
converts.
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Political AfToiit at Zanzibar, was vigorously acting on the Treaty PartVIIT.

of 1873, aiul doing his best to grapple with the slave-trade. In 1873-82.

1875 the Sultan of Zanzibar visited England, and the C.M.S. <^'^^"=^-

Connnittee obtained an interview with him and urged him to Dr. Kirk

persevere in various measures for suppressing the traffic, and to l^ftan^oi
give countenance and protection to the Mombasa Mission. His Zanzibar,

written reply is interesting, as showing how a Mussulman could
sympathize with missionary work among tlie Heathen, unconscious,
or ignoring the fact, that the Christian message is for Moslems
likewise :

—

" Respected Represeiitative.s,—We are iiuieli ])leased with your address
and with your welcome, and we ask the Almighty Creator ti> bestow
ujion you and upon all the benevolent all tlie good things you have
asked on our belialf. We are aware that your Society is zealously
engaged in spreading the light of godly knowledge auioiig the ignorant
iu Africa. Tliat is a praiseworthy object, and such as will meet with a
recompense from God. As regards what you have mentioned of the aid
we have been able to afi'ord to the missionaries of your Society .settled

iu our parts, your thanks exceed our deserts. What we have done, we
have done for Gods sake, and, God willing, we shall continue to do so by
the strength of Him who is the bountiful Supplier of all wants, to wlK)m
alone be glory and worship for ever and ever. Amen. Written iu the
preserved City of London, &c., the 2oth of June, 187o.

" Seyyid Barghash Bin Said." *

In April, 1876, Sir John Kennaway brought the whole subject Frere

before the House of Commons, and urged the Government to take ^,°e'G"ov"'^

more active measures. Among other suggestions, he asked for a ernment.

grant of money towards the heavy expense of housing, feeding,
and caring for the rescued slaves at Frere Town, thrown upon the
Society by the Government itself. Mr. Bourke, the Under-
Secretary for Foreign Affairs, replied very favourably ; and INIr.

W. E. Forster, for the Opposition, promised support to Ministers
" in any reasonable measure to stop the iniquitous traffic." Not
much, however, was done ; and some years elapsed before the
Society received the grant so justly due. Nevertheless the efforts

of Dr. Kirk and the naval officers on the coast were not fruitless,

and the slave-trade diminished year by year.

After nearly two years of most arduous and valuable work, ]\Ir.

and Mrs. Price returned to England. They were succeeded by
the Eev. J. A. and Mrs. Lamb, the veteran Yoruba missionaries, other mis-

who exchanged West for East Africa at the call of the Society. at°Frerr
Another West African missionary, the Eev. A. Menzies, succeeded Town.

Mr. Lamb. In 187G, the Eev. H. K. Binns went out ; and his
name, more than any other except that of the revered founder of

Frere Town, is identified with a Mission in which he has now
laboured (with brief intervals) twenty-two years. But the secular

* Mr. Disraeli was tlieii I'riiiie IMiiiister. I'tiiich represented liini defereri-
tially expressing to the Sultan his hope tiiat his Highness would help iu
siippressing the slave-trade. " Yes, illustrious Ben Dizzy," replies the Sultan,
" hut Conservative Party very nirony in Zanzibar :

"
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Part VIII. side of such a Mission is very important, and involves onerous
1873-82. responsibilities ; and a succession of laymen took charge of these
ChapJ(3. j^|.|gg^ while two or three doctors and schoolmasters had the

medical and educational departments from time to time. In Mr.

Lamb's period, Commander Eussell, R.N., was Lay Superintendent

;

and after him, an industrial agent, J. R. Streeter. Both these

men lost their wives in the service. Mr. Streeter for some years

did exceptionally good work, and won the confidence of the Society

;

and so did the schoolmaster, J. W. Handford ; but their names

Causes of remind us that Frere Town sometimes caused the Committee
anxiety.

^^.^^^ anxiety, and humbled them with the thought of human
infirmity. The Mission suffered sorely from "the craft and

subtlety" of both "the devil and man": "man" being repre-

sented by the Arab slave-holders, who di-eaded the influence of a

prosperous colony of liberated slaves ; and " the devil " exercising

his malice by ensnaring, not only weak and immature African

Christians, biit also more than one English missionary who should

have been " strong in the Lord and in the power of His might."

Nevertheless, the blessing of the Lord was not withheld.

Indeed it was bestowed before these trials arose. One bright

Bishop occasion was in September, 1878, when Bishop Royston of

Royston at Mauritius came over and visited the Mission. Just at the time.

Town. there was no ordained missionary there. Lamb had retired
;

Menzies had not yet come ; Binns had gone home for a few

months ; Streeter was in general charge of the work ; and the

Bishop wrote in the warmest terms of both the secular and the

spiritual aspects of Frere Town and Rabai. He held a confirma-

tion, at which fifty-four baptized Christians, mostly "Bombays,"

but with a few of Rebmann's Wanika people, and four from

Giriama, were admitted to the laying-on of hands; the last to

receive the rite being the old convert Abraham Abe Gunga ^nd his

son Isaac Nyondo. "My visit," wrote the Bishop, "has filled

my heart with gratitude to God. I can quite understand the

proverb that those who have drunk African water must taste it

again."'''

Testimony Not less decided were the frequent testimonies from naval

offTceTs.^
officers who visited the Mission, some of them distinctly godly

men.f But the crowning blessing was when, at last, after three

years and a half of patient labour in trying to obtain entrance

for some rays of light into the dull understandings and dark hearts

of the freed slaves themselves—and this through the medium of a

language, Swahih, not their own vernacular,—thirty-two of them,

* Bishop Royston's account of his visit was printed in the C.M.InieUujeucer

of December, 1878.

t See the letter from Captain Boys, E.N., of H.M.S. Philomel, CM.
Intelligencer, April, 1877 ; from the Rev. J. S. Knight, Chaplain to H.M.S.

London, Tn telliyen cer, March, 1880; from Captain Brownrigg, R.N., Intelli-

gencer, June, 1881. Brownrigg's visit was shortly before he was killed

in a fioht with a slave dhow.
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with nine of their young children, were haptized, on Easter Day, PartVITI.
1879. They had heen gradually taught to repeat "eighteen texts 1873-82.

about our state by nature, seven texts about our state by grace,
^'' '^^*- "^-

fourteen texts about the way, how the believer is kept, six texts Baptism 01

about our burden of sin and the invitation to come to the Saviour." ^^|^'*

George David was their principal teacher. On the next Easter
Day, 1880, nineteen more were baptized. Meanwhile, many fresh
rescued slaves had been brought to the Mission, and there were
now more than four hundred of the poor creatures under its care.
Many of them had little "shambas" (gardens) of their own, and
were thus supjDorting themselves.
The prosperity of the colony attracted undesirable neighbours

;

and in one letter we read of "the toddy-shops round the place,
and Moabitish women in abundance." But its reputation brought
upon it another danger, which gave both the Society and the Dangers
Government many anxious hours. It must be remembered that ow^ers^''^'
although the export slave-trade had been reduced to a minimum, and their

domestic slavery could not be interfered with in a Moslem state, sik^ve"^.^^

The Mohanunedan slave-holders of Mombasa, and their slaves, saw
the poor creatures, rescued from the slave dhows only four or
five years before, now living in comfort as free men, cultivating
their own little plots of ground, building their owm little huts on
the Society's land, enjoying the rest of the Lord's Day, seeing their
children taught to read and write like the white man, and having
access at all times for counsel and guidance to patient and sympa-
thizing Englishmen. The masters saw all this with envious
hatred

; the slaves with not less envious longings. Slaves fre-

quently ran away, and sought refuge in the Settlement from cruel
treatment ; the masters demanded their ejection : what were the
missionaries to do ? They were bound by the laws of the country
to deliver them up ; but sometimes humanity triumphed over the
claims of law, and they refused. Moreover, at Eabai some
hundreds of people, many of them runaways, were " squatting,"
so to speak, around the mission village. The natural result was
that the safety of the settlements was repeatedly threatened ; and
on one occasion a hundred young men at Mombasa made a vow
"to mal;e, soup of the livers of two of the missionaries, and to
serve up the head of one of them for the first meal after the
Eamadan fast." The danger was very real for a time. But a
visit from Dr. Kirk, and a stricter rule about not harbouring
fugitives, set matters right for a while. In after years similar
complications occurred, which were dealt with differently.

These difficulties, and others caused by injudicious though well-
meant methods of punishing the refractory among the people, led
to the Conmiittee requesting ]\Ir. Price to go out again for a few Price's

months in 1881-2 to set things in order. Despite not a few trials visi"!"*

that beset the Mission at that time, he was able to write home :

—

"I could not help calling to mind the very different aspect pre-
sented when one Sunday afternoon, just seven years ago, I first
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entered the harbour of IMombasa. Then, where Frere Town now
is, was nothing but wild jungle ; whilst now, in spite of the devil

and all his wiles, it has all the appearance of a field that the Lord
hath blessed." And again :^" I venture to say that there are

few places in the world where there is a larger amount of peace,

contentment, and happiness, than in the C.M.S. settlement of

Frere Town." He also visited, at a place called Fulladoyo, a

remarkable community of runaway slaves who had gathered round

the Giriama Christian chief, Abe Sidi. He found a well-built and
orderly village, where he was most joyfully received ; and early

next morning the whole little native colony assembled for ordinary

morning prayers, Abe Sidi himself conducting :

—

"After a liyinn, lioartily sung, Abu Sidi read and made remarks upon
a few verses from Gen. vi., and in simple and earne.st language set foitli

Jesus Christ as the true ark of refuge provided b}' a merciful God for

perishing sinners. Then followed a selection of prayers from the

Prayer-book, of wliich now, thanks to Bishop Steere, we have a fair transla-

tion : and very touching and soul-stirring it was to liear tliem all as with

one voice joining in the Confession, Lord's Prayer, and Genei'al Thanks-
giving."

For these fugitives, being fifty miles from Frere Town, the

Mission was of course in no way responsible to the Mohammedan
masters they had left ; but none the less did the existence of

Fulladoyo excite the masters' wrath ; and after tv/o or three years

it was attacked by them and destroyed. Abe Sidi was taken

captive, and was said to have been put to "a horrible death."
" I never met him," wrote one missionary, "without feeling I was
in the presence of one of God's saints, and that instead of teach-

ing I could sit at his feet and be taught." Is there in all this

History a more striking illustration of the omnipotence of Divine

grace '?

In 1883, Bishop Eoyston of Mauritius again visited East Africa,

and confirmed no less than 256 candidates ; and again he wrote

warmly of the condition of the JSlission. Trials there had been
;

mistakes there had been ; failures there had been ; but the Lord
was there, and His work was being done. This episcopal visit

naturally closes the first period of the revived East Africa Mission.

When we resume the history, we shall find plans being matured
for the formation of the Diocese of Eastern Equatorial Africa.

But there are four things to notice briefly before closing the

chapter.

(1) In 1877, the Eoyal Geographical Societ}' initiated a new
scheme for the exploration of some parts of still unexplored Africa.

An important meeting was held at the Mansion House, which
was addressed by Sir Eutherford Alcock, then President of the

Society; Mr. W. E. Forster, M.P. ; Commander Cameron, the

great traveller ; Archbishop Thomson of York ; Sir T. Fowell

Buxton ; Colonel Grant, the companion of Speke in the dis-

covery of Uganda ; aud, with these, two representatives of
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Missions, viz., the venerable Dr. Motfat, and Mr. E. Hutchinson, PartVIII.
Lay Secretary of the C.M.S. One of the resolutions passed 1873-82.

recognized " the continuous and earnest efforts of the -several
^^^P-

'

^'^-

Missionary Societies, following in the footsteps of Livingstone, to

spread the humanizing influence of Christianity in Africa." An
expedition was sent out to the country north of Lake Nyassa,
which, owing to the death of its first leader, fell to the command
of a young Scotchman, Mr. Joseph Thomson. It was he, who
on another and later journey, first traversed the route l:)y which
Hannington afterwards sought to reach Uganda, and which is

now the regtdar route thither from Mombasa.
(2) Just at the time when our present period closes, on August

27th, 1882, died Bishop Steere, in the midst of his work at Death ot

Zanzibar. He was much more than Head of the Universities' steer°J^

Mission. In his vigorous and practical character, he was an
example to all missionaries in such a .country as Africa ; and by
his linguistic work, especially the Swahili Bible and Prayer-book,
he laid all Church Missions under lasting obligation.

(3) Twelve months later, died another African missionary hero,
the venerable Eobert Moffat. He first went to Africa in 1816, the and ot

very year in which the C.M.S. began its permanent Sierra Leone
'^°*^^*'

Mission. It is a fact like this that enables us to gauge rightly
the progress of African Missions. Within the adult lifetime of
one man, what had God wrought

!

(4) Steere and Moffat had been preceded into the eternal world
by yet another African missionary hero. On November 26th,
1881, Johann Ludwig Krapf entered into rest. He had long and 01

lived in retirement at Kornthal. The previous evening, Mr. Flad,
^''^p*^-

who, like him, had been a missionary in Abyssinia, " spent an
hour with him, talking of the approaching Second Advent of
Christ. He went to his bedroom quite well, as usual, and was
found in the morning, kneeling at his bed, undressed, and lifeless."

This chapter opened with the death of Livingstone. It closes Krapf and
with the death of Krapf. They were men of the same type. In Living-

both we see the same single aim, unflinching courage, bound-
less faith. Livingstone was the greater traveller ; but Krapf has
the higher claim to bear the name of leader in the Eecovery of the
Lost Continent. For he was an earlier pioneer, and Livingstone's
own later journeys, as well as those of Burton, Speke, Grant,
Cameron, Stanley, Thomson, were inspired by his example and
his discoveries. Very different were the outward circumstances
of their last hours. Yet in both cases it was a kneeling body on
which Death laid its hand—a praying soul which the Lord of Life
and Death called to His immediate presence. Found dead, kneel-
ing at his bedside—that is the record both of Livingstone and of
Krapf.
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Uganda : The Call and the Ji'esi'onsk.

Stanley in Uganda-His Challenge to Christendom C.M.S. responds —
Preliminary Plans The First Men : Shergold Smith and Mackay-
Mackay's Farewell Words -The March to the Interior—On the

Nyanza Mtesa's Invitation The Gospel preached at Rubaga -

Smith and O'Neill killed -The Nile Party and Gordon Wilson and

Mackay—The Roman Mission The Waganda Envoys to England

—Mackay's Journal : Manual Work, Teaching, Translation— First

Conversions—The Intermediate Stations.

" Ethiopia sIkiIJ sixni !<1rrtrli (nit her hiiti'ls intto (iniL"--Vs. Ixviii. ?,]

.

'^ Arise ; fortius wdttrr hcJomjcth unto thee: n-c uho 7uill he tcitli thee: he of

(lood coitriiije, ond do it."—Ezra x. A.

VER since the failure of Krapf's attempt to penetrate the

further interior of Eastern Africa in 1851, his great pro-

ject of a chain of Missions across the Dark Continent

had slept. Yet we have seen that his researches and

appeals had not heen fruitless. We have seen the

first travellers go forth, inspired hy his discoveries ; we have seen

Speke gazing at the broad expanse of the " Nyanza," and naming
it after Queen Victoria ; standing with him there, we have heard,

in that very year so justly called annus mirabilis, 1858, the reports

of a kingdom on the far side called Uganda ; we have seen him go

forth the second time and visit Uganda itself in 1861 ; and we
have seen Stanley, fourteen years later, laimching his Lady Alice

on the great lake, and sojourning with King Mtesa. That visit

was destined to be the starting point of a new missionary enter-

prise.

On November 15th, 1875, a remarkable letter, dated April in

that year, appeared in the Daily Telegraph from Mr. Stanley in

Uganda. It described Mtesa as " vastly superior to-day to the

vain youth whom Speke and Grant saw." " They left him a raw
youth, and a Heathen. He is now a gentleman, and, professing

Islamism, submits to other laws than his own erratic will." In

fact the Arab traders had come in, persuaded Mtesa to become a

Mohammedan, and introduced the dress and some of the barbaric

civilization associated with such courts as those of Muscat and
Zanzibar. But Stanley had told him that there was a better

religion still, and had given him an outline of Christianity ; and

now the traveller, in this letter, challenged Christendom to send a
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Mission to Uganda. Two days after the challenge appeared, Part VIII.

the Lay Secretary of the C.M.S. received the following letter :— 1873-82.
^ Chap. 74.

'' November Ylth, 187o.
"Dear Mr. Hutchinson,—My eyes have often been strained wist- The offer

fully towards the interior of Africa, west of Mombasa, and I have longed *° C.M.S.

and prayed for the time when the Lord would, by His Providence, open
there a door of entrance to the heralds of the Gospel.

" The appeal of the energetic explorer Stanley to the Christian Church
from Mtesa's capital, Uganda, taken in connexion with Colonel Gordon's
occupation of the upper territories of the Nile, seems to me to indicate
that the time has come for the soldiers of the Cross to make an advance
into that region.

" If the Committee of the Church Missionary Society are prepared at
once and with energy to organize a Mission to the Victoria Nyanza, I
shall account it a high privilege to place £oOOO at their disposal as a
nucleus for the expenses of the undertaking.

•' I am not so sanguine as to look for the rapidity of success contem-
plated by Mr. Stanley ; Init if the Mission be undertaken in simple and
trustful dependence upon the Lord of the Harvest, surely no insur-
mountable difficulty need be anticipated, but His presence and blessing
be confidently expected, as we go forward in obedience to the indications
of His Providence and the command of His Word.

" I only desire to be known in this matter as
" An Unprofitable Servant.

" [' So hkewise ye, wV.en ye shall have done all those
things which are commandert you, say, We are unprofitable
servants : we have done that which was our duty to do.'—
Luke xvii. 10.]

"

On November 23rd the Committee met to consider the matter. Should

Such an enterprise was not to he undertaken lightly. Very wise undertake
heads were gravely shaken that day, Lord Lawrence's and ^"'^'^ ^".

General Lake's among them. The jomiiey would be long and
^"^^'^''"^^

'

arduous
; if successfully accomplished, the Mission would be

nearly a thousand miles from its base on the coast ; a traveller
like Stanley might get through once, but how could regular com'- Reasons
munications be kept up with a permanent Mission ? Was not the ag^'^st it.

ordinary plan of all practical military operations better, advancing
slowly but steadily from station to station, and making each one
sure before advancing further ? Besides, what reliance could be
placed upon the sincerity, or at least upon the stability, of Mtesa's
good intentions? Stanley himself, too, was then regarded as
rather a man of sensations than of judgment that could be trusted

;

and as for the Daily Telegraph, it represented at that time what
would now be called "the New Journahsm," and the Saturday
Revieto, then at the height of its reputation, was already makin"-
merry over an aUiance between such a paper and the C.M.S.
What was the answer to all these arguments '? The answer was

this, that the call was no mere invitation from the king of Reasons
Uganda, no mere suggestion of an enterprise never thought of ^°^ '*•

before. The past could not be forgotten. The long chain of
events which had led to the invitation stood out before the
memory. At one end of the chain was a fugitive missionarv of
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PartYIIT. the C.M.S., led by the providence of God to a point on the coast
ls7a >i2. -where he heard of a great inland sea, covei'ing a space till then

''•
^ blank on the map. At the other end of the chain was the C.M.S.

again, offered a noble contribution to undertake the work of plant-

ing the banner of Christ on the shores of the largest of the four

or five inland seas since discovered. Was not the call a call from
God ? So urged Henry Wright and Edward Hutchinson, two
men (as we have seen) not always seeing eye to eye, but now one

Decision of in heart to go forward. And the result of the solemn debate, and
C.M.S.

|.]^Q earnest prayer offered, may be summed up in St. Luke's

words, "Immediately we endeavoured to go ... . assuredly

gathering that the Lord had called us for to preach the Gospel

unto them." The resolution adopted was as follows :

—

•• Tliat this Committee, bearing in mind that the Chui'cli Missionary

Society is primarily cuiiunissioned to Africa and the East, and recognizing

a combination of pro\'ideniial circumstances in the present opening in

Equatorial Africa, thankfully accepts the ofier of the anonymous donor
of i-lOOO, and undertakes, in dependence upon God, to take steps for the

establishment of a Mission to the vicinity of the Victoria Nyanza, in the

prayerful hope that it may prove a centre of light and blessing to the

tribes in the heart of Africa."

Special contributions at once began to pour in ; and very soon
Plans or about £15,000 was in hand. Numberless letters came from

Mission, persons desirous of joining the proposed expedition ; but most
of the applicants were quite unsuitable, having very little idea

what was meant by a Christian Mission. Meanwhile a Sub-Com-
mittee was engaged in considering plans and routes. This Sub-

Committee comprised Lord Ijawrence—who, once the question

was decided, gave his advice ungrudgingly as to the best way of

carrying out the project,—Sir T. Fowell Buxton, Mr. Beattie,

Mr.'Gedge, Mr. Joseph Hoare, Mr. Maltby, Mr. J. F. Thomas,
Mr. E. Williams, and the Kevs. E. Auriol, E. C. Billing, and Canon
Money. They took counsel with Colonel S. E. Gordon, brother

of Gordon of Khartoum ; Lieuteiiant Watson, a member of

Gordon's staff; and Colonel Grant, Speke's comrade in Uganda in

1861. It will have been noticed that the "Unprofitable Servant"

had referred to the occupation by Gordon of the upper territories

of the Nile, or Eastern Soudan, for the Khedive of Egypt, as one

of the providential circumstances encouraging the Society to

Which undertake the Mission ; and at first it seemed as if the route up

n"InH° p the Nile would be best. Colonel Grant, however, urged strongly

that as Gordon was regarded in Central Africa as an invader, a

Mission approaching Uganda from the northward under his

auspices would seem identified ^vith a policy of annexation
;

whereas the liberal tendencies of the Sultan of Zanzibar, who had

that year visited England, and was really doing his best, under

Dr. Kirk's influence, to suppress the slave-trade and to foster the

growing commerce between his dominions and the interior,

pointed to the East Coast as the natural starting-point for an

Uganda ?
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expedition to the Lake Region. Moreover, the Society's long- Part YIII.

cherished desire to penetrate the interior from that side could not 1873-82.

fail to influence the Committee in deciding, as they did decide, to
^^'

'
'

start from Zanzibar. Colonel Grant also urged, in view of the

probable uncertainty of Mtesa's character, that the Mission should
aim first at the kingdom of Karagw^, to the west of the Victoria

Nyanza, where he and Speke had found the king, Rumanika, of

a singularl}' noble and gentle disposition. This last point was
left undecided ; but it led to the enterprise being called, not the why
Uganda Mission, but the Nj^anza Mission, leaving its precise locale ^-^Nyanza"
an open question. Mission.

The first offer of service that was seriously entertained linked Jhe men
Ior th c

together the associations of the East and West of Africa in a expedition,

remarkable way. When, forty-four j^ears before, the little slave-

boy who became Bishop Crowther was rescued by H.M.S.
Myrmidon, there was a midshipman on board who became
Captain Shergold Smith, R.N., and who was, at the date to

which we have now come, agent in charge of Sir John Kenna-
way's estates in Devonshire. His son, George Shergold Smith, ^^^"'^•

had been in the navy, and had served in the Ashanti campaign of Smith.

1873-4 ; but African fever having affected his eyesight, he had left

the service, and was now a student at St. John's Hall, Highbury,
with a view to taking holy orders. His sight, however, had
improved, and his heart went out to Africa. " I love the African,"

he said, " and I want to preach Christ to him." " Send me out,"

he now said to the Society, "in any capacity: I am willing to

take the lowest place." But as soon as he was accepted, and
began to take a share in the preparations for the expedition, he
evinced so much capacity, tJiat the Committee, without hesitation,

appointed him leader of the expedition.

The second man accepted was —Alexander Mackay. All Alexander

Christendom now knows the story of the brilliant young Scotch-
man, who at the age of twenty-six was chief constructor in a great

engineering factory near Berlin ; who had been a volunteer
teacher in Dr. Guthrie's original Ragged School at Edinburgh

;

who had been looking out for an opportunity to dedicate his

practical knowledge and experience to his Master's service in the
Mission-field ; who had offered himself to the London Missionary
Society for Madagascar, but was told that the island was " not
ripe for his assistance"; who had offered to the C.M.S. for the
lay superintendence of Erere Town, but found that another (Com-
mander Russell) had just been appointed ; who again came forward
when he heard of the Nyanza Expedition, saying (December 12th,

1875), " My heart burns for the deliverance of Africa, and if you
can send me to any of those regions which Livingstone and Stanley
have found to be groaning under the curse of the slave-hunter, I

shall be very glad"; who, after he had applied, received a letter

from Dr. Duff", offering him the charge of the new steamer which
the Free Church of Scotland was sending out for Lake Nyassa

;

VOL. III. H
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Part VIll. and who, by the same post, received Mr. Wright's letter coin-

1873-82. mimicating the C.M.S. Committee's acceptance of liis otter.
Cliap. 74. Then appeared, and were accepted, a yomig clergyman, an

Wilson, Oxford man, the Eev. C. T. Wilson, Cm^ate of St. James's, Colly-
O'Neiii, hurst ; a vigorous Irishman, Mr. T. O'Neill, Diocesan Architect,

Cork ; and two mechanics, Messrs. G. J. Clark and W. M. Eobert-

son ; also "as builder and agriculturist," Mr. James Eobertson,

whom the doctors refused, but who was allowed to accompany
the party at his own charges. Still there was no medical man

;

but at the last moment Mackay found an old fellow-teacher of his

in the Ragged School, working in connexion with the Edinburgh
Medical Mission—Dr. John Smith ; and he was accepted just in

time, in fact only half an hour before the valedictory meeting for

the party was to be held.

Voyage Before this, however, Lieutenaut Shergold Smith had started.

°
n'^ghiand Some friends of Africa had presented to the Society a small

Lassie." steamer, the Highland Lassie, for the use of the Mombasa Mission
;

but her first association was with the new Nyanza Mission, as

Lieutenant Smith volunteered to sad her out. She left Teign-

niouth Harl)our on March 11th, 187G, was blown across the Bay
of Biscay ))y a strong northerly wind, sailed or steamed quietly

througli the Mediterranean, the Suez Canal, and the Bed Sea, and

safely reached Mombasa.'''
Taking The rcst of the party were taken leave of, not at a public

the^party. meeting, but in the Committee-room, on April 25th. The Instruc-

tions had been drawn up with much care and deliberation, with

the aid, as regards external matters, of Colonel Grant's experience,

and of that of the Scotch Mission on Lake Nyassa. Great stress

was laid upon the importance of maintaining the avowed mis-

sionary character of the Expedition : the Lord's Day to be

scrupulously observed with the utmost care ; the natural love of

sport to be restrained, and game only to be shot for food ;
daily

united prayer not to be omitted. " Let it be understood among
your attendants, and they will make it understood among the

Natives who visit you, that at such times you cannot be interrupted

—that you have- an engagement with the King of kings which you
cannot neglect." A touching incident occurred on the occasion,

which was remembered long afterwards. Mackay was the last to

Mackay's say a fcw words in reply to the Instructions. " There is one
farewell tiling," he Said, "which my brethren have not said, and which I

want to say. I w^ant to remind the Committee that withm six

months they will probably hear that one of us is dead." The
words were startling, and there was a silence that might be felt.

"Yes," he continued; "is it at all likely that eight Englishmen
should start for Central Africa, and all be ahve six months after?

One of us at least—it may be I—will surely fall before that.

* Lieutenant Smith's very intere^tino; journal of lier voyage ^Ya^ printed in

the CM. Gleaner ot June, 1876.
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But," he added, " when that news comes, do not be cast down Part VIII.

l)ut send some one else innnediately to take the vacant place." 1873-82.

The forecast was too true. Within three months one was dead— '^P" ^

the builder, Mr. J. Eobertson. And the day came when Mackay
himself was the only one of the party remaining in Africa.

On April 27th the party sailed from Southampton, and on
May 30th they were all at Zanzibar. Their equipment, and the The party

goods and appliances they were to carry up-country, had all been bar,^"^'

selected and prepared under the advice of Colonel Grant, and of

Lieutenant Cameron, the first Englishman to walk right across

Africa, who had just returned from his memorable journey. The
inoncti had to be purchased at Zanzibar, consisting, as it did,

principally of American cotton cloth, called //i('//AY/»/. The wages
of the men, their daily rations, the Jiongo or toll levied by various

chiefs whose territory must be crossed, all would have to be paid

in this bulky coin, which of itself required a large body of porters

to carry it. It was hoped that the unhealthy belt of low country
along the coast might be traversed by ascending one of two small

rivers, the Wami and the Kingani, neither of which had ever been
explored ; and a small steam-launch, the Daisy, wns used to try

them. But both were found to be far too narrow and tortuous
;

and it therefore proved necessary to march the whole caravan of and en the

several hundred porters direct from the coast. The difficulties
'^°^

and annoyances of this method of travel are well known now,
from the countless letters that have described them ; but those
experienced latterly on the road to Uganda are as nothing com-
pared with what the first parties went through. Their journals

are full of interest, but it would take a whole volume of this

History to print them here, and they are always accessible for

reference in the pages of the IntcUiiienccr.

It was arranged to establish an intermediate station in the
uplands of Usagara, some 250 miles from the coast ; and
Lieutenant Cameron had told the Society of a suitable place

called Mpwapwa, which accordingly was fixed upon ; and one of Mpwapwa.

the mechanics was left there. He, however, soon left in ill-health

and returned to England, as the other had already done. The
party, therefore, that went forward from Mpwapwa was reduced
from eight to five in numl^er ; and very soon Shergold Smith had
to w^rite, " We are yet (like (iideon's army) too manij," for Dr.
Smith insisted on sending back Mackay, who was ill, and who, to Mackay
his intense disappointment, was carried in a hammock back to f,^"^

^'^'^^

Mpwapwa. There, however, his health revived, and he walked
down to the coast, 230 miles, in eleven days. Not that he had
the slightest thought of returning to England ! But he felt that

perliaps his right location for a time was at the base of operations,

arranging for the forwarding of mails and supplies, and laying
})lans for easier methods of travel. In fact he did, in about six His work

months, construct a lough road from the coast to Mpwapwa, coastf
which he thought might be available for Cape waggons and teams

H 2
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PartYIII. of oxen. But the oxen were killed by the tsetse-fly, and this

1873-82. plan—though not the road—came to nought.
Chap. 74. Meanwhile the remaining four, Shergold Smith, Dr. Smith,

Wilson, and O'Neill, went forward, and the two latter, with the

The Lake fu'st division of the caravan, reached the south end of the Lake
reached. ^^ January 29th, 1877, after a march—often interrupted—of just

six months. The two Smiths had a much more trying time.

The whole of their porters deserted, and both were prostrate with

fever and dysentery ; and they only arrived at Kagei, where the

others were awaiting them, on April 1st, after what Lieutenant

Smith called " a stormy voyage." And they were still " too many."
Death of On May 11th the doctor succumbed to the fever, and the first

missionary grave had to be dug on the shores of the Nyanza.
That left three.

But their courage failed not, nor their trust in the Lord who
had sent them." The little Daisy, which had been carried all the

way in pieces slung upon poles, was put together ; Ijut in

Mackay's absence, and with some of the machinery missing, she

could only be made into a sailing boat. Shergold Smith intended,

as soon as she was ready, to cross to the west end of the Lake
with Wilson, leave him in Karagwe with Eumanika, and then go
on alone to Uganda ; O'Neill remaining at Kagei with the heavy
goods, until it should be known whither to convey them. But

Letters towards the end of June, messengers unexpectedly arrived from

ivuTsi^'"^ King Mtesa. When Stanley left Uganda two years before, he

had left l^ehind a boy who had been in the school of the Universi-

ties' Mission at Zanzibar, and who could read and write a little

English, in order that he might read to Mtesa the Bible Stanlej-

gave him. The letters now received werewritten by that boy for

the king, as follows :

—

'- AprinOthAS:':.
'' To MY DEAR Friend,— I have heard that you have reached Ukerewe,*

so now I want you to come to me quickly. 1 give you Magombwa to be
your guide, and now you must come to me quickly. Thi.s letter from me,

" Mtesa. Kino; of Uganda.
Written by Dallington Scopion Maftaa. April lOtb. 1877."

( Written on the had; of the above.) '• April lOth, 1877.

•'To MY DEAR Sir.—I have heard that yon are in Ukerewe, and tliis

king is verj' fond of you. He wants Englishmen more than all. This is

from your servant, " Dallixgtox Scopion, April 10th, 1877."

" My Second Letter to my dear Friend Wite Men,— I send this my
servant that you may come quickly, and therefore I pray you come to

me quickly, and let not this my servant come without you. And send
my salaam to Lnkonge. King <>f Ukerewe. and Thaduma Mwanangwa. of

Kageye, and Songoro. This from me, '• Mtesa, King of Uganda."

First It was then resolved that Smith and Wilson should go straight

acros^^the to Uganda. And now occurred a signal token of God's favour,

so exceptional that it has never occurred again in all the tiventy

years that have since elapsed. That httle saihng boat crossed the

Lake.
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Victoria Nyauza in thirty hours ! At a small island en route, where Part VIII.

they essayed to land, they had a perilous adventure. The Natives 1^^~^^:

on the shore threw stones and shot poisoned arrows. A stone
"^" '

struck Smith, earned the glass of his blue spectacles into his

best eye, and destroyed the sight of it. Wilson's shoulder was
pierced by a poisoned arrow, and Smith, blinded as he was,

and blood sti-eaming down his face, sucked the wound, and doubt-

less saved his comrade's life. The brave sailor went on, and on

Tuesday evening, June 26th, anchored in the inlet now known as

Murchison Creek. There they waited a day or two until their

coming had been announced to Mtesa ; and they reached Rubaga,

the then capital of Uganda, on Saturday evening, June 30th. Arrival in

The Sunday they spent in retirement and prayer, " the king ^^"

quite understanding why they did not call upon him." On
Monday, July 2nd, was the reception. Both Smith and Wilson
sent accounts of it. Let us take Smith's, as it so touchingly

refers to the loss of his sight :

—

'• Hubaf/rt, Uganda, Jtdy ^th, 1877.

'•This was our ruceptioii. I could not see, so my report is that of ear. j?^^P"°"
'• The kinfr rose as we entered, and advanced to the edge of his carpet, ^

and shook hands. A tine fellow, over six feet, broad shoulders, and
well made ; grace, dignity, and an absence of affectation in his manner.
He motioned us to seats. Then five miiuites were allowed for dium-
beating and looking round. I lonfjed for sight to see.

" Calling one of our jfjuides, I heard his animated report. Then the

Sultan of Zanzibar's letter was read, after which the C.M.S.'s.

"It was read in Swahili by a young fellow named Mufta, one of the

boys Stanley had brought with him. and left with the king, at his request,

to teach him to read the Bible. At the first pause, the king ordered a

feu (lejoie to be fired, and a general rejoicing for the letter ; but at the

end. where it was said that it was the religion of Jesus Christ which was
the foundation of England's greatness and happiness, and would be of

his kingdom also, he half rose from his seat, called his head musician,

Tole, to him, and ordei-ed a more vigorous rejoicing to be made, an«l

desired the interpreter to tell us that this which we heard and saw (tor

all the assembly were l)owing their heads gently, and noiselessly chipping

their hands, and saying ' yyanziif " five or six times) was for the name
of Jesus. This from the centre of Africa, dim as his knowledge may be,

must I'ejoice the hearts t»f all Christians.

"The king then asked, ' Have you seen my flag? I hoist that flag

because I believe in Jesus Christ.' This ' Christian flag ' is a medley of

all colours, suggestive of the universality' of Christ's Kingdom.
" The following day we went twice. In the morning it was a full

court as befcjre, and from some cause he seemed suspicious of us. and
questioned us about Gordon, and rather wanted to bully us into making
powder and shot, saying, ' Now my heart is not good.' We said we came
to do as the letter told him, not to make powder and shot ; and if he
wished it, we would not stay. He paused for some time, and then said,
' What have you come for—to teach my people to read and write r ' We
said, ' Yes, and whatever useful arts we and those coming may know.'
Then he said, ' Xow my heart is good : England is my friend. I have one
hand in Uganda, and the other in England.'

'• He asked after Queen Victoria, and wished to know which was
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PvrtVIII
1873-82.
Chap. 7i.

First
Christian
service in
Uganda.

The good
news in
Kngland.

But bad
news
quickly
follows.

"We told
you so !

"

Krapf on
the Mis-

greatest, she or the Khedive of Egypt. The relative size of their do-

minions was explained to him, and referring him to our letter, I said

how desirous England was that his kingdom should be prosperous.
" Executions such as Speke describes have ceased. The drawings in

his book are most faithful.
'' Eye says, you must stop."

Then on the following Sunday, July 8th, the first puhlic Chris-

tian service in Uganda was held in the king's compound. Here
is Wilson's account of it :

—

" Hnbaya, Uganda, Sunday, July 8f/i, 1877.
" The king, chief men, and others, about 100 in all, were present. I

read a chapter from the Old and New Testament, Mufta translating,

atid explained a few things which the king asked. AVe then had a few
prayers, all kneeling, and to my surprise and pleasure, a hearty ' Amen

'

followed each prayer. The king had told them to do so. I next gave
them a short address on the Fall, and our consequent need of a Saviour,

telling them of Christ. Mufta translated. All listened with grea +

attention, an<l the king afterwards asked many questions. It was very
encouraging indeed."

Let us now come hack to England for a little. The letters

conveying the glad news of the Gospel heing preached at last in

Uganda reached Salishury Square six months after, on January 7th,

1878, and excited the utmost interest and thankfulness. But had
news travels faster than good news. On March 19th the follow-

ing telegram came from Aden, sent thither by the agents at

Zanzibar:—"Letters from Governor of Unyanyembe report Smith
and O'Neill murdered."''' This was crushing news indeed.

Where was the one man left in the heart of Africa ? Where was
Wilson ? None could guess. To all appearance the Mission was
at an end ; and, naturally enough, there were not wanting voices

to utter the agreeable words, "We told you so!" Some, even,

who had ardently supported the enterprise, now went over to the

opposition. But Henry Wright's faith failed not ; and there was
another, who, on first hearing the previous news of the bright

commencement in Uganda, had written a sentence that now
seemed prophetic. This was the old veteran, whose discoveries

thirty years before had inspired all Central African enterprise,

Ludwig Krapf. From his retirement at Kornthal in Wurtemberg
he had written :

—

" Konifhal, January '2'2//d, 1878.
" With hearty thanks to God I have read that your missionaries have

reached Uganda, and have been well received. No man has more cause

for thankfulness than myself. By the establishment of a Mission in

the centre of Africa, my urgent wish for the location of a Mission-chain

between East and West Africa has at least been fulfilled by half way. The
western half will be brought about on the Lualaba, which Mr. Stanley,

in the providence of God, has discovered. Since 1844 this chain oi

* Unyanyembe was a tiadiny centre 500 miles from the coast. Tlie Sultuii

of Zanzibar liad a kind of partial authority in the country, and liad a

governor posted at this station.
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stations has been an object of thought ami jirayc'i", and now I have been Part VIII.

perniittijd to Hve and see the devekjpnient of this plan. True, many 1.S73-H2.

reverses may trouble your faith, love, and patience, but you have the Chap. 7-t.

promises of the Lord on your side, and especially the promise of

Tsaiah ii. 18. I'/iouyh mamj missionaries may fall i» the Jl(/ht, j/pf the nir-

rirors vill pai^x over the s/ain i?/ the tre//chex, and take thi^ tjveat African
^'iirtre.-Afor the LordT

And now those final words of his were a comfort and a strength.

But what was to be done? That was the practical question.

There w'ere ah'eady five men, laymen, at or near the coast, and Reinforce-

three more were at once despatched ; but some of these were for
^^"*^*

the intermediate stations. Besides them, it was determined to

send a new party by the Nile route. Gordon had lately l:)een in The Nile

I'higland, and had offered to assist any men who might be sent
^^'*^'

that way ; and when he heard of the catastrophe he wrote to Mr.
Wright, " I will engage to send iip safe any persons you may wish
to send, to secure you free passage for letters, &c., and to do
this free of cost within my government. . . . Don't send ' Inkc-

ii-(iiiii.s.' " .\t the same time he suggested that a Mission be sent

to the Alljci't Nyanza, offering every facility in his power. This

was not possible ; but foin- men were selected for Uganda, vi/.,

Pearson, who had been an officer in the P. &, 0. service ; Felkin,

a young doctor ; and Litchfield and Hall, Islington students; and
they left England in May, 1878. Hall, however, was disabled by
a sunstroke in the Eed Sea, and had to return ; and he has since

been a missionary in India. The other three w'ent on camels
across the desert from Suakin to Berber, and thence up the Nile

to Khartoum, where they were received with unbounded kindness Received

by Gordon. Pearson wrote of him thus :
-

at^Khlr-^"

'^ Aii(/iist Hih, 1878.—On going to the palact; at two o'clock, of course

tlie guard turned out, and several kavas.ses ushered us ujjstairs, and in a

large corridor we saw a table laid for hincli, and a little man in his .shirt-

sleeves walking about. 1 took him for the butler. On looking through
the open doors opposite saw a ver}' splendid divan with a round tal)le in

the middle, on which was a bunch of (lowers; sevm'al looking-glasses on
tlie walls. But on catching sight of us the 'butler' rushed up and
said, ' How d'ye do Y So glad to .see you ; excuse shirt-sleeves, so hot

!

awful long voyage. I'll make a row about it. Are you very angry
with me "r"

'

" A liearty grasp of the hand to each, a piercing glance of small sharp
eyes accompanied this tlow of words, spoken in a clear, sharp, but
pleasant tone of vtiice. Yes ! it is he indeed, the liberator of the slaves,

the ruler of a country half as big again as France, the Chinese Gordon I

It is hard to describe him; he is short, thin, well-moulded face, slightly

giey hair, his eyes calm, but at times light up with great tire and energy,

thin, nervous hands, and a peculiar smile. We have had some glorious

talks with him, which have strengthened me. I only wish I could stay

with him longer.
• Aiii/ii^t \)th.—He changes rapidly from one subject to another. In

the middle of a conversation he suddenly stopped and said, 'You wrote
to your mother, did you 't

' ' Yes,' said T. ' That's right, always let your
mother know how you are. How my mother Imcd me !

'

'

toum.
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Gordon sent the party on by his steamers, and at his personal

expense, right up to the frontier of Uganda.*

But this is anticipating. Let us go back to the Nyanza, and

The fate of see what that alarming telegram meant. Shergold Smith had
Smith and

\qI^ Wilson in Uganda, and re-crossed the Lake to help O'Neill to

bring over the heavy goods. They visited the large island of

Ukerewe, where they had purchased a big boat from an Arab

trader named Songoro. This Arab had a quarrel with Lukongeh,

the king of Ukerewe, and being in peril of his life fled to the

missionaries for protection ; whereupon Lukongeh's people sur-

rounded the Mission camp, and, probably on December 13th, 1877,

massacred almost the whole party, including Smith and O'Neill.

How they died, what were their last words, we know not ; but

this we know, that they had flnished the work God gave them to

do, and He called them to Himself at the right time, and not a

moment before. Smith had written only a few days previously :—

'' Wholesome lines are those you sent :

—

' 1 know not the way I am going,

But well do I know my Guide.'

" Pray for us all, that we may know Him better and better until the

perfect day. ... I am lost in contemplation of that glorious time

wiien Christ Jesus our Lord shall come and take His great power and

reign . . . AVe ask prayer that our hopes, our aims, our desires, may
be one—the glorification of our Lord Jesus Christ, and the hastening of

His Kingdom."

Wilson Wilson had remained in Uganda, and was five months without

the^heart hearing anything of his brethren. At length, on the last day of

of Africa, ^^g ygar 1877 the fatal tidings reached him. Immediately he

obtained canoes from Mtesa, and went across the Lake to get

further information, and perhaps meet Mackay, who he hoped

might have come on. But he found no one at Kagei, and he

therefore returned to Uganda, and spent many more months there

alone—a solitary white man in the heart of the Dark Continent.

Meanwhile, Mackay, on hearing the news, had pressed forward,

but being impeded by a bad rainy season, which obliged him to

w^ade through swamps for days together, only reached Kagei in

June, 1878. He at once went over to Ukerewe, unarmed, to assure

Lukongeh that "the followers of Jesus did not avenge wrongs,

but forgave them." Presently Wilson came over the Lake again,

ML"ckly.^ and once more, after just a year of loneliness, had the companion-

ship of a fellow-Christian. The two men started together for

Uganda, but were wrecked on the way, and did not reach Eubaga
for two months. November, 1878, therefore is the date of

Alexander Mackay's arrival in the land for which he w^as destined

to do so great a work.

* Felkin's very interesting diary of this journey was printed month by

month in the CM. (ilmm.croi 1879. Letters also appeared in the Intelligencrr

of January, 1880,
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For three months all seemed hopeful. Teaching at court went Part Vlll.

on regularly, though the people generally were still um-eached. i?^'^"*!".

But the early months of 1879 brought ^ succession of events good
^^^'

and bad. First, in February, the Nile party arrived. Then came
two French Roman Catholic priests. From the day when the E'^l^'^Jlv

news was published that Shergold Smith and Wilson had reached sion in

Uganda and found good openings, Cardinal Lavigerie, then Uganda.

Archbishop of Algiers, had planned to send a Roman Mission to

so promising a field. Dr. Cust, hearing of this, went himself to

Algiers, and begged the Cardinal, with all Central Africa open

to him, not to choose the one spot where a Christian Mission had
already been begvm ; but in vain. The usual policy of Rome
was adhered to : it was more important to thwart a Protestant

Mission than to go to the unevangelized Heathen." The third

event was the arrival of a letter from Dr. Kirk to Mtesa, brought

by the Arab traders, who pretended to translate it for him, but

w^ickedly made it mean precisely the contrary of what it said,

reading it as if it were a warning to the king against the

missionaries. It was the first but not the last time that this trick

was played by them. The fourth event, in April, was the arrival

of two more men, Stokes and Copplestone, who had come till

Zanzibar, making now^ seven C.M.S. missionaries in Uganda.
The French priests had brought for Mtesa iust the kind of French

1 n -n T 11 •!• • (•
presents

present he valued—riiies, powder and shot, military uniforms, for Mtesa.

helmets, swords, &c. From the first they set themselves to

undermine the influence of Wilson and INIackay ; l^ut no open
breach occurred till the Superior arrived. Then Mackay writes :

—

"M. Lourdol knew well that it was our custom to hold sei-vice every
week at court; and \w and his Snpeiioi- came and sat down beside me, French

and did not leav(( until thej^ liad fultilled their intention—to op)K)se us. CT'^^,^^ ^}.

"All knei'l now, and join devoutly in the Aniens. The gentlemen of serviced
tile French Mission sat on their chairs, however, din'ing prayers, and
somowliat distracted the general attention l>y their doing so, and hy their

mutual talk in French, althoui;]i in whisper.
" We were not interrupted l)y them, liowever, until prayers were over

and I bef:jan t<i read tlie Scriptures. I had read only the first verse!' when
Mtesa, in his usual abrupt stj'le. called to a coast-man pri'sent to ' ask

the Frenchnum if they dont believe in Jesus Cluist ; wliy don't they
kneel down with us when we worship) Him every Sabbath 'i don't they
worsliip Jesus Christ "r

'

" M. Lourdel was spokesman. He became all at once very excited, and
said. 'We do not kneel, because we should thus show that we were not
Protestants but Catholics ; we do not join in that religion because it is

not true ; we do not know that book because it is a book of lies. If we
joined in that, it would mean that we were not Catholics but Protestants,

who have rejected the truth ; for hundreds of years they were with us, but
now they believe and teach only lies.'

"Such was the drift of his excited talk in a mixture of bad Arabic.
Swahili. and French. Mtesa endeavoured to give the chiefs some idea of

* See a significant and avowpd instance of this at p. 136 of this vohinie.
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wliat he Lad been saying, and then asked me vvliat I had to reply. I felt

that the moment was one requiring great coolness and great firmness, for
my opponent's excited state might prove contagious, while his repeated

.,
"

, denunciations of me as a 'liar ' could not be easily disproved on such an
Mackay s • '' ^

"lies."' occasion.
" I endeavoured to give the court a simple account of the history of

the Church, and why we had left Rome. I stated, as clearly as possible,

that our authority was the Word of God only; that the Romanists had
the Pope as their head, while we acknowledged one Head—Jesus Christ.
I tried also to smooth matters by saying that we had one belief in many
things—one God, one Saviour, one Bible, one heaven, and one law of life.

" But my friend would have no terms of peace. There was one truth
(el Haqq), and he came to teach that, and we were liars ! We were liars

to say that they worshipped the Virgin Mary : we were liars to say that
they regarded the Pope as infallible. The Pope was the king of ' religion

'

in all the world. He was the successor of Peter, who was the successor
of Christ. The Pope was the only authority to teach the truth in tlie

world. Wherever we went to teach lies, the Pope sent his messengers to
teach the truth. If what he said was not true, he would die on the
spot, ifcc, &c. Never did I hear the word mioonijo (liar) so frequently
used.

" I could not but feel sorry for the king and all present. Their feeling
Bewilder- of hopeless bewilderment made them say, ' Every white man has a

Mtesa". dillerent religion.' ' How can I know what is right h ' Mtesa asked.
" They went home, and so did I. It is with a heavy heart that I think

of the trouble now begun. But it is the great battle for the truth, and
the victory will be God's. I have taken up the one solid ground that we
nui.st ever tight on and for —Christ, the sole Head, and His Word the
only guide. It is with all our might that Ave must now labour to give the
people the Scriptures in their own tongue, and teach them to read and
understand them. Where will Popery be then ''!

"

It was only for a month or two that tlici'o were seven C.M.S.
men in Uganda. Stokes and Copplestone went back across the
Lake to establish a proposed station at Uyui, near Unyanyembe

;

and Wilson and Pelkin, botli of whom had suffered from the
Mtesa's climate, undertook to conduct to England three envoys whom
England" Mtesa wislied to send to the Queen. They took the northern

route by which Felkin had gone to Uganda, down the White
Nile; but the -journey proved a difficult one, as the Khedive
Ismail was dead, and Gordon had thrown up liis command and
returned home ; and the confusion was ah'eady beginning which
lasted nineteen years. However, they reached England safe!)'.

But letters sent on before them, which came in October, 1879,
gave a serious view of tlie position in Uganda, chiefly owing to

the false statements of the Arabs about Mackay ; and again those
members of the C.M.S. circle who were not favourable to the
Mission returned to the charge and proposed withdrawal. Again,
however, opinions veered round when, in April, 1880, Wilson and
Felkin appeared with the three envoys. As the first natives of

Uganda who had ever been seen in England, they excited great

interest. They were received by the Eoyal Geographical Society, •'

* Proceedinjs o/ Lite R.U.S., June, 188U.
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and by the Queen at Buckingham Palace/'' Their coming Part VIII.

certainly helped the Mission in this country, notwithstanding that 1^73-82.

it turned out afterwards that they were not chiefs as was supposed, "^^'" '
'

but persons of no consideration in Uganda. And when, after

twenty months' absence, they aj)peared again in Uganda, their

account of their journey created an impression which was useful.

For that period had been one of much trial. The king's a period oi

caprice, the slanders of the Arabs, and the opposition of the Uganda.
French priests, combined to cause much discomfort to Mackay,
Litchfield, and Pearson, though Litchfield left in June, 1880, and
Pearson in March, 1881. Nevertheless, the period was, upon the
whole, one of much practical work. A few brief extracts from
Mackay's journal may be given. f First let us see him at his

manual work :
—

" January 14M, 1879.—Yesterday and to-day engaged in fitting up Mackay's
sliop for iron work. Forge, anvil, lathe, vice, and grindstone, an; now "la^ua'

in oi'der, and will, I hope, be of very nnich service.
" \iMh.—Host of chiefs and slaves crowding my smithy. The cychjpe

blower and turning-lathe are great marvels to them all. The grind-
stone, however, is perhaps the most interesting object. They cannot
understand how ' the wheels go round '

!

" 17///.—King sent two trumpets to repair. The English copper one
I quickly brazed with borax and brass tilings in furnace, but could not
get solder to hold on native-made brass trumpet. I could not use
borax, as that needs great heat, which would melt the soft solder with
wliich it is made. I found a small bottle of chl. anion, in medicine-
chest, but that does not seem so pure as sal ammoniac of commei'ce, and
failed after many trials. I have no muriatic acid or rosin."

Then let us see his ordinary methods of teaching :—

•

'• S,unlay, ]ifai/ ]Xf/i.—The king sent out to say that we should have Mackay's
]iiayers in the church. I am very glad indeed that he gave such an ^^^^^""e-

order, as, although it means that he could not be bothered with Bible-
veading that day, yet he recognized the existence of other souls than
his own. This he has always failed to acknowledge.

•• The Katikiro, chiefs, and all of us then repaired to the kanim (or
newly-built neat chapel). The half-breed Mohannnedans came also and
sat down well back, and did all in their power to talk with the jieople
about them, and take off their attention. Still in other respects all

were attentive, and devoutly kneeled during prayers. These I read in
Swahili, and am sorry that man}' do not understand. I hope to intro-
duce one or two praj'ers in Ruganda very soon.

" I then read and explained most of the lirst two chapters of St.
John's Gospel. The Katikiro acted as interpreter, and a good number
took a lively interest in the lesson. I laid down clearly the grand
truths of the Gospel, ard the love of God to man in Jesus Christ.
Head-knowledge is easily enough imparted, but to reach the heart needs
a power not of man but of God.

'''Sunday, June lot//.—Litchfield and myself went to coiu-t. Last
night I translated into Swahili Exod. xix. and xx., and I read these to

* See CM. GJcaner, August, 1880.

t Several of tliose extracts have never lieen puliiislied bcl'ure, either in IIjc

C'.Ji. Intclligeiver or in the Mcmnir of l\Iack;iy liiiusclf.
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Part VIII
1873-82.

Chap. T-t.

The two
languages,
Svvahih
and Lu-
ganda.

Mackay
beginning
Luganda
transla-
tions.

the king and court, beginning the service with prayer. I explained the
meaning of each Commandment, and endeavoured to show how we are
all guilty of all, and all come under the curse, but that Jesus alone hns
kept them all, and in Him we have alone a right to heaven. May God's
law be a delight here, and above all, may the love of the Redeemer be
felt ! I fear that these lessons make little impression on the minds of

the hearers. Only one sentiment seemed to be properly caught, viz..

that we all break one Commandment or other, and are thus all sinners.

I feel nnich my feebleness in being able to lay before them properly the
great mattei's of eternity. One consolation I have is that God can
bring the truth home to hearts without a multitude of my words.

^^ August 9t/t.—I have now gone through the whole of St. Matthew's
Gospel, much of St. John, portions of Kings, and of the Acts. I now
mean (d.v.) to take St. Luke's Gospel for some time. I have got a copy
in Mombasi Swahili by Rebmann,buthaveto render it into the Zanzibar
dialect."

Hitherto the Scripture-reading had iDeen from the Swahili

versions in use at the coast. Mtesa and the chiefs understood
that language. But the people generally did not, and Mackay
was only gradually picking up their vernacular, Luganda (or as he
at first called it, Kuganda), by ear, and could not yet speak freely

in it ; so that his instructions given in Swahili had to he

interpreted by one of the bilingual chiefs. But he was now
working hard at reducing the Luganda, and trying to translate

into it prayers and texts :

—

" February ^th, 1879.—Studied the language. Endeavoured to reduce
the seven classes of nouns to four, to find a rationale of concords. I

think I see my way pretty clearly. One thing I feel strongly on, viz.,

the absurdity of multiplying minute differences into distinct classes,

thus confusing new learners. Steei-e's eight classes of nouns in Swahili
are a damper to a beginner. The small book with exercises and four

classes of nouns is out of sight better for beginners than his handbook.
We all learn to speak our mother tongue before we study the grammar
of it. This should be the order, as far as possible, in acquiring a new
language also. How many years' hard work does it not take to learn

Latin by cramming up five declensions ? Did Cicero know anything
about the declensions i^ If he did not, and yet knew Latin, how absurd
it is to attempt declension before one knows Latin ! I learned (ierman
first, and afterwards studied German grammar. I never saw any speed
by following the inverse order.

" Auf/ust \~th.—This afternoon I had a couple of lads for hours with
me ; we translated the first chapter of Genesis into Ruganda together.

'^'24:f//.—Every day during the last week I have had one or two
lads with me in the afternoons learning to read, and giving myself
considerable help in their own tongue. I have written out translations

of several chapters of the Scripture reading lessons. To-day T have
attempted the Creed, and got a fair rendering. Of the Lord's Prayer
I have got several versions some time ago, but the best requires revision.

Little by little 1 hope to get our whole Sunday service translated into

Ruganda.
•' Stoidai/, St-ptouber Wth.—Found the chiefs, &c., waiting for us in

the chapel. During the week I had translated into Ruganda the

prayers I usually read in Swahili, i.e. with the assiistance of Mokagsa,
who reads with me every day.
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"As it happened, there was no one present quahfied to interpret, and Part Vlir.

I observed one of the chiefs saj', ' We can only Join in the Aniens to- 1873-82.

day.' I told them that I had endeavoured to translate the service into Chap. 74.

Ruganda, but imperfectly. They asked me thei'efore t o read that they

might understand.
'•When I had finished, I was gratified to find that they had understood,

and not a few told me so afterwards.
" Sundai), 21.sf.—Went to court alone and held service. Yester-

day I had gone over and improved my Ruganda version of the

])rayers, and this morning T read this revised form. Instead of the

Apostles' Creed I have translated the Nicene Creed, as the latter is

more explicit on the divinity of our Lord, and this is tlie great question

just now, as the Mussulmans declare Him to be only a prophet. It is Dealings

a pleasure to be able, in ever so imperfect a manner, to have prayers in Moslems,
such language as all present can join intelligently in, and this they did

to-day.
" The first part of our lesson was the Feeding of the oOOO. In con-

nexion with that, Mwanakulya (a Mutongole) has begged me to teach

him a grace to say at meals. Such a subject is full of instruction to an

audience like what one finds here, where daily food is got with no toil.

" Then came the most important and most op{)ortune subject. ' Whom
say ye that I am":'' (Luke ix.). Without alluding to the debates of the

previous days I dwelt nuich on the groat fact of ' God manifest in the

ilesh.' I turned up passage after passage showing the testimony of all

the evangelists, of angels, and of Jesus Himself, to His oneness with the

Father.
"Sunday, 28///.—To-day was fine, and Litclifield accompanied me

to court. The chapel was immediately filled, those of lesser rank

sitting outside. After reading prayers in Ruganda, I went oyer again

the subject t)f last Sunday, showing that the united testimony of

prophets, angels, apostles, and the Lord Himself was that He was no

less than the Son of the Living God and the one Saviour of the Avorld.

Then came the special subject for to-day—the value of an immortal

soul.
" Such lessons arc by no means over formal, but are given much in

the way in which Moslem teachers explain the Koran. We all sit on

the fioor on mats, and in a familiar way I endeavour to inculcate the

great truths of eternity. Many listen attentively ; and as their habit is

to repeat over their understanding of each clause, I get an idea of how
far they have caught my meaning, and derive no little encouragement

also in so feebly fulfilling so great a duty. It is an awful position to

stand between darkness and the light of life."

The foregoing shows how important it was to meet the teaching

of the Mohammedans. So here :

—

" Sunday, Ocfoher o/^.—The subject of polygamy was talked on for ^^^^'^'°^ °*

some time. I told them that I fully recognized the difficulty of the ^° y^^'^y-

case, but said that we also should go in for many wives were it not that

the plain command of God was against it. I said that they could still

keep their households of women as servants. The Mussulmans had
again much to say. They declared that polygamy had nothing to do
with religion. I asked their chief advocate. ' How many wives have

you?' 'Four.' 'Why not five?' This they knew to be an injunction

of their creed, and could not answer, they then maintained that

religion was a thing of pure belief, and had nothing to do with matter

of life. I asked, ' Then why did you not join the chiefs and me in the
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Part VIII. food which the kinjr sent out to us just now ? '

i hey were floored again,

1873-82. and Mtesa and the whole court laughed heartily at them.
Chap. 74. " The difficulty is this. At present a man's status is reckoned by his—— establishment, wdiich depends on the number of his wives. These cook

the food, and do all the work.
"

' How is a man to get on with one wife and several children alone in

his house ?
' asked the king. ' Who will look after the goats, cook the

food ^
' &c. I said that we in Europe had women servants always in the

house ; but they were not our wives, and need not be necessarily wives
here either."

In December, 1879, there was a recrudescence of the old

Heathenism, which had rather given way l^efore both Mohamme-
danism and Christianity, i.e. at the capital—of course the country

Dealing distncts wevc as yet untouched. This revival came in the form

^iubari" *^^ '*' womau representing the Inhari or spirit of tlie Lake, to whom
ri.ner- was attributed magical powers. Thus Mackay dealt with it :

—

stition.
o J.

''December \Mh.—After prayers, instead of our usual reading in St.

Luke, I turned up the Scriptures from Exodus to Revelation, reading a
liost of passages to show the mind of God towards dealers in witchcraft.

The laws of God to Moses, the example of Saul and Ahaziah, the mani-
festation of our Lord to destroy the works of the devil, the Acts of the

Apostles—especially the case of Elymas,—the works of the flesh con-

trasted with the fruit of the Spirit in Gal. v., and, finally, the list of

those who may not enter through the gates of the heavenly city (Rev.

xxii. 15). All these I read in order, having previously written out the
passages in Swahili."

Beginning Then wc 866 the fii'st attempts to translate into Luganda St.

fhewfn Matthew's Gospel, which Mackay subsequently printed on the
Luganda. spot, and whicli was long the chief spiritual sustenance of the

Christians of Uganda :
—

" January 2nd, 1880.—This morning early, commenced to translate

St. Matthew's Gospel into Ruganda. Finished the first chapter. A
perfect host of difficulties present themselves at almost every step. It

will take very long indeed before they can all be met in any translation.
" May the same Holy Spirit who inspired the Word at first, cleanse

my heart and hands in this work, and sanctify it to the glory of my
Lord and Master Jesus Christ

!

"

" 19//?.—This morning I resumed translating St. Matthew's Gospel
with my jjupil Mokassa. We did the whole of the second chapter.

" •2'i}th.—Several mornings Mokassa and I have been translating the

fifth chapter of St. Matthew."

In March, 1881, with the returning envoys, came a new
Philip missionary, the Eev. Philip O'Flaherty, the same man who, as a
O'Fiaherty layman, had assisted in the Constantinople Mission in 1860-64.

He was now brought to the Society by Canon Money, who greatly

valued him ; and he proved a very remarkable man, with a

singular power of picking up a language, and great i-eadiness in

making the best of untoward circumstances. Mackay and the

other brethren had already done much in teaching boys and
youths in Uganda to read, about which many showed much
eagerness ; and into this work O'Flaherty also flung himself
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enei^^etically. The year 1881 was marked l)y manifest signs that PartYIII.
the Spirit of God was at work. The first clear cases, indeed, were 1873-82.

those of two lads, Data and Mukasa, in the preceding year, who CJiap^T-i.

openly avowed their belief in the religion of Christ, and were in First
consequence seized, bound, and sent away into the country. -'= converts.

The next was that of a youth named Sembera. On October 8th,
1881, he brought to Mackay a note written by himself, " although
he had never had a lesson in writing, written in Luganda with a
pointed piece of spear-grass." It ran thus :

—

" Bwaiia Mackay, Seinl)era has come with coinplinieiits, and to oive
you great news. Will yon baptize him, because he beUeve.s tlie words
of Jesns Christ? "f

Aliout the same time, another lad named Dumurila died, and
when dying induced a companion to fetch some w^ater and pour
it on his head, naming over him the names of the Father, the
Son, and the Holy Ghost. The companion, after the lad's
death, came to the Mission and told the story, bringing his
dead friend's Gospel of St. Mark—a tentative version printed ])y
Mackay—which he said had been constantly read by him. Was
not that baptism registered in the books of heaven ? The French
priests had already baptized half a dozen lads. The " gospel " R-C. con-

of fear which they preached proved more quickly effective than the
^^^^'

Gospel of Grace. " How many more days? " said one who had
been instructed for tw^o months, and was told to w^ait a little

;

" see, I tremble in every limb when I lie down to sleep at night'
in the thought that death may surprise me and cast my soul mto
eternal fire." This was in 1880. Not till March, 3882, did the
first Protestant baptism take place ; but on the 18th of that First

month, to the great joy of the two missionaries, O'Flaherty and b^Jfti
Mackay, five well-tested converts were publicly admitted to the
Church. One was Sembera, who received the baptismal name of
Mackay. The others were named Filipo (after O'Flaherty),
Henri Eaiti (Henry Wright), Edward (after E. Hutchinson), and
Yakobo (Jacob). Only a few days later, a sixth was baptized
eight hundred miles away. This w\as Duta, who had been taken Henry
down to the coast by Pearson when he left the country, and was ^^{f"^
left by him in the charge of the Universities' Mission at
Zanzibar. There, on Easter Day, he was received into the
Church, and named by the kind missionaries of that Mission after
Mr. Wright. Henry Wright Duta had already, while in Uganda,
undergone, as we have seen, persecution on account of his

* Thev Avere pupils of Litchfield and Pearson's, and interesting- early
notices of them occur in the latter's journals printed in the CM Infelliaencer
of October, 1881.

t A remarkable account of Sembera was written after his death by the
Rev. E. C. Gordon. It seems that he had actually begun to believe in " Isa "

before any missionaries reached Uganda, taught "ijy the reading of Stanley's
Swahili New Testament by the boy Mnfta. See'C.M. (leaner, Julv. 1893.
He was also C. T. Wilson's first pupil.

"
•

•
•

C.M.S.
sms.

e
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unconcealed belief in the Christians' God ; and now for some

years his name has been known all over the world as the most

prominent and useful of the Native clergy of Uganda.

The year 1882 was an epoch in the history of the Mission.

Not only did it witness the first baptisms in Uganda, but at the

very time they took place a new party was preparing to sail from

England, which included James Hannington, E. P. Ashe, and

Cyril Gordon. But as the only one of them who at that time

reached Uganda, Ashe, did not arrive till May, 1888, which

would take us beyond our present period, we may conveniently

suspend our narrative foi- the present at this point, leaving

Mackay and O'Flaherty at Kubaga, with tbeir first little Ivind of

converts around them.

J^efore closing the chapter, a word must be said about the

intermediate stations established between the Coast and the Lake.
Mpwapwa, jSfpwapwa, the place before mentioned, on the borders of
Mambo.a,

j^j^.^^^.^^..^ ^^^^ Ugogo, 230 milcs from the coast, was occupied

tentatively when the first Nyanza party went out, but not per-

manently until the arrival of Dr. Baxter, a medical missionary,

in 1878. Six miles off, at Kisokwe, a branch station was

established; and in 1880, J. T. Last began work at Mamboia,

some fifty miles nearer the coast. At these three stations, the

first EngUsh women to live in the interior all died, Mrs. Last,

Mrs. Cole, and Mrs. Stokes. For a few years, commencing

1879, there was a station at Uyui, near the Arab trading town of

Unyanyembe, 500 miles inland"; but it was ultimately abandoned.

The others were persevered in, and some fruit gathered, but the

work on the whole has only lately begun to be encouraging.

The death of Krapf, at Kornthal, was mentioned m the pre-

ceding chapter. He did not live to hear of the baptisms. The

last he heard of the Mission was not favourable. But his faith

Krapfs never faltered.
' In a letter dated August 30th, 1881, one of the

on'Vfr"7. last he wrote to England, he still dwelt upon his old project of a

chain of stations, and called on the Society to persevere :—

"Real missionaries and tludr friends must never be discouraged at

whatever appearance things may assume from without. They must act

like a wise o-eneral does. When he is beaten back on one point, he

attacks the "enemy on another point, according to the plan he has

previously laid out. And in all cases true missionaries Hud their friends

unist he 'mindful of the memorable words which were spoken by the

French Guard at the Battle of Waterloo :
' La garde ne se rend f.as, elle

meixrt '
—

' The Guard does not surrender, it dies.'
"

Yes, and the issue of the Christian's battle is very different

from that of the French Guard at Waterloo. It is certain

victory. And wathin a few years the conquest had been achieved

of many souls for Christ in Uganda.



CHAPTER LXXV.

The Crescent and the CtvOSs: Missions in Mohammedan
Lands.

C.M.S. and the Mohammedans—Sequel of the Constantinople Mission
—Missionary Travels in Asia Minor—Palestine: New Churches
and Clergy—Moabite Stone—Other Missions in the East Bishop
Gobat transfers his Missions to C.M.S.—The Mohammedan Con-
ference of 1875—Bosworth Smith's Lectures—General Lake's Plans
—His Death—Extension : Jaffa, Gaza, Hauran—Tristram's Testi-

mony—Bishop Barclay—Ahmed Tewfik—Persia : Bruce's Sojourn
—Persia Famine—The Mission adopted by C.M.S.

"Thou therefore gird up tliy loiii.^, diid arise, and f^peal' Juifo ihem all that I

command thee: be not dismayed at their faces'^—Jer. i. 17.
^^ I Daniel alone saio the vision. . . . Then said he unto nie, Fear not, Daniel

. . . (Did I renjained there u-ith the I'ings of Persia."—Dan. x. 7, 12, 13.

|ROM the first, the Church Missionary Society has felt Part VII

a special responsibility laid upon it to preach the 1873-82.

Gospel to the Mohammedans. Its original title was, Chap. 75

" The Society for Missions in Africa and the East." c.m.s.
Why not " Africa and Asia " ?—for " Asia " and " the tJ"*.*^^

T-i I) 1 • T 1 X 1
Moham-

iiiast may be said to be nearly synonymous, it cannot be medans.

doubted that the words " the East " were primarily designed to

point to the lands where Islam is dominant, though of course not

excluding other Asiatic countries ; and frequent references in the

early Reports to the followers of the False Prophet, to the shores

of the Mediterranean, and to Persia, indicate the solicitude of the

Committee. We have seen that the original Mission to the

Oriental Churches, begun in 1815, was undertaken, not merely for

their benefit, but with the object, through them, of reaching the

Mohammedans. The enlightenment of corrupted Churches was
not in itself the natural work of the Society : otherwise, why not

go to Italy and Spain ? But in "the East " Christians and Moslems
were mingled ; and if the former could be stirred up to evangelize

the latter, a great work would be done.

How this enterprise failed, we have seen. We have seen also

that when the Jubilee was celebrated, the Society still had mis-

sionaries at Syra, Smyrna, and Cairo. The old veterans were not
'^^^'^p^igg

withdrawn, but thexe was no intention of reinforcing them. Then tine mss-

we saw the special circumstances that took the Society to Pales- ^g"" ^ '"

tine in 1851, and to Constantinople in 1858. When the decade now
VOL. III.

"

I
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Part VIII. under review opened, Cairo was no longer occupied, Lieder having
1873-82. been dead seven years. Hildner still carried on his Greek school
Chap. 7o.

^^ Syi-a, where he had been more than forty years. At Smyrna,

J. T. Wolters was still holding up the banner of the Cross after

forty years' service, having with him his son, Theodore P. Wolters,

and also E. H. Weakley, who had been transferred from Con-

stantinople—where Dr. Koelle continued his patient and persistent

labours. In Palestine there were three German veterans, Klein,

Zeller, and Hiiber.

In our Porty-first Chapter we briefly reviewed the story of the

The Con- Constantinople Mission down to 1864, when the Turkish Govern-
^^^tinopie

i-^-ient suddenly suppressed the work of both the C.M.S. and the

S.P.G. In the following year, both the excellent Turkish clergy-

men employed by the S.P.G. , the Eevs. Mahmoud Effendi and

E. Williams (Effendi Sehm), died, and also a converted Imam, Abdi

Effendi, working under the C.M.S. ; and on December 1st in that

year, 1865, the most distinguished Christian champion in the war
with Islam, Dr. Pfander, died while in England. But his great

book was not dead. The Turkish translation of the Mizan-ul-

Haqq had been cautiously circulated here and there, and it is a

curious sign of the importance attached by the Moslems to

Pfander's influence, that a Turkish pamphlet was published, giving

a garbled account of the famous discussion between Eahmat Ali

and " Priests Pfander and French," at Agra in 1851, which was
described in ovir Forty-second Chapter. From time to time Turks

Koelle and who appeared earnest inquirers visited Dr. Koelle ; but Turkish
the Turks, gpigg were ever on the watch to report who ventured to come to

the Christian missionary ; and men suspected of Christian tenden-

cies were sent off by scores into exile, and condemned to work in

the galleys. Three times was Koelle able to report baptisms, once

of a Turkish family, and on two occasions of Persians ; but for the

most part missionary work was practically at a standstill. '

' Prosely-

tizing efforts," he wrote in 1875, "offend both the religious and the

political susceptibilities of the Mussulmans. A Turkish Mussul-

man regards them as an insult to his faith, and a Mussulman Turk

Turkish as an act of hostility against his government and country." " An
intolerance European missionary," he continued, " could not visit in Moham-

medan houses without rousing suspicion. No church for the

public Christian service of Turks would have any chance of being

authorized by the Government. No missionary school for Mo-
hammedan youths would be tolerated." " The Government
absolutely prohibits the printing of books in which our religion is

defended against Mohammedanism, or their importation through

the custom-house. Even books like Sale's English translation of

the Koran are rigidly excluded." Nevertheless, Koelle succeeded

in occasionally disposing of a book he had prepared in Turkish,

entitled Food for Beflection ; but when a smaller work on the

Death of Christ—in refutation of the statement of the Koran that

Jesus was not really crucified—was printed in England and sent
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out, the box containing the copies was seized at the custom-house PartVIIT.

and the hooks destroyed. 1873-82.

At Smyrna, the work was less among the Turks, and more ^^^P- '5-

among the Greeks ; but it amounted to httle more than seed-sow- workat
ing, by conversation and the sale and distribution of Christian Smyrna.

Scriptures and tracts. In pursuance of this design, Weakley and
the younger Wolters travelled frequently over the interior of Asia

Minor, and most intei'esting are their journals pulilished from
time to time in the Intelligencer, giving accounts of their visits to

Koniah (the ancient Iconium), Alia Shehr (the ancient Philadel-

phia), the ruins of Colosse, Laodicea, Sardis, and many other

places of deep interest to the Bible student. Who shall venture

to say that these tours were fruitless ? Is not such work precisely

what calls upon us for undoubting faith in God's own promise that

His Word shall not return unto Him void, but shall accomplish

that which He pleases '?

In Palestine, at the opening of our present period, only Jerusalem Palestine

and Nazareth were occupied. At both places there were congrega- Mission,

tions of from two to four hundred people, Syrian by descent, Arab
by language, and originally belonging to one or other of the Eastern
Churches. How they came to be adherents of the Church of

England, our Forty-first Chapter explained. There were now two
Native pastors. Seraphim Boutaji and IMichael Kawar, who had Anglican

received Anglican orders from Bishop Gobat ; and a third, Chalil ^ergy*!

Jamal, was ordained in 1874. All three had formerly belonged to

the " Greek Catholics," a small community of seceders from the

Greek to the Eoman Church. The ordination of the two former
occurred on the day when the new church at Nazareth was opened, New
and that of C. Jamal at the opening of the new church at Jeru- Naz'areth^*

salem. The former church has an interesting origin. In 1862, 3",'* Jeru-
S2ilcm

the officers of H.M.S. Mars, then on the coast of Syria, wrote to

the Archbishop of Canterbury, expressing " their feelings of

astonishment and shame at the neglect of the Church of England
in not having a suitable place of worship" in a place of such
sacred associations as Nazareth, when the Latins and Greeks had
theirs. The resiilt was the raising of a speoial fund for the erec-

tion of a good church, and it was at length solemnly dedicated to

the service of God by Bishop Gobat on October 1st, 1871. Zeller

preached on the occasion on Christ's own text in the Nazareth
synagogue, " The Spirit of the Lord is upon Me," Sec. St. Paul's

Church at Jerusalem was also built by means of a special fund,

and was opened on Advent Sunday, 1874. Christ Church, belong-
ing to the London Jews' Society, was used for English services,

and for the small community of Je^^dsh converts ; and St. Paul's
was appropriated to the Arabic-speaking SjTian congi'egation.

The venerable bishop of the Sjaian Church was present at the

dedication. It is particularly interesting that the account of the

ceremony which appeared in the Intelligencer was written by
an African, the Eev. Henry Johnson of Sierra Leone, who had

I 2
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Part VIII. been sent to Palestine by the Society to perfect himself in

1873-82. Arabic.
Chap. 7o. ^g -j^ ^gjjj^ Minor, so in Palestine, missionary tours were taken

Klein's from time to time by Klein and Zeller, and of these also the

Moab'ite^^
joumals Were published, giving graphic accounts of the Bedawin

stone. across the Jordan and in Moab, and of the Druzes of the

Lelianon, as well as of the ordinary Moslem and Christian

population. It was on one of these journeys, in 1868, that Klein

made his great discovery of the famous Moabite Stone, the

genuine record of the deeds of Mesha, King of Moab, nearly 3000

years old, which is now in the Louvre Museum.
Other Missions in the Turkish Empire were doing interesting

American work. The most important were those of the American Con-

hJ Turkey gregationalists at Constantinople and in Asia Minor, the American
and Syria. Presbyterian Board in Syria, and the American United Presby-

terians in Egypt. These experienced less difficulty with the

Turkish authorities, as they principally sought to influence the

Christian population. The great Beyrout Press of the Presbyterian

Mission in Syria was, and still is, one of the most powerful and

useful agencies in the East. The Irish Presbyterians had a

Mission at Damascus, and there laboured Dr. Wright, the present

Editorial Superintendent of the Bible Society. An interesting

British
work was being done by the British Syrian Schools in the Lebanon,

Syrian under Mrs. Bowen Thompson and Mrs. Mentor Mott. These
Schools.

y^QYQ plaimed after the shocking massacres of the Maronite

Christians by the Druzes in 1860, which sent the combined

English and French fleets to Syria, and in dealing with which

Lord Dufferin won his earliest laurels. The C.M.S. was earnestly

appealed to at the time to undertake work in the Lebanon, but

this was not possible. The Society did, however, for three

years subsidize Mrs. Thompson's schools. In Palestine itself,

Female the Female Education Society had ladies at Nazareth and
Education -o 1 1 i i

Society. Bethlehem.
Bishop Gobat had various agencies of his own in the Holy Land,

Bishop He had a mission station at Nablus, and at Salt across the Jordan
;

Missi^^ns. hut his great work was his schools. His remarkable influence

upon education in Palestine has never been adequately recognized.

In 1847, when he went out as Bishop, there was not a single

school of any kind in the whole country, except that the Latin

monks were teaching Italian to twenty laoys. Gobat opened the

first Christian school in that year, with nine children. In 1872

he had twenty-five schools, attended by one thousand children

belonging to five Christian Churches, besides Jews, Samaritans,

Moslems, and Druzes. The Greeks and Latins had been stirred

up to emulation, and there were about one hundred schools

altogether.* His Diocesan Boarding-school at Jerusalem was
especially interesting. How widely its influence extended may be

* Bishop Gobat's Annual Report, in the CM. Record, March, 1872.
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illustrated by the following testiuioiiy of Mr. Stanley, the African Part Vlil.

traveller:—
" "

1873-82.

Chap. /5.

"The most important memher of the Expedition, next to myself, was
Selim, the yonnc; Arab boy, a Christian from Jerusalem. He was
educated by good Bishop Gobat : and if all the Arab boys of his school

turn out like Selim, then Bishop Gobat deserves the highest praise for

his noble work. He was honest and faithful, without fear and without
reproach. These praises are totally insufficient to convey my sense of

the services he rendered to me."*

But as the Bishop was now getting an old man (he was two
years older than the century), he was desirous of handing over all

his Missions to the C.M.S. The first station so transferred was
Salt, in 1873, when the Society sent thither the Eev. Franklin

^-J^^f-
Bellamy, Vicar of St. Mary's, Devonport. Salt had from time sait.

immemorial been an independent town, unsubdued by the Turks,

but paying tribute to a powerful Bedawin tribe ; but in 1866, the

Turkish Governor of Damascus had succeeded in subjugating the

place and placing in it a garrison. Gobat thereupon sent a Syrian

catechist there, h. Jesuit Mission also appeared, and by means of

unconcealed bribes induced a good many of the Greek Christians

to join them. These, however, did not like their new friends, and
presently went back. The Bishop offered nothing but the truth

of God ; and when Bellamy went out, he found a congregation of

150 people worshipping with the purer services of the Church of

England. In after years the Eev. Clialil Jamal was in charge

;

and visitors to Salt—notably Mr. Bickersteth (now Bishop of

Exeter) in 1880—have always spoken warmly of what w^e like to

think of as the Ramoth Gilead Mission.

The further transfers of Bishop Gobat's agencies did not take
place till after an event of the year 1875, which had considerable
influence upon all C.M.S. work among Moslems. Mohammedan
Missions were one of General Lake's special interests, and in that

year, observing that several missionaries more or less engaged in

them chanced to be in England together, he arranged a two days'

Conference on the whole subject, which was held at the CM. TheC.M.s.

House in October. It was not confined to the consideration of medan"
work or openings in "the East," taking that term in its limited ^°"g^"^"'^^

sense. Missions to Mohammedans in Africa and India were also

included, and the subject was dealt with comprehensively. Among The

those who took part were Bishop Gobat himself, Canon Tristram,
^''^^ ^"'

Koelle, Zeller, T. F. Wolters, and Bellamy, from "the East";
Schon, Gollmer, and Roper, from West Africa ; Bruce, from
Persia ; French, Keene, Bateman, Long, Hughes, Brodie, Sheldon,
and D. Fenn, from India ; and Jani x\lli, R. Nol:)le's convert from
Islam itself, then a Cambridge undergraduate.
The principal impression conveyed by this Conference was that

fnforma'-"^

the Mohammedans had lieen almost universally neglected. The tion,

* How I Found Livinysttjne, p. 351.
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Part YI II. great American Missions in the East scarcely attempted to touch
1873-82. them; how little the C. M.S. had done there we have seen; and
lap^/o.

^Yxeve were no other agencies of importance. In West Africa the

Mohammedan population was reported as quite accessible, but no
Neglect one was attempting their evangelization. Even in India, where

among' religious liberty prevailed, and where important converts had been
Moslems, gained—as we have seen in several preceding chapters,—this

bi'anch of the work was scarcely at all cultivated. "The higher

Mohammedans are touched by no Mission," said Sell of Madras.
" Very little has been done among the Mohammedans in Bengal,"
said Long of Calcutta. And it was the same story everywhere.

Varied As to the bcst mcthods of reaching the Moslems, there was much
tomethod^ diversity of opinion, governed largely by the circumstances of the

particular fields from which the men had respectively come.
Those from India conti'asted the libert}' there with the hindrances

in the Turkish Empire, and urged that strength be thrown into

the Indian work ; while those from " the East " affirmed that India

and Africa were only the "outskirts" of Islam—it should be

attacked at the centre, and particularly where its sacred language,

Arabic, was the vernacular, as in Palestine. Some thought the

only way to reach the Moslems of the East was through the

Eastern Churches ; others, that the Eastern Churches were the

greatest obstacle to the evangelization of the Moslems. Striking

evidence was given by the Punjab men, especially by French, to

the fact that underneath the hard crust of Mohammedan pride and
bigotry there was often to be found a heart that craved for peace

and rest and holiness, and that the profounder parts of Scripture,

such as the First Epistle of St. John, seemed especially effective

in such cases. On the other hand, the men from West Africa

testified to the worthlessness of much of the supposed enlighten-

ment and civilization spreading over the Dark Continent by the

agency of the " missionaries " from the University of El Azhar at

Cairo.

And here it may be mentioned in passing that some remarkable
Islam in evidcuce touching the influence of Islam in Africa had appeared

Mrl's.' in the Intelligencer in the previous year. Mr. Knox had, in oi:ie

Smith's Qf Ijjg most incisive articles, reviewed Mr. Bosworth Smith's

Lectures on Moliammcd and Mohammcdnnism, very severely,

indeed too severely, and in some respects not quite fairly ; but,

in a valuable appendix to the article, he had marshalled the

decisive testimony of travellers like Lander, Barth, Schweinfurth,

Baker, and Livingstone, to the evils wrought in Africa liy Moham-
medanism and Mohammedans. It is, indeed, the fact of the

religion of Islam and its professors being indistinguishable in this

matter that differentiates their influence from that of Christianity

and Christians. Christians, so-called, have wrought untold evil

in Africa ; but what they have done has been in the very teeth

of the precepts and the spirit of the Christianity they have so

unworthily professed.
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After the Conference, General Lake prepared and submitted Part VIII.

plans for enlarged work in most of the fields represented at it, 1873-82.

which, after full discussion, were adopted. Africa was not P" *^'

omitted : it was proposed to make resolute efforts to carry the General

Gospel to the powerful Mohammedan nations, Mandigoes, Fulahs, ^?-'^^^%

T TT ii/> n- T n iTVT- A
plans for

and Hausas, both from bierra Leone and up the JNiger. As extension,

regards India, the Corresponding Committees at Calcutta, Madras,
and Bombay were directed to draft and submit proposals for new
work in the three Presidencies. Persia had already been dealt

with, as we shall see presently. In Pcxlestine, the Society was to c.M.s.to

accept Bishop Gobat's transfer to it of his Nablus Mission, his
Qobat^s^'

Diocesan School at Jerusalem, and other schools at Ramleh, work.

Lydd, &c. ; and, in addition to this, certain schools for the Druzes
which had been tentatively started in the Hauran by the Rev.
Dr. Parry were to be taken over ; and Jaffa and Acca were to be
occupied. The feeling was that Arabic work should be cultivated

rather than the Turkish work ; and while Koelle and the elder

Wolters were left to hold the fort at Constantinople and Smyrna,
the younger Wolters was transferred to Palestine.

The labour involved in maturing these plans and corresponding
aliout them with the different Missions may be said to have
robbed the Society of one of its most valued Secretaries, General
Lake. His health, which had latterly somewhat failed, gave way
under the strain, and the very same number of the Intelligencer

(March, 1876) which set forth the new plans also announced his

retirement ; and he died in the following year. His disappearance Death of

from Salisbury Square undoubtedly hindered the carrying out of Lake.*^^'

parts of the scheme ; and although the Society's work among
Mohammedans has largely developed since then, it has not been
altogether on the lines he laid down. Indeed it is a case, like Suspen-

so many others, in which the providence of God has not led plans',

the Society forward upon the exact path proposed even by the
wisest men. The year 1877 was a year of financial perplexity,

and of heavy retrenchment ; and just a month after Lake's death,
resolutions were adopted which possibly might not have been
adopted had he been still in office, but which certainly illustrate

the uncertainty of human plans. Not only were Constantinople
and Smyrna to be entirely abandoned, and the veterans there
withdrawn ; but two missionaries were to be also withdrawn from
Palestine, one of them being Klein, who was to retire to Germany
and there be employed upon linguistic work ; and Deimler's
Mohammedan Mission at Bombay was likewise to be discon-
tinued.

Plowever, retrenchments, even when ordered, are not always
carried out. One lady saved the Bombay Mohammedan Mission
by giving £1000. Koelle and Wolters stayed on at Constantinople
and Smyrna, as "retired" missionaries, still exercising what
influence they could ; and, although Wolters's work was almost
done, and he and his wife died at their post within three days of
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Part yill. each other, in 1882, Koelle's work was certainlj' not done, and

i?^'^"^^: presently he had the distinction of causing an ultimatum to be

f^'"'' presented to the Sultan by the British Ambassador at Constanti-

nople, as we shall see. But in Palestine, despite Klein's leaving.
Extension the work went on extending. Longley Hall had opened the

tinef Jaffa, new statiou at Jaffa; and in 1878 the second city in the Holy

Ham-'an
Land, the ancient and historic Gaza, was occupied by a converted
Jew, the Rev. A. W. Schapii'a. This last step was in consequence
of certain schools started at Gaza by an English gentleman,
Mr. Pritchett, being handed over to the Society. The schools

in the Hauran were flovu'ishing, though so far away from
immediate superintendence. Let us take one extract from
Bellamy's report in 1877, just to show what may be going on in

a pait of the INIission-ficld probably unknown to the Society's

whole constituency. It is a notice of the school at Sleim, close

to that strange island of basaltic rock in the midst of the great

plain called El Lejah, the "region of Argob" of the Old Testament
and the " region of Trachonitis " of the New, part of the domain
of Og, King of Bashan :

'•—
A mission " Fjiucy tliiity diildifn -bo^s and [,nrls—in a rdoin the llat stoiio roof

B^ash°'n"
of whicli I could almost toucli witli nij' liaud ; the doorway so low thiit

I had to stoop much to get in ; no light but what that doorway gave

;

not a seat nor a desk. The following were my notes of inspection :

—

Door, '.\\ feet hifjh ; room, 40 feet long, 8 wide. On register, 84 ; present,

30; 4 of these Greek Christian girls, the rest Druze boys. Have read
in 1st class Old Testament to '1 Sam., Proverbs, Psalms, Kcclesiastes,

four Gospels, and Romans. Answered well from both Old and New
Testaments, l.st. I'nd, and '{id classes (juoted many ver.ses from Scripture
by memory."

Bellamy was asked by the Druze sheikhs to start other schools
;

and others were started, and prospered still more. The day came
when the work had to be abandoned owing to Turkish inter-

ference ; but was that Divine seed sown in vain in those young
hearts ? There are, in fact, three agencies v/hich seem to be
especially important in Mohammedan lands, viz., medical missions,

women's work among women, and schools. The two former,
which now occupy a leading place in our Palestine work, bad
scarcely, if at all, been begun, in the period now under review;
but schools were doing most efficient service. In 1880-81, Canon
Tristram and Mr. Bickersteth visited the Mission, and the former,
on his return, presented to the Committee a valuable Report.!
He had not been content with sojourning at the chief stations :

he had gone among the villages, such as Kefr Kenna (Cana) and
Ophrah (Ephraim, John xi. 54), and inspected the schools there

;

and he was highly pleased with the majority, which were giving
Scriptural instruction to hundreds of boys and girls, INIoslems,

* Auother most interesting- report, with a full account of those strange
regions, appeared in the Iiifelligencer of February, 1881.

I Printed in the CM. Intelligencer, Septembe;r, 1881.
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Jews, Greeks, Syrians, any who liked to come. The Mohammedan Part Ylir.
children attending were numerous ; and some of the local Turkish 1873-82.

governors informed Dr. Tristram that they considered the Mission ^^^P- "^•

was greatly henefiting the people. Some of the men teachers '

were from the Diocesan School ; the women teachers mostly from
the Lebanon. "Our work in Palestine," wrote the Canon, "is
a real and vast one. I have visited thirty-five stations and out- " a real

stations
;
and I say without hesitation that the C.M.S. is saturating wo'^rk-'^^

the villages with Gospel knowledge
; and tlie result, under God's

blessing, must one day be vast. We are reaching the Moslem
youth of both sexes, and are doing a mighty work, 'not by might,
nor by power,' and if ever there was a time when we must hold
on, and go on, it is now." Canon Tristram reported with especial
warmth on the new Mission at Gaza, and also on Nablus, where one
of Gobat's men, the Eev. Christian Fallscheer, was labouring;
and it may here be added that in the following j^ear, on April 15th'
1882, a new church was opened at Nablus, in the presence of the
Princes Albert and George of Wales, who were then on their tour
in the Holy Land.
Canon Tristram's visit was made under a new episcopate.

Bishop Samuel Gobat entered into rest on May 11th, 1879, aged Death of

eighty. The beloved partner of his wanderings and sufferings in oobTt^
earlier days m Abyssinia, and of his thirty-three years' life as
bishop, died within three months, on August 1st. The peculiar
difficulties of Gobat's position at Jerusalem were explained in our
Forty-first Chapter. He certainly was not spared obloquy : few
men have had to bear more ; a " Protestant " bishop in the Holy
City was a cause of dire offence to too many. But a truer servant
of the Lord never walked this earth. He was appointed, it will
be remembered, by King Frederick William hi Prussia, and under
the original agreement it now became the turn of England to
appoint the bishop. Lord Beaconsfield was Premier, and he at
once, at Lord Shaftesbury's suggestion, offered the vacant see to
Canon Tristram. Such an appointment was an ideal one ; but
the Canon did not see his way clear to go, and in lieu of himself
mentioned the name of Dr. Barclay, who had previously been in Bishop
Palestine m connexion with the London Jews' Society, and who ^^''^'^y-

was accordingly chosen, and consecrated on July 25th, 1879.
His episcopate, however, only lasted two years. He died on
October 22nd, 1881. Longley Hall described him as "a very
fine example of the high-minded Enghsh bishop." His reputation,
unhappily, was injured by an extraordinarily injudicious and
ill-natured Biography, the authorship of which was well known
though never publicly acknowledged. The book was piuctically,'
and fortunately, killed by a crushing review written by Mr. Knoxm the Becord (June 22nd, 1883).
On New Year's Day, 1880, all England was startled by the ^"/'^"tnews that Lord Beaconsfield had sent an ultimatum to the

^ ''

Sultan of Turkey on account of a gross violation of treaties.
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Part VIII. Dr. Koelle, as before stated, did not quit Constantinople when
1873-82. {^j-^g Mission was formally abandoned in 1877, but continued
Ch ap. 75.

j.ggjjj^-ig there as a retired missionary, and occupying himself

with literary work, and with such private intercourse with

Turks as was possible. In 1879 he was translating the Prayer-

book into Turkish for the S.P.C.K., and was assisted in this

Case of work by a very distinguished Ulema, Ahmed Tewfik, a pro-

Tewfik. fessor and lecturer in leading mosques, and who had expounded

the Koran before the Sultan. This Ulema was much interested

in Christianity, hut had not given any sign of personal conviction.
Koelle One day, both Koelle and Ahmed Tewfik were arrested in

the street by order of the Minister of PoHce, Hafiz Pasha,

one of the officials who had been denounced by name in a

famous despatch from Lord Beaconsfield's Government for his

share in the Bulgarian atrocities. After six hours' detention,

Koelle was released, but his bag of books and papers was de-

Ahmed tained, and the Ulema was thrown into an unhealthy dungeon.

kiiS's'^oned Appeal was at once made to the British Ambassador, Sir Henry
Layard. INIissionaries do not shrink from suffering in the cause

of Christ, or even dying, if need be ; but in a country where

British sul^jects are specially protected by special treaties, and

where the treaties guarantee religious li])erty, they are right to

follow St. Paul's example when he claimed his privileges as a

Eoman citizen. On Sir H. Layard failing to obtain redress, or

the release of Ahmed Tewfik—who had been condenmed to death

by a council of INIoslem mullahs,—the British Government
ordered ships to the Dardanelles to overawe the Porte. The
Sultan then gave way, promising, " out of his regard for England,"

to exercise "clemency"; the books were restored, hut with the

name of Christ in every page blotted out; and Ahmed Tewfik was
and exiled, to bc "removed to an island for safety," that is to say, exiled

from his family and placed under surveillance at Scio. Such was
the punishment meted out—treaties and British sacrifices in

Turkey's behalf, notwithstanding—to one who had only assisted

a missionary in linguistic work. What would have been his fate

if he had asked for baptism? Moreover, Hafiz Pasha, whose

dismissal Sir H. Layard had demanded, was, on the contrary,

rewarded with the grand cordon of the Order of the Medjidie.

He But, about a year after, Ahmed Tewfik contrived to escape
escapes,

^^.^^^^ ^^-^ g^g^^.^^g j^j-^^j ^q reach England, whither Koelle had already

come. He was now fully convinced of the truth of the Gospel,

and desired to give his life to advocate and defend it among his

countrymen by mouth and pen ; but he still shrank from the

ordeal of final separation from wife and children (who were still

at Constantinople) which would be involved in his baptism. At

last, however, after a prolonged mental struggle, he made up his

confesses mind to confcss Christ openly, and this "postkmnOus child" (as
Christ, Koelle expressed it) of the C.M.S. Turkish Mission was publicly

is baptized, baptized on November 11th, 1881, at St. Paul's, Onslow Square,
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by Mr. Webb-Peploe ; tbe three "witnesses " being Mrs. Webb- PartYIII.

Peploe, Sir William Muir, and the nonagenarian Archdeacon ^^^'~^^:

Philpott, father-in-law of Koelle. But the end of the story is
ChapJ'o.

mournful. In 1883, the Society arranged for Ahmed Tewfik to

go to Egypt, which was now in British occupation, and whither

Mr. Klein had been sent to open a new Mission. There he was
got hold of by the Moslems, behaved very strangely (was he

drugged'?), and ultimately went back to Scio and gave himself up
to the Turkish authorities there as a prisoner who ought not to

have escaped. That is all we know. Many prayers went up to what

God in his behalf ; and though beyond the reach of Christian hfrnT*"
°

influence, he was not beyond the reach of the Divine Arm.
More we cannot say.

There is one Mohammedan land, in which the Society has a

deeply-interesting Mission, which as yet has only been casually

mentioned. It remains now, therefore, to introduce Persia. Persia.

Headers of this History are aware that Persia was one of the

first Mission-fields thought of by the infant " Society for Missions c.m.s.

to Africa and the East." They will not have forgotten, either, ^"'^ ^^'^^•«'

Henry Martyn's memorable sojourn there in 1811, and the

earnest desire of the Committee to carry on at least his trans-

lational work after his death, and the new fount of type, for

printing the Persian character better, which the C.M.S. designed,

ordered, paid for, and placed at the disposal of the Bible Society."

Nor will they have forgotten that the Society owed some valuable

missionaries to Persia—or rather, perhaps we should say, to

Russia, seeing that it was Eussian intolerance that expelled from
North-western Persia the Basle men who afterwards joined the

C.M.S.—among whom were Pfander, Hoernle, and Wolters.

Yet the Society iiever attempted to invade Persia in the name
of the Lord until, if w^e may so say, its hand was forced by
one zealous missionary, Robert Bruce. Meanwhile a vigorous

American Presbyterian Mission had been carried on since 1829 American

among the Nestorians of Western Persia, but the language of '^^'°"-

those parts is Turkish, and the Persian tongue was not used by
the Americans till recent years.

Mr. Bruce was a missionary in the Punjab from 1858 to 1868,
first at Narowal, which station he opened, and then in the Derajat.

Finding the importance of the Persian language for intercourse

with the higher classes on the Afghan Frontier, he obtained leave,

when returning to India in 1869 after his first furlough, to go via Bruce to

Persia and spend a year there. On his suggesting this, Mr. Venn p^""^'^-

said, " I am so thankful for this opening : it is one of those things

we looked for in vain in times past, but which God is giving us
now." But only a visit was contemplated. Whatever Venn may
have had in his mind, the Committee had no thought of a Persia

* See Chapters YII., VIII., X.
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PartVTIT. Mission. Bruce, however, proceeded to the old capital, Ispahan,
1873-S2. ;,,nd took up his residence at Julfa, the Armenian quarter, in which
Chap^/o.

ciii^igtians were allowed to live ; and at the end of the year, he got

Bruce leave to stay a second, with a view to his revising Martyn's Persian

atTuHa°" ^^^^ Testament; but he was to proceed to India in May, 1871.

In April, when he was preparing to go, and yet praying that if it

were the Lord's will he might be even yet permitted to stay, nine

Mohammedan Persians with whom he had had much converse
• asked for baptism. Taking this as God's direction to him to stop,

and assuming the Society's consent, he took a house for another

year. The Committee were perplexed, and not pleased, but they

Great yielded ; and in the ensuing winter came a terrible famine in

famine. Persia. Unexpectedly, and to Bruce's surprise, two telegrams

reached him, from men he had never heard of liefore : one from

Colonel Haig at Calcutta, and the other from Pastor Haas of

Remark- Stuttgardt ; both offering to send money for famine relief. The

fi'r famme Wurtemberg Pastor afterwards wrote, " We know Mohammed
•-I'ef- taught his followers to hate Christians, but Jesus taught us to

love our enemies, and we have collected this money in small sums
from the poor Germans, and we hope you will distribute it among
Jews, Christians, and Mohammedans without distinction." That

unknown Pastor sent Bruce £4600 ! and altogether, from Ger-

many and India and England, Bruce received, and dispensed,

£16,000. Subsequently Pastor Haas raised £1700 more to start

an orphanage.
Steps Other providential circumstances were gradually opening the

pe'^s^'^^ way for the future Persia Mission. In 1872, George Maxwell
Mission. Gordon travelled to India rid Persia, and wrote very strongly of

the good work being done by Mr. and Mrs. Bruce. In 1873 the

Shah visited England, and the Society presented a memorial to

him praying for religious liberty. About the same time, the

Armenians begged Bruce to open a school, and a Native of Julfa,

who had l)een educated in England, and had been master of the

C.M.S. school at Nasik under W. S. Price, was obtained to take

charge of it. Still the Committee, despite the personal influence

of Mr. Wright and General Lake in favour of a new Mission, could

not see that the door was really an open one ; but they reluctantly

yielded, again and again, to Bruce's appeals for leave to stay " six

months more." At last, when he came to England in 1875, they

were convinced by his cogent reasonings, and after earnest prayer.
The on June 14th in that year, they passed a resolution adopting the

aJo^p^'ed. Persia Mission. When General Lake's Mohammedan Conference,

therefore, met in the following October, this new development of

C.M.S. work among Mohammedans was already an accomplished

fact.

Great satisfaction was felt and expressed throughout the C.M.S.
circle that the Society now had a recognized Mission in the

country of Cyrus and Nehemiah and Queen Esther ; and very

warm was the applause at Exeter Hall at the next May INIeeting
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when Persia was for the first time referred to as an acknowledged Part VIII.

field of labour. All felt that the best memorial to Henry Martyn |^73-82.

would be a strong Persia Mission. Strong, however, it was not, ^''^H^"-^-

for many years, even if it may relatively be called so now. No
missionary was sent to Bruce's aid until 1879, when the Rev. E. F.
Hoernle, M.B., an Edinburgh medical man, and a son of the Dr.

veteran missionary in India whom the Society originally owed to
^°^''"^^-

Persia, went out to establish a Medical Mission. In 1881, Bruce
again came home, bringing his revised New Testament in Persian ;

Bruce's

and in due course, after careful further revision by Professor E. H. New'^"
Palmer, it was published by the Bible Society. The University Testament

of Dul)lin conferred on the zealous missionary it had given to the
East the degree of D.D. honorh causa. He still, however, urged
upon the Committee the claim of Persia to a larger share of the
Society's men, and means, and prayers. It was, he said,
" neglected in the daily ministration." Colonel Stewart, also,

the enterprising traveller in Central Asia, and a devout Christian,
pressed on the Society the great value of the work already done,
and the importance of doing more. In 1882, when the new epoch
of extension and enlargement in C.M.S. history was commencing,
fresh steps were taken for the evangelization of the Persians ; but
these will come more suitably in a future chapter.

What Dr. Bruce has often said of Persia is applicable, more or
less, to all these Mohammedan Missions. " I am not reaping the
harvest ; I scarcely claim to be sowing the seed ; I am hardly
ploughing the soil ; but I am gathering out the stones. TJiat, too, Gathering

is missionary w^ork : let it be supported by loving sympathy and s"one^s!

fervent prayer."



CHAPTER LXXVI.

IxDiA: Dioceses of Calcutta and Bombay.

Lord Northbrook and his Successors—The Prince of"\A'^ales in India

—

Bishops Milman and Johnson— C. M.S. Missions—Story of Jadu
Bindu Ghose—Colleges closed for lack of Men—Hooper's Divinity

College at Allahabad—Vaughan in Nuddea—The Struggle with

Caste—^J.
Welland—Church Councils—Diocese of Bombay : Bishop

Douglas—C.M.S. Western India Mission—The Theosophists—Lord
Ripon's Education Commission—Decennial Missionary Conference

at Calcutta.

Part VIII.
1873-82.

Chap. 76.

India

:

review by
dioceses.

Lord
Nortli-
brook.

'' TheLorddothhuildup. . . . He gathevethtygetherihe outcasts."—Ps. cxlvii. 2.

'^' He ruiacfh up the poor out of flic dust, and lifteth up the heggar from the

dinighill, to set iheui among priiica^."— 1 Sam. ii. 8.

N the preceding Part of this History, deahng Avith the

period 1862-72, we reviewed the Missions in India

and their environment topically. In the present Part,

it will be more convenient to take them geographically.

First, Bengal, and the North-West and Central Pro-

vinces, which formed part of the Diocese of Calcutta during the

first half of our period, and the whole of it after 1877 ; and the

Presidency and Dipcese of Bombay. Secondly, the Punjab, which

(with Sindh) became in 1877 the Diocese of Lahore. Thirdly,

South India, comprising the Diocese of Madras, and including

Travancore and Cochin, which became a new diocese in 1879.

Then we will devote a separate chapter to the Missions to the

Hill Tribes—which have not yet been described, although they

had been begun in previous periods, i^nother chapter will be

devoted to certain important ecclesiastical questions, which were

burning at this time.

From 1872 to 1876, the Viceroy of India w^as Lord Northbrook,

sent out by Mr. Gladstone. It was he who, when Under-

Secretary in Sir Charles Wood's time, had drafted the great

Educational Despatch of 1854, noticed in om' Forty-sixth Chapter-

He was a nephew of Bishop Baring of Durham, and a hearty

supporter of Missions ;"-' and when, not approving of Mr. Disraeli's

* T. V. French wrote in 1873:—"Church matters, I may almost say

religio'us matters, are rather looking up since the exemplary and highly

-

esteemed Lord Northbrook succeeded to the unhappy though able Lord

Mayo."

—

Life (f Bishop FreyicJ', vol. i. p. 313.
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Afghan policy, he returned home before his full time was up, he PARxViri.

at once put his name down as a subscriber to the C.M.S. of £100 187;^S2.

a year. It was during his Viceroyalty that the great Bengal Chap^76.

Famine of 1874 took place, but so successful were his measures, Bengal

and those of Sir E. Temple, to cope with the danger, that very few Famine,

deaths occurred among the many millions of people atfected. The
C.M.S. Famine Fund, amounting to over £10,000, proved to be
for the most part not wanted—^indeed it could only be used, as it

was used, for the subsequent support of orphans ; and a large

balance remained for use in other famines.

Northbrook was succeeded by Lord Lytton, a man of totally Lord

different character, some of whose actions, both public and private,
^y"°"-

were much regretted even by his own friends. It fell to him to

proclaim (January 1st, 1877) Queen Victoria's new title of Empress
of India—a title vehemently protested against in England, notably
by Lord Shaftesbury and the Record, but which quickly came into

general acceptance. Lord Lytton retired when Mr. Gladstone again
became Premier in 1880, and he was succeeded by the Marquis of Lord

Kipon, who, being a Eoman Catholic, was by no means welcome ^'p°"-

to the C.M.S. circle. Some friends wished the Society to send a
formal protest to the Queen ; but the Committee declined to do
this. In the event, Lord Eipon's Viceroj'alty was useful in one
respect at least ; for he was favourable to an educational policy
which the Society approved, as we shall see hereafter. Both he
and Lady Eipon visited the Missions in a kindly spirit. In 1883,
being in Kashmir, they invited the missionaries there to dinner,
inquired about all branches of the work, and, with their suite,

contributed to it no less than Es. 1100.
Some of tbe other rulers of the period were hearty friends of other

Missions. Sir E. Temple was successively Lieutenant-Governor
of Bengal and Governor of Bombay, and in both capacities showed
his friendliness. Sir E. Egerton and Sir Charles Aitchison were
successively Lieutenant-Governors of the Punjab, and the latter

especially identified himself with the cause. Mr. (afterwards Sir)

Eivers Thompson, who became Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal in

1882, was a member of the Calcutta Corresponding Committee,
and so was Mr. (afterwards Sir) Charles Bernard, Secretary to

the Government. Perhaps if more men like these had been in

power at the time of the Prince of Wales's visit to India in 1875-6, '^HJV'^':^
1 • 1 i 1 1 n T T T ,. 1 -vT of Wales s
he might have been allowed to see a little more of the JNative visit to

Christians who are among the most loyal of the Queen's Indian
^"'^'^'

subjects. In Tinnevelly and the Punjab alone were they permitted
to come near him. At Calcutta, a Bengali Bible for presentation The Prince

to him had to be conveyed to him surreptitiously. At Benares fro"m^'^^'^

and Agra, he was going to visit the Christian villages, Sigra and ^?^"f „
Secundra, but Sir John Strachey, Lieutenant-Governor of the
North-^Yest Provinces, struck both visits out of the programme.
" The grim spectre of religious neutrality was conjured up. It

would have been a breach of neutrality if the Prince had visited
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Part VIII. mission churches as well as Hindu temples ; it would have been a
1873-82. breach of neutrality if he had shown the same condescension to
Chap. 76. niissionaries as to Brahmans and fakirs." ^= It was not the Prince's

Not the own fault ; and when, in driving through Benares, his carriage

^uiT^^ /;,ftfZ to pass the Baptist Mission compound, and the C.M.S. school-

children from Sigra (who had been kindly invited there to see

him pass) sang " God save the Queen," he himself cried " Halt !

"

and insisted on waiting while three little Sigra girls came to the

carriage and presented a lace handkerchief of their own making
Nor Sir

^
for the Princess. Nor was it the fault of his suite. Sir Bartle

B. Frere's ]Hi^,gj.Q^ ^y^Q accompanied him throughout as his chief guide, con-

trived to put before him the address of the Benares missionaries

which they were not allowed to present, and was directed by him
to send a cordial reply. At Lucknow, where the Prince spent a

Sunday and attended the garrison church. Canon Duckworth, his

chaplain, preached on the duty of England to give India the

Gospel, and strongly commended the C.M.S. Lucknow Mission, to

wdiich the offertory was devoted. And at Agra, Sir B. Frere,

Canon Duckworth, and several other gentlemen of the suite drove

out to Secundra, and expressed their hearty admiration of the

orphanage and its industrial work. These tokens of interest, and

not the cold "neutrality" of the Indian ofldcials, were in ac-

Thc Prince cordaucc witli the Prince's own Eeply to an Address presented to
and C.M.S.

j,^-^^ |^y ^j-^g C.M.S. before he left England. Sir W. Knollys thus

wrote to Lord Chichester in his name :

—

'• His Royal Highness requests your Lordship to be the medium of

assuring the Society that her Majesty's sentiments, as declared in her

proclamation on assuming the direct Government of India, are equally

participated in by himself, and he trusts that no encouragement will

ever be wanting on his part to favour the efforts of the missionaries of

the Church who have left their homes to teach the Natives of India
' The Truths of Christianity and the Solace of Religion.'

•' If so rapid a success has not attended the labours and zeal of tbe

labourers in so wide a vineyard as their disinterested efforts woukl seem

to have merited, his R<iyal Highness ventures to appeal to the good tlia'.

has been already done as an earnest of what will follow.

" Taking the statistics of your Address, his Royal Highness feels that

7o,000 of our fellow-creatures, raised from the most abject condition, and

redeemed from the most debasing errors, are facts for our congratulation,

and may be placed to the credit of those hardworking missionaries whose

efforts have thus far been attended with success.

"His Royal Highness desires to i-eturn his grateful thanks for the

prayers of the Society for his health while absent, and for his safe return

to England."

But in Tinnevelly and the Punjab the meetings of the Prince

with the Native Christians were memorable occasions. The

former we shall see when we come to South India. The latter

The Prince took place at Amritsar on January 24th, 1876. General Reynell
atAmritsar n[ig^y^Qj,

^^3,3 Commissioner of the Amritsar District at the time,

* G. Knox in CJf . luieWgencer, April, 1876.
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Part VIII. official act was an address in Hindustani to a large gathering of
1873-82. leading Natives, including Afghan chiefs who had come fifty miles
Chapj76.

^Q ^^ggj. ^i^g Christian " Chief Moulvie." Then he hroke down,
was taken by his chaplain, Mr. Jacob (now Bishop of Newcastle),

to Eawal Pindi, and died on March 15th, looking, in the language

of his last words, for " the glorious liberty of the children of God."
Bishop Milman's successor was Archdeacon E. E. Johnson of Chester,

who was privileged to hold the see for tw^enty-one years—an
episcopate nearly equal in length to Daniel Wilson's. The Diocese

of Calcutta had previously enjoyed the unique distinction of being

able to boast that every one of its eight bishops died at his post.

Bishop Johnson alone was spared to retire, and that only on
account of weakened health. During his episcopate the Diocese

of Calcutta was, at last, rendered less overwhelming by the

formation of the Dioceses of Eangoon, Lahore, Lucknow, and
Chota Nagpore, under various arrangements to be explained

hereafter. Another event of importance was the advent of the
Oxford Oxford Mission to Calcutta in 1880, which, though avowing
Mission,

(^loctrinal and ecclesiastical principles far removed from those of

the C.M.S., must be cordially recognized as having quickly gained

an influence for good over the educated Hindus.

c.M.s. During the decade now under review, the C.M.S. Missions in

North" Bengal and the North-West Provinces continued much crippled
India. \y^ \^q inadequacy of the staff. The faithful German veterans,

Hoernle, Droese, Daeuble, Eeuther, Fuchs, Bkimhardt, were
getting old, and some died. Erhardt, and the brothers Stern, and
the brothers Baumann, and the three younger Hoernles, and the

younger Leupolt and Blumhardt, and Gmehn, and Zenker, and
Weber, were doing vigorous work. But the Englishmen were few
indeed. B. Davis and J. W. Stuart were the only English veterans

in the North-West all the time, but Hooper came presently from
the Punjab. Vines worked nobly at Agra until his death at the

age of forty. Ellwood, J. A. Lloyd, Durrant, and Hackett, were
the leading younger men in that part of the diocese. A. H.
Wright and E. J. Bell were excellent schoolmasters. Champion
was at Jabalpur in the -Central Provinces. Bengal was much
better off, in appearance, with such names as E. C. Stuart, A. P.

Neele, J. Welland, J. Vaughan, S. Dyson, A. Clifford, W. E.
Blackett, H. P. Parker, H. WiUiams ; but the men bearing those

names were not all there together. Stuart's health compelled
him to seek another sphere of service in New Zealand, and he
was succeeded in the Calcutta Secretaryship by Welland ; Clifford

assisting in the Old Church. While Welland was taking furlough,

D. T. Barry, who was in India on temporary service, conducted
the Secretary's office. Vaughan took charge of the Krishnagar
District when Blumhardt died and Neele came home. Dyson had
the Cathedral Mission College, but returned to England in 1878.
Parker succeeded Welland as Secretary, on the latter's death in
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1879. Blackett began the Divinity Class at Krishnagar which Part VIII.
subsequently developed into the Calcutta Divinity School. 1873-83.

The varied work in Calcutta, evangelistic, pastoral, educational, ChapJ^e.

has been described before. In 1874, the Calcutta Church Mis- work at
sionary Association, which conducted the bulk of the purely Calcutta.

evangelistic work, and which was founded by T. Thomason in
Bishop Heber's time, celebrated its Jubilee. Its Eeport, drawn
up by Dr. C. Baumann, described the vast change that had taken
place in the half-century. "Fifty years ago," it said, "the deep
darkness of Heathendom had been unbroken by the feeblest ray
of light. Idolatry and superstition reigned with a sway absolute
and unquestioned. The people looked on us as a nation of cruel
atheists, and regarded any instruction we might offer them with
disdain or fear. Very few knew English. There were few
translations of our books into their tongues, and scarcely a true
missionary school in the whole of India." It is a retrospect like
this that makes us realize a Httle the greatness of the progress
achieved.

Yes, it is "after many days" that the "bread cast upon the
waters " is found. And this principle applies both to general
movements in the dnection of moral and intellectual enlighten-
ment and to direct efforts for the conversion of souls. Let one
illustration be given under the latter head. About the time when
the fifty years just referred to commenced, the accompHshed
L.M.S. missionary, Alphonse Lacroix, was preaching in the
streets of Calcutta, as he constantly did without seeing fruit to
his labours. A young Hindu named Jadu Bindu Ghose stopped story of

to hear him one day for a few minutes, and then went on his way, ^^^^^^
but carried away with him a sense of sin, planted in his heart by Gh"ose.

the Omnipotent Spirit of God. The feeling seemed to die away

;

but after several years it revived when some adversity came upon
him. Then he gave up everything and became a pilgrim and a
beggar, and wandered over India, from shrine to shrine, in search a long
of peace. At one time he joined the Brahmo Samaj, but its ^l^'^f

^°''

teachings failed to take from him the sense of sin which he could
not shake off; so he left it, became a devotee again, and went to
Benares, to visit in turn its two thousand shrines. At last he sat
down in despair, crying, " What more can I do than I have done ?

yet there is no peace." Not long after, being again in Calcutta,
he wandered into Trinity Church. Mr. Vaughan was preaching
on the Saviour who died for sinners. He noticed the white-haired
stranger—for it was now nearly fifty years since, as a young man,
Jadu Bindu Ghose had listened to Lacroix. Directly after the
service, the old man came to Vaughan, burst into tears, and
exclaimed, "This is what I have been longing to hear so long." His con-

How he went away with a BengaU Bible ; how he returned in
''^'^'°"-

two months with it almost (so to speak) at his fingers' ends ; how
he faced the ordeal of confessing Christ openly in baptism-; how
he bore the torrent of curses from familv and friends, saving to

K 2
^
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Part VIII. Vaughan, "0 Sahib, the love of Jesus has ravished my heart "

;

1873-82. \xQys he became a consistent Christian and a zealous evangelist ;
—

Chap. 76.
j-(^jg]-^j; i^Q ^q|(^ g^^ great length. But these few lines sufficiently

convey the moral."''

But the inadequate supply of men prevented some useful

agencies from being persevered in. In 1880 it was determined

Colleges to close the Cathedral Mission College, which had been started
closed for under Bishop Cotton's auspices in 1865 with John Barton as

men, Principal—to whom S. Dyson had succeeded. This, it will be

remembered, was the epoch of severe retrenchment ; but it was
not on financial grounds that the College was closed, for it was
maintained on Bishop Wilson's trust fund (with, of course, the

fees and Government grants). But, to keep it going properly,

three Europeans as professors were necessary ; and the men were
not forthcoming. It was true that even the scanty supply of

missionaries qualified for such work gave the C.M.S. a larger

number of such men than any other Society ; but no other Society

had anything like the same number of important posts to fill.

Calcutta, also, was now fairly supplied with Christian institutions

of the kind ; so it was felt that the College there could be spared,

while St. John's College at Agra, the Noble College at Masuli-

patam, and many High Schools elsewhere, could not be spared.

One other High School, however, was sacrificed about the same
time, that at Allahabad under Brocklesby Davis ; but this was
one of the financial retrenchments. But it so happened, after

but re- all, that in neither case did it prove necessary to part with the

ofvinlty^ buildings ; and those at Calcutta and Allahabad were put to one
Schools, and the same purpose. W. E. Blackett had gone out to India

expressly to begm a Divinity School for Bengal ; and Dr. Hooper
had been brought down from Lahore to start a similar institution

for the North-West Provinces. The former was commenced on a

small scale at Krishnagar ; but when the College buildings at

Calcutta were free, it was arranged to devote them to its service.

Similarly, Hooper projected his theological school at Benares, but

ultimately it was located in the college at Allahabad, while Davis

went to Benares and took charge of Jay Narain's School. The
result was, in each case, that buildings previously used for the

education of non-Christians were now applied to the training of

Christian evangelists and pastors ; and although both branches

of educational work are necessary, the latter indicates a more
advanced Mission.

When French established the Lahore Divinity College, he meant
it to supply men for all Upper India. But Hooper, who succeeded

* The narrative is given in Yaughan's Trident, Crescent, and Cross, p. 244;

and in the CM. Gleaner of April, 187!*. In the same volunie of the Cleaner

(October No.) there is a most touching account of another Calcutta

Chi-istian, a blind man in the alms-house, who in fifteen years had brought

fifty two of his fellow-pensioners to Christ. But these true narratives are

numberless.
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French as Principal, had previously worked at Benares; and he PartYIII.

felt that the Lahore College could not adequately su23ply the needs 1873-82.

of the Gangetic Valley. French, as before explained, used the ^P"
'

Urdu language as the medium of instruction at Lahore. This,

said Hooper, is right, because in the Punjab Mohammedanism is

strong, and " the theology of Mohammedans is expressed through

the medium of Urdu, in terms borrowed from the Arabic "; but

it failed to prepare the men for work among Hindus, because
" Hindu theology finds expression through the medium of Hindi,

in terms borrowed from the Sanskrit." The theological phrase-

ology, therefore, of a Lahore man would scarcely be understood

by the pundits of Benares. Hence the necessity for a separate

Divinity School in the vast field where Hinduism was dominant.

Hooper's plans for it, as expounded by himself,''' were extremely Hooper's

interesting. For instance, while, with French, he felt the im-
a'^"^'^"'^

portance of Hebrew at Lahore, on account of its affinity with Divinity

Arabic, he urged that Greek, having relations with Sanskrit,

would be more appreciated at Benares. However, after twelve

months' preliminary work at Benares, the new College was moved St. Paul's

to Allahabad, as before explained, and was opened there on AUahabad.
February 2nd, 1882 ; and then Hooper and his Vice-Principal,

H. M. M. Hackett, fomid that, in view of the fact that they were
to prepare, not only evangelists for the Hindu population, but
pastors for numerous Christian congregations, and that many of

these congregations were Urdu-speaking, it was necessary to

combine to some extent the two systems. An interesting incident

followed the opening of the College. On its front was painted
" St. Paid's Divinity School," and also inscriptions in Hindi and
Urdu, the former meaning "Abode of the knowledge of God." ''Abode of

These words attracted four Hindu devotees who had been attend- ledge of^

ing the great ineXa held annually at the confluence of the Ganges 0°^."

and Jumna, just below the city ; and they came in "to meet with
God." After a long and interesting conversation they went away,
taking St. Luke's and St. John's Gospels in Hindi, and Hooper
saw them no more ; but in the following year a young man wdio

was l^aptized owed his first impressions to that same inscrip-

tion. From the first, the College was an evangelistic agency
as well as a place of education. Preaching tours were made by
the Principal and students, and year by year Hooper reported
interesting baptisms. One of them was that of an old pundit,

Janaki Datt. So far back as 1874, Hooper had met him on a Janaki

public road, turned back and walked with him some distance, and
when he could go no further that way, stood with him on a little

bridge and prayed with him. Hooper had quite forgotten the

circumstance until reminded of it seven years afterwards by the

pundit himself whom now he had the privilege to baptize. Janaki
Datt became a most zealous evangelist.

* In the CM. Intelligencer, May, 1880.
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Part VIII.
1873-82.

Chap. 76.

Bengal
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The Bengal Divinity School, started by W. E. Blackett at

Krishnagar, and afterwards moved to Calcutta, did not aim so

high as those at Allahabad and Lahore. It was then chiefly

needed to train agents for the Krishnagar or Nuddea district,

and much scholarship would have been superfluous among the

poor Christians there. But it is this district which, in the history

of the decade, calls for most particular notice.

We have before seen how disappointing had been the results of

the promising movement of 1838. For many years Blumhardt
and his colleagues laboured with true German perseverance

among the five thousand nominal Christians scattered among the

villages of the great flat plain. But the spiritual life of the people,

even where it could be said to exist at all, was of the lowest

;

and, as explained in our Fifty-fifth Chapter, the old German
missionaries, good and kind as they were, were not the men to

foster self-administration and self-support in the Church. Now
and then a few encouraging facts would l)e mentioned, particularly

when A. P. Neele was in charge in 1873-75 ; and F. Gmelin,

who was a very efficient training-master, produced good teachers

for the schools, which were much helped at this time by a con-

tribution of £500 a year received yearly from St. Peter's, Eaton
Square, through the Eev. G. H. Wilkinson (afterwards Bishop of

Truro and now of St. Andrew's)—the gift really of one individual

donor who had interests in Bengal. But all the while, there

was much in the district that was discouraging ; and the untoward
influences resulted in a serious conflict when Vaughan took charge

in 1877.

James Vaiighan was a remarkable missionary. He was a

native of Hull, and the only child of a praying mother. As a boy
he caused her much anxiety, but one night she went and poured
out her heart to God at his bedside while he lay asleep. In the

morning he awoke with a feeling of awe and a new sense of sin.

The Spirit of God was at work, and his conversion dated from

that day. After a few years in a business calling, he became a

Scripture-reader under the Eev. J. Deck, and ultimately, with an

intimate friend, Ashton Dibb, approached the C.M.S. They were
received into Islington College, and in 1854 were ordained

together. One went to Tinnevelly, the other to Bengal.

Vaughan laboured zealously in Calcutta, among all classes from
educated Brahmans to lepers and scavengers, for nineteen years

without taking furlough. He was distinguished alike for intel-

lectual power and spiritual devotion, and won universal respect

;

and when at length he came to England in 1874, his speeches and
his remarkable book. The Trident, the Crescent, and the Cross, at

' once showed that he was no common man. Instead of going

back to the Native congregation of Trinity Church, Calcutta, which
he had gradually built up, and which now had a Native pastor (a

convert of Dufl"'s, the Eev. Piari Mohan Eudra), Vaughan was
commissioned to take charge of the Nuddea District ; and as the
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supervision of the pastoral and school work would absorb all his Part VIII.

energies, a young Islington man (the first "Gospeller" at St. 1873-82.

Paul's from the College), Henry Williams; was sent with him, to
^^" *^-

open up new and systematic evangelistic itineration.

In going round the district, Vaughan was struck by the frequent yaughan

mention of "Hindu Christians," "Mussulman Christians," and
" Mochie Christians"; and these phrases turned out to be only
one symptom of the existence and recognition of old caste distinc-

tions. The " Mochies," in particular, were skinners and leather-

workers, and therefore regarded as unclean by the caste people

;

and those who w^ere Christians were excluded from the churches, caste

their children even being unbaptized, because the pastors feared ^^^^^
to offend the congregations. Here, he thought, is the secret of the Christian

failure of Krishnagar : Caste has eaten the vitals out of the munity.
Church, as it did half a century ago in the South.* He resolved

to bring together delegates from all the congregations for con-

ference, which would enable him to observe their conduct towards
each other, and also be an informal preliminary to the formation
of a regular Church Council. The meeting was at Bollobhpur, in

the heart of the district, in October, 1877. The Mochie Chris-

tians sent their delegates, and an outbreak of bitter feeling imme-
diately ensued. The rest would neither sit down to eat if they
ate at the same time, nor join the Conference if they were present,

nor receive the Lord's Supper with them. They said to Vaughan,
" Does our salvation depend on our eating with these unclean
folk? " " No," replied Vaughan, " but the point is. Why won't
you eat with them?" ''Because we hate them." "Exactly
so, and that is why it is contrary to the spirit of Christ." He
declined to send the Mochies away; and " that night," he wrote,

"witnessed the disruption of the Mission. The churches were Disruption

deserted ; the children were removed from the schools ; and as we
Mi^ss^on

passed from village to village, scowls and revilings were our
portion."

Then, in Vaughan's words still, "the vultures of Eome scented Romanist

the prey." Several priests suddenly appeared, and said to the
^s^''^^^'°"-

people, " Your Sahibs wish to destroy your caste
;
join us, and

you may keep it. Your Sahibs tell you not to work on Sundays
;

join us, and you may work Sundays as well as week-days. Your
Sahibs won't marry your girls till they are twelve years old

;
join

us, and you shall do as you like." Money also was poured out
freely ; and many hundreds joined the Eomanists. The priests,

however, insisted on re-baptizing them ; and this they resented
;

and presently nearly all came back again. Some Baptist Native Baptists

agents also appeared, and began " sheep-stealing "; but this was
R^o'lnanists

soon stopped. The Baptist Society at home, on being appealed
to, sent out strict orders that the C.M.S. districts were not to be en-

tered. On the other hand, the Romanists, on being expostulated

* See Vol. I., p. 300.
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PartYIII. with for disturbing the professing Christians instead of preaching

oh'^^^^vfi
to the Heathen, rephed in these words :

—
" We do not go to the

'^P' Heathen, because they may possibly be saved by the hght of

reason ; but we are sure that you Protestants must perish, and so
we come to you." ''-

Calcutta Meanwhile, Vaughan appealed to Native brethren at Calcutta

in Nuddea. to go dowu and exercise their persuasive powers, and three men
went, the Rev. Piari Mohan Rudra, the Eev. Raj Kristo Bose, and
the old man lohose story occiqned an early jMge of this chafter, Jadn
Bindu Ghose. God blessed their visit ; Jadu Bindu especially

impressing the people by his intense earnestness and his joy in

Christ. At one place the old patriarch encountered a Roman
priest, who was enticing and l)ribing some of the Christians to

join him. " In burning words he called upon him to repent of his

sins, to forsake his refuge of lies, and to lay hold on the only hope
of sinners." Six months after, another Conference was held, and
again at Bollobhpur ; and though some held aloof, the great

Victory majority came. The church was crammed ; there were 133 com-

prejudfc^e.^ municants, including several Mochies ; and at the great common
meal, spread in the open-air, all partook together—a veritable

love-feast. The day's discussions and services were closed with a
fervent spiritual address by the aged convert, Jadu Bindu Ghose.
Thus the little seed sown half a century before by the open-air
preacher was now bearing rich fruit.

And now occurred a striking proof of the genuine Christianity
of the Mochies. Having had their position in the Church vindi-

cated, they met together, and resolved to remove all occasion of

otfence by giving up their trade and becoming simple cultivators.

Their worldly loss by this step was not small. But the evil

in the Church was only scotched, not killed ; and even this

generous act did not conciliate the more bitter and bigoted of
Visit of the objectors. When the Bishop of Calcutta visited the district

fohnson. ^"^ January, 1879, seventy confirmation candidates at Chupra
absented themselves because Mochies were to be confirmed at

the same time. The Bishop, however, strongly supported
Vaughan in his decided policy ; and this was all the more
welcome because some at Calcutta, and some in England,
had severely criticized it.f As Vaughan himself wrote, slightly

altering Pope :

—

" Caate is a monster of such hideous mien,
That to be hated needs but to be seen

;

Yet seen too oft, familiar with its face,
We first endure, then pity, then embrace."

* Address of the Rev. J. Yaughan to the Bengal Native Church Council.
CM. Intelligencer, November, 1881.

t Mr. Knox, however, wrote one of his most powerful articles in Yaughan's
favour, and against Caste (Intelligence); March, 1879) ; and Yaughan himself
sent a valuable review of the whole subject, which was published after his
death (Intelligence); October, 1882).
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Here let another good deed of Bishop Johnson's on the same Part VIIT.

occasion be recorded :

—

^u'*^ ^"1;
Chap. 7b.

" In the Confinnation Service he rose most sensibl}' above form and
ritual. Instead of reading out verbatim the solemn questions to the The

candidates in the Prayer-book—which in the Bengali are certainly stiff ^(1^°^^
and iniexpressive—he delivered a practical and impressive address, elasticity,

which I translated, and in that address broke up the usual questions

into a series of searching and weighty cjueries, to which the candidates

were required to give a full and clear reply."

Was not this a wise use of the jus liturgicum ?

In May, 1880, a prehminary meeting of the new Bengal Church
Council was held, at the very station, Chupra, where the confirma-

tion candidates had revolted. All was now peace and love. The
Chupra Clu'istians themselves " waslied the feet " of the delegates Washing

from a distance on their arrival, including the Mochies. " It was of the

a sight worth seeing," wrote Vaughan, "to behold those \vho '^°'='''^=^-

had so lately loathed and abhorred them stoop down to wash
their feet." iVltogether, the meeting was a complete success ; and
so was the first regular meeting of the fully-organized Council at

Calcutta in the following year, when Vaughan presided, and the

Bishop was present as Patron and gave valuable addresses. In

February, 1882, Bishop Johnson again visited the district, and
confirmed candidates at all the chief stations. " I was," he wrote,
" impressed everywhere with the marked signs of improvement
since my last visit." But there was one great blank. James
Vaughan was not there. He had died of cholera a fortnight Death of

before, on January 22nd. He was exactly five years at work Vallghan.

among the Nuddea people, Christians and Heathen ; and the

stamp of his influence is on the Mission to this day.

The death of Vaughan had been preceded by another death of Death of

an equally valuable though very different man. Joseph Welland Weiiand.

was a Trinity College, Dublin, man, and brother of the present

Bishop of Down, Connor, and Dromore. He was a ripe scholar,

and a man of singularly original mind. Although devoted to his

Bengali work in different capacities at Calcutta, his influence with

the English residents was unique. Calcutta has never had a more
thoughtful and instructive preacher ; and when he succeeded
Stuart as Secretary, his sermons at the Old Church drew thither

most of the educated English of the city. Lord Northbrook made
him his own chaplain, and his duty was to conduct prayers every
morning at Government House when the Viceroy was in Calcutta.

When a professor in the Cathedral Mission College, he delivered a

course of lectures on "God in History" which made a great

impression on the superior Natives. Both Welland and Vaughan,
when on furlough in England, acted as curates to Mr. Wright at

St. John's Cliapel, Hampstead, where both were greatly valued.

The death of the one at the age of forty-four, and that of the

other at fifty-four, in the very prime of their usefulness, were
deeply-felt losses to the Bengal Mission.
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Part VIII
1873-82.

Chap. 76.

C.E.Z.
. ladies for
Nuddea.

Miss
Neele's
School.

Church
Council
in the
N.-W.P.

A new influence was soon to come into the Nuddea district.

In 1882, the Church of England Zenana Society offered to send

ladies there for village work, and the C.M.S. gratefully accepted

the offer. At the same time, the one C.M.S. lady missionary in

Bengal, Miss Neele, who had for several years superintended the

Orphanage at Agarpara founded by Mrs. Wilson (wee Cooke) in

1836, was now commissioned- to establish a high-clas5 Christian

Girls' Boarding-school at Calcutta.

The North-West Provinces were a little earlier than Bengal in

establishing a Native Church Council. The first meeting was at

Allahabad in 1877, and the second at Benares in 1878. The con-

stituents of this Council were different from those in Bengal.

There, the congregations represented were only those in Calcutta

and the single rural district of Nuddea ; for Burdwan, owing to

the local fever that had decimated its population, had almost

ceased to count. In the North-West the distances were much
greater, and the congregations more varied. Benares, Gorakhpur,

Lucknow, Allahabad, Agra, Meerut, and several smaller cities,

sent delegates ; and also Jabalpur in the Central Provinces. If

the Society had withdrawn from Allahabad and Lucknow, as was
contemplated under the policy of retrenchment in 1880, it was
intended that the Council should still comprise pastors and dele-

gates from the congregations there ; but as we have before seen,

this grave step was averted. The leading members of the Council

were the Eevs. David Mohan, Davi Solomon, and Madho Kam
;

and the chairman was Mr. Davis.'''

Diocese of
Bombay.
Bishop
Douglas.

Let us now cross India to the Diocese of Bombay. In the

earlier years of the period, Bishop Douglas's episcopate continued.

Some very able and high-toned Letters of his to the Archbishop

of Canterbury, and to the Indian Church Gazette, and also his

Charges to his clergy, advocated Missions on very advanced Church
lines, particularly by brotherhoods and sisterhoods ; and it was
under his auspices that the Cowley Fathers established their

Mission at Poona. One of his strongly-stated principles was what
is called the Doctrine of Eeserve : that is to say, that Christian

Truth is only to be partially made known to the Heathen, and
only gradually and cautiously revealed to the initiated, first the

catechumens, and then the baptized. Something like this system

was advocated by Isaac Williams in the Tracts for the Tivics, and

by Archdeacon Grant in the celebrated Bampton Lectures of

1843 ; and indeed the Early Church—though not the Earliest

Church, as St. Paul's Epistles show us—had what was known as

the disciplina arcani. A controversy arose regarding the teach-

ing in mission-schools, Bishop Douglas's party contending that

* A very interesting discussion on Temperance in tlie N.W.P. Council

—

the subject in the programme being " Concerning all Intoxicating Things "

—

took place in 1882, and ia fully reported in the CM. Intelligencer of October,

1883,
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Christian Truth was degraded by being set before non-Christians, PaetVIII.

except with much "reserve"; and some members of the S.P.G. ^^'^"^"^•

at home endeavoured to get the instruction in that Society's
^^'

'

numerous schools altered accordingly. But in 1879 Bishop Bishop

Caldwell, the able head of the S.P.G. Tinnevelly Mission, added
^^^^'^t'hf

to his many great services to the missionary cause by publish- doctrine of

ing an important Letter protesting against the new doctrine.'''

Before this, however, in 1876, Bishop Douglas had retired, and
had been succeeded by Bishop L. G. Mylne, who will be in-

troduced in Chapter LXXX.
It was during this period that the great Scotch missionary at

Bombay, Dr. John Wilson, died, on December 1st, 1875. No ^: J°^"

missionary in India, not even Duff, had wielded a wider or more
potent influence. He was acknowledged by all men to be the

first of all Europeans in Bombay ; and the Government constantly

consulted him upon all sorts of matters affecting the life and
circumstances of the people. Another notable missionary was
George Bowen, an American, famous for his hermit or fakir life,

george

He managed the Tract Society's depot, and he edited the Bombay
Guardian; but he lived among the poor Natives, dressed and fed

like them, and subsisted on sixpence a day. All Bombay, indeed
all India, honoured him. He won admiration from the Europeans,
affection from the Heathen,

—

everything hut converts. He himself

said that he knew not of one soul converted through his instru-

mentality. But his books, Dally Meditations and Love Bcvealed,

are delightful.

A few sentences will suffice to describe the Society's Western ^^^^grn
India Mission in this decade. Faithful, plodding work, with but India

little visible result, sums up the whole story. J. S. S. Eobertson ^^'^^'o"-

continued Secretary until his retirement in 1877 after nearly forty

years' service. T. K. Weatherhead was Minister of the Girgaum
Church at Bombay until he also retired in 1878. H. C. Squires,

who, as well as Carss and Jackson, had been engaged in the

Money School, succeeded to both posts. Deimler continued
labouring among the Mohammedans. C. F. Schwarz and E. A.

Squires were at Nasik and Sharanpur. When W. A. Eoberts,
who had been at Malegam, succeeded Schwarz, the latter station

was taken by a young recruit, F. G. Macartney, who has been
associated with it ever since. A. Manwaring and C. F. Mountfort
joined the Mission in 1879-80, but the latter died after four years'

service. Some of the znost interesting work was done by Native
clergymen. The Eevs. Appaji Bapuji, Shankar Balawant, Lucas
Maloba, and Euttonji Nowroji, have all been mentioned before. Nowro^i
Mr. Euttonji, in particular, was labouring with much success at

Aurangabad in the Nizam's Territory, and had gained the hearty
respect of the English civil and military community there.

* Soe a review of a pamphlet by General Tremenheere, iu the CM.
Intelli'jencer, October, 1876 ; and a review of Bishop Caldwell's Letter, in the
Intellijenccr of June, ISSO. Both reviews aro by Mr. Knox.
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Part VIII. Aurangabad is not in the diocese of Bombay, but in that of Madras,

}n!'^'^h'
^^^ ^^^' I^^'i^^o",]^ ^^'^'^ Hcensed by Bishop Gell

;
but the station is

'^P' much nearer to Bombay, and has always been part of the Western
jani Alii. India Mission. The Eev. Jani AlH, Eobert Noble's convert from

Mohammedanism, who went out in 1877, was not counted among
the Native clergy, having offered to the Society as a Cambridge
graduate. He opened a hostel for Christian boys and youths
attending colleges in Bombay, and carried it on zealously for

four years, supported by the sympathy and contributions of

many friends in England, notably of Professor and Mrs. C. C.

Babington of Cambridge. We shall meet him again hereafter at

Calcutta.

An extremely interesting account of the inaugural Conference
Native to form the Native Church Council, which was held at Sharanpur

Council, on the closing days of 1880, was sent by the Eev. Euttonji

Nowroji, and printed in the Intelligencer (May, 1881). It reports

the discussions, and the addresses of Bishop Mylne, who was
present, and a remarkable lecture given in the neighbouring city

of Nasik, by Major Jacob, to a crowded audience of Brahmans, on
Krishna and Christ. The Major was a fluent Marathi speaker,

and in a most powerful way he contrasted the vices of Krishna
with the perfect character and life of Christ.

It was at Bombay that the apostles of Theosophism, the
Colonel American Colonel Olcott and the Eussian Madame Blavatsky,
Olcott and t i • / • x t •

-i nrrn r • • -\^

Madame made their first appearance m India, m 1878. It is quite needless
Blavatsky.

j^^ ^^_^jg History to do more than allude to the fact. Although
Colonel Olcott was at first received with enthusiasm by the

Hindus in various parts of India, they soon found him out, and
loudly resented his pretensions ; and it was only among the

Buddhists of Ceylon that he obtained any real footing. As to

Madame Blavatsky, her vulgar deceptions were at last ruthlessly

exposed by some of the Scotch professors in the Madras Christian

College, and she had to disappear as fast as she could. Mr.
Knox in the Intelligencer attacked the whole movement in a series

of crushing articles in 1881-85. They culminated in one on " The
Collapse of Collapse of Koot Hoomi " (January, 1885), which no reader is

Hoomi. likely ever to forget. The whole story is a melancholy exhibition

of human credulity.

At the close of the period we have been reviewing, two events
occurred in India, some reference to which may suitably close

this chapter. These were Lord Eipon's Education Commission
and the Decennial Missionary Conference at Calcutta.

imperfec- As intimated in our Sixty-first Chapter, there had long been

Govern- ^ much dissatisfactioii with the Education Department in India for

s^^stem f
fostering too exclusively Higher Education and neglecting the

education. Primary Education of the Masses. The Government Colleges were
kept up at an enormous expense, with the result of turning out
an ever-increasing number of men, well-read in English litera-
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ture and mathematics, whoso only object in life was to obtain Part VIII

a good berth in a Government office ; while the number of such
},f^^~^^-

berths not being unlimited, hundreds of men who had spent years
^ ^^''

'

in qualifying themselves found no openings. There was scarcely

any otber goal for them : they valued the education, not for its

own sake, but merely as a means of securing so many rupees

monthly ; and when the rupees were not secured, discontent and
disaffection ensued, which found vent in disloyal utterances in

native newspapers. All the while, the great principle of Sir C.

Wood's Despatch of 1854, viz., that of grants-in-aid to schools

independently carried on, whether by Natives or by missionaries,

was being more or less disregarded. In article after article in

the CM. Intelligencer, Mr. Knox powerfully pourtrayed the evil

results, as well as the unfairness of manning the Colleges with

avowed agnostics, who made no concealment of their contempt
for Christianity, while every scrap of teaching from a Christian

point of view was forbidden as a breach of neutrality. Let one
illustration be given in a footnote.'''

It was Lord Ripon—with the sanction of the present Duke of Lord

Devonshire, then, as Lord Hartington, Indian Secretary in Mr. Education
Gladstone's Government—to whom the credit is due of instituting Commis-

an inquiry into the whole system of Government Education in

India. There was a General Council on Indian Education, which
had been formed in London by leading members of the Missionary
Societies for the purpose of influencing the Government in the

right direction. General Sir W. Hill, of the C.M.S., was Chair-

man, and the Rev. James Johnston, an able Presbyterian minister.

Secretary. This Council brought strong pressure upon Lord
Hartington. A Viceregal Commission was formed, consisting

chiefly of high British officials and representative Natives. Three
missionaries were included, viz.. Dr. W. Miller, of the Free
Church of Scotland, the distinguished Principal of the Madras
Clu'istian College ; the Rev. W. R. Blackett, Principal of the

C.M.S. Divinity School at Calcutta ; and a Roman Catholic

priest. The President was Mr. (now Sir) Wilham Hunter. The
result was a complete acknowledgment of the shortcomings of the its results.

Department, and of its failure to carry out the intentions of the

Despatch of 1854 ; together with strong recommendations in

* In 1876 a series of letters appeared in the Bombay Gazette. Here is

one passage:—"I doubt not that your kicking and cuffing correspondents
are models of church-going Christian orthodoxy, and regard the Sermon on
the Mount as a remarkably edifying composition. I content myself witli

repeating that it is an idle expectation to expect that educated Hindus will

generally cast aside their own ancient and coherent supernatural creed for

another of mixed Hebraic and Hellenic origin. ... A person who has lost

his faith in the supernatural origin of the laws of Manu will not lightly be
led to attribute such an origin to the Levitical laws—as missionaries, I

presume, expect him to do ; and if he loses his old belief that gods are some-
times born in this world of human mothers, ho dues so because he knows
how to exi^laiu the origin of all such stories, whether found in Greece, Thibet,
India, or Palestine."
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Part VIII. favour of Primary Education, and of grants-in-aid to independent
] 873-82. schools. Striking evidence also was adduced showing that the
Chap. 76.

|_^gg|. jv^r^i^iygg frequently preferred Mission Schools to Government
schools hecausc morals were effectively taught in them. The
Eeport was not presented till 1884, two years beyond our present

period ; but it may here be added that the Missionary Societies

were deeply thankful for the result of the inquiry, and that

beneficial changes in the practical action of the Government of

India did set in from that time, insomuch that Sir W. Hill's

Council, satisfied that its work was done, presented a final Eeport

on the whole subject and then dissolved itself.

Decennial The Dcccnnial Conference of Protestant Missionaries in India

c'o'nference met at Calcutta on the closing days of 1882, and was in every way
at Calcutta,

g, great success. At Allahabad, ten years before, 136 missionaries

assembled ; at Calcutta there were 475. One very significant

difference was that while in 1872 no women were members of the

Conference, and only two papers by women were included in the

programme—and these were sent from a distance and read by

men,—in 1882 there were 181 women members, and several of them
took an important part in certain of the discussions. At Allah-

abad, the largest single contingent of members w\as supplied by the

C.M.S., 25 out of the 136 ; but at Calcutta the American Episcopal

Methodists were easily first, with 101 out of the 475, including

34 women—a striking illustration of the rapid growth of that

energetic Mission. C.M.S. stood next, with 72 on the roll, but

this included 22 women missionaries of the C.E.Z.M.S., the Con-

ference reasonably regarding the two Societies as practically one

in the work. The Baptist Society, which is strong in Bengal,

sent 48; the L.M.S., 33 ; the American Presbyterians, 28; the

Free Church of Scotland, 26. Church of England Missions

suffered, as usual, by the absence of S.P.G. men ; but that Society

was not wholly unrepresented, two of its Native clergy attending,

and Miss Hoare of Calcutta.

At this Conference, instead of senior missionaries presiding in

Sir Henry turn. One Chairman was appointed, General the Hon. Sir Henry

Ch^rman. Eamsay. We have not before met this excellent man, because he

was throughout his Indian life in a district beyond C.M.S. range.

For forty years he was Commissioner of Kumaon, a district in the

Himalayas, the capital of which, Almora, is a well-known station

of the L.M.S., long associated with the name of one of that

Society's most respected missionaries, J. H. Budden. He was a

cousin of the great Marquis of Dalhousie, and in his smaller

sphere he did a work worthy of a Eamsay, and on Christian lines

like those of the Lawrences. He was a man of decided spiritual

character, and he regarded the chairmanship of the Calcutta

Conference as the highest honour ever conferred upon him ; but

in his opening speech he said, " The true President of this Con-

ference is the Lord Jesus Christ, and the promise of His presence

is the surest guarantee we have of success."
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The papers contributed by C.M.S. men were, on Native Agency, Part Vlll.

by Dr. Hooper; on Spiritual Life, by A. Clifford (now Bishop of 187:^82^

Lucknow) ; on Mohammedan Work, by Malcolm Goldsmith; on P" '^'

the Native Church, by W. T. Satthianadhan ; on Work among Papers and

Aboriginal Tribes and Depressed Classes, by J. Caley (now Arcli-
sion"^'

deacon) and J. Cain ; on Medical Missions, by Dr. Downes.
Miss Hewlett, of the C.E.Z.M.S., read two papers, on Women's
Work and Medical Work. The most important discussions, as

usual, were on Educational Missions, upon which valuable papers
were read by the tw^o mighty Scotchmen, Dr. Miller of Madras,
and Dr. Murray Mitchell. There was practically no opposition to

Missionary Colleges, as there had been (slightly) at Allahabad.
The pi'incipal controversy was on the question whether students
attending Mission schools should be compelled to attend the Bible
lessons. Some urged the reasonableness of a missionary society

offering a religious education or none at all ; others said they
found liberty in the matter more effectual, as the scholars attended
just as well, and more cheerfully. Apparently the question might
fairly be answered differently in different parts of India.'"

The Decennial Missionary Statistics, prepared in connexion with Decennial

the Conference, showed that the number of Native Protestant sta^ttstiTs?'

Christians was just under half a million—492,882. This was an
increase of 86 per cent, in the decade, a rate fifteen times larger

than the general rate of increase in the population. The increase
in the number of communicants was still more striking, being at

the rate of 114 per cent, in the ten years. The C.M.S. figures

showed that its Native Christians had increased from 69,000 to

99,000, a rate not equal to that of some of the Nonconformist
Societies, particularly the American Baptists in the Telugu
country, where a sudden and surj)rising advance had been
achieved. The slower progress of the C.M.S. is at once accounted
for when we note the melancholy fact that the number of mis-
sionaries in India had actually fallen from 109 to 104, not only
five less than ten years before, but three less than twenty years
before ! We are still, in 1882, not yet clear of the effects of that
previous period of depression. It is needless again to point the
moral already so frequently pointed in these pages. Let us rather
thank God for the partial revival since, and pray that there may
be no more retrogression. But retrogi'ession there assuredly will

be, as there was before, if Evangelical Churchmen turn theii-

thoughts and sympathies away from the Lord's great Commission,
and concentrate all their attention upon successive "crises" at

home.

* A jjood summary of the Conference proceedings was made by Mr. Knox,
and appeared in the C3f. Intelligencer of April, 1883.



CHAPTEK LXXVII.

India : Diogese of Lahore.

Punjab Mission—Mrs. Elmslie—Miss Tucker—Narowal Converts

—

Frontier Missions—Kashmir—Punjab Church Council—Lahore
Divinity College—Bishopric of Lahore—Bishop French—Cambridge
Delhi Mission—Alexandra Girls' School—Batala Boys' School

—

C.E.Z. Ladies—Imad-ud-din—Dr. H. M. Clark—Bateman's Work
—Second Afghan War—Mayer at Bannu—Beluch Mission—George
Maxwell Gordon—Gordon with the British Troops—Gordon killed

at Kandahar.

Part VIII.
1873-82.

Chap. 77.

Punjab
mission-
aries.

Women's
work.

" What irent ye out . . . to >ice ? A reed ^Jiaken ii-ith the wind ^ . . . A man
clothed in soft raiment ^ . . . A j)Tophet ? Yea."— St. Matt. xi. 7-9.

" Let Th}/ work appear unto Thy servants, and Thy glory unto their cl)ildre»."

—Ps. xc. 16.

T was not until 1877, half-way through the decade now
under review, that, as before mentioned, the Diocese

of Lahore was founded. Nevertheless, this chapter

may conveniently be headed wdth the above title, and
all the more appropriately because the distinguished

and devoted first bishop of the new diocese, Thomas Valpy
French, had long before been a leading figure in the Punjab. We
will first, however, review the Missions during the five years

prior to the formation of the diocese.

At this time Eobert Clark still continued the leader of the

Punjab Mission, and, in particular, the superintending missionary

of the central station, Amritsar, around which the work was now
spreading to many towns and villages. Eowland Bateman and

F. H. Baring were his chief lieutenants ; and there were four

Native clergymen, viz., the Eevs. Imad-ud-din and Daud Singh,

who have been introduced before, and the Eevs. Mian Sadiq

Masih and Bhola Nath Ghose, who were ordained by Bishop
Milman on Advent Sunday, 1875. Mian Sadiq was a son of Mian
Paulus, the head-man at Narowal mentioned in our Sixty-third

Chapter. He had had unusually good training, having ridden

al)out the country with Bateman on the same camel, having been

two years in the Lahore College under French, and subsequently

catechist in sole charge of Batala—then only an out-station with

no resident missionary.

The Women's Work, too, wdiich has since been so conspicuous

a feature in the Punjab, had now begun. Some of the mis-
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REV. R. CLARK.

REV. J. VAUGHAN. REV. J. WELLAND.

REV. DR. BRUCE. REV. G. M. GORDON.
Thomas Yalpy French, Mi.ssionar,y in North India, 18.50-1874 ; Bishop of Lalmre, 1877-1887 -

afterward.s at ^Muscat, where he died, May, 1891. (Photograph : Ehiott & Frr )

''

Robert Clark, Pioneer :\Iissionary to the Pnnjab, 1851 ; Secretary of the Mission, 1877-1897
James Vauurlian. Missicmary in Bengal, 1855-1882.

.;

Joseph AVelland, Missionary in Bengal, 18GO-1879.
'—

'

Robert Brace, :\Iissi(>nary to the Punjali, ls5S : Fonnder of the Persia Mi.^^sion 1869- Snecial
Depiitaticin Staff, l'.:\r..S., Is'.U-lMMi; Hon. Governor for Life, 1898

'

George Ma.wvell (i.irdon, Hon. Missionary in Madras. ISOG: Punjal)] 187l'- Actino- Chaijlain
to British Forces, ls78

; killed at Kandahar while hclpins,' to brin-^ in wounded 1880
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sionaries' wives, indeed, had already done good service. Mrs. E. PartVIII.
Clark had always hocn a power in the Mission. Mrs. Fitzpatrick, 1B73-82.

years before, had started the first girls' schools. But now others
^^^P- 77.

were to take a leading part. After Dr. Elmslie's death in 1872, his

young widow remained in the Mission as an honorary missionary Mrs.

of the C.M.S., took charge of the im])ortant orphanage at Amritsar, ^•'"siie.

and superintended a band of Native Bible-women. Nine years
afterwards she married. Mr. Baring, but then died within twelve
months. The Society has had no choicer lady missionary than
Margaret Elmslie. Mr. Clark wrote of her, " She came to us
from death, and brought life with her." And again: " She walked
with God, and therefore knew how to work and act for God. As
God had taught her, she knew how to teach others. As God had
strengthened her, she knew how to strengthen and comfort others.
Evei-y one confided in her." - And Miss C. M. Tucker said of
hei- :

" She is one of a million. I never met with any woman in
my life so like an angel without wings. Tall, fair, elegant,
graceful, with a face that Ary Scheffer might have chosen to
paint for a seraph, her soul seems to correspond with her external
appearance. Saintly as she is, she is not at all gloomy; she tries

to make all happy, and is business-like and practical."! She was
a niece of Dr. Horatius Bonar, who said, " What a woman the
I'unjab has made of her !

" " No," remarked Mr. Clark, " it was
not the country, but God Himself." \

It was in 1872, also, that the Indian Female Instruction Society
sent Miss Wauton to Amritsar, the forerunner of a host of noble Miss

women of the C.E.Z.M.S., which took over the greater part of the
^^"*°"-

I.F.N.S. Punjab work when the separation occurred in 1880.
Among her earlier comrades were Miss Hasell, Miss Ada Smith,
and Miss Swainson. But in 1875 arrived that remarkable woman,
Miss Charlotte Maria Tucker, sister of the Henry Carre Tucker Miss

whom we have before met as Commissioner of Benares in the days
'^"'='*^''-

of the Mutiny, and afterwards in Salisbury Square. Miss Tucker
had written many books for young people with the nom de i^iime
of " A.L.O.E." (A Lady Of England); and the starting of
" A.L.O.E." for India to engage in missionary w^ork at the age of
fifty-four excited much interest among her numerous friends and
readers. Two years later she took up her residence at Batala,
which then became a regular station ; and there she made her
home for the sixteen remaining years of her hfe. Her letters to
the CM. Gleaner were among the most interesting features of
that periodical.

Year by year, deeply touching conversions of individuals—not The

many, but each one a triumph of grace—were reported from converts.

Amritsar and the neighbouring towns and districts. Most remark-
able at this time was a series of baptisms of boys and youths

* Pun)ah and Sindh 3Iission, p. 99. t Life of "A.L.O.E." p. 204.

I CM. Infelli.jencer, October, 1882, p. 639.

VOL. III. T.
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Chap. 77.

Dina Nath
Prithu
Datta.

Part VIII. attending the mission-school at Narowal. Bateman's narratives
1873-82. Qf these youthful converts were touching in the extreme. All had

been Mohammedans except three who were Hindus. One of

them was privileged to bring out with him his father, mother,
brother, sisters, and child-wife ; but most of them had to face the
ordeal of bitter social persecution, and in some cases of entire

separation from family and friends. Two or three yielded to the

enticements they were plied with ; "a Delilah," wrote Bateman,
" is much relied on in such cases"; but most stood firm. One,
the son of a Brahman of the highest caste and character, was
taken by his father to various shrines with a view to influencing

his mind :

—

" He was washed in sacred springs, and led before famous Brahmans,
and sat day after day repeating before an idol the invocations by which
Brahmans seek to hold converse with God. He did this with an earnest
desire that if there were truth and comfort in Hinduism, he might see
and share it. But not to the idol were addressed all the prayers of the
young worshipper. Crouched alone within that shrine, he poured into
Emmanuel's ear no speculative plaint ; and though all day long he was
honestly trying after something new whereon to rest his soul, yet night
and morning he fell back to Christian prayer."

He had read with Bateman the provision in the Mosaic Law for

boring the ear of the slave who " would not go out free," and he
had put in one of his ears (already bored for rings) a sprig of wood,
saying that if ever he could not or would not cleave any longer to

Christ he would take it out. One day, when the lad had been
removed to a distance, Bateman received a letter from the father,

upon the envelope of which was "a picture which must have
puzzled the postman—a face in profile with a line drawn across
the ear." Evidently the boy had had to post the letter, and had
drawn the sketch on it to assure Bateman of his steadfastness.
He was baptized at last on January 20th, 1875, and was imme-
diately cast out by his family. He afterwards came to England,
went through a complete medical course, and now Mr. Dina Nath
Prithu Datta, M.B. (Edin.), is Government doctor at an important
town in the Punjab. Several other of these Narowal converts
afterwards occupied responsible positions. One, who also bore
the name of Dina Nath, took holy orders, and became a most
able and exemplary clergyman, and a lecturer in Greek, Hebrew,
and Theology at the Lahore Divinity College.

About the same time there were similar conversions from the
school at Dera Ismail Khan, under W. Thwaites. One of the
converts, Khem Chand—whose father poured hot oil on his feet

to prevent his running away,—was afterwards at Islington Col-
lege, and for several years headmaster of the C.M.S. School at

Multan. But for the most part the Derajat Mission was unfruitful

at this time, though Brodie, Thwaites, and Lee Mayer laboured
zealously. Unfruitful also w^ere the Himalaya stations, Kotgur
and Kangra, under P-^bsch, Merk, and Keutber.

Rev. Dina
Nath.

Khem
Chand.
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Nor was Peshawar very different, under Huglies and Jukes, Part VIII.
though now and then an Afghan of some consideration was bap- 1873-82.

tized. But the Mission there was growing in influence. The ^^^P- '^7.

Edwardes High School, under Worthington Jukes, was one of the Peshawar
best in India, and was giving Bible-teaching to the sons of Afghan '^°^^-

chiefs as well as others ; the anjmnan, a sort of literary institute,

proved a convenient place of intercourse with the Moslems of the
city ; while the hujrah or guest-house in the Mission compound
continually welcomed, according to the regular Afghan customs of

hospitality, traders and others who came in from the mountains,
or from Kabul and other inaccessible cities, and gave excellent
opportunities for conversation and the distribution of Scriptures
and Christian tracts.

In 1873 a somewhat exciting incident occurred in connexion
with Peshawar and the Frontier. Mr. Edmund Downes, who Downes
had been a Lieutenant E.A., but had left the army and was f"g^fj^
helping in the Mission, attempted to leave British territory and Kafiristan.

get into Kafiristan, as the two Afghan Christians had done suc-
cessfully nine years before. =•= He left Peshawar disguised as a
Persian—knowing that language—with one guide who was in the
secret, and, eluding the British outposts, got up into the moun-
tains. But someone—it was never known who—heard of the
plan and informed the authorities, pocketing a reward for doing
so ; and at an Afghan village Downes was seized, and handed over
to a police official who had been sent after him. A Times telegram
about "the capture of Missionary Downes" caused a mild and
momentary excitement in England.! He afterwards came home,
and took a medical course, and in 1877 he went out again as a
medical missionary to Kashmir.

In the meanwhile, after Elmslie's lamented death, Dr. Theodore
Maxwell, a nephew of the famous General John Nicholson who
fell at Delhi, and a man of considerable academical and pro-
fessional distinction, had gone out to carry on the Kashmir Kashmir
Medical Mission. The Maharajah of Kashmir was impressed bv MfsS.
the fact of his relationship with the redoubtable " Neekolsain,''
and allowed him to build a hospital and a house. But his health
failed, and after two summers in the Valley he was obliged to
return to England. Mr. Wade, who knew something of medicine,
left the Lahore College to take his place temporarily ; and while
engaged in the work he did also important service by preparing a
Kashmiri New Testament. Then came Dr. Downes, and in 1878
he and Wade were together overwhelmed with work owing to the
frightful famine that desolated the district. For six years Downes
conducted the Kashmir Medical Mission with untiring zeal and
patience.

Through the Kashmir Valley flows the Jhelum, one of the

* See Chapter LXIII.

t Tlie whole narrative appeared in No. 1 of the new C.lif. OJeaner, Jannarv.
1874.

L 2
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Part VIII. five rivers of the Punjab. Indeed we are here in the midst of
1873-82. ^}^g mighty mountain masses where all the streams that combine

^P' to form the Indus take their rise. Floating down upon their

Sindh united waters till we have passed the entire Punjab, we come at
Mission,

j.^gi; ^Q ^j-jg Province of Sindh, and find it at this period still

occupied by such faithful men as James Sheldon and George
Shirt ; and J. J. Bambridge joined them in 1876. But the fruits,

at the period now being reviewed, were but small.

The Punjab was the first province in North India to start a
Punjab Native Church Council, on the lines laid down originally by

Council. Henry Venn, and already found fairly successful in the South.

Its inauguration took place at Easter, 1877, with more eclat than
accompanied the formation of the similar Councils in the North-

West Provinces and Bengal. Mr. Clark, who was appointed

Chairman, exerted himself to the utmost to secure that it should

begin well. The Punjab Mission being much younger, there

were not the same number of clergy and delegates to assemble
;

but on the other hand, there were men among them of exceptional

standing. The inaugural sermon was preached on Easter Day by
the Eev. Imad-ud-din, on the words, " Thou wilt not suffer Thine
Holy One to see corruption." After the evening service, at which
Mr. Bateman preached, a large party of English and Indian

Christians assembled at the mission-house, presented an address

to the Commissioner of Amritsar, General Eeynell Taylor, who
was leaving for England, and were addressed by his successor,

Mr. H. E. Perkins. On Easter Monday the Council proper met.
Papers by Short papers were read as follows :—On the Ministry amongst

Christians. Native Christians, by Mr. Abdullah Athim,''' Extra Assistant

Commissioner at Ambala ; on the Evangelization of the Heathen,
by Mr. Mya Das, Tahsildar in the Ferozepore district ; on the

Position and Duties of the Laity, by Mr. Chandu Lall, of the

Government Education Department ; on Church Committees,

by Mr. I. C. Singha, Headmaster of Amritsar Main School ; on
Church Councils, by the Eev. Imad-ud-din ; on Church Funds,
by Mr. Eallia Eam, Pleader at Amritsar, and by Mr. Nobin
Chander Das, Master in the Amritsar School ; on Native
Pastorates, by Mr. Sher Singh, Magistrate of Shakargarh. All

the papers were in Urdu, but an English translation was made
of each, in several cases by the writers themselves. Much interest

was excited ; some of the men in independent positions enrolled

their names as honorary catechists, to preach the Gospel in their

leisure hours ; an editorial committee was appointed, to produce
Christian literature ; and all looked very hopeful. For some years

similarly interesting gatherings were held annually
;

yet the

Council did not increase in strength or in gri'p of the work it was
designed to do. Perhaps it began on too grand a scale ; if so, it

illustrates what Henry Venn always said of the danger of building
" from the top." f

* See Vol. II., p. 204. t See llml., p. 419.
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Let lis now, lastly, before coining to the establishment of the Part VIII.

bishopric, look at the special work of the man who was destined 1873-82.

to be the first bishop—the Lahore Divinity College. How it was ^ "^P- <<

founded we have seen before ; and French's plans regarding it
; Lahore

and the prospects in the first year.''' French continued in charge
coue"''^

through three years, and at last, in the spring of 1874, was com-
pelled, by repeated illnesses, again to come home. But he already

had the joy of seeing several of his students in definite posts of French's

missionary service. They had come from various parts of North st"«^e"ts.

India, and severally w'ent back to the districts from which they
had come. Men w'ho had been Brahmans, Sikhs, and Moham-
medans were among them ; Afghans from the mountains and
Hindus from the plains. Four of them died quite early. One,
Benjamin, a medical assistant in the Kashmir Mission, was
drowned when bathing in the Jhelum. A second, Yusuf, of the
S.P.G. Mission at Delhi, died there of consumption, confessing to

the Eev. Tara Chand that his real heart-conversion had taken
place in the College. A third, Ebenezer Amir-ud-din, was struck
down by fever when itinerating, preached in his delirium to those
about him, and said to French before he died, " If I never preach
any more, my crown will not be starless. God has used me to

bring some." A fourth, Andreas, died of consumption, also in the
midst of his work. French, who had then come to England,
wrote an "In Memoriam " of him for the CM. Gleaner (July,

1876). " His life," says this touching article, " was as exemplary
and single-minded as one could look to find on earth. He seemed
so beautifully modelled after the pattern of Jesus."

Severe as the Lahore curriculum was—too severe, some thought,
though French insisted that the students took with especial kind-
ness to Hebrew,—the men were not there only for book-stud}-.

Evangelistic work in the city and district was carried on, and Their

there were baptisms year by year in the tank in the College ^an^'geiists

grounds. But besides this, French took his men in the vacations
to distant parts. One year, the people of the Hazara district were
sm-prised at being invaded by ten Indian evangelists. A new
district on the Jhelum was also taken up, which was to be a

.

special field for the Lahore men ; but this plan did not last.

It was projected by George Maxwell Gordon, w^ho, at French's
earnest request, and with the Society's sanction, joined his old
Beddington friend in 1872, instead of returning to the Madras
Itinerancy. When French went home, Gordon retired from
college work, and gave himself w'holly to itinerant preaching in George

the Jhelum District. But the students had neither the physical oo^rd^n'/n
nor the spiritual strength to do what he did-exccpt Andreas thejheiuui

al)ove-mentioned, who joined him with zealous self-denial, and
while with him contracted the disease of which he died. Gordon,
in fact, became almost a fakir. He lived in a tower, the corner

* Soo Chapter LXIIF.
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bastion of an old fort near Pind Dadan Khan. He found he could
generally walk ten miles a day (an unusual thing in India), and
thus be independent of a horse or " tum-tum." " It would spoil

the verse, ' How beautiful upon the mountains,' &c.," he said,
" \i feet were exchanged for hoofs." And the district he traversed
in this way from his old tower was "as if a London clergyman
had Lincoln, York, and Newcastle under his charge, to be visited

periodically without railways or coaches." This kind of life did
not suit Native students.

French was succeeded in the Principalship of the College by
W. Hooper, who had previously been a Benares missionary, and
who was, like French himself, an Oxford man of distinction. With
him was associated a new man, also from Oxford, F. A. P. Shirreff,

and subsequently he was joined by H. U. Weitbrecht, Ph.D. of

Tiibingen, son of Weitbrecht of Burdwan, and who had been
curate to Mr. Hay Aitken at Liverpool. Under these, the College
quite sustained its reputation ; and Hooper's reports were as
deeply interesting as French's had been. But his heart was with
the Hindus on the Ganges, rather than with the Mohammedans
of the frontier Province ; and after four years he formed the new
plan, mentioned in the preceding chapter, for a similar institution

at Benares, which he ultimately established at Allahabad.
Shirrelf then (1879) became Principal at Lahore.
We may now come to the establishment of the Diocese of

Lahore. The endowment for this new bishopric was raised, very
appropriately, as a memorial to Bishop Milman. It was started

at a meeting at Government House, Calcutta, immediately after

Milman's death in March, 1876. Lord Northbrook presided, just

before leaving India ; and on his return to England he attended,
with Lord Lawrence, another meeting at Lambeth Palace, in July.

The money was quickly raised, the S.P.G., S.P.C.K., and Colonial
Bishoprics Fund largely contributing, and, twelve months later,

Lord Salisbury, as Secretary of State for India, asked Archbishop
Tait to suggest. a name. Tait at once suggested French, who,
since his last return from India three years before, had been
Eector of St. Ebbe's, Oxford, having succeeded Mr. Barlow on
his appointment to the Principalship of Islington College. The
selection was received with universal approval. Dr. Westcott
wrote of the " joy and confident hope " of all at Cambridge. Miss
Marsh, who had known French so well at Beddington, wrote to

him : "I see to my inexpressible joy the appointment of the best
man I know left behind on earth (bracketed with perhaps one and
a half or so besides) to the see his heart would most love, and
which he himself has done so very much for." "^^ The consecration
was at Westminster Abbey on St. Thomas's Day (1877), together
wdth that of J. H. Titcomb to the other new Indian bishopric,

Eangoon. It w^as remarkable that, ordy tw'elve days before, at

* Life of Buho}} French, vol. i. pp. 331, 333.
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the Antipodes, French's old comrade, E. C. Stuart, was conse- Part VIII.

crated Bishop of Waiapu. Together they had gone to India in ^p*^"^^
1850 ; ahiiost together they were raised to the Episcopate, after

^^^'
'

twenty-seven years' varied labours in each case ; and by-and-by Bishops

another remarkable parallelism was to be witnessed in their lives, stuart

as we shall see hereafter.

The new^ diocese comprised the Punjab and the adjacent Native

States (such as Kashmir), and also the Province of Sindh, which
was transferred from Bomba}'. It will be remembered that, after

the Mutiny, the city and district of Delhi, although not part of the Delhi in

Punjab proper, had been included in the domain of the Punjab
d^iocese^

administration, practically as a reward to John Lawrence and his

lieutenants for having been the chief instruments in saving India

in the gi'eat crisis. Delhi, therefore, with its important S.P.G.

Mission, now came under the new Bishop of Lahore ; and this

brought French into pleasant association with a new and interest-

ing work which had just been started—started, indeed, at his ow^n

suggestion two years before.

It was on this wise. Edward Bickersteth, Fellow of Pembroke, 9"^'."-°,'^

Cambridge, eldest son of E. H. Bickersteth of Hampstead (now Demi"^
^^

Bishop of Exeter), and grandson of the fervent C.M.S. Secretary Mission,

of earlier days, had been stirred up by intercourse with French
to devote himself to a missionary career, and led also by French
to plan a brotherhood (without vows) of Cambridge men, which
should form a strong and concentrated Mission at some central

station, in affiliation with one of the established Societies.

Bickersteth's hereditary associations, backed by French's earnest e. Bicker-

advice, naturally led him to approach the C.M.S., and the idea original

was warmly welcomed by Henry Wright. But a difficulty arose pia"s.

when the details of the scheme came under consideration. Lead-
ing men at Cambridge, Professors Lightfoot and Westcott among
them, proposed to form a small committee there to select the men
for the brotherhood—a proper and reasonable plan in itself. But
the very essence of C.M.S. principles, the very raison d'etre of the why not

Society's existence, for which it had borne reproach for three- c"ivrs.

quarters of a century, was its absolute discretion in the choice of

its missionaries. It was felt that whatever confidence might
justly be felt in the honoured men who were backing Bickersteth,

it was impossible to infringe so fundamental a principle. The
readiness of Wright and his colleagues, however, to meet the

proposal generously is shown by the suggestion they made,
namely, that the selection should rest with three Cambridge men,
that one of them should be appointed by the Society, and that

the appointment of a missionary should depend on his being

accepted by the three unanimously. This suggestion did not

prove welcome, and the negotiation fell through. Bickersteth
then applied to the S.P.G. , which—equally on its fundamental
principles—had no difficulty in the matter. Hence the choice of

Delh for the new' " Cambridge Mission," instead of Mvdtan or
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Part VIII. some other city in the Punjab, which French had hoped might be
1873-82. fixed upon.
Chap. 77. gQ ^jieQ \)^Q new bishop journeyed up from Calcutta, he found

The Delhi the first station he ca)ne to on entering his own diocese, Delhi,
Mission, occupied, not only by the long-estabhshed S.P.G. Mission under

Winter, but by Edward Bickersteth and his first comrade.

According to the S.P.G. Digest, " the fusion or partial fusion of

two bodies of men—the ordinary missionaries of the Society and

the Cambridge brotherhood—in one Mission was an experiment,

the difiiculties of which were not few "; '• but whatever these diffi-

culties may have been, the noble work done during the last twenty

years by the Cambridge Delhi Mission deserves the most cordial

recognition from all quarters.

French in French received a warm welcome from all in the Punjab ; not
nis diocese, jg.^g^ from thosc whom he alludes to as " the dear Presbyterian

brethren, Newton and Forman "—the men who had, five-and-

twenty years before, invited the C.M.S. to the newly-conquered

province. The High Church chaplains were afraid of him, but

they soon found that they had a bishop of singularly independent

mind and very broad sympathies, and who, while Evangelical to

his heart's core on fundamental doctrines, was distinctly with

them, and not wdth the majority of his old C.M.S. brethren, upon

many matters external and ecclesiastical. He appointed as Arch-

deacon a leading chaplain, the Eev. H. J. Matthew—who in after

years was destined to succeed him in the see ; and he desired to

appoint Eobert Clark an Archdeacon specifically for the Native

Church, but this, on some technical ground, the Government
would not allow.

The formation of the new diocese involved the formation of a

Punjab new C.M.S. Corresponding Committee for the Punjab and Sindh.

s°ondin I^ ^^ ^^® ^^^® °^ ^^® Society that the bishop of a diocese

—

Committee assuming that he is willing to be a member of the Society—is ex

officio a member of the Corresponding Committee, and therefore

naturally chairman when present. Hence it follows that there

should be a separate Committee for each diocese. Such Com-
mittees, as we have seen, had from the first administered the

Missions in the dioceses of Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay ; and

now a new one was formed for Lahore. Eobert Clark, of course,

became Secretary ; and in a province where godly officers and

civilians had long been so conspicuous, there was no difficulty in

bringing together a strong body of competent men. General

Maclagan, Mr. Baden Powell, Mr. Tremlett, and Mr. H. E.

Perkins, were among the first members appointed.

New developments, largely due to the energy of Mr. Clark,

Alexandra now marked the course of the Punjab Mission. One, upon which

Giris^'*'*"
his heart was much set, was a high-class Boarding School for the

School. daughters of Native Christians of some social status. He rightly

* S.P.G. Di'jcst, p. 627.
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urged that educated Christian men should have educated wives, Part VTII.

and also that capable single women were wanted for educational ^'^~^^-

work. His plans were drawn on a large scale, and he asked for ^P" '

£6000 to erect suitable buildings, the whole of which sum was
eventually raised by his untiring efforts, many Natives contributing

handsomely, and the Amritsar Municipality granting Es. 1000.

He obtained the permission of the Princess of Wales to name the

institution the Alexandra School, in memory of the Prince's visit

to the city ; and she sent her and his portraits to hang upon the

wall. The School was inaugurated on December 27th, 1878, with

a little dedication service performed by the Bishop, and at the

gathering which followed General Maclagan represented the

English friends and contributors, and Mr. Abdullah Athim the

Native Christians. Its actual work began in November, 1879.

The I.F.N.S.—and subsequently the C.E.Z.M.S.—undertook to

provide the ladies to conduct the School ; and this has been the

arrangement ever since. In 1880, Lord Eipon, soon after landing in

India as Viceroy, and being in the Punjab, visited the School, and
addressed the assembled friends strongly in support of religious

education.

A Boarding School for Christian boys was opened in the same Baring's

year. This was Mr. Baring's work ; and he fixed its location at school for

Batala, a small citv twentv-four miles from Amritsar. No fund christian

was raised to start this School. Baring did it all himself, renting

an old Sikh palace, and then went and lived there as the first

Principal ; and when he retired from the post he gave the

C.M.S. an endowment of £350 a year to keep the School going.

Miss Tucker (A.L.O.E.), as before mentioned, resided at Batala, Miss
• Tucker at

and she was for years the friend and patron of the Batala boys. Bataia.

The Bishop of Calcutta's chaplain, the Eev. Brook Deedes, thus
wrote of her in 1881 :

—

" She presides over the whole institution with all the tact and grace
of a benevolent fairy. To see her, indeed, among the boys—now by the
sick-bed of an invalid, now leading the singing at the daily worship in

the little chapel, now acting as private tutor to a candidate for the
Entrance Examination, now setting her own words to stirring tunes, as
' Batala Songs,' to be sung in schoolboy chorus ; sharing the feasts,

the interests, the joys and sorrows of each and all, and withal insensibly

forming and elevating their character, raising the tone and taste of the
boyish society, as only the subtle influence of a Christian lady can do

;

and, to older and younger, the object of a warm personal afl'ection and
a chivalrous deference,—to see this is intleed to realize, as it has
probably seldom been realized, Charles Kingsley's beautiful conception
of the Fairy Do-as-you-would-be-done-by among the Water-babies.
And in this case the NVater-babies are swept together from a range wide
enough to satisfy even Kingsley's world-wide sympathies."

Women's work increased rapidly in the Punjab during the next
three or four years, especially after the establishment of the

C.E.Z.M.S. in 1880. Miss Hewlett, who went out in 1879,
^^^j^^^

established, step by step, with quiet perseverance and judicious
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Part VIII. management, the now famous St. Catherine's Hospital, with its

1873-82. numerous supplementary agencies. The Village Mission, in the
Chap. 77. development of which Miss Clay took a leading part, was started

Miss Clay, in 1881-2 at Jandiala and Ajnala, the latter station being

practically Miss Clay's own. It was an interesting complement
of this pioneer work of ladies who went and lived where no male

missionaries had yet done more than pay casual visits, when the

Native Church Council took up their districts as fields for its own
evangelistic work, and stationed the Eev. Mian Sadiq Masih at

Ajnala.

It was mentioned in our Fifty-ninth Chapter that the memorable
Punjab Missionary Conference of 1862 was followed by the

formation of the Punjab Eeligious Book Society and the Punjab

Auxiliary Bible Society. Both these had done excellent w^ork,

chiefly under the guidance of Clark and Baring. In 1875 a

Book-shop commodious book-shop was erected at Lahore at a cost of £2000,
at Lahore, entirely defrayed by Baring. While the two Societies, of course,

were intended chiefly for the production of vernacular books, the

shop was used as a depot for good English literature, the sales of

which proved a source of profit. When Bishop French saw it,

he wrote: "I am sure there is no such shop of the kind in

Oxford ; in fact, I have seen no such in London—^I mean where

the choice is so happy, of the very books the Christian world

would be most charmed and edified by."
Literary Important literary work was done by Imad-ud-din. For some

the'^Rev. years after his conversion and ordination he wrote book after
^mad-ud-

\^qq\ and tract after tract against Islam, and in defence of

Christianity against Moslem objections ; but in 1873 he said

touchingly,—" I wish to devote the rest of my days in showing to

them the mercies of God ; that is, I wish to show them the

excellency of the holy teaching of the Gospels, their mysteries,

and the hidden treasures wdiich Christ has revealed to His

faithful servants." In 1875 he wrote a very striking account of

his work so far, and its results, which was printed in the

Intelligencer (September, 1875). In it he claimed to have entirely

defeated his antagonists, who no longer attempted to reply to his

arguments. " Why therefore," he said, "tread on the body of a

fallen enemy ? . . . Let us pray for those who curse us, and

stretch out oiu- hands to receive them with the same love with

which Christ has loved us. Let us lead them in the deepest

humility, and with tenderest sympathy and love." He did not,

indeed, entirely abandon controversy. Besides giving public

lectures, he produced, in 1880, among other works, a large book

entitled Talivi-i-Muhammcuh or a ComjMrison of the Teachings of

Muhammad ivith those of the Holy Scriptures. But his chief

attention was now given to writing, in conjunction with Mr.

Clark, original commentaries on the New Testament for the use

of Native Christians. The Gospels of St. Matthew and St. John

and the x\cts of the Apostles were thus dealt with, Mr. Clark
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suggesting the exegesis, and Imad-ud-din throwing it into Part VITI.

Oriental form and Urdu idiom. He was also a member of the ^^''^^~^-

committee for revising the Urdu Prayer-book. He truly deserved ^^'

the honour of being the first Native of India to receive the degree imad-ud-

of D.D., conferred on him in 1884 by Archbishop Benson. '''" ^ ^•^•

Another important development marked the closing year of our

decade, 1882. In that year Dr. Henry Martyn Clark went out. Dr. h. m.

and founded the Amritsar Medical Mission. He was by birth an
^'^''^•

Afghan, but had been adopted in infancy by Mr. and Mrs. Eobert
Clark, and sent to Scotland for education. As he grew up, he
entered on a medical course, won distinction in the medical
schools, and at an unusually early age engaged in medical practice

in Edinburgh . He offered his services to the Society as a medical

missionary with European status, and was accepted, and before

sailing he married a Scottish lady. The Society was at once
attacked in the Guardian for engaging a Presbyterian, his Scotch

associations being all of that kind ; but Mr. Wigram replied that

he had received a special course of theological instruction under
the direction of the Bishop of Edinburgh, and had given " an
explicit assurance of his readiness to work as a lay medical
missionary on Church of England lines, and in full communion
with the Church of England." We shall see more by-and-by of

the remarkable work done l^y the Medical Mission established by
him.

All this time, the regular evangelistic work was going on, Evange-
. ^ .

^
,

00' listic work
particularly in the wide district over which Bateman was con- ofBateman

stantly itinerating ; and his reports year by year were graphic in

the extreme. It is especially interesting to read of Christian

fakirs. One, who, on his conversion, was turned out of his little

plot of land, built a house by the roadside in a desolate place,

planted trees, digged a well, received travellers for a night's free

lodging or a little water, and then preached Christ to them.
Another was found lying at the point of death, and his coffin by
his side ready for his corpse. " We all prayed very earnestly

that his valuable life might be prolonged. He at once ordered the

coffin out of the house, saying he should not want it now." He
recovered ; and a year afterwards, meeting Bateman, he threw
his arms round his neck and exclaimed, "I believe in the Com-
munion of Saints, the Forgiveness of Sins, the Resurrection of the

Body, and the Life Everlasting, Amen! " He was appointed by
the Native Church Council to be one of its " readers "—" strange

name," wrote Bateman, " for a man who does not know a letter

in any language !

"

For a time Bateman had charge of the Kangra district also, in Kangra.

the Himalayas, but he found the people mad upon their idols and
singularly hard. A " Demetrius " (as he calls him) one day said,
" We have had three Padri Sahibs, older and wiser than yon, who
preached till they died, and we never listened. What do you
think you will do among us ? " The three " Padri Sahibs " thus
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alluded to were Merk, Menge, and Eeuther. " I never was in a

place," wrote Bateman, " where I so often thought of the

command to shake off the dust of the feet." Another sphere of

his labours, and cause of much toil and anxiety, was an in-

dustrial settlement for Native Christians called (after Mr. Clark)

Clarkabad. But Narowal continued the centre of his work ; and
there he made what seems to have been the first attempt to build

a thoroughly oriental-looking church—not unlike a mosque in

appearance,—believing that an ordinary English chiu'ch, whether
Gothic or Italian in style, "savours of foreign notions and a

foreign yoke, and in no way represents the glorious and world-

wide Kingdom of Christ." The church was opened on December
27th, 1874, and Bateman wrote, referring to the first solitary

convert at Narowal years before,—" How light all the loneliness

and persecution which that brave old man endured would have
seemed to him, had he known how soon his sons and grandsons

would be worshipping wath a large congregation where he sat and
smoked alone in his faith."

We must now fix our attention on the Frontier, during the

eventful years 1878-81. Before the close of 1878, England had
been led by Lord Lytton into a second Afghan War. This drew
all eyes to the Frontier ; and C.M.S. friends were asking why we
had no Christian Mission in Afghanistan. " But we have," in-

sisted the Peshawar missionaries ;
" Peshawar, though in British

India territorially, is in Afghanistan ethnologically, and is in fact

a purer Afghan city than Kabul itself." So also protested Lee
Mayer from Bannu—which station, though regarded as belonging

to the Derajat Mission, is in a valley within the mountains, quite

separate from the Derajat plain. Bannu had been the scene of a

most successful experiment in governing turbulent tribesmen

peacefully ; but then the Commissioners had been successively

Herbert Edwardes, Eeynell Taylor, and H. B. Urmston, men
who feared God and constantly sought His guidance. As a

mission-field, however, the valley was one of the hardest possible.

Nowhere were the mullahs more bigoted or violent. Mayer's

letters for many years told of constant and vehement opposition,

which he met with a good humour that sometimes disarmed

opponents. For instance, in this very year 1878, while he was
preaching in the open-air amid loud outcries and bowlings, "a
wretched, ragged-looking old mullah " kept tugging at his elbow

and shouting, "Whose son was the devil? whose son was the

devil? " " At last," wrote Mayer, " I turned round, gave him a

friendly slap in the back, and roared out, ' Your son, old man !

Let me go on !
' "—which retort secured him ten minutes' quiei

attention. Mayer " thought he had a fair pair of lungs," but " all

that conceit was taken out of him." He " generally found an

hour and a half as much as he could stand, and croaked like a

raven for the rest of the day." But noise was not the worst

feature of the situation. Sometimes he was stoned, knocked off
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the steps he spoke from, robbed of his turban or his books. But Part VIII.

nothing could damp his zeal and courage. 1873-82.

The British forces entered the dominions of the Ameer by two ^^'

routes, through the Khyber Pass on the north, and through the The army
Bolan Pass on the south. As soon as the northern division had miss^ionary
reached Jellalabad, halfway to Kabul, Hughes, the senior mis- in Af-

sionary at Peshawar, rode up thither, without escort, " giving the ^ 3"'^^^"-

salutations of peace to Afghan friends on the way, and receiving

invitations to dinner from more than one Afridi "—men who had
seen him at Peshawar, and very likely had shared the hospitality

of the mission hujrah before referred to. At Jellalabad he found
Afghan chiefs and traders actually reading Scriptures and books
which he had given them wdien they stayed in the hiijrali/''- While
he was there, the skirmish occurred in which Major Wigram
Battye was killed, and it fell to Hughes's lot to bury that brilliant

officer, in the presence of the General and of the whole Guide
Corps. When the w^ar was concluded (temporarily, alas !) by the

Treaty of Gandamak, the Eev. Imam Shah paid a visit to Kabul Rev. imam
itself, not for direct evangelistic work among the Afghans—the Kabuh'^
Government would not have allowed that—but to minister to a
small congregation of Armenian Christians existing in the city.

These Armenians had come to Kabul a hundred years before when
Nadir Shah invaded India, but their numbers had diminished
until now" they were but fourteen souls. They had a little church
of their own, but no priest from Persia had visited them for many
years. Two or three of the children had been baptized by chap-
lains wdth the British army in the first Afghan War ; and others
had been sent down to Peshawar for baptism. No sermon had
been preached in the little church since Dr. Joseph Wolff visited

them in 1832, until August 10th, 1879, when Imam Shah preached
and administered the Holy Communion. Sad to say, the church
was destroyed (unavoidably) by the British a few months later,

when the murder of Sir L. Cavagnari caused a renewal of the
war.f

* But Pushtu New Testaments had got into Afghanistan long before this ;

indeed before the annexation of the Punjab. In the first Afghan "War, 1839,
Captain Eaban and other Christian officers in the army at Kabul drew up an
appeal for a Mission to the Afghans, and collected among themselves Rs. 600,
which they sent to Bishop Daniel Wilson. The British authorities, however,
forbad anything of the kind ; but the Calcutta Bible Society did a notable
thing. They sent a parcel of 200 Pushtu Testaments to Kabul, enclosed
in some other package, but not addressed. When it reached Kabul, the
authorities naturally questioned Captain Rab.an and his comrades ; but they
had purposely not been informed, so could honestly say that they knew
nothing of the matter. Thereupon an order was issued to send the books
back to India ; but the caravan was plundered on the way, and the Testa-
ments (as was found afterwards) were scattered over the country ! That
war issued in the total destruction of the British force ; but the Word of
God remained ! (See an article by Captain Raban's son, in the CM. Intelli-

gencer of June, 1894.)

t Imam Shah's account of this small Armenian community is most curious.
See CM. IntelKijencer, November, 1879, and November, 1880.
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After the war, in 1882, another most interesting expedition was
successfully accomplished by a Native evangelist, an Afghan
convert, Syud Shah. He succeeded in reaching Kafiristan, as

Fazl-i-Haqq and Nurallah had done in 1864,* and stayed three

months in the country, preaching and teaching the Gospel. Then
he returned via. Chitral.

j

The campaigns on the southern side of Afghanistan are linked

with the name of George Maxwell Gordon. Before the war
broke out, Gordon had been planning a Mission to the people of

Beluchistan. They had been upon his heart ever since he had
travelled from England to the Punjab via Persia. The steamer

that brought him from the Persian Gulf to Karachi stopped at

Guadur, a Beluch port, and this reminded him that here was
one of the wholly unevangelized races of the world. Afghanistan

and Beluchistan were indeed alike in being closed countries ; but,

as we have found, Peshawar and Bannu were waving " a flag for

Christ " which Afghans could and did see, while for the Beluchis

nothing whatever was being done. In 1876, Gordon extended

one of his incessant journeyings to Dera Ghazi Khan, the

southernmost of the three chief cities of the Derajat, which lay

opposite the north end of the "Seluch portion of the Frontier as it

was then. From there he made his way on his camel across the

plain to the mountains, and visited some of the Beluch chiefs.

During the next year or two he was much occupied in the Jhelum
district, and in establishing a young missionary (C. P. C. Nugent)

at the central station there, Pind Dadan Khan ; but in 1878 he

again visited Dera Ghazi with Bishop French, and they went on,

down the Indus in a boat, as far as Sukkur, whither Mr. Shirt

came up from Hydrabad and joined them. French preached

in Pushtu, Gordon in Punjabi, and Shirt in Sindhi. Then
Gordon wrote to the C.M.S., proposing to start a station with

a medical missionary at Dera Ghazi, whence visits could be paid

to the Beluch villages-—to make Dera Ghazi, in fact, a southern

Peshawar ; and offering to defray a large part of the expense

himself. In response to this generous offer, the Society com-
missioned the Rev. Arthur Lewis, Scholar of Queen's College,

Oxford, and Dr. Andrew Jukes, a medical man in Yorkshire, who
came forward for missionary service at this time, to go out and
begin a Beluch Mission at Dera Ghazi Khan.

Lewis and Jukes reached the Punjab at the end of 1878, to

put themselves under Gordon's direction. But where was Gordon ?

Gone up with the British army to Quetta and Kandahar, as a

volunteer honorary chaplain ; so there was nothing for it but to

wait awhile at Amritsar. In March they and others went to

Clarkabad for the dedication by the Bishop of a new church.

There, "while being entertained" writes Lewis, "in all the

sumptuous luxury of Mr. Bateman's mud-hut, looking up, we saw

* See Chapter LXIII.

I See liis journal ni the O.M. Tntelligencer, July, 1883.
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a stranger approaching," " clad in a costume which displayed the Part VIII.
calf of a leg of unusual circumference." " His somewhat slow 1873-82.

gait, his kindly but solemn glance, the long staff in his hand, all ^^'**P-
'^''•

seemed to combine to give one the impression of a prophet of
olden time." " Who's that ? " said one. " Why, it's Gordon !

"

exclaimed Bateman."- And very soon he and his two new friends
were at Dera Ghazi. This is how they established themselves Beginning
there :

—

of the
Mission at

" We found a pomegraiiate-gardeu close to the city walls. It belonged Khan^^^""'
to a Beluch chief. The owner readily gave his consent to our pitching
our tent here. Within the garden, too, were the ruins of a native
bungalow. In this we found one small room, which still had a roof on
it, which, however, was tenanted by a donkey; another room of the
same size was partially roofed ; but, generally, the whole place was a
scene of dehrh from fallen masonry, &c. With pickaxe and shovel we
set to work to clear the place ; we had the roof of the small room
repaired, the four-footed tenant was ejected, and then, with our tent,
we had ample accommodation. Here Dr. Jukes began his practice
amongst the Natives, and had plenty of patients every day."

Thus began the Dera Ghazi Khan Mission.
Gordon's letters describing his march with the British force Gordon

through the Bolan Pass to Quetta, and thence on to Kandahar, Bdt^ish^
were full of interest.! He ministered faithfully to the troops, troops,

taking the parade services, and holding less formal prayer
meetings with godly officers and privates. He made friends with
various Beluch and Afghan chiefs ; for the route passes through
Beluchistan into Southern Afghanistan. Let us read a small
fragment or two from his journal :

—

" Monday, January 13^.—Had a very hearty little praver-meeting in Gordon at
my tent, attended by four officers and eight soldiers. We made room Kandahar,

by clearing out everything, and sitting on the ground, by the light of a
home-made candle, composed of sheep's fat, with a piece of tent-rope
for wick. The singing was very good, and we all felt mutually edified.

''January \(Sth. \\\ event of solemn interest occupied us—the funeral
of Lieutenant Willis, R.A., who died yesterday morning from a blow
dealt by a wild fanatic in the street of Kandahar. His genial and
attractive disposition had endeared him to us all on the march, and we
mourned for him as for a hrother. It was a privilege to attend his last
hours, to hear his simple confession of trust in Christ, and to administer
to him the Holy Sacrament."

''Jamiary 31.s^—The day being Friday, all the Mohammedan shops
are shut (as with us on Sunday). At two o'clock, when the prayers in
the mosque are over, the mullahs repair to the principal bazaar, and
display books relating to the Mohammedan religion for sale. It was at
this spot that poor Willis was murdered. Engaging in conversation with Gordon
a respectable-looking man, named A. K., who proved to be a chief of <me ^"'^ *^^

of the local tribes, I offered him the New Testament in Arabic, which he AfghalTs
gladly accepted. He asked my address, and promised to call on me,
which he afterwards did."

* Memoir of G. M. Gordon, by the Rev. A. Lewis, p. 327.
t See CM. Intelligencer, February and May, 1879: April, 1880: Jannarv

1881. Also the Memoir of Gordon.
''
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Part VIII. " February Srd.—Read Pushtu with my munshi, and afterwards went to
1873-82. call on the Pathan chief, A. K. His son, A. J., received us at the door
Chap. 77. of his house with great politeness, and showed us nj) to a highly-

decorated room in a large court, which was adorned with mural painting.
There were carpets, arm-chairs, and table-covers, in J]ur(^pean style.

There were books on the shelves, and flower-vases on the table.

Presently entered a very handsome, well-dressed man, who was intro-
duced to us as the Qazi, or Chief Doctor of Mohammedan law in the
city. Sweets and fruits were placed on the table, and the halean (water-
pipe) and samovar (tea-urn) were introduced, as in Persia. The tea was
handed round in China tea-cups, and partaken of by all, for it is only in

India that Mohammedans aftect the caste system of refusing to eat and
drink with Christians. The Qazi told me that he owed his life to our
arrival in Kandahar, the Ameer having quarrelled with his own brother
and with him, as his brother's friend. As it was their hour of prayer, I

offered to retire, but they begged us stay, remarking, ' If we had been
attending the Ameer, he would never have consulted oiu- wishes in the
way that you of another religion have done.' They then went alternately
into an inner room and repeated the evening form of prayer, and
rejoined us.

" We then discoursed on the Law and the Gospel. A. J. went to his

book-shelf and took down two books. One was the Arabic New Testa-
ment which I had given to his father, the other a well-worn copy in

Hindustani, remarking of the latter, ' I have not only read, but also

committed it to memory.' He added, ' There is very little difference

between the precepts of the Koran and those of the Christian Scrip-
tures.' I dwelt, in reply, \\\)o\\ the value of a revelation which told of

One who has fulfilled the law for us, and he listened very attentively
while I quoted the prophecies which point to the Atonement of

Christ. . . .

" Thus God gives us most unexpected openings. I little thought a
year ago that I should be discussing with the moulvies of Kandahar, at
their «^)wn invitation, on the teaching of Christ and the Messianic
prt)phecies ! Nor did I anticipate, on arrival here, that the Word of

God had already preceded us, and had been read and committed to
memory !

"

As indicated above, Gordon returned quickly to India, and for

nearly another year was busy with his regular work. Then the

Gordon's renewal of the war gave him another opportunity of going up to

vtsi°"to
Kandahar, this time with Bishop French. The city, dangerous

Kandahar, before, was more dangerous now, and very strict orders were
issued that no one should go away from camp without being armed
with a revolver. Gordon disregarded this, and went alone and
luiarmed among the people: and " the culprit was informed that

if he did not submit to discipline, he would forthwith be sent back
to India."* The Bishop soon returned to India, but Gordon

Defeat of stayed on. Then in July came the disastrous battle of Maiwand,

^ege^of ^^^ which a British force was destroyed ; and the garrison of

Kandahar. Kandahar was besieged, and in great peril, until relieved by
General (now Lord) Eoberts, after his celebrated march from
Kabul.
During the siege, several unsuccessful sorties were made by the

* Memoir of G. M. Gordon, p. 344.
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British troops. On x\ugust 16th one of these sorties resulted in Part VIII.

several wounded men being left outside the walls, two or three 1873-82.

hundred yards from the Kabul Gate. Gordon at once got a dooly P" '
'•

and bearers, and hastened out to save them and luring them in.

The Afghan fire was so hot, that before they could reach the place

an officer with him said it was impossible to go on. Gordon
insisted, and as he a'ijain started forward, a bullet passed through Death of

Gordon
his wrist and entered his side. The dooly he had taken to save
others brought him into Kandahar again. In a few hours George
Maxwell Gordon was dead.

It was on August 16th, 1880-—just three days after Henry Wright
had been drowned in Coniston Lake. Tbe beloved leader at home
and the intrepid pioneer in the front of the fight, connected by
earthly relationship and one in devotion to their Master's service,

went to their reward together.'''-

By his will Gordon left a large part of his property to the Society Gordon's

for the Punjab Mission. A chapel for the Lahore Divinity College and"^^

was built as a memorial to him, and was dedicated to the service memorial,

of God by Bishop French on February 24th, 1883 ; and on the
following day, three well-tried Native Christians, Nobin Chander,
Malik Ishaq, and Thomas Edwards, all of whom had been trained

in the College, were ordained to the ministry of the Church within
its walls. Malik Ishaq was a Jat by birth, a native of the Dera
Ghazi Khan district, baptized by Sheldon at Karachi, and to Dera
Ghazi he was now sent, and has laboured there ever since.

The Pilgrim Missionary of the Punjab left a bright example The

behind him. All he was and all he had were wholly laid upon the Missionary

altar of Christ. He had turned his back upon everything that can
make life in England happy and attractive. He had refused an
Australian bishopric. He denied himself even the simple com-
forts which, in the case of most missionaries in India, are essential

to health. All the Punjab looked upon him as the Christian Fakir.

He was content to be a pioneer, and to leave others to reap the

harvest in the fields where he only began to "gather out the

stones." His favourite text was Ps. xc. 16, "Let Thy worh
appear unto Thy servants, and Thy glorij unto tlicir children."
" We should be thankful," he said, "if the icorh is ours, so that

God's glory is manifest to the next generation."

* Interesting articles "in memoriam"of Gordon, by General Maclagan
and the Rev. 0. P. C. Nugent, appeared in the CM. Intelligencer of October,
1880.
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Bishop Gell's Episcopate—Bangalore Conference—Madras i;nristian

College—David Fenn—Madras Native Church—Telugu Mission
—Hodges and Poole—Tinnevelly Missionaries—Prince of Wales

—

and Tinnevelly Christians—Bishops Caldwell and Sargent—Great
Famine—Large Accessions to S.P.G. and C. M.S.—Report of Rev.
Periyanayagam Arumanayagam—Balance-sheet of Mengnanapuram
Church Council—Travancore—The Syrian Church—The Revival of

1873—^Justus Joseph and the Six Years Party—Bishopric of Travan-
core and Cochin—Bishop Speechly—Australian Aid to South India

Missions.

{_Some seed'] ''fell on good ground, and did yield fruit that sprang up and
increased."—St. Mark iv. 8.

" When the blade was sprung up, and brought forth fruit, then appeared the

tares also."—St. Matt. xiii. 26.

Part VIII.
1873-82.
Chap. 78.

Bishop
Gell's
episcopate.

General
progress in
South
India.

E have now again to review the four great divisions of

the Society's South India Missions, viz., Madras, the
Telugu country, Tinnevelly, and Travancore. Through-
out our period the beneficent episcopate of Bishop
Gell continued; and his successive visitations and

charges regularly registered the progress of the work of Church of

England Missions. At the end of 1881, nearly at the close of our
present period, he could look back over twenty years. In that

time the Native baptized Christians connected with the Church of

England, i.e. practically, with S.P.G. and C.M.S., had more than
doubled, the increase being from 48,252 to 101,246. Of the latter

figure the C.M.S. share was 62,700. In the twenty years 36,973
Natives had been confirmed. The Bishop had ordained no less

than one hundred and twenty Native clergymen, seventy-five of

them in connexion with the C.M.S. "If," he said in his Charge,
'

' the greater number of these clergy are sincerely endeavouring to

fulfil their Christian ministry faithfully, and if a proportion of the
laity not less than that in the English portion of our Church are
real as well as nominal Christians—and I fully believe that this is

so,—we may thank God for His victories in South India, and
think lightly of the scorn with which so many who profess to be
believers in Christ, but cannot be, regai-d our efforts to bring all

India into subjection to the cross of the Lord Jesus Christ."
The growth in the larger field of Protestant Christianity in

South India was reported on at a General Missionary Conference
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held at Bangalore in 1879. The figures there given were for Part VIII.

twenty-one years, from 1857 to 1878, and included catechumens 1873-82.

and inquirers as well as the baptized, and also Ceylon. They P"
"
^'

showed an increase from 91,393 to 295,929, rather more than
threefold. Just half the whole nundjer were credited to C.M.S.
and S.P.G., the unbaptized catechiunens being very numerous at

that time, owing to the large accessions after the Famine of 1877-78

;

but a considerable part of tlie increase was due to the remarkable
progress of the American Baptist Telugu Mission.

The Bangalore Conference was of course not so important as Banpiore

the Conferences for all India at Allahabad and Calcutta; but
^°"'^''^""

South India has its own features and its own problems, and it

was good that 118 missionaries should meet together and discuss

them. In this case the absence of S.P.G. men was more keenly
felt than at the larger gatherings, because the S.P.G. Missions in

the South are relatively nmch more extensive and important than
in the North. But the papers and addresses, by such men as

liishop Sargent, Mr. Sell, Mr. Alexander, and Mr. Lash; Dr.
Miller and Mr. Kajahgopaul of the Scotch Free Church ; Mr.
Duthie and Mr. Slater of the L.M.S.; Dr. Chester and Dr.
Scu Ider of the American Missions,—and many others,—were
most interesting and valuable. The Conference endorsed Higher
]^]ducation, condenuied Caste, approved C.M.S. plans for Native
Church organization, commended Medical Missions, and pointed
out the risks as well as the advantages of Industrial Missions.

The })rogress of the Native Churches was thankfully recognized,

and especially the increasing intelligence of their members. This
was illustrated year ])y year by the success of Native Christians in Native

the examinations of the Universitv of Madras. Relatively to their christians11 1 "ii Tx- 1 -n 1 1
^"'^ educa-

numbers they were now beatmg all Hmdus except Brahmans, and tion.

of course beating the Mohanmiedans, and were even in some years
equal with the Brahmans. Considering the comparative poverty
and humble social condition of a large part of the Christian
conmnmity, this was almost as if Board-school boys beat Etonians
and Rug])eians.

Much of the success of Christian students was due to the
admirable work done by the Free Church of Scotland in its

College at ^ladras. This was another fruit of Alexander Duff's Madras

mighty influence. His great speech in the General Assembly in coiVege^"

1835, noticed in our Twenty-first Chapter, was instrumental in

calling out a like-minded man, John Anderson, who went to

Madras and founded an institution similar to Duff's at Calcutta.

Several high -caste converts were his reward, one of whom was
afterwards well known as a leading man at Madras, the Rev. P.

Rajahgopaul. In 1874 a proposal was made to connect the

College, which l)y that time had attained a high educational posi-

tion, with all the Societies labouring in South India, and a
memorial to that effect was sent home, signed by missionaries

of the S.P.G., the C.M.S., the L.M.S., the Weslevnns, and the

M 2
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Part VIII. Established Church of Scotland. This plan did not, however,
1873-82. prove feasible. It was felt to be wiser to leave the College practi-
Gbap. 78. QQ^Wy j^j ^j^Q hands of the Free Church, which was doing so much

for Christian education in India, and to which the able Principal,

MUler'
^^'" William Miller, belonged. But arrangements were ultimately

made for other Societies to assist by grants of money, their local

representatives having a certain voice in the management. In
pursuance of this plan, the C.M.S. voted £300 a year, and its

Madras Secretary, Mr. Sell, has for many years given the College

such support and co-operation as were necessary. The Madras
Christian College, as it was now named, has not only attracted

large numbers of non-Christian students by the superiority of its

teaching to all other institutions in the Presidency, but has become
the recognized resort of Christian students seeking University
distinctions ; and their success, as above intimated, is largely due
to the solid teaching of Dr. Miller and his able lieutenants. The
plan, therefore, of uniting to support one powerful institution,

instead of each Society struggling to maintain its own smaller and
weaker one, has been abundantly justified. Of course the College

is a place of general education and elementary Bible instruction,

not of theological training for holy orders or mission service. Such
training is otherwise provided by the different Societies in their

respective ways.
C.M.S. We now turn to the C.M.S. Missions. The Secretaries at

issions.
]y];.^(;^j..^g (luring the decade,, who conducted the business of all the

Society's South India Missions, were John Barton and David Fenn
jointly for a time (when the charge of an English church was
involved), and afterwards Fenn and E. C. Macdonald. From
1878 to 1881, A. H. Arden of the Telugu Mission v^as Secretary;

and in 1882 E. Sell was transferred to the vacant post from the

Harris School, and began the valuable service which has lasted
David (with slight interruptions) ever since. David Fenn died in 1878,

deeply lamented. Perhaps no missionary has ever been more
dearly loved personally by fellow-workers. There was a combined
tenderness and sprightliness about him, a deep spirituality along
with much intellectual thoughtfulness, that attracted men greatly.

It will be remembered that he was one of the Cambridge men
whose offers of service made the years 1850-53 such a hopeful

time. He began his missionary career with Eagland and Meadows
in the North Tinnevelly Itinerancy. His visit to Mauritius when
invalided led to the Mission in that island being undertaken. In
later years he worked as an itinerant missionary in the districts

round Madras ; and then, as above stated, he became Madras
Secretary. He never married, and he died at the age of fifty-two.

So greatly was he beloved in Madras, that a fund was raised by
friends of all denominations, with which a hostel for Christian

students in various colleges, particularly the Madras Christian

College, was established as a memorial to him.
Two years later, the Madras Mission suffered two other losses,
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by the death of J. Bilderbeck, the remarkable Eurasian whom Part VIII.
Henry Venn described as "electrifying the Committee 'V'' and 1873-82.

of Joseph Cornelius, one of the ablest of the Tamil clergy, a fair
^hap^TS.

Enghsh, Latin, Greek, and Hebrew scholar, besides knowing three Joseph
Indian languages, and the translator into Tamil of Trench's Cornelius.

Parables and Miracles, Blunt's Undesigned Coincidences, and the
S.P.C.K. Commentary on the New Testament. After their deaths,
the whole of the C.M.S. work in Madras among both Heathen and Madras
Native Christians was handed over to the Native Church Council

; Sfurch
the Society only retaining in its own hands the Mohammedan takes over

Mission, which was now worked by the brothers Goldsmith with woH^.^'
indomitable perseverance in the face of incessant opposition. The
Native Church Council was presided over by the Eev. W. T. Tamil
Satthianadhan, who was pastor of the congregations in the ?ahy.^

^"''

southern quarters of the city, his own church being Zion
Church, Chintadi-epettah ; while the Eev. V. Simeon shepherded
the northern pastorate, and the Eev, Samuel John (a son of the
Eev. John Devasagayam, and therefore brother of Mrs. Satthi-
anadhan) was specially commissioned as a missionary to educated
Hindus. In 1882 there were about 1000 Christians in the two
pastorates. The Church Council superintended Vernacular Day-
schools attended by 1000 children, and Sunday-schools with 500
scholars

;
while Mrs. Satthianadhan had seven schools for Hindu

caste girls, 450 of whom attended. In connexion with Zion
Church there was a Chintadrepettah Christian Association, with
Mr. P. T. Tharyan, B.A., as Secretary, which served as a literary
mstitute for educated Native Christians. The Council also, in
1881,

_
took over from the Society the charge of the Palaveram

District outside Madras, the scene of David Fenn's itinerations.
This brought 500 more Christians in connexion with the Council.
There were in 1882 no less than seventy Native evangelists and
schoolmasters working under the Council. The contributions of
the Christians in that year amounted to Es. 2346.
We now go northwards to the Telugu Mission. During the Teiu^u

period, the extensive village work in the four districts of which
'^'^^'°"

the centres were Masulipatam, Bezwada, Ellore, and Eaghava-
puram, continued to be carried on by T. Y. Darling (who left
finally in 1875, after nearly thirty years' service), F. W. N.
Alexander, J. Harrison, W. Ellington (who died in 1878), W.
Clayton, and W. G. Baker. In 1876, James Stone went out to the J- stone,
same department of the Mission, and for several years he and
Mrs. Stone did important work at Eaghavapuram, whence the
Gospel spread from village to village, not only within the territory
imder British rule, but into the Mohammedan State of Hydrabad.
H. W. Bales went out in 1878. The remote station of Dumma-
gudem on the Godavari was occupied by John Cain. John Sharp j. sharp
continued Principal of the Noble High School until 1878, and

* Vol. II., p. 177.
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Part VIII.
1873-82.

Chap. 78.
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then returned home ; and in 1880 he was appointed Secretary of

the British and Foreign Bihle Society. J. E. Padfield conducted
the Vernacular Training Institution, which supphed catechists

and school-teachers to the various districts ; and he also did

valuahle literary work, preparing for the Madi'as Committee of the

S.P.C.K. a Telugu version of Bishop Walsham How's Commentary
on the Gospels, and other works. Mrs. Padfield carried on Mrs.
Sharkey's well-known Girls' Boarding School, after the latter's

deeply-lamented death in 1878 ; and Mrs. Clayton rendered

essential service by her schools for Hindu caste girls. The
Telugu Mission has been singularly happy in the wives of its

missionaries ; and woman's work of various kinds had long been
going on when the first I.F.N. S. ladies, the Misses Brandon,
went out in 1875. Mr. John Thornton, the Training Master who
had preceded Padfield in the charge of the Vernacular Institution,

went to New Zealand, and has since been for twenty years head-

master of the important Maori College at Te Ante. Mr. Martin

Browne, another schoolmaster, came to Ellore in 1879. W. G.

Peel joined the Mission in 1880. Other men served for a short

time, but gave way to the ill-effects of the climate. But the most
important accession to the ranks was in 1877, when two Oxford

men, intimate friends, E. Noel Hodges of Queen's and Arthur W.
Poole of Worcester, went out together. Hodges succeeded Sharp

as Principal of the Noble School ; and Poole became E;igby-Fox

Master, and was also commissioned to seek to reach the upper
Hindu classes of Masulipatam generally.

The Native clergy within our period only numbered four, viz.,

the Eevs. Manchala Eatnam and Ainala Bhushanam, the first two
converts from the Noble School ; the Eev. Ganugapati Krish-

nayya, one of the second batch of converts ; and the Eev. I.

Vencatarama Eazu, of whom more in our next chapter. Bhush-
anam died in 1877. Eatnam for many years worked zealously,

first in High Schools, and then as superintending pastor of a large

district. Krishnayya was a master in the Ellore High School.

The Telugu Native Church Council held its first meeting in 1876,

and the missionaries wrote joyfully of the readiness with which
Christians who, but a short time before, had been Brahmans or

Vellamas sat down with Mala delegates. But the weak feature of

the Church was that there were no middle-class converts. The
high castes had supplied the leaders, and the rank and file came
chiefly from the Malas, the low-class cultivators who were outside

the regular castes altogether,—though so strong is the caste

spirit that the Malas themselves looked down upon the Madigas,

who were lower still.

While hundreds of these simple rustics were being baptized

year by year, the high-caste converts were being gathered one by
one at long intervals. In 1877, a Brahman youth of eighteen in

the Noble School came out, despite the piteous distress of his

parents and friends ; but the changed feeling about such an event



was strikingly manifest in the fact that not a single boy was Part V

withdrawn from the School. In 1879, another youth, who had ^^73-1

been deeply af!ected by the baptism of his class-mate, but who had f^
left the School and gone out into life, came forward and confessed

Christ. But there were many disappointments. Several who
were almost Christians were drawn back by the temptations of the

world or the flesh ; and Mr. Hodges wrote in 1882 what fresh

light was thrown upon various expressions in the Epistle to the

Galatians by the experiences he passed through. "Bondage"
and " liberty," Caste and Christianity—these four words instantly

suggest the parallelism.

Mr. Hodges' comrade, A. W. Poole, was only at Masulipatam a ^^^°^
year or two. He struggled for some time against ill-health, and

then was obliged to give in and return home. But he did excellent

work while there, not only taking classes in the School, but

visiting Hindu gentlemen, and giving pul:)lic lectures. His first

lecture, on Oxford, proved a great attraction ; and then he gave a

course of six on Christianity as a Historical Eeligion, which were

largely attended by the EngUsh-speaking Natives. When he

returned to England, his speeches on the Mission caused much
interest; and the one he delivered at the C.M.S. Anniversary in Hi^s^Ex

1883 was not only memorable for its unexpected consequences— speech,

of which more hereafter,—but was intrinsically valual:)le as giving

in a picturesque form the results of the Mission. Let one short

extract be given :

—

"It was Robert Noble's aim so to reach men of power among the

Natives that they should be the pillars of the Native Church Avheu he

had passed away. . In this view it is impossible to over-estimate the ^^^"'^^

importance of these conversions, whose number seems so small. Exactly ^obie
opposite to the Nohle School stands the native court-house. The judge, work,

who daily administers impartial justice in the name of the British

Government in that court-house, is a converted Brahman from the

School. The magistrate in the adjoining district is another ; the minister

of the Native congregation and missionary in charge of the district

of Masulipatam is aniither ; two of the head-masters of our Anglo-

Vei-nacular schools and seven assistant-masters in those schools are all

men hrought to the knowledge of God in the Nohle High School of

Masulipatam. One of them edits the Native Christian magazine. All

our translating, writing, teaching, guiding and directing the work of the

Native Church, is in the hands "of that small but steadfast community.

Therefore, I repeat, judging not by their numbers, but by their importance,

it is impossible to thank God too much for the blessing which He has

vouchsafed to the work of the Noble High School. We find that

wherever the district missionary goes, if he meets with a pupil of the

School, there he has a friend made ready to hand, if nothing more. And
no language of mine can convey to this meeting an idea of the

numberless cases which have been brought under ovu- personal notice of

h-ecret disciples, of men convinced in heart, but still unable to throw off

the shackles of their own iron bondage."

INIr. Cain's remote station on the Godavari, Dummagudem,
ought to have been noticed before in this History, as it dates

e s
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Part VIII. from 1861. But as it was originally taken up with a view to
1873-82. reaching the Koi aborigines, its story has been waiting until we
^^^' review the Missions to the Hill Tribes ; and this our next chapter

will do.

Tinneveiiy We now turn southwards again and visit Tinnevelly. At the

time that our period opens, negotiations were on foot for the

Caldwell appointment of Edward Sargent, and of Mr. Caldwell of the

^ent^*"^
S.P.G., as Assistant Bishops to the Bishop of Madras, for the

more effective episcopal supervision of the Tamil Christian com-
munities connected with the two Societies. Bishop Gell wished
for it, and Archbishop Tait approved ; but difficulties arose which
will be explained in the Eightieth Chapter ; and ultimately

Sargent, who was in England, went back to India as a simple
presbyter. The Archbishop, however, to mark his approval of

the plan for giving the two veteran missionaries a position of

authority, conferred on both Caldwell and Sargent the Lambeth
degree of D.D. Caldwell certainly merited the distinction, as the

first of Tamil scholars ; while Sargent, though not a learned man
in the same sense, had written several Tamil religious books, was
the most perfect master of the colloquial, and had trained some
two hundi-ed Native evangelists and teachers, twelve of whom
had already been ordained, and many more were to be ordained
afterwards. A striking object-lesson on this training work was
presented a year or two later, when Bishop Gell (January 30th,

1876) ordained at Palamcotta eighteen deacons (fifteen C.M.S.)
and eleven presbyters (nine C.M.S.), most of whom had been
Sargent's pupils. Of eighty clergymen present that day (S.P.G.
and C.M.S.), sixty-eight were Tamils.

The Native The C.M.S. Committee took occasion by Sargent's return to

and the procced further with their plans for organizing tbe Tinnevelly

aries!°" Congregations. By his judicious instrumentality more complete
arrangements were made for the ten Church Councils ad-

ministering the ten districts ; and while the other English mission-

aries. Meadows, Dibb, Honiss, Harcourt, and Lash, were continued
for a little time as chairmen of five of the Councils, and thus

Many as Superintendents of the Native clergy in the five respective

Sarg^ent
"* districts, Sargent was appointed to all the other five, and gradually,

always ^s vacaucies occurred, became chairman and superintendent in

all except North Tinnevelly. Honiss and Harcourt were com-
missioned to give their chief attention to direct evangelistic work
among the higher castes in the small towns, and H. Horsley was
sent out to join them in that very important sphere of labour ; but
Honiss soon came home invalided, Horsley succeeded Meadows
in North Tinnevelly when the latter retired in 1877, and both
Harcourt and Horsley were after a time transferred to Ceylon.
Lash was fully occupied with the Sarah Tucker Institution, and
when he, too, returned to England in 1880, Harcourt only came
back to Tinnevelly to succeed him. Dibb came home ill in 1876,
and died at Southampton within two days of landing—a great
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and deeply-felt loss to the Mission; and a young missionary, Part YIII.

E. Blackmore, died early. The gradual result of all these changes 1873-82.

was to leave Sargent the sole superintendent of the Native clergy ' ' ^'
'

and congregations, which was just what the Connnittee were
aiming at. They sent out no new man, except H. J. Schaffier in

1877, and that was for definite educational work, quite apart from
the Native Church ; and he started, in 1880, a High School in

the Heathen town of Tinnevelly. Meanwhile, T. Kember, who,
as a trained schoolmaster, had been for some years engaged in

training teachers for the vernacular village schools, came to

England, took the Islington course, was ordained, and went back
in 1878 as Principal of the Training Institution, inchiding the

Theological Class which had formerly been successively under
Sargent and Uibb. These various personal moves and changes
are, of course, of no historical interest in themselves, but they
illustrate the practical difficulties of missionary administration,

and the way in which the course of Divine Providence even in

minor things works out good designs.

It was while Caldwell and Sargent were D.D.'s but not yet
l)ishops that the memorable meeting of the Prince of Wales with The Prince

the Tinnevelly Christians took place, on Deceml)er 10th, 1875. anduhe^''

This meeting was due to Sir Bartle Frere, the Prince's guide upon
ch"ds\unJ

his tour, who was determined that if it were any way possible,

the Heir to the British throne should not miss seeing the results

of the largest Mission in India. The authorities, of course, had
no such design, and had arranged for the Prince to sail direct

from Ceylon to Madras, as nine travellers out of ten do. To cross
from Colombo to the little Tinnevelly port of Tuticorin was a most
imusual thing, and up to the last moment it was uncertain
whether Frere would prevail. But the Prince himself decided to

take the unusual route, with the sole purpose of meeting the Native
Christians. The railway that runs southward from ^ladras had just

been extended to Tuticorin, with a branch line to Palamcotta, and
the place fixed upon for the gathering was Maniachi, the junction Maniaciu

station, because the Prince had not time to go to Palamcotta. In ITat^oZ
itself Maniachi was a most unsuitable spot, twenty miles from
Palamcotta, with no Christians in the immediate neighbourhood,
and no houses or huts for those who might come together ; in the
midst, moreover, of a l)lack, boggy plain, famous for its cotton, but
impassable for carts in the rainy season—which was not yet over,

—and the railway not yet available for the public. And when
some eight thousand Christians had arrived on foot from all parts Gathering

of Tinnevelly to meet the Prince on the 9th, a message suddenly chr^ians
came that he would not land at Tuticorin till the 10th. Happily ^"^^53

the rain held off, and the people passed the night somehow. At clergy,

the bare, roofless station the two sides of the line were gravelled
for a hundred yards, to prevent tlie crowd, as Dr. Caldwell ex-
pressed it, " going down quick " •• into the black bog. On one side

* That is, " alive." See Numb. xvi. 30, 33 ; Vs. Iv. 15.
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Chap. 78.

PahtVIIL. were ranged 2000 boys and girls from the various mission-schools,
1873-82. and fifty-three Native clergymen, in their simple white garments,

only distinguishable from their people by the black scarf round
their waists ; and on the opposite side stood the thousands of men
and women. Most of them had never seen a railway train before,

and great was the excitement as the Prince's train was at last

seen approaching. On the Prince alighting, an address was read
to him by Dr. Caldwell, stating that the Christians then present
represented 60,000 in the Tinnevelly district alone ; that they all,

in their daily and Sunday services, prayed for " Albert Edward
Prince of Wales, the Princess of Wales, and all the Eoyal
Family "; and that while they had not, on becoming Christians,
" denationalized themselves by adopting English dress or English
modes of life," they would not yield even to Englishmen in loyalty

to the Queen. A Tamil lyric was also sung, the translation of

which is worth preserving :

—

A Tamil
lyric to
welcome
the Prince.

The
Prince's
own re

1. Through the grace of the blessed Lord of heaven, O son of our
victorious Queen, mayst thou ever enjoy prosperity.

2. It is our peculiar happiness to be subject to a sceptre under
which the leopard and the deer continually drink at the same
stream.

3. Crossing seas and crossing mountains thou hast visited this

southernmost region, and granted to those who live under the
shadow of thy Royal umbrella a sight of thy benign covuite-

nance.
i. May thy realm, in which sun and moon never set, become from

generation to generation more and more illustrious !

5. May the lion-flag of the British nation wave gloriously far and
wide, and wherever it waves, may the cross-flag of our Lord
Jesus fly with it harmoniously !

God preserve thee, and regard thee with an eye of grace, and
grant thee long life and victory, and bless thee for evermore !

Obeisance to thee ! obeisance to thee ! O wise king thou art to

be ! Safely mayst thou reach again the capital of thy realm !

O thou whom all men justly praise !

"

6

The Prince's reply must also be preserved. It was no cautious

p, state document, but was actually composed by himself in the train

that morning. The paper, written in pencil in his own hand-
writing, with his own corrections, was handed to Dr. Caldwell :—

-

" I thank you for your address, and for your good wishes, and accept
with pleasure your memento of my visit.

" It is a great satisfaction to me to find my countrymen engaged in

ofl'ering to our Indian fellow-subjects those truths which form the
foundation of our own social and political system, and which we our-

selves esteem as our most valued possession.
" The freedom in all matters of opinion which our Government secures

to all is an assurance to me that large numbers of our Indian fellow-

svdijects accept your teaching from conviction.
'* Whilst this perfect liberty to teach and to learn is an essential

characteristic of our rule, I feel evei'y contidence that the moral benefits

of union with England may be not less evident to the people of India
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than are the material results of the great railway which wc are this day Part VI TI.

opening. 1873-82.

" My hope is that in all, whether in moral or material aspects, the Chap. 78.

nations of this country may ever have reason to regard their closer

connexion with England as one of their greatest blessings."

In his interestin<^ account of the meeting,''' Caldwell pointed out

that the Prince of Wales on this occasion saw, not merely Chris- what the

tians, but "something of the real staple of the population of reaiiy saw.

India. Elsewhere, the picture—or at least the foreground—has

been filled with kings, nobles, and chiefs, with a sprinkling of

millionaire bankers and merchants "; but the people he saw at

Maniachi represented " the masses, the producers of the country's

wealth, on whose earnings the rajahs live
"—" the great majority

of them small tenant-farmers or small traders," " their aristocracy

consisting in a few men of letters and subordinate Government
officials."

In comparison with the Queen's son, Anglo-Indian rulers

count for little ; still, it is worth remembering that several of the

Governors of the Madras Presidency have visited the Tinnevelly other

Missions. We have before seen Lord and Lady Napier among visits,

the Christians. The Duke of Buckingharm paid them a visit in

1880, and Mr. Grant Duff in 1882. The former was especially

warm in his sympathy and commendation, and made a contribu-

tion of Es. 1000. In 1881 the INIetropolitan, Bishop Johnson,
visited several of the Christian villages, and at Mengnanapuram
nearly 3000 Christians thronged the great church, headed by
twenty-four of the Native clergy. No wonder he chose for his

text the angel Gabriel's words to Mary, "For with God nothing
shall be impossible." But perhaps he was most touched by the

sight of the venerable Mrs. Thomas, who still occupied her sainted

husband's bungalow

—

and still occupies it after sixty years of
residence as wife and widoiv.

But before these latter visits took place, the long-delayed plan

for Tinnevelly had been carried out, and Caldwell and Sargent Caidweii

had become bishops. They were consecrated at Calcutta on largent
March 11th, 1877, by the Metropolitan, Bishop Johnson, assisted appointed

by Bishops Gell of Madras, Mylne of Bombay, and Copleston of '^
°^^'

Colombo. Bishop Gell preached the sermon, and justified the

arrangement—which had been strongly objected to as savouring

too much of " society " distinctions—in the peculiar circumstances
of Tinnevelly and of the Diocese of Madras. " As for the apprehen-
sion of promoting schism," he said, " I rather see in the twofold

consecration a good liope of binding together, of helping the Native
congi'egations to live in unity and godly love. . . . The double
stars are separated one from the other by some fixed distance, yet

they do not part from each other altogether, but attract one
another; and each no doubt contributes didy to maintain their

* Printed in the GiKirdiaii, January 26th, 187fi. Dr. Sargent's account
appeared in the CM. Intelligencer and Gleaner of February, 1876.
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planets in equilibrium and ordei'." No doubt the success of the

experiment—for it proved emphatically successful—was in part

due, under God, to the warm friendship subsisting between the

two men. " In all our intercourse," wrote Caldwell after Sargent's

death in 1889, " the perfect friendliness of our relations was never

once in the slightest degree disturbed." '' When Caldwell's new
church at Edengudi was opened in 1880, it was Sargent who
preached the sermon ; and in 1884, when an ordination was held

at Madras for seven S.P.G. men, he was again invited to preach,

and took as his text, " I am not ashamed of the Gospel of Christ."

Caldwell originally went to India, in 1838, as a missionary of the

L.M.S.; but in 1841 he joined the Church of England, and was
ordained by Bishop Spencer for S.P.G. w^ork. Sargent was the

son of an English soldier who fought at Waterloo, and w'as born

in Paris four months after the battle. The regiment w^as after-

wards ordered to India, and wife and child accompanied the father

thither. Little Edward w\as afterwards adopted by a Madras
chaplain, the Eev. W. Sawyer, and educated by him. He was
trained in a seminary the C.M.S. at that time had near Madras,

and in 1836, at the age of twenty-one, w^ent to Tinnevelly as a lay

agent. In 1838, the year of Caldwell's first going to India,

Sargent was sent to England, and after taking the Islington

course he was ordained by Bishop Blomfield in the same year in

which Caldwell was ordained at Madras.
At the very time when Sargent and Caldwell were consecrated,

the shadow of impending calamity had already fallen upon India.

The year 1877 was the year of the great famine which desolated

the Central and Southern Provinces. The Government made
superhuman exertions to save life ; but the means of communica-
tion and conveyance of food were not then organized as they have

been since, and thousands died simply because no food could reach

them in time. The Society had in hand £10,000, the balance of the

fund raised in 1873-4 for the relief of the famine in Bengal, a large

part of which had not been used. At such a time money given to

a missionary at a remote station may prove utterly useless if there

are no stores of rice or grain within reach upon which it can be

expended. The £10,000, however, was at once placed at the dis-

posal of the Corresponding Committees in India, together with

£7000 newly contriljuted in addition. But they used less than

£10,000, and the balance remained for future use, the interest

being applied to the maintenance of orphans. Of the amount
spent, the greater part was for relief in Tinnevelly, where the

people, though they did not die, were reduced to great straits. A
much larger sum was dispensed by the S.P.G. missionaries, their

districts being more seriously affected than those of the C.M.S.

* From an article on Bishop Sargent contributed by Bishop Caldwell to

the Madra!< Chri><tian College Mo.gazine, December, 18S9. In that article

Caldwell also justified the plan of having two Assistant Bishops, and affirmed

its success.
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The effect upon the people was immediate. "The conviction Part VIII.

prevailed," ^^Tote Bishop Caldwell, "that whilst Hinduism had 1W3-82.

loft the famine-stricken to die, Christianity had stepped in like an P"
"

angel from heaven, to comfort them with its sympathy and cheer

them with its effectual succour." And in the course of a few
months some 20,000 Heathen in the S.P.G. districts, and 10,000 Large in-

in the C.M.S. districts, threw away their idols and placed thcni- ffad^""^
selves under Christian instruction. herents.

Some injudicious friends in England, of both Societies, now
began to speak of " thousands of conversions " and of " Pente-
costal scenes," and this led to a controversy in the Indian papers,

some writers in which i-ejoined with the taunt of " rice Christians."

In reality the great majority of the new accessions were actuated Real mean-

neither, on the one hand, by any spiritual motive, nor, on the mfvement.
other hand, by the hope of relief—for the Heathen were as freely

relieved as the poor Christians. They simply felt that their demon-
gods had deserted them, and Christians had fed them; therefore

it might be to their advantage to try Christianity. What was
now needed was a large band of teachers to go among them and
instruct them. Bishop Sargent appealed to the congregations to

supply volunteer evangelists. At Mengnanapuram a large meeting volunteer

was held in the church, which he addressed earnestly, and then evangelists

asked those to stand up who would undertake to give one day a
week to going among the new accessions or the surrounding
Heathen. One hundred and twenty-four men instantly stood up;
and, on a further appeal, thirty-eight more. Then the Bishop
called on the women, and seven stood up—in estimating which we
must bear in mind the immense difference in the position of women
between England and India, even Christian India. Now see the
general result, in the C.M.S. districts, three years after the famine.
Here are the comparative figures at the close of 1877 and the close

of 1880 :—
" At the close of 1877 there were 768 villages containing Christian Figures of

adherents connected with tlie C.M.S. At the close of 1880 there were i|^
^"'^

9")o. Increase in three years, 187.

"At the close of 1877 there were 31,061 baptized persons, and 10,462
persons under instruction, but not yet baptized ; total adherents, 41,.523.
At tlie close of 1880 the corresponding figures were 38,6-")7 and lo,606;
total, o4,263. Increase in tliree years, 7o96 baptized, and ol44 unbap-
tized ; total, 12,740 souls. (This increase does not represent the whole
gain from Heathenism ; for tlie deaths in the Christian community rani'e
from 700 to 1000 a year.)

"

'• At the close of 1877 there were 7793 communicants. At the close of
1880 there were 9ol7. Increase, 1724.

" In 1877 there were 349 adult baptisms ; in 1878, 811 ; in 1879, loll
;

in 18SU, 1012. (The rest of the increase in baptized members of the
Church arises from the baptisms of the children of Native Christians.)
"At the close of 1877 there were 462 churches, chapels, 'prayer-

houses,' or schoolrooms in which Divine service was held. At the close
of 1880 there were 669, of which 129 are described as piikka churches.
Increase in the three years, 207."
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Part VIII. In January, 1880, a comparison was made, not for three yeafS,
1873-82. \^^\^ {^^y Qi;^^ hundred years ; for representatives of congregations in

^^'
all the districts assembled at Palamcotta to celebrate the Centenary

Centenary of Christianity in Tinnevelly, and Bishop Gell came from Madras

anity?n^* on purpose. A historical review was read by Bishop Caldwell,
Tinnevelly giving the facts Summarized in our Fifteenth Chapter. Be it

observed that although a little congregation of forty souls was
formed at Palamcottah in 1780, effective operations had not been
going on for the whole hundred years. The C.M.S. Mission had
been at work only sixty years ; and the S.P.G. Mission practically

only forty years (since it began to be successfully built up upon
the remnants of the old S.P.C.K. w^ork). Therefore a total of

nearly 100,000 Native Christians (without counting those who had
died), scattered among nearly 2000 villages, was a mark of real

progress and of the manifest blessing of God.
One feature of these last three years of rapid advance is worth

Romanists noting. The Eoman Catholics suddenly invaded Tinnevelly in

tisfs^^^ strength, especially the S.P.G. districts; and Mr. Margoschis, a

w^ell-known S.P.G. missionary, complained that they drew away
his people by giving theatrical representations of sacred subjects.

Some Native Baptist preachers also appeared, and began to re-

baptize baptized people; but mark the difference—the Secretary

of the Baptist Society, Mr. Baynes, was in India at the time,

and he at once interfered, and peremptorily forbad any intrusion

into Church of England districts.*

At this point it may be interesting to glance at the working of

the new Church Council system. Year by year the Eeports of

the superintending pastors w^ere sent to England, and many of

them were published in the CM. Intelligencer. Let one be

selected at random. It is from the Eev. Periyanayagam Aruma-
A Tamil nayagam. Pastor of the Asirvadhapuram circle of village congrega-

re^port.'^
tions, for the year 1875 :—

" Let praise and glory be unto the Lord, who hath times and seasons

in His hands, and who hath richly blessed His Church in these parts this

year.
One pastor « General Account of the District.—There are thirty-two villages in this

lages,^23 circle. The total niamber of Christians at present is 3091, of whom 1797
places of are baptized, 1294 catechumens, and 388 commTinicants. They assemble

2s°s'choois
together for Divine worship in twenty-three different places, and in five

for the Holy Communion ; seventeen adults, six women, and fifty-nine

children were added into the Church, through baptism, at the current

year. There are twentj^-five schools, where Christian instruction and
other subjects are taught to oI8 boys and 308 girls. Thus the work of

this circle is carried on, under God's blessing, b}^ one Native pastor, one
inspecting schoolmaster, eight catechists, twenty-one schoolmasters, and
five schoolmistresses.

" Pastoral Work.—I conduct morning and evening prayers on week-
days, and preach in the head station (Asirvadhapuram) when I am at

home ; teacli the people Scripture history, &c., so that they might

* Exactly as in Bengal. See p. 135.
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improve in the knowledge of faith; visit the congregation in their Part YIII.
houses, converse about the state of their souls, and ofier up prayers 1873-82.

with them. I encourage them in their prayei'-meeting by my presence Chap. 78.

and addresse.s
;
^^reach to the Heathen when time permits me, and

question and teach the school-children. I visit every village and hamlet
of this circle once in a month. In addition to the works I have
described above, I examine those preparing for the Holy Coninuniiou
and those for the baptism ; after a fair examination I admit them to

the Holy Sacraments. Visit the sick, converse with them, and conduct
prayers at their bedside. I spend every Sunday with joy and comfort,
and think it to be a privilege to me, by the goodness of the Almighty,
for this reason: that I am engaged the whole of that holy day in

ministering to the people, by conducting morning and evening services,

and administering the Holy Communion in the noon. Though I am
exhausted, I think it to bo a real rest, and feel with joy the soundness
of it in my soul.

" Thanks be to the Lord Jesus Christ, who strengthens me in my
weakness

!

" The Works of the Mission Agents.—The catechists attend the children The
in the schools, as well as the congregation and the schoolmasters, I'ice ^^^^l
versa. There are catechists who have the congregations only from being
a large one, or by having one or more neighbouring villages to attend to.

On the contrary, there are schoolmasters who attend the school-work
only from the fact of their having a pretty good number of children to
attend to. They conduct morning and evening prayers on week-days, and
conduct services and preach on Sundays ; teach the school-children and
people. I am abje to report that there are catechists well skilled in teach-
ing the school-children, and schoolmasters well skilled in spiritual work.

" Congregation.—Much improvement is evidently seen in all the con- Services

gregations. They never tell now that ofl'ering \\\, prayers is the work ^"^ prayer

of the agents only, as they used to say in former years. Among the old
'"^^*'"^^-

congregation, almost all are able to offer short and sweet prayers. They
attend the Divine services with the greatest eagerness. They have
prayer-meeting for young men, prayer-meeting common to all, and, I am
liappy to say, mothers' meetings also. Poothukkuly, a favourite old
Christian village, where the whole congregation engaged in nothing but
Itrayer and other sacred devotions on Sundays, which I have witnessed
every month, and in which I have had a share too from 7 to 8 a.m.
They have their morning service in the church, and then they attend
their Sunday-school. At ten o'clock their prayer-meeting for 3'oung
men. and mothers' meeting commence in separate places. From 12
to 1 ..'jO they have their noon service, at 4 p.m. they meet again for their
evening service, and at 7.30 p.m. they have their jirayer-mqeting in one
of their houses, which closes at 0.;^0. This mode of spending the Sunday
exists in some other congregations also. In former years one will hardly
meet with a man in the congregation having the Holy Bible, itc, of
their own used in the Divine services; if at all, they are lent or presents
from friends. But now they all buy the Holy Book, etc., from their
own money, and use them freely. They have been liberal and ready in
contributing for the Native Church Fund. The total number raised
this year amounts to Rs. oG0:7:o|, which is rather more than last
year's income. We have received as donations for the repair and
building of churches Rs. 399(5 ; 3 : o, besides contributing gladly to the
Bible Society, Tract Society, for the spread of the Gospel, and other
charitable purposes.

" This time of the year is a season of joy and gladness to our people,
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PartYIII. and even when I sit to prepare this Report, I perceive before me, with

1873-82. not less joy, all the places look green and verdant, and the ears of

Chap. 78. different corns richly filled with grain waving to and fro by the wind,

indicating a plentiful crop. O may the Holy Ghost be abundantly

poured upon all our people, so that they might yield good fruits of piety

and godliness, which is acceptable before the heavenly Husbandman !

"

This extract only describes the pastoral work among the Native

Christians. Mr. Periyanayagam goes on to describe the evange-

listic work of himself and his helpers among the Heathen, and

to give particulars of some whole villages that had come under

Christian instruction

.

Each of the ten districts had its own separate Church funds.

Let us look at the year's account of the Mengnanapuram Council

for 1880. This shows the receipts and expenditure in a district

then comprising 199 villages, with 159 churches and prayer-

houses, 21 Native pastors, 166 lay agents of all kinds, 4000

children at school, and a total of 18,000 Christians. It will be

seen that the account—like certain other accounts sometimes,

nearer home—shows a deficit on the year :

—

A Native
Church
balance-
sheet.

Receipts.
Es.

Grant from tlie Home
Committee . . . 8064

Grant from the Willia,m

Jones Fund . . . 600
Grant from Henry Venn
Fund .... 155

Subscriptions collected for

Native Church Fund . 3552

Sunday Collections for

the Poor and for Church
Servants • . . 591

Christmas Collection to

Native Church Fund . 74
Contributions by Ao;ents

towards Bible and Tract

Society . . .75
Easter Collections for

Bible Society . . 74

Interest on Endowment
Funds . . . .689

Interest on Deposits . 800

School fees . . . 154

Result Grant . . . 2541

Subscriptions by Mrs. Carr
towards Southborough
School in Arumuganeri 84

Sundry . . . . 2<

a. p.

5 4

14 10

10 9

Expenditure.
Rs.

Pay to 21 Native Pastors 4473
2121

5

12

6 4
14

15

Rs. 17,485 3 3

23 Catechists

,, 10 Jones Fund
Catechists .

Pay to 6 Bible-women
Travelling AHowance for

Agents
Pay for Chiirch Maities .

Buikling Chiirches and
Repairs

Furniture for Churches .

Repair of Pastors' and
Catechists' Houses

Pay to 82 Schoolmasters 8049

Building Schoolrooms and
Repairs

Books, &c., and Prizes to

Children
Building Houses and Re-

pairs for Schoolmasters
Expended on Village Girls

Schools

Towards Bible and Tract

Society
Bread and Wine for Holy
Communion

Grant towards Boys' Board-
ing School . . . 360

Cost of Printing Reports
and Registers . . 246

For Registrar's License to

4 Pastors ... 32

Stamps and Cooly, &c. . 193

1151
102

506
52

576
3«

316

68

268

170

837

149

143

a. p.

8

10
8

U

7
8

8 5

6 2

8 4

12 9

5

4

14

8 6

Rs. 19,857 7 2
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This account shows that the Society was at that time paying Part VIII.

ahout two-lifths of the whole ; a proportion which has heen reduced p^'^^"^^'

since then by means of the annual diminution of the grant by ^P"

five per cent. The diminution, however, has ,sometimes been c.m.s.

suspended on special grounds, sometimes made only at the rate ^'^^^?g\'^*'^^

of 1\ per cent., and sometimes compensated for loy additional of funds,

grants for specific temporary purposes. The Society's policy was
thus ingeniously illustrated by Bishop Sargent:—"When I was
teaching my boy to swim, he had a jacket of about 120 corks,

and every day I took seven or eight out. In live days he learned

the art, and became one of the strongest swimmers in Tinnevelly."

The general character of the Tinnevelly Christians was well Bishop

described by Bishop Caldwell in 1880 :

—

on the
Tinnevelly

" I maintain that tlie Christians of our Indian Missions have no need Christians,

to shrink from comparison with Christians in a similar station in life

and similarly circumstanced in England or in any other part of the

world. The style of character they exhibit is one wliich those who are

well acquainted with them cannot but like. I think I do not exaggerate

when I affirm that they appear to me in gentral- more teachable and
tractable, more considerate of the feelings of others and more respectful

to superiors, more uniformly ttsmperate, more patient and gentle, more
trustful in Providence, better church-goers, yet free from religious

bigotry, and, in proportion to their means, more liberal, than Christians

in p]iigland holding a similar position in the social scale. I do not for a

moment pretend tliat they are free from imperfections ; on the contrary,

living amongst them as I do from day to day, I see their imperfections

daily, and daily do I ' reprove, rebuke, exhort,' as I see need ; but I am
bound to say that when I have gone away anywhere, and looked l)ack

upon the Christians of this country from a distance,—when I have
compared them with what I have seen and known of Christians in other

countries, I find that their good qualities have left a deeper imi)ression

on my mind than their imperfections. I do not know any perfect

Native Christians, and I may add that perfect English Christians, if

they do exist, must be admitted to be exceedingly rare; but this I see

and know, that in both chesses of Christians may be traced distinct

marks and proof of the power of the Gospel—new sympathies and virtues,

and a new heavenward aim."

One good feature in the Tinnevelly Church has been its supply

of agents to other Missions. We have before seen how its cate-

chists went to Ceylon and Mauritius. Some of its best-educated

men, after taking their degrees at Madras University, became
masters in colleges and schools in the Telugu Mission, and in

other parts of the Madras Presidency.

Two or three other events of the period in Tinnevelly remain to

be noticed. Much might be said of the delightful work done in

connexion with the Sarah Tucker Institution by Mr. and Mrs. Sarah

Lash, touching whom (and Bishop and Mrs. Sargent) Professor in^'tit'ution

Monier-Williams wrote to the Times, June 11th, 1877, " All honour

to those noble-hearted missionaries." In 1878 a building was
erected in Palamcotta called the Usborne Memorial School, in Ufj^o^["=

memory of two ladies who had largely contributed to the work of

VOL. in.
^ N
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Part VIII
1873-82.

Chap. 78.

Death of
Mrs.
Sargent.

Travan-
core.

The Syrian
Church.

female education. It was to be used for a school for high-caste
Hindu girls, and also as a hall for lectures to educated Natives.
At the laying of the first stone a Brahman spoke, warmly
eulogizing Christian missionaries as "pioneers of every good
work " and as " constituting a bridge over the wide gulf separating
the people of the land from their rulers." When the building
was ready, Mr. Lash began with a lantern lecture on the Pilgrim s

Progress ; and he invited educated Hindu gentlemen, both Chris-
tians and non-Christians, to give lectures. One Brahman took as
his suliject " Natural Theology," and discoursed eloquently on the
Divine attributes of the One God. *'Itis written in the Bible,"
he said, "that the fool hath said in his heart. There is no God.
It does not say the fool thought in his heart there is no God. He
tried to persuade himself of the non-existence of a God by
saying it."

The excellent work of the C.E.Z.M.S. ladies in Tinnevelly was
initiated by Mrs. Lewis. We shall see more of it hereafter.

In 1882, Bishop Sargent, having been ill, took a voyage to

Australia and New Zealand. The interesting connexion which
had been formed before this between South India and Australia
will be noticed presently. Sargent was taken in hand by the Eev.
H. B. Macartney of Melbourne, visited several principal towns in

the Australasian Colonies, and was given contributions for the
Tinnevelly Mission by various friends, amounting to £400. Not
long after his return to India, both he and the Mission suffered an
irreparable loss by the death of Mrs. Sargent, June 19th, 1883.
She was a true mother in Israel.

Finally, let us come to Travancore. In the earlier years of our
period the missionaries at work were—Henry Baker the younger,
now a veteran of thirty years' standing, in charge of the central
districts and the Arrian Mission ; John Caley, a new recruit, in

Feet's old districts in the south ; W. Johnson at Allepie on the
coast, and F. Bower in the northern state of Cochin ; J. H.
Bishop and W. J. Eichards at the Cottayam College ; and J. M.
Speedily at the Cambridge Nicholson Institution. E. H. Maddox
had retired, and was at home ; but in 1876 he went back to the
field. There were some 15,000 Native Christian adherents, and
the Church Council system was taking root, fostering self-support
and self-administration. The Mission had one difficulty from
which Tinnevelly was free. The Christian community was not
homogeneous, but a combination of most diverse elements. The
largest section consisted of the slave converts ; then a considerable
number from the more respectable Heathen; then a good many
who had left the Syrian Church—which section comprised most
of the clergy ; then there were the Hill Arrian Christians, far

away and quite distinct ; and, in addition, the small congregations
in the Cochin State. It was not easy for all these to amalgamate.
The old Syrian Church was at the time, as it so often has been,
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torn by internal dissensions. The presence for so many years I'akt \'l 11.

alongside it of tlie active and thriving C.M.S. Mission to the ^^^73-82.

Heathen had gradually stimulated the reforming tendencies of its
^'^^'

best members, and the Metran or Metropolitan, Mar Athanasius, Mar Atha-

encouraged these to the utmost. Athanasius had been a scholar "3^'"^-

in the old Syrian College at Cottayam at the time when the C.M.S.
missionaries were in charge of it, and had been selected in 1837,
just before the separation took place, to be sent to Madras for

further training in the C.M.S. Theological Seminary which then
existed at that city under J. H. Gray. Afterwards he went to

Syria, and thei'e, in 1842, he was consecrated by the Jacobite

Patriarch of x\ntioch to be Metran of the Malabar Syrian Chiu'ch.

For thirty years he had fulfilled his office faithfully, seeking by
the grace of God to revive the slumbering life of his people, and
always grateful for the friendly counsel of the Anglican mis-
sionaries ; and under his benign rule the Syrian Christians had
increased in prosperity, trebled the number of their churches, and
greatly improved in moral character. But many of the priests The two

resented his efforts for reform, and complained to the Patriarch of
p^"^'^^-

Antioch, Avho sent two or three other bishops, not natives of

India, and therefore regarded as foreign intruders, to supplant him.
The better disposed of the clergy, however, stood by him, and
he consecrated his cousin, Mar Thomas Athanasius, to be his

coadjutor—as had been the custom in the Church in former times.

The inevitable result was the division of the Church into two
antagonistic parties ; and the spirit of the reactionary bishops was
shown by one of them throwing down a Malayalam Bible which he
found in one of the churches and trampling on it. In 1874 the
Jacobite Patriarch visited England with a view to getting the Jacobite

British Government to interfere in the quarrel and turn Mar i^^ElTgTa'nd

Athanasius out of the churches and other properties held by the
reforming party. He was received by many advanced English
Churchmen, who knew nothing of the case, with effusive reverence;
l)ut Mr. Wliitehouse, who had long been chaplain at Cochin, and
knew more of the circumstances than any other living man,
exposed his pretensions in the pages of the CM. Intelligencer,

showing that the Malabar Church had originally no connexion
with the Jacobites of Antioch, and that although Antioch had
done it a good turn by restoring to it the episcopal succession in

the seventeenth century, it had always had Native bishops and
was in fact an independent Church. Eventually the Patriarch
was advised ])y Archbishop Tait to leave it to manage its own
affairs ; but meanwhile he had appointed a new Native Metran,
around whom the reactionary party had rallied, and the division
and dissension continued—and has continued to the present
time."^'

But in the midst of these troubles, in 1873, a remarkable
* For the recent position of parties in the Syrian Church, see an article

by the Rev. W. J. Richards, CM. Intelligencer, March, 1S95.

N 2
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Chap. 78.

revival.

lustus
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and his
brothers

Reality
of the
movement

religious revival occurred in Travancore. The conversion in Feet's

time (1861) of a whole family of Brahmans will not have been
forgotten.''' One of the brothers, Justus Joseph, had been ordained

Travancore in 1865 by Bishop Gell, and had proved an able and zealous

clergyman. Two of the others, Matthew and Jacob, became
ardent evangelists, and when, in 1874, the fame of the great

American revivalists in England reached India, the two brothers

came to be called the " Moody and Sankey " of Travancore—for

one preached and the other sang. Although they belonged to the

Anglican community, the spiritual awakening that suddenly began
in the autumn of 1873 was chiefly among the Syrian Christians.

It was accompanied, like the Irish revival in 1859 and the North
Tinnevelly revival in 1860, by strange physical manifestations,

which the missionaries at once felt were not " of the Lord"; but

nevertheless there could be no doubt at all of the reality of the

movement, and that the Holy Spirit was working mightily upon
the hearts of many of the people. The testimonies of Mr. Speedily,

Mr. Caley, and Mr. D. Fenn (who went over from Madras), were
decisive ; and when Mr. Maddox returned to India three years

later he was struck by the fruits still plainly manifest. One good
feature was a sudden and urgent demand for Bibles, and the

Cottayam Press had to work hard to supply them. Another was
the strong sense of sin in those who were awakened, and a

readiness to make reparation for wrong done to others. Anothei
was the burst of sacred song. Many new " lyrics " were composed
set to native music, and chanted by the people morning, noon, and
night. Here is one of them :

—

1. O Spirit, come soon ! bring remembrance to me of all my great sins,

And at my remembrance help me mightily to cry.

Come, O Spirit, O Holy Spirit, come !

2. When will flow Peter's tears, O God, from my eyes ?

Forsake not this sinner, who pleads and falls at Thy feet.

Come, O Spirit, &c.

3. Oh ! with Thy word strike my heart, quickly break its stone,

Make my eyes at once pools of water unceasing.

Come, O Spirit, &c.

4. Christ dead upon the cross (His) form
Help to shine ever in my mind, O God, without delay.

Come, O Spirit, »S:c.

T). Many times I have grieved Thee, a great sinner I am,
For self I have walked. Thy golden doctrines have sjjurned.

Come, Spirit, &c.

6. Pride, lust, unbelief, deceit, envy I'emove,

Faith, kindness, and love within me soon impart.

Come, O Spirit, &c.

7. Upon the Apostles Thou earnest, so now heaven divide,

Upon this sinner (too) fall ; ever reign in my heart.

Come, O Spirit, &c.

A new
lyric.

* See Vol. II., p. 539.
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8. Oh, living water! if Thou dwell not in nie with compassion and love, Part VIIT.

Eternal death's prey, I a great sinner shall be. Forsake not, O God ! 1873-82.

Come, O Spirit, &c. Chap. 78

9. Oh ! delay not the least to plead with unutterable groans
Before the Almighty One, for me, a worm.

Come, O Spirit, &c.

And let us read the account of one of the Syrians awakened ^ fmit of

and, as it seemed, truly converted to God. David Fenn thus
wrote :

—

" On December 17th at Tiruwella, I met the rich man alluded to by
Mr. Baker as ' ever in lawsuits with his family," who after his late con-
version had 'returned to a Nair some land he had obtained from him by
fraudulent means.' This man is one of the most striking fruits of the
revival. He lives three miles from Tiruwella. Mr. Johnson and Mr.
Caley knew him well, as he often called at the Mission bungalow. He
called again to-day. It was the first time Mr. and Mrs. Caley had seen
him since his great change. They were very much struck by his altered
appearance. He was before very stout in person, and haughty and
swaggering in gait, and he never cared to converse on I'eligion. Now he
looked like one who had passed through a most severe mental conflict,

and was very humble and childlike in manner. They found it difficult

to realize he was the same person. Ever since his conversion, about
two months ago, he has been going about talking to people about their
souls. We asked him if he had peace. No, he said, he had much
sorrow of heart. Why so ? did he doubt God's forgiving niercy ? No,
he had no doubt. He knew Christ had died for his sins, but he felt

very great sorrow at the thought of his sins, and had still but little

peace. He listened wdth the deepest attention while we directed his

attendant, a young man, to read from the Malayalam Bible, Isa. i. 18,
xliii. 25, xliv. 22, Iv. 7, and Micah vii. 18, 19. He appeared very
grateful. Then he asked leave to sing a Tamil lyric, and finally re-

(juested that we should obtain the Sircar's permission for liim to speak
to the prisoners in Tiruwella jail, about loO in number, about their souls.

We told him we feared there would be a difficulty unless they were
Syrian Christians. Still the request was very touching. To think of
this man, so rich and so haughty, as he lately was, now longing to go
himself to the very low^est and worst, and seek their souls' salvation !

Every one who knows this man is astonished at the change."

The good Metran, Mar Athanasius, acted towards the movement
judiciously and sympathetically, and gave the evangelists leave
to conduct special services and prayer-meetings in any of his

churches ; and Philippos, the Malpan or Divinity Professor in the
old Syrian College, and Vicar-General of the Southern Churches,
who was an ardent reformer, took an active part in guiding the
awakened catanars (priests).

The revival was mainly confined to the Syrian and Anglican
congregations—the former chiefly—in the southern districts of

Mavelicara and Tiruwella. But meanwhile, the ordinary w^ork
was going on in the Cottayam and Pallam districts with manifest
spiritual blessing ; and sjDecial meetings were arranged by Mr.
Baker, especially for the numerous catechumens who had come
out of Heathenism, and had been some time under instruction.
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These were brought to a definite point in the Week of Prayer in

January, 1875, and the result was that five hundred and eighty-

nine converts were baptized on one memorable day. A few
weeks later arrived Mr. Sholto Douglas, who (as mentioned in

our Seventieth Chapter) had been an active leader in the

Parochial Mission movement at home, and who was on a tour in

India ; and he too held special services, and materially helped the

Native clergy and catechists by showing them how to conduct
after-meetings and the like. Then, in November of the same
year, came the Bishop of Madras, who confirmed within a fort-

night 970 candidates, and ordained four Native clergymen, " three

of whom," wrote Henry Baker, " I had baptized as infants."

But the great Adversary never lets a good work alone, and the

Eevival w^as followed by one of the saddest exhibitions of human
error and fanaticism in modern Church history. The Tamil
revivalist Arulappen, who, it will be remembered, had a kind of

little " Plymouthist " band in North Tinnevelly," was preaching

on the Second Advent, and his prophetical views spread to

Kannit in Travancore, where Justus Joseph and his brothers lived.

One of their company, Thomman, who professed to be a prophet,

suddenly announced that Christ was coming after exactly six

years ; and Justus Joseph was led astray into setting forth heWei

in this prediction as a condition of salvation. At the same time

he began to call upon the people who had been influenced by the

Revival to confess their sins in public ; and the churches soon
witnessed scenes of most shocking confessions of individual

immoralities. Other extravagances followed, and at length Justus

Joseph exhibited so much actual deceit that the missionaries, after

long patience and great forliearance and earnest pleading with

him, were compelled to cast him off, and the Bishop withdrew
his license. Mr. Caley wrote: "1 cannot but regard it as a

master-stroke of Satan to destroy a good work. The Joseph
family wielded an immense power for good, and, had they not

fallen under the influence of a delusion, might have brought

about glorious results. Bible-readings, family prayers, &c., were
becoming common. The Enemy of all righteousness had cause

to be alarmed, for the Church was aw^aking to her duty. What
did he do ? He aimed a blow at the leaders, and it took effect,

so that now they are leading a movement which often differs little

from devil-dancing."

Justus Joseph and his brethren never came back. But
hundreds of the people they had deceived did. The failure of a

prediction of three days' darkness, and the death of Thomman
the prophet, and of one of the brothers, who were said to have
fbeen "sealed" and could not die, opened the eyes of many.
Still the " Six Years Party," as it was called, or " Revival

Church," as it called itself, continued to hold together until the

* See Vol. II., p. 189.
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six years were over. But on the day fixed upon, October 2nd, PartYIII.
1881, the sun arose and set as usual, and the movement 1873-82.

collapsed. Many of the people came to the Anglican or Ee- ^^^P- 78.

formed Syrian congregations, and asked in shame and confusion
of face to be restored. But it was long before the sad effects of
"Satan's master-stroke " passed away. The misguided leader
died in 1887, ministered to in his last hours by one of the Native
clergy.

In 1878 the Travancore Mission lost its senior missionary.
Henry Baker died on November 13th, after thirty-five years' Death of

zealous service. He was chiefly honoured as the apostle of the "fkeT.
Hill Arrians, but he had a very large share in the work among
all classes in the plains. He was chairman of the Native Church
Council, and a leading member of the Malayalam Bible Revision
Committee. =•= His mother, the widow of the first Hemy Baker,
still conducted her girls' boarding-school; and his widow and
daughter continued another girls' school for many years. In the
charge of the Arrian Mission he was ultimately succeeded by a
new missionary who went out in 1877, A. F. Painter.

f

As mentioned more than once in other chapters, the Society
had long been anxious for the establishment of a bishopric in Bishopric

Travancore and Cochin
; and in 1879, at last, the many difficulties cor^'and""

were surmounted. The Bishop of Madras, the Metropohtan of Cochin.

Calcutta, the Archbishop of Canterbury, and the Secretary of
State for India, were brought into agreement ; and ecclesiastical
anomalies were tolerated for the sake of the practical benefit of
the Church. It was arranged to consecrate a bishop under the
" Jerusalem Act," Travancore and Cochin being semi-independent
Native States

;
yet that he should take an oath of allegiance to

two State Bishops, Calcutta (as Metropolitan) and Madras (in

consideration of certain Madi-as chaplains being put under him),
as well as (like other bishops on foreign territory) to the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury. The clergyman chosen by Archbishop
Tait, on the Society's recommendation, was J. M. Speechly, the Bishop

much -respected Principal of the Cambridge Nicholson Institution,
^P^'^'^'y-

who had himself trained several of the Native clergy over whom
he was now to preside

; and on July 25th, 1879, he was conse-
crated at St. Paul's Cathedi-al, together with Walsham How to
the sufli-agan bishopric of Bedford, J. Barclay to the Anglican
bishopric in Jerusalem, and W. Eidley to the new bishopric of
Caledonia.

Bishop Speechly found himself at the head of a Mission that a growing
was distinctly growing. In twenty years the Native Christians Church,

of the Anglican Church (l^aptize'd and catechumens) had in-

* An interesting " In Memoriani" of Henry Baker was contributed to the
CM. IhtelHgencer (May, 1879) by R. Collins, who had been Principal of
Cottayam College, and afterwards of Trinity College, Kandy.

t Another promising missionary who joined in the same year, F. W.
Ainley, was soon obliged to return "lionie by failure of health.
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thePaet VIII. creased from 6000 to 20,000;

Chr~?8 ^^^^' *^^® Native clergy from
^^' Council was increasing in strength year by year.

Testimony
of a
Heathen
Govern-
ment.

commmiicants from 1200 to

to seventeen. The Church
The Christians,

w^ith all their inevitable imperfections, were an example both to

their Syrian brethren and to the Heathen. As one of themselves
said :

—

" We observe the Sabbath; we avoid law squabbles; all disputes of

brother against brother are settled in Christian panchayats .- we educate
our children, and pay for them in greater proportion than others ; our
clergy are being supported by our gifts, and not by the sale of sacra-
ments and prayers for the dead ; the marriage bond is sacred ; drunkards
and other open sinners are marked men ; we are not dependent upon
the Mission for our support."

The Native Government of Travancore recognized the good
work of the Mission. In 1877 appeared a remarkable Census
Eeport, by "V. Nagam Aiya, B.A.," which said, "By the inde-

fatigable labours and self-denying earnestness of the learned
bodies of missionaries, the large community of Native Christians
are rapidly advancing in their moral, intellectual, and material
condition." (The italics are Mr. Aiya's.) And in 1880 a new
Maharajah ascended the throne, who was a very enlightened man
and a Fellow of Madras University ; and only a few weeks after

his accession, he visited Cottayam, inspected the schools, and
assured the missionaries that their labours were " increasing, year
after year, the number of the loyal, law-abiding, and civilized

population, the foundation of good government."

Links
between
South
India and
Australia.

Mr.
Macartney

His fund.

His maga-
zine.

Before leaving South India, we must not omit to notice the
very interesting links between the C.M.S. Missions there and
Australia. The first link was forged by George Maxwell Gordon,
as mentioned briefly in previous chapters.* He took the voyage
from Madras to Melbourne in 1867, after a fever, under doctor's

orders ; and at Melbourne he made the acquaintance of the Eev.
H. B. Macartney, son of the Dean. An address given by Gordon
to the girls in an industrial school led to their forming a

little missionary association to give and collect money for " the
brown children in India." Under Mr. Macartney's energetic

guidance, the interest spread to other schools, and then among
Christian peop'e generally. No society was formed, but money
was annually contributed through Mr. Macartney, and sent by
him direct to India. By 1875 it amounted to £450 a year, which
sum was maintaining 111 boys and girls in the boarding-schools
of Tinnevelly, Travancore, and the Telugu Mission, six catechists

and teachers in Tinnevelly, and (Gordon now being in the Punjab)
two students in the Lahore Divinity School. In 1873, Mr.
Macartney started a little monthly magazine. The Missionary at

Home and Abroad, in which he published letters and appeals from

See Vol. II., pp. 408, 527.
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the missionaries he was helping, as well as accounts of local Part VIII.

Missions to the Aboi'igines and Chinese in Australia, and which
^''^"'^"^^J

quickly attained a, large circulation in the Colonies and did much '^*P^<

to foster the missionary cause. In 1875 a further development of

deep interest took place. At a consecration meeting at Caulfield

(Mr. Macartney's parish, a suburb of Melbourne) on August 18th,

one of the Sunday-school teachers, Miss Sarah Davies, offered His

herself for missionary work. A few days afterwards, the Rev.
F. W. N. Alexander, of the Telugu Mission, arrived at Melbourne,
having (like Gordon) taken the voyage for health's sake ; and it

was quickly arranged that he should take Miss Davies back to

India wath him, to work at Ellore. Still no society was formed.

Mr. Macartney took all the responsibility, and did all the work
;

and within seven years, i.e. up to the end of our present period,

he sent seven missionaries to India. One died in Tinnevelly
;

two went back ill ; the others were still in the field in 1882. Two
ladies had married C.M.S. missionaries : the first one. Miss
Davies, became Mrs. Cain, and another. Miss Seymour, became
Mrs. Browne. The seventh, Miss Digby, who went out in 1882,

is labouring to this day as a C.E.Z.M.S. missionary. The cause

was much helped from time to time by visits of missionaries to

Australia. Bishop Sargent's tour in 1882 has already been
alluded to. Mr. and Mrs. Cain went twice, and everywhere
excited great interest. After twenty years, the funds passing

thus through Mr. Macartney's hands in aid of the C.M.S. and
C.E.Z.M.S. Missions amounted to £1400 a year ; but this and
other further developments will come before us hereafter. Let us

conclude by quoting the w^ords of Mr. Lewis, Gordon's biographer,

v/riting in 1886—" A fever, if used aright, may be the means of

producing £1200 a year : precious money for the salvation of still

more precious souls."



CHAPTER LXXIX.

India : The Hill Tribes.

Non-Aryan Races of India—The Paharis of the Rajmahal Hills

—

E. Droese and Hallett—Santal Mission—Puxley, Storrs, Shackell

—

Rapid but unnoticed Growth—Kols, Gonds, Kois—Sir A. Cotton

and General Haig—Edmonds and Cain on the Godavari—Rev.

I. V. Razu—C.M.S. Non-Aryan Conference—Santal Native Clergy

—Gond Mission : Williamson—Bheel Mission : Thompson.

Part VIII.
1873-82.

Chap. 79.

The Non-
Aryan
races of
India.

Work
among the
Hill Tribes

" Who reuiembered us in our loiv eskite : for His mercy endurcth for ever."—
Ps. cxxsvi. 23.

" So is the hinr/doiH of God, as if a man sliould cast seed into the ground ; . . .

and the seed should spring and groiv up, he k)i,on-eth not lioiu."—St. Mark iv. 26, 27.

'HEEE thousand years ago, as it is believed, India was
invaded by the great Aryan race from Central Asia.

The country was already occupied by two races, now
known as Kolarian and Dravidian. The former were
the older, and are believed to have been subjugated

by the Dravidians, who were also invaders, and who, in their

turn, were subdued by the newly-ariived Aryans. The Aryans

gradually spread themselves all over Northern and Western India,

and became the Hindus proper ; and the present Bengali, Hindi,

Marathi, Gujerathi, Punjabi, and Sindhi languages represent the

old Aryan tongue, of which Sanskrit is the classical remnant.

The bulk of the Dravidians were pressed southwards ; and the

great southern peoples, speaking the Telugu, Tamil, Canarese, and

Malayalam languages, belong to that race. The Brahmans and
other Aryan castes are in the south but a small, though highly

influential, minority of the population. But the remnants of the

old Kolarians, and also certain Dravidian tribes, retired into the

hill-districts of Central India and Western Bengal ; and these

constitute the Non-Aryan Hill Tribes of to-day.

In the course of this History, we have noticed in passing some
of the efforts of Christian Missions among these Hill Tribes : the

attempt of Mr. Christian of the S.P.G. to reach the Paharis or

liill-men of the Eajmahal Hills in Bengal ; * the Berlin Mission of

Pastor Gossner to the Kols of Chota Nagpore,f and the absorp-

tion of part of it by Bishop Milman and the S.P.G. ;| the

* Vol. I., p. 331. t Vol. II., p. 263. + Ihid., p. 498.
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commencement of schools among the Santals by the C.M.S. ;'' Part VIII.

and the C.M.S. Mission among the Hill Arrians in the Southern 1873-82.

Ghauts. I But an account of the Santal Mission, and also of a
^^^'

Mission to the Kois on the Godavari, has been deferred until now,
in order that the \York among these and other tribes might be
reviewed together. To find the beginning of these two Missions,

however, we shall have to go back several years ])efore our present

period.

The first man to call attention to the claims of the hill-tribes in

Behar upon the Church's sympathy seems to have been Bishop
Heber.]: It was at his instance that the S.P.G. sent the Rev.
T. Christian to Bhagalpur in 1826. Mr. Christian threw himself

with much earnestness among the " Paharis "
§ living in the hills The

south of the Ganges, but after twelve months' labours he and his oAh*e'^

wife died of jungle fever within a few weeks of each other. In Rajmahai

No. 11 of the CM. Intelligencer (March, 1850) appeared a letter

from the chaplain at Bhagalpur, Mr. Vaux, forwarded to the

C.M.S. by Archdeacon Pratt, pleading for Behar generally, and
in particular for two tribes in that same hill -country, viz., "the
Puharis and the Sontals " (so spelt) ; and in the C.M.S. Eeport of

1851 Bhagalpur aj)pears for the first time as a station of the
Society, the missionary being the Rev. E. Droese, who had been e. Droese.

sent to India in 1842 by the Berlin Society, but had lately been
engaged by the C.M.S. and ordained by Bishop Wilson. He
remained at Bhagalpur thirty-six years, with one furlough ; then
retired to Mussoorie, and died there in 1891, after almost half a

century of active service. He was one of those sturdy and stead}-

German missionaries of whom we seem to know so little, but to

whom the C.M.S. Missions owe so much.
The two tribes, Santals and Paharis, are totally different. The Tiie

Paharis are Dravidian, and the Santals Kolarian. The Paharis
live on the tops of the hills, and the Santals in the intervening
valleys. The Paharis were the terror of the whole country until a
young civil officer, Augustus Cleveland, tamed them by kindness
in 1780-81. As, how'ever, the Hindus were still afraid to occupy
the valleys, which were then not peopled, the Government, in

1832, encouraged the Santals, who lived further south, and were
increasing rapidly, to settle in them, marking off with stone pillars

a tract outside the hills to be also reserved for such settlers, and
called the Daman-i-Koh ("skirts of the hills"). Within forty

years the Santal Pergunnahs (as the district is now called) were
swarming with Santals. In 1855 they rose against the extortions Santai

of the Hindu money-lenders and traders who grew rich upon their
"^'^'"'°'"'-

simplicity, and British troops had to quell the revolt. Then a
new Commissioner, George Yule, took them in hand, and tamed ytde^^

* Vol. II., p. 216. t I'^f'i-, V- l-*3-

X See liis Narrative, vol. i. p. 214.

§ " I'jihari " is a name for :\nj liill-peoplo. These were the tribe of
Kajniahal Paliaris.
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Part VIII. them as Cleveland had tamed their wilder neighbours on the hills.

1873-82. Jt -^vas Yule who encouraged Droese to open schools for both
"'P' Paharis and Santals, and obtained a Government grant for the

purpose ; and it was Yule who protested so incisively, as we saw
in our Forty-sixth Chapter,* against the withdraw^al of the grant

by the authorities at home for fear of infringing "neutrality."

Subsequently, two successive Lieutenant-Governors of Bengal, Sir

George Campbell and Sir Eichard Temple, did much for the

material and moral improvement of the Santals.
c.M s. jn 1859 the Society sent a young man who had been in the

Mission: uncovenauted Indian service, and who was ordained before sailing,
Haiiett.

^|-^g j^g^_
iji_ -g_ Hallett, to Bhagalpur, expressly for new evan-

gelistic work among the Santals. Di'oese had already opened
schools in twelve villages, and 400 boys were already under
instruction. It was, however, only a similar beginning to the

beginnings of all school-work in Bengal forty years before.! The
teachers were Heathen, for there were no Christians to be had

;

and all that was intended was to assist in the taming process,

and thus prepare the way for a missionary—for Droese himself

was fully occupied at Bhagalpur. Hallett began his itinerating

zealously, but his health broke down in the malarial jungles, and
he only stayed a year. But he was followed by a remarkable
missionary, who really began the gi'eat work in which we all now
rejoice.

Puxiey. Edward Lavallin Puxley came from Dunboy Castle in County
Cork. He was an Oxford man, but, before taking his degree, he
had become an officer in the 4th Light Dragoons, and was with

that regiment in the Crimea. In 1860 he offered his services to

the Society as an honorary missionary, was ordained by Arch-
bishop Sumner, and was sent out to join the new Mission to

Lucknow—a particularly suitable location for a military man.
But certain godly officers on board the ship he sailed in so

interested him in the Santals, that on reaching Calcutta he asked
leave to go to them instead. Through John Barton, who went
out in the same ship, he was introduced to Sir George Yule, the

Commissioner of the Santal districts, and Yule showed him a

place to begin at, a village called Hiranpur ; but in 1863 he pur-

chased (from his own resources) some l^uildings belonging to the

East Indian Eailway Company at Taljhari, and presented them to

the Society. Before he could begin work there, the jungle fevers

had seized him, and he was quickly ordered to England to save his

life ; but he must always be remembered as the first missionary

to live actually among the Santal people. Moreover, he had col-

lected a few promising boys from the schools, and formed them
into a class to be trained as teachers ; and he had translated

^
.J.

St. Matthew's Gospel, the Psalms, and parts of the Prayer-book,
stor.s. into the Santali language. When he broke down, W. T. Storrs was

* Vol. ri., p. 246. t Vul. 1., p. 194.
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brou'^ht from Lucknovv to relieve him; when he returned to Part VI II.

India, Storrs was invahded liome ;
and when Storrs went back,

^^''''^'^^i

Tuxley, aj^^ain ill, was compelled (1866) to retire altogether.
Chap^/9.

From Puxley's training-school came the first two converts, Eam First

Charan, a Hindu by birth who had lived from infancy among the
f^^^^^l^g.

Santals, and Bhim, a pure Santal. They were baptized by Storrs

in 1864, in a tank from which, and from two tine palm-trees,

Tal-jJiari (" palm-tank ") is believed to derive its name. Bhim
owed his conversion to a strange dispensation of Providence. He
was driving a bullock-cart across the railway, when one of the

oxen caught its hoof in the rail, and before it could be extricated,

a train came up and killed it, Bhim was put in prison for

endangering the safety of the train ; and while there, the Spirit of

God brought home to his heart the truths he had learned at

school, and he came out of gaol a new man. Both Eam Charan

and Bhim became, some years later, among the first Native

clergymen in the Mission.

For three or four years no reports were received from the Santal a growing

Mission. There is no mention of the first baptisms in the noticed

Intelligencer or Annual Eeport, though a diligent' search reveals work,

a casual allusion to them in a short summary of a Calcutta Eeport

printed in small type in the CM. Bccord. The fact was that

Puxley and Storrs dreaded publicity. " Some missionaries,"

wrote Eidgeway in the Intelligencer (January, 1870), adopting, as

his manner was, a horticultural simile, " fear lest the glare of the

sun should spoil the tender plants, about whose healthful growth

they are so anxious ; and they throw a covering over them, and

conceal them as much as possible from public observation." And
he proceeded to administer a gentle rebuke. Christian people at

home, he said, who were supporting the work by their prayers

and contributions, desired to know, and had a right to know, how
the work was going on. For it was going on. That, after the

tliree or four years of silence, was already known. For while, up

to 1867, one would gather from the Annual Eeport that the

Mission was only in its first preparatory stages, suddenly, in 1868,

we read of 400 Native Christians scattered over an extensive

country ; of schools and catechists, and native contributions ; and

of Bishop Milman visiting Taljhari and confirming eighty-eight Bishop

Santals ! And in the next year, 1869, the Annual Eeport mentions Miimans

the baptism of 300 more converts, and another visit of the Bishop's,

when he confirmed 106 more candidates ; also that he laid the

foundation-stone of a large church, which Storrs proposed to build

on a conspicuous hill just above the mission station, and for which

£900 had been already contributed and £900 more was wanted.

No wonder the Editorial Secretary, eager for interesting matter,

and for encouragement for his readers at that period of (as we
have before seen) so much disappointment and depression, was
inclined to protest at the details of such a work as this ha^-ing

been kept back !

VJSItS.
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Part VIII. In 1868 a valuable recruit appeared. H. W. Shackell, the
1873-82. brilliant Cambridge man who had been sent out expressly for
Chap^/9.

^^.Qpjj among the educated Hindus and Mohammedans, who had

H. w. succeeded French as Principal of St. John's College at Agra, and
Shackell.

^^^io cafterwards took part in the Cathedral Mission College at

Calcutta, now resolved, with the humility and self-devotion that

were so strikingly characteristic of him, to bury himself in the

Santal jungles. He chose a new centre, at a place called

Godda, remote from Taljhari, and there, like Puxley, at his own
expense, he erected the necessary buildings for a Mission. In

the following year he brought there a young wife, a daughter of

the veteran Hoernle ; but fifteen months afterwards he had to

bm'y her, not merely in the figurative sense, but literally. After

her death, he would gladly have still devoted himself to the

Santals ; but the exigencies of the Mission, at a time when
recruits from home were so few, necessitated his transfer again to

educational work, and for a year or two he conducted Jay Narain's

School at Benares. In 1873 ill-health drove him from India, and

in his latter years he was quite blind. At the age of forty-nine,

one of the most devoted men on the Society's roll died at Bourne-

mouth .

In 1871, Storrs also was invalided home ; but there was now a

band of younger men to carry on the expanding work. James

J. Brown, Brown went out in 1868; in the following year, an Eurasian

F.'x^c^i'e. schoolmaster, Alfred Stark, who was at the time acting as

Assistant Secretary in the Calcutta office, joined the Mission ; and

in 1872, F. T. Cole went out. These three have laboured ever

since (though Stark is now at Calcutta). A fourth, H. Davis,

joined in 1871, but died after six years' service. In 1876, after a

quarter of a century's interval, the Society once more engaged a.

Basle Seminary man, John Blaich,—though not direct from Basle,

for he had been ten years in Assam ; and he received English

orders from the Bishop of Calcutta. He also has been labouring

Mr. _ ever since. Mr. Storrs's imposing church at Taljhari, a con-

chur?h^ spicuous object against the western sky as seen from the railway,

was opened in January, 1872, on the occasion of another visit from

Bishop Milman and the confirmation of 100 candidates. A fourth

visit was in 1874, when 150 were confirmed, and the Bishop

administered the Holy Communion to 237 Santal converts. In

1877, at which year we will suspend the narrative for a few pages,

there were about 1500 Christians.

The A few of these Christians were Paharis, and there were also
Paharis. Pahari converts in villages approached from the Bhagalpur side

and reckoned among the 350 adherents of the Mission there ; but

these hill-men were hard to reach, and hard to influence, and
their vernacular (Malto) was known only to the veteran Droese,

though they could be comnumicated with through the medium of

Hindi. Tlie linguistic difficulty is a real one. At the Taljhari

and Hiranpur stations, Bengah is used for the contiguous Hindu
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population, as well as Santali for the Santals. At Godda, which Part VI [I.

is fifty miles to the west, we are on the l)orders of the Hindi- lf<7:< S2.

speaking country. To he thoroughly otlicient, a missionary should !'•
*''•

be able to speak both ]3engali and Hindi, which are Aryan
languages, and Santali, which is Kolarian, and Malto, which is

Dravidian.

South-west from the Santal country lies the Province of Chota "^^ Y-°^

Nagpore, in which are found the aboriginal Kols. Among them Gossner'"

'

have been carried on the largest and most successful of all the *"'' s.p.g.

Missions to Hill Tribes, the Berlin Gossner Mission, and that of

the S.P.G. So important has the latter become, that a bishopric

for it was established in 1890. South-west again from Chota
Nagpore we come to the extensive hilly districts comprised in the

Central Provinces of British India and the contiguous Native
States. These districts are to a large extent peopled by the

Gonds, one of the Dravidian tribes which, like the Kolarians, were TheOonds.

driven by the Aryan invaders into the mountains and jungles

;

and the country is sometimes ethnologically called Gondwana.
A branch of the Gond nation in Orissa, to the e.ist, bears the

name of Khond ; and it was the Khonds that formerly practised
the celebrated and horrible " mcriah (human) sacrifice." Another
branch, to the south, reaching to the Godavari Eiver, is the Koi

; The Kois.

and among the Koi people another of the C.M.S. Missions was
begun shortly after the commencement of the Santal Mission.

In July, 1860, the CM. Intelligencer contained an elaborate
article on " Gondwana and its Tribes," in which was presented a
large amount of interesting information from official sources re-

garding these vast districts in the very heart of India. One of the
communications included in it was a letter from Colonel Arthur
Cotton asking the C.M.S. to send missionaries to the Kois. Cottons

Cotton was at that time engaged in important engineeruig works c'^m.^s.*"

on the Godavari with a view to irrigating the country, and one of

the engineer officers employed, Captain F. T. Haig, had his head-
quarters at a place called Dummagudem, close to the Koi district.

"Two things," said Cotton, "are wanted, to make this country a
garden : the natural water and tJie water of life." The former he
was providing, under Government auspices ; for the latter he
appealed to the Church Missionary Society. But Haig had not
waited for the Society. He induced several engineers, officers

and men, to join him in a prayer-meeting in behalf of the surround- Haig's

ing Heathen ; and to this prayer God vouchsafed an immediate mecUng.
answer, in the conversion of no less a person than the head of

the local commissariat department, a Hindu Eajput named I. Yen- Conversion

catarama Eazu. To this man Haig had given a Bible. The°'^'^^^"'
very first time he opened it his eye fell upon the Lord's Prayer
in Matt, vi., and he was so struck by it and its context that
he at once began praying to " the Father which seeth in secret."
Presently he came to Haig for instruction, and then a month's
leave of absence was granted him to go to Masulipatam and be
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PartVIII. liaptized, there being then no clergyman nearer. His wife
1873-82. threatened, if he went, to leave him for ever. He knelt down
'"P" and prayed earnestly for her conversion. The next morning

she told him that his God should be her God, and together they

journeyed to Masulipatam, and were both baptized by Mr. Sharkey
in August, 1860, just a month after Cotton's appeal appeared in

the Intelligencer.

That year, 1860, as we have before seen, was the best year as

regards men ready to go out that the Society had yet had.

The "policy of faith" enunciated in 1853 was still in force, and
the money was amply provided by the addition to the General
Fund of the Special India Fund raised after the Mutiny. The
period of retrenchment—and then of the " failing treasury and
scanty supply of men"—was not yet. So the Committee were
able to respond to Cotton's appeal by appointing two Islington

Edmonds men, W. J. Edmonds and W. Ellington, to begin a new Godavari

c'm^s^.* Mission, as a branch of the Telugu Mission. Ellington, indeed,
missionary was stopped eu Toute, and, after learning Telugu, was absorbed

ois.
.^^^ ^^^ existing missionary staff. But Edmonds got up to Dum-
magudem ; and there he had the rare privilege of commencing a

new Mission with a baptismal service. Eazu., after his baptism a

few months before, had earnestly sought—Government official

though he was, with 2000 mouths to feed daily—to win souls for

Christ ; and three young Hindu converts were ready to confess

Christ when Edmonds arrived, and were baptized by him on
Easter Day, 1861.

But the Godavari Mission, so happily begun, was to have a

chequered history. In 1863 the health of both Mr. and Mrs.

Edmonds failed, and they returned home—she to die, and he to

liecome in after years the learned Canon of Exeter. For a short

time C. Tanner was in charge. Alexander and Darling occasionally

visited Dummagudem, and the latter baptized the first Koi con-

Razu's verts in 1869. But the work was done by Eazu. In 1863 he
'^°'^^- resigned his post under Government, and the good salary attached

to it, and became a C.M.S. catechist on less than half the pay,

indeed only one-fourth of what he would have been entitled to

very shortly. From that time he ceased not to teach and preach

Jesus Christ, encoi;raged by Haig's counsel and support ; and in

1872 he was admitted to holy orders by the Bishop of Madras.

At last, a missionary arrived who succeeded in staying. This

John Cain, was John Cain, who went out in 1869, and, after a year or

two at the Noble High School as Eugby-Fox Master, was
appointed to the Godavari, and has laboured there from 1873

until the present time. In 1876 there wei'e 330 Native Christians,

of whom about one-fourth were Kois, and the rest Hindus, if in

that term may be included the out-caste Malas referred to in the

preceding chapter.

Up to 1877, therefore, the C.M.S. Missions to the Hill Tribes

comprised (1) the Santal Mission, with its Pahari branch
; (2) the
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Koi Mission, the fruits of which were for the most part not Kois ; Tart VIII.

(."{) the Hill Arriiin Mission, wliich has l)een described before in 1H73-H2.

tlie chapters on South India. In that year, 1877, a Conference on ^''ap_"^-

Non-Aryan Missions was lield at tlie Church Missionary House. The Non-

It was phmned and arran^^ed by Mr. Barton, who had come home c^?"rence
from Ma(h"as, and had temporarily rejoitied the Secretariat, of 1877.

Having learned how important General Lake's Conference on
Mohammedan work in 1875 had proved, it occurred to him to

l)rin^ to-^'cther in a similar way men interested in the aboriginal

peoples of India. The Conference was held on February 21st,

and was attended by Sir William Muir, late Lieutenant-Governor

of the North-West Provinces ; Sir Georj^e Campbell, late Lieutenant-

Governor of lienj^al ; Sir Georj^e Yule, the Commissioner of San-

talia before mentioned ; Colonel Henry Yule, Mr. R. N. Cust,

^Ir. E. L. Brandreth, kc. ; also by Puxley, Storrs, Shackell, and
Tanner, who had w^orked among the Hill Tribes, and by H. P.

Boerresen, a Danish missionary who had an interesting Santal

Mission of his own. The opening papers were read by Barton
and Cust ; and the meeting is memorable as the occasion of the r. n.

hitter's first appearance in Salisbury Square. He joined the appea^riL'^le

Committee in the following year. A paper on the Gonds was also atc.M.s.

read, which had been sent by Mr. Champion of Jabalpur. The
other oflicials and missionaries made important speeches, and
Boerresen in particular quite thrilled the meeting by his fervid

utterances. All were agreed upon two points : (1) that the Hill

Tribes were singularly open to religious impressions from without

;

(2) that they would be soon Hinduized if Christians did not stej)

in. " No time should be lost," said Cust ;
" the angel has troubled Appeals by

the water ; while we are pausing, others may step down." " What M'uiV^"

you do," said Muir, "do quickly."

Two important steps were taken in consequence of the earnest

representations made by all the speakers at this Conference.
First, it was resolved to send a man to the Gonds as quickly as

])ossible ; and in that same year, the Rev. Henry Drunnjiond h. d.

Williamson, of Corpus (Camb.), was designated to that ^vork. s^n fjfr'^he

Secondly, it was resolved to open two new stations in Santalia, Gonds.

Sir W. Muir and Mr. Shackell having each oft'ered £100 for every

new station ; and with a view to consolidating and developing the

work, Mr. Storrs, who was at that time a Yorkshire Vicar, con-

sented to go out again for a time.

Mr. Storrs sailed in the autumn of the same year, accompanied storrs ^oes
1 • T m 1 • T 11 1 1 • 1 -ir- • out again.
by a new recruit, J. lunbridgc ; and he worked in the Mission, to

its great advantage, for twelve montlis, and then returned to

England. His most important service was the preparation of

three pure Santals for holy orders ; and on St. .\ndrew's Day,
1878, they were ordained at Taljhari by the Bishop of Calcutta. First

The Rev. Blum Hansda was the Bhim before mentioned as one of ooTin^ation.

the tirst converts baptized fourteen years before ;
" a thoroughly

earnest Christian," wrote Storrs, " but sometimes a little timid in

VOL. III. o
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Part VIII. speaking—though when he does speak it is with a reaHty and
1873-82. outspokenness that carries all before him." The Eev. William
Chap. 79. gj^Q \^y^^ \,%&\ a Christian nearly as long; " a very fine character,

so thoroughly straightforward, so decided, so uncompromising as

regards everything that he thinks evil." The Eev. Sham Besra

was "rather rough and uncouth, and not very clever, but a

diamond in the rough—and a powerful preacher." "^^ In that same

year, a graduate of Dublin who was also a qualified doctor, Eobert
Progress Elliott, was appointed to the Santal Mission. Two new stations

wJr^k^ were presently estabhshed, at Baharwa and Bhagaya, and every-

thing pointed to an expanding Mission. Mr. Stark, at Godda, was
successful in getting hold of the Paharis, and in 1882 six whole

villages renounced idolatry and placed themselves under regular

Christian insti'uction. The devil-priest himself, on being asked

what he had done w^ith his demons, said he had buried them.

"What did they say?" "Say!" he exclaimed; "what can

stones say?" Meanwhile Mr. Droese was dihgently at w^ork on

translations, and in 1882 two Gospels and parts of the Prayer-

book were printed in the Malto language. The Santali Gospels

had arrived at the stage of revision, and a short Bible History had

also been prepared. In this work Mr. Cole especially took an

'

active part.

TheGonds. Let US now turn to the Gonds.f Some thirty years before this

time, that excellent Christian administrator, Donald McLeod, had

invited Gossner's Mission to send a party of evangelists to the

Gonds, undertaking to bear the whole expense himself. Six

Gossner's German artizans, with their wives and families, were accordingly
attempt.

^^^_^^ ^^ establish an agricultural colony; but, in the mysterious

providence of God, all the little band except two were swept away

by cholera, and of these two the mind of one gave way under the

grief and anxiety he suffered. A few years later, the C.M.S.

Mission at Jabalpur was established, at the request of the district

judge and the chaplain, as we saw in a former chapter; \ and one

object they had in view was to form a base for work among the

Gonds. The station, however, quickly became important in regard

to its influence upon the Hindu population in the town and district,

and there was no time to do more than pay an occasional visit to

the remoter forests and jungles in which the Gond tribes live.

Cham- The Eev. E. Champion, who was at Jabalpur nearly twenty years,

appeals. 1860-79, did what he could; and he constantly pleaded with the

Society to send other men for the station work, and thus release

him to go and live in the jungle. At last, after the Non-Aryan

Conference, the Society (as we have seen) appointed a missionary

* A photographic group of these three Santal clergymen and their

families appeared in the Gleaner of January, 1880. Portraits also appeared

in March, 188.3.

t A valuable account of the Gonds is given by Dr. G. Smith in his

Memoir of Stepheu Hislop, the remarkable Scotch missionary in the Central

Provinces.
+ Vol. II., p. 171.
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for the Gonds, H. D. Williamson; but it is a sigiiiticant illustia- PARTVIir.

tion of the way in which good plans are often interfered with by .l.^^'^^^o

emergencies, that on Williamson's arrival in Calcutta, early in '

°'^''

1878, he was detained there nearly twelve months to help in the

Old Church and the College. At last, in January, 1879, he was
able to proceed to Mandla, the new station which was to be the New
headquarters of the Gond Mission. Mand"a?

For five years Mr. Williamson "ceased not to teach and preach

Jesus Christ " in the villages scattered among the hills and forests

accessible fi-om Mandla; travelling often without tents, and sleep-

ing in Gond huts, on purpose to get nearer to the people. Mr.

Champion, being partly released from Jal)alpur by a new arrival,

was with him for a short time; but his health broke down, and he

retired to Australia. The first-fruits of the Mission were reaped

in 1884 ; but tiiis is beyond the limits of our present period, and

must be left for a future chapter.

In 1881, General Haig—the Captain Ilaig before mentioned,—
h^"^*"*'

who was now in P^ngland, volunteered to go out and take charge works

of the Godavari Mission during ]\Ir. Cain's furlough. In the mean- Mfs^on.
while, as mentioned in the preceding chapter, ]\Ir. Cain, having

married Miss Davies of Melbourne, went with her to Australia, and
was instrumental there in extending and deepening the interest

of many Christian people in the India Missions. General Haig
stayed in the country a year and a half, and his counsel and
support were greatly valued by Razu, who, in Cain's absence, was
the only missionary at Dummagudem. He found that the Kois

continued very timid, and unwilling to embrace the Gospel, and
that many of those who had been baptized were not proving

satisfactory. The motto of the Mission, wrote the General, was
"To the Koi first, and also to the Mala;" but the Mala, like the

Gentile of old, had been more ready to receive Christ, and the Koi,

like the Jew, had been offended thereby. In fact the Kois,

barbarous people as they were, looked down upon the Malas,

very nuich as the Jews looked down upon the Gentiles; and it was
with difliculty that Haig persuaded the proud savages who had
become Christians to worship with the Mala peasants or kneel

with them at the Lord's Table. The General formed plans for the

extension of the Mission northwards, into the Native State of

Bustar; and for this purpose he asked the Native Church of

Tinnevelly, through Bishop Sargent, to send Tamil evangelists. Tamil

This would be in effect a foreign mission for them, as they would fn a"new'^
*

have to learn a new language. Three men were sent, and the country.

Tinnevelly Christians undertook to support them. Such a plan

was a deUghtful development of Native Christianity; but it has
to be acknowledged that the zealous spirit aroused at first did not

last, and that after a year or two the scheme fell through. It is,

however, interesting to observe that a Tamil clergyman, the Kev.
Samuel Yores, did labour for some years in the Teiugu Mission,

though not on the Godavaii or among the Kois.

o 2
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The
Bheels.

We have now to turn our attention to one more of the Kolarian

Hill Tribes—the Bheels or Bhils,* of whom there are some three

millions in the north of the Bombay Presidency and in Rajputana.
A wonderful work in taming them and winning their confidence,

and turning some of them into useful soldiers, had been done by Sir

James Outram in 1828-38 ; but they were very widely scattered,

and the greater part of them had never heard the Gospel. They
were much upon the heart of the Rev. E. H. Bickersteth, one of

whose daughters was married to a British officer stationed at

Kherwara in Rajputana ; and in 1878 he wrote to the Guardian
and Becord appealing for a missionary to go there and work among
the Bheels, and offering to raise the necessary funds. To this

there was no response; but in 1880, when the C.M.S. was keeping
back all its men who were ready to go out, in pursuance of the

policy of retrenchment, he came forward and offered the Society

£1000 if one of the men were sent that year to Kherwara. This
generous proposal was thankfully accepted, and one of the waiting

men, C. S. Thompson, was designated to the work.
It was easy to reach Kherwara ; but to reach the Bheels was a

totally different thing. The timid and suspicious highlanders

doubted which of two things Thompson had come for—to kill

them or to levy fresh taxes ; and the Census taken in the very year

he arrived added to their fears. Let us read his own account of

his early difficulties. It is curious indeed :

—

" Things being so, when I visited the chiefs I hardly dared to speak
upon any topic whatever. If I inquired about the family, then how
very naturally might they have looked upon me as another enumerator.
If I spoke about their cattle, fields, or crops, then the tax question
might have disturbed their minds. To talk about God, I knew that with
them, as with others, nothing could so readily or so strongly call forth

their highest fears. There was, moreover, another obstacle to be over-

come. I had hoped to have I'elieved sufferers, and to have gained a
hearing by treating their sick. I found, however, that they were full of

fear on this head also. A doctor, who had but just left Khairwara
before my arrival, had succeeded, by paying ]»remiunis, in getting several

Bheels into hospital to be operated upon. They have now a wholesome
dread of the knife. The consequence is that, although there are

liundreds of sufferers lying in the pa/*', it is a very rare thing indeed to

see a Bheel man, woman, or child, near the dispensary. Of course they
looked with suspicion upon me. When I made my appearance in their

midst, they, in great fear, I am now told, asked one another, ' Who is

he "r* What does he want ? What will he do ? Has he come to kill us P
'

" When we began our visits it was almost next to impossible to get near
the people, fear filled their minds. If we met any one, or passed a hut,

I endeavoured to be as free and look as unconcerned as possible about
things in general. Long before we got anywhere near them, the children

ran off to their homes as fast as their legs could carry them. Men and
women, peeping round corners, or over the enclosures surrounding their

houses, might be seen watching us in all directions.

* A good recent account of the Bheels, by the Rev. T. A. Gurney,
appeared in the CM. IntelUgenctr of August, 1892.
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•
'"^''^'" "^' /^L"*'*'^''' "1"'" NlH-ixliiig a week or so in one ;/«'/ (villa^^o) PaktVIII

instuiul of jroin^r fi-oiu pliKo to phu-e. It soon becanio evidi-nt tlmt our 1«73 82
iiew plan was j^oni^^ to work admirably. In tlie evening wo returned Chap. 79.
home. On the I iiesday we had l."> visit.s fur medicine or treatment; on
the Wednesday, ."iO

;
on Thursday, 4."i ; on Friday, r,<»; and on Saturday '^'""'"e

.58
;
total, i>07. Among the number was tlie ,/annnaUi (head-man) of thJ

^^"'^
pal. On tlie Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday we held little meetings
t(. make known the Saviour. We did not think it advisable to say toomuch m this way on our first prolonged visit. The great magnet for
drawing the sinner is love. We wished, one day, to tell the poor souls
around lis how much God loved them. To our surprise we found that
they had no word for love. The nearest is ' luiw —a word used by the
people when they meet one another, as ' haw ho ' = how are (you)."

Patiently, cautiously, prayerfully, Mr. Thompson \vent on and
at the end of 1882 he nvhs ahle to report that theBheelshad " lost
their fears and suspicions "

; that a gieat number of patients had
been successfully treated at his little dispensary; and that a fe\v
lads had been brought in to Kherwara for school-teaching. ]\Ir.
Parker, the Calcutta Secretary, having visited the infant Mission
and reported very favourably upon its prospects, Mr. Bickersteth
gave the Society another £1000, ^vith a view to a second missionary
being sent.

"^

At this point, being at the end of our period, ^ve must pause
thanking God for putting it into the hearts of His servants'
l)roese, and Puxley, and StoiTs, and Shackell, and Muir and
Cotton, and Haig, and McLeod, and Outram, and l^ic-kersteth to
care for the long-neglected Hill Tribes of India. Many of these
wild i)eople are already safe in the heavenly fold. Wilfnot their
song in eternity be, " Who remembered us in our low estate for
His mercy endureth for ever "

?



CHAPTER LXXX.

India and Ceylon: The Bishops and the Society.

Church Problems in new Fields—The Episcopate in India—^Consecra-

tion of Churches—Licensing of Laymen—The Ceylon Controversy

—Bishops Copleston and Mylne—The Position in Ceylon—The
Tamil Coolie Mission—Missionaries' Licenses withdrawn—C.M.S.
Protest—Resolutions of the Indian Bishops—C.M.S. Memorandum
—Alteration in C.M.S. Laws—Lambeth Conference—Renewal of

the Controversy—Opinion of the Five Prelates—Final Arrange-
ments.

" No small dissension and disputation. .

together for to consider of this matter. . . .

together, they delivered the epistle : irhich

the consolation."-—Acts xv. 2, 6, 30, 31.

. . And the apostles and elders came
Wlien they had gathered the multitude

when they had read, they rejoiced for

'ART VIII.
1873-82.

Chap. 80.

Church
problems
in new
countries
unavoid-
able.

T is not surprising that when an old historic Estabhshed
Church began to extend its borders to distant hxnds in

totally different circumstances, perplexing problems
should have arisen. Indeed such problems have arisen

at home whenever any new and vigorous movement has
arisen in the Church. How to deal with the Methodist Eevival

was a hard question for the bishops of the eighteenth century.

What to do with the Tractarians was not less perplexing in the

earlier years of Queen Victoria. But if new movements involve

difticulties at home, where there is at least some law and a large

amount of recognized usage, what can we expect when the Church
is planted abroad, whether it be in Colonies like Canada and the

Cape, or in foreign countries like China and Japan, or, above all,

in India, where some of the bishops and many of the clergy are

practically State officers? And obviously these difficulties must be

greatly complicated when evangelistic work among the Heathen,
and the pastoral guidance of infant Native Churches, are going

on side by side with ordinary ministrations for British settlers or

British troops. It is no discredit to the Church of England that

Differences the novel problems that have to be faced cause grave differences

natural'."" of Opinion among Churchmen. Eather should the gracious provi-

dence of God be acknowledged, which has shown a path through

so many tangles, and prospered, upon the whole, the Church's
work in all parts of the world.

In previous chapters we have seen some of these difficulties

and differences, especially touching India in the Twenty-seventh,
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Thirty-thiicl, :iiul Fifty-fifth Chapters, touching New Zealand in Part VI II.

the Nineteenth and Thirty-eighth, touching China in the Sixty-
^^Jp^^'^j^i;;

fourth ; and some controversies on the subject at home were ^^£_

noticed in the Thirty-third and Fifty-second. It is necessary now
to devote a chapter to certain ecclesiastical questions which arose

in India in the 'sixties and 'seventies, and more particularly to the

important Ceylon Controversy of 1876-80.

I. The most important of the Indian questions was tlie ex- Q';;,«/j,*j°^^

tension of the Episcopate. It will be remembered that Bishop the exten-

Wilberforce, after the Indian Mutiny, had promoted a plan for Eprscopat^e

sending a missionary bishop to Tinnevelly, not with an indepen- in India,

dent territorial diocese, but simply as an episcopal superintendent

of Missions within the Diocese of Madras ; '= and to this the

C.M.S. objected, (1) because such a bishop would have no defined
^^1^^^^-^

powers, (2) because he would be intruding into an existing diocese, to purely

(3) because he would have no endowment, and would be depen-
^i^h^^p"**^

dent upon home societies for his stipend,! (4) because for

Tinnevelly a Native bishop ought very soon to be appointed.

The scheme came to nothing ; but the subject was again dis-

cussed in 1864-5, when Bishop Cotton expressed very similar

opinions, objecting to missionary bishops in the midst of existing

dioceses, and with jurisdiction limited to Native Christians, and

holding that such a plan was "opposed to ancient precedent, and

fraught with practical evils of a serious character" :

—

" It would divide the Indian Churcli into two separate portions, and Should

introduce into it distinctions of race scarcely loss fatal than th(xse of one Church
ca.ste, from whicli native believers are with ditticidty delivered. There or two?

is already too little coniiexion Itetween Asiatic and European Christians,

too little sympathy between the missionaries and the ministers of

English congregations."

"This sensible judgment," said the Christian Ohsc>rcer,l in

which Henry Venn had much influence, though he was not yet

editor, " shows how watchfully we ought to guard against being

led away by hot and impetuous but ill-informed advocates of

theories, or, as they may call them, principles, avowedly for the

furtherance of the Gospel, but possibly for its hindrance."

Cotton suggested, as a provisional arrangement, that the ^otws
existing bishops in India should have power to appoint suffragans, plan for

either European or Native, who should undertake such episcopal b^Jhols."

work as the diocesan bishops should allot to them.§ In this way
a Native bishop might be practically given to the Native Chris-

tians, without any formal separation of them, for the present,

from the English bishop and clergy. Such Native bishops to be

paid in the first instance by C. M.S., or S.P.G., or C.M.S. and

* See Chapter XXX III.

\ This was really a gi-ounil of objection, strange as it may seem. See

Vol. II., p. 14.

X Christian Observer, June, 1865, p. 436.
*

I Memoir of Bishop Cotton, p. 503; C.M.S. Report, 1863, p. 142.
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'art VIII. S.P.G. combined. To this proposal the Society agreed in siib-

1873-82. stance, as, being provisional, it would not necessarily put aside a
^^'

' permanent plan, when the proper time came, for independent

Native bishops supported by the Native Church. Cotton's

lamented death, however, suspended the project.
Curious 'We again notice here how curiously the positions were after-

opfnion^on wards reversed, the C.M.S.—or at least some of its leaders—
advocating the entire separation of the English and Native races

in two Churches, with mutually independent bishops for different

I'aces or languages within the same area, and seeing no difficulty

in bishops being supported by societies ; while High Churchmen
vehemently espoused the views formerly urged by the C.M.S.
against Bishop Wilberforce. That such changes of view should

be found on both sides illustrates most significantly the extreme
difficulty of all these novel problems.

Bishop Milman succeeded Bishop Cotton, and he, in his second
Bishop

_ charge in 1871, used language almost identical with that frequently

language used by the C.M.S. :

—

C.M.S. " Wliere it is not probable that our countrymen will settle and make
a home, and originate a nation, the establishment or increase of the

Episcopate appears a different question [i.e. different from the Colonies],

and its expediency must be determined on different grounds. If you
contemplate a Native Church for the future, it seems to me that you
mvist keep your foreign machinery within the limits of present utility

or necessity. You should look to the Native population and Church to

supply its Ministry and the various orders of that Ministry." *

One of the most serious obstacles to an increase of the Indian

Episcopate in any form was the fact that the existing dioceses of

Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay had been established by Acts of

Parliament, and those Acts could only be amended by Parlia-

ment ; while to carry any Bill on such a subject through the

House of Commons seemed hopeless. At length, in 1873, certain

eminent counsel gave the opinion that " episcopal commissaries
"

might be lawfully consecrated by the Archbishop of Canterbury
Plan for to scrvc Under the Indian bishops ; and accordingly a modification

Soc?e\y"* of Bishop Cotton's plan was agreed upon between the C.M.S.,
bishops. the S.P.G., Bishop Gell of Madras, and Archbishop Tait. Two

experienced missionaries of the C.M.S. and S.P.G. were to be

consecrated as assistants to the Bishop of Madras, who should,

under his direction, have the immediate care of the C.M.S. and
S.P.G. congregations in Tinnevelly respectively ; each society

providing the stipend for its own bishop-missionary. The C.M.S.
in particular warmly promoted this scheme, notwithstanding its

inconsistency with the principles formerly enunciated by the

Society. The practical gain of getting a C.M.S. missionary as

bishop over a C.M.S. Mission was held to outweigh theoretical

objections. But ]^ishop Milman was strongly opposed to the

new scheme, and this led to four years' delay in carrying it out.

* Memoir 0/ BisJiop Mihiian, p. 162
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In 1874, when a new Colonial Clergy Act was held to make it I'AKrVlir.

lawful for Sulhagaii Hisliojjs to be consecrated in India, hy tlu; l'^"-^ '*^--

Indian hishops themselves, he gave way, and consented to join in '

"'*'" '

the consecration of two missionaries, as proposed by J^ishop Gell. The plan

Further delavs arose, however, and in LS75 Bishoi) Milman died, "r^t'^n

At last, in 1877, Dr. Caldwell of the S.P.G. and Dr. Sargent of temporary

the C.M.S. were consecrated at Calcutta, as we have before seen,
'"^^^"'^•

as Assistant Bishops to the Bishop of Madras.
Meanwhile, the Church Missionary Society was moving the

Archbishop and the India Office to promote the appointment of

Missionary Suffragans for the Punjab and Travancore. But this

was soon rendered unnecessary by further developments. In
1876, plans were already on foot to establish a new territorial ^^^^ ^j ^
bishopric of Lahore, as a memorial to Bishop Milman; and at the of Lahore

same time the Diocese of Winchester determined to make a Rangoon,
special effort to raise an endowment for a bishopric of Rangoon
—of which fund the Eev. F. E. Wigrani (afterwards C.M.S.
Secretary) was Hon. Secretary. To both funds the S.P.C.K.,
the S.P.G. , and the Colonial Bishoprics Fund, also contributed
handsomely. It had been pointed out that the old dioceses of

Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay, though they could not be sub-
divided without an Act of Parliament, yet, as originally formed
by Act of Parliament, only comprised the territories actually
belonging to British India at the time ; and therefore that other
territories since annexed, though treated conventionally as paits
of those dioceses, were not technically so, and consequentlv could
be dealt with without an Act of Parliament. Now the Punjab
and Burmah were annexations since the formation of the Diocese
of Calcutta, and therefore not covered by the Act ; so it proved
quite easy, after all, for the new dioceses of Lahore and Rangoon
to be constituted ; and on December 21st, 1877, Bishops Fiench
and Titcomb were consecrated. Travancore was different. Being and

a protected Native State, it is not technically in the Queen's Jo^e"^"*"'

dominions at all ; so a missionary bishopric was formed under \\\v

Jerusalem Act, and Mr. Speechly became the first bishop in 1S7<).

Later developments will be noticed hereafter.

II. Another question that caused some controversy was that of Question

the consecration of churches. Consecration is a legal act, in- consecra-

volving legal consequences ; and in the transition state of the churches
Church in the Mission-field, the C.M.S. Committee, acting under
very decided legal advice, have generally deiirecated the Society's
churches being regularly consecrated. The great majority of them
are very simple buildings, which it is always possible to takedown
and put up again at a more convenient place—and this the legal
ceremony would prevent. IMoreover it is hoped that those which
are of a more permanent character will one day be handed over to
properly-organized Native Churches ; and it is at least conceivable
that some difliculty might arise in transferring them, if they had
been set apart for the sei-vice of the Church of England for ever.
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^^q\^ ]^\-^q Church of England, and that buildings formally conse-

^'
' crated for the one could not legally be transferred to the other.

At the same time, the Society has always desired that a building

for divine worship should be solemnly dedicated to God. The
bishops in India, therefore, agreed, at the Society's suggestion, to

A dedica- hold a simple dedication service, not accompanied by such a

s'ubs^f-'^^"^^ ceremony as would imply legal consecration ; and this method
tuted. of meeting the difficulty was formally approved by them at an

Episcopal Conference held at Calcutta in 1877-—of which more
presently.

Question of III. Another question was that of the licensing of laymen by

Hce^nses^'
the bishops to perform divine service, &c. In 1872, Bishop

foriaymen. Milman instituted two lay orders, of readers and sub-deacons, the

former to conduct services and expound the Scriptures in the

absence of the clergyman ; the latter, in addition to this, to ad-

minister the cup in the Holy Communion, to prepare candidates

for confirmation, and to baptize and bury in certain circumstances.

The question was raised whether some of the Society's Native
catechists should not be admitted to one or other of these orders.

The Committee declined to allow this, on the ground (1) that

Objections such Orders were not known in the Church of England, (2) that
^'"' any new arrangements of the kind should be left to the Native

Church of the future to make, (3) that meanwhile it was better

for a lay body like the C.M.S. to employ its lay agents without
their having ecclesiastical status apart from the clerical missionary

by whom they were superintended, and who was responsible to

the bishop. Of course, in the Mission-field, lay catechists are of

necessity continually conducting services, but always under the

superintendence of a clergyman. Mr. Venn's papers on this

subject reveal the same fear of innovations as in the case of the

Mildmay and other deaconesses." The grounds of objection are,

of course, different, but the spirit of them is the same. We have
Advan- siucc learned to see that a layman loses nothing, and may gain

them° much, by having an episcopal commission to do what, no doubt,

he can legally do without it. A bishop cannot make a thing legal

which in itself is illegal; but when a thing is not illegal, his

official sanction may, and does, help to make it acceptable. But
more than twenty years elapsed before the C.M.S. formally

recognized the advantage of lay ministrations in India being

episcopally authorized. Meanwhile, however, a system was
agreed to in Ceylon which partly conceded the principle. Such
Native lay agents as were not merely evangelists to the Heathen,
but virtually in charge of small village congregations, were called
" pastoral catechists," and it was arranged that a certain authori-

zation of their work should be given by the bishop through the

superintending missionary.

* See Vol. II., p. 356.
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IV. We must now turn to the great Ceylon Controversy. In PartVIIT.

doing so, let us review the main facts simply as history, seeking ^^73-82.

to state them with strict fairness, and avoiding every word that '"^^"
"

might tend to revive feelings long since put aside. Few bishops The

in any part of the world have proved more cordial fellow-workers ^3^^°"

with C.M.S. missionaries than the Bishop of Colombo. Of few versy.

have more grateful accounts come of visits paid to stations,

and kindness at all times manifested. We could not, if we would,

resume now the attitude of earnest and sorrowful antagonism
which the Society had to take up twenty-two years ago ; and we
would not if we could. But the main facts necessarily claim the

space of a few pages in this History.

Ceylon had had three bishops since the Diocese of Coloml)o

was established in 1845. Bishop Chapman had served sixteen

years, 1845-61 ; Bishop Piers Claughton, eight years, 1862-70
;

Bishop Jermyn, whose health quickly failed, three years, 1871-74.

In 1875, the Eev. K. S. Copleston, an Oxford Tutor of high reputa- Bishop

tion, was appointed to the vacant bishopric by Lord Carnarvon,
the Secretary of State for the Colonies. In the following year,

the Eev. L. G. Mylne was appointed Bishop of Bombaj- by Lord
Salisbiu-y, then Secretary of State for India. The two Bishops
were personal friends, and were understood to represent the

ardour and the culture of the younger High Church party.

Both were invited by the C.M.S. Committee to Salisbury Square,

according to the regular custom in the case of new bishops pro-

ceeding to dioceses in which the Society works. Bishop Copleston

came to the meeting of the General Committee on December 13th,

1875, and spoke with much cordiality ; and he was addressed on
the Committee's behalf by Lord Lawrence ; but by some over-

sight there was no special prayer, as is usual. Bishop Mylne Bishop

came on June 6th, 1876, and also spoke cordially. He was ^ "^'

addressed • by Mr. Alexander Beattie in a short speech w^hich can
never be forgotten by those who heard it. The combination of

an old man's kindly counsel to a young man with a layman's
respectful attitude towards a bishop was very striking. Mr.
Auriol then commended the Bishop to God in prayer, and the

Bishop (without previous arrangement) followed with another

extempore prayer ; and altogether there was a spiritual warmth
in the meeting which somehow had not been apparent when
Bishop Copleston was received. The incident is mentioned here

because it was recalled afterwards by Bishop Mylne, as we shall

see.

When Bishop Copleston landed in Ceylon, in February, 1876, Mission-

he found two classes of clergy, (1) missionaries to the Singhalese thapiahis

or Tamils, belonging either to the S.P.G. or to the C.M.S. ;>" ceyion.

(2) " chaplains," as they were called, for the English residents.

They were not, however, all Government chaplains in the same
sense as in India; many were for English planters, kc, especially

in the coffee districts in the hill country. Now the Bishop was
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himself a missionary at heart, and was akeady learning Singha-

lese ; and there is now no greater living authority on Buddhism
than Dr. Copleston. It was his natural desire, therefore, that those

of his clergy who were primarily " chaplains " should also be mis-

sionaries as far as possible ; that is, they should learn a vernacu-

lar and try to reach the Heathen in their respective districts.

But then there were already missionaries, and Native agents

under the missionaries, seeking the Heathen in these very

districts: what would be their relation to the new " chaplain-

missionaries " ? The Bishop purposed to regard the latter as

quasi-rectors, having rights within the areas of their districts

more or less similar to those of a rector in England—only that

the districts were ten or tw^enty times larger than English

parishes; while the "itinerant clergy," i.e. the missionaries,

working in those areas, would respect their rights, not by subordi-

nating all their work to them—the Bishop did not mean that,

—

but by keeping them informed of what was being done, and
refraining from any action, such as preaching or opening a school,

which might seem to interfere with similar work under the
" rector."

Now, whatever might be thought of this scheme in principle,

there were at least three difficulties in the hill-country of Ceylon.

(1) The "chaplains" were many of them young men, and the

Bishop was seeking to obtain more such from England ; and
scarcely any of them knew anything as yet of a native language

;

while some of the missionaries were veterans of many years'

standing. So the scheme looked to the missionaries almost as

incongruous as if in an English parish a rector and a curate were
made to change places. (2) Some at least of the " chaplains

"

had brought from England views and practices of a more advanced
type than Ceylon was accustomed to ; and there was unquestionably

a prejudice among many of the Singhalese and Tamil Christians

against crosses, and flowers, and painted windows with figures in

them. We in England know well that these things are innocent

enough in themselves, and are a result of the general grow^th of

aesthetic feeling, without the smallest idolatrous intent ; but it

cannot be denied that some in Ceylon regarded them much more
seriously. It is a curious illustration of the feeling that prevailed,

that when, a year or two later, some friends of the C.M.S. wished

to put a stained-glass window in the Society's church at Colombo,
not with figures, but only with a geometrical pattern, it was strongly

objected to in the Island as " the thin end of the wedge." It

was natural, therefore, that the missionaries should object to any
scheme that put them, even in a small degree, in the power of the

"chaplains." Then (3), there was the inter-denominational com-
mittee of the Tamil Coolie Mission.

The origin of the Tamil Coolie Mission was stated in our

Forty-eighth Chapter. The planters had formed a committee,

and raised funds for the support of catechists and schools for their
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coolies. INIiiny of them were Scotch Presbyterians and others Part viir.
were English Nonconformists

; but in order that the Mission 1873-82.

might be one throughout the coffee districts, they committed the ^^^P- ^-
charge of it to the Church Missionary Society, and the Society
provided the superintending missionary clergy, two or three
English and two Tamil. The IMission was conducted entirely on
Church of England lines. The services were Church services

;

the Sacraments were administered according to the Anglican use
;

the children of Christians were baptized, and in due course
presented for confirmation. But of course the teaching was
Evangelical

;
no other would have commanded the confidence of

the mixed committee of planters and received their support. Here
^yas another reason against the Bishop's plan ; while at the same
time it was to him rather a reason why he should push his plan
on, because he doubted the bond fide Church character of a
Mission for which, in a sense, an inter-denominational local
committee were responsible.

It was in this Mission that the difficulties began. :\rost of the
services for the coolies on the estates were held in coflfee-stores,
or in schoolrooms at the centres where schools had been opened.'
But in a few places, generally in little towns, there were small
churches with "chaplains " in charge, and these were ordinarily
lent to the Mission at certain hours for Tamil services. In some
of these, new ornaments began to appear ; and in at least two
cases the chaplains began to make objections to the catechists
coming into their districts without leave. Whereupon, in June,
187G, the Eev. W. Clark, the senior C.M.S. missionary in charge The
of the Tamil Coolie Mission, sent a general instruction to the f^d'^M^r
catechists to assemble their little congregations only in buildings dark.

'

belonging to the Mission or the planters, and not in the chaplain's'
churches. The Bishop, disapproving of this as a breach of Church
unity, called upon Mr. Clark to explain, and also wrote to one of the
catechists direct, instructing him to resume the service previously
held in a particular church. Mr. Clark protested against the
Bishop's action, and gave a counter order to the catechist. His
position was (1) that he had a right to arrange at his discretion
regarding the buildings in which the coolie services should be
held, (2) that the Bishop had no direct authority over the catechist,
but only through him as the superintending clergyman.
There had already been a good deal of anxiety among the

missionaries as to what the Bishop was doing and going to
do, and also among such of the planters and other English
residents in the Island as were warm supporters of the
C.M.S. Missions. Unfortunatelv the leading English news- The
paper at Colombo was in the hands of a gentleman who was obse^rve" •

iiot only a good man and a great friend of the missionaries,
but also a strong Dissenter ; and this paper was keenlv ready to
throw stones at^ the Bishop and his chaplains. Nothing does more
harm to the Evangelical cause anywhere than newspapers that
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chanipion it in a partizan spirit. Evangelicalism in England has

had to suffer in this way ; and certainly it suffered in Ceylon.

Not that the paper in question did anything improper or

unnatin-al from the point of view of a party newspaper ; but

the cause of Truth is not really helped by caustic leading articles.

In July, the missionaries were assembled at Cotta for their half-

yearly Conference ; and the Bishop came over from Colombo to

ineet them. He desired that they should dissociate themselves

from Mr. Clark's action, at the same time stating that he could

not permit the Tamil Coolie Mission to be carried on for the future

under the control (in a sense) of a mixed Committee, and was
about to take steps to work it under his own direction. Upon the

missionaries declining to separate themselves from Mr. Clark, and

on the contrary justifying his action, the Bishop then and there

handed them a document withdrawing their licenses. To him the

unity of the Church, its just order and discipline, the rightful

authority of the Bishop, the due recognition of his ultimate

responsibility for all Church work in the diocese, seemed to be at

stake ; and his plain duty seemed to him to be to grasp the nettle

firmly, and put things right once for all. There was no personal

feeling : both then and afterwards he acknowledged the respectful

courtesy of the missionaries, and spoke kindly and appreciatively

of their work. But that strong and decisive attitude which all

parties in turn expect the bishops to take—only not against them-

selves—he honestly took in what he fully believed to be the true

interests of the Church. Moreover, he at once sent a circular

letter to all subscribers to the Tamil Coolie Mission, informing

them that he had taken it into his own hands, that the Archdeacon

(Mr. Matthew, of Kandy) would " henceforth be the centre and

acting head of the Tamil as well as the English work throughout

the coffee districts," and that " the Chaplains in each district,

aided by Native clergy and catechists—their Tamil curates "

—

would " conduct and supervise it on the spot."

The missionaries whose licenses were withdrawn now appealed

to the Metropolitan, who at that time, the see of Calcutta being

vacant by Bishop Milman's death, was Bishop Cell of Madras.

But before their appeal reached him he had written to the Bishop

of Colombo, in reply to a letter from him, counselling him to restore

the licenses ; and this Bishop Copleston instantly did, excepting

in the case of Mr. Clark. So the Ceylon Mission, or at least the

greater part of it, went on provisionally as before.

Meanwhile the Bishop wrote to Mr. Fenn and to the C.M.S.

Committee, stating what he had done, expressing sincere regret

for the necessity of it, and asking them to acknowledge his

ultimate authority, to make such new arrangements for the Tamil

Coolie Mission as would warrant him in "restoring it to the

Society," and to recall Mr. Clark. The Bishop of Boml)ay also,

having heard all about the affair, wrote to the Society, saying that

" the fragrant memory of the single half-hour" which he had
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spent in tlie Committee-room encouraged him to think that a com- Part VIII.

munication from him would be received, " not only with the ^[^"'^ ^*^-

consideration which his oliice would suggest, hut with something "*^"
'

of personal kindness." It was a truly beautiful and Christian

letter, sup{)orting the Bishop of Colombo's principles, and (as he

said) " lovingly and sympathetically" entreating tlie Society not

to imperil its relations with other bishops by its answer to him.

Although this and the former reference to Bishop Mylne are only

incidentally lolevant to the subject of this chapter, his letter made
so deep an impression upon the Committee that tlu; two inci-

dents cannot be omitted.

Naturally the excitement in England was ver^'^ great. On one Excite-

side there were loud and intemperate denunciations of a band of Eneiand.
" Low Church " missionaries who had defied their bishop, and
who were in league with a number of Dissenting planters to resist

his authority. On the other hand, there were equally loud and
equally intemperate denunciations of the "ritualistic boy-bishop"
who had trampled upon men old enougli to be liis father; Dr.

Copleston's age being constantly referred to a<I ir.vidiant. But
when the General Committee met in October to consider the

whole question, nothing could exceed the gravity and restraint Attitude of

with which it was discussed. Bishop Perry, Canon Hoai-e, and committee
Dr. Boultbee had all come with strings of resolutions ready to

propose ; and all three proposals were so highly approved that it

was agreed to amalgamate them, fit them together, and reconsider

them next day ; which was done, and they were duly sent to

Ceylon. The resolutions defended the Tamil Coolie ^fission, Resoiu-

disputed the right of the chaplains to interfere with it, denied that committee
the l^ishop's claims were in conformity with the laws and practice

of the Church of England, and declined to recall Mr. Clark pending
his appeal to the Metropolitan. On more general matters the

resolutions were as follows :

—

" 1. Tluit tho Church Missir)n<'iry Sucii'ty lias nevor asserted for itsolf

any iniloponduncu ineoiisistL'nt with its character as a Church of England
Society, nor over claimed for its niissioiiaiios any exemption from tho
rightful jurisdiction of the bishops of tho several dioceses in which they
are located.

" "2. That when a Mission lias been established by tho Society, and tho
ordained missionaries attJiched to it have boon duly licensed hy tho
Hishop of tlu! diocese, the Society is entitled to expect of every
succeediu}:; Bisliop that he will not withdraw the license from any such
missionary, except for some siiflicient and duly-assigned lepal cause ; nor
can it be admitted that the Hisliop has authority to a.ssume to himself
the management of such Mission, or of any part of it, or to transfer tlio

charge of it, without the consent of the Society, to any clergj-nian of his

own appointment.
" 3. That with retrard to the authority of a Bishop over c]erfr;vnien,

lay agents, and conirrei,'ations, when claimed as a matter of riirht. the
extent and tlu! manner of its exercise must 1m! di-terniined in coufniiiiily

with the laws and esUiblishetl i)ractice of the Church of England, and not
by the conception of that authority which an individuid Bishop may form."
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f^(j home l)y not a few of the moderate clergy who support both
"^P" "the two great missionary societies "

; and some withdrew their

Disap- subscriptions and church collections. On the other hand, the

approval"'^
more decided friends of the Society enthusiastically endorsed the

Committee's action ; and they were greatly pleased when Bishop
Baring of Durham, in the course of the great sermon preached by
him at St. Bride's at the next Anniversary, condemned Bishop
Cojjleston in strong terms, and warmly commended the Ceylon
missionaries.

But the area of the dispute now widened. In March, 1877, the
Resoiu- four bishops of the Ecclesiastical Province of India and Ceylon,

Indian
^^^

viz., the ncw Bisliop of Calcutta, Dr. Johnson, and Bishops Cell
bishops. of Madras, Mylne of Bombay, and Copleston of Colombo, met at

Calcutta, and passed a series of resolutions. The most important

of these were as follows :

—

" That the Bishop of every diocese is in the last resort responsible for

all teaching given and all work done within his diocese in the name and
iinder the authority of the Church.

" That in accordance with this principle every appointment to the
discharge of spiritual functions in the Church ought to be made with
due recognition of the ultimate right of the Bishop to be consulted on
such appointment, and to exercise a veto upon the same.

" That it follows from the same principle that like recognition ought
to he accoi'ded to the ultimate right of the Bishop to be consulted with
regard to any change in the management, order of service, or place of

worship, of any congregation."

There were also resolutions virtually confirming the arrange-

ment before referred to for the dedication of churches, affirming

the need for synodical action, and suggesting a new method of

appeal by a clergyman from the decision of his bishop.

These resolutions were sent officially to the Society by the

Bishop of Calcutta ; and after long and careful deliberation the
The Committee adopted an important Memorandum regarding them.

reply. ' Here let it be remarked that statements put forth by the Society

on subjects of this kind are not—as is sometimes supposed—the

work of " pious but uninstructed half-pay oflicers." The men
who led the Committee throughout these controversies were

By whom experienced clergymen like Bishop Perry, Canons Hoare and
inspired. Money, Dr. Boultbee, Mr. Billing, Mr. Barlow, and members of

both branches of the legal profession interested in Church
questions, like Mr. Gedge and Mr. P. V. Smith ; while the heavy
and often difficult correspondence involved was conducted by
Mr. Wright and Mr. Fenn. The Memorandum, finally adopted

Principles on June 27th, 1877,* laid down four principles, viz., (1) that
laid down.

j[,^fiiyifi^;al Churchmen have a right to combine to carry on
missionary work, and " to control, within proper limits, the

* Printed with the Calcutta Resolutions as Appendix IF. in the C.M.S.
Report of 1877.
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organizations created by them"; (2) tliat the work carried on Part VIII.

with a Society's funds cannot be controlled by a diocesan p?*"'^^^

or^'anization
; (3) that a bishop appointed by Letters Patent, with "^^"

•

ic^^aily-defined powers, is in a ditterent position from a missionary

bishop with undefined authority
; (4) that ecclesiastical arrange-

Mu-nts for Native Christians in countries like India and China,

whore they will be the majority, must ditt'er from the arrange-

ments in Colonies like Canada and New Zealand, where the

Natives, being a small minoiity, are naturally absoibed into the

Colonial Chuich. The Memorandum proceeded to iipi)ly these Appiica-

prineiples to the Calcutta Kesolutions. The " ultimate rights "
p°inc°ipies.

of a bishop would depend upon which class of bishop he belonged

to; and a bishop without legally defined and limited powers,

hut identifietl with a particular Mission, might, by arrangement,

be accorded more authority in details than could be claimed by a

regular constitutional bishop. Accordingly the Memorandum
urged the expediency of appointing more missionary bishops,

for the Native Christian conmiunities only, independently of the

regular diocesan divisions. At the same time, it recognized the

propiiety of any bishop having some voice regarding both lay

agents and buildings for worship. We observe how completely

the Society had changed its mind about missionary bishops since Change ot

the days wiien Venn opposed Bishop Wilberforce. •' The fact was opinion,

that the cases of Bishop Crowther and Bishop Russell of China,

and of the Bishops connected with the Universities' Mission,

—

which the Memorandum cites,—had shown that missionary

bislu)ps might be nominated by, and connected with, particular

societies ; which made all the difference.

Shortly after this. Bishop Copleston approached the Society

with an ofVer to recognize the Tamil Coolie Mission as a C.^^.S. Q."*^''?"

Mission, provided the Conunittee would guarantee its Church of CooUe

I'jugland character. This guarantee the Committee at once gave, ^ttrcd."

though considering it needless ; that is to say, they formally

stated that the T.C.M. was an integral part of the C.M.S. Ceylon
Mission, and worked on the same principles as the rest of the

Mission ; and that its agents, clerical and lay, stood in the same
relation to the bishop as the agents elsewhere. But what that

relation was had not yet been settled. Mr. Clark's license had MrCiarks

not been restored ; and his appeal to the Metn^politan had failed,

because the Calcutta lawyers held that an api)eal only lay against

a decision by a formal court. Upon this the question arose

whether the revocation of his license was not null and void, and
some of the Society's legal meud)ers urged that Mr. Clark resume
bis work as if it had never been withdrawn. This, however,

was happily not done ; and Mr. Clark returned to England. But
many minor points of difference arose, and the strong *' Ceylon
Sub-Connnittee " were continually at work in Salisbury Square.

• See p. 1200 ; ami V.il. U., pp. i:?, 14.
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Mr. Wright, after a long day of difficult discussion, would go
home and sit up half the night composing a letter to the Bishop,
or to Mr. Oakley (the veteran Secretary in Ceylon), or to the

T.C.M. Committee, or to the Native Church Council, upon the
lines settled during the day ; and next day the letter would he
considered line hy line in the Sub-Committee, and perhaps be
materially altered. It was a wearying business indeed ; all the

more so because there were some who wished to write much
more incisively to the Bishop than others thought wise or

Christian. Very remarkable throughout were the skill, the
patience, and the gentleness of Henry Wright.
The Committee were engaged also upon another important

matter. It was felt that whether or no the Bishop had the
inherent right to withdraw the licenses summarily as he had done,
the Society had certainly recognized that right by its concordat
with Bishop Daniel Wilson forty years before. In the famous
" H. V." document,''' which had ever since that time been
printed in every Annual Eeport, it was definitely stated that the
missionaries stood toward the Bishop '

' in the relation rather of

stipendiary curates than of beneficed clergymen," and that the
bishop had " the power of withholding a license, or of withdraw-
ing it, at his sole discretion, without assigning any cause." It

was for this reason that in the Eesolutions of October, 1876, on
the Bishop of Colombo's action and demands, there was no
protest against his summary withdrawal of the licenses. The
Committee, however, felt that something must be done to secure
a better footing for the missionaries ; and after long deliberation,

and full consultation with the Archbishop of Canterbury and
Bishop of London (Tait and Jackson), it was determined to

suppi'ess the " H. V." document for the future, and to submit a
modification of the Society's Laws to a General Meeting of

Members. This Meeting was held on June 25th, 1878, and
unanimously accepted the Committee's recommendation, which
had previously received the approval of both Archbishops and
the Bishop of London. The alteration made was in the Note
to the 29th Law.f This Note had been a quotation from the
" H. V." document, as follows :

—

" The Bishops of the Church, under the authority of the law of the
land, ordain and send forth [ecclesiastically speaking] our Missionaries :

these Missionaries are licensed and superintended abroad, in every case
where it is practicable, by Colonial Bishops of the Church of England

;

as are other Clergymen of the Church officiating in the same Colony. .
."

The new Note was not a quotation from elsewhere, but an
independent statement, as foUows :

—

" The Bishops of the Church of England under the authority of the
law of the land ordain and send forth [ecclesiastically speaking] the
Society's Missionaries

; and in the event of their being appointed by

* Sue Chapters XXVI. aud XXVII. t See Chapter XXVI.
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the Committee to labour at stations witliin tlie jurisdiction of a Bishop Part YITT.

of the Cluuvh of Eni^huul abroad, it is the praetiee of the Society to 1S7;{- H2.

ai)ply to tlie Bishop for licenses, in which are specified the districts to Cliaj). 80.

which the Missionaries have been assii^ned. This is (h>ne on the under-
staiidinff that licenses will neither be refused nor when <;ranted be
withdniwu from the Missionaries, during their connection with the

Society, except for some assigned legal cause.

"

Of course this Note to a Law does not of itself hind any of the

Bishops ; it only professes to describe " the practice of the

Society." But its adoption hy the Society, coupled with the

withdrawal of the " H. V." document, amounted to a public

notice that the Society no longer spontaneously gave to a bishop

abroad authority over its missionaries beyond what he could

rightly claim whether the Society conceded it or not—whatever
that might be.

Just a week after this General Meeting of the Society, the

Second Pan-Anglican Conference of Bishops met at Lambeth. Second
t . . .

^ Lambeth
As mentioned m our Sixty-ninth Chapter, a Committee of that confer-

Conference considered and reported on the questions that had ^"'^^^ '^^a-

arisen in India and Ceylon ; and the Eeport was adopted by the

Conference, and included in its ollicial Letter. Owing, no doubt,

\o the fact that the C.M.S. at that time was not willing to accord
any recognition to the utterances and decisions of the Bishops at

ijand)eth, that Report never received the attention which it in-

trinsically deserved. For it was, in the main, a striking endorse- Lambeth

nient of the Society's view's touching licenses as embodied in the virtually

above-mentioned Note. The Lambeth Conference considered c"m
1^^

that no license should be refused or withdrawn without the reasons view on

being stated, or, in the case of withdrawal, without the missionary posits

having opportunity to show cause against it ; in either case, that
there should be an appeal to the Metropolitan ; and, that " no
such revocation should take place except for grave ecclesiastical

offences"; and further, that "the Bishop would prol)ably lind it

desirable, where the clergyman is connected with one of the great
Missionary Societies, to communicate with the Society, or its

local representatives, before taking steps for revocation of a
license." As regards lay agents, the Conference took the view,
in the main, of the Indian Bishops, rather than that which the but not

C.M.S. Committee had up to that time adopted. Laymen " em- pCints.^*^

ployed in more important spiritual functions should have the
Mcense or other express sanction of the Bishop," and " other
laymen employed in missionary work should be considered to

have the implied sanction of the Bishop, and should not continue
to be so employed if the Bishop see lit, for a grave reason, to

forbid them." As regards buildings for worship, "every place in

which the Holy Communion is regularly celebrated should have
the sanction of the Bishop." As regards "Subordinate, Co-
ordinate, or Suffragan Bishops," "to minister to Native con-
gregations within the limits of another Diocese," the Conference

r 2
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Part VIII. took the older and not the newer view of the C.M.S., and
1873-82. deprecated the proposal.
Chap. 80. ^^ j.j^g Sheffield Church Congress that autumn, Archbishop

Thomson of York announced with great satisfaction that the

The con- deliberations of the Lambeth Conference had resulted in the

supposed settlement of the disputes between the Bishop of Colombo and
^°^^. the C.M.S. But unhappily this was not so, for the controversy

immediately broke out again on different lines.

But re- The Bishop summoned an informal Synod or Diocesan Con-

quesfion of fcreuce. The missionaries, on receiving notice of it, and of the
ritual at Bishop's Visitation, and of a Communion Service at the cathedral

service. to precede them, wrote excusing themselves from attending the

Service, on the ground of their conscientious objections to the

ritual customary in the cathedral, including the eastward position,

the mixed chalice, the elevation of the elements, &c. The
Bishop, as might be expected, was seriously displeased. He
wrote defending all the practices objected to (except the eleva-

tion of the elements), and particularly the eastward position, as

" of the highest value as an exponent of doctrine." A long

correspondence ensued between the Bishop and Mr. Oakley, in

which the whole sul)ject of the doctrinal aspect of the Lord's

Supper was discussed with great ability on both sides. The
Attitude Committee at home, being appealed to regarding the mis-

Commitfee siouaries' refusal to communicate, strongly supported their action.

It was afterwards supposed that they had directed the mis-

sionaries not to communicate with the Bishop when the eastward

position was used ; but this was not the case. The Committee

gave no orders ; they regarded the question of attendance as one

for the missionaries' own discretion ; but they expressed decided

approval of the way in which that discretion had been exercised.

Moreover, they did not attack the eastward position i^cr se, as it

had recently been declared by the Judicial Committee to be not

illegal provided the "manual acts" were visible; but they

pointed out the gravity of the fact that the Bishop defended it on

the express ground of its value "as an exponent of doctrine."

Meanwhile the Visitation and Conference were deferred for a few

The months ; and when they were held in May, 1879, the Bishop,

^enerous ^'^^^^^ great generosity, requested Mr. Ireland Jones to officiate at

concession one of the Communion Services in his own way ; and the Bishop

and all the clergy received the tokens of their Lord's dying love

at his hands.

It was hoped that this reunion at the Lord's Table fore-

Renewed shadowed a general rapprochement; but again hopes were
les.

(;[jgg^ppQJjj^gf-[ jj^ reviewing the missionaries' licenses at the

Visitation, the Bishop defined their future districts in a w^ay

which they declined to accept, as it would have left some of their

converts outside the areas in which they would be allowed to

work, and committed them to the care of the chaplains. At the

same time the Bishop declined to license three new men who had
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been sent out, or to ordain certain Native agents presented to Part VIII.

him. Tlie doctrinal and ritual controversies were also going on, 1873-82.

and all Ceylon was divided into two camps. At home the con- '"P"
'

troversy grew more bitter. The Guardian and its correspondents, Bitterness

quite naturally, expressed strong disapproval of the attitude and ^^ home,

action of the missionaries. On the other hand, there were some
who openly advocated recommending the Native Christians to

secede and form a Church of their own ; and suggestions were
even whispered as to obtaining for them a duly-consecrated

bishop. Between the two extremes stood Bishop Perry and
Canon Hoare, who were more and more anxious to find some
modus vicendi.

At length, three hopeful things happened simultaneously.

(1) The Committee resolved to seek the interposition of the Appeals to

Archbishop of Canterbury
; (2) eleven missionaries, Oakley, bJlhop'^of

Jones, Simmons, Rowlands, Schaffter, Allcock, Coles, Dowbiggin, Canter-

Wood, Cavalier, Pickford, addressed a long and earnest appeal
^^^'

to the Archbishop on their own account
; (3) the Bishop himself

wrote to the Society proposing arbitration in two forms. The
result was that the Archbishop resolved to take up the whole
matter, associating with liimself the Archbishop of York, and Arbitration

the Bishops of London, Durham, and Winchester. Five such PreVates.^^

prelates as Tait, Thomson, Jackson, Lightfoot, and Harold
Browne could be trusted to give patient and impartial con-

sideration to all the questions ; and great was the general satis-

faction when the proposed arbitration, if so it may be called, was
announced. It should be explained that this was not a formal
"reference" under Law XXXII.—the Law added when the
Bishops joined the Society in 1841 /'• because that Law expressly

provides such " references " only " in the absence of any tribunal

having legal cognizance of" the case. Now Ceylon being a
Crown Colony with (at that time) a Church Establishment,
the tribunals of the Church of England might be presumed to

have "legal cognizance" of what went on there. Nevertheless,
even an informal "Opinion" expressed by the Five Prelates

would have great weight, and neither the Society nor the Bishop
could afford to disregard it, even if disposed to do so.

Archbishop Tait's biographers give a graphic account of the Difficulties

diniculties he had to surmount in carrying the arbitration through, arbitration.

The other bishops were discouraged by the apparent hopelessness
of success, and tried to retire. " The expenditure of time was
very great . . . and as the Bishop of Colombo [who liad come
to England] thought it undesirable ... to meet the Society's

representatives face to face in the Archbishop's presence, it was
necessary to hear each side separately, to the great increase of

labour, and sometimes of misunderstanding. So sei'ious were
these obstacles that one of the Archbishop's main ditliculties

* See Chapter XXVI.
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Part VIII. throughout the inquhy was to keep his colleagues from giving up

rh''^'^~^w)
^^^^'^^ \i'A,^ in despair. The foremost of them argued that it would

'^^'
be better to give no advice or decision than to offer it only for

rejection : the position and authority of the iVrchbishops would be
lowered, and the hopes of peace would be further off than ever."

But Tait " ' I admit the risk,' answered the Archbishop, ' but I think it is worth
perseveres running, and I am prepared to spend twice the time and trouble we

have already given. We have good men—really good men—to deal with
on each side, and it must be in part our fault if we cannot steer their

ship through the rocks. At least let us say our say, and throw on them
the responsibility if all comes to grief. Pray abide in the ship, and I

believe we shall " win " through.'
"

and Archbishop Tait proved right. On March 1st, 1880, the Society

success. received the "Opinion or Advice." On its being read to the

Ceylon Sub-Committee, Canon Hoare rose and said, " Let us
thank God," and then, kneeling down, poured forth his heart in

fervent thanksgiving. On March 8th the General Committee
passed a grateful resolution to • send to the Archbishop ; and on
the same day a letter came from the Bishop of Colombo, pro-

posing immediate friendly negotiations for settling future licenses,

etc., on the basis of the " Opinion."
Opinion of It is not uecessary to print the "Opinion" in full. On the

Prelates, question of licenses and appeals, it followed much the same lines

as the Eeport of the Lambeth Conference above referred to ; but
it was still more satisfactory to the Society, in that it recom-
mended that some licenses should be of a general character,

authorizing the holder " to minister at any place within certain
Its im- wide limits"; and in that it expressly stated that missionary

st^atements statious are not "on a par with curacies in England," but that

the arrangement for licenses is " based on the analogy of insti-

tution to a benefice"—thus fully endorsing the Society's with-

drawal of its old concessions made to Bishop Wilson forty years
before. Moreover, the Prelates " unanimously deprecated the

imposition of such tests " as the Bishop was accused (perhaps, it

was suggested, under a misconception) of desiring to impose as

a qualification for license. Regarding lay agents, they considered
that a bishop's direct control should only be over such as, in the

absence of a clergyman, were virtually doing a clergyman's work.
In some other matters of immediate and local but not of general
interest, the Opinion was also welcome to the Society. On the
other hand, the Prelates expressed in strong terms their view that

the missionaries "could not be justified in declining to associate

themselves with their Bishop in the highest act of Christian

worship," " so long as they were required to do nothing contrary
to the declared law of the Church."

But the Opinion was remarkable for two other things. First, it

wisely left a good many details to settle themselves; and secondly.
Its skilful

jt skilfully avoided giving any judgment on past transactions,
omissions. , iii,i -r-iii in -t t.ii- t

saying that the Prelates "could not understand this, and
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"thought there was some mistake " ahout that. For example, Part VIII.
after mentioning the Society as " acknowledged on all hands to 1873-«2.

be one of the greatest instruments by which our Church spreads ^^^P- ^^-

the knowledge of Christ among the Heathen," and summarizing
its work in Ceylon, they said that " no Bishop of the Church of
England could possibly think of interrupting so great a work
carried on by such an agency."

Careful negotiations now ensued between the Bishop and the Friendly

C.M.S. Secretaries, with a view to an agreement on the details. TS'^"
Mr. Wright quite realized that in adjusting these there must be between

some " give and take "; but there were others on the C.M.S. side cSel'ton
who did not see this, and although the Bishop was kindly and ^"'^^•'^ •^•

reasonable throughout, these final arrangements cost Mr. Wright
great labour and trouble. He knew that the future well-being
of_ the Mission depended on an honourable peace, and he, with
Bishop Perry to back him, never rested until this, by God's
blessing, was finally secured. It is needless to give the details
now. Suffice it to say that besides careful arrangements regardino-
the forms of license to be used, and the areas of work to be
covered, provision was made for the Bishop giving his sanction to
the "pastoral catechists " before alluded to, and for furnishing
him with a list of all mission buildings in which it was proposed
that the Holy Communion should be " regularly celebrated." This
last provision, two years later, was made also in the Diocese of
Calcutta.

So the great Ceylon Controversy came at last to an end. In Peace at

the Island itself, perfect harmony was not at once restored ; and
'*^*"

even when all the adjustments made were in working order,
grave doctrinal differences were of course always present. Never-
theless, the concordat w^as found to work well ; and the Bishop's
frank acceptance of some features in the Mission which were not
to his mind, as well as his personal cordial co-operation thence-
forth, called for hearty acknowledgment and deep thankfulness
to God. Peace was, in fact, made just in time. Disestablishment Just in

was now in the air; and in 1881 the Government gave notice that
*''"^-

in five years all State subsidies to the Bishop and chaplains
would cease. The Bishop thereupon summoned a Eepresentative
Assembly of clergy and laity to take measures for forming a
constitution for the future Church. Differences naturally found
expression in that Assembly, but they did not seriously interrupt
the new work now in hand. What happened at the end of the
five years, and, on another matter, wathin two years, we shall see
hereafter.

In this brief recital, a vast number of minor questions and Many
difiiculties have been left unnoticed. The object has been to give omfttid in
a fan-ly clear idea of the essentials of the controversy, and to

^l?'^mention only such details as are of permanent importance and
"^

^^^^""^

mterest. It would have been beside the purpose of this History
to refer to leading articles and letters on all sides in the Church
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Part VIII. papers, or even to the numerous articles in the CM. Intelligencer.

rh 80 ^^^' ^'^^^^ wrote in his weightiest manner on the various phases
^^'

of the controversy from time to time ; and as at Mr. Wright's
express wish he adopted for the most part a cautious and
restrained tone, he reserved his usually incisive and caustic
language for his articles in the Bccord (the newspaper), then still

in its old form.

Eeaders of this chapter will gather that the Opinion of the Five
Prelates is regarded as having, in the main, vindicated the prin-

ciples and practice of the Society. But there has been an honest
desire to do full justice to the Bishop and his views ; and the

Admission avowal is necessary that if all the turns and windings and corners
oi C Iw S -

mistakes.' of the controversy had been described, the action of the Society,
and still more the action of at least one or two of the mis-
sionaries, could not in every case have been seriously justified,

however excusable in such trying circumstances. But God in

His mercy over-ruled the mistakes of fallible men, guarded His
own truth, and guided all concerned to satisfactory conclusions.
And many valuable practical lessons may be learned even from
this condensed sketch of the Ceylon Controversy.
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CHAPTER LXXXI.

The Far East .• Advance in China and Jafan.

China in 1873—Bishop Burdon—The Term Question—Progress in

Fuh-kien—Native Clergy in Fuh-kien and Che-kiang—Rev. Sing
Eng-teh's Report—J. C. Hoare—S.P.G. at Peking—China Inland
Mission—Political Troubles—Chefoo Convention—Shanghai Mis-
sionary Conference—Stewart's College destroyed—C.M.S. ejected
from the City—Miss Gordon-Cumming—Death of Bishop Russell-
Mid China and North China Bishoprics—Bishops Moule and Scott
—Fuh-kien Native Conference—F.E.S. and C.E.Z.M.S. at Fuh-
chow—Opium Controversy.

Japan—Advance of S.P.G. and C.M.S. in 1873-75—Warren,
Evington, Fyson, &c.—Dening's Separation.

"A great door and effectual is opeved unto me, and, there arc many adver-
saries.'"—1 Cor. xvi. 9.

" Out of nvakness . . . made .^tromj."—Heb. xi. 34.

we commence another period in the history of the Part Vlll.
China Missions, we reflect that in 1873 thirty years 1873-82.

had elapsed since the Treaty of Nan-king first made ^^^P- Si-

Missions possible at a few ports, and fourteen years chii^i
since the Treaty of Tien-tsin opened the interior. But 1873-

'

difficulties were still great, and advance slow. There were now
about 240 missionary workers of various Protestant societies

;

schools, hospitals, mission-presses w^ere at work ; and some 8000
Chinese had professed to embrace Christianity. But the Missions
were still practically confined to the maritime provinces, though
two or three ports up the Yang-tse were also occupied ; and nine
of the eighteen provinces were absolutely without a missionary.
Three or four enterprising men, however, notably Dr. WilHamson
(Scotch U.P. Mission), Mr. Griffith John (L.M.S.), and Mr. Wylie
(B. & F. Bible Society), had made exploratory journeys. Just as
our period opens, in February, 1873, a new Emperor ascended
the throne

; and an important step forward in the intercourse
of Foreign Powders with China was taken when, after long
negotiation, the Ambassadors succeeded in interviewing the young
sovereign himself without the humiliating obeisances previously
insisted on, and thus in ol^taining a formal acknowledgment of the
equality of foreign nations. As we shall see presently, within four
or five years of this time began the great modern extension of
Missions in Inland China.

At the opening of our period, it will be remembered, Bishop
Russell had just been consecrated to the new episcopal see of

la in
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PAKxA'tll. " North China," and Bishop Alford had in consequence resigned
i.s73-s^. w^Q q\^ ggg qI Victoria, Hong Kong. This time an experienced

''^''' " missionary in the field was chosen to fill the vacancy, in the

Bishop person of John Shaw Burdon, the tenth C.M.S. missionary, and
Burdon.

\\^q third Islington College man, to be raised to the Episcopate.

Burdon had been early left an orphan, and had been educated by
an uncle, who, with a curious prescience, declared that the lad

w^as being prepared for a bishopric. He was a pupil of Dr. Howson
and Dr. Conybeare at Liverpool, from whence he came to Islington.

He had now been twenty years in China, and had been charac-
Hispioneer teristically a pioneer—the first member of the C.M.S. Mission

to enter Hang-chow, the first at Shaou-hing, the first at Yu-yaou,
the first at Peking. We have before seen him living in boats, and
visiting new cities with Dr. Nevius or Grifi^ith John or Hudson
Taylor. =•' And yet he had done important work of a stationary

and literary kind, having been one of the translators who prepared a new
^°

' version of the New Testament in the Mandarin dialect, direct

from the Greek, and having also, with an American Episcopal

missionary, completed a Mandarin Prayer-book. Now he was
summoned home from Peking, and was consecrated bishop in

Lambeth Parish Church on March 15th, 1874 ; and thenceforward
the pioneer of the North was to concentrate his interest and energy
upon the South.

Burdon at From the first, however. Bishop Burdon felt the same difficulties
ong ong

_^^ jjQj-^g Kong that had so oppressed Bishop Alford's spirit. The
C.M.S. was the only Church Society labouring in South China,

and its only important work was in Fuh-kien. A bishop could

practically neither extend its operations nor start independent
missionary agencies ; and the colonial work in the island of Hong
Kong was too small for an able and large-minded man. Burdon,
however, did what he could. An excellent clergyman, the Eev.

Mr. Davys. Edmund Davys, son of a former Bishop of Peterborough, joined

him in 1876, taking out with him six young men as probationers, who
were to be educated at St. Paul's College, and form a new evan-

gelistic band. These young men the C.M.S. consented to recognize

as its "students," though they had not been selected by the

Committee; and they were reckoned among the "eighty-one"
reported in 1877 as "under training."! All sorts of difficulties,

however, ensued, and the plan w^as not persevered in ; but two of

the men became useful missionaries elsewhere in after years,

J. Batchelor of Japan and A. Downes Shaw of Bast Africa. Mean-
while, Mr. Davys continued to labour as an honorary missionary.

His out- and the numerous out-stations in the Kwan-tung Province which

Kwan"^ '" were gradually occupied for the Society by Chinese evangelists
tung. were for the most part established, and for some years maintained,

at his expense. At Hong Kong itself, the CM S. missionary

through the greater part of the period was A. B. Hvitchinson (now

* See Yol. II., pp. 300, 306, 310. t See p. 46.
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of Japan). Subsequently J. Grundy and J. B. Ost came there, and Part VIIT.
the former for several years served on the mamland and superin- i873-82.

tended Mr. Davys' out-stations. One of the best agencies was the ^^^P- ^^•

Girls' School of the Female Education Society, in which Miss
Oxlad, Miss Johnston, and other ladies worked very dihgently and
happily.

One of the trials of Bishop Burdon's episcopate must here be
alluded to—what was known as the Term Question. There has The Term
ahvays been much difference of opinion among missionaries as to

Question,

what Chinese word is the best equivalent for " God." There are,

(1) Tien-cJm, Lord of Heaven
; (2) Shin, Spirit

; (3) Shang-ti,
Supreme Euler. Ticn-chu was imposed upon the Eoman Catholic
missionaries (against their will) by Papal authority in the eighteenth
century

; and the Roman form of Christianity is in China usually
called the Tien-chn Mow, as distinguished from the Jc-S7t kiow,
which stands for Protestantism.- Shang-ti is most commonly
used by Protestant missionaries ; but some object to it on various
grounds, and adopt Shin. A few, however, in the North, including
leading American Episcopalians, prefer Ticn-chu, and so did Bishop
Burdon; and wdren he came to the South, where Shang-ti is

generally employed, he was much harassed by the controversy.
It is difficult for us to understand, but it is the fact, that consciences
on both sides were involved. The Bishop did not feel able to use
Shang-ti when he took confirmation or other services ; while the
Native Christians objected to Ticn-chu. The Bishop appealed to
the Archbishop of Canterbury, and Dr. Tait took immense trouble
in the matter; f but no satisfactory solution was arrived at. The
differences still exist, but happily the controversy is not so acute
as once it w^as.

The Fuh-kien Mission naturally attracted much of Bishop Fuh-kien

Burdon's interest and sympathy. During the whole of our period
'^'^^'°"-

it was extending and developing, though, as we shall see, amid
many trials. In 1873-75, Mr. Wolfe had only one working comrade,
J. E. Mahood, and that promising young missionary died on his Mahood.
voyage home invalided, in 1875. Another recruit, J. H. Sedgwick,
was transferred to another province while still in the stage of
language-learning. But Wolfe's system of working by the agency Woife's
of Chinese catechists, posting them at various towns and villages, Sec^hists
and gomg round and round to visit and encourage them, was
receiving signal blessing from on high. In the four years 1873-76,
the number of adherents (baptized and catechumens) more than
doubled, rising from 800 to 1650, and more than half the number Rapid
were communicants. And this was in the teeth of incessant and ges^[fe^^'
bitter persecution. Mission-chapels were wrecked ; catechists persecu

were ill-treated
; converts were boycotted, bastinadoed, imprisoned,

*'""

and in at least one case killed." Naturally many inquirers fell
back

;
but all the more remarkable was the substantial progress

* See Vol. II., p. 593. f Life of Archhislwp Tait, vol. ii. p. 350.

tion.
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Fuh-kien
Native
clergy.

achieved notwithstanding. The names of Lieng-kong, Lo-nguong,

Ning-taik, and Ku-cheng, cities which were centres of expanding

work, became familiar at home through Wolfe's graphic letters
;

and remoter and larger places, 150 to 250 miles off—/w cities

(capitals of prefectm-es)—were entered, long-ping-fu, Kien-ning-

fu, and Fuh-ning-fu." It was at these latter that the gravest

opposition was met with. A zealous catechist, Ling Sieng-sing,

and three others wath him, were brutally treated at Kien-ning

—

beaten, stripped, hanged to a tree by their pig-tails, and then cut

down and driven naked through the streets. Sometimes the

mandarins encouraged and applauded the rioters ; sometimes, on

the other hand, they displayed not a little kindness in protecting

the Christians.

In 1876, at last, two new men were sent to Fuh-kien, K. W.
Rtowart and Llewellyn liloyd. Stewart was a man of good Irish

family, a Marlborough boy and a graduate of Dublin, who had

read for the English Bar, but wdio, when about to be called, was

converted to God through a sermon by Mr. Evan Hopkins at

Richmond, and then dedicated himself to the work of God in

China. He spent some months at Islington reading divinity,

and then was ordained along with the three regular Islington

men of 1876,1 Lloyd, Bambridge, and J. S. Hill. Then, having

married Miss Louisa Smyly, one of the well-known Dublin family,

he and his wife, with Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd, sailed for China. To
him was committed, so soon as he should have learned the

language, the training of the Chinese evangelists and pastors
;

while Lloyd w^as to take up the district work.

But before any systematic training had been arranged, before

Stewart had even left England, the first Native clergy who were

converts of the C.M.S. Mission had been ordained ; the Rev.

Wong Kiu-taik, it will be remembered, having been a convert of

the Americans. In the spring of 1876, Bishop Burdon made his

first regular visitation of the Fuh-kien Native Church, travelling

from town to tow^n and from village to village, and confirming

515 candidates ; and on Easter Day (April 16th) he admitted four

of Wolfe's catechists, well-tried and faithful men, though not

highly educated, to the ministry of the Church. These were,

(1) Ting Sing-ki, wdio had been an artist and a man of some

education, though not strictly one of the Chinese " literati," and

w^ho passed the best examination and, according to English usage,

read the Gospel on the occasion
; (2) Tang Tang-pieng, who,

though he had been baptized by the American Methodists, was

really a convert of Welton's—the first missionary at Fuh-cliow

more than twenty years before,—but Welton never knew it
;

(3) Ling Sieng-sing, a schoolmaster, and the man whose sufferings

at Kien-ning-fu have been already mentioned,—and the husband

* Fuli-niiig is tlie Mandarin form. The local form is Hok-ning, by which

name this city used to be called in the Society's reports,

t See p. 46.
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of a woman since well known for her long and faithful labours, Tart VIII.

Chitnio, once a girl in Miss Cooke's famous Chinese School at 1873-82.

Singapore
; (4) Su Chong-ing, also a schoolmaster, and a man ^'^^P- ^^^

saved with difficulty from the fatal vice of opium-smoking. The
ordination sermon was preached by the Eev. Wong Kiu-taik, from
2 Cor. V. 20—"We are ambassadors for Christ." Three of these
four men died in the next five years, Ting alone rendering
lengthened service. Ling's death was particularly sad ; he had
never fully recovered from the shock of his sufferings at Kien-
ning, and when a great persecution fell upon the flock committed
to his pastoral care at Lo-nguong, his distress at their trials

unhinged his mind, and he put an end to his own life. Two other
men were ordained within our period, Sia Seu-ong and Ngoi
Kaik-ki. Sia, though one of the most interesting converts in the
history of the Mission, turned out badly. Ngoi is at work to this

day. He was one of the few Chinese hterati who have embraced
Christ, and he forfeited his " degree " when he was baptized. For
some years he was Vice-Principal of the Theological College under
Stewart.

In the Che-kiang Mission, also, there were now four Chinese Native

clergymen. Bishop Eussell, as soon as he returned to China che?kiang.
after consecration, set about organizing the Native Church ; and
with some little pains he succeeded in forming a Church Council
and inducing the Christians to raise a pastorate fund. In 1875,
on Trinity Sunday, he ordained Sing Eng-teh ; and on Trinity
Sunday, 1876, '0 Kwong-yiao, Wong Yiu-kwong, and Dzing Ts-
sing.-'-' All four had been zealous catechists or schoolmasters

;

and all four have continued faithful ministers of the Gospel from
that day to this. Dzing was a son of Stephen Dzing, the Chinese Rev. Dzing
physician who had been a Eoman Catholic,! and was a well- "^^-^'"e-

educated man. His examination for orders was very satisfactory,
his written answers being particularly lucid and concise. A. E.
Moule sent home one of them as a specimen, and it would have
been well if all English missionaries in China who professed to be
Churchmen had been as clear on Infant Baptism as the Eev.
Dzing Ts-sing :—

" Infant baptism is wholly right, for our Lord said that ' of such is His vindi-
the kingdom of heaven.' Now, baptism is the door of the religion. If,

cation of

then, infants may enter the kingdom, why shut them out of the religion ? Baptism.
Moreover, our Lord blessed infants ; and this favours the doctrine. With
reference to immersion, or pouring, or sprinkling, the Bible has both.
For instance, John and Philip evidently practise'd immersion ; but the
3000 converts and the jailor plainly were not dipped. Again, baptism
implies burial with Christ, and with that view immersion seems con-
sistent

; but it also signities the reception of the Holy Ghost—and surely
the Holy Ghost comes from above, not from beneath. Then who can

* An interesting photographic group of the clergy, English and Chinese,
present at this ordination, appeared in the Gleaner of January, 1877.

t See Vol. II., p. 306.
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IVviiT VIII, say that pouring or sprinkling arc inconsistent? Botli practices are
1873-82. right, and neither transgresses Scripture. It is more a question of
Chap. 81. convenience. If innnersion is indispensable, what will you do in the case

of extreme cold, or extreme old age, or sickness?"

Lot us also read the translation of one annual ropoi't from one
of these clergy, the Rev. Sing Eng-teh, in 1878 :

—

Rev. Sing " Salutations to the venerable elders in our Lord Jcpus Christ of the

Report.'^
^ Church Missionary Society of the honoiu-able country of England.

" 1 desire to inform you of all matters during the past year, connected
with the Church at Kwnn-hcc-we, a place in the Z-ky'i hien of the
Ningpo-foo, province of Cheh-kiang.

" From tlie beginning of the tirst month onwards, some hundreds of
persons have heard the doctrine every week. On the LMst day of the
second moon Hishop Russell administered the rite of conlirmation. The
number contirmed was eighteen. There have been in all seventy-one
comnuuiicants. Of candidates for baptism there have been over ten
perstms. The number baptized during the year has been ten. Out of
fifteen boys in the school, four have received baptism.

'• I have, besides, other good news. In the village of the five li En-ko,
four or five persons, men and women, have come up to Kwun-hce-we to
hear the doctrine and to worship ; they have not missed a Sunday.
Among them are two old men, one aged seventy-six years, and the other
over sixty years, who, through the influence of the Holy Spirit, have
forsaken the evil ciistoms which they formerly loved. They have taken
the Potoo goddess of mercy paper money to the church, and reijiiested

me to burn it, and have also earnestly prayed to the Lord to forgive
them their past sins. There is also the case of a man who lives in the
city of Kwun-haj-we. This man is a soldier under a military mandarin.
Last year, through the influence of the Holy Spirit, he was led to hear
the doctrine, and this year he was baptized. He is, indeed, a reformed
man, and leads a new life. Before his baptism his wife died. On her
sick-bed she prayed earnestly to God for salvation, and, although she
did not receive baptism, I confidently hope that the Lord Jesus will

save her.
" Although everything is in a better state than the previous year,

there is one tlung, alas ! that I cannot speak well of. The Church Fund
is not prosperous. And for what reason is it not prosperous ? There
are several reasons. First, there has been a great deal of rain during
the year, and the harvest has not been good ; secondly, the two lay
representatives to tlie District Conunittee have not been diligent [in

making the collections] ; thirdly, some of the members' example [lit.

' light '] is not good ; finally, without the Holy Spirit's blessing, nothing
can be good.

" There is no need that I should say more. May God assist me hence-
forwai'd, as heretofore, to do His work in the Church at Kwun-hce-we !

Next year I shall inform you moi-e at length.
" Written on December the 20th, in the year of our Lord 1878, and in

the 4th year of the Emperor Kw6ng-fu, the 11th moon and 9th day."

The C.M.S. staff in the Che-kiang Province continued very-

small. The lahom-ers in the earlier half of our period were,
hesides the Bishop, the brothers Moule, Gough, Valentine, Bates,
Gretton, Palmer, Ehvin, and Dr. Gait ; but first one and then
another were away on furlough, and Gretton, Palmer, and Gait
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presently retired. Sedgwick came from the South in 1877, and Part VIIT.

stayed a few years. The one important recruit was Joseph p^'^^^^j?'

Charles Hoare, Scholar of Trinity, Camhridge, and a son of Canon '^P'
"

Hoare of Tunbridge Wells. He went out in 1875, expressly to j.c. Hoare

start a College at Ningpo ; and a most valuable agency that
^"ingpo

College has been ever since. It was in design and scope more College,

like the "Seminaries" of earlier CM. S. history than any other

modern institution. Stewart's College at Fuh-chow, like French's

and Hooper's in India (though these were far higher in educational

standard), was for Christian men willing to be trained for mission

service. Hoare's Ningpo College was ultimately to effect the

same purpose ; but it was to begin by taking boys, Heathen as

well as Christian, and giving them a Christian education ; the

conversion of the Heathen boys to Christianity, and of both

Heathen and professedly Christian boys to Christ, being the first

object aimed at.

The Mission still occupied only three cities in Che-kiang with

English missionaries, viz., Ningpo, Hang-chow, and Shaou-hing.

The out-stations in the Ningpo district, however, were numerous

;

and in 1877 an extremely interesting work began, from Hang-
chow as a base, in the Chu-ki district, of which more by-and-by.

Shaou-hing in 1874-76 gave great promise of an abundant harvest, Shaou-

and Valentine's letters about it were very hopeful ; but the ex- '"^'

pected crop was blighted, and the station has never been a fruitful

one. At the great port of Shanghai, McClatchie was still acting Shanghai,

as Secretary of the whole North China Mission ; but the only

mission agency the Society had there was an Anglo-Chinese

School, under an English master. Trinity Church, however, the

church of the large English community at Shanghai, of which
Dean Butcher (now of Cairo) was then chaplain, became the

gz^asi-cathedral of the diocese. At Peking, Collins was still Peking,

labouring with some little result, and he was joined in 1875 by
W. Brereton.

The S.P.G. had now a permanent Mission in North China, ^P-9- .

which was also, for the time, under Bishop Eussell's episcopal North

supervision. After the first Day of Intercession, the S.P.G. c^'^a-

Committee were offered £500 a year for five years to support two
missionaries in China ; and in 1874, two Cambridge men, Miles

Greenwood and Charles Perry Scott (a nephew of Bishop Charles

Perry of Melbourne), were sent to Chef00. At first they were
guests of Dr. Nevius, of the American Presbyterian Mission, while

learning the language. When the great North China Famine North

broke out in 1877, they, like many other missionaries—notably pamilie.

Timothy Eichard the Baptist and David Hill the Wesleyan,—
laboured with great devotion to relieve the starving people. "In
doing so, they [the two S.P.G. men] ran no small risk, having to

pass through regions almost untravelled by foreigners, and finding

it prudent to adopt native costume—not for disguise, that being

impossible—but ' so as to attract less notice and avoid being
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robbed '—the aid being distributed in silver." '' The C.M.S. men
at Peking, also, Collins and Brereton, were hard at work, and

dispensed over £2000 contributed by C.M.S. friends in England.

Among the Chinamen who were impressed by these manifestations

of Christian benevolence was the famous Viceroy, Li Hung-Chang,

who said, " There must be something in a faith which induces

foreign gentlemen to come to China and gratuitously risk their

lives, and even forfeit them, in assisting and teaching the people

of this country."

During tlie years 1878-77, the still youthful China Inland Mission

was presenting a most striking illustration of the expression of the

Epistle to the Hebrews, "Out of weakiuiss made strong." Tlie

chapters on this period in the »S'tor// of that Mission are pathetic in

the extreme. About forty persons—men, wives, and single women
—had gone out up to 1872, thirty of them since the Mission was
regularly organized in 1865 ; and these had occupied several stations

in the Kiang-su, Che-kiang, Kiang-si, and Ngan-hwei Provinces.

But the resources of the Mission were very small ; the missionaries

were sometimes in great straits, even for food ; and a good deal

of hostile criticism was naturally the result. Then, there being

as yet no secretary or office, Hudson Taylor had to go home to

take the headquarters management himself; and presently he

was laid up for six months by an accident. But his faith and

patience never failed ; he simply laid every need before the Lord,

and the supplies came, over and over again, in the most un-

expected and even unknown ways. When actually on his back

and a cripple, he put forward a little paper asking for prayer for

eighteen men, to go two and two to the nine huge Provinces still

unreached by any Mission. Candidates at once came forward,

and though many were rejected, fifteen men were sent out in

twelve months in 1875-6, some of whom have since made a very

distinct mark in the history of Missions in China.

In the meanwhile, the political horizon had once more become

clouded, and there seemed a danger of another war between

England and China, and certainly of the Inland Provinces being

inaccessible. A young English consular ofiicial, Mr. Augustus

Margary, who was sent across China to examine the route over

the mountains into Burmah, was treacherously murdered, early in

1875, by the local Chinese authorities near the frontier. Much
indignation was aroused; for more than a year and a half the

British Minister, Sir Thomas Wade, failed to get satisfaction ; and

at one time war seemed imminent. At length, in September,

1876, the Chefoo Convention was signed, and instead of Inland

China being closed, a greater door and more effectual was opened.

Truly God had made the wrath of man to praise Him ! The

Convention provided that an imperial proclamation should h&

posted up in all the cities of China, definitely informing the people

S.P.G. DfV/f.'^f, p. 708.
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that foreigners were at liberty to travel everywhere. Hudson Part VIII.

Taylor's "eighteen" were most of them already in China; he i^'^^^^il'

himself landed at Shanghai just as the Convention was signed ;

^^^"
'

and the extensive itinerations he had projected at once began. In

the next two years, his men travelled between them 30,000 miles, inland

and every one of the nine Provinces was traversed. McCarthy i'f"c.i.M.

walked across China, and actually came out into Burmah, where ™^"-

two of his brethren, Stevenson and H. Soltau, had been waiting

for two years to get into China from Burmah. The only obstacle Crossing
J o .'

^ ^
'^

, , , fron t i er
in their way was the prohibition by the British authorities m into

Burmah of their crossing the frontier ; and the same authorities, Burmah.

when McCarthy came over safely, refused him leave to go back

again " because it was dangerous." Before twelve months were
past, another intrepid C.I.M. traveller, Cameron, came over, and
he also was forbidden by the British officials to go back again.

Stevenson and Soltau waited two years more, and then got

through, and crossed China safely—the first to do so from West
to East. Meanwhile, the English Government at home had
declined to ratify Sir T. Wade's Chefoo Convention, because one

clause left the Chinese a possible opening to restrict the import of

opium ; and it actually remained unratified nine years, until a

modification of that clause had been extorted from the Govern-

ment at Peking. Yet the Convention, all the while, was facilitating

itineration all over China.

No forward movement can escape criticism. We have again
^'^^jfo^g^'

and again seen in this History how many objections were raised criticized,

to the new plans and methods introduced from time to time by
the C.M.S. itself. It is a commonplace in politics that a radical

reformer often becomes conservative when his own scheme of

reform has been carried ; and not a few C.M.S. men agreed with

the Presbyterian and other missionaries in the maritime Provinces

in shaking their heads over the C.I.M. itinerations. What good

could such aimless wanderings effect ? How could incessant

journeyings over vast areas be called evangelization? Where was ''^^^^^j^.j^^g

the " precept upon precept," the " line upon line " ? The answer answered,

was that it was a good thing to familiarize the people with the

fact that there were persons w^ho affirmed that they had good

tidings to proclaim. To settle down in a strange city might be

difficult—indeed it was often impossible ; but a passing visitor

might be welcomed—as he often was,—and more welcomed when
he came the second time—as also proved freqviently to be the

case. The work, in fact, only professed to be preparatory ; and
in that sense, after years showed that its success was unmistakable.

Gradually, but after a considerable time, not only the C.I.M.,

but many other Societies—C.M.S. for one—established regular

stations in the remoter Provinces ; and of all these new Missions Outcry

the C.I.M. men were the courageous forerunners. women
Still more incisive was the criticism when women began to go

^i||'°or'

into the far interior ; and to this day the impropriety of their china.

VOL. III. Q
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PartVIII. proceedings is not infrequently urged from the arm-chairs of
1873-82. London journahsts. That some mistakes were made in the
C hap. 81.

g.^j-iig^. attempts is not disputed, exactly as mistakes are made at

the commencement of every new movement ; but Mr. Taylor and
his colleagues have always been ready to learn by experience, and
they are now able to show others how to do judiciously and safely

what at first was apt to be injudiciously done, and certainly was
not safe. If ever undesirable circumstances now arise in con-

nexion with the journeys of Christian women in Inland China, it

is not the fault of those who belong to the C.I.M. It is interesting

The first to remember that the first foreign woman to travel into the far

ladies "to
interior was Mrs. Hudson Taylor herself, when she went to the

go inland. Provincc of Sluin-si to help in the work of famine relief. To do
that, and so perhaps open a door to the hearts of tiie Chinese
women, she went all the way from England, leaving her husband
at home. The first unmarried woman to go far inland ' was Miss

Elizabeth Wilson, of Kendal, a lady past middle life, in 1880—the

pioneer of hundreds of the Lord's handmaidens, of various

societies, who, since then, have been w'illing to brave dangers and
privations, and offences innumerable to sight and hearing and
smell, for His Name's sake.

The year 1877 was marked by the assembling of the first

General Conference of Missionaries, at Shanghai. We have seen

how interesting and important have been the gatherings of this

kind held in India ; and certainly they in no way exceeded, either

Shanghai in interest or in importance, the Shanghai Conference of 1877.

ary^Con- ^"® ^^ struck, howevcr, in reading the Reports, with certain

ference. notable differences between the India and China meetings. In
India, the C.M.S. held a very front place ; in China it was
comparatively nowhere. Out of 126 missionaries attending at

Shanghai, only twelve belonged to the C.M.S. ; but there was one
S.P.G. member (Scott of Chefoo), and there were six of the

American Episcopal Church. The Americans, in fact, were a

majorit)', seventy-two out of the whole number. An American
Episcopalian, Dr. Nelson, w^as chosen as one of the two chairmen

;

the other being Dr. Carstairs Douglas of the English Presbyterian

Mission. The only C.M.S. men who took any prominent part

were Gough and A. E. Moule ; but papers by Mrs. Gough and
Miss Laurence w'ere read for them. Bishop Russell was a

member, but his name does not appear in the discussions. Again,

Subjects of the sul)jects of debate differed from those in India more than one
debate. would expcct. Of coursc topics like Native Agency, Literature,^

Medical Missions, belong to both India and China ; but at

Shanghai there were no warm debates on Higher Education,

because that particular agency did not then exist ; and there was
comparatively little said about Church organization, as was natural

* By tlie phrase " far inland " is to be understood " far from treaty ports."

There are treaty ports on the Yang-tse which themselves are far inland
geographically.
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in a Mission-field whose occupation was so much more recent. PartYIII.

On the other hand, Ancestral Worship, and Opium, were subjects ^^'^^~^^,

peculiar to China. The most marked difference of opinion was ^"^P"
•

revealed on the question whether paid Native agents should be

employed. Such a question could not arise in India at all ; and

even in China it was clear that to depend wholly upon voluntary

and unpaid agents, however theoretically desirable, was practi-

cally impossible. It must further be acknowledged that a higher

spmtual tone is apparent in the papers and addresses than was ^^^1^'*"*'

observable in the reports of the India Conferences. Dr. Nelson's

paper on "Entire Consecration essential to Missionary Success,"

and Mr. Griffith John's on "The Holy Spirit in connexion with

our Work," had no equals, scarcely parallels, at Allahabad or

Calcutta ; and these, coming first, seem to have given a tone to

the entire proceedings.

The statistics compiled in connexion with the Conference showed Mission-

a total number of 473 missionaries in 1877, viz., 172 married men, tistics.

172 wives, 66 single men, and 63 single women. The American
Presbyterians (three societies) had 75, the C.I.M. 54, the Epis-

copal Churches 51 (C.M.S. 33, S.P.G. 3, Female Education

Society 3, American Church 12), the American Board (Con-

gregationalist) 50, the American Methodists (two societies) 44,

the L.M.S. 43, the British Presbyterians (three societies) 35, the

English Wesleyans 33. The total number of baptized Christians,

or of adherents, is not given; but the communicants were 13,000,

the C.M.S. being credited with 1200.

We now revert to the C.M.S. Missions ; and first we must
notice a very untoward event which God in His wise providence

permitted to occur in the year following the Shanghai Conference,

1878.

For twenty-seven years the Society's Fuh-chow Mission had c.m.s.

been in peaceable occupation of its premises on the Wu-shih-shan Kilssion.

or Black-stone Hill. In 1878, Eobert Stewart proceeded to erect,

in a corner of the ground, a building for the proposed Theological

College, having already forty students to accommodate. Every
care was taken, as with the buildings already occupied, that they Stewart's

should in no way, by style or height, offend the Chinese super- cliTeee.

stitions. The plans were submitted to the British Consul, and he,

after personally inspecting the site, gave his written consent ; and
the new building was completed without any objection from the

mandarins, whose club-house was close by, and without the

slightest indication of any feeling on the part of the people.

Suddenly, however, on August 30th, while the mandarins them-
selves and a consular officer were viewing the building, a mob of

hired roughs assembled, and proceeded systematically to burn it, T^^ ."^^

the Chinese authorities making no attempt to stop them, and the destroyed

Consul himself, who was sent for, saying he could do nothing.

Other outrages followed, and no reparation could be obtained.

Q 2
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Then tlie owners of the wliole plot of hind hitherto occupieil

ln-ou<i;ht an action for ejectment against the Mission, which, under

the treaties, had to he tried hefore the Enghsh Consuhir Judge.

The ])laintiffs put forward seven petitions, hut one was withch'awn,

and five were (hsinissed. The seventii, however, was successful,

the Court deciding that the ])laintiffs might resume possession of

their property at three months' notice. The lease had recently

heen renewed for twenty years, and it must he added that accord-

ing to Chinese usage, leases carry the right of renewal from time

to time, provided the rent is duly paid ; and without such a

custom, it is ohvious that no one would put up huildings on hired

ground. The judge's decision, therefore, caused surprise ; and

the Chinese authorities, to prevent an appeal to a higher court,

otlered to grant a new site at a low rent. The new site, however,

was not in the city at all, hut in the Foreign Settlement, which

the missionaries had always wished to avoid ; hut ultimately, for

peace' sake, Stewart yielded (Wolfe was now in England) and

accepted the compromise. But outrages continued to i)e perpe-

trated upon schools and other buildings also in the native city ;

and the inexplicably unfriendly attitude of the Consul led the

C.M.S. Connnittee \q appeal, in 1880, to Earl Granville, the

Foreign Secretary. The Society is always exceedingly reluctant

to resort to Government, and even to seem to rely upon an arm of

flesh ; but in this case very simple and ordinary rights under the

treaties were set at nought, and the suspicion arose that there was

something l)ehind. An adequate cause had heen whispered by a

friend who had heen in China, and at the Foreign Office Mr.

Wright frankly stated it to Lord Granville, and he promised to

make inquiry. Whether he did, the Society never knew, and the

matter dropped.

But when, in 1886, Miss Gordon-Cumming's Wantlcrhujs in

China appeared, the whole story came out. What the Society,

having no positive evidence to prove, had refrained from even

hinting at in public, that accomplished traveller and fearless

Scotch-woman proclaimed to the world. She was actually at

Fuh-chow for some months shortly after the outrage, and knew
all that went on, in a way that the missionaries very likely did not.

The fact is that the Chinese authorities, under orders from Peking,

offered to the Consul full compensation for the Mission, and a

renewal of tlie lease of tlie same ground. This offer he did not

communicate to the Mission, but on his own account pressed for

some other concessions. What were they ? The English com-

munity had long w'anted a race-course, but could not get the land.

At the same moment when the Mission ivas ousted from the city, the

race-course was granted. In incisive language does Miss Gordon-

Cumming denounce this transaction, giving all the details in their

nakedness ; and then she bursts out as follows :

—

" There is no gainsaying the fact that many persons look upon mis-

sionaries and their work as aHiogether a mistake—an annoying effort to
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bring about undesirable and unprofitable changes. What a pity it must Part VIII

seem to such thinkers that St. Cohnnba or St. Patrick ever took the 1373-82.

trouble to come to Britain, or, indeed, that a handful of low-born Jews Chap. 81.

should have presumed to preach in Greece or Rome— to say notliing of

their little troubles with the litevati of Judasa. As regards obedience

to The Master whose Last Commandment these troublesome mission-

aries are trying to carry out, that may be all very well in theory, but not

in practice ; and as to a Chinese St. Stephen, they have neither interest

in nor sympathy with any such, even when his martyrdom is enacted

almost at their doors !

"*

While these difficulties were besetting the Fuh-kien Mission, a

trial of a very different kind was permitted to fall upon the Mis-

sions in the North. On October 5th, 1879, Bishop Eussell fell ^\^^^°^

asleep, after a nearly seven years' episcopate, and thirty-two years Russell,

of faithful labours in the cause of Christ in China. " A loving and
noble Christian character," said a Shanghai newspaper; " he was
honoured wherever he went, and received from all classes the

homage of affectionate regard. The Chinese knew him, and he

knew them. They loved him, and he loved them."f " He did

indeed far exceed common men," wrote the Eev. Dzing Ts-sing,
" manifestly having the power of God with him. He was wise and
gentle, very willing to have regard to the sorrows of all, and to

help them in their difficulties. Whosoever had any trouble would
at once run to consult with him ; nor was this ever done in vain

—

his love and wisdom would always find a good way out of the

difficulty."! Mrs. Eussell continued at Ningpo after his death,

and rendered valuable service.

Opportunity was now taken to make a new arrangement of the New plans

Church of England episcopal spheres in China. The same donor ncs.

whose liberality had enabled the S.P.G. to establish its Mission at

Chefoo now offered £10,000 towards an endowment for a new
bishopric; and Eussell's "diocese" of North China was divided

into two. Its southern boundary, separating it from the jurisdic-

tion of the Bishop of Victoria, was, as before explained, an arbitrary

line, the twenty-eighth parallel of latitude ; but the new division

between what was now to be called Mid China and North China Mid china

followed the boundaries of provinces. To North China were china.°'^*

allotted Chih-li, Shan-tung, Honan, Shansi, Shensi, and Kansuh
;

and to Mid China Kiang-su, Che-kiang, Ngan-hwei, and Hupeh,
with almost the whole of Si-chuan, and parts of Kiang-si and
Hunan, north of the twenty-eighth parallel. To the North China
see was nominated the S.P.G. missionary, C. P. Scott ; and to the Bishops

•^ Scott and

* Wanrlerings in China, by C. F. Gordon-Camming. Vol. i. p. 352. Tlie

greater part of the eighteenth and nineteenth chapters of this work are

devoted to the story briefly summarized above.

t See the In Memoriam, by G. E. Moule (his successor in the bishopric),

CM. Ii(tellije)ictr, January, 1880.

X From an article by the Rev. Dzing Ts-sing, printed in the CM. Gleand-
of May, 1880. An interesting biographical sketch of Bishop Russell, written
by J3ishop Pakenham Walsh of Ossory, appeared in the Gleaner of March and
April, 1888.
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Mid China see, George Moule. The consecration took place at

St. Paul's Cathedi-al on October 28th, 1880, together with that of

the present Archbishop of Jamaica. The preacher was Archdeacon
T. T. Perowne, and his text, a very familiar one, was not for

its familiarity the less precisely appropriate to the occasion

—

1 Cor. xvi. 9, " A great door and effectual is opened unto me, and
there are many adversaries," words which exactly described the

state of China, and describe it still. The sermon was printed
with the title, "The Call of Opportunity and the Call of

Diflticulty." -

Now that the S.P.G. had a bishop in North China who was its

own missionary, it seemed desirable that he should occupy Peking
;

and as at the time the C.M.S. had been thinking of withdrawing
on financial grounds from the capital, which was far away from
its more important Missions, an arrangement was come to by
which the S.P.G. took over the work and purchased the mission-

buildings. Of the two missionaries at Peking, Collins returned to

England, and Brereton, with the Committee's approval, transferred

his services to the sister Society.

The C.M.S. Committee w^ere very glad of Bishop Moule's
appointment, l)ut they were unable to reinforce the Missions in

his jurisdiction as he would have wished. Mr. Hoare was now
assisted in his College work by his brother-in-law, Reginald Shann

;

but Shann's health only allowed him to stay three or four years.

In 1881-2, two new men were sent out, Nash and Fuller, but both,

after a while, were invalided, and had to be transferred to other

Missions. The one important recruit, who has lasted, was Dr.

Duncan Main, who went out in 1881 to take charge of the Opium
Eefuge at Hang-chow, and who very soon, owing to the liberal

gifts of Mr. William Charles Jones, was enabled to build the

splendid hospital which has ever since been so conspicuous a

feature of the Hang-chow Mission. x\t this time, Gough retired

after thii'ty years' service, and McClatchie after a still longer

period of life in China ; and A. E. Moule went out to take the

hitter's Secretaryship at Shanghai, and develop the local work
there ; whereupon his brother the Bishop appointed him Arch-
deacon. The most interesting work in the Society's Mid China
Mission at the time was in the Chu-ki district, some fifty miles

south of Hang-chow. It began in 1877 at a village called Great
Valley Stream. A man from that village, named Chow, had been
struck by the phrase " Holy Religion of Jesus," over the door of a

little preaching-chapel opened at the suggestion of Matthew Tai,

a Christian artist whose clever illustrations of the Parables de-

lighted the readers of the Gleaner some years ago. Chow became
an earnest inquirer, and was at length baptized by the name of

Luke ; and he zealously made Christ known to his friends at Great
Valley Stream. The result was the commencement of a work

See Q.M. Intelligencer^ February, 1881.
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which has since branched out to many villages. Nowhere has Part VIII.
persecution been more bitter ; nowhere have the converts at times 1873-82.

caused more anxiety ; but Chu-ki is now the station of an English ^*'*P- ^l-

missionary
; there is a Chinese pastor over the little congregations

;

and they number some 600 Christians.'''

In Fuh-kien, too, the work was prospering, despite the troubles. Progress in

The 1650 adherents of 1876 had become 4450 in 1882 ; there
^^^-kien.

were now four more missionaries, all of whom were destined, in
God's good providence, to labour many years, viz.. Dr. B. Van
Someren Taylor, and three clergymen from Islington, W. Banister,
J. Marthi, and C. Shaw ; and in 1882, Taylor and Martin went
and resided at Fuh-ning-fu, the first missionaries to settle in a
town in Fuh-kien not a treaty port. Taylor began a medical
mission which by-and-by proved a great blessing. While Wolfe
was in England in 1881, important plans were settled for the
organization of the Native Church, and for the extension of school- Native

work in the villages. It had been the custom to gather the organ'iza-
catechists together at Fuh-chow towards the close of each year, *'°"-

with some members of the congregations, and this Conference was
now formally organized as a Chiarch Council. The last meeting
on the less regular footing was in December, 1882, just as our
period ends, and the account of it is worth reading :

—

"The Conference commenced on Monday, December 11th, with pre-
liminary services and Holy Communion on the previous Sunday. The
subjects discussed during the Conference were:—1. 'Foot-binding of Papers by
Female Children.' Paper by the Rev. Ting Sing Ki. 2. ' Persecution Chinese

antl Lawsuits.' Paper by the Rev. Ngoi Kaik Ki. 3. ' School and
*^'^'"^y-

Education.' Paper by Sing To, one of the city catechists. 4. ' Women's
Work.' Paper by Ting Sing Ang, catechist at Heng-Iong. -5. ' Medical
Work.' Paper by the Rev. Wong Kiu Taik. 6. 'The best mode of
exciting a spirit of liberality in contributing money for support of
Christian objects.' Paper by Yek Sieu Me.

" On Saturday evening, December 9th, preceding the Conference, there
was a missionary prayer-meeting held, and many had an opportunity
of giving their experiences as to the success or otherwise of the mission
work at their stations during the year. Devotional meeting on Monday
evening, December 11th, was conducted by the Rev. Wong Kiu Taik.
Subject

:
' Thy Kingdom come.' Tuesday evening, conducted by Ting

Cheng Seng. Subject :
' The Power of Faith.' Wednesday evening, by

the Rev. Ngoi Kaik Ki. Subject: ' Sanctification.' Thursday evening,
by Ling Seng Mi. Subject :

' The Sympathy of Christ with His People.'
Friday night, by Li Cheng Mi. Subject :

' Tlie Blessedness of showing
Mercy.'

" Saturday evening, December 16th, a closing missionary prayer-
meeting was held. All the meetings were deeply interesting, but this
one was the climax. A great deal of enthusiasm was manifested, when
towards the close the Rev. Sia, of Lo-Nguong, rose and related the
history of the Lo-Nguong congregation, and told how much he needed

* The deeply-interesthig narrative of Great Valley and the Chu-ki district
is told fully in A. E. Moule's S^^cy 0/ the Clie-kiam] Mixslm, cliai). vi.

(Published by C.M.S.)
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Part VIII. enlarged accomniodation for the numbers who came on Sunday to wor-
1873-82. ship. . . . The Lo-Nguong Christians headed the hst with fl^OO. Mr.
Cliap. 81. A Hok, a Native Christian who was present, gave $000, and before the

meeting was over, the Rev. Sia had promises of more than $1100.
Another rich Chinaman, though not a professing Christian, gave $100,
and the English community subscinbed nearly $400 more. We hope
the rest may be forthcoming. The Rev. Sia, however, has purchased the
house in faith that the remainder of the money would in some way be
provided, and I rejoice to say it is now in the possession of the Native
Church of Lo-Nguong. It is a good start given to the Lo-Nguong
Chuich, on its first endeavours towards self-government and self-

support."

Women's j^ -^y^s at this time that the iirst steps were taken whicli led to

Fuh-kien. the remarkable work since done in Fuh-kien by Christian women.
The Society for Promoting Female Education in the East had for

some years provided a lady to conduct the C.M.S. Girls' School
at Fuh-chow. Miss Houston had rendered important service, and

^'^^ , had been succeeded by Miss Foster. The latter lady was the
Mrs. means of the conversion of a Chinese lady afterwards well known
A Hok.

j^^ England, Mrs. A Hok, wdfe of a merchant of some wealth and
standing in the city, who was already a member of the American
Methodist congregation. "•= Miss Foster came home in 1881, deeply
impressed with the importance of extended woman's work in

Appeal to China; and she came to the C.M.S. to urge the Society to send

and to' out ladies. This, however, was not then the Society's practice,
c.E.z.M.s. and she was referred to the recently-formed Church of England

Zenana Society. But the C.E.Z.M.S. had so far only looked
upon India as its field, like the Society (I.F.N. S.) from which it

had separated ; and its Committee, composed for the most part of

the wives or widows of Anglo-Indians, were not favourably dis-

posed towards the diversion of either funds or labourers from
India. But the Hon. Secretary, General Sir William Hill, was a

large-hearted man, and he, backed by two or three of the ladies,

persuaded them to go so far as this—to send to China a lady
whom Miss Foster was to find, with special funds wdiich Miss
Foster was to collect. That lady, with an energy all her own, set

to work and raised the money ; but the woman to go was not
forthcoming. Meanwhile the C.M.S., though not a Society send-
ing out ladies, did from time to time, as w'e have seen, employ a

very few for school-work, particularly the daughters of its mis-

sionaries ; and at this time it had under training a daughter of

Mr. Gough, who was to go to her father's old field. Mid China.
C.M.S. It occurred to Mr. Wigram to transfer her to the C.E.Z.M.S. for

c.E^.z.M.s. Fuh-kien ; and she went out accordingly ; but subsequently she

Chil?*
married Mr. Hoare at Ningpo. The next C.E.Z.M.S. ladies to go

missionary

The .story of Mrs. A Hok was told by Miss Foster in the G\il/. Gleaner of
February and July, 1883. It is also given by Miss Gordon-Cumining, with
interesting accounts of her own visits to her, in Wandei'ivgs in China, vol. i.

chaps. X. to xii. ; and in] Behind the Great Wall, the account of C.E.Z.M.S,
work iujChiua.
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forth were found by Robert and Mrs. Stewart in Ireland—but this PabtVUT,

would carry us beyond our present limits, and must be left for a
^^'^^^l

future chapter. L
In 1882, Bishop Burdon was in England, and set forth with Bishop

_

great earnestness and power the call for more labourers in China.
fp"p''eais.'^

He raised funds for a new C.M.S. Mission in Western Kwan-tung,

the south-west corner of the empire, where no missionaries of any

society were at work ; and of this we shall see more hereafter.

He especially pressed Medical Missions and Woman's Work ;

''

and at the Anniversary he spoke most impressively of the needs

of both. One cannot read his speech without deep feelings of

thankfulness to God for the progress since by His goodness

achieved in both directions.

In fact, about this time China began to occupy a much more
prominent position in the sympathies of the C.M.S. circle than it

had previously done ; and we shall see the results of this in

another chapter. A great encouragement, moreover, was given

to the Society by Mr. Jones's noble gift of £72,000 as a " William w.c.jones

Charles Jones China and Japan Native Church and Mission Fumf.

Fund." He had already given £35,000 for similar purposes in

India, and £20,000 for Native agents in certain specified Missions,

besides building the Hang-chow Hospital, giving largely to the

Alexandi-a School, and contributing handsomely in various other

ways. This new fund was not designed to save the Society a

penny of its expenditure, but rather to make a larger expenditure

on its part possible and necessary. It was not to be used in any
way to support English missionaries. Native agents might be

supported, Native Church Councils might be subsidized, colleges

or hospitals for training Natives might be built. But of course

these things could only be done if a larger numl)er of Englishmen
were sent out to superintend them. The Fund therefore was not

to supersede but to stimulate the Society's general expenditure.

So the " great door and effectual " was indeed open. But there

were " many adversaries "; and indisputably one of the most
potent was the Opium Trade. The C.M.S. Committee—notwith- '^^^'^^^

standing some doubts on the part of two or three of their number, versy.

Anglo-Indians who could only view the question from the India

standpoint—never wavered in their decided opposition to the

traffic. Again and again they sent memorials to the Government

;

they went on deputation to the Foreign and India Offices ; they

took part in public protests ; and Mr. Knox threw his strongest Knox's

energies, as chief writer in the Intelligencer, into the controversy, against

He was the last man to sympathize with " faddists and fanatics "; "P'"'"-

it might not unfairly be said that he was unduly prejudiced against

the ardent type of men who have generally been in the front of the

anti-opium agitation ; but he never wrote more incisively, one may

* Two very vigorous iirticlos were contributed by the Bishop to the CM.
Intelligencer of January auU February, 1883.
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say vehemently, tlian on this subject. He denounced the Opium
Trade with China as a great national crime, and he marshalled
with unanswerable force the masses of evidence to show its fright-

ful efiects upon the Chinese people." In 1881-2, owing to the

scandal of the Chefoo Convention before mentioned, the agitation

gained unusual strength ; a memorial to the Prime Minister was
signed by Archbishops Tait, Thomson, and Trench, and fourteen

Bishops, besides a host of other leading men ; f and there did seem
some hope of the Goveiniment taking up the question at all risks,

and delivering England from the heavy responsibility of the traffic.

But official opposition proved too strong, and presently the country
went to sleep again. It is amazing indeed that honourable men
should be so blinded, and should adduce such preposterous reasons

for not interfering with a trade forced upon China against her

strenuous efforts by British guns. Let one single instance be

given, and let this close our present section. Sir George Birdwood
said that opium was not only innoxious but positively beneficial to

the Chinese. Mr. Lloyd mentioned this to the Rev. Ting Sing-ki.

This was his reply: ^' Nohochj but an opium-smoker could have

said that."

Japan.

A few paragraphs will suffice for a brief summary of the

Society's advancing movements in Japan during our present

period. The year 1872, it will be remembered, was the year of

the sudden and astonishing development of New Japan. The first

missionary, G. Ensor, had come home invalided, leaving only

H. Burnside, at Nagasaki, to represent the missionary enterprise

of English Christendom in the Land of the Eising Sun. But the

inviting openings now presented led to special funds being

contributed to two English societies. These were the C.M.S. and
the S.P.G. It is remarkable that in so interesting a field as Japan,

no other of the large European missionary organizations has

entered the field.

The S.P.G. was the first to go forward ; and it is an interesting

reminiscence that its first two missionaries to Japan were taken

leave of at a special service in the Society's chapel, Bishop S.

Wilberforce giving the valedictory address, only a few days l^eforc

his lamented death in July, 1873. These two, the Revs. A. C.

Shaw and W. B. Wright, landed in Japan on September 25th of

that year, and established themselves at the new capital, Tokio.

Tw^o years later came H. J. Foss and F. B. Plummer, the

former of whom has lately been appointed Bishop of the Osaka
jurisdiction.

Meanwhile the C.M.S., in 1873-75, sent out six missionaries to

* See especially the CM. InteJligencir of July, September, aud December,
1876 ; February, 1880 ; and May, 1882.

t The debate on Opium at the Newcastle Church Cungres.«, 1881, has
already been meutioued. See p. 13.
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Japan. Two of these, C. F. Warren and John Piper, had akeady Part VIII.

laboured some few years at Hong Kong; and two others, H. hT'^'^h
Maundrell and W. Dening, had been missionaries in Madagascar. '^^^"

These fom* were all picked Islington men, and their experience in

other fields w^as much to their advantage in their new work. Of
the remaining two, Henry Evington was from Pembroke College,

Oxford, and Philip Kemball Fyson was a Scholar of Christ's

College, Cambridge, with double first-class honours. Warren
arrived on the last day of 1873 ; Piper, Dening, Fyson, and
Evington in 1874 ; Maundrell in 1875. Maundrell was stationed

at Nagasaki, succeeding Burnside, who retired. Warren and Treaty

Evington occupied Osaka, the second city in the empire. Piper occupied,

began work at Tokio, in which capital there was plenty of room
for both S.P.G. and C.M.S., as well as for several American
societies. Fyson also went to Tokio at first, but moved on to

Niigata, on the w^est coast—but this station was not ultimately

persevered in. Dening was sent to Hakodate, in the northern

island of Yezo. All these five places were treaty ports. The
other two similar ports, Kobe and Yokohama, were occupied by
the S.P.G. and the Americans. Residence beyond the treaty

ports was then not possible, and even travelling was hindered by
vexatious regulations. Nevertheless, Japan was rapidly moving
forward, and the adoption of the Christian Sunday as the national Japan

day of rest, from April 1st, 1876, was only one of the most ch°fsfian^

conspicuous signs of the adoption of Western ways. Sunday.

Perhaps no C.M.S. Mission of recent times, not even Uganda,
has had its earliest history more fully detailed than that of Japan.
At Osaka especially, we can trace out the narrative, day by day Warren

and week by week, in the graphic journals of Warren and f"n at^'"^'

Evington. Warren also sent picturesque descriptions of the Osaka,

country and the cities, as seen by him in his early tours. Scores
of pages in the Intelligencer were furnished Ijy his pen, with ample
details of the most interesting kind. After a year of preparatory

study, he began Sunday afternoon services on January 3rd, 1875

;

on May 30th in the same year, a small mission -chapel was
opened, in which daily preaching was carried on ; at the beginning
of 1876 there was a little class of avowed catechumens ; on June
25th, 1876, he had the joy of admitting six persons into the Church First

by baptism ; on July 23rd they were confirmed by Bishop Burdon at Osaka,

of Hong Kong ; and on August 20th they I'eceived the Lord's
Supper at the first Japanese Communion Service held in the

Osaka Mission. A visitor was present at that service, an Englisli

gentleman in the employ of the Japanese Government, Mr. G. H.
Pole, who in after years became a C.M.S. missionary in that same
city of Osaka.

Interesting baptisms also took place at Nagasaki, and Maundi-ell Advance in

placed some of his convei'ts out as catechists, at Kagoshima, Saga, '""^ '"'

and Kumamoto. At Tokio the progress was slower ; and in 1880
this station lost Mr. and Mrs. Piper, owing to the failure of the
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Part VIII. latter's health. They had been very earnest workers, and Mr.
1873-82. Piper's Hterary work, especially his Eeference New Testament
Chap^Sl.

^j^i^ 12,000 references, has proved of the highest value. At Hako-
date, Dening displayed great energy, not only among the Japanese

Yezo
:
the at the port, but by his journeys into the interior to visit the Ainu

aborigines, aborigines. Of this strange people little was known at that time.

English readers came to know of them cliieily from the travels

of Miss Isabella Bird (now Mrs. Bishop), whose valuable work,

Unbeaten Tracks in Jajjan, was published in 1880. But the

larger part of the information given about them by her in so graphic

a form had already been in the hands of the C.M.S. circle,

through Dening's letters printed in the Intelligencer.

Anglican An interesting event in the history of the Mission was the first

ariesTn
" Missionary Conference, on the occasion of Bishop Burden's second

conference yisit in May, 1878. Bishop Williams of the American Episcopal

Church, who had been one of the very first Christian missionaries

in Japan, nearly twenty years before, was also present. The
C.M.S. men held some meetings by themselves, and other

gatherings were held for the three Anglican Missions, C.M.S.,

S.P.G., and American Episcopal. The important step was taken

of forming a Prayer-book Translation Committee, the mem])ers
appointed being Bishop Williams and Mr. Quinby (Am. Epis.

Church), Mr. Shaw (S.P.G.), Mr. Warren, and Mr. Piper.

Another Conference was held on Bible translation, in which the

other American Protestant Societies joined. In the important task

of preparing the Japanese Bible, Piper and Fyson did good work.

New From time to time the Society sent out additional men. In
C.M.S. 1876, J. Williams, who had been invalided from East Africa, was

transferred to Japan. In 1878, Walter Andrews, a Cambridge
man, went out, and presently joined the Mission in Yezo. In

1879, John Batchelor, who had been one of Bishop Burden's
students at Hong Kong, went also to Yezo, where he subsequently

became the missionary ^jar excellence to the Ainu. In 1881, went
forth G. H. Pole, the gentleman above-mentioned, who had come
home, graduated at Cambridge, and been ordained. In 1882,

A. B. Hutchinson, of Hong Kong, was transferred to the Japan
Mission, and joined Maundrell at Nagasaki. The missionaries were
now crying out for ladies to be sent forth, but the Society was
not quite ripe for this yet. Three ladies, however, were doing good
work in connexion with the Mission, though not on the Society's

roll, viz., Miss M. J. Oxlad, who had worked at Hong Kong under
the F.E.S. ; Miss Jane Caspari, a former C.M.S. missionary in

West Africa, who had gone to Japan as governess in one of the

missionary families ; and Mrs. Goodall, an excellent widow lady,

who settled at Nagasaki.
Dening's But our period closes unhappily with the disconnexion of a

and's^p^a- uiissionary. Walter Dening had been a most vigorous evangelist,

c°MS°'" ^^'^^^ "^ 1^'^^ he publicly avowed his intention to preach the

doctrine of Conditional Immortality, as part of bis message to
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Japan, and requested the Society's explicit sanction to bis doing Part VIII.
so. Tlie Committee summoned him home for conference, and the 1^73-82.

question was carefully discussed with him by such established ^^^M^^l-

theologians as Bishop Perry and Mr. Fenn. There was no desire
on the part of the Committee to insist with undue dogmatism upon
every missionary holding exactly the same views on the exceedingly
solemn and mysterious subject of the Great Future ; but Dening's
demands were of a kind which could not be conceded. On his
separation from the Society, he was immediately taken up by an in-
dependent Cambridge Conunittee. He returned to his old station at
Hakodate, and very naturally most of the converts gathered round
him

; while Mr. Andrews took charge of the C.M.S. work. Very
soon, however, Dening left the place, and entered the service of the
Japanese Government at Tokio ; the Cambridge Committee was
dissolved, its members having found that his departure from
the faith was more serious than they had thought; and his
followers at Hakodate rejoined the C.M.S. congregation.

At the end of 1882 there were about 600 baptized Japanese in
connexion with the three Episcopal Missions, of whom about one-
half belonged to C.M.S. The converts of the other American
Missions were much more numerous, as we shall see more fully
hereafter.

With these few brief paragraphs we must leave Japan for the
present

; we shall see much more of the work in this interestino-
country in our next Part.

''



CHAPTER LXXXII.

The Far West: The Church among the Bed Indians.

New Bishops in North-West Canada—Lord Dufferin's New World

—

Diocese of Rupert's Land—Diocese of Saskatchewan—The Govern-
ment and the Plain Indians—Diocese of Moosonee—Peck and the

Eskimo—Diocese of Athabasca—Bishop and Mrs. Bompas

—

Tukudh Indians—Roman Catholic Missions.

North Pacific Mission—Duncan and the Lord's Supper—Bishopric

of Caledonia—Bishop Ridley—Ultimatum to Duncan—His Seces-

sion.

" Unto the uttermost part of the earth."—Acts i. 8.

" The ivildemess and the solitary place shall be glad for them. -Isa. XXXV. 1,

Part VIII.
1873-82.

Chap. 82.
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N due course the statesmanlike plans of Bishop Macli-

ray of Eupert's Land, which were briefly sketched

in our Sixty-sixth Chapter, and which were in course

of being matured at the time when oi;r present period

opened, were successfully completed. John Horden
had been consecrated bishop for the new diocese of Moosonee
in December, 1872 ; and on May 3rd, 1874, John McLean and
W. C. Bompas were consecrated bishops for the two other new
dioceses of Saskatchewan and Athabasca. The ceremony took

place at Lambeth Parish Church, and the sermon was preached

by Bishop Anderson, who had been the first Chief Pastor of the

vast territories now happily divided. He thus referred to the two
new dioceses :

—

" To-day the noble plan will be consummated by the consecration of

two more bishops. One will preside over the Church in the western

portion of the land, labouring among the Indians of the Plains, and
along the valley of that river whose source is in the Rocky Mountains

—

the River Saskatchewan ; whose name, in its sound and meaning, would
remind us of those surging rapids down which it sends its waters into

the inland sea of "Winnipeg.
" The other will have the northern diocese as his own, along yet

mightier lakes, and with rivers which roll down an immense volume, and
discharge themselves into the Arctic Ocean.

" Such is the fourfold sub-division of that vast territory, completing
and carrying out ideas which as day-dreams may have flitted across my
mind, but which have to-day reality and shape, and a definite existence."

In the following year, August, 1875, the first Provincial Synod
of the Ecclesiastical Province of Eupert's Land was held at
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Winnipeg. Bisliop Machray presided, and Bishops Horden and Part VIII.
McLean came from east and west to attend ; but Bishop Bompas 1873-82.

had gone into that distant North in whicli lie was destined to labour ^^^P- 82.

a quarter of a century without once returning within the confines
of civilization. There was a welcome visitor in the person of the
apostolic American, Bishop Whipple of Minnesota, whose diocese
lies just to the south of Eupert's Land, across the frontier line.

Two C.M.S. missionaries took chief offices in the Synod, Arch- church

deacon Cowley being Prolocutor of the Lower House, and Canon tion^*'^"'

Grisdale Secretary. A constitution for the Province was drawn
up, which has been the basis of all subsequent developments.
About the same time, Bishop Machray made fresh arrangements
for the increased efficiency of St. John's College, appointing st. John's
Mr. Grisdale Professor of Systematic Theology, and the Rev. College.

J. D. O'Meara, of the University of Toronto, son of a well-known
missionary to the Indians of Canada Proper, Professor of Exegeti-
cal Theology. Winnii^egwas now rapidly becoming an important
town, and Manitoba, as an independent province of the Dominion
of Canada, rejoiced in its own Legislature and Ministry. In 1878,
the Premier, the Hon. John Norquay, being twitted at a political
meeting for his humble origin, acknowledged it gracefully, and
added that he owed his education, and his consequent prosperity,
to the Church Missionary Society.
The work of the Society in North-West Canada was now rapidly increased

expanding. This was quite contrary to the old expectations and X^.l^f'
designs of the Committee. It will be remembered that when the c.m.s.

financial crisis of 1841-2 occurred, "North-West America " was
one of the Missions marked out for abandonment, although it then
cost under £1000 a year. In the period of the " failing treasury,"
in Venn's later years, it was fully hoped that the expenditure, then
between £5000 and £6000, might gradually be reduced. But
Bishop Machray's plans, and Henry Wright's love for the Red
Indians, altered all that ; and when the great Income of 1873-4
was reported, those members of the Society who followed the
details of its work and policy were startled by the Committee
announcing at Exeter Hall that " the coming year presented three
special directions for expansion. East Africa, Japan, and North-
West America." Within nine years, by the close of our present
period, the cost of the Missions in the Ecclesiastical Province
of Rupert's Land—excluding the growing North Pacific Mission
in British Columbia—had doubled, having risen above £12,000.
Seventeen English missionaries were sent out in the decade, most New
of whom laboured for several years, and the following are still, ^^^^^
after from seventeen to twenty-seven years, on the Society's roll :

—

R. Young, now Bishop of Athabasca ; A. E. Cowley, son of the
Archdeacon; J. Hines, J. H. Keen (now in British Columbia),
E. J. Peck, W. Spendlove, T. H. Canham, and J. Lofthouse. One
man, V. C. Sim, died at his post, practically of starvation. But more
important than the Englishmen sent were the increasing number
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of good men "raised" in the country. St. John's College pro-

duced a long series of excellent missionaries, mostly of mixed
descent, with a few pure (or almost pure) Indians. Some of them
graduated at Manitoha University ; and the lai'ger part of the

work, especially in Rupert's Land and Saskatchewan dioceses, is

now done by them. The first lied Indian clergyman, Henry Budd,
died in 1875, after a faithful ministry of a quarter of a century.

The extension of the Society's work was strikingly illustrated

when, in 1877, Lord Dufi'erin, then Governor-General of Canada,
delivered a memorable speech at Winnipeg. The Times of

Novem])er 28th in that year credited him with " introducing a new
world to the knowledge of his countrymen." He described in

picturesque language the Great North-West, and the comment of

the Times was, " The succession of enormous distances and strange

surprises reads more like a voyage to a newly-discovered satellite

than one to a region hitherto regarded simply as the fag-end of

America and a waste bit of the world." Yet this " new world " was
simply the field, or rather part of the field, of the C.M.S. Mission.

The country which, said the Times, "looks on the maps a mere
wilderness of rivers and lakes, in which life ivould he intolerable

and escape impossible," W'as then the residence of fifteen English

missionaries, of whom eleven had their wives with them. Let us

read an extract from Lord Dufferin's speech. After referring to

Lord Salisbury's famous remark—then recently made—on the

importance of not imbibing incorrect ideas from small maps, the

Governor-General said that the best way of realizing what North-

West Canada is was to take an imaginary voyage upon its rivers
;

" for we know that as a poor man cannot afford a large house, so

a small country cannot support a big river "
:

—

" Now, to an Englishman or a Frenchman, the Severn or the Thames,
the Seine or the Rhone, would appear considerable streams ; but in the

Ottawa, a mere affluent of the St. Lawrence—an affluent, moreover,
which reaches the parent stream (500 miles from its mouth—we have a

river nearly ooO miles long and three or four times as big as any of them.
But, even after having ascended the St. Ijawrenee itself to Lake Ontario,

and pui-sued it across I^ake Huron, the Niagara, the St. Clair, and Lake
Superior to Thunder Bay, a distance of 1500 miles, where are we ? In

the estimation of the person who has made the journey, at the end of all

things, but, to us who know better, scarcely at the commencement of the

great fluvial systems of the Dominion, for from that spot—that is to say,

from Thunder Bay—we are enabled at once to ship our astonished

traveller on to the Kaministiquia, a river of some hundred miles long.

Thence almost in a straight line we launch him on to Lake Shebandowan
and Rainy Lake and River [^C.M.S. stntio?i], a magnificent stream, 300
yards broad and a couple of hundred miles long, down whose tranquil

bosom he floats into the Lake of the Woods. . . . From this lacustrian

paradise of sylvan beauty we are able at once to transfer our friend to

the River "Winnipeg. ... At last, let us suppose we have landed our

traveller at the town of Winnipeg IC.M.S. headquarter,^]—the half-way

house of the continent, the capital ot the Prairie Province, and, I trust,

the future ' umbilicus ' of the Dominion. Having had so nnxch of water,
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having now i^eached the home of the buffalo, like the extenuated Falstaff Part VIII.

he naturally ' babbles of green fields,' and careers in imagination over 1873-82.

the primeval grasses of the prairie. Not at all. Escorted by ^Ir. Mayor Chap. 82.

and the Town Council, we take him down to your quay, and ask him
which he will ascend first, the Red River {three C.M.S. stations] or the

Assiniboine [three C.M.S. stations'], two streams—the one 500 miles long,

the other 480—which so happily mingle their waters within yom- city

limits. After having given him a preliminary canter upon these

respective rivers, we take him on to Lake Winnipeg, an inland sea 300

miles long and upwards of sixty broad. At the north-west angle of Lake
Winnipeg he hits upon the mouth of the Saskatchewan [_Jice C.MS.
stations], the gateway and high-road to the North-West, and the

starting-point to another loOO miles t)f navigable water, flowing nearly

due east and west between its alluvial banks. Having now reached the

foot of the Rocky Mountains, our ' Ancient Mariner '—for by this time

he will be quite entitled to such an appellation—knowing that water

cannot run up-hill, feels certain his aquatic experiences are concluded.

He was never more mistaken. We immediately launch him upon the

Athabasca and Mackenzie Rivers [ei</ht C.M.S. stations], and start him
on a longer trip than he has yet undertaken—the navigation of the

Mackenzie River alone exceeding ^oOO miles. If he survives this last

experience, we wind up his peregrinations by a concluding voyage of 1400

miles down the Eraser River, or, if he prefers it, the Thompson River to

Victoria, in Vancouver, whence, having previously provided him with a

tirst-class return ticket for that purpose, he will probably prefer getting

home via, the Canadian Pacific, Now, in this enumeration, those who
are acquainted with the country are aware that, for the sake of brevity,

I have omitted thousands of miles of other lakes and rivers which water

various regions of the North-West [and the 2vhole Hudson s Bay district,

or Moosonee Diocese—with twelve or fourteen C.M.S. stations]."" *

Lord Dufferin went on to notice the good feeling subsisting

between the white man and the red man, attributing it to two or

three causes. But he omitted to mention one cause, not the

least effectual of them—the fact that some ten thousand of the

red men were Christians, the great majority the fruit, under God,

of the Society's labours.

Let us now take the four dioceses in order, and glance briefly

at some of the work done in them in our period.

I. It is not necessary to visit the various stations in that part

of the reduced Diocese of Eupert's Land which had become the
^[j°"rW^

Province of Manitoba. Under the general guidance of Bishop Land.

Machray and Archdeacon Cowley, the Indians were well cared

for. But the diocese extended east to Lake Superior, covering

the still uncleared country through which, by-and-by, the

Canadian Pacific Eailway was to mark out its course from that

Lake to AVinnipeg ; and in that country Mr. Phair, in 1874, began
a new Mission to Indians yet unevangelized, making his head- ^^g
quarters at Fort Francis, in the Eainy Lake district. A journal stations,

of Bishop Machray's visitation of the eastern part of his diocese,

* The references to C.M.S. stations inserted in this extract are given as

they were inserted in the CM. Intdliyeiicer at the time. The work lias

further extended since then.

VOL. III. P
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Part VIII. in 1S(S0, j,Mvcs an interestinfr account of the work there; par-
1873-82. ticuhirly the station founded at the expense of Miss Landon, of
Chap^82.

23.^^1^^ .j;f^^,j. j^^.j. f.^ii aownstairs at the CM. College,"-^^ and named
at her re(]uest "Ishn^ton." The people there were called
*' Swampy Crees," and their pastor was a Swampy Cree himself,

the Rev. Baptiste Spence. The diocese also, for a time, until

more new dioceses were formed, included the stations of Devon
and Cumhcrland on the Lower Saskatchewan ; and those stations,

after Henry Jiudd's death, were worked Ity other excellent men
from St. John's CoUe^'e. But perhai)s the most interesting ex-

tension of the Mission in the muther diocese was witnessed when
Work some hodies of the famous Sioux or Dakotah nation—the j^reatest
|f^°^Bthe

f,f all the old Red Indian trihes—took refuj,'e within the horders

of the Canadian dominion to avoid the advancing tide of American
emigration south of the frontier line, which had led to despeiate

fighting. The chief of one of the parties was the celehrate*!

^s'inin
Sitting Bull, and he very touchingly appealed to the Great White

Bull." ^lother (Queen Victoria) :

—

"The Great Spirit lias iniuU- the Red Man and tlit- White Man
brothers, and they ought to take eacli other l>y tlie hand. The Great
Spirit loves all His cliildreii. He esteems the Wliite Man and the lied

Alan alike. The wicked AVhite Man and the wieked Kcd Man are the

only ones He does not love. It was the (ireat Spirit, not the White
Man, who gave us these lands. I do not think that the Great Spirit

sent the Wliite Man across the waters to execute His works, because

the White Man has roVjbed us. ... I trust the Great Mother. I am
but a poor Indian. I have no friend but the Queen and the Great
Spirit." t

To assist the Bishop in planting a Mission among one of the

hands of Sioux to whom the Government granted some reserved

lands at a place called Oak River, the Society for some years

voted £100 a year ; and a young clergyman from St. John's

College, the Rev. W. A. Burman, went to lahour among them.
Diocese of H. The Dioccsc of Saskatchewan was almost virgin soil when

Bisho]i ]\rcLean, one of the most energetic and self-denying ofwan.

men, took charge of it. As already indicated, it did not at first

include the Lower River, on which Hunter and Build had done
so great a work ; and the only mission stations within its area

were Nepowewin, just at the entrance to its vast territories, and
Stanley, on English River, far aw-ay to the north. The first

Hhies. advance made hy the C.M.S. was when John Hines, a practical

farmer, was sent to the neighhourhood of White Fish Lake, to a

place afterwards called Asisippi. He threw himself with ex-

emplary zeal into the work, soon won the confidence of the

Indians, and mastered their language ; and in 1876 the Bishop

* See Vol. II., p. 319.

t From an account of au interview with Sitting Bull, in the Toronto
Daily Ghhe of November 21st, 1877, printed in the CM. Intelligencer of

March, 1S78.
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ordained him. But the great Plains stretching away westward to Part VIII.

the Eocky Mountains were still untouched. In 1876, however, 1873-82.

the Government took measures to settle the Plain Crees upon ^P"

reserves ; and some thousands of them asseml:)led in that year at The Plain

three centres, Carlton, Fort Pitt, and Battle Eiver, to consider ^"dians.

the Government proposals for their henefit. At Carlton the

excellent country-born missionary, J. A. Mackay, was present,

and sent a most interesting account of the proceedings. As the

treaty at this spot dealt with the nearest part of the country,

four of the eight Cree chiefs who were there proved to be

Christians, two from Nepowewin and two from Hines's new
station, Asisippi. It was observable that these Christians were
the most intelligent of the party, and took a leading part in the

discussions. An account was also sent of the Fort Pitt gathering;

and the speech of Governor Morris to the Indians there so well

illustrates the generous, and therefore successful, dealings of the

Canadian authorities with the Red Man, that an extract here will

be acceptable :

—

"Indians of the Plains, Crees, Chipewyans, Assiniboines, and Governcr

Chippewas, my message is to all. I come here to-day as your Governor ^^ress^
inider the Queen. The Crees for many days have sent word that to the

they wanted to see someone face to face. The Crees are the principal Indians,

tribe of the Plain Indians, and it is for me a pleasant duty to be here
to-day, and receive the welcome I have from them. I am here because
the Queen and her Councillors have the good of the Indian at heart

—

because you are the Queen's children, and we must think of you for

to-day and to-morrow. The condition of the Indians, and their future,

has given the Queen's Councillors much anxiety. In the old provinces
of Canada, from which I came, we have many Indians ; they are grow-
ing in luimbers, and are, as a rule, happy and prosperous ; for a hundred
y, ears red and white hands have been clasped together in peace. The
instructions of the Queen are to treat the Indians as brothers—and so

we ought to be. The Great Spirit made this earth we are on—He
planted the trees, and made the rivers flow for the good of all His
people—white and red. The country is very wide, and there is room
for all. It is six years since the Queen took back into her own hands
the government of all her subjects, red and white, in this country. It

was thought her Indian children would be better cared for in her own
hands. 'Ibis is the seventh time in the last five years that her Indian
children have been called together for this purpose. This is the fourth
time that I have met my Indian brothers ; and standing here on this

bright day, with the sun over us, I cast my eyes to the east, down to

the great lakes, and I see a broad road leading from there to the Red
River ; I see it stretching on to Ellice ; I see it branching thence, the
one to Qu Apelie and Cypress Hill, the other by Pelly to Carlton. It is

a wide and plain trail—any one can see it ; and on that road, taking for

the Queen the hand of the Governor and Commissioners, I see all the
Indians ; I see the Queen's Councillors taking the Indian by the hand,
saying, ' We are brothers ; we will lift you up ; we will teach you, if you
will learn the cunning of the white man.' All along that road I see

Indians gathering ; I see gardens gi'owing and houses building ; I see

them receiving money from the Queen's Councillors to purchase clothing
for their children. At the same time I see them enjoying their hunting

K 2
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and Hshiiii; as bt-fcne. I seo ilieni retainiiij^ tlioir old mode of living,

with the (^iiefn's c;ift in addition. . . .

"You must think of tlu)se that come after you. As I came here I

saw tracks leading to the lakes and watercourses, once well beaten, now
firown over with grass. I saw bones bleaching by the wayside, I saw
the places where the bufi'alo had been, but where he will never bo again,

and I thought, What will become of the Indian ? I said to myself, Wo
must teach the children to prepare for the future ; if wo do not, but a
few suns will pass, and they will melt away like snow before the sun in

springtime. You know my words are true. Y'ou seo for yourselves,

and know that your numbers are lessening every year. Now the wholo
burden t)f my message from the Qrieen is, that wo wish to help you in

the days that are to ct)me.''

And here is tiie chief's reply :

—

" I thank you for this day, and I thank you for what I have seen and
heard. T also thank the Queen for sending you to act for our good.

I am glad for yoiu' offers. I speak this in the presence of the Great
Spirit. It is all for our good. I see nothing to be afraid of. T theie-

fore accept of it gladly, nnd take your hand to my heart. May this

continue as long as this earth stands and the river Hows ! If I am
spared, I .shall connuence at once to clear a small piece of land for

myself, an<l <)thers of my kinsmen will do the same. I am thankful.

May this earth lu're never see the white man's blood spilt upon it! I

am thankful that I can lift up my head, and the white man and the red

man can stand together as long as the sun shines.''

Subsequently the Government went further west and south-

west, and dealt in the same way with the still wild and untamed
Blackfoot and Blood Indians ; and gradually, though slowly, the

Missions were extended to a few isolated stations on the illimitable

Bishop prairies. In 1882, Bishop McLean held his first Diocesan Synod,
McLean's .^^^j^ reported with thankfulness that he had now sixteen clergy-

men, English, country-born, and Indian, of whom eight were
C.M.S. and six S.P.G. The S.P.G. men were primarily for the

settlers, but they by no means neglected the Indians near their

stations. It should be added that the Canadian Methodists and
Presbyterians were also at work, and many Eoman Catholics.

Diocese of III. Turning back to the east, let us visit the Diocese of
Moosonee.

]\/[oosonee. Bishop Horden continued his patient pastoral and
translational labours at Moose, and his frequent journeys, by
canoe, or over the snow, to the various stations, east, west, north,

and south. At Albany was a zealous clergyman of mixed race,

Thomas Vincent, whom, just as our period closes, Horden
appointed Archdeacon. Kirkby, at York, had previously received

the same distinction ; but his always graphic and welcome letters

ceased . on his retirement from the Society in 1880. He had,

Indians liowever, been able to report, in 1876, " the End of Heathenism at

clfris^ian.
York," the last chief and his people being baptized on Whit
Sunday in that year. Almost all the Indians in the diocese were

The now professing Christians ; but the Eskimo still remained un-
Eskimo. evaugelized. Those accessible from Churchill, on the west side

of Hudson's Bay, were visited occasionally from York ; but Mr.
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and Mrs. Lofthouse's brave and successful residence at that in- Part VIII.
hospitable spot had not commenced in 1882. On the eastern side 1873-82.

of the Bay a remarkable work was begun in 1876. The privations ^^^^^2.
of Mr. Watkins in his efforts twenty years before to reach the
Eskimo there were noticed in our Fiftieth Chapter ; but no one had
succeeded in doing much. In 1876, Bishop Horden wrote to the Bishop

Society and begged for a strong, plain man—a sailor for choice, ^pel^for—who could face real hardships, to come out and seek the Eskimo,

wanderers in the wilderness of the Whale Rivers and the interior
of Labrador. On the Atlantic coast of Labrador the Moravians
had long worked nobly, but they had never crossed the snow-clad
wastes to the shores of Hudson's Bay. It so happened, in God's
good providence, that just then a Scripture-reader—once aE.j.Peck.
Sunday-school boy, who had been converted to God while a
seaman in the Navy through reading a Bible given him years
before l)y his teacher—had been introduced to the Society by the
Eev. T. R. Govett, Vicar of Newmarket. This man's name' was
Edmund Peck ; and he was keenly desirous of being sent to the
wildest and roughest Mission-field in the world, if only he might
uhere be privileged to win souls for Christ. Mr. Wright was
charmed with his simplicity and zeal and soundness in the faith

;

and on July 11th Edmund Peck sailed in the annual ship for
Moose. On September 1st he was warmly welcomed there by
Bishop and Mrs. Horden ; and after staying with them only one
week, he started in a small open sailing-boat for Little Whale Peck's boat

Eiver, which he safely reached in seven weeks, though his boat HudfoV-s
was swamped three times. He had with him two or three books ^^y-

in Eskimo prepared by the Moravians, and with these and an
Indian interipreter named Adam, he set to work. Here is just a
glimpse of his earhest efforts :

—

" Octoher 2^th.—The Esquimaux gave me a very hearty welcome indeed, His work
which encouraged me mucli. I went to Molueto's i(/loe, or house. Here S^o*^^
I read to them the Word of God, whicli, to my great joy, they under-
stood. This may seem strange, seeing the Testament I have got is

written in the Labrador dialect, which is supposed to (litter from Whale
River considerably. This is not the case, I find, for when one gets to
know the peculiar sounds of some of the letters, it then is easily under-
stood. These sounds I learned, in some measure, from Adam, who is
able to read the Testament. I used also to read to him. I thus got
into a fair way of reading before my arrival, so that without any delay I
was able to give these poor people the Word of life, which is the very
sword of the Spirit. How soon God finds instruments. I little thought
this would be of such service, as I studied its pages on the trackless
deep, or even when Adam assisted me to read it, seeing he could not
tell me, beiug himself a native of Labrador.

"November 6#A.—Study of Indian and Esquimaux words. These I collect
the night before. My plan is to write down some simple words and
sentences. I then get the corresponding Indian or Esquimaux words from
Adam Lucy or Moses Molueto ; the Indian words are gathered from one
of the Company's men, named David Loutett. I find all very willing to
help me, for which I am indeed thankful. My daily collection averages
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tioiu eiglity to a hmnlie(l wnnls. These are learned the fulh.win;^ «hty,

ami brouijlit into actual use as stxm as possihle, thus inii)ressiu<,' the
same on my memory, as well as making me faniiliar with the peculiar
sounds. I have now ^ot sonie thousands of woids. mostly Ks(|uimaux,
which I ^fathered by study of Te.stan>ent, and from my ditierent friends."

A year later, at the Bisliop's desire, Peck returned to Moose,
aiul spent the winter in study ; and Horden, thoroughly satisfied

with his progress, ordained him to the ministry of the Church on
Fehruary 3rd, 1878. In 1879, through the efforts of Mr. Wright's
eldest daugliter, £300 was collected to purchase, and send out in

pieces, a little iron church, forty feet by twenty ; and with infinite

labour this was ultimately conveyed to Little Whale Eiver, put up
by Peck himself, and opened on October 28th. There were
already a few converts, even from among the degraded Eskimo

;

and by the end of 1882, when our period closes, he had baptized
sixty-four adults and forty children, and there were forty cate-

chumens, making 144 souls gathered out of the darkest Heathen-
ism. Truly in the hand of our Clod are " all the canters of the

earth "
!

IV. We next proceed to the Far North, to the Diocese of Atha-
basca, stretching, as it did at that time, from the watershed,
between the rivers flowing into Hudson's Bay and those flowing
into the Polar Sea, to the Arctic coast itself, and thence, over the
northern extremity of tlie Rockies, into the basin of the Yukon.
Three huge dioceses now divide those territories ; but during the
period under review the Diocese of Athabasca contained the
whole. J^ishop ]V)mpas, on arriving at Fort Simpson on the

Mackenzie River, the " capital " of the country, at the end of

1874, began at once to organize his forces. They were scanty
enough ! When, on September 4th, 1876, he held his first

Diocesan Synod, and delivered his Primary Charge, his clergy

numbered exactly tJircc, viz., Archdeacon R. McDonald and
A. Garrioch, country-born men, and W. D. lieeve, his single

English comrade. In addition, he had four or five country-l)orn

schoolmasters. Yet he proceeded to divide his diocese into four

great divisions, viz., (1) the Tukudh Mission, in tlie extreme north-
west, on the Yukon and its tributaries, under McDonald

; (2) the
Mackenzie River Mission, under Reeve

; (3) the Great Slave Lake
Mission, under schoolmasters; (4) the Athabasca Mission, com-
prising the southern districts and the Peace River, to which latter

sphere he sent Garrioch. He himself travelled during the summer

;

and what the journeys meant is best illustrated by an expression of

his—"voyages similar to one from London to Constantinople in

a canal barge." In the winter he settled at one or other of the

posts, generally choosing one where there was no other mission
agent.

When Bompas paid his one visit to England, in 1873-4, for

consecration, he married ; and his intrepid wife accompanied him
to the desolate regions in which he has ever since lived. But she
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could not always be with him. Not only had he to leave her Part VIII.

during his prolonged journej'S, but on at least one occasion 1873-82.

they were obliged to separate for a winter, because at the post P" ^^"

where she was there was only flour eiiotigli for o)ie during the

coming months, so he had to go elsewhere. Her health did

not allow her to remain permanently in the country ; and three
times has she travelled backwards and forwards betw^een a
civilized land (England or Manitoba) and the Arctic Circle, some-
times spending a year or two out there, and sometimes coming
home for a few months to recruit. But there was a bright side

to her journeyings. This is what she wrote the first time she
came southwards to Winnipeg, in 1877 :

—

" I am very thankful to have come to the end of my long joux-ney Mrs.
from Athabasca, which, by God's mercy, I accomplished with less fatigue Bompas

than I anticipated. I met with much kindness on my way at tlie journey
various mission stations, and also at the Company's forts, and I visited with

many Indian camps, where one seldom fails to meet with a heartv rh'^-l-^^o^o

welcome, bometnnes 1 had prayers with some of the women and
children in my tent. They seem to like to come, and enjoy singing-

hymns. Mr. Mackay has translated ' Hold the Fort,' and ' The sweet
by and by/ and 'I am going home,' into Cree, and they are great
favourites, as are also ' Nearer, my God, to Thee ' and ' Jerusalem the
Golden.' I was much interested in the Indians at Stanley Mission.
There are about 500 there. My boat's crew from Isle a la Crosse to
Cumberland was composed of Stanley men, and a more orderly, well-
conducted set I never saw. They had a nice little service every morning
and evening among themselves, which I almost always attended ; it

consisted of a hymn {beautifully swv/ in parts), a few words of Scripture,
and a few of the Church prayers. Some days the poor men were quite
worn out with hard work at the portages, and for two days their
provisions ran short, and they were nearly starving, but they sang their
hymn and had prayers without fail ; and when relief came, in the shape
of two canoes bringing bags of flour and pemmican, their shout of

delight, I think, must almost have reached Salisbury Square ! . . . I ani
tliankful to tind all my powers gradually returning, and the state of
woful emaciation to which I was reduced giving way under the influences
of milk and other luxuries, of which I was deprived at Athabasca. I

deplore my having to leave my work so soon, but I earnestly trust in

God's mercy to bring me back to it again in the early spring."

Gradually and steadily the work advanced ; and in 1882 the Extension

Bishop could report that he had nine stations, viz., Fort Chipewyan woVk^

on Athabasca Lake ; Vermillion and Dunvegan, on Peace Eiver

;

Forts Eae and Eesolution, on Great Slave Lake ; Forts Simpson
and Norman, on Mackenzie Eiver ; Fort McPherson, on Peel
Eiver ; and Eampart House on Porcupine Eiver, in the Yukon
basin. Three more men had joined him from England, Sim,
Spendlove, and Canham, the last-named having been sent out on
a special donation of £1000 given at the time of recovery from the

Society's financial crisis of 1879-80, with the express purpose of

evangelizing the Eskimo of the Arctic coast.

In 1877, Bishop Bompas estimated the whole population of the
diocese at 10,000, of whom one half were more or less under
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Part VIII. Romanist influence, while of the other half the Church of England
1873-82. ijad won 3000, and 2000 were still unreached. The Roman

'^^' missionaries held the southern districts strongly, and most of the

Roman Indians around Athahasca Lake clave to them. The greatest
Missions, success of the Protestant Mission was among the Tukudh tribes

on the Yukon and its tributaries. In the Roman Catholic Annals

of the Propagation of the Faith, the priests on the Yukon mourned
over the invincible heresy of the Tukudh people, and found
their only comfort in having "regenerated" some Heathen
children."'^' Thus, in September, 1874 :

—

" On the next morning, the sacred clay of Pentecost, I went to the

other bank to persuade the Indians, by means of the interpreter of

Nnlato, to get their children baptized. With the help of God, tliey

liiised no ob.stacles. and ten children more were regenerated. This was
all I could do in this })lace. . . .

" His Ijordship Monst-ioiieur Chit joined me at Nnlato by tlie banked
boat at Youcon,tlit' tth of June, at night, iind we all set off the following

evening, having added to our registry of baptisms some names of infant

children. . . .

" In conclusion, onr voyage has been a trying one, but it has given us

present consolations and fiitiu-e hopes. We commenced it by coming
" invete- into collision inisuccessfully with the inveterate Protestantism of
rate Youcou, the more mobile Protestantism, but still serious, of a nimilier

i^m^'^oY"* °^ Indians of Nuklukaiet; then we were well received, sometimes with
Tukudh assiduous attention, from Nuklukaiet to Nidato ; from that spot we met
Indians. oreater degradation than in any other localit}^, sometimes amoimting to

utter bestiality. When we arrived here we had registered our 1 Kitli

baptism. Of the numher, how many little angels have llown up to

heaven and will pray to God for the success of the new Missions!
Had this been tlie only result we obtained, would it not lr)e enough to

compensate for the troubles and fatigues of the voyage ?
"

Tukudh These Tukudh Indians, indeed, proved one of the joys of the

leaders^" Cliurcli Missionary Society. Tlieir simple faith and fervour have
not been surpassed in any Mission-field ; and by the system of

"Christian leaders," under which the best men were told off to

act as catechists to the rest, not ceasing from their hunting and
fishing, and taking no pay, was an example which more prosperous
Native Churches might imitate to advantage.

So much for the " North-West America," or, as it is now
called, North-West Canada Mission. But we have not yet done

North with the Dominion of Canada. We must cross the Rocky
Mission. Mountains, not only at their northern extremity, within the Arctic

Circle, to reach the Tukudh Indians of the Yukon basin, but also

at a far more southerly point, and emerge on to the coast of the

North Pacific Ocean opposite Queen Charlotte Islands. Here we

* 111 the CM. Gleanir of Marcli, 1880, there was a fac simile of a rough
picture given by the Roman jiriesfcs to the Indians, representing the Pro-
testants falling down into hell, the Roinan priests and monks ascending
straight to heaven, and the ordinary Romanists passing thither through
purgatory.
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are once again at the scene of the Mission to the Tsimshean Part VIII.

Indians, and of the work of Mr. Duncan, introduced in our Sixty- ^?'^^~^^;
• ,1 ^,' ,

"^ Chap. 82.
sixth Chapter. ^

In that chapter we brought the story of this Mission, and of its

remarkable influence upon the whole coast, well into our present

period, noting the arrival of W. H. Collison in 1873 and of A. -I.

Hall in 1877. These tw^o, with Duncan and Tonilinson, wielded
the labouring oars during the decade. Others joined, but did not

stay long. Metlakahtla was now only the centre of an expanding
Mission. At Kincolith, on the Nass Eiver, Tonilinson was doing

a good work. Collison had gone over to Queen Charlotte Islands, ^°y'A°"

the first messenger of the Gospel to the Hydahs, the finest and Hydahs.

fiercest of all the North Pacific tribes ; and very remarkable
indeed were the results of his patient and faithful labours. At
Christmas, 1878, when the Hydahs from outlying settlements

came in canoes to the chief trading post, Massett, to engage, as

they expected, in the usual wild dances, " with painted faces and
blackened naked bodies," they were met, to their astonishment,

by a choir of one hundred of their own nation, chanting the

anthem, "How beautiful upon the mountains." Another new
Mission was started in 1878 three hundred miles to the south, at

Fort Eupert, a trading post at the north end of Vancouver's
Island. The tribe there was called Kwa-gutl (at first spelt Hail and

Quoquolt). The Roman priests had been among them without gull
^^

success ; and the head chief, having heard of Metlakahtla, Indians,

journeyed thither, and said that Duncan had " thrown a rope out
which was encircling all the Indians in one common brotherhood."
Mr. Hall settled at Fort Rupert in 1878, and m 1881 at Alert Bay,
on a neighbouring island ; and in after years he too was privileged

to reap a harvest of souls.

It was indicated at the close of our Sixty-sixth Chapter that the

C.M.S. Committee, while thanking God for Mr. Duncan's re-

markable work, had some grounds for anxiety regarding the

Mission. We have seen how in its earlier days Bishop Hills of

Columbia had more than once taken the five hundred miles
voyage to visit Metlakahtla, and had himself baptized a large

number of converts. But a sad schism had arisen in the Church
l'^^'-®!?

^"

at Victoria, the capital of British Columbia. Some extreme men Columbia,

had gone thither and introduced novel ritual ; and as a protest

against this, Mr. Cridge, the Evangelical chaplain, unhappily
seceded, and joined the "Reformed Episcopal Church" then
lately founded in the United States. Now Mr. Cridge was a
warm friend of Duncan and of Metlakahtla, and these circum-
stances did not tend to increase Duncan's loyalty to the Church
of England. In particular, he objected to the Indian Christians Duncan's

being prepared for confirmation or admitted to the Holy Com- the'^Lord's

munion. He feared that if the Lord's Supper were administered Supper,

to them with the usual English service, they would make a
" fetish " of it. But the Society's experience all over the world
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Part Vlll. assured the Couimittee— it' such assuiauce weie necessary—that
1873-82. the Lord can take care of His own ordinance, and that the most
Chap. 82.

ii^fa^^^tjj^y Christians, if true Christians, can be safely invited to be

partakers of its blessing. As we saw in our Sixty-sixth Chapter,

the Committee again and again connnissioned ordained mis-

sionaries to go out and take spiritual charge of the converts, and
" rightly and duly to administer Christ's holy Sacraments "; but

one and all failed to over-ride Duncan's authority. Bishop Hills,

with great generosity, refrained from adding fuel to the flames by

himself again visiting Metlakahtla, and wrote to Bishop Bompas
asking him to cross the Eocky IMountains and come down and

visit the Mission, believing that he, as a C.M.S. man, would

Bishop receive a more cordial welcome. Bompas did take the long and

visUs^Met- (^t tliat time) perilous journey ; he confirmed IS-i of the Christians ;

laitahtia. lie directed that they be at once formed into conmiunicants'

classes; and he gave Collison both deacon's and priest's orders,

o,nd put him in pastoral charge of Metlakahtla—which appoint-

ment the Society at once confirmed. But after he left, Duncan's

authority was again asserted ; and the Lord's Table was still

closed against the Indians.

In 1879, Bishop Hills, being on a visit to England, arranged

with the Archbishop of Canterbury for the division of the Diocese

of Columbia into three, two new dioceses. New Westminster and
New Caledonia, being formed out of it. Caledonia, the northern section,

caied^o^n?!. comprised the C.M.S. Mission-fields, and the Society undertook,

at Bishop Hills's request, to nominate the bishop and find the

stipend ; and the scheme w^as most happily consunnnated by
^i^'j'^P the selection of the Rev. William Ridley, Vicar of St. Paul's,

^^'
Huddersfield. Mr. Ridley had been a C.M.S. missionary at

Peshawar, and in our Sixty-third Chapter we had a glimpse of

the devoted labours of both himself and Mrs. Ridley among the

fanatical Afghans. The consecration took place on St. James's

Day, July 25th, 1879, together with that of J. M. Speechly to the

new diocese of Travancore and Cochin, Dr. Barclay to the see of

Jerusalem, and W. Walsham How to the Suffragan Bishopric of

Bedford. The sermon was preached by Dean W. E. Fremantle,

of Ripon, on the familiar but singularly suitable text, Acts i. 8

—

" Witnesses . . . both in Jerusalem . . . and unto the uttermost

2iart of the earth.''

Bishop Ridley had an easier and speedier journey to his new
diocese than would have been thought possible a few years earlier.

The Pacific Railway was now complete across the United States
;

and, sailing from Liverpool for New York on September 13th, he

crossed the continent to San Francisco, and thence went north-

ward by steamer to Victoria, arriving there on October 14th.

Duncan was there to meet him, and also Admiral Prevost, who
had gone out a few months before to prepare the w^ay ; and

Ridley at together they went on to Metlakahtla, whence the Bishop's first

klhUa". letter was dated November 1st. He wrote enthusiastically of
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Metlakahtla
;
yet his picture of it presents a curious spectacle of Part VIII.

the reign of " law." Writing of the whole population turning out 1873-82.

to the Sunday services in the church, he said :

—

Chap. 82,

" Inwardly I exclaimed, What hath God wrought ! But it would be
wrong to suppose that the love of God alone impelled them all. All,
without reasonable cause to the contrary, are expected to attend the
public services. A couple of policemen, as a matter of routine, are in
uniform, and this is an indication that loitering during service hours is

against proper civil order. This wholesome restraint is possible during
these early stages of the corporate life of the community. At present
one strong will is supreme. To resist it, every Indian feels, wovild be as
impossible as to stop the tides. This righteous autocracy is as much
feared by the ungodly as it is respected by the faithful.''

The Bishop proceeded at once to visit the various stations ; hut Ridley on

there being only canoes available, even for crossing the stormy *^^ ^^^"

seas, it was sometimes at the peril of his life. Within a few days
of his arrival he and nine Indians went a hundred miles in a canoe
that two men could lift, hollowed out of a tree. In the night a
gale came on, and, wrote the Bishop, " We were as nearly lost as
saved men could be." " Unless I get a steamer," he added, " a
new bishop will soon be wanted, for a very short episcopal career
is probable !

" He had to wait nearly two years before a steamer
for the Mission was provided ; but at last, in August, 1881, the
little Evangeline was launched at Victoria. In a letter from the His little

Bishop describing his first voyage in her, the following graphic
^*^^'"^''-

little passage occurs :

—

" It is 10.30, and my turn to be on deck. The moon shines brilliantly
on a glassy sea. The Indian at the helm is singing ' Rock of Ages,' but
he must go to bed. The only other person on board is the European
engineer, who is fast asleep. We must go on till we reach the Skeena
to-morrow morning, as there is no harbour nearer. There we shall
spend Sunday, and (u.v.) go on to Metlakahtla on Monday morning."

Metlakahtla continued to prosper in secular affairs. Eeports
from Government commissioners spoke of it most favourablji.
Duncan, in a brief note to the Society, thus summari>^ed the
progress in 1880 :

—

" Good progress made. Over 300 Indians from Fort Simpson and External
Kitkatla spent Christmas with us. Our village growing. Over 100 new Pf^j^P^f'^^

houses up. Fresh machinery introduced. A telephone at work at the kahtla.
^

saw-mills. A furniture manufactory and sash shop at work. Our
females have been taught sj)inning and weaving. The shawls, blankets,
and cloth manufactured by them have caused great rejoicing."

But in Church matters there was no improvement. Indeed its

Bishop Ridley found an unexpected absence of Christian instruc- [mp^H-ec-
tion and privileges in the settlement. There were no Bible- *'°"^-

classes ; there had been no attempt to give the people the
Scriptures in their own tongue ; while the children were taught
English in the school, the adults were dependent on the Sunday
addresses of Duncan and Collison—the latter having no power to
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Part YIIT. institute new plans. The Sunday services—under police super-

Ph^^"^^?
vision—were practically the only religious ordinance ; and the

^^' " people were entirely absorbed in their fast-increasing worldly
possessions. The t}^ical Industrial Mission, admired by all

Christendom, was failing to effect its highest purpose.
The Bishop found himself pi'actically helpless. He wrote home

very cautiously, anxious not to mar a great work by premature

^n'th^
action. He actually spent the winter of 1880-81 far up the

Skeena. Skccua River, among the Kitikshean Indians of the interior, on
purpose that his presence at Metlakahtla might not cause friction

;

and from the Skeena he w^'ote the earliest of those incomparable
letters to the Gleaner which have so often thrilled the hearts of

Christian people at home.''' But others were not so forbearing
and cautious. Mr. Cridge's party at Victoria, and the Presby-
terians and Methodists there, attacked the Bishop in the local

papers, which found their way to England and influenced the
minds of some who did believe in Duncan and did not believe in
" episcopal autocracy."
But the Committee stood firm to the Scriptural principles of

the Church of England. Again and again they wrote out, reason-
ing wdth Duncan and appealing to his loyalty and good feeling.

At length, in 1881, in reply to a definite challenge from him, they
c.M.s. sent out an ultimatum. Duncan was required, either (1) to come
ultimatum to England at once for conference, or (2) to facilitate the Bishop's
to Duncan, plans for the religious instruction of the people, or (3) to hand over

the Mission wholly to the Bishop, and leave the place. In deep
anxiety the answer was awaited. It came, just as the New Year,
1882, opened : not in the form of a letter from Duncan, but in the
person of Bishop Ridley himself, who suddenly landed at Liver-
pool, having come over as fast as possible to report the result,

leaving his undaunted wife behind,

secedes What was his report? It was this, that on receipt of the
ultimatum Duncan had called all the Indians together, told them
the Society had dismissed him, and asked them whether they
would stand by him or whether he should go. Their response was
inevitable. Here was their benefactor, their leader, in effect their

king ; they were no longer poor wandering Indians, but a thriving

community with considerable investments at Victoria, and they
owed it to him. What w^as the Society, or the Church, or the
Bishop, to them ? Out of nearly one thousand inhabitants of

Metlakahtla, nine hundred openly refused further intercourse with
the Bishop and Mr. Collison ; and though the small minority, less

than one hundred in number, included the very best of the chiefs

and people, their position was a very difficult one, as they were
practically "boycotted" by their brethren, and, in particular,

excluded from the church.
Bishop Ridley, having consulted with the Society, hastened

* CM. Gleaner, July, 1881, and October, 1882.
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back to his diocese ; but a long period of anxiety and distress was Part VIII.
before him. Into that story the present chapter must not enter. 1873-82.

It will be told hereafter. Chap. 82.

Thus the great Enemy had succeeded in inflicting grave injury success of
upon what was perhaps the most popular Mission of the Society. Enem^^*The Committee were in deep sorrow ; and thus they expressed

"^*"^'

themselves in the Annual Eeport on the year 1882, prepared for
the x\nniversary of 1883 :

—

" They commit Metlakahtla and all its people to His care unto whom
all hearts are open, all desires known, praising Him for the manifesta-
tions of His quickening and converting grace in the past,—especially for
the converts who have departed this life in His faith and fear, and thus
were taken away from the evil to come,—and praying that He will
enable all the Indian Christians, if not to resume their outward union,
yet to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace."
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The present chapter is a continuation of Chapter LXXI. The PartVIII.

story of Sahsbury Square in that chapter was purposely cut short pP^"'^j?o

at the beginning of 1880, in order that the events of the last
^^'

two years and a half of the period we have been reviewing might

be recorded after, and not before, the accounts of the various

Missions during the period, and thus form a suitalile conclusion to

this Eighth Part of our History.

In Chapter LXXI. we saw that in the early months of 1880 a Policy of

Special Joint Committee of Finance and Estimates were compre- menf."*^

hensively reviewing the financial position and prospects of the

Society, and that, notwithstanding the remarkable token of God's
goodness seen in the complete wiping out of the previous year's

deficiency of £25,000, which was completed while the Joint

Committee were sitting, they declined to swerve from the strong

policy of Retrenchment upon which they had resolved. Henry
Wright struggled hard against this decision, and pleaded for more
faith in Him who had just sent so unlooked-for a deliverance

;

but he found scarcely a single supporter. It would not be right

now to find fault with the able and faithful men who con-

scientiously adopted a policy which they regarded essential both

to the safety of the Society and to its honest reputation. Their

strong conviction was that no religious Society ought to run its grounds

ahead of Divine Providence ; that the Divine Will is indicated

by the amount of funds committed to the Society's adminis-

tration ; that while it is right to use every talent given to us,

we are not responsible for talents not given to us. It was this

principle that the Special Finance Committee of 1841-42 had
laid down, at that period of unexampled difficulty ; and their

Eeport (noticed in our Thirty-first Chapter) was frequently referred

to in the discussions of 1880. The view that God's will is The other

indicated, not by money, but by men,—and that, for such mis- seen."°

sionaries (and no others) as are plainly of His raising up, it is not

presumptuous but reasonable to believe that He will provide the

means, if simply asked and unreservedly trusted, is a view that

never found expression at all at the time, and apparently was
realized by no one. It was not enunciated even by Henry
Wright.
The Joint Committee felt bound, therefore, to make an estimate

of probable Income, and to govern Expenditure by it. They esti-

mated the Income at £185,000 a year, and they decided that

measures must be taken to reduce the Expenditure, which had Reduc-

risen to £200,000, to the former figure, not for one year only, but ordered,

for some years to come. To effect this, (1) various reductions

were ordered in the Missions, the most important of which were
the withdrawal of missionaries from several stations in North
India, including Allahabad, Lucknow, Fyzabad, Aligarh, &c., and
also from Shanghai and Peking in China. In the event, several

of these measures were not persevered in ; but the withdrawal
from Peking did take effect,—not entirely on financial grounds.
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Part VIII. however, but in pursuance of the arrangement before explained

1873 82. for new diocesan divisions in China. (2) For the next three
Chap^83.

^,(,.^rg^ only five new men were to l)e sent out each year, and

Men kept eight of tliosc on furlough to be allowed to return to the field
;

^^^^- and as seven of the Islington men of 1879 had been already kept

back under the retrenchment order of that year, it followed that

the five to go in 1880 would be chosen from these, and not one of

the 1880 men could be sent at all. (3) The number of men under

training, which (it will be remembered) had risen to eighty-one in

1877, was not to exceed thirty-three.

The Joint Committee also made some financial arrangements,
The only one of whicli needs to be mentioned. The Working Capital

wpS.^ Fund, which had previously moved up and down with the

surpluses or deficits of successive years, was in future to be

stationary at the fixed sum of £60,000, and there being at tbe

time a rather larger sum invested than that, the balance was taken

to start a new fund called the Contingency Fund, which was to

move up and down as the Capital Fund had done before, and thus

to be the barometer of the Society's financial position.

Althougli the seventeen Islington men now ready were to be

Ordination kept back from the field, they were not to be kept back from holy

kc^ b"ack. orders, but to take curacies ^for a time. And as there were so

many, besides others of the preceding year now^ ready for priests'

orders, the Bishop of London arranged a special ordination for

them, distinct from the regular one on Trinity Sunday. Some of

the men are now well known, and it is interesting to observe in

the list the names of A. E. Ball, J. Field, T. H. Canham, C. S.

Thompson, J. H. Knowles, F. Glanvill ; while three to receive

priests' orders, having been kept back the year before, were W. G.

Peel, J. Eedman, and W. Banister. The special ordination was

held at St. Paul's on St. Barnabas' Day, June 11th; and the

Bishop, who had appointed Mr. Wright a Prebendary of the

Cathedral just a year before, requested him to preach the sermon.

Henry jjc took St. Bamabas as his subject, and set forth with great

^r'mo^n.^ impressivcness the life and character of the " good man, full of the

Holy Ghost and of faith." ^^ Let the opening sentences be read

here. They are strikingly beautiful :

—

" A dark background throws out in clear relief the noble character of

the Apostle Barnabas, as he first appears on the page of sacred history.

The Church of Christ was then in her early spring-tune—in the days of

her first love. Her Lord—His redeeming work accomplished, and His

victory over the powers of darkness won—had entered in triumph the

heavenly courts, and taken His seat at the right hand of Power
;
and

thence, "in virtue of His atonement, and in proof of His acceptance by

the Father, as the Head over all things to His Church, He had shed

* This Sermon was printed in the CM. InieUigtncer of September, 1880.

It was already in type when the news of Mr. Wright's death came, and it

occupies the pages next following the " In Memoriam " which then had to be

written.
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forth the promise of the Father—the earnest of the Spirit. The early Part VIII.

dew lay copious and fertilizing upon the infant Church ; the graces of 1873-82.

the Spirit, like flowers of spring, opened tlieir lovely petals to the risen Chap. 83.

Sun of Righteousness
;
penitence and faith, and hope and joy, brought

new gladness to heaven itself ; and conspicuous among all these tokens
church*^'^

of new and heavenly life was the spirit of wh(jle-hearted consecration.

Fresh from the rapturous sight of a crucified Saviour, and under the

shadow of His Cross, the happy consciousness awoke in many a bosom,
silencing for the moment the voice of selfishness, and filling them with a

sense of holy ecstasy unknown before, that ' no man liveth to himself,

and no man dieth to himself.' Those who were possessed of wealth

counted it no longer as their own, but at the service of a brother's

need. Yea, not a few, desiring to place themselves wholly at the disposal

of their redeeming Lord, having lands, sold them, and in singleness of

heart—in thankfulness for the privilege of having an offering to bring to

One to whom they owed their all—brought the price, and laid it at the

Apostles' feet.

" The names of two are mentioned—one to encourage and one to

warn. ' And Joses, who by the apostles was surnamed Barnabas—which Barnabas

is, being interpreted, the son of consolation—a Levite, and of the
^"^^anias

country of Cyprus, having land, sold it, and brought the money and laid

it at the apostles' feet.' He did it in singleness of heart, as unto God,
not to gain glory in the eyes of his fellows, but as a token of his love.

And the Lord, ' who knoweth the hearts of all men,' accepted his offer-

ing ; and the name of Barnabas was inscribed on the sacred page, as a

blessed and honoured example of entire devotion to God, and as an
encouragement to others to follow in his steps. But with the encourage-
ment there is linked wai'ning. The love, the power, the eclat of the

early Church had drawn one into its ranks whose heart was yet un-
changed ; in whose bosom self was still the idol worshipped ; and who
was prepared for the sacrilege of making a show of whole-hearted con-
secration—the choicest and holiest gift that redeemed man can bring to

God—as an offering at that unholy shrine."

The greater part of the sermon, naturally, was addressed to the

men just about to be presented to the Bishop. But at the end
Mr. Wright turned to the congregation, with the question, " But Wright's

when are they to go?" "At once, you reply; let this very
^^^^^

autumn see them all upon then- way." Then he stated in plain

words the Committee's decision to keep them all back ; and then
lifted his voice up to heaven—" Lord Jesus, reach forth Thine and prayer.

Hand, and waken up the Church of England more effectually to

her high and holy calling ! Waken up within her the spirit of

love and loyalty to Thee, her King ! Kindle in her the fervour of

her first love, and let that love be manifested, Lord, as in the

days of old, by acts and gifts of whole-hearted consecration !"

That prayer still needs to be offered ; and yet, has it not been
answered ? The Church is still far indeed from what she should

be
;
yet what would Henry Wright have said if he could have

seen eighty or a hundred new missionaries going forth year by
year?
One of the matters which had been greatly straining Mr.

Wright's strength at this time was the Ceylon Controversy. It

had indeed been, in substance, brought to a happy conclusion a

VOL. III. S
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Part VIII
1873-82.

Chap. 83.

l.F.N.S.
contro-
versy.

few months before, as we have seen ; but, as we have also seen,

the detailed arrangements consequent on the Opinion of the
Five Prelates had required delicate handling. He had also been
worried by the affairs of the Zenana Societies, touching which a

word must be said.

The admirable work done by the Indian Female Normal School
Society has been already noticed. Its management at home was
in excellent hands. Lady Kinnaird,"'' whose well-known house in

Pall Mall was the headquarters of numberless good works at

home and abroad, was the life and soul of the Society,—and her
husband and Sir William Muir were the Treasurers. The
Secretaries were General Sir William Hill and Mr. James Stuart,

both Anglo-Indians, and both members of the C.M.S. Committee.
By the constitution—in the framing of which Henry Venn had
taken a leading part—the Society was interdenominational ; but
in practice it was almost entirely connected with the Church of

England. In India the C.M.S. Secretaries at Calcutta, Madras,
and Bombay were its local secretaries also ; and almost all its

ladies were working in connexion with C.M.S. Missions, while in

England its supporters were for the most part the supporters of

the C.M.S. Lady Kinnaird, however, and some other members
of the Committee, were desirous to give more emphasis to its

non-denominational basis, and thus, in particular, to secure more
support in Scotland, by appointing an additional Secretary, a well-

known Presbyterian missionary. This was objected to by those
members of the Committee who were most closely identified with
the C.M.S. There were other causes of friction; and at length,

in the spring of this year, 1880, Sir W. Hill, Mr. Stuart, his

c.E.z.M.s. sister Mrs. Sandys, Mrs. Weitbrecht, and other leading members,
resigned, and proceeded to form a new Society. There were not
a few C.M.S. people who wished the C.M.S. to start its owm
Zenana Department ; but this was not thought advisable at the
time, and Mr. Wright encouraged the seceders from the l.F.N.S.
in starting a new organization. Hence the origin of the Church
of England Zenana Missionary Society. Its success was imme-
diate. The large majority of the l.F.N.S. members in England
transferred their support to it ; and the majority of the lady
missionaries in India elected to join it. The old Society was for

the moment crippled, for lack of both members and missionaries,

although it possessed the existing funds ; but the energy of Lady
Kinnaird and those who remained with her very soon revived its

influence, and each Society soon became larger than the one
Society had ever been. But naturally such a separation could
not take place without arousing a good deal of personal feeling

;

and Mr. Wright incurred blame in some quarters for having
somewhat actively supported the new Society.

Forma
tion of

* The Hon. Artlinr Kinnaird, Venn's friend and Parliamentary ally, whose
name has occurred on previous pages, succeeded to the barony in 1878.
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Then there came the death of the oldest and most highly Part VIIT.

valued of the clerical members of Committee, Edward Auriol. ^^^^"^g^^

A few weeks earlier, indeed, the Society had suffered no slight
^^'

loss by the death of Canon J. C. Miller, one of the most powerful Deaths of

advocates, in the pulpit and on the platform, that the missionary Mm'er.^""*

cause ever had, and one never wearied in pleading for it. Never

wearied, that is, in spirit ; but to a friend, when the end w^as not

far off, he said, " These swollen legs have often been tired in the

service of the Church Missionary Society." But in the Com-
mittee-room the loss of Mr. Auriol was far more serious. He
stood quite alone as the Nestor of the Society, and indeed of the

Evangelical l)ody generally. Unbounded confidence was placed

in his judgment. If ever the phrase mitis sapient ia applied to

any one, it emphatically did to him. If Miller was the Society's

Paul, Auriol was its Barnabas ; and Henry Wright's description

of the Cypriote Apostle, in the sermon above referred to, might

well serve for a description of the Eector of St. Dunstan's. To
the Hon. Secretary of the C.M.S., the loss of such a counsellor

was especially severe.

So Henry Wright, with even his buoyant and cheery spirit Death of

somewhat depressed, his strength weakened, and his heart v/right.

yearning over the Missions that were sadly waiting for the men
kept back, went down with his family to Coniston on July 29th.

On Sunday, August 8th, he was at Keswick, and preached

missionary sermons in St. John's Church at the invitation of

Canon Battersby. On the Tuesday he walked the whole way
back from Keswick to Coniston, up Borrowdale, over the Stake

Pass, and across Langdale-—a long and fatiguing march on a hot

day. On Friday morning, August 13th, he went with his two
elder sons to bathe in Coniston Lake. Mr. Wright was a

powerful swimmer, but—possibly from some failure of the heart

—

he sank, to rise no more. In the afternoon, the fatal telegram,

sent by his brother-in-law Mr. (now Sir) Douglas Fox, reached

Salisbury Square—" Our dear brother Henry Wright was droumed
this morning ichilc hatliing." That was an afternoon never to be

forgotten !

On the following Sunday evening the Second Lesson was But the

2 Kings ii. ; and there were those who noticed how, when Elisha present

returned alone to the Jordan, and its rolling stream barred his *° ^^'^h.

path, his cry was not, " Where is Elijah? " but " Where is the

Lord God of Elijah ?
"—and at the stroke of the mantle, the waters

struck in victorious faith, as Elijah had struck them but an hour
or two before, again parted hither and thither before the new
prophet. The Church Missionary Society, likewise, had had its

" master taken from its head." It, likewise, would presently find

rushing streams across its path. Would Henry Wright's mantle
be needed? Nay, rather, it was the Lord God of Henry Wright
that would be needed ; and He, assuredly, would still cleave for

the Church Missionary Society a sale path through the most
s 2
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Part VIII. perilous waters.='= Nevertheless, Mr. Wright was deeply mourned
1873-82. by us all ; and the thought has often occurred, How gladly he
Chap. 83. ^yQui(j ^.^ye led the forward movements of subsequent years !

How he would have rejoiced in strengthened Missions, open doors,

multiplied labourers, new developments in prayer and work at

home ! And with what deep satisfaction he would have seen four

of bis children in succession, one son and tbree daughters, dedi-

cating themselves to missionary work ! Henry Wright's death at

such a time, just when the Lord was about to start the Society on

a new career of extension, is one of those mysterious dispensations

touching which we can only fall back upon the Master's own
words, " What I do thou knowest not now, but thou shalt know
hereafter."

One of Mr. Wright's sisters was married to a Southampton
Mr. clergyman, the Rev. Frederic E. Wigram. He, also, was a man
wigram.

^^ piivatc fortuuc, and that very year he and his wife had under-

taken, if tbe Committee would refrain from such retrenchments

in tbe field as would seriously injure the work, to guarantee the

Society against any excess of expenditure above the fixed limit

of £185,000, to the extent of £10,000. What came of this

promise we shall see presently. Mr. Wigram, in his quiet and

unobtrusive way, was a leader among the Evangelical clergy in

the Diocese of Winchester, in virtue of his goodness and

liberality, though by disposition never a "party man"; and he

had been Hon. Secretary of the Fund which the Diocese raised

to endow the J3ishopric of Rangoon. To him the eyes of tbe

C.M.S. Committee now turned ; and though he was not the only

man thought of as a possible successor to Mr. Wright, tbe

ultimate selection of him was speedy and unanimous. He was

Appointed appointed on October 26th, and immediately after Christmas he
Hon. Sec. gi^tercd on his new duties.

Meanwhile, the energy and resourcefulness of Edward Hutchin-

son were already busy in planning new methods of carrying on

the Society's business more efliciently ; and with tlie help of

Canon Money, who was at that time taking a vigorous lead in the

New Committee, he devised what is now known as the Group system.

8om-^ The Missions were arranged in three groups, each of which was
mittees. ^q ^ave a Secretary ; and at the same time a new method of

printing a pr&cis of all foreign despatches was commenced, the

three groups of Missions being kept separate. Group I. com-

prised Ceylon, China, Japan, North-West America, and the North

Pacific; Grovip II., India, Persia, and Mauritius; Group HI.,

West and East i\.frica, Palestine, and New Zealand. Group I.

was committed to Mr. Fenn, who was to be reheved of the Annual

Report by its transfer to the Editorial Department. Group II.

naturally fell to Mr. Gray, who was already practically doing its

work. Group III. Hutchinson kept for himself. The new Hon.

* CM. Intelligencer, September, 1880.
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Secretary was not to be burdened with the details of foreign Part VIII.

work

.

1873-82

.

Before Hutchinson could get firmly settled in his enlarged ^P'

department, certain difficulties on the Niger took him and Mr.
Whiting to Madeira.* Scarcely had he returned to England, in

March, 1881, when the circumstances arose which led to his

retii'ement. In May, shortly after the Anniversary, he tendered Retire-

his resignation, which the General Committee accepted, with an Hutchin-

'

acknowledgment of the important services he had rendered to the ^°"-

Society.!

In filling up the vacancy, the Committee turned inquiringly New

towards the able Anglo-Indians who had joined their body in the

preceding two or three years, men of practical capacity, long ex-

perience, and wide knowledge of affairs ; and it was a cause of

general satisfaction and thankfulness when General George General g.

Hutchinson, C.B., C.S.I., consented to accept the post of Lay ^n!*^*^'""

Secretary. At the same time the chief assistant in the Lay
Department, Mr. Stephen F. Purday, was appointed Assistant

Lay Secretary. But it was further resolved to find an additional

clerical Secretary for Group III. ; and the Committee's choice

fell upon a son of Mr. Arthur Lang, a highly-respected member
of their own body. This was the Eev. Robert Lang, then Vicar r. Lang.

of Silsoe, who was well known in cricket circles as the great

Harrow and Cambridge bowler.
;[

At the same time, the Central

Secretary and the Editorial Secretary—i.e. the Rev. Henry
Sutton and the present writer—were included in the list of full

Secretaries under Laws XX. and XXII.
Other changes took place at this time in the Society's chief

offices. In 1880, Mr. Rooker took a church at Clifton, which
ended his second tenure of the Directorship of the Children's children's

Home. The loss of his and Mrs. Rooker's influence was greatly Mr. siiep-

regretted. The Rev. T. K. Weatherhead of the Bombay Mission '^"'^•

took charge temporarily ; and in 1881 the Rev. A. J. P. Shepherd,
who had been chaplain to Bishop French of Lahore, was appointed
Director. He has been before mentioned as one of a band of men
at Queen's College, Oxford, several of whom became missionaries.

Then in March, 1882, Mr. Barlow, whose health had been much Islington

strained by his untiring and most successful and highly-valued Barlow'

labours as Principal of Islington College, resigned that post on his ^"'^ Drury.

appointment to St. James's, Clapham. In addition to his college

work, he had been a constant attendant at committees and sub-

committees in Salisbury Square, and no man's counsel was more

* See Chapter LXXXIX.
"j" Mr. Hutchinson subsequently went to Canada, and after laborious

service as a lay evangelist in the Diocese of Huron he was ordained. He
Avas afterwards in the service of the Scotch Episcopal Chvirch for a time,
but returned to Canada, and died there in 1897-

t It should be stated that for a few months before Mr. Lang came into

office, Ml", Whiting conducted the business of Group III,
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Part VIII
1873-82.

Chap. 83

respected, especially now that Mr. Auriol was dead. Much prayer

was offered for guidance in the choice of his successor ; and the

Dr. G.
Johnson.

New con-
tributions
to save
reductions
and for
extension.

P" whole Society now knows what an answer God gave to those

prayers. The Eev. T. W. Drury, Eector of Holy Trinity, Chester-

field, was selected for the post. His academical attainments gave

assurance that the education in the College would be kept at its

high standard ; and much was hoped for also from his personal

influence. Of the fulfilment of these hopes it is superfluous to

speak. One more change should be mentioned. In 1882, Dr.

George Johnson retired from the post he had held for many years

as Consulting Physician to the Society, in which capacity he had
rendered important service.

We must now revert to the great subject of men and means, and
see how, simultaneously with all these secretarial changes, God,
in His great goodness, was starting the Society upon a new career

of extension and enlargement.

Immediately after the Anniversary of 1880, while Mr. Wright was
still in office, Mr. Bickersteih of Hampstead again came to the front,

with a powerful letter entitled, " For My sake and the Gospel's," ap-

pealing especially for enlarged annual subscriptions, with a view to

encouraging the Society to send out some of the seventeen men
kept back, after all. To the letter was appended a list of such
subscriptions obtained by himself, including four of £100 a year,

one of these being his own. Mr. Stanton, too, came forward,

suggesting an Extension and Enlargement Fund, for the express

purpose of receiving definite contributions to send out the detained

men. Within nine months, the following special gifts were made
to this Fund :—(1) Mr. Bickersteth himself gave £1000 down to

start a new Mission to the Bheels in a district in which he had
a family interest

; (2) Mr. Wright's congregation at St. John's

Chapel raised £600 in memory of their beloved minister, to send

out one of the missionaries
; (3) St. Paul's, Onslow Square, and

St. Paul's, Cheltenham, raised respectively £537 and £380 for a

similar object
; (4) four friends gave £1000 each, one definitely for

Mid China, one for the Niger, one for Afghanistan,''' and one for

the Eskimo of the Mackenzie Eiver—which last gift sent Mr.
Canham to that neglected people

; (5) another friend promised

£400 a year for her life to keep up the Mission at Allahabad,

which had been marked for abandonment
; (6) another, through

Mr. Barlow, £640 per annum for three years, to support fresh

missionaries on the Afghan Frontier
; (7) other friends of Mr.

Barlow gave £600 to send out men, who (under the scheme)
would be thrown on to the following year's list for the field, one

year sooner ; (8) at Birmingham and in East Herts £640 was
raised for a like purpose

; (9) in other and smaller ways £9000
was given to the Extension and Enlargement Fund

; (10) Mr.
and Mrs. Wigram's guarantee before mentioned had to be

* This £1000 was subsequently applied to be^in the Mission at Baghdad,
Afghanistan not being accessible.
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claimed to the extent of £1429, the amount by which the Part VIII,
year's Income to March, 1881, proved to be short ; but as the 1873-82.

guarantors had laid aside £5000 in readiness for such a claim, they ^^*P- ^^•

would not take it back, but gave the balance, £3571, to the new
Extension Fund.
Our Seventy-first Chapter noticed that Mr. Wright began the

last Eeport he read at Exeter Hall,* in May, 1880, with the words
of the 73rd Psalm, " Truly God is good to Israel !

" This was in "Truly
view of the complete wiping out of the deficit of 1879, and not- go°oVto
withstanding the severe retrenchment policy just decided on. Israel!"

"What would he have said had he lived to present the Eeport in
May, 1881 ! First, there was a clear balance-sheet for the year.
Secondly, the Working Capital was intact, and there was £18,000
in hand in the Contingency and Extension Funds, besides
promises. Thirdly, all the men kept back from 1879 and 1880 Islington

had either sailed, or were to sail in two or three months.! S'etained
Fourthly, all the new men of 1881 were to sail without delay.
Fifthly, Allahabad, Lucknow, Shanghai, were saved to the Society.
Sixthly, a host of proposed minor retrenchments in various
fields had not had to be carried out. Truly God was " good to
Israel!

"

One of Mr. Wigram's first duties after entering on his office was wigram's
invested with a solemn interest in connexion with his predecessor, ordination

and with these special gifts. Four of the men of 1880 were
"''"°"-

allotted to the fields so provided for, Allahabad, the Punjab
Frontier, and Mid China. Mr. Wright had been the preacher at
their ordination as deacons ; Mr. Wigram was the preacher at
their ordination as presbyters. Mr. Wright had set before them
the character of Barnabas ; Mr. Wigram took the character of his
companion St. Paul, as delineated by himself in 1 Thess. ii. 7-12,
" We were gentle among you," &c. This was at a special ordi-
nation by Bishop Perry at St. John's, Paddington, in March, 1881,
with the view to their going out at once. When the Bishop of
London's Trinity ordination came round, he arranged, as in the
previous year, for a separate one for the C.M.S. men, which was
held on St. Peter's Day at St. Paul's. Mr. Bickersteth was the And
preacher on this occasion, and took the Lord's charge to Peter in

ft'/th^"""John xxi., translating Peter's word for "love," ^iXt3, " cleave^ ^ ^'

unto," after the usage of the Septuagint.|
The arrangements that have been detailed in these paragraphs

have seemed to apply, and in the main did apply, only to

* Although Mr. Fenn wrote the bulk of the Report at that time, Mr. Wright
sometimes added a few lines of his own at the beginning and end.

t That is, all who were to go out at all. In point of fact, four never
went. The South American Missionary Society, which had got money but no
candidates, had applied to the C.M.S. to have some of the Islington men
transferred to it

; and one man was so transferred. The others wsre
absorbed into the home field.

X Mr. Wigram's sermon was printed in the C. 31. Intelligencer in May,
1881 ; Mr. Bickersteth's in the August number.
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Part VIII. ordained Islington men. Where, then, were the University men.

Chap ?3
°^* ^^^® ^^^' agents, or the doctors ? One might almost say that just

2L_ ' at this time there were none. In 1880, two men were sent to
Other men join the Nyanza Mission, which was financially outside the ordi-

t"a°ined^
^i^ry arrangements. Four University men were accepted in that
year, viz., W. E. Taylor of Oxford, J. G. Garrett of Dubhn, G. H.
Pole and T. Bomford of Cambridge. Taylor was appointed as a
third man to the Nyanza Mission, and therefore was also an ex-
ceptional case

; Garrett offered, in response to a previous appeal
by the Society for a Principal for Trinity College, Kandy, and
therefore had to be likewise regarded as an exceptional case ; Pole
was fixed upon as one of " the five " who were to go out in 1880
under the Joint Committee's scheme. But Bomford the Com-
mittee at first actually hesitated to accept, when they were keeping
so many Islington men back, notwithstanding that his offer was
only the renewal of a former application made in 1875 in response
to David Fenn's appeal, as mentioned in the Seventy-first Chapter.
But after the Anniversary of 1881 all was changed ; and it was a
joyful retm-n to old times when the Committee actually put forth

Renewed a Special appeal for more men, and asked for prayer that they
appeal for might be raised up. The result was that in twelve months, from

October, 1881, to October, 1882, thirteen non-Islington men went
out, as well as twenty from Islington or Reading.- Among the
thirteen were Dr. Arthur Neve, Dr. Duncan Main, Dr. Henry
Martyn Clark, James Hannington, R. P. Ashe, H. A. Bren, W.
Latham, and A. J. Shields. There were three other graduates
accepted, who are not included in these figures, because in God's
providence they were not permitted to go out ; and one of these,
David J. Stather Hunt, w^as located to the North-West America
Mission, the scene of his father and mother's labours and suffer-
ings.! The future successor of Canon Hoare at Tunbridge Wells
was a C.M.S. missionary "in will," though not " in deed." The
Report presented in May, 1882, spoke of thirteen graduates
accepted, the largest number in one year on record at the time.
This was a good beginning for a new period of extension and
enlargement. Truly God was " good to Israel "

!

vaiedic- The Valedictory Meetings of 1881 and 1882 partook of the
meetings, hopeful toue that now marked the Society's proceedings. On

June 30th, 1881, the gathering was held for the first time in
Lower Exeter Hall, and the Rev. F. F. Goe gave the valedictory
address.

_

On May 16th, 1882—which that year was the Day of
Intercession—a memorable gathering took place at the lecture
hall of St. James's, Paddington ; w^hen, among others, James
Hannington, R. P. Ashe, Cyril Gordon, and the rest of a new
Uganda party, were taken leave of. Then on July 18th the
Society took a large public hall for the Dismissal, for the first

* The Preparatory Institution was at Reading, and now and then a man
there was sent out as a lay agent without passing through Islington.

I See Chapter L,
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time since the early days of Freemasons' Hall. This was St. Part VIII.

George's Hall, Langham Place. The address was delivered by 1873-82.

a friend from the North of England, the Bev. H. E. Fox.
Chap^83.

The financial prospects continued to improve. Although the
General Fund was not growing rapidly, and in May, 1882, was
only reported at £190,000, the additional gifts were equally New
welcome, because—like our modern Appropriated Funds—thev additional

-L J- i J and SDCC13.1
were applicable to the general work of the Missions ; and not funds,

only had all the missionaries available been sent out, but there
was a balance to carry forward in the Contingency and Extension
Funds of £35,000. God had graciously over-ruled the retrench-
ment policy. It had not really saved much, probably not nearly
£5000 ; but why ?—because God had inclined His people to come
forward so promptly and so efficiently that very few of the pro-
posed reductions had actually been carried out. Moreover there
were interesting new Special Funds not available for general
purposes. £5000 was subscribed towards a fund in memory of

Henry Wright, which was applied to the construction of a mission
steamer for East Africa ; Mr. W. C. Jones gave special donations
to build a hospital at Hang-chow and a college at Fuh-chow ; and
the same liberal donor signalized the year 1882 by the gift of no
less than £72,000 as a China and Japan Native Church and
Mission Fund. This was the third of his large gifts in the form
of investments, and they now amounted in the aggregate to

£127,000.
Again the sanguine fervour of Mr. Bickersteth now burst forth.

Two days after the Anniversary of 1882 he addressed another
letter to the Society, with the motto, ''Half as much again.''' "Half as

This was in consequence of an appeal in the St. Bride's Sermon, ^a!n."
preached that year by the Bishop of Ossory and Ferns, Dr.
Pakenham Walsh, to raise the Income from £200,000 to £300,000,
which would be just " half as much again." Bickersteth enclosed
his own cheque for £50, " half as much again " on the £100 he had
begun to subscribe when starting his own appeal of 1880, as before
mentioned. His stirring words touched many hearts, and many
were the subscriptions raised in consequence by one-half ; but, in
the natm-e of the case, the scheme could not of itself effect its

object. Church collections, for example, would not be much
affected by it. An offertory usually amounting to £20 might rise

to £25 if a particularly good preacher was in the pulpit, or it might
drop to £15 because the day was wet ; but the cry for " half as
much again," however readily responded to by friends really
interested, would rarely even reach the ears of the man with a
shilling to put in the plate, still less induce him to make it

eighteenpence. Legacies, again, could not be affected. A
bequest of £100 in a will did not become £150 because the
Intelligencer contained a letter from Mr. Bickersteth. Neverthe-
less, the real progress of a missionary society depends, not upon a
particular sum of money, but upon the sympathies and prayers of
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Part VI 1

1

1873-82.

Chap. 83.

Extension
in the
Missions.

Childe on
loyalty to
Christ and
the Holy
War.

God's people being elicited ; and this assuredly was done by Mr.
Bickersteth's repeated and fervent efforts and generous example.
And this was not the last time—as we shall see.

The Extension and Enlargement Fund was not raised in vain.

Not only, as has been said, were many reductions countermanded

;

but real advances were made. Before the end of 1882, when our
present period closes, the Bheel Mission had been commenced

;

the city of Fuh-ning had been occupied—the first in Fuh-kien by
an Englishman beyond the Treaty Ports ; the Pakhoi Mission
had been planned. Bishop Burdon having raised funds for it

;

three new posts in the Far North-West of Canada had been
occupied ; the Taita Mission in East Africa had been started

;

and the great city of Baghdad had received its first C.M.S. mis-

sionary. And as the year closed, Egypt, just occupied by the

British forces under Lord Wolseley, was re-occupied by the

veteran Arabic scholar Klein for the Church Missionary Society.

So we close this Eighth Part of our History with thankful

encouragement. And looking for some utterance of the period to

embody the thoughts of our hearts, we light upon one of the most
powerful addresses ever given at a C.M.S. meeting—delivered by
the venerable former Principal of Islington College, C. F. Childe,

to the clergy of Manchester in the year at which we close this

chapter and Part, 1882. It is on " Missions the Test of Loyalty
to Christ." He referred to an attack which had lately been made
upon the Queen. " We have seen what lively concern it wrought
in all classes of her subjects; 'yea, what indignation,' and it

might almost be added, ' yea, what revenge !
' How strong is the

instinct of loyalty in a people worthy of the name of a Christian

nation!" And Missions, continued Mr. Childe, make the

strongest appeal to the loyalty of all true-hearted disciples of

Christ. Then he referred to the advance of Russia towards
Afghanistan, which was causing some alarm at the time. If,

he said, " the Russian scare became an accomplished fact, and the

rumoured scheme outlined by Czar Peter's rumoured will were
attempted by the capture of Peshawar, the passage of the Indus,

and an attack upon Delhi, who would not feel bound by his

sacred duty as a subject, no less than by a sense of wounded
national honour, to make every possible effort, at every possible

sacrifice, for the recovery of our beloved sovereign's rightful

inheritance?" Now Missions, continued Mr. Childe, "are a

Holy War for the recovery of an alienated province to the

empire of its Divine Ruler," and "it is the actual prosecution

of this purpose which is solemnly entrusted to His Church."
What, then, was the Church doing? This chapter has revealed

a little awakening in that portion of the Church that uses the

C.M.S. as its agency in the great conflict ; and the progress of

that awakening we shall see hereafter. Yet even now, how
slow and how feeble the endeavours to " make Jesus King "

!
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NOTE ON PART IX.

Part iX. is devoted to the period of Mr. Wigram's Secretaryship,

except that the events of liis first two years, 1881-2, have been mostly

inchuled in Part VIIT. The Home Chapters are rehitively fuller in this

Part than in any other, the Periocl having been marked by so many new

developments. Commencing, as usual, with the Environment, Chap.

LXXXIV. introduces us to Archbishop Benson's Primacy and many of

the events that occurred in its earlier years ; also to the rise of the

modern missionary movements at Cambridge and in connexion with the

Keswick Convention. In Chap. LXXXV. the Pcrs^omicl of the Society

during the period is described, and the incidents are noticed which made

1883-4 the conunencement of a new era of progress. Chap. LXXXVI.
is entirely devoted to the "three mennn-able years" that followed,

188r)-7, dwelling on their encouraging features, such as Earl Cairns's

Meeting, the February Simultaneous Meetings, the new CM. Unions,

and the adoption of the Policy of Faith ; while Chap. LXXXVIT. notices

various internal controversies of the period, touching the Jerusalem

bishopric, &c., and also the attacks of Canon Isaac Taylor and others.

In Chap. LXXXVIII. the numerous missionarj'- recruits are intro-

duced, particularly the West and East Africa jiarties of 1890, and the

Society's new women missionaries.

Then, turning to the foreign field, we have three long and full chapters

on African affiiirs. The first two are entitled " High Hopes and Sore

Sorrows": Chap. LXXXIX. relating the developments, difticulties, and

deaths in the West Africa Missions, particularly the trials of liishop

Crowther's last years, and the missions and deaths of Wilmot Hrooke

and Robinson, and Bishop Hill ; and Chap. XC. the advances and the

trials of the period in East Africa and Uganda, with the deaths of Bishops

Hannington and Parker and Alexander Mackay. Chap. XCI. continues

t^ie latter story, with especial reference to the steps which led to the

establishment of the Uganda Protectorate, and the wonderful progress

of the Uganda Mission. The following seven chapters, XCII. to XCVIII.,

take us in succession to India, Ceylon, Mauritius, and New Zealand ; to

Persia, Palestine, and Eg3^pt ; to China and Japan ; and to the Dominion

of Canada. Bishops Sargent, French, Stuart, Horden, Bompas, Ridley,

are among the heroes of these chapters ; and among the leading incidents

are the Winter Mission to India, the controver.sy with Bishop Blyth, the

Si-chuan advance, the Ku-cheng massacre, and the spiritual work in

Japan and an^nig the Red Indians.

Finality, Chaps. X( JIX. and C. resume the Home narrative. Chap. XCIX.
reviews the proceedings as regards Missions at the Church Congresses

and the Lambeth Conference, and describes the General Missionary

Conference of 1888, the Anglican Missionary Conference of 1894, and the

S.V.M.U. Conference of 1896. Chap. C. summarizes the home 'affairs

of 1888-94, and shows us the results of the Policy of Faith.



CHAPTER LXXXIV.

The Environment : Ecclesiastical, Controversial,
Spiritual.

A New Era—Archbishop Benson; his Church Policy; his Relations
with C.M.S.; his Missionary Sermons and Speeches—The Boards
of Missions— Church Defence and Church Reform ^— Jerusalem
Bishopric—Ritual Crisis of 1883—Evangelical Divisions—Lincoln
Judgment—Islington Meetings—Spiritual Movements—Moody at

Cambridge—The C.I.M. Cambridge Seven—Mildmay and Keswick
—H. C. G. Moule—Keswick and Foreign Missions—The Salvation
Army.

" We beseech you, brethren, to hnow them which labour among you, and are over
you in the Lord, and admonish you ; and to esteem them very highly in love for
their ivorlc's sake. And be at peace among yourselves."—! Thess. v. 12, 13.

" Sanctified, and meet for the master's use, and prepared unto every good
luork."—2 Tim. ii. 21.

S we pass from 1882 to 1883, we feel that we are Part IX.
already well into the new era in the Society's history. 1882-95.

It does not begin on New Year's Day, 1883. It has Chap^84.

already begun. We have already seen that the year a new era.

1881 marked the dividing-line between the Past and
the Present in C.M.S. affairs ; and we have seen how the year 1882
witnessed the commencement of several new developments at home
and extensions abroad. From that time, notwithstanding many
vicissitudes, controversies, sorrows, disappointments, the Society's
progress has been continuous. There has not been a single year cbntinu-

of retrogression. At any moment in the eighteen years we could °^es^^°~
truly say, " The goodness of God endureth yet daily."
But the reason for including 1882 in the preceding Part, and for

starting again in this Part at 1883, lies, as before explained, not in
the Society's inner history, but in its environment—in the history
of the Church of England. For the death of Archbishop Tait
marked the close of one era in modern Church history, and
the accession of Dr. Benson to the Metropolitan See of Canterbury
marked the opening of another era.

Mr. Gladstone did not keep the Church waiting long for a
Primate. Tait died on Advent Sunday, 1882 ; and before Christ-
mas the new appointment was announced. And Benson was not Archbp.
the Premier's original choice. Dean Church had the first offer,

Benson,

and declined the arduous post. Then the claims of Harold Browne
and Benson were balanced—as the dying Archbishop had fore-

seen. " It is better I should go now," he said; " other men will
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do the new work better. The Bishop of Winchester is a man of

peace. The Bishop of Ti'uro will come forward and do a great

w^ork." '•'• Ultimately the choice fell upon Benson because—so it

is understood—the Queen thought Harold Browne too old.

p]vangelical Churchmen undoul>tedly viewed the appointment
with apprehension ; while the Eitualists rejoiced that the new
Primate was a man who at least knew" the history and meaning of

ritual. So he did ; but knowledge does not necessarily imply
approval, and the advanced party soon had to find out that while
the new Archbishop was emphatically a l)eliever in the continuity

of the Anglican Church from primitive times downwards, he never-

theless was no reviler of the Reformation ; and indeed he
sometimes proved more severe upon the extreme developments of

Ritualism than his predecessor had ventured to be. On his

general Church policy the Record, then rapidly reviving in influence

in its new shape and under its new and vigorous conductors,
uttered a forecast of remarkal)le accuracy, as we can now see.

"Dr. Benson," it said, "will push any cause which he wishes to

promote, with judgment, and we doubt not with moderation, but

he will push it. Under his rule the Church of England, con-

sidered as a great Society, will, we believe, gain strength and
coherence, and especially independence. Its external aspect will

become more obvious, its power of existing as an organization

distinct from the State will be confirmed." Again, it acutely

observed that while Tait and Benson were " equally desirous that

the Church should l)e national, the one was willing that the nation

should mould the Church, while the other would have the Church
mould the nation." f This attitude was illustrated, in various

ways, by all Archbishop Benson's more important acts—his

successful organization of Chinch Defence, his memorable Lincoln
Judgment, his institution of the House of Laymen, his bringing to

a point the long-deferred plan for a Board of Missions, his

strenuous efforts for the reform of Church Patronage and Dis-
cipline, and his establishment of the Church House (suggested by
Bishop Harvey Goodwin, but mainly Benson's work) as a memorial
of the Queen's Jubilee.

Dr. Tait had been called the Archbishop of the laity. Dr. Benson
surprised the Church by apparently aiming at deserving the same
distinction. But there was a difference. Tait had viewed the
laity as Englishmen. Benson viewed them as Churchmen. His
institution of the House of Laymen was a remarkable move, the

fruits of which will yet be seen in the futm-e. And when the
question arose in Convocation whether laymen should not be
permitted, on certain conditions, to conduct services, or preach, in

conseci'ated churches, Benson spoke and voted in favour of the

* Life of Archbishop Tait, vol. ii. p. 592.
•j- Record, December 22nd, 1882. With this forecast compare a masterly

article in the Quarterly Rcrior of October, 1897, surveying Dr. Benson's
Primacy after his death.
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proposal, and was supported by Bishops Temple, Ellicott, Part IX.

Maclagan, C. Wordsworth, Thorold, Claughton, Wilkmson, and p?^^~o4*
Mackarness. In York Convocation, Bishops Lightfoot, Eraser,

^^'

Harvey Goodwin, and Eyle, were favourable. Nothing came of

the scheme at the time ; but it is worth noting that it was just

when Benson went to Canterbury that Bishop Jackson, for the

first time, and with unconcealed reluctance, summoned the London
Diocesan Conference, and that it was in consequence of a memor-
able Eeport from a Committee of that Conference that Jackson's

successor. Bishop Temple, instituted, nine years later, the new
order of Diocesan Eeaders, authorized to officiate, in certain

circumstances, in parish churches.

Other important changes took place in these and the following

years in the English Episcopate. Benson was succeeded at Truro
by G. H. "Wilkinson. To the new bishoprics of Newcastle and New
Southwell were appointed Drs. E. R. Wilberforce and G. Ridding. '^ °^^"

In 1884 Dr. Stubbs became Bishop of Chester, and W. Boyd Car-

penter Bishop of Ripon, the latter succeeding one of the most active

and respected of the " Palmerston Bishops," Robert Bickersteth.

Bishop Jackson of London died on the Epiphany, 1885, and the

appointment of Bishop Temple of Exeter to succeed him was the

most important ecclesiastical event of the period. That it was
heartily welcomed by the Evangelical clergy of London is a

significant comment on the protests of 1861 and 1870.* In the

same year Mr. Gladstone surprised the Church by the simultaneous
appointments of Canon King to the bishopric of Lincoln and of

E. H. Bickersteth to that of Exeter. Then followed a long series

of nominations by Lord Salisbury : Bishop Moorhouse of Mel-
bourne to Manchester, Canon J. Wordsworth to Salisbiu-y, Lord
Alwyne Compton to Ely, Archdeacon J. W. Bardsley to Sodor and
Man, Bishop Walsliam How (Suffragan Bishop of Bedford) to the

new diocese of Wakefield, Dr. Jayne to Chester, A. G. Edwards
to St. Asaph, Canon Westcott to Durham, D. L. Lloyd to Bangor,
J. W. Festing to St. Alban's, Dean J.J. S. Perowne to Worcester,
Dr. Gott to Truro, Bishops Magee (of Peterborough) and Mac-
lagan (of Lichfield) in succession to York, Professor Creighton to

Peterborough, Canon Legge to Lichfield, Bishop Thorold (of

Rochester) to Winchester, Dean Randall Davidson to Rochester,

Bishop Bardsley (of Sodor and Man) to Carlisle, Archdeacon
Straton to Sodor and Man. This brings us to 1892, when Lord
Salisbury went out of ofiice. In 1892-95, Mr. Gladstone appointed
Mr. Sheepshanks to Norwich, and Lord Rosebery appointed
Bishop Reunion (of Adelaide) to Bath and Wells, and Dr. Percival

to Hereford. In 1895, Lord Salisbury became Premier, and soon
afterwards appointed Bishop Davidson (of Rochester) to Win-
chester, and Dr. Talbot to Rochester.

To revert to Archbishop Benson. As soon as his appointment

* See Chapter LI.
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Part IX. was announced, the Society, according to custom, approached
1882-95. him with the request that he would accept the office of Vice-
Chap. 84. Patron. He consented with the utmost cordiahty, and, having

Archb^ heen enthroned at Canterbury, he received the Committee at

Benson rjauibeth Palacc on April 19th. In response to the formal

c"m^s^ address then presented, he spoke with deep feeling of the great

and growing work of Missions, and of his heartfelt desire to

aid the Society in every way in doing its share of that work.

"We must have," he said, "all resources at command, but used

by men who will be determined to know nothing among men save

Jesus Christ and Him crucified." He thanked the Committee for

their prayers on his behalf, and added, " You will believe me
when I say that it is my daily, hourly thought that nothing can

be done hy me at all, but that in me something may be done, and

that if Gocl has counted me worthy, and has put me in this place,

He will find the way in which it can be done." Before this

interview, however, the Archbishop had done the Society one

important service. It is a memory to be cherished that Dr.

His first Benson's first speech in the House of Lords was in its defence,

^hlHoise when the Duke of Somerset attacked the Niger Mission : but of

of Lords, this another chapter will speak.

At the Then, at the Anniversary Meeting, on May 1st, the Archbishop

An'^iver- took the chair, the President yielding the seat to him on his first

sary. appearance as Primate, according to custom. His speech was a

remarkable one. It might be sunnned up in these words :
" You

have preached the Gospel to the poor and the illiterate : now preach

it also to the rich and the cultured." He referred to the learning

of St. Paul, and to the advance of the early Church when men
hke Justin and Tertullian and Cyprian came to the front. . "You
know," he exclaimed, "the w^onderful letters that Cyprian wrote to

the most cultivated people of his time, and his conversations with

people like-minded as himself"—and we now know how deeply

Dr. Benson had studied the life and times of the great Bishop of

Carthage. Then he went on to refer to a fact mentioned with

speciarthankfulness in the Eeport—and throughout his speech he

showed how carefully he had read the Eeport—viz., that the

Society had sent out fifty-five graduates in seven years. " But,

friends," said the Archbishop, " what are they among so many? "

and he went on to predict that the day would come when such a

number would be thought small. But neither he nor the most

sanguine of his hearers that day dreamed that, only seven years

later, thirty-four graduates would go out in one year.

It was singularly appropriate that the Archbishop should be

followed—after Lord Cairns had spoken—by one of the fifty-five,

who could tell, not only of work among the higher classes of

India, but of conversions from among them. This was k. W.
A. w. Poole of Masulipatam. His speech has been already noticed in

reviewing the Telugu Mission in our Seventy-eighth Chapter. As

he ran through the educated converts there—the two magistrates

Poole's
speech.
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"administering impartial justice in the name of the British Part IX.

Government," the editor of the local paper, the two head-masters 1882-95.

and seven assistant-masters in High Schools, the three ordained ^P"

clergymen—the Archbishop listened with manifest surprise and
delight. A few weeks later, his chaplain, Eandall Davidson (now
Bishop of Winchester), happening to meet a C.M.S. Secretary,

asked him casually about " that missionary who spoke so well at

Exeter Hall." A few more weeks, and Archbishop Benson's first its sequel,

episcopal appointment was announced. A. W. Poole was to be

the first English bishop in Japan.

During the whole of Dr. Benson's Primacy he was unvaryingly Benson

kind and cordial towards the Church Missionary Society. That c"m.s^
does not mean that he said Yes to whatever the Committee pro- Committee

posed or asked. He never forgot that he was Archbishop of

Canterbury, and while he was always ready to listen to them, he
expected them also to listen to him. Very unworthy would he
have been of his great position had it been otherwise. An Arch-
bishop is not infallible; but neither is a C.M.S. Committee in-

fallible ; and approaching questions, as they necessarily did, from
different points of view, it is not surprising if they did not always
agree. But of Benson's kindness, patience, and wisdom, no
honest C.M.S. historian can speak too warmly. We shall meet
him several times in future chapters ; but it may be convenient
to notice here the remarkable Anniversary Sermon which he His

preached at St. Bride's in 1886. -'= One of its most striking leVmon.^^
features was just what might have been least expected. An
Archbishop of Canterbury might naturally dilate in general terms
on Missions, and then proceed to deliver to a Society an allocution

ex, cathedra. Not so Dr. Benson. His Sermon evinced his close

acquaintance with the current affairs of the Society, and bristled

with allusions to recent events, and to questions at that very time
before the Committee. It is doubtful whether any other sermon
of recent years, even from a preacher belonging to the inner

C.M.S. circle, has been quite like it in this respect. And the

Archbishop did not use the language of an outsider. He spoke of
" our President," and of the funds "we" required, and so forth.

Dr. Benson was always a master of phrases, and not a few
striking phrases were dotted about in this sermon. For example,
he drew a distinction between " the world's Church-problems,"
such as questions of establishment and endowment, and "the
Church's world-problems," such as the future of Church organiza-

tion in Missions, and the adaptation of Western ways to Eastern
environment—upon which point the Archbishop spoke strongly in

favour of great elasticity. " Not every word of our dearest

liturgies can be as full of meaning to those who have not lived our
theological life as it is to us." " The ' Liberty of Prophesying

'

* The text was 2 Tim. ii. 2—or rather, the motto, for the sennon was
scarcely au exposition of the passage.

VOL. III. T
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Part IX.
1882-95.

Cliap. 84.

His great
Cambridge
Sermon.

His views
on Mis-
sions

. . . will be absolutely conceded [in the Mission -field] to laymen

accepted by the Church, whether -with the individual responsibili-

ties of the early Christian ' prophet ' so called, or with the

corporate responsibilities of ' preaching orders,' or with both side

by side." And he quoted with high commendation the famous

opening sentences of the C.M.S. Manual on Native Church

Organization. '' His conclusion was most striking. By way of

appeal for self-sacrifice in the support of Missions, he referred to

the vast sums spent by the Chinese upon ancestral worship, and

quoted the words of a Chinaman who, being asked how he

managed to give, as he did, a fifth of his income, said that he and

his family invoked " the Great Bright God of Self-restraint."

But just a year before this sermon was preached, the Arch-

bishop had preached a still more remarkable one at Cambridge

—

tlie Whit Sunday Ramsden Sermon of 1885. + In it he ex-

pounded his now well-known view of the historical development

of Missions—first Personal, then Governmental, then of Societies
;

to be followed, in due time, by Missions of the Church itself. The

Sermon deserves close study, both for its able exposition of a

theory, and for its striking phrases. For instance, on the Govern-

ment Missions of the Dark Ages :

—

" Their natural climax was Crusading ; their necessary sequel, the

Inquisition : Crusades redeemed only by the blessings of their failure
;

the Inquisition unredeemed even by the excellence of the reaction it

evoked."

Again, on Society Missions :

—

" The Society of Jesus and the Church Missionary Society belong to

the same era and the same impulse ; the Congregation de Propaoanda

Fide and the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel and the

Wesleyan Missionary Society are one in principle ; and differ utterly

from either the Personal or the Governmental idea of the duty and

method of Missions."
;};

and on Then observe these striking words on elasticity in the arrange-

churches. mcuts for Native Churches :—

-

" To assume as the only admissible model of a Christian Church a

Church of which every distinct part is inwrought with national

characteristics and chiselled by special controversies, and to seek to

build up a like Church, stone by stone as it were, spiritually, out of

the utterly different characters, experiences, sentiments of any race,

old or new, is to repeat without excuse the error of the great Boniface,

in making not a Teutonic but an Italian Church in Germany.
" To illustrate by an outward instance : If white is the colour of

mourning for the dead through the Chinese Empire, or if kneeling is the

* See Chapter LV., Vol. II., p. 415 for these sentences as Venn wrote them.

I Printed in the Cambridge Review, May 27th, 1885.
+ Nine years afterwards, the Archbishop, in his opening address at the

Anglican Missionary Conference of 1894, repeated the most important parts

of this Sermon. An outcry then arose about the sentence above quoted

;

see Chap. XCIX.
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attitude of easy resting among the Fijians, it may be doubted whether Part IX.
we shall be as prudent in insisting that the ministering garment shall 1882-95.

be white for the one, as the Wesleyans are in allowing to the other Chap. 84.

prostration as their own native posture of worship."

Again, as showing how Dr. Benson watched and knew what Benson

was going on even in circles which we might think to he beyond a c.i.m.

Primate's range of vision, he mentioned, as one of the good signs

of the times, "that a new enthusiasm had in that very place

(Cambridge) inspired a gallant little band to see and work by
themselves in the most difficult of all such works." What was
that " gallant little band " ? It was the " Cambridge Seven " of

the China Inland Mission, who had just sailed for China.

Another "good sign of the times" noticed by the Archbishop
was the formation of Boards of Missions for the Provinces of The new

Canterbury and York. In our Fifty-second Chapter we noticed Mission's,

the first inception of the scheme for such Boards. The strong

objections of both C.M.S. and S.P.G. caused not only its long

postponement, but also its material modification when brought
forward again in 1884. In particular, there was now no pro-

vision for the election of certain lay rnembers of the Boards by
the two Societies. To that both had objected, as making them
indirectly and partially responsible for the proceedings of the

Boards. It was now provided, therefore, that the Archbishop
should nominate them in the first instance, and that afterwards

they should be co-opted by the Boards themselves.* The C.M.S.
Committee accordingly passed no resolution regarding the new
scheme, and in fact took no notice of it at all.f The Board for the

Province of Canterbury was actually formed in 1887, and that

for York a little later. Several members of the C.M.S. Committee
were invited by the Archbishop to join as individuals ; and Sir

John Kennaway and others gave their names. h.i its first meeting,

in July, 1887, the Canterbury Board appointed as its Secretaries

Canon Edgar Jacob (now Bishop of Newcastle) and General
Maclagan. The latter gentleman was succeeded, a few years later,

by Dr. Cust. The Secretaries of the York Board were Archdeacons
Barber and Long, the latter one of the principal C.M.S. leaders in

the North, and formerly, as we have before seen, a Secretary in

Salisbury Square. It cannot be said that the Boards have accom-
plished much. Indeed, any fear that they would try and supplant

the Societies has been dispelled by what may truly be called their

curious and excessive modesty. But they have done two useful

things. (1) They published a volume of Keports on Missions in

different parts of the world, some of which were really valuable,

particularly the comprehensive paper on India by Canon Jacob.

* This has recently been altered, and the election of lay members now
rests with the Houses of Laymen.

I It was in this year, 1S84, that the notable debate on Boards of Missions
took place at the Carlisle Church Congress, when Prebendary Tucker, Secre-
tary of the S.P.G., read a remarkable paper. See Chapter XCIX.

T 2
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Fart IX.
1882-95.
Chap. 84.

Church
Defence
and
Church
Reform.

(2) They planned and arranged the Anglican Missionary Conference
of 1891, of which another chapter (XCIX.) will speak.

It was in the year of his Cambridge Sermon, 1885, that the
mind of the Archbishop, and the minds of many other Churchmen,
began to tm-n definitely in the direction of Church Reform. In
the autumn of that year, the defeat of Mr. Gladstone's Govern-
ment—which had been impending since the fall of Kliartoum and
the death of Gordon in the preceding January—was followed by a
General Election. The Bccord published a memorable list of

Liberal and Radical candidates, headed by Mr. Chamberlain, who
avowed themselves ready to vote for the Disestablishment of the
Chm'ch of England. The whole Chm-ch took alarm ; and
although another Election in the following year, on the Home
Rule question, which resulted in a Conser\-ative %-ictory bringing
Lord Salisbm^- into power for six years, put DisestabUshment out
of men's minds for the time, it was generally felt—and certainly

Dr. Benson felt it—that the period of grace thus won ought to be
used for the strengthening of the Chm-ch by well-considered
reforms. From that time the Becord took the lead in pushing
forward the question of the reform of Church Patronage. The
Archbishop brought bill after bill into Parliament ; the House
of Laymen won its spurs by its debates and resolutions on the
subject ; there was an unusual combination of good and sensible

men of various parties. Yet. partly owing to the extreme diffi-

culty of getting any ecclesiastical measure through the House
of Commons, and partly owing to the opposition of the clerical

agents, backed by some Protestant Churchmen who feared that

any change would give more power to the bishops, the Archbishop
and the Record struggled for many years in vain. Indeed Dr.
Benson did not live to see the partial reform ultimately obtained.

Benson
and the
Jerusalem
B

In 1887 the Archbishop did a notable thing. He decided a
vehement controversy between High Churchmen and Evangelicals

ishopric. in favour of the latter. He re\'ived the Anglican Bishopric in

Jerusalem. To describe this act as a decision on the EvangeHcal
side may seem strange to readers to-day ; but it is the hteral fact

nevertheless. The Jerusalem Bishopric, as we saw in our
Twenty-seventh Chapter, was the creation of Lord Shaftesbur^-

and the London Jews' Society, with the important aid of Bunsen
the Prussian Ambassador ; and its estabhshment was one of the

"last straws" that made membership in the Church of England
too heav\^ a burden for John Henr^- Newman. For forty years
there were few things which High Chm-chmen more cordially

detested, or in which EvangeHcals more delighted. On Bishop
Barclay's death in 1881, it was the turn of the German Govern-
ment to select a successor, but this they did not do, and after

five years' negotiations declined to continue the arrangement.
The Missions of the C.M.S. and the Jews' Society in the East
were thus left without episcopal supervision for nearly sis years,
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though Bishop Haunington, at Archbishop Benson's request, Part IX
visited Palestine on his way to East Africa in 1884, held confirma- 1882-95.

tions, and ordained five deacons (two L.J.S. and thi'ee C.M.S.), ^^P- ***•

including two Native Sj-rians. The two Societies repeatedly
represented to the Primate the importance of re^4ving the Evangeii-

bishopric, while the High Chm'ch party continually protested for itr*"^^

against it as an intrusion into the jm-isdiction of the Orthodox revival.

Greek Church. "WTien the German Government withdrew from
the old alliance in 1886, the question became an urgent one ; and
some con-espondents of the G-iiardian took the opportunity to

attack the Church Missionaiy Society's work in Palestine. To
one letter, which greatly misstated facts, an answer was sent
from Salisbur\- Square ; whereupon Canon Liddon appeared, and Canon

in a letter of three columns proceeded to demoUsh the unhappy and*th"
"literary secretary- " (as Liddon called the C.M.S. writer). A cm.s.

correspondence ensued, in which, in the opinion of some very
high authorities in the Chmx-h of England, the victoiy remained
with the C.M.S. representative."'

Meanwhile the Archbishop had determined on reviving the Benson's

bishopric, and was in negotiation with the C.M.S. and the Jews'
p''°p°^^^-

Society regarding it. The withdrawal of the German subsidy had
left the episcopal stipend entirely dependent upon the old endow-
ment raised by Lord Shaftesbmw and his colleagues in 1841 ; and
the Archbishop asked the two Societies if they would vote £300
a year each to supplement it. The selection of men, it should be
explained, rested, under Lord Shaftesbmw's trust deed, entirely
with the two Archbishops and the Bishop of London. The Jews'
Society at once assented to Dr. Benson's proposal. The C.M.S.
Committee, at two full meetings, thoroughly discussed the ques-
tion, and finally also resolved, on February 14th, 1887, " rehing
on the wisdom of the Ai'chbishops of Canterbury and York
and the Bishop of London to select as bishop a clergjTuan of
suitable qualifications who can cordially co-operate \N-ith the
C.M.S.," to make a similar gi-ant. Only three members voted
against the resolution, one of whom was Dr. Cust. But aU this

was unknown to Canon Liddon and his party ; and on February
16th, two days after the Committee's decision, a leading article

appeared in the Guardian entitled " The Dead See." Only two
days again after that, the Times published a joint memorandum
signed " Edw. Cantuar," "W. Ebor," and " F. Londin," an-
nouncing the re^-lval of the bishopric and the an-angement with The

the two Societies. In sending this memorandmu to the Society, retivJd!*^

Archbishop Benson further announced that the choice of himself
and his colleagues had fallen upon the Yen. G. F. Popham Blyth,
late Archdeacon of Eangoon. In its next issue the Guardian

* So that representative was afterwards informed by Archbishop Benson
himself. The correspondence was not reprinted by the Editor of the C.3/.
Intelligencer in his own pages. It is now only accessible in the original
issues of the Guardian, January and February, lSS7.
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Part IX. recorded the cannouncement "with extreme sorrow," and noted
18S2-95. tiie arrangement with the Societies " with positive astonishment."
Chap^84.

j^gferi-ing to a recent sympathetic nttorance of the Primate's

Dismay of regarding the Eastern Churches, it said, "Truly the voice is

the^H'gh Jacob's voice, but the hands are the hands of Esau."^'' Mean-

party*! while, on February 22nd, the C.M.S. Committee, on the motion

of Canon Hoare, passed the following Resolutions :

—

Satisfac- "
( 1

) That the Committee desire to record the deep tliiuikfulness to God

C°M°S ^^ith which they welcome the information conveyed in the Archbishop's

letter respecting the appointment of a Bishop of the Chiu-ch of England

in Jerusalem.
" (2) That the cordial thanks of the Committee he given to the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury for the steps which he has taken to procin-e the

appointment of a Bi'shop, and for the sympathy which he has thus, as

on so many occasions, shown with the work of the Society ; and that his

Grace be assured of the Committee's hearty readiness to co-operate to

the utmost of their power with Archdeacon Hiyth when consecrated

Bishop."

The Archbishop was not let alone by the objecting High
Memorial Churohmcn. A memorial was presented to him with a very

c^m"I! remarkable list of influential signatures. The names of twelve

Deans appeared, including Church, Burgon, and Goulburn
;

several Archdeacons, Canons, Heads of Houses, &c., including

not a few moderate men like Mr. Welldon of Harrow ; and

among the laymen, Lord Selborne. They did not oppose the

revival of the bishopric : it was too late for that ; but they pro-

tested against the work "going on in Palestine under the name

of the Church of England," and against the new bishop being

indebted for part of his stipend to a society "whose agents had

been eager in proselytizing from the Orthodox Church." Dr.

Benson replied to Dr. Talbot, the Warden of Keble (now Bishop

of Rochester), who had forwarded the memorial:—"I do not

share the fears of the memorialists with regard to the work of the

great Society which they mention. Perhaps acquaintance with

details impossible to set out at length gives me this confidence.

But I venture to believe it to be well-grounded." Four years after-

wards, the Archbishop, with four other Bishops, confirmed this

opinion in their "Advice" to Bishop Blyth and the Society, as

we shall see hereafter. The controversy which meanwhile arose

within the Evangelical circle touching Bishop Blyth and the

Society's grant will also come before us in another chapter.

Third In July, 1888, was held the Third Lambeth Conference,

CoJTference attended 'by one hundi^ed and forty-five bishops under the

presidency of Archbishop Benson. At its proceedings we will

look in a future chapter. But a word must be added here touching

the Archbishop's truly great speech at the C.M.S. Anniversary of

* A curious inversion of tlie text, l.y tlie way ; for it was Esau whom
Isaac desired to welcome, and Jacob was tlie deceiver.
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1891. Like his Sermon in 1886, it was full of references to current Part IX.

events. He had evidently read the Eeport with real care before- 1882-95.

hand, and with unerring instinct had fastened on its important ^^^^"

points. Uganda, the Niger, India, the Mohammedan World, the Benson at

Eastern Churches, Ceylon, Japan, and the statistics of men and ^n'^-f

"

funds, were all touched on, and upon every one of them some versary in

striking and enlightening word was said. It is an astonishing
^^^'

speecli to read now. Some points in it will naturally be noticed

in the various chapters on the Missions he referred to. Here let

us recall a never-to-be-forgotten reference to the Second Coming
of the Lord. Ascension Day fell in the May Meeting week that

year, and the resolution given to the Archbishop to move spoke of

" the Ascending Lord's Command," and of " the certainty of His
Coming," praying that "the whole expectant Church " might be
" aroused to greater diligence in preparing His w^ay." Dr. Benson
expressed his thankfulness for these words. " The Advent of our Benson on

Lord," he said, ''will come some time, and may come any ^mhc." Acfvent°"
" Could we," he went on, "be discussing trifles if we verily saw
our Lord either going or coming ? And we ought to see Him if

the eye of our faith is clear."

At this point we may conveniently take a brief survey of the

position, views, and proceedings of the Evangelical circle during

the period we have been reviewing, the earlier j'ears of Archbishop
Benson's Primacy. His accession to the Metropolitan See
occurred at a time when, quite independently of his appointment,
Evangelical Churchmen were greatly agitated. There was, in Ritual

fact, a " crisis." It is perhaps difficult to name a period in theofYsIa^"
last forty years when there has not been a " crisis," in the opinion

of some brethren ; but there certainly was a real one at this time.

Archbishop Tait's kindly effort, on his death-bed, to save the Church
from the outburst of indignation which would have arisen if the

sentence of deprivation impending on Mr. Mackonochie had been
pronounced, had l)een followed by the virtual exchange of livings

between that clergyman and Mr. Suckling of St. Peter's, London
Docks, to which Bishop Jackson had given his consent—com-
pelled to do so, as he believed, by the law ; and this manoeuvre
had rendered nugatory the long series of victories of the Church
Association in the St. Alban's case. The outburst of indignation

was now from the Evangelical side, and very strong things were
said and written upon what was regarded as the toleration of the
" mass." But as to what should be done, in this and other cases,

Evangelical Churchmen were not agreed. Perhaps the diversities Evan-

of opinion among them are not so great a disadvantage as is ILisLns.

sometimes suggested. " A rope of sand," they are called. Henry
Venn used to say he was glad they were " sand," which, though
consisting of isolated grains, is an excellent barrier against the

waves. Certainly Protestants ought not to complain of the

exercise of the right they so greatly value, the right of private
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juclgment. Even before Archbishop Tiiit's death, there had been
a good deal of dissatisfaction with the resuUs of the pohcy of

htigation followed by the Church Association ; the long series of

victories in the Courts having failed to check the progress of

Eitualism, and the imprisonment of Mr. Green and others having
caused, however illogically, a reaction of feeling. In 1880,

Bishop Perry, Canon Hoare, Dr. Boultbee, and other leading men,
formed the Union of Clerical and Lay Associations, with a view
to providing a new rallying-point for the general body of Evan-
gelicals. The Council of the Church Association in their Annual
Reports, particularly in 1885, complained seriously of the growing
half-heartedness, as they considered it, of " the waning love, the

dubious attitude, and the declining firmness, of once-familiar

friends," from which, they said, they suffered more than from
" the trenchant obloquy of an unscrupulous foe."

These Evangelical divisions were, of course, reflected in the press.

The liecord, though its pages were open to correspondents on all

sides, had become, under its new conductors, the recognized organ
of the larger and more moderate section. The Bock, which had
been the organ of the more aggressive section, and had distin-

guished itself, as we have before seen, by its violent attacks upon
men like Ryle and Hoare, changed hands in the earlier 'eighties,

and was for a while carried on upon milder lines. It was, how-
ever, quickly replaced by the Emjlinh Churchman, which in 1884
was transformed into a vigorous and successful organ of decided

and aggressive Protestantism ; and this character it still main-
tains. At the Islington Clerical Meeting in 1883^on which occa-

sion the division in the Evangelical ranks was unusually con-

spicuous—Mr. Goe (now Bishop of Melbourne) urged that it was
no use barking if we could not bite. The retort was obvious, that

a barking house-dog, even with a muzzle on, might warn the

householder against burglars. Certainly the English Churchman
has " barked" very effectively.

During the years 1883 to 1890 the columns of the Record again
and again teemed with letters from various sides. How to deal

with the situation created by the Mackonochie exchange ; whether
the recommendations of the Ecclesiastical Courts Commission
should be adopted ;

•'- whether it was expedient to prosecute a

bishop—which the Church Association was contemplating in 1884,

before Dr. King was appointed to Lincoln ; whether Bishop
King ought to be attacked ; whether the prosecution of Mr.
Bell Cox at Liverpool was wise ; f whether a plan put forth

* Two thousjind Evanirclical clergymen signed a Tnemorial in favour of the
Coiiiniission's Report ; among them Bishop Perry, Deans Fremantle, Law,
and Payne Smith ; Archdeacons J. W. Bardsley, T. T. Perowne, and Richard-
son ; Canons Bell, Cams, Garbett, Tristram ; Dr. Boultbee, D. Wilson,
H. C. G. Moule, &c. But a considerable section entirely objected.

f Canon Cadman, Sir Emilius Bayley, and Mr. (now Bishop) Goe, wrote a
strong joint letter against it, and incurred vehement censure from others for

doinu- so.
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by Dean Perowne (now Bishop of Worcester) for virtually Part IX.
permittnig two interpretations of the Ornaments Eubric, and 1882-95.
thus tolerating the vestments, should be supported; how to ^^^^P- ^4.

coerce Bishop Temple into withdrawing a veto he had put upon a
proposed suit against the Dean and Chapter of St. Paul's in regard
to the new reredos

; whether there should be an appeal to the
Privy Council against the Archbishop's Judgment in the Lincoln
case ;—upon all these points long correspondences ensued, in which
most opposite views were expressed.- In addition to these, ques-
tions of C.M.S. policy were also hotly debated: whether the
Society_ was right in subsidizing the Japan and Jerusalem
bishoprics

; whether a certain clergyman was a proper person to
be sent as the Committee's representative to Ceylon; whether,
and on what conditions, bishops should be vice-presidents

;

whether the Society had condoned the St. Paul's reredos by
holding a service in the cathedral after it was unveiled ; and what
attitude the Society should take on home controversies generally

;—but these questions will be further dealt with in another
chapter.

All this while, the progress of advanced teaching in the Church,
and of practices avowedly borrowed from Eome, continued to be
very marked; and with a view to uniting the general body of
Evangelical Churchmen more effectively than was done by the
somewhat loose structure of the Clerical and Lay Unions, the
Protestant Churchman's Alliance was established in 1889. There
had been a long correspondence in the Times on " Ritualists Ritualists

and theand the Law," d jyrojws of the then pending trial of the Bishop i^^
ot Lincoln. The Eitualists having protested against the Arch-
bishop presuming to try his Suffragan, the Dean of Windsor
(Randall Davidson, now Bishop of Winchester) had plainly asked
them to state what Court they really would obey ; and Lord
Halifax and Lord Grimthorpe had been prominent in the fray Lord
The latter nobleman's prowess in the war of words led the leaders ?hoTpl.
of the new movement to invite him to be chairman of the new
society. Lord Grimthorpe was, of course, a doughty antagonist
of sacerdotalism, but he had never been identified with the
spiritual work of the Evangelicals; and the position proved a
difficult one. Ultimately, in 1893, the Alliance was merged in a
new organization—with a new chairman—the National Protestant The
Church Union. n.p.c.u.

The confirmation, in 1892, of Archbishop Benson's JiuVment in Lincoln

tlie Bishop of Lincoln's case by the Judicial Committee of the
J"'^^'"""'-

Privy Council led to another important change. The Church
Association announced "the abandonment of all attempts at

* Several letters in 1889-91, which were greatly admired even by thosewho differed from the writer, were signed "An Old Soldier " and "A
JNorthern Churchman," two noms de plume that evidently masked the same
pen. Everybody knew who wrote them. The terse, nervous Eno-Iish was
unmistakable. °
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litigation, for the present," and devoted itself to protest and
persuasion, and to agitation for the rights of the laity ; and from
that time its influence, which had for a time fallen very low, con-
siderahly revived. The Privy Council Judgment naturally caused
much concern in Evangelical circles generally, as it seemed finally

to legalize ritual which it was hoped would he forhidden. Three
clergymen seceded from the Church, and one at least of them
complained bitterly of the cowardice of the majority in remaining
in it. But upon the whole there was less agitation than at any
other "crisis" of the period. Leading men wrote tranquillizing

letters to the Record, pointing out that even if the Judgment was
to be regi'etted (and some did not regret it) , it did not directly affect

the position of Evangelicals themselves. The Prayer-book was
not altered ; no man was compelled to take the eastward position

or sing the Agnus Dei ; and the cowardly course w^ould not be to

stay in the Church, but to run away, liishop Eyle, who took as

serious a view of the situation as most men, wrote :
" We have

liberty to walk in the old paths, and I hope we shall never forsake

them. . . . Our honoured fathers in the last century, Eomaine
and Berridge and Grimshaw and the elder Venn, had far greater

difficulties around them than we have. But they stood firm, and
held their ground. Let us do likewise." Again :

" I charge my
brethren not to listen for a moment to those who counsel secession

from the Church of England. ... So long as the Articles and
Prayer-book are not altered, we are in an impregnable position.

We have an open Bible, and our pulpits are free."

Perhaps the most really fruitful of the numerous letters came
from the Eev. A. J. Kobinson (now Rector of Birmingham). He
said, "Let us cease fighting [i.e. among ourselves], and unite

in work," and by way of application he added, " Support and
strengthen the Church Pastoral Aid Society." That letter led

to the C.P.A.S. Forward Movement, and to the great advances
which that Society has made of late years. There could not be

a more signal illustration of what is the true Evangelical policy.

The Lincoln Judgment has often been called an Eirenicon, but
the word is surely a very infelicitous one. While the result on
one side was the sheathing of the sword, the result on the other

was more audacious lawlessness than ever. The Ritualists paid

no more attention to Archbishop Benson's careful explanations,

limitations, and prohibitions, than if they had emanated from
Lord Penzance. No other result was to be expected, and certainly

no other result ensued.

During the period, the Islington Clerical Meeting continued to

grow in interest, and in the numbers attending. Daniel Wilson,
the venerable Vicar of Islington, died in 1886, after conducting
the gathering for fifty-four years. His successor, Mr. Barlow,
built the new and handsome Bishop Wilson Memorial Hall, and
the January meeting was held in it for the first time in 1891.

The subjects taken w^ere less openly controversial at this time than
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formerly; and although they were always chosen with reference Part IX.

to Evangelical doctrine and methods, they rarely touched the 1882-95.

polemics of the particular moment. Canon Hoare continued to ^^"^P- ^'^•

be universally recognized as the " father," so to speak, of the
meeting ; but Mr. Webb-Peploe was rapidly rising to the position

of a principal leader. Mr. Barlow's policy was to put younger
—or at all events newer—men forward, and in these years we
find coming to the front as readers or speakers such men as
E. A. Knox (now Bishop of Coventry), Canons Girdlestone and
McCormick, Dr. Waller, H. E. Fox, and H. Sutton. The Church
at Home almost invariably absorbed the attention of the Con-
ference ; but one hour was given to the Evangelization of the
World in 1891, when Mr. Lombe read a powerful paper and
E. A. Stuart delivered a rousing speech ; and in 1895 the general
subject was Foreign and Home Missions, the former being ably
advocated by Bishop Moule, A. J. Robinson, and F. S. Webster.

All through the period of the 'eighties, the evangelistic and Spiritual

spiritual movements described in our Seventieth Chapter were geils^Jc^"'

still powerful, and some of them distinctly growing. Perhaps move-

the Parochial Missions were becoming less numerous, and com- "^^^ ^"

manding less attention—as has certainly been the case since
;

but this is no reproach to them. They did splendid work for the
Church, and for the Church's Lord ; and changing years always
bring changing methods. The last great united Mission in

London took place in 1884-5, the East and the West being
attacked separately, to facilitate concentration. It was pre-
ceded, by only a few months, by Mr. Moody's second series of

services in various London centres, the last of them being on the
Thames Embankment. Enough was said in our Seventieth
Chapter touching the remarkable work done by him ; and it is

only necessary now to notice his memorable visits to Oxford and
Cambridge, on account of their indirect influence upon the Foreign
Missionary Enterprise.

These visits took place in November, 1882, and naturally gave Moody at

rise to much doubt and questioning. However useful the plain-
Cambridge

spoken American might be for the London or Birmingham masses,
how could he be expected to influence communities of young men
who prided themselves on their social status, their superior
education, and their utter contempt for anything that they could
possibly stigmatize as not "gentlemanly " ? The Cambridge men
quickly gave Moody a taste of their quality by making a cleverly-

organized disturbance at his first meeting. But he quietly perse-

vered, holding meetings from day to day, and never doubting that

since before God there is "no difference " among men, and since
all need the same Saviour, the same straight and simple Gospel was
suitable for wranglers or "blues " as had proved its power in the
London slums. After all, the power was not in him, but in the Rgg^ng f

SpuitofGod; and assuredly the Spirit of God worked at Cam- his visit.



2^4 TiiF. Enmronmknt:

Part IX. Imdge. There are now tlevoted clergymen and laymen, both at
1882 9o. home and abroad, who "owe their own selves " to that visit of
Cliap^sk

j^XQOfiy'g Just t^vo years later, in December, 1884, a C.M.S.
Secretary was at breakfast at Eidley Hall, and asked the Vice-

Principal how far the supposed fruits of Moody's work remained.

The Vice-Principal ran his eye round the long table at which
some thirty theological students, all graduates, were sitting,

and then gave this answer: " 6'i vionumciitKiii rcqidris, circwn-

spice." " Yes," he continued, " I think there is not one man
here whose life was not influenced, more or less, by Moody's
Cambridge Mission." In fact, those thirty men were but a few

out of the whole number. That breakfast at Eidley occurred

on the morning following a memorable meeting of the Cambridge
University CM. Union, which will come before us hereafter. The
Church Missionary Society owes a whole succession of Cambiidge
missionaries to the influences of that period.

One of the most important events of the period was both a fruit,

indirectly, of Moody's work, and a fruitful parent of other and
larger movements. This was the going forth of the famous

The c. I. M. " Cambridge Seven" to China. Extraordinary interest was

Seven"
^^ aroused in the autumn of 1884: by the announcement that the

captain of the Cambridge Eleven and the stroke oar of the

Cambridge boat were going out as missionaries. These were
Mr. C. T. Studd '• and Mr. Stanley Smith ; and very soon they were
joined by five others, viz., the Eev. W. W. Cassels, Curate of All

Saints', Lambeth; Mr. Montagu Beauchamp, a nephew of Lord
Eadstock, and also well known as a rowing-man ; Mr. D. E. Hoste,

an oflicer in the Eoyal Artillery; and Messrs. C. H. and A. T.

Polhill-Turner, sons of a late M.P. for Bedford, the former an
officer in the 6th Dragoon Guards, and the latter a Eidley Hall

theological student,! and both of them prominent Eton and
Cambridge cricketers. Mr. Studd's dedication of himself to the

Mission-field, and Mr. Hoste's conversion to God, were direct

results of Moody's Missions in London and at Brighton. The
Immense influence of such a band of men going to China as missionaries

o'f^herr^^ was irresistible. No such event had occurred before ;
and no

going forth eveut of the century has done so much to arouse the minds of

Christian men to the tremendous claims of the Field, and the

nobility of the missionary vocation. The gift of such a band to

the China Inland Mission—for truly it was a gift from God—was

* Mr. Studd's father had been converted at Mr. Moody's earlier Mis-

sion in 1875, and had given up worldly pleasures of all sorts to devote
himself to Christian work. C. T. Studd and two of his brothers were
the leading players in the memorable cricket match in 1882 between Cam-
bridge University and the Australian Eleven. The three Studds luade 297

runs between them, and C. T. Studd, who was also a bowler, took eight

wickets.

I Mr. A. T. Polhill-Turner was to have been ordained, and intended then
to offer to the C.M.S. ; but the enthusiasm aroused by Smith and Studd led

him to join them at the last moment.
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a just reward to Mr. Hudson Taylor and his colleagues for the Part IX.

genuine unselfishness with which they had always pleaded the 1882-95.

cause of China and the World, and not of their own particular
Cliap^84.

organization, and for the deep spirituality which had always
marked their meetings. And that spirituality marked most
emphatically the densely-crowded meetings in different places at

which these seven men said farewell. They told, modestly and
yet fearlessly, of the Lord's goodness to them, and of the joy of

serving Him ; and they appealed to young men, not for their

Mission, but for their Divine Master. No such missionary

meeting had ever been known as the farewell gathering at Exeter
Hall on February 4th, 1885. We have become familiar since

then with meetings more or less of the same type, but it was a

new thing then. In many ways the Church Missionary Society

owes a deep debt of gratitude to the China Inland Mission and the

Cambridge Seven. The Lord Himself spoke through them ; and it

was by His grace that the Society had ears to hear. But all this

will come before us in another chapter.

To revert to Cambridge. It was to follow up Moody's work by "Kes-

leading the men who had been brought to the point of yielding meetings
themselves to Christ on to a fuller Christian life that, early in at Cam

-

1883, Mr. Webb-Peploe, Mr. Hopkins, Mr. 0. A. Fox, and Mr. ^^^^'

Bowker, who had by that time become known as "the Keswick
men," held the first Convention at Cambridge on "Keswick
lines." There were grave doubts, on the part of the Evangelical

clergy at Cambridge, as to the perfect soundness and wisdom
of the instruction they would give ; but to a large extent these

doubts were dispelled when they came. There were, however,
other teachers, younger men with less well-balanced minds, who other in-

appeared at Cambridge a little later, and who distinctly taught no^fo"
" perfectionism "; and the Salvation Army itself was not slow to good,

come and set forth its extreme doctrines. Two or three of those

who seemed the very best among the undergraduates were,

indeed, led astray in that direction ; but this very fact humbled
the majority and put them on their guard ; and upon the whole, it

was a period big with blessings that have since fallen upon many Yet, upon

English parishes, upon the Colonies, and upon Africa, India, blessing.^'

China, and Japan. It would not be well to give fuller details

here, because so many living persons would have to be referred

to. There is a glimpse of them in Joyfully Ready, the Memoir of "Joyfully

Harry Maclnnes (son of Mr. Miles Maclnnes, and a great- ^^ ^"

grandson of the first Sir Fowell Buxton), who was Secretary of

the Cambridge University CM. Union, and was killed on the

Alps just at this time (September 24th, 1884). In the recently-

published Memoir of Pilkington of Uganda, Dr. Harford-Battersby Dr. c. f.

also, who himself was an undergraduate at the time, lifts the
Bat't^ers^-'

veil a little. He shows us Sidney Swann (one of the Cambridge by's

" Eight"), Tyndale-Biscoe (the coxswain of the " Eight "), Edmund ^"°""*-

Wigram, Edmund Carr, Eric Lewis, J. M. Paterson

—

ail six sub-
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sequently C.M.S. missionaries,'^''—and some others, deeply stirred

while engaged in one of the seaside services of the Children's

Special Service Mission at Llandudno, and going back to Cam-
bridge to start new Sunday-night meetings for undergraduates, at

which " the barrier of constraint was broken down which is so

often felt in speaking of spiritual things," and " men testified to

the great things God had done for them." He also shows us the
" aggi'essive evangelistic set" at Pembroke, among them H. J.

Molony (now C.M.S. missionary to the Gonds), John Maclnnes,
and Murray Webb-Peploe, proposing, amid great uproar, that the

college debating society should take in the Life of Faith—^which

meeting seems to have been one of the influences that God used to

the conversion of Filkinfiton himself.

\

Oxford was not without similar movements, but they were on a

smaller scale and influenced fewer men. J But the two Universities

now came to be very much in evidence at the two annual gatherings

which were looked upon as the regular resorts of the younger and
more fervent Evangelicals, the Mildmay Conference and the

Keswick Convention. The former, still under Mr. Blackwood's
presidency, was at this time at the height of its influence ; but,

though not objected to by the recognized Evangelical leaders, it

was rarely attended by them. The latter was still regarded as of

doul)tful orthodoxy ; but the numbers flocking to Keswick increased

year by year. The founder. Canon Battersby, died in 1883, on
the very day of the assembling of the Convention ; and his lay

friend, Mr. H. F. Bowker, succeeded him as chairman. The
leading speakers were now Webb-Peploe, C. A. Fox, Evan Hopkins,

and Hubert Brooke, with four or five other clergymen ; and one
Scotch Presbyterian, Dr. Elder Gumming. The only Noncon-
formist minister taking part was Mr. Figgis of Brighton. § The
most important new accession was in 1886—that of Mr. Handley
Moule ; concerning which a word must be said, as its consequences

have been great. In 1884, Mr. Hopkins published his Law of
Liberty in the Spiritual Life, and this and other books on the

subject were made the text of a valuable series of articles in the

Record,\\ written appreciatively and in a generous Christian spirit,

yet upon the whole pronouncing against Mr. Hopkins's teaching.

iPour months later, a letter appeared in the same paper signed

* E. Wig^ram, Carr, and Battersby, it should be explained, had dedicated

themselves to missionary service before this. E. Wigram having written to

his father, and Battersby having also made his purpose known, Mr. Wigram
wrote " a most remarkable letter of advice" (says Battersby) to them both

;

and that letter, read by them to Carr, decided him also.

t See Pilkington of Uganda, pp. 23-27.

X One Oxford undergraduate converted to God under Moody's preaching
was Herbert Knox, afterwards a C.M.S. missionary in Fuh-kien.

§ Mr Meyer did not appear till 1887, and Mr. Macgregor, .Mr. G. Wilson,
and Mr. Inwood, still later, as well as Mr. George Grubb and other clergy-

men.
L

II
Record, June 27th and July 4th, 11th, 18th, 1884.
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"The Writer of the Four Papers," stating that he had since met Part IX.

Mr. Hopkins and others of the " Keswick school," and that, while 1882-95.

not at all moving from the doctrinal position taken up in the P" ^'^'

articles, he was now convinced that the teaching of these men
was not inconsistent with it, and not open to the criticisms then
current. Then followed this striking and touching confession :

—

'' Never, I say it earnestly and deliberately, have I heard teaching more
alien from perfectionist error, more justly balanced in its statement of
])ossibilities and limits. And then, never have I been so brought person-
ally face to face with the infinitely important reality of self-surrender
to the Lord, and the promises of His Divine action as the Keeper of the
spirit committed to Him ; an action which only intensifies the holy work
of watching and prayer. ... Of personal details I must not speak ; it is

enough to say that those few days were a crisis never to heforgoiten in the

spiritual life ofat least one mnvh-needivg Christian.''' *

An anonymous and impersonal letter like this passed without
much notice ; hut it marked an event which—remembering how
God uses unexpected things and persons in the working out of

His purposes—we now know to have had immense influence upon
Evangelical thought and life in the Church of England. For in

the following June, 1885, the Principal of Eidley Hall was, for

the first time, one of the speakers at the Mildmay Conference ; \ Mouie

and in July, 1886, the same much-respected Evangelical theo- at^Mfrcf-

logian was, for the first time, one of the speakers at the Keswuck "^^y and

Convention.]: It is needless to point out the connexion between ^^^"^

the Eeviewer's confession and the adhesion of Mr. Moule to the
Keswick movement

; § but if the dates just given are compared
with the dates of the incidents at Cambridge before referred to, it

will be at once perceived how wonderfully it was ordered, by Him
who ordereth all things in heaven and in earth, that just when
scores of fervent young Christians needed guidance and instruc-

tion, a guide and instructor was provided for them w^ho w^ould not
frown upon their fervour or accuse them of heresy, but who could
sympathize with them and understand their language.

The annual Convention at the foot of Skiddaw was now no The Con-
vention.

* Record, November 12th, 1884.

f See his two addresses tliere, Record, June 26tli, 1885.
+ Ibid., August 13th, 1886.

§ The story thus briefly sketched has been publicly told by Dr. Moule more
than once, and more fully. There is therefore no undue trespassing upon
personal matters in saying what is said above. Indeed, in the Record of
August 1st, 1890, at a time when a hot correspondence on " Keswick
teaching" was going on in its columns, Mr. Moule closed a long letter
signed with his name with these touching words :

—
"I was brought, not many years ago, amidst much misgiving and un-

justiiied prejudice, to listen for myself to what was said at a meeting
conducted by Mr. Evan Hopkins. 'He who searcheth the hearts' found
me out indeed that evening; and then, too. He showed me, then and there,
something of His most gracioua power to conquer and to keep in answer
to the 'confidence of self-despair,' in a way not known by me experimen-
tally before. Who am I that I should speak of it ? But how can I be
silent ?

"
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Part IX. obscure gathering. It attracted more notice year by year. Quite

1882-95. naturally, it was again and again attacked by correspondents of

Chap. 84.
^i^g Becord ; and those who only know Prebendary Webb-Peploe

now as one of the most trusted Evangelical leaders can scarcely

realize how doubtfully he was formerly regarded. But when
Evangelical clergymen whose orthodoxy was above suspicion

began—rather timidly—to go and listen and judge, they soon

found that "Keswick," instead of being "perfectionist," was in

reality the best safeguard against " perfectionism." For nowhere

were the sins and shortcomings of the most spiritually-minded of

Christian people more unsparingly pointed out and condemned.

It is possible—some think so—that at one time there was a danger

of the Convention teaching becoming rather transcendental ; but

if so, the danger was, through God's great goodness, averted

once for all by Mr. Webb-Peploe's memorable address on Sin in

1885. And presently a new movement appeared at Keswick,

which undouljtedly tended to direct the fervour of the Convention

into practical channels. This was the Missionary Movement.

It has been mentioned m former chapters that the Evangelistic

and Spiritual Movements which had been at work in various forms

since the epoch of 1856-60 did not at first help Foreign Missions.

No doubt a fair number of missionaries had been, directly or in-

directly, the fruits of them. Candidates applying to the Church

Missionary Society, on being questioned as to the particular

agency which had been the means of leading them to dedicate

themselves to the service of Christ, frequently mentioned a Mission

of some sort, whether parochial, like those of Mr. Aitken, or of a

less regular kind, like Mr. Moody's. Nevertheless the mission

preachers themselves had not set forth the claims of the Heathen

World, and most of them certainly regarded missionary societies

as agencies rather for raising and spending money than for afford-

ino- openings for personal service,—and therefore as quite outside

the range of their evangelistic sympathies and efibrts. Moreover,

as has also been shown before, the energies of young men and

women converted to God under the influence of these movements

became so absorbed in Christian work at home that the missionary

call scarcely reached the ear, much less the heart. But a

few of the leading men in the Evangelistic Movement, notably

Dr. Grattan Guinness, Mr. James Mathieson, and Mr. Eeginald

Eadcliffe, gradually became known as ardent missionary advocates,

and the last-named gentleman devoted all the latter years of his

life to arousing the circles in which he had influence, namely the

non-denominational circles that were, doing splendid w^ork among

the poor of our great cities, but totally forgetting the real

Heathen.
Now it was Eeginald Eadcliffe who was the initiator of the

at Keswick Missionary Movement at Keswick. For some time he failed to

persuade the leaders of the Convention to allow a missionary

meetinc to be held there. Mr. Bowker declared that it would

Reginald
Radcliffe.

Missions
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result in the secretaries of societies coming down to raise money. Part IX.

" No," be said, " we come here to meet with God and to receive 1H82-95.

His word; and this must not be mixed up with such earthly P"

things as missionary collections." At length, in 1886 and 1887,

be consented to lend the Convention Tent to Mr. Eadcliffe for a

meeting on the Saturday ; but neither he nor his colleagues would
be present. In the latter year, however, Mr. Webb-Peploe The

attended and spoke ; and that meeting—at which Mr. Hudson of 1887.

Taylor and Mr. James Johnson (the C.M.S. African pastor at

Lagos) were also speakers—proved a memora]:)le epoch in modern
missionary history. Mr. Longley Hall of the C.M.S. Palestine

Mission had " drawn a bow at a venture." He had sent direct to

Mr. Bowker, without any consultation with the Society, an appeal

for women missionaries for the Holy Land. " Are there not

Christian ladies with private means," he wrote, " who are attend-

ing the Convention, and who would come out here and work
among the Moslem women? Cannot ten come this year?"
That appeal was referred to at Radclifi'e's meeting ; God used it to

touch many hearts ; and offers of personal service flowed in. The
result to the C.M.S. we shall see by-and-by. Here we have
only to do with Keswick. Before the next year's Convention

came round, Mr. Bowker had grasped and enunciated the great

principle that " Consecration and the Evangelization of the World
ought to go together."

In the following year, 1888, missionary meetings were for the The

first time included in the official programme of the Convention, ^^ilss!^

and the short daily missionary prayer-meeting was begun which
has been so attractive to the hundreds of people who flock to it.

At the larger meetings, the missionaries speaking were at first

almost all either C.M.S. or of the China Inland Mission, with ladies

of the C.E.Z.M.S. and I.F.N.S. The smaller inter-denominational

Missions gradually came in ; but the large Nonconformist
Societies have always been scantily represented. It is worth
recording that at those first meetings in 1888 the C.M.S. mis-

sionaries who spoke were Bruce of Persia, Bambridge of Sindh,

Williamson of the Gond Mission ; and, of new recruits going

out, Carless of Persia, H. S. Phillips of Fuh-kien, Miss Vidal

of Palestine, and Miss Tristram of Japan. But the most memor-
able incident of the Saturday was a £10 note handed anony- The

mously to the platform by a young Cambridge man (afterwards a J$n|^on''

missionary himself), "to help to send out a Keswick missionary." Fund.

It was the signal for other gifts, unasked for and unlooked for,

and in half an hour more than £800 in cash or promises was in

the chairman's hands. Some contributions were for various

Societies, but most for the "Keswick missionary." The fund

thus unexpectedly and spontaneously started led to the sending

forth, in the first instance, in 1889, not of missionaries, but of

" missioners," Mr. George Grubb being the chief. Mr. Grubb Mr. g.

had already, as we shall see hi another chapter, been sent to Missions.

VOL. III. u
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India by the C.M.S. on a similar errand ; and it was the remark-

able blessing that had followed his work then which led to his

selection now. The Special Missions he now conducted in

Ceylon, Tinnevelly, Australia, and New Zealand, as an emissary

of the Keswick Convention, also received great blessing from
Him who alone can prosper such work ; and we shall see some
of its fruits hereafter. ='' In after years the Keswick leaders

devoted some of the offerings made year by year to the mainte-

nance of missionaries to the Heathen working under various

recognized Societies. Two C.M.S. missionaries are thus supported.

The
Salvation
Army.

The "Sub
merged
Tenth."

The
'• Bitter
Cry."

One more movement of the period must be mentioned in con-

clusion. At the commencement of the years under review the

Salvation Army had gradually made for itself an important

position, and many Churchmen had hoped that it w^ould prove an
evangelistic agency more permanently effective than Missions

like Mr. Moody's, while equally subordinate to the more regular

religious institutions of the country. Several leading clergymen,
" High " as well as " Low," had held special Communion Services

for Salvationists, to which they marched with bands and banners.

Archbishop Tait, in 1882, had sent £5 to their fund for buying the

notorious Eagle Tavern, being no doubt moved thereto by his

chaplain and son-in-law (the present Bishop of Winchester), who
was an admiring auditor at Mrs. Booth's remarkable addresses at

St. James's Hall. But when the Clapton Hall was opened by
the Army in that same year, the proceedings were so irreverent

that both Lord Shaftesbury and Mr. Blackwood, who had at

first given a generous welcome to the new movement, publicly

repudiated it. From that time the Army became more and more
a distinct sect, and the sympathies of Churchmen became more
and more alienated from it. Its doctrine of holiness, too, seemed
not only unscriptural in itself, but also singularly inconsistent

with some of its proceedings. Yet it must be acknowledged that

many hundreds of most devoted and exemplary Christians, from
all classes of society, were engaged in its service, and individually

did a noble work. In India it was joined by a Government official,

Mr. F. Tucker, a nephew of "A.L.O.E."; but its work there,

and in other Mission-fields, has been of a very mixed character.

Its appeal, however, for the " Submerged Tenth " of the popula-

tion of England touched many hearts—and purses—that were
closed against the far more terrible need of the Suhmerged Half
of the population of the World—the half that still lie in the deep
darkness of Heathenism. That appeal, it should be added, had
been anticipated by one from certain earnest Nonconformists who
voiced the "Bitter Cry of Outcast London." There was, and
there is, an "Outcast London"; there was, and is, a "bitter

* It should be explained that Mr. G. Grubb's work in later years has been
entirely independent of the Keswick Convention.
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cry " from it
;
yet when Lord Shaftesbury was entertained at a Part rx.

grand l)anquet at the Mansion House by Lord Mayor McArthur lSS^-95.

in 1884, he waxed indignant at the unthankfuhiess of forgetting ^''^M^^-*-

the enormous improvement in the condition of the working But^^
classes, material, social, and moral, since the days when he began Forget not

his life-long labours for them. " You talk of the miseries of Uie
* ^ ^^^*'

poor," he said in effect; "yes, there are miseries, it is too true
;

but you have little idea what they once were !

"

So, in truth and verity, might Evangelical Churchmen speak—
if only they knew, or remembered—of the religious condition of
England in the Past and in the Present. Let this reminder be
forgiven,

" Lest we forget ! lest we forget !

"

u 2
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Y'/fK Society .- .1 Xew Em of PitoaREss.

Mr. Wigram's Period Deaths of CMS. Men Lord Chichester. Cap-

tain Maude. Sir J. Kennaway- Committee-men. 4c.- The St.

Bride's Preachers Speakers at the Anniversaries Dr. Westcott

and Sir M. Monier Williams Home Developments Missionary

Leaves Association Missionary Exhibitions Lay Workers" Union

Missionary Missions Medical Missions New Children's Home-
Enlarged CM. House Pigott and Ohphant.

.W.»i that had undrmtanding of the timm, to know what Ifnu-l nu<]ht to

./...*• 1 Chroii. xii. 32.
• .'5i.<M.- n.if, Iru'jthrn thu cordu, aud ulrfnitlhrn thy n/rtArn."- Inn. liv. 2.

Pj^kt IX II Jifii^r KN 1N(1 fri»in llu- Si)cii't\ 's enviiomncnt to the StKMoty

1S.S2 •.».', E^ ^J itself, we find tluit when we enter on the yeur IHH.'j,

Cli»p. H.I. K^ ^^ tl^y
j^Tg^^. |,',.j^ ^f extension and development Ims

tkTT^, h^ U 1 alreaidv Iwtjini. Some of the advances of 1K82 in
The new wi^^^M^^ *

• i i ai. i

era in ^ ^ the foiei^ii field were just mentioned \n the closm^^
^^^

eliiipt.T (.f the pri'ceihn^' Vavl. th(mt,'ii they have still to Ik;

noticed more fully in the chapters on the several Missicms yet to

come. In this and the next three chapters we review the

Society's home aflfairs ; and in these also we shall have to go

hack occasionally into 1882.

Mr. Mr. Wi-^Tam's period as Secretary was hy far the most remark-
wigram's

j^|^|^ j,^ rcspect of pro<,ness in the history of the Society. If we
'''"°

C()mi)are the entire ei>,'hty years Ix'fore he came into office with

the fifteen years and a half of his Secretaryship, we find that

while in the eighty years just one thousand missionaries went out,

Men. in the fifteen years and a half there were six hundred and seventy.

A«^ain, in Henry Venn's thirty-one years, four hundred and

ninety went out, while Wigram's six hundred and seventy went

in just half the time. The one hundred and seventy of Wright's

eight years—a period of notahle advance—scarcely come into

Funds. comparison at all. Or taking the funds: the (Jeneral Income

when Venn came into office was (say) £90.000; when he retired

it was (say) £150.000, an increase of tHO.OOO in thirty-one years.

In the united periods of Wright and Wigram. the Income rose to

(say) £255,000, an increase of £105,(X)0 in twenty-three years,

wliich is fairly distributed between the two periods. Again, when
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Wigram came in, the office arrangements, the home organization. Part IX.

the plans for meetings of various kinds, the arrangements for 1*^^2-95.

candidates, were very much what tliey had been for thirty or ^^' ^'^'

forty years. His period saw tlie House stall" organized and made The office,

etticient as it had never been before ; all the Unions and Bands Home
established, the ^lissionary Missions and Exhibitions, the varied ments.''

work of the Loan Department, the great development of Publica-

tions
;
public meetings and services multiplied, and the meetings

raised in tone and character. It saw the organization of Medical Fresh

Missions and their maintenance, and the commencement and
growth of Woman's Work at home and abroad. It saw the

adoption of the "Policy of Faith," and the new plans for the

Training of ^Missionaries and for Appropriated Contributions

resulting from the " Keswick Letter" of 1890. It saw the visits

of Special IMissioners to various Mission-fields, and the establish-

ment of the first Colonial Associations. We have before noticed The epochs

that the year 1873 marked the dividing-line between the Further
Past and the Nearer Past, and the year 1881 the dividing-line

between the Past and the Present. We shall see by-and-by
that the years 1885-87 also proved an important epoch in the

development of the Present ; also the year 1890 ; and, one may
almost say, every year after that.

Of course it is not suggested that to Mr. Wigram personally

were due all these advances and developments. Many minds were
at work, and the influences were very diversified which, under
God, producwd such results. For several years there were
scarcely any changes in the Secretariat. For six years there was Secretaries

no break at all. Then Mr. Sutton accepted a Birmingham church,
period

and left the Home Organization Department after a period of un-

precedented development and extension. He was succeeded by the

Eev. B. Baring-Gould, Incumbent of St. Michael's, Blackheath
;

and the Department owed much to the Assistant Secretary who
worked for several years from 1886, the Rev. H. Percy Grubb.
In 1889, General Hutchinson retired from the Lay Secretaryship,

having in liis eight years effected, in conjunction with his able

lieutenant, ]\Ir. S. F. Purday, many improvements in the Society's

office and business arrangements. His successor was General
Clennell Collingwood, another Anglo-Indian officer, who served

five years of what was in several ways an arduous and trying

period. Mr. Robert Lang retired from Group III. (Africa,

Palestine, New Zealand) in 1892, his health having suffered

under the severe strain caused by the Niger controversies of

1890-91 ; and was follow^ed by a Manchester Rector, the Rev.
F. Baylis, an Oxford graduate of distinction, Junior Student of

Christ Church, and afterwards Vice-Principal of Wyclifie Hall.

Mr. Fenn continued in charge of Group I. (Ceylon, China, Japan,
North America), and Mr. Gray of Group II. (India, Persia,

Mauritius), until 189-1. Another clergyman came to the House
in 188G, originally to assist during Mr. Wigram's absence on his
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I'AUT IX. lour round tlie world; and lie iiftor\vards rendered important
1882 yri. service in the Foreign and Editorial Departments. This was
ChavKjs.j.

j.j^g ^dM. G. Furness Smith, who had heen Association Secretary

in the Midlands, and had offered and heen accepted as a mis-

sionary for India, hut was prevented by family circumstances

from going out. Other accessions to the i^crsonnd of the House
during this period will come under our iiotice hereafter.

Deaths of In reporting the deaths of the period, we will only come down
the period, ^q 1890, leaving the later years to a future chapter. Of the

working members of the Connnittee, there died, the Kev. Sydney
Gedge, who had been a faithful friend for many years at Birming-

ham and Northampton, and had come in his old age to be a

hahiUu' of Salisbury Square ;
'•= Mr. Arthur Lang, one of the

Anglo-Indian civilians to whom the Society owes so much, and

who was in the very front rank of leading counsellors;! Dr.

Boultbee, PrinciiJal of Ilighlnuy College, one of the wisest and

most learned of the Evangelical clergy; Joseph Iloaie, kindliest

of men under a brusque exterior. Chairman of the Bible Society

and the London City Mission
; | General Sir William Hill, lion.

Sec. of the C.E.Z.M.S., and latterly a fvequent chairman of the

C.M.S. Committee; 5$ Prebendary Daniel Wilson, fifty-four years

Vicar of Islington
; ;|

J. A. Strachan, the Society's honorary stock-

broker ;
1i the Rev. C. Smalley, one of the oldest in standing of the

Mr. A. clerical members; and Alexander Beattie, the lay Nestor of the

Committee, the loss of whom was the most deeply felt of all. He
was a great railway magnate, being chairman or director of several

lines, and also a leading county man in Kent. As an adviser in

all ditficult questions, whether of a business or ecclesiastical or

personal character, there was no one quite like Mr. Beattie. With

wide experience of men and things, he combined a singular

gentleness and sweetness, which was rendered all the more

attractive by his unconcealed love for his Divine Lord. " Our
precious Saviour" was a phrase often on his lips, and from him

nothing could be more natural."^''"

Deaths of Another clerical member of the Committee whose death left a

!^.';tt'°"' felt blank is counted rather among the retired missionaries. This

was James Long, whose remarkable work at Calcutta we noticed

in our Forty-seventh Chapter. He died in 1887, having previously

given the bulk of his property, £2000, to the Society to endow a

Long Lecturesliip on Oriental Religions. Among other retired

missionaries who died in these years, the names should be

* See In Memoriam, C.if. Intelligencer, November, 1883.

t See Committee Minute, Ibid., March, 1883, p. 189.

X See In Memoriam, Ibid., ^'arth, 1886, p. 161.

§ See In Meir.oriam, Ibid., October, 1886, p. 771.

II
See Ibid., August, 1886, p. 384.

^ See In Mi.moriam, by A'r. A. Beattie, Ibid , December, 1888, p. 779.

*» See Jo Memoriam, Ibid., March, 1889, p. 178.

Beattie.

anes.
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specially mentioned of Schon '' and Townsend of West Africa ; Part IX.

Jetter of Smyrna, at the age of ninety-four ; Leupolt of Benares 1882-95.

and Gough of Ningpo ; E. Bren of Ceylon, who had charge of the "^^^P- ^^

Preparatory Institution at Eeading ; and Mrs. Weitbrecht, whose
noble work at home for the C.M.S., C.E.Z.M.S., and other good
causes, made her widowhood even more abundant in blessing than
her former married life at Burdwan.f The missionaries who died
in the field in our period will of course be mentioned under their

respective Missions,—including Bishops Sargent and Poole,

Bishops Hannington and Parker, and Alexander Mackay.
Of influential fellow-workers and friends at home there w^ere and of

removed, from the ranks of the clergy. Bishop E. Bickersteth (of
\°^^^s

Eipon), Bishop Jackson (of London), Bishop Anderson (formerly

of Eupert's Land), Bishop Eyan (formerly of Mauritius) ; Bishop
Eowley Hill (of Sodor and Man) ; Deans Close, Boyd, and Law

;

George Lea of Birmingham, an almost ideal Evangelical clergy-

man and untiring friend
; | Lord Wriothesley Eussell,§ T. E.

Birks, C. Clayton, J. F. Fenn, W. Hockin, James Bardsley,
E. Garbett ; G. T. Fox of Durham, staunchest of Protestants and
most munificent of benefactors

; ||
John Venn of Hereford, the

revered brother of Henry Venn ; and two former Secretaries,

John Mee and William Knight, the latter of them Venn's intimate
friend and biographer.H From among the laity were taken the
Marquis of Cholmondeley, formerly a regular Committee-man,
and for many years the chairman of the Evening May Meeting

;

the Earls of Harrowby and Shaftesbury and Earl Cairns ; Lord
and Lady Kinnaird, great allies of Venn's, and devoted to the
interests of India ; Sir Bartle Frere,'''" Sir E. Montgomery,!

f

(General Eeynell Taylor, || and Colonel Martin, i;§ all of whom we
have met in our Indian chapters ; Eobert Williams and E. C. L.
Bevan, liberal bankers ; Colonel E. M. Hughes, the godly and
unwearied Hon. Secretary of the Stranger's Home for Asiatics, a
former regular member of Committee, and greatly beloved

; || ||

Hudleston Stokes, another excellent Anglo-Indian ; and William
Charles Jones, the largest of all contributors to the Society.

Lord Cairns's death will come before us hereafter. Lord Shaftes-

* Through the influence of Dr. Oust, Schon received the honorary degree
of D.D. from the University of Oxford, in consideration of his important
linguistic work, on April 24th, 1884, the same day that it was conferred
upon Archbishop Benson.

t See In Memoriam, CM. Intelligencer, May, 1888, p. 315.

X See In Memoriam, by Rev. 0. Marson, Ibid., June, 1883, p. 368.

§ See Ibid., June, 1886, p. 518.
1|
See Ibid , July, 1886, p. 578.

"f[
See In Memoriam, Ibid., June, 1889, p. 370.

** See letters from W. S. Price and J. Long, Ibid., July, 1884, p. 434.

It See In Memoriam, by General Maclagan, Ibid., March, 1888.

Xt See two articles In Memoriam, by Dr. Oust and General Maclagan,
Ibid., April and June, 1886, pp. 225, 474.

§§ See Recollections, by Rev. J. A. McCarthy and Rev. E. Lombe, Ibid.,

June, 1886, p. 500.

nil See pp. 43, 44; and CM. Intelligencer, March, 1886, p. 162.
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Part IX. bury's iindisputed position as the greatest Christian layman since

1882-95. Wilberforce is too faniihar to every reader to require notice in
Chai^85.

^^^ggg ^^^^^
It is certainly a remarkable thing that the leading Evangelical

nobleman should never have been President of the leading

Lord Evangelical Society. Lord Shaftesbury was President of a host

bury!^^' of other good institutions for the benefit of both the souls and

bodies of men ; but although a hearty friend of the C.M.S.,"' and

often its influential helper in official and parliamentary circles,

especially in matters connected with India and Turkey, he never

occupied the President's chair. The reason simply was that

while he was still a commoner as Lord Ashley, and just when he

was becoming a junior member of Peel's Ministry as Civil Lord

of the Admiralty, the C.M.S. Committee elected to the office a

peer of the realm ; and that peer, the Earl of Chichester, outlived

the Earl of Shaftesbury.

And this brings us to two other deaths not mentioned in the

above enumeration. At midnight on March 15th, 1886, the

Death ot aged President of the Society was called to his eternal rest.

Chichester ^c had filled the office fifty-one years, and in all that time he

had only once missed the Annual Meeting. He had presided

forty-seven times, the only three occasions when he was present

but not in his proper seat being when Archbishops Sumner, Tait,

and Benson respectively took the chair as Vice-Patrons on

attending for the first time after their elevation to the Primacy.

But Lord Chichester had been a working President too. He
frequently presided at ordinary Committee-meetings, and in

private consultations his " fatherly counsel and sympathy," as

Mr. Wigram called it, were most highly valued. He was a man
of wide culture and singularly independent mind, combining a

firm grasp of Gospel truth with an unusual candour and readiness

to appreciate the position and views of others. Above all, he was
emphatically a man of prayer. At one of the Valedictory Dis-

missals in 1884, he told how, in order to remember the various

missionaries at the Throne of Grace, he was wont to lay the

Intelligencer and Gleaner open before him while on his knees, and

pray by name for those mentioned in their pages, f

"Who The Committee were much perplexed about a successor to Lord

plesiden^t ? Chichester. The Society had only had two Presidents in its

eighty-seven years, and both of them were peers. Ought not the

House of Lords to provide a third ? Lord Shaftesbury had been

dead only a few months, but even if he had been alive, his age

would probably have prevented his accepting the post. Earl

Cairns had been hopefully expected to take the office whenever it

should be vacant, but he too, a much younger man, had died in

the preceding year. The Earl of Harrowliy, who had succeeded

* See CJI. hitrllincncfr, November, 1885, p. 809.
"}• See further, In Meuitriam, Ibid., April, 1886.
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his father three years before, was approached, but he had just Part IX.

accepted the Presidency of the Bible Society on Lord Shaftesbury's Ij'^^^^'V

death, and his health would not allow him to lead both Societies.
^ ^^' ^'

Ultimately it was resolved to appoint as President for one year the

venerated Treasurer, Captain the Hon. Francis Maude. At the Captain

age of eighty-seven he was still a brisk man, and his experience

in the Committee-room was almost unique, he having joined in

the same year that Lord Chichester had become President. He
accepted the post on April 12th, 1886, the Society's eighty-seventh

birthday ; and at the Annual Meeting three weeks later he made
a touching and grateful little speech, though he was always a man
of few words. "God grant," he said, "that we may have more
Annual Meetings like this, and that we may all be preserved as

long as it may seem fit to the Lord,! " But he did not live to see

another. He entered into rest on October 23rd in the same
year.-

The Committee had now two offices vacant, for Maude had been
both President and Treasurer. The latter post was soon filled up
by the appointment of Sir Thomas Powell Buxton, Bart., grand- |i>"T. f.

son of the Thomas Powell Buxton who had led the campaign Treasurer,

against West Indian slavery and planned the first Niger Expe-
dition, as related in our Twenty-third and Twenty-ninth Chapters.

For the Presidency men's minds now turned to a tried friend

who, but for the one supposed disqualification of being a com-
moner, was in many ways ideal for the post. This was Sir John
H. Kennaway, Bart., M.P. for one of the divisions of Devonshire, sirjohn

whose father and grandfather had been warm supporters of the way
Society ; and on March 29th he was unanimously elected. He President,

was received on the very day one year after Captain Maude's
appointment, the Society's eighty-eighth birthday, April 12th,

1887. f The new President's old schoolfellow, the Hon. Clerical

Secretary, Frederic Wigram, was then on his tour round the

world ; Wt he had the unfeigned satisfaction of hearing of the

appointment by telegraph when in Japan.

Throughout the period the leading lay members of Com- Members

mittee (in addition to those mentioned above who died in the committee

earlier years) were Colonel Channer, Mr. C. E. Chapman, Dr.

Cust, Mr. H. Morris, Mr. J. Stuart, Generals Lawder, Maclagan,

and Touch, all Anglo-Indians ; also Mr. Sydney Gedge, Mr. P. V.

Smith, and Mr. Eobert Williams, jun. General Hutchinson
resumed his membership of Committee when he resigned the Lay
Secretaryship. Several new men were elected from time to time,

but some only served for a year or two. General Haig was an

* See further. In Menwriam, in CM. Intelligencer, December, 188*1.

I Prior to 1890 the General Committee met on Mondays. Captain Mande
was appointed oti Monday, April 12tii, 18S6. The corresponding Monday in

1887 was April 11th ; but tliat day being Easter Monday, the Committee met
on Tuesday, the 12th. Hence it was that Sir John Kennaway also took his

seat on the Society's birthday.
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Part IX. important and highly-valued memhev for three years. Of the
KSS2-95. i^e^y inenibers who have continued to the present time should he
Chap^So.

ii^entioned General Crofton, Mr. P. S. Melvill, and INIr. H. R.

Arbuthnot, who joined in 1883 ; Mr. Clarence Roberts and INIr.

F. P. Ward, in 1884 ; Generals Chitty and Robinson, in 1885 ;

Mr. Eliot Howard, in 1889 ; Generals Brownlow^ and Hatt Noble,

in 1890; Captain Cundy and Mr. Tremlett, in 1891; Mr. W. G.

Hayter and Mr. J. W. Rundall, in 1892. Of the clerical members

of the period, the most prominent were Bishops Afford and Perry,

Archdeacon Richardson, Canon Hoare, the Revs. W. Abbott,

W. Allan, W. H. Barlow, R. C. Billing (until he became Bishop

of Bedford), R. B. Ransford, H. Sharpe, W. J. Smith, H. W.
Webb-Peploe, and J. B. Whiting.

New Vice- The ucw Vice-Presidents—Bishops, Deans, Archdeacons, Heiids
Presidents

^f Houscs or Regius Profcssors, and laymen with a title or with
•' M.P." after their names—were very numerous. It w\as not the

old custom to appoint to this dignity men who were only plain

"Rev." or "Mr." Those wdio had done the Society essential

service, and had no official claim to be Vice-President, were

appointed Honorary Governors for Life. Up to 1880 there had

been only one exception. The Committee had appointed Henry

Venn a Vice-President on his retirement in 1872, but when he

died within a few^ weeks, they did a happy thing in appointing

his brother John Venn instead ; and the name of John Venn
remained the only untitled name in the list till 1880.='= Then Mr.

Beattie was appointed ; and after that there were a few others

added from time to time, Mr. A. Lang, Mr. J. Hoare, Canon

Hoare, Prebendary D. Wilson, Mr. G. Arbuthnot, Canons Cams
and Christopher, the Rev. C. F. Childe, Mr. T. Fowell Buxton of

Easneye, and Mr. R. Williams, sen. Mr. Sydney Gedge was

appointed just before he was elected M.P. for Stockport in 1886.

Honorary But the List of Honorary Governors for Life is perhaps more
Governors y^lued than that of Vice-Presidents. The only title to it is " very

essential service " rendered to the Society. In 1882, the number,

being then eighty-nine, was fixed for the future at one hundred,

and only vacancies have since been filled up each year. In 1888

it was arranged to take advantage of the Society's Law VI., which

authorizes the Committee to appoint either Honorary Governors

Honorary ov Honovavij Mevibcvs for Life, and to use the latter distinction

for^Li'fr^
for women who had " rendered essential service"; and a first list

of eleven ladies was agreed upon,t the first name of all being that

of Dowager Lady Buxton. In the last year of our period, 1895,

this list contained forty names.

* There were two or three laymen whose names seem exceptions ; but

they had been M.P.'s when appointed, and had since ceased to sit in

Parliament.

t Only ten appear in the Report that year. One of the eleven, Mrs.

George Lea of Birmingham, died only two days after being informed of her

appointment.
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In noticing, as we have done in previous sections, the preachers Part IX.

at St. Bride's and the speakers at the Annual Meeting, it may l)e p^^^~^^.'

convenient to enumerate at once the names of all down to the
^^^' ^'

present time. But any reference to particular features of the

Anniversaries may well be deferred till we are treating the succes-

sive periods. We have therefore now to mention the preachers

and speakers of sixteen years, 1883 to 1898.

The preachers comprised seven bishops, viz., Bishop French of P^feachers

Lahore, Archbishop Benson, Bishop Bickersteth of Exeter, Bishop period.

Bardsley of Carlisle, Bishop Temple of London, Bishop Westcott
of Durham, and Bishop Boyd Carpenter of Eipon ; and nine other

clergymen, viz., Canon Tristram, Archdeacon Eichardson, the late

Dean W. E. Fremantle of Eipon, Prebendary Webb-Peploe, the

Eev. Herbert James, Dean Lefroy of Norwich, the Eev. E. Lombe,
Dr. Barlow, and Dr. Moule. Taking the sermons in order of

date. Canon Tristram's was the first, in 1883. It was described Canon

at the time as "magnificent," and the epithet is not too strong.

His text was 2 Kings iii. 16, 17—" Make this valley full of ditches.

For thus saith the Lord, Ye shall not see wind, neither sliall ye see

rain
;
yet that valley shall be filled with water." Dr. Tristram's

experience as a traveller in the Land of Moab itself, of which
Elisha's words were spoken, enabled him to describe the dry
valleys and the rushing floods most vividly. He went on to

picture the spiritually dry valleys of Mohammedanism, Brah-
manism. Buddhism, &c., with no water in them—no living water
for the soul's thirst. Yet there we were to " dig ditches," to pre-

pare the way of the Lord ; and although we might see no signs of

the " wind " and " rain " that should fill them, they surely should,

in God's own time, overflow with the river of life.

Next came Bishop French, with a truly wonderful sermon on
Pj.^^°^

Missions as in a sense priestly work, based on the striking words
of St. Paul in Eom. xv. 16, where he calls himself the " minister

"

(XfLTovpybv) of Christ, "ministering" (UpovpyowTa) the Gospel,
that the "offering up" {irpoacfiopa) of the Gentiles might be
acceptable. It was full of references to current incidents in all

parts of the Mission-field. No man, surely, ever brought scholar-

ship and wide reading to bear upon actual work and living men
as French did. Archdeacon Eichardson took the old yet ever Arch-

new words of the Great Commission at the end of St. Matthew's Richard-

Gospel, and impressively urged four exhortations : (1) " Go near, ^°"-

to take your commission from the Lord's own hand"; (2) "Go
out, to carry your message from the Lord's own lips"; (3) "Go
forward, to claim all that is included in the Lord's own purposes ";

(4) " Come back, and lay your trophies at the Lord's own feet."

Archbishop Benson's great Sermon in 1886 was noticed in the
preceding chapter. Dean W. E. Fremantle, who came next, ^^a^

may be regarded as the last of the older Evangelical leaders to

preach. His text was, " Follow Me, and I will make you fishers of

men," and he set forth in earnest tones the example of Christ as
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Part IX. the pattern Missionary. Bishop Bickersteth's suhject in 1888 was,
1882-95. " the Gospel of the glory of the Blessed God, which was coni-
Chap^Bo.

,iiitte(j to ji^y ti-ust
"

(1 Tim. i. 11, if.F.). After an exposition, full

Bishop of of heauty, of these gi-and words, the Bishop drew from the phrase
Exeter. "committed to my trust" perhaps the most earnest, moving

appeal for 'personal service ever heard in St. Bride's ;
in the

course of which he did not shrink from meeting the question,

" Why don't you go yourself? " in these touching words :

—

" But now I feel that it may be not unreasonably asked of me, when 1

am urging others to otter themselves, * Why do not you, the preacher,

offer yourself to go forth into the missionary fiehl 'f
' Brethren, I can

only say, I desire to be ready to go, if the .Master calls. But I do not

hide from myself that T am in the same year of life iu which my honoured

father eutered into his Saviour's rest. I am probably too old for such an

honour to be couferred upon me. I have probably neither the physical

strength uor the mental elasticity for such a work. It is jaobable that

by me iu thy brief renuiant of my days more can be done for the Master

•it home than abroad. But He knoweth.
" Now the same conviction will, it is likely, be arrived at by uiost of us

who are in the evening-tide of life. I only ask that we should all,

whether young or middle-aged, or old, prayerfully weigh the question

before God, and should all be ready and willing, (f called by Him, to

answer, ' Lord. I am Thine : do with me even as Thou wilt.' Consi(ler,

then, to obey such a call would be a life of the most entire self-sacritice,

not only that sacrifice which every true Christian daily makes to Christ,

but all that is involved in the surrender of an English honu! for Christ's

.sake. And you and 1 should make that surrender, if He denuuuled it.

But if He does ut)t ask this at oiu- bauds, if He has other work for us to

do here, oh, my brothers and sisters, with what an overwhelming force

the appeal comes to us to deny ourselves that we may support those who
willingly jeopard their lives unto the death in the high places of the

field!"

Mr. Webb- Mr. Webb-Peploe's Sermon in 1889 was delivered extempore, a
^^'''°^'

rare thing at the C.M.S. Anniversary; delivered also in pain and

weakness, for he was sutTering severely in his eyes, and had only

just been told that they nmst be operated on upon the following

Saturday. But this circumstance robbed the sermon of little of

its anticipated power. Taking the quotation in Hebrews of

Ps. viii. 4, " What is man, that Thou art mindful of him ? " Mr.

Webb-Peploe enlarged on the potential greatness of even fallen

man- -" a wonderful creature, a marvellous being, fitted, if only

liberated from his fallen condition, to stand once more in the

presence of God "—if, in fact, united to the Man Christ Jesus
;

and therefore what a responsibility is ours to win men to Christ

!

Mr. Mr. Herbert James's Sermon was unquestionably, for spiritual

jlmel!^ truth and power, the ideal sermon of the period; and in the

whole ninety-eight preached during the century, there are very

few to put on a level with it. The subject was the work of the

Holy Ghost in Missions". The Spirit, he said, is the Chief

Worker, (1) in Preparation, preparing (a) the world for the

Gospel, {l>) the Church to preach it, (c) the individual workers ;
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(2) in Evangelization, {a) by supplying the message, (6) by Part IX.
clothing it with power

; (3) in Consolidation and Eej)roduction of 1882-95.

the work. Then he went on to show what is our part in the ^^^P- 85.

enterprise, viz., (1) personal dejDendence upon the Spirit's aid,

(2) personal use of His various gifts, (3) personal supplication to
and for Him as a Personal Spirit. He concluded by setting forth
most powerfully " the great and growing need of our day, a fresh,
full baptism of the Holy Ghost." In 1891, Bishop Bardsley Bishop of

preached on "the kingdom of God" (Luke iv. 43), urging that
^^''''^'^"

the whole idea of the " kingdom," which was so prominent in
our Lord's teaching, had latterly, so to speak, dropped out ; and
very strikingly he set forth its importance as an incentive to
missionary effort. The Dean of Norwich, in the following year. Dean .

took the simple words of Christ, " Let us pass over unto the other
^^^"""y-

side," and eloquently applied them as a call to the Church to face
storm and tempest to reach the " Gadarenes " of the Heathen
World, w^hich was "the moral attraction of the Saviour's pro-
posal." The likeness of Heathendom to the demoniac was most
powerfully pourtrayed, and the encouragement contained in the
implied promise of the Lord's presence, " Let us go over,"
invitingly pressed. And then, changing the application of the
words, he spoke of "the great calm at the other side " awaiting
the faithful worker.

Bishop Temple's Sermon in 1893 was an extremely simple but Bishop
very earnest exhortation to "be not weary in well-doing." Mr. temple.

Lombe's, in 1894, was "old-fashioned" in the best sense, and Mr.Lombe
much more like what the elders among us love to remember
hearing in our boyhood than any other Sermon of recent years.
Eom. i. 13-16 was his text ;

" I purjaosed, .... but was let," " I
am debtor,'' " I am ready," " I am not ashamed," the sentences
that embodied his leading thoughts. The last Sermon of our period
was that of the Bishop of Durham in 1895. It was emphatically Bishop
not "old-fashioned," but enth-ely modern in its standpoint; yet "^estcott.

with that depth of thought, and that fine application of profound
principles to practical needs, so characteristic of Dr. Westcott.
His text was the E.V. of Col. ii. 2, 3 ; and he entitled the Sermon
" Missions a Revelation of the Mystery of God."

In looking through the lists of the speakers at the Annual Speakers
Meetings—and only the official Annual Meetings are here referred AnnJai
to, not the Evening or other gatherings,—one is struck, as in the Meetings,

preceding period, by the great increase in the number of indi-
viduals invited, in contrast with the first seventy years of the
Society's history, when the same speakers appeared so frequently.
Taking, as in the case of the Sermons, the whole sixteen years
down to 1898, there were one hundi-ed and twelve speeches. We
find only two names three times, viz., Dr. Temple (as Bishop and Bishops
Archbishop), and Bishop Bickersteth of Exeter; and only eight ^"'^ '^'^''^y-

names twice, viz., Archbishop Benson, Bishop Stuart, Bishop
Tugwell (once before he was a bishop). Prebendary Webb-Peploe,
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Part IX.
1882-95.

Chaj). 85.

Laymen.

Dr. Moule, Mr. Ashe of Uganda, Mr. Hoaro of China (now

Bishop of Victoria), and Mr. WilUanison of North India. So

there were ninety other different speakers, most of them new
men, hut a few who had spoken in previous years. It is needless

to enumerate them all, but some must he mentioned. Archbishop

Thomson of York spoke in 1884 for the third time, and Bishop

Kyle in 1886 for the fifth time ; also Bishops Thorold, Moule,

McLean (Saskatchewan), and Saumarez Smith (Sydney), for the

second time ; also Bishops Johnson (Calcutta), Eowley Hill (Sodor

and Man), Hodges (Travancore), Whipple (Minnesota), Barry,

Tucker, Ingham, Wordsworth (Salisbury), Williams (Waiapu),

Creighton (London), and Lord Plunket, Archbisliop of Dublin.

Of leading clergymen should be mentioned Canon Westcott (now

Bishop of Durham), Canon Hoare (for the fifth time). Archdeacon

Bardsley (now Bishop of Carlisle), Archdeacon Lefroy (now Dean
of Norwich), Dr. Butler (Master of Trinity), Archdeacon Howell

(now Dean of St. David's), Canon Edmonds, and Dr. Wace. Of

distinguished laymen there were Earl Cairns (second time), the

Ivirl of narrt)wby, Professor Sir M. Monier-Williams, Sir Rivers

Thompson (late Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal), Sir C. Euan
Smith (Consul-General at Zanzibar), Sir Charles Bernard (late

Chief Commissioner of Burmah), Sir R. Temple (late Governor

of Bombay), Sir Charles Elliott (late Lieutenant-Governor of

Bengal), and Mr. James Monro, C.B. Thirty missionaries spoke,

including three Archdeacons (W^arren, Moule, Caley), two who
afterwards became bishops (Parker and Taylor Smith, besides

Tugwell, above mentioned), one who appeared for the third time

(Dr. Bruce), one who had been a servant of the Queen in India

(H. E. Perkins), and one layman (Dr. Sutton of Quetta). There

were four Native clergj'men, Chalil Jamal of Palestine, James
clergymen. Johnson of Lagos, Jani Alii, and Isaac Oluwole (now bishop).'''

F^astly must be mentioned two American brethren. Dr. Pentecost

in 1892, and Mr. J. E. Mott, of the S.V.M.U., in 1898. These two

were the only speakers not members of the Church of England.

Of the Evening Meetings it is only needful here to mention the

Chairmen. Some incidents will come before us in future chapters.

The following presided successively, from 1883 onwards :—Bishop

Thornton of Ballarat, Bishop Ryle of Liverpool, Bishop Bicker-

steth of Exeter, the Earl of Northbrook, the Dean of Windsor

(Davidson), Bishop Bardsley of Sodor and Man, Bishop Horden
of Moosonee, the Dean of Norwich (Lefroy), Bishop Gregg of

Cork, Bishop Straton of Sodor and Man, Bishop E. Bickersteth

of Japan, Archdeacon Sinclair, Archdeacon Farrar, Mr. James
Monro, Bishop Jacob of Newcastle, Dean Lefroy again. The

new Meetings at St. James's Hall, and others, will be noticed

hereafter.

* Bishop Ohiwole also spoke at St. James's Hall, and Mr. Ruttoiiji

Nowroji. The latter also, and Bishop Phillips, spoke at ovenin;,'- meetings ;

and so did the Kev. Yung King Yen of the American Episcopal Church.

Mission
aries.

"Native

Americans

Evening
Meetings
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Perhaps the most remarkable of all these speeches were two Part IX.

that were delivered on the same day, in 1887, by Canon Westcott i882-95.

and Sir M. Monier-Williams. The only others that stand out
Chap^So.

before the memory of the present writer (who heard all except Two
those in 1892) are Canon Hoare's in 1884 and Archbishop ^^^^^^^

Benson's in 1891. Dr. Westcott's address was notable in more -^^ west-
ways than one. He had never been at a May Meeting before, co".

and was quite unprepared for the sight that awaited him. Then
he arrived after the meeting had begun, and his face not being

familiar to the stewards, he stood for some time unnoticed in

a dense throng on the steps of the platform, much too modest
to give his name and claim the right to pass, while the Secretaries

were wondering why he had not appeared. Afterwards, when he
rose to speak, his reception was overwhelming. The cheering

was renewed again and again, and as he stood there waiting for

silence it was evident that he was deeply moved. He began his

speech with these words: "The scene upon which I look is a

strange one to me. My work has lain for the most part in the

study and in the class-room : but," he added, " my work there

has taught me something of the power and the responsibility of

Missions." He proceeded to deliver a most able and thoroughly

thought-out address, which was afterwards printed word for word
as he spoke it. He had three heads, "The Variety of Mission

Work," "The Promise of Mission W^ork," and "The Call to

Mission Work." Noticing with pleasure a statement in the

Eeport that twelve Cambridge men—"an apostolic number," he
remarked—had been accepted in the year, he exclaimed, "But
what are they among so many?"—and then referring to the

common remark, " We want these men at home," he said, " The
voice of the Spirit to the Church is always the same, ' Forget thine

own people and thy father's house '
; and why ? That thou may'st

' have children whom thou mayest make princes in all lands.' ".

Sir M. Monier-Williams's ovation came at the end of his Sir m.

address. There was nothing in it to rouse the feelings. It was wnlianis.

a quiet, cogent argument, showing the superiority of the Bible

to those "Sacred Books of the East" which he had so deeply

studied. But the great audience held its breath, if one may say

so, not to miss one word, and at the close a roar of delight burst

forth. "Those non-Christian bibles," he said, "are all develop-

ments in the wrong direction. They all begin with some flashes

of light, but end in utter darkness. Pile them, if you ivill, on the

left side of your study table ; hut place your oivn Holy Bible on
the right side—all by itself—all alone—and with a wide gap
between.'' Two illustrations followed of the absolute uniqueness Unique-

of the Bible. First, where else do we read of a sinless Man ivho slbie"^**'*

was "made sin" ? Secondly, where else do we read of a dead and
buried Man who is "Life" ? He concluded with these powerful
sentences :

—

" It requires some courage to appear intolerant in these days of flabby
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Tart IX. comproiniso and niilk-aiul-water concession, but T contend that the two
1882-95. unparalleled declarations (jnoted by nie from onr Holy Bible make a ,t;;ulf

Chap. 85. between it and the so-called Sacred liooks of the East which severs the

one from the other utterly, hopelessly, and for ever— not a mere rift

whii'b mair 1)P («asilv closed up, not a mei"o rift across which the Christian

and the non-Christian may shake hands and interchanfje similar ide;is in

regard to essential truths but a veritable gulf which cannot be bridged

over by any science of religious thought ; yes, a bridgeless chasm which

no theory of evolution can ever span. Go forth, then, ye missionaries in

your Master's name : go forth into all the world, and, after studying all

its false religions and philos(>iihies, go forth and fearlessly proclaim to

suffering humanity the plain, the unchangeable, the eternal facts of the

(u)spel—nay, I might almost say the stubborn, the unyielding, the

inexorable facts of the Gospel. Dare to be downright with all the mi-

compromising courage of your own Biljle, while with it your watchwords

are love, joy, peace, reconciliation. Be fair, be charitable, be Christ-like,

but let there be no mistake. Let it be made absolutely clear that

Christianity cannot, must not, be watered down to suit the palate of

either Hindu, Parsee, Confucianist, Buddhist, or Mohammedan, and

that whosoever wishes to pass from the false religion to the true can

never hope to do so by the rickety planks of compromise, or by help of

faltering hands held out by lialf-hearted Christians. He must leap the

gulf in faith, and the living Christ will spread His everlasting arms

beneath and land him safely on the Eternal Rock."

Canon Canoii Hoare's speech in 1884 was quite different, being un-

Gor^dlnT** premeditated. The Lord INIayor of that year, Sir Robert Fowler,

had promised to come, but failed to appear. Five minutes before

his proper turn, ^Ir. Wigram appealed to Hoare to say a few

words instead. He rose, and began, " I am not the Lord Mayor! "

Then he went on to refer to Gordon at Khartoum. It was wlien

that great hero was shut up there, and news only came scantily

and irregularly ; and as yet Mr. Gladstone's Government had not

made up its mind to send an expedition to relieve him. "All

England," said Hoare, "is ashamed"—and no further could

he get for a minute or two while the pent-up feelings of the

meeting burst forth in continued applause. "Ah!" continued

the Canon, " but you did not let me finish my sentence. You

sent my dear son to China : are you going to leave him ahue

there?" The assembly had not anticipated so pointed an appli-

cation ! It is easy to cheer oneself hoarse if by so doing one can

express indignation at the proceedings of political antagonists.

It is quite another thing to rebuke them by acting meanwhile up

to one's own responsibilities !

Archbishop Benson's speech in 1891 has been already noticed

in the preceding chapter. Dr. Temple's two speeches as Bishop

of London deserve quotation, anticipating, as they do, the

vigorous appeals to the Church by which his later years have

been so signalized ; but this chapter must not be unduly

lengthened.
Mr. One new feature of the Anniversary proceedings, which first

B^iaiffTs^ appeared in 1883, must not pass without notice. In that year
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Mr. Wigram entertained at breakfast, on the Thursday of the Part IX.

May week, the Hon. District Secretaries, members of Committee, 1882-95.

and other friends, to the number of three hundred ; and the ^P"

custom has been continued ever since. Very interesting con-

ferences have followed these breakfasts.

Let us now glance at a few incidents of the early years of Mr. a few

Wigram's period, to the close of 1884, leaving the following years
'"'^^

to be taken separately afterwards. Those early years were a time

marked, in the Society's proceedings at home, by the beginnings

of many things that have since proved important.

1. It was in 1881 that Mr. Sutton developed the system of

Honorary District Secretaries by encouraging the allotment to Hon.

them of defined districts, and also fostered the establishment of district

, , ,
secretaries

County Unions of the friends of the Society, in both cases upon
what was known as the Norfolk plan. This development, however,
has already been noticed in our Seventy-second Chapter.

2. It was in 1882 that the Committee, with a view to pro-

moting Juvenile Associations and the use of the Lantern for

missionary lectures, appointed Mr. E. Mantle, who had been
Mr. Wright's personal assistant in the office. Assistant Central
Secretary. To Mr. Mantle is due the initiation of what is now
known as the Loan Department, from which lantern slides, ^°^" °^"
T I'i • nil iin-n partment.
diagrams and pictures, curios and books, are lent to local friends.

In this connexion may also be mentioned Services of Song,
which at that time were extremely popular, and which Mrs.
Barlow, wife of the present Vicar of Islington, was the first to

adapt to direct C.M.S. work by producing a Service of Song on
"The Church Missionary Society" in 1884. Others were
prepared and published from time to time.

3. In 1883 the Committee gave formal and cordial recognition

to the Missionary Leaves Association. This Association had Missionary

been founded some years before by the Eev. E. C. Billing, Mrs. Associa-

Malaher of Reading, and other friends, to provide an agency **""•

through which missionaries could obtain many things necessary
for their work which, naturally and rightly, were not provided
by the Society, such as harmoniums, lanterns, church furniture

and bells, &c., &c., and also contributions for the support of

orphans and other children in boarding-schools. Private gifts

and funds of the kind were, and are, numerous ; and it is better

for money to be paid through a regular organization, and ac-

counted for by it, than for missionaries to have the additional

labour and responsibility of direct correspondence and account-
keeping. It is true that some do not avail themselves of the

assistance thus provided, but many others value it greatly. There
has always been a difficulty about inserting in the Society's own
periodicals appeals for special gifts, however necessary ; because
if it is done for one, it must be done for all, and the general
interests of the work, which are of course far more important,

VOL. III. X
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Fart IX. might suffer. The Missionary Leaves Association, and its

1882-95. magazine called 3IissJoiian/ Leaves, supply just what is needed
C'ha^85.

1'^^^. |.j^g purpose.

First Mis- 4. In 1882 was held the first Missionary Exhibition. The idea

Exhfbftion
''^^^ ^^- Barton's, and he announced that the Cambridge C.M.S.

Associations proposed to hold "a Missionary Exhibition of Articles

of Foreign Manufacture, Samples of Food and Clothing, Models
of Native Dwellings, and other objects of interest illustrative of

native life, habits, and religions in the fields of labour occupied by
the C.M.S." The days fixed were March 7th, 8th, and 9th, and
it did not fail to be noticed that March 8th w^as the seventy-eighth

anniversary of the sailing of the first two missionaries to West
Afi'ica in 1804. Nor was the place less appropriate than the date,

remembering that it was Charles Simeon of Cambridge who first

definitely proposed the establishment of the Society. The Exhi-

bition w'as a great success. Crow^ds of people attended ; much
fresh interest was aroused ; and £400 net profit was made,
including receijDts from the accompanying Sale of Work. Mr.

Arden, who at that time held office in the University as teacher of

Telugu and Tamil, wrote to the Gleaner, " Why should there not be

Other Ex- an Exhibition every year in one or other of our large towns ?
hibitions.

^yj^.^^ ^^^^,^^ ^^,-^j ^^ -^ ^^^^ year?" Norwich took up this

challenge, and in the following January, 1883, quite outdid Cam-
bridge by filling the fine old St. x\ndrew's Hall with three thousand

exhibits—"a really magnificent spectacle," it was described.

About the same time, a small parochial Exhibition was held at

Holy Trinity, Penge. From the first, Mr. H. G. Malaher, Secre-

tary of the Missionary Leaves Association, rendered important

help in collecting and arranging the exhibits ; and in after years

his accumulated experience made him practically indispensable to

all the larger Exhibitions which have since become so frequent.

The Church of England Zenana Missionary Society has also

provided some of the interesting features of the Exhibitions, and
both it and the Missionary Leaves Association have from an early

period shared in the profits. Latterly other Societies have also

been invited to send exhibits, and have received grants from the

proceeds. It should be observed that the Church Missionary

Society itself has never had a hand officially in any of the

Exhibitions. Mr. Barton arranged the first himself as Hon. Sec.

of the Cambridge Association ; and, ever since, the plans, and the

labours, and the responsibilities, have been entirely undertaken by
local friends. They alone decide what Missions or Societies shall

be represented, and how the proceeds shall be divided.

5. In 1882 the Society took up a movement, which had
originated among friends in Islington, for the promotion of

Missionary missionary interest in Sunday-schools. The custom had long

fn s^unday- cxistcd, in parishes all over England, more or less earnest in

schools. supporting the Society, of giving the Sunday-scholars an occasional

missionar}' addi'ess ; and in a good many schools the children
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were encouraged to give a farthing a week to the cause, thus Part IX
becommg-^Juvenile Members entitled to receive the free Quarterly 1882-95."
lokcn Ihe system was particularly well worked in some Sunday- <^*^^P- ^5
schools m Islmgton, where the teachers themselves gave such
addi^esses periodically. A leading layman there, too Mr C H
Lovell, a solicitor, who was afterwards a member of 'the C M s'Committee, prepared addresses on all the Missions, and spent hisbunday afternoons regularly in delivering them in various schoolsm turn. At a local meeting held in the Missionaries' Children'sHome m 1879, the idea was broached that the Sunday-schools of
Islington Deanery should unite in devoting a given quarterly or
half-yearly Sunday definitely to the subject, so that on that day
teachers who had addresses to give, not being required for theirown classes, could go to other schools. By this plan, an individual
teacher had only to get up one subject thoroughly, say Tinnevelly
or New Zealand, and on successive half-yearly days deliver it in
different schools

;
while if several did this, each taking a different

Mission all the schools would be regularly supplied with fresh
ni ormation fmm fresh voices. This was the origin of the remark-
able system of Simultaneous Addresses which has since become sopopular and so useful. It was considered and approved at aConference held m the CM. House on February 20th 1882which was attended by many active Sunday-school workers in
different parts of London.

6. But that Conference had a still more important result. Why
It was asked, should not the men who are to get up addi-esses
obtain help and instruction by coming to Salisbury Square ? The
Idea ultimately took shape in the formation, at the close of thatsame year, 1882 of the Lay Workers' Unioi for Lndon Earl Lay
Cairns accepted the office of President, and Mr. H Morris that of

^"-kers'

anTiJ^-^M T^ '^'% ^?.' Secretaries were Captain Seton Churchil
""'°"-

and Mr. Mantle. In the first few months one hundred and fiftymembers were enrolled; and the monthly meetings were largely
attended. In after years the Union owed its remarkable prog?essmainly to the energy of Mr T G. Hughes, who became oife 0I the

f^^^l^ fT^^\^^^\ ^^^- ^- ^- ^^^"^ ^^^^^e co-Secretarym 1886, and both have been in office ever since, to the greatadvantage of the work. Branches were gradually formed invarious parts of London and the suburbs, and eventually many ofthem 00k the shape of "Missionary Bands." These were Mission-
generally formed on the model of a modest but very interestinc.

^'^ ^^"'^-
ittle organization started at St. James's, Holloway, in 1885, b?

t r, ^f
^-^^^""^ *^"^ ^^^'^^^ ^^'^'-^' ^°^ of Timievelly. llcons^ted of a limited number of young men, who met weekly inMl. Walkers rooms for mutual instruction and conference, andeach ot whom undertook to give a missionary address in a Sunday-school or a local meetmg of some kind when called upon. They

tTcM%' T r'
° '1

*^' ^P^^^^P^^ Band," apparently choosing Thetne U.M.b. station whose name was the hardest to pronounce^P^^P^^
X 2

^^'"*-
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Part IX.
1882-95.

Chap. 85.

Mis-
sionary
Missions.

E. H.
Bicker-
steth's
plan.

First
attempts.

The similar Bands subsequently formed took likewise names from

the Mission-tield, calling themselves the Ispahans, Srinagars,

Hanningtonians, Abdul-Mussihans, Taljharis, Parsis, Cottas, Am-
ritsars, Ku-chengs, Ouras, Baddegamas, Hausas, Nigers, Yezds,

Telugus, Sierra Leones, Abeokutans, Sikhs, Ondos, Od' Ojumos,

Nagasakis, Batalas, Gonds, Athabascans, Jebus, Kota Kotas,

Selwynites, Maories, Nyanzas, Ugandas, Yorubas, Arrians,

Sindhis, Ainus, Livingstones, Wasukuma, Bengalese, Yukons,

Allen Gardiners, Kyagwes, Coromandels, Kavirondos, Gordons,

Macedonians, Ojibways, Osakas, Bagandas, Soudanese, Galunkas,

Hill-Sealeys, Eskimos, Santals, Mackays, &c.

7. The Ladies Union and the Younger Clergy Union were

established in 1885, and will come under our notice in the next

chapter.

8. The first "Missionary Missions" or "Special Missionary

Weeks " were held in 1883-4. They were first suggested by the

Eev. H. Newton of Ceylon, and advocated by Mr. Bickersteth of

Hampstead in a letter published in the Record of April 27th,

1883. "• It is interesting to read the form which Bickersteth's

suggestion took :

—

" For example, let there be a nine days' Mission in any great town.

Let the Mission begin on Saturday witli an earnest prayer-meeting of

those already engaged in the missionary cause. Let those who meet
around the table of the Lord plead for the Master's presence witli them
by His Spii-it through the Mission. Let sermons (with or without collec-

tions) be preached on the tirst Sunday in every church which can be

obtained, setting forth the present urgent claims of the Heathen on our

sympathy and help. Let there be daily service with pastoral addresses,

and at least one week-day sermon by a special preacher in every friendly

church. Lot there be two public meetings, morning and evening, in the

largest hall of the neighbourhood. Let there be an exhibition of objects

of missionary interest such as have lately excited so much attention in

Norwich and other cities. Let the young men's associations be invited

to lend their invaluable aid. Let there be juvenile gatherings in school-

rooms, with missionary magic-lanterns for the children. Let there be

cottage readings among the poor and drawing-room meetings for the

educated classes. And then let the second Sunday ( rown the etlort, and
surely in the offertories at every service there will be gifts which will

prove how deeply the hearts of God's people have been stirred. Such a

nine days' Mission held say once in seven years in any of our great

manufacturing towns, or any of our chief watering-places, or in London
subdivided into blocks of reasonable area, would, if God prospered it, be

a new impulse of missionary work in every locality which welcomed it."

The plan was adopted, however, on a more modest scale to

begin with. Not a large town, but a single parish, was the first

to make the experiment, in December, 1883. This parish was St.

George's, Deal, and the Vicar, the Eev. D. Bruce Payne, took the

bulk of the work, but he was assisted by the Eev. J. G. Hoare,

then of Canterbury, and the Eev. S. Coles of Ceylon. There were

sermons, lectures on various Missions, a sale of work, &c., for a

* Reprinted in the CM. IntcUigcncer of June, 1883.
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whole week. Then followed Keynsham, near Bristol, in February, Part IX.

1884. Here the Vicar was the Eev. J. H. Gray, an Hon. Associa- 1882-95.

tion Secretary, and who, as will be remembered, had been a P" ^^-

missionary at Madras forty years before. The chief parts were
taken by Mr. Newton himself and Mr. Alexander of the Telugu
Mission. But the plan was more fully worked out by Mr.Whiting,
who took several such " Missions " in the next few years, the first

being at Matlock in August, 1884. He gave the mornings, in

church, to expositions of passages of Scripture bearing on mission-

ary work, and the evenings to lectures in which various missionary
methods were described and missionary incidents grouped under
such headings as " Faith, Hope, Love," " Holiness," "Peace and
Triumph in Death," &c. All these " Missions " were practically

what would now be called a Missionary Week, the object of which a " Mis-

is, like an Exhibition, to awaken an interest in the subject in the wee^k"
largest possible number of people. This, no doubt, was what Mr. ^"f^-
Bickersteth contemplated on an extensive scale ; but it has never sionary

been better done than in the single parish of Whitechapel under ^^'^sion."

Mr. Eobinson (now Kector of Birmingham). But a Missionary
Mission, as now understood, is a different thing. It addresses
itself primarily to the inner circle of godly people in a parish, and
calls upon them to devote their personal service to Christ. Mis-
sionary information and narrative is not excluded, but it is sub-

servient to the one purpose. But " Missions " of this kind are of

more recent date.

9. In these years the Society was beginning to consider
seriously the importance of Medical Missions. In 1883 it had JJ?'''.^^'IT IT •-I~w' -l-n-l • -r-r 1 •

Missions.
estabhshed one in Persia, two in the Punjab, one m Kashmir, and
two in China ; and it had seven qualified medical missionaries.

But such work was still regarded as only suitable in certain cir-

cumstances, and there was no intention to take it up on any large

scale. In May, 1884, Mr. Gray, the Secretary in Salisbury Square
for Indian affairs, discussed the question in the Intelligencer, and
asked why " an expensive medical agency " should be employed
in countries and districts where the ordinary missionary has free

access to the people. At the same time he acknowledged that
" if from inadvertence the Society had left untried, or had only
partially tried, some part of missionary machinery which growing
experience had shown to be valuable, it ought not to be slow, so
far as in it lies, to rectify the omission." This guarding clause
was inspired by the strong testimony borne to the value of Medical
Missions at Missionary Conferences both in India and at home. A
few months later, in consequence of earnest representations re-

ceived from the Punjab, a Sub-Committee was appointed to

consider the whole subject ; and in July, 1885, on the Keport of R^soiu-

that Sub-Committee, certain Kesolutions were adopted, of which 1885.

the following were the most important :

—

" 1. That Medical Missions are specially desirable uniler the following
circumstances ;

—

{a) In a country where the Gospel cannot freely be
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Part IX. preached by ordinary evaiifrelists ; this being the strongest claim. (6) Tn

1882-95. the case of aboriginal and uncivilized peoples likely to be specially

Chap. 85. impressed by the benevolent influence of medical work, particularly

where medical aid cannot be obtained for the people from the Govern-

ment, or other sources, (c) Where there are special opportunities, or a

special call, for training Native medical evangelists, (r/) Where there is

a strong missionary centre, with a large body of clerical missionaries, to

whom a medical colleague may form a valuable auxiliary.

"2. That the medical work should always be subordinate to the

spiritual.
" 5. That with regard to the proposals from the Punjab to form an

additional society in England to supply medical appliances and wants, it

is not desirable to promote the establishment of a new society. But in

view of the importance of sparing the General Fund a heavy expenditure

upon medical and surgical requirements and appliances, and in vii;w of

the readiness with which many persons will contribute for such objects

who will not contribute to general missionary' work, the General Com-

mittee be recommended to open a ISIedical Mission Auxiliary Fvnid, for

the purpose of supporting Medical Missions connected with the Socdety,

and to appoint an Auxiliary Conunittee, with an Honorary Secretary,

who would promote the Auxiliary Fund, and with whom the General

Committee might confer respecting the Society's Medical Missions

generally."

The Auxiliary Committee was formed accordingly, but very little

further was done for the next few years,—-not indeed until, in

1892, Dr. Herbert Lankester took up the work.

10. In these years Mr. Wigram was pressing the Committee to

move the Missionaries' Children's Home from Highbury into the

country, and was earnestly backed by Mr. Shepherd, the new
Director. At length, in June, 1883, the decision was taken to

seek for a suitable locality; whereupon Mr. and Mrs. Wigram
promised a contribution of Ten Thousand Pounds towards the

new building, hoping that the sale of the existing premises would

provide the rest of the required luoney, or the greater part of it.

New In 1885 a site was finally selected at Limpsfield in Surrey ;
and on

HomeTt'^ April 14th, 1886, the memorial-stone was laid by Mrs. Wigram. At
Limpsfield this point it may be interesting to present just one specimen of the

kind of gratifying information that was given year by year at the

pleasant annual prize distributions. This is from Mr. Shepherd's

Eeport in 1884 :—
Honours " The honours gained by present and former scholars during the year

b^'the included College scholarships and prizes at Cambridge won by Arthur

children, and Walter Moule ; the first place in the final examination of all candi-

dates from Coopers Hill, taken by S. Dyson ; the senior essay prize, and

a bracketed equal place for the mathematical prize for the whole school,

at Marlborough, won by A. S. Weatherhead ; the appointment of the

Rev. P. Ireland Jones as Vice-Principal of Ridley Hall, Cambridge ; and

some noteworthy honours gained by three of the girls in the Oxford

Local Examinations. One, Beatrice Cowley (a daughter of Archdeacon

Cowley of Rupert's Land), was first in all England in German ;
Ethel

Bruce (a daughter of Dr. Bruce of Persia) and Edith Higgens (daughter

of a Ceylon missionary) were third and fourteenth in German, out of

seventy-three candidates ; fourteenth and eighteenth in French, out of
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648 candidates ; and twelfth and seventeenth in Scripture, out of 937 Part IK
candidates." 1882-95.'

11. Simultaneously with the plan for a new Children's Home ^^^P- '^^-

came the plan for an enlargement of the Church Missionary New wing
House: The New House of 1862 - had long been inadequate to cVurch
the growing needs of the work, and in 1883 it was resolved to buy Missionary

the old house next door, No. 14, the house in which the Society
"°"^^-

had lived for half a century, but which was now a small temper-
ance hotel; and then to pull it down, and build on the site a wing
of the New House. It was proposed to borrow the money on
mortgage from the Disabled Missionaries Fund, a freehold site and
house in the City of London being quite as good security for that
Fund as Consols ; the only disadvantage being that the General
Fund would have to pay the interest. But Mr. Bickersteth, ever
watchful, ever generous, ever resourceful, came forward with a
new scheme to obviate the necessity for this mortgage—a scheme
devised by him in conference with Mr. Barlow and Mr. Joseph
Hoare. He proposed that substantial sums (£250, or not less The House
than £100) should be given by friends " in memory of departed

^""'^•

brothers and sisters in Christ," whose names, thus commemorated,
should be inscribed on a tablet in the House. The proposal proved
acceptable beyond the expectations of any but the always sanguine
author of the plan

; and in less than twelve months £18,000 was
subscribed in the way suggested. This sufficed, not only to cover
the whole cost of the enlargement, but also to pay off part of an
old mortgage on the existing House. The opening of the New
Wing is one of the events to be recorded in the next chapter. "

12. A minor event of 1884 was an arrangement spontaneously Sermons
made by the Dean of Westminster (Dr. Bradley) for an annual mi^"r

"

sermon in behalf of the Society, with an offertory, at the Morning Abbey.

Service in the Abbey. The first of these sermons, in that year,
was preached by Dr. Westcott, and it was his first sermon as Dr. _west-

Canon, he having just been appointed. The sermon itself was no
"""'^

minor event. It .was worthy of the preacher : more cannot be
said.f The introductory sentences must not be omitted from this
History. Dr. Westcott had been the preacher twice before at
the Abbey, at two consecrations, those of Bishop Lightfoot to
Durham and Bishop Barry to Sydney. This will explain his
opening words. The text was a double one—"From strength to
strength" (Ps. Ixxxiv. 7), and "Faithful is He that calleth

"

(1 Thess. V. 24).

" Twice before I have been allowed to speak here on occasions most
intimately connected with the past and present growth of our Clnu-ch

;

once when a friend was charged with the oversight of the Northern
Diocese which is still quickened by the memories of the first missionary
victories of England, and again when another friend accepted the over-
sight of the Churches of our southern empire, to guide, as we trust, the

* See Chapter LIII.

t It was printed in the CM. Intelligencer of June, 1884.

cott's
sermon.
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Part IX. prnnuse of fresh life to the fnhiess of mature vigour. The words Avhich

1882-95. I have just read guided all my thoughts on those two occasions, con-

Chap. 85. trasted in circumstances, yet one in spiritual meaning; aiul they come
back to me to-day with over-mastering power, no longer separate, but in

closest combination, when we have to consider the work and the claims

of the Church Missionary Society. Taken together, the two phrases

express the feelings with which our hearts are full. They are a thanks-

giving and an invitation; a grateful recognition of blessings lai'ge beyond
past hope— ' fx'om sti'ength to strength'; an encouragement to efforts

which shall at least acknowledge new opportmiities— ' faithful is He that

calleth.'
" And if one personal thought may find a place in such a service, I

cannot but x-ejoice that I have to plead for Missions when I speak for the

first time as servant of this Abbey ; that when I enter, as all who labour

here nuist enter, on the splendid heritage of the past, I necessarily ask

that all which we have received may be made contributory, by every

association of faith and sacrifice, to the present work of Christ ; that

here, where Livingstone and Lawrence rest side by side, 1 am charged to

beg your alms, your sympathy, your prayers for the Society which repre-

sents the first effort of our own Church to bear the Gospel to Africa and
the East."

13. One incident, or group of incidents, in these years is

noteworthy, not so much for itself, as for its connexion with the

important plans matm-ed in subsequent years for sending " Mis-

sioners " to hold Special Missions for Native Christians and

others. In the winter of 1882-3, two of Dr. Boultbee's students

at St. John's Hall, Highbury, Mr. W. E. Oliphant and Mr. J. H.

oifp°"ant'.^ Pigott, offered for missionary service. They were men of ex-

ceptional earnestness and spiritual power, but were regarded as

rather extreme in their views touching holiness ; and the Com-
mittee accepted them on the understanding that, though they

were to be ordained for foreign work, they should serve as curates

for a year before going out. This course was approved by the

Bishop of London (Jackson) ; they were duly ordained on Trinity

Sunday ; and parishes were chosen for them where the Vicars

would appreciate their special gifts and at the same time correct

in them any tendencies to "perfectionism." Mr. Oliphant was
sent to Mr. Webb-Peploe, and Mr. Pigott to Mr. Hankin at

Mildmay. Both men, while in those curacies, exhibited great

devotion and unusual power, not only in winning souls to Christ,

but more especially in arousing di-owsy Christians to a higher

spiritual life. Their desire w^as to go to Uganda ; but the

elementary work there among unconverted Heathen, as it was
then, did not promise an opening for their special gifts, and the

suggestion was made that they should be sent to Sierra Leone, to

be employed for a year or two by the Bishop in conducting Special

Missions for the English-speaking Christian congregations there

and elsewhere in West Africa, after which both the Bishop and

the Society would be better able to judge what work would be

most suitable for them. Bishop Ingham was written to accord-

ingly ; but before an answer could come, it was found that Pigott
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and Oliphant were holding meetings at Cambridge, and teaching Part IX.
what men Hke Mr. Barton and Mr. Moule felt was beyond due 1882-95.

limits on the subject of sanctification. It therefore became ^'^^P- ^^•

desirable to examine them afresh ; and Canon Hoare, Mr. Barlow,
Mr. Evan Hopkins and others were requested to interview them
privately. Some of these interviews took place, and the inter-

viewers were to meet on a certain Tuesday to consider the case.
On the Monday, letters came from both Pigott and Oliphant,
saying they had joined the Salvation Army ! On the Wednesday,
came Bishop Ingham's answ^er, to the effect that he would joyfully
welcome such " missioners," and hoped they would come as soon
as possible ! A third young clergyman, Mr. Holden Sampson,
seceded from the Church with them, and "the Three Curates T^e^^

who had joined the Salvation Army " suddenly became famous. Curatel."

Mr. Oliphant has remained in the "Army" ever since. The
other two soon returned to the Church, but Mr. Pigott afterw^ards
joined another body holding very objectionable tenets. The
Society, of course, incurred reproach from some of the Church
newspapers for having had anything to do with such men ; which
reproaches were strange from Churchmen who consider ordination
a sufficient guarantee of orthodoxy for missionaries, and object to
committees sitting in judgment upon men who have been passed
by bishops !

But the chief interest of the incident lies in this circumstance— The

that Bishop Ingham asked the Society to send him temporary mint ovTr-'

" missioners " instead, and that the Special Mission of Mr. Darwin '"^^'^•

Fox and Mr. Dodd, which will come under our notice by-and-by,
was the first of those visits of home clergymen to the Mission-
field which have since been accompanied by so much blessing.
Thus it pleased God to overrule a great disappointment to be the
very circumstance to lead to the adoption of a movement which,
directly and indirectly, has affected many Mission-fields, and
British Colonies also, and to which He has been pleased to vouch-
safe so many tokens of His gracious favour.
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Part IX.
1882-95.

Chap. 86.

Blessing
in the
midst of
trial.

Public
events of
1885.

Three Memorable Years, 1885, 1886, I887.

Public Events of 1885—Cambridge Movement and Recruits—The March
Meetings—Thursday Prayer Meeting—Earl Cairns's Meeting—

•

Moule's Speech—Foreshadowings of C.M.S. Women's Work
Ladies' Union—Younger Clergy Union^—"Testimony"—Trust
Association—February Simultaneous Meetings—Cycle of Prayer
—Bishop Hannington's Death— Letter from Cambridge Men —
Gleaners' Union— Mr. Wigram's Journey round the World -

General Haig—The London F.S.M.—Winter Mission to India

—Policy of Faith—W^hole-Day Devotional Meeting.

" / will bring the blind by a way that they Jctiew not ; I will lead them in jmths

that they have not known."—Isa. xlii. 16.
" I loill remember the years of the right hand of the mrist High."—Ps. Ix.xvii. 10.

E now come to one of the great epochs in tlie recent

history of the Society. The goodness of God had been

very manifest ever since the commencement of what
we have called the New Era ; but in these three

years, 1885, 1886, 1887, the tokens of His favour and
blessing were more numerous than at any former period. This is

the more remarkable because it was a time of painful controversy

and suspicion within C.M.S. circles, as we shall see in the

succeeding chapter. In fact the Lord condescended to lead the

Society into fresh developments, and gave it exceptional blessing,

just when faith and patience were gravely tested, and comfort

sorely needed. In the present chapter we will only take the

encouragements, leaving the trials to follow.

The year 1885 was a marked year in public affairs. It opened
with such important episcopal appointments as Dr. Temple to

London, E. H. Bickersteth to Exeter, and Canon King to Lincoln.

On February 5th, to the consternation of all England, arrived the

fatal telegram from Lord Wolseley announcing the fall of Khar-

toum and the death of Gordon. Earl Cairns died in April, and
the Earl of Shaftesbury in October. The autumn witnessed the

first General Election after the reduction of the County Franchise

and Eedistribution of Seats, and the adhesion of the majority of

Liberal candidates to the cause of Disestablishment, as ascertained

by the inquiries of the Record ; and this was followed by the

adoption by Mr. Gladstone of the policy of Home Rule. Such
was the environment of the Society in 1885.
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Come back for a moment to the close of 1884. The expansion Part IX.

of the Missions in the preceding two years had resulted in an 1882-95.

urgent need for more men ; and as the annual Day of Intercession P" ^^-

(St. Andrew's Day) approached, a stirring appeal was issued for a call for

prayer that God would graciously call out His servants to supply '"^"'

that need. Sixteen definite posts were named as waiting for a
man, and fifteen other more general claims were enumerated,
requiring one hundred men to respond to them.-'= It was arranged
that the Committee, at their ordinary meeting on December 2nd,
should devote a part of the day to earnest supplication. The day
arrived ; and Mr. Wigram had to tell the crowded room that on An answer
the, pixvious evening he and one of his colleagues, at the invitation cambrid
of the Cambridge University CM. Union, had met a number of

graduates and undergraduates who desired to dedicate themselves
to the Lord's work abroad ! " Before they call, I u-ill ansiver."
What had led to that gathering at Cambridge ? It was the Memor-

interest suddenly aroused by the going forth of Stanley Smith and fng^T^^*'
C. T. Studd, following upon the deep impression made by Mr. Cambridge

Moody's services in 1882, and the subsequent meetings for the 1^84'
'^*'

deepening of spiritual life held by Mr. Bowker and the Keswick
men, all of which were noticed in our Eighty-fourth Chapter.
Indeed Mr. Hudson Taylor had invited one of the C.M.S. Secre-
taries to go and attend Smith and Studd' s meetings at Cambridge,
knowing, as he did, and generously rejoicing, that the C.M.S.
Avould probably secure men who would not join the China Inland
Mission. This had not been possible ; but the meeting of
December 1st, 1884, was still better. A letter which appeared in
the Record, unsigned, but well known to have been written by Mr.
Handley Moule, described it as " an occasion of deepest interest Mr.

and true blessing." After noticing a paper read by Mr. Mack- ^coint
worth Young, f and the sympathetic presence of Dr. Westcott, the °*"'^-

letter proceeded :

—

" The next hour was given to a prayer-meeting, in the course of which
Mr. Wigram and Mr. spoke with deep earnestness on the needs of
the great field and the urgent call for men. The hymn * Down in the
valley with my Saviour I would go ' was sung with grand volume of
voice, and by men who meant it in every word. Then to close the
evening, tea and coffee were served, and Mr. Wigram and other friends
were soon in deep conversations with groups and knots of men on
missionary qualifications and fields and calls. It was a sight to re-
member for life, as one watched Mr. , amidst his constant circles
of listeners, men almost all of whom were known to he personally ready
to respond to the missionary call, and of whom some were definitely
dedicated already. Truly the Spirit of God was present that evening." %

That meeting marked the commencement of a movement which
has given the Society a large number of the best of its missionaries
in all parts of the world to-day. The breakfast at Eidley Hall

* See the details in an article in the CM. IntelUgenctr of January, 1885.
t Now Sir W. M. Young, Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab.
X Record, December 5th, 1884.
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Part IX.
1882-95.

Chap. 86.

Two good
recruits.

Should
C.M.S.
imitate
C.I.M. ?

mentioned in our Eighty-fourth Chapter, at which such striking

evidence was produced of the results of Moody's visit to Cam-
bridge, will not have been forgotten. That breakfast took place

on the morning after this meeting, and from it Mr. Wigram and
his colleague came back to London with the good news to the

assembled Committee.
The fruits could not be reaped at once. Most of the men had

still a good part of their University course to keep. But the year

1885 opened with an earnest of coming blessing in the shape of

offers from two Cambridge graduates who were already marked
men. One was the Vice-Principal of Eidley Hall himself, Pbili])

Ireland Jones, son of the Ceylon missionary. The other was
Douglas A. L. Hooper, who had been converted to God from

a wholly worldly life while at the University, and had taken a

leading part in arranging the week of meetings held by Stanley

Smith and Studd. He might very probably have been an eightli

member of their band for China, but that his heart was in Africa

and the C.M.S. Missions there.

In January, 1885, the usual Annual Conference of the Associa-

tion Secretaries was held at the CM. House. At tbat Conference

the spiritual character of the meetings held by Mr. Hudson Taylor

and his Cambridge recruits was referred to, and the idea was
thrown out of arranging special gatherings simultaneously in

different centres, to plead the claims, not of the Society, but of

the Divine Lord and Saviour to the entire obedience and devotion

of His servants. The suggestion was not warmly welcomed at

first. There was a not quite unnatural feeling that it was rather

beneath the dignity of " the grand old Society " to copy the China

Inland Mission !
''' But it was this suggestion that bore fruit in

the February Simultaneous Meetings of 1886 and 1887.

March,
1885.

New Wing
of theC.M.
House.

Thursday
Prayer
Meeting.

The month of March in that year, 1885, was a memorable one

in C.M.S. history. First, on the 4th, the New Wing of the Church
Missionary House was inaugurated by a meeting of deep interest

in the new large committee-room, at which Lord Chichester,

Mr. Beattie, Prebendary Daniel Wilson, Canon Hoare, Mr. Childe,

and other venerable friends, spoke touchingly of long-past days

and of the bright and hopeful present. On the 5th, Mr. and Mrs.

Wigram entertained in the House several hundred friends at an

evening conversazione. On the 9th, there was a social gathering

of the workmen who had been employed in the actual building,

with a lantern lecture and addresses. But a much more important

gathering took place on the 12th, the first Thursday Prmjer

Meeting. This had been suggested by General Haig, then an

active member oi the Committee. The suggestion was not adopted

without some hesitation, and doubt whether such a meeting could

* Whicli may help us to uuderstaud how the S.P.G. aud S.P.C.K. must
have regarded the young C.M.S. in the early years of the century!
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be kept up regularly. But who, after fourteen years' experience Part IX.

of it, would stop it now ? What should we do without it ? Only 1882-95.

in eternity shall we know what the Society owes to the Thursday P" ^^'

Prayer Meetings.

But the greatest of those "March Meetings" was yet to

come. As soon as Smith and Studd and their party had bid

farewell at the wonderful Exeter Hall meeting mentioned in our
Eighty-fourth Chapter, and had sailed for China, the Young
Men's Christian Association had come forward with the sugges-

The enlarged Church Missionary House, 1884-5.

tion that the C.M.S. also should arrange a great Meeting for Great

Men in Exeter Hall, and the Y.M.C.A. Executive would help to Mlrcir2^4'th
bring young men together. It is worth noting, as an illustration
of the slowness of some Evangelical Churchmen to read the signs
of the times, that this alliance between the C.M.S. and the
Y.M.C.A., even for a special purpose, was objected to in letters to
the Record, because the latter was not an exclusively Church
organization. But the meeting was held, and in one respect it

marked the commencement of a new aim in missionary meetings.
For the first time, the Society's name did not head the bills. The
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Part IX. heading was, " The Claims of the Heathen and Mohammedan
1882-95. World." A small thing in itself, but it was the token of a revolu-
Chap. 86.

^JQj^ From that time tlie C.M.S. has striven to raise its meetings

The sign above the level of an aim to collect money for a Society ; and the

r'^tT'n^°
W'hole missionary cause in the world has been lifted l)y that simple

change on to a higher platform. But let it not be forgotten that

the example had already been set by Mr. Hudson Taylor and the

China Inland Mission. From them the C.M.S. learned the lesson.

No one who was present can ever forget that great meeting, on
March 24;th, 1885. Ladies were banished to the west gallery.

The whole i3ody of the hall was kept for young men, and the

platform for parties of men from the Universities, from Islington

and Highbury Colleges, and from the London Banks Prayer

Union. Fifty Oxford and Cambridge men had met before-

hand for tea and prayer, under the auspices of Mr. and Mrs.

Barton and Mr. and Mrs. Moule ; and three hundi-ed City men
had been entertained by Mr. Kobert Williams and Mr. Herbert

Arbuthnot. The Hall itself w^as densely packed long before the

hour for commencing, and an overflow meeting was held in the

theatre of King's College, on the other side of the Strand, at the

Earl Cairns invitation of Dr. Wace. The Chairman in the Hall was Earl

Cairns, and a most stirring speech he made, amid continuous and
enthusiastic applause. How little was it anticipated that it was
his last public utterance ! He went down the next day to Bourne-

His death, moutli for the Easter vacation, caught cold w^hen out riding, and
died on the Thursday in Passion Week, April 2nd, eight days after

that memorable meeting.

-fhe The first speakers were Canon Hoare and Mr. Handley Moule
;

^eakersoi
,^,j^^ .^g China had been so much in men's minds, it was well that

the one could tell of a son who had been there nine years, and the

other of two brothers who had been there thirty and twenty-six

years. After them came Mr. Moule's Vice-Principal at Eidley

Hall, Philip Ireland Jones, as in his own person an example to

the men present, for it was only six weeks earlier that he had
been accepted by the C.M.S. as a missionary for India. And
then, four missionaries : Henry Townsend, with his forty years of

African experience behind him, to testify to the joy of a whole

life spent in the cause ; John Piper, that Japan might not be

forgotten ; Hughes of Peshawar ; and Pearson of Uganda, to tell

of his sojourn with Gordon at Khartoum. Indeed, the memory of

Gordon almost dominated the meeting. Lord Cairns and Canon
Hoare referred to him ; and when the four missionaries had done,

Stuart pro- E. A. Stuart roused the meeting to the utmost enthusiasm by

Gcfrd^on advocating a Gordon Memorial Mission to the Eastern Soudan.
Memorial There had been no thought of this kind in the mind of the
Mission. „. 11 ••,! , lij

Committee ; but there was no resistmg the spontaneous burst oi

approval from all parts of the country that followed the announce-

ment of Mr. Stuart's suggestion, accompanied as it was by contri-

butions, sent in within a few weeks, amounting to £3000. And
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at the May Evening Meeting, five weeks later, Mr. Longley Hall Part IX.

of Jaffa thrilled the audience by his account of his personal 1882-95.

intercourse with Gordon in Palestine ;
* and remembering how ^ ^^P- 8 •

Gordon himself had invited the C.M.S. to send missionaries into

the countries under his sway when he ruled the Egyptian
Soudan, no one could doubt that God was calling the Society

thither. The time for action, indeed, was not yet. The Soudan
fell back into the anarchy of former times. The tyranny of the

Mahdi, and then of the Khalifa, prevailed for fourteen years. But
the project was not dead ; it only slept ; and to-day, in the provi-

dence of God, it is alive again.

But this is a digression. We must not leave Exeter Hall

without hearing a few of Mr. Moule's words. For that meeting Mr.

was one of the most memorable in the whole history of the ^eechf
Society, and he tells us why :

—

" There never is a missionary meeting but it is or ought to be full of

the presence of the Lord. But is not this meeting ? Do we not all ftel it ?

What has gathered us together here ? No mere, however sacred, annual
invitation, which we expect, but the movement of the Spirit of God
visibly in the world and in the Church. We are indeed at a time when
God is making Himself felt in the spirit, in the life, in the faith, in the
work of men, making Himself felt not with new energy, for it is always
the same, but in ways in which we cannot but trace His blessed hand with
peculiar clearness. I believe this is a very great evening, it may be a
very great evening for many souls here to-night. It is a great evening "A great

for many a missionary field ; of that I am sure. It is a great evening evening."

for the worn-out heart, and many a faithful missionary will thank God
in his distant work as he hears of to-niglit. I believe it is a great
evening for our dear Church Missionary Society, and if possible for our
yet dearer Church of England, dearer to ns, nearer to our hearts, more
satisfying to our thoughts, with every accession that we have of the
knowledge of our Lord and of His grace and of His power for His
service ; dear to us, satisfying to us, in its mighty doctrine, in its holy
order, in its blessed fixity of principle, when that is rightly appealed to

in its own words, and in its glorious largeness and liberty of heart."

"But," he went on, "we are not here to-night to praise the

Church of England, nor the Church Missionary Society. We are

in the presence of our King : let us concentrate our thoughts upon
Him and upon His will ":

—

" Dear friends, I would speak myself in the sense of His divine A fervent

presence, the presence which is peace, but which is awful solemnity too, ^PP^ai for

and remembering for the speaker, as well as for the hearers, that His secration.

demand upon every one of His servants is ' surrender at discretion '

—

no conditions, no terms, nothing but the yielding of our will and of our
life to Him to do His will in the strength of His light. You know in the
old feudal days when the vassal did his homage to his lord he did this :

he put his hands together, and put them within the hands of his lord, in

token of absolute submission to his will and readiness for activity in his

work. That is the only true position for a Christian's hands, the hands
and heart and will, the spirit and life—the only true position ; not one,

* See the speech verbatim iu the CM. Intelligencer, June, 1885.
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but both, quite within the hands of the Sovereiijn, the infinitely more

than feudal Lord, the despot, the glorious, absolute, unconstitutional

ciiap. 86. despot of His servants, the infinitely trustworthy, infinitely sovereign

Lord Jesus Christ. Oh, let me seize this moment to say what 1 have

not meant to say, that this comes as a personal appeal to-night to every

one of us here by the fact of the meeting, comes to you young men who

are here in such masses and multitudes, not merely because you are

here for a great and interesting occasion; you are here before the

unseen, the real, the personal Lord Jesus Christ. He is here to you ;

He is now speaking to yini through this meeting as His voice, and you

will have to say something to Him, whatever it is, in reply, as to whether

for His service", wliether at home or abroad, whether in the commonest

round of the most ordinary life till you die, or whether in the high

places of the field, you are prepared to live as those that have put ycmr

hands in His, and' have recognized distinctly that the centre of your

life is shifted ofi" self on to Jesus Christ, and that you have distinctly

laid down underneath His feet all those desires to attract notice for

self's sake, to get praise, even the least item, that shall terminate in self.

You belong to Him if you are His; you are to live as those that belong

to Him. All your gains of every kind are to go into your Master's purse,

and He is to decide where, and how, and how long you are to serve."

Let it be remembered that this speech was delivered only six

months after that crisis in the speaker's spiritual history which

was described, in his own words, in om' Eighty-fourth Chapter.

September Cau WO not hear in the utterance of March the echo of what he
and March

^_^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ j^.^^^ learned in September ?--the echo heard also in the

exquisite hymn he wrote at that very time:

—

" My glorious Victor, Prince divino,

Clasp these surreiulerod hands in Tliino;

At length my will is all Tliine own.

Glad vassal of a Saviour's throne !

"

Mouie and At the May Anniversary of that year Mr. Moule was a speaker

^p^oe'as for the first time, and told the great gathering of that Cambridge
speakers at J^-^ggting before mentioned. "A wonderful evening!" he ex-

An'^iver- claimed ;
" from that evening I know results have already dated,

^^"y- and a great many more are going to date." It was in this speech,

too, that he used a striking phrase that has been often recalled.

Eef'erring to the founders of the Society, he spoke of them as

" those old, despised, mighty Evangelicals !
" On that same occa-

sion Mr. Webb-Peploe also first addressed the Annual Meeting.

Thus the old Mildmay and Keswick leader and the new Mildmay

and Keswick recruit (compare the dates in Chapter LXXXIV.)

appeared for the first time on the principal C.M.S. platform

together. That Anniversary was a marked one in other respects.

Bilhop Temple delivered his first C.M.S. address in London ;
and

Bishop E. H. Bickersteth, who presided in the evening, his last

before commencing his Exeter episcopate—for he had been conse-

crated only a few days before, and he left for Exeter the next day.

Another striking feature of the Evening Meeting was Mr. Hall's

reminiscences of Gordon, already referred to.
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Offers of service were now multiplying. It was especially a Part IX.

cause of thanksgiving to God that men came forward who needed * 1882-U5.

no training, but were ready to go out at once—not enough of P" ''^^''

them, indeed, but more than in former years. iVmong these, in More offers

that year 1885 (besides the two already mentioned) were the of service.

Eevs. T. Walker. H. Sykes, and E. Corfield, all Cambridge men,
and the first-named being Mr. Stuart's curate at Holloway, who
had founded the " Mpwapwa Band " noticed in our last chapter

;

also two Oxford men, one of them the Eev. G. Furness Smith,
who, however, was ultimately prevented going out, and in the
following year began his much-valued work in Salisbury Square

;

also four medical men. Dr. Pruen, Dr. Harpur, and Drs. S. W.
and H. M. Sutton, the last two being sons of the Society's old

friend, Mr. Alfred Sutton of Eeading. The coming forward of

doctors like these helped to decide the formation, in that same
year, of a Medical x\uxiliary Committee, although it did not for

some time get practically to work.
The year 1885 also saw the first foreshadowings of the direct ^.°''^"

employment of women missionaries by the Society. In the ings of

October Intelligencer appeared a remarkable article by Dr. Cust, ^o^'f^'s
entitled " The Female Evangelist." It was a powerful appeal for work,

the multiplication of women missionaries, based upon the influence

already being gained in India by the ladies of the I.F.N.S. and
C.E.Z.M.S. But observe—Dr. Cust had offered the article in

July, and the Editor had only accepted it with certain paragraphs
cut out which advocated the formation of a C.M.S. Woman's
Branch : so little was the coming development anticipated ! And
yet, at that very time, an offer from a lady who proved to be the

first of what may be called the modern race of C.M.S. w^omen
missionaries was actually being considered, and on July 28th
Miss M. W. Harvey was accepted for East Africa. More will bo
said about this in a futm'e chapter. Meanwhile, it was in that

same year 1885 that Eobert and Mrs. Stewart were in Ireland,

appealing for ladies for Fuh-kien in connexion with the C.E.Z.M.S.,
which Society had agreed, three years before, to send women
there, as mentioned in our Eighty-first Chapter ;

''- and the result

was the going forth in the next year, 1886, of the first two
(except one wdio had married), Misses I. and H. Newcombe,
the pioneers of a noble band to whom the Fuh-kien Mission is

indeed deeply indebted.

But although the Society did not yet realize that God was
leading it on to a large development of woman's work in the

Mission-field, steps were already being taken to engage in its

behalf the interest and energy of women at home. In the Society's Ladies'

earlier days it had largely depended upon Ladies' Associations for homelor
the collection of its funds, the circulation of its literature, etc. c.m.s.

These Associations had been generally absorbed in Parochial

* See p. 232.

VOL. III-. Y
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Part IX. Associations as more and more of the clergy were won to support

rf^^^fi
^^^® Society

;
and although a great part of the practical work of

^^^'
' the Parochial Associations was done by ladies, they were more
dependent than formerly upon the initiative and continuous zeal

of the clergy. The result was that while the older ladies in

numbers of parishes were still enthusiastic friends of the C.M.S.,
the increasing activities of younger women were absorbed in other
causes. Home Missions of all sorts had learned to employ them

;

Foreign Missions had not, except, to a very small extent, in con-
nexion with the Zenana Societies. One or two of the Secretaries

in Salisbury Square, deeply feeling that it was a time of general
advance in the missionary enterprise, were, in the memorable
early months of 1885, seriously considering what could be done to

arouse Christian women to fresh earnestness in the cause. An
example had already been set, as in so many other things, by

Ladfes^
Norfolk. A year and a half before this, C. C. McArthur, the

Union. Ccylon missionary who had for several years been co-secretary
with Mr. Lombe in that county, had organized a Ladies' Union,
with Dowager I^ady Buxton as President and Miss Buxton as

Secretary. Its objects were thus defined :

—

" 1. To promote the general interests of the C.M.S. by reading about
its Missions, by giving towards its support, by working for it, and by
daily praying td God for a blessing on its hiboiirs.

"2. To afl'ord opportunities for meeting periodically to receive infor-
mation on the work of the Society at home and abroad ; to create a bond
of union between the friends of the Society, and to enlist tlio sympathy
and co-operation of others ; to take counsel together as to the best
means of deepening and increasing the interest in missionary work." *

It must be confessed that, at the time, Salisbury Square avowed
itself unable to understand what possible advantage could be
gained by this additional organization ! But now, in 1885, when
new thoughts and hopes were being awakened, it was resolved to

imitate Norfolk again ! On April 29th a preliminary Conference
of London ladies was held in the new large committee-room, Mr.
Sutton taking the leading part. The predominance in the gather-
ing of matronly faces, and the considerable proportion of grey
hair, eloquently indicated where lay the strength and the weakness
of the Society's influence. The result, however, was the formation

London of the Ladies' Church Missionary Union for London. Mrs.

Union^. Carpenter (mother of the Bishop of Eipon, and perhaps the most
zealous of C.M.S. collectors in England) and Mrs. Strachan (wife

of the Society's honorary stock-broker) were Hon. Secretaries pro
tern.; but they soon felt that a younger Secretary was desirable,

and at the first General Meeting of the Union, on July 17th, Mrs.
Barlow was elected by the crowded gathering, and Mrs. Wigram
as President. In the following year Mrs. Fry became co-Secretary,

* Interesting letters from the late Miss Edwards of Hardingham, describing
the early work of the Norfolk Ladies' Union, appeared in the CM. Gleaner
of November. 1883, and August and November, 1884.
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and to her untiring energy for several years the success of the Part IX.

Union was largely due. 1882-95.

Meanwhile, another important class was also being aimed at.
Chap. 86.

If the younger laity (as mentioned in the preceding chapter), and Younger
the younger women, were worth winning, why not also the ciergy

younger clergy ? And although this was only the third develop-

ment thought of, it was the second to be put into action ; for a

preliminary Conference of Junior Clergy was held on April 24th,

five days before the Ladies' Conference, and the C.M.S. Younger
Clergy Union was quickly formed, with Mr. Drury as President

and the Eev. William Ostle as Secretary.

In the autumn, these two new Unions began regular gatherings

at the CM. House ; and the Lay Workers' Union, being in its

third year, was in full activity, with meetings not only for its own Lay

members, but also for Sunday-school teachers from different parts
u^n"!©!!^*^^'

of London in turn, for Y.M.C.A. and C.E.Y.M.S. men, and for

members of the Civil Service and Banks Prayer Unions.'" In
fact the Church Missionary House was completely transformed.
" It is seen," said the Committee in the next Annual Eeport, "to
be not only a business ofi&ce, but also, more and more, a centre of

prayer, study, and work for the Lord." " The large new com-
mittee-room," they added, " has been crowded with sympathizing
fellow-workers and earnest students of Missions nearly fifty times
in the past year."

But we have not done with 1885 yet. On October 2nd the

largest Valedictory Meeting then within living memory f was held

at St. George's Hall, Langham Place, to take leave of an autumn Vaiedic-

reinforcement consisting of "no less than" twenty-one mission- Ing^.
^^*'

aries (only fourteen new) and nine wives ; among them some of

those before mentioned in this chapter, P. Ireland Jones, T.

Walker, E. Corfield, Dr. Harpur, Dr. S. W. Sutton. That hall

had been used three years before, but the attendance had not
warranted a repetition of the experiment, and the Committee had
reverted to the Lower Exeter Hall and small halls at Paddington
and Kensington. Now, however, St. George's Hall was crowded
by some 800 persons. Moreover, for the first time, an Evening
Meeting was also held, at Holborn Town Hall, which was filled

with young men. "Thus," it was remarked, "the new Unions
are justifying their existence : the Ladies' Union has filled the

afternoon meeting, and the Lay Workers' Union the evening one."
There was a new thing at the close of the year which may be

thought very insignificant, and yet in one sense it may be regarded

* It was in June of this year, also, that the " Mpwapwa Band," noticed
in the preceding chapter, was formed at St. James's, Holloway. This was
an outcome of the Lay Workers' Union, and has been the fruitful parent of
other Bands.

f " Never before," said the Editor of the Tnfelligencer, " has there been so
large an assembly at a Dismissal." The fact of the great valedictory
gatherings at Freemasons' Hall more than sixty years before (see Chapter X.)
had not then been unearthed.

Y 2
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Part IX.
1882-95.

Chap. 86.

" Testi-
mony."

CM.
Trust
Assccia-
tion.

February
Simul-
taneous
Meetings,

Their
object.

as significant. The Post Office introduced the new system of

single words as telegraphic addresses ; and the C.M.S., disappointed

to find that it was anticipated by others in the choice of

" Missionary," " Gospel," " Christian," and other suitable names,

chose, out of a long list of still available words, " Testimony"—

a

word now familiar in C.M.S. circles at home and all over the

world. But its peculiar appropriateness was not seen till after-

wards,—as suggesting (1) that the Society's business is to preach

the Gospel "for a witness," (2) that its missionaries are to be no

mere heralds, but " witnesses " to a Saviour Whom they know for

themselves and a salvation in which they can personally rejoice.

Another new development of the year was a purely business

and financial one, yet worth recording as also marking 1885.

This was the formation of the Church INIissionary Trust Associa-

tion, an incorporated body of a few leading lay members to hold

the Society's property in all parts of the world, and thus obviate

the difficulty and confusion often resulting from the registering of

individual trustees, who necessarily, in the Mission-fields, were

continually changing. This admirable plan, which has proved

most useful, was the invention of Mr. Sydney Gedge.

But the great subject of thought and prayer as the year 1885

was running out its course was the coming campaign of Simul-

taneous jNIeetings, which, having been at first fixed for November,

but pushed aside by the General Election, was now to be under-

taken in February, 1886. The scheme, at first coldly received by

the C.M.S. circle, had gradually won its way to general accep-

tance ; and no less than one hundred and sixty clergymen and

laymen had promised to be among the deputations to the various

centres. So heavy was the preparatory organizing work, that a

clergyman was engaged to assist Mr. Sutton—the Kev. H. Percy

Grubb, who threw himself into the movement with such whole-

heartedness, and with such a vivid realization of its peculiar

character and importance, that it was felt impossible to spare

him afterwards, and he became permanent Assistant Central

Secretary, which office he held for twelve years. Every effort

was made by letters, papers, and articles in the periodicals, to

instruct the C.M.S. circle regarding the object of the campaign,

viz., not to make collections for the C.M.S., not to push "the

Society " as such at all, but to arouse the consciences of Christian

people to their solemn duty to their Lord and His cause, whatever

the particular agency they might wish to use and to help. An ex-

tract from one article in the Intelligencer ' will illustrate the point :

—

"We earnestly hope that the speakers, one and all, will deliberately

* This article, "On the Development of a Missionary Spirit at Home,"
was long regarded as the manifesto of the enlarged spirit and hopes that

now prevailed in the Society. It was separately published and widely

circulated, and paragraphs from it found their way into the publications of

mauy other societies.
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and fearlessly take the highest gronnd in their speeches, the ground Part IX.
we have attempted to indicate in an earlier part of this paper. The 1882-95.

occasion is not one for even such passing pleasantries as may legitimately Chap. 86.

and even advantageously relieve the ordinary meeting. Questions of —

—

geography, commerce, &c., will be quite out of place. So will every-
Jf^peg^^es

thing controversial. Mere descriptions of the Native peoples, their wanted.
social customs and religious rites, and mere missionary anecdotes,

will utterly fail of the great object in view. The attitude of the
speakers before the audience should be such as might be expressed in

the words, ' / hare a message from God unto thee.' The Evangelization
of the World—the greatest of all works in the light of eternity—how
is it to be compassed ? what are its claims upon us ?—this is the theme
for our speakers on this occasion. Such a theme does not preclude
the personal narrative of a missionary, or actual illustrations of any
kind from the field. We lately heard a lady medical missionary of the

Church of England Zenana Society tell in the simplest way the story

of her own work at a drawing-room meeting. She preached no sermon
;

she delivered no ' discourse ' ; it was plain narrative, with a very few
words of appeal at the end. But the tone and spirit and language and
grouping of facts were such, that we have rarely, if ever, seen so deep
an impression apparently produced. The feeling at the end was, not
' That was a nice speech,' or ' How well she did it,' or ' She seems a

very excellent and earnest person,' or even, ' Really, it must be a useful

Society : I think I must subscribe.' But it was— ' Truly this is the
Lord's work, marvellous in our eyes ; and yet He calls us to share in it

;

not one of us is exempt ; and, God helping us, we will from this day
work and pray and testify to others as we have never done before.' We
do not want great displays of eloquence at the February Meetings, but
we want that."

So the year 1885 at last came to an end ; and New Year's Day, New^

1886, is a day to be remembered for two circumstances. On that Day, 1886.

day was begun the Cycle of Prayer, which is now used by so

many thousands of praying people in all parts of the world.

There had been a fortnightly Cycle of Prayer for some years,

issued from Islington College, and used by the old students and
their friends. But one of the suggestions of 1885 was the de-

sirableness of issuing a Monthly Cycle for general adoption. Cycle of

The Cycle and the Thursday Prayer Meeting may stand together
''^^^'''

in the front rank of the happ)^ thoughts given, as none can doubt,

by the Lord Himself in that memorable year.

The other incident of New Year's Day, 1886, was one of over-
t^g^^J^^gj.

whelming sadness. Late in the afternoon a Eeuter's agent called of Bishop

at the CM. House to announce that they had a telegram from ^n?"'"^"
Zanzibar announcing that Bishop Hannington had arrived on
the borders of Uganda, and that King Mwanga had ordered him
to be put to death. "A Bishop Ordered to Execution" was the
sensational line on the posters of the evening papers. It was
true that the actual murder was not mentioned, and for five weeks
the Society and the whole Christian public—and the brave wife

—

hoped and prayed that the Lord had stayed the executioner.
Monday, February 8th, arrived, the day on which the February
Simultaneous Meetings were to begin ; and on that very day the
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Society itself received a telegram from Frere Town—" Jones

returned. Bishop undoubtedly murdered." == The story of that

great calamity does not belong to this chapter ; but it will easily

be understood what an impi^essiveness was lent by the fatal

tidings to the meetings all over the country that signalized that

week.
The February Simultaneous Meetings were held in one hundred

and seventy tow^ns in England and Wales ; London and Ireland

being deferred to be taken separately. A preliminary Conference

of the speakers and promoters was held on January 14th in the

CM. House, which was attended by one hundred and fifty clergy-

men and laymen ; the Conference being opened with two most

impressive addresses, by Mr. Goe (now Bishop of Melbourne) and

Mr. (afterwards Sir Arthur) Blackwood. The latter said that as

in planning the Meetings we were in sympathy with the Divine

Purpose, we might be assured of the Divine Presence, go for.ward

depending on Divine Power, and expect the fulfilment of the

Divine Promise. The campaign opened on February 8th, wdiich,

it was noted, was the exact ninetieth anniversary of Charles

Simeon's paper before the Eclectic Society which led to the estab-

lishment of the C.M.S. The w^eek was an unfortunate one in

one respect, namely, that all the Bishops were meeting at Lam-
beth, so that most of them could take no personal part. But

several did contrive to do so, and others wrote sympathetic letters.

Archbishop Benson, in particular, promised his " daily prayers

through the week for the Simultaneous Meetings," and added one

of his many phrases that sticl—''We shall feel the effect." The

words are simple enough, but they proved the very exact truth.

For the meetings themselves were not all successful, particularly

those in the largest centres ; it was, as a writer in the Eccord

expressed it, " a day of small towns"; and although from more

than half the places the report was, "Never such a meeting before

in ," yet when one reads those reports noio, the feeling is,

"Was that all?" But most assuredly we have ''felt the effect."

The movement as a whole was greater than the aggregate of its

parts. The simultaneousness of the meetings told. PubKc atten-

tion was aroused. Missions were seen to be no mere charity

asking for money, but to be a great and holy cause demanding, and

deserving, a front place in the Church's thoughts, and in the

thoughts of every Christian. The fact that in many places the

clergy supporting the S.P.G. took part, and that, on the other

hand, in many other places the Nonconformists showed marked

sympathy, and actually prayed for the Meetings in their chapels,

served to lift the Cause above the Society. The letters " F.S.M."

became a kind of badge, and when "the F.S.M. spirit" was

referred to, people understood what was meant, f

* "Jones" was tlie Eev. W. H. Jones, the Native clergyman who accom-

panied the Bishop, but was left in Kavirondo while Hannington went forward,

f The Intelligencer of February, 1886, contained a list of the centres and
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But the campaign was not without some direct and visible Part IX.

results. In some places fresh organization was undertaken : for 1882-95.

instance, at Manchester a Lay Workers' Union on the London ^^'^P- ^^•

plan was started, and at Birmingham a Younger Clergy Union,
although at those two cities the meetings themselves were not a
success. A still more important new organization will come
before us presently. Again, there was encouragement regarding
the greatest of needs—men. In four weeks, from February 8th
to March 8th, fifty-four offers of service were received, a number
then altogether unprecedented ; some of which, however, were
inspired by the death of Hannington.

Still more thankfulness was called for when a letter arrived in Letter

April which was scarcely, if at all, due to the "F.S.M.," but [h°rty.one

rather to the movement of the preceding year. This was a joint Cambridge

letter from thirty-one Cambridge men, graduates and under-
graduates, stating that while most of them were more or less

pledged to home work for a time, they wished to make " a
prospective offer" of themselves for missionary service if the
Lord should open the way. This was indeed a token of God's
favour, and was received by the Committee with deep emotion.
But what came of these '

' prospective offers
'

' ? All experience
tells us that it would be a wonderful thing if one-half came to

anything, considering the varied difficulties that might arise in the
path of this one and that one, and the probability of a change of

purpose in some. The actual eventual result was that eighteen
out of the thirty-one did offer ; that five of these were refused by
the doctors ; and that twelve went to the Mission-field.* Some of

those who did not come forward have made their mark as earnest
clergymen at home.

Three events of the spring of 188G have been mentioned in the other

two preceding chapters, viz., the death of Lord Chichester on\li&.^°
March 15th, the laying of the memorial-stone of the new Childi-en's

Home at Limpsfield on April 14th, and Archbishop Benson's
Sermon at St. Bride's on May 3rd. We may pass on to another
outcome of the F.S.M.
The Intelligencer of April announced that the question was

being considered how "to perpetuate the influence of the F.S.M.
campaign." "It is thought that a great Union or League of all. Proposed

rich and poor, young and old, in town and country, willing to Le^agCe""^

pray regularly for the missionary cause and work for it in any
way, might be formed, with a roll of members and cards of

membership." The Eev. John Robertson, Vicar of St. Mary's,

tho deputations, and the number for March reviewed the campaign, and
presented k;tters from several of the speakers giving their experiences. The
detailed reports were published in a special supplement.

* The twelve were C. F. Harford-Battersby, A. I. Birkett, J. Carter, A. E.
Dibben, G. H. V. Greaves, R. B. Marriott, H. J. Molony, W. S. Moule, J. Neale,
H. S. Phillips, A. N. C. Storrs, S. Swann. Eight of these are still in the field,

and one (Gi-eaves) died there.
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]'art IX. Kilburn (now Vicar of Bradford), prepared a scheme for a
1882-95. << Church Missionary League," which was submitted in print to
Cluip^se.

^YxQ large gathering of clergy and other friends at Mr. Wigram's
annual breakfast on May Gth. The result was an absokite Non

The plan j;o.ss?^»«<5'. " We really are overdone with organization, especially
refused.

C.M.S. Organization ; we cannot have anymore"-—this was the

burden of speech after speech. Moreover, the proposed title was
objected to : would it not suggest the Irish Land League, or the

Primrose League? Mr. Wigram and two of his colleagues walked
l)ack to Salisbury Square crestfallen ; but, on the way, the

suggestion was thrown out, " Why not have a much less formal

thing, a simple Union through the medium of one of the

periodicals, say the Gleaner, so that applicants for membership
could write direct to the Editor, and thus all local organization

be avoided?" The idea was approved, and took shape in tlie

The
^ ^ ^ formation of the Gleaners' Union, the announcement of which

Union. appeared in the Gleaner of July. It is needless to describe this

now familiar organization ; but, as a matter of record, it may be

well to print here the original statement of what a member was
invited to do, which has never been altered, but still appears to this

day, word for word, on the back of every card of membership:

—

(1) To glean, out of the field of Holy Scripture, the messages of God
regarding His purposes of mercy to mankind, His commands to His
people to make Christ known everywhere, and His promises of blessing

to all who work for Him.
(2) To glean knowledge and information about the Heathen and Mo-

hammedan -world, about Missionarj^ work in the world, and, in i)articular,

ahout the Church Missionary Society ; first, for personal instruction and
profit, and secondly, for use in interesting others in the cause.

(;3) To glean the s3'mpathies and the services of others to help in the

work. Every Gleaner is to invite others to become Gleaners.

(4) To glean the offerings of young and t)ld, rich and poor, for the

treasury of God.

(5) Lastly, but first of all and above all, to glean blessings from the

bounteous hand of the Lord, for Missions and Missionaries and Mis-

sionary helpers at home aiul abroad, by regular and definite prayer in

union with all fellow-Gleaners.

The success of the new Union was immediate, and it was clear

that the idea of calling the members "Gleaners" had proved

especially attractive. =' May it not with reverence be suggested

The first that this was a God-given idea ? Among the first applicants for

membership were a bishop, a theological student, a farm-labourer

in Warwickshire, an engine-driver on the North London Eailway,

and a bed-ridden old woman in a London hospital. In fact it

was not from the inner circle of friends that the earlier members
came. The Gleaner had gone far beyond that circle, and it was
the solitary and isolated readers that welcomed the Union with

the greatest alacrity. In ten months six thousand members were

* Tfie original idea was a " Gleaner Union," an Union of readers of tlie

Gleaner. When the prospectus was being drafted, the further thought
occurred, " Why not ' The Gleaners' Union ''

P
"

" Glean
ers.
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enrolled, all by direct correspondence with the anonymous Editor Part IX.

of the Gleaner, and without .any organization, either local or n^^^^gg
at headquarters,—for there was no President, no Secretary, no ^^'

Committee,—and as to Branches, they were not part of the scheme

at all, though they were subsequently started spontaneously by

some of the very clergy who had dreaded more organization. The
effect upon the Gleaner itself was very marked. Its circulation

sprang up instantly, and in the next two or three years the sale

doubled itself, and rose to above 70,000 monthly.

The next event of 1886 was the tour of Mr. Wigram, with his wigram's
eldest son, round the world to visit the Missions. His purpose journey,

was to go, not as a director, but as a learner, to increase his own
efficiency as a Secretary. At the same time it was the earnest

desire of many that God would make them both, fresh as they

were from such an atmosphere of spiritual life and progress, a

comfort and blessing to the missionaries. They were taken leave

of at the ordinary Valedictory Meeting, which was again held this Vaiedic-

year at St. George's Hall, in the afternoon of September 29th. Meeting.

It was specially interesting on other grounds, for Bishop Parker

also was leaving for Afi'ica, and General Haig for a tour of mis-

sionary exploration to be mentioned presently. Among the new
missionaries were Dr. Ernest Neve, going to join his brother in

Kashmir, and the Eev. C. W. k. Clarke, a Cambridge man, appointed

Principal of the Noble High School, whose offer was a direct

result of the "F.S.M." As the President, Captain Maude,''' was
ill (he died on October 23rd), the chair was occupied by " a Vice-

President, Sir John Kennaway," whose addresses to the Bishop
and the General, and specially to his old schoolfellow at Harrow,
the Hon. Secretary, touched the heart of the meeting ; and so did

a most impressive " charge " from Bishop Moule, on the great

text, " Except a corn of wheat," &c.t A second meeting was again

held in the evening, in the Lower Exeter Hall.

General Haig was at this time a prominent member of the
Hai'g'^^^

Committee, and his services were of the highest kind. One year

he went to India, to carry on the Godavari Mission while Mr. Cain

took furlough. In 1886-7 he made a remarkable journey to the

Red Sea, Arabia, the Persian Gulf, the Euphrates Valley, &c., to

inquire concerning possible openings for Missions. To him the

Society is indebted for three important suggestions. One was the His three

Weekly Prayer Meeting, as already mentioned. Another, the ti'onl!^'

employment of Associated Evangelists, will come before us here-

after. The second in order of time, made in this year, 1886, was
to send a band of Missioners for a winter campaign in India. His
idea was avowedly derived from the Mission of Mr. Darwin Fox
and Mr. Dodd to West Africa, mentioned in the preceding chapter,

* See p. 297.

t These addresses are printed vcrhaiim in the CM. Intelligencer of Xoveui-
ber, 1886.
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Part IX. which, as will be remembered, w^as an outcome of the proposal to
1882-95. send thither the two young clergymen who joined the Salvation
Cliap. 86. ^j.Q^y instead. How constantly God leads the blind by a way

that they know not ! When General Haig returned from his long

journey, he found the party of Missioners for India arranged.

As the early weeks of 1886 were darkened by the news of the

murder of Bishop Hannington, so the closing weeks of the year

were solemnized by the arrival, on October 25th, of the little

Bishop diaries containing his last journals, the final entries in which were

ton"s'dra1-y
reproduced by the Times and many other newspapers all over

' the country, and evoked the deepest sympathy on every side.

And the same mail brought the heart-rending tidings of the

massacres in Uganda, in which some two hundred persons had
been put to death. Then, almost immediately—for it had been

readv for publication before, but was stopped to include the diary—

•

His appeared the Memoir of Hamiington, by his old friend, the instru-
Memoir.

jj^gj^j [y^ God's hand of his conversion to God, the Eev. E. C.

Dawson, of Edinburgh. Of all this another chapter will tell, but it

cannot be omitted from the story of the Three Memorable Years.

faneous ^^^^ Simultaneous Meetings were now to the front again. In
Meetings Octobcr they were held in Ireland, at thirty centres ;

'' a few of

the English speakers going over to help, including Mr. Lombe,
IMr. liaring-Gould (then of Blackheath), and two influential Anglo-

Indians, Colonel Stewart and Mr. W. B. Harington. The campaign
was followed almost immediately by the resolve of the C.M.S. Asso-

ciation in Trinity College, Dublin, to undertake a special Mission

of its own in a C.M.S. field ; and as the recent work of Eobert

and Mrs. Stewart in Ireland had awakened so much interest in

Fuh-kien, it was arranged to allot to the T.C.D. Association a

branch or section of the Mission in that province. The plan was
not fully matured till a later period, but it originated at this time.

F.s.M. in The London " F.S.M." now come into view ; and we pass from
London, ^ggg -^^^^ -[^ggy^ ^\^Qy.Q {^ ^o doubt that the London campaign

was a far greater thing than the provincial one in the preceding

year. The mere number of meetings and services greatly exceeded

the number in all the one hundred and seventy country towns put

together. They were, in fact, not far short of two thousand, in the

one w^eek ; in addition to which some eight hundred special sermons
were preached on the opening Sunday. The most notable features

were— (a) fifty aggregate or general meetings for whole deaneries

or combined parishes, in large halls, most of which were crowded
to excess ; {h) some fifty drawing-room meetings in upper-class

districts
;

(c) numerous meetings for children
;

{d) the use of

ordinary parochial gatherings, such as teachers' meetings, mothers'

meetings, Bible-classes, Band of Hope meetings, &c., for mis-

* The American Presbyterians ako imitated the plan, and lield " November
Sinuiltaneous Meetings " (" N.S.M.") in some of the Northern States.
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sionary addresses
;

(c) extra-parochial gatherings, for business Part IX.

men, employes in great shops, and other special classes
; (/) in 1882-95.

some deaneries, the united action of the whole of the clergy,
ap^86.

whether C.M.S. supporters or otherwise; {g) the distribution, in

response to definite applications, of half a million of tracts, book-

lets, &c., prepared for the occasion
;

{li) the distinct lead taken by
three great deaneries worked by the energy of three lay friends

respectively, viz., Kensington, by Mr. A. E. Pennefather; Padding-

ton, by Mr. P. V. Smith; Islington, by Mr. G. Martin Tait.

The campaign was closed by a special service at St. Paul's on the Service at

following Monday, February 14th, the cathedral being lent to the

Society for the evening with cordiality by Dean Church, through

Prebendary Billing. It was the first time that the Society had
ever held a service there.'" An immense congregation assembled

;

and Bishop Thorold, then of Eochester, preached a noble sermon
on the words, " How many loaves have ye ? " showing how the

Lord can use man's little all, if only it is freely given to Him.
Although collections were not asked for at the Simultaneous

Meetings, and money was quite in an inferior place, two
churches. All Saints', Clapham Park, and St. Paul's, Onslow
Square, raised thankoffering funds afterwards, the former £1000, ^^g^/^'g
and the latter £2800. This latter sum is memorable, less for

itself than for what was done with it. Bishop Parker had gone
out to East Africa, and had written home an earnest appeal for

women missionaries, and Mr. Webb-Peploe and his people, struck

by this appeal, designated their £2800 to be a fund for supplying

ladies to East Africa. This was one of the influences that led to

the C.M.S. taking up women's work ; and the commencement of

that great new development was one of the three most important

events of 1887—but another chapter will speak of it more fully,

as well as of the goodly band of missionary candidates who came
forward at this time, Collins, Eomilly, Tanner, Symons, Carr, E. H.
Walker, Grey, Price, Gill, Eobinson, Birkett, H. F. Wright, &c.

_

The second of the three great events was the election of Sir
p|?g^g?Jfg^t

John Kennaway as President ; but this was noticed in the pre-

ceding chapter. Its occurrence, how^ever, reminds us that he
came in at a time of special trial, notwithstanding all the encourage-

ments now passing before us. The agitation about Bishop Blyth

was at its height in April, the very month of Sir John's election

;

and it w^as at the memorable Committee-meeting of June 13th at

Sion College f that he rendered his first great service to the Society

as President. But this also must be deferred to the next chapter.

Then came the Queen's Jubilee, June 21st, concerning which
IJ]|gj^,g

event—so happy for England—it is only necessary to record here jubilee.

that the Society stood almost alone among institutions of all sorts

in not opening a special Jubilee fund for itself, though requested

* The sermon on the Jubilee Day in 1848 was only preached at the ordi-

nary afternoon service by the Canon-in-residence.

I The first of two such meetings. The second was in 1891.
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to do SO by many friends ; and that Mr. Loinl:)e wrote a stirring

series of articles in the Gleaner entitled " 1^37 and 1887."

Jidy saw the opening of the new Children's Home at Limps-

field, on the 20th of that month. Mr. Wigram did not return

from his long torn- in time to be present. The Director was

now the Eev. F. V. Knox, a son of Mr. Knox of the Intelligencer;

Mr. Shepherd having been obliged to retire on account of health.

In August occurred the first break in the ranks of the Secre-

tariat in six years, Mr. Sutton being appointed to a Birmingham

parish, as before mentioned, after eight years of most valualjle

service, during which the Society had made more marked progress

than at any period since 1813—progress especially at home, and

therefore connected more or less with Mr. Sutton's department.

Just a year elapsed liefore a successor was found, and meanwhile

]\Ir. Percy Grubb carried on the work.

In September Mr. Wigram and his son returned, having

travelled incessantly for eleven months, visiting the great majority

of the stations in Ceylon, India, China, and Japan, and taking

some of the accessible ones in North-West Canada on their way

back. They were received with enthusiasm at special meetings

in London, and Mr. Wigi'am spent some further months travelling

in the Provinces and in Ireland, to tell what he had seen.

And now^ another important tour began. On October 20th, the

party of Winter Missioners for India sailed in the Khedive. They

were eight in number : five clergymen, the Revs. B. Baring-Gould,

H. E. Fox, G. C. Grubb, G. Karney, and F. Sulivan ; and three

laymen, Mr. E. Clifford (the well-known painter, and treasurer of

the Church Army), Mr. Swann Hurrell, and Colonel Oldham.

They were commended to God at two very solemn meetings,

at Sion College in the afternoon, and in the CM. House in the

evening. The general Valedictory Meeting of missionaries was

this year moved again to a yet larger room, St. James's Hall

;

still, however, in the afternoon, and with no supplementary

evening gathering. Several of the missionaries sailed also in the

Khedive, and as she took besides some from other societies,

English and American, including ten from the China Inland

Mission, there proved to be no less than fifty persons on board

going forth in connexion with the Missionary Enterprise. It was

a memorable voyage.

Another incident of this October was the opening of the Henry

Martvn Memorial Hall at Cambridge, intended primarily for the

use of the University CM. Union, and therefore a real C.M.S.

event. The Hall had been planned by Mr. Barton in connexion

w^ith the centenary of Martyn's birth, 1880, and the scheme had

been carried through successfully by his energy. The Martyn Hall

is now a conspicuous feature in the religious life of Cambridge.

It will be seen that the " October Meetings " in that year 1887

rivalled the " May Meetings " in number and interest. And there

was one yet to come. On All Saints' Day was held the first
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annual meeting of the Gleaners' Union. It is significant of the Part IX.

modest expectations of the new Union, that the members were 1882-95.

invited in the first instance to Salisbmy Square. Presently it was ^^^P- ^^'

evident that the numbers proposing to attend could not get into FirstAnni-

the committee-room, so Sion College was engaged. But as the versary
^

. 01 tile

days went on, no less than fifteen hundred tickets were applied Gleaners'

for ; and at the last moment St. James's Hall was taken. Sir
^"^°"-

Douglas Fox presided, and a delightful addi^ess was given by Mrs.
Eva Travers Evered Poole. This was the first occasion on which
a large C.M.S. gathering was addressed by a lady.

Lastly, we come to another of the pre-eminently important The Policy

events of that year 1887—the adoption of the Policy of Faith. October,'
'^

It was on this wise. The remarkable missionary meeting at ^^^^'

the Keswick Convention in the July of that year was noticed in

our Eighty-fourth Chapter. Its influence on the Society's em-
ployment of women missionaries we shall see hereafter. But on
the Monday following that memorable Saturday, Mr. Webb-Peploe
and Mr. James Johnson of Lagos returned to London, and at the
ordinary C.M.S. Committee-meeting on the Tuesday informed the
Society of what they had seen and heard. A solemn impression
was produced, and earnest prayer was offered that God would
guide what might possibly turn out to be an important missionary
impulse,—and guide the Society also in its relations to the spiritual

movements of the day. After the vacation, in October and
November, the General Committee again reviewed the position, in

the light of a report from the Estimates Committee warning the

Society that candidates were multiplying faster than funds. The
discussions on both occasions were conducted with much gravity

and reverence, and with an evident desire to know and to do the

will of the Lord. On the one hand it was argued that the work
should be limited by the funds at the Society's disposal. On the

other hand it was urged that the men now coming forward more
freely were unmistakably men sent by God, and if so, was it not
a reasonable faith to claim from Him, in all humility, the means to

maintain them, and to be assured that He would certainly provide
them, in His own way? Ultimately, after fervent prayer, it was
determined to refuse no candidate, and to keep back no missionary
ready to sail, merely on financial grounds.

No one knew at the time that this was only reverting to the

policy emphatically announced by the Committee thirty-four years
before, in the Annual Eeport of 1853.''' That fact was not dis-

covered until ten years after this. God was again leading the
Committee by a way that they knew not. Nor did any one dream
of what the results would be of this decision of 1887. Seven years
passed away before they were realized. But God gave the Society
grace to adhere to the resolution, and to trust Him ; and that

trust He abundantly rewarded, as we shall see by-and-by.
* Soo.Yol. II., p. 36.
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Meanwhile, under a deep sense of the need of such special

grace, and of diffusing in the C.M.S. circle a spirit of humble faith

and unreserved dedication to Christ's service, it was arranged to

hold a Whole-Dav Devotional Gathering in Exeter Hall. This

gathering was held on January 11th, 1888, and with it we must

close this long chapter. There were three meetings. In the

morning Sir J. Kennaway presided, and addresses were given by

Archdeacon Eichardson 'and Mr. Handley Moule. In the after-

noon Canon Hoare presided, and Mr. Webb-Peploe and Mr. C. A.

Fox spoke. In the evening Mr. Peploe was in the chair, and the

speakers were Sir Arthur Blackwood and Mr. Evan Hopkins.

The three subjects of the day were Spiritual Shortcomings, Spiri-

tual Possibilities, and Spiritual Determinations. There was one

drawback : London was shrouded all day in one of the worst fogs

ever known, and this thinned the attendance. Yet the Hall was

half full in the morning, nearly full in the afternoon, and half full

again in the evening ; and to not a few wdio were present all day it

was a time of much spiritual instruction and profit. The Committee

had invited their friends "to humble themselves before God for all

shortcomings and mixed motives and lack of zeal and love, to con-

secrate themselves solemnly to His service, and to plead for His

rich blessing "; and to that invitation a heartfelt response was given.

So we close the record of those Three Memorable Years. It is

the Lord's doing, and it is marvellous in our eyes

!

Chuech Missionaries' Children's New Home.-^Limpsfield, 1887.



CHAPTER LXXXVII.

Controversies Within and Attacks fro3I Without.

Divisions in C.M.S. Circle—^Japan Bishopric—Ceylon Corresponding
Committee—Bishops as Vice-Presidents—^Jerusalem Bishopric

—

Sion College Meetings—C.M.S. at St. Paul's—C.M.S. and Home
Controversies—Canon Isaac Taylor's Attacks—Question of Mission-
ary Self-Denial—Question of Home Expenditure—Controversy in

"The Christian."

" Lest I should be exalted above measure."—2 Cor. xii. 7.
" Let us not therefore judge one another any more"—Rom. xiv. 13.

E now proceed to look at the other side of the shield. Part IX.

We have already noticed in passing that the period of 1882-93.

advance and ardent hope that we have been reviewing Chappy.

had another side to it; and we must now look a
little more closely at the anxieties and perplexities some trials

that were besetting the Society throughout most of these years of
°griJ,d

progress. The trials here referred to were not the ordinary, or

even extraordinary, trials of the missionary enterprise. It is not
death, or disaster, or disappointment in the Missions that we are

now to sorrow over. We shall have to review all these in due
time, but not now. Our present subjects are some differences

and divisions that prevailed at this time within the C.M.S. circle,

and some bitter attacks made upon the Society from outside. The
historian's task in recording them is not an easy nor a pleasant

one ; but it is one that cannot be evaded.

There can be no doubt that the Society suffered from the general
atmosphere of division in which at that time Evangelical Church- An atmo-

. . . sohcrc 01
men lived and moved and had their being. As our Eighty-fourth division.

Chapter showed, there were, roughly speaking, two sections of

them—or rather three, a centre and two wings,—all of which
were largely represented in the C.M.S. circle. The Society was,
and is, supported, more or less heartily, by the whole Evangelical ^^.9 Evan-

body ; indeed by not a few, both clergy and laity, who would circle and

disclaim connexion with the body, or party, or school, or whatever c'onirnittfe

it may be called, but who have valued the Society's work. These
latter, however, have never had, nor sought to have, influence
in its counsels. There has been no member of the working Com-
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Part IX. raittee, certainly in the past quarter of a century, who would
1882-95. have repudiated the name of Evangelical. =' But what we may
Chap. 87. pei-haps call the sub-sections of Evangelical Churchmen have

always been represented.
How the

]\fo|;, how^ever, that men have been selected for that purpose.

i^°f?rm'ed^^ The clerical members are, in fact, self-elected. Probably four or

five thousand clergymen are subscribers, and therefore members
of the General Committee. Those who attend the monthly meet-

ings (perhaps sixty or seventy), and take some part in the pro-

ceedings, are in due course appointed on the Committee of

Correspondence and other standing or sub-committees. The
simple question in choosing them year by year is, Who has

attended and shown a true interest in the work ? To what sub-

section of the Evangelical circle he may be supposed to belong is

not considered at all. Nor is it with the twenty-four lay members
of the General Committee, the only ones actually elected to that

body. A good many are Anglo-Indian officers and civilians who,

having personally supported and perhaps taken part in missionary

work in India, are sure, on their return to England, to appear

soon in Salisbury Square. Others are chosen for the good service

they have rendered to the missionary cause in their own parishes.

Some, being Governors in virtue of a subscription, have spontane-

ously attended and taken part in the proceedings, and these are

gladly put into the next vacancies. The oldest in standing of

present members (now a Vice-President), Mr. Sydney Gedge,

began forty years ago in that way, as a young lawyer. Being a

Governor he came of his own accord, quickly gained the confidence

of Mr. Venn, and was then duly elected. The result of all this is

that the working Committee consists of men who really care for

the missionary cause, and in whose view minor differences at home,

i.e. differences among men of true Evangehcal principles, are of

secondary importance. x\s a matter of fact the gi^eat majority

belong to the " centre " rather than to the tw^o " wings."

Doubts as But considering the general atmosphere of controversy and
to the Com- suspicion that prevailed, it is not surprising that the proceedings of

liteadfatt- the Society were jealously watched, by friends who were doing

good work' for it in their own localities, but who did not feel quite

sure of the Committee's steadfastness to Protestant principles.

Several of the leaders in its counsels, such as Bishop Perry,

Canon Hoare, Dr. Boultbee, Mr. Barlow, Mr. Goe, and Mr.

Bickersteth, were, in some of the differences of the period as

regards Evangelical policy in Church matters, distinctly on what

was called the moderate side; and so was Mr. Wigram. Men
w^ho took what they considered a more decided line were afraid of

the Society under such guidance becoming—for example—too

* Five-and-twenty years ago a well-known and highly-respected High
Church layman from Somersetshire, a frequent correspondent of the

Guardian, Mr. F. H. Dickinson, regularly attended the General Committee,

being a Governor by virtue of his subscription ; but ho rarely if ever spoke.

ness.
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subservient to bishops. Some leading men at Liverpool, Bristol, Part IX.

and Cheltenham were particularly solicitous for its safety. 1882-95.

Let us now take the questions upon which differences arose in P' '•

turn.

I. The first was the Society's subsidy to the Japan Bishopric. Subsidy to

The circumstances under which that bishopric was founded will Bishopric,

be fully explained in the chapter on the Japan Mission. Suffice

it to say here, (1) that the project was one upon which Mr.
Wright's heart had been much set

; (2) that he wished the Society

to find the whole stipend, and nominate the man
; (3) that Arch-

l)ishop Tait refused this plan, on the very natural ground that the

S.P.G. also had a Mission in Japan
; (4) that he again refused it

when Mr. Wigram in his turn pressed it
; (5) that he also refused

a plan for an endowment, submitted by the S.P.G.
; (6) that at

length, in December, 1881, he issued a formal memorandum on
the whole subject, expressing readiness to select and consecrate

a bishop if the S.P.G. and C.M.S. would each provide half the

stipend. To this proposal both Societies agreed. The C.M.S.
Committee were somewhat reluctant to vote money towards the

stipend of any one in whose selection they had no voice ; but what
were the alternatives ? Either that there would be no bishop at

all; or that the C.M.S. work in Japan (being the larger) would
occupy more than half the time and attention, and cause more than
half the travelling and other expenses, of a bishop supported by
another society. The Committee felt that they could not incur

the responsibility of either of these alternatives. The first was
impossible in a Church Mission, and inconsistent with all the

Society's utterances ; the second, unworthy of a great Christian

body. They, however, made the grant on the express ground of

confidence that the Archbishop would appoint a bishop who would
" cordially co-operate with the Society"; and they limited it to

the first bishop, and to such time as he should be the only bishop

in Japan.
Complaints were at once made, in letters to the Becorcl and objections

other papers, and in letters to the Secretaries, against the action subsidy,

of the Committee. Some correspondents asked why the Society
could not send out its own bishops ! Did they suppose that the

President could lay his hands upon a clergyman in the committee-
room, and make a bishop of him? Certainly they quite forgot

that the Society had always disclaimed any ecclesiastical power or

status, and indeed had frequently—one may even say—boasted of

being " a lay body." But there were other grave representations

from trusted friends, which commanded the most respectful atten-

tion. It soon appeared, however, that these friends were but a

minority. For instance, when twenty-five members of the Bristol

Committee sent a memorial against the proposal, seventy-five

other members of the same committee sent a counter-memorial,
approving of it, and expressing entire confidence in the London
Executive. Nevertheless, in order to obviate all difficulty, one

VOL. III. Z
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Part IX. friend undertook to provide the ^vhole sum voted, £500 a year.

1882-95. This, however, did not of itself remove the mistrust of the Com-
Chap. 87. inittee which had taken root in some minds ; and the Japan vote

was afterwards frequently adduced as one evidence of their lack

of steadfastness. What came of it—how Archbishop Tait died

before making an appointment, and how Archbishop Benson

selected a C.M.S. missionary to be the first bishop, and the further

history—will come before us hereafter.

Ceylon: II. The next difficulty was in connexion with Ceylon. The

Co°rrr^'*
settlement of the great controversy with Bishop Copleston was

spending noticcd in our Eightieth Chapter. Some minor perplexities that
Committee

,^^,Qgg afterwards, not involving any principle, but indicating difli-

culties in the details of the administration of the Ceylon Mission,

led Canon Hoare to revive a favourite project of his, viz., that the

Diocese of Colombo should have an independent Corresponding

Committee, as the Indian dioceses have. In India, from the first,

Grounds the administration of the work on the spot has been entrusted to a

proposal, body of independent clergymen and laymen appointed from home.

In other Missions, as in Africa and China, where there are no

independent men to form such a committee, the administration is

in the hands, in one form or other, of the missionaries themselves,

or of some of them.'-'= Now it is everywhere found a real

advantage that the bishop of the diocese should have, over and

above his inherent episcopal powers, full and detailed acquaintance

with the administration of the Mission, and a voice in it. The
Society has never desired to exclude him in the way he is excluded

from certain High Church Guilds and Orders and Brotherhoods.

Where the local administrative body consists of missionaries, it is

the almost invariable custom to invite the bishop to be a member
of it, and therefore, naturally, the chairman ; but where there is a

regular Corresponding Committee with laymen on it not dependent

on the bishop as the clergymen are in a sense, he is, if a member
of the Society, and therefore a Vice-President, a member of the

Corresponding Committee ex officio, without invitation. Now in

Ceylon the Missionary Conference administered the Mission, and

none of the successive bishops had been members of it ; and Canon
Hoare was of opinion that if there had been a Corresponding

Committee, with both the bishop and independent laymen on it,

the great controversy of 1876 might never have occurred at all.

Whether this theory was correct, it is impossible to say; but Mr.

Fenn, the Secretary in charge of Ceylon affairs, and formerly a

missionary in the Island, concurred in it. As, however, friendly

relations with Bishop Copleston had now, in 1883, subsisted for

three years, and as there was material for a Corresponding Com-
mittee in Ceylon in the shape of godly planters and merchants, it

was resolved to adopt Hoare's suggestion, and instructions were

* It should be explaiuod that in India also the Missionaries in Conference
have certain powers, but subordinate to the Corresponding Committees.
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sent out accordingly. The Bishop at once paid his subscription, Part IX.

accepted the Vice-Presidency, and thus intimated his readiness to 1882-95.

join a local body upon which he would have had no colleague of P" ''

his own distinctive views. But it immediately appeared that most
of the missionaries disapproved of the plan, and moreover that Proposal

the laymen who w^ere to form the proposed Corresponding °n cey^ion,°

Committee were unwilling to join if the Bishop were to be a

member.
Upon these difficulties being reported in England, the Parent ^^ j"

Committee were divided in opinion as to what should be done. "^
*

The majority were in favour of pressing the proposal, hoping to

persuade the brethren in Ceylon to give way; but at length,

willing to conciliate the minority, who preferred the status quo,

they resolved instead to send out Mr. Fenn, with the question The

left quite open whether the plan should be further pressed or ^ve°way,

abandoned. This concession, however, did not conciliate the twice,

minority ; and letter after letter appeared in the Record, protesting

against Mr. Fenn, who was regarded as personally pledged to the

scheme, going at all. On October 13th, 1884, the fullest Com-
mittee-meeting then on record was held—in the old room, the

New Wing not being yet finished,—more than one hundred
members being present, many of whom had come from Provincial

Associations to support or oppose a resolution to be moved by Mr.
Talbot Greaves, Vicar of Clifton, rescinding the resolution to send
out Mr. Fenn. After a long debate, a compromise was arrived

at. Canon Hoare admitted that his plan had proved impracticable,

and must be abandoned ; and this point being settled, the objectors

withdrew their opposition to Mr. Fenn going, it being arranged Fenn and

that he—and Mr. Barton, who should accompany him—should ceyion.
°

seek some other mode of meeting the difficulties in the Island. It

must be added that although in this case the majority gave way
for peace' sake, they did not thereby secure the restoration of the

confidence of the minority; and Hoare's plan was from time to

time referred to as another evidence that Salisbury Square could
not be trusted.

Mr. Fenn and Mr. Barton returned home in March, 1885, just

as the New Wing was opened, and their report of the arrange-

ments made by them in Ceylon was presented at a meeting of the

General Committee in the new room. It proved satisfactory to

all sides ; and this was one more token of God's goodness at that

memorable time described in the preceding chapter.

III. But then, immediately, arose a new subject of controversy. |^°}"''^

In April, Mr. Bickersteth and Canon King were consecrated King be

bishops of Exeter and Lincoln. By the constitution of the^^'"^'''

Society, a bishop who is a member of the Society (i.e by subscrip-
tion) is a Vice-President if he accept the office. The custom had
grown up, in the case of a new liishop who was not already a
member, for the Hon. Secretary to write and inform him of the
rule ; and, as a matter of fact, almost invariably, he at once sub-

7. 2
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Part IX. scribed and accepted the office. Bishop Bickersteth was, of

18S2-90. course, ah-eady a member; but Bishop King was not, so Mr.
Chap. 87. ^vigi-ani wrote' to him accordingly. By some accident the letter

was mislaid or overlooked, and no answer was received. Mean-

while protests began to be received, not only against Bishop King

becoming a Vice-President, but against any bishop being allowed

to hold the office unless in sympathy with the Society's distinctive

H.Venn's principles. Henry Venn had always opposed any suggestion to

^{^ews j^^.^j.^ Ij-^g c.M.S. Committee, as he expressed it, "a Board to

episcopal examine the theological opinions of bishops," and held that the
^-^'^-

automatic form of their taking office was the best.='= However,

at the General Committee of May, the Eev. W. Allan moved a

resolution directing that no official communication of the kind

above indicated be in future sent to new bishops not already

members. Against this motion the "previous question" was

carried by a majority of only two ; which left the Secretaries in

an awkward position. They could not cease an old practice when

the direction to cease it had not been carried
;
yet to continue it

in the face of such a division would not be wise. At the next

Committee, therefore, they submitted the following resolutions,

Another which practically yielded the point inunediately at issue, while in

concession ^-^q ^^g^y tampering with the Society's impartial Laws. The resolu-

tions were only carried, however, against a strong minority—this

time on the " moderate " side—some members objecting to yield-

ing at all to what they regarded as an unreasonable outcry:

—

" The practice <if drawing the attention of newly-appointed Bishops

who are not known to be aheadv members of the Society to Law IT., is

not re(iiured by that Law, and isheld by some to be actually inconsistent

with the spirit of it.
• • r xi •

4.

"The sending of a mere formal communication of this nature,

which is not necessarily an invitation, may have the appearance of

being wanting in the respect due from the Society to the Bishops of the

Church. .

"The Committee, therefore, direct the Secretaries to discontinue

the practice hitherto followed, and whenever a Bishop either is, at the

time of his appointment, a member of tlie Society, or, not being previously

a member of the Society, shows his sympathy at any time by becoming a

member, to send an invitation to him to accept the office of Vice-

President, in accordance with Law II."

Since then it has been usual, in the case of a new bishop not

being a member, for local friends in the diocese who desire (as

they always do) that he should be a Vice-President of the Society,

to inform him unofficially of the rules ; and the result is almost

Bishop always the same. The Bishop of Lincoln, however, presently

King joins sui^gcribed spontaneously; whereupon Mr. Wigram, m accor-
t e ocie y

^^^^^^ ^^
.^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ directions, wrote and invited him to accept

the office, which he did cordially ; and, as " deputations" to the

* In this way it was that Bishop Temple, beinuc a member of the Society

from eight years of age, became a Vice-President in 1870. No one then would

have dared'to invite him. See Vol. II., p. 380.
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Lincoln Anniversaries well know, he always presides on those Part TX.

occasions, and speaks most sympathetically of the work. i^^^'^'t"

IV. The next cause of division was the Jerusalem Bishopric. ^^^P- "^ J-

We have already seen, in Chapter LXXXIV., how that bishopric Jerusalem

was revived by x\rchbishoxD Benson at the earnest request of the Bishopric.

C.M.S., the London Jews' Society, and the Evangelical body
generally ; and how strong were the protests against it of the

whole High Church party, led by Canon Liddon. But an entirely

unexpected storm suddenly arose, not from the High Church side,

but from the Evangelicals of the '

' wing
'

' that had been viewing

the working C.M.S. Committee with uneasiness for some time.

The storm, however, was not raised wilfully or causelessly. It is

true that presently the general question of the expediency of

money being voted for the maintenance of a bishop in whose
appointment the Society had no voice was revived ; but this

question, in such a case as the Jerusalem bishopric, would
probably not have been raised but for the action of the bishop-

designate. A newspaper correspondent, hearing that Archdeacon Alarm

Blyth was to officiate at an advanced church at Chiswick, went Bishop

thither to see what would happen, and found him wearing an Biyth.

eucharistic vestment at an early Communion service. The fact

was immediately published, and caused no little alarm. Again the

columns of the Record and other Evangelical papers were crowded
with protests, and several notices of motion were sent in to

Salisbury Square. Some proposed to withdraw the grant ; others,

perceiving that so extreme a course was impossible, to pay it

only from special contributions ; others, to bind the Committee
never again to make a similar grant. There was obviously plenty

of room for honest differences of opinion ; but what was really

painful was the charge of unfaithfulness freely brought against Painful

the Committee, particularly by correspondents of the papers who and'^frave

did not sign their names, and therefore felt safe in using verv misstate-
o '

t merits >

strong language. The facts, also, were frequently misstated, and
have often been misstated since, even by editors who might have
known them perfectly. For instance, it was again and again

affirmed that the Committee with their eyes open voted money to

a Ritualist bishop, whereas what they did was to supplement the

endowment of a bishopric more identified by its history with

decided Protestantism than any other bishopric in the world—as

explained in Chapter LXXXIV. The grant was not to Bishop A,

or Bishop Z., for no individual had yet been appointed, but to the

Archbishop of Canterbury for " a bishop." Then it was affirmed

that Archbishop Benson had deceived the Committee, and that

the Committee should have been wiser than to allow themselves

to be deceived. On this point it was not possible to give full

explanations to the public ; but Canon Hoare again and again in

the committee-room stated that his private inquiries had convinced
him of the Primate's absolute bona fides, and that the Arch-

bishop's full belief, in making the appointment, was that the
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Tart IX. individual selected—(who bad been recommended by Bisbop
1882-95. Titcomb of Eangoon, a friend of C.M.S., mider wbom be bad
Chap^87. served)—was one wbo, while disposed to be friendly with the

Oriental Clmrches, was in hearty sympathy with C.M.S. work.

By common consent, the formal debate upon the whole subject

w^as deferred till after the Anniversary. Meanwhile, the new
President, Sir John Kennaway, was appointed, coming thus into

office in the midst of grave anxieties and perplexities. The
Anniversary Meeting was that wonderfully interesting and cheer-

ing one specially referred to in our Eighty-fifth Chapter, w^hen

Canon Westcott and Sir M. Monier-Williams made their memorable
speeches. But very trying correspondence continued for some
w eeks ; and it is right to record here the deep impression made
upon the other Secretaries by Mr.. Gray's singular abihty in

replying to the incessant letters and preparing memoranda for the

Committee. (Mr. Wigram, it will be remembered, was then on

his great tour ; and Mr. Fcnn was unwell.)
Great Com- At last the appointed day, June 13th, arrived. The ball of

meeting Siou Collcgc luid been taken for the occasion, and it was quickly

coni°"
filled by some four bundi'ed clergymen and a sprinkling of laymen.

No less than seven distinct resolutions were moved and seconded,

independently, by different members, it having been agreed that

all should be considered simultaneously. It very soon appeared,

from the tone of the meeting, that the great majority of the clergy

from the country had come up to support the Executive ; and if

the various resolutions had been voted on, those which (in one

form or another) were against the grant to the bishopric would un-

doubtedly have been defeated, and one which was moved by Mr.

Webb-Peploe, seconded by Canon Hoare, and supported in a

remarkable speech by Bishop Thorold, in defence of the Executive,

would have been carried by an overwhelming majority. But the

President and Secretaries and other leading members were
extremely anxious to conciliate the minority if possible ; and after

Sir John the adjournment for lunch Sir John Kennaway submitted four

wly^s'^reso- I'csolutions wliich happily proved acceptable to both sides. All

lutions. the other motions were withdrawn in favom- of them, and they

were ultimately passed by the crowded room with only seven

dissentients,''" as follows :—
"

i. That this meeting, in view of the very special circumstances of

the Jerusalem Bishopric, and looking at the very grave differences of

opinion existing among many of the warmest supporters of the Society

in regard to the action of the Committee thereon, forbears from passing

any resolution dealing with that question, but humbly leaves the matter

in the hands of Him who is the great Head of the Chvirch, the aUwise

Disposer of events.
" ii. That this meeting desires to place on record its firm and con-

* Every effort was made to win these few remaining dissentients, but their

leader resisted every appeal. He subsequently seceded from the Church of

England.
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tinuecl adhesion to the principle of the selection of the Society's agents Part IX.
by the Committee, and not by any outside authority whatsoever, so as 1882-95.
to ensure that none but Protestant and Evangelical men may be sent Chap. 87.
out as agents of the Society.

" iii. That in grave cases of exceptional character, where it may seem
of urgent necessity to give assistance in supporting those who are not
agents of the Society or appointed by it, the most extreme care and
jealous firmness shall be used to secure the appointment only of men
who_ are in full sympathy with the principles of the Society.

" iv. That every such case, when it may arise, shall be decided upon
its o^vn merits, and in humble dependence upon the leading of God's
Holy Spirit; and that former grants shall not be held to constitute
precedents."

Much prayer had been offered that God would guide the meeting
and over-rule all to His own glory ; and assuredly that prayer was
graciously and abundantly fulfilled. And all rejoiced that the new
President should have been enabled to signalize his accession to
office by steering the good ship so skilfully.

Some friends who had approved of the Committee's action now Special

generously came forward, and, to relieve the consciences of those ^J^Vthe
who were offended by the application of the funds to the main- subsidy^

tenance of the new bishop, made special contributions for the
purpose ; and for many years the grant has accordingly been paid
from a special fund. This is another fact wdiich has frequently
been ignored in comments on the subject.

It may be convenient to add here—and thus avoid referring
again to this controversy in another chapter—that four years later,

in 1891, the conflict was renew^ed upon a fresh motion to withdraw Further
the grant, made in consequence of Bishop Blyth's action in

^°"g''°f
Palestine, which must be noticed when we take up that Mission. ^4*1^.^

'"

On this occasion the Committee again had to meet in Sion Col- Second
lege, and the gathering was not much smaller than the one above co°nege
described. The meeting was memorable for a solemn speech from meeting.

Canon Hoare, who had been ill, and came almost from his bed to

oppose the motion. He avowed his deep disappointment at the canon
issue of the revival of the Jerusalem bishopric—a disappointment l^eech^
in which he by no means stood alone ; but he adjured the Com-
mittee to imitate Him who said, " My covenant will I not break,
nor alter the thing that has gone out of My lips." Indeed the
words of Psalm xv., in wdiich the dweller in God's " holy hill " is

described as "he that sweareth to his own hurt, and changeth
not," were frequently on the lips of members. The motion was
defeated by an immense majority.

V. But we return to 1888 for the next controversy, which arose
out of the erection of the reredos at St. Paul's. The Service there
in 1887, which concluded the February Simultaneous Meetings,
had been so much appreciated, that the Younger Clergy Union
and Lay Workers' Union asked the Society to arrange for a similar Second

Service in 1888. The Dean and Chapter again granted the use of f^Paurs.
the cathedral ; all arrangements were complete ; some thousands
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Part IX, of tickets had been applied for ; when suddenly, only a week or
1882-95. two before the Service was to take place, a large curtain which
Chap. 87. Yi-^^ long hid the east end was removed, displaying an erection

The new witli numcrous sculptiu'ed figures, a prominent one being that of
reredos. ^he Virgin Mary with the Infant Jesus in her arms. The Society
What was innnediately called upon by some naturally indignant friends

c!m'.'s. do? ^o stop all arrangements and decline to go, thus entering a signifi-

cant and unmistakable protest. On the other hand, it was urged

(1) that the Society ought not to seem to abandon the right of

Evangelical Churchmen to a place in the national cathedral

;

(2) that such a protest would not avail to prevent Evangelical
Prebendai'ies preaching in their turn, or the Bishop ordaining

C.M.S. missionaries just in front of the reredos; (3) that it was
not the Society's province to enter into controversies of the kind.

These views prevailed, and after two discussions the following

resolutions and rider were adopted l)y the Connnittee ncm. con. on
February 13th :—

" i. That it is their duty to devote their whole attention to Foreign
Missions, and wliile upholding at all times the standard of Protestant and
Evangelical truth, to avoid as far as possible taking part in controversies
at home.

" ii. That it is not their province to lay down any general i)rinciple

respecting the use of the national catliedral, or of other churclies. for

the special worship of God, for the advocacy of Missions, or for the
ordination of candidates for the ministi-y.

" As all arrangements for the service were made before anything was
kno\\n I'especting the figures, the Committee repudiate the charge of

having manifested indifi'erence or indicated approval ; on the contrary,
they view with the deepest alarm the re-introduction into our clnirches
of representations of figures calculated to encourage image-worship or
mariolatrj^ remembering that at cost of their lives our fathers obtained
deliverance from these perils in Reformation times, and believing tlie

introduction of such rej^resentations to be wholly alien to the spirit and
teaching of the Church of England, and likely greatly to retard the cause
of Missions, which is so dear to them."

The The Service, accordingly, was duly held, and an immense con-

stua'"s' gregation assembled, including numbers of the most decided
sermon. Evangelical members of the Society from all parts of London ; and

a most powerful sermon was preached by the Rev. E. A. Stuart, in

the course of which he spoke in bold and yet judicious language of

the Protestant character of the Church of England.
Further But the Controversy was not silenced. Once more the same
agitation, newspaper columns were filled with letters from opposite sides

;

and at the same time some offended members of the Society were
A new seriously considering the question of forming a new Missionar}^

fhr'eat^ned
^ociety free from the ritualistic tendencies which it was alleged

' were discernible in the C.M.S. Nothing, however, came of this,

and although the bare fact ought not to be omitted from this

History, it would be a pity to mention names now, seeing that
some at least of the offended brethren have for many years past
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proved themselves earnest supporters of the Society. They did, Part IX.
however, at the time, make an effort to get the resokitions of 1882-95.'

February 13th modified, on the ground that the Society ought not *^^ap^87.

to refuse to join in controversial movements at home. Another
large Committee-meeting was held on April 9th, but the resolution Final reso-
proposed was met by the following amendment, which was carried '"?'°" °"

by 117 to 19 :— 'c^.'^';^"

°'

to home
"That, while the Committee, both in the selection of the Society's ve^sT'niissionanes and the training of its students, have ever steadfastly kept

''"'"^^'

in view the dissemination of the Gospel of Christ in its purity and
simplicity, and while the Committee glory and trust that tliey will ever
glory m a bold avowal of Protestant doctrine both at home and abroad,
and will always, by God's help, proclaim and maintain in the Mission-field,
with all the force and influence of the Society, the pure Gospel of the
Lord Jesus Christ in accordance with the Evangelical principles of the
Church of England as set forth in her Prayer-book, Articles, and
Homilies,—they do not consider it to be pai-t of their duty as the
Directors of a Missionary Society to take any corporate action at home
with regard to any erroneous doctrines or practices which may trouble
the Church, unless it should become absolutely necessary to do so in order
to preserve their own proper work from interference. The Committee
feel they have a right to ask for generous confidence on the part of their
friends, and a reasonable liberty of action in their attempt, under the
guidance of the Holy Spirit, to solve the many difficult and ever-varyino-
problems which the rapid development of the work presents."

"

This was the last serious division of the kmd for three years
;and the only subsequent ones have been the renewed opposition

to the Jerusalem grant in 1891, already referred to, and a slight
and temporary dispute in 1894. Otherwise, the Society has
been spared trials of this kind ever since, through God's great God's
mercy. But it is a most striking and significant token of His fa^""'"

gracious favour that just when most of the differences prevailed comro!
that have now been briefly sketched, the Society was ex-

'^^'^•es.

periencing the blessings and encouragements detailed in the
preceding chapter. It was said. You are losing the spiritually-
minded people of the country. In reality they were being won
to the cause as never before.

But it was not only from within that trials came at this Attacks
time. In the very months when the "Policy of Faith" was Scut
maugurated, at the close of the " Three Memorable Years,"
October and November, 1887, the Society was assailed from
various quarters ; and the attacks were renewed again and again
during the next year or two. At some of these we must now look.
At the Wolverhampton Church Congress, in October, 1887,

Canon Isaac Taylor read his famous paper on Mohammedanism' Canon
"A painful task," he began, "has been assigned tome. ItisTayYoron
pleasant, amid the plaudits of a great audience, to proclaim the Moham-
triumphs of the faith, but it is disheartening to tell the story of a

'"^'^''"'''^•

lamentable failure." If he had gone on to lament over the
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Contro-
versy
in the
" Times.

Church's Lailure to preach the Gospel to Mohammedans—for they

have been more neglected than the Heathen,—he would have said

a true thing and done good service ; but instead of that,
_

he

affirmed (1) that Islam was winning converts from Christianity,

(2) that no nation or tribe that once embraces Islam ever after-

wards becomes Christian, (3) that Islam ought to be commended
and fostered as a step towards Christianity. How (2) and (3) were

to be reconciled, he did not explain. He regarded Islam as " not

anti-Christian, but half-Christian"; as superior to Judaism, and

"midway between Judaism and Christianity"; as more suitable

to races "like the Negro than Christianity, because " the Gospel of

Christ is so lofty that only the higher races of mankind have as

yet been able to receive it and retain it." "Moslems," he said,

" are already imperfect Christians ; let us try to perfect their

religion, rather than vainly endeavour to destroy it. We shall

never convert the Moslems, but we may possibly transform Islam

into Christianity." " In some respects Moslem morality is better

than our own." "The Church of England is too good for the

African. Islam, with its material paradise, or the Salvation Army
with its kettle-drums, or the Church of Rome with its black

Madonnas, may be able to descend to the level of the Negro ; but

the Church of England with its Thii-ty-nine Articles will not be

the Church of Equatorial Africa for generations."

In all this there was no direct reference to the Church Mis-

sionary Society; and Mr. Knox in a most able article in the

Intelligencer (December, 1887) dealt with the general question of

the influence of Mohammedanism. But the publication of Canon
Taylor's paper was the signal for an animated correspondence in

the Timc^, in the course of which Canon Taylor affirmed that

Islam was rapidly increasing in India and repulsing Christianity

in West Africa,—complained (taking some figures from the C.M.S.

published accounts) that it cost £11,000 to convert one Moham-
medan, which was much w^orse even than 297 converts in South

China costing £7000,—declared that Christian converts in India

were unworthy persons,—and criticized the Society's home expendi-

ture. This naturally elicited a host of replies from various quarters.

The Census of India was adduced to show that Christians in

India were increasing at a much higher rate than Moslems ; the

supposed apostasy of 15,000 Christians at Sierra Leone to Islam

was shown to be a ridiculous blunder ;

'- and as for the cost of a

convert, it was acutely observed that if one racehorse had been

* It is worth while putting on record the origin of this curious blunder.

In 1871, the population of Sierra Leone was 38,936, of whom the Bishop

claimed 14,528, while an equal number belonged to various Methodist

denominations. The C.M.S. Report only claimed 1741 Christians, because

the other Church members had been transferred to the Native Church, and

the Society ceased (at that time) to count them. Sir J. Pope Hennessy, the

Romanist Governor, jumped to the conclusion that all except the
1J41

had

gone back to Mohammedanism ! He stated this in a paper read before the

Society of Arts, from which the supposed fact was copied by others.
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purchased (as was the case) for £12,500, one immortal Moham- Part IX.

meclan soul might perhaps be worth £11,000 ! Of course the 1882-95.

absolute fallacy of such calculations was also seriously urged. In ^^P" ^ ''

the course of the discussion, Mr. Joseph Thomson, the African
traveller, intervened, taking in the main Canon Taylor's side,

while praising the heroism of the missionaries ; and Mr. (now Sir)

H. H. Johnston contributed an article to the Nineteenth Century,
in which he graciously patronized the missionaries, because a
missionary and his wife had nursed him when struck down with
African fever. At first the Society kept silence ; but at length a
long letter by the Editorial Secretary was sent to the Times, ^^piy of

replying on all the various points under eleven heads." It is only
necessary here to quote one of the eleven :—

•

" Canon Taylor's two other authorities on Africa are Mr. Joseph
Thomson and Dr. Blyden. Mr. Thomson we all honour as an East
African traveller ; and his generous tribute to the heroism of the mis-
sionaries calls for ungrudging acknowledgment. But in West Africa and
the Soudan his experience has been small, and cannot be compared with
that of many others, whose evidence is, almost unanimously, the very
opposite of his. He describes ' tlie defenders of the Christian faith

'

' delighting to draw pictures ' of Mohammedan cruelties perpetrated on
the conquered Negro tribes. Those pictures are drawn, not by us at
home, but by Lander and Earth and Schweinfurth, who drew them from
life. I could fill columns with extracts from these eminent authorities.
Let it suffice to say that Schweinfurth, who met hundreds of the Moham-
medan missionaries Avhom Canon Taylor terms ' devoted men,' charac-
terizes them in perhaps needlessly strong language as ' incarnations of
human depravity '; and he sums up the influence of Mohammedanism in
Africa in these words: 'The banner of Islam is a banner of blood.'
Then Dr. Blyden is appealed to. It is a curious thing that a book chiefly
consisting of old articles by him in Frasers Maf/azine, the statements in
which were replied to at the time, should suddenly leap into a position
of authority. But Dr. Blyden is an educated Negro. Bishop Crowther
and Archdeacon Henry Johnson are educated Negroes too. Their
evidence is entirely opposed to his. Bishop Crowther has been thirty
years on the Niger. Mr. Thomson was there a few months. Dr. Blyden
has (I believe) never been there at all. Before Crowther was on that
river he was twelve years in the Yoruba country, where there are
great Pagan towns characterized by all the law and order, commerce,
and social development which Mr. Thomson, who has not been there,
imagines to be found only in the Mohammedan districts, and therefore
to be a direct result of the influence of Islam."

To this letter no answer w^as attempted. But it elicited one
notable fact. It stated that Canon Taylor had borrowed from
Mr. Bosworth Smith, whose Lectures on Mohammed and Moham-
medanism were alluded to in Chapter LXXV. ; whereupon Mr.
Bosworth Smith came forward and exposed one of the most Mr.

extraordinary plagiarisms on record. He showed that whole smith"^''^

sentences of the Wolverhampton paper were simply copied out
of his Lectures without acknowledgment, and yet so introduced

* Published in the Times of November 30th, 1887.

inter-
venes.
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Part IX.
1882-95.

Chap. 87.

Fresh
attacks by
Canon
Taylor.

Replies of
C.M.S.

as to eulogize Islam without the careful qualifications of the

second edition of the Lectures, from which the citations were
made ; and he pointed out some curious mistakes."

In the following autumn Canon Taylor returned to the charge

with two articles in successive numbers of the Fortnightly

Iicview. The first, in October, was entitled "The Great Mis-

sionary Failure," the said Failure being the Church Missionary

Society; and the second, in November, "Missionary Finance,"

being an analysis of the C.M.S. accounts. The former, inter alia,

accused the Society of malversation of funds because it spent

money given for the conversion of the Heathen upon hopeless

Missions in Mohammedan lands where there are " no Heathen ";

essayed to show, by elaborate calculations, both the cost of

converts and the fact that they were relatively diminishing in

numl^er ; assailed with fresh vehemence the character of the

converts ; and heaped contumely on the missionaries, who were
branded as inferior people who had received an inferior education

at inferior colleges and been ordained by inferior bishops,—but

who, in the Mission-field, became persons with " shady bungalows,

punkahs, pony-carriages, and wives." The countless fallacies in

this article were ruthlessly exposed by Mr. Knox in the In-

telliyencer of the next month (November). It is needless to

reproduce his arguments ; but one point may just be noticed. If,

he asked, we divided bishops into two classes, superior and
inferior, in which class would the bishops of London be included ?

—for it is they who ordain C.M.S. candidates for orders. And
if the education of C.M.S. candidates was so inferior, how was
it that they took so high a place in the examinations? But
when, simultaneously. Canon Taylor's new attack on the Society's

finance appeared, it was thought desirable to answer his cate-

gorical allegations categorically in the pages of the Fortmghtly,

which was done by the Editorial Secretary—to the satisfac-

tion, it is believed, of every impartial person. In fact, it was
obvious that Canon Taylor did not understand the technicalities

of account-keeping at all, and fell therefore into strange blunders

;

and even where his figures were correct, his inferences were
he sheltered himself under the authority

Cust, who up to this time had been the

Missions in general and the C.M.S. in

particular, at all times and against all comers, disclaimed, from
the first, any sympathy with him. It was, however, about the same
time that Dr. Cust began the severe and not always fair criticisms

upon Missions and missionaries, in various publications, for which
he was subsequently famous.
One incident of the period gave the Society much pain. The

* For instance, Mr. Bosworth Smith, writing in 1874, said that " Uganda
had just become Mohammedan." Canon Taylor, writing thirteen years

after, in 18&7, and borrowing this statement, said " Uganda has just become
Mohammedan."

erroneous. In reply,

of Dr. Cust; but Dr.

untiring defender of
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Salvation Army reprinted Canon Taylor's first article, " The Part IX.
Great Missionary Failure," as a small pamphlet, marked it 1882-95.
" Private and Confidential," and circulated it all over the country. ^^^P- ^'^•

When this was discovered and protested against, the issue was ThTsIi'va-
by General Booth's direction stopped ; but no attempt was made *'°" '^^y
to undo the mischief effected. The fact was that Canon Taylor Tayior."°"
had praised both the Army and the Universities' Mission to
Central Africa, and contrasted their missionaries, as examples of
zeal and self-denial, with those of the C.M.S. Mr. Booth quite
naturally desired that the eulogies upon his people should l)e

widely known, and to print and circulate them was legitimate
;

but as they only occupied a few hues, there was evidently a
further ol^ject in going to the expense of printing the whole
article. However, the Society did not really suffer ; for in
response to Canon Taylor's criticisms, no less than £4000 was
sent in spontaneously by friends in all parts of the country in
token of unbroken trust.

The really most important part of the whole controversy was
this question of missionary self-denial. It was about this time Question
that Mr. W. S. Caine, M.P., after a winter tour in India, con- ary'^s'eT/-"""
demned what he called "missionary luxury"—for which Dr. '^^"'^'•

Cust, among others, took him to task.- Dr. Lunn, too, sharply Dr. Lunn
criticized the missionaries of his own Wesleyan denomination, wes\eyans
raising thereby a great storm, which was not quelled until a
prolonged investigation had resulted in the rejection by the
Wesleyan Conference of his allegations. One of the ablest of all
the many articles on the general subject was written by Mr.
A. H. Blakesley, a young Oxford man 'on the staff of Bishop's
College, Calcutta, and appeared in the Indian Churchman, a Mr.
paper of advanced High Church views. Canon Taylor had w^^l^Ucie
included the Oxford Mission at Calcutta in his commendations
for the self-sacrifice of its members, who were unmarried and
lived in community

; so a reply to him from that quarter was all
the more significant. Let us take a few sentences from a part
of the article in which asceticism in Missions is discussed : f

" An opinion has been growing of recent years, that what India is
waiting for is an exhibition of a Christian asceticism analogous to tliat
which characterized the lives of groat Indian reformers of old, and
especially the great Buddha. This idea has been put into practice in
more than one instance lately, and has elicited the warm approval of
Sir W. Hunter, following in whose track we now see Canon Taylor.
"What are the actual facts as regards India? We may take four

instances from the records of recent years (and it is with the j^reseiit,
not the past, conditions of Indian society that we are concerned). Mr!
Bowen spent a long life in the native quarter of Bombay, adaptint^
himself in almost every particular to the habits of the Natives ; he got
admiration from his countrymen, respect and affection from the

* " There is," said Dr. Ciist, " a ^ood deal of the old Adam in Caine "

t A considerable part of this article was reprinted in the CM. Intelliqencer
01 February, 1889.
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Part IX.
1882-95.

Chap. 87.

The editor
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Heathen,—everything but converts. Father O'Neill, again, in another

part of India, submitted himself with the utmost self-denial to hard-

ships which few Europeans would be physically equal to bear
;
yet he

likewise scarcely "baptized a single person. The Salvation Army, with

a reckless expenditure of life, which to many seems culpable, but which

at any rate exemplifies the principle vmder discussion, has achieved

results altogether inadequate to the eftbrt made, and one still further

minimized by a peculiarity in their principles ; for by not insisting on

baptism, involving as it does a final break with Heathenism, they are

enabled to number among their ' converts ' many who under other

circumstances would only be called inquirers. Lastly, the Oxford

missionaries in Calcutta, starting under apparently most favourable

circumstances, have succeeded in influencing, attracting, and pro-

pitiating, but not as yet, to any considerable extent, in converting.

There is no cause for despair in all this ; rather, for those who believe

in their own principles, an incentive to greater activity; the eft'ort is

still young, the indirect efl'ects may be incalculably great ; doubtless no
honest, still more no heroic, work is ever really thrown away ; but the

one thing to which the supporters of such attempts cannot at present

appeal is the number of conversions."

Another very able and sensible article was contributed to the

Contemjjorary Bcvicio by Mr. Meredith Townsend, the co-editor of

the Spectator (with Mr. Hutton), who had lived in Calcutta,

having been editor of the Friend of India. It was entitled

" Cheai3 Missionaries," and insisted on both the impossibility and

the absurdity of white men imitating Hindu fakirs ; while, at the

same time, it opposed Educational Missions. If then, asked Mr.

Townsend, the missionary " is not to be either a preaching friar

or a tutor, what ought he to be ? I contend," he continued, " that

there is for the white missionary in Asia but one natural place,

that of the preaching bishop, using that word in its accurate and

not in its English sense. His business is to make, to inspire, and

to guide Native Christian evangelists." " That
"—so the article

concluded—" is the way to secure missionaries cheaply.""

But the whole question was put into a nutshell by the Guardian

in a leading article, in which, after remarking that Canon Taylor

had " not taken much by his attack on the finance of the Society,"

the writer pointed out that the whole question was whether

Missions are a profession or a vocation. The C.M.S., he con-

sidered, regarded them as a profession, "to be remunerated like

other professional work," although he acknowledged that some of

its missionaries—naming Hannington and George Maxwell Gordon

—took the higher view of "vocation." It certainly was a novel

sensation to find the C.M.S. charged with taking too low a view of

a missionary Hfe ; and of course the suggestion about remuneration

was simply absurd. Nevertheless, the distinction is an important

one ; and it was good to be reminded of it. We shall see in our

next chapter that at this very time men were joining the Society

* Contemporary Review, July, 1889. The whole subject had long before

this beeu ably dealt with by Bishop Cotton in one of his charges, and iu the

Calcutta Review. See CM. Intelligencer, May, 1865.
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in numbers who took the very highest view of the missionary Part IX.

"vocation." 1882-95.

There was one admission which the Society's advocates always ^^^'

made in their replies to the various attacks, viz., that the Home Question

Expenditure is larger than it ought to be in one respect. A heavy Expendi-
item in it is the charge for the stipends and travelling expenses of ture.

Association Secretaries and Deputations. Obviously if the clergy

throughout the country regarded the Lord's command to evangelize

the world as binding as His command to administer the Holy Com-
munion—which it really is,—they would not require Secretaries

and Deputations to preach missionary sermons. They would do
the work themselves, just as they do the work of instruction

regarding the Lord's Supper. This would not save the whole
expense, because it is right, when missionaries come home, that

they should go about and tell their story ; but it would greatly

reduce the amount. Accordingly, when, at this very time, a Sub-
Committee, appointed on the motion of the Eev. W. Abbott, Mr.

examined with great care every branch of the Society's Home commiuee
Expenditure, this was the direction in which they recommended
economies. The organizing staff was accordingly diminished by
two ; but the plan did not answer. It only meant, in practice, the

neglect of many smaller parishes, and the loss of their contribu-

tions ; and in a year or two the staff had to be increased

again.

Oub more controversy must be just mentioned. In 1889, a Contro-

series of articles appeared in the Christian, signed "A Missionary " ; ^' The'"

the writer being a free-lance missionary at that time in Morocco. Christian."

They were forcibly written, and appealed to the fervent and in-

dependent spirit that was widely prevailing, which rebelled against

all systematic method and organization. The articles asserted

that modern Missions were a failure, because our Lord's injunc-

tions in the tenth chapter of St. Matthew were neglected. At
the request of the editor of the Ghristian, the C.M.S. Editorial

Secretary followed with another series of articles in reply, pointing

out a great many misinterpretations of Scripture as well as mis-

statements of facts regarding modern Missions.* Mrs. Grattan
Guinness, in Begions Beyond, criticized the Morocco missionary
much more severely, and showed that whatever was of any value
in his appeals and arguments had been borrowed from Edward
Irving's famous sermon before the London Missionary Society in

1825. t The controversy was not an unimportant one, because
the Christian was widely read amid a large section of Church
people—^the very section, indeed, that was at the time supplying
the Society with many of its best candidates. The Morocco
articles, defective as they were, undoubtedly stirred many hearts
to a fresh sense of responsibility to the Lord, and it was hoped

* The articles on the Scriptural references to Missions were reprinted in
the CM. Intelligencer of May, 1889.

t See Vol. I., p. 2S2.
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Part IX. that in not a few cases the Eeply helped to direct the awakened
1882-95. 2eal into right channels.
Cliap^87. Every reader will feel the contrast l)etween this chapter and the

Why such preceding one. There all was hright ; here dark clouds have
trials? seemed to hover over us. But the thing to be observed is that, to

a large extent, the brightness and the clouds were simultaneous.

Was it that God in His infinite wisdom permitted the trials at this

very time to keep the Society watchful and humble '? Was there a

danger of its being " exalted above measure " '? Were " thorns in

the flesh " needed ? Perhaps this was so ; but assuredly we rejoice

when true but alienated friends smile on us again ; and as for open

antagonists, we can indeed take up with confidence the words of

Psalm Ivi., " Wlien I cry unto Thee, then shall mine enemies turn

back : this I know ; for God is for me."



CHAPTEK LXXXVIII.

Recruits of the Period—Men and Women.

Increasing Number of Missionaries—Marriage Questions—Associated

Evangelists—Recruits of the Period—Ninety-five Cambridge Men^
Wrights and Wigrams—B. Buxton—Horsburgh's Party—Douglas
Hooper's Men—Pilkington—Graham Brooke and J. A. Robinson

—

The East and West Africa Parties, 1890—Bishop Tucker—Mr.

Monro—^J. S. Hill—W^omen Missionaries—The Four Events of 1887

—

C.M.S. and C.E.Z.M.S.—Training ofWomen—Valedictory Meetings

—Student Volunteer Movement—Outcry against Men going Abroad.

"All these . . . came ivith a perfect heart . . . to make David king over all

Israel : and all the rest also of Israel were of one heart to make David king."—
1 Chron. xii. 38.

" I commend unto you Phehe our sister . . . that ye receive her in the Lord, as

hecometh saints . . . for she hath been a succourer of many."—Rom. xvi. 1, 2.

i]AVING interrupted the narrative of the encouragements part IX.

and advances of the period under review, in order to 1882-95.

devote one chapter to its trials, we now turn the shield Chap. 88.

round again, for we have not nearly completed our

examination of the brighter side yet.

As we have before reminded ourselves, the chief business of a

missionary society is to send out missionaries. Extended home
organization, crowded and enthusiastic public meetings, handsome
money contributions, are but " as sounding brass or a tinkling

cymbal " without the going forth of men and women at their

Master's bidding into the Heathen World. But it is a cause for

deep thankfulness that our period was distinguished more remark-

ably by the increase of labourers than by any other feature, increasing

Taking men only—for the new adoption of women as missionaries
m'j^l'o^n-''*

would vitiate a comparison that included them—we find that in a"es.

the twelve years of our period the number added to the roll, 369,

w^as equal to the number added in the preceding twenty-two years

and a half. Our three previous periods showed an average, for

1849-61, of 17^ per annum; for 1862-72, of 13 per annum; for

1873-82, of 20j per annum ; in each case exclusive of women. In

1883-94, the average was 30| per annum. And, dividing these

last twelve years into two parts, the average in the earlier six Periods

years, 1883-88, was 21 per annum ; in the later six years, 1889-94,
'=°'"p^''^

40 per annum. But a truer comparison is gained by taking the

dividing-line at the end of 1880, the close of the Period of Eetrench-

ment and the commencement of the new Period of Extension

VOL. III. A a
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Part IX. which has never smce been interrupted. In the Society's first

1882-95. half-century, the average number of men sent out was a fraction
Chap. 88. binder 8 per annum. From the Jubilee to the end of 1880, thii-ty-

two years, the average was under 16^ per annum. For the

fourteen years, 1881 to 1894, i.e. Mr. Wigram's period, 30 per

annum. For the last six years of that period, as we have seen,

40 per annum. It is remarkable that the good year 1860—a very

exceptional year in those days—was never equalled until 1889.

In that year 1860, which may be regarded as the climax of Henry
Venn's period, twenty-nine men were added to the roll ; in 1876,

which may be regarded as the climax of Henry Wright's period,

twenty-eight ; in 1881 and 1887, the latter figure was again

reached, twenty-eight ; in 1889 it was thirty-five ; in 1890 it was
fifty-three. This was the climax of the period under review, the

next four years showing 36, 39, 40, and 38.'''

University Still morc striking was the increasing numl)er of University
graduates,

g^-.^^^i^^a^^gg jj^ j-j-^q -whole period from the foundation of the Society

to the close of 1880, there were 156 graduates, viz., 78 from

Cambridge, 38 from Oxford, 32 from Dublin, one from London
University, three from German Universities ; besides four holding

medical degrees from Scotch Universities.! In the fourteen years,

1881-94, there were 170 graduates,^ viz., 100 from Cambridge (two

medical), 24 from Oxford, 16 from Dublin (three medical), seven

from Durham (three medical), six from London University (five

medical), one from the Royal University of Ireland, one from Leipzig

University, five with medical degrees from Scotch Universities ; also

ten men engaged in the field, two from the University of New
Zealand, and eight from Canadian Universities, one of them the

present Bishop of Moosonee. So the fourteen years excelled the

eighty-one years in this respect. This, it will be observed, is

mainly due to Cambridge ; and here we see the result of that

missionary movement, dating from 1884, of which we saw so

much in Chaps. LXXXIV. and LXXXVI. Partly, however, it is

due to the larger number of medical men coming forward, and
partly also to the good work of Colonial Universities.

Recruits of Reverting to the twelve years properly under review, we find

that Cambridge sent 95 (including two who joined in New Zealand,

and one in China), Oxford 22, Dublin 15, Dm-ham 8, London
University 6, the Scotch Universities 9. Eight clergymen joined

the missionary band who had been trained at St. John's Hall,

Highbury ; and six other clergymen were received, including one

from King's College, one from St. Bees, and one from the Royal
University of Ireland. Islington provided 106, of whom 76 went
out in orders, and eight were ordained subsequently. The miscel-

* All these figures are for the calendar years, not for the periods from
May to May, as in the C.M.S. Reports.

f Medical men with diplomas, but not University degrees, are not included.

X Not including a few Islington men who graduated during their first

furloughs, after a tirno ia tho Mission-Seld.

the twelve
years
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laneous laymen numbered 45, of whom twelve have since been Part IX.

ordained. No less than 49 men were taken up abroad (besides the 1882-95.

three above included under Cambridge), of wdiom nineteen clergy- P'
•

men and three laymen belonged to North-West Canada. The
remainder consisted of eleven clergymen and sixteen laymen, some
English-born, but offering for service on the spot, and some from
the Colonies. Of the above 369 men, 164 were graduates.

Twenty-six were qualified doctors, of whom seventeen held

University degrees, and are counted among the graduates.

Throughout the period, Islington College had the great advan- Islington

tage (as it still has) of the continued services of Mr. Drury as °
^^^"

Principal and Dr. Dyson as Senior Tutor and Vice-Principal. At
six out of the twelve Trinity ordinations of the Bishop of London
at St. Paul's Cathedral in the period, an Islington man w^as

Gospeller, this distinction being gained by J. Vernall in 1886,

W. C. Whiteside in 1887, H. J. Hoare in 1889, J. F. Hewitt in

1892, P. Eowling in 1893, T. Davis in 1894.- In the Oxford and
Cambridge Preliminary Theological Examinations, year after year,

the College regularly gained a larger number of first classes than
any other college or university. An important development in the

Islington curriculum, viz., a " short course " for lay missionaries,

wall come before us in a future chapter. The other chief event of

the period was the dedication of the new chapel by Bishop Temple
in 1893. The Preparatory Institution was moved from Eeadingto Reading

Clapham in 1888, under the charge of the Eev. F. E. Middleton. ham^'^^'
In a few cases, men were sent into the field direct from this

Institution, without going to Islington.

Again and again in the history of the Society has the subject Marriage

of the marriage of missionaries engaged the prolonged considera-
1"^^*'°"^-

tion of the Committee. Again and again in the first half-century

regulations were made, and then, after a few years, altered, and
sometimes after further experience, re-adopted. It has not
seemed necessary to overload these pages with matters of the
kind ; but as, in January, 1889, the rules were adopted which are

still in force, they should be briefly referred to. In the later

years of Venn's secretaryship, and throughout Wright's period,

men whose training had not been a charge on the Society's funds, The old

such as University graduates, were quite free to marry as they
"^^^^'

liked. But an Islington man, even if engaged, was required to go
out unmarried for one year ; and then, if he proved able to stand
the climate and learn the language, the lady would be sent out.

To this rule, however, there were exceptions : for instance,

Islington men for China and North-West America were allowed
to go out married ; and practically the rule was rarely enforced
except for India and Ceylon. Mr. Wright was favourable to

early marriages, and often pleaded for a relaxation of the rule

;

* And fom- more times since, by J. A. Cutten, W. J. Williamson, C. H. T.
Ecob, and F. B. Maule ; that is, ten times in thirteen years, from 1886 to 1898.

A a 2
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Part IX. while, on the other hand, many lay members were thought some-
1882-95. times to press it even beyond its intention. Between these stood
C hai). 88. -]^j^, Bfi^j-iow, who, as Principal of the College, natm-ally desired

that whatever the rule and expressed exceptions might be, they

should be strictly adhered to. After Mr. Wright's death, the
Rules of Avhole subject was reconsidered, and the rule made stricter, apply-

ing to all Missions, and forbidding lax interpretations of when the

year began and ended ; but men accepted for immediate service,

needing no training at the Society's expense, were still entirely

outside the rule. One result, however, of the genei^al discussion

on missionary "luxury" and self-denial which (as we have seen)

was going on in 1888, was that the subject was again taken up at

that time, with the result that three years were tixed, instead of

one, as the time of service to be fultilled before marriage. More-

over, the ready spirit of self-sacrifice manifested by the Cambridge
meii who were now coming forward in numbers was so marked

—

indeed there were some who hesitated to join the C.M.S. for fear

of being too comfortable—that the Counnittee were encouraged to

confine the rule no longer to men trained at the Society's expense.
Rules of ])Qt to extend it to all candidates. The following is a summary of

^'

the minutes of January 22nd, 1889, on the subject :

—

'' The Committee considered the proposals for the revision <if the

Marriage Kegiilatious applicable to the missionaries of the Society,

which, after full discussion, were amended and adopted. It was resolved

that they should apply in future to all l)aclielors or widowers accepted

for foreign work, whether trained at the Society's expense or not, on the

principle that no man is justified in assuming the resi^onsibilities of the

married state until he is in such an established position as shall give him
reasonable prospect of being able to fultil those responsibilities.

" The Committee expressed their confidence that no true missionary

would willingly involve himself in a matrimonial engagement unless he

were first fully assured of the spiritual and missionary qualifications of

the lady, and a few years' exi^erience in the Mission-field woidd teach

him much regarding those qualifications.
" Further, while thankfully recognizing the great value of the services

which the niissionary's wife may render, and very generally has rendered,

both by direct work and by the exhibition of the purity and beauty of a

Christian home, the Committee could not forget that there are also

spheres of duty in the Mission-field which demand the acceptance on the

part of the missionary of the single life. When rightly accepted, after

experience in the Mission-field, that state of life would bring its own
blessedness.

" The regulations agreed upon included, inter alia, provisions that the

missionary shall not marry until he has completed three years' residence

in the Mission-field, the certificates regarding health and the knowledge
of the language being satisfactory. But the Committee reserved to

themselves a discretion in the application of the rules, enabling them to

dispense with any of them under special circumstances, particularly in

the case of men over twenty-eight years of age, or who have served three

years in holy orders before going out, &c., &c."

It was at the same time that General Haig's scheme for bands

of Associated Evangelists in India was matured ; and Islington
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had the privilege of starting it. The scheme originally was an Part IX.

indirect outcome of that memorable missionary meeting at i?^^~^^*

Keswick in 1887 to which is due, under God, as we have before ^P"
'

seen, so much of C.M.S. development. When, at Mr. Webb- scheme

Peploe's instance, the Committee set themselves to consider c°attd^°"

solemnly the Society's relation to the spiritual movements of the Evange-

day. General Haig urged the importance of sending forth men
in bands, unmarried, and willing to endure hardness and live

together on a small common allowance,—but not necessarily of

superior education,—for village itineration in India. In February,

1888, the Committee passed a string of important resolutions

affirming the principle of the scheme ; and these were sent out

to the Corresponding Committees and Missionary Conferences in

India. The plan was not at first warmly welcomed—except in

Bengal, where it met with cordial approval from K. Clifford (now
Bishop of Lucknow, then Calcutta Secretary) and Philip Ireland

Jones. Encouraged so far, the Committee determined to make a

tentative experiment in the Nuddea District ; and Mr. Dudley
Smith, the gentleman who had already given the Society a good
deal of money, through the Vicar of St. Peter's, Eaton Square,

undertook to provide the simple buildings necessary for even so

simple a Mission. Three men offered for this service, one a The first

well-educated business man, Mr. Donne, and the others Islington

students in their third year, Mr. Le Eeuvre and Mr. Shaul, who
were willing to forego their ordination and go out at once ; and
they sailed in January, 1889. The arrangement was that they were
to serve for five years at least ; and so successful did the plan
turn out that in a year or two requests for similar bands came in

from all parts of India. This, it will be remembered, was the

third important development for which the Society was indebted

to General Haig.

It would be invidious, in the case of men gone out in the past

sixteen years, to attempt to pick out all those who appear to have
done exceptionally good service. But some of those who have
died in the field may rightly be mentioned ; also some in special

positions who have been at least ten years out ; also some per-

sonally interesting on account of parentage or other cause. Of
twelve of the 106 Islington men who have died, six fell victims to Some

African fever, viz., Brayne, Vernall, Sealey, and Leversuch, on the me'nlf°the

West Coast, and Dermott and Dunn on the shores of the Victoria period.

Nyanza. Among the men of longest standing who are still at

work may be mentioned Harding, now the senior Yoruba mis-
sionary ; Eoscoe, whose influence, both when residing at Cambridge
and in Uganda, has been important ; A. G. Smith, of Frere Town

;

Panes, Herbert, Bowlby, Coverdale, Bradburn, Eobathan, Day,
E. J, Jones, Papprill, Butler, Cullen, Kennedy, Lawrence, and
Whiteside, who have been in principal charge of stations or insti-

tutions in India; Finnimore, of India and Mauritius; Coultas,
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Medical
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Oxford
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of Hang-chow ; Chapman, who has worked in the Osaka Divinity

School ; Wood and Beverley, who have laboured in the specially

trving Usagara Mission.

'Of the men on the miscellaneous list who died within the period,

tlie most conspicuous was Graham Wilmot Brooke, of whom more

jnesently. One who fulfilled l)ut a few months' service was

J. II. Eedman, one of three l)rothers on the Society's roll, who
went out from St. Mary's Chapel, Eeading, and was its " own
missionary," and who died almost immediately in East Africa.

Among those who have lived and done important work are two

Highbury men, J. Taylor Smith, now Bishop of Sierra Leone, and

D. J. McKenzie, Principal of the Anu'itsar High School ; also

J. B. INIcCullagh, whose graphic letters from Aiyansh in British

Columbia have interested every reader. Among those who joined

aln-oad, three younger members of the Williams family in New
Zealand—two 'of them Cambridge graduates—should be men-

tioned, who devoted themselves to work among their Maori

neighbours; also \V. St. Clair Tisdall, the brilliant scholar and

linguist now in Persia, a gi-aduate of the University of New
Zealand ; also H. E. Perkins, Punjal) civilian and Commissioner of

Anuitsar, who, on his retirement after thirty years' ofiicial service,

joined the C.M.S. as an honorary missionary to the people he had

helped to govern, and was ordained by Bishop Matthew of Lahore.

Of the twenty-six medical men, one, Dr. Percy Brown, died

on the Niger. Those of ten years' standing or upwards, and who
are still at work, comprise E. G. Horder, of South China ; F. J.

Harpur, of Arabia and Egypt ; the two brothers Sutton, sons of

the Society's late respected friend, Alfred Sutton of Reading,

of Quetta and Baghdad respectively; E. F. Neve, who joined his

brother in Kashmir; V. Ardagh, of Metlakahtla ; C. S. Edwards,

of Mombasa; and John Rigg, of Fuh-kien. Then came W. P.

Mears, whose health gave way in Fuh-kien, whose remarkable

articles in the Intelligencer led to his being thought of to compile

a portion of this present History, and who began his task with

singular industry and skill, but again broke down. His wife also

is medically qualified ; and their separation from the work was

a grave disappointment.

Of the Oxford men, four died in the period. One was E. J.

Perry, an Assistant Master at Merchant .Taylors', who went to

Ceylon as Principal of Trinity College, Kandy, and was acci-

dentally shot dead. Another was W. A. C. Fremantle, son of

the present Dean of Ripon, one of the most devoted young

missionaries who ever went forth, and who died, to the deep

sorrow of all who knew him, after a few months of rich promise

in India. The other two, H. F. Wright and Dobinson, will be

mentioned presently. Of the living men still at work, Alfred

R. Tucker is Bishop in Uganda, and H. G. Grey, a nephew of the

late Earl Grey, and for a time Yicar of Holy Trinity, Oxford,

helped to begin the Quetta Mission, and is now C.M.S. Secretary
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for the Punjab. G. E. A. Pargiter, son of the former Ceylon Part IX.
missionary, retired after some years' good work at St. John's 1882-95.

College, Agra. Of the later recruits, two laymen may be named : ^'^^P- ^^•

Lieut. -Col. Freeman, a graduate thirty years ago, afterwards in
the army, now working among the Parsees ; and T. E. Alvarez, a
leader in good works when an undergraduate, now at Sierra
Leone. The earlier Dublin men comprised Dr. Harpur, mentioned Dublin
above ; the brothers Collins, one of China, the other of India, "'^"•

sons of the former C.M.S. missionary at Peking ; A. E. Johnston,
for a time Principal of Allahabad Divinity School; and T. H.
Harvey, curate to the present Bishop of Newcastle at Portsmouth,
a man of rare excellence, whose early death in China was a
great sorrow.^^^ Durham University sent, in 1889, A. H. Bowman, Durham
who was in charge successively of the Society's English churches '"^"•

at Calcutta and Bombay ; and A. E. Steggall, who has made
Taveta an oasis in the East African wilderness.

Lastly we come to the Cambridge men. Of the ninety-five Cambridge
recruits, eight died within our period, seven of them in Africa, and '"^"•

one of them, E. A. Fitch, son of the late Vicar of Cromer, and
" chajjlain " to Bishop Hannington, while at home from Africa.
The seven were F. Nevill, Principal of Fourah Bay College ; The dead.
Cotter, Hill, and Greaves, on the East Coast, immediately on Land-
ing

; Eobinson and Watney on the Niger, and Mathias en route
thither. Greaves was " the only son of his mother "—the widow
of the devoted Bengal missionary whom we have met in earlier
chapters. Of J. A. Eobinson we shall have to hear more by-and-by.
Among the living Cambridge men, the very first on the list of the The living,

first year, 1883, is J. Heywood Horsburgh, the ardent pioneer in
China. Then come Brandram of Japan, and Groves, who was
some years in China. The men of 1885-87 have been mentioned
before—Hooper, T. Walker, P. I. Jones, Corfield, Sykes, C. W. A.
Clarke, H. McC. E. Price (son of the founder of Frere Town), C. H.
Gill, E. H. Walker, Birkett, Eomilly, Edmund Carr, Tanner,
Symons. Then follow Walter Moule, eldest of three sons of the
Archdeacon in the work in China ; Buncombe of Japan, Phillips
and Eyton-Jones of Fuh-kien, Eice and Carless and Stileman of
Persia, Thompson of Travancore, Charlton of Bengal, Fall of
Ceylon, Douglas and A. N. C. Storrs of Tinnevelly, the last-named
a son of the veteran missionary to the Santals. So far up to 1889
inclusive. The great year 1890 saw no less than twenty-four Men of 1890.

Cambridge men added to the roll : among them two who had been
in the University boat, Swann as a rower and Tyndale-Biscoe as
coxswain

; also D. Marshall Lang, son of the present C.M.S. Lay
Secretary; E. T. Sandys, son of the former Calcutta missionary

;

C. T. Warren, son of the Japan Archdeacon ; Napier-Clavering,

* Canon Jacob, in liis Parish Magazine, said that although Mr. Harvey-
had left them at a time when he was much needed, his going had been a
signal blessing to the parish, arousing the people to a new conception of the
claims of Foreign Missions,
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Tart IX. son of a leading friend in Durham, and Principal of Trinity College,
1882-95. Kandy ; J. P. Haythornthwaite, Principal of St. John's College,
Chap^SS. p^^^ . T^ J Humphrey, Principal of Fourah Bay College ; Hind

of Japan, Dil)ben of Ceylon, Molony and Carpenter of North
India, Beller])y of Travancore. Some other conspicuous names
belonging to 1890, Buxton, Battersby, Pilkington, Baskerville,

Eden, Tugwell, \vill come before us presently. Among later men a

few must be named : F. F. Adeney, Secretary in Egypt ; J.J. Beau-
champ Palmer, Principal of the Cambridge Nicholson Institution

in Travancore ; J. M. Paterson, of Agra ; Crabtree, Leakey, and
Millar, of Uganda ; C. B. Clarke, son of the late C.M.S. Secretary

at York; A. H. Sheldon, son of the Sindh missionary; C. H. A.

Field, son of Sir John Field ; E. IT. Consterdine, son of an old

Lancashire friend ; H. G. Warren, another son of the Archdeacon
;

C. E. Barton, son of John Barton ; T. H. Fitzpatrick, son of the

pioneer Punjab missionary ; R. S. Heywood, son of the Society's

honorary solicitor ; F. N. Askwith, one of an able band of brothers

at home ; W. F. Cobb, nephew of the former Benares missionary
of that name. It is good to see so many of a younger generation

following in the footsteps of their fathers.

Now and then there were touching and well-remembered scenes
in the committee-room when particular candidates appeared before

the Committee. Perhaps the most moving of all was when the
Henry honourcd widow of Henry Wright came herself with her eldest

son'and
^ daughter and her second son, and presented them to the Society,

daughters, on October 18th, 1887, in the week following the adoption of the

"policy of faith," in which Mr. Wright would have so delighted.

Of Miss Wright, more presently. Harry Francis Wright had
finally yielded himself up to the Lord's service on the day his

father was drowned. Since then he had passed through Oxford
and taken his degree. He did not go out until three years after

his acceptance by the Society, serving first as a curate in Derby-
shire. Then he worked with great devotion at Amritsar for three

years and a half; and then God took him.''= And meanwhile Mrs.
Wright had brought to the Society two more daughters. Mr.

wigram's Wigram, too, Mr. Wright's brother-in-law and successor, brought

daughter, to the Socicty in two successive years, 1891 and 1892, his eldest

son and his eldest daughter ; occasions again of deep interest.

Since his journey round the world with his father, Edmund
Wigi'am had been ordained to Mr. Selwyn's curacy at Hatcham,
where he had served his two years before coming to the C.M.S.
All these offered themselves as honorary missionaries.

BuxtcTn'
Another offer of exceptional interest was that of the Eev. Barclay

Fowell Buxton, son of the Society's old friend and vice-president,

Mr. T. Fowell Buxton of Easneye, and grandson of the first

* For the exceedingly toiicliing circumstances of Lis death, on tlie platform
of a railway station, see the CM. Gleaner of .September, 1894.
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baronet. He proposed to take a small party to Japan entirely Part IX.

at his own expense, and to work a particular district there ^j^^^^gg

in connexion with the C.M.S. Mission. It was with special
^^^'

pleasure that the name of Buxton was entered on the Society's

roll. Then, in the next year, 1891, came the interesting party Mr. Hors-

formed l)y Mr. Horsburgh for a new pioneer Mission in the far ^^ly.
^

west of China. It consisted of one clergyman, the Eev. Oliver M.
Jackson, three laymen, and six single women, w4th Mr. and Mrs.

Horsburgh ; and it excited much interest in many Christian circles,

owing to the deep impression made at many meetings by Mr.

Horsburgh's fervour, and to his special plans for the Mission,

which was to be worked "on very simple lines" and with great

economy. The Committee undertook this new enterprise in faith

and hope; at the same time giving some cautions against too

great disregard of health and reasonable comfort, on the earnest

advice of Mr. Stanley Smith and other China Inland men then

at home w^iose experience in such matters was of value.

But the greatest interest of all attached to two simultaneous

parties for East and West Africa arranged at the close of 1889,

and known as Douglas Hooper's party and Wilmot Brooke's Douglas

party. Mr. Hooper had come home after very trying and perilous recmfts.^

experiences in East Africa, of which we have yet to hear ; and he

at once set himself to enhst other Cambridge men for the Lord's

work. The personal spiritual influence which he exercised among
the men was very marked, and was by no means confined to

pushing the interests of his own Mission. But for that Mission

he secured three, G. K. Baskerville, a son of the then Vicar of St.

Silas, Birmingham ; J. D. M. Cotter, and G. L. Pilkington. Of the Piikington

last-named only must a word be said here. He had already made
his mark in more ways than one. In the year (1887) when Miss

Bamsay was Senior Classic, being the only one in the first division

of the first class, Pilkington was one of the five men in the second

division of the first class. He w^as converted to God while an

undergraduate, through the influence of those Pembroke men
referred to in Chap. LXXXIV. He at once threw himself into

evangelistic work of all kinds, and became especially active in the

meetings for boys organized by the Children's Special Service

Mission. His friends looked to his becoming a great school-

master; but God called him to missionary service. There was, in

1887-8,—curiously enough after the "wave" of 1885,-—a kind of

feeling among the very decided men at Cambridge that the C.M.S.

was stiff", inelastic, old-fashioned, lacking in spiritual fervour ;

"'

and Pilkington offered himself to the China Inland Mission, and,

* To prevent possible misconception, it may be well to say that these

feelings had no connexion whatever with the Evangelical divisions noticed

in the preceding chapter. The grounds were quite different. One Cambridge
man said to a C.M.S. Secretary, " I don't feel like joining you : you pay
your men too much." " We won't pay you a farthing more than you like !

"

was the reply.
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Part IX, needless to say, was gladly accepted. But at his father's earnest
1882-95. request he gave up his cherished plan for two years. •' Then, in
Chap. 88. ]^8Q9^ while an assistant-master at Bedford Grammar School, he

received a new call to the Mission-field, to Africa, through Douglas
Hooper, whose influence was marked in correcting current ideas

ahout the C.M.S. ; and Pilkington, wath his parents' cordial

consent this time, offered to the C.M.S. It was like Hudson
Taylor's unfailing generosity to say—as he did to a C.M.S. Secre-

tary—" The Lord give you many more such men." Dr. Searle,

the ]\Iaster of Pembroke, gave the following remarkable testimony

concerning Pilkington :

—

"I can hardly find words sufficiently strong to describe his fitness for

the work. . . . He has the zeal of an Apostle and Evanfi;elist, and, being

a hi<;hly-cultiued man, will bo an enormous accession to the missionary

cause. I have never bad any pupil who has gone out, in my opinion, so

qualified spiritually, intellectually, and pbysically. There is the pn)miso

of a Hannington or a Gordon in him."

Graham Tum uow for a momeut to the West Africa party. Graham

B^^ookl! Wilmot Brooke, son of Colonel Brooke, and a young man of

extraordinary capacity and great spiritual fervour, who had been

educated for the army, had for some years—he was only twenty-

five at this time—been trying to reach the heart of Mohannnedan
Africa, stirred up thereto by his intercourse with General Gordon

His ill 1881. In 1884, he essayed to cross the Sahara from Algiers,

uavefs" 'Jiit failed. In 1885, he went up the Senegal, but could not get

far enoiigh. In 1887-8, he was on the Congo, and ascended the

Mobangi to lat. 2° N., but was driven l^ack by the canniljal tribes

there. Then he visited the Niger, and at once concluded that up
that river was the true way to reach the Central Soudan. He came
to England, and was brought by Mr. George Grubb to the Society.

On December 4th, 1888, he had an interview with the Committee,
His project and stated his plan, viz., to go up the Niger as an independent

Soudan missionary to the Hausa nation, but in close association, if per-
Mission. niitted, with the C.M.S. Mission. The Africa "Group" Com-

mittee carefully considered his proposals, which on their

recommendation were cordially approved.! He accordingly went
out, with a young companion, Mr. Shaw, to reconnoitre the

position in the first instance. Towards the close of the year he

came back, arriving just in time to speak at the Gleaners' Union
Anniversary on November 1st, when he deeply moved the great

audience by his solemn appeal for the Dark Continent. Mr.

Sutton had made one of his bright speeches earlier in the meeting,

and Brooke apologized for the "gloomy" earnestness of his own
words, for, said he, " the things I have seen in Africa have knocked

the laughter out of even a young recruit like me." But his plan

* These particulars are from Dr. Harford-Battersby's Pilldngton of Uganda>

chaps, iii., iv.

t At that time Dr. Cust was chairman of the Africa Group Committee,

and uo one welcomed the young and ardent pioneer more warmly than he.
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was now a different one. He desired to join the Society in full Part IX.
connexion, and to form a party for a C.M.S. Soudan Mission ; and 1882-95,

in this proposal he was backed by Mr. Eobinson, the Secretary on '^^^P- 88.

the Niger.

John Alfred Eobinson was one of the distinguished band of J- a.

brothers at Cambridge of that name, and a Scholar of Christ's
^°'''"s°"-

College. He had been a master at Neuenheim College, Heidel-
berg. In the autumn of 1886 he heard of the Society's desire to
find an Englishman to be Secretary of the Niger Mission, and
offered for that post. For two years he worked amid many diffi-

culties, and then, being much influenced by Graham Brooke's
spiritual earnestness and practical capacity, he came to England
and asked leave to join Brooke's new party. The special lines on The
which the two brethren desired the Mission to work will be more party^"
conveniently noticed in our West African chapter ; but it apper-
tains to the personnel—which is our subject here—to mention the
real difficulty the Committee found in deciding which was to be
the leader of the party. Brooke urged that Eobinson, a clergyman,
a few years the senior, and with some little experience of the
Niger, should take the direction ; while Eobinson insisted that the
author of the scheme should be the commander in working it out.
Each was ready to be a loyal second to the other. Ultimately the
Committee, while entrusting the official correspondence to Eobin-
son, appointed them joint leaders, "entertaining no doubt" (said
the Minute) " that the perfect understanding between the two
brethren will, by God's blessing, make them as one man in
the practical direction of the Mission." Then Brooke, visiting
Cambridge, was successful in enlisting two more men for the
Soudan, Dr. C. F. Harford-Battersby and Mr. Eric Lewis. The
former, indeed, was already in communication with the Society,
with an eye to the Punjab ; while the latter was more likely
to be a "free-lance"; but Brooke's personality was irresistible.

Dr. Battersby was a son of Canon Battersby, the founder of the
Keswick Convention. He was a graduate in both arts and
medicine ; and, like Pilkington and others who joined about this
time, he had been an active worker in the Childi-en's Special
Service Mission. That Mission was proving an admirable train-

ing-school for missionaries. Two ladies were also to be of the
party, for Miss Lewis offered to go with her brother, and Brooke
married his cousin, Miss Margaret Brooke, daughter of the Eev.
H. E. Brooke (a well-known speaker at the Mildmay Conferences),
grand-daughter of the old C.M.S. missionary, Jetter of Smyrna,
and a former student of Westfield College. Brooke himself, and
Battersby, were to go at their own charges ; and a considerable
part of the expenses were to be covered by a special fund raised
by Mr. Leonard K. Shaw and other friends at Manchester.
Then appeared two more notable men, the Vicar and Curate clergymen

of St. James', West Hartlepool, the Eev. F. N. Eden and the Eev. Slji'r!

H. H. Dobinson, to go to the Lower Niger Mission ; and Bishop
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Pakt iX. Crowther being in England at the time, the whole circumstances
1882-95. and needs of the work on the Niger were fully considered ; but the
Chap. 88. plans formed will appear hereafter.

Dec. 3rd, The committee-meeting of December 3rd, 1889, was one of the
1889.

j-^Qgi; memorable on record. West and East Africa vied with each

other in intense interest. Eden, Brooke, Lewis, Pilkington, Cotter,

Baskcrville, were all accepted that day as C.M.S. missionaries;

Battersby, already accepted, received his appointment ; and the

new plans for both Missions were definitely adopted. (Dobinson

was accepted a fortnight later.) Thankfulness and ardent hope

filled all hearts. Surely the Lord had great blessing in store for

Africa. The Intclliricnccr and Gleaner of January were full of

Africa ; in the latter appeared the black map with white stars which

has since been imitated over and over again by books and maga-

zines of all kinds;''' and both dwelt on the contrast between the

Bright opening of 1890 and the opening of 1889. Then the Society was
°8^"'"^ °^

ii"i the midst of the Canon Taylor controversy, and attacked on all

sides ; and within the Committee there were keen differences on

the subject of home expenditure. Noio, occupation was as in-

cessant, and committee-meetings as long ; not, however, with con-

troversies, but with bright plans for development and extension.

" Let us praise God," said the Gleaner to its readers, borrowing

Moody's famous phrase, " for what He is going to do in 1890."

They "well might !—though they never di-eamed of what He was
really going to do in that great year. We have already seen that,

in the number of men sent forth, it has not been equalled l:)efore

or since ; but there were other fruitful events that year which we
shall see by-and-by.

On January 19th Mr. Eric Lewis was ordained in Trinity Church,

Cambridge, by Bishop Crowther himself, Mr. Moule preaching the

sermon. On the 20th both the East and West parties were taken

pulilic leave of. For the first time, the Society ventured to engage
The great Excter Hall for a Valedictory Meeting. It was held in the even-

tory M^et- ing, and the large hall was crowded to overflowing. Sixty

^"s- Cambridge undergraduates came up in a body from Cambridge,

with Mr. and Mrs. Moule. " African fever," said the President in

opening, " is no new thin» in Salisbury Square. It seized on

Henry Venn and Henry Wright before us." Then, after a few

words from Mr. Moule, arose the man who above all others showed

in his own person what Africans might become—Bishop Crowther.

After he had given his blessing to the new plans, all the brethren,

for West and for East, spoke in turn; and truly it may be said

* The origin of this map is curious. Mr. Stanley and Emin Pasha had

just come safely ovit of Africa. A comic paper (not Punch) produced a

striking cartoon—a map of the Dark Continent entirely black, and the

figures of Stanley and Emin stepping out of it. "Yes," said the Gleaner,

" they are coming out, and all the world rejoices ; if another such cartoon

were drawn, showing the same black face of Africa, but representing the little

bands of missionaries going in, how much would the world care for it ? " That

cartoon was not practicable ; but the idea of the black map was adapted.
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that such a series of brief speeches, simple, humble, high-toned, Part IX.

marked throughout by Hooper's motto, "Africa for Christ, and 1882-95.

Himself for me," had never before been heard at a C.M.S. meet- ^^^P- ^^'

ing. The Eev. C. G. Baskerville, father of one of the East party,

gave the concluding address ; and the prayers offered by Dr. A. T.

Pierson (who was specially invited by the President), and the

Eev. F. Baldey of Southsea (whose daughter, previously accepted
for East Africa, had just been married to Mr. Hooper), were not the

least moving of the incidents of the evening. Earely has the
presence of the Lord been more unmistakably manifested.

But no one that night dreamed that while such high hopes were
fining Christian hearts in England, the most famous African mis-
sionary of recent years was lying ill, on the shores of the Nyanza, Mean-

and would never rise from his lonely couch again. Within Mackay
three weeks of that memorable Valedictory Meeting, Alexander ^y'^^^-

Mackay entered into rest.

Did not the Exeter Hall crowds, after all, entirely fail to per-

ceive the real significance of that great meeting '? One man did

perceive it—Graham Wilmot Brooke. This is what he wrote
from the steamer that took the party to Africa :—

-

" It is a distressing proof of the vis inert iie of the Church, and of the "A splen-

shallowness of much of the so-called ' missionary entliusiasm ' throughout '^"^ party.'

the land, that after many missionary meetings in various parts of the
country, at which the appalling fact was fully set forth that in the
Soudan there are as many people as in the whole Continent of North
America, and all dying without the Gospel

;
yet to such a field and to

such a battle all that can be mustered arefuur yonny men and tico youny
ladies !

" In temporal things this would be called a miserable fiasco ; but as it

is a missionary movement, and as obedience to Christ is the only motive
which is urged, we are told to regard this as * a splendid party''

!''''

Another " recruit of the period " now appears. In the midst of bishop

this "African fever," as Sir John Kennaway called it, one of the
Secretaries received a private letter from a clergyman at Durham,
Mr. Fox's curate at St. Nicholas, asking confidentially if there was
any post in East Africa for which he might be suitable, as an
ordinary missionary. That Secretary showed the letter to Mr.
Wigrani. "Why," said he, "this is the man who has just been
suggested to me for the bishopric !

" It was indeed the Eev.
Alfred E. Tucker, of Christ Church, Oxford, artist and athlete.

He was at once written to and asked if he would go out and lead
the new Uganda party, to which he agreed ; but meanwhile his

name was put before Archbishoj) Benson, who at once nominated
him to the bishopric of Eastern Equatorial Africa, vacant since

Bishop Parker's death two years before. He was consecrated,
along with Bishop Hodges of Travancore, at Lambeth Parish
Church, on St. Mark's Day, April 25th, the fourteenth anniversary
of Mackay's leavetaking in 1876; and, "sent forth by the Holy
Ghost," as Mr. Chavasse's inspiring sermon reminded him and us,

he started the same evening for East Africa, via, Brindisi.
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Part IX. Then followed .another memorahle incident. On the Mondtiyof
1882-95. the Anniversary Week, May 5th, came a telegram from Douglas
Chap. 88. Hooper at Frere Town, saying that Cotter was ill and forhidden to

The party go forward, and asking for more men hy the French mail starting

of four, on May 10th—the following Satm-day. For once, C.M.S. service
May, 1890.

^^^^ ^.j^^ military or naval service. Mr. Wigram read out the

telegram at St. Bride's that evening. By 10 a.m. next morning he

had four offers to go, and by the Wednesday night five more.

Amid all the rush of that crowded week, four of these were

selected, got ready, taken leave of at a deeply-solemn gathering at

Islington College on the Saturday afternoon, and despatched to

Paris that night—to rest there on Sunday and catch the mail at

Marseilles on Monday. The four volunteers chosen were men
already accepted but not yet located, one Cambridge man, J. W. H.

Hill, and three Islington men, Dermott, Dunn, and F. C. Smith.

Even at a moment of enthusiasm, it was not forgotten that men
already known and tested were best for a sudden emergency. But

the whole incident is a signal illustration of Wigram's unequalled

energy when occasion arose.

And this may remind us that offers are not always accepted,

and that acceptances do not always issue in actual going forth.

Not a few were accepted, and their names published, in these

years, who never went out—in most cases from unavoidable

circumstances. But perhaps the most remarkable offer of the

whole period, though it did not bring the candidate on to the

C.M.S. roll, did result in his going to the field and founding a

Mr. James niost interesting Mission. This candidate was ]\Ir. James Monro,

c.b"/°' C.B., who, after some years in the Queen's service in India, had

succeeded Sir Charles Warren as Chief Connnissioner of Police for

the Metropolis. Having resigned that office after filling it to

universal satisfaction, he proposed to take his family out to Rural

Bengal, the very country in which he had been a local ruler, and

preach the Gosisel to the people he knew so well. Although he

wished to join the C.M.S., and the C.M.S. wished to have him, it

was found more convenient that he should be independent of the

Societv, though in friendly association with it ; and he sailed in

October, 1891.

There is another class of offers not included in the various fore-

going enumerations. Sometimes a missionary retires for a while,

on account of health or other circumstances, and by-and-by joins

again. For instance, it w^as a great loss to North India when
Dr. Hooper, Principal of the Allahabad Divinity School, retired

on account of family duties in 1887 ; and a gi^eat gain when he

rejoined in 1892. But the most interesting case of this kind was
Joseph that of Joseph Sidney Hill. It will be remembered that he was

Hilr^ one of the tlircd Islington men of 1876. '•= His health had failed in

West Africa, and he was sent to New Zealand. After two or

* See p. 46.
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three years among the Maoris he left the Mission, cahecT of God, Part IX.

as he fiiUy beheved, to work among the young men of the colonial 1882-95.

population. This he did for some years with singular fervour and ^^^P- ^^•

much blessing ; and then he returned to England, and joined the
Church Parochial Mission Society under Mr. Aitken. In 1891
he came to the Society and oifered for Africa once more, being
now, as he said, " as hard as nails." He was gladly accepted for

the Niger Mission. Of his unexpected appointment as bishop,
and of the wonderful influence of his brief career, another chapter
will speak.

We now turn to another branch of the subject—the Society's women
Women Missionaries. ^111'°"'

We have seen in former chapters how the Society resisted every
suggestion that it should take up women's work systematically,'''

and how it depended for such aid as single women could render,
in the main, on the three Ladies' Societies, the F.E.S., the I.F.N.S.
(or Z.B.M.M.), and the C.E.Z.M.S. But the Committee had
always set a high value on the work and influence of missionaries'
wives, and many of them had been in the fullest and highest sense wives in

missionaries themselves. We have but to recall such names as s^on^eVd
those of Mrs. Townsend, Mrs. Hinderer, Mrs. Mann, Mrs. Price,
in Africa ; Mrs. Leupolt, Mrs. Weitbrecht, Mrs. Sargent, Mrs. E.
Clark, Mrs. Lash, Mrs. Sandys, Mrs. Gray, Mrs. Thomas, Mrs. H.
Baker, and Mrs. H. Baker, junior, in India ; Mrs. Cowley and
Mrs. Horden in Eupert's Land ; Mrs. Williams in New Zealand

;

Mrs. Eussell in China. Moreover the Society had from early
days employed a few single women, principally in girls' schools, Single

as at Sierra Leone; and several who laboured faithfully and
efficiently have been mentioned in this History. From time to
time, also, the sisters and daughters of missionaries have done
good service, and the widows of men who had died in the field, ^yidows,

In these ways, from 1820 to 1886, the Society had entered on its daught
roll the names of one hundred and three women, unmarried
or widows. The Annual Eeport of 1887, wdth its statistics made
up to May of that year, showed twenty-two then on the staff. Of
these, the majority were widows or daughters of missionaries,
Mrs. and Miss Baker of Travancore, Mrs. and Miss Thomas of
Tinnevelly, and Mrs. Eussell of China, being conspicuous among
them ; and among the rest were Miss Neele and Miss Sampson of
Calcutta, Miss Ellwanger of Agra, Miss Laurence of China, and Miss
Caspari of Japan ; all of whom had been several years at work.
But there was one younger lady already on the roll who was the

first representative of the new race of C.M.S.w^omen missionaries.
This was Miss Harvey, who had offered for Africa in 1885, as Miss

mentioned in our chapter on the " Three Memorable Years," and "^''^^^

who was working at Frere Town. She was regarded, however, as

* See especially Vol. II., p. 398.

women.

ers.
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Part IX. an exceptional case, and there was no tbougbt of engaging ladies

1882-95. in any number. But tbe tbird of tbe " memorable years" saw
Chap. 88.

^Y^^ beginning of a new era. Four distinct but simultaneous

FoJ^^ incidents ushered it in, and led tbe Society, step by step, into a
events

: policy nevcr formally or designedly entered upon.

Offers of 1. At tbe beginning of 18B7, Miss Mary Vaugban, daughter of

China/°'^ the revered Incumbent of Christ Church, Brighton, asked to be

sent to China to work under Bishop Moule ; and she was accepted

on March 8tb without hesitation, tbe case being regarded as

similar to that of Miss Laurence, who bad been attached personally

to Bishop and Mrs. Kussell. Then came Miss Goldie, sister of

Mrs. Martin of the Fub-kien Mission, proposing to join her sister

and brother-in-law. But in tbe September following, two other

ladies offered for China ; and although a letter was actually

written to tbe first. Miss A. K. Hamper of Bath, declining her

offer and referring her to the C.E.Z.M.S., it w'as impossible to

refuse the second, for she was Miss Agnes Wright, eldest daughter

of Henry Wright ; and her acceptance (with her brother, as we
saw before) rendered a further communication with Miss Hamper
inevitable—the result being that she was accepted likewise.

2. Meanwhile, earlier in tbe year, soon after the acceptance of

Miss Vaugban, a letter came from Bishop Parker, who, having

Women sccn Miss Harvcy at work at Frere Town, urged tbe importance

Eart^Africa ^^ womeu missionarics for East Africa. On x4.pril 5th tbe Com-
mittee passed a resolution expressing then- readiness to send a

small party, " in tbe event of suitable ladies offering, and the

necessary funds hcbuj -provided"—whereupon Mr. Webb-Peploe
and bis congregation offered to devote their thankoff'ering of £2800

for the "F.S.M."''' to the maintenance of such a party in East

Africa. Then this paragraph appeared in tbe Intclliijcnccr of

May, standing alone, in italics :

—

" Wanted immediately : three ladies for East Africa. Must be whole

hearted missio7iaries, physicallij stromj, and thorouyhly understandiny the

principle, * In honour preferriny one another.'
"

Tbe response was immediate. Within a fortnight three ladies

offered; and one of them, Miss Caroline Fitch, daughter of the

Vicar of Cromer, and whose brother was already a missionary

in East Africa, was accepted on May 17tb, and sailed on July 7tb.

W^ithin the next twelve months, four others were accepted, tbe

first of them being a niece of the great Marquis of Dalhousie,

Miss Alice Wardlaw Eamsay ; then Miss Holmes and Miss Scott

;

and then Miss Edith Baldey, a daughter of tbe Vicar of St. Simon's,

Southsea. The latter's name, however, does not appear on tbe

roll, because, while still under training, she was engaged to

Douglas Hooper ; and she was married shortly before that great

Africa Valedictory Meeting already mentioned.

3. In June of that same year, Miss Katharine Tristram, B.A.

* See p. 331.
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(Lond.), Mathematical Lecturer at Westfield College, a daughter Part IX.

of Canon Tristram, proposed to devote herself to educational 1882-95.

missionary work in Japan. The C.B.Z.M.S. was at the time <^^aix88.

extending its operations to that country, but its Committee offers for

had not seen their way to take up Miss Tristram's scheme J^p^"-

—which was a special one,—and therefore she applied to the

C.M.S. Ultimately she went out in the following year as Prin-

cipal of the Osaka Girls' School established as a memorial to

Bishop Poole, accompanied by Miss A. M. Tapson, daughter of a

London ph3'sician ; and by the same ship sailed a third lady for

Japan, Miss M. G. Smith, daughter of the Eev. T. T. Smith,

Association Secretary in Lancashire, and formerly missionary in

Eupert's Land.
4. One more event occm-red in that same y<ear, 1887, which Palestine's

had, as we have before seen (Chap. LXXXVL), a marked ic'e^wick.

influence upon the Society, and particularly upon the extension

of women's work. This w^as the memorable missionary meeting
appended to the Keswick Convention in July. Oifers in response
to Mr. Hall's appeal for ladies for Palestine came at once : the

first, from Miss Vidal, daughter of the first Bishop of Sierra

Leone ; the second, from Miss Armstrong, daughter of a C.M.S.
missionary in Guiana fifty years before ; also more general offers,

one of them being that of Miss Hamper for China, mentioned above.

Simultaneously came a proposal from Miss B. E. Newton, who
had a sister already in Palestine, to go there in C.M.S. connexion

;

and, a little later, offers from Miss Elverson, and from another
niece of the Marquis of Dalhousie, Miss B. Wardlaw Eamsay.

Of these seventeen ladies, ten went out at their own charges. Women
and one partly so. Perhaps if so many had come forward to go fhelr^own

at the Society's expense, there might have been some hesitation charges,

about sending them, especially as no general resolution embody-
ing a new pui'pose to employ women missionaries had been
adopted. But the Lord Himself, we cannot now doubt, was
leading the Society step by step along a path marked out by His
own Providence,—leading, as we have said before, the blind by a

way that they knew not ; and so He raised up Christian ladies

with private means as the pioneers of perhaps the most important
development of the work which recent years have witnessed.

In the eight years, 1887 to 1894,—i.e. to the end of the period

now under review,—the names of no less than 214 women were
added to the roll. A few of the more conspicuous must be Some of

mentioned. One of the earliest was Miss Goodall, who had a recruuT.

ladies' school of her own at Margate, but gave it up, under the
inspiration of the Whole Day Devotional Gathering of January,
1888 (mentioned in Chap. LXXXVL), to go out to Lagos and
take charge of the Female Institution there. Miss Mary Gedge,
daughter of the Society's old and respected friend the Eev.
Sydney Gedge, and sister of the M.P. who had so long been a

member of the Committee, went to East Africa in 1889. Miss
VOL. III. B b
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Part IX. Florence Valpy, daughter of a former Tinnevelly missionary, and

rf^^s^'
^^'^^^^ ^^ ^ C.E.Z. missionary in Bengal, went to Baghdad, and

"^P' died within a year—the lirst of these new lady missionaries to be
called away. The Misses Annie and Katharine Wright, younger
daughters of the late Hon. Secretary, followed their elder sister

and brother into the Mission-field, joining the latter in the Punjab,
while Miss Wright was in China ; and their cousin Eleanor,
Mr. Wigram's eldest daughter, also went to the Punjab. Mrs.
Bywater, of Keswick, went to Egypt as senior lady, with her
daughter, a Mildmay deaconess. Two ladies besides Miss Lewis
joined Wilmot Brooke's party on the Niger, Miss Clapton and
Miss Grifhn ; the former now Mrs. C. F. Harford-Battersby, and
the latter Hon. Matron of the Princess Christian Plospital at

Sierra Leone. Miss Mary Bird, a grand-daughter of the great

Anglo-Indian civilian, R. M. Bird, mentioned in earlier chapters,

and cousin of Mrs. Isabella Bird Bishop, the celel)rated traveller,

went to Pei-sia. Two daughters of Mr. Theodore Howard, Chair-

man of the China Inland Mission, offered, and though the

doctors refused one, the other went to Japan ; as also did a
daughter of a Northumberland squire who is an Hon. Life

Governor of the Society, Miss A. C. Bosanquet. Miss Maxwell,
daughter of a Scottish baronet, headed a female party to the

Niger. Miss Irene Petrie, the accomplished sister of the able

lecturer on history and Missions, Miss Mary Petrie, B.A. (now
Mrs. x^shley Carus-Wilson), went to Kashmir. Mrs. Durrant,

a sister of Bishop Bickersteth of Exeter, went in advanced
years, with her daughter, to India. Three sisters Bazett, of

Eeading, went to East Africa. Several daughters of clerical

friends were welcomed for their fathers' as well as their own sakes,

Miss Reeve, Miss Bullock, Miss Barton, Miss Vines, Miss Cox,
Miss Barker, Miss Attlee, Miss Clowes, Miss Cornford, Misses
J. C. and J. E. Clarke, Miss Wilkinson, Miss E. Neele, Miss
Tindall, Miss Bernau, Miss Adamson, Miss Honiss. Some young
women of humbler parentage and education were accepted in

virtue of certain new plans of w^hich another chapter will tell.

Among them should be specially mentioned Miss Entwistle, a
factory-girl from Lancashire, who proved an exemplary missionary
in China, and died there. Besides all these, daughters of mis-

sionaries in, the field were added to the roll from time to time
;

those, for example, of Bishop Moule and Archdeacon Wolfe in

China, and of Mr. Higgens in Ceylon.
C.E.Z. M.S. All the while, the Church of England Zenana Society and the

Zenana Bible and Medical Mission were growing and prospering,

sending out an increasing number of promising ladies year by
year. To them the C.M.S. practically left the great India field,

only sending a lady there now and then in exceptional circum-
stances. Negotiations were on two occasions entered upon
between the C.M.S. and the C.E.Z.M.S. for a closer union in

some form; but the C.E.Z.M.S. valued its independence and
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distinctive position, and the discussions only had the happy result Part IX.
of a more perfect understanding between the two Committees. 1882-95.

Some C.E.Z. friends in the Provinces undoubtedly viewed the C^^P- §8.

adoption of women's work on such a scale by the larger Society
with some apprehension ; but it will have been observed, in the
foregoing recital, that the new C.M.S. ladies were sent almost
exclusively to fields or spheres of labour not occupied by either of
the Women's Societies proper. And it is unquestionable that
very many of the two hundred and more ladies sent out by the
C.M.S. in the eight years would either not have gone at all, or not
gone in connexion with the C.E.Z. M.S., if the C.M.S. had refused
them. The whole missionary enterprise—which is above all par-
ticular organizations—has been the gainer by the development into
which the C.M.S. was led by the unmistakable providence of God.

In one respect there was close union between the two Societies.
It was arranged that the same Ladies' Candidates Committee Arrange-
should act for both. Mrs. Gray, wife of the C.M.S. Secretary

^^[J^^l^^"""
for India, was the first Secretary of it for C.M.S. candidates; and ^nXcTates

when she retired, Mrs. Sandys, the experienced and highly-valued
Candidate Secretary of the C.E.Z.M.S., acted for some years for
the C.M.S. also, devoting to its interests the kindest and most
unstinted labours. In 1892, the Society secured a permanent
Honorary Lady Secretary for candidates in the person of Miss
Brophy, who still fills the ofifice. Most of the earhest of the
new lady missionaries mentioned in this chapter, such as Miss
Vaughan, Miss Vidal, Miss Tristram, Miss Goodall, were Christian
women of experience, and needed no training before going out.
But presently, the example of the C.E.Z.M.S. was followed, and How
Mrs. Pennefather was asked to allow C.M.S. candidates to be

^"'"^'^•

received at her Training Home, The Willows, in connexion with
the Mildmay Institutions. From that Home, trained by its

able Lady Superintendent Miss Schroder, had gone forth a suc-
cession of well-prepared women missionaries to India ; and the
C.M.S. now began to reap from it the same advantages. Miss
Hamper was the first lady -: sent there for a short time ; and many
others followed. How the Society's own Training Home at
Highbury came to be established, not to supersede but to sup-
plement The Willows, will appear hereafter. Another excellent
private Home, The Olives, was started by Mrs. Bannister in 1894,
and has also been largely and happily used. The Women's
Colleges at Oxford and Cambridge have not yet supplied many
missionaries

; but at Cambridge an influence began to be exercised
for Missions in the earlier years of our period : first, in behalf
of the C.E.Z. M.S., by Mrs. Babington, wife of the Professor of
Botany ; and then by Mrs. Handley Moule inviting some of the
students at Girton to meet a C.M.S. Secretary.!

* Miss Harvey, who went out in 1885, was trained at The Willows ; but
she was an inmate before, and offered for Africa from there.

t In October, 18S8, at her invitation, he took to Cambridge six of the
B h 2
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Part TX. The increasing number of missionaries going forth year by year,

1882-95. and the addition of ladies, lent enhanced attractiveness and
Chap^SS. interest to the Valedictory Meetings. In 1888 and 1889, the

Vaiedic- Society again held the October gatherings, when the largest con-
to"^

. tingents were taken leave of, in St. James's Hall. The meeting

of 1888 was notable for the farewell words of three veteran

missionary bishops who had been in England for the Lambeth
Conference, Bishop Crowther, Bishop Sargent, and Bishop Stuart.

The Negro Bishop spoke delightfully to the young recruits going

out, exhorting them to take "the love of Christ in their hearts

and the Word of God in their hands." In 1889, for the first

The Com- time, a Communion Service for the departing missionaries was

Services, arranged, held at St. Martin's-in-the-Fields. The usual solemn

address to them was thus given quietly in church, instead of

hvu-riedly at the end of a long meeting ; but the Instructions of

the Conunittee were still read at the meeting, as had been the

custom for eighty years. The special feature of these two years.

Meetings howevcr, was the holding of a series of Valedictory Meetings in

provincial centres, the brethren being sent to them in batches of

five or six to each ; and most impressive and crowded gatherings

took place at Bath, Birmingham, Bristol, Bournemouth, Cambridge,

Cheltenham, Chester, Derby, Eastbourne, Exeter, Gloucester,

Hull, Leamington, Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester, Nottingham,

Eeading, Salisbury, Shefiield, Southampton, Southsea, Sunderland,

Tunbridge AVells, York. This plan was afterwards given up, in

order not to lay a burden on the missionaries just before sailing
;

but undoubtedly it did, for the time, have a marked effect upon the

missionary interest of the places visited.

Recent The present plan of Dismissals was begun in 1890. The great
'''""'"""

" meeting at Exeter Hall in January of that year, already described,

for the West and East x\frica parties, revealed afresh the pre-

eminent and sacred interest of such gatherings ; and in the

following October Exeter Hall was again taken. It was also

arranged to give the Instructions of the Committee at committee-

meetings in the CM. House in the daytime, and to hold the

public Dismissal in the evening ; the latter ceasing to be, what

for half a century it had been, technically an open meeting of

the Committee. The Evening Dismissal became an occasion, not

for exhortations to the departing missionaries, but for the depart-

ing missionaries to give brief farewells to the audience. The
result is of course familiar to us all. Year by year the crowds

thronging the hall—or failing to get in—increased, until in 1894

the Committee had to extend the plan by holding two Dismissals

on successive evenings, dividing the missionaries—by that time

seventy or eighty in nvimber instead of fifteen or twenty as of old

—into two groups according to the fields to which they were going.

larlios just about to sail, viz., Miss Goodall, Miss Tapson, Miss Tristram, and
Miss Vidal, and two younger Misses Newcombe of the C.E.Z.M.S. ; and

they all six addressed a large gathering of lady students.

dismissals.
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A whole chapter might he devoted to the recital of suggestive Part IX.

incidents at these meetings : as for instance, when Harry Wright, 1882-95.

in 1890, startled the audience by exclaiming, " Are you not jealous
^ ^'^P- 88.

of us?"—or when Mr. Brandram, in 1893, suddenly pointed to

the large letters painted over the doorways, "Way Out," and
ap]3ealed to the young men and women before him to find

the ''way out" to the Mission-field. Very touching were the

Communion Services, held from 1890 at St. Bride's, and very
impressive the addresses given at them, especially one by
the venerable Canon Hoare in 1892, and one by Bishop Hill in

1893.

Before this chapter closes, there is one more matter to be
mentioned. In 1886 the Student Volunteer Movement originated student

in America, in the house of Mr. Wilder, a Presbyterian missionary M°ovenfe^nt.

who had laboured forty years in India, and who in his old age had
started the now well-known periodical, The Missionary Reviciv of
the World. A Conference of college students followed, under the
auspices of Mr. Moody and Dr. Pierson ; and Mr. Wilder's son in America

was commissioned to make a tour through the States to appeal at

various colleges for missionary volunteers. Within five months
no less than 2600 students had signed a declaration expressive of

their readiness to go to the foreign field if the way opened ; and
in four years the number had increased to 6200. No doubt a vast
number signed on the impulse of the moment, and their ]3urpose
came to nothing ; but after all deductions it was a great move-
ment, and although most of the signatories were quite young, and
could not in any case go out for a few years, 321 had sailed by the
end of 1890, and many more were knocking at the doors of the
Societies, and being refused or deferred for lack of funds to send
them. In 1891, Mr. E. P. Wilder (his father was now dead)
visited England, and came straight to the C.M.S. It was in July, inEngiand

the week before Keswick, and he was accordingly taken there
;

and his speech at the Saturday Missionary Meeting, recounting
the story of this movement, made a deep impression. In the first

week of February, 1892, he was at Cambridge, and immediately
gained a remarkable influence over the earnest Christian under-
graduates ; the result of which was the initiation of the Student
Volunteer Missionary Union in England. On March 1st the
C.M.S. Committee received him, and heard his recital with
sympathetic interest ; but even before that day, on February 13th,
the Society had seen the fruit of his work, in the shape of a letter

signed by no less than fifty-four Cambridge men with reference to Letter

work abroad, about half of whom had been brought to the point fouTcim-'
by Mr. Wilder's addi'esses. This letter was not quite so definite bridge men

as the letter from the thirty-one in 1886. The signatories merely
asked to be kept in touch with the Society, and to be informed of
openings from time to time. But to get such a letter at all was
indeed an evidence of the working of the Spirit of God upon the
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Part IX. hearts of the men. And more than twenty did eventually offer to
1882-95. \\-^Q Society, sixteen of whom actually went out."''

Chap. 88. rp^^g
^^,y ^^^ began to be heard, louder than ever, If all the

Outcry good mcu go abroad, what will l^ecome of our home work ? In
^gamst_^ particular, some of the supporters of Eidley Hall, which, under
abroad. Mr. Moule, was doing so splendid a work in training Evangelical

clergymen, openly lamented the "abnormal proportion" of its

alumni offering for missionary work. In an admirable article in

the Intcllifjcnccr of February, 1895, Canon Sutton discussed the
" Alleged Drain of Men to the Foreign Field," and show^ed both

the unworthiness and the real fallaciousness of such remarks.

Scores of Evangelical Churchmen were taking orders year by

year who had not been at Eidley Hall, and Eidley was the only

institution whence any number w^ere going abroad. And what

was that number? In fourteen years 350 students had passed

through Eidley. Of these, "about 68" (63 certainly known)

had gone to the Mission-field, 60 of them in C.M.S. connexion.

Ten others were chaplains abroad, or in the Colonies ; and about

ten more had offered, but had been refused on grounds of health.

Including all these, the "abnormal proportion " was one-fourth;

taking only actual missionaries, it was one-fifth. No statistics

were available from wdiich to reckon the proportion in regard to

Evangelical clergymen generally ; but it could not possibly be

higher than one-twentieth. And this with the vast unevangelized

world lying open before us ; with the One Great Commission of

Christ sounding in our ears; wdth the Lord Himself waiting to

The way return until the Church does its duty ! When EvangeUcal

weltirfg Churchmen generally face facts, and frame true estimates of

at home.
<' proportions, " then God will bless the Evangelical cause in the

Church of England.
And yet this chapter does suggest abundant cause for loud

thanksgiving. Let us not be imthankful. For all the devoted

men and women that have rapidly passed before us, the Lord's

name be praised

!

* The very first signature to the letter is that of R. H. Leakey, and the

third of Ernest MiUar, both of them now well known in connexion with

Uganda. The fourth is that of Louis Byrde, lately gone to China. Among
the others are F. W. Eowlands, H. G. Warren, H. W. Weatherhead, A. R.

Cook (the doctor in Uganda), C. E. Watney (who died on the Niger),

E. A. Hensley, R. S. Heywood, E. A. Causton, W. H. Elwin, H. W. Moule.

Among other names are those of C. Edmunds and B. Herklots, now in

India under the Bible Society and the Children's Special Service Mission

respectively.
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CHAPTER LXXXIX.

High Hopes and Sore Sorrows: West Afriga and
THE Niger.

Sierra Leone—Bishops Cheetham and Ingham—Visits of Missioners
—Church Constitution—Lagos—Yoruba Mission—^James Johnson
—Niger Mission—African Archdeacons—"Henry Venn " steamer

—

Trials in the Mission—Debate in House of Lords—Liquor Traffic—

J. A. Robinson and G. W. Brooke—Plans for a Soudan Mission
—Niger Controversies—Deaths of Robinson, Brooke, and Bishop
Crowther—Bishops Hill, PhilHps, and Oluwole—Deaths of Bishop
Hill and his comrades—Bishop Tugwell.

" Wliether loe lire, we live unto tht^ Lord ; and whether we die, ive die unto the
Lord: whether we live therefore, or die, we are the Lord's."—Rom. xiv. 8.
"0 Lord, revive Thy work in the midst of tJie years."—Hab. iii. 2.

GAIN we commence om- circuit of the Missions with Part IX.
Africa. In this chapter, unhide Chaps. LVI. and 1882-95.

LXXIII., we will confine our attention entirely to the ^^^P- ^^•

West Coast ; and as Chap. LXXIII. had only one
short paragraph on the Missions there, mentioning a

few principal incidents of the 'seventies, we shall now have to
go back a little into that period.

From 1870 to 1882 Bishop Cheetham presided over the Bishop

Diocese of Sierra Leone, earnestly persevering in the exercise of
^^^^*^^''"-

his spiritual influence despite the difficulties inevitable in a small
but rising colony with a varnish of civilization. " Young Africa

"

proved not easier to manage than "Young Bengal"; but there
was this difference, that the whole population of Sierra Leone was
less than that of many single towns in Bengal, and, at the same
time, that Sierra Leone for the most part professed Christianity.
In such a community, it is natural that the less dignified and
scrupulous section should be most prominently represented in the
small local newspapers ; and when we remember that one-half of
the Christian population was Methodist, and disposed to resent
the superior position of an Anglican bishop, we can understand the
kind of environment in which Bishop Cheetham lived and worked.
Externally, however, the Sierra Leone Native Church was fairly sierra

prosperous
; and when Dr. Cheetham retired after an episco- church,

pate of eleven years, there were 14,000 souls connected with it,

ministered to by sixteen Negro clergymen, besides two who were
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engaged in missionary work among adjacent Heathen tril^cs,

two as tutors in the C.M.S. College at Fom-ah Bay, and three as

Government chaplains ; twenty-three in all ; and there were some
5000 children in the schools. About £3000 a year was raised

locally for Church and Mission purposes." There were about

20,000 other professing Christians—Methodists, Baptists, Eoman-
ists, &c. ; and some 20,000 Heathen and 5000 Moslems, mostly
in the outlying districts. Total population of the whole Colony,

60,000 ; but its area was quite small compared with what it is

now.
On Bishop Cheetham's retirement, the Colonial Office, which

then had the appointment in behalf of the Crown, applied, as was
customary, to the C.M.S., for the nomination of a clergyman to

succeed him. The Eev. J. B. Whiting and the Eev. W. Walsh f

were thought of, and either would gladly have faced the risks of

West Africa for Christ's sake ; but the medical reports were not

favourable, and a younger man was ultimately found in the

Eev. E. G. Ingham, Vicar of St. Matthew's, Leeds, and previously

C.M.S. Association Secretary for Yorkshire. He had been born

almost in the tropics, being son of the Speaker of the House of

Assembly at Bermuda. He was consecrated on February 24th,

1883, at the Chapel Eoyal, Whitehall, by Archbishop Thomson of

York (Archl)ishop Benson was appointed to Canterbury but not

yet enthroned). Canon Hoare preached a most powerful sermon
on Eev. xii. 11—" They overcame him by the blood of the Lamb,
and by the word of their testimony ; and they loved not their

lives unto the death ";—contrasting the scene that day with the

scene on January 31st, 1804, when the first two missionaries to

West Africa were quietly taken leave of at a public meeting of

forty-four persons
; \ and showing that the victory had been won

by the very three powers named in the text, the Power of the

Cross, the Power of the Word, and the Power of Self-devotion.

Bishop Ingham was privileged to labour in Africa for more than

thirteen years, the longest of six episcopates of Sierra Leone.

The Society's own work in the Colony was now confined to the

three Educational Institutions and the outlying Temne Mission

at Port Lokkoh. For some years L. Nicholson—a missionary

always exceptionally popular among the Natives—acted as Secre-

tary ; but afterwards that office, with its reduced responsibilities,

did not need a distinct man. Throughout the period, J. A. Alley

was the one English missionary at Port Lokkoh. It was very
uphill work there ; but in the com-se of years about 150 persons were
baptized, the first being in 1882. A succession of ladies worked
in the Annie Walsh Girls' School—Miss Caspari (afterwards in

Japan), Miss Ilott (died in Africa), Mrs. Caiger, Miss Shoard,

* In 1883, the leading bookseller of Sierra Leone, himself a Negro,
presented to the Church £1000, to be invested for its benefit.

I Afterwards Bishop of Mauritius, and now of Dover.
+ See Vol. I., p. 83.
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Miss L. A. Williams and Miss C. Young (both invalided home Part IX.

after a few months, and died on landing), Mrs. Burton, Miss (i?^^"oq

Ansell (a successful mistress for five years), Miss Bissett (still at
^^'

work after thirteen years). Miss Henderson (formerly C.E.Z. in

India) ;—these belonging to what may be termed the older race of

C.M.S. ladies, before the new development in 1887. After that

date, Miss Dunkley (afterwards Mrs. Humphrey), and others

more recently. The Grammar School continued its flourishing Grammar

career under its much-respected African Principal, the Eev. J.

Quaker, until his lamented death in 1882, after more than thirty

years in the School—twenty-two years as Principal. He was
succeeded by another African, the Eev. Obadiah Moore, who has

remained in charge ever since. Fourah Bay College had for its Fourah

Principal the Eev. Metcalfe Sunter from 1871 to 1882, when he coUege.

resigned on being appointed Government Inspector of Schools for

West Africa. In 1884, Cambridge for the first time supplied a

man for the College, the Eev. Frank Nevill. He worked with
great energy and success for five years ; and his death in 1889
was deeply mourned. His sister. Miss Bertha Nevill, who was
in Africa with him, rendered important assistance from time to

time in the Annie Walsh School.''' He was succeeded in 1891 by
another Cambridge man, the Eev. W. J. Humphrey.
Under Mr. Sunter, Fourah Bay College took an important step The

forward. In 1876 it was affiliated to the University of Durham, affiliated to

the Convocation of that University approving by an unanimous university
vote, on May 16th, a scheme by which African students at Fourah
Bay could read there for Durham degrees in arts, or licenses in

theology, and obtain them upon papers sent to England without
coming over themselves. In 1878 the first examination took

place, when the B.A. degree was conferred upon three students African

(one of whom is now Bishop Oluwole), and the L.Th. upon five ffifurh^fm.

others. The Sub-dean, Dr. A. S. Farrar, in submitting the
" grace " to the University for adoption, said that the candidates
had " passed an examination of the most remarkable excellence."

By the end of 1891, that is in fourteen years, twenty-seven
Africans had gained the Durham B.A. The University also

conferred an honorary M.A. upon Mr. Sunter, and upon the

Eev. C. A. L. Eeichardt, a learned German from the University
of Tubingen, who laboured many years in the College, and died
there in 1883. He was an authority on the Fulah language, and
wrote a grammar and other works regarding it. The Eev.
H. McC. E. Price, son of Mr. Salter Price, went out as Vice-

Principal in 1887, but his health failed, and he was transferred

to Japan. Three or four of the African Durham graduates have
been tutors in the College, particularly the Eev. Samuel Spain.

f

* After her brother's death, she went to India as a C.M.S. missionary.

t An impressive ordination sermon by Canon Spain (as he afterwards
became) was printed in the Intelligencer of November, 1890, at Bishop
Ingham's special request.
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Part IX. The Durham honorary M.A. has heen conferred upon three or four
1882-95. Africans of note, the first to receive it being the Eev. G. Nicol,
Chap. 89. the. second Negro to be ordained (1849), son-in-law of Bishop

Crowther and Government chaplain at the Gambia. Another
Sierra Leone clergyman, the Eev. James Eobbin, was appointed

Archdeacon by Bishop Ingham in 1887.

An interesting event of 1887, which took place as part of the

celebration of the Queen's Jubilee, was the opening, at last, of

wuber- the Wilberforce Memorial Hall. A fund of £3000 had been

MeiTioriai raised when William Wilberforce died, to commemorate his great
Hall. services to Africa. The money was not used at the time, and

in 1861 the Court of Chancery authorized its being devoted to

the building of a hall and institute for the benefit of the people

of Sierra Leone. Still the project hung fire; and in 1881 there

was a half-finished building, and all the money had been spent.

Some leading inhabitants, including the principal barrister, Mr.

Samuel Lewis (a Wesleyan, and now Sir Samuel, having been

knighted in the Jubilee Year), set to work to raise additional

funds ; and the hall was opened after the cathedral service on the

memorable 21st of June, 1887.

Eeaders of Chap. LXXXV. will not have forgotten the episode

of the two men accepted by the Society as missionaries who
joined the Salvation Army. As they were therefore not available

for conducting Parochial Missions in the West African churches,

as had been proposed, Bishop Ingham obtained the services for

Special that purposc of two clergymen experienced in such work, the

Mr' D°." °'"
Eev. S. W. Darwin Fox, with Mrs. Fox, and the Eev. F. W.

FjOxand Dodd. Their work in Sierra Leone in the early weeks of 1886 is

deeply interesting' as the very first instance of Special Missions

for Native Churches abroad. In order to cover all the parishes,

James Johnson of Lagos and Henry Johnson of the Niger came
to Sierra Leone to help. Generally there were four services in

each church daily : the principal one at 7 a.m. ; one for children

at ten; a Bible-reading at four; and an evangelistic service at

seven, with after-meeting. The congregations were immense :

people stood inside and outside the churches ; some giving up a

week's wages to leave their work and attend every service. The
great obstacle to a blessing was the self-satisfaction of the people.

They were regular church-goers and communicants : there were

no " lapsed masses " as in England. Not a few, however, were

deeply convicted of sin. The missioners spoke with great plain-

ness, especially on sins of the flesh, the besetting weakness of

West Africa, where public opinion on questions of purity is

low. "Many texts in 1st Corinthians," they wrote, "shone out

in a new light in trying to deal with this subject in its various

phases." Mrs. Fox's meetings for women were especially

valuable. At 6 a.m. she was at one church, and at 7 a.m. at

another, a mile off; and the Bishop wrote, "She had immense
gatherings, and made a great impression." Solemn "quiet days

"
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were held for the clergy, some of whom were very like many Part IX.

English clergymen at home (Evangelicals not excluded), who
^J^^^^'gy

dread "excitement," and prefer "steady parochial work" to ^f;£l_

" missionizing." Yet upon these men it depended to carry on

the work afterwards by prayer-meetings and Bible-readings, and

with the aid of Scripture Unions, Temperance Associations, and

Purity Societies. Would they do it? It can only be said, exactly

as in England, that some did.

In 1888, the Kev. W. Allan, then Vicar of St. James's, Ber-
JJiV'jy'it^^,

mondsey, and perhaps the most active of all the clerical members
of the Committee, went to West Africa at the Bishop's request

as a representative of the Society, for consultation on the spot

upon many important matters. He was astonished at the out-

ward evidences of a profession of Christianity, the universal

observance of Sunday, the crowded churches, the throngs of

communicants, the prevalence of family prayer ; and yet the

moral and spiritual condition of the Church was not satisfactory,

and there were but few traces of the influence of the Special

Mission. Among the results which he did see was a Scripture

Union with 2000 members ; another was an English store in

which intoxicating liquors were no longer sold, owing to Mr.

James Johnson's exhortations—which store had since increased

in prosperity. In 1889, another experienced Missioner went to

W^est Africa, the Kev. S. A. Selwyn, then Vicar of St. James's, S^i.^|X°;,

Hatcham ; and he also held special services with every outward

sign of blessing. Bishop Ingham, however, felt the importance

of having a permanent Diocesan Missioner, as was beginning to

be done in some English dioceses. He in the first instance .

invited Mr. James Johnson to take the post, but Johnson would
not leave his important parish at Lagos. Ultimately the Bishop

found a man in the Eev. John Taylor Smith, Curate of St. Paul's, J- Taylor

Norwood, in which parish he had exercised unusual miiuence appointed

over young men. The Society had already invited him to be Missioner.

leader of a party for Uganda, Init he had not been able to see the

Divine Hand in that proposal. Bishop Ingham's invitation,

however, seemed to him to be backed by striking and unlooked-

for tokens of the Lord's approval ; and, with the cordial con-

currence of his bishop. Dr. Thorold of Eochester, he accepted it.

During the next three or four 5'ears, going in and out among the

people, Canon Taylor Smith (his office was Canon Missioner)

found not a few humble Irat genuine Christians who had received

real blessing through the Missions both of Mr. Darwin Fox and
Mr. Dodd and of Mr. Selwyn. God's Word does, after all,

" prosper in the thing whereto He sends it."

Meanwhile, the Bishop was engaged in perfecting the external
^onstitu-

organization of the Church. In Chap. LV. we saw how the tion for

Sierra Leone Church was provided by Henry Venn, with the Le^Jne.

approval of Archbishop Sumner and Bishop Blomfield, with a

constitution of its own, tentatively. The time had now come
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Part IX. for framing a permanent one; and ultimately new "Articles of

p^^^~su
Ai^i'^i^gement " were prepared, approved by the Archbishop of

^P' Canterbmy and the C.M.S. Committee, and adopted by the
Native Chm^ch, through its elected representatives, in March,
1890. Four of the pastors, however, refused their assent ; and
after patient but fruitless efforts to persuade them, the Bishop,
with the concurrence of the Church Council, withdrew their

licenses, and proposed to put other men in their places. They,
however, declined to go ; whereupon the Church Council called

upon the C.M.S. to eject them from the parsonages, which were
still vested in the Society in trust for the Church. To effect

this, the law had to be invoked ; and painful litigation ensued,
into which the Society entered with great reluctance, and only
to fulfil its obligations to the Native Church,—and, in the event,

unsuccessfully, owing to technical informalities. The whole
affair interfered sadly with the peace of the Church.'''

Lagos
Native
Church.

Outlying ^\\Q, Dioccse of Sierra Leone, however, is not confined to the

Sierra Colouy of Sierra Leone. Prior to a recent modification, it com-

Dfoce^e. p^sed all the British possessions on the West Coast of Africa,

at the Gambia, the Gold Coast, and Lagos. The C.M.S. Lagos
Mission, therefore, was in it ; and the Interior Yoruba Mission,

though (at the time we are reviewing) beyond British territory,

had always been also visited by the Bishops of Sierra Leone—as,

in fact, we have seen more than once in this History. To Lagos
and the Yoruba Country, accordingly, we now turn our attention.

During Bishop Cheetham's episcopate, the Native Church at

Lagos was gradually organized on the Sierra Leone plan, though
the churches were only five or six, and the number of members not

much over 2000. The most important parish in connexion with
it was St. Paul's, Breadfruit, of which the two most prominent
of the West African clergy, the Eevs. James and Henry Johnson,
were successively ministers : first James, then Henry, and then

James again. Among the other clergy was a brother of Henry,
the Rev. Nathaniel Johnson. One church, Christ Church, Faji, the

Society retained, and still retains. The missionaries in the 'seventies

and earlier 'eighties were J. B. Wood, J. A. Maser, A. Mann, and

Lagos"
^^ ^ J'aulkner. Younger men were sent out from time to time, one

of them J. S. Hill (afterwards bishop), another J. Field (now in

British Columbia), another a son of C. A. Gollmer, the first

missionary at Lagos, and another a brother of C. T. Wilson of

Uganda ; but no one lasted very long, until T. Harding went out

in 1883. In the whole period five of the younger men died, viz.,

J. B. Read,t J. S. Bradshaw, J. W. Dickinson, J. Brayne, and

* Bishop Ingham's Charges give an interesting account of the Sierra

Leone Church. The fir^t two were published in the C.ilf. Intelligence^' of

October, 1886, and August, 1889.
"[• Mr. Read's story is a very touching one. See an article entitled "A

Finished Course of Four Months," in the CM. Gleaner of September, 1878.

C.M.S.
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J. Vernall—the last-named an able man who was Gospeller at the Part IX.

St. Paul's ordination. The old veterans of the Yoruba Mission 1882-95.

also died dm'ing the period, Townsend, Gollraer, Hinderer, Eoper, ^"^P- 89.

Lamb, Maser ; but all at home in their retirement, except Lamb,
who entered into rest at Lagos in 1883."' The Training Institution

for Native Teachers, and the Female Institution, were carried on
by English missionaries ; the latter generally by Mrs. Mann or

Mrs. Lamb, until, in 1885-6, the Society sought single ladies for

the purpose ; the only one who lasted, however, being Miss Krus6,

who became Mrs. Vernall. She was succeeded by Miss Goodall,

the Margate lady mentioned in the preceding chapter, and one of

the choicest of the Society's women missionaries. Her influence

upon the girls, and indeed upon Lagos, was felt and acknowledged
by all ; and her death in 1895 was a great sorrow. The Grammar
School was carried on by a Native clergyman, the Eev. T. B.
Macaulay, son-in-law of Bishop Crowther, until his death in 1878,

when he was succeeded by the Eev. Isaac (now Bishop) Oluwole.
The Interior Yoruba Mission was without resident European interior

missionaries for several years : Abeokuta from the time of their Mission,

expulsion in 1867 ; Ibadan from the departure of Mr. and Mrs.
Hinderer in 1869. In 1877 (as mentioned in the short paragraph
on West Africa in Chap. LXXIIL), Mr. James Johnson was James

sent from Breadfruit to be Superintendent of the whole Interior superii?-^^

Mission, the way being open for an African, though not for an tendent.

Englishman. His letters and reports, printed in the Intelligencer

during the next three years, were most graphic and interesting,

and showed how truly the providence of God had watched over
the Christian congregations at Abeokuta and Ibadan, numbering
nearly 3000 souls, with four Native pastors and several catechists

and schoolmasters. Domestic slavery, however, prevailed in the
Church as well as among the Heathen ; and Johnson's faithful

protests against it, as well as his efforts to promote a larger

measure of self-support, made him unpopular with a section of

the people. In 1880, on the departure of his successor at Bread-
fruit, Henry Johnson, to the Niger, t he was brought back to

Lagos ; and there, among his old flock, he has laboured ever

since. By that time it was possible for an English missionary to

live at Abeokuta, and Faulkner went up. From 1883, J. B. Wood •I^'^-

.

was in charge of the Interior Mission, to its great advantage. In
1888, after thirty years of missionary life as a bachelor, he married
Miss Green, daughter of his old friend and teacher. Canon Green,
formerly Principal of Islington College ; and her happy influence

* In the CM. TntelUjenccr of December, 1S83, was printed a sermon
written by Mr. Lamb to preach at the Anniversary of the Lajros Chnrch,

.
but which his death prevented his delivering. He was much esteemed, and
deeply mourned.

t Mr. Henry Johnson's Report on his three years' work at Lagos was
published in the CM. Intelligencer of October, 18S0, under the title of "An
African Parish." Few English parishes arc better worked.
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Part IX. was quickly felt. A remote branch of the Interior Mission was at

1882-95. Ode Ondo, to the south-east of Ibadan. There an African clergy-
Chap. 89.

j^g^j-^^ ^^Q j^gy_ Charles Phillips (now Bishop), laboured with great

Charles perseverance amid many difficulties, but not without fruit, for

Phillips, several years.

The good which may be done by the simple plan of sending a

helpful paper or periodical to a Native clergyman is strikingly

illustrated by the history of Breadfruit Church, Lagos. Mr.

Townsend, from his retirement at Exeter, regularly sent to Mr.
James James Johnson the weekly Christian; and the reading in that

Lagos?" ^ paper of Moody's evangelistic services, the Mildmay Conference,

and the Keswick Convention, led Johnson to work in similar ways
among his peoiDle, with manifest results of definite blessing to

many souls. Mr. Haslam's book, too, From Death unto Life,

suggested to him the holding of what he called " conversion meet-

ings.' ' When Mr. Darwin Fox and Mr. Dodd held Special Missions

at Lagos—which they did as well as at Sierra Leone—they were

struck by the evidences of real spiritual life among the Breadfruit

people, although, as in England, some who professed to have

yielded their hearts to the Lord had fallen away again into worldli-

ness. Mr. Selwyn, also, held services at Lagos ;
and he further

went on to Abeokuta, and conducted the first "Mission" of the

kind in that town, with striking tokens of the Divine blessing.

Arch- In 1885-7, the Eev. James Hamilton, an old Sierra Leone

Hamilton, missionary who had since worked for some years as an Association

Secretary. in England, was at Lagos as Secretary of the Yoruba

Mission (and, as we shall see, also of the Niger Mission) ; and he

was appointed by Bishop Ingham Archdeacon of Lagos. His

influence on the Coast was always much valued. In 1888 the

Society contemplated a separate bishopric for the Yoruba Mission,

and Archbishop Benson assented to the plans for it. It was
particularly desired that the bishop should be an African ; but

careful inquiries revealed the fact that this would not be liked by

the Native Christians themselves. The project, two or three

years later, was rendered needless by the formation of the new
diocese of Western Equatorial Africa, as will appear presently.

Mr. Allan When Mr, Allan visited West Africa in 1888, he went up to

ku4^^°' Abeokuta ; and a brief extract from an article he contributed to

the Gleaner gives a vivid idea of some features both of Heathen

and of Christian life there :

—

"Almost as soon as I arrived Mr. Wood received a present from

Ogundeyi, one of the Heathen kings, of a kid and a sheep ' to feed his

sti-anger with.' The next day the women of the Ake congregation pre-

sented me with a sheep, an excommunicated polygamist chief gave me a

cock, the wife of a Native pastor two bottles of milk, and subsequently

the Serike, or Christian chief, who was out of town, sent me another

sheep all the way from his farm in the country. Moreover, when, in

accordance wath the decrees of Yoruban etiquette, I called upon the

Alake, or chief king, he presented me with a bag of cowries (20,000), and

wished to accompany his gift with two bottles of hquor ; Ogundeyi gave
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me two bags ; Ulado, whose palace had just been burned down, only two Part IX.
heads, or 4000 cowries ; and the Jaguna, or war chief of Igbein, laid at 1882-95.

my feet a bag of cowries and a demijohn of rum, though the latter was Chap. 89.

declined at the time, and all the other presents, except the milk, handed
over to a slave redemption fund connected with the Mission. The Alake,

who hinted that be would be glad of a big vunbrella, was the only one
who indicated any desire for a present in return.

" The interest felt in the presence of a member of the C.M.S. Committee
was shown even more clearly by the succession of deputations, both lai'ge

and small, who represented various Christian congregations, councils,

and committees, and who came with addresses and messages of con-
gratulati(^)n and welcome. Some of these were peculiarly interesting.

One, for instance, represented a Young Men's Christian Association,

recently established in order that the members might strengthen one
another to resist the tendency to polygamy, and make progress in moral,
intellectual, and religious culture. Another consisted of the Church
Council, and although the member's of that august body had only one
pair of boots and three pairs of slippers among sixteen pairs of feet, and
in other respects were hardly attired in accordance with Belgravian
fashions, they were better able to discuss such subjects as Church
Finance, Polygamy, Slavery, Missions, and the proposed Yoruba
Bishopric, than many Belgravians would be. The Native clergy con-
stituted a third, and the wives of the Native agents a fourth—the latter

presenting a remarkable contrast, in their superior demeanour, to the
wives of kings and chiefs, and reflecting credit on those who had trained
them in the C.M.S. Institution at Lagos. This suggests the importance
of female influence, and the urgent desirability of securing at once the
two ladies whom the Committee are prepared to send out, and for whom
a house has already been erected at Abeokuta."

This last sentence indicates that the new policy of employing
ladies which was begun in 1887 (as recorded in the preceding
chapter) was to be applied to the Interior Yoruba Mission as well

as to others ; and in the next five or six years several women
missionaries were sent out, with much benefit to the work.

We now pass on to the Niger.

Our Fifty-seventh Chapter detailed the history of Bishop Niger

Crowther and his work down to 1878. In that year three im- '^"ssion.

portant steps were taken with a view to securing greater efliciency

in the Mission. First, a steamer was supplied for the Bishop's
use on the river. Secondly, an English layman was put in charge
of it, who also was to keep the accounts of the Mission, supervise
its building operations, and generally take charge of its secularities.

Thirdly, two African clergymen were appointed Archdeacons, to

assist the Bishop in the direction of the missionary work proper.
The need for some such arrangements has been explained before. Dangers

The African agents, clerical and lay, at the various stations, were
^uard^^^"

much isolated, and did not get the guidance and superintendence
that were necessary. They were in the midst of sore temptations,
moral and pecuniary. However pure and upright their lives,

they were liable to suspicions and accusations ; and as a matter
of fact there were cases in which the suspicions were not ground-
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Part IX. less nor the accusations false. With experienced men of their
iws2-an Qv;ii race authorized to direct them and capable of setting them a
Chap. 89. good example,—with a business-like white man to hold the

purse-strings and check expenditure,-—and with a mission steamer

moving up and down and carrying Bishop or Archdeacon or Lay
Agent backwards and forwards,—many perils might be escaped

and irregularities corrected ; and for the rest, the Holy Spirit

Himself, Who had certainly worked upon the hearts of some of

the people—at ]^onny, for instance,—could be invoked for a fuller

blessing upon the men in the solemn position of representing

Christ in one of the darkest of Heathen lands.

"Henry The steauicr, provided by special contributions, and launched

Reamer, o'"* ^^^^ Clyde in January, 1878, was appropriately called the

Henry Venn. She steamed out to Africa, escorted across the Bay
of Biscay (being a river boat not meant to brave Atlantic storms)

' by H.M.S. Forester, a gunboat proceeding to W^est Africa, by
special orders of the Admiralty. The Lay Agent, who went out

in her, was J. H. Ashcroft, who for twenty years had been a very

useful man in the service of the Sierra Leone and Yoruba Missions,

and indeed had been originally intended for the Niger, when—at

the commencement of the Mission—it had been proposed to

combine white and black men in the work.='- The two Arch-

Two deacons were Dandeson Coates Crowther, the Bishop's son,

Ar^c1[°
ordained by him in Islington Parish Church in 1870, t and since

deacons, then a zealous missionary at Bonny ; and Henry Johnson, son

of a faithful Native Christian agent of Hinderer's at Ibadan,

ordained at the London Christmas ordination of 1866, and since

then principally occupied in linguistic work—for which his

scholarly attainments specially fitted him,—until he took charge

for three years, as we have seen, of Breadfruit Church, Lagos.

D. C. Crowther was appointed Archdeacon of the Lower Niger,

i.e. chiefly the Delta; and H. Johnson of the Upper Niger, from

Onitsha northwards.
River The Ilcnnj Venn proved most useful to the Mission, and by
voyages

carrying freight for the commercial companies which by this time
Henry ^vcre developing trade on the river, she made a good deal of

money towards her expenses. She also accomplished one re-

markable voyage of exploration. The River Binue, the eastern

affluent of the Niger, had only once before been ascended to any

distance, viz., in 1854, by Dr. Baikie in the Pleiad. \ He went

up about 400 miles above the Confluence at Lokoja. In 1879,

Ashcroft took the Henry Venn nearly 150 miles further, or 800

miles from the sea, into an entii-ely new country. Much interest

was excited by a paper on the voyage read by the C.M.S. Lay-

Secretary, E. JHutchinson, before the Royal Geographical Society

in March, 1880 ; § and that Society, shortly afterwards, presented

* See Vol. II., p. 453. t See Ihid., p. 395. + See Ibid., p. 119.

§ Printed in the R.G.S. Proceedings, May, 1880, with a large-scale map
drawn from the surveys of Mr. Flegel, a member of the expedition. Mr.

Venn.
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Bishop Crowther with a gold watch, value £40. That voyage Part IX.

opened up inviting Mission-fields, with large populations ; but, 1882-95.

alas ! those populations still remain to-day wholly unevangelized. Chap. 89.

No missionary has yet ascended the Binue more than one-fifth

of the distance above mentioned.

At this time great progress was manifested at Bonny and Brass. Progress

Hostile chiefs abandoned their hostility, and came under Christian Deitl.

instruction ; the churches were crowded with at least outwardly

devout worshippers ; the congregations were sending large sums
of money to England, to buy new and spacious iron churches,

which were sent out in pieces. But up the river, things were not unfavour-

satisfactory ; Archdeacon Johnson had not yet been able to leave
r^p^rts

Lagos and go up to reside at Lokoja ; and reports came home, from

through traders and travellers, which caused the Committee staUons'^.

much anxiety. They therefore took another new step, by forming

a Committee at Lagos for the better administration of the Mission,

consisting of the Bishop and the two Archdeacons, three European
missionaries, and Mr. Ashcroft,—and the Rev. J. B. Wood as

Secretary, with authority to visit the Niger, not merely to examine

the secularities of the Mission like Ashcroft, but to bring his long

missionary experience to bear upon the actual missionary work.

Wood's Report of his first visit gave an unfavourable account of

the Mission. Although he considered that some of the charges

brought against the agents might be false or exaggerated, still

there was a manifest lack of real spirituality and evangelistic

zeal among them. The Report was sent to Bishop Crowther for

his comments ; and it was a matter of great regret that he should

have to bear so much anxiety and disappointment just when he

was suffering the sorest of bereavements—for Mrs. Crowther died "^^^ °^

on October 19th, 1880. Like him, she had been a rescued slave crowther's

brought to Sierra Leone ; like him, she had been led to Christ
^^i^her.'^

there ; they had been married in 1829 ; and now, after fifty-one

years of married life, the great separation came. His venerable

mother, the first convert at Abeokuta in 1846,''' was still alive

;

but she, too, died three years later, at the age (as was supposed)

of ninety-seven.

In the early months of 1881, the C.M.S. Committee arranged

what was called the Madeira Conference. Bishop Crowther, his Madeira

son the Archdeacon, two other African clergymen, Mr. Wood, and

Mr. Ashcroft, were asked to come and meet the Lay Secretary,

E. Hutchinson, and the Rev. J. B. Whiting, at that island, and

confer on the affairs of the Mission. Mr. Wood could not come,

but the rest met, and had a profitable and useful time ; though

subsequent events proved that the evils on the river were under-

Hutchinson had previously read a paper before the Society of Arts on the

commercial possibilities of the Niger, which was published in the Journal
of that Society, May, 1878. Ashcrott's journal of the Henry Venn's voyage
up the Binue was printed in the CM. Intelligencer of August, 1880.

* See Vol. II., p. 103.
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rated, aud the remedies agreed upon inadequate. One of the

measures proposed was the appointment of an English clergyman
as Secretary who should not merely pay visits from Lagos

—

wliich was all that Wood could do consistently with his other

duties,—hut actually live on the Niger, and he the Bishop's friend

and counsellor. For this post, a gentleman in middle hfe, a

graduate of Duhlin, hut engaged in business, was found, Mr.
Thomas Phillips ; and he, after some theological reading at

Islington, was (by the Bishop of London's permission) ordained

deacon by Bishop Perry, and priest, a few weeks after, by Bishop
Crowther himself, who was in England in 1882. This first

ordination of an Englishman by a Negro bishop excited much
interest ; and Canon Ripley, of Norwich, in his sermon on the

occasion, spoke of it with thankfulness and hope. But the great

Enemy of God and man could not let the Niger Mission alone.

Mr. Phillips was only nine months in Africa. The difficulties ho
encountered were great ; and on his return to England he re-

signed, finding that the Committee, while truly sympathizing
with him personally, were unable fully to accept his views.

They did, however, proceed to take stronger steps for the

puriiication of the ^fission. Agents, whom the Bishop could

not deal with judicially for lack of trustworthy evidence against

them, the Committee could deal with as paid employes of a

Society whose principle was " spiritiuil men for spiritual work,"
and dispense with their services as any employer may do, subject

to just claims being satisfied ; and in 1883 several thus received

notice of disconnexion. The Annual Report of 1884 made a

frank public statement of the case.

Meanwhile, a sudden blast of scandal had fallen upon the

Mission. In September, 1882, the London newspapers reported

a trial for murder at Sierra Leone. " Two missionaries of the

Church Missionary Society," it was said, had been found guilty

of most shocking treatment of a girl at Onitsha, from the efifects

of which she had died. The derisive comments of some of the

papers can be imagined ; and so can the grief and horror that

seized the whole C.M.S. circle. For the moment it was really

supposed that two young Englishmen trained at Islington and
ordained at St. Paul's had turned out murderers of the deepest

dye. In fact, the chief criminal was a Negro school-teacher who
had been dismissed by the Bishop for bad conduct, but out of pity

had been afterwards employed as a clerk or storekeeper ; and the

other, also a Negro, was an interpreter. Moreover, the crime

had been committed five j^ears before, and it was the C.M.S.
missionary Wood who had been instrumental in bringing its

perpetrators to justice. Nevertheless, on April 12th, 1883 (the

Society's eighty-fourth birthday), the Duke of Somerset—whose
attack on Missions in China some years before was noticed in a

previous chapter
''•'—now made this murder the occasion of a very

* See Vol. II., p. 592.
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strong indictment of the Society in the House of Lords. So soon Part IX
however, as he sat down, Earl Cairns sprang (literally) to his 1882-95.
teet, and proceeded to deliver a most powerful speech in its ^W- 89.

defence.- Lord Chichester also said a few words ; Lord Derby
(the Colonial Secretary in Mr. Gladstone's Government), in his
cold, judicial way, acquitted the Society of all except carelessnessm employing such men ; and the debate seemed to be finished
But then arose the new Archbishop of Canterbury, Dr. Benson, Archbp.
to make his first speech in the House as Primate. It was but a

Benson's

short one, as in fact Lord Cairns had exhausted the subject • alpKtt
but it was very hearty in its references to the Society, and was
cordially cheered by even so hard an audience to move as the
House of Lords.t The fact is remarkable that as Bishop Magee
had made his chb>H there in defence of China Missions against theDuke of Somerset's attack, so Archbishop Benson made his in
defence of Africa Missions against the same Duke.

Archdeacon Henry Johnson was now in full work on the Upper Archdn.
^iger and his reports were extremely interesting and hopeful. At fJEnUmtsha, the very place where the murder had been committed

^ '

there was at this very time a marked movement among the peoplem favour of Christianity, and apparently not a few of them
were true converts. At Lokoja, where Johnson ordinarily resided,
the work was peculiarly difficult, owing to the place being a con-
fluence not on y of rivers, but still more of languages; and this is
illustrated by the fact that he had sometimes to preach with four
mterpreters standing by him, translating his sentences succes-
sively to different sections of his congregation. There was also a

tTooJ S
^'ehgions, for here begins the Mohammedan Soudan.

in I88d, the Society planned a medical mission at Lokoia, and
sent out a young doctor, Percy Brown; but he fell sick, was put
on board ship for England, and died on the voyage. At the same
time, a new Clerical Secretary was found in James Hamilton, who, Hamilton
with the se f-sacrfficmg loyalty of a true C.M.S. man, consented fn^the"''to go and take Phillips's place. He was successful in combining Niger,
frankness as Crowther's counsellor with entire deference to him
as bishop

;
and for a few years the Niger Mission went on nuietlv

despite some local feuds at Bonny which compelled Archdeacon
Crowther to reside elsewhere for a while, and a shocking outburst
of cannibalism at Brass, in which some professed adherents of
Christianity were involved. An English layman, J. Burness a
builder by trade, and the first member of the' London Lay
Workers Union to offer for missionary service, did very useful

wn*. i^J'iy^r''^
^''- q^"te madequately reported in the papers. Part of it

Z^ 1 f*"
"" missionary lecture on West Africa. A condensed account ofthe debate appeared in the CM. Intelligencer of May 1883

^^^^^^unt ot

c c 2
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work for three years ; and in 1885, the Henry Venn having been

irreparably claniaj^ed after six years' important service, a new
Henri/ Venn was provided—a much smaller boat, a stern-wheeler,

desifi^ned to draw only two feet of water, so as to be able to go up

and down the river even at the shallowest times. She did not,

like her predecessor, steam or sail out to Africa, but was shipped

on board a trading steamer in sections, and put together on the

coast. In the same year. Archdeacon Henry Johnson being in

England, the University of Cambridge conferred on him the

honorary degree of M.A., in recognition of his linguistic labours.

Tbe Niger had now become a highway of commerce. But what

commerce ? Its exports were legitimate and useful, especially the

palm-oil which was the staple of trade in the Delta. ]iut tlie im-

ports—in the main they were ardent spirits, cheap, and specially

manufactured for the African market. This liquor mostly

came from Hamburg, and when an International Conference

on the European spheres of influence in Africa was held at

Berlin in 1884-5, and the British representative. Sir E. Malet,

endeavoured to persuade the Powers to unite in the prohibition

of the liquor traffic in certain parts of West Africa at least, the

proposal was opposed and defeated by Germany. The C.M.S.

Committee, in December, 1884, went on deputation to the

Foreign Office upon the subject, and found that Lord Granville,

then Foreign Secretary, was entirely with them in the conviction

that the traffic w^as doing fearful mischief. The facts stated by

IMshop Ingham, by Mr. Hamilton, and by the traveller Joseph

Thomson, were dreadful. One steamer had lately taken out

25,000 cases of gin and demijohns of rum for two trading posts

only ; the importance of villages was measured by the height of

pyramids formed of empty gin-bottles ; and gin had become the

ordinary "current coin" in payment of wages. In 1884, seven

millions of gallons of spirits were exported to Africa from Hamburg
and Bremen alone. The Royal Niger Company honestly tried to

limit the quantity ; but the provisions of the Berlin Conference

prevented adequate measures being taken. Subsequently the

Brussels Conference gave more scope for restriction, full advan-

tage of which was taken by the Company. The Hamburg mer-

chants, however, in an official letter from their Chamber of Com-
merce, actually affirmed that no harm was done to the Natives by

the trade. Very different was the opinion of the Mohammedan
Emir of Nup6, on the Upper Niger, wdio wrote a remarkable

letter to " Crowther, the great Christian minister," passionately

entreating him to influence " the great priests " (the C.M.S.) "to

beg the English Queen to prevent bringing baraza (rum or gin)

into his land." "It has ruined our country," -he said; "it has

ruined our people very much ; it has made our people become

mad." Such is European " civilization " in Africa apart from the

Gospel ! Meanwhile, in the Delta, the degi'ading snake and lizard
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worship was fast disappearing ; and Mr. (now Sir) H. H. Johnston, Part IX.

then Vice-Consul there, told the Eoyal Geographical Society ^^^^^^^
plainly (November 12th, 1888) to what this was due :— Ohap^89.

" For its eftectnal abolishment, Avliich has been of the greatest benefit H. H.

to the well-being of Enropeans and Natives alike, we owe onr thanks, J°gj^"^^°"^

not to the intervention of naval or consular officials, nor to the blnli' to the

remonstrances of traders, but to the quiet, unceasing labours of the Mission,

agents of the Church Missionary Society " (i.e. Archdeacon Crowther
and his helpers).

At length, in 1887, another clergyman was sent out to live and
work on the Niger as English Secretary. This was John Alfred J- a.

Robinson, the Cambridge scholar whose offer of service was men- as°Secre-

tioned in our last chapter. He threw himself with much energy ^^''y-

into the work, often living for weeks on the new Henry Venn, yet

enjoying an unusual freedom from attacks of African fever. Two
laymen also were sent to assist him : G. F. Packer as architect

and builder in succession to Burness, and C. T. Kelsey (a member
of the Mpwapwa Band at St. James's, Holloway ''') as engineer of

the little steamer ; but Kelsey died in a year or two. Robinson's

report on the Mission was not favourable. He was not satisfied

with the agents, nor with the plans and policy of the Mission

in some respects, nor with the results achieved. An important

epoch, however, in the history of the Mission was now approach-

ing. It was in 1888 that Graham Wilmot Brooke—who also was visit 01

introduced in the preceding chapter—visited the River on his Brooke.

way home from the Congo, and made up his mind, in conference

with Robinson, that the right way into the Mohammedan Central

Soudan was up the Niger. Returning to England, Brooke laid

his plans before the C.M.S., and then, after a reconnoitring visit

again to the River in the following summer, he offered himself

definitely to the Society ; with the result (as before related) that the

Committee approved his proposals for a Soudan and Upper Niger
Mission, appointed him and Robinson—who likewise volunteered

for the enterprise—joint leaders of it, and accepted also for it

Dr. C. F. Harford-Battersby and the Rev. Eric Lewis.

The plans for the new Mission were in themselves new and ^^^"f.°*

important. Work among the Moslems of the Soudan would be and Robin-

quite different from work among the Pagans on the Lower Niger. |°"
^an^

The Pagans in their degradation did consider a Christian white Mission,

man—or even a " black white-man," as Bishop Crowther's Sierra

Leone agents were called—as superior to themselves ; but the

Mohammedans regarded all Christians as dogs. Among the Pagan
tribes, to adopt native "dress" would be absurd, for there was
none ; to adopt native food and live in native huts would be to

court disease and death ; to be a Native at all would be to degi'ade

the Christian, not to raise the Heathen. But in the Soudan it was
quite diffei'ent. Not only—so urged Brooke and Robinson—were

* See p. 307.
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Part IX. the food and dress and dwellings of the country quite suitable for
1882-95. Europeans ; but to become as much as possible like themselves

^^^'
' was the only way of winning influence among such a people as

the Hausas. The Committee cordially approved of the desire of

the two brethren thus to identify themselves with those they
sought to save ; but there w^as another proposal about wdiich there

was much hesitation. The Royal Niger Company had announced
that while they would facilitate the plans and movements of

missionaries to the Pagans, they must repudiate any connexion
with missionaries to the Mohammedans. Brooke and Robinson,

Should the cordially accepting this position, proposed that the ordinary right

British of a British subject to the protection (so far as possible) of the

ab^ired ?^ British Government should be openly and entirely abandoned ; so

that the missionary should be able to say to a convert or an inquirer

in danger of his life, " You and I are both in equal peril : nothing

wall be done for me that would not be done for you ; if you have
to sutler for Christ, so have I." \\\ Persia and Turkey this atti-

tude is not practicalile. British inlluence and treaties give every

Englishman in those countries a protection from dangers which
every Moslem convert incurs—a protection which the Britisli

Government would allow no one to refuse. But the great

Mohammedan potentates of the Central Soudan cared nothing for

England. All they knew was that their own great Mahdi had
killed a famous Englishman at Khartoum and put an end to his

sway over their brethren in the Eastern Soudan. They might

therefore think nothing of seizing and executing a missionary.
" Now," said Brooke and Robinson, " if they imprison us, the

British Government are not to interfere; if they kill us, no
Views of i-eparation is to be demanded." The Connnittee were entirely in
^'

' accord with them in desiring that no force should ever be em-
ployed for their safety and deliverance ; but influence was a

different thing. The Government had often used influence in

behalf of people oppressed by their own rulers ; if a convert in the

Soudan was ill-treated, w'hy should not the Consul on the Niger

do what he could in his behalf by moral suasion ? and if so, why
not in behalf of the missionary ? To this Brooke and Robinson
did not object: all they wanted W' as to be " in the same boat"
wdth any converts. " England," they said, " would not send an

expedition to rescue an imprisoned Hausa ; and what she would
not do for him she must not do for us." In this way an agree-

ment was come to, amid unusual enthusiasm, at a crowded
committee-meeting on December 9th, 1889.

Remark- It was ahout this time that a truly remarkable letter was

^romthr published which the Mahdi had addressed to Emin Pasha, calling

Mahdi. upon him to surrender and to embrace the faith of Islam. No
Christian appeal ever put forth has exceeded—if it has approached

—this manifesto of a tierce and fanatical Mussulman tyrant in its

recognition of the supreme claim of the One God to the absolute

loyalty and obedience, unto death, of His servants ; and the
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CM. Intelligencer, in opening the year 1890 with an account of Part IX.

the new plans for both East and West Africa, quoted some brief 1882-95.

passages, a propos of the spirit in which Kobinson and Brooke ^'^'^P- ^^

were going forth :

—

'

" I would remind yovi that tho world is a house of change and decay,
and everything in it must one day perish. Notliing in it is of value to a
true servant of God except that which is for his good in his future life.

If God wishes to be kind to His servant He humbles him and blesses all

he does, and God is the blessing in everything, and no word nor action
proceeds from Him which does not show His infinite compassion. God
is the Master of all His creatures : in His hands are the keys of all things
—there is nothing beyond His power in the heavens or in the earth. He
sees all things within and without, and all things good and evil are in
His hand. The King gives His gifts to whomsoever He pleases.

" We belong to God's army and follow His word only. With our
army is the victory. We follow the Imam Mohamed-el-Mahdi, the son
of Abdullah, before whom we bow, the Khalifa and Prophet of God.
. . . We have now come by his order, and there is no possible result but
what is good from his commands in this changeful world. We have
given ourselves, our children, and possessions to "him as an offering to
God, and he has accepted them from us. He has bought his true
believers, their souls and possessions, with his word, and Paradise
belongs to them. If they are killed, they are killed as an offering- to
God.

" God's soldiers war against the foes of God wlio deny the Imam the
Mahdi. They are always victorious by God's strength and might, as He
promised by His word, ' Ye who believe, if ye fight, God will give you
the victory '; and again, God is well pleased by those who are slain in
His service

; they are like reared-up strongholds."

Transform all this into Christian language, and put Christ in An
the place of the Mahdi, and is not the whole spirit of these clfr^t/ai
burning utterances just what should animate the missionaries of

the Cross?—and not only them, but all at home who send them
forth ?

The adoption of Brooke and Eobinson's plans involved changes The new
on the Niger. The work on the Upper Eiver, from Lokoja north- [hl'Nfge"
wards, was in future to be part of the new Mission ; and this
involved the removal of three or four African agents who were
not likely to fit well into the new arrangements. Archdeacon
Henry Johnson himself was requested to move to Lagos pending
further instructions. The Lower Niger and Delta were to be a
separate Mission ; and three English missionaries were allotted to
it, viz., the Eevs. F. N. Eden and H. H. Dobinson '•' and Mr.
P. A. Bennett, Mr. Eden being Secretary. Both Missions were,
of course, to be under the episcopal superintendence of Bishop
Crowther ; and Archdeacon Crowther retained his important
position in the Delta. The Committee looked with prayerful hope
to the more complete combination of white men and black men
in the one great work of evangelizing the Niger territories. The
memorable Valedictory Meeting at Exeter Hall has been already

* See p. 363.

to
ans.
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described,* when the venerable Negro Bishop himself (who had
been in England while the new plans were matured), and the

young English recruits, were taken leave of together. All sailed

for West Africa in February, 1890. The Upper Niger party,

Eobinson, Brooke, Mrs. Brooke, Lewis, Miss Lewis, and Battersby,

proceeded at once to Lokoja, and threw themselves with the

utmost energy into the new work. Part of it, indeed, was
a work of correction. The Lokoja congregation was not re-

garded as satisfactory, and the brethren considered it necessary to

" root out " and " pull down " before there could be " building
"

and "planting." They proceeded, in fact, to what the Scotch

would call " a fencing of the tables." But some African agents

previously in the employ of the Mission proved to be truly godly

and excellent men, and to these every encouragement was given.

They could each speak three or four of the languages of which,

as has been said, Lokoja is a confluence, Nupe, Hausa, Yoruba,

&c. With their aid definite missionary work was at once begun,

and a decided impression was made upon the Mohammedan
community by the zeal of the new party. Dr. Battersby's

incipient medical mission was of course a great help.f

Meanwhile, Mr. Eden was travelling about the Lower Niger

and Delta and inspecting the stations ; and Mr. Dobinson and

Mr. Bennett began work at Onitsha and Obutshi. In August

there was a meeting at Onitsha of the new Committee for the

management of the Mission, comprising some of the English

missionaries, with the Bishop, Archdeacon Crowther, and another

excellent African, the Eev. J. Boyle. That meeting issued in a

lamentable crisis. The two nationalities entirely failed to agree

as to either the policy or the 'personnel of the Mission ; and

although the brethren on the side of greater strictness succeeded

in carrying the disconnexion of certain agents, they did not con-

sider this enough; and the Secretary, acting for the C.M.S., gave

separate notice, in its name, of suspension of some others from

its employment. It is needless now to mention names ; but the

news of these drastic measures caused much excitement on the

whole West Coast, and not a little doubt and controversy in

England. A solemn letter was addressed by the Committee to

all the Society's agents and congregations in West Africa, which,

while promising an impartial inquiry into all that had been done,

laid down the principles by which the Society must always be

guided, in the following terms :

—

"The Committee are solemnly determined, in humble dependence
upon Divine strength, to give the Society's support only to Mission

agencies and Mission agents, whether English or African, that are in

their judgment ' vessels meet for the Master's use.' ' Earthen vessels
'

* See p. 364.

t The letters and journals of those earliest days at Lokoja, whicli were
extremely interesting, were printed in the CM. Intelligencer of October,

1890, and February and September, 1891.
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they may be ; we do not look for perfection in human instruments or Part IX.
instrumentahties ; but we do deeply feel that true Missionary work is 1882-95.

the setting forth of the Lord Jesus Christ both as Saviour and as King, Cliap. 89.

and that this work must be done by those who, however feeble in them-
selves, do know Him as their Saviour and obey Him as their King, and
who seek, by the power of the Holy Ghost, to be examples ' in word, in

conversation, in charity, in spirit, in faith, in purity.' Missionaries and
teachers employed by the Church Missionary Society must not be merely
men who can rebut particular charges of open sin, still less those of

whom it can only be said that such charges are not proven. They must
be men who in heart and word and life are the true and faithful servants
of Christ. If the Society, in Africa or anywhere else, has ever seemed
to tolerate a lower standard than this, it has been either from ignorance
of the facts, or from a generous desire not to form harsh judgments.
But now we feel it more necessary than ever to emphasize and to main-
tain the true standard of missionary character."

A special sub-committee sat for many weeks in the CM. Niger Sub-

House considering the whole matter ; and both Mr. Eden and
Graham Brooke came to England for consultation. There was
much difference of opinion on many points ; and certainly in the
last five-and-twenty years there has been no question ui3on which
the working Committee have been so divided. But there was
much prayer also, and an earnest desire to be guided to the right

course. Ultimately, a report on the whole matter was adopted ^ts Report,

and issued in January, 1891. On the personal questions, the
action taken in Africa was confirmed in some cases and reversed
in others. On the general condition of the Mission, the following

statement was made—drafted, it may now be said, by that

member who all along was the most earnest in defending i3ishop

Crowther and his clergy from harsh judgments :

—

" A careful review of the past histoiy of the Niger Mission in the light
of its present condition, has led to the conviction that, while at each
stage in that history the Committee faithfully endeavoured to take such
action as the circumstances of the Mission seemed at the time to demand,
its present condition indicates only too clearly the inadequacy of the
provision made for the superintendence of the Mission, and for the steps
taken for its puritication at certain crises in its history. For while the
Committee devoutly thank God for valuable services rendered by
African agents, as well as for some signal successes granted to the
preaching of the Gospel in the past, and while there are hopeful and
encouraging features which point to future success both on the river

and in the interior, the moral and spiritual condition of the congrega-
tions generally has in it at the present time much that is extx-emely
lamentable, and the prevailing ignorance of Divine truth and the low
state of discipline are such as to call for serious consideration respecting
the character and efficiency of the agency now at work.

" In making this painful statement, the Sub-Committee have no desire
to repudiate or minimize any share of the responsibility which may
attach to the Committee, and it is but just to the Bishop to say that
from the commencement of the Mission most serious difficulties have
beset liim and surrounded every station."

But the controversy was not closed by the decisions of the
Committee. Both sides on the Niger were grievously disappointed,
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eacli having naturally looked foi- more support to its own views.

The Upper Niger party, however, their two leaders heing released

from any fmlher share in the achuinistration of the Lower Niger,

resolved to prosecute the more earnestly their own enterprise
;

and they were joined by two more Cambridge men and two more

ladies. But now a great calamity was permitted to fall upon

them. On June 25th, 1891, John Alfred Eobinson died of fever,

partly arising, no doubt, from the mental strain caused by his

dissatisfaction with the Committee's decisions. On hearing of

that dissatisfaction, they had written to him earnestly assuring

him of their undiminished confidence in him and gratitude for his

zealous services ; but, to their great sorrow, he was dead before

that letter could reach him. l^rooke and his companions bravely

went on with the work which had been so well begun ;
but sick-

ness drove some of them home—Dr. Battersby after twice return-

ing to his post ; and at last, in January, 1892, Brooke himself was

the only one left.* And then, on March 19th, the Society received

this telegram—" Wilmot Brooke at rest." He had died on

Marcli 5th. Dr. Battersby, who w\as on his way out again at the

time, courageously held the fort for a little while, and then was

finally driven home.
So, for the time, the new Mission which had inspired such high

hopes was at an end. The deaths of the two leaders were a grave

and, to human eyes, irreparable loss to Africa. We must not

part with John Alfred Eobinson without reading Mr. Eric Lewis's

striking testimony concerning him :

—

" Devotion to duty marked all his work ; in all hi.s inoro secular l)usines.s

he was most thorough and eareful, and geueniUy managtd to take the

lion's sliare of the most tedious work. Wliether it were the planning of a

journey, supervising the rebuilding of the ehiu-ch, exauuning the school-

children, the general tidyiug-up of disorder, the nursing of a sick

brother missionary, or the duller work of keeping the Mission books— if

Robinson had charge of it, we all knew it would be done thoroughly and

well. And yet he was always at leisure for all who came to hini
: 1 used

to marvel at his patience under ceaseless interruption, which^ is an

inevitable feature of a missionary's life, especially a Secretary's, and

which is peculiarly harassing to weary nerves in a hot climate such as

ours on the Niger.
" Another marked feature of his work and himself was his great power

of simplicity. During the autumn he was preaching a course of sermons

on the Lord's Prayer at our Sunday morning Native service. In these

he always primarily addressed the children, who would be seated ju.st in

front of him, and it was not long before he secured their interest and

got them readily to answer—for almost every sermon there is neces-

sarily a catechizing. I should trace his simplicity to two sources— great

clearness of thought, and love of children. The former made him the

first-rate scholar that he was; the latter was only one aspect of a

large-heartedness and sympatliy that was almost womanly in its

tenderness."
" Though his time in missionary work has been but short, yet he was

» Some of his letters appeared in the CM. Tntellijencer of May, 1892.
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able to make remarkable progress in the Hausa language. Starting Part IX.
upon the Gospel of St. Matthew, and using as a basis the translation of 1882-95.

Mr. John (formerly a missionary at Lokoja, and now our Hausa teacher), Clia]). 89.

he revised it with him most thoroughly from his own knowledge. The
two spent some hours together every day ; and Mr. Robinson's critical

acumen and scholarship found fullest scope in this work. Whenever he
acquired a new word, he kept it in mind, and would test it by getting

some Native friend to explain to him its use—illustrating it with story

and parable as only an African can ; and he was never satisfied until he
was certain that he had accurately grasped the radical meaning. It was
quite a lesson to see him at one end of his table with Bible, Greek
Testament, dictionaries, and note-book, and Mr. John at the other, and
very likely a couple of Mohammedan friends seated on a mat near them,
all closely discussing the exact meaning or proper use of some Hausa
word."

Graham Wilmot Brooke was a young man whom to know was Character

to love. Were there ever in a man eyes of such ineffable tender-

ness ? He simply yearned after the souls of the millions lying in

darkness. His sternness—and he was stern—was due to his

deep sense of the responsibility lying upon the Church to evan-

gelize the world, and upon every individual Christian to take a

share in the work. He was emphatically a soldier. Trained at

Woolwich for the army, he learned to be " a man under authority ";

but that " authority" was Christ's—" authority restraining as well

as prompting, guiding as well as calling, paramount in its claims,

and demanding the careful exercise of every faculty." * To the

present writer it has always seemed that he would have been a

great Lay Secretary of the Society, on account of his extraordinary

power of work, and of working in the most regular way and to the

best purpose.

Robinson and Brooke—Brooke especially—were severe in their Effects of

judgment of their African fellow-workers ; though they ap- and work,

preciated real consecration of heart and life to the Lord when they
found it. They were, indeed, too severe. They did not make
sufficient allowance for racial weaknesses, and they were not

patient enough with those who, like the venerable bishop himself,

honestly differed from them. Their campaign against the evils

on the Niger undoubtedly alienated the minds of many West
Africans from the C.M.S., and it was long before confidence

was restored. Yet, after all, there are times when severity is

necessary, and when alienation must be risked ; and it cannot
now be doubted that the improvement and advance in the Niger
Mission since their time is largely due to their action eight

years ago. They were not perfect instruments, but they were
instruments used of God to accomplish His own purposes.

But meanwhile, other sorrows fell upon the Niger Mission.

Mr. Eden did not return to Africa after the Committee's decisions, Mr. Eden

but, after some months of further negotiations and deliberations, ""^^'S"®'

* From the "In Memoriam " by Miss S. G. Stock, CM. InielUyencer,
May, 1892.
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Tart IX. resigned, to the deep regret of the Committee. This was in
1882-95. December, 1891 ; and on the 31st of that month came the news

'"'^'
that the revered Samuel Adjai Crowther, Bishop of the Niger, had

Death of passcd to his heavenly rest. In his case, as in Robinson's, death

Crowther
^"^ '^^ Certainly hastened by anxiety and disappointment. For he
on his part was also deeply dissatisfied with the Society's decisions,

although it was his full purpose to accept and act upon them. In
June, Robinson died ; in July, Crowther had a paralytic stroke.

He got better, and moved to Lagos for rest and change ; and
there he died, on the last day of the year, and was buried by the

side of his mother and his wife. In his last hours he had the

comfort of receiving from Archdeacon Hamilton and the Rev. \V.

Allan, who had gone out on temporary business for the Society,

the assurance of the Committee's unabated respect and affection.
His career Thus ended one of the most remarkable lives in the whole
character, liistory of the Church of Christ. For seventy j'ears his career

had been unique. A kidnapped slave in 1821 ; a rescued slave in

1822 ; a mission school-boy in 1823 ; a baptized Christian in

1825 ; a college student in 1826 ; a teacher in 1828 ; a clergyman
in 1843; a missionary to the country whence he had been stolen,

in 1845 ; the founder of a new Mission in 1857 ; the first Negro
Bishop in 1864 ;—where is the parallel to such a life ? And what
a familiar figure he was amongst us at home 1 Ten times in the

seventy years he came to England ; in later years as a bishop he
was in constant demand as a speaker all over the country ; and
his absolute unselfishness, and cheerful readiness to be at every-

body's service, were an example indeed to "deputations." If he

had accomplished nothing in Africa, he would still have been a

valuable helper of the missionary cause among ourselves. But in

fact, after all possible deductions, he accomplished much in

Africa. Amid circumstances of almost unexampled difficulty,

and in the face of discouragements and disappointments innumer-
able, he went steadily on his way ; and if the Upper Niger

exhibited but little fruit, the Delta to-day, with its cannibalism

and infanticide and horrible superstitions practically at an end

—

though not its sin, and that who could expect?—is a monument
to Bishop Crowther's indomitable peiseverance in a holy cause."'

He became a bishop, as it has been happily said, "in a sense

not willingly, but of constraint—certainly not for filthy lucre, but

of a ready mind—neither as being a lord over God's heritage, but

as an ensample to the flock." He lived in an atmosphere of

suspicion and scandal, yet no tongue, however malicious, of

white man or black man, ventured to whisper reproach against his

personal reputation. If it must be allowed that he was an Eli in

* Fruits of the Niger Mission may turn up in the most unlikely places.

In 1894, a C.M.S. missionary, preaching in a Calcutta street, was startled

by a Negro suddenly appearing, and beseeching the jieople to accept Christ,

of Whom he liad learned from " the sweet words of a black bishop called

Crowther."
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exercising discipline too lightly, he was an Eli, too, in simplicity Part IX.

and sincerity of character, 1882-95.

For the time, the Lower Niger Mission, as well as the Upper P"

Mission, seemed almost to have collapsed. For Bonny and its The Delta

out-stations, under Archdeacon Crowther, had declared their
a^s^erts^\\

independence ; moved thereto, undoubtedly in part, by resent- indepen-

ment at the Society's action, yet at the same time honestly
^^^^'

believing that in so doing they were only carrying out the Society's
own policy of Native Church self-support and self-government.
With some help from sympatliizers at Lagos, they raised funds for

the support of their Church and clergy ; and they have never
again looked to the Society for pecuniary help. The Committee
would have warmly appreciated such a movement at any other
time ; but coming just then, it had more the appearance of a
secession than was pleasant. But it was in no sense a secession
from the Church of England, and only a temporary alienation
from the Society, as we shall see by-and-by. The general result, T^e Mis-

however, of all these untoward events, and of the consequent down, but

withdrawal of two or three of the English missionaries, was that st°royld
in the C.M.S. Annual Report of 1893, the Niger Mission staff

appeared as only Mr. Dobinson, Mr. Bennett, and Dr. Battersby
(who soon came home), with three Native clergymen, instead
of, as in 1890, a Bishop, nine Native clergy, and nine English
missionaries. So disastrous a change was unparalleled in the
Society's history since the fatal early days of Sierra Leone. But
the Master Himself would perhaps have said, " The Mission is not
dead, but sleepeth "; and assuredly the Society in faith saw over
its prostrate form the motto Besurgam.

The question now was. Who should succeed Bishop Crowther ? Question

and upon this question again there was great division of opinion, bishop"^''

Many shrank from the retrograde step, as it would seem, of

appointing an Enghshman ; while others, perceiving the difficulty

of naming the right man for the emergency from among the
handful of African clergymen—able as several of them were,

—

thought that " for the present distress " an Enghsh bishop should
be provided. The latter view ultimately prevailed, and a resolu-
tion to that effect was finally adopted on May 24th, 1892, with the
proviso that the Committee desired to see African bishops,
"assistant or independent," in West Africa as early as possible.
At the same time it was resolved to ask the Archbishop of Canter-
bury to arrange for the new bishop having the Yoruba country
also under his charge. Mr. Aitken now came forward and
suggested that the right man for the bishopric was the man who,
having once been a C.M.S. missionary in West Africa, then in New
Zealand, then a missioner of Mr. Aitken 's own Church Parochial
Mission Society, had, a few months before,^' offered to rejoin

* See p. 367.
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I'ARTlX. the C.M.S. and go as a missionary to the Niger—Joseph Sidney
1882-95. jjiii Archhishop Benson, being consulted, warmly approved of the
Chap^89.

gi^Qige^ ^y^^ himself made the happy suggestion that the enlarged

J.S.Hill diocese should he called Western Equatorial Africa, in contra-
appointed. diytinction to Eastern Equatorial Africa on the otlier side. He

further proposed sending Hill out first as his Commissary, to

reconnoitre the ground, and, in particular, to ascertain the posi-

tion of the new Delta Pastorate. Hill went accordingly with a

special commission from the Archbishop, accompanied by Mrs.
Hill's visit Hill, and spent five months in visiting the stations. Everywhere

AfH^I^* his singularly sweet disposition, com])ined with the strong common
sense gained in colonial life, and sanctified in an unusual degree

by the Spirit of God, exercised a healing and harmonizing influ-

ence ; and it was evident that the African Christians would give

the new bishop a warm welcome. And all the more so because,

Two Negro when he sailed for England, he took with him two Negro clergy-

bfsTops"^ men, Charles Phillips and Isaac Oluwole, to present them to the

Archbisho]) for consecration along with himself as liis Assistant

Bishops.
This plan met with universal approval, and .\rchbishop Benson

Consecra- was much pleased. The consecration took place at St. Paul's

Hin°^ on June 29th (1893), the very day on which, twenty-nine years

Phillips, before, Bishop Crowther had been consecrated at Canterbury.
Oluwole.

rpi^^ present Bishop of Norwich received his episcopal orders at

the same time. Hill was " presented " by the Bishops of London
(Temple) and Liverpool ; and the two Africans by Bishop Temple
and I3ishop Cheetham—the latter of whom, when Bishop of

Sierra Leone, had ordained them both. The preacher was Bishop

Wilkinson of St. Andrew's, who spoke most beautifully on
" Jesus Christ the same yesterday, and to-day, and for ever "^the
Lord (1) of the whole earth, (2) of the Church, (3) of " the weakest,

poorest, most utterly helpless soul." Bishops Phillips and Oluwole

were cordially welcomed wherever they appeared in various parts

of the country; the latter, notably, as well as Bishop Hill, at the

Keswick Convention. The University of Durham gave all three

their D.D. degi'ees. Bishop Hill's combined fervour and tact

were more and more manifest, and his holy influence, especially

with young men, was very marked. At the Communion Service

in connexion with the October Valedictory Meetings, he gave a

most solemn address on " the fellowship of Christ's sufferings."

At the Gleaners' Anniversary at Exeter Hall on All Saints' Day,

Bishop he presided, and his closing words will always be remembered for

"rewell
^^^®"^' intense earnestness. They proved to be his last message

^^^^
to the Church, and therefore must not be omitted from this

History:

—

Aninspira- '" I have three words to leave with you, an in-^pinition, a fc/lowftfiip,

tion, a a sncn'/ire. I knew one most powerful pieather. oni; who h:\(\ Iteen

l''il°c^fiVe.' much used of God in the salvation of souls, and whenever you heard

that man preach you would often discover that just as he looked down
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at what you would think to be notes, he seemed to get some fresh Part IX.
inspiration. And if you were to go and look at those notes you would 1882-9.5.

see just one word, Jesus. I want you, beloved Gleaners, to get a fresh Chap. 89.

inspiration to-night from that loving one, Jesus. Look upon Him that
you may get a fresh inspiration for this year's service. And then, a
fellows/lip. I do not know if you have ever read the remarkable passage
in the Life of Henry Martyn, in which he gives an account of how he
spent a night in agonizing sorrow, which was the result of a thought
coming to his mind of the value of a soul to God. He began to think of
the various outcasts in India as being quite as dear to God as the kings
of Britain. And that night he spent in prayer, in tears, in sorrow over
souls. Beloved Gleaners, I pray God that this year you may know
something of the fellowship with the Lord Jesus Christ in His sorrow
for souls. And now that other word, sacrifice. A noble youth of R(.)me,
who discovered the riches of God's grace in Christ, and became a
follower of the Lord, went to Hennas with a desire. ' What,' said he,
' can I do in return for such love as this ? ' Hermas took otit the nolile

young fellow and showed him something of the sin of Rome, and as he
pointed out here and there something of the need of its souls, he said :

* Here you will find an altar, and there become the sacrifice.' Look upon
the fields, white unto the harvest. Look upon the millions that are
without Christ in the world to-night in their awful sin, ai.d you will find
an altar, and may God help you, beloved Gleaners, to be a sacrifice."'

Plans had for some time been on foot for the reinforcement of Fresh

both the Yoruba and Niger Missions. The former, indeed, had for Yoruba
received, in the previous two or tliree years, four clergymen, a ^^ ^^^

layman, two wives, and four single ladies ; and the latter, only a
'^^'^'

few months before this time, had received a clergyman, a layman,
and two single ladies. It was now arranged to send out with
Bishop and Mrs. Hill two more laymen and five single women
for Yoruba, and three clergymen and two single women for the
Niger. This would give the Bishop a fair staff to start with.
The party sailed on November 22nd, and reached Lagos on
December 13th. On the Epiphany, January 6th, 1894, the
Society received this telegram

—

" Bishoj) Hill and Mrs. Hill at Death of
,,.„„/ " Bishop

The whole C.M.S. circle was overwhelmed indeed by this news.
There are bereavements in which joy seems to dispel sorrow, as
the sun streaming into a room dispels the darkness. But there
are other bereavements in which it needs a faith that can pierce
within the veil to find any gleam of brightness upon them ; and
assuredly this was one such. All that could be said is expressed
in lines sent by a friend on hearing the tidings :

—

" Jesus bids them rest a season,
And we know not His sweet reason,

But we know that all is well."

Archbishop Benson was deeply grieved. He wrote these Archbp.

touching words :

—

^rrow*^
" I feel indeed utterly stricken by this terrible news. So much

arrangement and deliberation and work on the part of so many earnest
minds seems utterly lost—but kut' avd^<anov Aeyw : that is the comfort
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Part IX. and strength. Wc shall see God brin<j some new force out of our
1882-95. defeat, and accomplish all in His own way. We merely are dumb at the
Chap. 89. mysteriousness of the bar in what seemed His workins;. . . . Those poor

children ! * . . .
" Ed. Cantuar."

Four more Bufc the telegraph had not lEinished its cruel work. It announced,

weekf
'" ^ one after the other, the death of the Eev. E. W. Mathias on

January 17th ; of the Eev. J. Vernall on the 20th ; of the

Eev. A. E. Sealey on the 21st; of Miss Mansbridge on the 23rd.

No such succession of blows had ever fallen upon the Society,

except in that one dreadful year, 1823. Mr. Mathias was a

delightful Cambridge man, who had been won by Bishop Hill's

personality, and had ottered himself specifically for the Niger. He
had been ordained hy Hill himself at St. Paul's, Onslow Square

;

Mr. Webh-Peploe preaching the sermon on those three striking

words of 1 Tim. vi. 11, 12, "Flee—Follow—Fight." i Mr. Vernall

was not one of the Niger party, but the Secretary at Lagos,

where he had been labouring seven years. Miss Mansbridge and
Mr. Sealey (a promising Islington man) were, like Mr. Mathias.

for the Niger. And there was loss even where there was not

death ; for Miss Maxwell, the excellent Scottish lady who had
been the honorary head of the Mildmay Cottage Hospital, and
was also one of Bishop Hill's own recruits, was seriously ill, and

One left, ordered home. That left only one person out of a party of seven

whofe for- the Niger—the Eev. C. E. Watney, another Cambridge man.]:
party. When the details came, they proved very touching. The

Bishop and his wife had died within a few hours of each other, he

on the afternoon of January 5th, and she just after midnight

neither of them aware of the other's condition. " Lovely and
pleasant in their lives," and "in their death not divided"

ushered together into the Presence of their Lord. Mathias

Sealey, and Watney had sailed together on the 14th from Lagos
and the two former had died eii route before the mouth of the

Niger was reached ; and Watney had gone on—alone.

The Archbishop, who manifested the most sympathetic kind-

ness throughout, at once offered to consecrate a new bishop

quickly if the right man were available, and at once accepted

Another the Suggestion that the Eev. Herbert Tugwell, a Cambridge man

bfs'hop, "^'^'l^o ^^^^ been working at Lagos, having gone out along with the

H^Tug- memorable party of 1890 for the Niger, should be appointed.

Tugwell was telegraphed for to come back to England ; and he

* Alluding to the two young daughters left in England by Bishop and
Mrs. Hill.

t These words had been chosen some months before as the Gleaners' Union
motto for 1894. Mr. Webb-Peploe did not know this when he preached on

them ; nor was it known, when they were first publicly announced at Exeter

Hall on All Saints' Day, that he had used them as his text three days

liefore.

X Mr. Watney, too, died on the Niger a year and a half later. On the

other hand, Miss Maxwell in due course went back to the Mission, and is

still spared to it—the only survivor of that party of 1893.

well.
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was consecrated on Sunday, March 4tb, in the chapel of Lambeth Part IX.
Palace, along with the Eev. Henry Evington, of Japan, for the 1882-95.

new diocese of Kiu-shiu. On the 9th, two large meetings were '^^^P- 89.

held in Exeter Hall, to bid them—and Bishop Tucker, then also

in England— God-speed. Most impressive were these gatherings,"
and earnest were the prayers offered for the new Bishop of

Western Equatorial Africa. Particularly memorable were some
words from Bishop Bardsley of Carlisle, who presided in the
evening ; and with these words our story must close for the
present :

—

"Some of you may ask," he said, "Might not the men who who said,

have given their lives for Africa have done longer and more useful wa'^te*?'^

work in our home parishes ? wherefore this waste ? Brethren,
let us not take up words from the mouth of Judas Iscariot."

* Fully reported in the CM. Intelligencer of April, 1894.
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CHAPTEE XC.

High Hopes and Sore Sorrows
Uganda.

Fast Africa and

Hannington's Party for Uganda—Mackay at work—Coast Missions

—

" Henry Wright " steamer—Diocese of Eastern Equatorial Africa

—

Bishop Hannington—Death of Mtesa—King Mwanga—The Boy
Martyrs—Murder of Hannington—The Great Persecution—Gordon
and Walker—Bishop Parker—His Death—Mackay's "Never!"—
The Scramble for Africa—German Blockade—Emin Pasha- Revo-

lution in Uganda—Expulsion of the Missions—The Christians in

Exile—Mwanga restored—Stanley's Testimony—Mackay's Last

Messages

—

His Death.

" Ready not to be hound only, hut aho to die . . . for the name of the Lord

JesM.f."—Acts xxi. 13.
" If it die, it hringeth forth much fruit."—St. John xii. 24.

" What are these ivhich are arrayed in white rohes ? and whence came

thexj ? "—Rev. vii. 13.

N the 29th of November, 1881, two C.M.S. men went
to Eastbovirne to attend a meeting of the Sussex
Church Missionary Union : one of them the Eev.

E. Lombe, of Norfolk. The meeting was neither

large nor encouraging ; the speakers were conscious

of being dull and cold themselves ; and they came back to London
depressed. But a clergyman was present, unknown to them, to

whom the proceedings of that day were God's beckoning hand to

the foreign field. Three years before, he had been " set longing
"

by the news of Shergold Smith and O'Neill's deaths on the

Victoria Nyanza ; but the way did not then o])en. Now, within

three months, he was an accepted C.M.S. candidate ; and within

six months he was on his way to Uganda. That clergyman was
James Hannington. When, in 1886, his biography came out,

the following extract from his diary appeared :

—

" 1881. Nov. 29^A.—Went to Eastbourne to a C.M.S. meeting. Holy
Communion at 10 a.m. At 11, Mr. Lombe addressed tlie meeting. He is

a grand man. After lunch, at which I thought myself happy to be near

Mr. Lombe, Mr. spoke. Clear and incisive. If he liad asked me
to go out, I should have said, Yes. I longed to offer myself to go."

At that time a nephew of Hannington's, E. Cyril Gordon, was
in the Church Missionary College at Islington ; and the same page

of the biography contains this entry :

—

"1882. Feb. IIM.—Cyril Gordon came to me. I opened to him my
heart about offering myself as a missionary. It does not seem to me
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possible, however, that the C.M.S. would accept me. I am not worthy Part IX.
of the honour." 1882-95.

Worthy or not, it is needless to say that he was joyfully ac-
'^^"

cepted. A new party was being made up for Uganda, and here a new

was the very man for the leadership : an Oxford man, a clergyman ^fganda^

of eight years' experience, a Christian who knew what the for-

giveness of sins means, "^^ a preacher whose country church (St.

George's Chapel, Hurstpierpoint) was crow^ded with people from
the villages for miles round, and a born traveller and naturalist.

That new party for Uganda was one of the tokens of extension

and enlargement which we have before noticed as characterizing

the first year or two of Mr. Wigram's secretaryship ; and its

Valedictory Dismissal has already been mentioned.f It con-

sisted, besides Hannington, of the Eev. R. P. Ashe, of St. John's
College, Cambridge, Curate of St. Michael's, Liverpool ; the

Revs. J. Blackburn, W. J. Edmonds, and E. C. Gordon, of

Islington College ; and Mr. C. Wise, an artizan. They sailed on
May 17th, 1882, and reached Zanzibar on June 19th. Mr. C.

Stokes, a lay missionary of the Society, | who had developed a

singular power of managing the Native porters in a kindly way,
had lately been appointed leader and superintendent of the mission
caravans to the interior (with men or supplies), and instructed to

look on the porters, and the chiefs and others with whom he came
in contact while travelling, as his special sphere of evangelistic

work ; and he being quite ready for the new party, they were
able to start from the coast on June 29th. They took with them
Henry Wright Duta, the Mganda lad who had come down with
Pearson, and had been baptized by one of Bishop Steere's clergy

at Zanzibar. § " He seems a splendid fellow," wrote Hannington,
" and will make a good teacher "—i.e. of Swahili, en route.

From the first, Hannington was a sufferer on this journey. Hanning-

Fever and dysentery brought him very low, but he would not *°" ^"^'*'

give way, or go back. After many vicissitudes he reached
Msalala, at the south end of the Nyanza, in November ; but there

were no means of crossing as yet, and at length, with deep re-

luctance, he was forced to the conclusion that his presence was
only a burden to his brethren, and that he must retui'n. He was and sent

carried most of the way to the coast ; and twice, so near death
did he seem to be, that his bearers put down the hammock and
decamped, leaving him to die. His unconquerable spirit, how-

* See tlie extraordinarily touching account of his entrance into conscious
rest in Christ, in the Rev. E. C. Dawson's biography, clinu. vii. Mr. Dawson
liiniself was the instrnnient in God's hands of leading Hannington into His
way of peace.

I See p. 264.

X Mr. Stokes, who had lost his wife at Mpwapwa, subsequently married an
African woman, and sent in his resignation to the Society. He became a
prosperous trader, and a man of wide influence. It was he who was
afterwards executed by a Belgian officer on the Congo.

§ See p. 111.
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Part IX. ever, prevailed, and enabled him to crawl after the caravan both
1882-95. times and pick it up again. Preserved by the good providence of
Chap^90.

Qq^^ Y^e reached Zanzibar on May 9th, and England on June 10th.

When might he go back to Africa ?—was his earnest inquiry of

the C.M.S. Medical Board ; and keen was his disappointment when
he received the reply, " Never."

Meanwhile, the party had become scattered. Blackburn and
Edmonds were at Uyui, near Unyauyembe, a station occupied for

a few years, and afterwards abandoned ; Gordon and Wise were
at the south end of the Lake ; Ashe only had gone forward to

A new Uganda. A boat, for which Hannington had collected the funds,

the
°" and w^hich the party had taken up with them in pieces, was put

Nyanza. together by Mackay, who came over to the south end for the

purpose ; and it was launched on December 3rd, 1883, and
named the Eleanor, after Mr. Wigram's eldest daughter; but

Mackay gave it a Luganda name also, Mirembe (Peace). Several

vojaxges he afterwards took in that l)oat ; and in his narrative of

one of them, he dwelt on the joy of having with him nine Chris-

tian boys, whose singing of hymns in the night, as they rowed,

was a great cheer.
Mackay, Yov two years and a half, May, 1883, to December, 1885, Mackay,
Ashe.

^"^

^' O'Flaherty, and Ashe, were in Uganda together. Voluminous
journals and letters came home, full of incident and interest, and
occupied scores of pages in the Intclliyenccr. Mtesa continued as

capricious as ever, and the Arabs as hostile as ever. In October,
French 1882, the French Komanist missionaries left the country, and
uri£sts •

abandon Were absent nearly three years. According to their own organ,
Uganda.

^|^g Missioiis CatkoHques, the reason was that they had more con-

verts than the Protestants, and therefore were in more danger from
Arab hostility. They were informed of a plot to murder them :

—

" lis apprenaient, avec surprise, que la mission anglaise, placee a cote

d'eiix, n'etait imllement menacee ; mais ils s'explicjnaiunt facilement

cette difference; ils savaient que le nombi'e cliaque jour croissant do
nos neophytes, oppose a la ste'rilite de la propa<.'ande protestante, devait

naturellement exciter la fureur des Arabes esclavagistes."' *

It was quite true that the ''neophytes " of the French Mission

W'ere more numerous than the adherents of the Enghsh Mission

;

but this seems a strange reason for leaving tliem. But the

priests were not to blame ; for Cardinal Lavigerie had strictly

ordered them, ** sous peine de peclie grave,'" " de ne s'exposer

jamais a un peril certain de mort, lorsqiiil etait possible de

I'eviter." Another reason, however, was added, for preferring the

south side of the Lake, whither they retired, which is more
surprising :

—

" L'exp&'ience acquise sur le Tanganika nous montre que I'apostolat

* Missions Cafh'liques, July 13th, 1883, quoted in the CM. Intelligencer of

August, 1883, p. 511.
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s'exerce avec beaucoup plus de fruit et cle feuondite panni des peuplades Part IX.

peu noinbreuses, que parmi celles qui le sont davantage." 1882-95.

In July, 1885, they returned ; and as there was no change for ^'^^'

the better in the general position—indeed it was less favourable And

under a new king, as we shall see—Mackay opined that the [hree"
'"

C.M.S.
Mission.

reason lay in the increasing success of the C.M.S. Mission.

These years, however, were a time of great activity in the

little C.M.S. Mission, and of the reaping of good fruit. O'Flaherty

was busy w^ith tentative translations of Scripture ; Ashe with

teaching the boys ; Mackay with works innumerable. Between
March, 1882, and November, 1884, eighty-eight persons were

baptized, all of them after careful instruction and testing ; and
on October 28th, 1883, for the first time, the Lord's Supper was

^"^f* (,jj^

administered to twenty-one converts, the majority of those who munion for

had been baptized up to that time. As a specimen of the trans- converts,

lations, let us take one verse of a hymn, evidently based on
" Safe in the arms of Jesus " :—
Mu mikono gya ISA
Emirembe bulijo.

Tetuh"na entisa
;

Tulina esanyu uyo.
Muwulira edobozi
Mu Gulu, liyogera :

ISA YeMulokozi;
Ye alina empera.

Mu mikono gya ISA
Emirembe bulijo.

Tetulina entisa

;

Tulina esanyu nyo.

In the arms of Jesus
Peace (is) every day.

(There) we have no terror
;

We have joy exceeding.

Hearken to an utterance (voice)

In the heaven which sayeth :

Jesus is the Saviour

;

His reward is with Him (He
has a reward).

In the arms of Jesus
Peace (is) every day.

(There) we have no terror

We have joy exceeding.

theological
studies.

In our Seventy-fotirth Chapter we had some glimpses of

Mackay's teaching and work of various kinds. Here let us only

notice the remarkable diligence and keen interest with which he
kept up his theological and other studies. The first extract gives Mackay's

an interesting bit of autobiography :

—

" March \2th, 1882.—I am much gratified at receiving from home this

mail a copy of the Revised Version of the New Testament. It has a most
peculiar interest for me. When Bernard Tauchnitz published in Leipzig

his 1000th vol. of British Authors, viz., the New Testament, with notes
on the text b}^ Tischendorf, my father put the book into my hands. I

was attracted by the diverse readings, and in my curiosity to catch
preachers in mistranslated texts, I made myself acquainted with the

whole. Some time after that, I got Alford's edition. From criticism and
curiosity, God led me to see the beauty of His own Word, and applied it

to my heart. I would never be without my ' Alford' ever since, and my
first copy fell to pieces in my hands through constant perusal. Here I

got another from Mr. Litchfield, and that has served me until now, when
the Revised Version has reached my hands, and I hope to have much
delight in examining it in every verse and line. This will be further
of much service to me in translating into Ruganda.''

'' Auc/ust 20th.— I have been reading in spare minutes, Short's History
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Part IX. of the Church of England. One cannot but admire the good Bishop's

1882-95. marvellous fairness and impartiality in judging between sects and
Chap. 90. parties.

" To-day I have begun the study of Hebrew, with Mr. O'FIaherty's

assistance. He is a capital scholar in that, as well as in Arabic and

Turkish, and Persian, too. I have often longed to be able to read the

sacred Word in the tongue in which it was written."

In one of his letters of 1885, he asked for "standard theological

and philosophical works, Westcott, Candlish, Liddon, Newman,
Pressense, Lange, Dorner, Hodge, Tholuck"; also for the En-

cyclopaedia Britannica—provided some generous friend w^ould pay

the cost of porterage from the coast to Uganda ! At the same
Mackay a time, probably no missionary in the world was so diligent in

c"m^s*°'^ reading the C.M.S. periodicals. For instance, when, in 1882,
periodicals

^j^g IntelUgcncer began to notice local missionary sermons and

meetings more systematically, he wrote :

—

"I think you have taken a most important step in the right direction.

We in the field will rei/ard it as our pa (/e, for we are ever anxious to know
what efiorts are being made, and by whom, for securing an interest in

our work among the Christian people of England."

And it will scarcely be believed, but it is the fact, that observ-

mg that the top of each Intelligencer page bore the date, but not

the top of each page of the Gleaner, he wrote and suggested that

the latter should have the date as well as the former; which

suggestion has been followed ever since. It was a truly elephan-

tine capacity to root up a tree or to pick up a pin !

Meanwhile, at the intermediate stations there was very uphill

work. Copplestone and Stokes and Blackburn laboured at Uyui

with little encouragement, though half a dozen persons were

baptized in 1885. Mpwapwa had the great advantage of the same

missionaries year after year. Dr. Baxter, J. C. Price, and H.

Cole ; and a few converts were gathered in. At Mamboia, Last

was succeeded by Eoscoe in 1884 ; and the work there was still

younger.

But the older Missions whose centre was Mombasa were

exhibiting more progress, despite frequent difficulties and trials

of the many kinds indicated in our Seventy-third Chapter. At

Frere Town and Eabai the principal labourers at this time were

H. K. Binns, A. Downes Shaw, and W. E. Taylor, the last-named

being especially occupied in linguistic work. He became, in fact,

the best Swahili scholar on the coast except Bishop Steere. J. A.

Wray began a Mission among a wild and degraded tribe on the

Taita hills, about one hundred miles inland ; and he persevered

for several years with a dogged determination which gradually

made him recognized by the people as one who was. ready to bear

any hardships and incur any perils for their sake. There was a

great desire on the part of the missionaries, and of the Society at

home, to go forward to Chagga, in the mountainous district skirt-

The inter
mediate
stations.

The coast
stations.
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ing the mighty mass of KiHmanjaro." It was the fm-thest point Part IX.

of Eebmann's journeys in 1848-9 ; and in 1878 the king, Mandara, 1882-95.

had written to the missionaries at Frere Town asking for ^^^P- ^^^

teachers. How a beginning was at length made we shall see
presently.

The East Africa Mission had now a steamer of its own. A The

fund amounting to over £5000 had been raised in memory of Mr. wrigh?"'

Wright, and it was felt that no memorial could be more suitable steamer,

than a sea-going vessel that would run between Mombasa and
Zanzibar. The mail-steamers did not then touch at Mombasa,
and all missionaries had to travel between the two ports in the
open Arab dhows ; and so also in crossing from Zanzibar Island
to the mainland opposite, en route for Usagara and Uganda. The
little Highland Lassie, given by Mr. Wright himself and his

family at the beginning of the Mission, had done good service,

but was not available in the monsoon. A larger boat was accord-
ingly constructed by Messrs. Green of Blackwall, and was
launched on March 10th, 1883. A little open-air service was
held, in a bitter north-east wind and driving snow. " Hark ! the
swelling breezes " was sung, and Sir John Kennaway—then only
a Vice-President, but asked as an intimate friend of Mr. Wright's
—addressed the gathering briefly—"for," said he, " I must not
keep you exposed to blasts that seem to come straight from
Greenland's icy mountains"—but with words of singular appro-
priateness.f Then Miss Agnes Wright, the eldest daughter of the
friend whose memory was being honoured, performed the " chris-

tening," and the Henry' Wright glided gracefully into the river.

She left England on May 5th, and, after some detention en route,

reached Mombasa on September 26th. This was just when
Bishop Koyston was there on his second visit, | and he held on
board of her "a service of thanksgiving and re-dedication."

For several years she rendered the Mission valuable service.

In 1884, a large building at Frere Town, used up to that time both Frere

as a school and as a church, was fitted up more suitably for the
'^°^"-

worship of God only ; the expense being almost entirely met by
the people themselves. The day of its opening, September 28th,

was to be a day of great rejoicing ; but it was turned into a day of

mourning by the news that the most respected and beloved of the
African teachers, George David, an old " Nasik boy" under Mr.
Price, § who had been w^orking an out-station in the Giriama
country, had died suddenly. The first service in the renovated
church was his funeral service, and the building was crowded with
his weeping fellow-countrymen. In the same year a great famine Great

in the interior drove hundreds of starving people to the coast, and f^™'"^-

many came to Eabai and Frere Town hoping to get food. Every

* See an article on "The Switzerland of Africa," by Mr. Henry Morris, in

the CM. Intcllif/encer oi Jnly, 1885.

t See the speech in the CM. InfcUiiiniccr of April, 1883.

t See p. 92. § See' Vol. II., p. 432.
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1'aki IX. effort was made to relieve their need, and to luring them under
1882 95. Christian instruction. Many others sold themselves as slaves to

'^''^ the Mohannnedan Swahili in the coast districts; and this caused
a revival of the sea-going slave traflic, as some were shipped to

the island of Pemha and elsewhere. This again renewed the

More activity of the British cruisers ; and presently some hundreds of

sfaves. rescued slaves were brought to Frere Town and handed over to

the Mission. And now appeared the tangible results of the

Settlement, despite many failures and disappointments. The
freed slaves of 1885 were received, cared for, fed, clothed, tauijht,

by the freed slaves of 1875, now baptized Christians and leading

a life of quiet industry—imperfect, no doubt, and often sadly

grieving the missionaries, yet, after all deductions, how changed
from their former state of ignorance and degradation ! That was
a result which none could gainsay.

It was in Decem])er, 1884, that this fresh burden was thrown
upon Frere Town. It was in that same year, six months earlier,

Dcatii of that the Cin'istian statesman died after whom tlie Settlement was

Frere^*^
^ named—Sir l^artle Frere. We have seen him, as Commissioner

of Sindh, helping the C.M.S. Mission there, thirty years before

this;''' we have seen him, as Governor of Bombay, suppoi-ting

Price in his industrial training of the rescued slaves at Nasik;t
we have seen him patronizing the young Scotchman, W. Mac-
kinnon, afterwards the founder and head of the line of steamers
to Zanzibar (and elsewhere), and of the Company that was by-and-

by to open up East Africa ;| we have seen him negotiating with
the Sultan of Zanzibar for the suppression of the slave-trade

; j

we have seen him urging the C.M.S. to found a settlement for

freed slaves in East Africa
; |1

we have seen him as a speaker at

the Society's Anniversary. •? And now his mortal remains were
laid with all honour in St. Paul's Cathedral, just when the Colony
that bore his name was giving evidence of its usefulness, and of

his wisdom in suggesting its establishment.

Within a month of Sir Bartle Frcre's death, the iirst ]-5ishop

Diocese of for the new diocese of Eastern Equatorial Africa was consecrated.

Equatorial That there should be a bishop to superintend the C.M.S. Missions
Africa.

i-,,^(i 1^(3(31^ tlic eamcst desire of Henry Wright ; and in 1879 he
had been in communication with Archbishop Tait on the subject,

and with Bishop Steere, the head of the Universities' Mission at

Zanzibar. Steere warmly approved of the plan, and with him a

line of demarcation was agreed upon between his diocese of

"Central Africa"'''* and the proposed new diocese (eventually

named "Eastern Equatorial Africa"), in such a way as to leave

Usambara to the Universities' Mission while recognizing Usagara

* See Vol. II., p. 205. t I^id., p. 432.
t Rid., p. 490. § See p. 76 of this Volume.
II

P. 77 of t.lie same. •[ P. 70 of the same.
** In hiter years the name " Central Africa " has been dropped, tlie diocese

being divided into two, Zanzibar and Likoma.
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and the country thence to the Lake as a C.M.S. field. The Part IX

deaths of all three, first Wright, then Steere, and then Tait, p^^^"^^"

caused delay in the execution of the project ; but fresh arrange- ^P'

ments were made, in 1883, between Archbishop Benson, Bishop

Smythies, and Mr. Wigrani ; and then the question was, Where
is the man for the bishopric ? James Hannington seemed marked
out for it; but what of the doctors' "Never"? However, his

health was so quickly restored that Sir Joseph Fayrer said he

thought he might go to Africa or anywhere else ; and then his

name was submitted to the Archbishop. Dr. Benson at once,

with his wonted cordiality, accepted the suggestion ; and on St.

John the Baptist's Day, June 24th, 1884, Hannington was con- Hanning-

secrated in Lambeth Parish Church. On November 5tli the new ^"e

*

rst

bishop sailed for Africa. It was the time of the long interregnum bishop,

in the Anglican see of Jerusalem ; and, at the Archbishop's

request, he visited Palestine on his way out, armed with a special "'^^^1?^^
*

commission to hold ordinations and confirmations. He was
accompanied by the Eev. E. A. Fitch, son of the Vicar of Cromer,

wdiom he himself had brought to the C.M.S. from a Lowestoft

curacy, and whom he always called his chaplain. On January

24th, '1885, he landed at Frere Town. " A thousand people," he His arrive

wrote, "came to the shore; guns fired, horns blew, women Town,

shrieked, I laughed and cried. Altogether there was a grand

welcome, and the moment we could get a little quiet we knelt

down and thanked God."
During the next six months Hannington was incessantly occu-

pied. With all his modesty, he confessed to having done "an
amazing amount of work." He went to Zanzibar to pay his His work

respects to the Sultan and the Consul ; he crossed over to Usam- journeys,

bara to see Bishop Smythies, who was there at the time, and was
delighted to find him insisting on heart-conversion, "cope and
mitre" notwithstanding;"-'' he made an important journey to

Chagga, and arranged for Mr. Fitch to commence a mission at

Mandara's village, Mochi ; he inspected Taveta, where Dr. Kirk

had recommended that a station should be planted ; he went twice

up to Taita, Mr. Wray's station ; he visited the Giriama country,

and interviewed the rebel Mbaruk, who had long been a terror all

over the land ; and on Trinity Sunday, May 31st, he held an
ordination at Frere Tow^n, and admitted two of the " Bombay W^°^fl^^
Africans," William Jones and Ishmael Semler, to deacon's orders first Nativ

—the first Natives to receive the sacred ministry in the C.M.S. clergy.

Mission. George David would have been a third if he had lived.

Then Hannington formed his great plan of journeying to

Uganda, not by the old route from the coast opposite Zanzibar,

through Usagara, Ugogo, and Unyamwezi, and then across the

N3'anza, but due north-west from Mombasa to the north side of His new

the Lake. This was the route that Krapf had always urged on Uganda.

* Lije of Bishop Hanuington, p. 318.
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Part IX. the Society ; but it was quite unknown until Mr. Joseph Thomson
1882-95. conducted an expedition planned by the Royal Geographical
Cliap^OO.

c^^^ciety i^^ 1883-4.^'= Thomson did not quite reach Uganda ; but his

journey showed the practicability of the route, and mapped it out
for those who should follow. There \vas some peril from the
warlike Masai, through whose territory the path lay ; but once past
them, there would be no further obstacle to entering Uganda that

way,—so, at least, thought the Bishop. However, he determined
to endanger the life of no other missionary, and therefore to take
w4th him only the newly-ordained deacon William Jones, with
the porters, itc. He started on July 22nd, and on the 25th lie

wrote :

—

" Snmhunt, Jiili/ 2-')f/i, iSSo.

"T liavc welcomed and feasted tlie Inethreii, and have c;ot thvougli, by
Divine blessiuii^, an aniaziii<^ amount of work diu'ing tlie tirst year of my
episcopacy ; and now I believe tlie (rod of Love is fjoingto give me a time
of rest and peace, and a slight cessati<m from such toil. While tlie

Committee is in Scotland, in Switzerland, or, it may be, eating shrimi)s
at Margate, T shall be taking things easily in some of the savagivst

regions of Africa.

"I have Jones with me. The brethren feel that you will be more
comfortable if I am not quite alone. Never alone, for He is always
with me."

" Later {no dntc).
His last "The trials of caravan life are just now thick upon me, and T must

confess that the outlook is gloomy; dilHculties present themselves
in a way they never thought of doing before. Starvation, desertion,
treachery, and a few other nightmares and furies liover over one's liead

in ghostly forms, and yet, in spite of all, I feel in capital spirits, and
feel sure of results, though perhaps they may not come exactly in the
way we expect. Jn the midst of the storm I can say,

—

Peace, perfect peace, the future all unknown
;

Jesiis wo know, and Ho is on the throne.

" And now let me beg every mite of spare prayer. You must uphold
my hands, lest they fall. If this is the last chapter of earthly history,

then the next will be the first page of the heavenly—no blots and
smudges, no incoherence, but sweet converse in the presence of the
Lamb !

"

Surely those \vords were prophetic! The "last chapter of

earthly history" had indeed begun, and "the first page of the

heavenly " was soon to be turned over.

But \ve must leave Hannington pursuing his journey, and go
back to Uganda.

De|thof On October 10th, 1884, King Mtesa died. He had often talked

of becoming a Christian. More than once he had asked for

baptism. He knew the message brought to him was true ; but
he knew also that the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eye, and the
pride of life, must be abandoned if Christ was to be truly served

* See his interesting book, Throwjli Masai Land.
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and these he could not give up. Very touching is the record of Part IX.

some of the appeals addressed to him. Here is one, from a 1882-95.

journal of Mackay's in 1883 :— ChajK90.

" Mtesa then began with his usual excuses. ' There are these two Mackay's
religions,' he .said. ' When Masudi reads his book, the Koran, you call appeal to

it lies
;
when you read your book, Masudi calls it lies : which is true P '

"""

" I left my seat, and going forward to the mat, 1 knelt on it, and in
the most solemn manner, I said, ' Oh, Mtesa, my friend, do not always
repeat that excuse ! When you and I stand before God at the great day
of judgment, will you reply to Almighty God that you did not know
what to believe because Masudi told you one thing and Mackay told
you another ? No, you have the New Testament ; read there for
yourself. God will judge you by that. There never was any one yet
who looked for the truth there and did not find it.'

"

A signal illustration of the influence the missionaries had gained
was now suppKed. According to all precedent in Uganda, the
death of the king should have heen followed by wholesale
slaughter, certainly of all his sons except the one chosen to

succeed him. and probably of any strangers like the missionaries.
But a standard of right and wrong had been set up, and even the
Heathen chiefs yielded to it unconsciously. The whole country
went into mourning, but no one was put to death. The new
king, Mwanga, a youth of eighteen, had been a learner with the The new
Mission, and also with the French priests before their departure ;

^^^^'

but he soon showed that, with all his father's vices, he had few of

his generous impulses. Believing that fresh white men meant
fresh presents for himself, he requested Mackay to go across the
Lake and fetch some more. Mackay went, as there was some
expectation of others coming ; but there were none,—and then
Mwanga sent to invite the French priests to come back. Another
cause of ill-will against the Mission was the journey of Mr.
Thomson. Mwanga heard of a white man being in Usoga, the Mwanga's

country to the east, and an alarm was raised that Uganda might
^'^''"•

be entered by the back-door, as it was called. The Arabs fostered
this fear, and also told how other Bazungu (Europeans) were
already " eating up " the coast districts—referring to the German
annexations then beginning. A time of much trial and anxiety
ensued, and the young king forbad his numerous pages—who had
been foremost in resorting to the missionaries, and several of
whom had been baptized—to go to the Mission, seizing, banishing,
and imprisoning some of them. On January 31st, 1885, three of
them, Serwanga, Kakumba, and Lugalama, were put to death— Three

cut about cruelly with long curved knives, and then thrown on to putlo*^*^

a large fire. Two who were set free reported

—

death.

" That they had been taken with Kak'umba and Ashe's boy, as also
Serwanga, a tall, fine fellow, a ba])tized lad, whom Mujasi (the leader of
the hostile party) had caught, and Duta's wife, Sarali, and her child- to
a place outside the capital. That Serwanga, Kakumba, and Ashe's boy
hiid been tortured by ha\ing their arms cut off, and were then bound
alive to a scaffolding, under which a fire was made, and they were sloxoly
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Part IX. burnt to death. Mujasi and his men mocked tlieni, and bade tliem pray
1882-95. now if Isa Masiya (Jesus Cliiist) would rescue them from his hands.
Chap. 90. 'J'he dear lads clung to their faith, and in the fire tliey sang', '• Killa stku

tit/if^if/t ' (the hynni, ' Daily, daily, sing the praises')."

So wrote Mackay in his journal that day. So it was printed in

England. So it was read all over the world. When Ashe came
home, he was asked for the hymn and tune stated to have been
svmg, and he gave us the words and played us the tune. In after

years he had reason to think there had been some mistake in the

original statement, and that the boys did not sing while actually

being put to death, even if they sang at all ; though his book,

Tico Kings of Uganda, mentions the report as probable, and gives

further particulars of the cruelty and mocking endured by the lads.

It is safe to say that there must have been some foundation for a
story which no Native could have invented ; but the exact truth

will probably never be known. One thing is certain—the three

boys were truly martyrs for Christ. In their simple steadfastness

they remind us of the tliree Jews in the furnace of Babylon,
though their fate was different :

—

" The faithful three of old came forth out of the Kory <jlow

To witness for their Heavenly Friend and serve Him here below
;

To these on far Nyanza's sliore ant)ther lot was given

—

Christ took them from the burnin<^ flame to be with Him in heaven ! " *

The work did not stop for a moment. Many were eager for

baptism, and actually received it. One of the executioners
themselves, " impressed," wrote Mackay, " by the behaviour of our
dear boys under torture of knife and fire," came " to learn to

pray also." On July 26th, 1885, there was a congregation of 173
souls, and 35 partook of the Communion. A Church Council was
now formed, consisting of Henry Wright Duta, Sembera Mackay,
and other leaders among the Christians, to act in case the

missionaries should be suddenly expelled, or obliged to withdraw.
Mackay himself toiled at his little printing-press, and produced
hundreds of copies of selected texts of Scripture, hymns, prayers
from the Prayer-book, the Baptismal Service for adults, &c. His
full translation of St. Matthew's Gospel was not quite finished,

and "could not be hurried." "Every sheet," he wrote, "has to

go through the hands of our best pupils again and again before

they agree upon it." " They take a deep interest in the work in

this way, and are proud to have their own Gospel." Truly it is a

wonderful spectacle—these young Baganda themselves, the first

converts from a Heathenism of centuries, helping to perfect the
translation of God's Word.

Meanwhile, Bishop Hannington had successfully accomplished
his jouniey, and had reached IJsoga, having left Jones, the Native
clergyman, and part of his men, in Kavirondo. The chief of

Usoga, Lubwa, seized him, and sent to his liege lord Mwanga to

Conver-
sions not
stopped by
persecu-
tion.

First
Church
Council.

Hanning-
ton on the
confines of
Uganda.

* From A Ballad for Enijli^h Boys, by Sarah G. Stock.
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know what should be done with the stranger. On the eighth day, Part IX.

October 29th, 1885, the messengers having returned with the 1882-95.

order to kill him, he was put to death. Those eight days he was
^^'^'

'

kept in a miserable hut; and the wonderful little diary which, His last

through God's all-embracing providence, afterwards found its way ^^^^'

to England,* tells the story of those days and nights of suffering.

Here are the last two or three entries :

—

" 28th, Wednesday. (Seventh day's prison.)—A terrible night ; first

with noisy, drunken guard, and secondly with vermin, which have found
out my tent, and swarm. I don't think I got one hour's sleep, and
woke with fever fast develoiiing. O Lord, do have mercy upon me, and
release me ! I am quite broken down and brought low. Comforted by
reading 27th Psalm. In an hour or two's time fever developed very
rapidly. My tent was so stuffy, I was obliged to go inside the filthy hut,
and soon was delirious.

" Evening.—Fever passed away. Word came that Mwanga has sent
three soldiers, but what news they bring they will not yet let me know.
Much comforted by the 28th Psalm,

" 29^//, Thursday. (Eighth day's prison.)—I can hear no news, but was
held vip by the 30th Psalm, which came with great power. A hyena
howled near me last night, smelling a sick man ; but I hope it is not
to have me yet."

It must have been not long after writing that last fragment that His death,

the murder was perpetrated. He was led out into the open, and
then he and his whole party of fifty men were surrounded and slain,

only four escaping. Some of those who did the deed reported
afterwards that the white man, before he fell, had told them to

tell the king that he died for the Baganda ; that he had purchased
the road to Baganda with his life. That assuredly is authentic,

for, again, no Native could have invented it.

On New Year's Day, 1886, letters reached Zanzibar from The news

Uganda by the old route, announcing that Mwanga had ordered coast^

the Bishop to be killed with all his followers—but no more ; and
the telegi-aph passed on the news to London that afternoon, as

we have before seen.f From Zanzibar the news also reached Frere
Town and Eabai, and threw the poor women there whose husbands
had gone with Hannington into dire distress. Apparently the entire

caravan of some 220 men had perished. But on February 4th
the sound of the firing of guns suddenly announced to Taylor
and Shaw at Eabai that a party was approaching from the interior

;

and presently in marched Jones and the majority of the men Return of

who had been left in Kavirondo, the kilangozi or guide carrying **'^ P^^ty.

aloft a blue flag with the word worked on it in white letters,

IcHABOD \~'' Alas, the glory !
"

ichabod

!

Nothing more touching than the incident of that flag—made by
* The diary was not received till October, 1886. It was a small Letts,

each page containing a day's entries, written with such minuteness that a
magnifying-glass had to be used in copying them. A fac simile of one of the
pages was given in the CM. Gleaner of December, 1886.

t See p. 325.

X This flag is always now to be seen at Missionary Exhibitions.
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Part IX. African luuids alone, and carried by them five lunidred miles—Is

1882-95. recorded in this History. They might well say, "Alas, the glory "
;

Chap. 90. yet the " glory " had not "departed" in reahty. Few events of

our time have manifested more of the glory of God than the death

of Bishop Hannington. We who knew him mom-ned deeply for

one of the noblest men we had ever met ; but if he had lived to

this day, could he have accomplished a fraction of what, by Divine

grace, his death has accomplished ? To mention only one thing :

Effect of
__ Mr. Dawson's biography of him has effected a complete revolution

the "Life,
j,^ ^.g„j,,.d to missionary literature. Prior to its issue, pubhshers

would not look at missionary books ; if they published such books

they could not sell them. Now, on the contrary, there is a large

market for missionary books of all kinds ; and they pour from the

press in increasing numbers. The Life of Hannington not only

achieved an unprecedented success itself ; it also opened the way
for a host of others. And then, what a character it displayed

!

what an example of unselfish devotion ! and what a testimony to

the reality of " experimental religion "!

A time of A time of sore trial followed the murder in Uganda. Even

u'cfinH;, Mwanga had a conscience that troubled him; and he was in

constant fear of the " Bazungu commg to avenge the slam

bishop. He tried to wring from Mackay and Ashe the names of

his people who had told them of the massacre. He sent a

peremptory summons to them. They knelt together in prayer

before going. " Very humble was Mackay," w^rites his companion,
" very w^eak, very childlike, on his knees before God ; very bold,

very strong, very manly afterwards, as he bore for nearly three

hours the brow-beating and bullying of Mwanga and his chiefs.''^

Of course they gave up no names. "What if I kill you?"
exclaimed the young tyrant; "what could Queeni do? What
could she or all Europe do? " In the midst of the anxious time

that ensued, 'Flaherty obtained leave to go away, and he left

Uganda on December 20th, 1885. Strange to say, after surviving

all these perils, and the dangers of the journey, he did not live to

Death of reach England, but died in the Eed Sea on July 21st, 188G. He
o'Fiaherty

^^,^g ^ ^^.^^-^ ^f remarkable ability, and did good work in Uganda

;

but his letters and journals were a perplexity to the C.M.S.

editors. His pen was the pen of a too ready waiter.

The great Then Came the great persecution. It began with, one of the

ti"n
""" kiwg's pages, a Christian, who refused to commit a disgraceful sin.

Mwanga's wrath was aroused, and he fell upon the " readers," as

they w^ere called, wdth merciless fury. One lad, Kagwa Apolo

(wdio in after years became Katikiro, or chief judge), was cruelly

wounded by the king's own violent hand. But worse than this

Torture followed. Some of the best converts were burnt or tortured to
and death,

jg.-,^^^^ .^j^];^ every conceivable horror. One of the members of the

Church Council, named Kidza, and bearing also the baptismal name
of Fredi Wigram, was threatened with death. " Very well," he

said, " do so ; I am a Christian; I am not afraid." He was
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unmercifully clubbed, and thrown into the flames. Ashe wrote Part IX.
that this man, some months before, had shown him the place 1882-95.

where the first three martyrs were roasted, and there, kneeling ^'^^^P- ^^^

down, had "poured out his heart to God, that He w^ould bring
His salvation to those in darkness." Another member of the
Church Council, Wakulaga Nua, was burnt alive, and died
exhorting his executioners to believe in Jesus Christ. A third
member of the Council, Munyaga Eoberto, had his limbs cut off

one by one and roasted before his eyes. Thirty-two others were
burnt on one huge pyre. But some of these, and many others who
perished—it was supposed some 200 in all—were not baptized
Christians, though adherents, more or less, of either the C.M.S.
or the French Mission, and counted as "readers." Many of
the best converts lay hidden and were not caught, Duta, Sembera,
Samwih, and others. Now we can see the immense blessing of The result

those patient reading lessons of previous years, which some critics to reaS'"^
have thought to be not "preaching the Gospel." And the
writing lessons, too; for all this time little notes from the
Christians in hiding continually came to the Mission. In the
midst of the persecution, Mackay and Ashe, who were quite
helpless to save their much-loved friends, printed and quietly
circulated the following letter :

—

" People of Jesus who are in Buganda. Our Friends,—We, your Epistle to
friends and teachers, write to you to send you words of cheer and *^^ '^°""

comfort, which we have taken from the Epistle of Peter the Apostle of Mackay"^
Christ. In days of old, Christians were hated, were hunted, were driven and Ashe,
out, and were persecuted for Jesus' sake ; and thus it is to-day.

" Our beloved brethren, do not deny our Lord Jesus, and He will not
deny you on that great day when He shall come witli glory. Remember
the words of our Saviour, how He told His disciples not to fear men,
who are only able to kill the body; but He bid them to fear God, Who
is able to destroy the body together with the soul in the fire of
Gehenna.

" Do not cease to pray exceedingly, and to pray for our brethren who
are in affliction, and for those who do not know God. May God give
you His Spirit and His blessing ! May He deliver you out of all

your afflictions ! May He give you entrance to eternal life through Jesus
Christ our Saviour

!

" Farewell. We are the white men : we are your brethren indeed
who have written to you."
(On the other side of the leaflet is 1 Peter iv. 12 to the end of the

chapter.)

The accounts of this great persecution thrilled the whole
Christian world. They reached England by the same mail that .

brought Hannington's little diary ; and, together with it, created
the deepest impression. The Times, in a remarkable leadino- The
article (October 30th, 1886), recalled the old saying that "theoJtre""
blood of the martyrs is the seed of the Church," and added, with Mission,

what we can now see to have been prophetic truth, " On the
success of the Uganda experiment, with its alternation of favour-
able and adverse cii'cumstances, depends the happiness of the
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Part IX. interior of the vast continent for generations." And let it be
1882-95. remembered that no one then di-eamed of Uganda as a British

^^' Protectorate, or even as a prize for a Chartered Company. " Rival
European ambitions for Africa," continued the same article, " do
not reach to those remote recesses." The Times was thinking of

the Mission, and of the Mission only. In another article (October
28th, 1887) it said :—

'' The existence of the Mission, Ij'ing altogether in Mwanga's power,
yet staying against his declared will, is intinit(;ly more conclusive evidence
of the strength of Christianity in Africa than would be its predominance
by the tyiant's dethronement. There would have been no shame had
the Mission voluntarily broken itself up in the face of the young king's

insolent enmity. Its persistency is not merel}^ magnauiinous ; it is the
one way of testing the ability of Christian truth and hunumity to hold
its ground, without the accessories of gunboats and riMes, against both
Heathendom and Islam."

Sympathy But it was not great newspapers only that were touched ; it

tians in was Christian converts in remote lands. A tract about the

M^s^sion-
persecution was circulated by thousands in the London Missionary

fields. Society's Madagascar Mission. Some Chinese boys in a Presby-
terian school at Swatow sent 7s. («/. for the persecuted converts.

Bishop John Selwyn sent £10 collected at the Patteson Memorial
Church in Norfolk Island ; and Mrs. Selwyn wrote that the

Melanesian boys talked of the Baganda boys by name and knew
all about them. Above all, the Christians of Tinnevelly collected

£80 for the Uganda Mission, and sent it to the Baganda Christians,

with a sympathetic letter signed by the senior pastor, the Eev.
Jesudasen John.

In August, 188G, the storm having blown over, Ashe left

Uganda to come on a visit to England ; and for nearly a year
Mackay Mackay was alone, patiently teaching and encouraging the con-

verts, and working hard at his translations. In March, 1887, he
completed the Luganda St. Matthew, " every page criticized and
revised by the most advanced pupils," and sent it home to be

printed in England. His letters at this time are most interesting.

He vindicates his mechanical work in Uganda as equal in

Scriptural authority with medical worl?;. A majority of the Bible

miracles, he points out, had more connexion with physics than
with physic. He suggests the peaceful division of Africa among
the European powers. He is full of resourceful proposals. But
he confesses to sometimes " shedding tears like a child," and then
turning to " the wonderfully consoling Psalms of David and
Asaph, which," he writes, "send a thrill of joy into my whole
being." But at last the bitter hostility of the Arab traders against

Mackay \\\\n prevailed, and Mwanga said he was to go away for a time

by^Gordon. and Send another in his place. He told the king that one of his

brethren across the Lake was named Gordon—for Cyril Gordon
was still at Msalala,—and Mwanga liked the idea of having a

namesake of the great man killed at Khartoum ; so Mackay
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crossed the Nyanza, and Gordon went over to Uganda instead. Part IX.
This was in July and August, 1887. The leading Eoman Catholic 1882-95.

)nissionary, M. Livinhac, who had been to Europe, been made a ^'^^P- ^-

bishop, and arrived back in Uganda in the midst of the persecution, The
had previously " deemed it prudent to retire " to the south of

biTo^^aiso
the Lake, leaving three priests in Uganda ; being afraid, he retires.^

^°

wrote, that England would come and avenge the " j^seudo-^yeque
Hannington."

It was at this time that the following touching letter was
received by the Society :"

—

" Bvqnnda Mhsion, May 13//?, 1887. Letter
" Beloved of authority in the Church of Jesiis Christ, our English co°n'^ertI

fathers, and all Christians who love us ; our brethren. We, your Buganda
brethren, write to you to thank you for the letter Avhicli you sent us.
We rejoice much to hear news which came from where you are to cheer
our hearts through our Lord Jesus Christ.

^

" We thank God that you have heard of our being persecuted. Thank
God who brought our brother where you are, whom we love. Mr. Ashe,
and made you understand the evil which has befallen 11s Christians in'

Buganda, your children whom you have begotten in the Gosjie].
" Mr. Ashe has told you how we are hunted, and burned in the lire, and

beheaded, and called sorcerers, for the name of Jesus our Lord. And do
you thank God who has granted to us to suffer here at this time for the
Gospel of Christ.

" We hope indeed for this thing which you hoped for us in your letter,
namely, that in a short time other teachers will come to teach. And
you who have authority continue earnestly to beseech Almighty God,
who turned the Emperor of Rome to become a Christian, who formerly
persecuted the name of Jesus as to-day this our king in Buganda perse-
cutes us. And do you our fathers hope that we may not in the least
degree give up the Word of Christ Jesus. We are willing, indeed, to die
for the Word of Jesus : but do you pray for us that the Lord may help
us. Finally, our friends, let your ears and eyes and hearts be open to
this place where we are at Buganda. Now we are in tribulation at being
left alone. Mr. Mackay, the Arabs have driven away out of Buganda.
Oh, friends, pity us in our calamity. We, your brethren, who are in
Buganda, send you greetings. May God Almighty give you His blessing.
May He preserve y(ju in Europe. We remain, your children who love
yj") " FIeney Weight Duta.

Edwaed.
ISAYA MaYANJA."

All this time the C.M.S. Committee had been anxious to send New men.

reinforcements to Uganda, but the available men were few. In
1885, Mr. Douglas Hooper, the Cambridge man introduced before,f Hooper,

went out, taking with him two young men at his own charges ; but
one of these died at Mamboia, and the other w^as invalided home.
When Hannington was killed, Mackay WTote to Hooper not to
come forward to Uganda ; and for some time he held the fort at

* The date of this letter is perplexing, as Mackay did not leave till Julj.
Possibly the letter was begun in May, when he was expected to go, and finished
in July, when he actually went.

t See p. 316.
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Part IX. Uyiii. In the next year, the Eev. A. N. Wood and Dr. S. T.

1882-95. Pruen went out ; but Wood was detained at Mamboia, and Pruen
C hap. 90.

^,^ Mpwapwa, and never got further. Pruen's letters have never

Pruen. been surpassed in interest, and his book, The Arab and the

African, is of permanent value ; and it was a matter of great regret

when, after three years' good service, his young wife's health

compelled his retirement. In 1887, Mr. D. Deekes went out ; and

in the same year Ashe, returning to Africa after his brief visit to

England—during which liis thrilling yet restrained accounts of

his martyred friends and pupils moved all hearts,—took back with
Walker. him an old friend, the Kev. K. H. Walker, of St. John's College,

Cambridge, Curate of All Souls', Langham Place.

Bishop And, meanwhile, there was a new bishop. After Hannington's
Parker.

f^gg^^h, the eyes of the Committee had turned to the Eev. Henry
Perrott Parker, the Cambridge man who owed his missionary

call to the influence of Jani Alii. For six years he had been the

Society's Secretary at Calcutta ; but after his first furlough, in

1885, he had, at liis own earnest desire, gone instead into the

jungles of Central India to evangehze the aboriginal Gonds. Was
not a true missionary like that the man to succeed Hannington ?

So felt Archbishop Benson as well as the Committee. Parker

was telegraphed for, and on October 18th, 1886, he was consecrated

bishop at St. James's, Paddington. " Always bearing about in

the body the dying of the Lord Jesus, that the life also of Jesus

might be made manifest in our body," was the appropriate text of

Mr. Handley Moule's sermon. " In the body—that is to say, in

eyes that watch, in lips that speak, in hands that work, whether

on the tent-cloth or the manuscript, in feet that pace the city or

the desert, in brain used and worn by the vivid mind ; in the body

given up for work, given up for suffering, along the path of life

and labour for the Lord,—in this we always carry about His

dying." In such words the preacher described the missionary

who would walk in the steps of St. Paul, and in them he most
truly described Bishop Parker.*

Parker in The new bishop landed at Frere Town on November 27th, and
East Africa

£^^ ^j^ months, like his predecessor, he gave all his energies to the

East Africa missions proper, setting things in order at Frere Town
and Eabai, and visiting Wray at Taita, Fitch in Chagga, and the

Native teachers at other outlying stations. He dedicated a new
church at Eabai, 90 x 40 feet, built mainly by the energy of Shaw

;

and he formed a plan for a new one at Frere Town as a memorial

to Hannington. But he deeply felt the inadequacy of his staff to

take advantage of the wonderful openings in East Africa ; and his

letters to the Society were eloquent expostulations upon its back-

* The particularly interesting Valedictory Meeting at which Bishop Parker
said farewell, at which Mr. Wigram also took leave on starting on his great

tour, and at which Sir John Kennaway, not yet President, took the chair for

the first time at a gathering of the kind, was noticed in Chap. LXXXVI.
See p. 329.
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wardness in faith and prayer and effort. He even complained, Part IX.

almost ^Yith bitterness, that India was getting all the reinforce- 1882-95.

ments !

—

he, an Indian missionary and secretary, who knew P"

India's needs only too well, and had probably joined before in the

frequent murmurs that Africa absorbed the Society's interest ! It

w\as Parker, too, who, seeing the good influence quietly exercised

by Miss Harvey at Frere Town, sent home the appeal for women
missionaries which had so much to do with the Society's develop-

ment in that direction."^'

In June, 1887, Bishop Parker started for the interior, accom- Parker

panied by Blackburn, who had been to England to recruit his fniand.

health, had married, and had gone out again without his young wife.

They took an entirely new route, striking across country direct

from Eabai to Mamboia, through districts not yet previously visited

by the white man—to the great interest of the Eoyal Geographical

Society. Then, passing on westward, and visiting Mpwapwa and
Uyui en route, they reached the south end of the Nyanza in

November, where they found Mackay at a new station, Usambiro,
in the Msalala district. In December, the first Missionary
Conference in the interior was held there, the unusual number of

seven men being together, viz., the Bishop, Mackay, Ashe, Seven

Blackburn, Hooper, Walker, and Deekes ; and a plan of campaign usarnbiro.

was arranged. There had been much discussion in England what
the Society's policy should be, in view of the murder of Hannington
and the massacre of the converts in Uganda. Mackay and Ashe, How to

with the fervent feelings of men who had been on the spot, had Mwanga.
urged decisive measures on the part of England ; 720^, as they

were unfairly charged with proposing, a military expedition, but

very strong representations. Easy, however, as it is for the

British Government to do this with a state like Zanzibar, on
the sea-coast,—where a fleet can, by its mere appearance, lend

emphasis to diplomacy,—the case was quite different with
Uganda, in the heart of a continent, where a British envoy would
be helpless, and where his ill-treatment might involve a difficult

war—as in Abyssinia. The Society, therefore, deprecated all

appeals to Government, and suggested rather that Bishop Parker,

on arriving at the south end of the Nyanza, sliould " sit down "

(as the African phrase went) and "have words" with Mwanga
through Native messengers, with a view to influencing him to

protect foreigners and give religious liberty to his own people.

This was entirely in accord with Parker's views ; and Ashe and
Mackay concurred. Accordingly the Bishop sent to Mwanga,
from Usambiro, an admirable letter, explaining that the Chm'ch
of Christ sought no vengeance for what had heen done, and only
desired freedom to preach Christ.

This letter at first annoyed Mwanga, who had never acknow-
ledged that he had killed Hannington, and wanted no forgiveness.

* See p. 368.

E e 2
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Part IX. But presently he came round, asked for another man to be sent,

1882-95. and when, in April, 1888, Walker went over and joined Gordon,
Chap. 90.

i-g(}giye(j \{\\x\ with great honour. Meanwhile, a letter written

Walker in also by Bishop Parker to the Christians had given them much
Uganda, jgy j^ -^^s read by Gordon again and again to parties who came

by night to hear it, and copies were made for Duta and other

leaders to carry about with them. Is not this just what was done
with St. Paul's letters eighteen centuries before ?

Another great sorrow was now to fall upon the Mission. The
Bishop and his party were still at Usambiro,—except Hooper
and Deekes, who had gone to open a new station at Nassa on
Spoke Gulf, the south-eastern corner of the Nyanza,—^when, on

Deaths of March 12th, 1888, Blackburn died; and, on the 26th, Parker

fnd^Bishop himself entered into rest, at 9.45 p.m. The same night the
Parker. grave was dug, and received the bishop's frail body amid storms

of wind and rain. " As we returned," wrote Walker, " the dawn
was visible in a streak of crimson and gold in the east, assuring

us that though the west looked dark and as gloomy as our path,

yet a bright future was in store for us as the sun rises." "East
Africa," wrote Mackay, " has lost its truest friend. We were all

deeply attached to our bishop, and could not fail to admire his

rare humility and deep earnestness and conscientiousness in

duty. It could not have been possible to find a man more
admirably suited in every way as bishop."

\yas it not And now again voices in England were lifted up to give counsels

abandon of despair. " Are not these repeated losses, and the tyranny of

j*}? . , Mwanga, indications of God's will that you should give up the

Nyanza Mission?" The Intelligencer replied, "Your suggestion

is not new ; it has been made every time there have been sad tidings,

ever since Smith and O'Neill were killed
;
yet we held on, and

God has given us spiritual fruit already above all other Missions

in Central Africa: is not that a surer indication of His will?"

But Mackay—though now quite alone, Ashe gone home again,

Walker gone over to Uganda, Hooper and Deekes at Nassa,

Parker and Blackburn dead—wrote, "Are you joking? If you
tell me in earnest that such a suggestion has been made, I only

"Never!" answer. Never! Tell me, ye faint hearts, to 7vhom ye mean to

give up the Mission ? Is it to murderous raiders like Mwanga,
or to slave-traders from Zanzibar, or to English and Belgian

dealers in rifles and gunpowder, or to German spirit-sellers ? All

are in the field, and they make no talk of ' giving up ' tlieir

respective missions !
" And, in another letter •

—

" June ith.

An " Please do not reph/ to my statement of our requirements as to men
engineer's ^^^^ ^ Bishojp ii:ith the word IMPOSSIBLE. That xoord is unknown in

enyuwers' vocahnlari/. >>ureli/, then, if those loho build only temporary

structures, because their materials are perishaJile, have expuryated the ivord.

from their vocabulary, how can it at all remain in the vocabulary of those who
are enyayed in huildiny the Church of God and laying the foundations of
that Kingdom which shall endure for ever f

"
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But there was now another grave cause of anxiety. The Part IX.

scramble for Africa had begun. Germany had suddenly developed 1882-95.

an ambition to possess a colonial empire, and had occupied various ^^' '

tracts in West and South-West Africa, besides claiming a The new
protectorate over parts of East Africa previously regarded as for Africa
belonging, in a sense, to the Sultan of Zanzibar. Other Powers
taking alarm at this, the Berlin Congress of 1884-5 had considered

the whole matter, and had virtually divided Africa into provisional
" spheres of influence," each Power engaging not to overpass the

limits laid down, while at the same time left free to develop its

own "sphere" at its own time and in its own way. The
Germans quickly took possession of various posts in the vast Germany

country stretching from the coast to Lake Tanganyika, including Afnc^a^.

Usagara, in which were the C.M.S. stations of Mamboia and
Mpwapwa ; and the high-handed proceedings of some of their

officers caused risings on the part of the tribes, which led, in

1888, to fighting and to the blocking of the roads. Gradually
their territories fell into complete confusion, and neither mission-

aries nor mails could pass without great danger. Matters were
made worse when the coast was blockaded by the combined fleets Blockade.

of England and Germany. Bishop Smythies and the Universities'

Mission men were in peril in Usagara, and an L.M.S. missionary Danger of

and some French Eomanists were killed. Colonel (now Sir) C. B. sionarie's.

Euan Smith, the British Consul-General at Zanzibar, summoned
the C.M.S. men in Usagara, Chagga, &c., to come down to

the coast ; but J. C. Price, Cole, Wood, Fitch, and Wray, all

declined to leave their posts ; and they were kept in peace and
safety all through,—the Mpwapwa men even when that station was
destroyed by Bushiri, an Arab robber chieftain, and one of the
German officials there killed. Ashe and Dr. and Mrs. Pruen and
the latter' s infant, who were coming in any case, got safely

through, though with difficulty and privation;" and so, a little

later, did Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe ; but Hooper, who had come from
Nassa unconscious of the danger, was seized by Bushiri, close to

the coast, and was only released, through the timely efforts of

the Roman Catholic missionaries at Bagamoyo, in exchange for

an Arab who had killed Captain Brownrigg, which exchange
was only effected under the direct authority of Lord Salisbury,

obtained by Colonel Euan Smith by telegraph. This was in

April, 1889.

In that month of April, Colonel Euan Smith returned to Eng- Colonel

land; and he spoke at the C.M.S. May Meeting. He testified Smith

most warmly to the value of the Missions in East Africa, and p"fce^t
^*

while explaining that, in obedience to orders from the Foreign ^^ ^^y
Office, he had done his best to bring the missionaries out of ^^

'"^'

danger, expressed admiration for those who had clung to their

posts. Mr. Salter Price, who also (as we shall see) had just Ijeen

* See Mrs. Priien's interesting journal, CM. Intelligencer, February, 1889.
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Part IX. in Africa again, made a great hit by referring to a statement in
1882-95. the Eeport that the " prospects " were " very dark." " No," said
Cia}K9(.

j^g^ "the aspect is dark, but the prospects are as bright as the

promises of God can make them."
Besides all these political troubles, there was at this time

Stanley's another object of public interest in Africa. Mr, Stanley was on

rescue^
° his great journey for the rescue of Emin Pasha. Emin, who had

p^ha been a lieutenant of Gordon's in the Egyptian Soudan, had been
lost sight of for two years after the catastrophe at Khartoum

;

and the conscience of England was troubled about him. At last

it turned out that Mackay in Uganda was in communication with

him, and that he was at Wadelai on the Upper Nile, near the

Albert Nyanza. The first letters from him that reached Europe
Emin were forwarded by Mackay, and came by the same mail, in

M^a^ck^y"*^ October, 1886, that brought Hannington's recovered diary and the

accounts of the great persecution ; and a month later, on November
22nd, a large mail arrived from him dated July 7th, which had
reached Mackay from the north, crossed the Lake in the C.M.S.
boat, and been brought to the coast by Ashe, and then to England,

within four months and a half. As usual in those days, the news-
papers entirely ignored this. For the English missionary they cared

nothing ; for the Austrian Pasha they cared a great deal. But
Emin himself was grateful. He wu'ote again and again to Europe
of the essential services rendered him by Mackay, and in 1887

sent to Uganda two tusks of ivory, value £55, for the Mission.
" Not only," he said in one letter, " has he afforded me generous
help, robbing himself of many valuable objects to assist me, but

with vmceasing kindness and unfailing gentleness he exerts himself

for our good." What do those last words mean? Are they at all

explained by a sentence in one of Mackay's private letters, that

he was going to send Emin, as a naturalist, Professor Drummond's
Natural Law in the Spiritual World, "as it might open his

eyes " ?

One result of these communications was the expedition of Mr.
Stanley. The Arabs in Uganda made use of what they knew about

it to frighten Mwanga. A great Mzungu, they said, was going to

march through Uganda with 1000 guns. But, as we know, he

went from the western side of Africa, up the Congo and through

the great central forest ; and even on his return journey with

Emin to Zanzibar he did not pass within two hundred miles of

Uganda. Whom he did meet on this return march we shall

see presently.

Revolution Meanwhile, we must return to Uganda. From April to Sep-

fli^t of'^^' tember, 1888, Gordon and Walker were together there, and the
Mwanga. work was going on quietly, without much interference on

Mwanga's part. But he was engaged in maturing a secret plot

for the destruction of all the leading men among the "readers,"

whether Christians of the Protestant or Roman Missions, or Mo-
hammedans. This plot they discovered, and, making common
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cause against the tyrant, they deposed him, and put his elder Part IX
brother Kiwewa on the throne, Mwanga escaping across the Lake. 1882-95.'

The immediate result was extraordinary, and most hopeful. A ^hap. 90.

Eoman Catholic Christian was appointed Katikiro, or chief judoe,
and a Protestant Christian, Kagwa Apolo (the man Mwanga liad
himself beaten m the days of the persecution), to the next hio-h
oftice, that of " Mukwenda," or head-chief of the important province
of Smgo. Peace and justice reigned in the land ; religious hberty
was proclaimed; and the real feelings of the Baganda towards
the missionaries were at once manifested by a rush to them for
instruction.

But it was a calm before a storm. The Mohammedans were Moslem
annoyed at their Christian allies getting the highest posts and ^''=t°''y-

being supported by the Arab traders, they suddenly, on October
12th, attacked the Christian officials at the court itself, killed
some, scattered the rest, and replaced them in office by their own
^f"^; "^^T *^l®y

^^^^"^ "P°^ *^® missionaries, Gordon and Expulsion
Walker, Mgr. Livmhac, P6re Lourdel, and two other Roman ^'neUsh
Catholics, seized them, and shut them up in a miserable hut " full and French
of soldiers, Hce, and rats," sacked their mission-houses, and then TrS"""
on the eighth day, having robbed them of everything, took them
down to the Lake, saying, " Let no white man come again to
Buganda till all Buganda is Mohammedan." The English and
French missionaries were companions in misfortune, and helped
one another. The English had a boat, but no food ; the French
had some food, but no boat. The Eleanor took them all off, and Escape
the priests shared their victuals with Gordon and Walker Then '" ^^^

came another calamity. The boat was upset and damaged by a
"^'""°'"-"

hippopotamus, and five Baganda boys were drowned; but the
missionaries swam to an island close by, rescued the boat, repaired
her as best they could, and then cautiously felt their way round
the Lake, arriving on the seventeenth day at the French station
at the south end. Walker and Gordon soon joined Mackay at
Usambiro, and the former wrote, in his usual 'cool and cheery
way, " It IS very pleasant to be reminded that man does not live
by bread alone

; that what we consider necessaries of life are not
really so

;
that God can easily support our lives apart from these

things. We were kept in perfect health and strength without our
usual food, our comfortable clothes, and snug beds. Many prayers
were being offered up for us, and we realized this fact by the quiet
cheerfulness that was given us in the assurance of the presence of
God."
On January 11th, 1889, a telegram from Zanzibar proclaimed Voices of

the disaster in England. Louder than ever, at once, arose again Sn""
the voices of despair. The Uganda Mission was at an end : why
not frankly recognize the fact? But was the Uganda Church
at an end? That question none could answer. Nor did the
letters, which arrived on February 11th, throw any light upon it

;

for the brethren had heard nothing since their expulsion. In
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Paut IX. February and April came other letters from them, dated December,
1882-95. i-,ut all they had heard from Uganda was that the Mohannnedans
Chap^9().

jj.^j dethroned Kiwewa, and elected another king, Kalema ; and

that the Christians had been expelled the country and had gone

No news westward. Then eight months passed away, and no tidings

Sonths.^ i^t all reached England, the German troubles and the "blockade

having stopped all the mails. But the C.M.S. Committee took no

notice of the counsels for retreat ; the whole Society responded

prayerfully to the Intelligencer s appeal for unfaltering trust in

God ;
' and Hooper, now at home, was, with the Committee's full

approval, looking for men to go l)ack with him.

News at At length, on November 23rd, just w^hen the Committee were
laat. engaged with Douglas Hooper and with Graham Wilmot Brooke

in forming great plans for both East and West Africa,t came the

long-looked for mail, comprising the history of eight months to

The
_ September 2nd. The leading Christian chiefs, with two hundred

in eldi'e'!"'' of the Protestant converts and a larger number of those whom
they called "the followers of the Pope," had been in safety in

the country of Ankoli, 200 miles to the south-west of Uganda.

Mwanga had been with the French priests at the south end of the

Nyanza, and the Koman Catholic Baganda had proposed to their

Protestant brethren to make an attempt to invade Uganda and

restore him to the throne. At first the latter hesitated, and sent

to Usambiro to ask Mackay's advice ; but before his answer dis-

suading them could reach them, they had been drawn into the war

through having to defend themselves against a Moslem force sent to

destroy them. Mwanga, supplied by the French priests with rifles

and anununition, now joined the Christians, and they advanced

against Kalema and defeated him in two battles ; but in a third

they were beaten, and retreated to the Sesse Islands on the Lake.

Thence the Protestant Christians sent again to Usambiro, asking

the missionaries to join them, not for fighting, but for teaching and

worship ; and in August, just liefore the mail left, Gordon and

Mwanga Walker sailed for the Islands. To complete the story, the Christian

tfy the^'^ general, Kagwa Apolo, again defeated Kalema early in October,
Christians. ^^^^^ qu the 11th of that month, exactly a year after the expulsion

of the missionaries, re-entered the capital and replaced Mwanga
on the throne—he promising complete religious liberty, and Kagwa
himself becoming Katikiro. A temporary Moslem rising disturbed

the new regime for a few wrecks, but in February, 1890, the

Mohammedans were finally expelled, and a stable government

succeeded, the two parties of Christians dividing the offices in a

friendly w'ay. l

At this point the '^^tory of Uganda itself must stop for the

present ; but threer^"'ents have yet to be recorded before this

chapter closes. i-^^
While the Chris/ 1 were in exile, Mr. Stanley passed through

>*n oi
* CM. TuteWg f'ebrnary, 1889: " Uganda, a Test of Faith."

t See pp. 361-0,, 3.
' ^^ his pi
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Ankoli, with Emiii Pasha, on bis way to the coast. When he Part IX.
arrived in England, he gave the Society a deeply-interesting 1882-95.

account of his intercoui'se with them. Two leaders, Samwili and ^^^P ^-

Zakaria, came to see him, told him (in Swahili) the whole story of Stanley
the persecution and the revolution, and, to his great surprise,

gl^a^da^
showed him their little books, including Mackay's Luganda Chnltians.

St. Matthew. All this, and much more, he told the Committee, '•

and added :

—

" The more I heard the story of Zachariah and Samuel and the others, Stanley's
looking at their cleanly faces, hearing them tell the story of how they testimony,

endured the persecutions of Mwanga, I was carried back to the days of
Nero and Caligula, how they persecuted the Christians at Rome ; just
the fortitude I had read in books of the martyrs of the early Church.
Really there were instances here of equal courage, of equal faitli, of
equal devotion to the cause they had embraced. . . .

" They are just the material where one would expect Africans to
become good, thosough, earnest, enthusiastic Christians. If it were
possible to make Uganda all Protestant, it would be much better. In a
few years you would get any number of ordained Waganda priests to
begin spreading the Word to Unyoro and Usoga and Kavirondo : and
they are well adapted for it, for they are eloquent, they feel deeply, and
they are just the people to remember what they are taught."

From Ankoli Mr. Stanley and his caravan proceeded on their
journey, and in September, 1889, arrived at Mackay's station,
Usambu-o. Let us read a few sentences from Stanley's own Stanley

account of it, and of Mackay : f

—

Macka
" The next day, having already sent messengers ahead, ... we

arrived in view of the English Mission, which was built in the middle of
what appeared to be no better tlian a grey waste, on ground gently
sloping from curious heaps of big boulders, or enormous blocks thrown
higgledy-piggledy to the height of a respectable hill, down to a marshy,
flat green, with its dense crops of papyrus, beyond which we saw a
gleam of a line of water produced from an inlet of the Victoria Nyanza.
We were approaching the Mission by a waggon-track, and presently we
came to the waggon itself, a simple thing on wooden wheels for carrying
timber for building. When we were about half a mile oft", a gentleman
of small stature, with a rich brown beard, dressed in white linen and a
grey Tyrolese hat, advanced to meet us. ... We entered the circle of
tall poles, within which the Mission station is built. There were signs
of labour and constant, unwearying patience. . . . There was a bio-,

solid workshop in the yard, filled with machinery and tools, a launclVs
boiler was being prepared by the blacksmiths, a big canoe was outside
repairing; there were saw-pits and large logs of hard timber; there
were great stacks of palisade poles ; in a corner of an outer yard was a
cattle-fold and a goat-pen ; fowls by the score pecked at microscopic
grains

;
and out of the European quarter there trooped a number of

httle boys and big boys, looking uncommonly sleek and happy
; and

(juiet labourers came up to bid us, with hats oft", ' good morning.' .

" I was ushered into the room of a substantial clay structure, the
walls about two feet thick, evenly plastered and garnished with
missionary pictures and useful books. . . .

* See report in the CM. InfeJUgencr of August, 1890.

t la Darkest Africa, vol. ii. p. 386.
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Part IX. '' God knows, if ever man had reason to be doleful and lonely and sad,
1882-95. Mackay had, when, after murdering his Bishop, and burning his pupils.
Chap. 90. and strangling his convei'ts, and clubbing to death his dark friends,

~7~7 Mwanga turned his eye of death on him. And yet the little man met
man " that ^* ^^*^^ calm blue eyes that never winked. To see one man of this kind,
" never

_
working day after day for twelve years bravely, and without a syllable

winked." of complaint or moan amid the wildernesses, and to hear him lead his

little flock to show forth God's lovingkindness in the morning and His
faithfulness every night, is worth going a long journey, for the moral
courage and contentment that one derives from it."

Amid all his labours in constructing, as he hoped, the new boat,

lat^e'st^^'^
Mackay contrived to continue his remarkable letters and papers for

letters and England. One most striking article was entitled " Muscat, Zanzi-
articies.

j^^^^.^ ^^^^ Central Africa," '' in which he appealed for an assault by
Christian missionaries upon Islam at its headquarters, which, so
far as African Mohammedanism is concerned, he held to be Muscat.
Then in July, 1889, he wrote another able article on " The Solu-
tion of the African Problem," f a statesmanlike scheme of strong
centres for the training of Native evangelists. Then, in January,
1890, he sent for the Gleaner a telling appeal for more men, which
he entitled " Gleanings from Buganda." _| Let some sentences be
quoted here :

—

His last " The greatest, and, till recently, the most tyrannical power in all

appeal. East Africa is now in the hands of men who rejoice in the name of

Christian.
" But is the power in the hand of Christianity ? Shall a nation be

born in a day ? It is born, but being only just born it is at this moment
in the most helpless and critical condition conceivable. Shall it be left

to die of neglect, or mayhap to be suckled by some ravening wolf which is

already eager to nourish the infant nation with her milk which centuries
have shown to be deeply saturated with the ravening wolfish nature P

Is this to be so, or is it the resolve of Christian England that the blood
of PURE Christianity shall be instilled into the veins of this African
infant, and that it shall be brought up in the nurture and admonition of
the Lord P Mwanga wi'ites, ' I want a host of English teachers to come
and preach the Gospel to my people.' Our Church members urge me to
write imploring you to strengthen our Mission, not by two or three, but
by twenty. Is this golden opportunity to be neglected, or is it to be
lost for ever ?

" You sons of England, here is a field for your energies. Bring with
you your highest education and your greatest talents, you will find scope
for the exercise of them all. You men of God who have resolved to
devote your lives to the cure of the souls of men, here is the proper field

for you. It is not to win numbers to a Church, but to win men to the
Saviour, and who otherwise will be lost, that I entreat you to leave your
work at home to the many who are ready to undertake it, and to come
forth yourselves to reap this field now white to the harvest. Rome is

rushing in with her salvation by sacraments, and a religion of carnal
ordinances. We want men who will preach Jesus and the Resurrection.

* CM. Intelligencer, January, 1889.
•\ Ibid., January, 1890; and the continuation, received long after his

death, Ibid., September, 1891.

X CM. Gleaner, June, 1890.
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' God is a Spirit,' and let him who believes that throw up every other Part IX.
consideration and come forth to teach these people to worship Him in 1882-95.
spirit and in truth. Chap. 90.

" ' Forget also thine own people and thy father's house

;

So shall the King desire thy beauty.
Instead of thy father's shall be thy children,
Whom thou shalt make princes in all the earth.'

" Usamhiro, January 2nd, 1890."

These words proved the last pubHc message of Alexander
Mackay. But the personal letter in which the article was His last

enclosed contained a still more touching one :

—

Ippe°a'i.*'

" But what is this you write—' Come home ' ? Surely now, in our
terrible dearth of workers, it is not the time for any one to desert his
post. Send us only our first twenty men, and I may be tempted to
come to help you to find the second twenty.

" Ever yours afFectionately,
" A. M. Mackay."

That letter was dated January 2nd, 1890. Just a month later,

fever struck him down ; his one companion, David Deekes, was
himself ill ; and on February 8th the brave spirit of " Mackay of His death.

Uganda" passed from the toils of earth to the rest of heaven.
For nearly fourteen years he had lived and laboured in Africa
without once coming home. His name is enshrined for ever in

the hearts of all who admire missionary steadfastness ; and the
animating biography published by his sister has inspired, and is

inspiring, many young lives for the service of the Lord. When
his body was laid in its African grave, the little band of Baganda
Christians who were with him at Usamhiro sang "All hail the
power of Jesus' Name." That "power of Jesus' Name" has
indeed been manifested among the people he loved and for whom
he lived and died.

James Hannington, Henry Parker, Alexander Mackay—how
different in character ! how different in career ! Yet all of them
instruments in the Lord's hand for the accomplishment of His
purposes. And may we not put into the mouth of each of them
the words that John Bunyan puts into the mouth of the dying
" Mr. Vahant-for-truth " ?—" ' My sword I give to him that shall " Mr.

succeed me in my pilgrimage, and my courage and skill to him for-truth."

that can get it. My marks and scars I carry with me, to be a
witness for me, that I have fought His battles, Who will now be
my rewarder.' So he iMssed over, and all the trumpets sounded
for hmi on the other side."
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" Thefiooch lift up their waves. The Lord on high is mightier."— Ys. xciii. 3, 4.
" Commit thy icay unto the Lord; trust also in Him ; and He shall bring it to

pass."—Ps. xxxvii. 5.

'' A great and strong wind . . . after the wind an earthquake . . . after the
earthquake a fire . . . after the fire a still small voice."—1 Kings xix. 11, 12.

N our last chapter we saw something of the " scramble
for Africa." Let us now see how the British " sphere
of influence " fared.

In 1886, the British and German Governments
agreed upon a line of demarcation between their

respective spheres from the coast to the Victoria Nyanza ; and
in 1887 the Sultan of Zanzibar gave to Mr. (afterwards Sir) W.
Mackinnon a concession of " the entire management and adminis-
tration

'

' of his territories within the British sphere ; wherepon
Mackinnon established the Imperial British East Africa Company
to work the concession.-'- Among the men who joined him were
Lord Brassey, Sir T. Fowell Buxton, Sir J. Kirk, Sir F. de Winton,
Sir A. Kemball, Sir Donald Stewart, Mr. Burdett-Coutts, and
others who were equally resolved to have no mere commercial
company whose sole object was to make good dividends, but
honestly to seek the welfare of the country and people entrusted
to them.

It was at this time that the Committee appealed again to their
veteran friend, Mr. Salter Price, to go out for the third time to
East Africa and take command at Frere Town. Bishop Parker was

* See ail account of the Company in the Times of September 8th, 1888,
reprinted in the CM. Intelligencer of October, 1888.
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far up the country ; Binns and Shaw had been invahded home ; Part IX.

Taylor was fully occupied with his linguistic work ; the rest were 1882-95.

juniors. Price responded at once, and w^ent out forthwith, arriving ^^^^P- 91-

in March, 1888. Again he was struck by the progress of the
Mission since his previous visit ; especially at Eabai, where he
found a community of two thousand people, some of them freed what he

slaves, and many others pure Wanika from the surrounding ^^^ ^^^'^^^

country, who had "joined the Book," had given up heathen
customs, were under Christian instruction (a good many already
l)aptized), and were supporting themselves by the cultivation of

the land. There was a third class, to be mentioned presently.

And then the freed slaves at Frere Town :

—

" It was with very grateful feelings I looked round on that congrega-
tion, as I cilled to mind what they were when thej' first came to us.

They were as ignorant as the brutes that perish, with not a glimmering
of the great God Who made tliem, or of the blessed Saviour Who came
into the world to save them. Much patient labour has been bestowed
upon them, and it has not been in vain ; certainly a wonderful change
for the better has come over them, and it has been broiight about in a
wonderful way. This is true of all, whilst of not a few it may be said
they are living decent Christian lives, and giving us every reason to hope
that ' they have not received the grace of God in vain.' To-day I see
them ' clothed and in their right minds,' sitting in God's house listening
with attention to the eloquent and earnest utterances of a young man,
one of themselves, who came to me a poor slave-boy some twelve years
ago. Then, too, the behaviour of these poor people strikes one much
after what, alas ! we are so accustomed to see in so many churches at
home. None of them think of taking their seats without first going on
their knees. Whilst waiting for service to begin, you might almost
hear a pin drop, no talking or noise ; and the service itself is heart-
stirring, all, old and young, joining in the singing and responses. I

could not help thinking if some of our young men in Suliblk could
witness what I have witnessed to-day, they would feel just a little

ashamed of themselves."

Let us in passing note that it was just at this time that a first

attempt was made to begin missionary work in the town of

Mombasa itself. Dr. Vernon Ardagh opened a small dispensary,
and Taylor and he occupied the old mission-house, hitherto little

used. Ardagh, however, was soon invalided home, and for the
time the work was suspended.

It was a happy thing for the Mission that an experienced hand
like Price's was at the helm when the new Company established The new

itself at Mombasa. The Arabs and Swahili were very angry at at^Mom-^
being " sold " to the English, and anticipated an early suppression '^^^^

of their traffic in slaves. When the Company's agents arrived in

September, 1888, they found many obstacles in their way ; and
the fighting going on in the German sphere further south did not
tend to make the position easier. The Arabs and Sw-ahili, how-
ever, were astute enough to think they might use the new regime
for their ow-n purposes ; so they laid before the Administrator,
Mr. G. S. Mackenzie, serious complaints against the C.M.S.
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Mission for receiving and harbouring their runaway slaves. This

charge Price confidently denied, remembering the absolute pro-

hibition of seven years before ; but presently, to his horror, it was
found that among the settlers at Eabai there really were several

hundred runaways. The place, of course, is not a guarded en-

closure, but an open village, with nothing to prevent any one

coming near, and " pitching his tent " (so to speak) ; and of

course the runaways had not avowed themselves such. What
was to be done ? Jones, the Native clergyman who was pastor at

Kabai, declared that he would be no party to giving them up to

their owners. " I will not, and I cannot," he wrote, " hand these

poor souls to their cruel and merciless masters, after I have been

preaching to them the sweet liberty of my Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ. Somebody else will have to do that wicked work.

How could I bear to see these poor baptized Christians, com-
municants, pass by me bound, beaten, abused, dragged through

the village where they have lived and sung praises to the God of

heaven? If Mr. Mackenzie has come for this, then, alas ! for the

healing of the ' open sore ' of Africa."

Our whole hearts go out in sympathy with the generous in-

dignation thus uttered by one who had been a slave himself, and
was now a minister of the Church. But happily Mr. Mackenzie

had not "come for that." Determined to begin their rule by
conciliating all sides, the Company nobly arranged to ransom the

whole body, paying adequate compensation to the Mohammedan
masters. Price wrote to Jones, " Praise God, Who has heard our

prayers, and brought good out of evil. Pacify the minds of the

pool' people : they are Free ! Free ! ! Free ! ! !
" Eightly did the

Company adopt as its flag a rising sun, with the motto " Light

and Liberty." On New Year's Day, 1889, Mr. Mackenzie and
Price went up to Eabai, where no less than 900 ex-slaves were
assembled—one-third of them from the Methodist Mission at Elbe,

—and delivered a stamped paper to every one declaring him free.

" Truly it was a heart-moving occasion," wrote Price, "and one

worth coming 6000 miles to see and take part in." Next morning,

at six, a thanksgiving service was held, the new church being

crammed, and hundreds round the open doors and windows. " If

the Son make you Free, ye shall be Free indeed," was the text of

Price's address; "for," said he, "He "paid tJw price." Then he

sent off this telegram to the Company :

—

" Grand New Year's Day at Rabai. Nine hundred slaves made free

by Mackenzie. Great rejoicings. All send best thanks to Board of

Directors, and pray God to prosper Company's work in East Africa."

This great act of wise policy cost the Company £3500 ; but as

it was thought that the C.M.S. ought to bear part of it, and its

missionary funds were of course not available. Sir Fowell Buxton
and some members of his family paid down £1200 on its behalf—

a

gift worthy of the name of Buxton.
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Having successfully overcome the difficult question how to deal Part IX.

with the runaway slaves, and having, by so doing, pleased alike 1882-95.

the slave-owners, the slaves, and the missionaries, the Company Chap^Ql.

energetically set to work to develop the country entrusted to its Energetic

administration. The story of its efforts is given in an interesting work of the^. "
,

'^Company.
form in a book compiled by its Secretary, Mr. McDermott.''' In
less than two years, there was a telegraph-line from Zanzibar to

Mombasa, and thence northward along the coast ; six stations inland

towards the Victoria Nyanza, the fiirthest being at Machako's, 260
miles inland ; material for thirty miles of railway already landed,

with a view to constructing a line to the Lake ; a tramway across

the island of Mombasa
;
piers, wharves, &c. ; a new coinage and

postage-stamps ; due provision for law and order ; and the liberation

of 4000 slaves. So far it was all expenditure and no profit : the

shareholders, said Sir W. Mackinnon at the Company's annual
meeting in 1890, would " take out their dividends in philanthropy."

In August, 1881, the first sod of the proposed railway to Uganda
was cut by Mrs. Euan Smith, wife of the Consul-General ; and
Mr. Binns, who was now the senior missionary, was requested by
the Administrator, Sir Francis de Winton, to offer prayer for God's
blessing on the undertaking.

The advent of the Company, important as its services to Africa Dangers of

were destined to be, was not in all respects for the good of the position

Missions on the coast. As in other parts of the world, material

progress did not necessarily help spiritual progress. For one
thing, the sudden demand for labour, and the good wages,
naturally drew away the younger men at Frere Town and Eabai,

and brought them into an environment that severely tested their

Christian profession ; and it was inevitable that Binns should have
many backsliders to mourn over. Happily the Society was now
able to increase the missionary staff, especially by means of the

ladies for whom Bishop Parker had so earnestly asked. From Women
1888 to 1894, twenty-three ladies were sent to the Mombasa ^hII'?";
Mission, most of whom did excellent work. Not only did they EastAfrica

conduct the girls' schools and care for the women at Frere Town
and Eabai : they also went out into the villages ; and they had a

considerable share in establishing regular missionary work in the

Moslem town of Mombasa itself in 1892. In the same year Dr.

Edwards built a new hospital on the island, upon a site given by
the Sultan of Zanzibar ; and this at once supplied a new sphere
for some of the ladies. Among the missionaries of the period
should be mentioned the Eevs. H. K. Binns, W. E. Taylor, A. G.
Smith, T. S. England (the schoolmaster, ordained 1892), and F.

Burt, and Mr. J. Burness (previously on the Niger) ; and among
the ladies (besides those previously referred to). Miss Gedge, Miss
Barton (now Mrs. A. G. Smith), Miss Ackerman, Miss Brewer,
Mrs. Gardener, Miss Clowes (who became Mrs. Fitch), three

* British East Africa. Loadon : Chapman & Hall, 1893.
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Usagara
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Misses Bazett, Miss Tobin, Miss Deed, Miss Grieve, Miss Wilde,

Miss Lockhart (now Mrs. Hamshere). Miss L. Bazett married the

Company's Administrator, Mr. J. E. W. Pigott, a gentleman who
identified himself unreservedly with the spiritual work of the

Mission, and rendered it essential service. One of the ladies

mentioned before. Miss CaroHne Fitch, died at her post at Eabai

in 1891. She was a devoted missionary, never thinking of herself,

and still at work on the Friday before the Monday (x\ugust 17th)

of her death. " She is deeply mourned," ^^^:'ote Miss Gedge
;

" the children in the dormitory gave her the name of ' Haki,' just

or righteous." She will ever be remembered as the first to respond

to Bishop Parker's appeal ; and (except Miss Harvey, who had

gone two years before) she was the first to sail, though not quite

the first to offer, of those whom we have before called the modern
race of C.M.S. women missionaries. Her brother, the Eev. E. A.

Fitch, died while on furlough in 1894, equally mourned as a

true-hearted missionary.

Of the inland stations having their base at Mombasa, Taita was
the cause of no little trouble from time to time, owing to the

fickleness of the Natives ; and for a while Mr. Wray had to leave

them, and work at Mombasa. At Chagga, Mr. Fitch had a long

waiting time, much tried by the caprice of the king, Mandara.

Dr. Baxter, Mr. Taylor, and two younger men, W. Morris and

A. E. Steggall, were there for a while ; and under Mr. Steggall

the work showed more promise. Mandara himself appeared

likely to accept the Divine message, but he died in 1891. In the

following year, fighting took place between the people of Chagga
and the German officials—the district being just outside the

British boundary-line. The German Government complained of

the presence of the English Mission as an encouragement to the

Natives to revolt, and made a sti'ong demand for its withdrawal.

A truer cause of the German troubles was subsequently found—

•

even at Beirlin—to be the conduct of Dr. Karl Peters. But in the

interests of peace, the Society yielded, and turned away from a

country first discovered by its missionaries ;
* and Mr. Steggall

established a station at Taveta, within the British boundary, a

place which had been previously visited and whose people seemed

particularly friendly. His work there has since been exceptionally

interesting and hopeful. Another new station which has since

called forth much sympathy and prayer is Jilore, on the Sabaki

river, some seventy miles north of Mombasa. This was begun in

1890 by Mr. A. G. Smith, who was followed by Mr. Burt ; and

then by Mr. Douglas Hooper, concerning whose w^ork more by-

and-by.

The stations in Usagara, in German territory, Mamboia and

Mpwapwa, gradually settled down in peace again when the new
regime was fairly established ; and Major Wissmann, the German

* See a full account of this matter in the CM. Intelligencer of April, 1893.
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Administrator, treated the missionaries with all courtesy and Part IX.

consideration. J. C. Price, H. Cole, A. N. Wood, J. E. Beverley, 1882-95.

D. Deekes, and J. H. Briggs, were the missionaries of the period; ^P"
*

also Dr. Baxter, but intermittently, as his medical skill was from
time to time needed elsewhere. Two women missionaries were
sent to Mamboia in 1893. Decided progress with the Natives

marked these years, and there were many baptisms ; while at the

same time disappointments in the converts were not infrequent.

Price died at his post in 1895, after fourteen years of untiring

labours for the good of the people.

We must now turn once more to Uganda. The changing Uganda,

fortunes of that country and Mission will occupy the greater part

of this chapter.

On the very day upon which the C.M.S. Committee received the

tidings of the possible reopening of Uganda after the revolution,

December 3rd, 1889, they accepted for African service seven new
men—six Cambridge men and Graham Brooke. This event has
been noticed before,* and we have now only to do with three of

the men, Douglas Hooper's recruits, Pilkington, Baskerville, and Douglas

Cotter. Hooper had not enlisted them for Uganda. He was party.^*^

^

much imbued with the spirit of self-sacrifice prevailing at the

time among many devoted servants of Christ,f leading them to

desire a higher spiritual tone and aim in missionary work. It

was not entirely a reasonable spirit, for it tended, in some minds
at least, to a depreciation of educational, medical, and industrial

missions ; and there were those who thought that Mackay's
wonderful resourcefulness in all mechanical matters had not been
wholly to the advantage of the Uganda Mission. But it was a noble

spirit nevertheless ; and when men saw that the Chm'ch Missionary
Society could accept a Graham Brooke and a Barclay Buxton,
and look kindly on the plans of a Heywood Horsburgh, they were
more ready to join a body which some regarded as stiff and old-

fashioned. Hooper himself did not disparage others ; but he did

desire to work on his own lines, and his plan was to found a new Proposed

Mission somewhere in East Africa which should be of a simpler m;^

type, and less expensive, than those already existing. The
C.M.S. Committee heartily entered into his plan, and their

minute on the subject said,

—

" They rejoice to hear that Mr. Hooper has found amongst the Uni-
versity graduates men prepared to adopt simple and economical methods,
both in regard to modes of living and of transactions with chiefs and
people, and to emphasize to the utmost the spiritual purpose and
character of the work for which the Society is in the country."

And the Instructions to him and his three brethren expressed
the Committee's desire that

—

" An earnest effort should be made to commence operations on this

* See pp. 361—365. f See pp. 285, 361.

VOL. III. F f

new
ission.
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Part IX. route on somewliat difl'ereiit methods from those hitherto a(lt)ptefl ; that
1882-95. a hirger number shoiikl sittle together, living unostentatiously in simple
Chap. 91. dwellings, with as little display as possible of material wealth ; constantly

itinerating in the surrounding districts—and this with the purpose of

emphasizing the spiritual object of the Mission ; endeavouring to let the
Natives clearly understand that the European missionary was no source
of wealth, had no political motive, ikj sellish aim ; but had come simply
to bring them a message of life from God ; to tell them of a Saviour
Whom he himself has found, and Who will save them ; to illustrate His
power in his own life and prove his unselfish sincerity by self-sacrifice in

their behalf."

Uganda.

Bishop
Tucker

But in view of the news from the Nyanza, the Committee
A party for appealed to the three new men to be ready to go forward to

Uganda if necessary ; while Hooper, having just married Miss
E. Baldey (an accepted candidate for East Africa), was to leave

his wife at Frere Town—the time not having yet come for ladies

to go to Uganda,—and go forward with the others temporarily.

All, however, were to wait at Frere Town a few months for

further instructions, and meanwhile the Committee were to look

out for some other man who, in the absence of a bishop, could ])e

the leader of the party. This post they offered first to the Eev.
J. Taylor Smith, but he declined it ;

' and then to the Eev. Alfred

R. Tucker, Mr. Fox's curate at Durham
; f and while he was con-

sidering it, his name was submitted to Archbishop Benson for the
bishopric vacant since Parker's death. Then, in the midst of all

these "high hopes," came the " sore sorrow" of Mackay's death.

The fatal telegram was received on April 15th, 1890; and on
Aj)ril 25th Mr. Tucker was consecrated at Lambeth Parish Church,
and left tlie same evening for East x^frica rid Brindisi.

While Bishop Tucker was on his voyage out, occurred the death
of Cotter, and the sending forth, at five days' notice, in the
May Anniversary week, of the "emergency party," as it was
called, as related in a previous chapter, j Three of the four men
of that party. Hill, Dunn, and Dermott, were all ready for

ordination, and on their arrival at Frere Town the Bishop ordained
them, as also Mr. Hooper. He also confirmed 207 candidates
from Frere Town and Rabai. In July the whole party started

from Zanzibar for the interior, taking the old familiar route
through the German territory. Hardly, however, had they started,

when Hill had to be sent back ill, and he died at Zanzibar. The
rest, viz., the Bishop, Hooper, Pilkington, Baskerville, Dunn,
Dermott, and F. C. Smith, with an official of the Company, H. J.

Hunt, who had joined the Mission, reached Usambiro in October.
There they were long delayed for want of means to cross the

Lake, suffering much from sickness ; and Dunn and Hunt died,

and were buried close to the graves of Parker and Blackburn and
Mackay. A happier incident of the sojourn was the conferring

by the Bishop of deacon's orders upon Baskerville, and of priest's

His party
at the
coast,

at Usam
biro,

* See p. 379. f See p. 365. See
Y>.

366.
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orders upon Hooper and Dermott. Pilkington preferred to remain Part IX.

a layman. At last, on December 4th, they got away in the C.M.S. 1882-95.

boat Kulckwa, and arrived in Uganda on the 27th. Chap. 91.

Uganda was now in a very different position from anything we in Uganda,
have seen before. The British East Africa Company had come. The
Not content with its development of the coast districts, and its a°'^oach
gradual estabhshment of stations on the new route, it had been Uganda
energetic enough to despatch two of its officials, Mr. Jackson and
Mr. Gedge, by that route to the Lake in 1889. They did not enter
Uganda itself, which was then in confusion, but sent a flag to
Mwanga, proposing a treaty of friendship at the time when he
was trying to regain the throne by means of the Christians. This
flag Mwanga accepted, but nothing was settled then ; and when
Jackson and Gedge appeared again in April, 1890, they found that,
in the meanwhile, Mwanga, who now professed to be a Eoman
Catholic and favoured the French party, had concluded a treaty
with Dr. Karl Peters, one of the German agents. Much disputing and the

ensued, the Eomanists, guided by the French priests, seeking to
<^^'''"^"s-

exclude the British Company, while the Protestants desired to
hold by the original acceptance of the Company's flag. Both
parties were conscious that the country must now be under the
protection of some European power, as the only means of pre-
serving it from the attacks of the Mohammedans ; and at length
they arranged to send two of their own men, a representative of
each party, with Jackson to the coast, to interview the higher
British and German authorities there. This was done, the Pro-
testant envoy being Samwili Mukasa, the Christian leader we
have met before.

But all parties were unconscious that at this very time the
question was being settled for them in Europe. The Agreement Angio-
of 1886 between England and Germany had settled the boundary- A^r^ement
line between their respective spheres as far as the east side of the

^^""^^

Nyanza, but no further. All to the north and west of it was
still unallotted; and in this year, 1890, the two Governments
were again in negotiation on the whole subject of Africa. On
May 20th, Lord Salisbury received the President and four other
members of the C.M.S. privately, to hear the Society's views on
the best boundary-line for dividing the countries round the Lake.
There appeared to be two alternatives, and the C.M.S. repre-
sentatives had no difficulty in saying which they would prefer.
Three weeks after this, the final Arrangement with Germany was
published. It not only secured Uganda definitely for British Uganda
influence, but did so in the way which the Society preferred. Bri"s^h*°
But more than this : it transferred the protectorate of Zanzibar influence,

from Germany to England, and also a stretch of the East Coast
north of Mombasa which had previously been German. The
Germans obtained an extension of their territory westward, to the
borders of the Congo Free State ; and also the Island of Heligoland—a real gain to Germany, yet no real loss to England.

p f 2
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Part IX. This Arrangement, of course, put an end to Dr. Peters's treaty
1882-95. with Mwanga ; and no further difficulty ensued. A few days

^P" before the arrival of Bishop Tucker and his party in Uganda,
Captain Captain Lugard, the Company's new agent, arrived by the new
Lugard ^^^^ uiore direct route, with a small armed force ; and a treaty
arrives.

.

'

.

'
, .

.'

was quickly concluded, by which the country came definitely

under the protection of the British East Africa Company.
Brussels In the same year was held the Brussels Conference, at which
on erence

^^^ European Powers agreed upon important resolutions for

suppressing the slave-trade, restricting slavery, and prohibiting

or restricting the import of ardent spirits, gunpowder, or firearms,

into Africa. Much difficulty arose in the carrying out of these

resolutions, but, upon the whole, the results were beneficial.

There was another movement of this year 1890 which must be

noticed before we rejoin the Bishop. Mr. Stanley, fresh from his

great journey '* in Darkest Africa," and filled with generous
appreciation of the Uganda Mission, proposed the raising of

Stanley's £5000 to place a steamer for its use upon the Nyanza. A public

steamer meeting was held at the Mansion House in June, the Duke of
for c. M.S. Yiio. presiding, at which Mr. Stanley spoke with great force, and

Mr. Wigram also w^as a speaker. The chief promoter of the fund
was Mr. Cuthbert Peek, who worked for it energetically, and
about half the sum was collected. Then the interest flagged, but

was revived again in November by the Becord newspaper
spontaneously opening an auxiliary fund. Within a month it

raised £2000, and by the end of the year the whole amount was
secured. The original Stanley Committee, and the editor of the

Becord, then proposed to hand over the fund to the Society for

the purpose of providing the steamer ; but the Committee, after

careful inquiry and prolonged consideration, felt obliged to decline

it, perceiving that the enormous cost of porterage from the coast to

the Lake would much more than swallow up the amount ; and
also being reluctant to possess a vessel wdiich would undoubtedly
be expected to be available for other persons than missionaries

and other purposes than evangelization. This was a great dis-

appointment to the contributors ; but after a few years' delay the

fund was happily used to secure for the Mission a share in the

services of a steamer belonging to other parties, and for whose
movements the Committee would not be responsible.

Bishop Tucker did not stay long in Uganda. It had been his

object merely to pay it a visit, and then come home and report.

He left on January 22nd, 1891, and reached England in May,
But he saw enough to fill him with astonishment :

—

Uganda.

Bishop " But now how shall I find language to describe the wonderful work
l^'^^^I

°" of God's grace which has been going on in the land ? Truly, the half

was not told me. l',xaggeration about the eagerness of the people here
to be taught there has been none. No words can describe the emotion
which filled my heart as, on Sunday, December 28th, I stood up to speak
to fully 1000 men and women who crowded the church of Buganda. It
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was a wonderful sight ! There, close beside me, was the Katikiro—the Part IX.

second man in the kingdom. There, on every hand, were chiefs of 1882-95.

various degrees, all Christian men, and all in their demeanour devout Chap. 91.

and earnest to a degree. The responses, in their heartiness, were beyond
anything I have heard even in Africa. There was a second service in

the afternoon, at which there must have been fully 800 present. The
same earnest attention was apparent, and the same spirit of devotion.

I can never be sufficiently thankful to God for the glorious privilege of

being permitted to preach to these dear members of Christ's flock."

That church had been built recently by the people themselves

in their own way, but was regarded as only a temporary one. It

was 81 feet by 24 feet. "At last," wrote Walker, "some of the

very poles of Buganda praise the Lord." An unmistakable work
of grace had been going on. While the great majority, though Character

knowing and believing the Gospel, still needed, wrote Gordon, converts.

"its life-giving power," there were, he said, "many who know
Christ as a personal Saviour, who daily fight the Christian warfare

against Satan, sin, and self, and who overcome.'' A very curious

illustration was given by Walker of the transition state of the

character of some of the Protestant chiefs, the " mixture of

Christian conscientiousness and heathen cruelty "
:

—

"They believe that God will not give them the victory if they do
anything wrong, and therefore they do not like to take any advantage of

their enemy. They thought it necessary to write and tell the enemy
that they were coming to attack them, lest they should be taken off

their guard. Yet when they are victorious they have more than once
speared the leader of the opposite side when he was taken prisoner.

They complain of the unfair advantage the Mohammedans take by lying

in wait in the long grass and attacking the Christians on the march.
This is a sort of twilight Christianity. They are anxious to do what is

right, and when they get more light and see plainly I believe they will

walk in the light."

The Bishop held an ordination and a confirmation in that

temporary native church, giving Gordon and Baskerville priest's

orders, and confirming seventy Baganda. Also he publicly and
solemnly set apart six converts as lay evangelists, viz., Henry Baganda

Wright Duta, Sembera Mackay, Mika Sematimba, Paulo Bakunga, g^us^s^"'

Zacharia Kizito, and Zohana Muira. The first three had refused

chieftainships in order to devote themselves entirely to teaching

their countrymen. "^^

Needless to say. Bishop Tucker had an enthusiastic reception B'shop

on his return to England. On June 2nd, Exeter Hall was densely England,

crowded to hear the report of the first bishop who had succeeded
in reaching Uganda

; f and all over the country he was welcomed
with the utmost heartiness. He asked definitely for forty new
missionaries—not all for Uganda, but for the whole diocese of

Eastern Equatorial Africa. Within a fortnight of the Exeter Hall

* A very interesting account of these six men, compiled by Miss Stock
from the many references to them in previous letters and journals, appeared
in the CM. Intelligencer of June, 1891.

t See the full account, CM. Intelligencer, July, 1891.
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meeting, twenty-five offers were received, raaking, with fifteen

persons just allotted to the Mission, the exact number of forty.

Of course some of the offers came to nothing. Of course some of

them were from men who would need training. But it is interest-

ing to observe that forty new labourers did sail for Eastern
Equatorial Africa by the end of 1894, that is, within three years

and a half. For the Nyanza, in that period, sailed G. H. V.

Greaves, Dr. G. Wright (now of Palestine), E. H. Hubbard, W. A.

Crabtree, A. B. Fisher, E. H. Leakey, J. P. Nickisson, E. Millar,

F. Bowling, T. B. Fletcher, H. E. Sugden, H. B. Lewin, A. B.

Lloyd, A. J. Pike, G. E. Blackledge ; also two men who did not

stay ; also Ashe, who rejoined the Mission for a while, and Eoscoe,

w4io had previously worked at Mamboia, but in 1891 offered to go

to Uganda, leaving his wife and family at Cambridge—where,

although not an University man himself, he had exercised good
influence over some of the undergraduates.

One of these men, Greaves, did not live even to go inland. He
died at Zanzibar, after being tenderly nursed and cared for by the

members of the Universities' Mission. His death was deeply felt

by the Society. The " only son of his mother, and she a widow "

—the widow of E. P. Greaves of Bengal,—he had been a godly

man at Cambridge and a zealous curate to Mr. Baskerville at

Birmingham ; and his going forth had excited keen interest and
sympathy in St. Silas' parish there. A career of usefulness and
blessing was anticipated for him ; but the Lord called him to an
early reward.

Bishop Tucker stayed in England six months ; and before he

left a great crisis arose in the history of Uganda. The British

East Africa Company had been pressing Lord Salisbury's Govern-
ment to carry out the policy, avowed at the Brussels Conference,

of taking strong measures to put an end to the slave-trade, by
guaranteeing the proposed railway to the Nyanza—the plan

found so effective in India. The German Government had largely

subsidized the German Company, and the rapid progress thereby

achieved had compelled the British Company to move forward to

Uganda more rapidly, and at greater expense, than it would other-

wise have done. Ought not the State, therefore, to help it ? The
Foreign Office was in accord with this policy, but the Treasury

objected to find the money, and Mr. Goschen only proposed a

small vote for the preliminary survey at the fag-end of the Session,

after the Ministry had promised that no new contentious business

should be introduced ; and as the Opposition—after the manner of

all Oppositions—pleaded that the vote was contentious business,

it had to be dropped. Thereupon the Directors of the Company,
feehng unable to continue an unfruitful expenditure of £40,000 a

year—which the occupation of Uganda was costing over and
above the general outlay in East Africa,—resolved to send instruc-

tions to Captain Lugard to withdi'aw.
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This step, however unavoidable, was a grief to Sir WilHam Part IX.

Mackinnon, the President. Now it happened that in September, 1882-95.

touring round the western coasts of Scotland in his steam-yacht,
^^^P- ^ 1-

be came to Balmacara, and found Bishop Tucker there, and also

two members of the C.M.S. Committee (Canon Money and a

Secretary), staying with Mr. Sholto Douglas. To them he opened sir w.
his heart. Could the £40,000 be provided to enable the Company kinnon's

to stay in Uganda one more year ?—by which time, it was fully ?'*"•

expected, the Government would take up the matter. He would
give £10,000 himself ; some of his friends would help : could the

C.M.S. give £15,000? No, was the unhesitating reply: its funds
could not be so applied. Then would its friends raise that sum
independently ? This might be just possible ; and thereupon a

draft appeal was drawn up and sent to Mr. Wigi'am in London. But
it was vacation time, and nothing could be done. On September
28th, a powerful article appeared in the Times, explaining the The

whole position, and urging that a withdi'awal from Uganda might on the^^

involve consequences that would " assume the proportions of a '^"^'^•

national disaster ":

—

" The probable and almost inevitable results of such a step as this

would be an immediate massacre of the Native converts and European
missionaries in that country ; a state of anarchy, followed by the re-

establishment of the Mohammedans and possibly of the Mahdist power
;

the resurrection of the slave trade in its worst form ; the ruin of the
prospects of the Imperial British East Africa Company in East Africa

;

and the entire collapse of the policy which, whether as regards the slave

trade or the development of the African continent, the Government
have so courageously and hitherto so successfully followed. Indeed, the
consequences likely to resvilt from our withdrawal from Uganda might
well assume the proportions of a national disaster."

The Society sent a memorial to Lord Salisbury, but the

Government, at the moment, was helpless. It was then
arranged that Sir John Kennaway and General Hutchinson
should, as private individuals, receive contributions to assist

the Company. But very little came in ; and meanwhile the

order for withdrawal was sent out by the Company to Captain
Lugard. Then came the Gleaners' Union Anniversary, on
October 30th. Bishop Tucker was the chief speaker, and as a Appeal

farewell message before leaving again for Africa he made a strong Gleaners'
appeal for the money. It was announced that the collection of Meeting,

the evening could not be diverted for the pui-pose ; but any who
desired to help might send up promises to the platform. The
greatest enthusiasm prevailed ; and to the astonishment of the

meeting, £8000 was promised in half an hour, £5000 being given
by one anonymous friend.* The newspapers next day reported
what had occurred ; and Avithin ten days further sums amounting
to £8000 were sent in, making £16,000, or £1000 more than had £16,000

been asked for.
raised.

* Not by any well-knowii wealthy donor, but by a friend keeping neither
carriage nor man-servant.
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Sir W. Mackinnon took instant measures ; and a telegram was
sent to the Company's agent at Mombasa, ordei'ing him to

despatch special messengers to Uganda at once, in the hope that

they would catch up those who had taken the order for with-

drawal. This they did not succeed in doing ; and Captain Lugard
in his book tells us how^ he received the order.''' He had been
away in Unyoro and Ankoli, and returned to Mengo for Christmas,
just as the mail from the coast came in :

—

" There was much, of course, of intensely interesting news in the year's

budget of letters, but everything in private or oflBicial letters seemed
trivial in comparison with the astounding communication wliich one
letter contained. It was from the Directors, and conveyed orders for

me to immediately evacuate Uganda, for the Company intended to
withdraw to the coast.

" This is a thunderbolt indeed ! It is the second time now that a long
spell of very hard work in Africa has been ended by a reverse so com-
plete that all one's labour has seemed to be merely wasted—and worse.
This collapse will be terrible in its results.

'• It is folly to talk about a temporary retirement and ' resuming the
good work I have done here.' liesionption would be infinitely harder
than the original task. Kabarega, Manyuema slavers, "VVaganda—all
will misdoubt our power and utterly mistrust our word. Well ! if it is

indeed to be done, there is a cruel wrong to be done ! Hundreds—nay,
thousands—of lives may be sacrificed, and the blood must lie at someone's
door. I have my orders.

" ' Not mine to reason why.
Not mine to make reply,

—

Some one has blundered !
'

"

He told his second in command, Captain Williams, who "heard
the news with utter consternation," but said he had some money
at his command, and he would spend " every penny he had in the

world rather than break faith with the Baganda." They told no
one else, and the Mission heard nothing of the impending danger.

A fortnight passed aw^ay, and on January 7th, 1892, a party of men
arrived from the coast with urgent letters. Lugard " opened them
apathetically, careless what new directions about details they
might contain." Suddenly he came upon the telegram received

at Mombasa in November. "I handed it to Williams, and w^e

shook hands over it like a couple of schoolboys. It was a great

relief !

"

Thus Uganda was saved—for the time at least, and the gaining
of time was everything. It may be truly said to-day, as Bishop
Tucker has often said, that England owes the great empire she
now rules over in Central Africa to that memorable meeting of the
Gleaners' Union in Exeter Hall on October 30th, 1891.

In the following March the Government submitted to the House
of Commons a vote of £20,000 for the survey of the proposed line

of railway, without giving any further pledge ; and after a two
nights' debate,—in w4iich the Government based their whole case

* Rise of Our East African Empire, vol. ii. pp. 286—292.
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upon the duty of England to carry out the decisions of the Part IX.

Brussels Conference and stop the slave-trade,—the vote was 1882-95.

carried by 211 to 113. The division was not strictly on party Chap. 91.

lines. Though the minority was mainly composed of the Opposi-

tion, some Liberals voted with the Government, and only two of

their recognized leaders voted against the proposal. Some
complaint was made that a Protestant Mission should want the

State to support it at the public expense, and Mr. Labouchere
objected to the country " spending money to prevent missionaries

from cutting each other's throats." Sir John Kennaway replied

that the C.M.S. Mission had been in Uganda many years before

the Company, without ever asking for State aid or protection ; but

that when once the Company had occupied the country, the

position was completely altered, and England had indirectly

incurred heavy responsibilities.*

Meanwhile serious events were taking place in Uganda. There Dissension

had been constant disputes between the two Christian parties ever *" Uganda,

since the restoration of Mwanga. " Christian parties "—not
" parties of Christians," for the total number of even professing

Christians was small, but as it included most of the chiefs, their

dependents naturally ranged themselves on their sides respectively,

and so did the bulk of the nation. There was also the Moham-
medan party, but they were for the time banished from the capital.

When the last revolution took place, the chieftainships had been
divided between the Protestants and the Eomanists ; but as Mwanga
himself was mainly under the influence of the priests, some chiefs

belonging to the Protestant party—though not counted as Chris-

tians by the Mission—joined the Eomanists. Then the establish-

ment of the Company's regime,, being welcomed by the Protestants

but disliked by the adherents of the French Mission and by
Mwanga himself, caused further mutual alienation ; and gradually

the religious differences were quite overshadowed by the political

differences. The parties, in fact, were not so much Protestants

and Catholics as pro-English and pro-French—Wa-Inglesa and English
• and French

Wa-Franza, Captain Lugard calls them. The disputes about parties,

lands and other matters gave Lugard much trouble. He found
the king frequently giving unjust decisions in favour of the French
party, and had to interfere ; and yet at the same time he desired

to avoid appearing to take a side, so he balanced one against the

other whenever he could.

f

At the beginning of 1892, a fresh band of French priests arrived,

and brought the news that the Company was going to retire

—

which Lugard and Williams had kept to themselves. This
encouraged the Eomanists, and they became more violent ; tire-

* See an account of tlie debate in the CM. Intelligencer of April, 1892, in

which also is reprinted an able and comprehensive statement, " British
Interests in and around Uganda," from the Times of February 23rd.

I Rise of Our East African Empire, vol. ii. p. 70.
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arms and gunpowder had been secretly imported by them
;
" a

very httle more," wrote Mgr. Hirth, "'and Uganda would have

become a CathoHc kingdom." On January 24th, after a cold-

blooded murder of a Protestant chief, and the refusal of Mwanga
and the Romanists to give up the murderer, serious fighting took

place at Mengo. Ultimately Lugard and the Protestants com-

pletely defeated the Romanists and drove them from the capital
;

but in the battle the best of all the Christian leaders, Sembera

:Mackay, was killed, to the intense grief of the missionaries and

converts. ^= Owing to the Romanists temporarily blocking the direct

road to Mombasa, letters could only go across the Nyanza and

through German territory ; and although both sides wrote simul-

taneously to Europe, the French mail, for some strange reason

never explained but reasonably suspected, got to the coast, and to

Europe, many weeks iiefore
' the English one. The telegrams

from Zanzibar, received in London in April, were perplexing ;
and

at the end of May a long letter from I\Igi-. Hirth, the French

liishop, was published in France. It gave a woeful account of

the fighting. The poor Catholics had been long and bitterly

persecuted and "foully betrayed," and at length had been

massacred, men and women and children, by Captain Lugard,

incited by the English missionaries. This, in short, is the gist of

the letter, which concluded thus :—" It is not to the English

ofTicers that blame principally attaches: they have only the

blame of allowing themselves to be blinded by the Baganda,

themselves persuaded by the 'Reverends.' We regret one thing

^not to have been held" worthy of the crown of martyrdom."

This letter naturally caused great excitement in France
;
and

the French Foreign "Minister publicly stated that the British

Government would be held responsible "to wash its hands of

deeds which were a shame to civilization." But Mgr. Hirth had

over-reached himself. His account was at once pronounced in-

credible ; and although some correspondents of the Guardian and

Church Times protested against the slaughter of "our fellow-

Catholics" "in the interests of British Protestantism," t ahiiost

the whole of the English Press suspended its judgment until the

altera pars should be heard. But where the letters could be, and

w^hy there was no report from Lugard, no one could explain. At

last, on July 15th, Lugard's report appeared in the Times, and

on July 25t"h came the C.M.S. letters. Instantly the real facts

* Pilkington wrote of Sembera's death: "My heart is bursting with

sorrow. ... I loved him with all my soul ; every one loved him ;
the best,

the bravest, the noblest, the wisest. . . . Our joy, our comfort, our right

hand is gone. . . . God will not suffer His work to suffer.

" But oh for the touch of a vaiiish'd hand,
And the sound ot a voice that is still."

So wrote the Cambridge scholar of a black African who was a Heathen only

a few vears before.

t Oiie writer said that what had been done was worse than the Bulgarian

atrocities.
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were apparent.''' It is needless to enter into details. Let it Part IX.

suffice to quote two sentences of Lugard's. Touching the quarrels 1882-95.

that led to the fighting, he wrote, " The trouhle in every instance ^^'
'

arose from aggressions on the part of the Catholics." f And, of Lugard's

the outbreak of hostilities itself, " I emphatically state that it was clthoUcs
the Catholic party who entirely and of purpose provoked the guilty,

war." I Perhaps if it had been only Protestant missionaries and
converts who had been slandered, there would have been less

feeling exhibited ; but England could not stand a British officer's

acts being misrepresented by Frenchmen. The whole incident,

after all, seems almost providential, for it undoubtedly directed

the attention of the public to Uganda, and thus prepared the

way for the great uprising of popular feeling that presently

ensued.

In August, Lord Salisbury's Ministry gave place to Mr. Glad-
^Jn^g^*^'

stone's. What would be the new Government's attitude regarding new

Uganda ? If it had been only with difficulty that a Conservative
'^'"'^^''y-

Cabinet had been induced to move, what was to be expected from
its rivals ? It is now an open secret that Lord Eosebery, when Attitude of

invited to take the Foreign Secretaryship, positively refused if bery.

Uganda was to be deserted ; and that, rather than lose him, some
kind of assurance was given. And now the question became
urgent ; for the Company had given formal notice to the Govern-
ment, and to the Society, that it could not prolong its occupation

beyond the year of grace secured by the £16,000, that is, beyond
the current year 1892. Thereupon the C.M.S. Committee went
on deputation to Lord Eosebery, who received them with manifest

personal sympathy, but could say very little. It was afterwards

known that the Cabinet had two long meetings on the subject

;

and that Lord Eosebery had gained something was evident from
his reception of another deputation from the Anti-Slavery Society,

to whom he spoke out much more decisively than he had been His speech

able in the previous month to the C.M.S. deputation. Some of deputation,

his words on this second occasion are worth recording :

—

" I do not myself think, and I venture to ask you not to believe, that
either the Government or the country are indifferent to this question of

Uganda. I do not approach it, the Government does not approach it,

as a matter of small moment, as a remote district, which has been
momentarily occupied by a Company, soon to be evacuated by the
Company, and as a thing which in no degree affects the Imperial
Government. We, at any rate I, view it as a country of great possi-

bilities, as the key, perhaps, of Central Africa, as commanding the Nile

* Mgr. Hirth's letter was printed in the CM. Intelligencer of July, 1892
;

Captain Lugard's letter in August ; and the C.M.S. letters in September;
Lugard's full and detailed reply to the French charges, in May, 1893. See
also Lugard's own book, Tlie Rise of Our East African Empire, vol. ii. chape,
xxxii. to xxxviii.

t Times, July 15th, 1892.

X Further Papers relating to Uganda, presented to Parliament, January,
1893. Captain Lugard's Reply to the French Charges.
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Part IX. basin, as a field recently of heroic enterprise, as a land that has been
1882-95. watered by the blood of our saints and martyrs ; and I for one, as a
Chap. 91. Scotchman, can never be indifterent to a land which witnessed the
~r heroic exploits of Alexander Mackay, that Christian Bayard whose

be°ry on°^^' reputation will always be dear not only in his own immediate northern
Mackay. country but throughout the Empire at large. Gentlemen, I say that,

whereas we yiew Uganda from all these different aspects, in my opinion
you represent the greatest force of all, because you represent what
Mr. Bosworth Smith eloquently called that continuity of moral policy
which Great Britain cannot afford at any time or in any dispensation
to disregard. That continuity of moral policy is a moral force by
which, in my opinion, this country has to be judged. It is the salt
which savours our history; it is a spirit which has exalted it, and it

is by that when we have passed away that, in my belief, we shall come
to be judged. It is not by her exploits in the field that Greece remains
with us ; it is by the spiritual form of her literature. It is not by her
campaigns that Rome is best remembered, but by her laws, and imme-
diately, and in a lesser degree, by the roads and aqueducts which are
the signs of her civilization. And in the same way I believe that this
countiy, when this country stands before history, will stand, when all

else has passed away, not by her fleets or her armies or her commerce,
because other nations have fleets and armies and commerce, but by her
heroic self-denying exertions which she has put forward to put down
this iniquitous traffic." *

Meanwhile there appeared a letter from the Foreign Office to
the Company, saying that the Government would pay for the
further occupation of Uganda for three months, until March 31st.
It was a short time of grace ; but it proved sufficient, as possibly
Lord Eosebery foresaw. For at once it ehcited a most remark-
able manifestation of public opinion. Newspapers and reviews
teemed with articles on the subject. The Record issued a special
supplement, and circulated it by thousands; and the C.M.S. pro-
duced a notable pamphlet, Uganda : its Story and its Claim.
Public meetings were held all over the country, many of them
summoned by the mayors ; at some of which Captain Lugard,
who had just come home, himself spoke. Scientific Societies,

Chambers of Commerce, Diocesan Conferences, S.P.G. Meetings,
the Scotch Presbyterian Churches, passed strong resolutions and
sent memorials to the Government. Archbishop Benson, at the
Folkestone Church Congress, called for special prayer. Con-
servatives and Liberals, Churchmen and Dissenters, appeared
together on the same platforms. All spoke with the same voice :

Uganda must be retained at all costs.

On November 23rd a further announcement was made by the
Government that they were sending a Special Commissioner to

Uganda to report on " the best means of dealing with the country,"

* CM. Intelligencer, November, 1892, p. 866. In the same number are
printed the Society's Memorial to Lord Rosebery, and correspondence
between the Foreign Office and the Company ; also two powerful letters
from Captain Lugard to the Times, an article from the Spectator, speeches by
Mr. Stanley and Sir J. Kennaway, and a long and important Minute of the
C.M.S. Committee.

Three
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and the Queen's Speech at the Opening of Parhament in Fehruary Part IX.

used the same language, ^vhich, though ambiguous, was hopeful. 1882-95.

Mr. Labouchere moved an amendment to the Address, advocating Chap^Ql.

evacuation, which he did not press to a division ; but when the

vote for the expenses of the expedition was presented, he did

divide the House, and obtained 46 votes against 368—a significant

indication of the growing feeling of the country."-

But before this. Bishop Tucker, having spent some months in

the Coast District, had left for Uganda again by the Company's
new route in September, 1892. Just before starting, he received

from the Consul-General at Zanzibar an intimation by telegraph

that the Government "considered that he (the Bishop) and his

party were proceeding to Uganda on their own responsibility and

at their own risk." To this the Bishop replied in a remarkable
^jj^^*|fJJ,g

letter, putting the whole case with unique force :

—

indictment
of the

"Allow me to say in answer, and I say it with all due respect, that if Govern

-

this intimation implies that Her Majesty's Government disclaims all
'"ent.

responsibility for the safety of the English missionaries in Uganda,
should that country be abandoned and given up to civil war and anarchy,

then such disclaimer, in my opinion, does not relieve Her Majesty's

Government of such responsibility. Personally I shall be most happy to

relieve Her Majesty's Government of all responsibility for my own safety

;

but I have a duty to discharge with respect to those missionaries who
hold my license, and who in virtue of that license are now working
within my jurisdiction in Uganda, and that duty obliges me to say that,

should the Imperial British East Africa Company retire from Uganda at

the present juncture, and the country be abandoned and given \ip to

disorder, and the lives of any of our missionaries be sacrificed in conse-

quence, then upon Her Majesty's Government will rest a very lieavy and
solemn responsibility.

" Let me not be misunderstood. I deprecate in the very strongest

terms the idea that missionaries, in penetrating into savage and un-

civilized countries, should look iov or expect aid and protection from

their home Goverument. No proposition could be more preposterous,

no couteution more absurd. But if the missionaries have no right (and

clearly they have none) to compromise the home Government, on the

other hand, the home Government, I maintain, has no right to com-
promise the missionaries. And this, I submit. Her Majesty's Govern-
ment lias done with respect to Uganda.

" Fifteen years ago our missionaries entered Uganda, carrying their

lives, so to speak, in their hands, never looking for, never expecting,

Government protection. In course of time Her Majesty's Government
granted a Royal Charter to the Imperial British East Africa Company,
in which it delegated to the Company its powers of inlluence and func-

tions of government within the sphere of Bi-itish influence. In virtue of

the powers entrusted to it under that Charter, the I.B.E.A. Company
made its appearance in Uganda some two years ago. Its representative

at once (on December l^Uth, 18110) entered into a treaty with the king and
chiefs. That treaty has now been superseded by another one signed on
March 30th, 1892. In both treaties, but more especially in the latter,

* See G.M. InteUigeyicer, March, 1893, for Lord Rosebery's Instructions to

Sir G. Poi'tal, ami speeolies in the House of Conunons by Sir E. Grey and
Sir J. Keunaway.
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Part IX. the Company is pledged in the strongest possible terms to protect the
1882-95. king and people and to maintain its position in Uganda.
Chap. 91. "Naturally the adherents of the English Mission supported the

English Resident in the exercise of those powers entrusted to him liy

the English Government through the I.B.E.A. Company. The result
was that they incurred the hatred and hostility of all the other parties
in the State.

" To tear up the treaties that have been signed, after having thus
compromised the English missionaries and their adherents, and on the
faith of which the latter were led to cast in their lot with the English
Company ; to break pledges given in the most solemn manner ; to
repudiate obligations entered into with deliberation and afoi^etliought

;

and then to disclaim all responsibility for the consequences that nnist
inevitably ensue, would be, to my mind, to adopt a course of action that
I dare not at the present moment trust myself to characterize, and one
that I cannot believe would ever be sanctioned by any Government of
Her Majesty the Queen."

Uganda When Bishop Tucker reached Uganda in Decemher, he found
prJ'vinces that the country had been at peace for some months. Captain
and rulers. Lugard, before leaving, had arranged the division of the provinces

among the three parties. Six, viz., Kyadondo (in which is Mengo,
the capital), Kyagwe, Bulemezi, Busiro, Kayima, and Singo, were
allotted to Protestant chiefs ; one, but the richest of all, Budu, to

a Romanist chief, and also the Sesse Islands ; and three small
ones to the Mohammedans ; all the parties having also headquarters
at the capital. x\mong the Protestant chiefs, three were leading
members of the Church, viz., Nikodemo Sebwato, who held the
ofllice of Sekibobo, i.e. governor of Kyagwe ;

'• Paulo Bakunga, who
was Kago, i.e. governor of Kyadondo ; and Zakaria Kizito, who
was Kangao, i.e. governor of Bulemezi. Mika Sematimba t was
second in command in Busiro. The governor of Busiro is called

the Mugema ; of Kayima, the Kayima (same name) ; of Singo, the
Mukwenda ; of Budu, the Pokino. The three small Moslem
provinces and their governors are—Busuju, ruled by the Kasuju

;

Butambala, by the Katambala ; Butunzi, by the Kitunzi. It

should be added that there are also two high offices at court
without territorial responsibilities, the Katikiro and the Kimbugwe.
The former post was held by a Protestant Christian, Apolo Kagwa.
There was also the Gabunga, or admiral of the canoes. :[ Subse-
quently, in consequence of a Mohammedan revolt, Captain
Macdonald gave Butunzi to the Protestants, and Busuju to the

* Nikodemo Sebwato led some Baganda against the Mohammedan
mutineers in 1893. Captain Macdonald wrote of him : "With this stern old
Waganda chief, it was like a return to the ancient Covenanting days in
Scotland : for every evening the day's work closed with a prayer-meeting,
conducted by the Sekibobo in person, and largely attended by his followers.
The discipline he maintained in his contingent was particularly good, and he
carried out my orders in the spirit, not merely in the letter."

I Mika Sematimba is the chief who visited England with Mr. Walker in
1893.

\ See a full and interesting article by Archdeacon Walker, in the CM.
Iiitelligeticer of March, 1893.
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Eomanists, leaving Butambala to those Moslems who had Part IX.

remained loyal. Captain Lugard renders striking testimony to 1882-95.

the reasonableness of the Protestant chiefs when the first division
^ ^ap. 91.

was made. He insisted that the Eomanists should be free to Lugard's
teach their religion in the Protestant provinces, although he savs testimony
I iij.1 iij 1 TT n 1

tothegood-
ne "could not dare to make a correspondnug demand upon the nessofthe

Eomanist chiefs. " I expected," he says, "strong opposition to ^hfe
".^^"^

this, but the unanimous reply of the Protestant chiefs is still in

my memory— ' Surely, surely, we cannot coerce the religion of

God.' " '^'

The Bishop stayed in Uganda from December, 1892, till June, Bishop

1893. On January 15th he gave deacon's orders to Eoscoe and secon"
^

Millar, and, on April 9th, to Hubbard ; and, on May 28th, priest's u^° nd"a'"
orders to these three, and to Crabtree, and deacon's orders to six

Natives of Uganda—the first admitted to the sacred ministry.
These were Nikodemo Sebwato, Zakaria Kizito, Henry Wright First ordi-

Duta, Yairo Mutakyala, Yohana Muira, and Yonathani Kaidzi. Blgand°i.
The first two, who were (as above mentioned) great chiefs govern-
ing provinces, the Bishop intended should be permanent deacons,
considering that as such they might well continue their important
secular duties. Three of the six had been of the number of the
Bishop's six lay evangelists. Of the other three evangelists, one,
Sembera, was dead ; one, Mika, was in England with Walker

;

and one, Bakunga, also a provincial governor, remained a layman.
The Bishop fui'ther licensed ten new lay evangelists, making
twelve with Mika and Bakunga. He also confirmed 141 candi-
dates. And, a little later, he appointed Mr. Walker Archdeacon
of Uganda.
The Special Commissioner, Sir Gerald Portal, reached Uganda Sir Gerald

in March ; and on April 1st, the Company's rule being at an end, Uganda"
he hoisted the Union Jack. He then set himself to arrange a
more complete concordat between the two Christian parties, and
held a long conference with Mgr. Hirth and Bishop Tucker, the
result of which was an agreement on certain terms to be sub-
mitted by them to the chiefs on the two sides respectively. The
settlement was not easy ; but in his despatch to the Government
Sir G. Portal wrote :

—

" I am unwilling to conclude this desjjatch vvith(jut placing on record Portal on
my sense of the straightforwardness and conciliatory tone adopted by ^'^'j^P

Bishop Tucker througTiout these negotiations, and of the anxiety which
he manifested to come to an agreement which should secure a peace
with some prospect of permanence, even at a sacrifice of some of the
territorial possessions of the Protestant party.''

For this sentence, and its "one-sided praise," Sir G. Portal
was attacked in the House of Commons by Mr. Labouchere.
It may safely be assumed that the words were not \\Titten without
very good cause. Other critics assailed the "Christianity"

* Wis-' of Our East African Empire, vol. ii. p. 98.
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which had not prevented fighting. It is curious how men forget
the lessons of European history. Some EngUshmen rejoice over
the destruction of the Spanish Armada, glory in the heroic revolt
of the Netherlands against the tp'anny of Alva, and regard
Gustavus Adolphus as a hero, and yet are offended because the
Protestant party in Uganda, assailed and not the assailants, killed
some of the Eoman Catholic party in open war. War is at best
a sad necessity

; but it does not lie in our mouths to condemn
Africans who were forced into it.

Both Sir G. Portal and Bishop Tucker returned in due course
to the coast ; and when it appeared that the former was coming
to England, the C.M.S. Committee telegraphed to the latter to
come likewise, in view of the public discussion which would
certainly ensue. '= Sir G. Portal's Report was presented to the
Government, and published, in pathetic circumstances ; for he
died, soon after reaching England, from the effects of his African
journey. It strongly recommended the establishment of a British
Protectorate in Uganda, and the construction of a railway from
the coast thither, f The Government adopted the former sug-
gestion, but deferred the latter. On June 1st, 1894, the proposal
was debated in the House of Commons. It was of course
approved by the Conservative Opposition, so far as it went ; but
they strongly urged the importance of the railway. On the other
hand, a section of the Government supporters, led by Sir C.
Dilke, opposed the whole scheme ; but the vote of £50,000 was
carried by 218 to 52. | On August 18th, the Protectorate was
publicly proclaimed at Mengo amid great rejoicing. To complete
the story, let it be added that in the following year, on June 13th,
1895, Sir Edward Grey at last announced that "Her Majesty's
Government had come to the conclusion that it was necessary
to make the railway to Uganda "—a statement received by the
House with a burst of genuine and irrepressible cheering.

In the same year the Government superseded the British East
Africa Company in the administration of • the coast districts and
the country between them and the Nyanza. The terms imposed
upon the Company were very hard. It had done noble service
for Africa, and for the British Empire ; and the shareholders
lost the bulk of their money. Certainly the Church Missionary
Society can only remember its regime with gratitude.

* A singular illustration of the dangers of partial knowledge was
exhibited by two letters in the Times of July 6th and 7th, 1893, from the
correspondent of that paper in Uganda, Mr. Ernest Gedge, a gentleman
previously in the employ of the Company, His account of the C.M.S.
Missions and missionaries was curiously inaccurate, and was replied to in
an able and conclusive letter from Bishop Tucker, which appeared in the
Times of October 31st. See CM. Intelligencer, August and December, 1893.

t See an article by Mr. H. Morris in the CM. IntelUjencer of
May, 1894.

X The speeches of Sir E. Grey and Sir J. Kennaway were printed in the
CM. Intelligencer, July, 1894.
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We must now revert to the Uganda Mission. During all these Part IX.

vicissitudes of politics and war, the missionary work proper had 1882-95.

been steadily going forward. We have seen Bishop Tucker's Chap^9l.

surprise at Christmas, 1890. Just a year later, Mr. Roscoe wrote. The

on his first arrival in Uganda, "The services here are a marvellous Mission

sight. I was remmded of an Exeter Hall meetmg, the crush was
so great, and the eagerness to secure good places. Outside were

hundreds of people who could hear distinctly through the walls,

which are of reeds." The Church Council now decided to build

a new church, which was delayed by the war, but was opened on New
July 31st, 1892. Pilkington calculated that the cost of the labour Mengo.^

in erecting it, supposing each man engaged upon it had received

Sd. a day, would have been £1000. Five hundred trees were
used in it as pillars ; and some of these, requiring several men to

carry them, were brought five and six days' journey. At the

opening service, the offertory was arranged to be one shell from

each worshipper, rich as well as poor ; and the number of shells,

3731, revealed the number in the building. The sermons, morning
and afternoon, were preached by Henry Wright Duta and
Nikodemo Sebwato." The church only lasted about two years.

In October, 1894, it was blown down ; but not before it had
witnessed a truly wonderful work of the Spirit of God upon the

souls of men.
The Native Church Council made all arrangements for the

services, and for the Bible-classes, &c. In 1892 they appointed six

female " elders," " to help in teaching the girls and women, and Female

to look into the private life of the women who came for baptism."

The first six appointed included Sara, the wife of Duta ; two
"princesses," cousins of Mwanga, named Eudia and Kawa ; also

Ada Dumonde, Loi, and Sara Bweindee.
All the world knows now of the extraordinary eagerness of the Demand

Baganda for books, that is, especially, for the Luganda versions of
*^°'' ^°°^^

the Scriptures. Let one illustration be given from a letter of

Baskerville's in June, 1892 :

—

" Talk about sieges—if ever there was a siege it was yesterday, and
this morning it seems likely to be renewed tenfold. I mentioned that

our canoes had come, and I gave out on Sunday that the Gospels of

St. Matthew would be sold Monday morning I was roused up before it

was light by the roar of voices, and after dressing hurriedly, sallied out

to the—I had almost said—fight. Close to my house is a slight shed
used for the cows to stand in, in the heat of the day. This we banicaded,
keeping the people outside ; but barricades were useless—in came the

door, and we thought the whole place would have fallen. In ten minutes
all the hundred Gospels were sold. We now returned for some break-

fast. I had just opened another box, which I strongly suspected to he

* Of Henry Wright Duta as a preacher, Pilkington wrote in 1892 :
" I wish

I could send you in full some of Henry's sermons ; some of them have been
logical, forcible, interesting Scriptural explanations of the work of Christ

for sinners. He is a very able man ; he woiild be above the average in

Europe."

VOL. III. G g
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Part TX. books, ami I found boautifiil littlo i(Nulini:;-books, arraiij^jed by Saniwoli

1882-95. wlioii at tbo coast, al)ontS(M) in all. Hito was a linrl ! 1 had bairicaded

Chap. 91. my honso front window, and wo sold tbronoh it; tlio dot-tor selling to

—— tlie W(mien in another place. Now was a scrimmage, and shells came

pom-ing in. I have in the liouse six or seven loads of cowries. In the

evening we opened two t)ther boxes, which proved to conttun Prayer-

books and large wall reading-sheets. I am going to try and get some

breakfast nowbefore we begin selling.—(Little later.) We have siu'vived,

and taken 3(),0()0 shells for the Prayer-books. l?ut 7 should think a

thousand or more people are waiting about, each with shells, mad to buy

a book, but we have none to sell."

As the supply increased, so did the demand. At one time, in

the spring of 1893, on tlie arrival of several loads of " books," i.e.

including "reading-sheets," an average of G60 per day were sold

for eleven days running. At another time in the same year half

a million of shells (= £112) were paid for " books " in seven weeks.

The trans- Thc St. Matthew which was so popular was Mackay's, and partly
lations.

\\\^Q^ oil that account. Ashe and Gordon had translated the

larger part of the other three Gospels, but they were not yet in

print. There was now, however, in Uganda the man who
more than any other has been honoured to give the Baganda

Piiking- the Word of God in their own tongue. George Pilkington, the

*°"'^'^°'"''- Cambridge classical scholar who had been enlisted for Africa by

Douglas Hooper, had learned the language with astonishing

rapidity while on the journey from thc coast, picking it up from

some Baganda with thc caravan ; and wluui he reached Uganda,

he was able at once to talk to the people. He was now largely

occupied in translational work ; and within the following twelve

months the MSS. were sent home of St. John's Gospel, the

Epistles to the Eomans, Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, and

Colossians, and the Book of Revelation, all done for the most

part by him, with the help of Duta and other well-taught Natives.

St. Luke, St. ]\Iark, and the Acts were brought home in 1891 by

Gordon ; and Pilkington sent in 1892 all the remaining Epistles,

Exodus, and Joshua, together with Hymns, Bible Stories, a

Selection of Texts, &c. In 1893 came Genesis, the Psalms, and

Daniel, and a revised version of the Prayer-book. The rest of

the Old Testament w\as done later. The Mission has been deeply

indebted to the British and Foreign Bible Society, the Society for

Promoting Christian Knowledge, and the Religious Tract Society,

for their important aid in printing these various pulilications.

The For nearly fourteen years after the first foundation of the

b^an^ch?ng Missiou, the work had been almost wholly confined to the capital.

out. ipj^g
gtaff had been too small to be scattered ; besides which, in

the days of Mtesa's fickleness and Mwanga's tp-anny, the

missionaries were not allowed to go into the out-lying provinces.

Busoga. But in 1891, F. C. Smith w^ent to Busoga, and two Native

teachers to the very village in that country where Hannington

was murdered ; and in the same year Walker, with Mika Sema-

timba, began work in Budu (not then a Romanist province). In
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1892, after the opening of the new church, three evangehsts were Part IX.

sent to the Baziha, a tribe west of the Nyanza, in German terri- 1882-95.

tory; and in the following year three more to Busoga. For Chap^Ql.

these latter the Church Council arranged a valedictory meeting,
and conducted it themselves. " It was like an incident," wrote
Bishop Tucker, " in the Book of the Acts." In 1893, the Province Outlying

of Singo was definitely occupied by Fisher, and the Province of
p*'°^*"«=^^'

Kyagwe by Baskerville.

Native teachers were also sent to the south side of the Lake, to

work with Dermott and Hubbard at Nassa, and did excellent Nassa.

service there as missionaries in a foreign country and with a
foreign language. The Nassa Mission lost Dermott by death in

1892. Three out of the " emergency party " of four of May, 1890,
were now dead ; and the fourth, F. C. Smith, was sent home
invalided, also in 1892.

The month of December, 1893, was a great epoch in the history Spiritual

of the Uganda Mission ; an epoch not fully realized at the time, isec^.^Sga.

and very cautiously spoken of by the Committee at home, but
which subsequent events have shown to have been the starting-

point of immense development and extension. Pilkington, being
on the Sesse Islands, received into his soul a message from God
through a little book, not by a great English preacher or divine,

but by David, the Tamil evangelist, of Tinnevelly and Ceylon.
The message was that more holiness of life, more victory over
sin, more power for the Lord's service, could he gained by a more
entire faith in the present grace of a present Saviour working by
the Holy Ghost—the same message which, as we have seen,''=

came with fresh force to one of the principal Evangelical leaders at

home nine years before. At this time, the missionaries at Mengo,
Eoscoe, Baskerville, Millar, and Leakey, as well as Pilkington,
had been troubled by the "low level," as they called it, of the
Christian life of the converts, and particularly by an open an-
nouncement made to them by one convert of some years' standing,
that he intended returning to Heathenism, as his Christianity had
done him no real good. They had wished that some missioner,
like Mr. Aitken or Mr. Grubb, could come and speak to the
Baganda Christians, and perhaps be blessed to raise their spiritual

life. Probably they had not heard the counsel which the Rev.
G. H. Wilkinson (now Bishop of St. Andrew's) once said (at the
Nottingham Church Congress) that he had given to a clergyman
who asked how he should revive the religious life of his congrega-
tion

—

''My brother, revive thyself!" But this was the remedy The mis-

they apphed to the case. " Missioners," they said, " won't come se°ek?ng^
here till the railway is made : meanwhile, cannot God use us ? " blessing

On Pilkington's return from the Islands, with his own spirit revived, JeivJs^.'""

they gave themselves to earnest prayer—confession and consecra-
tion. Then they held special services for the Christians, telling And for

* See p. 287.

G g 2

the Native
Christians,
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Part IX. them ])lainly tliat they tliemselves had received a fresli Imptisra of

1HS2-95. tiie Holy Spirit, and inviting tlieni to come to the Lord and chiim
Chap. 91.

^jjg same blessing. The result overwiiehned them. It cannot

now be doubted that God gave them a real Pentecostal season.

Divine << Numbers," wrote Baskerville, " came into full light and liberty

—

response,
jj^jj^^i^.^jg .^^ ^ ^.^^-,3 . g.^ch scrvice was a time of blessing. The

man who had wished to be cut off from Church membership was

one of the first to obtain blessing." " There had been," he adds,

" a small number who had been active workers; but now many
of these received a new power. Others who had never thought of

doing anything w^ere now so tilled with joy that they could be

inacUve no longer—in native language they said, 'Joy is going to

kill us,' but instead it found scope in active witnessing. ' Ye shall

receive power '—that comes first ; ' and ye shall be witnesses

unto Me'—the natural consequence."" Let it be noted that

these words were not written in the excitement of the moment,

hut after more than two years' testing of results.

Revival Let it also l)e noted that this great l)lessing followed on a long

the°radk> course of steady reading of the Word of God. It was not upon

of^thr '"^ignorant Heathen that the S])irit fell, but upon well-taught Cliris-
^''''^'

tTans. The patient drudgery of Wilson and liitchlield and Pearson

and Mackay and O'Flaherty and Gordon and Walker in teaching to

read, and in explaining what was read, now had its reward. On
the other hand, observe that after all that patient teaching, some-

thing else was wanted. The wood had been laid in order—that

was essential as preparation. Put it was the means, not the end.

" Then," in answer to prayer, " the tire of the Lord fell."

The genuineness of every apparent revival may be tested by the

attitude of its subjects towards the Bible ; and the revival in

and lead- Meiigo stood that test. The eagerness for Scripture portions

Bibi^"-"""^*" became gi'eater than ever, and the classes for studying them
reaJing. miiUiplied. In the following year, twenty-three classes were being

held simultaneously, every day, before the early daily service ;
and

after the service about the same number of classes for candidates

for baptism. The intelligence of the people, and their acuteness

in questioning, were most marked. " Which Herod killed which

James? " asked a man working in the fields of a passing missionary.

And besides the Scripture lessons, gi'eat interest was taken in

the occasional oral instruction on the history of Christianity in

En'^land, and of the Reformation—so important in a country where

Romanists were at work.

Great ex- It was from this time that the great extension of recent years

^"^/^or^^ he^an. Just after the revival, the British Resident, Colonel
tae wor

.

^J|^^^^^^ ^^^^ Captain Macdonald on a hostile expedition against

Kabarega, King of Bunyoro ; and Pilkington went with the army,

on purpose to gain opportunities of making known the Gospel

among many who had never heard it. " Many and many," says

* The Gospel in Uganda, p. 49.
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Baskerville, "have I come across who speak of that tmie as one Part IX.

of blessmg." On his way back, Pilkington passed through the 1882-95.

Province of Singo, and was struck by tlie system that Fisher, the
Cliap^91.

young and sohtary missionary there, had adopted. He had started

a number of small reading-rooms—" synagogues," he called them The new

—at villages in his district. Simple teaching, or even mere read- Rogues,
ing, was regularly carried on in them by the better-instructed

Christians. Fisher had got twenty such "synagogues." Pilkington
went back to Mengo and suggested the general adoption of the
system ; and within a year, by the end of 1894, there were two
hundred of them. Some 4000 people were gathering in them
daily ; and on Sundays some 20,000. The Chm'ch Council had
sent out 131 teachers, and was supporting them. Twenty of these
were outside Uganda proper, and might be regarded as foreign

missionaries. The baptized Christians were already 2350, and the
catechumens 1100. And this was but an earnest of the progress
subsequently made.

So rapid an advance is always accompanied by real perils. It

always means an increase of merely nominal Christianity, and
therefore of inconsistency and backsliding. The devil never lets a
successful work of God alone. It is important not to overstate
the results of such movements as have now been described

;

important, too, not to understate them, or to fail in thankfulness
to God for them.

All this while, what had become of the man who had brought wherewas
to the Mission the chief translator of the Bible and chief instru- Hooper^
ment in the revival ? It was Douglas Hooper who had enlisted

Pilkington ; and where was Hooper ?

When he returned with Bishop Tucker from Uganda in 1891,
he rejoined his young wife at Frere Town ; and together they
went and settled at Jilore, the northernmost of the coast stations.

There they laboured with great devotion among a people very His work
different from the Baganda, far lower in an earthly sense, and far ^ti'i^re.

more difficult, humanly speaking, to raise. Yet even among such
a 2:)eople the power of Divine grace was manifested, and at one
time a blessing was vouchsafed at Jilore similar to that we have
seen poured out in Uganda, though on a very much smaller scale.

Indeed Hooper was content to work quietly and patiently upon
quite a little community, trusting that in God's good time a
nucleus of thoroughly spiritually-minded Africans might be formed,
through whom a wide influence should gradually be exercised.
Here, too, as in Uganda, the work was based on Bible-study.
Expositions were given at daily service, and there were three
Bible-readings weekly, besides a prayer-meeting. " Do not be
afraid," \\Tote Hooper, " of too much teaching of the Word. We
need to pile up the wood. The fire is promised, and will certainly
come : let us prepare for it."

In 1892-3, Bishop Tucker twice visited Jilore, and confirmed
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Part IX. twenty-eight candidates. His account on the second occasion
1882-95. ^vas most encouraging in every way, especially touching the

P' incipient " Native Church," which ho found " self-supporting.

Bishop self-administering, self-extending." " It is impossihle," he wrote,

Juore^'^^*
"to visit such a work as that at Jilore without learning many
lessons. The energy and intensity of the convictions of the
workers have impressed themselves indelihly on the lives of the
members of the Church. The result is apparent on every hand

—

in the church, in the school, the class, the home, the field, and
the road." Hooper had in after years to experience the sad truth
referred to before, that the devil specially assails a really good
work. But first, a calamity of a different kind fell upon it. In

Death of October, 1893, Mrs. Hooper died. A touching testimony to her
Hooper, " swcctness of character," her " missionary zeal," and her " love

for the souls of others," was sent to her father, the Rev. 1<\

Baldey, by Bishop Smythies, of the Universities' Mission. Eight
months later, that inti'cpid pioneer missionary and devoted bishop

fi'^sho'^
died at sea himself, honoured and regretted, not only by his own

Smythies. Missiou, but by many C.M.S. men who liad received kindness at

his hands, and knew how to value a life of genuine zeal and self-

denial. Of Mrs. Hooper, Bishop Tucker wrote :

—

" Humanly speaking, her loss is irreparable. No words of mine can
truly tell what she was to the work out here. Her saiutliness and
holiness of life impressed all with whom she came in contact. Her lovo
and gentieness won the hearts of even the most unimpressionable. Her
faithful witness to the truths of the Gospel has borne, and will yet
bear, more fruit in the days to come. We are impoverished, terribly

impoverished, by her absence ; but richer, unspeakably richer, by her
life and noble example. The box of ointment has indeed been broken,
but the fragrance is all around—the fragrance of a life of holy living,

luiwearied toil, and self-sacrificing labour in the cause of Christ. None
of us who had the privilege of knowing Mrs. Hooper will ever forget

her. As we thank God for all His servants departed this life in His
faith and fear, we os2)ecially thank Him for Edith Hooper. Jilore is

indeed bereaved !

"

Many in England could say Amen to every word of this striking

testimony. The missionary band has had no nobler member than
Edith Hooper.
Thus another African chapter closes with the call from earthly

toil to heavenly rest of labourers for Africa. Is there not a rich

Blessing blcssiug iu storc for a race whose evangelization is purchased

^ith'\^a\^ri-
"^^'^^^^ '^^^ Sacrifice of such lives? But the salvation of the race—

•

fice. or of God's elect from among the race—has been purchased with
a far greater sacrifice still, the sacrifice of the Son of God. And
what higher destiny can there be for any man, for a Hannington
or a Parker or a Smythies, for an Alexander Mackay, for a Cotter
or a Hill or a Hunt or a Dunn or a Dermott or a Redman or

a Greaves, for an Edmund or Caroline Fitch, or for an Edith
Hooper, than to "till up that which is behind of the afflictions

of Christ for His body's sake, which is the Church " ?



CHAPTEE XCII.

India : The Men and their Work.

Increase of Missionaries and Converts—Deaths of Missionaries : Bishop

Sargent, &c.—Deaths of Indian Clergymen : Manchala Ratnam, the

Brothers Viravagu, W. T. Satthianadhan, Piari Mohan Rudra,

Jani Alii, Sorabji Kharsedji, &c.—Literary Work of Archdeacon

Koshi Koshi and Dr. Imad-ud-din—Striking Conversions—First-

fruits of Gonds andBheels—The Native Churches—Church Building
— Divinity Schools—Boarding Schools, &c.—Higher Education

—

Associated Evangelists—Medical Missions

—

Literary Work—
Extension : Quetta, &c.—Women Missionaries.

" To 1IW to live is Clirist, and to die is gain."—Phil. i. 21.

" 0)' viinistry, let us give ourselves to our ministry ; or he that teacheth, to his

teaching."—Rom. xii. 7, R.V.

would not be profitable to give in this work the Part IX,

detailed history of the various Missions of the Society 1882-95.

in India during the years now under review, 1883-94. Chap. 92.

For the most part that history is but the continuation

of the same agencies and efforts fully described before.

It is proposed in this chapter to present some general notices of

the C.M.S. missionaries and their work, with a few illustrative

incidents ; and in the next to dwell more particularly upon some
special features both of the work and of its environment during

the period, including a wider view of Christianity in India.

Confining ourselves for the present to the Ohmxh Missionary

Society, we find a remarkable increase in the number of mis- increased

sionaries in the twelve years. In Bengal and the North-West m^^ion-°^
and Central Provinces, i.e. the Diocese of Calcutta before that aries in

of Lucknow was formed, the number was doubled, rising from
48 to 98. In the Punjab and Sindh, it was all but doubled,

rising from 31 to 60. In Western India the advance was from
11 to 16, and in South India from 32 to 51. Total advance, from
122 to 225. The number added to the roll was 173, but of course

there were many deaths and retirements. By far the greater part

of the increase was effected in the later years of the period, after

the Policy of Faith was adopted. In the same period, 79 Natives

were ordained ; but the deaths among the Indian clergy were
ntmierous, and the nett number only increased from 126 to 153.

The Native lay agents, male and female, increased from 1870 to

2675. The number of Native Christian adherents did not rise in
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Part IX. the same proportion ; and of course any results of the work of a
1882-95. larger stalf would not naturally appear at once, because so many
Clia||)J)2. ^^j jj^g j^^,^^. ,,,,,,, joimng in the latter years of the period, would

he still only in the preparatory stages of their career when the

figures were made up. The number of adult converts baptized in

19,000 adult the twelve years was 19,100, which figure nearly represents the

nett increase in the period, viz., from 99,800 to 119,580; the

deaths, and some defections and excommunications, being about

balanced by the natural increase of the Christian population.

What do 19,000 adult baptisms mean '? They mean the instruction,

one by one, of all those individuals. Take as a specimen six

months in Calcutta in 1891 ; not, be it observed, in a rural

district where many come over together, but in a city where

progress is confessedly slow. Mr. Clifford (now Bishop of Luck-

now) thus enumerated thirty-one persons baptized in thirty

weeks :

—

"On -liuiu 2Sth, 1891, a Mohiuninedan servant, with throe children;

afcafcutta Ji'lv -'"^tli, a Kiiliii Braliiiian headiiiastt-r of an important Hindu school,

in thirty with his wife, two gro\vii-ui) childri'ii (.son and daugliter), and two
weeks. younger children; August :.'or(l, a Moliauiincdan woman; Septeiuher

3nl, a Bengali doctor, witli wife, son, and daughter; Sei>tember (ith, a

gardener and a widow woman; September L'Dth. a young man (student),

son <)f the civil svnf,aH>n of a Mofussil .station; Octolter 1 Ith, a young
man (Hindu); October IlHIi. a wealthy Hindu gentleman of position

and cultvne and an honorary magistrate, with his wife; October l^"»th,

a Hindu fakir; Novemlier l'>th, a domestic servant, and the two y<MUig

daughters of tlie gentleman haiitizi-d ou Octoher ll^th; l)eci'n\lier (ith,

a respectable V'ung Mohanunedau ; January 1st, IH'.>2. a lejjcr man and
leper woman; January lOtli, a Hindu woman and younj^ man (Brahman
and educated); January lOth, a young (educated) Brahman lady of

wealthy family."

In noticing the pcrsovicl of the India Missions, let us begin

Some mis- with the missionaries who died in the period. Through the

whoTild. goodness of God they were not many. Two respected German
veterans were taken : E. Droese, after just half a century in India,

including forty-two years of C.M.S. service, mostly at Bbagalpur,

where he began the Mission among the Paharis or hill-men, and
produced Scripture versions and other works ; and C. G. Daeuble,

who had laboured thirty-six yeai*s at various North India stations,

and wdiose widow and daughters are still engaged in missionary

labours, one of the latter in connexion with the C.E.Z.M.S. Another

widow, who died in 1885, Mrs. Eeuther, was for a time practically

"missionary in charge" at Kangra, acting as "mother" of the

Native agents and congregation in tlie absence of any European
or Indian clergyman, anci, with her daughters, preaching and
"singing the Gospel" at the Hindu inelas. One other widow
must be mentioned, Mrs. Baker, senior, whose husband was one

of the first missionaries in Travancore in 1818, and who herself

was one of the Kohlhoff family employed in the old S.P.C.K.

Mission. She carried on her delightful Girls' School for more
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than twenty years after her husband's death, and died herself Part IX.

in 1888, at the age of eighty-six. Three men were caUed away 1882-95.

in the midst of their usefuhiess : J. W. Stuart, a faithful labourer
Chap.^92.

at Jabalpur and Aligarh for nearly twenty-nine years ; Henry
Williams, the first Islington man to read the Gospel at the Bishop
of London's ordination, a most earnest itinerating missionary in

the Nuddea district for twelve years ; and George Shirt, of Sindh,
noted for his mastery of the Sindhi language, into which he
translated a large part of the Bible and Prayer-book and the
Pilgrim's Progress, besides much other linguistic work. He died
at Quetta in 1886, after twenty years' valuable service.'''

But the greatest loss was in Tinnevelly, when Bishop Sargent Bishop

died in 1889. Four years before, in July, 1885, the jubilee of his
^^'"e^"'-

first going to Tinnevelly, in 1835, as a lay catechist, had been
celebrated with much rejoicing, and with remarkable tokens of the His jubilee

respect and affection with which he was regarded, not only by
the Christians, but by the Heathen also. On the first day,' four
special services and meetings were held, attended by some 3000
Christians ; and the Eev. Joseph David, one of the senior Native
pastors, read a historical sketch of the Church in Tinnevelly,!
giving comparative figures for the two years 1835 and 1885.
When Sargent arrived, there were 224 villages occupied—now
there were 1008; then, 8693 Native Christian adherents—now
56,287; then, 114 communicants—now 11,246; then, o«c Native
clergyman—now 68 ; then, no contributions from the Christians

—

now Es. 33,057. 1 On the two following days, addi'esses were
presented by the Heathen Hindu gentlemen of Tinnevelly Town Heathen
and Palamcotta respectively. The reader of the latter address, f" him.
when he had finished it, said he wished to add a few words on his
own account, and spoke as follows :

—

" Reference has been made to the laroe church which we daily pass
by as vye go to the river. How often liave I come to the door and
looked in to see your mode of worship, but hearing the Bishop preach
I have lieen constrained to stand and hear him to' the end. What has
been the spell that has bound mo to the spotr* You are so fluent in
Tamil, and so well acquainted with the idioms of our language, but it is

not that. You use such striking illusti'ations, but it is not that. You
employ such clear and logical arguments, but it is not that. What
then ? ^ It is the kind_ and loving way in which you address all classes

;

the aft'ection for us which you carry in your manner and in your words."

* See CM. Intelligencer, September, 1886.

t Printed in the CM. Intelligencer of October, 1885, p. 737. A compre-
hensive and detailed Report on Tinnevelly, by Bishop Sargent hiTn.sclf,

appeared in the Intelligencer of January and February, 1884.
t The figures were for the C.M.S. districts only. The S.P.G. figures would

not be much smaller. An equally striking comparison was made when Prince
Albert Victor visited Tinnevelly in 1889, fourteen years after the visit of his
father the Prince of Wales. In those fourteen years the 1100 Christian con-
gregations (C.M.S. and S.P.G.) had increased to 1636; the Christian ad-
herents, from 60,600 to 95,568 ; the conuiiunicants, from 10,380 to 20,030

;

the Native clergy, from 54 to 113. {CM. Intelligencer, February, 1890.)
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The ]5ishop came to England for tlie Ijanil)eth Conference of

1888, but was too ill to attend it. He bade farewell to the Society

at the Valedictory Meeting of that year in St. James's Hall, went
back to his post, resumed his labours, broke down, and died on
October 11th, 1889.

Sargent's old friend Bishop Caldwell, the head of the S.P.G.
Tinnevelly Mission, did not long survive his brother bishop. He
died on August 28th, 1891. The C.M.S. Committee adopted a

full and appreciative Minute on the occasion. We have before

noticed the parallelism of the lives of the two men, and their

respective characteristics. To both of them—to the grace of God
that w^as in them—the Church in Tinnevelly ow^es a debt that

can never be repaid. Tw'o other distinguished missionaries, not

b(;longing to the C.M.S., who died in tlie same year as Bishop
Caldwell, should be mentioned, viz., the Kev. R. R. Winter, head
of the S.P.G. Mission at Delhi for thirty years, and the Rev. John
Newton, the venerable American Presbyterian of Lahore, who
gave lifty-six years' work to India. Both these were in the front

rank of Indian missionaries.

Some eminent Native clergymen also died in the period. The
Rev. Manchala Ratnam, who entered into rest in 1886, will be

rememl)ered as the first Brahman converted in Robert Noble's

School at Masulipatam, and as having been one of the first two
Native clergymen in the Telugu Mission. ''^ In his later years he
was missionary in general charge of the whole Masulipatam
District, with a staff of Native catechists and schoolmasters under
him, ministering to 2500 Christians scattered among the villages,

and preaching and teaching the Gospel to the Heathen ; besides

W'hich he was Secretary of the Provincial Church Council. He
also gave valuable assistance in the revision of the Telugu Bible

and Prayer-book, and the translation of other works ; for he was
a good linguist, knowing Tamil, Hindustani, Sanscrit, and English

well, and also Latin and Greek fairly and some little Hebrew.
"In personal appearance," wrote Mr. Padtield,f "he was a most
striking figure, tall, and of a handsome, commanding presence

—

the very &ca?< ideal of a high-caste Native gentleman"; and all

honoured him as a faithful and consistent Christian. On
November 10th, 1886, he went to a prayer-meeting, and it fell

to him to read a missionary litany wdiich it was customary to use.

He was on his knees, and came to the words, " That Christ may
be magnified in our bodies, whether by life or by death," when
in a moment he fell down unconscious, and in a few minutes

passed aw^ay. At his funeral a convert of his own officiated,

another ex-Brahman, the Rev. Atsanta Subbarayadu. Such a

life, such a death, such a Ijurial—are they not a recompense for

any missionary labours ?

* See Vol. II., pp. 178, f22; also Mr. Poole's speech, at p. 167 of this

Voliame.

t C'.J/. Rtelliijimar, March, 18&7, p. 161.
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The death of the senior Tehigu clergyman, once a proud Part IX.

Brahman, was foUowed by another death,- that of one of the 1882-95.

latest ordained, a humble Mala by caste,—an illustration indeed ^^^'

of the all-embracing power of the Gospel. This Mala was the

Eev. Domatatti Stephen, who fell a victim to the bite of a snake. Rev.

His name is worth putting on record, as one of the first three Stephen.

'

members of his despised race to be ordained to the ministry of the

Church. Their ordination day, February 24th, 1884, was a great

day in the Telugu Mission. They had been selected, and examined,
and presented to the Bishop of Madras, not by the Society or its

missionaries, but by the Councils of the Native Church ; and,

when in orders, they were located, and paid, by the Covmcils.

Their stipend was Es. 20 (about 27s.) per month. Stephen was
of course not a scholar, or what would with us be called a
" gentleman," like Eatnam ; but he had long been highly valued

as a lay preacher and "elder," and he did good work as pastor

at Eaghavapuram.
In that same year 1886 died the two remarkable brothers The

Viravagu, Devanayagam and Vedhanayagam. They were Tamil v^iravag\i.

converts from the influential Vellalar caste in Tinnevelly, and
were brought to Christ through the teaching in a mission school.

Both became teachers themselves, and in time the former became
Inspecting Catechist, while the latter was attached to the Itinerant

Mission of Eagland, Fenn, and Meadows in North Tinnevelly.

Both were ordained together, by Bishop Dealtry, in 1859. The
Eev. Devanayagam Viravagu became a pastor in the Mengnana-
puram District under John Thomas, and eventually was appointed
Superintendent of the whole district, with some twenty pastors

under him. The Eev. Vedhanayagam Viravagu continued to work
wath Mr. Meadows, and when the Englishman came home finally

in 1877, the Tamil took his place, and for nine years had charge of Testj-

all the congregations in North Tinnevelly. When Bishop Sargent vedhana°
took the chairmanship of the District Church Councils, there was yagam-

one exception : Vedhanayagam was appointed chairman of the

Council of his own district. Mr. Meadows, in a touching "In
Memoriam " of the brothers,* tells a most striking story to

illustrate the consistency of his Christian character :

—

*' A Native farmer was deeply impressed with the teaching contained
in a Gospel which one of us had given him. He was disposed to become
a Christian. But could he ? Were not the holy precejats of the
Christian faith too high a standard for Hindus F They were good and
suitable for the more lofty moral nature and life of Englishmen. Could
Hindus live according to them F He would see. He had heard that
one of our catechists lived alone in his tent, far away from us, far away
from his Avife and family. ' Let me,' he thought, ' see how he lives. Let
me see if his morals and aims are higher than those of the Heathen.'
He asked its permission to go and live with Mr. Vedhanayagam. He
was so struck with his loving devotion, his purity of life, his evident

* C,l/, Intelligencer, July, 1886.
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Part IX. ilisinterestedness of purpose, that he soon came back to 11s and recpiested

1882-95. haptism, sayin^f that now he knew that HincUis could be Christians, for

Chap. 92. he had seeri it in the Hfe of our friend. They have been staunch friends

ever since."

"My dear and much-loved Inother,"—with these words Mr.

Meadows concluded his In Memoriam,—" you have lahouiod

long and faithfully, and have left a sweet savour of Christ behind

you. Take you ^for all in all, I shall not look upon your like

again !

"

other In 1889 died no less than nine of the Tinnevelly clergy : seven of

Tamil tliem sons of Native Christians, and two converts from Heathenism.
'^ "^^'

One was the senior of the Tamil clergy, the Eev. Jesudasen John,

son of the earliest of all, the Rev. John Devasagayam. He had

been forty-two years in the ministry, and for his last fourteen

years had been pastor of the Palamcotta congregation. Another,

the Rev. Perianayagam Arumanayagam, pastor of Asirvadhapuram,

had been in orders thirty years, and a lay catechist twenty years

before that.

But the most conspicuous loss of the period among the Tamil

Rev. w.T. clergy was the pastor of Zion Church, Madras, the Rev. W. T.

fnadhan Satt liianadhau. We have met him several times before in this
^"'

History, and, in particular, we have read part of his touching

speech at Exeter Hall when in England in 1878. - We rememl)er

him as a convert in Mr. Cruickshanks' English School, and his

and Mrs. ^vife as a representative of the fourth generation of Native Christi-

Satthi- fuiity, and a sister of tlie Jesudasen John above mentioned. She
anadhan.

^^,.^g-^.^].^,^ f^.^,^^ y^^^. husband in Octobcr, 1890, after a beautiful life

in Madras, recognized and admired by all. A non-Christian paper,

the Hindu, described in warm terms her girls' schools, her zenana

work, and her literary efforts—one Tamil book, TJw Good Mother,

being very popular among all classes,—and said, " Her simplicity

of character, her self-sacrificing love and care for others, her

single-hearted devotion to her work, have attracted the notice of

all wdth wdiom she came in contact. She occupied an unique

place in the Native Christian Church of Madras." That is a

Heathen testimony to the character of a Native Christian woman.

Her husband did not long survive her. He died in February,

1892, while on a visit to Tinnevelly. He was the leading Native

clergyman at Madras, and was one of Bishop Cell's Examining

Chaplains. On the Bishop's recommendation, Archbishop Benson

had conferred on him the Lambeth degree of B.D. The Senate

of Madi-as University had elected him a Fellow, thus admitting

him to a seat on the governing body. And all the while he

was a simple-minded, devoted minister of Christ, an intelligent

Evangelical Churchman, and a thorough missionary. Mr. Gray

in his "In Memoriam" said that Satthianadhan had been his

intimate friend for thirty-five years, and that he could not recall

" any closer and happier friendship he had ever made." f

* See p. 71. t '^^- Intelligencer, May 1892, p. 337.
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North India also lost some of its leading Native clergy in the Part IX.

period. The Eev. Madho Earn, pastor at Jabalpur, died in 1888. i^^^"^^-

He was converted while a student at St. John's College, Agra, ^^'

having been one of those ten boys from among whom French North

hoped for a Titus or a Timothy.* The Rev. Modhu Sudan Seal,
^^^^l^,

who died in 1890, was a venerable clergyman whom we have met
in Sindh, and who in later years was pastor at Kidderpore, a

suburb of Calcutta. He, too, was a fruit of educational work,

having been in Duff's College when a youth. The Rev. David R/x.- d^^*'*

Mohan we have also met, as a convert of Bowley's at Chunar, as

a helper of Leupolt's at Benares, and as pastor of Muirabad, the

Christian village near Allahabad. He died in 1893 after fifty-five

years' service under the Society. " Of all the men I have known
in the C.M.S. North Indian congi-egations," wrote Mr. Ellwood,

"his simple and practical Christian life struck me most. His
personality was a great factor in the North Indian Church."
" His memory is blessed," wrote Sir William Muir, "as that of a

good and faithful man." He also rendered valuable help in the

revision of the Hindi Bible and Prayer-book.

Still more worthy of special remembrance was the Eev. Piari Rev. Pian

Mohan Rudra, of Bengal. He was a man of some consideration R°dr^a"

by birth, his family belonging to the old landed aristocracy of the

country. He, too, was a convert from Hinduism, and one of the

very few to whom the Brahmo Samaj proved a stepping-stone to

Christianity. He and three other Hindus of position came under
the influence of Dr. Dutf about the same time, and were baptized

by him in 1860. Subsequently he joined the Church of England,
and became headmaster of one of the Society's High Schools at

Calcutta. In 1874 he was ordained by Bishop Milman, and was
appointed pastor of the Native congi-egation at Trinity Church.

He also acted as local Secretary of the Christian Vernacular

Education Society, and worked in the Almshouses and the Leper
Asylum. In 1882 he became C.M.S. missionary at Burdwan, and
gained great influence there among the leading Hindu gentlemen ;

and in 1887 he was appointed to the very important post of

superintending missionary of the Nuddea District, a post held at

other times by such men as A. P. Neele, J. Vaughan, A. Clifford

(now Bishop of Lucknow), and P. Ireland Jones ; but on June 4th,

1889, he died, at the age of fifty. The Indian Churchman, the

representative of advanced High Churchmen at Calcutta, wrote of

him :
" It is sometimes said that Native Christians do not attain

to a high degree of spiritual stature ; but Mr. Rudra's life was a fair

reply to such an assertion. There was a simplicity, a manliness, a

loveableness, and a spirituality about him, as well as a zeal and
intellectual vigour, which in combination presented a type of Chris-

tian character that would be recognized as a noble one anywhere." f

* Vol. II., p. 169.
"j" The article was reprinted in the CM. Intelli<jencer of September, 1889,

together with a biographical sketch by a Bengali Christian.
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Aiiother devoted Bengali clergyman was the Eev. Samuel
Eajkristo Bose, a spiritual child, as before related, "^^ of R. P.

Greaves. " He was a man," wrote the editor of the Calcutta

localized Gleaner after his death in 1894, " whose praise was in

all the churches. He was an example to all of being instant in

season and out of season. No place was considered unsuitable by

him to proclaim his Master's love. In the railway-carriage, in

the tram-car, by the roadside, and in the houses of Hindus, he

constantly preached the Gospel."

A much younger man, only seven years in orders, but much
beloved, was the Rev. Dina Nath, one of Mr. Bateman's converts

in the Narowal School, baptized in 1873, trained in the Lahore

Divinity College under Dr. Hooper, ordained in 1881, and then

engaged as an assistant tutor in the Divinity College. He was
a good theological scholar, with a competent knowledge of Greek

and Hebrew; and he was noted for "his prayerful, holy demeanour
and the transparent purity of his character."

One more must be named, who, though a Native of India,

counted as an English clergyman, the Rev. Jani Alii. He also

died in 1894, deeply lamented. He was originally a Mohammedan,
a Native of Hyderabad, the capital of the Nizam's dominions. We
have before seen him as a convert in Robert Noble's School, as the

chosen chief speaker at the meeting of both Christians and non-

Christians called to do honour to Noble's memory, as the Cam-
In-idge graduate whose influence sent the future Bishop Parker

into the Mission-field, as a much-applauded speaker at the Croydon

Church Congress, as a missionary at Bombay.f The Decennial

Conference at Calcutta in 1882 appealed earnestly for missionaries

for the Mohammedans of Bengal, and in response Jani Alii was
appointed to start a regular Mohammedan Mission at Calcutta ;

and there he laboured most earnestly for ten years. Of that work
he gave an account at the C.M.S. Annual Meeting of 1892, when
he was on a visit to England.]; Mr. Philip Ireland Jones's

extremely interesting " In Memoriam " of him gives a fuller and

most graphic description of it,§—also a vivid picture of the man,

affectionate, humble, sympathetic, devoted to his Divine Master's

service. The work he set before him was the hardest conceivable :

why should " true believers " in Allah and Mohammed listen to a

renegade, or even treat him with common courtesy ? But his

patience never gave way; his faith never faltered. " As long as

God permits me health and strength," he wrote, " I shall not spare

myself. I have no right to do so. I am entirely His, to spend

and be spent in His service. My only prayer is that He will use

me to the utmost."
In that same year, 1894, the Western India Mission lost two of

its six Native clergymen, the Rev. Appaji Bapuji and the Rev.

* Vol. II., p. 553.

t See Vol. II., pp. 179, 548 ; and pp. 13, 49, 140 of this Volume.
+ See CM. Intelligencer, June, 1892. § Ibid., January, 1895.
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Sorabji Kharsedji, the Brahman and the Parsee whose conversion Part IX.

our Forty-second Chapter recorded. "'^ Of Sorabji's hxst hours a }^^^'~^^'

singularly beautiful account was written by his daughter, Miss ^^'
'

Cornelia Sorabji, B.A., so well known as the first Indian " girl- Rev.

graduate." f Let us take one extract :

—

Kharse'dji.

"When his voice got feebler he asked u.s to read or sing to liiin. Over Miss c.

and over again we sang him, 'I could not do without Thee,' which he had Sorabji's

loved all through his illness. Then he asked for the Magnifhat and her father's

Psalm Ixvii., ' God be merciful to us '—
' our wedding Psalm ' as he said to death,

mother ; and for the Gloria and Doxolofjy, and the Gloria in Excehis—
this last over and over again ; and when the pain was very Lad, and he
could not speak, we caught his voice very weak and trembling, murmur-
ing still, ' We prai>ie Thee, we blesis Thee, we loorship Thee.' Truly,

indeed, did he give God the glory. And how jealous he was of God's
honour ! We must worship The Trinity—was always his teaching, and
even on his death-bed he enforced this. Some one had said something
of ' the glory of God the Father.' Father heard it, and added, ' And the
Son, and the Holy Ghost.'

" The Indian Church was in his mind. Earlier in life he had dreamt
of One Church for India ; but later he saw how impossible this would
be ; and in those days of sickness he spoke much to us of the One Spirit

pervading every branch of the Christian Church. His had always been a
wonderfully Catholic spirit ; he was one of the few who could combine
zeal with charity. I want this known, for it is a rare combination. For
most of us lessor souls, what we gain in width we lose in intensity. But
he ever showed himself fearless in championing what he believed to be
best for the branch of the Church to which he belonged ; while yet, day
by day, lovingly seeking points of concord between himself and others.

" So, lying there dying, he murmured, ' One Fold, 07ie Shepherd, one

Church there.' Mother said to him, ' Let not your heart be ti'oubled,

neither let it be afraid : I go to prej^aro a place for you.' He smiled back
at her, ' a home,^ lie said, ' a hojne for yoxi.'

" Near the end he said and asked for the Nu72c Dimittis and the 23rd
Psalm. I cannot count the number of times we said this last. The
doctor came in then ; I had still hoped something might be done, but
realized partly what w^as coming when he said to mother, ' Keep near
him ; he will not be long now.' I felt the world had come to an end for

us ; and the worst of it all was that he must make that journey alone : the
dear father who could never bear to go anywhere without us—and all

our love, great and strong as it was, could do nothing to keep him with
us. I think he divined the trouble at our hearts, for he said, ' Tliy rod,

and Thy staff, they comfort me.'
" To another doctor who came later, and asked how he was, he said,

' My soul doth maynify the Lord.' That was his one desire, and all

thought of himself was lost in it. Later, he said our blessed Lord's
own dying words, 'Into Thy hands I commend my spirit'; but the last

word of all, with one finger pointed upwards, and the light as if from

* Vol. II., p. 174.

t Miss C. Sorabji was the one lady in the English College at Poona, with
300 male students. She there won many prizes and honours ; and in the
final B.A. examination of the Bombay University, she was one of four in the
whole Presidency—the other three being men—who were jilacod in the first

class. At the age of twenty-three she was appointed Professor of English in
the College at Ahmedabad, and lectured to the men students. Subsequently
she came to England, and read law at Somerville Hall, Oxford,
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Part IX. the Throne shiiiiiif^ in every line of liis mtii^fiotJ. glorified countpnanco, was
1882-95. ' Home .'

'

Chap. 92. " I have never before seen death—biit if that be death which we
watched, then, indeed, 'the best is yet to lie.' Why do men dread it—
that gentle, peaceful, glorious realization f That is what it was to him

—

attainment, joy, satisfaction, rest. We all felt as if a Presence had been

amongst us, as if the Lord Christ Himself had come and stretched out two

loving hands, and drawn him gently from Time to Eternity."

"One " One Fold, One Sheplierd, One Church"—what greater proof

shipher^cT, do we need of it than the record of such a death-bed ? We seera

Church " ^^ ^56 reading from the old biography of some Christian clergyman

at home a century ago, in the days when the utterances of last

hours were so carefully noted down. And we are really reading of

a dark-skinned Indian, once a Parsee, a Heathen, and brought up

knowing nothing of Christ ; while the writer, his daughter, is an

accomplished Christian lady, representing the highest results of

the combination of English and Indian culture. " One Eace, One
Eevelation, One Eedeemer "—and therefore "One Fold, One
Shepherd, One Church."

Mr. and Mrs. Sorabji were not only the parents of the "girl-

graduate " and her sisters. Theirs was the first Christian influence

exercised upon the famous Brahman lady, Pundita Eamabai. She

was at Mrs. Sorabji's Victoria High School at Poona, but was

removed for fear of the Christian teaching. Then, when she met

the Eev. Nehemiah Goreh at the Wantage Sisters' Home at

Poona, her mind was all ready for his instructions, and her con-

version ensued.

We are sometimes asked what Missions have accomplished.

Are not the lives and deaths of such men as these, and as those

other Indian clergymen commemorated in our Sixty-second

What Chapter, sufficient answer ? They are but a sample of the great
samples

! j^^^^^.^^g^ ^f g^^js ^yhich God has given us ; but what a sample !

''

John Devasagayam, Paul Daniel, V. Sandosham, the brothers

Viravagu, W. T. Satthianadhan, George Matthan, Manchala

Eatnam, Tulsi Paul, Piari Mohan Eudra, Sorabji Kharsedji, Jani

Alii,—to name only a few,—what trophies of Divine grace ! what

examples of the power of the Holy Ghost ! And, as we have

seen, it is not always the man only, but his wife and faixiily—those,

for instance, of Sorabji and Satthianadhan. Take one other case.

Here is a Punjab clergyman with a much less familiar name, the

Wife of a Rev. Dlwan Sahib Dyal, ordained in 1887. His wife dies in 1889,

^ergyman and Mr. Perkins is constrained to write of her thus :

—

" Their home was a model of all that a Christian pastor's home ought

to be. The mother had overcome the immense drawbacks of her

* We ought uot to omit here a humble Native Christian, uever ordained, but

a man whose conversion in 1859 led to the conversion of many hundreds of

people, and wlio died in 1891. Tliis was P. Venkayya, of Raghavapuram, in

tlie Telugu Mission. See a long and extremely interesting- sketch of his life,

by the missionary who baptized him, the Eev. T. Y. Darling, in the CM.
Intelligence- of December, 1892.
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early surroundings in Heathenism ; she ruled her children with love and Part IX.

power, and was the centre (jf the tender aftectiun which united all the 1882-95.

members of that happy family to each other. Now it has pleased the Chap. 92.

Lord to call her to Himself; as her bereaved husband writes, ' She fell -—

-

asleep while I was holding her, and softly praying with her, going to the

peace which her name Ruth indicated, to the rest of the Lord on His
holy day of rest, Sunday, August 18th. For seventeen years of Christian

life she was with us ; I shall go to her, but she will not return to me.'
" Would that all our Indian sisters could enuilate the example of this

unostentatious Christian mother and exemjilary wife ! so diti'erent was
her home to the large majority of Indian Christian households in its

neatness, simplicity, perfect order and discipline, the obedience of the

children, the industry of the schoolboys, the refinement of every member
of the family. We bless the name of our God for giving us such
examples of the renewing and transforming influence of the Gospel, and
pray that many more may be raised up t(j copy the jiattern which our
quiet, retiring sister presented to us, and that the Lord will make up to

those she has left behind all that they have lost in losing her."

Before we leave the Native Clergy, there are a few facts to be Living

mentioned touching three of those who are still living. In 1885, clergy^.

Bishop Speedily, of Travancore and Cochin, appointed two
archdeacons, John Caley and Koshi Koshi. The latter excellent Archdn.

clergyman has been mentioned before as the translator into Ko|hi.

Malayalam of Bunyan's Pilgrims Progress and Holy War and
other works. In recognition of such literary work, and particu-

larly for his share in the revision of the Malayalam Bible, Arch-

bishop Benson conferred on Archdeacon Koshi Koshi, in 1891, the

degree of D.D. But he was not the first to receive that honour.

It had been given in 1884 to the Eev. Imad-ud-din of the Punjab,
f^^\^'';

who all through these years was continuing his faithful witness din.

for Christ among the Moslems, and his untiring literary work of

all kinds—among other things a translation of the Apology of Al
Kindy, the important Arabic defence of Christianity unearthed by
Sir W. Muir.* Still more important was his Urdu translation

of the Koran—" a splendid work," wrote Sir W. Muir, and which
has opened the eyes of many to see the contrast between its

teachings and those of the Bible. In 1891 the ruler of Chitral

sent a message to Dr. Imad-ud-din, saying that he had read some
of his books, that he was a Kafir and worthy to die, and that he
would like to kill him with his own hand. The Christian Moulvie
replied, " Please tell your master that I am thankful he has read

some of my books, and I pray that he may be led into the truth,

but that if he were to kill me, from the spilt blood tivcnty other

Imad-ud-dins loonld arise." In 1893 he was invited to attend the

great " Parliament of Eeligions " at Chicago ; but instead of going

* See p. 513. In a former chapter (see p. 154) the Urdu Commentaries on
the Gospels produced jointly by Dr. Imad-ud-din and Mr. R. Clark were
mentioned. In the CM. Intelligencer of August, 1898, was given a translation

of an Urdu review of these Commentaries by Moulvie Saf'dar Ali, Iraad-ud-

din's friend and fellow-Moslem in their early days. The stories of their

respective conversions were told in Chapters LXII. and LXIII.
VOL. III.

"

H h
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Tart IX.
1882-95.

Chap. 92.

Rev.
Ruttonji
Nowroji.

he sent a paper of exceptional interest and value, in which he

simply and frankly told his own experience of Islam and the story

of his conversion to Christ, and appended to it a remarkable list

of eminent converts from Mohammedanism in India, and also a

list of his own works.* The paper closed with some earnest

words to missionaries and others seeking the salvation of

Moslems :

—

"Our first work is to make ready the way of the Lord; we have to

remove the many stones whicli He in the way (Tsaiali Ixii. 10). and tlien

when, after abounding labour, results api)ear small, be not disheartened.

Remember always, no one can come unto Christ unless the Father draw

him. Go on with your work, my brothers, yoin- laboiu- is not in vain if it

be in the Lord. The Lord will prosper His own work, and His works are

wonderful and past all finding out."

One other Native clergyman must just he mentioned, the Rev.

Ruttonji Nowroji, the Parsee convert and missionary in charge at

Aurangabad, w^liere, up to 1893, he had baptized 1400 persons.

In that year he came to England at the Society's invitation, and

spoke at many meetings. On his return to India he was received

with extraordinary enthusiasm, the Hindus and Mohammedans,
and the Enghsh officials at Aurangabad, vying with the Native

Christians to do him honour.

Notable
conver-
sions.

Kharak
Singh.

Pandit
Vidya-
bagish.

A former Indian chapter of this History (LXII.) w^as entitled

" Death and Life." In that chapter, as in this one, were recorded

the deaths of many of God's servants in the India Missions. In

that chapter, also, were given many cases of men passing from

spiritual death to spiritual life ; and this chapter might well

contain not fewer similar recitals. The Reports of the years

now under review teem with true illustrations of the power of

Divine grace. A chapter might be filled wnth narratives of the

conversions of Brahmans, and another with those of Moham-
medans—the two classes most especially hard to reach. Wo
might read of Kharak Singh, Sikh municipal engineer of Amritsar,

for whose soul Babu Elias, a venerable evangelist, had "travailed

in birth" for six years,—w^ho w^as baptized in 1882, and was
immediately deserted by his wife,—and who afterwards was
ordained, and went about as a "fakir missionary," preaching and
lecturing to immense audiences of all classes in hundreds of towns

and villages, being held in high respect for learning and sanctity ;t

or of Pandit Mohan Lai Vidyabagish, a Calcutta Brahman who
had edited an influential Bengali newspaper, who after his

conversion vindicated Christianity in its pages, and wdio could

* The paper and lists were published in the CM. Intelligencer of August,
1893. In the lists there seem to have been a few mistakes, but after all

deductions they are most impressive. See also further particulars of many
of Imad-ud-din's works, CM. Intelligencer, 1884, p. 639.

t See C.M.S. Reports, 1882, 1883, 1890, 1891; and C.2I. Intellvjencer,

April, 1888.
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stoop to sit down with a class of outcast lepers and teach them Part IX,
out of the Scriptures ;

''• or of Dr. Barkhardar Khan, the Moham- 1882-95.

medan superintendent of a Eajah's state hospital, a student of <^hap. 92.

the Bible for many years, who was much helped in at last Dr. Bark-
embracing the Gospel intelligently by reading the Chronicles o/*^ardar

the Schomhcrg-Cotta Family, lent him by the wife of an English
official ; f or of Hira Singh, a Hindu devotee of Lucknow,
who after his conversion went about the villages singing the
Gospel in " bhajans " of his own composing;]: or of Jan
Ullah, a Mohammedan merchant of Benares, baptized by
the name of Dilawar Masih, with his wife and sons, amid a
crowd of excited Moslems

; § or of Babu Easik Lall Sircar, a
well-known educationalist, coming to Christ in advanced years,
and then transferring his acknowledged scholastic powers to a
Christian school

; ||
or of Chowdri Mansabdar Khan, a Govern-

ment Zaildar, having authority over twenty villages, and an
enthusiastic horse-breeder, converted through the instrumentality
of the Rev. Ihsan Ullah. I1 This last-named clergyman, Ihsan ihsan

Ullah, is himself a notable man : a convert of Mr. Bateman's, U"^**-

influenced for a time by the Salvation Army, brought by them to

England and put up at Exeter Hall, restored to the Church by
Weitbrecht's influence, ordained by Bishop Matthew, and since
then a fervent evangelist and much used of God to the quickening
of dull and dead Christians, And some of these cases of con-
version we should find illustrating also the bitter social persecution
that so often follows ; as when a Native doctor was dying, who
had been cast off by his family at his baptism, his father and -

youngest brother came to the sick-room, and, standing in the
doorway for fear of being polluted by nearer contact with a
renegade, poured forth upon the sufferer a torrent of cursing and
abuse.''"''

But let us rather look at the first-fruits of two of the aboriginal First-fruits

races or hill tribes, the Gonds and the Bheels. We have before Im^ng the
seen the commencement of work amongst them. Gradually Mr. Gonds,

Williamson won the confidence of the Gonds, and he became
widely known among them, both as their friend and "as the teacher
of two great truths, " (1) that no object or being but the great
Creator- is to be worshipped, (2) that though we are sinners, that
great God loves us, and sent His Son to be the one sacrifice for

the sins of all." They had no difficulty in believing these truths
as taught by one they looked up to, but superstitions and evil habits
hindered their embracing them. At last, in 1882, Mr. Williamson

* See CM. Intelligencer, January, 1885; also C.M.S. Reports, 1887, p 74
and 1888, p. 84.

t See C.M.S. Report, 1885, p. 107 ; CM. Gleaner, October, 1884.
+ C.M.S. Report, 1886, p. 87.

§ CM. Intelligencer, March, 1894.

!!
C.M.S. Reports, 18S9, pp. 78, 81; 1891, p. 88.

*[ Ihid., 1893, p. 122; 1895, p. 175. ** Ihid., 1887, p. 98.

H h 2
•
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Part IX. came across the head-man of a Gond village who had been

1882-95. <« seeking salvation " for years, who had been advised by a Hindu
Chap^92.

pj.jggt tQ become a fakir, who had accordingly lived a whole year

The Bhoi in meditation under a pipal-tree, and who, on meeting the Christian

Baba- padre, at once concluded that God had sent him,—and moreover

was assured that Williamson was a " saint "—Why ? " Because,"

said the Gond, " when I told him that his servant had been asking

again and again for milk for him, and that I had done my best but

could not get him any, he was not at ail r7/67j/^a.<!(v/, but said, ' Never

mind, I can casil;/ do without any: " What may not a little

gentle unselfishness effect ! This man was almost the only Gond

anywhere who could read, and he carried about with him a Hindi

New Testament tied up in a cloth over his shoulder, though he

sadly said he could not understand it all, and wanted " more light."

At length he came forward before all for baptism ;
and the Bhoi

Baba (head-man father) of Banguar was admitted to the Church

on January 4th, 1885, the tirst-fruits of the Gond people unto

Christ. He took the baptismal name of Paulus, and quickly

became a zealous preacher of the Saviour he had found. He
died in 1896, by which time some 200 Gonds had been baptized.

First-fruits The Bhecls "proved a much harder people to reach ;
but Mr.

amTngthe Tbompson sought them with unfailing patience, never doubting

Bheeis.
ti-j,^t God had His people among them. Boys were at length got

to school, and the villages over a country hundreds of miles square

were visited. After several years, it was evident that some of the

people beHeved the Gospel ; but repeatedly, just when they seemed

ready to take the decisive step, their hearts failed them. At last,

on December 15th, 1889, the first-fruits were reaped. A " line old

man," and his wife and four children, were baptized together.

Mr. Thompson then wrote of the " four stages " in the story of the

Bheel Mission :

—

" It has taken nine lung years for the 'g«)o(l seed ' to take root, spring

up, and bear fruit. There have been four clearly-marked stages ni the

Mission. First, 1880 to 1882, the difficulty of getting the contidence of

thehillmen; second, I88:j to 1887, the convicting of sin as an offence

against a Personal Holv God, and Righteous Moral Goveniour ;
thu'd, 1888

and 1889, beheving in Jesus secretly; and fourth, at the end of last year,

pubhc confession by baptism. You now have a Bhil Christian Church-

small, young, and dependent. It needs much prayer."

In these two Missions some younger men have taken part
:
the

Kevs. E. P. Herbert, H. J. Molony, and E. D. Price, and two or

three laymen, among the Gonds ; and the Revs. W. B. Collins and

H. Mould among the Bheeis. In the latter work was also

engaged, for a time, one of the early Uganda men, the Rev. G.

Litchfield, now Incumbent of a church at Cape Town. Another

link between these Missions and Uganda is that Henry P. Parker

left his Calcutta secretaryship to bury himself among the Gonds,

and was called from that work to be the second bishop of Eastern

Equatorial Africa.
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We must now very briefly review the various departments and Part IX.

developments of the work in India in the period. 1882-95.

I. The Native Church—to use again the well-understood but
Cbap^92.

not strictly accurate expression *—continued to absorb a large The
portion of the time and thought of the missionaries. In Madras

chu\.^h
alone could it be practically left to itself. Both under Satthiana-

p^^ Madi-as.

dhan, and under the younger men who succeeded him, it grew
and prospered, supported its own institutions, exercised distinct

influence upon native life and thought, and gave itself with energy

to the evangelization of the Heathen. Nothing more interesting

has been received by the Society of late years than the accounts of

the expeditions of the Preachers' Association connected with Zion
Church. How many congregations in England have twenty
laymen ready to leave their daily business and go out into the

country for a week or two, with banners and violins, to preach in

the third-class railway carriages, to hold meetings three and four

hours long every night in a central town, and spend the day
marching from village to village proclaiming the glad tidings of a

Saviour ? f
But the Madras Church is small, comprising some 2000

members. The Tinnevelly Church, which is not in a city but in a in Tinne-

province, counts some 50,000 members.]: In former chapters of ^^"^"

this History we have seen much of Tinnevelly, and it is not

necessary now to attempt to give the details of the last twenty
years. On the death of Bishop Sargent, Mr. Barton went out for

a few months to survey the position. He found, as might be

expected in so large a community, much needing correction,

particularly caste customs interfering with the brotherhood of the

Church, and mixed marriages causing a " mingling with the

Heathen." § One result of his inquiries was the adoption of

important modifications in the Church Council system. Some of Modified

the Districts were subdivided, so that their Councils should have councn
a smaller area to work ; and the name of " Circles " was given to system,

them all, in order that the elected central body might bear the

name of District Council and have definite financial powers and
responsibilities. The bearing of these changes upon the actual

Church life of the province was more important than these few
lines would indicate.

||
The Eev. T. Walker now became Chairman

of the District Council and virtual head of the Christian com-

* See Chap. LV., Vol. II., p. 422.

I See especially the account sent by the Rev. W. D. Clarke, Tamil pastor

of Zion Chiirch, successor and son-in-law of the Rev. W. T. Satthianadhan,
in the C.M.S. Report of 1894, p. 148.

;|: These figures are again for C.M.S. only.

§ Yet both he and other visitors have found much to encourage in

Tinnevelly. For example, the testimony of the Rev. A. R. Cavalier after

his visit in 1884 was singularly thankworthy, especially as coming from one
by no means an optimist. See C.M.S. Report, 1885, pp. 151-3; CM. Gl aner,

September, 1885.

II
See the whole system explained in an article signed " J.B. and G. F. S.,"

CM. lutelUgence); August, 1891.
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Part IX. munity ; and under him serious steps were taken to " weed " that

1882-95. community. The hxrge accessions of catechumens after the famine
Chap^92.

^f 1877.8 had resulted in a "mixed multitude" of unsatisfactory

.. vv^- adherents, in both the C.M.S.andthe S.P.G. districts; and in 1891-2,

'T-^ne°Jeii^
at the request of the missionaries of both Societies, the Bishop of

Church^ ^ Madras authorized the excommunication of many baptized persons

(generally on account of irregular marriages), and the striking off

the roll of catechumens of a still larger number. The result was

a distinct diminution in the numbers shown by the statistical

returns ; and in 1893 the Bishop formally signed a statement of

the Christian population as then to be acknowledged. This

statement showed a decline from 1881, in the C.M.S. districts of

1786, and in the S.P.G. districts of 3500 ; but it should be

carefully noted that the decline was entirely in the catechumens,

who were less by 14,762. The baptized members had increased by

9476 (C.M.S. 6341, S.P.G. 3135)."- Since then the same process

has been repeated; and while the baptized members have con-

tinued to increase, the catechumens have largely decreased.

Travan- The Travancore Church had not had the sudden accessions of

Tinnevolly, and did not suffer in the same way, although it had its

own difficulties, as w^e have before seen. It grew steadily in

numbers, within our present period, from 18,000 to 30,000. Its

clergy, though less numerous than in Tinnevelly, were of a higher

type on the average ; and as for its laity, a good idea of the sort of

position occupied by the leading men among them maybe gathered

Bishop fi-oii^ the following list of Bishop Speechly's Council of Consultation

fy^I"^- in 1887 :-

Laymen°^ " T. C. Piiunan, Esq., B.A., Barrister-at-Law, Judge of Zillah Court,

Einakulam, Cochin Government.
" P. J. Ittyerah, Esq., B.A., Munsiff, Ponnani, British Government.
" John Kurian. Escj., Slieristadar, Calient, British Government.
" P. M. Chakko, Esq., B.A., First Master, C.M.S. College, Cottayam.
" T. E. Punnan, Esq., B.A., Surgeon, AUeppey, Travancore Govern-

ment.
" I. Chandy, Esq., Apotliecary, Trichur, Cochin Government.
" M. G. Mathan, Esq , B.A., Magistrate, Cottar, Travancore Govern-

ment.
" J. Eapen, Esq., B.A., B.L , Munsiff, Quilon, Travancore Government.
" C. T. Matthai, Esq ,

Deputy-Inspector of Schools, Calicut.

" P. O. Pothan, Esq., Deputy-Inspector of Schools, Tellicherry, British

Government.
" G. Tharian, Esq., Headmaster, Kiuniankulam Sircar School, Cochm

Government.
" M. Thomas, Esq., Assistant Conservator of Forests, Koniur, Travan-

core Government."

* An interesting Keport on the Tinnevelly Churches, two years after Mr.

Barton's changes, by Mr. T. Simeon, Secretary of the District Council, and

countersigned by Mr. Walker, appeared in the CM. Ijiiel'tj/pncer of August,

1894; and another in December, 1897. See also the Rev. E. A. Douglas's

paper on the Tinnevelly Church, read at a Conference at Kodaikanal,

CM. IntelUyencer, September, 1896.
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The Telugu Church was also growing in a healthy way, from Part IX.

6000 adherents to 11,000 within the period ; and the proportion of 1882-95.

baptized, and of communicants, was larger year by year.
^^' ""

The Christian communities in the North, North-west, and West, Telugu

scattered over larger areas, were growing much more slowly, the ^^"'"'^h-

number only rising in the period from 16,000 to 23,000. The
chief part of this increase was in the Punjab, owing to accessions
from the village population, touching which more hereafter.

The period was notable for special efforts to awaken, or revive,

or deepen, the spiritual life of the Native Christians of India.

These efforts will come before us in the next chapter.

II. There were interesting incidents in the period, which must church

just be noticed, in connexion with the building of material ''"'^'^'"s-

churches. One was the completion of Thomas's great church at Thomas's

Mengnanapuram.''- Although the spire had been erected in 1868, Mengna^na-

the roof was still of thatch. In order to put up a scaffolding pufam.

without injuring the black and white slab flooring, sand was laid

all over to a depth of eighteen inches, the people themselves
bringing the immense quantities of sand required, and presenting

the palmyra-trees for the scaffolding.! When the church was
reopened, on January 22nd, 1885 (old Mrs. Thomas's birthday),

no less than 736 Tamil Christians partook of the Holy Communion.
The sermon was preached by Bishop Caldwell. This splendid

church was a great contrast to some of the little simple native

buildings for worship in many villages
;

yet they were equally

interesting in their way—of the " Early Indian " style of architec- "Early

ture, as Mr. Padiield termed it, referring to "churches" in the s"yie*of

Telugu country, "oblong and barn-like as to shape and appearance, architec-

and of mud and thatch and jungle-wood as to material."

The Punjab witnessed the erection of two churches of a some-
what imposing kind, and of exceptional interest. On Decem-
ber 27th, 1883, was opened All Saints' Church, Peshawar, a The new

remarkable building in Saracenic style, designed to adapt a Chris- Peshawar.

tian place of worship to Oriental ideas. | Among its special

features are a transept curtained off for the accommodation of

purdah women ; the opposite transept fitted up as a baptistery for

baptisms by immersion ; a space for non-Christians, into which
they are admitted without uncovering head or feet

; § and an
amJbulatory behind the apse, in which are memorial tablets to

those who have died at Peshawar. A cupola surmounted by a

cross is the external witness for Christ in that bigoted Moslem
city. It was appropriate that at the opening service the sermon
should be preached by Dr. Imad-ud-din ; and his text was a

* See Vol. II., pp. 180, 542.

I See Bishop Sargent's account, and a picture of the church, in the CM.
Gleaner, June, 1885.

X See the full description, and three illustrations, in the O.M. Oleaner of

November, 1884.

§ Bishop French considered that Orientals accustomed not to remove their

turbans should take off their shoes in church or when paying visits.
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r,KT IX.
1882-95.

Chap. 92.

New
church at
Narowal.

Divinity
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Madras
Theo-
logical
School.

notable one—" If I with the finger of God cast out devils, no
doubt the kingdom of God is come upon you."

The other church was opened at Narowal on February 28th,

1893. It was the gift of Mrs. Llewellyn, a well-known Welsh
friend of the Society, and was also designed to be specially

Oriental, consisting in fact of a roofed chancel, two covered

verandahs for aisles, and a nave open to the sky ; the chancel

being shut in when necessary by sliding doors. The dedication

by Bishop Matthew was attended by hundreds of Native Christians

from all parts of the district. " What a change," wrote a visitor,

" from those weary years when the solitary Christian of Narowal,
having drunk water at his house, travelled thirty-two miles to

Amritsar before he could see a Christian face or hear a kindly

word or slake his thirst ! Now the whole country-side resounded

with the name of Christ, as a joyous people went forward with

shoutings and gladness !
" •'

III. Churches and congi-egations need clergy. We have seen

some of the noble Indian ministers who died in our period.

Future needs were being prepared for by the Divinity Schools.

At Calcutta, the Eevs. W. H. Ball and P. Ireland Jones ; at

Allahabad, the Eevs. Dr. Hooper, H. :M. ^l. Hackett, and A. E.

Johnston ; at Lahore, the Revs. F. A. P. Shirretl", A. Lewis, and
H. G. Grey ; at Poona, the Revs. R. A. Squires and J. A. Harriss

;

at Masulipatam, the Rev. J. E. Padfield ; at Cottayam, Archdeacon
Caley and the Revs. J. Thompson and J. J. Beauchamp Palmer;
at Palamcotta, the Rev. T. Kember ; at Madras, the Rev. H. D.
Goldsmith ;—all these were engaged in this particular work

;

Oxford, Cambridge, Dublin, and Islington, supplying respectively

five, five, two, and four of them. All these Divinity Schools have
been mentioned before, except that at INIadras, which was begun
by Mr. Goldsmith in 1884 ; not, of course, for IMadras only, but

also to give to superior English-speaking men from the Tinnevelly

and Telugu Missions a higher theological education than is

provided in the Vernacular Institutions at Palamcotta and Masuli-

patam. It has proved an institution of great value, training

several Tamil and Telugu men for holy orders who have taken

their degi'ees at Madras University and good places in the Oxford
and Cambridge Preliminary Theological Examination.! The
S.P.G. had an older and very successful college of a similar kind,

of which the Rev. A. Westcott, son of the Bishop of Durham,
became Principal in 1887. There has been a friendly rivalry

between the two institutions for places in the " Preliminary " and
for the Bishop's Greek Testament Prizes, and each has in turn

claimed the victory. Eight of the C.M.S. South Indian clergy

are now graduates of Madras University.

* See tlie singularly <;rapliic' account of this memorable occasion, hy Dr.

H. M. Clark, in the CM. lateUinencer of July, 189.3.

t Some Travancore men from the Cambridfre Nicholson rnstitution Lave
also done well in the Oxford and Cambridge " Preliminary."
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IV. The Divinity Schools count their students in units. The Part IX.
Christian Boarding Schools count theirs in scores. There are no 1882-95.

institutions more important than these ; especially, for boys, at
^hap. 92.

Calcutta, under (in the period) the Eev. C. H. Bradburn and chrutiln
others; at Agra, under the St. John's College staff; at Batala, Boarding

under the Eev. E. Corfield, and, for a short time, the Eev!
^'^''°°'^-

Edmund Wigram ; and a great many other schools less con-
spicuous ; and for girls, at Calcutta, under Miss Neele and Miss
Ahce Sampson; at Amritsar, viz., (1) the Alexandra School, under
ladies of the C.E.Z.M.S., with, latterly, the Misses A. and K.
Wright, and (2) the Middle Class School, under Mrs. Grime ; at
Palamcotta (the Sarah Tucker Institution), under C.E.Z. ladies; -

at Mengnanapuram, under Mrs. and Miss Thomas ; at Pallam, in
Travancore (the Buchanan Institution), founded by the Eev.
A. H. Lash in 1891, and afterwards conducted by the Eev. E. and
Mrs. Bellerby ; at Masulipatam (the Sharkey Memorial School),
under Mrs. Padfield ; at Krishnagar, under C.E.Z. ladies. Some
of these include Normal Classes for the training of school- Training

mistresses
; and at Benares there is a regular Girls' Normal

^*'^°°'^-

School, for a time conducted by the Eev. G. and Mrs. Litchfield,
and since then by ladies of the Z.B.M.M. There is a training
school for schoolmasters at Krishnagar, conducted in the period
by the Eevs. A. J. Santer and E. T. Butler; and the institutions
at Palamcotta and Masulipatam, conducted by the Eevs. T.
Kember and J. E. Padfield, were for this purpose still more than
for the purpose of a divinity class. Under this head come also
the Orphanages : the most important being those at Benares and Orphan-
Secundra. The latter institution, and the Christian village there,

^^^^'

--long associated with the labours of the Eev. J. J. Erhardt, w^ere
for a time superintended by the Eev. H. Lewis (now Vicar of
Bermondsey), and then by the Eev. A. H. Wright; and a Society
of ladies at Berlin has for many years supplied the assistant
workers from Germany. One of these, the Baroness Von der
Eopp, married the Eev. E. J. Kennedy. Mr. Lewis, when at
Secundi-a, affirmed that " no single institution had played so
remarkable a part in the formation of the Church of Christ in
North India. In every large city," he added, "representatives of
the Orphanage abound, either as Christian teachers, evangelists.
Government clerks, or railway employes."

V. The various Colleges and Schools for the Higher Education Higher
of both Christians and non-Christians, established with direct

^^i""''""-

evangelistic aims, have again and again been noticed in this
History, and the principles expounded on which they have been
established. In the period under review there was a very strong
movement in England and Scotland against Educational Missions^
partly connected with that spiritual movement described in previous

* A full and interesting Report of the Sarah Tucker Institution, by Miss
Askwith and Miss Swainson of the C.E.Z. M.S., appeared in the" O.M.
7/ife//((/e/ict>;' of November, 1893.
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Part IX. chapters. It is not easy for young and fervent spirits to take in

1882-95. niore than one idea at a time ; and the plans for widespread and
C hap. 92.

j..^pj(j evangeHzation by specially self-denying and economical

work did not seem to them consistent with the slow, steady, and

in part preparatory work of Missionary Education. This was
contirmed by some of the increasing innnber of cold-weather

tourists in India, who, visiting a High School, asking " How many
converts this year? " and being perhaps answered " One," or even
" None," leaped to the conclusion that the whole system was a

failure. Eeaders of this History do not now need to have this

c.M.s. fallacy exposed ; but it is a notable fact that the C.M.S., inspired

fbrXa^rd. by Mr. Gray, its Secretary for India, chose the very time when
these opinions were most current, 1888-9, to take distinct forward

steps in the direction of developing its Colleges and High Schools.

The excellent recommendations of Lord J^ipon's Education

Commission " had given encouragement to such steps ; but it is

worth remembering that the Society took them si)nultancoiisly

with its sending out the Associated Evangelists, and with its

adoption of the plans of Douglas Hooper, Wilmot Brooke, Barclay

Buxton, and J. H. Horsburgh. The Committee may justly claim

to be ready to support varied methods in the one great work. Mr.

Gray raised a large Special Fund, and applied the money to the

development of the Colleges, with a view to attracting students to

Christian institutions ; and such of the University men now
More men coming forward more freely as wei-e willing to take educational

Edi!^L?kfn. work were appointed to it.t The result was that institutions that

had been vainly trying with a single missionary (possibly a non-

graduate) to compete with a well-manned Government College,

gradually came to have two or even three English graduates

attached to them. It has been so with St. John's College, Agra,

which the Eev. G. E. A. Pargiter had bravely carried on almost

alone, :[
but which, under the Eev. J. P. Haythornthwaite, has

greatly developed ; and with the Noble High School, which, after

being admirably worked by one Islington man, W. G. Peel, found

itself, when its Jubilee was celebrated in 1893, with three Uni-

versity men, C. W. A. Clarke, H. J. Tanner, and W. C. Penn.§

In the same work were engaged, at different times in the period,

B. Davis, at Benares (Jay Narain's School) ; A. G. Norman and

D. J. McKenzie, at Amritsar ; W. Jukes and H. J. Hoare, at

Peshawar;
II

A. E. Ball and W. J. Abigail, at Karachi; H. A.

Bren and J. Jackson, at Bombay (Eobert Money School) ; H. J.

* See p. 141.

t For the Minutes of the Committee on the whole subject, see CM.
Intelligencer, April, 1889, p. 259.

+ See Mr. Pargiter's interesting Report, CM. Intelligencer, April, 1891.

§ See the accoimt of the Jubilee of the School, in the CM. Intelligencer,

February, 1894.

II
An able address on Educational Missions was given in 1889 to the Cam-

bridge University CM. Union, by Mr. Jukes of Peshawar, and printed in the

CM. Intelligencer of April, 1889.
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Scbaffter and E. F. Ardell, at Tinnevelly Town ; C. A. Neve and Part IX.
A. J. F. Adams at Cottayani ; and many others less exclusively 1882-95.

and permanently. Chap. 92.

Illustrations abound in the period of the direct results of this Resln^of
educational work in bringing souls to Christ.- But we have seen rh^''^''.many such already m this History. Let us here look at two illus-

""*'°"-

trations of school influence stopping short of open confession of
Christ. Mr. Clarke, the Principal of the Noble College, was
invited by some of his non-Christian youths in the B.A. class to
attend a meeting of their Prayer Union, at which, twice a week,
they prayed together and talked about religion. " I never attended
a meeting," he wrote, "where I more powerfully realized the
presence of God. Surely India is being di-awn towards the
Saviour when non-Christians meet together to worship the Father,
and to seek light from Him as to the way of salvation." A
Brahman youth in the same College was dying, and said to Mr.
Clarke and Mr. Peel, " I believe that Jesus is my Saviour, and I
am trusting in Him now." "Are you willing to confess Him
before men in baptism ? " "Oh, sir, I am dying ; how can I bring
disgrace upon my family and break their hearts as I am leaving
them ? Will not Jesus receive me ?

"

VI. While Educational Missions reach the middle and upper village

classes in the towns, very different agencies are required for
'^°'''''

village work
; and the gi-eat importance of this work arises from

the fact that ninety per cent, of the population of India are
villagers. For their benefit the Itinerating Missions of Eagland
and Frost and Gordon and Bateman had been carried on ; but in
1888-9 was initiated the new scheme for Associated Evangelists Associated
explained in Chap. LXXXVIII. The first band, in the Nuddea us'ir^^'
District, and the arrangements for it, seemed exactly calculated
to meet the need.f Mr. Donne, Mr. Shaul, and Mr. Le Feuvre,
worked earnestly and happily together, with their headquarters
at Shikarpur. The Eev. C. Hope Gill, Scholar of Queens'
College, Cambridge, and late Curate at Tynemouth, who had gone
out to Bengal in 1887, was appointed leader of the band ; but his
health did not allow him to continue in the work, and he was
transferred to Jabalpur. Then the Eev. A. G. Lockett, late
Curate of St. Andi-ew's, Leeds, was sent out as leader ; it being a
part of the scheme that this position should be occupied by a
clergyman, if possible, of some parochial experience. The Eev.
E. B. Marriott, Scholar of St. Catherine's College, Cambridge,
also joined the band. Applications now came in for similar bands

* Among the most interesting cases were those of boys in the Tinnevelly
College—which, be it remembered, is not at Palamcotta in the midst of
other Christian institutions, but in the Heathen town of Tinnevelly, close by
the great Siva Temple. Nothing impresses one more with the power of
Divine Grace than the finding there that boys from heathen homes in that
town have embraced Christ.

t See an article by the Eev. A. Clifford (now Bishop of Lucknow), in the
CM. Intelligencer of February, 18J1.
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Part IX. in other parts ; and they were established accordingly, (1) at

pu^^Qo Lueknow, for the villages of Oudh, under (in succession) the
thapj^2. -^g^ ^ J £i^,]^gt<. ^^^^ ^i^g j^g^. J. ^ Hensley

; (2) in the Gond
Mission, under the Eevs. H. J. Molony and E. D. Price

; (3) in

Calcutta—as an experiment on similar lines for city work,—under
the Eev. C. B. Clarke ;—all these leaders being Cambridge men,
except Mr. Price of T.C.D. Some natural difificulties arose in

carrying out the scheme. If, for instance, out of a band of three

or four, one (or two) broke down in health, and there was no one
to take the place, the economical "common purse " system be-

came less workable ; and in several cases men desired, when the

five years' service for which they entered the band should be
finished, to marry and take up other work. But these difficulties

do not touch the essential excellence of the plan when carried out
in its completeness.

New men There was another band of men, sent out before the Associated

v'euy!""^" Evangelists, and not on the system adopted for them, yet with a
nearly similar purpose. In Tinnevelly, as in Nuddea, there was a
numerous body of Christians; but in Tinnevelly, as in Nuddea,
there was a vast Heathen population needing the proclamation of

the Gospel. Mr. Walker was at first intended to work amongst
these Heathen ; and with the same purpose in view three other
Cambridge men were sent out in 1887-89, E. S. Carr, E. A.
Douglas, and A. N. C. Storrs. Others followed; and Tinnevelly
lias latterly had nearly as many English missionaries as it liad

forty years ago, before the Native Church was organized ; indeed
more, if the C.E.Z. ladies are included. The difference is that

they do not undertake the direct pastoral care of the Christians.

That is the work of the Native clergy. But indirectly their

influence, and their actual labours in certain directions, have helped
the Church much. For example, one of the younger men, LI. G.
Scott Price, has done important service among the children by
means of the Scripture Union.

Medical VII. Medical Missions were regarded as especially suitable for
1
sions.

^j^^ North-West Frontier stations, where the violence of the
Mohammedans was a hindrance to some of the ordinary methods
of missionary work. The brothers Neve in Kashmir, and Dr. A.

Jukes at Dera Ghazi Khan, all thi'ough our present period, found
their medical skill opening doors to many hearts for the Gospel.
In 1885, Dr. S. W. Sutton went to Quetta ; and in 1892, Dr.
Pennell to Bannu. Dr. Henry Martyn Clark continued at Am-
ritsar. Other doctors joined, M. Eustace, A. C. Lankester, W. F.

Adams, J. 0. Summerhayes ; and at the end of the period, the
Society had ten medical missionaries on the Punjab staff. Dr.

Amritsar Clark's hospital at Amritsar was a centre of expanding work,

ivifssion Branch hospitals and dispensaries were established at neighbouring
and dis- towns and villages ; Native doctors were attached to them—one of

with them a son of Dr. Imad-ud-din ; and many thousands of people
Moslems, ^ygre brought under the sound of the Gospel. It was partly in
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connexion with the influence of the Medical Mission—certainly of Part IX.

Dr. Clark himself—that a memorable public discussion took place 18^2-95.

in June, 1893, between a chosen Moslem champion and Mr. ^^

Abdullah Athim, the veteran convert from Islam." Great excite-

ment prevailed, and an enterprising Moslem printer reported and
published the debates daily for a fortnight. The Mohammedan dis-

putant affirmed, on the authority of a direct revelation from God,
that Mr. Athim would die within fifteen months. The prediction

was a likely one to be fulfilled, its subject being an old man in

feeble health ; and in addition to this it was believed that eight

several attempts were made to poison him. But God spared him
;

he was better at the end of the fifteen months than at the begin-

ning ; and the Native Christians conducted him round the city

in triumph. Several Mohammedans of good position embraced
Christianity and were baptized ; and it seemed as if no such
victory over Islam had ever been won. But it has to be mourn-
fully confessed that most of these were overcome by the terrible

temptations that beset them, the enticements on the one hand, the
persecution on the other.

VIII. A vast amount of literary and translational work is Literary

always going on in India. To mention a few examples of what falfonai"^'

was done in the period under review :—The Eev. T. R. Wade work,

produced the New Testament and the Prayer-book in Kashmiri ; the

Rev. T. J. Lee Mayer, with immense labour, completed the entire

Old Testament in Pushtu, as also the 'Pilgrim s Proriress, a copy of

which was given to the Ameer of Afghanistan ; the Eev. A. Lewis
made a first translation of St. Matthew into the Beluchi language

;

Dr. Jukes revised the Multani Dictionary and New Testament

;

the Revs. H. E. Perkins, R. Bateman, Dr. Weitbrecht, and E.
Guilford, took part in the revision of the Urdu or the Punjabi New
Testament, or both ; the Rev. G. Shirt, when he died, left behind
him (as already mentioned) large parts of the Bible, Prayer-book,
&nd Pilgrim's Progress in Sindhi—in which language Dr. Trumpp,
the very learned German professor and C.M.S. missionary, who
died in 1885, had done much ; the Rev. E. Droese worked hard at

Malto, the language of the Paharis on the hills of Santalia ; the
missionaries to the Santals were revising the Santali Scriptures and
Pilgrim's Progress ; the Rev. C. S. Thompson made the beginnings
of a grammar, vocabulary, catechisms, &c., in the Bheel dialect;

Dr. Hooper was actively engaged on the revision of the Urdu
New Testament and Prayer-book and the Hindi Old Testament

;

the Rev. W. H. Ball translated several English books into Bengali,
including Pearson on the Creed, and compiled a Bengali Com-
panion to the Bible, a book of 900 pages, the largest theological
work in that language ; adaptations of Miss Stock's Steps to Truth
were produced in Bengali and Telugu by the Revs. G. H. Parsons
and J. Cain respectively ; the Rev. W. J. Richards was a leading

* See Yol. II., p. 204 ; also p. 148 of this Volume.
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Part IX. member of the IMalayalam Eevision Committee ;

'^' and the Eev.

rf^^ql' ^ • -^- P^dfield accompHshed a large amount of vakiable work in
lap^^.

-pgi^^gy^ translating the S.P.C.K. New Testament Commentary
and Paley's Evidences, and writing a History of the Early Church,
an Exposition of the Articles, an Introduction to the Prayer-book,
&c. For these services Archbishop Benson conferred on him the

B.D. degree.

work^oT Much good work of this kind was done also by Native
Native Christian writers. Mr. Padfield was assisted by the Eevs. A.
Christians, gabbarayadu and D. Anantam ; Dr. Imad-ud-din's extensive

literary work has been noticed before ; Archdeacon Koshi Koshi
was largely engaged on tlie revision of the IMalayalam Bible, and
the late Eev. Sorabji Kharsedji upon that of the Gujerati Bible

;

the Eev. S. Paul translated or wrote eleven Christian books in

Tamil, and these, with tracts, etc., made up 140 pul)lications from
liis pen, among them being translations of two or three of Miss
Havergal's books—which books have been reproduced in various

Indian languages at the expense of the F. E. Havergal Memorial
Fund ; also a History of the Church of England, a History of the
Prayer-book, and a Tamil version of Mr. Sell's FaiDi of Islam, j;

To the Indian Branches or affiliated Associations of the Bible
Society, the S.P.C.K., and the Eeligious Tract Society, the

Missions are deeply indebted for the work of publishing all these
literary productions. The question is often, and justly, put. What

Bible would the Missionary Societies do without the Bible Society?

andc.M.s. Yet it would be equally just to ask. What would the Bible Society
do without the Missionary Societies, which provide the living men
who are the translators and revisers ?

IX. In India, advance generally means development of existing
Extension.

^yQ^.]^ There are not the same possibilities of distinct extension
into new fields that are presented in Africa and China. This is

not because there are no large territories still unoccupied by any
Mission, but because the C.M.S. work is so extensive already that

all the Society's efforts are needed to keep it going efficiently.

Still, in the period under review, there were advances which were
definite extensions. In the Telugu Mission, the continually-

growing village work led, first the Native evangelists, and then
the missionaries, out of the districts under direct British rule into

Territory. ^^^ Nizam's dominions, and in 1887 Khammamett became an
additional important centre, in connexion with which the Eev. J. B.
Panes has since baptized hundreds of the rural population. The
Nizam's territories are still among the less-evangelized parts of

* For this work Archbisliop Temple has lately conferred the D.D. degree
on Mr. Richards.

f The Viceroy of India has lately conferred on Mr. Paul the honourable
title of Rao Sahib, Rao meaning chief or prince. It is an interesting fact
that he and another Tinnevelly pastor, the Rev. Joshua Paul, are sons of the
great Tamil preacher, the Rev. Paul Daniel, noticed in Chap. XLIII. This
ought to have been mentioned there, but the inversion of what we should call

the surnames concealed the fact until after Vol. II. was printed.
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India. Hyderabad, the capital, is occupied by three or four Missions Part IX.

for the Telugu and Tamil people ; but the Hindustani-speaking lH82-9o.

Mohammedans were not touched until the Eev. Malcolm Goldsmith Cliap^92.

visited the city from Madi'as in 1887. Since that time he has
frequently resided there, under instructions from the Bishop of

Madras ; and his work is virtually an extension of the Society's

Mohammedan Missions, although Hyderabad has not been
adopted as one of its stations. In more recent years the Eev. A. H.
Lash has developed and extended the work among Tamils and
hill-people of which Ootacamund is the centre ; and it has become
the " Nilgiri and Wynaad Mission." In Western India, the great Wynaad.
city of Poona became a regular C.M.S. station in 1888. Mr. Poona.

Eobert Squires, a few years earlier, had established the Divinity
School there temporarily, and it was now put upon a permanent
footing. Other Missions are also located at Poona, which, being
virtually the capital of that part of India, is common ground. In
Sindh, the town of Sukkur, on the Indus, became an additional Sindh.

station in 1886, being occupied by the Eev. A. W. Cotton. In the
Punjab, towns which had been visited as out-stations became Punjab. .

regular stations by the residence of a missionary. Batala, which
was worked by Mr. Baring privately for a time, was permanently
taken over by the Society in 1884. Tarn Taran was occupied by
the Eev. E. Guilford in 1884, though for some years it was not
formally counted as more than one of the centres of the Punjab
Itinerant Mission. It has been specially interesting for its Leper
Village, at which many lepers have been baptized ; but in the town
itself Mr. Guilford's influence has been remarkable—so much so,

indeed, that coloured clay images of him are sold in the shops for

household gods !

But the most important extension in the period was the
occupation of Quetta, the advanced post on the border-line between Quetta.

Afghanistan and Beluchistan, permanently annexed by the British

Government in 1882, after the second Afghan War. Bishop
French and George Maxwell Gordon visited the place when held
by the English forces during the war ; and Mr. Shirt went ujj

there in 1881. In 1885, the Society, encouraged by special

contributions, and by the offer of Dr. S. W. Sutton as a medical
missionary, resolved to start a Mission at Quetta, and in the
following year Mr. Shirt and Dr. Sutton went up and began work.
To the giief of all who knew him, however, Mr. Shirt died two
months after his arrival. His place was taken by the Eev. H. G.
Grey, formerly Vicar of Holy Trinity, Oxford. Subsequently, when
Mr. Grey was required at Lahore, the Eev. C. M. Gough went up,
and also a second medical missionary. Dr. Eustace. Good work
has been done, with—as at the other Frontier stations—but small
visible results.

If the extension of the period was limited to these few cases, it

was not for lack of powerful appeals from the field. Mr. Eobert
Clark, especially, penned letters from the Punjab which, one would
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Part IX. suppose, must touch every Christian heart/'^ And Dr. Arthur
1882-95. Neve again and again made important journeys with a travelHng
Chap. 92.

(ligpgns^^^.y over the mountains north of Kashmir, and then

Central appealed for men for Central Asia.) But the Church at home
^^'^- was not awake to her Lord's call ; nor is she yet.

Good work In the foregoing rapid sketch of the work done in certain

melileft^ departments of the India Missions, it has been inevitable that a

out- good deal should be left out. Let a few other men, therefore, be

just mentioned. Much that is of great interest might be told of

the labours of J. W. Hall and G. H. Parsons in Calcutta (and the

former since at Meerut) ; of F. T. Cole, J. Brown, Shields,

Tunbridge, Blaich, and Stark, in the Santal Mission (and of Mr.

Stark since at Calcutta) ; of the brothers Baumann, Zenker, J. J.

Johnson, Ellwood, and Durrant, in the North-West Provinces ;

of Wade, Thwaites, Weitbrecht, Bomford, in the Punjab; of

Knowles in Kashmir ; of Bambridge, A. E. Ball, and Eedman, in

Sindli ; of Roberts, Macartney, and Manwaring, in Bombay, &c.

;

of Deimler and Tisdall among Bombay Mohammedans ;| of

Alexander, Harrison, Cain, Stone, and Bales, in the Telugu

Mission ; of Bower, Bishop, Neve, and Painter, in Travancore ;

—

to mention only seniors, and only those not named (or barely

named) before in this chapter. But many younger men who went

out in the first half of our present period must not be omitted

altogether: such as Kennedy, Cullen, Charlton, and Sandys of

Bengal ; Bowlby, Robathan, Birkett, and McLean, of the North-

West Provinces ; Coverdale, Day, Papprill, Lawrence, Eice (now

in Persia), and Hoare, of the Punjab ; Tyndale-Biscoe, of Kashmir
;

E. J. Jones, and Whiteside, of Bombay; Goodman, of the Telugu

Mission ; Eomilly, of Travancore. Multifarious as are the details

given in these pages, such a list as this indicates how nmch more

of excellent work, of work which God has blessed, has been

necessarily passed over without notice.

Let the men also be named who have done the important work

of ministering to the Society's English-speaking congregations in

Calcutta and Bombay, Harington, Bowman, and Gouldsmith ;
and

the Secretaries of theMissions, Parker (afterwards Bishop in Eastern

Equatorial Africa), Clifford (now Bishop of Lucknow), P. Ireland

Jones, at Calcutta ; Sell at Madi-as ; the brothers Squires, and Peel

(now appointed Bishop of Mombasa), at Bombay ; Durrant at Allah-

abad ; and, last of all and yet first of all, Robert Clark, in the Punjab.

* See especially the CM. Inielligencer of August, 1887, in which a series of

letters and reports from him and others was headed " Tokens of Blessing and

Calls for Service"; also the remarkable Appeals from North India, Ibid.,

September, 1891, and June, 1895.

t See Dr. Neve on the Unevangelized Countries of Central Asia, Ihtd
,

May, 1895; also "Central Asia for Christ," by the Rev. W. St. C. Tisdall,

Ihid., April, 1892.

X See two able articles by Mr. Tisdall, Ibid., January and October, 1888

;

and another in May, 1890.
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But this chapter must not close without a reference to the Part IX.Women Missionaries who during our period were multiplying in 1882-95.'

India. The Society for Promoting Female Education in the East ^'^^P- ^'^•

had Mis&^Bland and other ladies at Agra; the Zenana Bible and wo^-s
Medical Mission had valuable ladies at Bombay, and at Benares, ^ork.

Allahabad, Lucknow, and other places in the North-West
Provinces

;
and the Church of England Zenana Society was c.e.z.m.s.

adding year by year to its forces in Bengal, the Punjab, Sindh, ^r||J°""and South India. Some of the seniors in the Punjab, Miss i"theWauton, Miss Clay, Miss Hewlett, were mentioned in a Punjab,

former chapter; and so also was Miss Tucker (A.L.O.E.), who
entered into rest at Batala on December 2nd, 1893, after eighteen
years' unbroken service in India. Some devoted women died
after a too-short service, as human judgment might think:
particularly Miss Norman, daughter of Sir Henry Norman, called
away at Peshawar in 1884 ; and Miss Fanny Butler, a fully-
qualified doctor, in Kashmir in 1889. Others, such as the late
Miss Catchpool, the Misses Sharp, Miss Cooper, Miss Dewar,
Miss Parslee, Miss Hanbury, Miss Mitcheson, Miss Phillips,—
to name only seniors,—laboured, not only at cities like Amritsar
and Peshawar, but in outlying places such as Ajnala, Jandiala,
Narowal, Tarn Taran, kc. ; not only working side by side with
the C.M.S. missionaries, but leading the way to new stations as
pioneers. In Bengal, tire Misses Mulvany,* Miss Good, Miss in Bengal.
Collisson, Miss Hunt, and many others, did equally good service

;

and in 1882 the Nuddea Village Mission, which has proved a most
miportant agency in that district, was begun by Miss Dawe. At
Madras were the Misses Oxley ; at Masulipatam, the Misses in South
Brandon

;
while in Tinnevelly, as before mentioned, the Sarah

^"'^'^•

Tucker Institution was conducted for the C.M.S. by C.E.Z. ladies,
as w^ell as other agencies. A whole chapter might well be devoted
to the splendid work of the Women Missionaries in India, who,
though not sent out by the C.M.S. or on its roll, were doing a
most important part of its work. The Society itself did not
undertake to supply women to India in any number; but in c.m.s.
addition to Miss Neele, Mrs. Grime, and other ladies mentioned ^^'^'^'•

before, providential openings appeared from time to time for
a few. Among them were Miss Vines, daughter of the former
Principal of St. John's College, Agra, sent to Mengnanapuram in
1889

;
the Misses A. F. and K. C. Wright to Amritsar in 1890-93

;

Miss Stratton and Miss Wilkinson to Muttra in 1891-2 ; Miss

* These ladies, in 1893, had an experience showing that China is not the
only place where bodily danger may be incurred. A widow and two children
at Burdwan, won to Christ by their efiForts, were baptized. The widow was
prosecuted by relatives for kidnapping one of the children, who was ten years
old and "married." A carriage in which they and the Misses Mulvany were
was attacked by a mob ; the English ladies beaten, thrown out head fore-
most, and dragged along the ground ; the mother and child were trampled
upon

;
and the judge of the court himself was roughly handled. CMS

Report, 1894, p. 87.

VOL. III.
J
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Part IX. INIillett, Miss Wigram, and Miss Nevill, to Amritsar in 1892 ; while

Ph^^q?
in 1894 occurred the very interesting circumstance of Mrs. ]J)urrant,

^P' sister of tlie Bishop of Exeter and widow of the former Director
of the Missionaries' Children's Home, going forth in advanced
years, with her daughter, to work at Muttra.
And as the staff" of Englishmen is so well supplemented by the

Native staff of Native agents of various classes, so with the female workers.

women. Native Christian school-teachers and Bible-women have done
noble service. The Bible Society gives the C. M.S. —as it gives
other societies—an annual grant for the support of Bible-w'omen

;

and others are supported by the F. K. Havergal Memorial Fund.
This chapter, however, nnist now be closed, leaving out piles of

interesting matter collected for it from the twelve years' reports
and periodicals. But every single fragment of work done for the
Lord was marked by the Omniscient Eye of His Love ; and not a

. cup of cold w^ater given in His Name shall lose its reward—

a

reward not earned or deserved, indeed, yet given freely out of His
abounding grace.



CHAPTER XCIir.

India : Some Features, Episodes, Incidents, and
Controversies of the Period.

Indian Religious Thought—Arya Samaj, &c.—Anglo-Indian Rulers and
Bishops of the Period—New Bishoprics—Bishop French—Con-
troversies : Oxford Mission, Church Councils, Salvation Army,
Hasty Baptisms, &c.—Special Missioners and Visitors—Winter
Mission of 1887-8: H. E. Fox, G. Grubb, &c.—Grubb in Tinnevelly
in 1890—Conventions and Quiet Days—Bombay Decennial Con-
ference—Statistical Returns—Progress of Indian Christianity.

" The huilderi^, every one had his stvord girded bij his side, and so huilded."—
Neh. iv. 18.

" It seemed good unto us . . . to send chosen men unto you with our beloved
Barnabas and Paul. . . . We have sent therefore Judas and Silas, who shall also

tell you the same things by mouth. . . . And Judas and Silas, being prophets
also themselves, exhorted the brethren with many words, and confirmed them."—
Acts XV. 25, 27, 32.

HE preceding chapter, on the Men and then- Work in Part IX.

India during the period under review, confined itself 1882-95.

necessarily to the regular operations of the C.M.S. ^ ^^P" ^^'

Missions. We are now to notice various matters
outside those operations, though more or less con-

nected with them. If the preceding chapter dealt with ordinary
events, the present chapter may be said to deal with such as

are, in the strict meaning of the word, extra-ordinary, that is,

outside what may be called the routine of the Missions.

I.

A few words may first be said regarding the attitude of the Indian

Indian mind—as represented by men more or less cultivated— [bought^
towards religion in general and Christianity in particular. The
religious movements described at some length in Chapter LX.
were still active during the period, and continue so to this day.
The Brahmo Samaj has not grown in numbers or influence, Brahmo
though it has continued to attract many of the more thoughtful decHnin
of the educated men. Indeed its own leaders have publicly
lamented its decline. In 1889, Babu Protap Chunder Mozaradar,
the successor of Keshub Chunder Sen, said in his organ, the
Interpreter

:

—
"We cannot hide from ourselves the fact that our beloved Church is

in a course of steady decline; that the interests of the Brahmo Samaj,
as a whole, show a fearful tendency to relaxation."

I i 2
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Part IX. The fact was, as the same paper expressed it, that the Brahmos
1882-9.}. \y^^ found themselves unable to answer the crucial question,
ChapJ)3. ., ^Yj^Q ^^^^ ^^^^^ jg Christ? " :—

" Christ i.s a treineiulous reality. The destiny of India haiigs upon
the solution of His nature and function, and our iclation to Him.
Lot us not hide in darkness, and rest contented with random streaks,

but place ourselves in opcsn light, and solve the problem, Who and What
is Christ ? " *

IVIeanwhile they contrived to imitate—one mifj;ht say to

travesty—Christian rites, such as ordination and baptism.

f

Arya There was now a more open antaf^jonist to the Gospel, a very

powerful different society, the Arya Samaj. This society was founded about
and hostile. ^875 by a Mahratta 'Brahman named Dayanand Saraswati, a

Sanscrit scholar who had studied the Yedas well, and conceived

the idea of bringing back the Hindus to what he regarded as

pristine Vedic truth. "Arya" (noble) is the name by which the

"Aryan" invaders of India distinguished themselves from the

aboriginal population, and he adopted it as a sign that he was
calling India back to the " old paths." The Arya Samaj was at

one with tlie Brahmo Samaj in denouncing the pollutions of later

Hinduism, but, unlike it, denounced also any yielding to the

influence of Western ideas. All knowledge, scientific as well as

religious, was affirmed to be contained in the Vedas, and the

foreign Englishman had only borrowed from them. The Arya
Samaj, therefore, appealed much more successfully to the race

feeling of the ordinary Hindu than did the eclectic and ac-

commodating Brahmo Samaj ; and Dayanand was successful in

quickly forming branches all over North India, whence they

spread also southward. The Aryas were extremely bitter against

Christianity, and instead of holding up Christ to admiration as

the Brahmos did, they published, and circulated by tens of

thousands, ])lasphemous tracts caricaturing His life and death.]

Orthodox Meanwhile the old "orthodox" Hindus were more and more

aiarm'ed at alarmed at the progress of Christianity, and at the still more
missionary rapid progrcss of Christian ideas. In 1890 a remarkable paper,

headed '

' Are we really awake ? An Appeal to the Hindu Com-
munity," was issued at Calcutta and sent all over North India;

affording, in effect, a striking testimony to the actual success of

Missions. "The life-blood of our society," it said, "is fast

ebbing away, and irreligion is eating into its vitals ":

—

" Looking: beneath the surface, we find the mischief under which we
Hindus at present labour is owing chiefly to the influence of Christianity,

* See an article on Eclectic Religion, by the late Rev. W. R. Blackett, in

the CM. Intelligencer, October, 1889. Also an article by the late Sir

Clmrles Aitchison, Ibid., March, 1893.

t See extracts From tlie Brahmo papers in the CM. Intelligencer, April,

1889.

% See articles by the Rev. H. E. Perkins and the Rev. Dr. Hooper, Ibid.,

August, 1889, and'March, 1891.
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brought steadily tiiid constantly to bear on our national mind for Part IX.
nearly a century and a half. . . . The countless Christian Missions 1882-95.

at work in this country, especially in Bengal, are in a fair way of Chap. 93.

achieving their object, not so much, however, by carrying conviction
to otir hearts about the superiority of their religion, as by slowly
and imperceptibly changing our ideas with regard to our moral, social,

and domestic life."

The paper proceeded to denounce especially the zenana
missionaries and the Bible-women and the girls' schools, and
exhorted the readers to " awake, arise, and act as men."

It is a striking fact that both Hindus and Mohammedans were
now issuing some of their controversial and even of their

hortatory works in English. =' This showed what an open door
there was for English lectures and addresses ; and that method Christian

of reaching the educated Natives was largely adopted in the to^non"

period. In the principal towns, lectures on such subjects as Christians.

Duty, Mediation, Thirsting for God, Prayer, Moral Courage,
Moral Difficulties of the Bible, the Equation of Eeligion,

Immortality, Eesurrection, would always command large audiences
of English-speaking Hindus. These v/ere given by Native
clergymen and laymen as well as by English missionaries and
others ; and many by visitors to India, as we shall see presently.

Among the most remarkable were those delivered by Mr. Monro, Mr. Monro.

on his return to India as a missionary to the people whom he
had formerly had a share in governing.! His subjects were
Restlessness, Intellectualism, Compromise as an Expedient in

Eeligion,! Retrogressive Progress, the Universality of Christi-

anity, and the Development of Hinduism. Of one of these,

delivered at Burdwan, the Eev. A. J. Santer wrote :—

-

"The interest was intense. For fully an hour not a sound could be His

heard but the speaker's voice, except for applause here and there. It i^^^y^^"
was a grand lecture. Mr. Monro led the people to see how far modern
Hinduism had departed from the simplicity of the Vedas ; what a great
achievement it would be to return to the Vedic times ; but in thus
returning, if done thoroughly, honestly, and completely, such anti-Vedic
institutions as idolatry, priestly supremacy, caste, subjection of woman,
must be swept away. Were they prepared to take for their motto,
' Deeds not words ' ?

" The conclusion was listened to with breathless attention. Return
to the Vedic religion would be a retrogression which would amount to a
mighty advance on present times ; but after all, when the highest
height of the Vedas had been reached, men would find there a blank
which would leave the human heart still yeai-ning. That blank was
the want of a mediator between God and man—a want felt in every
heart, and illustrated but recently in the desire of some Brahmos to
instal the late Babu Keshub Chuuder Sen in that office. But that
blank was already filled, and filled to perfection and absolutely, by

* See an English Moslem tract printed in full in the 0.71/. Intelligent r of
August, 1888.

t See p. 366.

:|: This lecture was printed in tho CM. Intelligencer of January, 1893.
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Paet IX. Jesus Christ. It is impossible to summarize the lecture in a manner
1882-95. worthy of its subject, its words, or its delivery. We hope soon to

Chap. 93. see it in print. These lectures now form tlie topic of debate and
conversation all i>ver the town. May the seed thus sown germinate
in many a heart, and sprinj;^ up, not merely into Vedic reformation
life, but into that eternal life which is to know (Jod and Jesus Christ
AVhom Ho has sent !

"

II.

Anglo- In reviewing former periods of the history, we have duly

rulers and notcd some of the distinguished men who liave held high oilice
Missions,

jj^ ^jjj^ Government of India, and ohserved their attitude towards
Missions. Lord Eipou was succeeded in the Viceroyalty hy
Lord Dufferin, Lord Dulferin by Lord Lansdowne, and Lord
Lansdowne by Lord Elgin. Lord and Lady Eipon's visits to the

Missions have been mentioned before. Lady Dufferin took much
interest in the work of the Zenana iMissions. Lord Lansdowne,
when at Peshawar in 1889, visited tlie C.M.S. High School and
addressed the boys, and expressed to the missionaries his

Duke of appreciation of what was being done. The Duke of Connaught
Connaug t

,^^|gQ^ when at Peshawar, visited both the School and the new church
(described in the preceding chapter). The Duchess of Connaught
also visited the Meerut Mission ; and she chose a page-boy for

herself from the Secundra Orphanage. Among Lieutenant-
Governors and other high officers in the period who have been
specially identified with Christian enterprise should be mentioned
Sir Charles Aitchison, Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab; Sir

Eivers Thompson and Sir Charles Elliott, Lieutenant-Governors
of Bengal ; Sir Charles Bernard, Secretary to the Government
of India ; and Mr. (now Sir) W. Mackworth Young, who since

then has become Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab. Sir
Sir Charles Charlcs Elliott—a son of Henry Venn Elliott of Brighton, whose

name has occurred more than once in this History—ranged
himself with the advocates of Missions in two excellent addresses

Sir Charles at Simla and Calcutta. '•= Sir Charles Aitchison was one of the

most distinguished men of Lord Lawrence's school ; as Foreign
Secretary to the Indian Government under successive Viceroys
he took a most important part in the direction of its policy ; and
he became Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab in 1882. He was
a warm supporter of Missions, both as a statesman, knowing
W'hat was good for the people he governed, and as a servant of

the Lord who w^as not ashamed or afraid to avow his faith. On
his retirement home in 1889 he became Chairman of the Church
of England Zenana Society, and rendered the whole missionary
cause essential service in that capacity.!

Sir w. w. To another eminent Anglo-Indian, Sir W. W. Hunter, though he
Hunter. o ' ' o

* Printed in the CM. Intelligencer, March, 1891, and April, 1894.

t See an interesting chapter on Sir C. Aitchison in Dr. G. Smith's Tvielve

Indian Statesmev. Also an address given by Aitchison at Simla, in the

CM. Intelligencer, August, 1888.
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has not closely identified himself with the cause like some of those Part IX.

just mentioned, Missions are indebted, both for his appreciative p^^^"^^-

recognition of them when Chairman of the Education Commission, ^P" ^
*

and for a remarkable paper read by him before the Society of Arts

in 1888.'''' In that paper he said :

—

" Speaking as an Englishman, I declare my conviction that English

missionary enterprise is the highest modern expression of the world-

wide national life of our race."

Civil and military officers of position continued to serve the officers on

C.M.S. and its Missions by working on the Corresponding Com- com-
'

mittees, at Calcutta, Allahabad, Lahore, Bombay, and Madras, mittees.

The supply of godly laymen for this important function has never

failed ; and the Society is deeply indebted to the men who in long

succession have thus, often in the midst of arduous official duties,

taken an active and sympathetic part in the administration of the

Missions.

To the bishops likewise, not only in respect of thek directly
J^hops.'*"

episcopal functions, but also as working members of the Corre-

sponding Committees, the Missions have owed much. The

inevitable differences on ecclesiastical and theological questions

have not hindered cordial co-operation in the practical work of

missionary administration. Throughout the period under review.

Bishops Johnson, Cell, and Mylne presided over the dioceses of

Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay respectively. In 1887, Bishop

French resigned the see of Lahore after a ten years' episcopate,

and was succeeded by his archdeacon, Bishop H. J. Matthew,

who proved a most hearty fellow-helper of the Punjab Missions.

In 1889, Bishop Speechly resigned the see of Travancore and

Cochin, also after ten years' work ; and this being a bishopric for

which the Society provides the stipend, the Committee submitted

names to Archbishop Benson, from which he selected the Eev.

E. Noel Hodges, who had been in succession Tutor at the CM. ^^'^^
College, Principal of the Noble High School, and Principal of

Trinity College, Kandy. He was consecrated, together with

Bishop Tucker, on St. Mark's Day, 1890. Just at the same time,

a new bishopric of Chota Nagpore was established. It being Bishopric

impossible formally and legally to divide the Diocese of Calcutta, Nagpore.

which had been formed by Act of Parliament, without another

Act of Parliament, Bishop Johnson arranged for an informal and

extra-legal division "on the basis of consensual compact and

canonical obedience," virtually transferring to the new bishop the

allegiance of the clergy in the territory conventionally assigned

to him. To this bishopric was appointed the Eev. J. C. Whitley,

an experienced missionary who had long been the working head

of the S.P.G. Mission in the Chota Nagpore district.

In 1892, a still more important step was taken in the establish-

* See CM. Intelligencer, April, 1888. See alno an article by Sir W. W,
Hunter on " Our Missionaries," in the Nineteenth Century of July, 1888.
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ment of the Bishopric of Lucknow. The province of Oiulh not

having been British territory in 1813, when Parhament sanctioned

the formation of the Diocese of Calcutta, it was possible to form a

new diocese in it without parhamentary powers. At the same
time Bishop Johnson arranged to commit to the new bishopric

the care of the whole North-West Provinces on a basis of " con-

sensual compact" similar to that in the case of Chota Nagpore
;

and this enabled Allahabad, the seat of government of the

Provinces, to be the "cathedral city" of the new diocese. The
appointment in this case rested wdth the Government, and after

other clergymen of distinction had declined the see, the Eev.

Alfred Clifford, the C.M.S. Secretary at Calcutta, was appointed,

to the Society's great satisfaction. During his eighteen years'

service as a missionary, he had won general esteem. He was
consecrated at Calcutta on January 15th, 1893.

One more bishopric has been established in India, and may
conveniently be mentioned here, though the scheme was not

matured and the bishop consecrated until 1896. This was the

bishopric of Tinnevelly. Here also the basis of " consensual

compact " was adopted ; but delays arose owing to doubts on the

part of both the Bishop of Madras and the Tinnevelly missionaries

(S.P.G. and C.M.S.) as to the legal effects of the proposed

arrangement. When these doubts were dispelled. Archdeacon

Elwes of Madras was nominated by Bishop Gell to be the new
bishop ; but the state of his wife's health obliging him to decline

the office, the Bishop's chaplain, the Eev. S. Morley, w^as chosen

instead. It had long been felt that, happily as the plan of having

two assistant-bishops under the Bishop of Madras, for the S.P.G.

and C.M.S. Missions respectively, had worked in the case of

Bishops Caldwell and Sargent, such a system could not be per-

petuated ; and both Societies have heartily welcomed the advent

of Bishop Morley.'''

For these three new bishoprics, Chota Nagpore, Lucknow, and
Tinnevelly, endowments have been raised ; and towards these

endowments the S.P.C.K. and S.P.G. have largely contributed.

The funds of the C.M.S. are not available for episcopal endow-

ments ; and its share, therefore, in the support of Indian bishoprics

is confined to its providing the stipend for the Bishop of Travan-

core and Cochin.

III.

Frinch ^^ ^^® bishop whosc resignation has been mentioned, Bishop

French, something more must be said. As an administrator of

his ' diocese, he was hardly a success ; he was too lacking in

business-like habits ; but his personal devotion and saintly

character won for him the admiration of all. He was only really

* A full account of the consecration of Bishop Morley, and of the method
in which the difficulty about canonical obedience to hi in was met, appeared
in the CM. Intelligencer of February, 1897-
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disliked by the worldly English people who resented his faithful Part IX.
preachmg. He himself said that they would " listen with in- 1882-95.

differency " to the exposition of evangelical doctrines, " and sleep ^^^j^93.
it out "—" justification, imputation, what care they about such
thmgs?" "But they do resent being preached to about con-
version, and being told that all are not Israel that are of Israel,
and that the friendship of the world is enmity with God." - It
must be acknowledged also that many of the C.M.S. missionaries His views
were not happy about French's romantic medieevalism, if it may ^"'i »«a&"

be so termed. It was hard for some to understand how a distinct
preference for certain much-controverted usages—the " eastward
position," for instance—could be consistent with the holding, as
Bishop French indisputably did, of fundamental and distinctive
Evangelical doctrine. That he should bring High Church Sisters
into the diocese, and at the same time translate Spurgeon's
sermons, and write of " the delightful notices " of Moody's services
and Haslam's reminiscences in the Christian,] was a perplexing
problem to them. But French was in many ways unique, and
cannot be judged by ordinary standards. He was sensitive, how-
ever, to the suspicion with which some regarded him. " My dear
Presbyterian missionary brethren," he wrote, "understand me
better"; and the veteran Forman said, "If all bishops could be
hke Bishop French, we should all be ready to be Episcopalians."]:
He was never happier than when he could get away from the French a
business, and from the state, of an Indian bishop's life, and ^V^^ mis-

plunge into direct evangelistic work among Heathen and Moham-
^'°"^''^-

medans. To that work he was indeed devoted. "The true
unconscious greatness of the man," wrote Bishop E. Bickersteth
of Japan, who knew him so well at Delhi, "was never so clearly
exhibited as when he was face to face with unbelievers." § His
simplicity is illustrated by an incident when he received three
Native Christians, the Eev. Yakub Ali, Mr. Dina Nath,|| and
Pundit Kharak Singh, 1[ to a " tea-dinner ":—

" The poor old pundit did not know how to use his knife at all with a French
le.cf of fowl, so I took up mine with my fin£,^Grs, and beorred him not to ^^ .mmd doing it, as I did it. I had to ask Mrs. AVade's pardon. I hope Singh
she wont make a picture of the bishop at the head of his table eatino-
with his fingers." ** ^

^
French's last episcopal act was to ordain this very man. Pundit

Kharak Singh, to the ministry of the Church of England.
' He did

also a remarkable and characteristic thing before leaving the
diocese. He invited the Eev. Dr. Imad-ud-din to go away with French
him for a week and live in an empty police bungalow on the udVin

^'^'

banks of the Beas, and spend the days in preaching to the Natives
and the evenings in Christian converse together. They reached
the place at 9 p.m., and were met by the Bishop's servant saying

* Life of Bishop French, vol. ii. p. 151. f ibid p 173
t Ihid., p 204. § md., p. 117.

II
See p. 462.

'

IF See p. 466. ** Life of Bishop French, vol. ii. p. 116
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that the cooking-vessels would not airive till the next day, and he
could give them no food. French found in his robe-case a piece
of bread two months old ; so they soaked it in water, divided it

between them, and went to bed. Of that week Dr. Imad-ud-din
afterwards wrote a short account ;

• and one is not surprised that

the old moulvie should say, " I have always believed Bishop
French to be a special friend of God on the earth."

Like Daniel Wilson of Calcutta, French was successful in

crowning years of strenuous labour with the erection of a cathedral,

at Lahore. The story of his efforts to raise the money for it, in

Mr. Birks's admirable biography,t is quite pathetic. Previously,

the English church had been an old Moslem tomb. " In the

midst of an architectural people," he wrote, "and most self-

sacrificing in what they spend on buildings devoted to sacred

purposes, it would be a scandal that we sbould worship in a tomb
belonging to a Mohammedan past." The cathedral was opened
at last on the Feast of the Conversion of St. Paul, 1887. At the

English service French himself preached ; but this was followed

by an Urdu service, at which Dr. Imad-ud-din was the preacher,

and the lessons were read by Mr. (now Rev.) H. E. Perkins and
the Eev. Mian Sadiq Masih. French strongly insisted on the

right of the Native Christians to a part in the cathedral ; and he
would not allow any sym))ol or ornament in it that could " offend

the Moslem's horror of images, or foster superstition in any recent

convert from a base idolatry." \ He wished very much to have a
joint monument in it to the memory of Pfander, Knott, and
Gordon, his special Punjab missionary heroes ; and then he
would have this inscription :

—

" Tlie fjlorious comjiany of tlic Apostles praise Thee " (Pfander).
" Tlio froodly fell()wslii|) of tlie I'ropliets ])raise Thee" (Knott).
" The noble army of martyrs praise Thoo " (Gordou).§

Perhaps the most significant act of French's episcopate was his

withholding his signature from an important manifesto of the

Indian ])ishops in 1883. Being all assembled at Calcutta, viz.,

Bisliops Johnson, Gell, Mylne, Copleston, French, Speechly,

Strachan (of Rangoon), Caldwell, and Sargent, they adopted a

series of resolutions on certain Church questions, and issued a

Letter, " From the Bishops of the Church of England in India
and Ceylon, in love and humility, to all of everj^ race and religion

therein." French had to leave Calcutta before the Letter was
finally drawn up, and as he had thus no opportunity to move the

insertion of some additional clauses, he refused to let his name be
appended to it. The ground of his difficulty may be best explained

by quoting the words of an editorial in the CM. Intelllfjcnccr

commenting on the Letter ijj

—

" The claims of the Church of England are commonly based on three

* Lt/e o/ Bislwp French, vol. ii. p. 113. f Ibid., chap. xix.

X Ibid.', -p. 111. § Ibid., p. 316.
||
CM. Intelligencer, May, 1883.
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1

grounds. Two of these are frequently expressed, and that by Church- Part TX.

men of a very different type from the bulk of those who support the 1882-95.

Church Missionary Society, in the words ' Evangelical Truth and Chap. 93.

Apostolical Order.' The third is dwelt upon rather by statesmen and
public speakers and writers—Working power and practical usefulness.

Now of these three the Pastoral takes one, and virtually rests the

Church's whole claim upon it. And that one is ' Apostolical Order.'
"

Now French, as he afterwards explained in a Pastoral to his

own diocese, wished the other two grounds included, and also that

cordial recognition should he given to the missionary work of

other Christian societies. But it was a strong proof of his inde-

pendence of spirit, and also of his true devotion to Evangelical

truth, that he should take so significant a step as the withholding

his name from a document which even Bishops Gell, Speechly,

and Sargent felt able to sign.

IV.

This incident naturally brings us to some controversies which ^g°
"-gg'^f

disturbed the harmony of Indian Missions during the period. In the period.

1883 the influence of the Oxford Mission at Calcutta upon the Oxford

Native Christians compelled the C.M.S. missionaries—much as

they respected the clergy of that Mission as individuals, and
reluctant as they were to turn aside from direct missionary work
for the purpose of fighting fellow-Christians—to issue a series of

tracts to guard the Native congregations from the un-Anglican

statements put forth by the new brotherhood.* In the Diocesan

Conferences, too, particularly at Bombay, the C.M.S. men were
obliged to oppose the novel and strange views expressed by the

new race of ultra-High Church chaplains.! From time to time,

ever since, controversies of the kind have occurred ; and the

position has been rendered the more difficult by the fact that

there have been disturbing elements from other directions. The
Plymouth Brethren and the Salvation Army found their most Plymouth-

attractive fields among the members of existing Native Christian saivation-

communities ; and, in 1889, one of the younger C.M.S. mission- >sts.

aries in the Punjab, an Oxford man, seceded from the Church
and joined the Presbyterians. These various circumstances

led to the publication in the Intelligencer (May, 1890) of an

article entitled " C.M.S. Missionaries as Evangelical Churchmen," l^fsg^n^."

the result of much consultation among the Secretaries, with the aries as

aid of the Principal of the CM. College (Mr. Drury). This faT^'lpJ^h-

article laid stress upon both the adjective " Evangelical " and the men."

noun " Churchmen."
Controversies like these natvn'ally brought to the front the great

question of the future of the Christian Chm'ch in India, while at

the same time they rather hindered the calm discussion of the

* See an account of the controversy, and extracts from the Tracts, in an
article on " Chnrch Teaching in Bengal " in the CM. Intelligencer of February,
1884.

t See Ihid., April, 1885.
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Part IX. piohlem. In 1885-6, various an-angcnients in connexion with the
1882-95. Society's Native Church Council system were under the con-O iii]). J3.

gi(;igj-ation of the Committee, and the questions raised were not

Native Unconnected with the rehitions of the C.M.S. congregations with
Church other members of the Church of England, Native and English, in
Council . . ^ o '

questions, a diocesc. A stroug Sub-Committee sat for more than a year,

discussing various points and corresponding wdth India, and
gradually the very diverse opinions expressed at the beginning

What is a giwc placc to practical unanimity. One question was whether a

Cou'^'^^i
Native Church Council, say in Tinnevelly, or in Bengal, was

for? designed to be the incipient governing body of the Church, to grow
gradually into a proper permanent Synod, or whether it was
merely a financial and administrative body for the purpose of

dispensing funds to which the Society largely contributed. In the

former case it would have an important relation to the diocese ; in

the latter case it would be little more than a temporary local

representative of the Society, to be superseded w^hen the Native
community achieved its financial independence. It can scarcely

be doubted that the former was Hemy Venn's original idea. No
other is consistent with his recorded utterances. Jiut those who
were regarded as especially the inheritors of his views, Mr. Fenn
and Mr. Gray, considered that the latter was more practically in

accordance with them in the altered conditions of ecclesiastical

development in India. It is not necessary here to notice in detail

the revised Rules for Church Councils which were eventually

adopted, as they are not quite the same in different parts of India,

and are always subject to further revision ; but the principles

upon which they are based were embodied, after prolonged discus-

c.M.s. tions, in the following important resolutions, adopted finally by

o"i886!'°"^
the General Committee on November 16th, 1886 :—

'• 1. That in all tho Sociotj's plans for tlio development of its Nativo
Objects of Cliuvc'li Council system, three objects have been aimed at

—

{a) to .stimu-
Church

}.^j^^. self-support in the Native Christian communities, and thus, ainoii<rst
\a>ouncils

"
' o

other advantages, to gradually rt^lease tlie Society's funds for more
(hrectly evangelistic purposes

;
{b) to train the Nativo Christians for

taking an active part in tho conduct of their own Church affairs, with a
view to the further development of their Chui-ch orjjanization wluni the
right time shall come, under tho varying circumstances of different

countries
;

(c) to foster the deepening of spiritual life among the Nativo
Cliristians, and the stirring up of them to efforts for tho conversion of

the surrounding Heathen.
" 2. That the Society has yot a further object in view in all its teaching

and training of the Native Christian comnuinities under its charjifo, viz.,

to encotirajre and foster in them a steadfast adherence to the principles

upon which the Society itself is l)asod, so that the influence thoy will

exert in the Churches of the future may be of a distinctly Evangelical
character.

Future of *' 3. That the Society deprecates any measure of Church organization

cl^urch'^"
which may tend to permanently subject the Native Christian com-
munities in India to the forms and arrangements of the national and
established Church of a far-distant and very different country, and
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tlierefore desires that all present arrangements for Church organization Part IX.

should remain as elastic as possible, until the Native Christians them- 1882-95.

selves shall be numerous and powerful enoiigh to have a dominant voice Chap. 93.

in the formation of an ecclesiastical constitution on lines suitable to the
Indian people—a constitution whicli the Society trvists will, while

maintaining full communion with the Church of England, be such as to

promote the unity of Indian Christendom.
" 4. That, at the same time, the Society fully recognizes the fact that Present

its Native Christians in India are members of the Church of England in Native"
that country, and therefore that they have distinct relations, in each Christians,

diocese, with that diocese and its Bishop. The Society looks forward
hopefully to the time when there will be Native Bishops ; and it does
not forget that the maintenance of their relation to the dioceses an<l

Bishops of the Church of England in India is, under present circum-
stances, a necessary step to that desirable consummation.

" 5. That although the immediate purpose for which the Native Church
Councils were formed was the exercise of patronage and the administra-
tion of fuiuls, yet, inasmuch as they have in reality become, to some extent,

the incipient Church bodies for general Church admini.stration, the
Society does not now propose to limit their functions."

Some months before this time an article upon the whole subject

had lieen drafted for the Intelligencer, but its publication was
postponed pending the final decision of the Committee. It was
then revised with much care by the Secretaries, and appeared
(January, 1887) under the title of " The Future of the Church in

India."

Meanwhile, Eome was not idle. Until 1886, the missionary Roman
• • sctivitv

organization of the Eoman Church in India was superintended l:)y

Vicars ApostoHc ; but in that year the Pope formally established a

territorial hierarchy, consisting of eight archbishops and seventeen

bishops. The Eoman Bishop of Lahore, on his arrival, proceeded

to plant his men, not in the still unevangelized districts, but where
the Protestant Native Christians were most numerous. This, of

course, was only the ordinary policy of Eome ; l3ut Bishop
Matthew, in his first Charge, said, " I deem it my duty to protest

against this marauding policy, this wanton aggravation of bitterness

and of those divisions which we deplore." '' But it served one
good purpose, to illustrate the essential unity of Protestant Missions

underlying external differences ; for the S.P.G. and Cambridge union of

men at Delhi, as well as the C.M.S. men, combined with the s.p.g.,

Delhi Baptists and the Punjab Presbyterians (American and &c.^agai^nst

Scotch) to form a committee in opposition to Eomish aggression. Rome.

One result was the starting of a new paper for educated Natives,

called The True Light, which was edited jointly by a Cambridge
Delhi man (S.P.G.) and an American Presbyterian.

It would have been well if Eome alone had given occasion for

these complaints ; but, as already intimated, there were others.

The Salvation Army, which entered India in 1882, did good work Salvation
Army.

* See also Bishop Matthew's remarkable paper on the Missions of the
Churcli of Rome, at the Anglican Missionary Conference of 189J-. Report,

p. 16G.
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among the neglected Eurasian poor in the Presidency cities ;
but

when it went to the rural population, it chose districts already

occupied by Christian societies. Loud were the complaints of the

Irish Presbyterians in Gujerat, who had at first welcomed the

Salvationists as unsectarian fellow-hclprrs, but soon foiuul their

converts being drawn away and formed into separate conununities.

In 1886, Bishop French wrote :
" It is a trial to us that tlie Salva-

tion Army lies in wait to draw away and alienate from us some of

the best and holiest of our converts. Some of the most faithful

and wholly consecrated among them have lately been inveigled

and carried off to England for what they call their International

Congress." One very devoted convert of Mr. Bateman's only

yielded to a rapid succession of urgent telegrams from the Salva-

tionist leaders, and was then shipped otf to England, where he

arrived just in time to be put on an elephant and conducted down

the Strand to Exeter Hall as a fruit of the Army's work among the

Heathen of India. It was not, however, until 1889 that the most

serious invasion of a C.INI.S. district took place. The Salvationists,

having some Tamil "officers" from Ceylon and Madras, sought a

field for their energies in a Tamil country ; and, passing by large

])opuiations in both towns and villages still unevangelized, they

fixed their headquarters at the si)ot which was the centre of the

largest Mission in South India, Palamcotta. In vain was Mr. F.

Tucker, the excellent Punjab civiUan who was at the head of their

organization in India, earnestly reasoned with by two Secretaries

in Salisbury Square who sincerely appreciated his high Christian

character.
* The fact, frankly acknowledged, was that the Tamil

Salvationists had to live ; that they could not get money from the

Heathen; that they could get it from the C.M.S. Christians:

hence the selection of Palamcotta. However they did not stay

more than a year or two : they were only joined by some of the

discontented men who are sure to be found in every community

;

and eventually they left Tinnevelly, and went on to the L.M.S.

Tamil district in South Travancore, where they gathered a large

numl)er of the L.M.S. Native Christians. These are the simple

facts of the case. It would have been far more pleasant to recog-

nize in the Salvation Army an auxiliary in the work of evangelizing

the real Heathen—in which work there is room indeed for every

Christian agency and organization. It is true that the Army has

since made some hundreds of converts from Heathenism in

various parts of India; but the value of their efforts is seriously

affected by their neglect of Christ's ordinance of baptism—to say

nothing of other deficiencies in their teaching.

It is necessary to add that difficulty has also been caused by the

policy foUowed"^ by some American Missions in the North, of

baptizing uninstructed adherents too quickly. The Methodist

Episcopal Mission, under Bishop Thoburn, is one of the most

active and successful agencies in India ; and there is not a little in

its system from which others—C.M.S. not excluded—might learn
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with advantage ; but there is cause for fear that its rapid baptisms Part IX.

may in time prove a real obstacle to the diffusion of a healthy 1882-95.

Christianity. Still more questionable has been the action of some ^P"

of the United Presbyterians from America in the Punjab. There American

was in the period we are reviewing a notable movement towards jn^he"'^

'

Christianity among the rural population, especially among the Punjab.

Chuhras, a low and out-caste section of the people. Some
thousands of these were baptized by the " U.P." Mission, not

only in the districts acknowledged to be its own, but in Mr.
Bateman's Narowal district, generally recognized as a C.M.S.
field. After much controversy, a new division of territory was
arranged in 1889, the " U.P.'s " retiring from a part of the C.M.S.
district which they had been working, and being left in possession

of a larger part of it. But this arrangement threw upon Mr.
Bateman the care of 1150 baptized people in seventy-five villages,

who were registered as "communicants," but of whom not five Result of

per cent, knew anything intelligently of Christianity, while the baptisms,
majority had never knelt in prayer or even heard of the Bible.'"

Even the catechists who were transferred proved to be useless or

worse, and every one of them had to be discharged. Why had
such people professed to become Christians at all ? Simply be-

cause to them it was a rise in the social scale. Despised as the

Christians were by the Hindus and Mohammedans, the Chuhras
as such were still more despised. However, through the energy of

Bateman, and of Ihsan Ullah and other devoted Native brethren,

they were gradually instructed and improved, and they have since

become quite equal to the average rural Christian community.
Another question was raised by the action of these two

American Missions, the question of what is called the Comity of Question

Missions. Most Protestant Societies in India have adopted the ofM^sslons
principle of dividing the land, except that the largest cities are

common ground. But this system has its imperfections ; and the

Methodists, in particular, urge that if one of their Christians

removes into (say) a Presbyterian or an Anglican district, they
must follow him and minister to him if they can, and that then,

being there, they cannot refrain from working also among the

Heathen. Bishop Clifford of Lucknow, and Bishop Thoburn of

the American Methodist Episcopal Mission, have been the chief

champions of the two systems respectively. It should be observed
that the latter by no means advocates or defends the '

' sheep-
stealing " (as it is called) which is attributed to the Eomanists, the
Leipsic Lutherans, the Exclusive Brethren, and the Salvation

Army.f
* See Mr. Bateman's paper on Catechumens and the Right Time for

Baptism, written for the Anglican Missionary Conference of 189-4, Report,

p. 144. It was also printed in the CM. IntelLigencer of February, 1895.

I The question was admirably and fairly discussed in Bishop Matthew's
paper at the Anglican Missionary Conference, referred to ante. See also an
article by the late Rev. W. R. Blackett in the CM. Intelligencer of December,
1890.
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Part IX. Another very important but quite different question, in connexion
1882-95. ^vith Educational Missions, has been raised from time to time

"''^' apropos of the Madras Chi'istian College, the splendid institution

Question mentioned in Chap. LXXVIII. It was contended by some that
°\^^^ the College did not aim definitely at the conversion of its non-
place oi

. ,
'^

,
^

Higher Christian students, while all acknowledged the high character
ducation.

^^j. -^^ nioral influence. Dr. Miller, the able and accompHshed
Piincipal, l)oldly tln-ew down the gauntlet in 1M94, in a lecture on

Dr. " the Place of Hinduism in the Story of the World," in which he

lecture. distinctly ranged the College neither with the secular Government
institutions, nor with those missionary colleges which "make it

their one over-mastering aim to bring men over from other

schemes of life and to place them within the Christian fold "
; and,

in a fui'ther explanation and defence of his position, he dwelt upon
the immense importance oi preparntonj irork, i\\c. results of wliich,

though slow, would be sure. This is a consideration to be recog-

nized to the utmost, and whether or no the Madras College has

aimed at conversions as definitely as some other institutions, it

may be doubted whether it has not achieved results as distinct iis

theirs, and as clearly tokens of God's blessing.-'''

Question of One morc question of the period uuist be referred to—a question

Hce^nsfs^ internal to the Church of England. In India much spiritual work
foriaymen. j^ done by hiymeu : ought such laymen to hold tlie bishop's license?

The C.INI.S. Committee had generally said No, as we saw in

Chap. LXXX., except that in Ceylon the experienced catechists

wlio were virtually pastors of village congregations did receive

delinite episcopal recognition through the superintending mission-

ary. But in 1894 Bishop Clifford again raised the question, not

only in regard to such "pastoral catechists," but also in regard to

English laymen, missionaries and others, conducting occasional

services at the request, or in the absence, of the clergyman. The
Conmiittee were reluctant to agree to any arrangement which
might seem to imply that a lay Christian cannot engage in direct

evangelistic work without episcopal sanction, because such work
is his plain and elementary duty as a Christian. But there is a

clear distinction between such work and what are regular ministerial

functions ; and when a layman engages in these latter, it seemed
reasonable that the bishop, who is responsil)le for the oversight of

the Christian congregations in his diocese, should have cognizance

of the fact. Accordingly, after long and careful consideration,

resolutions were adopted to that effect on December 11th, 1894.

t

V.

Special 'We may now turn to an entirely different subject, the visits

in India, paid to India by Special Missioners and others.
and othtr

* See an article on Di\ Miller's lecture, by the Rev. H. E. Perkins, in the

CM. TnteJUgencer of August, 1895.

I See Ibid., January, 1895, pp. 65, 77.

visits.
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The first visit calling for mention was that of Mr. Wigram and Part IX
his son Edmund in 1886-7. Their jom-ney round the world has 1882-95.
been before referred to ;

- here we have only to do with the Indian ^^*P- 9^-

section of the tour. After a visit to Ceylon, they landed at Mr
Tuticorm on November 3rd. From that time until March 19th wigram's
they were incessantly travelling or inspecting the Missions,

'"^'*'

often travelling all night and preaching and speaking in the day!
No part of the C.M.S. fields was omitted: Tinnevelly, Travan-
core, Madras, the Telugu country, the Bombay Presidency,
Bengal, the North-West and Central Provinces, the Punjab
and Sindh, all were visited; and everywhere Mr. Wigram's
words of counsel and encouragement were highly valued by
the missionaries. Among the most striking episodes of the
tour were the meetings with English-speaking non-Christian
Indian gentlemen. At Madras, two hundred of them presented
him with an address of warm thanks for the labours of the
Mission. {•

^^

Interesting and helpful as Mr. Wigram's Indian tour was, the
^'Special Mission " of the following year was more intrinsically The cm. s.

important, and has been followed by far-reaching results beyond Missionwhat any personal visits could effect. We have before seen \ how oil^^^
General Haig moved the C.M.S. Committee to send a party of
clergymen and laymen to India for the purpose of holding for the
Ncitiye Christians services of the type familiar in Parochial
Missions at home

; § and we have seen the eight men eventually
chosen sent forth with hope and prayer, and sailing in the P. & O.
s.s. Khedive in October, 1887. The Eev. Filmer Sulivan and Mr.
Edward Clifford were allotted to Bengal and the North-West
Provinces; the Eev. H. E. Fox

||
and Mr. Swann Hurrell to

Madras and the Telugu country ; the Eevs. B. Baring-Gould
||
and

G. Karney to Travancore and Tinnevelly ; the Eev. G. C. Grubb
and Colonel Oldham to Bombay and Ceylon. The Punjab was
omitted in consequence of the party numbering only eight, instead
of ten as originally planned. The CM. Intcliigenccr of 1888 con-
tained full and deeply-interesting accounts of the work, occupying
no less than eighty-seven pages in that volume. All that can be
done in this History is to extract a very few brief testimonies
as to the work and its effects. At Calcutta, warm witness was AtCai-
borne to its excellence, and to the impression made, by the *'""^-

Indian Churchman, the organ of the High Church party there.

* See p. 329.

t A journal of the tour was kept by Mr. Edmund Wigram, and published
separately by the Society. It is a valuable picture of the Missions as they
appeared at the time.

X See p. 330.

§ An admirable article by General Haig explained the need, purpose, and
scope of the Special Mission, CM. Int,lti,,evcer, October, 1887.
, II

It should be remembered that neither Mr. Baring-Gould nor Mr. Fox was
then a C.M.S. Secretary. Both were parochial clergymen.

VOL. III.
J, j^
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Part IX. It quoted a letter from an officer of the Eoyal Engineers, which
1882-95. said:—
Chap. 93.

" I have never in all my experience of India seen a large gathering of

Natives so moved as by Mr. Clifford's address, translated, as it was,
sentence by sentence. God can do a great work hy men who do not
know the vernacular."

Of the same Calcutta services Mr. Hall wrote :

—

Striking " My mind wanders back to all the details of the past fortnight. The
scenes crowded churches, the earnest, quiet mien, the upturned eyes of seeking

souls ; tile strong roll of song, up to the throue of God ; the cries to Him
in brief petitions ; the i)reacher's God-taught words ; the lingering
crowds, fed just enough to make soul-hunger keener still ; the felt

presence of Christ Himself, walking as of old He walked, toui-hing the ca.st-

out leper, creating siglit where sight had never been, making straight tlu)

bowed woman whose eyes had rested oidy upon earth till now, restoring

tile withered arm, and walking witli the tiro, until His holy converse
caused hearts to burn within. Yes, there He stood all fresh and living

and real and true, as in those days of long ago.
" And so His holy words went liome with the power of a llri)/i/

Christ."

Mr. Ball, of the Divinity School at Calcutta, wrote :—
^"d^esti- "We praise God for the large number of men attending both the""""'""

English and Bengali services. Never before, I believe, lias the Bengali
Church been so stirred, so that many are realizing the beauty of Christ's
life and of entire devotion to Him."

And Mr. P. Ireland Jones :—

-

" Our two dear friends have won all hearts, and have cheered workers
and people more than I can well describe. Their visit to Bengal w ill not
be forgotten by the present generation of men and women among whom
they have woiked. Many are rejoicing in the new light wliich lias slione

npt)n them, revealing God's love and grace, and the lutssibilities and
joys of the Christian life, in a way never realized before.

" One remarkable feature? of the work is tlie liearty .symi»atliy of every
religious denomination in Calcutta. The ofliciating Archdeacon, cliap-

lains, Oxford Mission men, Bapti.sts, American Episcoi)al Methodists,
Wesleyans, Native Brahmos, and others, have attended the services."

The Rev. Henry Lewis wrote the following striking testimony
from Lucknow :

—

" If the truth must be told, we were not sanguine of great results from
the Mission, although we did expect, as well as prepare for, a blessing.

" But now, what have we to report ? Why this, that God shamed our
timorous faith by sending us not the few drops of blessing which we
thought might fall on us, but a real spirit-stirring and life-giving

shower.
" The opening meetings were wonderful. The Native Church here had

never before experienced anytliing like them. We were all surprised at
the amount of power present. It was actually what someone has happily
described as ' a wave of blessing.' And in trying to account for the

A spiritual coming of this spiritnol monsoon among us, we could not honestly attri-
monsoon. bute it to our own prayers ; nor yet entirely to the efforts of the mis-

siouers,—helpful and blessed as those efforts really were. No ! we traced

At
Lucknow.
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its rise to the shores of dear old England, where it had evidently sprung Part IX.
into being as a consequence of the many earnest and continued inter- 1882-95.

cessions made there for this Winter Mission. Chap. 93.
" Surely this should encourage ovu- friends at home to persevere in their

prayers for us. More prayer of this kind will bring India to the feet

of Christ sooner than any amount of extra income to the missionary
cause.

" After the Rev. F. Sulivan's opening address, he asked his hearers to

offer up single-sentence petitions for specially-needed personal blessings.

And thereupon there commenced a wondei'ful series of earnest and
touching ejaculations in such quick succession, that often one petition

was begun before the other had ended. Some besought the Lord for

clean hearts ; some for heathen relatives ; some for more faithfulness

;

some for the pi-esence of the Holy Spirit. At first men only prayed, but
as the fire increased, women also stood up, and, with tears, entreated for

special blessings. Such a sight as that of a w^oman praying in the con-
gregation was probably never witnessed before in these parts. But the
occasion was such a solemn one, that what might have appeared unvder

ordinary circumstances a startling iiuiovation, seemed only a natural

outcome of the heavenly power which was moving among us."

On the following page is given the programme of Mr. Fox Mr. Fox

and Mr. Hurrell at Masulipatam, as a specimen of the kind Teiugu

of work done. Mr. Fox's sphere in the Teiugu country was country,

specially interesting to him owing to the Mission there having
been founded by his father in conjunction with Eobert Noble.

They, in 1841, went to a virgin field. Now, in 1888, he found
there 8000 Christian adherents, the fruit of the Village Mission
his father had started ; while the leaders of the community were
the high-class converts from Noble's School. Mr. Cain wrote
thus of Mr. Fox's visit to the remote station of Dummagudem on
the Godavari :

—

" During his stay here Mr. Fox delivered thirteen addresses in Dumma- At Dum-
gudem, two in Nallapalli, and three in Injeram on his way down the magudem.

river. The morning addresses were chiefiy t(j the agents, and the even-
ing ones more general, but the attendances at all were remarkably good.

The addresses were admirably suited to the people, both in form and
matter, and the earnest way in which all, old and young, gave heed
to the things spoken cheered our hearts and solemnly impressed us. All

could not help but feel that ' the Lord is in this place.' It was easy (the

Lord made it easy) to render inijo simple Teiugu the preacher's short,

crisp sentences, with their pointed appeals and most apt illustrations

;

and the faces of the hearers showed that the words went home. The
touching prayers which folhjwed gathered up the main points of each
address, and the tender pleading showed that the various teachers had
grasped the truths set forth, and on one occasion the hearts of all were
stirred deeply when the young man who was oflering prayer almost broke
down in his confession of sin. Men who have been Christians for years,

and those who have only lately come into the fold, exclaimed, ' His
words pierce us. He speaks as if he knows the secrets of our hearts.'

Children who had been at the Nallapalli services were heard telling their

less-favoured friends the anecdotes they had heard, and leading Chris-

tian teacheis declared, ' We have learned things we never knew before
on points we have often preached on.'

"

K k 2
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Part IX.
1882^ !».').

Chap. 93.

PLAN OF SERVICES AND MEETINGS

At the Special Jfj.s.si'on, Mnsulipatam, 1888.

Jan. 28, 6.0 p.m. United praj'er-meeting. Ps. Ixvii.

Jan. 29
Sun. 7.0 a.m. Telupu sen-ice with H. C, St. Mary's Ch. John xiv. 15 Rev. H. K. Fox

4.0 p.m. Ditto ditto Mr. S. Hnrrell.

6.0 „ EnpHsh ditto Matt. xi. 28—30 Kov. H. K. Fox
Jan. 30, 6.45 a.m. Address to Students, NoMo Collepe. Matt. xix. 16—2i . Ditto.

7.0 ,, TeUifrn Mission service, St. Mary's ....
9.0 „ Address, Tehipu iKiys, Noble College. " Christ our Coi)y

"

9.30 ,, Address, Christianchildren, Sharkey Memorial School .

4.0 p.m. Telupu ser\'ice, St. Mary's
8.0 „ Address, Bn),'lish-si>eakinf^ linidus, Poole Hall. "Tests

of true relifdon "

Jan. 31, 6.45 a.m. Address to Students, Noble CoUepe. John iii. 1—12
7.0 ,, Mi.H.sion service (Tclutru), St. Mary's
9.30 ,, Afldrcss, Christian children, .'^hllrkey School .

2.0 p.m. Address, Christian Mission ajrents, .Miss Bassoe's
Drawinp-room

3.0 ,, Aildress, Non-Christian Mission aponts, Poole Hall.

Ps. cxxxix. 1—12
4.0 ,, Telupn service, St. Mary's
6.30 ,, Enphsh ilitto Is. xxviii. 22 .

Feb. 1, 6. t"> a.m. Address to Students, Noble Collepe. Luke xv. 1—7
7.0 ,, Telupu service, St. Mary's Church
9.:W ,, Address, Christian children, Sharkey Memorial School .

2.0 p.m. Address, Christian Mission apents. Miss Ba.ssoe's

Drawinp-room
3.0 ,, Address, Non-Christian agents, Poole Hall. Luke xv.

1—7
4.0 ,, Telupu service, St. Marj-'s
6.0 ,, Missionary i)rayer-meetinp
8.0 ,, Addre.ss, Knpliih-siJeakinp Hindus, Poole Hall. " Who

is Christ?"
Feb. 2, 6.45 a.m. Address to Students, Noble Collepe. Acts ix. 1—20

7.0 ,, Telupu service, St. Mary's Church
9.30 ,, Address, Christian boys and pirls, Sharkey School .

2.0 p.m. Address, Christian Mission apeiits, Mi.ss llassoe's

Drawinp-room
3.0 „ Address, Non-Christian agents, Poole Hall. Acts xxvi

9—20
4.0 ,, Telupu sers-ice, St. Mary's Church . . . . ,

6.30 ., Knplish ditto Ps. ciii. 12

Feb. 3, 6.45 a.m. Address to Students, Noble Collcp'^. Luke xviii. 9—14
7.0 ,, Telupu service, St. Mary's
9.0 ,, Address, Telupu boys. Noble Collepe and Branch

" How to copy Christ "

Addre.ss, Christian children, Sharkey School .

Mr. S. Hurrell.
Rev. H. K. Fox.
Mr. S. Hurrell.
Ditto.

Rev. H. K. Fox.
Ditto.

Mr. S. Hurrell.
Ditto.

Ditto.

Rev. H. K. Fox.
Mr. S. Hun-ell.
Rev. H. K. Fox.
Ditto.

Mr. S. Hurrell.
Ditto.

Ditto.

Rev. H. E. Fox.
Mr. S. Hurrell.
Miss Brandon.

Rev. H. E. Fox.
Ditto.

Mr. S. Hurrell.
Ditto.

Ditto.

Rev. H. E. Fox.
Mr. S. Hurrell.
Rev. H. E. Fo.x.

Ditto.

Mr. S. Hurrell.

9.30
4.0 p.m. Telupu service, St. Mary's
8.0 " "

~
Hindus. "The authority of

Rev. H. E. Fox.
Mr. S. Hurrell.
Ditto.

Address, Enplish-siieakin;
Scriptui-e "

. . Rev. H. E. Fox.

Feb. 4, Sat. No services.
(Mr. S. Hurrell accompanied Mr. Stone in the district

Feb. 5 from Feb. 3rd to 13th.)

Sun. 7.0 a.m. Telupu .service with H. C, St. Mary's. Luke viii. 4—15 Rev. H. E. Fox.
4.0 p.m. Diito ditto 2 Pet. iii. 18 .Ditto.

0.0 „ Enphsh ditto ' John xx. 19 . Ditto.

Feb. C, 6.45 a.m. Address to Students and Bible study. " The first four
Commandments " Ditto.

6.30 p.m. Enplish service. Ps. lxxx\ni. 7 Ditto.

Feb. 7, 6.45 a.m. Address to Students and Bible study. Mark iv. 24—29.
" The Commandments" Ditto.

8.0 „ Address to Enplish-siiciiking Hindus. " The Oripin and
(Jrowth of Christianity " Ditto.

Feb. 8, 6.45 a.m. Address to Students iind Bible study. Gal. v. 7, 8.

" The Commandments " Ditto.

6..30 p.m. Enplish service. Eph. i. 1 Ditto.

Feb. 9,6.45 a.m. Address to Students and Bible study. " Forpiveness " Ditto.

8.0 p.m. Address to Enphsh-speakinp Hindus. " Man : what he
is—whence he came—whither he goes " . . . Ditto.

Feb. 10, 6.30 „ Enphsh service. 1 Cor. i. 8 Ditto.

Feb. 11, Sat. No services.

Sun. 12, 7.0 a.m. Telupu service Ditto.

3.0 p.m. Address to English-speaking Hindus. " The Resurrec-
tion and its results " Ditto.

6.0 ,, EngUsh service. John xiv. 9 Ditto.
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• Travancore and Tinnevelly proved the hardest Holds to cover, Part IX.

because of the large number of towns and villages in which the 1882-95.

Christians lived. The work was quieter there, and the accounts P"

sent home were not so enthusiastic as from the North, but the
effects were at least as real and as lasting. Mr. Walker, of in Tinne-

Tinnevelly, wrote :— ''^"y-

" We were, I think, distinctly happy in respect of our Mission
pi-eachers. They were the right men sent to the right place.

" (1) I should say, first of all, that I have been impressed by the sober
and solemn character of the Mission from first to last. There has been
no great physical excitement, no emotional display, no liysterical

exhibitions. AH has been calm and solemn and real. Reliance has Quiet and

been placed rather on the power of the truth itself, addressed to the teaching
consciences of the hearers, than on any devices of human wisdom. The
need of repentance, the necessity of the new biith, the impotency of man
without the Holy Spirit's help and grace, the perfect atonement of our
Lord Jesus Christ, in His fulfilment of the law for man, and in His
vicarious sacrifice for sin,—these and other fundamental truths have
been emphasized and pressed home with p(jwer. Very clearly and very
tellingly have our Native Christians been warned against the danger of

being content with a merely nominal Christianity. There has been, in

short, a clear and faithful proclamation, with forcible personal applica-

tion, of that Gospel which is ' the power of God unto salvation.'
" (2) I have been struck, also, as have many Native Christians with

whom I have conversed, with the stress laid upon the work and office of

the Holy Ghost. The Spirit of God has been most distinctly honoured
amongst us. His prerogatives have been insisted upon strongly by both
our Mission preachers.

" (3) There has been, in the experience of very many, so far as man can
judge, a true conviction of sin, and 'great searchings of heart.' Men
have been moved to say of sin and its exceeding sinfulness, ' We never
saw it in this fashion.'

"(4) The Mission has left a mark, I trust, on the Native agents of the
Society. Undoubtedly the surest way to reach the congregations at

large is to work from the central circle by reaching the agents in

particular. Special meetings have been held for these in most of the
centres visited, and very solemn and searching have they proved."

And one of the leading Native clergymen wrote, two years later. Result

wdien there was time to measure up the effects :

—

years

" Two years ago the Lord, in His goodness and mercy, sent two of His
devoted servants, the Rev. Messrs. Baring-Gould and Karney, to this part
of India to preach the glorious Gospel of the blessed God both to Christians
and non-Christians. Although they preached the same truth which has
been preached here for many years, yet the Spirit of the Lord did His
mighty work in the hearts of the people in a way that was never known
before. Many a sinner was brought to the feet of Jesus ; many hard
hearts were s(jftened ; many cold hearts were made warm ; many a sleepy
soul was awakened to the sense of duty ; many of the servants of God
dedicated themselves afresh to His service, and vowed to serve Him
more earnestly and more faithfully than ever. And, indeed, there was
nuich joy in Tinnevelly." *

* In the Aniiual Letter of the Rev. LI. G. Scott Price, received tliis year,

1899, he mentions having come across Tamil Christians who date their
conversion from Mr. Baring-Gould's visit, or from that of Mr. Grubb.

wo
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Pakt IX. From Boiiihay very warm letters were received. Bisliop Mylne

^h'^'o^t
gave Mr. Grubb tlie use of the catliedral, and attended some of

' ^^" " the meetings elsewhere,—a particularly generous course, consider-

At Bombay ing the type of teaching and appeal adopted. Mr. H. C. Squires

wrote :

—

Bishop "Notliiii^ iciiild liavt- I'xct'i'dt'd tin- kiiidiit'.ss with wliiih from tln> vt-rv

sympathy, tii'.st till- Mishnp i,mvc to the linivt'iiiciit tlie bunt'tit of his .synilKithy and
sanction. To his intervention was diu! the securinfj; of the cathedral for

one of our series of meetings, while liis per.sonal participation in the
prej)aratorv gathering, in the service of welcome, and in the opening
meetings of ('onference, was felt by all to he a jjfreat and welcome? j;ain.

If, suh.sequently, tlu? perhaps inevitable emt'rj,nn<j; of divergent views
madi! co-operation on his part more dinicult. iiothin*,' of this kind could
etl"ac»( the recollection of the preceding kindui-ss.

"Some of the most striking indications of .sympathy come, howevi'r,

from the Nonconformi.st bodies.
" I have been struck by the unexpected expre.ssion.s of a]>proval and

resjject as to the work of tin? Mi.ssion by some whose general fastidious-

ness of ta.ste and retinement of culture led oni' almost to fear a hostile

criticism of all such simph' (Jospi'l methods. It would, howt'Vi'r, what-
ever others may fi'cl or say, be a i^no.ss ingratitude on oiw jiart if we did
not recognize with the deepest thankfulness the spiritual benetit that
was received, not only by the careless and godU-ss, but also by many a

Christian heart through the agency of this Mi.ssion. In fact it is here
most i)rol)ably that the chief blessing' of the Mission is to be found in the
deepening of the spiritual life of tho.se who already believed."

The Bombay Diocesan Record, a paper not likely to give sj)('c-ial

welcome to two such missioners, said :

—

" The meetinjj^s were uniformly successful, and tln're is no doubt that
the twofold aim of the Mission, viz., ' The Itrin^inj^ to the Lord such as

know Him not, and the buildint^ up in tlie faith of such a.s are already
His. has been accoinpli.shed. .\l.so a general desiie not only to read l>nt

st'iirrli the Scriptures more thoroughly, has been evoked. At the elo.se

of the miH»tin<,fs many of the Chiistians stood u|» and acknowledj^ed how
nuich they were benetited Ity tiie a<ldresses. 'J'he consensus of opinion

was that the missiotiers shmdd have made a longer .stay, and univt-rsal

regret was expressed consetiueiit upon their not being able to do so."

Te^ti^niony r^\^Q
jjgy Ruttouji Nowrojl wrotc froui Auraugabad, which was

Ruttonji visited by Mr. Grubb :

—

'* We have had very refreshing meetings, and you will rejoice? to hear
that the Lord's presence was with us. The Spirit oi God lias greatly

refre.shed and revived the hearts of the weary and tlie struggling ones.

What shall I say of myself:' Recent trials and sorrows have depressed
me—but now, God's name be praised! I rejoice and realize the rich

provision which our Heavenly Father has made for us in the Son of His
love : righteousness, peace, and joy in the Holy Gho.st. Can we need
more?' How my heart blesses dear Christian England for sending her
children to this dark land to speak peace and joy to weary and weak
believers !

"

One striking fact was that Mr. Grubb and Colonel Oldham
received 400 letters (taking Bombay and Ceylon together) testifying

to blessing received. The Mission in Ceylon will be noticed in

Nowroji.
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another chapter. It should be added that Mr. Karney, after Part IX.

finishing his allotted work in Tinnevelly, went to the North to p^^^"p^„

visit the lady missionaries of the C.PIZ.M.S., of which Society
^'^'^^^

he was then Clerical Secretary ; and that he conducted similar Mr.

special services at Amritsar, Peshawar, and Karachi, with much f^l^l^
blessing ; so that the Punjab and Sindh, after all, did not alto- Punjab,

gether lose their share in the Mission.'''

Whatever were the general effects of this "Winter Mission, it was Effects of

no doubt like similar Missions at home, quickening individual MissiJn.*^'^

souls, but not producing such permanent changes in the community

dealt with as to mark a conspicuous increase of spiritual life.

Very rarely can a Parochial Mission be looked back upon as a

great epoch in parish history ; and yet numberless in the aggregate

are the personal lives that have been transformed through the

agency of such Missions. What has made the India Winter

Mission of 1887-8 so memorable is the fact that it set a pattern

for imitation, and that it has been imitated over and over again in

later years. There had previously been two or three visits to

India of men identified with the movement, and good work had

been done by them ; by Mr. Sholto Douglas, for instance,t and by

Mr. Somerville of Glasgow, the remarkable " modern apostle
"

whose life Dr. G. Smith has included in his series of missionary

biographies, t But the C.M.S. Winter Mission was the first

organized effort of the kind.

We have seen before ^ how this Winter Mission led to the

sending forth of Mr. Grubb and others by the Keswick Convention

two years later. Their first memoral)le tour in that connexion, in

1889-90, began in Ceylon and Tinnevelly, and their visit to the

latter place calls for mention here. Mr. Barton was at that time

in Tinnevelly, rearranging the affairs of the Native Church after

the death of Bishop Sargent ; and he invited Mr. Grubb to go Later visit

over from Ceylon and renew the work begun two years before by ""^^^^ ^^

Mr. Baring-Gould and Mr. Karney. The services at Palamcotta, as
J^{J"e-

described by the same Native clergyman whose account of the ^^ ^"

C.M.S. Winter Mission there has been already quoted from, were

accompanied by manifest blessing. H
Bishop Caldwell invited

Mr. Grubb and his party also to Edyengudi, the famous S.P.G.
JJ^^„

•""

station ; and of the work there an S.P.G. Tamil clergyman wrote s-p^g^

as follows :

—

" Mr. Grubb and his colleagues had five or six meetings each day for

* A curious tkinj? occurred in connexion with Mr. Karney'.s Mission at

Amritsar. The notice of his services bore at its foot tlie words, " Qome your-

self—Ash others. Fray that you and those you ask may receive a blessing."

Those identical words were borrowed by the Mohammedans and put at the

foot of the notice of a lecture on Islam by " Moulvie Hassan Ali, Mohammed
missionary "

!

t See p. 182.
+ A Modern Apostle: Alexander N. Somerville, D.D. By George Smith,

C.I.E., LL.D. Murray, 1891.

§ See p. 290. ||
See CM. Intelliyencer, July, 1890.
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Part IX.
1882-95.

Chap. 93.

Testimony
of an
S.P.G.
Tamil
pastor.

tho agents. Christian work. -vs. ;iii(l sdidnl-cliihhvn. in addition to their
private interviews witli inthvi(hial ('hristiaiis. They liave l>een nneeasingly
en.<,Mi;ecl in i)reae]nn<r, prayini^s antl in hilx.iirinu witli sonls. Mr. Cirulih'a
achhe.sses, enlivened as they were by ancu-dotes and illrt.strations. liad
made a f,M-eat inipre.ssion on tlie hearers, thou.<,di he had to speak to tlieni
thron<j;li an interpreter.

" His opening address on Tuesday morninij to an audii^nee of (iOO sonls
on Psalm Ixviii. 1, ' Tx-t God aris'e, let His enemies be seattered : let
them also that hate Him flee before Him,' was very appropriate for tho
occasion. . . . On Wednesday mornin<j. the oth, there was a lar<,ve con-
gregation of abont TjOO people, of whom V2\) partot)k of the Holy
Commnnion. Mr. Grubb was the celebrant. His sermon, from Psalin
XXV. 1.",, 'Mine eyes are ever toward the Lord; for He shall plnck my
feet out of the net,' was li-stened to with gn^at attention. His address
on the same day to the pastors, agents, and Christian workers consisting
of men and women, 12S in all, was founded on 1 Cor. iii. b",, 'If any
man's work shall be burned, he shall sufler loss; but he himself shall bo
saved, yet so as by tire.' It is hoped that this address, which was mo.st
fervid and elocjuent, will long live in the memories of the hearers, aiul
will tend to help them in their spiritual growth, in holiness and purity
of life, in self-denial and .self-devotedness, and in the practice of good
works.

" Both on Tuesday evening and on Wednesday evening then^ was an
overflowing audience to hear Mr. (irubb's a<ldresses. His subject for the
first eveniiig was 'The Woman of Samaria and the Living Water.'
'The Preciousness of Chri.st' was his theme for the .second evening.
We had upwards of a thou.sand people each day. The chm-ch was full
ab()ut a quarter of an hour before the time fixed' for the conunencement.
This will give some idea of the im])ression made by t\wsv .servants of tho
Lord. We are exceedingly thankful for the o]i])oitunity given to get so
many people together for succe.s.sive days, and for the earnest, faithful
messages delivered to them by Mr. Grubb and his party."

Among other missioners visiting India in the years following
the C.M.S. Winter Mission were Dr. Pentecost, tlie elociiicnt
American preacher, who was accompanied hy two ]\Iisses Kinnaird,
and who, witli tlieni, stayed out a year and a half; the Rev. W.
Haslam, Lord Eadstock, and the venerable George IMiiller; and
several notices of their visits to C.M.S. stations occur in the
Reports of 1890-92. Dr. Pentecost addressed himself especi-
ally to the educated Hindus; and the general testimony was
that no other visitor has been equally successful in securing their
attention. " They will go and hear any visitor once," said an
experienced C.M.S. man; " but they will go and hear Pentecost
again and again." In 1893, the C.M.S. itself sent out the Rev.
E. N. Thwaites, of Salisbury, and the Rev. Martin J. Hall, who was
an experienced w^orker among childi-en, and who has since gone
as a missionary to Uganda. The Society's Annual Report of 1894
said, " Wherever they went, tho Lord w^orked with them, and the
missionaries wrote home testifying of spiritual refreshment, and
of new joy in their Saviour and His work."

But Special Missions of the kind have not been conducted only
l)y visitors from the West. Some of the missionaries themselves,
and some of the Native clergy, have conducted them at their own
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stations—notably on several occasions in Santalia ; '" and some- Part IX.

times they have l^een invited to go to other fields than their own p?'^^"^o'

for a like purpose. Travancore and Cochin have been especially
^^^'

benefited in this latter way. The Eev. J. H. Bishop, of Trichur,

so early as 1883, asked earnest Native clergymen to come to hold

missions at that town. Subsequently much blessing attended visits

there from the Eev. Isaac Eow, of the Anglo-Indian Evangeliza-

tion Society, and Mr. Lakshman Eao, a converted Brahman.
Again, in 1894, the Eev. T. Walker, of Tinnevelly, held services Mr.

in Travancore ; and as he is the last man to look unduly on the Trala"-'"
bright side, his account of his visit is the more encouraging :— core.

" What I saw of the C.M.S. work in Travancore filled my heart with
much thankfulness. The signs of unrest and quickening among the

Syrians, the establishment by the reformed party of a Native Missionary

Society of their own, the remarkable movement which is now everywhere
visible among the depressed classes, the ready response which 1 found
on all sides to the great truths of the Gospel, the evident desire on the

part of many of the Christians for something higher and better than
their present attainments, tlie frequent inquiry with which I was
accosted, ' How can I get victory over sin ? How can I learn to read

my Bible with profit ? '—all these, I take it, are auguries of liope for the

future. True, there are also little clouds of anxiety visible in the blue

sky, but God's grace can disperse thfm all. I look back on my visit

with much thankfulness and pleasure, and pray God to make the

Travancore Church ' a joy and a praise in the earth.'

"

But undoubtedly the most remarkable of these missions have

been those of two Tamil evangelists in Travancore in the early

months of 1895. The account of their work sent by the Eev.

J. H. Bishop, one of the most trusted and experienced of C.M.S.
missionaries, was of quite exceptional interest.!

VI.

There was another class of special services and meetings that

began to be employed in the period. While the Special Missions

were an extension to India of the Parochial Mission movement,
there was also an extension of the Keswick movement, in the

shape of " Conventions," as well as, on somewhat different lines, ^°"^!j"
^

the holding of Quiet Days. Some of these, and not the least Quiet Days

effective, were small local gatherings, as when the Eev. W. H.
Ball, of Calcutta, held a series of services for the pastors and lay

agents only of the Nuddea district in 1889 ; or gatherings of

pastors and teachers from a larger area, as from the whole North-

West Provinces at Allahabad in the same year, when the assembly
lasted ten days, and was described by Mr. Hackett as a "Eetreat";
or of agents of all grades in still larger numbers, as at Cottayam
in 1893. j But not less interesting were the annual Conventions

* See particularly, CM. InfelUijericer, February, 1885.

t See Ihid., Auguat, 1895.
+ See IbicZ., September, 1889; March, 1890 ; September, 1893.
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Part IX. at Kodaikanal, in the Piilney Hills, one of the summer resorts to
1882-95. -vvhich the members of different INIissions in South India retire for

' ''^P" •
' a few weeks' bodily recruitin,iJ!. Here is the scheme of subjects

for the gathering in 1893 :''

—

" The general subject of the Convention was * Sons of God.' At the

morning meetings tlie different aspects of Christ the Son were dwelt
upon, and in the afternoon the subject of Christians as ' Sons of the

Living God ' was looked into in the light of God's Woi'd. A Scheme for

the whole Convention had been drawn out by the Rev. E. A. Douglas
(C.M.S.), of which these are the heads :—Christ ' the Son ' as the Author
of Salvation ; the Head of the Church; the Heavenly Heir; the Coming
King. Christians ' the Sons '—the Condition of Sonship ; the I*rivilego

of Sonship ; the Spirit of Sonship ; the Liberty of Sonship ; tlui

Discipline of Sonship ; the Duties of Sonship ; the Destiny of Sonship
;

the Consummation of Sonship."

Ladies' Another gatheiing of special interest was a Ladies' Devotional
Devotional Conference held at Amritsar in February, 1895, under tiie leader-

ship of Miss Gollock, w^ho was visiting India at that time. In the

principal addresses she was assisted by Miss Hewlett, C.J^. Z. M.S.,

Miss Brow^n, M.D., of the American Presbyterian Mission, and
Miss Orlebar, of the Y.W.C.A. Very warm letters w^ere received

regarding this gathering.

f

Mr. Peel's In this coniiexion should be mentioned the remarkable addresses

a^Bomb^y delivered to the Bombay clergy, at the special invitation of Bishop
' Mylne, by the Rev. W. G. Peel, the C.M.S. Secretary there—the
same who has lately l)een appointed to the bishopi'ic of Mombasa.
It was a striking illustration of Dr. Mylne's appreciation of spiritual

gifts in one far removed from himself in theological and ecclesias-

tical views. Three of these addresses were published in the

Intelligencer, and are of permanent value. Their subjects are

(1) "The Missions of Christendom are the Overflowing of the

Living Waters," (2) "Spiritual Loss and Gain," (3) "The
Development of the Missionary Spirit in Indian Christians." |

VII.

One more gathering, of special importance, must be recorded—
Bombay the Decennial Conference held at Bombay on the last days of 1892

Mission'-^' and the first days of 1893. We have before noticed the Con-
aj-y Con- ferences of 1872-3 at Allahabad, and 1882-3 at Calcutta. The

Bombay meeting far surpassed them in the numbers attending,

nearly 700 members being enrolled. The American Episcopal

Methodists sent 127, the C.M.S. 75, the Free Church of

Scotland 55, the Wesleyans 40, the American Board 34, the

L.M.S. 2-7. Thirty-six societies were represented. The meetings
w^ere held in the spacious hall of the Wilson College belonging

to the Scotch Free Church. Among the principal subjects

* See the fuller accounts of these Conventions in the CM. Intelligencer,

November, 1893, and October, 1894.

t See Ihid., May, 1895.

X Ibid., August and November, 1893, and NovembePj 1895.
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discussed, those which excited most interest were Work among Paet IX.

the Depressed Classes, in which the problems of the right 1882-95.

time for baptism and the hke, already referred to in this
C!hap^3.

chapter, came to the front ; and the ever-pressing topics of

Education as a Mission Agency, and the Educated Hindu. There
was a general feeling that the Conference was too large for

practical discussions, the speakers being tempted rather to make
" jjoints " for applause than to engage in quiet reasoning.

C.M.S. men were not so prominent as usual. The only papers

by them were on the Legal Eights of Native Christians by
Mr. Perkins, on the Training of the Native Ministry by
Dr. Hooper, on Missionary Comity by Mr. Clifford, and on
Anglo-Indians and Eurasians, by Mr. Gouldsmith of Calcutta

;

but several other men joined in the debates. One of the best

meetings was on Women's Work, in which Miss Wauton and
Miss S. Mulvany, of the C.E.Z.M.S., spoke acceptably. Some
controversy was aroused by an attempt on the part of a few
members to secure the passing of definite resolutions on certain

social evils in India. Many who agreed with them on the merits

of the question declined to break the rules of the Conference
against the passing of resolutions at all ; and the defeat of the

motion on this ground led to much needless feeling both in India

and in England. Upon the whole, it cannot be denied that the

Conference was less happy and successful than had been hoped.

Its best parts were the daily Prayer-meeting at 7 a.m., and the

opportunities for social intercourse and Christian converse.

Advantage was taken of the presence of so many C.M.S.
missionaries together, to hold a private Conference of their own Private

following the larger one. This occupied four days, and was in conference
every way most profitable and instructive.'" Most of the questions

of missionary policy and method in India were discussed, and a

long series of resolutions adopted regarding them. These were
sent to England, and were considered with great care by the

Committee, and for the most part heartily endorsed, especially

those advocating devotional gatherings for missionaries and Native
Christians, Special Missions of the kind already descriljed in this

chapter. Bands of Associated Evangelists, the appointment of

qualified men definitely for work amongst the Educated Classes,

and more care to secure co-operation and continuity in the work.f

* The Rev. A. H. Lash, in a letter on this private C.M.S. Conference
(published in the CM. Intelligencer, May, 1893, p. 3G9), wrote thus regarding
the missionaries who were specially prominent in the discussions :

—" One
could not but admire tlie scholarly style of Dr. Weitbrecht, the finished

eloquence of Ireland Jones, the weighty words of Wade, the enthusiasm of

Padfield, the quiet humour of Richards, the common sense of Peel and
Manwaring, and the calm, judicial utterances of Sell." It should be added
that two addresses on Spiritual Life, by Mr. Peel, at evening gatherings,
were especially valuable. The Author of this History had the great privilege
of being present at this Conference.

I For the Parent Committee's final Resolutions, see CM. Intelligencer,

August, 1893.
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As on former occasions, elaborate statistical tables had been

prepared for the Decennial. Conference. The following table is a

summary of the results as presented :

—

Table I.

Protestant Missions in India, 1890.
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The following more detailed table of Church of England Part IX.
Missions reveals at once the result of the weeding in the South 1882-95.
following on the sudden increase of the previous decade. The ^liap. 93.

C.M.S. progress in the Punjab and in Travancore made up for the stali^cs
Society's lack of advance in the Tamil country; while the SPG of church
had not that compensation. On the other hand, the large S.P.G.' MifsllS!"*
increase in Native agents would foreshadow a probable renewal of
advance in the years that have since elapsed :

—

Table II.

Church Missions in India, 1871, 1881, 1890.

-
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The term " Animistic " indicates the beUef in spirits or demons,

which constitutes the rehgion of the hill tribes. The Buddhists

were all in Burmah ; none in India proper. The Christians, 'of

course, include Europeans and Eurasians. The Native Christians

were returned as 2,036,600. Nearly 70 per cent, of these were

either Eomanists or members of the Syrian Church. The Church

of England claimed 10 per cent, of the converts, and other Pro-

testant denominations 18 per cent. The Government figures for

the Protestant Native Christians were higher by 20,000 than

those of the Missionary Statistics.

The Census gave startling figures regarding the illiteracy of the

people. Only 58 persons in every 1000, or less than six in 100,

were able or learning to read ; and of those 58, only three were

women. Yet those three in 1000 made up a total of 741,157—so

vast is the population ; and the fact that three-quarters of a million

women were able or learning to read was in itself a new thing,

and so far was encouraging. Except in the small communities of

Parsees and Jews, who amid such enormous numbers scarcely

count, the Native Christians, although so largely drawn from the

poorer classes, were far ahead of all others in literacy. In the

Madras Presidency, in 1890, out of 289 women training in normal

schools recognized by the Education Department, 216 were

Christians ; and in the Higher Examination for women, 68

Native Christians passed, against only Jive out of all the rest

of the Native community. A few were now competing even in

University examinations ; and we look back with deep interest

to the year 1876, in which the first Bengali girl, a Christian,

Miss Chandramukhi Bose, presented herself for examination

at the Calcutta University. The Vice-Chancellor, Sir A. Hob-

house, in his address, described the perplexity of the Senate,

for their rules had neither contemplated nor forbidden such a

thing ; and how, upon testing the daring candidate, they found

her " coming out of the ordeal triumphantly." Her success

at once opened the door for all others. A Hindu paper, the Bama-
godhini Patnka, said, "Bengali women should keep the 5th day

of Choitra, 1283, engraved in golden letters."
==

The growth of Native Indian Christianity, though slower than

ardent hopes had foreshadowed, caused real surprise to the

journalists. The Times (April 4th, 1892), in commenting on the

Census, used these remarkable words :

—

" While some of the feudatory States are awakening to a new life, a

once backward and, indeed, despised class in our own territories has of

late attracted attention. The position which the Native Christian

population seems to be taking up among the recognized peoples of

India is full of interest. During the ten years ending 1881 they dis-

closed themselves, to the surprise of every one, as the most rapidly

increasing community in India. During the past ten years, ending 1891,

* Report of the Calcutta CM. Association for 1876.

February, 1878.

CM. Intelligencer,
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it is stated (although the complete returns are nut yet available) that Part IX.
they have maintained their foremost position with respect to the rate of 1882-95.

numerical increase ; it is also stated that they have made an advance in Chap. 93.

education, wealth, and social and professional status scarcely less sur-

prising than their rapid numei'ical increase appeared in 1881. The
previous ten years answered once and for all the question which has
been often and despondently asked, Shall we ever have a really Native
Church in India ? The subsequent ten years, just elapsed, have enlarged
the scope of that question into a social and political one. To careful

and unprejudiced observers it seems that in the next generation it will

be no longer merely a question of an Indian Christian Church, but of the
growth of a Christian Indian people as an important and recognized
addition to the races and peoples of that Empire."

In India itself, the Christians were growing in public estimation, Indian

and at the same time, as we have before seen, their increase ab^out^

alarmed the Hindus. In 1894, two fellowships in the Madras
i.'J^-^":

University fell vacant. The graduates who formed the electorate anity.

were mostly Hindus and Mohammedans
;
yet they elected to one

of these vacant fellowsliips a Tamil Christian, Mr. W. J. Hensman,
an educationalist of distinction. So also, in the following year, the

non-Christian electors chose a Christian, Mr. Das, for a seat on
the Legislative Council of Bengal. This on the one hand ; on the

other hand, take a sentence from a Hmdu Calcutta paper in 1891

:

" Truly astounding are the perseverance and the pecuniary re-

sources of these Mission Societies ! Cayi ruin he far off ?
'

' In
such utterances, as has been well remarked, "we seem to over-

hear in the night-season, with Gideon on the Moreh slope, the

telling of the Midian dreams of India's fated creeds. Tent after

tent of Hindu theology and thought is being overturned by the

Gospel cake, and the fiercest enemies of the missionary enterprise

are the clearest prophets of its success."
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Lands of Islam : Egypt, Palestine, Arabia, Persia.

Books on Islam—Death of Hildner—Revived Egypt Mission—Occupa-
tion of Baghdad—Bishop French in Persia—Palestine—Reminis-
cences of General Gordon—New Missions at Aden—General Haig's
Red Sea Journey—New Missionaries, Men and Women—Contro-
versy with Bishop Blyth—Advice of the Five Prelates—Further
Development of the Palestine and Persia Missions—Bishop French's
Later Travels—French at Muscat—His Death—Bishop Stuart to

Persia—The Christian Inscription on the Mosque at Damascus.

" Thus saith the Lord, Make this valley full of ditches. For thus saith the

Lord, Ye shall not see wind, neither shall ye see rain; yet that valley shall he

filled with, ivater."—2 Kings iii. 16, 17.
" Parthians, and. Medes, and Elamites, and the dwellers in Mesopotamia, and

in Jiidcea, . . . in Egypt, . . . and Arabians, ive do hear them speak in our
tongues the wonderful loorks of God."—Acts ii. 9-11.

NCE again we take up the chequered story of the
Missions in Mohammedan lands. Islam as a religious

and social system was frequently discussed in hooks
and reviews at various times during the period under
review. The controversy raised by Canon Isaac

Taylor, which produced a whole crop of review articles, was noticed

in our Eighty-seventh Chapter. In 1885 the Eev. T. P. Hughes
published his voluminous Dictionary of Islam. In 1889 appeared
a learned work by Dr. Koelle, Mohammed and Mohammedanism.
In 1894 the Rev. W. St. Clair Tisdall, C.M.S. missionary in

Persia, published an excellent little book. The Belicjion of the

Crescent, consisting of four lectures, on the Strength, the Weak-
ness, the Origin, and the Influence, of Islam. But Sir William
Muir has been especially prolific. In 1883 appeared his Annals

of the Early Caliphate ; in the same year, a much smaller, but not

less useful, contribution from his pen to the R.T.S. series of

Cl" Present Day Tracts," The Bise and Decline of Islam; in

<'^yi, another work similar to the first-named. The Caliphate:

once biRirw, Decline, and Fall; and, in 1894, the Third Edition
late attractfeg^ndard Life of Mahomet. None of these, however,
population seem^ed the valuable Faith of Islam, by the Rev. E.
India IS tull ot igg^^.g^g^

^^ Madras, which remains, within its
closed themselves, u / j.i -i. ^ n a i t^.-

increasing commun^^ J^^st authority of all. A second edition, re-

^'ged, appeared in 1896, and the Rev. E. A. P.

* Report of the C." No other English book contains an equally full,

February, 1878. isecutive account of the faith, or rather faiths, of
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Islam, both orthodox and heretical." The general result of all Part IX.

the studies of these able men is only to confirm Mr. W. G. 1882-95.

Palgrave's familiar words :
" Islam is in its essence stationary, and ^^P"

'

was framed thus to remain. Sterile like its God, lifeless like its

first principle and supreme original, in all that constitutes true

life—for life is love, participation, and progi'ess, and of these the

Koraiiic Deity has none—it justly repudiates all change, all

advance, all development." The best side of living Mohamme-
danism is seen in that remarkable proclamation of the Mahdi of

the Soudan, an extract of which was given in our Eighty-ninth

Chapter ; and yet w^e all know what have been the residts of

]\Iahdist tyranny in Africa.

But Sir W. Muir's researches and literary labours have taken

also other directions. He has unearthed three important w^orks Three

of Oriental origin, w^orks written by Oriental Christians to Moslems
commend Christianity to Moslems ; and he has made them

chHstfans'
accessible to missionaries and available for their use. The first

was the Aj)ology of Al Kindy, a defence of the Christian re- "Apology

ligion written at Baghdad in the ninth century a.d. by a Kindy."

learned Christian of the Beni Kinda, "the blue blood of the

Arabs." The second was Sweet First-fruits, a story founded on "Sweet

facts, written by a modern Eastern Christian for the benefit of ^uftV."
Moslems. Under the form of a narrative of the persecution of

certain Christian converts from Islam, it introduces spirited dis-

cussions on the respective claims of the Bible and the Koran.
Sir W. Muir pronounces it worthy to " take the highest rank in

apologetic literature, being beyond question one of the most
pow^erful treatises on the claims of Christianity that has ever been
addressed to the Mohammedan mind." The third was TJie Beacon "Beacon

^

of Truth (Arabic, Minar id Haqrf), a collection by another Oriental
°

writer of passages from the Koran in which Christianity or the

Bible are referred to, with arguments based on these quotations to

show that a believer in the Koran is bound to accept the Bible as

divine, and to acknowledge the divinity of the Messiah whom it

reveals. These three works are all genuine Asiatic productions,

and were written originally in Arabic. Sir W. Muir produced
English versions, and translations of one or more of them have
been made into Persian, and into Urdu, the language of the

Mussulmans of North India ; and testimony has been borne again

and again to their value in dealing with Mohammedans.'^'

An event occurred at the very beginning of the period we are

reviewing w^hich severed the last link between the Society's

modern missions in the Mohammedan East and its earlier efforts

for the good of the Oriental Churches. This was the death of Death of

the Rev. F. A. Hildner in the island of Syra, on February 28th, syra"^"^^

1883. Hildner was a Prussian by birth, and had been sent to the

* See fuller notices of the three works in the CM. Intellijencer of March,
1882, .July, 1893, and February, 1895.
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PaetIX. Levant fifty-six years before by the Basle Missionary Society.

1S82-95. ii^ 1829 lie was engaged by the C.M.S., and stationed at Syra,
Cliap^94.

^y|-,gj.g iig opened a school for Greek boys called the Paedagogion.

In 1841 he was in England for a few months, and received

Anghcan orders from Bishop Blomfield. He continued his ex-

cellent work of education for about half a century, remaining on

the Society's active list until 1875, when, in connexion with

General Lake's Mohammedan Conference, the Syra Mission was

declared closed. After his death the British Consul wrote to the

Society, stating that the funeral service had been conducted by

the English chaplain from Athens in the Greek cathedral, lent by

the Archbishop of Syra for the purpose, in the presence of a vast

concourse of people, testifying to the universal respect in which

Mr. Hildner was held.

Just before this last link with the Past had been severed, a fresh

link had been forged. In the closing days of 1882 the Society

Egypt. resumed its work in Egypt, after an interval of twenty years.

With a difference, however. Lieder's mission had been to the

Coptic Church. The Society's purpose now was the proclamation

of the Gospel to the Mohammedan poj)ulation, "whether they

would hear or whether they would forbear." The important

Mission of the i\merican United Presbyterians was mainly directed

at the Copts ; but there had long been a small but interesting

Miss work among the Mohammedans carried on by Miss M. L.
whateiy. Whately, daughter of the famous Archbishop of Dublin. Miss

Whately's graphic pictures of Egyptian life in her books on
" Ragged Life in Egypt" had called forth much sympathy from

Christian people in England, showing clearly that even the dark

minds of the fcllahin were not impervious to the light of the

Gospel ; and for some years the C.M.S. had assisted her with small

grants of money. She constantly appealed to the Society to take

over her work altogether, and do it on a larger scale, and on one

occasion her appeal was backed by Archbishop Tait ; but the ex-

pansion of the Missions under Mr. Wright had been in other

directions, and in the later years of his Secretaryship, as we have

seen, the Committee's policy was rather one of retrenchment.

In 1882, however, in response to a memorial from the Bishop of

Gibraltar, Dean Howson of Chester, and other friends, it was
Revival of arranged to send to Cairo the Rev. F. A. Klein, the experienced

Eg^pt' Palestine missionary and Arabic scholar. He was not now at

Mission. Jerusalem, but in Germany, engaged in Arabic translations ; and

it was felt that this literary work of his advanced years could be

done even more conveniently in Egypt. Then came the usurpa-

tion of Arabi, the campaign of Lord Wolseley, the victory of

Tel-el-Kebir, and the British occupation of the Nile Valley ; and

thank-offerings were at once sent into the Society in the shape of

contributions for an Egypt Mission.

Mr. Klein Mr. Klein reached Cairo on December 16th, 1882. He found

it a very different place from what it had been in the days of theat Cairo.
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old C.M.S. Mission. Then it was altogether a genuine Arab city. Part IX.

Now, alongside the old city, with its narrow, winding streets, its 1882-95.

tall, over-hanging houses, and its hundreds of mosques, there had ^''^P- ^*-

been added a reproduction of modern Paris, with boulevards,
hotels, and cafes, and with a population of some 50,000 Europeans—not, for the most part, of the more moral classes. Mr. Klein at

once began public Arabic services. Miss Whately lending the hall

of her school for the piu'pose ; and quickly he made wide acquaint-
ance with the people, especially through the attractions of an
open reading-room, to which the Moslems Hocked. He found the
demand for Pfander's Mizan-ul-Haqq, and for the Ajwlogy of
Al Kindy, greater than the supply ; and in addition to argumenta-
tive works like these, an Arabic translation of the A^itobiograi^hy

of the Bev. Imacl-ud-din excited much interest. But it was an
interest more akin to the Athenian curiosity of St. Paul's days
than to serious inquiry. "The commonest fellah," wrote Klein,
" feels himself far superior to the most learned Christian from a
religious point of view^ for he considers him a mushrik or idolater,

worshipping three Gods, and pretendiiig that God w'as born of a
woman."
Two other events marked that same month of December, 1882.

One was the publication in the Tntclligencer of an article on Aden Aden and

by General Haig, which proved a fruitful seed, as we shall find ^^e*^''^'^-

presently. The other was the going forth of the first C.M.S.
missionary to the historic city of Baghdad. It is worth remem-
bering that the forward moves to Cairo and Baghdad, and the
appearance of the article which sent the first modern Christian
missionary to Arabia, occurred at the very time when the whole
Moslem world was looking for the predicted appearance of the
" Imam Mahdi." For it was (according to Moslem calculation) a great

the 1300th year from the Hegira, in which, as they expected, that ^"ch'"
great leader from God was to appear, to herald the coming of Jesus
the Messiah, who in His turn would achieve the ultimate triumph
of Islam.'''

Baghdad, of course, is in the .Turkish Empire; but the C.M.S. c.m.s.

occupied it as an outpost of the Persia Mission. The language Baghdad*
mostly spoken is Arabic ; Persian also to some extent ; Turkish
only by the Ottoman ofiicials. Dr. Bruce urged the establishment
of a station there, wnth a view to reaching the thousands of Persian
pilgrims who, belonging, as they do, to the Shiah section of

Mohammedans, resort to the famous Shiah shrines at Nedjef,
Kerbela, and other places near Baghdad connected with the
struggles and death of Ali, the cousin of Mohammed who is their

great mart}T-saint.t The first C.M.S. missionaries there were
Mr. B. Maimon, a converted Jew of Trieste, who had been

* See a remarkable article by the Rev. W. Jukes, on " The Imam Mahdi,"
in the CM. InttUvjencer of October, 1883.

t Sec "The City of the Kaliphs," an article by Mr. H. Morris in the
CM. Intelligencer of Januarv, 1883.

L 1 2
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Part IX. educated for holy orders under Dr. Boultbee at St. John's Hall,
1882-95. Hij:;hbiiry, and the Rev. T. R. Hodgson, one of the Society's Indian
Cl iap. 94. i^^iggionaries, both of whom offered for Baglidad spontaneously.

They were received warmly by some Oriental Christians there,

and a good deal of their earliest work lay among the considerable

Jewish population. The Persian pilgrims have never been found

very accessible, and most of the direct missionary work has been

the communication of the Gospel message to the Arabic-speaking

people. An impoi-tant development was eil'ected in 1886 by the esta-

bhshmentof a Medical Mission under Dr. Henry Martyn Sutton.

Persia ]\Ieanwhile, the Persia Mission proper was being carried on at
Mission,

j^jfg^ Ijy Y)x. Bruce and Dr. Hoernle : the Persian services, the

Armenian schools, the Medical Mission, and Bruce's Scripture

translations, going on steadily. In 1883, Bishop French of

Bishop Ijahore, on his way to England, travelled across Persia, armed

Persia.
'" with a commission from the Bishop of London to perform

episcopal functions there. He confirmed sixty-seven members of

Bruce's congregation, and ordained for them a pastor from among
themselves, an Armenian, the Rev. Minatzakan George. This

First was the first Anglican confirmation and ordination in Persia, and

^rdfnafion Gxcitcd much interest among both Armenians and Persians. The
in Persia. Bishop wrote :

—

" It was a scene and a service I can never forget while nieinory lasts.

I preached in Persian for nearly an hour, and fair facility and fluency

were given me, thank God. The little p;allery was quite full, and all

stayed throughout. I took for text, ' In all things approving ourselves

as the ministers of Christ ... by the Holy Ghost : by love unfeigned

—

by the word of truth—by the power of God,'—dwelling on these three as

tile three great tests or touchstones of the Holy Ghost's witness to and
ajiproval of the ministers of Christ. . . . Minas, the old catechist (he

nuist be forty-nine or fifty years old), with grey hairs here and there

iipon him, behaved with simple, (juiet dignity, which it was a pleasure to

look on. He read the Gospel and gave the cuyt to the last row of

connnunicants. The singing was delightful in the Armenian tongue.

Among the hymns were, 'The Church's one foundation,' and 'Just as

I am.' One's heart does yearn over these dear people."'

French in It was with deep feeling that Bishop French found himself in

Martyn's Persia at all, and his journals are full of allusions to Henry Martyn.'''

footsteps. At Shiraz, the city where Martyn suffered so acutely from the

blasphemies and reproaches of the mullahs, French experienced a

very friendly reception and great readiness to hear the Gospel.

Here is a specimen :

—

" S/iiraz, April V2th.—Thank God for some most interesting cnnversa-

• tion with some akhoonds, on the great truths of the last two days, the

Vingdom of God, the death and burial with Christ, the atonement ov
French luifarii, the second coming, &c. It is surprising to see how much is

r^'^siem admitted, and apparently in some assurance of faith The Lord does

muUahs. seem to have His own everywhere. They did not attempt to set up

* Considerable extracts from the Bishop's diary were printed in the
CM. Iiitetligencer of November, 1883. Still more, some the same and some
different, appear in the Life of Bishop French, vol. ii. pp. 48—90.
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Mohammed against Christ. The injih of the Ohl Testament I dwelt Part IX.

npon. They asked about the appearances of Cluist in the Ohl Testa- 1882-95.

ment, and 1 took espeeiall}' the wrestlinjj- of Jacob and Hosea's comment Chap. 9-t.

on it. Had I come only to witness to-day's confession of so many
blessed truths by some learned sons of Persia, I should have felt the
journey worth taking.

" The dying and rising with Christ seemed marvellously to commend
itself to them. The Word and Son of God, His eternal oneness with the
Father, seemed to present no difficulty. ' How can we come thus,' they
said, ' to be dead and buried with Christ ?

' I dwelt on baptism and the
yielded heart and life as the true means of <leath to sin in repentance.
1 pressed on them the seeking the help of the Spirit to understand all

this."
" A general in the army and a sheikh called and sat a long time. They

both wanted copies of the Bible, specially of Isaiah and Daniel, after

what I told them of Cyrus and Darius from those books. They
inquired particularly about the new birth, what it meant and how it was
attained, which gave occasion for bringing out the work of Christ and
the Holy Spirit."

This extract illustrates the importance of the work of the Bible The Bible

Society in Persia. That Society, besides being responsible for Persfaf
'"

Bruce's translations, also employed colporteurs for the sale and
distribution of Persian and Armenian Scriptures. In two years
they sold 12,000 portions. Many references occur in the reports

to one colporteur named Benjamin, a man of singular devotion Benjamin

and courage. Now and then he was bastinadoed or otherwise porteur.

beaten, and his life threatened, but nothing daunted him. At
Shiraz on one occasion he found notices posted on the gates and
walls, warning people not to buy his books. Under those very
notices he sat down, and sold more than ever. At Yezd, another
time, the governor seized all his books. Benjamin telegraphed to

Bruce at Julfa, and Bruce telegraphed to the governor reminding
him that the sale of Scriptures was permitted. The governor at

once sent for Benjamin and gave him back his books, saying,
" You may sell them, but woe to the men who buy them "; and
he advised the colporteur to leave the place, lest he should be
murdered. "You have kept my books four days, sir," said

Benjamin, " so I must stay four more days, and then I will go."
At the end of the four days he telegraphed to Bruce that all the
books were sold !

All this time, the patient work- of testimony in Palestine was Palestine,

quietly going on. Jerusalem, Nazareth, Nablus, Jaffa, Gaza, Haifa,
and Salt were occupied, with many out-stations, as Eamleh, Lydd,
Ramallah, Shefamer, &c. The missionaries at the beginning of

our period were the veterans John Zeller and T. F. Wolters, both The mis-

of them sons-in-law of Bishop Gobat, and perpetuating his noble at°work.^

spirit ; J. J. Huber, a still older veteran, for he first went to West
Africa in 1850 ; C. Fallscheer and G. Nyland, transferred to the
G.M.S. by Gobat in 1876 ; and, in addition to these four Germans
and one Hohander (Nyland), one Enghshman, J. R. Longley
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Pakt IX. Hall. But the increaso in the staff which has heen so marked a

Ch^'^q*
feature of the past fifteen years was now about to begin. In

^^'
' 1883, C. T. Wilson, the Uganda pioneer, who had not gone back

to Africa after bringing Mtesa's envoys to England in 1879-80, but

had become a vicar in Hampshire, was stirred up to oti'er himself

again to the Society ; and ho was thankfully accepted, with his

young wafe, and sent to Jerusalem. In the next two or three

years were added Mr. W. F. Connor, who was already in Palestine

working among the Bedawin ; the Rev. R. Elliott, an ordained

medical man, who had previously been in the Santal Mission
;

Mrs. Low, who had formerly l)een in India with her brother, Dr.

Hooper ; and the Rev. Henry Sykes, a ('aml)ridge man who had

been a Hereford curate. Both Wilson and Elliott felt the great
Palestine difference between the Baganda and the Santals amongst whom
Uganda, they had laboured, on the one hand, and the bigoted Moslems of

Palestine on the other. Wilson wrote :

—

"The comitiy seein.s to me less hopeful in a inissioniuy point of view

tiiiiu any part of Central Africa. Religion has been for so many years

political, and the Christians have been so pauperized liy the immense
sums .spent on tiien\ by tin; Latin and Greek Churches, tliat few of tliem

liave an idea of anything beyond a mere external religion ; while misrule

and oppression have degraded the fellahin to the level of their cattle."

And not only was there bigotry to contend with : there was also

Onposition the uuceasing and vexatious opposition of the Turkish authorities.

\^xv%. They allowed no schools to he opened except where there was the

(ireek or some other Eastern Church represented, whose mendjers

could send their children ; and when to the schools in those

places the Moslem boys came also, their parents i-eceived orders

to withdraw them. Visitors to Palestine, however, who went off

the tourist routes and saw the real work going on in the villages,

were surprised and delighted with the schools ; and despite all

these difficulties the Mohannnedan children wore attending. The
interesting Druze schools in the Hauran, noticed in Cha}). LXXV.,
were peremptorily and finally closed l)y Turkish order in 1885. •'

In fact, the authorities (piite understood what was the real purpose

(A the C.M.S. Mission. " I dare not come to your church," said

a Moslem at Jerusalem ;
" I could go to the Church of the Holy

Sepulchre, or to the Jjatin Patriarch's church, or to the Jews'

synagogue, and no one would think anything of it. If I came to

you, people would say I was going to become a Christian."

General During the whole of the year 1883, General Gordon was in

pai'e'*s°tine". Palestine; and at the C.M.S. Anniversary of 1885, just when all

I'higland was mourning over the catastrophe at Khartoum, Mr.

Longley Hall, who had seen much of him, gave a thrilling account

of his intercourse with him. \\v. first met Gordon at a friend's

house; at Jaffa, and thought him cold ; but a few weeks later, when
they met again at Haifa, Gordon told him that he had put his

• See an article on Uelif^iuiis Opjiressiiiii in .'~i_\ riii iind Palestine, V.M.
Intelliyeiicer, NoveniLor, 188G.
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n:iiin' <lo\vM oil liis pniVLT-list on the day of their lirst imetm^. Pakt IX.
jiiid hiid piiiyed for him daily ever since. From April to Decemlwr l^'*^W'>-

Gordon live<l at .laffa, and spent nearly every evening in Halls
^'>

"»P *-

house :

—

" It i.s nuudleHs to .say that lui was a very pluii.Haiit and a vc«rv prolitahlf Lonijley

coriipaniun. 1 havo luarut from this man m>>ri; «i)iritua]ly than I
**""

have learnt from anyltixly else in this worhl. He always t^iok a deep cence«*of
interest in Mi.ssions, and esjieiially in those of the Chuii-h Missionarv Gordon.

StM'iety. . . .

"(leneral Gordon (hd very iiimh for me in .lan'a. He twice took our
Kn^^lish service; he visited a nuiid>er of people; he went with me on
nearly every journey that i took to the diJhrent Missioii-lields. and in

many ways he a.sMiste*! and eniouraj,'ed iin- in niy woik. He constantiv
spoke to me al>out (iod's hies.sed proliiist-s, and when I was in ditlicidtv

he a.sked me to pnt away all care, and said that (okI would lie sure to
help me in my Mi.ssion work."

Gordon went with Hall toGa/a when the lialf-vearlv Missionaiy
Conference was held there in Novcmher. " 1 should like,'" he said,
" to go down there and meet the hrethren who assend)le : it may
be the last time that I can have any intercourse with a numlier
of the missionaries." A week or two later he left for EurojH!,

and through the last night of that year he was travelling alone in

a railway carriage from Genoa to Paris. He spent the night in

prayer, and wrote to Hall, " You were all i)iom\ht of in the tmin."
•Inst a year later. Hall received from him one of the last lett<^>rs he One of

wrot<! from Khartoum, when he was all hut surrounded hv the pordon'a
»,,,.,, , ^ . . 1

la»tleiter«.
iMahdt s forces, and eX|H'ctmg soon to meet death : —

•' He says, ' It i.s a sort of position where one may say one has no hope
hut in our Lord. This ought to suliice to us, hut till one knows his
position one cannot realize what it is to .say, '• Ni-ithi-r know we what to
do: hut our eyes are u|>on Thee" (i» Chron.xx. \'2). The revolt would Im>

nothing if we had any forces at all, hut the.se we lack, and I am (it is

oilil to write it) obliged to trust to (ohI alone, a.s if He wa.s not enough.
Yet my hiunan natine is so weak I do worry myself ahout the.st- things,
not always, hut at times. What a strange set of inconsistent thin/^'s we
are, half flesh, half spirit, yet (Jod works at us. and sha|K-s us like stones
for His temple. What is the ohje«t and desi^^n of our exist^-ncer You
can .scarcely t«-ll Imw torn I am K-tweeii the two. " Is .My hand
shortened!'" and "You have no possible way of e.scap<' " are continiiallv

cont4>ndin;4 one with anotln-r.' He then asks after the children, and .siivs

that he ofti'U wishes that he was hack, *<piiet and full of ileli;;htfid

thou^'hts, instead of thinking evil of every on«', and not trustiu;; our
dear Ii«»rd.' 'Oh.'sjiys he, ' there is no rest for nie hut in the ^'rave.

l>o not think I for;;et you, for when Joli (xlii. Id) prayed for his friends
(tixl turned his captivity. Make your little ^irl ask our I<ord to help
me, for vain indee«i i.s the help of man. How wonderfid the shaping' <>f

the ston«'S I how we hate In'ing chip|>ed I Yet I have dared to a.sk that
the sins of the.se may fall on me, hid in Christ (i<MHl-l>ye. Manv
thanks to you Ixith for your prayers.'"

• Tliose particulars iilxiiit (toriliMi in Palestine, .i:.. ,....,ts fr»>»" i.;.-

letter, Imvi* luit hoon pultli.thefi ltefon>, except in the rejHirt of Mr.
itpeoeb. The vrhule 8|hk>cIi as ileliverod was printoil in tlie ('.J/. InttUi
of June, IH85.
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Part IX. Some months before this was written, on Tuesday morning,
1882-95. February 19th, 1884, London saw a sight it had never seen before.

^P' The most conspicuous word on the newspaper posters that

Gordon's uioming was " Pkayeks." The Daily Tekujrapli poster exhibited

^r2,^^r^
^°*" the following words in the largest black letters :

—

GORDON
ASKS FOR THE

PRAYERS

OF THE ENGLISH PEOPLE.

And we know he had their prayers at that time, as few men
ever have had them. But when the newspaper itself was opened,
it was found that his request was for prayer not for himself,

hut for the Moslems by whom he was surrounded! Were tlicy

prayed for ?

It will be remembered that at this time, from 1881 to 1887,
there was no Anglican bishop at Jerusalem, and that in 1884,

Bishop Archbishop Benson commissioned Bishop Hannington to visit

ton in Palestine on his way out to East Africa, and perform such
Palestine, episcopal functions as were required."" He ordained Mr. Connor

and two Native Syrians ; and all three received priests' orders in

1886 from Bishop Cheetham, under a similar commission from
Dr. Benson. Both bishops reported to the Archbishop on the
need and importance of reviving the Jerusalem Bishopric. How
this was done, in the teeth of vehement opposition from the High
Church party, led by Canon Liddon, but to the great satisfaction

of the C.M.S. and the London Jews' Society, we saw in Chap.
LXXXIV. ; and the controversy that arose subsequently within
the C.M.S. circle was noticed in Chap. LXXXVII. Here we

Bi^th^
have only to do with the fact that Bishop Blyth arrived in

Palestine in May, 1887, that he was cordially received by the
missionaries, and that they wrote home thankfully regarding him.
Tlie later difficulties we shall see presently.

Aden.

Haig-^^^
Meanwhile, we revert to General Haig's plans for a Mission

appeal for at Aden. Early in 1885 he formally represented to the C.M.S.
Committee the suitability of that familiar port as a centre for

evangelistic work in the Mohammedan world. First, it is the gate
of Southern Arabia. Secondly, it is constantly visited by Arabs
from every part of that great unevangelized country. Thirdly,

it is opposite Somali-land, a part of Mohammedan Africa which

* Hamiiiigton's diary of his Palestine tour was recovered in Africa after
his (leatli, but too late for the Biography. It apj)ears, however, in the
supplementary volumes entitled L(istJ"}irnuJs(\f Bisliop HcmiiiiKjicv, also edited
by the liev. E. C. Dawson. The acc-ouiit of the llauran and its schools^the
scIkkiIs afterwards closed by the Turks -is especially graphi(^
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had lately heeii hrouj^'lit under British protection. Fourthly, it is 1'akt IX.

itself l^>ritish (enitory. l''ittlily, tlie climate, hein^ extremely dry, l'*^*^- i'"'-

is healthy. Very touehingly did Ilaig j)leail the inconsistency of
' "''' '

'

so frequently sinj^ing

—

Arabia's desert raiij^'iws

To Him shall bow the knee,

and yet doing nothing to tell those " desert rangers " ahout Him.
His appeal prevailed ; and on March 9th, 1.S.S5, the Connnittee, Proposed

at theii- very iirst meeting in the new large committ(!e-room, Mi'^sion.

passed a resolution to commence an Arahia Mission with its liead-

quarters at Aden. Only a week or two hefore this, some extracts

from General Haig's article in the Intcllvjcnccr two years hefore

had been printed in The Christian, and in that form fell under
the eye of a brilliant young Cambridge man, the Hon. Ion ion Keith-

Keith-Falconer, whose Semitic studies presently procured for
^3''=°"*=''-

him, at the age of thirty, the Lord Almoner's Professorship of

Arabic. The call of God then and there came to him to give his

life to Arabia, as it had come only two or tliiee months before to

Studd and Stanley Smith for China and to Douglas Hooper for

Africa. He conniiunicated with Haig, and through him with the

C.M.S., and one of the Secretaries interviewed him at Cambridge;
but although he had engaged in Christian work there with the

young Churchmen as one of themselves, he was not prejjared to

join the Church of England definitely, having been brought up in

the Free Church of Scotland, of which his father. Lord Kintore,

was an elder. He promised, however, cordial co-operation as a
free-lance missionary ; but before he started, the Foreign Missions

Committee of the Free Church of Scotland resolved to adojjt him
as their missionary and his ^lission as their own. In the

meanwhile, the C.AI.S. Connnittee appointed Dr. F. J. Ilarpin-. Dr.

a Dublin graduate in l)oth arts and medicine, to stait a medical ^T"''.

mission at .Aden ; and Keith-Falconer mctved a few miles inland,

to Sheikh Othman.
In the following year, 188G, General Haig undertook an General

important journey to the I'jast. His primary oljject was to visit R^d^sea
Suakin and other ports on the Ked Si'a, to iiKjuire as to possii)lc journey,

openings for the Gordon Memorial ^fission to tlu> Soudan which
the C.M.S. had ])lamied after (jordon's death in the jireceding

year. For that, tlie way was found to be barred for the time ; but

General Haig's journey was one of the highest interest nevertheless.

He visited both coasts of the Red Sea, the African and the

Arabian. On the Arabian side, near the southern end, he was
struck by the suitability of Hodeidah, in Yemen, as a mission
station; and he went to .\den and fetched Dr. Harpur, whoHarpurat
stayed some weeks at ILxlejdah, Hnding openings at once for

"°'i*^"i=>*^-

his medical skill, and, through that, for the Gospel message.
Presently, however, the Turkish authorities—for Hodeidah is in

• See p. :{16.
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the part of Arabia belonging to Turkey—stopped his work until

he should get his diplomas ratified at Constantinople ; so he
returned to Aden. Meanwhile General Haig continued his journey

to the eastern side of Arabia, and visited Muscat ; and thence he
proceeded up the Persian Gulf and the Tigris to Baghdad, and
across the Syrian Desert to Damascus. His narrative of the

whole tour is extremely interesting.*

Subsequently Dr. Harpur tried to start work at Dhala, the

border town of British territory in Arabia, sixty miles from Aden
;

but after a short time there he was directed by the British Eesident

at Aden to withdraw, presumably for fear of danger from the

Arabs ; and the Free Church of Scotland having now established

its own Medical Mission at Aden, the C.M.S. Committee, at the

end of 1888, transferred Harpur to Egypt, with a view to the

establishment of medical missionary work at Old Cairo, which
was successfully done. In 1889, Harpur visited the Sinaitic

Peninsula, and found ready listeners to the Gospel message among
the Bedawin there. In 1890 he was at Suakin, and began both
medical and school Work tentatively among the famine-stricken

Hadendowas of Nubia ; but the temporary opening did not

encourage the Society to persevere with this effort.

Meanwhile, two distinguished witnesses for Christ to Moslems
were removed by death from their labours. One (1887) was the

young aspirant for the honour of a front place in the Lord's battle,

Ion Keith-Falconer himself.f The other (1889) was the veteran

INIiss Mary Whately of Cairo. Both had truly done the will of

God. Both were willing to live or die for Christ. The difference

of years will not be of much account when their respective careers

are looked back upon from the eternal world.

These Lands of Islam shared to the full in the increased number
of missionaries sent out by the Society in the seven years 1888-94,

a seven years' period of special and deep interest in C.M.S. history,

as we shall see in a later chapter. All of them gained much by
the new policy of employing women missionaries, noticed before

in Chap. LXXXVIII. ; and particularly so did Palestine. Tbis

was but just, seeing that it was that letter of Mr. Longley Hall's

to Mr. Bowker which was one of the influences that led to the

Society's great extension in this respect. He, it will be remem-
bered, asked for ten Christian ladies to come out to the Holy
Land at their own charges, and work in connexion with the C.M.S.
Mission. In the seven years following that letter, thirty ladies

weiit out, thirteen of them at their own charges, and one partly

so. In the same period, six ladies were sent to Egypt, five to

Persia proper, and four to Baghdad. At Baghdad one of the first

two to go died, a promising missionary. Miss Florence Valpy, a

cousin of Bishop Valpy French. During the entire period of

* Printed in the CM. Intellijincer of April, May, June, and July, 1887.

t The Rev. R. Sinker's biography of Keith-Falconer (Cambridge, 1888) is

an inspiring book.
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twelve years under review, no less than eighty labourers were Part IX.

sent to the Mohammedan East. Nothing at all like this had l«S2-95.

been done before. In 1882 there were eleven men belonging to C*'^*P_-^*-

those Missions. At the end of 1894 there were sixty-six, besides
eighteen wives. Of the whole eighty, twelve were transferred
from other IMissions ; for example, the Rev. C. T. Wilson and
Dr. Elliott, before mentioned. Experience has shown that some
whose health fails in the tropics can work successfully in these
countries. Persia gained one important recruit by a transfer New men
(though not on health grounds), in the person of the Rev. "W. '" ^^"'^•

St. Clair Tisdall, the scholar and linguist whom New Zealand first

gave to India. As a literary missionary he has taken the place so
long occupied by the founder of the Persia Mission, Dr. Bruce, Bruce

who retired in 181)3 aftei- thirty-five years' most valuable C.M.S.
'""^^•

service. Two Cambridge men, clergymen of some ministerial
experience, who joined the Persia Mission in 1888-9, should be
mentioned, the late Rev. Henry Carless and the Rev. C. H.
Stileman. To them also that Mission has owed much.

Keeping as far as possible to a rough chronological order, we
must now notice the serious controversy that arose in 1890-1 The con-

between the Society and Bishop Blyth. w?th"^
At first the Bishop evinced much appreciation of the work of llyth!*

the Palestine Mission ; and on two occasions, when visiting
England, he came to the Conmiittee and expressed his approval
of it. Moreover, both in the columns of the Guardian (July Gth,

1887) and at the Wolverhampton Church Congress, he declared
emphatically that the charge of " proselytism " brought against
the Mission by Canon Liddon and others was unfounded. There-
fore, although some dittei-ences did arise,—although tlie influence
of the ]3ishop's teaching had caused the separation of one of the
Native clergy (a case, no doubt, however much to be regretted,
of honest change of view),—and although, in connexion with
this and other matters, the controversy had become serious in

1890,—yet the Society was surprised when, in December of
that year, the Bisliop's " Primary Charge" appeared. It had not Bishop
actually been delivered to the clergy, nor had tliey seen it, whi-n p}f^*lry
suddenly it was introduced to the world by the Guardian as a Charge,

publication.

The Charge instantly created a sensation in Church circles in

England. It contained very grave complaints against the Society
and the Mission, and, (juite naturally, was at once received with
unquestioning conhdence by those Churchmen who are never
backward to see faults in the C.M.S. The Guardian not only
contained violent letters from some of its more impetuous and
extreme readers, but itself, in a succession of leading articles—in
quite temperate but very decided language—challenged the whole
position of tiie Society in Palestine. It also made a notal)le

suggestion. It franklv recognized the fact that the existence of
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the Anglican congregations in Palestine, of their Native pastors,

and of the bishopric, rendered any plan for the entire abandon-
ment of the work practically impossible.. It therefore suggested
tliat the C.M.S. should transfer the Mission to the S.P.G. , which
would probably carry it on witli less friction ; and this, it pointed
out, would remove the chief objection of High Churchmen to

a Society whose world-wide work they honestly admired. The
suggestion was evidently made in all good faith ; but it never
came within the range of practical pohtics, for the simple
reason that neither Bishop Blyth, nor the Archbishop of Canter-
bury, nor the S.P.G., approached the Society on the subject,

and therefore it never came before the C.M.S. Committee
at all.

Of more importance in its issues was a debate in the Lower
House of the Convocation of Canterbury on the subject (Peliruary

5th and 6th, 1891). This debate was remarkable for its dignity
and gravity, and for the many words of evidently sincere apprecia-
tion of the Society and its work uttered by almost every speaker,

although not one of them was a man at all publicly identified with
it. The mover of the "gravamen," Dr. Lowe, spoke of the Society
as " a completely organized concern which had been blessed with
wonderful success"; and described the missionaries as "full of

zeal for the saving of souls, and imparting to others a full know-
ledge of those Gospel truths which to themselves were so dear and
precious." Dr. Bright said " the Society had done great things,

and he hoped would still do great things for the cause of Christ."

Archdeacon Sandford said it " showed a spirit of Christian devotion,

energy, and wisdom, which might be a lesson to them." Although
the Society was censured, it was censured with regret ; and the
(Diicidus cleri sent to the Upper House asked the bishops to take
steps, not only for "strengthening the Catholic relations of the
Church of England with the Orthodox Churches of the East," but
also for "rendering renewed and vigorous support to the Missions
among the Mohammedans in Palestine "—i.e. the C.M.S. Missions,
for there were no others. The bishops did not indulge in a debate.

The Bishop of London (Temple) simply moved that the matter be
left entirely in the hands of the Archbishop of Canterbury, and
this was agreed to without an additional word.

Archbishop Benson accordingly approached the Society in his

usual kind way, and suggested an informal arbitration similar to

that in the Ceylon case eleven years before. The Committee
gratefully responded, while " guarding themselves from the ad-
mission of any right on the part of Convocation to control their

action in regard to the conduct of their Missions." The Arch-
bishop requested Bishop Blyth to come to England, and to

formulate his definite complaints for consideration. In the mean-
while, the agitation against the Society's subsidy to the Jerusalem
Bishopric Endowment Fund was revived, and the second of the
large committee-meetings at Sion College was held, as already
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related ;'' and, at the INIay Anniversary, the Archbishop came to Paut IX.

Exeter Hall, and delivered a memorable speech.f The Inquiry l-'^''^-"''"^-

took place at the end of July; and Dr. Benson was assisted in it
^' "'l'"

'^'*'

by the Bishops of London, Durham, Winchester, and Carlisle
]; inquiry

(temple, Westcott, Thorold, Harvey Goodwin). The Society was ^J^^^l^
represe!ited by the President, Mr. Wigram, Mr. P. V. Smitli, and
the Kev. W. Allan ; the two latter gentlemen having with infinite

pains prepared the Society's Reply—95 foolscap pages—to Bishop
Blyth's " Summary of Charges." On August 17th the Five
Prelates issued their " i\dvice." It is unnecessary in this History Their

to enter into the multifarious details of the dispute. The Prelates
^'^^''=^-

dealt with them under five heads, three of which included the
really important matters.

(1) The Bishop complained of not being a member of the ?V^^
Missionary Conference in Palestine. The Society quite felt the a member
awkwardness of this, as its general desire is that a bishop should ference.
take part in the practical administration of the Missions within
the area of his jurisdiction ; and it was only the local circum-
stances that had prevented this at Jerusalem. § The Five Prelates
took the unexpected view that the bishop's membership was not
desirable, as being scarcely consistent with the dignity of his
position ; and they recommended that he should rather summon a
Diocesan Synod, which would be attended both by the C.M.S.
missionaries and by other clergy—a measure suggested by the
C.M.S. itself two years before.

(2) The Bishop complained of the missionaries presenting to O" the

him for confirmation persons who had in infancy received the and'cTn-
" chrism " of the Greek Church after.baptism, whidi he regarded firmation.

as the equivalent of the Anglican rite of Confirmation.
||

The
Prelates "forbore to assert" that all such persons must be
confirmed "as a condition of being admitted to Holy Com-
munion," but considered that the bishop ought not to refuse it

to those who " intelligently and conscientiously " desired it.

(3) But of course tlie piincipal charge was that of " prosely- On Prose-

tisin." This question has been dealt with in former chapters of
'y*'^'""

this History, and it is needless to enlarge here either upon l^ishoj)

Blyth's representations or upon the Society's replies, both of
which entered into numerous details. In their "Advice" the
Prelates acquitted the Society of the kind of " aggression " on
other Churches of which the bishop had complained, quoted its

own statement of its policy and methods in Palestine, and added

* See p. 343. f See p. 279.

X The Bishop of Carlish> took tho phii-o of the Archbisliop of York (Magee),
who died before tlie Inquiry took place.

§ See this matter more fully explained in connexion with Ceylon, p. 338.
11
Bishop Blyth cited the Lambeth Conference of 1888 as supporting his

view. The Five Prelates pointed out that neither the Resolutions nor the
Encyclical of that Conference mentioned the subject. The opinion was only
given by a small committee, whose report was printed as embodying no
opinion but their own.
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lap^

.
rjij^g concluding paragraphs of the " Advice " were very impor-

Appeai tant, quite as much for what they did not say as for what they
did say. They were as follows :

—

" In conclusion we press alike on the Bishop and on the Society the
exceeding duty which lies upon them to preserve both the unity and the
dignity of their covnisels and action in presentment of the true position

of the English Church. Our Church has passed without lireak through
the Reform of which she believes Eastern Churches to stand in need.
Her doctrines, ordinances, and rites, she presents as primitive, apostolical,

and Scriptural. She feels intensely that it is her bounden duty, and
the duty of other Churches, to convert the Jew, the Moslem, and the
Heathen to Christ.

" In Palestine the situation is one of duty, but it is also one of

peculiar and solitary difficulty. In that country, where religious

interests cluster thickest, our Church has claimed a right to be repre-

sented as an integral part of Christendom. Not only must the long
abeyance there of its chief ofhce and overseership have of necessity in

some measure deflected the common current of order, but, under any
circumstances, Church life is lived, and action taken amid relations

elsewhere unknown. We act there in the presence of several ancient
Christian Churches in which there is much that is impressive, and much
wanting ; which have been kept in disability for centuries, and which we
believe we can aid without arrogance or interference. We act in presence
of the power whose oppressions have lieen and are so effectual, whose
religion we desire to change as bearers of the Gospel, and which yet we
must and can finally assail only through the clergy and laity of the
very Churches which it at present contemns. We act among a steadily

increasing Jewish populati(in whose past and whoso future is bound up
in the very soil ; to them also we labour to reveal the true meaning of

their own history and their own hope.
" It is not possible to put in words the streiuiousness of the duty of

peacefulness.
" A community in which varying views did not exist as to the wisest

or safest means of carrying out such work in such surroundings would
be a body neither Catholic nor human. But we earnestly say that we
have heard and seen among those who are alike devotedly engaged in

the work no diversities of opinion which to our minds will justify any
absence of practical harmony. Our business is with the future rather

than with tlie past, and we l)elieve that the dispassionate (explanations

and candid listening which either side gave to the other in our presence
will, by the help of the suggestions which in oin* office we have been
enabled to offer, have cleared the way of peace."*

Public The " Advice " was regarded, almost universally, as a complete
opinion .

o ' */ ' j.
^

on the vindication of the Society. Correspondents of the Guardian
Advice. bewailed it as "a severe rebuke administered to Bishop Blyth."

* The "Advice" was printed in full in the CM. InteUigencer of October
1891, touother with extracts from the Bishop's Sanimary of Charges. The
same number contained a review of the controversy by Mr. P. V. Smith,
and also an article entitled, "What is Proselytism ? " This latter article,

written in response to a remark in the Guardian that " proselytism" had not
boon definod, either by the Prelates, or by Bishoj) lilyth, or by tliu Society,

led to much discussion iu the Church papers.
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"Salisbury Squaio," wrote one, "has triumpliefl all along the Part IX.

line. Not one word of censure qualifies the enjoyment of the lf<f*2-95.

Society. . . . The same men will j)ursue the same methods >^' ^ ^'

without further disturbance from the humiliated person whom
they humorously designate their hishop." The Church Timea
elegantly described " the private association self-styled the Church
Missionary Society" as raising " jubilant strains of triumph over

his prostrate lordship." On the other hand, the E)u/lisli CJnivch-

vuui was sure that the Prelates could not have given so favoiu'able

a verdict imless the Society's I'epresentatives had conipromised

their Protestant principles by " weak concessions." In point of

fact the Committee had neither made any concessions, weak or

otherwise, nor did they utter any " jubilant strain of triumph."
They " thanked God for the result of the Inquiry "; thanked the LanKuaRc

Prelates for their "patient and careful attention" to the matter, ofc.M.s.
r 1 >i 1 * 1 • >> T 1

Committee
promised " respectful attention to the " Advice, and " earnestly

hoped " that the Society would be " enabled to pursue with fresli

energy the work in which it was engaged in Palestine."

It cannot honestly be said that any great improvement in the

position ensued. The Society, not being advised by the Five
Prelates to modify its methods in the Holy Land, quietly went on
as before. In order to remedy any defects in the work, Arch-
deacon Richardson and the Rev. R. Lang had already visited the

Mission, in 1890, before the Bishop published his Charge ; and in

1891 the Rev. H. E. Fox of Durham went out and held special

mission services for the spiritual benefit of the congregations.

But when Bishop Blyth's second Charge came out in 1893, the Bishop

breach seemed wider than ever; for the ('barge, while not descend- fccond
ing to the small complaints with which the former one was full, Charge,

laid gi'eat stress on the importance of the eastward position,

altar lights, the mixed chalice, the ablutions, &c., and on the

inexpediency of Evening Communion, with a view to conciliating

the Eastern Churches. The Society issued no reply to this

Charge; but the Guardian'^'- took occasion by it to offer very Further

significant counsel to its own friends. This was to raise funds the" Cuar-
for the Bishop's stipend, and thus relieve the C.M.S. from its dian."

obligation. "It is not straightforward," said that influential

paper, " it is scarcely honest, knowingly to allow funds intendfd

for another purpose to be devoted to ol)jects of which the donors
cannot approve." It does not appear, however, that the readers

of the Guardian were self-denying enough to follow this excellent

advice.

During these years, and all through the latter part of the period

under review, the practical operations of the Palestine Mission Deveiop-

were going on with the increasing efficiency natm-ally resulting Palestine

from an augmented staff. Besides the ordinary work of visitation Mission.

• See Quardian, October 7tli, 18"J1, and Juuo 28th, 1893.

the
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Tutrix, and supeiTision of schools and l)Ookshops and the Native af3;ents
ksy2-9o. in charge of tliem. done hy Mr. Wolters. Mr. Hall, Mr. Wilson,
Chap^94.

^jj. c^yj^pg^ .^„(] others, there were the Preparandi Institution at

Jerusalem under Mr. Zeller, and the l^oys' l^oardin^ Sehool
under Mr. I'Mlis. There were Medical Missions at CJaza and Xahlus
under Dr. Sterlin<^ and Di-. (laskoin Wright. The villa«^e schools
continued workint; well ; and the inlluencc of the Mission upon
education was strikingly shown hy the new-horn zeal of the

Turkish Government on the suhject. When Bishoj) (lohat

Kpened iiis school at Jeiusalem in 1.S52, it was the oidy hoardin*^-

school in Palestijie. In JS!)4 there were ei^ht in that city alone.

Boards had Ijeen estahlished in every central town, and schools
o])eiu'd in nearly every vilIa<.:C<^'.

Hut the most conspicuous feature in the development of the
Womens Mission was the women's work. Some of the new ladies showed

" remarkahle capacity " for acquiring,' the Araliic lanj:^ua<,'e, as the

veteran Zeller testified. Of their work let an illustration or two
he f^iven. In 1^92, Mr. Wilson wrote:

—

''In thu city a gruat dciil of visititi<; i.s d(Mio l)v Miss Klvcrson and
Miss Cainphc'll aiu(>ii<j;st Moslems of all clusscs, and what with the visits

of tlicst' ladies and llie liiMe-woinen, i\\v various i'vaii<,'elistic seiviees,

tlie (lillerent iiieetiiii,'s and clas.ses, our schools, coiivoisations in our
Hihle di'pot. the cemeteries, and by the roadside, and otlier means, there
can he few families in Jerusalem where the ines.saije of eternal life has
not been luard. Miss Kherson has a meetinj^ for women in the city

every Wednesday. Miss Cainphell luxs a flourishiiiij meetiufj at tlio

villapo of Siloam as well as others in her o\ni house for yirls and women,
and she has done a jjood deal by talkiufj to the Moslem women who
visit the cemeteries on Thursday's, as is the custom here."

itsdiffi- The chief difficulties of their work were of two kinds: first,
cuities.

^j^^^ £.^^^ ^I^.^j. j^ji ^j^g ^Mohammedans repjarded the superstitious

adoration and kissing of images in the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre and the Shrine at Bethlehem as a true picture of

Christianity ; and secondly, the Mohammedan opinion of women.
" Teach ns ? " said one Moslem woman ;

" we are only goats and
donkeys." " Why make a fuss ahout her? " said a Mussulman of

a sick woman ;
" suppose she does die ; if your donkey dies, you

buy another ; if your wife dies, you can do the same." Never-
its success theless the women proved most grateful for Christian teaching, and

many, year by year, were reported as apparently believing sincerely

in the Son of God. At Jerusalem Miss Elverson ; at Jaffa, Miss
E. E. Newton ; at Acca, the blisses Wardlaw Earn say ; at Haifa
and Kefr-Yasif, Mrs. and Miss Low ; at Ramallah, Miss Nuttall

;

and several others,—were all actively visiting in the Moslem
homes ; and an intei'esting Girls' Boarding School at Jerusalem
was opened in 1892 by Miss Savage (now Mrs. Adeney) and Miss
Sachs, and afterwards carried on successfully by Miss Welch.
But perhaps the most encouraging of all the efforts of women
missionaries were those of Miss Helen Attlee, who took up her
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residence in the village of Et Tur, on the top of the Mount of Part IX.

Olives. Her object there, she said, was to teach the children to p?^^~Q^-

sing Hosanna when the Lord should return with "His feet on ^^"

the Mount of Olives "; but she gained remarkable influence over Miss

adult women and men too. Here is one specimen :

—

OHvet.°"

" During the week of the great Moslem feast, the Sheikh brought

sixteen of the rich Moslem gentlemen from Jerusalem up to see us, and
they all sat round our room and were most friendly and pleasant,

joining in our singing of the Arabic hymn, ' Jesus loves me, this I know,'

Avhich in its Arabic translation brings in the Gospel beautifully. Some of

the men had such tine, beautiful countenances. One of them looked

over the hymn-book with my father and pointed out the words for him
to follow, and then went on reading several other hymns to himself

afterwards. Yesterday we had a similar call from five Moslem ladies,

two of whom live within the precincts of the Mosque of Omar. Two of

them seemed particularly eager to hear the stories connected with the

pictures we showed them on the Life of our Lord, and invited me to go

to their houses."

It must be added that there were women missionaries in Pales- ^^^^^-g
tine besides those of C.M.S. The Female Education Society Missions,

had long been working at Nazareth and Bethlehem ; Mildmay
deaconesses were at Jaffa, and afterwards at Hebron ; and there

was for a time at Jerusalem a band of ladies sent out by Mrs.

Meredith,—two of whom subsequently joined the C.M.S. The
important work of the London Jews' Society, which was being

carried on all this time side by side with the C.M.S. Mission, also

claimed the services of Christian women. The quiet occupation

of Hebron by the Mildmay deaconesses led to a gathering there. Conference
^ r.r^ i o ^ , ,1 .1 • , • •

• !• -i, 1 1 at Hebron.m 1894, of no less than thu'ty missionaries, for united prayer and

Bible study ; and this in a place perhaps the most jealously

guarded in the Mohammedan world! "Truly," wrote Miss

Campbell, "He Who stood at Abram's tent-door long ago on

Mamre's plain was very present with us, and more than one has

gone away to Jerusalem or Beyrout or Cairo to thank God for

that week in Hebron."
The number of Native clergy in Palestine had considerably Native

increased. Twelve altogether had. been ordamed, viz., three by

Bishop Gobat ; one by Bishop Jackson, in London ; two by

Bishop Hannington, under commission from Archbishop Benson ;

and six by Bishop Blyth. At the close of our period, one of the

first three was dead ; one (as before mentioned) was no longer in

C.M.S. connexion ; the other ten were at work. One of the first

three, the Eev. Chalil Jamal, had long been especially valued.

He visited England in 1884, and was a speaker at the May
Anniversary.

A deeply interesting extension of the work marked the last year

of our period, 1894. A " free-lance " Mission had been begun by

Mr. Lethaby, a Wesleyan, at Kerak, in the land of Moab, the M|^ssi°" '"

ancient Kir. Difficulties having arisen in the conduct of it, the

VOL. III. M m
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Part IX. Society was asked to take it over. The new woi'k liegiin in con-
1882-95. sequence belongs rather to a year or two later.

(
hap^-i.

jj^ Egypt, even at the end of our period, the work was still

The work ahnost in its infancy. The most important agency was Dr.
in Egypt. Harpur's Medical Mission at Cairo. Schools were carried on both

at Cairo and at Old Cairo ; and women missionaries were engaged
in teaching, in visiting Moslem homes, and in nursing patients in

the hospital. Among them, special mention should be made of a

widow lady, Mrs. Jiywater, who, with her daughter, once a

Mildmay deaconess, has exercised good influence ; also of Miss
Eva Jackson (now ]\Irs. A. C. Hall), who for several years carried

on the Girls' School at Old Cairo. The Secretary of the Mission,

from 1893, has been the Rev. F. F. Adeney, a Cambridge man,
and a clergyman with some ministerial experience when he offered

for Palestine in 1890. He was to have conducted the Divinity

Class at Jerusalem ; but his health suffered there, and he was
transferred to Egypt. The work has been similar to that in

Palestine, but on a smaller scale. Not a few ^loslems, men and
women, have seemed to believe sincerely in Christ ; but the

baptisms have been very few. Mr. Klein returned to Europe
in 1893, but has continued his Arabic translations there.

And in \xx Persia, the openings were becoming more and more inviting,

and the work was developing in many ways. Instead of Dr.

Bruce and his one companion, as in 1882, there were in 1895 six

clergymen and one doctor, with four wives, and six single ladies.

Dr. Bruce completed the whole Bible in Persian in December,
1892, and brought to England with him those portions that were
still in MS. Mr. Tisdall w-as now vigorously engaged in literary

work, and Mr. Carless in missionary visits to distant towns. Two
of the new clergymen w^ere from the Australasian Colonies : one
of them Bishop Stuart, of whom more presently ; the other a

]\Ielbom-ne clergyman, the Rev. A. R. Blackett. Another was the

Rev. W. A. Rice, transferred from the Punjab. Dr. Donald Carr

took over the Medical Mission in 1894. Remarkable medical
Medical work had already been done by one of the ladies, Miss Bird, who,

MUs Bird, thougli not a qualified doctor, was greatly prospered of God in her

untiring and courageous labours for the sick women who crowded
to her unpretending dispensaries at Julfa and in Ispahan city

itself. When riding to the city, she frequently had stones and
mud thrown at her by scowling Moslems ; and her life was re-

peatedly threatened ; but " none of these things moved her "; her

influence continually grew ; and the openings afforded by her
simple medical work were diligently used by her to speak of Christ

as the Healer of the soul. The British Minister at Teheran, in

despatches to the Foreign Ofiice, referred to Miss Bird's work as

the principal cause of the hostility of the Mohammedan mullahs
to the Mission, because of its success in winning the hearts of the

people.

At Baghdad, Dr. Henry Martyn Sutton was long without a
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clerical colleague, a.nd had to add the charge of the small Christian Part IX.
community to his medical work. In Mrs. Isabella Bishop's book, 1882-95.

Journeys in Persia and Knrdista7i, there is a very appreciative ^*^^P- ^'^•

notice of his Mission. "In two years in the East," Mrs. Bishop nrTnT'M..
says, "I have not seen any European so cordially welcomed as button at

Dr. Sutton in Moslem homes. The hakim, exhibiting in quiet
^^^^'^^'^•

continuance in well-doing the legible and easily-recognized higher
fruits of Christianity, while refraining from harsh and irreverent
onslaughts on the creeds of those whose sufferings he mitigates, is

everywhere blessed."

Before closing this chapter, we must notice two striking episodes
in modern missionary history. These two episodes belong to the
careers of two bishops—two men who had originally gone out to
the Mission-field together (1850)—and who, twenty-seven years
after (1877), had been consecrated almost at the same time but in
different parts of the world—Bishop Erench and Bishop Stuart.
On December 21st, 1887, Thomas Valpy Erench ceased to be Bishop

Bishop of Lahore. What should he now do ? Whither should i^tlr*"^^
he now go ? Home ? But it was little more than three years journeys,

since the one visit to England during his episcopate : how could
the soldier of the Cross go back again to wife and family so soon '?

Now there were two sections of Asiatics over whom his heart
yearned, viz., the Oriental Christians and the Mohammedans.
Why should he not make a missionary journey to visit those in
Mesopotamia and Syria, as he had already visited those in Persia ?

Accordingly, on January 5th, 1888, he finally left India, and sailed
from Karachi up the Persian Gulf to Bussorah ; and during more
than a year he was travelling between Babylon, Baghdad, Mosul,
Aleppo, Beyrout, and Palestine. Deeply interesting are his letters

and journals.-'' With his ripe learning, his facility with languages,
his historic instincts, his wide sympathies, his readiness to be the
servant of all men, his ardent love for his one Lord and Master,
he found a])undant opportunities of useful intercourse with
Nestorian and Armenian and Jacobite and Greek ecclesiastics,

with American Presbyterian missionaries, and with Moslems of

both Turkish and Arab race ; and he frequently ministered in the
churches of the various Christian communities. At some places
he gave lectures on the Uganda Mission !

Bishop Erench avowed that he began his tour somewhat French

prejudiced against the American missionaries, as rej^resenting a American
policy of proselytism from the ancient Churches ; but in one of his "^l""''"ssior

aries in
long letters to Archbishop Benson he said that he " found witness the East

borne on all hands to the remarkable stirring and awakening
which their schools and public services and ministries, with the
large circulation of the Holy Scriptures, had brought about among
several of the Churches of the East." f And to 13ishop Matthew

* Life of Bislwp French, chap. xxii. -j- Ibid., vol. ii. p. 262.
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of Lahore he wrote that "for their newly-stirred desire of self-

reform" those Churches owed more to the Americans, "with

all their uncatholic views and teachings," "than to all the

magniloquent expressions of sisterly regard hruited about by some

members of our Church who stop sho)t with words!" But it

was his special pleasure to find here and there some really well-

taught, Bible-loving, evangelical priests. Of the Jacobite church

at l3iarbekir he wrote :

—

" My heart was full of joy at the stores of Scripture read out so

elo<iueutly, and with snt-h expressiveness—the latter history of Sainson,

Hosea xiv., the Philippi history of St. Paul. Most full of joy at the

sermon, which was a rich treat of evangelical marrow and fatness. A
Puritan would have heard it with glistening eyes. Christ, and Christ

only, was the Good Samaritan; then earnest exhortations to come to

Him. A very iine congregation, one-third women, all on the ground."*

French at He was delighted to spend the Christmas of 1888 at Bethlehem,
Bethlehem

^^..^^^ ^j-^^ Jacombs of the F.E.S. He conducted the service, and

preached on "When the fulness of the time was come," &c.,

especially on the words, "Because ye are sons, God hath sent

forth the Spirit of His Son into your hearts." Of the Rev. Chalil

Jamal, the C.M.S. Native clergyman mentioned before, whom
and at he visitcd at Salt, he wrote one of his highly characteristic

s^'*- descriptions :

—

"Mr. Jamal is something like liishop Dupauloup, I should say, in his

excellence in catechizing ; a real lamp bunung and shining iu the midst

of the wild Bedawin of the lower ranges of the Moab hills. He is a

little Elisha up there, minus the she-hears, though his rough hairy dress

almost calls Elijah's to mind."

Should Bishop French returned to England in iVpril, 1889, and travelled

reTo'Jn'' all over the country, speaking at missionary and other meetings
CM.s.? .^ lifg y^Qi .^t all to his taste, but which he faced as a duty. But

he could not stay permanently. Eastward again he must go ; but

whither ? He wished much to have some kind of roving com-

mission from the C.M.S. , and even suggested that he might act

for the Society at Jerusalem, and be instrumental in bringing

about more cordial relations with Bishop Blyth. It is humiliating

to think that the Society should have been unable to avail itself

of the services of one whose name is unquestionably the greatest

on its roll of missionaries ; but in days of controversy men will

take sides, and a man who belongs in different ways to both sides

is scarcely successful as the representative of one of them. There

was no definite refusal of French's offers, for he did not definitely

make any ; but his inquiries revealed his wishes. Joyfully would

Mr. Wigram and others have welcomed him back, but it did not

prove to be possible, at least just then, when, as we have before

seen, there was uneasiness in a portion of the C.M.S. constituency.

Then French hoped for some definite work under Bishop Blyth
;

but this also did not come to anything.

* Life of Biahop French, vol. ii. p. 2i3.
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Then his mind turned to a great Mohammedan centre which Part IX.

he had twice before just seen—Muscat, the eastern port of Arabia. 1882-95.

He had been deeply interested in iVlexander Mackay's remarkable ^^'^P- 9^-

article on " Muscat, Zanzibar, and Central Africa," ='• in which the Muscat,
importance of a Mission at the headquarters of the Arab influence
and trade which penetrated even to Uganda had been pressed
upon the C.M.S. French resolved to go there as a pioneer
missionary, and perhaps presently, he thought, the Society might
adopt the Mission, and himself. It was a heroic venture indeed,
for a man of sixty-five, strained with much travelling and
unceasing studies and labours ; but then French was of the stuff

of which heroes are made—indeed his whole life had been a hero's
career. He left England on November 3rd, 1890 ; went first to

Tunis and Egypt ; thence to Bombay and Karachi—the only way
of reaching Muscat ; and arrived at Muscat itself on February 8th, French at

1891. " I being in the way," he wrote, " the Lord led me "—like
^"^'=^^-

Abraham's servant. From Muscat he wTote to the intercession
guild called " Watchers and Workers ":

—

" I long for the prayers of your little band of intercessors, oftering this
simple request, that as the Arab has been so grievously successful an
instrument in deposing Christ from His throne (for this long season
only) in so many fair and beautiful regions of the East, ... so the Arab
may in God's good providence be at least one of the main auxiliaries and
reinforcements in restoring the Great King, and reseating Him on
David's throne of judgment and mercy, and Solomon's throne of peace,
and, above all, God's throne of righteousness."

Very touching are French's letters from Muscat—indeed all the
letters of these later years, as published in Mr. Birks's overwhelm-
ingly interesting Biography, a book that should be read and
re-read and read again by every student of Missions. Here is the
last letter to the C.M.S., addressed to the Editorial Secretary, and French's

giving a brief account of his work and his plans :

—

to^c.M.s!

" I have been two and a half months in Muscat, since my arrival
February 9th, and hope when a1)out three months are over to make an
earnest attempt to find my way into the interior. Whether this will be
fonnd practicable, so as to be allowed to deliver my message and preach
the Kingdom f)f God freely, I cannot yet feel certain. Patience here, as
elsewhere (and more than in most scenes I have visited), is a great
pre-requisite.

" I still live alone in a borrowed house, a spare one belonging to the
American Consul here, and, rough as it is, it is amply sufficient for a
missionary, and is in the heart of the town. I cannot get many—very
few, indeed—to come to my house and read, which is naturally one of
my great objects. Tliey ask me into their shops and houses sometimes,
to sit and discuss on the great question at issue Ijetween us and them,
some Beluchees, mostly Arabs ; and the latter I vastly jirefer, and
consider more hopeful. There are some Hindus fn the crowded bazaars,
but I see little of them — partly because of the noise of narrow streets
and traffic, and partly because I do not wish to be tempted away from

* CM. Intclli'jencer, January, 1889.
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Part IX. the Arabic. Most of the few Hindu traffickers living hero understand

1882-95. Arabic.

Chap. 94. " There is much outward observance of rehgious forms ; there are crowds

of mosciues ; rather a huge proportion of educated men and women too ;

Moslems
^^j^^ letter take special interest in rehgious questions, and sometimes

of Muscat,
j^^^^ ^j^^ opposition to the Gospel. They have large girls' schools and

female teachers. There is a lepers' village nigh at liRud to the town. I

occupied for the second time this morning a shed they have allotted me,

well roofed over ; and those poor lepers, men and women, gathered in

fair ninnbers to listen. Chiefly, however, I reach the educated men by

the roadside or in a house-portico, sometimes even in a mosque, which

is to me a new experience. Still tlun-e is considerable shyness, occasion-

ally bitter oppo-sition : yet bright faces of welcome sometimes cheer me
and help me on, and I am only surprised that so much is borne with.

French " I have made special eiforts to get into the mosques, but most <)ften

antithe
this is refu.sed. The Moolahs and Muallims seem afraid of coming t<>

s.

^^^^^^ .^^^^ ^^^^ .^^ ^^^^ translations, or in encountering with me more dirticult

passages in the best classics. This has surprised and disconcerted nie

rather; Initlhave been saved in the main from anything like depression,

and liave had happy and comfortable proofs of the Saviour's gracious

Presence with me. The Psalms, as usual, seem most appropriate and

answerable to the needs of such a pioneer and lonely work. . . .

"If lean get no faithful servant and guide for the jcmrney into the

interior, weirversed in dealing with Arabs and getting needful connnon

supplies (I want but little). ... I hoped I had got the right man, an

inquirer and Bible student, an Arab, but he has disappeared the last two

days, and either himself or his friends have baulked me, I fear. But

these anxieties must be cast on Him Who cares for us.

" I am pushing on with a work in Arabic, embodying, as carefully as

I can, the main substantial <liflerences between us and them, doctrinal

and spiritual in the main, of course, but largely practical both as regards

morals and even ritual— needful enough, where rite and ceremony hav(!

made up almost the whole of religion, that our own moderate rites and

ordinances of worship should not be ignored.

French " T am asking a special IJessing for your May Meetings and services.

prays for j^ i^.^j^ l^^,gjj g.^j indeed to hear of so many breakdowns in lusalth in your

Anniver- stall", though not siu-prisiug. The Archbishop will be at his best, T trust,

sary- and directed what to say for the glory of Christ and the good of His

Church, and the Society's highest interests.

" P.S. — Since writing the above the Arab has come to the front again,

and has been reading with me all the afternoon nearly. He seems really

to love the Bible, and studies it night and day he tells me. He is not

perfectly educated, but can read and think and pray. He seems fully

resolved to accompany me in my journey inland. I have sung my Te

Deum for him." *

That May Meeting for \vliich he prayed was held on May 5th,

and both Sir John Kennaway and Archbishop Benson referred to

the old warrior of Christ on the burning shores of Arabia,

—

" unsupported," said the President, " so far as human help goes,

attacking the seemingly impregnable fortress of Islam, while

stretching out his hands to the old Society which he has served

and loved so long." Before he could hear of the sympathy thus

His death, expressed, Thomas Valpy French had gone where a grander and

* CM. Intelli'jencer, July, 1891.
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more august welcome awaited him, the welcome of his Divine Part IX.

Kiug and Lord. On May 14th, utterly worn out in body, he 1882-95.

yielded up his undaunted spirit to Him Who gave it. ^P"
•

Where Muscat fronts the Orient sun
'Twixt heaving sea and rocky steep.

His work of mercy scarce begun,
A saintly soul has fallen asleep :

Who comes to lift the Cross instead ?

Who takes the standard from the dead ? *

Thus we bid farewell to one of the noblest of the many noble

men whose careers this History has traced. We have seen

Thomas Valpy French as the Oxford student, as the educational

missionary at Agra, as the intrepid protector of the Native
Christians in the Mutiny, as the pioneer evangelist on the Afghan
Frontier, as the faithful home clergyman at Beddington and
Cheltenham, as the founder of the Lahore Divinity School, as the

first liishop of Lahore—the many-sided career of a many-sided
man. And everywhere and in all circumstances we have seen him
the wholly devoted servant of the Lord in heart and life. If every

missionary were a Valpy French, the evangelization of the world
would not be far off.

While Bishop French was ending his earthly days at Muscat,
his old companion and brother bishop, Edward Craig Stuart, was Bishop

still labouring in his distant diocese at the Antipodes. What he gj^^^s'^ up
^°

did there the next chapter will tell. Let us come a year or two his bishop

-

down the stream of time. Two C.M.S. men go to Australia and simple

New Zealand as a deputation from the Society. To one of them missionary

the Bishop of Waiapu opens his heart. Should he not follow his

old comrade's example, leave his bishopric, and end his days

as a simple missionary again ? A New Zealand man in Persia,

W. St. Clair Tisdall, sees in the Intelligencer the account of the

awakening of missionary interest in his colonial home. He writes

to the Bishop : Come out to Persia ! That letter is God's message,

and the Diocese of Waiapu loses its chief pastor. Accompanied
by his daughter, Bishop Stuart comes to England, tells the

C.M.S. circle at the May Anniversary of 1894 of the Lord's call

to him, bids farewell again on the forty-fourth anniversary of the

first sailing of French and himself to India (September 11th), and
starts the next day for Persia. There, by the grace of God, he
has been permitted to labour for Christ among the Mohammedans
more than four years already.

* The whole noble poem, by Archdeacon A. E. Moule, was printed in the
CM. InteJUgeiicer of Jtily, 1891. Although no English Mission has followed

French to Muscat, the American (Dutcli) lleformed Church has sent mis-
sionaries there, and also to Busrah, the port of Mesopotamia at the head of

the Persian Gulf. And the C.M.S. is not wholly unrepres-ented ; for one of

the Americans, the Rev. S. M. Zwenier, married a C.M.S. lady at Baghdad,
one of the new Colonial missionaries sent to the Society's work from
Sydney.
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Part IX. In tLls ctiapter we have visited some of the most famous cities

1802-95. ill the realm of Islam—Cairo, Jerusalem, Ispahan, Baghdad,
Chap^94.

]y[^scat, Khartoum. There is another which we have not had

One more occasion to visit, though we might have gone thither wnth either

Eastern Bishop Hanuingtoii or Bishop French—Damascus. The great

Di^nTascus. mosquc in that most ancient of cities w^as once a Christian church

—fit sign of the usurpation of Christ's throne in those lands by the

False Prophet, the usurpation of which Bishop French spoke in the

touching request for prayer already quoted. On that mosque, all

through the long ages of Moslem domination, could still be read

molquc an old Greek inscription. On October 14th, 1893, that mosque

chriilian was almost wholly destroyed liy fire ; hut the inscription remained
inscription intact. What is that inscription ? Let it close this chapter, and

fill us with the sure and certain hope of the future triumph of the

Son of God :

—

" Thy Kingdom,, Christ, is a Kingdom of all ages, and Tlnj

dominion from generation to generation."
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P. S. HoTSton, Mis>ioiiiirv iu South India, 1855 ; Bishop of Mauritins, 1872.
WilHam Oakley, Missionary in Ceylon, 1835-1886.



CHAPTEE, XCV.

In the Indian and Southern Oceans ; Ceylon, Mauritius,

New Zealand.

Ceylon Growth of the Mission— Trinity College, Kandy—Disesta-

bUshment—New Church Constitution-^Visits of Fenn, Barton,

Wigram The Theosophists— Salvation Army—G. Grubb.

Mauritius—Progress—The Bishops—The Seychelles.

New Zealand—Veteran Bishops and Missionaries—Bishop E. C. Stuart

—Te Aute College—Maori Clergy—Character of the Maoris-

Colonial Church.

" Instead of the thorn shall come up the fir tree, and instead qf the hricr shall

come up the myrtle tree : and it shall he to the Lord for a name."—Isa. Iv. 13.

" Thev shall still brinu forth fruit in old age."—Ps. xcii. 14.

" Lift up thy prayer for the remnant that are left."—2 Kings xix. 4.

]N this chapter we group three distinct and very different
^Jg^^g^"

Missions, neither of them requiring a whole chapter
^^^^^ ^:

at this stage of their history. And distant as they

are from each other geographically, they have this in
^^^^^

common— (1) that they are insular, (2) that two of insofar

them are the only C.M.S. Missions south of the Equator (except |^d^^^^^

part of East Africa), and the third only just north of it. Missions.

I. Ceylon.

So far, the Ceylon Mission has had only one chapter to itself,
Ceylon.

XLVIII., in Part VI. Its earlier history was briefly sketched in

portions of preceding chapters ; and in Parts VII. and VIII. it

found no place, except that in the latter Part there was an

important chapter on Church Questions in India and Ceylon, the

greater part of it occupied with the Ceylon Controversy of 1876-80.

The general history of the Mission was brought down, in the

Forty-eighth Chapter, to 1868, the Jubilee year of the Society's

work in the Island. Except, however, for the great controversy

just alluded to, no Mission has had a quieter history, and one with

less of special incident, than that in Ceylon ;
and in the period

which has been passed over there was little for the pages of this

History. But the Ceylon Mission, nevertheless, has been one

that has supplied an unusual number of touching narratives of

conversions, Christian lives, and Christian deaths. Whether it

has had really more of these than other Missions may be doubt-

ful ; but certainly more of them than in most others have been

communicated.
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When the Ceylon Mission celebrated its Jubilee, its missionaries
for the Singhalese population were W. Oakley, E. T. Higgens,
J. Ireland Jones, S. Coles, J. Allcock, and E. T. Dowbiggin, with
three Native clergymen ; and for the Tamil population, W. Clark
(just then transferred from Tinnevelly), W. E. Eowlands, T. Good,
1). Wood, and E. M. Griffith, with four Native clergymen. There
were 2300 Christian adherents, of whom 550 were communicants

;

and 3200 children in the schools. Fifteen years later, when the
period covered by our present Part began, nine of the eleven
brethren just mentioned w^ere still on the staff". Mr. Good had
retired, and Mr. Clark was in Travancorc. Mr. Higgens had been
some years at home, working as an Association Secretary ; but he
returned to the Mission in 1881. Eeinforcements in the earlier

of these years were few and far between. In 1871, E. ColUns was
transferred from Travancorc to reopen the suspended Kandy
Collegiate School, and was joined in 1874 by a lay assistant,

T. Dunn. In 1873-4, G. F. Unwin went to the Singhalese Mission,
and J. D. Simmons (from Tinnevelly) and A. E. Cavalier to the
Tamil Mission. In 1876, an Irish rector, the Eev. Henry Newton,
gave up his parish to go out as Minister of the English-speaking
congregation at Galle Face Church, Colombo. In 1877, two lay

agents from Islington were sent, but neither stayed long. In
the seven years, 1878-84, seven men from Islington went out,

J. I. Pickford, G. T. Fleming, F. Glanvill, J. W. Balding,
L. G. P. Liesching, J. Field (from West Africa), and J. Ilsley

(from South India) ; besides whom, H. Horsley was transferred

from Tinnevelly, and another Irish clergyman, the Eev. J. G.
Garrett, went as Principal of the Kandy School. In 1886, J. D.
Thomas and E. N. Hodges* were transferred from South India.

Three ladies in succession were also sent for a Tamil Girls' School
at Colombo, two of whom became Mrs. Pickford and Mrs. Balding,
and the third, Miss Eva Young, laboured for several years ; and
Mr. Higgens's elder daughter was added to the staff in 1886. This
completes the entire reinforcement of the Ceylon Mission in twenty
years. At the end of that time, in 1888, there were six men for

Singhalese work, Higgens, Coles, Dowbiggin, Garrett, Balding,
Liesching; and eight for Tamil work, Simmons, Thomas, Wood,
Griffith, Horsley, Pickford, Ilsley, Fleming ; also Mr. Hodges at

the Kandy College, and the two young ladies. Oakley and
Allcock had died, the former after fifty-one years' unbroken
service. Most of the rest had retired on account of healtli or

other causes. There were now" thirteen Native clergymen, seven
Singhalese and six Tamils.

During all this time the Mission had been carried on upon
much the same lines as we saw in the Forty-eighth Chapter ; and
the stations were the same. But the work had expanded.
There were now 6600 Native Christians, of whom over 2000 were

* Now Bishop of Travancore and Cochin.
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communicants ; while in the schools there were 14,000 scholars. Part IX.

The Native Church Council was more vigorous and satisfactory, 1882-95_.

perhaps, than in any other Mission; and although, as elsewhere, ^P" ^'

the majority of the converts were of the humbler classes, there

were many individual men of influence and position. The schools Educa-

had proved to be valuable evangelistic agencies. In the Jaffna
'°"^ ^""^

district, two-thirds of the converts w^ere the fruit of school work.

In the Cotta High School, in 1882, of 100 scholars, half were
Heathen and half Christian ; and of the latter, one-fourth were

not children of Christian parents, but had actually been converted

in the school. A great w^ork was done by Mr. Garrett in the

High School at Kandy, which he named Trinity College after his Trinity

alma, mater at Dublin, and wdiich was the most advanced of the Kandy^.'

Society's educational institutions in Ceylon. It was attended in

1882 by 151 Christians, 41 Buddhists, 10 Hindus, and 6 Moham-
medans. Of the Christians, 73 were of the Church of England,

62 other Protestants, and 26 Eoman Catholics. Year by year the

converting grace of God was manifested, and boys' names had to

be transferred from one of the Heathen lists to the Christian list ;

besides which some of those who were statistically Christians

became the subjects of the same grace, and truly converted to God.

We do not wonder at this when w^e read the following, from Mr. The secret

Garrett's report for 1883 :

—

" Every evening, the resident masters and divinity students meet to

pray over those who are, in our boarding establishment, more especially

entrusted to our care. We take the roll, and go from beginning to end
by fives, each night bringing five names before God in prayer ; and thtis

in ten days we feel that each name has been inchvidually cai-ried by faith

to Jesus, and He never refused to hear and grant the requests of those

who brought their children to Him while on earth."

This admirable custom has been followed ever since.

Eemarkable conversions of Buddhist priests, and also of the Conver-

priests of the devil-worship prevalent among both Singhalese and Buddhist

Tamils in the country districts, occurred from time to time. In P"ests.

one year's reports, those of 1890, there are accounts of seven

Buddhist priests lately baptized, one of them a great Pali scholar.

Another of them, whose death is recorded four years later, had
brought several persons to Christ, eight of whom had been already

baptized. Another interesting case was that of a skilful Singhalese

doctor, baptized, with his wife and two sons, at Easter, 1886.

There is a large hideous mask at the Church Missionary House
which has often been shown at Missionary Exhibitions and the like,

and is now familiar to many of our friends. That mask was given

to Mr. Ireland Jones some thirty years ago by an old haputoa or

devil-priest at Talampitiya, a village mentioned in our Forty-eighth

Chapter ; but the man remained a Heathen. Some years later,

in 1879, Mr. Jones visited the village. It had been a place of

most degrading vice. On the hill-top there was now a good
church, and in the village a large body of well-instructed Christians.
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Part IX.
1882-95.

Chap. 95.

Christian
deaths.

Mr. J. D.
Jayesinha.

Old
Philips.

Abraham
of Talam-
pitiya.

Bishop
Cople-
ston's
work.

At an open-air service Mr. Jones saw again tlie old priest, now
bent with age, and believed to be over one lunulred years old.

His soul yearned over the man, and, getting alongside him, he
earnestly pressed Christ upon him. " But I am too old now to

practise a new religion, and do what it requires to obtain salvation."

The free grace of God to every repenting and believing sinner was
simply put to him, and the Spirit of God opened the eyes of his

understanding. " Do you mean to tell me tliat? I do believe."

With the utmost apparent sincerity and simplicity he received

Christ ; and from what was heard of him afterwards Mr. Jones
had no doubt of the reality of his conversion.

When a Christian death follows on a Christian lit'c, it is the

crown and completion of the work of grace. The Ceylon reports

give many such instances. In 1881 died Mr. J. D. Jayesinha, a

leading Singhalese Christian, a Government oflicial in a position

of trust under the Surveyor-General. He had been baptized in

infancy, but had lived as a Buddhist through a large part of his

life. Then he was converted to Christ, and became an earnest

Christian. He represented the Galle Face Singhalese congregation

in the C.M.S. Central Council and in the Ceylon Church Assembly.
His relatives, who were all Buddhists, deserted him in his last

illness, reviled his dead body, and mocked the burial service ; but

the Surveyor-General and his assistants attended the funeral. In

1884 died "old Philips," a Tamil, who had been baptized fifty-

three years before, and had been head catechist at Jaffna thirty-five

years. Mr. Adley, one of the early missionaries, who lived to the

age of ninety-three, said that "Philips" was "in Bible-knowledge an
Apollos, and in speaking a McNeile." In 1891 died Abraham of

Talampitiya, the converted Singhalese mentioned in Chap. XLVIII.
" His end was as his life. Suffering and weakness could not

quench the constant desire to magnify Christ. He was constantly

singing and praying aloud. Even on his death-bed he testified to

many Buddhists of the saving power of Christ." " One of the

most powerful and earnest preachers of the truth as it is in Jesus,"

wrote Mr. J. Ireland Jones, "that Ceylon has ever seen. He
was my fellow-labourer, and dear and valued friend. I can truly

say that I have rarely met anywhere a more single-hearted

Christian, a more earnest evangelist, a more holy and devoted

servant of God." ''

When once the great controversy between the Bishop of

Colombo and the Society was settled. Dr. Copleston's visits to

the stations, for confirmations, openings of churches, &c., were
much valued. He threw himself energetically into the practical

work of the Mission, learning both Singhalese and Tamil in order

* See Mr. Ireland Jones's deeply - interesting biographical sketch of

Abraham, in the CM. InifiUijencer of, April, 1892. The first P]iiglishman he
applied to about Christianity, forty years ago, replied to his question as to

the Chi'istians' God, " What god do you mean ? The only god 1 know any-

thing about is coffee."
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to be the more closely in touch with it. In 1886, on the occasion Part IX.

of an ordination at Baddegama, the whole service was conducted ^«»^ "^^^

in Singhalese for the first time in Ceylon. In the very year J_
following the concordat, 1881, he confirmed 520 C.M.S. candidates.

He travelled 200 miles, riding and driving, with Mr. Eowlands,

through the Tamil Coohe district, confirming 174 coolies. On
another tour in 1885 he confirmed 83 of them, and wrote to the

Net magazine :

—

" In some interesting tours with Mr. Sinunons and Mr. Dowbiggin of

the C.M.S., I have lately seen much that was encouraging among the

innnigrant Tamil coolies and among the Native Singhalese respectively.

The former set a very good example by the zeal and liberality with which

they supp<n-t their own churches. In one planting district, while the

English masters were waiting, and wishing, and wondering how they

should get a church, their Tamil labourers built one !

"

In 1885, on the very same day that Bishop Sargent's jubilee

was being celebrated in Tinnevelly, July 14th,- Mr. Oakley oakiey's

celebrated his jubilee in Ceylon. Just a year afterwards, onJ"^''^^-

July 18th, 1886, he entered into rest, aged seventy-seven, havmg His death,

laboured fifty-one years without once returning to England. To

the last, his wise counsels and his faithfulness to the truth of the

Gospel were of the greatest value to the Mission. William

Oakley may well be regarded as one of the heroes of Islington

College.

Oakley's death took place, significantly, just when an event

occurred which marked the dividing-line between the Past and

the Present of the Church of England in Ceylon ; within a few

days, that is, of the final meeting of the representatives of the old

l^]stablished Church, and the first meeting of the Synod of the new Disesta-^^

Disestablished Church. That important change next claims oA^he""^"
II •• Church in

attention. Ceyion.

In 1881, the Government gave notice of the withdrawal of all

State subsidies to the bishop and chaplains, and that no further

appointments would be made ; in other words, of disestablishment

and disendowment. Five years' grace was allowed, the Govern-

ment requiring that a Eepresentative Church Body be formed, to

which grants during those years could be paid, and which could

take over ecclesiastical property in churches, &c. The Bishop

summoned a Church Assembly, comprising all the clergy in P^^^^i^^^;^

priests' orders, and lay delegates elected by the various congre- Assembly,

gations, English, Burgher, Singhalese, Tamil. The ecclesiastical

and doctrinal controversies in the Island had divided the Church

into two sections, which in the Assembly were nearly equally

represented, the party on what was regarded as the Bishop's side

having a small majority. However, although some awkward signs

of division appeared at first, the consideration of the future con-

stitution of the Church was eventually entrusted to a small and

fairly-chosen committee, upon which the C.M.S. missionaries and

* See p. 457.
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Native Christians were duly represented. This committee sat for

more than fom^ years, and ultimately drafted a complete constitu-

tion for " the Church of England in Ceylon." The Government
Ordinance required that the Church to which the property was
handed over should he definitely described as the Church of

England, and not as an absolutely independent Church like that of

Ireland. This, in the circumstances of Ceylon, was in accordance

with the Society's wishes, as it was feared that a really independent

Church might be led into regrettable developments. In due course

the draft constitution was submitted to the Church Assembly, and
at a final meeting on July 6th, 1886, it was formally approved,

and recommended to the acceptance of the permanent Synod of

the Disestablished Church, which had already been elected by
anticipation. That Synod, composed practically of the same
persons, met on the following day for the first time, and solemnly

accepted the constitution in the name of the whole Church in

Ceylon. The proceedings closed with a joyful Te Dcum.
It was while the long process of drafting the new constitution

was going on, that a controversy arose which was noticed in our

Eighty-seventh Chapter. It was there explained that a proposal

had been made to form a Corresponding Committee in Ceylon

similar to those in India, the Society desiring to bring the Bishop

into closer touch with the practical administration of the Mission
;

that the indepe ident English laymen wlio were relied on to form

the committee were not willing to serve with him ; that they were
strongly supported by some friends at home ; and that Mr. Fenn
and Mr. Barton were at length, in 1884, sent out to arrange

matters on different lines. They found no serious difficulty on
the spot. It was natural that, just as the swell of the ocean

does not subside immediately on the storm ceasing, so the

feelings raised by the prolonged controversy of 1876-80 should

still to some extent prevail. But the Bishop on his part was
"exceedingly considerate, and at once fell in with plans for the

administration which did not involve the laymen sitting with him
on the same committee, but which did provide for more regular

and friendly communication and consultation with him. The
most awkward question was as to the relations of the Native

Church Councils to the pastors paid by them. The Councils

claimed a power more in accordance with Congregationalism than

with the system of the Church of England, while the Bishop

contended for the rights of the Native clergy licensed by him.

However, the arrangement agreed upon proved satisfactory to both

sides. It is needless here to enter into details."''' One pleasant

incident of the visit was the preaching by Mr. Fenn of the Sermon
at the Christmas ordination, at the Bishop's request.

Two years later, in 1886, there was a very different secretarial

visit to Ceylon, that of Mr. Wigram and his son. Their great

* See Report of the Revs. C. C. Fenn and J. Barton, CM. Intelligencer,

April, 1885.
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tour round the Mission-field began, as so many other tours have Part IX,

begun, at Colombo. They visited all the chief stations except ^^^^""^^^•

Jaffna, and were everywhere received with gladness by the ^P" ^'

Christians.

During these years, the increasing activity of the Missions in

Ceylon led to a corresponding recrudescence of energy among the

Buddhists ; and this was much fostered by the appearance of the

Theosophists in the Island. In 1880 arrived Colonel Olcott Coionei

and Madame Blavatsky, who publicly avowed their belief in Mad^mr'^
Buddliism, practised its ceremonies, fraternized with its priests, Blavatsky.

and accepted the worship of its devotees. The Colonel declared

that he would " entirely uproot Christianity in the Island." The
Bible was vehemently abused, and at Kandy was publicly kicked

about the street ; a Native comic paper held up Mr. Dowbiggin
and two catechists to ridicule as devil-priests ; and an address

circulated in the Island said that there were " no deceivers, liars,

fools, thieves, like the Christian missionaries." An ex-Buddhist

priest who had become a Christian was strongly pressed to return

to Buddhism. " I am not a dog," he replied, "to return to my
vomit." "I will show you 145 falsehoods in the Bible," said

the Colonel. "Show me one," was the reply, "and I will

renounce it." The challenge was not accepted. The movement
subsequently received an impetus from a lamentable event, the

adhesion of a clergyman from England, who, sitting at the feet An English

of the High Priest at the head of the Buddhist College, solemnly be^c'Jm^s^a

repeated, the formula of initiation: "I take refuge in Buddha !
Buddhist.

I take refuge in the Law! I take refuge in the Order!"'''

Bishop Copleston's paper on Buddhism at the Anglican Mis-

sionary Conference of 1894 gave important information re-

garding Theosophism. "It is," said the Bishop, "virtually an
anti-Christian mission from the scepticism of the West."
The revived position of Buddhism in Ceylon was powerfully

set forth by Miss Gordon-Cumming in an article in the Intelli- Miss

gencer (January, 1887). She referred to the new Buddhist cumming
College under the patronage of the British Government, to ^hism^'
which students were resorting from all parts of Eastern Asia.
" Well may the people be perplexed," she wrote, " when they see

the prominent position of honour assigned at every Government
ceremonial to a group of yellow-robed Buddhist priests, and when
Buddha's birthday has recently been officially recognized as a

general holiday on the same footing as Christmas Day." f
Very different indeed was the advent of another new body in Salvation

Ceylon about the same time—the Salvation Army. Its members, Ceylon^
as was acknowledged on all hands, set an example of devotion

* Guardian, February 18tli, 1885.
j" See also Miss Gordou-Camming's Trro Happy Yearff in Ceifon (Third

Ed., Blackwood, 1892), vol. i. pp. 95—97; vol. ii. pp. 416—421. Extracts
from this valuable work were given in the CM. InteUigencer of September,

'

1893.
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Part IX. and self-denial which distinctly told upon the Native agents of

l882-95_. the Missions. Yet the Salvationists caused sorrow and anxiety,
Chap. 9o.

i^y singling out villages in which there were already Christians

and seeking to draw those Christians to their own body. The
missionaries who by temperament, and from their methods of

working, might be the most likely to welcome any fervent

witnesses for Christ, were especially troubled by their action,

and wrote sadly about it. Some of the Army leaders openly

preached against the Church, and particularly against Baptism

and the Lord's Supper. Two of the best of the Society's Native

workers were drawn away. One of them, after two years, humbly
came back, repelled by the violent attacks of his leader upon the

NVirasu- Cliurch. Another, Wirasuriya, became a "colonel," and was
"^'''

l)rought over to England, where he was fully believed by many
Christian people to be a fruit of the Army's aggressive work
among the Heathen, which, it was openly said, was thus proved

to be so much more successful than the useless educational work

of the C.M.S. Some friends were astonished when they heard

the true story of Wirasuriya, that he was the son of Singhalese

parents who were converts of the C.M.S. Mission; that he was
l)rought up religiously by them ; that his personal conversion

of heart to God took place when he was one of Mr. Garrett's

students at Trinity College, Kandy, the Society's principal

educational institution. He became an earnest Christian and

(jvangehst, and it was while he was thus working in the C.M.S.

Mission that he was persuaded to join the Salvationists. He died

in 1888.

Ceylon, it will be remembered, was to share in the privileges of

the C.M.S. Winter Mission to India in 1887-8 ;
- and in February,

Mr. G. 1888, Mr. Grubb and Colonel Oldham, having finished their work

Ceyk)V." i'l the Bombay Presidency, arrived at Colombo. They held

special services and meetings at several mission stations with

manifest blessing. The accounts sent home by the missionaries

expressed deep thankfulness. Mr. Coles wrote: "Many date their

conversion, or fuller consecration, from the visit of the missioners."

Mr. Dowbiggin :
" Many nominal Christians have been savingly

converted to God, and are now rejoicing in Jesus as their Saviour."

Mr. Simmons :
" Some of the best Christians were quickened, and

strengthened, and stimulated." Mr. Griffith: "Not only were

there direct conversions, but there was a great awakening and

quickening among professing Christians, as well as great spiritual

refreshment among those already truly converted." Mr. Hodges,

Principal of Trinity College, Kandy, wrote: "The effects have, I

trust, been permanent, and have led to more definite consecration

to that service which is perfect freedom in proportion to our self

surrender to the Lord that bought us. I am specially thankful

for such tokens for good among the masters and elder boys." But

* See Clmp. XCIII.
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undoubtedly the most notable effects of the Mission were seen in Part IX.

those for whom it was not primarily intended, the English and, 1882-95.

English-speaking people. "Very many," wrote Mr. Coles, "were Chap. 95.

constrained to make a fidl surrender of themselves to Christ, Effects of

and those who previously had believed in Him had their faith ^r.

strengthened, love deepened, and joy in the Lord increased." Mission

Definite results ensued. A Chi'istian Union was formed by English E"ngH^sh
merchants and planters who had received blessing, for united residents,

prayer, common Bible-study, and combined effort for the spiritual

good of others. Tea-planters in the hill-country who had been
content to give a small subscription to the Tamil Coolie Mission
now set to work to preach to their own coolies and tell them of

tlie Saviour they themselves had found. Mr. Simmons wrote of

them :

—

" They seem to have been literally fdled with the fire of love to and
zeal for Christ. They began at once to work for Jesus, not only among
their own countrymen, but among the coolies on their estates. The
intense earnestness and holy lives of these young men have made a
deeper impression on the Natives than anything that we appointed
laboiirers have done. They see that there is a reality and a power in a
religion which has produced such wonderful effects upon young English
planters."

When, two years later, Mr. Grubb was sent out again with three
lay fellow-workers by the Keswick Convention, he paid a second
visit to Ceylon ; and again the work was accompanied by the
power of the Spirit.

Three years after the first Mission—the C.M.S. Winter Mission Three

—a new missionary, a Cambridge man with some ministerial afterwards
experience, the Eev. A. E. Dibben, was present at the "Planters'
Annual Christian Convention." " There are now," he wrote, " at

least forty real spiritually-minded Christians among them, most of

whom connect their conversion to God with Mr. Grubb's visits to

Ceylon. Thirty or so of these men were present at the Conven-
tion

; a contingent of twenty Colombo residents joined them
;

whilst others, including Burghers and Native brethren, made
about eighty people at the meetings. It was a holy and happy
season."

But, as we have so often seen in this History, the great Enemy
of God and man never lets a good work alone ; and when holy
men cannot be drawn back into sin, disunion among them is

fostered. The Exclusive Brethren, in 1892, appeared upon the Disunion
scene

;
and grievous separations, suspicions, evil surmisings, were

^i''"^!^^^
the result. They assailed Mr. Grubb's teachings insidiously, and ists.

drew some of the best men in the Christian Union after them.
In the early months of 1894, the Eevs. E. N. Thwaites and Thwaites

Martin J. Hall, after their Special Mission to India, conducted fn cS'^on.
similar services in Ceylon ; and again the letters of the missionaries
were very warm as to both their work and its results."'^ From

* CM. Intelligencer, July, 1894.
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Part IX. Kaiidy— " We had a time of great blessing. The meetings were
18.s2-ii5. characterized by deep solemnity and the evident presence of the
Lhap^9o.

jj^jI^. t;pi^,i|. " p^.,,,^^ Colombo— " The evidences of spiritual fruit

are very apparent." Mr. Coles wrote, " Acce|)t my heartfelt

thanks for sending out two such faithful preachers, full of the
Holy Ghost"; and Mr. Dibben, "Europeans, Singhalese, and
Tamils have been so stirred up that several have given in their

names as wishing to engcige directly in the Lord's work as He
may lead." The Rev. G. S. Amarasekara, Pastor of Cotta, wrote
of a Buddhist boy who was converted in tlu; school there under
Mr. Martin Hall's teaching, and who used this significant and
striking exjn'ession: " I leceived n new iiutiu-spriiKj."

New mis- The Ccylon Mission was not left without a small share of the
reinforcement with which the increasing number of recruits in

the years 1888 and onwards enabled the Society to strengthen so
many of the Missions. On the appointment of Mv. Hodges to the
bishopric of Travancore and Cochin, a promising Oxfoid man was

E.J.Perry, sent out as Principal of Ti-inity Collegia, Kandy—tlieKev. J'^. J. Perry,
" Pusey and J-jllerlon " and " Kennicott " Hebrew Schohir, and a
master in Merchant Taylors'. He at once threw himself into the
work with a bright enthusiasm that augured great things; but while
tramping through an almost impenetrable forest, during the first

Easter vacation (1890), to visit the wild aboriginal Veddahs, he was
Hir. death, accidentally shot dead by one of his companions who fired at an

elephant. In his brief career he had won much affection, and his

death—so untimely as human sliort-sightedness judges—was felt

as a grievous blow to the College and the Mission. In the same
year died E. M. Grifiith, the missionary in charge of -lafCna, after

more than twenty years' earnest and faithful service. A Trinity
(Cambridge) man, the Rev. H. P. Napier (now Napier-Clavering),
was appointed Principal of the College in succession to Mr. Perry

;

and another Cambridge man, the Rev. J. W. Fall, went out as
Vice-Principal. In 1891, the college at Jaffna, known as the

Cone°'l"^
Chundicully Seminary, being fifty years old, was named St. John's

Jaffna. ' College in honour of its jubilee, and Mv. Fall went from Kandy to

take the principalship ; its head-master being a Tamil graduate
of Calcutta University, the Rev. C. C. Handy. Another Trinity
(Cambridge) man, the Rev. J. Carter, succeeded Mr. Fall at Kandy;
and subsequently again succeeded him at Jaffna, another Cambridge
man, the Rev. R. W. Ryde, taking his place at Trinity College hr

1895. Meanwhile, in 1890, the Rev. A. E. Dibben went out to

assist, and presently to relieve, the veteran Mr. Higgens at Galle
Face Church, Colombo (the latter continuing Secretary of the
whole Mission) ; and in 1892, another Cambridge man, the Rev.
W. Welchman, joined the Tamil Mission, and a Highbury man,
the Rev. H. E. Heinekey, the Singhalese Mission. Six of these
seven men had had some ministerial experience before going out
—which is always an advantage. Another interesting addition
to the staff took place in 1892. Two young English planters,
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Mr. (now Eev.) S. M. Simmons and Mr. E. J. Cams -Wilson, Part IX.

gave up their secular occupation, and joined the Singhalese ^^^^~^'l-

Mission as lay evangelists. This was a tangible fruit indeed of
^^' ^'

the spiritual movement above referred to.

Ceylon also shared in the new development of women's work.

In 1889, the Church of England Zenana Society, in response to Work of

appeals from Mr. and Mrs. J. Ii'eland Jones, sent out two ladies

to open a boarding-school at Kandy for the daughters of Kandyan
chiefs ; and others have since been sent for village work. This

village work, in the hill country round Kandy, was first undertaken
in that same year by a lady who went out independently at her

own charges, and subsequently joined the C.M.S., Miss Denyer.

In 1891-95, the Society sent nine women missionaries to Ceylon

;

and in 1892, the first missionary from the new Colonial Associa-

tions in x\ustralia. Miss Helen P. Phillips, late Principal of a Sydney

the Clergy Daughters' School at Sydney, joined the Singhalese

Mission. Miss Phillips has started an interesting industrial

school at Dodanduwa at her own expense.

These later years, like the earlier ones of the period, were
marked by vigorous evangelistic efforts among both Singhalese Growth

and Tamils, by distinctly successful work in the schools, by growth Mission,

in the Native Church, by conversions of Buddhist priests, and
students in Trinity College, as well as of ordinary villagers and
coolies. In 1895 there were 8500 Native Christians connected
with the Mission, of whom 3000 were communicants (a large

proportion) ; seventeen Native clergymen and 520 male and female

teachers ; and 268 schools, with 15,600 scholars. It is but thirty

years since the Jubilee of the Ceylon Mission was celebrated. If

the interesting little book then compiled by the missionaries were
now to have a new edition, the whole tone would be different.

Few Missions had, at the end of fifty years, been more scanty in

results. Few Missions have in thirty subsequent years presented

more manifest signs of the working of the grace of God.

II. Mauritius.

The story of the Mission in the little island of Mauritius was Mauritius,

told in our Fifty-eighth Chapter. The importance of Mauritius,

"the Malta of the Indian Ocean," steZZa clavisque maris Indict,

is, as there shown, out of all proportion to its size. The Eoman
Catholics have fully recognized this, and theirs are the most Romanist

vigorous and influential religious agencies in the Island. Again
and again have they forced the hand of the Government in regard

to educational policy ; and so predominant is their influence that

Protestant mission schools have been carried on of late years with
increasing difficulty.''' The Church of England missionary work
is shared by the C.M.S. and the S.P.G. ; and the S.P.G. Digest

* See an able article on Church Work in the Diocese of Mauritius, by
Archdeacon Mathewp, in the 0.31. Intelligencer of February, 1883 ; and
another by Archdeacon Bnswell, Ibi I., July, 1892.

N n 2
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comments severely on the favour sliown to the Roman Church.

In addition to the educational ditHiculties, the evancjelistic work is

impeded hy the Romanist planters forbidding access to their

Heathen coolies.

Bishop Royston, to whose unwearied energy and patience and
wise counsels the Mission is deeply indebted, continued at the

head of the diocese until 1890, when he retired after an episco-

pate of eighteen years. He was succeeded by a former C.M.S.

Association Secretary, the Rev. W. Walsh, who held the see

seven years," and was also a good fricnid to the Mission. At the

beginning of our present period, 1883, the Revs. H. D. Buswell

and Nigel Honiss were still the missionaries in charge of the

work among the Tamils. Ansorge and Schurr had retired in

advanced years from the Bengali work ; and they were succeeded

\^y the Rev. C. A. Blackburn, a local clergyman of excellent

qualilications, knowing French well (so important in Mauritius)

and also Hindi, and being especially competent to deal with

Mohammedans, who now formed an important though small

section of the motley population. There were two Native pastors,

a Bengali and a Tamil ; and three more, two Tamils and a Hindu-

stani, all born in the Island, were ordained soon afterwards by

Bishop Royston. The Native Church Council, formed in 1879,

was working efliciently, and in fact conducted the greater part of

the work, through Native evangelists and schoolmasters. The
Council had an excellent English oilicer as its treasurer, Lieut.

-

Col. C. G. Robinson, R.A., whose departure from tlie Colony in

1884 was much lamented, alike by the Bishop, the missionaries,

and the Native Christians.f Mr. Honiss was in charge of the

Plaisance Orphanage, from which institution had come about

one-third of the Native Christians in the Island. The adult

baptisms averaged rather over 100 ])er annum ; and in the forty

years since the work began in Mauritius, about 7000 persons have

been baptized. So many of the coolie converts returned to India

when tlieir period of service was finished, that the statistical

returns for any particular year fail to show the real results of the

work ; but from 1883 to 1895 the number of Native Christians

still in the Society's congregations rose from 1600 to 2000. Some
remarkable conversions of influential Moslems took place in 1889 ;

but more than one of them was shaken by the advent of an

Englishman, a Mr. Wilson, who had become a Mussulman
himself, and declared that he had converted 7000 English people

to Islam at Liverpool ! He accepted a challenge from Mr.

Blackburn to a public discussion, but before the appointed day

arrived, he quietly disappeared from the Island.

* On Bishop Walsh's appointment to the Archdeaconry of Canterl)iiry in

1897, and subsequently to the Bishopric of Dover, the Eev. W. E. Pym
became, in 1898, sixth Bishop of Mauritius.

I Now Major-Genoral Robinson, sometime Hon. Lay Secretary of the

Church of England Zenana Society. -
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Mr. Honiss retired in 1890, ^' and he was succeeded in the Part IX.

charge of the School and Orphanage at Plaisance by an old p?^^~Q^;

Tinnevelly comrade, the Eev. V. W. Harcourt. The inmates ^^^' '

represent many races : in Mr. Harcourt's words, " the blue-eyed,

fair-haired French child ; the African, with his large, soft, black

eyes and frizzly hair; the small, imperious quondam Moslem,
now Christian ; the North and South Indians ; the Creoles ; the

English." Another Tinnevelly missionary, the Eev. A. K. Finni-

more, was sent to Mauritius in 1893 ; and a North India mis-

sionary, the Rev. W. Latham, w^as in the Island for a short

time. The veteran Buswell was appointed Archdeacon in 1894.

Subsequently to our present period, three ladies were sent out,

two of them Misses Wilkinson, sister and cousin of the Society's

Secretary at home. The sister shortly afterwards became Mrs.

Buswell.

t

In 1892, a terrible cyclone struck the Island of Mauritius, and Cyclone,

destroyed a third part (3000 houses) of the capital, Port Louis,

with great loss of life. One Native clergyman of the S.P.G. lost

his life, and another his four children. Bishop Walsh's house
was damaged beyond repair. The massive walls of the cathedral

resisted the hurricane, and provided an asylum for the wounded
and the homeless.
The Society's little Mission in the Seychelles Islands, an oft'- Seychelles

./ t/
^ _' IVIission.

shoot from East Africa, but in the diocese of Mauritius, was
carried on till 1894. The African Institution and settlement on
the main island of Mah6, named Venn's Town by its founder,

the Rev. W. B. Chancellor, was superintended for some years

(1878-85) by Mr. H. M. Warry. On his leaving, the work was
undertaken by a member of the C.M.S. Lay Workers' Union for

London, Mr. Edwin Luckock, who carried it on with patient

diligence from 1885 till it was handed over to the Seychelles

Branch of the Mauritius Diocesan Society. An interesting

incident of Mr. Warry's period was a visit from General Gordon,
who was temporarily commanding officer in Mauritius for a few
months in 1881-2. It will bo remembered that Gordon had an
idea that the Seychelles Islands were the site of the Garden of

Eden,

III. New Zealand.

Like " a tract of inundated country " on the plains of India, ^e^^an
"after the floods have subsided, and the fields are beginning to

look green again,"—yet with " many a once-fertile spot changed
to a bare waste of silt and gravel, and unsightly accumulations
of dvhris on every side,"—so appeared the once-flourishing New
Zealand Mission to the experienced eyes of Edward Craig Stuart, e. c.

^

the C.M.S. Calcutta Secretary,} when he visited the Colony in impres-
sions in

* He has since been uliaplain at Pisa.

t Mrs. Buswell died suddenly on May 1st, 1899.

\ Afterwards Bishop of Waiapu, and now in Persia.
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1H74-5. The description will be iimlerstood by the readers of our

Sixty-seventh Chapter, in which the history of the IMission was
brou^'ht down to lS7l^. While, in the districts where the sad wars
of IHGO-GO chiefly pre\aiied, the Native Church was a wi-eck,

there were prosperous Christian connnunities in the far north,

on the east coast, and in the south-west, districts of which much
has been said in former chapters. Mr. Stuart found in these

districts new churches built by the Maori Christians tliemselves,

well filled at the services, and served by ^laori clergy held in

general respect. Ilau-hauism was on the wane ; and though the

drinking hal)its taken up in imitation of the English hatl done
infinite harm, they too were diminishing. " If," said the C.M.S.
editor of that day, "the condition of the Native Church be com-
pared with the barbarous state of New Zealand fifty years ckjo,

when cruelty and cannibalism reigned supreme, we can hut

marvel at the mighty change, and say, What hath God wrought!
If, on the other hand, we compare it with the state of things

Ucentji years ago, we find much to mourn over. But if we
compare it with ten years ago, there is cause for devout thanks-

giving." Meanwhile, the Colony, of course, was growing fast
;

but Mr. Stuart wrote, "The white settlers do not, as a rule,

take any interest in the Maoris, and only thirst for their lands.

Even Christian people have had their minds so perverted, and
been so terrified and injured in the wars of retaliation, that they

do not realize their responsil)ilities towards them." liut the

Maoris sometimes showed that they on their part did recognize

their responsibilities to the white people. The Times of January
17th, 1879, contained the following:

—

"TiiK Maouihs ok Nkw Zeal.vnd.—a singular illiKstnition of re-

turning good for evil is to l»u fotuid in the fact that at about the sanio

time when tlie Kiij^H.'ih pajjers, misled by an inaeeurate telegram, wero
eliargiiig the Maories witli murder and eauiiil>alism, they were really

IH'rforming acts of kindness of a nature for which all civilized nations

recogni/A' that gratitude is due. In ()i'ti>her la.st the Cily <>/ Aiirhhinil,

with a large numl>er of emigrants on l)oar<l, was wrecked on the west
coast of North Island, New Zealand. 'J'he jtas.sengers and crew were
landed on a i»art of the coast mainly fiequented by Maories. Nntliiiig

couM exceed the kindness which the Maories showed to the emigrants.

Under such circnm.stances, attempts to make gain out of wreckage are

not luiknown among civilized races. The Maories, however, have not
attained to this level of civilization. The kindness they showed was of

a piuely unselfi.sh, disinterested character. They added another to the

many proofs they have already given of their natural inclination to

nohle and generous deeds."

In 1873, the three bishops in the North Island—the sphere

of the INIaori Mission—were Bishop Cowie of x\uckland, Bishop

W. Williams of W^aiapu, and Bishop Hadfield of Wellington.

The two latter had been C.M.S. missionaries, and had laboured

forty-eight and thirty-five years respectively. The old mis-

sionaries still surviving were Puckey, Baker, Archdeacon Brown,
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Chapman, Matthews, Ashwell, Archdeacon Maunsell, K. Taylor, Part IX.

Burrows, Spencer, Samuel Williams, W. L. Williams, and Grace. 1882-95^.

And there were three younger men, Archdeacon E. B. Clarke, ^^^P- 9o-

George Maunsell, and B. K. Taylor, sons of old C.M.S. veterans.

Some of the oldest were now beyond work, and the deaths of

some soon ensued. E. Taylor died in 1873 (37 years in New
Zealand), Baker in 1875 (48 years). Chapman in 1876 (46 years),

B. K. Taylor in 1876 (16 years), Bishop W. Williams in 1878

(53 years), Puckev in 1878 (54 years), Grace in 1879 (29 years),

Ashwell in 1883 (50 years), Brown in 1884 (55 years). Matthews
survived till 1892 (61 years). Archdeacon Maunsell till 1894

(59 years), Burrows till 1897 (58 years), Spencer till 1898

(57 years). Many of the wives or widows also died, and the

love they had inspired in the Maoris was again and again

strikingly manifested by the gatherings at their funerals. Mrs.
George Clarke, mother of Archdeacon E. B. Clarke, desired on her
death-bed that the service should be conducted in the Maori
language by a Maori clergyman. " I left my home," she said,

"for the good of the Natives; I have spent my life amongst
them ; and I w'ould like that they should carry me to the grave
and read the service over me."''' The same arrangement was
followed in other cases.

Bishop William Williams presided over the diocese of Waiapu Bishop

twenty-seven years. On March 25th, 1876, the fiftieth anni- wliiiams.
versary of his landing in New Zealand, he had a paralytic stroke,

and thereupon resigned. He lived two years after that, and died His death,

at Napier on February 9th, 1878. He and his brother, Arch-
deacon Henry Williams—the wonderful results of whose death
in 1867 we have before seen,—were the real founders of the

Maori Church and of the Colony of New Zealand. No two men
more deserve to be enshrined for ever in the memories of Christian

Englishmen. The Bishop's wife, who went out with him in

1825, survived him eighteen years, and died in the ninety-sixth

year of her age. Her daughters have long carried on a most
interesting Boarding School for Maori girls at Napier, which has
been a great blessing to the people.

On the resignation of Bishop Williams, the election of a new
bishop rested with the Diocesan Synod ; and they elected the e. c.

Rev. E. C. Stuart, the C.M.S. Calcutta Secretary, who had been
l\'^^^^^

obliged to give up India finally on account of his health, and had Bishop of

made New Zealand his home, still as a C.M.S. missionary. He ^'^p"-

was consecrated at Napier on December 9th, 1877, twelve days
before his old comrade T. V. French was consecrated in London
first bishop of Lahore. The officiating prelates were the Primate
of New Zealand (Bishop Harper of Christchurch), Bishop Had-
iield of Wellington, and Bishop Cowie of Auckland. Four months

* She and her husband had been school-children together at Wymondham
under the Rev. Henry Tacy, one of the founders of C.M.S. organization in

Norfolk, and she had lived over sixty years in New Zealand.
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later, Bishop Stuart conducted bis first service in the Maori
language, but, conscious of his inability yet to speak freely,

desired a Maori catechist to preach. This was done, but the
people sat on, saying they were " waiting to hear the Pihopa's
sermon." " So I told them," he wrote, "as best I could, the
story of the Apostle John, not able to say more, when in his old
age he was carried into the church, than ' Little children, love one
another.' 'Now,' I said, 'that is my sermon. It is not a long
one, so you will try to remember it.' " From that time Bishop
Stuart laboured indefatigably, riding (often with his daughter) all

over his large diocese, much of it still wild, visiting both the
Maori villages and the white settlements. Let one extract from a
private letter to the Bishop's sister, Mrs. Sandys, be given, as an
illustration of the kind of travelling involved :—

" We set out from Napier on Thursday, May 4th. Nan on her mare
' Florrie,' I on * Zoe ' (a new acquisitit)n which promises to be a very
serviceable nao), and Edward, my Maori henchman, on my old mare
' Fan.' We were all well mounted on these sister steeds, and our first

day's ' dak ' ui twenty-five miles to Pohui was done within five hours,
albeit we had to cross and recross a river fifty-two times !

" A ride next day in perfect weather over two grand movnitain-ranges
brought us to Terawera. My advent had been duly heralded, and the
score of inliabitants, adult and juvenile, came together for evening
service. It blew half a gale that night, and the rain came down in
torrents. But after breakfast it cleared a bit, and we made a start for
our ride of forty miles to Opepe. For the first twelve miles, through
magnificent forest and hill scenery, it was fair, but when we got out on
the great Kaingaroa Plain it blew and it snew, and it hailed and it

thew, most uncommon ! We were fain to shelter ourselves and horses
in a tumble-down stable and shed, which used to be a ' kai-shop,' but is

now abandoned and dismantled. Here we munched our bread and
cheese, and recovered breathing, again to face the fury of the elements.
We were decidedly moist when we reached Opepe, the old constabulary
station, where there is now an inn with a Maori hostess. But the
barbarians showed us no little kindness, and made us a fire because of
the cold and the rain, and laded us with such things as we had need of,

even to the producing for me from the store a new pair of moleskins, in
which to endue my episcopal legs, my ain riding breeks being sair drookit
with the }-un off my mackintosh. After a comfortable tea I had the few
men of the force together for a service in the ' public,' and then we slept
the sleep of the weary, if not of the just, till the Sabbath morn. We
made an eai-ly start so as to ride the ten miles to Taupo before church-
time."

In 1878, the Society, after not having sent a new man from
England to New Zealand for nearly twenty years, yielded to the
appeals sent home, and allotted two men to the old Mission.
One w^as Joseph Sidney Hill, who had gone to West Africa two
years before, but had returned invalided. The other was a lay-

man from Ishngton College, W. Goodyear. The latter was
ordained by Bishop Stuart, and has been a faithful labourer ever
since. Hill was not successful with, the Maori language, and he
felt strongly the call to work among the colonists. After three
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years he retired from C.M.S. service, and from that time, as a Part IX.

prison chaplain and a Y.M.C.A. evangelist and missioner, he 1882-95.

exercised remarkable spiritual influence, and was blessed to the P"

true conversion of many souls. ' His later brief career as bishop
has been already noticed in Chap. LXXXIX. Another recruit for

the New Zealand Mission, also in 1878, was John Thornton, one of

Bishop Alford's schoolmasters from Highbury, who had worked
ten years in the Telugu Mission, and, while taking his furlough in

the form of a visit to New Zealand, was engaged as head-master
of the Te Aute College. This important school, for the sons of

Joiit^e^
Maori chiefs, w^as started by Archdeacon Samuel Williams (son of

Archdeacon Henry Williams) in 1871, independently of the C.M.S.
Mission, but to the great advantage of the Maori nation. It has
been a most successful institution, giving a good education to

many who now occupy important positions in the country. In
recent years it has been the headquarters of a remarkable move-
ment for the spiritual revival of the Maori Christians, initiated and
carried on by Maori masters and scholars themselves. These
Maori masters and scholars received a real blessing from the Lord
for their own souls, and at once desired to pass it on. In the
vacations they went out to the Maori villages preaching ; and
they have formed an Association for the social and moral elevation
of the Maori race, holding conferences on the subject, at which
they read able papers.

Seven other clergymen joined the Mission locally at different

times, viz., J. McWilliam, F. T. Baker, son of C. Baker; E.
Jennings; T. S. Grace, son of T. S. Grace, sen., and now Arch-
deacon in the diocese of Nelson ; and three younger members of

the Williams family, (1) Alfred Owen Williams, son of Archdeacon younger
Samuel, (2) Arthur F. Williams, nephew of Archdeacon Samuel, wiiiiams's

(3) Herbert W. Williams, son of Archdeacon W. L. Wilhams (the

present Bishop of Waiapu).t The two last-named w^ere Cam-
bridge graduates. No. 3, wdio had been an assistant mathematical
master at Haileybury, became Principal of the Maori Theological
College at Gisborne, a valuable institution founded and long con-
ducted by his father, the present bishop, and which has for some
years trained most of the Maori clergy.

In our Sixty-seventh Chapter, twenty-three Maori clergymen Maori

were mentioned who had been ordained up to 1872. From 1873
*^'^'"^^'

to 1895 inclusive, thirty-six more Maoris were ordained, viz.,

fourteen by Bishop Cowie, four by Bishop Hadfield, fifteen by
Bishop Stuart, and three by Bishop W. L. Williams. That is,

exactly fifty-nine members of the once cannibal race were or-

dained to the ministry of the Church of England in exactly fifty-

nine years from the baptism of the first convert. Can there be

* See the iiiterestino- chapters on his life in New Zealand, in his
biography by Miss Faulkner.

t Alfred and Arthur, therefore, are grandsons of Archdeacon Henry
Williams, and Herbert a grandson of Bishop William Williams.
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Part IX. a more striking outward and visible sign of the power of the

1882-95. Gospel than that ?
•' At the same time, in order to provide for

Chap. 9o.
(^.]j^^^.(.1j services and other ministrations in numbers of outlying

Maori places, many Maoris (300 now) have been commissioned as
layreaders. unpaid lay readers. This system has worked well ; and paid lay

catechists are unknown in New Zealand. Two utterances of one

of the clergy may well be quoted here. In a sermon preached at

Rev. Piripi Bishop Cowie's ordination in 1878, the Eev. Piripi Patiki, after
^^*''""

addressing the congregation and the five new deacons, turned to

the wives of the clergy :

—

" He repeated what St. Paul had said about the duties of the wives,

and then went on to say tliat a man was like tlie mast of a ship, and his

wife was the rigging ; tliat if they U'ft their husbands to stand alone, a

sudden gust of wind might come anil snap it off; but if the ship had its

proper rigging it would carry its sail and weather every gale."

The same clergyman, on his death-bed in 1881, thus replied to

a proposal by the Rev. Wiki Te Paa that Archdeacon Clarke

should be telegraphed for :

—

" Why should you r' It is the Lord's work. He planted the seed,

made the seed to grow, and then to bear fruit, and now tliat the fruit is

ripe let Him gather it in His own way. Do not interrupt tlie elders in

their work. And you, my son, God has planted you here: grow, work,

bear much fruit, and when you are ripe He will gather you too. When I

am gone, you can write to the eldei's and let them know."

Two of the Maori clergy, and a chief of high rank who was a

Member of the Colonial Parliament, died in a particularly sad way
in 1887, from eating food which was not in a healthy condition, at

Archdeacon Clarke's table, and sailing on a rough sea after the

meal. It was to him a terrible sorrow, and to the Maori Church
Rev. a heavy loss. One of the victims, the Rev. Renata Tangata,

T^nglta Wi^s described as " a model pastor, so wise, so gentle, and yet so

firm—an eminently spiritual man and endowed with consideral)lo

preaching power." When the disastrous volcanic eruption took

place at Tarawera, which destroyed the far-famed pink and white

terraces, he alone remained calm, and groped about from house to

house in the awful darkness and amid showers of volcanic mud, to

exhort and pray with the terrified people.

Training Some of the earlier of the Maori clergy had been trained at

cfe^y!" St. Stephen's School at Auckland, under Kissling, Chapman,
R. Maunsell, and Burrows, assisted by the Chief Judge, Sir W.
Martin, who was a sound theologian, an excellent lecturer, and

devoted to the interests of the Natives. Mr. Stuart, on his first

arrival in the Colony, worked in this school. But as it was a

place of general education, the C.M.S. men felt that a divinity

school of a more definite character was required ; and this led to

the establishment, in 1883, of the Gisborne Theological College,

under the care of Archdeacon W. L. Williams.

* Since 1895, seven more have been ordained.
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In 1883, the Society put the New Zecaland Mission on a new Part IX.

footing. The Committee felt strongly that the C.M.S. funds
^f^^"^g^-

ought not to he drawn upon permanently for ministrations to a ^^P" *

few thousand Maoris now living in the midst of a large and c.m.s.

flourishing British Colony. New Zealand was not like India or ^^|^|j°"

Africa or China. There could never he a really independent

Native Church for a small minority of the population. The Maori

Christians must always continue, what they already were, members

of the Colonial Church ; and the Colonial Church should under-

take the care of them. This, however, could not be done in a

moment ; but Mr. Fenn drew up a scheme under which the

Maori Mission was committed to a local Board, consisting of the

three bishops of the North Island (Auckland, Waiapu, Welling-

ton), three C.M.S. missionaries, and three white lay colonists,

with Archdeacon W. L. Wilhams as Secretary. The Board was

provided, to start with, with funds from three sources : (1) the

Society's personal allowances to its existing missionaries, to be

continued so long as they were at work ; (2) the rents of the

Society's lands in the Colony, purchased in the earlier days, which

amounted to some £1200 a year, and which were used to supple-

ment the Native contributions for the support of the pastors ;

(3) a lump grant, commencing at £1400 a year, but to be reduced

(subject to certain contingencies) by five per cent, yearly—with

which the Board could pay other expenses, for agents locally

engaged, schools, &c. In this way the Society's expenditure was

gradually lessened, while the Board had time to raise funds from

the Colonial Church.
Although the Maori section of the Church could not be inde-

pendent, it had its own Church Boards, subordinate to the
'^^^ll^

Diocesan Synods, and in which the proceedings were conducted Boards,

in the Maori tongue. These Boards had been established on a

plan drawn up by Sir W. Martin, and proved very useful in giving

the Maoris a voice in their own Church affairs, and an opportunity

for the discussion of matters of interest to them.

But while the large majority of the Natives were now professing

Christians (Church of England, or Wesleyan, or Eomanist), there

was an influential minority still more or less disaffected, and Disaffecte

clinging either to Ilau-hauism or to some other strange mixture of

Christianity and Heathenism. Part of these followed the Maori

"king," Tawhiao, and part followed one or other of two niis-
^e wlfid,

guided leaders, Te Whiti and Te Kooti. Efforts were made by Te Kooti.'

some of the Maori clergy to influence these heretical and dis-

aSected bodies, but with very partial success. In 1884, the Maori

"king" came to England, and was supposed by the newspapers to

be the real representative of the Maori people, in entire ignorance

of the fact that four-fifths of them in no way acknowledged him,

but were loval to the Queen and to the Christian religion. On his

return to New Zealand, however, he was more friendly, and
" rubbed noses " (the old Maori custom) with Archdeacon Clarke
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in token of his recadiness to permit the clergy to teach his people.

But their aloofness still continued, and continues more or less still.

When Tawhiao died, in 1894, Bishop Cowic and Archdeacon

Clarke held services for the 2000 or 3000 of his people who came
together, and all seemed hopeful; and although a new "king"
was elected, he gave every sign of coming hack to the true faith,

welcoming the Maori clergy, prohihiting Sunday work, and asking

for teachers for the children.

Nevertheless, the general condition of the Maori people has not

heen encouraging. Notwithstanding their high and nohle qualities,

they have grave moral defects
;

"''' and they are easily influenced hy

new superstitions. The Mormons have found them an easy prey

;

and like all uncivilized races, they are prone to helieve in witchcraft.

But they are not so had as they are often painted. Travellers see

the least reputahle of them in the large towns and on the tourist

routes, and knf)\v nothing of the peaceful and thriving communities

that are supporting their own churches and clergy. In Mr.

Froude's Oceana they were dcscrihed very unfavoural)ly ; hut the

readers were not informcKl that the church which was a con-

spicuous ohject in the frontispiece to that book was served by a

INIaori clergyman and cared for by a Maori churchwarden. The
ravages of the intoxicating liquors introduced by white traders

have been referred to in former chapters ; but in recent years

there has been a vast improvement in that respect. The Blue

Eil)hon movement, at one time so popular in England, effected a

wonderful work in New Zealand, having been introduced there

in 1883 by the Rev. T. S. Grace, jun., now Archdeacon in the

diocese of Nelson. Great Maori gatherings which had before that

time been scenes of frightful drunkenness and debauchery became
perfectly quiet and orderly. In the Wanganui district in 1884,

while the local Police News recorded the fining or imprisonment

of two or three white men every week, only one Maori was brought

up under similar charges in twelve months. Another significant

incident occurred in 1892, showing a revival of the old reverence

for the Lord's Day. A member of the New Zealand Government
sent word to the Maoris at the village of Parewanui that he was
coming to address them on Sunday. They held a meeting to

discuss the matter, and sent this reply :

—

" The Government Minister has six days weekly in which to speak to

us, while Christ's Minister only has one. Sunday is the day for Christ's

Minister to speak to our souls. If you would like to come and hear him
we shall he pleased to see you, but if not, remain whore you are till

Monday."

The Maoris have diminished in numbers with fearful rapidity.

Their partial but unintelligent adoption of Enghsh habits and

dress has made them victims of disease. The census of 1896

* See an able article by Mr. J. Thornton, head-master of the Te Ante
College, CM. Intelligencer, March, 1892.
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gave their number as 39,805, of whom 3512 were half-castes. Part IX.

The statistics of the C.M.S. Maori Mission, which have of late 1882-95.

years been carefully made up, put the Church of England popu- Chap^95.

lation of the North Island at about 16,000 ; and there are perhaps statistics

2000 in the Middle Island. The Wesleyan s and Eoman Catholics
count together a nearly equal number ; and the remainder are the
followers of the heretical leaders who still hold aloof.

The Colonial population at the same census was 626,000 ; but
a considerable proportion of these are in the flourishing southern
provinces in the Middle Island. It was to the Colonial Church,

Jjj^^ j^.^
with its six dioceses and numerous churches and clergy, that Mr. the Colony.

George Grubb and his party went in 1890, and again in 1892, and Mr. g.

the C.M.S. x\ustralian Deputation in the'autumn of the latter year.
^''"''''•

The result of the C.M.S. visit, in the formation of the New Zealand
Church Missionary Association, will be mentioned in another
chapter. An indirect result of it was the resignation, in 1893, by Bishop

Bishop Stuart, of the diocese of Waiapu, that he might go in his fe"i|ns.

advancing years as a simple missionary to Persia.* He was
succeeded by Archdeacon W. Leonard Williams ; the third bishop Bishop

of Waiapu being thus the son of the first bishop. Dr. Leonard wiiHams.
Williams w^as born in New Zealand, and was in fact that white
child who was baptized in 1829 together with the first Maori
children admitted to the Church.f He took his degree at Oxford in

1852, went out again in the following year as a C.M.S. missionary,
and did not revisit England until 1897, the year of the Queen's
Diamond Jubilee and of the Fourth Lambeth Conference. In
1893, also, the aged Bishop Hadfield resigned the diocese of Bishop

Wellington, after an episcopate of twenty-three years, and a total ^sign\*.'^

service in New Zealand of tifty-fivo years. He was succeeded by
a clergyman sent out from England, the Eev. F. Wallis. The
three dioceses in the Middle Island have not come under the
notice of this History; but it should be mentioned here that
Bishop Suter of Nelson, who did great service to the Colonial other

^
Church by training its clergy, was succeeded in 1892 by the '^

°^^'

present Bishop Mules ; that Bishop Harper of Christchurch, long
the Primate of New Zealand, was succeeded in 1890 by the present
Bishop Julius ; and that Bishop Nevill presides over the southern-
most diocese of Dunedin. The Bishops of xA.uckland, Waiapu,
Welhngton, Christchurch, and Nelson, and the Bishop of Mela-
nesia, are Vice-Presidents of the Society.

Very different is the position, and very different the outlook, of the Future of

three Missions briefly sketched in this chapter. In Ceylon, there M?ss^onl.

is every prospect that in the not very distant future the Singhalese
and Tamil Christians—of whom there are many in the Church of

England besides those connected with the C.M.S.—will be so
numerous and influential as practically to dominate the Church.
Meanwhile the anglicizing of the upper classes of the Native

* See p. 535. | See Vol. I., p. 356.
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Part IX. population goes on rapidly, and this may probably secure tlie

ls,s2-9o. continuance of the white aiid coloured races in one Church. The
CliapJ)5. ^^^.^ independent Anglican Churches side by side in the same area,

which some expect to sec in India, are not likely to be seen in

Ceylon. In New Zealand also there will continue to be one

Church ; but there the white colonist is, and will be, dominant.

The Maori section must more and more be relatively small and

dependent. In Mauritius these problems scarcely arise at all.

The Anglican Church comprises but a small minority even of the

statistically Christian poi)ulation. But in all these three very

different Island Missions the need of a Saviour is the same, the

work of the Spirit is the same, the tokens of Divine blessing upon

faitbful labour are the same. " The same Lord over all is rich

unto all that call upon Him."



CHAPTER XCVI.

China: Onwabd, Tnward,—and Upward.

Continuity of the China Mission—The C.I.M.—Hong Kong -Fuh-kien :

Progress, Persecution, C.E.Z.M.S., Advance in the North-West,

Outrages—Question of Chinese Dress—Mid China : Shanghai,

Ningpo, the College, Tai-chow, Hang-chow, the Hospital—General

Missionary Conference, 1890—Opium Controversy—The Royal

Commission—New Si-chuan Mission—Mr. Horsburgh—Diocese of

West China—War between China and Japan—Riots and Outrages

—The Ku-cheng Massacre : the Story and the Effects—W^hat

should, or could, the Government do ?

" When the cloud was taken, up . . . the children of Israel went onivard:'—

Exod. xl. 36.
" Behold, I have set the land before you : go jh.."—Deut. 1. 8.

" Caught up."—l Thess. iv. 17 ; Rev. xii. 5.

I
NWARD—the steady development and progress of the Part IX.

old Missions. Imvard^the occupation of interior p,^^^~gg

districts. Ujnvard—in a chariot of fire to the presence
^^^'

of the King. Such is the record now to he presented onward,

concerning the C.M.S. Mission in China. u^I?d.
Throughout the period, the same three bishops presided over

the three " dioceses" into which, for the purposes of the Church

of England, China was divided. Bishop Burdon, with the little Jhe three

British Colony of Hong Kong as his base, watched over South '^ °p^-

China ; Bishop Moule, himself a missionary pure and simple, over

Mid China ; Bishop Scott, head of the S.P.G. Mission, over North

China. The new "diocese" of West China was formed at the

end of 1895, after our period j)roperly ends.

The leading missionaries, too, were almost the same throughout Cont*""'ty

the twelve years and a half—a most unusual circumstance in china

C.M.S. Missions. The men of over ten years' standing who were Missions,

at work in 1883 were all (except one, Valentine) still at work in

1895—Bishop Burdon, Bishop Moule, A. E. Moule, Wolfe, Bates,

Elwin ; and so were almost all those belonging to Mr. Wright's

period—Hoare, Stewart, Lloyd, Grundy, Ost, Banister, Dr.

Taylor ; but o)ie of these names reminds us that the end of our

period was marked by that solemn event which adds the word

"Upward" to the title of this chapter. The list of 1883 also

includes the names of two women, Miss Laurence and Mrs. Russell,

neither of which appear in 1895. Miss Laurence had been trans- ^\f^
°^

ferred to Japan ; Mrs. Russell died in 1887, deeply lamented by Russeii,
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the Chinese :it Nin^'po, of whom she had heeii lidiii lier ehildhood

the never- faihn^' friend, whose hinf^uaf.fe slie sjxtive hke one of

themselves, who was more " in toucii " with them than any other

missionary, and whose tender consideration for them, even for

their faihii^^s, approached ahnost to a fault. The one other death

in the field, that of J. D. Valentine in the prime of life in 1889,

closed a twenty-six years' career of })atient and cheerful lahour,

mostly in the; least fruitful iield among CM. 8. stations, the "City
of Perpetual Prosperity," Shaou-hing. J^ut three of the old

pioneers of the China Mission died at home in the period

:

T. McClatchie, the expert Chinese scholar, after nearly forty years

in the country, either as C.M.S. missionary or as chaplain ; F. V.

'^jough, founder of the Camhridgc University Prayer Union,

translator and reviser of the Bihle, after thirty-four years' C.M.S.
service ; K. H. Cohhold, Russell's comrade in the first occupation

of Ningpo, Archdeacon under Bisho)) Smith, and latterly for

twenty years Rector of Ross and leading friend of the Society in

Herefordshire.

In the earlier years of the period, the Society did very little for

the China Missions in the way of reinforcement, perhaps hecause

of there being no vacancies. In the four years 1888-86, only seven

men were sent out. Afterwards China received a fair share of the

increasing number of new recruits, both men and women. But
the C.M.S. was still far behind other Missions in development and
extension ; and although its motto came to be " Oiiwai"d and
Inward," the scale of operations was small indeed compared with

that of some others. The great American Missions gi'ew and
multiplied; and while the English Societies which- -like the

C.M.S.—had to supply also other parts of the world moved more
slowl}', the China Inland Mission, with only China to think of,

and borne on upon a great wave of fervent enthusiasm, poured in

its men and women in large companies year by year. In fornK^r

cliapters we have seen what it })leased God to do in Christian

circles in England throiigh the going forth of the famous " Cam-
bridge Seven " in 1885 ; and it was a token indeed of His gracious

favour that every one of them was preserved to do intrepid

pioneer work in the far interior of China for several years.'''

Although all English Societies, and pre-eminently the C.M.S.,

felt the influence of the uprising of missionary zeal for which their

going out was the signal, the China Inland Mission naturally felt it

most. Its energetic Secretary, Mr. Broomhall, and his colleagues

on the Home Council, were quite overwhelmed by the multitude of

applications for missionary service. No Mission was ever less

* Six of them to this day ; and Mr. Studd, though not now in China, is,

in view of his abundant labours in calling forth recruits from many Christian

lands, scarcely an exception. Mr. Stanley Smith and Mr. Studd, after being

in China a few months, wrote an admirable Letter to Intending Missionaries,

and sent it to a friend at Cambridge; and it was printed in the CM. Glenner

of March, 1886.
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tempted—or, if tempted, less yielded to the temptation—to send Part IX.

out " anybody," than the China Inland Mission at that time. 1882-95.

Many aspirants came to the C.M.S., complaining that the C.I.M.
Chap^96.

had rejected them—wisely, as inquiry showed. Even those

accepted were so numerous that onlookers naturally said, Where
can the money come from to supjDort them ? The C.I.M. leaders

themselves never asked that question. Theirs was the " policy of Policy of

faith." They doubted not that if they took anxious care only to
^^'*^'

send out those who seemed to be unmistakably called of God, it

was but rendering Him due honour to believe the means would be

provided. And so it proved. The public heard nothing about

C.I.M. finance ; but God gave it some recruits with considerable

wealth at their disposal, and that wealth was freely laid upon His
altar. Meanwhile, Mr. Hudson Taylor called on his friends to go

on praying for more labourers. In 1887, special prayer was made
that one hundred might go forth that year. Six times that number The One

offered, but the Council, faithful to its principle, declined to lower ""387'^^'^

the standard, and rejected five-sixths of the applicants
; yet the

exact number of one hundred—not 99 nor 101, but 100—actually

sailed wdthin the year. Still more significant of God's blessing is

the fact that, seven years later, seventy-eight of the hundred w^ere

still on the C.I.M. staff, and, of the remainder, five had died, and
most of the others were still labouring in China, though in other

connexions.''' Does the whole history of Missions afford quite a

parallel to this ?

Reverting to the C.M.S. Missions, let us pass them rapidly in c.m.s.

review, as they were in the period of the 'eighties : first, the work
at Hong Kong and in the Kwan-tung Pi'ovince ; secondly, the

Fuh-kien Mission ; thirdly, the Mid China Mission.

I. The small Mission at Hong Kong was carried on for the Hong

greater part of the period by the Rev. J. B. Ost. The old Chinese
^°"^'

pastor, the Rev. Lo Sam Yuen, was superannuated in 1883, and

Bishop Burdon ordained as his successor an excellent man who
had worked as an evangelist among his countrymen in Australia,

Fong Yat Sau, better known now as "the Rev. Matthew." f At

Canton, the capital of the Kwan-tung Province, resided the Rev.

J. Grundy, whose sphere of w^ork lay in the numerous out-stations

founded by the Rev. E. Davys, and manned by catechists. In

response to Bishop Burdon' s appeals when in England in 1882,

and with the aid of the funds raised by him, the Society planned

a Medical Mission at a new treaty-port in the extreme south-w^est

of China, Pak-hoi, and sent out Dr. E. G. Horder for that purpose. Pak-hoi.

* Story of the China Inland Mission, vol. ii. p. 481. The authoress of this

deeply-iuteresting- and admirably writ ten work. Miss Geraldine Guinness,

was one of the first to go to China after "the Hundred," i.e. in January,

1888.

t In Australia le was known as Matthew A Jet, and his name frequently

appears in the earlier numbers of Mr. Macartney's magazine, The Missionary.

VOL, III. O O
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Part IX. The actual occupation of the place was delayed a year or two, but

1882-95. in 1887 Dr. Horder successfully established a hospital there,

Chap^96. ^yhich has been a blessing ever since. The Eev. W. Light was

for a time associated with him as evangelistic missionary ;
and in

1889 the Eev. E. B. Beauchamp joined him. Dr. Horder and

]\Ir. Ik'auchamp both married sisters of Mrs. Ost ; the three

])eiiig daughters of the Eev. S. D. Stubbs (Vicar of St. James's,

Pentonville, and a member of the C.M.S. Committee), and nieces

of Mrs. Burdon, tlie Bishop's wife. Among the married women

in the field, there are no truer missionaries than these three

sisters.'^ In 1888-9 the Society also sent out \)x. W. \V. Col-

borne, as an itinerant medical missionary in the Kwan-tung

Province, and two of the first ladies under "the new development

of C.IM.S. wonien missionaries. Miss Hamper and Miss Eidley,

for work among wonien and girls in Hong Kong. There was an

excellent Girls' School there already, under Miss Johnstone of

the Female Education Society. Bishop Burdon, Mr. Ost, and

Dr. Colborne, made journeys up the great West Eiver into

Kwang-si, a province quite unoccupied by any Mission. The

influence of the Pak-hoi hospital, and of the remarkable work

done there by Dr. Horder for lepers in particular, has since

brought many inquirers from that province.

Women
mission
aries.

Fuh-kien
Mission.

The seven
men.

Medical
work.

II. The Fuh-kien Mission was happy in having the same seven

missionaries working in it for several years, 188'2-88, viz., Wolfe,

Stewart, Lloyd, Taylor, Banister, Martin, Shaw; and all these

except Stewart are at work to this day, after sei-\'ices of from sixteen

to thirty-seven years. No other Mission except New Zealand can

show such a continuity. When the number seven was altered, it

was not by subtraction , but by addition . Wolfe—wdio was appointed

Archdeacon of Fuh-chow in 1887,—Banister, and Martin, divided

the supervision of the various districts in which Chinese clergy

and catechists were at work ; Stewart and Shaw conducted the

College and Boys' Boarding School; Dr. Van Someren Taylor

had the Medical Mission at Fuh-ning ; Lloyd had turns at most

things, the districts, the College, &c., and also literary work,

revising, with Dr. Baldwin, a leading American missionary, the

Old Testament in the colloquial of Fuh-chow. Martin and Taylor

resided at Fuh-ning ; the rest at Fuh-chow, until, in 1887,

Banister made Ku-cheng his headquarters—the second advance

as regards residence beyond the treaty-port. He was welcomed

by the people as "an inhabitant of Ku-cheng," and was "called

on " by numbers, though some declined to drink "the Christian

tea." Dr. Taylor's medical work at Fuh-ning exercised wide-

spread influence, and he did a specially useful work by training

Chinese Christians as doctors, who subsequently became excellent

medical evangelists. Another interesting agency was the "little

* See also p. 660.
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schools," familiar afterwards in England and Ireland and the Part IX.

Colonies through Stewart's speeches—small village schools of 1B82-95.

no pretension, but teaching hundreds of boys to repeat Scripture C'^^P^^G.

passages and sing Christian hymns, by which means the Gospel village

message penetrated to many more homes than could be reached schools,

by the missionaries or even by the Native catechists.

Important educational work was done at Fuh-chow\ Stewart's College

new College and Boarding School, built, and the site purchased, schools at

wath the compensation-money for the outrage of 1878 ' and a Fuh-chow.

grant from the W. C. Jones Fund, was opened by Bishop Burden
on November 10th, 1883. " We had been chased," said the
Bishop, "from 'Esek,' and again from 'Sitnah,' but now we
are settled at 'Eehoboth,' and the Lord hath made room for us,

and we shall be fruitful in the land." The Rev. Ngoi Kaik-ki
was master of the Boarding School. Mrs. Stewart, and sub-
sequently Mrs. Lloyd, superintended a Bible-woman's School,
with Chitnio, the widow of the Rev. Ling Sieng-sing, as matron.!
The Girls' Boarding School was carried on by Miss Bushell of Miss

the Female Education Society. This lady was a most able mis-
^"^*^^"-

sionary. In 1888, at the annual meeting of the Provincial Council,
she addressed the two or three hundred catechists and delegates
—the first woman who had ever done such a thing—against the
custom of the early marriage of girls. " Not many years back,"
wrote Wolfe, "the idea of a lady rising to address such an
assembly w^ould have been considered simply ridiculous, and
the subject-matter of her address still more ridiculous ; but the
enthusiasm it elicited, and the effect it produced, show what a
change has taken place in the ideas of our Native Christians on
such social questions as early marriages and foot-crippling."

The letters and reports from the Fuh-kien Mission have always
been especially interesting. Some of the districts and towns and
villages became very familiar to readers at home : Lo-nguong, Out-

Lieng-kong, Ning-taik, Ku-cheng, particularly, in the earlier days.
^*^**°"^-

In the period now reviewed, the districts south of the River Min
were more full of interest. Wolfe wrote at great length of his

tours in the Hok-chiang district,]: where the progress was ex- Hok-

ceptionally rapid, and yet where the ebbs and flows were most dlsfria.

marked, owdng both to the bitter persecution of the converts and
to Romanist interference. This district had originally belonged to

the American Methodists ; but the people insisted upon being
associated wuth the C.M.S. Mission, and the C.M.S. men, after

years of refusing, had at length to yield, with the acquiescence,
though scarcely the approval, of the American brethren. Further
south, and inland, the Hing-hwa district also was interesting. Hing-hwa.

The Society, anxious that its extension should be northward into

virgin country, rather than southward, where others were at

* See p. 227. t See p. 221.
+ See CM. InteUiger^cer, April and May, 1883 ; January, 1887 ; July, 1889

;

October, 1891.

O O 2
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Part IX. work, refused to grant even the small sum needed to maintain

1882-95. catecliists there, and withdrew those who had heen sent
;
hut the

Chap. 96. pt^opic, poor as they were, raised the money themselves, followed
'

the retiring men wdien they left, and insisted on conducting them

hack to the city. Again, therefore, the Mission yielded, and

Iling-hwa has since hecome an important station.

Bishop Bishop liurdon repeatedly went up to Fuh-kien and travelled

visUs°"^ round the country " contirming "—in hoth the ecclesiastical and

the spiritual sense—" the souls of the disciples." His puhlished

journals give a very vivid idea of the realities of life and work in

Chinese towns and villages—repulsive in the extreme, yet cheer-

fully faced hy Christ's servants for His sake.^:= The Bishop was

Theeie- niucli exercised in mind ahout the " elements " used in the Lord's

merits in Supp^^-r "Neither hread nor wine," he wrote, " is an ordinary

Sfpper.'^'^ article of food in China. ]^oth are essentially Western, and to

the Chinese thoroughly foreign." Yet the missionaries on tour

had to carry with them foreign-made hread and weak claret.

"These to the Chinese mind convey no figure or religious idea";

and he added, " If all China were to hecome Christian, how could

a practically brcad-lcss and wme-less nation provide for its millions

hread and" wine for the liord's Supper?" Why not use, he

asked, a ricc-cakc and tea, the real equivalents in China of hread

and wine in Palestine? "This looks to us like a travesty of the

sacred ordinance; but is it not our hoast and our glory that

Christianity can be adapted to meet the wants of every nation

under heaven?" But this is a problem which not even the

Lambeth Conference has ventured to deal with If

Increase of Year by year the number of Christians in Fuh-kien increased,
converts.

^^^ ^j^^ ^^^ ^^ -j^^qq ^^\^q^,q ^^q^q 2400 baptized people (of whom 1300

were communicants) and 2000 catechumens. At the end of 1894

there were 5900 baptized (2800 communicants) and 7000 cate-

chumens. The latter figure is never one to be much relied on

where people come over in families or clans. Many of them are

"stony ground" hearers, quite sincere, but often "offended"

"when persecution or tribulation ariseth." Yet many in Ftih-

Persecu- kien did stand firm, and it was these who, after due testing and
^'°"^-

instruction, were admitted to the Church. Most touchmg were

the cases of patience and faithfulness under severe trial. For

instance, a Christian refused to pay 30 or 40 " cash" (about 2d.)

towards the expense of an idol festival ; whereupon his wheat and

bamboo-trees were cut down, and he himself was beaten, dragged

through the streets by his queue, and, on refusing to deny the

name of Jesus, tortured by shoe-needles being run into his feet.

A young man was hung up by the thumbs, by his own father,

* See especially the journal of an episcopal tour of three months in 1886,

CM. hiteUiqencrr, May and June, 1887.

I But Bishop Tucker, in Uijanda, has authorized the use of plantain cakes

and plantain wine. Nothin<r else, in fact, has been available for the large

number of Baganda commuuicauts.
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Chinese
War.

although even Heathen neighhours expostulated. Wives especi- Part IX.

ally suffered, being beaten and locked up by their husbands for 1882-95.

attending mission chapels. One died from the blows inflicted on Chap^96.

her. Another, v^'ho had suffered greatly, was at length baptized
by the appropriate name of Patience. The period of the war
between China and France about Tonquin, in 1884, when a French Franco-

fleet ascended the Eiver Min and destroyed the Chinese ships

that were defending Fuh-chow,''' was especially a time of peril

and persecution, the Chinamen not distinguishing between one
foreigner and another, and venting their wrath against their own
countrymen who had joined the " foreign doctrine."

One sign of progress in Fuh-kien was the increasing number of

the Native clergy. Up to 1883, seven had been ordained, of Chinese

whom three had died. Eight more were ordained by Bishop
cL^te^hists^.

Burdon within our period. Wong Kiu-taik, the earliest of all

(ordained by Bishop Alford in 1868), w^as killed in 1893 by a fall

from the roof of his house, whither he had gone to see the un-
precedented sight of the city enveloped in snow. All the rest,

except one, did well, both in teaching and in example. Some of

the unordained catechists, too, were valiant for the truth : one, for

example, who had the Ten Commandments inscribed on the front

of his garment in Chinese characters, and the Seven Beatitudes
on the back of it, on purpose that everybody should know what
his work and object were.

In 1885 the Native Church, with much enthusiasm, sent two Fuh-chow

men as its own foreign missionaries to Corea. That long-closed to Corel!^
country had been opened by Sir H. Parkes's treaty in 1883, and
Bishops Burdon, Moule, and Scott had sent a joint letter to the
Archbishop of Canterbury appealing to the Church of England for

a Mission to be sent there. Archbishop Benson sent the appeal
to the C.M.S., and the Committee expressed their readiness to

respond if men came forward specially, and means were specially

provided, but neither condition was ever fulfilled. Mr. Wolfe,
however, went to Corea in 1884,f and on his return to Fuh-chow
so keenly interested the Chinese Christians in the "open door"
for the Gospel, that they undertook a Mission themselves. Their
men went forth to Corea, learned the language, and began
earnest work ; and Wolfe, two years later, visited them, and was
pleased with their progress. The enterprise, however, was not
persevered in ; the American Presbyterians in Manchuria became
the chief evangelists in Corea ; and in 1889 an Anglican Mission
was founded by Bishop Corfe, under the auspices of the S.P.G.

Mr. Wigram's visit to Fuh-kien was one of the most interesting wigram
episodes in his tour round the world in 1886-7. He and his son puh'-kien
travelled some three hundred miles in the Province, from station Province,

to station, about two-thirds of the distance being done on foot, up
and down steep hills. For one whole week they met no foreigner,

* See Mr. Wolfe's account, CM. hitelligencer, November, 1884, p. 708.

I See his narrative, Ibid., June, 1885.
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r.vuTlX. ami no Cliinanian who coukl speak Englisli ; hut everywhere
18S2 9.-). they were met hy Httle hands of Cln-istians with the sahitation,
Chap^Ki. i'P(,jiaug!" (Peace). At one of the gatherings of missionaries,

EngHsh and American, at Fuh-chow, Mr. Wigram told of the

remarkahle pioneer work hy hxdies which he had seen in India,

and asked if the time had come for simihir work in Fuh-kien.

" This apparent how at a venture," wrote Edmund Wigram,
" (piickly raised the meeting straight up to 'red-hot,' and it had

not heen kicking in warmth before. One after another got up

and* spoke of the wonderful openings presenting themselves for

female work, and the perfect possibility of foreign ladies living

up-country." It was this incident that led Mr. Wigram, on his

return home, to urge upon the C.E.Z.M.S. the extension of its

new enterprise in China.

The expansion of the Fuh-kien Mission in tiie later years of our

period was, in fact, largely due to the initiative of the ladies sent

C.E.Z.M.S. out by the C.E.Z.M.S. " How that Society came to begin its

ladies. operations in China we have before seen ;

'' and also how its first

missionary, Miss Gough, provided for it by the C.M.S., came back

to the C!M.S. by her marriage with Mr. Hoare. Meanwhile

Stewart's Robert Stewart and his wife were at home on furlough in 1885,

and by their brightness and fervour aroused a warm interest in

the possibilities of woman's work in China, which, up to that

time, the C.M.S. and C.E.Z.M.S. circles had not at all realized.

Especially was this so in Ireland, among their own numerous

friends and connexions there. The result was the coming forward

of several ladies for Fuh-kien, some at their own charges, and

some with funds raised by the friends whose zeal had thus been

quickened ; and the C.E.Z. Committee were much encouraged to

send them by Mr. Wigram's testimony. First went the Misses

I. and H. Newcombe, in 188G ; then Miss Clara Bradshaw and

Miss Davies, in 1887 ; then Misses B. and M. Newcombe I and

Miss Johnson, in 1888; and after that, year by year, several

others ; until in 1895 tiiere were thirty, altiiough a few had been

married or retired.

The inspiration that sent out this noble band of Christian

Mrs. A women was much quickened by the visit to England, in 1890, of

Tisi'tto tl^e Chinese lady, Mrs. A Hok, w^hose conversion, through the

England, instrumentality of Miss Foster of the F.E.S., has been mentioned

before. It was an extraordinary act of self-sacrifice for Christ's

sake on the part of both Mrs. A Hok and her husband. She was

the second Chinese ladif, and the first Chinese Christian lady, to

cross the ocean. With her "lily feet"—only two inches long,

" a superlative beauty," says Miss Gordon-Cumming I—she could

* See p. 232.

t These two ladies, and Miss French (afterwards Mrs. Daly), went at first

to Mid China, but that field was not permanently taken up by the C.E.Z.M.S.,

and the two sisters Newcombe joined the Fuh-kien band.
+ Wanderings in Chiva, vol. i. p. 219.
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not walk ; she knew scarcely any English ; everything foreign was Part IX.

strange to her
;
yet she came, under Miss C. Bradshaw's care, 1882-95.

with a Chinese maid, and within three months she addressed P'

about one hundred meetings in various parts of England and
Ireland, her fervent words being translated by Mrs. Stewart, who,
with scarcely less self-sacrifice, gave herself to the work of

conducting Mrs. A Hok about the country and interpreting for

her. It pleased God to try sorely, in two ways, the faith of the
gentle Chinese lady. First, only one Englishwoman responded to

her piteous appeals for more missionaries ; secondly, on hearing
that her husband was ill, she hurried back to China via Canada,
but being detained ten days at Vancouver waiting for a steamer,

she reached Fuh-chow just ten days after his death. The re- Death of

proaches heaped upon her by Heathen friends can be imagined :
''' ° '

had not the gods justly punished her for leaving her husband and
going to the country of the "foreign devils"? But her faith,

through the sustaining grace of God, failed not ; and when we
noxo find more than sixty women missionaries (C.E.Z.M.S. and God's re-

C.M.S.) from England and Ireland in Fuh-kien, where, when she '=°'"P^"^^-

decided to take that journey, there were only five, we see how
the Lord, in His own time and way, has abundantly recompensed
her.

Meanwhile, the C.M.S. also was reinforcing its staff. In 1887 New
went forth the Eev. J. S. Collins, a "T.C.D." man, son of the men.'

Eev. W. H. Collins, the former pioneer at Peking ; in 1888, a

medical man. Dr. John Eigg, and also the Eevs. H. S. Phillips and
H. C. Knox,"^' representing Cambridge and Oxford respectively,

—

the former the son of an influential lay friend of the Society at

Manchester,—the latter brought to C.M.S. by his cousins, the

daughters of the Dowager Lady Dynevor
; f in 1889, another

Cambridge man, the Eev. H. M. Eyton-Jones ; in 1890, another
Dublin man, the Eev. T. McClelland, and a medical man. Dr.

W, P. Mears, Lecturer on Anatomy in two Medical Schools,

—

Mrs. Mears also being medically qualified; in 1893, yet another

T.C.D. man, the Eev. L. H. F. Star. The Dublin University

Fuh-kien Mission was now fully organized and working vigorously ;
Dublin

and Collins, McClelland, and Star, were sent out upon its funds.]: Fuh^klen^
The later development of this interesting movement belongs to Mission.

* Moody's convert ; see p. 286.
j" The voyage of Mr. Knox and Mr. Phillips to China vras marked by an

interesting episode. Together with two Baptist missionaries they began a
short daily service in their (2nd class) saloon. " People should pray in their

own cabins," objected the other passengers. "Very well," was the reply, "then
will you dance and play cards in your own cabins ? " This tn quoque was
unanswerable, and before Ceylon was reached the feeling on board had quite
changed ; a missionary meeting was held ; £40 was spontaneously collected,

and divided between the two Missions ; and over one hundred passengers
signed a grateful address to the missionaries.

I The Valedictory Meeting, at Trinity College, of the first missionary, Mr.
Collins, was a very interesting occasion. The Provost presided ; Dr. Salmon
and Dr. Gwynn spoke ; and " a commendatory prayer, beautiful in its heart-
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I'AuilX. :i hitt'i- iifiiod ; as also does tlie (levi'l()i)im'nt of C. M.S. women's
18M2 iC). work. Tlie Society, when first it l)egan to send out ladies syste-

Chii]). i)6. iimtically. wasen^'.i^'ed in supplying the Mission-fields not touched

])y the C.l'j.Z.M.S. ; hut, in special circumstances. Miss (Joldie,

c.M.s. -Miss Boileau, Miss Power, and two Misses Clarke, went to Fuh-
ladies. |.j^.,^ inlSS7-92; and in 1893, the newly-formed Viclt>ria Church

Missionary Association sent two young Melhourne ladies, blisses

Melbourne H. E. and E. M. Saunders. These two ladies were the first-

ladies. fi-nits of the C.M.S. Deputation to Australia in 1892 ; ofTering for

China, indeed, on the very day the C.M.S. men landed at Mel-

houine, after a sermon hy Kohert Stewart in Mr. Macartney's

church that evening. Their widowed mother at first proposed

going with them to China, hut home circumstances preventing

that, she gladly gave up lier oidy two children to the Lord's

service, h()j)ing hy-and-hy to follow them. Meanwhile Arch-

deacon Wolfe's two ilaughters were doing admirahle work, and

in due time were acknowledged as C.M.S. missionaries.

Advance ] ),-. Rigg, PluUips, and Knox, went forward into the; north-west

North- of the Province in 1889, and estahlished themselves in the town of

^^^^- Xang-wa, a few miles from the important city of Kien-ning-fu.

The opposition they at first met with was much disarmed hy the

work of two of the young Chinese medical evangelists trained hy

Dr. Taylor; and when Dr. Kigg opened his new hospital, he had

over 3000 patients in a few months. In the following year, the

Native doctors opened a dispensary in a suhurh of Kien-ning,

just outside the walls, despite much antagonism on the part, not

of the people generally, hut of certain of the gentry and their hired

roughs. But the first missionaries to spend one night within that

great city were two C.E.Z.M.S. ladies, Miss Newcond)0 and Miss

F. Johnson, invited hy the father of their language-teacher. They
could scarcely helieve that they were really there for a night, hut

they found tlie secret in Daily Light for the day, Octoher 31st,

" Not hy might, nor by power, but by My Spirit, saith the Lord." =••

Mr. Phillips was successful in getting into Kien-yang, another

great city still further inland ; but the man who let him the house

was beaten and exhibited in an iron cage. Serious outrages

Outrages followed. On May Uth, 1892, Dr. Rigg had what may truly he

narrow culled a miiaculous escape from a frightful death in a ])it of

escapes, uumentionable tilth; and on October 8th, Mr. and Mrs. Phillips

t

fi'lt earnestness, was offered by " a Kingstown clergyman who afterwards

l)ecame a C.M.S. Secretary, "the Rev. W. E. Bnrroughs."
* On tliat same Oi-t(>l)o"r 31st, iHttO, was celebrated in London the fonrtli

(ileanors' Union Anniversary (All Saints' Day falling on a Saturday). Tlio

motti) given out for the dav was that same text, " Not by might," Ac In

the afternoon was held the first of the memorable meetings at which only

ladies spoke, and one of the speakers was Mrs. 11. Stewart, wlio pleaded for

Fuh-kien as none but she could plead—little thinking that while she was
sijeaking two of the missionary sisters her influence in Ireland had sent forth

were within the walls of the " Jericlio" of the T'rovince.

t He had married Miss Apperson of the C.E.Z.M.S. She dii^l in 18'J4. In

I'-'Oe he married Miss Hankin of the C.E.Z.M.S.
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were rescued by the chief mandarin from a murderous attack at Part IX.

Kien-vang, while their house was beino- covered with similar filth 1882-9o.

inside and out."^- Miss Newcombe and Miss Johnson also were ^'
"

treated with violence. But the riots were only temporary, and
after a time all the work was courageously carried on as before

;

and at length, after three years, one of the Native clergy, the Rev.

Li Talk Ing, succeeded in taking up his residence within the city

of Kien-ning-fu.

The C.E.Z. ladies, from the first, adopted the Chinese dress, as
^"I^Vn^gg

the China Inland missionaries had done, and some others. From dress,

time to time great controversy arose about this question. The
majority of the missionaries of long standing at the treaty-ports,

such as Bishops Burdon and Moule and Archdeacons Moule and
Wolfe, were strongly opposed to the practice. On the other hand,

those, both men and women, who had themselves tried it, and
had taken long inland journeys in native dress, were practically

unanimous in its favour. The question was not one of mere
convenience and comfort. The personal reputation of English

ladies was at stake. But, to the utter perplexity of committees

at home, both sides affirmed that their practices respectively

alone preserved the ladies from unmerited imputations. The
C.M.S. Committee, pressed from one side to prohibit the native

dress, and from the other side—not to insist upon it, but—to leave

the missionaries free to adopt it at their discretion, finally decided,

in 1894, in favour of liberty, while giving no opinion themselves on
the merits of the question.

III. We now go northwards to the Mid China Mission. Its Mi^^^

history in this period is marked by less of special incident than

the Fuh-kien Mission, but not by less good work. It had four

centres, viz., the great port of Shanghai, and three cities in the

Che-kiang Province, Ningpo, Shaou-hing, and Hang-chow. At
these we must glance separately.

Almost throughout the period. Archdeacon A. E. Moule was at

Shanghai, acting as Secretary of the whole Mission, and developing shanghai,

the local work considerably. The city had never been considered

as a C.M.S. field, occupied as it was by several other Missions;

but in such a place there is abundant room for all, and the Arch-

deacon found many openings for fresh agencies. When he came ^"fK"*^

home in 1894, he left a congregation of 180 members, with five a. e.

schools and seven Chinese teachers—a small sphere relatively, but ^°^^^-

enough for one missionary, with all the business of the Mid China
Mission upon him. But besides this, an important Anglo-Chinese

School was carried on by one of his sons, Mr. William Moule
;

while another son, Mr. Arthur Moule, a Cambridge graduate, was
occupied in literary work, particularly in a translation of the

Religious Tract Society's Commentary. Two ladies. Miss Onyon

* See the horrible details, C.M.S. Report of 1893, pp. 192, 193.
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Part IX. and I\Iiss Stanley, ^V('^(> added to tlie stall" in 1B91. The Arcli-

1882-95. deacon also exerted himself, with some success, to induce the
(M iitp. 96. j.^j.g(, English community to hecome acquainted with, and take

an interest in, the manifold opei'ations of various Missions going

on almost at their doors, l)ut ibr the most part entirely ignored hy

them. In 1887, he persuaded an eminent English lawyer to go

round the city with him and see for himself what was going on

;

and that gentleman wrote a letter to the principal English news-

paper at Shanghai, saying that he had " no idea previously of

the very great amount of leaven working in the place towards

Christianizing, civilizing, and educating in Western knowledge the

rising generation of Chinese of hoth sexes."* The incident is a

signiiicant one, and the moral needs no pointing.

To Archdeacon Moule the Society and the whole cause of

Missions in China are deeply indehted for liis literary work of

all kinds. His contrihutions in the IntcllUjcnccr and Gleaner

have always been especially welcome. When at home on furlough

he produced an admirable book, New China and Old, and a smaller

but not less interesting one. The Glorious Land.f
The Missions in the Che-kiang Province received substantial

reinforcement in the years of our present period. The first

New addition to the old staff was the Rev. J. Heywood Horsbm-gh
c.M.s

ii^ iyy3 rj-j^
^^ followed, within five years, W. L. Groves, J. H.men j ' '

ISForgan (who died early), G. W. Coultas, Dr. Hickin, J. Neale,

C. J. F. Symons, Walter S. Moule (son of the Archdeacon), E. P.

Wheatley,'T. H. Harvey; and, in lsyO-94, W. G. Walshe, Dr.

Browning, A. Y. Liggins (transferi'ed to Palestine, where he died),

Dr. Smyth, A. Phelps, Vi. Ilughesdon ; also G. H. Jose, from

Melbourne,—these last three being former members of the China
Inland Mission. Four of these. Groves, Neale, Symons, W. S.

Moule, were Cambridge men ; Harvey an Oxford man ; Wheatley
a graduate of the Royal University of Ireland. Several ladies also

and were sent out. The coming forward as candidates of Miss

Vaughan and Miss Wright in 1887, and its influence upon the

development of C.M.S. women's work then about to commence,
were noticed in Chap. LXXXVIII. Ten others followed in the

next six years, of whom should be specially mentioned Miss

Louise H. Barnes, Principal of the Temple Colston School at

Bristol, and Miss Blanche E. Bullock, daughter of the much-
respected editor of Home Words. Two ladies of the Female
Education Society were transferred to the C.M.S. in 1889 ; and
two daughters of Bishop Moule were formally recognized as

missionaries in 1894.
T.^H.^^ One of the recruits, T. H. Harvey, must be further noticed.

He was (as mentioned in a former chapter) one of the curates at

Portsmouth of Canon Jacob, the present Bishop of Newcastle.

* See CM. Intelligencer, March, 1888, p. 182.
•j- New China and Old was published by Seeleys ; The Qlorious Lund by the

C.M.S.

women.

Harvey.
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He was a most promising yomig missionary, and was appointed Part IX.

Vice-Principal of Ningpo College. He is to be remembered as 1882-95.

tlie author of the now familiar phrase, " Great, dark, hungry ^^^P- ^^-

China." '-^= On August 13th, 1890, he was married to one of the
"

lady missionaries at Ningpo ; on the 17th they sailed for a trip to
Japan ; on the 18th he was seized with cholera ; on the 19th he
died, at sea. His young widow only survived him thirteen months. His death.

Thus the Lord is pleased sometimes to people heaven with youth-
ful workers. " Let Him do what seemeth Him good."
The Chinese clergy of the Ningpo district, and their pastoral Chinese

work, were noticed in our last China chapter. To the four then
''*^'^^'•

named nine were added in 1888-94 ; and three more since. And
all the sixteen but one are still labouring. One of the first

four, the Eev. Dzing Ts-sing (whose utterances were quoted in
Chap. LXXXI.), preached the sermon at one of Bishop Moule's
ordinations in 1890—a sermon highly commended, and de-
livered in "the Ningpo [dialect] of a gentleman." "I thanked
God and took courage," wrote Archdeacon Moule, "as my dear
old pupil preached the Gospel, and admonished his younger brother
and the rest of us to make full proof of our ministry."

Meanwhile, remarkable evangelistic work was being done by
Mr. Hoare and his students. The College was in every way a j. c.

centre of good influence. The Bishop described its curriculum as Ningpo
" evangelistic theology taught amhulando." Periodically, Hoare College,

and the elder and more advanced students made preaching tours,

sometimes for a week, now and then for as much as ten weeks
;

sojourning a day or two, or longer, at some town or village, with
lectures and reading in the morning and open-air work in" the
afternoon. Of one memorable tour in the Chu-ki district—as Evange-

large as Kent—in 1884, a deeply-interesting account came home.f of the'^°'^'^
" The experience of these five weeks," wrote Hoare, " has led me students,

to be still more thankful for the grace that God has given to the
students. Day after day have they preached and prayed, kneeling
down in the face of the jeering crowd, and preaching 'Jesus Christ
and Him crucified.'" Again, in the following year: "I cannot
speak too highly of these dear students. They preached the Word
of God with power. Teh-kwong especially, with his formerly weak
voice ringing out like a l)ell, holding up Christ crucified before
their eyes, held the people night after night as though bound with
a spell."

One important extension resulted from the work of an Itinerating
Band, formed to go further afield into districts still unreached,
consisting of certain of the divinity students who had finished their
college course, led by one of their number who was presently

* A poem of his, '

' Voices of the Night," written on the eve of his departure
for China, ia thought to be one of the most real poe/us that ever appeared in
the CM. Gleaner (October, 1889).

t CM. Intelligencer, April, 1885 (supplement). See als.i CM. Gleaner,
April and July, 1885.
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I'ART IX.

Chap. 96.

Tai-chow.

Tai-chow
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Other work
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Ningpo
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Shaou-
hing.

Hang-
chow.

ordained, the Rev. Dzing Teb-kwong. A man from Tai-chow,

iOO miles south of Ningpo, lieard the Gospel in a small mission

hospital at Ningpo, and asked that teachers might be sent tO|his

district. The Itinerating Band went accordingly, and preached

the Gospel. God owned and blessed the work, and when Mr.

Hoare went there in 1888, he found twenty-eight adults ready for

baptism. In May, 1889, Bisiiop Moule went, and—several others

having been baptized—confirmed thirty-seven ; both he and Hoare

being greatly encouraged by the manifest signs of a true work of

Divine grace. Year by year the little Church grew, with the Rev.

Dzing Teh-kwong as its pastor, until in 1891 there were 300

baptized Christians, and three years later this number was doubled.

In 1893, the Rev. G. 11. and Mrs. Jose and Dr. Ilickin went to live

in the district, at Da-zih, or Great Stone Valley, the latter starting a

medical mission at once. Tiie city of Tai-chow itself is a China

Inland station ; but it is interesting to find that the first Christian

missionary to preach the Gospel there was Archdeacon Cobbold,

so long ago as October, 1855. •••

The Ningpo College was not only a place for training clergy

and catechists, and the headquarters of itinerating bands. It

was also a literary workshop. There was a printing-press, and

some of the Chinese boys learned to use it ; and Mr. Hoare

translated into the Ningpo colloquial (and adapted) Trench's

Noic8 on the Parables, Pearson On the Creed, Bishop Ryle's

Notes on St. Matthciv, and other works. There is no more im-

portant or arduous branch of missionary lal)Our than this
;
yet

it rarely receives notice. In all the College work Mr. Hoare was

ably seconded by Mr. Walter Moule. In the seventeen years of

the career of tlie College to the end of 1893, there were 1(55

students. Of these, fifty-seven had become schoolmasters and

catechists in the Mission, eleven had become hospital assistants,

four had become printers, two had died during their course,

forty-six had left without employment, and forty-four were still

in the College. Eight students had been ordained. Few institu-

tions can show a better record than that.

Of Shaou-hiug little can be said. Mr. Valentine's patient

labours for many years bore little visible fruit. After his death,

Mr. Wheatley and Mr. Walshe were there, and two or three of

the ladies ; and Mr. Walshe gained rather unusual influence with

the Chinese gentry. But even at the present day there are not

more than fifty baptized Christians.

At Hang-chow^ Bishop Moule has resided ; and thence, year by

year, he has been wont to make his circuits from city to city and

from village to village, "confirming," in the two-fold sense (as

before observed of Bishop Burdon) " the souls of the disciples."

In 1892, for example, he was away from home 116 days, and

confirmed 164 persons in " seventeen different oratories, from the

* See Mr. Cobbold's Journal of a long tour southward from Ningpo, in the

CM. Intdliyencer of September, October, and November, 1856.
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beautiful cathedral of Shanghai to the poor cottage-room in tlie P^«t_J?-

mountain village of Tsze-lang, or the riverside hamlet of Yang- ^ ^
tsang." These journeys involved travelling in Chmese boats or —

L

sedan-chairs, or on foot, nearly 3000 miles altogether. Bishop Bishop^

Moule's episcopal career has been an uneventful one, and does jo°"neys.

not supply numerous incidents for this History ;
but the steady

continuity of the Mission is largely due to his quiet and perse-

vering labours. The rest of the year was spent in the chief

direction of the Hang-chow Mission itself. The ordinary work of

the station was carried on for the most part by Mr. Coultas and

Mr. Neale. Mrs. Moule and her daughters, and Miss Wright,

until her marriage to Mr. Walter Moule, were actively engaged

with the women and girls ; and Miss Vaughan and Miss Barnes nhss
^^^

itinerated fearlessly among the country villages, particularly up ^"^ ^"•

the great river Tsien-tang, upon the banks of which stands the

village of Yang-tsang above mentioned, seventy miles up from

Hang-chow. Miss Vaughan's letters from time to time in the

Gleaner have been especially interesting. Sometimes she has

visited the Chu-ki district, the work in which was briefly noticed chu-ki.

in the last China chapter. That district—as large as Kent, let it

be repeated—was committed, in 1893, to the care of Mr. Ost, Mr. Ost.

who had been transferred (on his return to China after furlough)

from Hong Kong, and who was the first missionary to take up

regular residence at Chu-ki. He had much privation to endure,

and sometimes real peril to face, the people being turbulent

;

but he and his wife have bravely persevered. Notwithstandmg

more bitter persecution than anywhere else in the Mid China

Mission, the converts have increased year by year to about four

hundred.
Throughout the period Dr. Duncan Main continued in charge

of the splendid Hang-chow Mission Hospital, the finest in China, Hang-

built mainly at the expense of Mr. W. C. Jones. The completed Hospital

new buildings were opened on May 14th, 1885. In 1893 there

were 13,000 out-patients and 600 in-patients ; 97 were admitted

into the Opium Eefuge ; and eight Chinese medical students were

under instruction. A leper hospital was opened in 1892, and a

women's hospital in 1893. This great institution has exercised a

wide influence and brought the Gospel to thousands of Chinese ;

and a large proportion of the converts of recent years have been

the direct or indirect fruit of its work, through what Dr. Main calls

the "button-hole theology" taught by the evangelists and Bible-

women to the applicants one by one while waiting their turn.

The doctor's reports year by year have been full of graphic

description and living interest.'"

* Perhaps the most vivid accounts of the Mid China Mission, and indeed

of the Fuh-kien Mission also, are to be found in Mr. Edmund Wigram's

account of his and his father's tour in 1886-7, and in Miss Baring-Gould's

narrative of her journey round the world with her father in 1894-5, given in

her book for young people, Euer We&iviard.
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Part IX. In our lust China chapter we noticed the General Missionary
1882-95. Conference held at Shan«,'hai in 1877. Another such Conference
ChapJKi. ^^.j^g j^^.lj^ j^lgQ j^|. shan^rhai, in 1890. No less than 4-45 mis-

Generai slonarles asscnililed, ahout one-third of the whole nuniher, 1295.
Missionary rj^j^^

Cliurch of En^'Uind was a^'ain only scantily represented.

enc"e W. The C.M.S., C.E.Z.M.S., and F.E.S. together only sent nine

men and seventeen women. The Kjiiscopal Church of America

sent four men and nine women. The other American Missions

sent 100 men and 90 women, the Preshyterians heing the most

numerous. The China Inland Mission was represi^nted hy 47

men and .'}7 women, some of whom would no douht he mend)ers

of th(' Church of KnglaMd ; and the principal Jiritish Non-

conformist Societies hy .'i2 men anil 31 women ; which leaves ahout

70 miscellaneous. Out of sixty papers read, oidy two were hy

C.M.S. men, viz., one hy Bishop liurdon on Colloquial Versions of

the Bihle, and one hy Archdeacon Moule on the Relation of Ciiris-

tian Missions to Foreign Residents ; hut Mr. Klwin, Mr. Shaw,

Mr. Ost, and Dr. Main took part in the discussions. The suhjects

were grouped under nine general heads, vi/., (1) the Scriptures,

(2) the Missionary, (3) Wonjen's Work. (4) Medical Work, (5)

the Native Church, (0) Education, (7) Literature, (8) Ancestral

Worship, and Comity in Missions, (9) Results. The papers and

discussions, puhlished afterwards in a suhstantial volume, are of

great interest and value. By far the most important achievement

Agreement of the Conference was an agreement, after vears of controversy.

Version's, regarding the Versions of tlie Bihle. 1 )r. W. 'Wright, the Editorial

Superintendent of the liritish and Foreign liihle Society, had

gone out from iMigland on purpose to he jjresent, and it was with

profound thankfulness that he was ahle to report such a result.

It was agreed to hring out an " Union Version " in three forms,

viz., in " high Wen-li " (classical), in " easy Wen-li," and in the

widely-used " Mandarin dialect." =*' Another thing done was the

Appeal for issuc of a soleuui appeal to Protestant Cliristendom to send out
looomen.

^^^^ thousand additional men in five years. Much prayer was

made ahout this request ; and although it did not please God to

give the 1000 ;«tf?i, yet 1153 men and women did go out in five

years from that time. As Mr. Hudson Taylor said, God knew
what instruments His work needed, and He answered the prayer

in His own way.f
The Con- There was one subject upon which it is needless to say that
ference on

^j^g Conference w\as absolutelv unanimous—Opium. Among the
Opium.

. 1 ii r ii
•

resolutions passetl were the tollowmg :

—

"That we as a Conference re-affirm and maintain our attitude of

unflinching opposition to the opium traffic.

* An able and complete account of the history and difficulties of Bible

Translation in China, by the Rev. G. Ensor, appeared in the GM. Intelligencer

of January, 1892.

I Accounts of the Shan<^hai Conference were given in the CM. In-

telligencer of August and September, 1890.
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'' That we recommend all Christians in China to nse every endeavour Part IX.

to arouse public opinion against the spread of this evil, and to devise 1882-95.

means to secure, as far as may be, its suppression. Chaji. 96.

" That we earnestly impress on all Christian Churches throughout the

world the duty of uniting in fervent and continual prayer to God that
Ho will in His wise pi'ovidence direct His people to such measures as

will load to the restriction and final abolition of this great evil."

In England, the efforts of the Society for the Suppression of Opium

the Opium Trade to awaken the conscience of the nation were versy°in

strenuous and persistent ; and in 1891 tliere was a gleam of liope England,

that success would soon reward its exertions. On April 10th in

that year, Sir Joseph Pease moved in tlic House of Commons the

following resolution :

—

"That this House is of ()[)iuion that tlie system by which the Indian Sir J.

opium revenue is raised is morally indefensible, and would urge upon ^g^jorf
the Indian Government that they should cease to grant licenses for the carried,

cultivation of the poppy and sale of opium in British India, except to

supply the legitimate demand for medical purposes, and they should at

the same time take measures to arrest the transit of Malwa opium
through British territory."

No one expected this resolution to be carried—except those

who had been praying about it. But it was carried, against the

Government, by a majority of 30 in a House of 290 members

—

160 to 130. Nevertheless, the Government did nothing ; and in

the following year a change of Ministry took place, Lord Salisbury

being succeeded by Mr. Gladstone. In 1893, on June 30th, Mr.
Webb moved for a Royal Commission " to inquire into the best The Royal

means of meeting the cost of suppressing the opium traffic." Mr.
sjoJI^'^'^"

Gladstone met this by a counter proposal to appoint a Eoyal
Commission to consider the whole question ; and Mr. Webb was
defeated by 184 against 105. The anti-opium party, however,

fully hoped that an exhaustive and impartial inquiry would once
for all justify the agitation against the trade, and ensure its

ultimate abolition. But the terms of the Commission led to the

concentration of its attention, not upon the export trade from
India to China and its effects in China, but upon the effects of

the consumption of opium in India ; although the China question

was not excluded. In due course the Commissioners not only

examined witnesses in England, but went to India and did the

same there. Some grave complaints were made of the manner
in which the Indian evidence was collected ; but with these

questions we are not now concerned. The Eeport, when it came Report of

out, signed by all the Commissioners except one, proved, to the mi^^ioiT."

intense disappointment of the Christian people most deeply

interested in the question, to be substantially a defence of the

opium policy of the Indian Government. In India, indeed, the

evils of opium are comparatively slight. The drug is not smoked,
but swallowed (in the form of pills or infusions), which is less

harmful ; and this by only a small percentage of the population.

The majority of the Indian missionaries were unable to testify
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Part IX. that it had been a serious interference with their work. But
1882-95. their evidence, such as it was, was strangely dealt with in the
Chap. 96.

j^ypQi-t; Out of forty-four Indian missionaries examined, only

Its strange four wcre in the smallest degree favourable to the use of opium
;

features, y^.^ three of these four were quoted from in the Report, and not

one of the forty-one.

Why But what of China? However innocuous opium might be—as

i^n'ored? Y^t—in India, that did not touch the real question. As the

Intelligencer remarked, if we ask "Are bull-fights demoralizing

in Spain?" it is no answer to say " I never saw a bull-fight in

Holland." First, no Commissioner went to China at all, and the

evidence was only documentary. Secondly, there was a similar

selection in the Report of one side of this evidence. A weighty

memorial signed by seventeen missionaries of over twenty-five

years' standing (including Bishops Burdon and Moule, Arch-

deacons Moule and Wolfe, and such veterans of other INIissions

as Muirhead, Chalmers, Griffith John, David Hill, H. L. Mac-
kenzie, Macgowan, and Hudson Taylor) was entirely ignored

;

and while it was acknowledged that "by the majority of the

missionaries of every community in China the use of opium is

strongly condemned," the only quotations were from three who
claimed to "take a less deci(icd view." Thirdly, out of ninety-

seven pages of which the Report consisted, only five and a half

were devoted to the subject of China at all.

The Report It is contended, therefore, (1) that even as regards India the

acceded Report is, at least to some extent, inconsistent with the evidence

;

as final. (2) that as regards China it is utterly inadequate and misleading.

But of course a Report signed by such men as Lord Brassey and

his colleagues could not but carry great weight, and as a matter

of fact it has successfully checked the agitation for the time.

But we look back to the days of Wilberforce, and we remember
how defeats and delays not less vexatious met his efforts in behalf

both of African slaves and of the Gospel in India, and how never-

theless the cause of truth and justice triumphed in the end ; and

we shall go on praying that God will graciously arouse the national

conscience, and lead England, even at the eleventh hour, to put

away its great sin.*

The most important of the Church Missionary Society's

" onward and inward " movements in China in the period under

review w^as the new Mission to the great w^estern province of

* Important articles on tlie Opium Question appeared in the CM. Intclli-

gevcer of May, 1891, by Archdeacon Moule ; of March and July, 1892, by the

Eev. C. C. Fenn ; and of May, June, and July, 1895, by Archdeacon Moule.

Also letters from Dr. Mears and the Rev. P. Ireland Jones, in October and

November, 1894; and, in September, 1894, the Memorial from the seventeen

veteran missionaries, and some remarkable extracts from Chinese (Heathen)

books, showing that the respectable Chinese describe "vicious living" as
" whorvOom, gamhling, and oijiiuu." Dr. Duncan Main's Reports year by year

have furnished sad and striking illustrations of the evils of opium.
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Si-chuan. The impetus that led to this interesting enterprise Part IX.

came from the Kev. J. Heywood Horsburgh, a clergyman of 1882-95.

Trinity College, Cambridge, who had been curate at St. Pancras, ^^^P" ^^-

under Mr. Thorold ; at Christ Church, Clifton, under Mr. Hay New
Chapman ; at St. Matthew's, Croydon, under Mr. Causton ; and at Mission"
Portman Chapel, under Mr. Nevile Sherbrooke ; and the Portman j^^

Chapel congregation raised a special fund for him as their "own Horsburgh

missionary " when he went to China in 1883. For four years he
was at Hang-chow under Bishop Moule, whose letters spoke
warmly of his spiritual influence ; but he yearned after pioneer

work in the far interior, and at length obtained leave from the

C.M.S. Committee to visit the remote province of Si-chuan, in

which were labouring some of the China Inland " Cambridge
Seven." His journey thither in 1888 was described in graphic

letters, which excited much attention at home ;
'^' and when he

came to England in 1890, he urged the Society to let him make
up a party to start a C.M.S. Mission in that province "on very His new

simple lines "—the missionaries to live in Chinese houses, wear
^'^

Chinese dress, live on Chinese food, and generally identify them-
selves as much as they could with the people, and spend as little

money as possible.f Long and careful consideration was given

to the project ; and at length the Committee yielded to Mr.
Horsburgh's fervour and importunity and adopted it,—having
first ascertained that the China Inland Mission would not regard

the proposed Mission as an intrusion on its ground, but would
gladly welcome a C.M.S. party in a district adjoining one in

which several of its Church of England members were already

at w^ork.]: It was at the same time that Mr. Horsburgh published

his remarkable little book, Do Not Say, which has perhaps been "Do^Not

used of God to touch more hearts, and to send more men and ^^^•"

w^omen into the Mission-field, both from England and from the

Colonies, than any other modern publication.

§

Much interest was aroused in Mr. Horsburgh's proposed
Mission, and, as we saw in Chap. LXXXVIII., it was one of

the C.M.S. developments of the period which, along with those

of Douglas Hooper, Wilmot Brooke, and Barclay Buxton,

attracted the special sympathies of important Christian circles.

His party, made up in 1891, consisted of one clergyman, the Eev. ^°^^-

Oliver M. Jackson ; seven laymen, four of them not enrolled as par^.
^

C.M.S. missionaries, but permitted to join the band upon funds

supplied by Mr. Horsburgh's many friends ; and five single

* See CM. Intelligencer, February and July, 1889.

t See Ibid., October, 1890.
t Mr. Stanley Smith, being in England, gave the Society important in-

formation and suggestions for the new party, especially in the direction of

moderating Mr. Horsburgh's rather extreme views about living like the
Chinese.

§ Mr. R. W. Stewart sold large numbers of Do Not Say in Australia as

well as at home, and candidates have continually said that they owed their

inspiration to it.

VOL. III. P p
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Part IX. ^vomen, with Mrs. Horsburgh. They reached Shanghai in

1882-95. December, 1891, and quickly started—the single men and
Chap. 96.

^YQi-j-igi^i in separate companies—on the long journey up the

Yangtse-kiang. From the first, they were indebted for unbounded
kindness to the China Inland Mission ; and on their arrival in

Si-chuan, they were a long time dependent upon its members for

temporary homes, as no Chinamen would let tiiem houses in the

towns and cities marked out as the C.M.S. field. They found, as

Method of tlic C.I.M. men had found before them, that the best course was

M^ssfo"^. <" itinerate, staying a day or two at a time in this and that town

in the native inns, and thus becoming known in the first instance

not as residents but as sojourners. The experiences of the

party in doing this were extremely interesting; and the C.M.S.

periodicals have had no more graphic letters in their pages than

came from the Interior Evangelistic Mission in Western China,

as Mr. Horsburgh liked to call it." Gradually the plan proved

successful; or rather, it should be said, God answered the constant

and earnest prayers of the brethren and sisters ; and in the course

Five cities of the year 1894, five cities within the CM-S. district were
occupied,

(^^^^^j^j^gly occupied. That district is but a small fragment of the

great province of Si-chuan ; but it is a roughly circular territory

250 miles across, or as large as England south of York ; and
the cities occupied may about correspond geographically with

Ventnor, London, Oxford, Cambridge, and Nottingham. In one

direction the district approaches the borders of Thibet, and many
Thibetans have been met by the missionaries.

Ecciesias- The Province of Si-chuan was nominally within the jurisdiction

poskion of the Bishop of Mid China, and at the request of the Church of

°J^^^ England members of the China Inland Mission, Bishop Moule
Mission, had given his licenses to the three or four clergymen belonging to

it—one of whom, Mr. Arthm^ Polhill-Turner, he himself ordained,

—and had commissioned some of the others as lay readers. The
Mission in a large section of the Province was entirely w^orked by

them, and " on Church lines," i.e. the converts were trained in

litvn-gical worship, the sacraments were administered according to

the Anglican rite, the children of Christians were baptized, and
there would be candidates for confirmation if ever a bishop

appeared. But it was not possible for Bishop Moule to be absent

from his immediate work in Che-kiang long enough to allow of

such a journey as an episcopal visitation 2000 miles off would
involve ; and the Church Missionary Society therefore suggested

both to him and to the Archbishop of Canterbury that a new
New quasi-diocese should be formed for West China, and a bishop

West^^
°^ provided who would give episcopal supervision both to the Church

China. of England section of the C.I.M. and to the C.M.S. Mission.

The China Inland leaders heartily entered into the plan, and
Archbishop Benson, who took a warm interest in it, appointed,

* See especially the CM. Gleaner, October, 1892, and CM. Inlelligencer,

July and November, 189i, and July, August, and September, 1895.
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at the suggestion of the C.M.S. Committee, and with all his usual Part IX.
graciousness, the head of the C.I.M. in Si-chuan to be the new 1882-95.

bishop. This was the Eev. W. W. Cassels, one of the "Cam- Chap. 96.

bridge Seven " of 1885, in whose goodness and wisdom all parties Bish^
had learned to repose confidence. The first public announcement Casseis.

was made at the great Saturday missionary meeting at the Keswick
Convention of 1895, and drew forth much prayerful interest
and sympathy. The C.M.S. guaranteed the episcopal stipend,
and ]\Ir. Cassels came on to the Society's roll of missionaries,
while fully retaining his position in the C.I.M. He was conse-
crated on St. Luke's Day, October 18th, 1895, together with Dr.
Talbot, the present Bishop of Eochester ; and he sailed on that
day week for China. From Slianghai he wrote a striking letter
to the missionary workers in his new diocese,* headed with these
words: "I am but a little child"; "Jesus called a httlo child
unto Him, and set him in the midst"; "A little child shall lead
them." The arrangement has proved, by God's good blessing, a
singularly happy one.

In 1894 broke out the war between China and Japan. No one War
could foresee how long it would last, or how it would end. No cETnd
one certainly foresaw the instant collapse of the Chinese forces Japan-

and the complete victory of the Japanese. Newspaper telegrams
caused grave apprehensions of sudden danger to missionaries and
Native Christians arising from the confusion and excitement of
the people of China ; and friends at home began to inquire " what
instructions" had been sent to the missionaries, and some,
whether the Society had " taken measures for their safety."
Eeaders of this History will have observed how in former times
of urgent peril, as in the Indian Mutiny and the Abeokuta dis-
turbances, the Society had considered "duty" much more "Duty-
important than "safety." But in the present telegraphic days -"Ifety "

this grand principle is forgotten by some friends, and the Com-
mittee are supposed to be able to "protect" the missionaries at
a distance of ten thousand miles. What they now did was to
assure the missionaries of their confidence in them and in the
Lord, and to remind them to act unitedly and not singly ; sending,
on October 10th, the following telegram to Shanghai: " God grant
to all courage, wisdom, peace, guidance, safety, blessing. Com-
mittee trust brethren to act together discreetly for Christ's cause."
At this time Mr. Baring-Gould was on his tour round the world,
and he actually passed from Japan to China after the war broke
out ;

and it was a great relief when, on November 5th, the
Committee received a telegram from him, from Shanghai, "No
cause anxiety," showing not only that he and his daughter were
pursuing their journey safely, but that the alarm about the mis-
sionaries had been, although natural, greater than the occasion
called for.

* See GM. Intelligencer, July, 1896.

p p 2
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Part IX. There luul, however, for some time, been unrest in Cliina, and
1882-95. serious riots and outraj^es had occurred in various phices. They
Chap. 96. ^^,pj,g much fostered l)y the wide circulation of atrocious jiamphlets

Riots and and liaudhiUs and placards issued from the specially turbulent and
outrages.

ju)t i-foreif,Mi Provincc of Hunan—the one province in wliich

missionaries have never yet succeeded in effecting a footing.

These sliocking pul)lications took advantage of the fact that the

word chu in the Roman Catholic word for God, Ticn-chu (Lord

of Heaven), means not only "lord," but (spoken in a different

tone) also "pig"; and they called Christianity the "Jesus pig-

squeak." -'= They charged the missionaries with the most infamous

practices, and incited the people to rise and kill them all.

Outrages did ensue. It was at this time that Dr. Rigg and ]\Ir.

and Mrs. Phillips and the C.E.Z. ladies were so shamefully

treated in Fuh-kien, as before mentioned; a Wesleyan missionary

and an English customs officer were murdered ; and a Presby-

terian medical missionary in Manclmria was cruelly tortured.

The Foreign Ministers in China, of Great I^ritain, France,

Germany, Italy, Spain, Belgium, Russia, the United States, and

Japan, signed a Joint Protocol in Septemi)er IHDl, aflirming that

the outrages were
" Not so much tlu! outconif of a decp-rootod animosity <in tho part of

the lower classes towards Chri.stianity and Cluistiaus, irhicli tho Yamen
pretends to believe and wishes the foreign ri'presentatives to believe is the

case, as the result of a systematic course of hostility instigated by
anti-foreign and anti-Christian members of the literary class whose
headquarters and centre must be considered to be the Province of Hunan,
but whose acolytes are distributed over the whole Empire, and are

represented even among the highest officials of the realm."

The Times of September 5th contained a good leading article

commenting on a criticism of Christian Missions published by an

educated Chinaman, some sentences of which are well worth

putting on permanent record :

—

" Without attempting to follow the document line by line, we would
point out that two important considerations lie on tlie surface, and
sufficiently dispose of the only material allegations. It will bo asked,

for example, if the Christian converts are the needy and the vicious, and
if their motives are wholly those of gain, why it should ])e nect^ssary to

persecute them so cruelly in order to drive tliem from a faith wliicli

means nothing l)ut a little money to them. The descriptions lately

published in the East of the persecutions of the little Christian com-
munities in Sz-chuan and Yunnan during the past two years are

heartrending. Men, women, and children are murdered by scores, their

little property is destroyed, and hundreds of them are fugitives from
mob violence.

* See an account of these horrible productions, by the Rev. G. Ensor, in

the CM. hiteUigencer of July, 1892, gathered from a Blue Book presented to

Parliament in that year. The worst parts of the pamphlets were too vile for

reproduction in English. See also, in the CM. Gleaner oi January, 1892, a
fac-simile of a pictorial handbill entitled " A Picture of Killing the Devils and
Burning the Books," the inscription on which was also untranslatable.
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" It is too often forgotten that persecution is the normal condition Part IX.

of the Chinese converts to Christianity. We hear of these persecn- 1882-95.

tions only when they touch the foreign missionaries ; of the daily and Chap. 96.

sporadic outbreaks against the Native Christians we hear nothing, for

it only concerns the Chinese themselves. To support the hatred and

social ostracism, with which, as the writer admits, the converts are

regarded, there must be genuine, energetic conviction. The tens of

thousands of converts scattered all over China, with their numbers

daily increasing, could not, indeed, be maintained for a week from the

missionary funds sent from abroad, even if these were devoted to no

other purpose. The fact appears to be that these converts contribute

liberally, and in some cases wholly maintain their own Native pastors and

places of worship.

"As to the work of missionaries in the intellectual enlighten-

ment of the Chinese, the writer is evidently in profound ignorance

of what has been done in this direction. He should carefully consult

a catalogue of the publications of the Mission Press in Shanghai

;

for it will show him that, whatever knowledge of any of the sciences,

arts, or history of the West his countrymen possess, they owe

wholly to missionaries. It would not surprise us if the writer himself

accjuired his earliest knowledge of English or French in a missionary

school, or through missionary agency. The only real interpreter of

the thought and progress of the West to the millions of China is the

missionary ; and when we remember that European knowledge of China

is derived almost wholly from the works of missionaries, we may fairly

say that these men stand as interpreters between the East and the

West.
" As to works of charity, we can only answer that China had no

efficient hospital or medical attendance until the missionaries established

them, and, in truth, she has no other now ; and when her great men,

such as Li Hinig Chang and Prince Chiin, are in serious danger, they

have to go to the despised missionary doctor for that efficient aid which

no Chinaman can give them."

The most widespread and destructive of the risings against the
^y^^\^

Missions occurred in Si-chuan in May, 1895. At Chen-tu, the si-chuan.

capital of the Province, and at several other cities, attacks were

made by infuriated mol)s upon the mission premises of the

China Inland Mission, the Canadian Methodists, the American

Methodists and Baptists, and the Eoman Catholics. The houses

were destroyed, the property destroyed or stolen, and the mis-

sionaries personally assaulted. Through the never-failing

providence of God,. no lives were lost; but the majority of the

missionaries were compelled to flee, and to descend the Yangtse

towards the coast. The C.M.S. Mission was the one Mission ^^^^
that scarcely suffered at all. A house in which Mr. and Mrs. scarcely

Horsburgh were sojourning was broken into ; but their perfect """^ ^ •

calmness and good-humour seem to have been used of the Lord to

influence the rioters, who did not go beyond petty pillage. -= Two
women missionaries alone at Sin-tu were rescued from a mob by

the prompt action of the local mandarin. Miss Mertens wrote :

—

It was a trying time, but a grand time for testing our faith in Him,

* See CM. Intelligencer, September, 1895.
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Part IX. and during a fow spociiilly anxious nights such pi'onuses as, 'I will be
]882-95. unto lior a wall of lire r<)un(l about.' ' The beloved of the Lord shall

Cha]). 90. dwell in safety by Him,' were very preeious to nio. We felt, too, how
true are the words. 'Except the Lord keep the city, the watchman
waketh but in vain.' We knew God was in charge, and, come what may,
all was for the best."

In consequence of the pressing representations of the British

Government, the Chinese Viceroy of Si-chuan, of whose com-
plicity with the outbreaks there could unhappily be no doubt, was
degraded from his office and rank ; and it was the opinion of

experienced missionaries hke Mr. Gritlith Jolm that tliis un-

precedented and important step on the part of the Government of

Peking liad a real eil'ect upon the minds, and theix'fore upon the

conduct, of other ollicials and mandarins.

The We now approach what is perhaps the most solemn scene in

Massacrf. ^^^G liistory of the Church Missionary Society. We have in these

volumes witnessed many solemn scenes, at Sierra Leone and
Lagos ; on the banks of the Niger and of the Victoria Nyanza

;

in the days of the Indian Mutiny ; at Muscat, and Peshawar, and
Kandahar ; and in far-off New Zealand. But never one quite like

this one. "Take off thy shoes from off thy feet, for the place

whereon thou standest is holy ground."
After Eobert Stewart's return from Australia, he and bis wife

and younger children went back to their old Mission-field, the

Province of Fuh-kion, three elder boys being at school in England.
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart went out via Canada, in order to hold'

meetings there similar to those in Australia ; the young children

(with their nurse) being taken by C.E.Z. ladies by the regular P. i'(; O.

route. The short Canadian campaign was long enough for them to

leave behind precious memories, as later visitors to the Dominion
have found. Stewart resumed a work in Fuh-kien which he had

Stewart at begun beforc illness drove him home in 1888, the charge of the Ku-
Ku-oheng.

^.\^^^^^,^ district and tlie local secretaryship of the C.E.Z.M.S. The
Principals of the Euh-cbow College meanwhile were Mr. Lloyd and

C.E.Z. Mr. ]ianister successively. The C.E.Z. ladies were now numerous,

in the ^1"!^ ten of tliem, together with the two Melbourne ladies sent
Ku-cheng (.^g before mentioned) by the Victoria CM. Association, were

working under Mr. and Mrs. Stewart in the Ku-cheng district,

living two and two in Chinese houses in various towns and
villages, going in and out among the women, and periodically

visited by the Stewarts or resorting for rest or counsel or united

prayer to the central station. It was a delightful band of godly

women, wholly consecrated to the service of their Lord, and
willing to bear many real trials to flesh and blood if haply they
might be honoured to win souls for Him.

Danger In March, 1895, Stewai't was warned by one of the Native

Vege- clergy of a rising of a sect of so-called Vegetarians against the
tarians. local Chinese authorities, and of urgent danger therefrom. The
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mission-house at Ku-clieng being on a hill outside the walls it was Part IX.

temporarily abandoned, and the party took refuge in the city, and 1882-95.

presently the ladies and children were sent down to Fuh-chow for
Ciiap^96.

safety, by the advice of the British Consul. In June, however,
the danger having apparently passed away, several of them
returned.* In the hot months of July and August it was the

custom to retire to the mountain village of Hwa-sang, 2000 feet Hwa-sang,
o y->

' ^ rest 3.nQ
high, and twelve miles from Ku-cheng, where the Mission had prayer,

two small bungalows. It was arranged to spend a few days at the

end of July that year, simultaneously with the Keswick Conven-
tion in England, in Bible-study, mutual Christian converse, and
united prayer. The subjects of study chosen were, "Always
Zealous," " Always Trusting," " Always Christ in us," " Always
Praying," "Always Praising," and " A Continual Burnt-offering

made by Fire." On July 31st they had a Bible-reading on the

Transfiguration, and the meeting closed with the words of solemn
dedication in the Communion Service repeated by all together,
" Here we offer and present unto Thee, O Lord, ourselves, our

souls and bodies, to be a reasonable, holy, and lively sacrifice unto
Thee." Within a few hours those "souls and bodies" were
offered up as a sacrifice indeed.

What happened early on the following morning, August 1st, August ist,

shall be told in the fewest and plainest words. Before some of the

party in the two houses (C.M.S. and C.E.Z.M.S.) were dressed, a

band of some eighty "Vegetarians" suddenly appeared, and in a

few minutes killed Eobert and Louisa Stewart, "Nellie" and
" Topsy " Saunders of Melbourne, Mrs. Stewart's nurse, Lena
Yellop, and four of the C.E.Z. ladies, Miss Hessie Newcombe,
Miss Elsie Marshall, Miss Flora Stewart,! and Miss Annie
Gordon (from Tasmania) ; and fatally wounded two of the youngest
Stewart children. The fifth C.E.Z. lady, Miss Codrington,

was terribly wounded and left for dead ; and the murderers,

having set fire to both houses, decamped. Meanwhile, two
Stewart girls, Mildred (who was also wounded) and Kathleen,

both of whom manifested wonderful self-possession, escaped with
two little brothers and the year-old baby girl from the burning
house, and reached a neighbouring cottage where an American
lady. Miss Hartford, was ; and thither also Miss Codrington
dragged herself. At some little distance off, in a Chinese house,

was the Eev. H. S. Phillips, who, hearing a noise, hastened to the

spot, bound up the wounds, collected the bodies of the ladies and
the ashes of Mr. and Mrs. Stewart, and sent down to Ku-cheng
for Dr. Gregory of the American Mission there. Late in the

evening he arrived with help. Next day, in the afternoon, the

Ku-cheng magistrate came up with one hundred soldiers, and the

* Among those who still remained for a while at or near Fuh-chow, and
thus escaped the subsequent massacre, was a sister of the Rev. W. E.
Burroughs, a C.E.Z. missionary.

J"
Daughter of an English clergyman ; not a relative of Robert Stewart's.
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. bodies were carried down to Ku-chenf<, whence the survivors pro-
ceeded to Chui-kow on the River ^lin. and then down to Fuh-chow
b}' boat ; one of the httle ones dying <>;/ rotttc, and anotlier a day or
two hitcr. On August 6th, the rough cottins having been brought
down to Fuh-chow, the sacred remains were soleinidy hiid to rest.

Such are the bare facts, related in the briefest and most ordinary
hmguage. What shall be said of the dear and honoured friends

thus called away in a moment from the work they loved ? Rather
than the Author of this History, let their comrade Mr. Phillips

speak. He wrote as follows :

—

"I reached H\va-.s:ing about ten <lays previou.sly, just arriving a.s a
.sinii-.s of Keswick iiieeting.s were eoinineneiiig. A very liiippy. holy time
wo had. I send you a proj^naiuine oriiiinally (hawn up by Mi.s.s Hankin.
Every one felt we were rii:ht in the King's own pre.sence, and Wv was
.speaking to us all. Dear Sir. Stewart .seemed so full ; I was so speeially
stniek with his (juiet. ealm life in (Jod.

" Our dear lnotherwas indeed spiiitually a strong man, aslirm as iron,

a.s gentle and loving as a little child: seldom have I spent happier <lays
tlian those spent in loving communion with him and that mission
niothei, dear Mrs. Stewart. Never in the Fuh-kii-n Mi.s.sion liave we had
missionaries more lioly, able, a!id true. I have never heaid a Native
speak in any but terms of the deepest l*)Vo of dear Mrs. Stewart. The
text we eh(Kse for the cotHn, that held wluit remains we got back from
the tire, just described their lives. ' Lovely and pleasant in their lives,

and in di-ath they are not divided.'
" Therc! was no sui-h thiiii,' as despotism in Ku-cheng, love oiled every-

thing; the sisters followed dear Mr. Stewart because the}' lielieved in
him from the bottom of tlu-ir souls. Oh, for more such missionaries,
men who can lead hecaiise their life is a pattern, lb- was the most
humltU- man I i-ver met.

" For Miss H. Newcondte's cotiin we chose, 'The Master has come and
calleth for thee." She was so full of the Second Coming. Clod had
wonderfully given her the gift of uniting and drawing together people.
Her bright, cheery life kept every one bright.

"For Miss Nellie Saunders we chose, ' Not counting their lives dear
unto tliem.' She died trying to save the Stewart children. She struck
one as a peculiarly uuseltish soul ; her one thought was others. She was
burnt in tlie house.
"Miss Topsy Saunders' bright, whole-liearted life of self-sacrifice

suggested 'Jesus only' as the most suital)le words. Woudeiful the way
God kept these two sisters.

'• Miss T. Saunders' beloved friend (they were inseparable), Mi.ss KIsie
Mar.shall, was iiuleed a sunbeam. My wife used to say when she mused
her so lovingly at Sharp Peak last year, that lier smile in the morning
helped her for the day. The self-denying life of these two sisters,

mostly at Si-chi-du, was a picture for the whole Mission. 'She asked
life, and Thou hast given it, even life for ever and ever' was her text.
"Miss Gordon, you remember, was from tlie Colonies. We chose for

her text, ' Where I am, there sliall My servant be.' She worked so
bravely alone in Ping-naug ; faithful, I am told, was strikingly the
keynote of her life.

"Miss Stewart was evidently more used in helping her sisters than in
direct (.'hinese work : I knew her less than the others, but believe she
was deeply taught of God'
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" For Lena, the faithful nuvse, who died covering the baby from the Part IX.
brutal blows, we chose, * Faithful unto death.' 1882-95.

" So they rest from their labours, and their works do follow them." Chap. 96.

The terrible news was received with a burst of horror and sym-
pathy from the whole civilized world. A cry for vengeance arose, a cry for

but not from the missionaries or the missionary societies. They vengeance,

could have no fellowship with such a meeting as that of the British

residents at Hong Kong, where vehement denunciations of the
Chinese, and demands for swift punishment, w^ere received with
"loud and enthusiastic aj)plau8e." The C.M.S. and C.E.Z.M.S. c.m.s.

called a public meeting at Exeter Hall, not for protest, not for an Meettng
appeal to the Government, but in solemn commemoration of the f^

Exeter

martyred brother and sisters, and for united prayer. Many memor-
able gatherings in that Hall have been recorded in the pages of

this History, but none quite hke the meeting of x'Vugust 13th, 1895.

At less than a week's notice, in the midst of the holiday season, a
great throng of praying and sympathizing friends crowded the
Hall. Friends of other Societies, the S.P.G., the China Inland
Mission, London, Baptist, and Presbyterian Societies, took part

by reading passages of Scripture or offering prayer. The speakers
were the President (Sir J. Kennaway), Mr. Lloyd of Fuh-chow
(then in England), Mr. Cassels (just appointed bishop for Western
China), and Mr. Fox (who had that very day been appointed Hon.
Secretary) . Not one bitter word was uttered ; nothing but
sympathy with the bereaved, pity for the misguided murderers,
thanksgiving for the holy lives of the martyrs, fervent desires for

the evangelization of China. The presence of the Lord was
marvellously manifested. Several hymns of faith and hope were
sung, and the meeting closed wdth the singing of " When I survey
the wondrous cross " in the attitude of prayer.

Earlier on that same day was the monthly meeting of the The Com-

General Committee, which is never suspended even during the meeting of

recess, though usually the August meeting is a very small one, f
"^"^*

and only urgent or formal business is done. But this time the
room was full, not only to consider the solemn event in China,
but to appoint and welcome Mr. Fox as the new Honorary Secre-

tary. Touching China, eight resolutions were adopted, of which
the last was important, and must be quoted :—

" The Committee in the midst of this sorrow desire to place on record
their unfaltering- belief that no disasters, however great, should be allowed
to interfere with the prosecution of that pm-pose for which the Society
exists— viz., the Evangelization of tlie World, which in its Divine oi-igin

is without conditions. They deprecate any suggestion that evangelistic
enterprise in China or in any other part of the world is to be necessarily
dependent upon the possibility of protection being accorded to tlie

missionaries, either by the Government of the ct)untry in which they
labour or by Great Britain. At the same time the Committee recognize
the responsibility resting upon them to carry on their missionary work
with due prudence and discretion, and to take all steps in their power
for the safety of their missionaries, and particularly of the Christian
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The
bereaved
relatives.

Part TX. women wlit>m God is at tliis time calling' forth in such hir^o nunibiTS.
1882-95. The Coiinnittee, \vhik» they wouhl deplore any action on the part of the
Chap. 96. Hriti.sli nation savourinii' of tlie spiiit of retaHation, are conlitU'nt that Her

Majesty's Government will take .such stei>s as are necessary to induce the
Government of China to act eH'ectivel}^ in the interests of order and
justice, and to secure the protecti<)n pledged by treaty rii;hts for the
foreign residents, and liberty of conscience for the Native Christians."

Very wonderful was the power of Divine grace manifested in

some of those most terribly bereaved, fathers and mothers and
sisters. It seemed in truth as if God would make the awful

massacre to be " not unto death, but for the glory of God,
that the Son of God might be glorified therel^y." Upon those

uplifting words of Christ the father of oiie of the murdered ladies,

the Rev. J. W. MarshaH, preached to his congregation at St.

John's, Blackheath.''' "1 believe," he said, "that I shall see that

glorious harvest in China that is to spring up from those precious

Iniried grains that hold, in God's mysterious purpose, the germs
of eternal life ; and I know I shall rejoice in that day that God
allowed me to call one of those grains mine." Much sympathy
was felt for Mrs. Saunders of Melbourne, the widowed mother of

the two bright Australian girls ; but she was upheld in a wonderful

way, and only hoped to be allowed to go out herself to China and
see "a martyrs' memorial at Ku-cheng of precious living stones."

And by-and-by she did go.

Naturally, much public discussion ensued as to the relations of

tlie British Government to Missions. What could Lord Salisbury

rightly do in this case '? What could the Society rightly expect of

him ? Some thought that pi'otection for missionaries should be

demanded. Others thought that the less they leaned on " the

arm of tlesh" the better. The above resolution shows the view
of the Society. Our duty to the Heathen, and to Christ, is

precisely the same, whether the British Government has any
power to protect the missionary or not. If there is no power, the

missionaries are to run the risk of life, as they have done over

and over again, and as they are doing to-day. As was observed

above, "duty" is more important than "safety." But if the

missionaries are in British territory, as in India, or where treaties

give England certain rights of interference, as in Turkey and
Persia, they have exactly the same claim as merchants or

travellers or any one else to whatever aid the British power can
render. It is not always well to insist on the claim; but the

claim exists nevertheless. Now in China Great Britain has no
means of protecting a missionary who goes inland. The world
accuses him of crying for "the inevitable gunboat"; but even if

he were disposed to do so—which generally he is not—his cry

would be useless, for the gunboat could not reach him if it tried.

But Great Britain has treaties with China which entitle it to

* This inspired and inspiring sermon waa printed in the CM. Intelligencer

of October, 1895.

What
should the
British
Govern-
ment do ?

And what
can it do ?
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demand Chinese, protection for British subjects, and the due Part IX,

punishment of oii'enders ; and of this right—though the Society 1882-95.

made no request—Lord Sahslnn-y properly took advantage. The ^^'^P- ^^-

result was an official inquiry into the circumstances of the
massacre, and the execution of some of its perpetrators. This
was right, although in the light of heaven these poor dark
Heathen were more to be pitied than those whose bright spirits

were now in Paradise. If an evangelist in a London slum were
killed by roughs, the evangelist in his dying hour might sincerely
pray for them ; his friends might sincerely deprecate vengeance

;

Ins brother would have no right to seek out the murderer and slay
him in revenge. But the civil power would nevertheless arrest

the guilty person if it could, and sentence him to the proper
punishment ; and pity for him would not entitle us to interfere

with the justice which is essential to the safety of the community.
One other thing the British Government could do. It could

demand of China compensation for outrages. This is legitimate
in the case of property, as when Stewart's College was destroyed
in 1878. But when Lord Salisbury inquired of the C.M.S. and c.m.s.

C.E.Z.M.S. what compensation he was to press for on account of compln^-
the Hwa-sang massacre, both Societies replied that they would sation.

accept none. Any money paid might have been regarded in

China as an indemnity for the lives of the missionaries ; and both
Committees were anxious to avoid even the appearance of vin-

dictiveness. In due course Lord Salisbury wrote to the C.M.S.
that the Chinese authorities were much impressed by "the high-
minded attitude" of the Societies. The Tsungli-Yamen (Chinese
Foreign Office) informed Sir Claude Macdonald, the British
Minister at Peking, that "the refusal to accept compensation
commanded the Yamen's profound respect and esteem," and that
every effort would be made to prevent future disturbances.
Onward, Inward, and Upward—we have now seen what each

of these three words meant in China in the period we have been
reviewing. It was a fiery chariot that took Eobert and Louisa
Stewart and their bright companions from our midst ; but it took
them upward, within the veil, into the King's Presence. And it

is not they only who will have mounted upward from the burning
rest-houses at Hwa-sang. There is the harvest Mr. Marshall Coming:

spoke of to come from those buried grains. It began very soon from^^he

to appear. Within a few months of the massacre there were "r^"n'^M

more Chinese inquiring about Christ in the Province of Fuh-kien
—in the Ku-cheng district itself—than ever before. And the day
is coming when the deeply-mourned martyrs of Ku-cheng will
" enter into the joy " of Him Who sees of the travail of His soul
and is satisfied ; when /

From earth's wide bounds, from ocean's farthest coast.
Through gates of pearl streams in the countless host.
Singing to Father, Son, and Holy Ghost,

Alleluia !
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1882-95.
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Japan: The Nation, the Mission, the Church.

Japan in 1883— General Conference at Osaka—The Japan Bishopric

—

Bishops Poole and E. Bickersteth - The Japan Church -The C.M.S.
Mission—Progress of Christianity, first rapid, then slow—Japanese
Parliament—^Joseph Niisima—Women Missionaries for Japan —

Visits of Canon Tristram and the Bishop of Exeter — Earthquake of

1891—^Blessing at Tokushima—Conversions of Ainu- War between

Japan and China—Work among the Soldiers—New Dioceses

—

Bishops Evington and Fyson.

" Ytt laclccst thou one tliiwj.^'—St. Liiko xviii. 22.
'^ If thou wilt be perfect . . . come and follow Me."—St. Matt. xix. 21.

E are in Japan at the commencement of the year 1883.

What is the retrospect ? what the position ? what the

prospect ?

Just twenty-five years have ekxpsed since Lord
Elgin's Treaty practically opened the long-harred

door
;

just fifteen years since the great Revolution closed the

historic past of the Sunrise Kingdom, and ushered in the

marvels of Modern Japan
;

just ten years since the virtual

(though not formal) recognition of religious liberty, and the

sudden expansion of the Missions previously worked tentatively

and timidly. And now, as 1883 opens, there are 145 Protestant

missionaries, and just 5000 Japanese Christians connected with

Protestant Missions ; about three-fourths belonging to American
non-epiicicopal Societies. Although, as in all Mission-fields, the

majority 6>f the converts are from the humbler sections of the

community,' from "the masses " rather than from "the classes,"

yet we find a larger proportion than in any other field of

the upper and middle grades—chiefly owing to the admirable
educational polic^y of the American Missions. Christianity is

lieing discussed fi't^ely by the Japanese newspapers as the probable

future religion of tii^g country ; and one result of this has been a

marked revival of l^uddhism, its votaries being stirred up to quite

a new zeal for its hiaintenance. Vast sums of money are being

spent upon Buddhis^ temples and colleges, and in some parts it is

gaining rapidly upo^ ^i^^ ancient Shintoism. A year later it is

"disestablished" by
^]^ig Government, but this in noway damps

its zeal. On the oj^j^gj. hand, we find a growing tendency to
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agnosticism and even atheism, fostered by the wide dissemination Part IX.

among educated Japanese of infidel publications from Europe and 1882-95.

America. Chap^97.

Such is the general position at the commencement of the

period now to be reviewed. Looking more closely at our own
Missions, we find the C.M.S. occupying four stations—all, of course c.M.s.

(at that time), treaty ports—viz., Tokio and Osaka in the Main
Island, Hondo ; Nagasaki, in Kiu-shiu ; Hakodate, in Yezo ;—its

staff consisting of three Cambridge men, P. K. Fyson, W. Andrews,
G. H. Pole ; one Oxford man, H. Evington ; four Islington men,
H. Maundrell, C. F. Warren, A. B. Hutchinson, J. WilHams—all

with missionary experience in other fields before having gone to

Japan ; one layman, J. Batchelor ; and one unmarried lady. Miss
Jane Caspari. Then under the S.P.G., at Tokio and Kobe, we find s.p.g.

two Cambridge men, H. J. Foss and E. C. Hopper; one Dublin
man, W. B. Wright ; one from Trinity College, Toronto, A. C.

Shaw ; one layman and two single ladies ; and, at Tokio and
Osaka, the American Episcopal Church represented by Bishop American

Williams, five other clergymen, two laymen, and two single ladies, ch'frch'^^'

The year 1883 is memorable in the history of Missions in Japan
for two events, the General Conference at Osaka and the establish- General

ment of the English bishopric. The General Conference, held in at°Os^a'^ka.'^^

April of that year, was upon the same general lines as those in

India and China described in previous chapters. The immense
predominance of the American Missions was shown by the fact

that out of a total of 106 members only eighteen were not
Americans. Of these eighteen, nine were C.M.S., one S.P.G. , one
F.E.S., one B. &F.B.S., three Scotch (U.P. and Nat. Bible Soc),
two independent English, and one Canadian Methodist. Of the
Church of England and American Episcopal Church together there
were twenty-two. This Japan Conference differed from those in

India and China in that the S.P.G. men did not hold aloof. The
only one of the four, how^ever, who was able to attend was Mr.
Foss (now Bishop of Osaka), and he took an active part. Two
others were away on furlough, but one of these had served on a
preliminary committee. An interesting account of the Conference
was sent home by Mr. Warren ;'•' and the proceedings w^ere

afterwards published in a volume printed at Yokohama, which
contains also a full and detailed account of the history of the
Protestant Missions in Japan, by Dr. Verbeck of the American
Dutch Eeformed Church. The subjects of debate were those
natural to Missions in their early stages, such as the obstacles to

the Gospel presented by Buddhism, &c.. Itinerating Work, the
Training of Evangelists, and the Employment of Foreign Money
—upon which topic there was an animated discussion, the
majority uniting to deprecate the payment by missionary societies

of any Japanese agents. There was also a remarkable paper on

* Printed in the CM. Intelligencer of October, 1883.
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Part IX. Missionary Health, with elaborate tables, by Dr. Berry of the

1882-95. American Board. Mr. Warren read a stirring jiaper on the Need
Chap^97.

Qf ^^lQ^Q Missionaries. -^^

Spiritual Tliis Conference was spiritually on a higher level than some
movement, ^y^ havB lookcd at. There had been, just before, a quiet but

simultaneous movement of prayer and consecration among the

missionaries, and when they came together they were ready for a

blessing. Mr. Warren's testimony was that they certainly received

it ; and it was followed l)y a mai'ked spiritual quickening and

revival among the Native Christians. " I never," wrote Warren,

"attended sucli prayer-meetings before in my life. A new power

seems to have been felt among us, and a new life seems to inspire

the hearts of believers. There is neither special excitement nor

stiff coldness, but warm earnestness and growing interest." A
Native Japanese Conference of a distinctly spiritual character was

held at Tokio. " It was a season of refreshment and revival, and

the blessing granted there has been extended to other parts of the

country. Some of the delegates from Osaka came back like new
men."

Luther Auotlicr remarkable gathering was one at Osaka in connexion

m°em"ora- ^vith the Fourth Centenary of the birth of Martin Luther, which
t'O"- was celebrated in England in that year. When we remember the

history of the Jesuit Missions in Japan in the sixteenth century,

we can understand how ready the Japanese converts of Protestant

Missions might be for a Luther Commemoration. It was sug-

gested, planned, and carried out by the Natives themselves ; and

the wonderful sight was witnessed of 600 Japanese Christians,

some of them men of position, doctors, lawyers. Government

oflicials, gathered in a hall hired from the Buddhists to sing

Luther's hymns and applaud three addi'esses on his life, two by

Japanese and the third by Mr. Warren. " Ten years ago," wrote

Warren, "who would have thought such a meeting could be held?
"

Anglican The first representative of the Anglican Episcopate in Japan f

i^n^japan^^^ was the American Bishop Williams. He, it will be remembered,

had been the first Protestant missionary to enter the long-closed

door ; and although he had been consecrated bishop for Shanghai

in 1866, he returned to Japan in 1872. The Church of England

Missions were for nine years under the episcopal jurisdiction of

Bishop Burdon, of Hong Kong; but he wrote to Archbishop Tait,

and to the C.M.S. and S.P.G., urging the importance of an Enghsh

bishop being sent out. Mr. Wright entered warmly into the pro-

ject ; and in 1879 the Primate was in communication with the

Proposals two Societies on the subject. The S.P.G. wished an endowment
of s.p.G. to be raised, so that the Bishop might be financially independent
and C.M.S.

^^ Societics. The C.M.S. was opposed to an endowment in the

* Mr. Warren's paper was printed in the CM. Intelligencer of November,

1883.

f Except for the brief visits of Bishops Smith and Alford from Hong Kong,
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case of a purely foreign country like Japan, where, in the not- Part IX.

distant future, a Native Episcopate might be looked for ; and it 1882-95.

offered to pay the whole stipend of a missionary bishop connected ^^^P- Q*^-

with the Society. At this time plans were on foot for a new
North China bishopric, and Mr. Wright's plan was for the S.P.G.
to provide a bisliop for that proposed see, any C.M.S. missionaries

there being placed under him, while the C.M.S. should provide
the bishop for Japan, the S.P.G. missionaries being under him in

like manner. This, however, would have perpetuated the purely
" society" arrangement, and the S.P.G. strongly objected. More-
over, the plan of balancing North China against Japan fell through,
owing to the former being provided for by a gift of £10,000 for an
endowment.
Then came the C.M.S. financial difficulties, and Mr. Wright's

death ; and for two years nothing was done. But in 1881 the

C.M.S., urged thereto by Bishop Burdon, again approached the
Archbishop, and asked for a bishop for those parts of Japan in

which its Missions were at work, leaving Tokio and half the Main
Island to the American bishop, in consequence of the American
Church having objected to the English Church sending a bishop
at all to the capital. Eventually, in December, 1881, Archbishop
Tait decided against either an endowment or a C.M.S. bishop, Archbp.

but, adopting a suggestion of Bishop Burdon's, he requested the decision,

two Societies to grant £500 a year each for the support of an
independent bishop whom he himself might appoint ; leaving the
question of jurisdiction to be subsequently arranged with the
Americans. Thereupon the C.M.S. Committee gave way, and,
"relying on his Grace's wisdom to select a clergyman of suitable

qualifications who could cordially co-operate with the Society,"

agreed to vote the £500 a year, for the first bishop, and for so long c.m.s.

as he should be the only bishop. The objections raised to this s^^^^-

course by some of their friends, and the grounds on which they
justified it, have already been noticed in Chap. LXXXVIL, and
need not detain us here ; but it may be observed that the case of

Japan is quite different from that of Mid China or Travancore or

Eastern Equatorial Africa. In those fields the C.M.S. is the only
Church Society at work, and it is reasonable that the bishop should
be closely associated with it. But in countries where both C.M.S.
and S.P.G. are at work, it is equally reasonable that the bishop
should be independent of either.

Some months passed away, and Archbishop Tait died without
having made an appointment. Upon Dr. Benson succeeding to

the Primacy, the C.M.S. Committee renewed to him the under-
taking they had given to his predecessor. How he came to

appoint a C.M.S. missionary from India, the Eev. Arthur W. Poole, Archbp.

we have before seen.* It was a surprise, and a most welcome one. appoi^its

Mr. Poole, however, notwithstanding his distinct power with the

* P. 273.
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Part IX. educated Hindus, and his not less distinct power as a public

1882-95. speaker, was a very humble-minded man, and moreover not in

Chap. 97. i-ohust health ; andhc hesitated much l)efore accepting the Japan

bishopric. The call, however, seemed clear, and at length he

Bishop yielded. He was consecrated in an unusually quiet way in the

P°°'^- chapel of Lambeth Palace, on St. Luke's Day, October 18th, 1883.

He was presented by Bishops Frencli and Caldwell, both Indian

prelates, and long connected with C.M.S. and S.P.G. respectively ;

and E. H. Bickersteth preached the sermon, drawing from

St. Mark iii. 14, 15—" the account of the first ordination"—the

threefold duty of the Christian ministry, viz., " to be with Jesus,

to preach His word, and to do His works."

His brief But Bisliop Poolc, in the mysterious providence of God, was
career and ,^q|. f^gstined to be long In Japan. He arrived on December 12th,
^^*

" 1883. He visited the various mission stations, impressing all

miMi with his singular simplicity and goodness—and ability too.

The weakness of his constitution again appearing, he left, after

eleven months, for California, and thence for England. Gradually

his strength decreased, and on July ilth, 1885, he entered into

rest, deeply mourned by all who liad come into personal toucii

with him. His name is perpetuated both in Lidia and Japan, by

the Poole Memorial Hall at Masulipatam and the Bishop Poole

Girls' School at Osaka.

The C.M.S. Committee, having limited their grant for the

episcopal stipend to the first bishop, had now to consider whether

they should renew it. With the experience they had gained of

Archbishop Benson's cordiality and discrimination, they could not,

C.M.S. and did not, hesitate, but gladly again made the grant. Again he
renews the

jQQ^g,;^ ^q India for a bishop for Japan, and, naturally, scanned
^'^"^'

this time the S.P.G. ranks. Edward Bickersteth, the head of the

Cambridge Delhi Mission, was then at home, and it was doubtful,

as it had been in Poole's case, whether his health would permit

Bishop of his return to India. Him the Archbishop selected ;
and the

ifc'ker'* C.M.S. gladly welcomed the grandson of its former Secretary, the

ste'th!'^" son of its life-long friend at Hampstead, and one who himself

might have been associated with the Society had the Committee

and his Cambridge friends been able to agree.* He did not,

indeed, profess to be wholly in accord with C.M.S. on either

theological or ecclesiastical questions; but he had done admirable

work m India, and practical missionary experience is a good

preparation for working with men of varying views. Certainly it

is the barest justice to acknowledge that during the whole of

his twelve years' episcopate, the "cordial co-operation" which

the C.M.S. Committee looked for when agreeing to Archbishop

Tait's plan for the episcopal stipend, was unreserv-edly given by

him. Bishop Edward Bickersteth could not have given a better

proof of his sincerity than by his frequent appeals to the Society

* See Chap. XCIII.
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to increase its staff, although its doing so had the effect of occasion- Part IX.

ally securing a majority in the Synod against proposals which he 1882-95.

approved. He had his own views, and held them strongly ; hut I^" ^ '

•

his first desire was the evangelization of Japan.
But the Synod—what was the Synod ? The reply to this

question hrings us to ]^ishop E. Bickersteth's great achievement,"'
the formation of the Nippon Sei-Kokwai, or "Japan Church." The japan

No Missions have resulted so quickly in the organization of a
Church as the Anglican Missions in Japan. The early need for it its need

arose from three causes. First, the peculiarly independent spirit pCftance.

of the Japanese rendered it of the utmost importance that the

Christians should soon begin to realize that they belonged, not to

the Church of a remote foreign country, but to one of their own.
Secondly, the Christian communities which were the fruit of the
American non-episcopal Missions were already in a forward state

of organization ; and as there were tendencies among them to a

latitudinarian development of Christianity which might minimize
the influence of fundamental dogmatic truth, it was the more
important to form quickly a body which would adopt and maintain
in their integrity the ancient Creeds of the Church. Thirdly, there

was at that time a possibility of an early adoption of Christianity

as the national religion ; and in view of such a contingency it was
important to have a strong Episcopal Church ready to take its part

in the preliminary discussions, and prevent the establishment, from
political motives, of an imperfect and lifeless Christianity.

This important step was taken in 1887, when the Native
Christians belonging to the three Anglican Missions, C.M.S.,
S.P.G., and Americaa Episcopal, amounted to 1300; and there

were three Japanese deacons, one of them S.P.G. and two American its consti-

Episcopal. Six days, in February of tliat year, were spent in the

discussion of draft proposals which had been prepared. On the

first three days the foreigners and Natives met separately, in

order that both sections might debate quite freely. On the

remaining three days they met together, and. finally approved
the constitution of the Church. This united Conference com-
prised, nineteen foreigners, including Bishops Williams and
Bickersteth and fourteen other clergymen ; the three Japanese
clergymen ; and fifty Japanese lay delegates from the various

congregations of the three Missions. By the testimony of all

parties, the proceedings were characterized by much kindly and
harmonious feeling, as well as by animation and frankness.

The name fixed upon for the newly-formed Church, Nippon
Sei-Kokiuai, signifying "Japan Church" rather than "Church of

Japan," was designed to avoid "unchurching" the other Christian

bodies. The most important debate took place upon the inclusion should

or otherwise, in the Constitution, of the Anglican Prayer-book and Accept the
Thirty-Nine Articles. The Japanese version of the former, having Prayer-

. . . .

' o ^^^^ ^^^
* The Bisliop disclaimed the authorship of the project, but he certainly had Articles ?

an important influence in carrying it through on sound and acceptable lines.

VOL. III. Q q
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Part IX. some slight modifications to cover the variations in the American
^^^^"^^i: book, was actually in use, and the Articles were being taught, at
lap^

• igj^st ^Q tije C.M.S. divinity students; but it was felt that eventually
the Japanese would be entitled to have a Prayer-book of their own,
and it was obvious that Articles which are the outcome of the
historic struggles of an ancient Church in the sixteenth century
could not be permanently suitable for a young Asiatic Cluucii
with totally different surroundings. The Ani(n-icans wished to

exclude them altogether ; but Bishop Bickersteth did not feel able

to consent to this at so early a stage, and therefore it was agreed
to accept them, and the Prayer-book, for the present. The first

two articles of the Constitution were as follows :

—

"I. This Clnn-cli (loth accejit and believe all tlit* Canonical Scriptures
of the Old and New Testaments, as giv»(n l)y iiis])irati()n of God. and as
containiiii,' all things neces.sary for salvation, and doth profess tlie faitli

as sunniied up in the Nicene Creed and that conunoiily called the
Apostles' Creed.

"II. This Church will minister the Doctrine and Sacraments and
Discipline of Christ, as the Lord liath commanded, and will maintain
inviolate the Three (Orders of Hi.slioj)s, Priests, and Deacons, in the
Sacred Ministry."

The other articles defined the constitution and powers of the
Synod, and the Canons contained regulations regarding candidates
for orders, lay ministrations, local church councils, itc, and
instituted a missionary society of the Nippon Sei-Kokwai.

As an illustration of the discussions at subsequent sessions of

f^""*^
°^ *'^^ Synod, a letter from Mr. Warren i-egarding the session of

1893 may here be quoted :

—

^

"At the Synod of the Nipptm Sei-Kokwai the principal work was the
consideration of reports aflectiug the Prayer-hook. A revised translation
of most of the hook, which owes nuich to the scholarship and patient
lahoiu- of Mr. Fyson and Mr. Yamada of the Divinity School, was
presented and accepted suhject to certain suggestions. The leports
affecting the matter of the Prayer-book contained a number of radical,
not to say revohitionary, proposals. We may be very thankful that they
were all rejected by large majorities. The new Lectionary contained
certain Apoci-yphal lessons. A resolution was passed requiring lessons
from the Canonical Scriptures to be substituted for these. Another
proposal was to change the order of the Comnuinion Office, and yet
another to allow the minister, in delivering the Elements, to say simply,
' The body of our Lord Jesus Christ," or ' The blood of our Lord Jesus
Christ,' and directing the communicants to say after each of the sentences,
* Amen.' Both proposals were rejected. A rule making it obligatory on
each clergyman to say Morning and Evening Prayer, which it was pro-
posed to insert in the Prayer-book, was not accepted. There was a very
warm discussion on a proposal to insert the Absolution in the English
Office for the Visitation of the Sick in the Japanese Office. Eventually
an aniendment t(j insert the Absolution in the Communion Office, to be
used in extreme cases, was carried with practical unanimity. I mention
these points to illustrate the present state of opinion in the Church of
Japan as reflected in the Synod by large majorities. Our C.M.S. clergy
led the discussions on the Evangelical side, and maintained their position
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ill each case with dignity, firmness, and courtesy, and we may well thank Part IX.
God for the firm grasp of those Reformation principles which we hold to 1882-95.

be vital to the welfare of the Church in this country as in England." Chap. 97.

Another feature of Bishop Bickersteth's episcopate was the

estahhshment at Tokio of two " community Missions," St. Andrew's st.

and St. Hilda's, for men and women respectively, thus making in ^ "^ sT^'^
effect a fourth section of the Anglican Missions in Japan. Some Hilda's

able clergymen and ladies have gone out in connexion with these

two bodies. They have been to a large extent supported by a

society called St. Paul's Guild, of which the Bishop's sister, Miss
M. Bickersteth, has been, from the first, the indefatigable Hon.
Secretary.

We must now turn to the C.M.S. Mission. The reinforcements c.m.s.

in the earlier years of our period were very small ; no doubt ^^^^^°^-

liecause there was not a single vacancy by death or retirement,

although Mr. Warren was in England four years owing to his

wife's bad health. She died in 1888, and he then went back
again, to the great advantage of the work in which he had taken
so prominent a part. He was then appointed an Archdeacon by
Bishop Bickersteth, as Mr. Shaw (S.P.G.) and Mr. Maundrell had
already been. Meanwhile, the Eev. J. B. Brandram, of Queens',
Cambridge, and the Rev. G. Chapman, one of the leading

Islington men of his year, went out in 1884 ; the Eev. W. J.

Edmonds, one of Hannington's first African party in 1882, who
had been invalided home, in 1885 ; the Rev. T. Dunn, who had
already served in Ceylon and at Metlakahtla, in 1886 ; the Rev.
A. R. Fuller, transferred from Mid China, in 1888 ; and, in 1888
also, two of the Cambridge men who (as will be remembered) were
coming forward freely at that time, W. P. Buncombe and Walter
Weston. Later additions we will notice presently. In 1887 occurred
the visit of Mr. Wigram and his son Edmund, in the course of their

journey round the world. By steamboat or jinriksha they suc-

ceeded in visiting all the stations and inspecting all the work ; and
they were deeply impressed with the wonderful oj)enings every-

where for the Gospel.

The headquarters of the Society's work have always been at

Osaka. There the most important Japanese congregations were Osaka.

gathered, and there the chief educational institutions were located.

Mr. Warren started a divinity class in 1882, and in 1884 the

Osaka Theological College, built at the cost of the W. C. Jones Theo-

China and Japan Fund, was opened by Bishop Poole, and named cfuege.
Trinity College, or as the Japanese inscription has it, " The One-
God-in-Three Teaching-House." Of this College Mr. Pole was
soon afterwards appointed Principal, and the office has since been
generally held by him or Mr. Fyson. He prepared his lectures

in a form in which they could afterwards be printed, and become
text-books on Bible and Church History, the Prayer-book, and
Dogmatic Theology, and running commentaries on various books

Q q 2
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Part IX. of Scripture. His work was rewarded in 1887 by the ordina-
1882-95. tion, just after the important Synod above mentioned, of three
Chap. 97.

^-j^gj-^ ^^,|-jQ Yy^^^ been employed as catechists, but had also

received instruction in the College, and who became the Kevs.

Yoshiyuki Nakanishi, D. Totaro Terata, and B. Hisayoshi Tera-

sawa. Since then, twelve others have been ordained. Nakanishi

was one of the first six converts at Osaka, baptized in June, 1876,
Boarding and was a man sixty years of age. A Boys' Boarding School was

also opened in 1884, and a Girls' Boarding School was worked by
the Female Education Society's ladies, first Miss Oxlad and then

Miss Boulton. Both institutions were subsequently developed

into larger ones.

Extension. Froui Osaka the work branched out to distant provinces. In

1884-5, visits were paid to the extreme south-west horn of the

Western Main Island, to Fukuyama on its south coast,'-' and to Matsuye
Hondo.

.^^^ ^^Q ^^ three places in the Province of Iwami on its north

coast. These places were not deliberately chosen : the calls to

them came in the providence of God. For instance, one of the

most zealous of the humbler Christians at Osaka, Mrs. Kubota,

became a shampooer, on purpose to secure opportunities of setting

forth the Saviour to those who might employ her. In this way
she came in contact with a young doctor and his wife visiting the

city from a village in distant Iwami, and she persuaded them to

read the New Testament and attend the Sunday services. After

their i^eturn home they wrote that they had passed on the message
to others ; and on Mr. Evington going to visit the place he found

six candidates for baptism and others inquiring. Another im-

Shikoku. portant extension from Osaka was to the Island of Shikoku, the

smallest of the four large islands constituting the empire. Mr.
Evington went for change and rest to Tokushima, a large town
upon its coast, and found there some Christians of the Eusso-

Greek Church, which has a large Mission in Japan. They asked

for further teaching, and a catechist was sent to instruct them.

This gave an opening to the Heathen ; and in 1884 Mr. Warren
baptized four adult converts. In 1888 it was resolved to adopt

Tokushima Tolvushima as a regailar station, and a new-comer, Mr. Buncombe,

stat^ion. was locatcd there. He began by arranging a week's "great

preachings" in the theatre. t This is the Japanese term for special

mission or revival services, and the practice is not uncommon
in one of the Buddhist sects which cultivates earnest preaching.

From that time the work grew in Tokushima, and many converts

were baptized.
Tokio. At Tokio, the capital, Mr. Fyson resided for a few years while

engaged upon the Japanese Bible ; but the. missionary in charge

* The first convert at Fukuyama, Mr. Peter Otokichi Koyama, was in

Euglanrl in 1896-9H, and spoke at several Missionary Exhibitions and other

gatherings ; and he wrote a most interesting account of early days at

Fukuyama, which appeared in the C'.il/. Gleaner of September, 1898.

t See CM. Intelligencer, July, 1889.
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of the station was Mr. Williams. Some of the Japanese baptized Part IX.

1)}' him were specially interesting people, particularly Dr. Hada, 1882-95.

a medical man, who became a lay leader, not only in the Tokio P" ^ ''

congregation, but in the whole Nippon Sei-Kokwai.
The southern Island of Kiu-shiu was the field of labour of Kiu-shiu.

Archdeacon Maundrell, Mr. Hutchinson, Mr. Brandram, and Mr.
Fuller. An excellent widow lady also, Mrs. Goodall, who was in Mrs.

Japan on her own account, but presently joined the C.E.Z.M.S.
^°°'^^''-

and afterwards the C.M.S., carried on a most useful Girls' School
at Nagasaki for several years, until her death in 1893. " She is

a wonderful old lady," ^vrote Edmund Wigram, "and has the
girls continually living with her, and no matron ; and they are
being prepared, one fully hopes, to shed a bright Christian light in

tlieir different homes." She was a cousin of Lord Tennyson
Maundrell had for a time a small college for training evangelists,

but it eventually gave place to the larger institution at Osaka.
One of the Nagasaki Christians whom the Wigrams met was a
man who had lived under a false name to evade the conscription,
l)ut who, on his conversion, went to the authorities and confessed
what he had done. "If that was Christianity," said they, "let
all the people quickly become Christians." Most of the successful
^vork in Kiu-shiu, however, was not at Nagasaki, but at other
places. Kagoshima, indeed, after giving great promise for a time,

proved disappointing. But Kumamoto was more fruitful. It had Kumamoto

first heard the Gospel from Captain Janes, one of the American
Christian gentlemen referred to in Chap. LXV., whose educational
work for the Government had done so much indirectly to introduce
Christianity to Japan. ''= Mr. Brandram went and resided there
in 1887. Still more interesting was the work in the northern
jH'ovinces of the Island, visited from time to time by Mr.
Hutchinson, who in 1888 took up his residence at Fukuoka. Fukuoka.

One village in the district, Oyamada, became almost entirely

Christian, the people as a body requesting to be allowed "to
enter the good doctrine of the perfect, holy, flawless Lord, the
Heavenly Father" ;t and for some years this village was regarded
as the brightest spot in Japan. For that very reason, doubtless,
the great Enemy beset it with his wiles, and in later years it caused
grave disappointment.

In the northern Island of Yezo, Mr. Andrews was the leading island of

missionary througliout the period. The schism at Hakodate,
mentioned in a former chapter, was finally healed in 1885,
and one of its leaders, Paul T. Arato, presently entered the
Osaka College, and was eventually ordained. But the most
interesting work in Yezo was among the Ainu aborigines. This Batcheior

was the sphere of Mr. Batcheior. He stayed at their chief aThT^
settlement, Piratori, twice for more than a month, in 1881 ; and

* See Vol. II., p. 60:5.

t See an interesting article in tlio Q.U. Ohawr of August, 18SS, by Mr.
T. F. Victor Buxtou.
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Part IX. after a visit to England and a time of study at Islington, he went

r^^^Q7 ^^^^^ ^^ 1883, and threw himself wholly among this strange and
^P' wild people, living in a corner of the hut helonging to the drunken

chief Penri. When Mr. Wigram visited the place in 1887, he
found Mr. and Mrs. Batchelor living in a "princely mansion," to

wit, " a little kind of lean-to, built on to the side of the chief's

house." '' Mr. Batchelor's studies in the Ainu language and
customs and traditions gradually made him the first authority

on the subject, and his writings became classics in scientific

circles. His first tentative translation of St. Matthew's Gospel
into the Ainu language came to England in 1887. Other portions

of Scripture, and of the Prayer-book, were sul)sequently produced.

The first Ainu convert, the son of a village chief, was baptized on
Christmas Day, 1885 ; but the harvest did not come till some
years later.

Progress of In 1886-88 the general progress of Christianity in Japan was
anityTii rapid, and gave cause for high hopes of its early triumph. The
Japan. converts had increased in number within six years from 5000 to

27,000, no less than 3000 being baptized in 1886, over 4000 in

1887, and over 7000 in 1888. The Anglican or Nippon Sei-

Kokwai numbers grew proportionately, though remaining a small

minority of the whole, being 2200 in 1889, of wliom almost three-

fourths were in the C.M.S. Missions. These figures were of

course infinitesimal in a population of nearly forty millions ; but
Japanese Japanese public men, journalists and statesmen, expected them

tron^of' to rise by leaps and bounds, and welcomed the prospect. Not
christi- ^liat thev believed in the truth of the Gospel ; not that they cared
snitv ore- *^

•

vailing. whether the Gospel was true or not ; but they were quick to

perceive that the Western nations that dominated the world
professed Christianity, and they thought that Japan must follow

suit if it was to attain the object of its ambition, a position of

equality among civilized states. For example, in 1884, a leading

Japanese paper, the Jiji ShimjM, contained an article by a very
"Adoption influential man, Fukuzawa, entitled " The Adoption of the Foreign

Foreign Eeligiou Ncccssary," in which he said : f

—

Neces- " It would appear that we ought to adopt a religion which, prevailing
sary." in Europe and America, exerts so considerable an inflvience over human

affairs and social intercourse, so that our country may become a part of

Christendom, presenting the same social appearance as the Western
Powers, and sharing with them the advantages and disadvantages of

their civilization. We believe that the diplomatic adjustment of inter-

national intercourse with the oviter world can be effected only by
pursuing the course here suggested.

" If we are not mistaken in our arguments, there is no alternative for

our own country but to adopt the social colour of civilized nations in

* Mr. E. Wigram's account of the Ainu Mission in his published journal

was particularly graphic and interesting.

t See large extracts from the article in the CM. Intelligencer of January,
1885.
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order to maintain our independence on a footing of equality with the Part IX.

various powers of the West. As an absolutely necessary preliminary, 1882-95.

however, the Christian religion must be introduced from Europe and Chap. 97.

America, where it is propagated with the utmost enthusiasm. The

adoption of this religion will not fail to bring the feelings of our people

and the institutions of our land into harmony with those of the lands of

the Occident. We earnestly desire, therefore, for the sake of our national

administration, that steps be taken for the introduction of Christianity

as the religion of Japan.
" It must, however, be borne in mind that, although we have frequently

adverted to religious subjects, we have refrained from expressing an

opinion as to the nature of any—i.e., as to their truth or falsity. From
the standpoint of a private individual, we may say that we take little or

no interest in the subject of religion, as it does not affect our personal

feelings or sentiments."

Again, in 1887, Professor Toyama, of the University of Tokio, \^°^^^^^,^

although not a Christian himself, advocated in a series of articles schemes,

the establishment of schools and institutes for both men and

women under the charge of Christians from Europe and America,

with the express object of hastening the spread of Christianity

;

also the erection of fine churches in which the regular preachers

should be "such learned priests as Dean Stanley, Henry Ward
Beecher, and Phillips Brooks."

In the face of so unprecedented a position, the missionaries

naturally appealed with persistent earnestness for immediate and
J^g^^J^^S""^

adequate reinforcements. What could be more cogent than these needed,

words of Mr. Pole's ?

—

" It is incontrovertible (1) that this country is ripe for the Gospel in a

sense that no other in the world is at this present moment
; (2) that it

is manageable in size—its insulated position and its comparatively small

population (as compared, for instance, with China) render its evangeliza-

tion possible within reasonable limits
; (3) that the Japanese (and

especially Christian Japanese under the influence of the Spirit of God)

are an active and energetic race, who are eminently qualified for mission-

ary work in the neighbouring lands; and (4) that the speedy winning of

this land for Christ would have an electric-shock-like effect upon both

Christendom and Heathendom, and would give an incalculable impulse

to missionary effort all over the world. Bearing these facts in mind,

does it not seem our duty, as those who have the extension of our blessed

Master's glory and kingdom at heart, to send every available agent here

at once, even at the expense of other less promising fields ?

" If we do not rise to our responsibility with regard to Japan, now at

once, and win the land to the Cross of Christ and Faith in Him, it will be

won to Satan,—to Rationalism, Agnosticism, Atheism, and such-like."

But the Church at home did not respond ; the reinforcements Bjit not^

did not go ; and presently the rate of progress became slower,

which, in the circumstances, was not a disadvantage. Without an

adequate supply of good and wise guides, there was gi'ave risk

of the rapid growth being unhealthy. Semi-Unitarianism was

spreading among the converts of some of the American Missions ;

on the other hand, the Eoman and Eusso-Greek Missions were

winning many adlierents by their tolerance of superstitious rites
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Part IX. and usages common among the Buddhists ; and there was danger

Cha^~97
^®^*' ^^® Japanese statesmen, caring only for the Western faith as

^^'
a necessary ingredient of Western civihzation, should set on foot
a national religion which would be a Christianity without Christ.
The ebb of the tide coincided in time with the development of

political institutions. The 11th of February, 1889, was a great
day in Japan. It was the 2549th anniversary of the traditional
accession of the first Mikado, Jimmu Tenno, who was supposed
to have come from heaven in a boat in the year which we should
call 660 B.C., in the reign of Manasseh, king of Judah. On that

fi^^'^riai ^^^. *^® Emperor promulgated a new Constitution for Japan, pro-
constitu- viding for two Houses of Parliament, granting many civil privileges
tion.

fp^. |;jjQ people unknown before, and proclaiming complete religious
liberty.* The most interesting account of this great event that
reached the Church Missionary Society direct came, curiously
enough, from a friend at Tokio who gave no name, but signed
himself "A Gleaner"—and this at a time when the Gleaners'
Union was still in its infancy, and had scarcely yet won general
recognition in the C.M.S. circle at home. The letter gave a very

Christian striking account of a meeting held by the Japanese Christians at
celebration mi--i pjit "^ ^

in honour lokio ui houour 01 the day :

—

constitu- "The Christians have not been behind but rather before their fellow-
tion. countrymen in the interest taken in this great event. Our own little band

of converts of their own accord arranged for a service in church to seek
God's blessing on the day, and in the evening a general meeting for
praise and thanksgiving was held by Christians of all denominations, in
the large public hall, originally built for the purpose of delivering lectures
to combat Christianity. One of the speakers emphasized the fact that
this great principle of religious liberty had been secured in such a peace-
ful and orderly way. Contrasting their own, as Christians, with that of
those who were so savagely persecuted by the Koman emperors in the
earliest days of the faith, and those who later on were forced to sacrifice
home and land and life for religious freedom's sake—the Huguenots, the
Scotch Covenanters, the Pilgrim Fathers—he called upon his hearers to
thank God that without the shedding of a single drop of blood they had
now obtained this pi-iceless boon. And then he went on to assert, amidst
great applause, that nowhere in the New Testament could be found any
precept forbidding believers to take part in political matters, and tliat
he hoped that amongst the members of the Imperial Diet, which was to
commence its sittings next year, would be found several of their Christian
brethren. But he further went on to say that with regard to those
amongst them who occupied the position of ministers or evangelists, it

might be better for thein to abstain from any active share in" political
matters, for they were engaged, and fully engaged, in the all-important
work of seeking the salvation of men's souls, and their part in the reforma-
tion of the country would be the quiet, unseen influence exercised on
the hearts of individuals, that leaven working from within to which
Christ likened His kingdom. And this sentiment, too, found general
favour."

* See an interesting article by Dr. E. W. Syle, of the American Episcopal
Church, in the CM. Intellvjencer oi Au<?ust, 1889; also a second article by
him, Ihid., February, 1890.
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The hope expressed by this speaker was fulfilled. In 1890 the Part IX.

first elections to the new Parhament took place ; and anioiig the 1882-95.

three hundred representatives to the Lower House or Diet were ^^'

fourteen Christians. A still more notable thing followed. On christian

November 25th in that year the three hundred met to select three ^^^^^
'"

of their number whose names were to be sent up to the Emperor
for him to choose one of the three as President or (as we should
say) Speaker. One of the three thus chosen was Mr. Nakashima,
a member of the Presbyterian Church, and him the Emimyor
selected as President.

An atmosphere of political excitement, however, was not favour-

able to the consideration of the claims of a new religion ; and from
this time the progress of the Missions was distinctly slower, slower

Moreover, a strong tide of national pride and independence was Mi'fsion^s!''^

rising. Every new development of civilization encouraged the

Japanese to feel that they could,now, as it were, run alone; and
Western influence began to be less valued. There was also

much jealousy touching the " extra-territoriality " question. The Question

European Powers still dealt with Japan as they deal with China terrftoA"-

and Turkey : that is, Europeans in Japan were amenable, not to ^''^y-

the courts and judges of the land, but to the consular courts and
judges in the foreign settlements. This the Japanese now bitterly

resented as a reflexion on their moral dignity and civilization, and
all the more when an attempt in 1890 to make treaties admitting
Japan into the comity of nations failed for the time, owing to the
vehement opposition of the European merchants. On the other
hand, the action of the foreign missionaries, led by Archdeacon
Shaw, in memorializing the British Minister in favour of the
recognition of Japan, was hailed with great enthusiasm.'-' Still,

the idea of dispensing with foreign guidance in religion, and
developing some eclectic form of Christianity for themselves, pre-
vailed more and more ; and it was encouraged by the visit of

Sir Edwin Arnold, who eulogized Buddhism, and set its Nirvana
side by side with St. Paul's " peace which passetli understanding "

;

all which undoubtedly hindered the spread of the true Gospel.
There was another obstacle to missionary w'ork in the Japanese

passport system. Passports were granted for the interior only Passport

" for health " or for "scientific observation "; and although many ^y^*^""-

missionaries applied for and obtained these—the authorities being
quite aware of their real object,—there were others who con-
scientiously objected to apply if they had to give a reason that

was not in fact the real one, even though it was merely a con-
ventional form like the " not at home " of English society. Tlie

Japanese always offered to remove all restraints on travelling

whenever the " extra-territoriality " above referred to was
abolished ; but it was not imtil 1894 tliat a new treaty made such
provisions as practically cfl'ected the purpose.

* See CM. IntelUjenccr, September, 1891, p. 681.
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Part IX.
1882-95.

Chap. 97.

Joseph
Niisima.

Doshisha
College.

Niisima's
influence.

His death.

Before reverting to the C.M.S. Missions, let a passing notice be
given of the most remarkable institution, and the most remarkable
man, engaged at that time in the enlightenment and evangelization
of Japan. The wonderful early story of Joseph Niisima was
briefly told in Chap. LXV. When he returned, an earnest Chris-

tian, from America to Japan in 1875, he started at Kioto, the

ancient sacred capital, a school called the Doshisha, or " One
Endeavour Society," '-'= which quickly became a most important
institution, taking a leading part in the educational progress of the

empire. Canon Tristram thus described it in 1891 :

—

" The grounds and halls cover many acres. There is a fine lofty-

chapel, a library of 3000 English volumes, halls and schools for theoretical

and practical chemistry, physical science lecture-halls with splendid
apparatus, dining-halls, dormitories for 400 students, professors' houses
and gardens ; in fact, a complete university in itself.''

At the same time, the Doshisha proved a successful evangelistic

agency, a large proportion of the students who entered as Heathen
becoming Christians during their course. In 1889 there were
900 students, and of those of them who were Heathen no less than
172 came forward within that year to confess Christ. There has
been no other Christian college in the world like that. Under God
it was all due to the wonderful character of the man. " Mr.
Niisima," wrote Dr. N. G. Clark, the able Secretary of the

American Board of Missions, who knew him intimately, " was a

man of faith and prayer, and of singular sweetness of spirit, the

result in no small degree of his confident expectation of the Divine
blessing on his plans and efforts. He rested in God, he lived for

Christ and his native land, and he felt sure that what he did in the

interests of either would not fail of the blessing from above." On
one occasion some turbulent spirits in the Doshisha stirred up a
rebellion. Niisima addressed the whole college on the necessity

of administering severe punishment, but concluded by saying he
had decided to be himself a substitute for the offenders ; and,
seizing a stout cane he struck himself violent blows till the cane
actually broke! The students were conquered, and "one of

them," says the American Board's Herald, " treasures up to-day

as one of his most precious possessions a fragment of the broken
cane, a reminder of Mr. Niisima's self-sacrificing love." Niisima
died on January 23rd, 1890; on his death-bed pointing out on the

map of Japan the places where evangelists should at once be
stationed, and then passing away with the words upon his lips,

" Peace," " Joy," " Heaven."

In 1888 the Church Missionary Society took a step which has
had most fruitful results in its Japan Mission. It sent out three

* This was loug' before the foundation of the now world-wide Christian
Endeavour vSociety. Is its name in any way connected by some past
association with Niisima's institution ?
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women missionaries. The good work already done by the Female Part IX.

Education Society's ladies, Miss Oxlad and Miss Boulton, has p?^^~n«*
been mentioned ; and that of Mrs. Goodall, working independently. ^^'

Miss Hamilton, also of the F.E.S., went out in 1886. Miss Jane \yomen

Caspari, a former West Africa missionary, who had gone to Japan ^i||'°n

"

as governess with Mr. Dening and his family, had been taken on Japan,

to the C.M.S. staff when Dening's separation took place. She,

however, died just as the new development was beginning, on
December 18th, 1888, after eighteen years' C.M.S. service—"a
ray of cloudless sunshine in our circle," wrote a fellow-missionary.

There was also Miss Brandi-am, living with her brother, and doing

excellent service ; and there were—as everywhere—the wives of

several of the men, true missionaries in spirit, though not always
able to give much time to definite missionary work. Moreover,
in 1886-88 the C.E.Z.M.S. sent out three ladies ; but one of them c.e.z.m.s.

died, and after two years, the C.E.Z. Committee, in view of the

new C.M.S. staff of women, withdrew from Japan, one of their

ladies joining the C.M.S. How the C.M.S. came to employ c.m.s.

women missionaries was explained in Chap. LXXXVIII. Miss ^ '^^'

Katharine Tristram (B.A., Lond.), Miss Anna M. Tapson, and
Miss M. G. Smith, whose offers of service were there mentioned,

sailed in October, 1888. Another lady. Miss Lucy Payne, who
had been sent by the Society to the Agarpara Orphanage in Bengal
in 1884, but who had retired in ill-health, had found her own way
to the more bracing climate of Yezo ; and there she was locally

re-engaged in 1889, and has ever since worked with great self-

denial and often quite alone.

Having once broken the ice, the Committee perceived the

immense importance and value of woman's work in Japan.
Bishop E. Bickersteth wrote urgently about it. " I feel strongly,"

he said, " that the policy of working through clergy only, without

the assistance of lady missionaries, has in the past crippled our

Missions." And since then, Japan has always claimed, and
received, a good share of C.M.S. women. In the six years

1889-94, twenty-two ladies were sent out from England, among
whom should be mentioned Miss Cox, Miss Sander, Miss Nott,

INIiss Kiddell, Miss Kitson, Miss Howard, Miss Bosanquet, Miss
Huhold, Mrs. Harvey. Miss Julius of the C.E.Z.M.S., when that

Society withdrew, joined the C.M.S. ; and so did Mrs. Goodall.

Mrs. Edmonds, her husband dying in 1889, continued in Japan as

a most useful missionary. Miss Laurence of Mid China was
transferred to Japan. Two ladies were sent thither by the newly-
formed New Zealand Church Missionary Association ; one of

whom. Miss Delia Iris Hunter-Brown, the daughter of a gentleman
who had long held a leading position in both the civil and the

ecclesiastical life of the Colony, was the first-fruits of the visit

of the C.M.S. Australasian Deputation to the town of Nelson.
Another lady, Miss Holland, went out from England as a free-

lance, but worked in the C.M.S. Mission with unsurpassed energy.
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Part IX. This made thirty-tlireo in tlio seven years, 1888-9-4, besides the
1882^95. iH-.E.S. hxdies.
Chiip^l)7.

]^/[-gg j^_ Tristram's original otler for Japan was in connexion

Miss K. with the plans before-mentioned of Professor Toyama. An
Tristram. Institute had been started at Osaka for the better education of

Japanese ladies, in wliich Miss Hamilton and some American

ladies found a promising sphere for occasional work ; and the

Japanese Committee offered the principalship to Miss Tristram.

But neither the C.E.Z.M.S. nor C.M.S. favouredthe idea of a

missionary being in the employment of a non-Christian committee;

and after some unsuccessful negotiations, Miss Tristram offered

herself definitely for C.M.S. work, and was appointed Principal

Bp. Poole of the Bishop Poole Memorial Girls' School. The new permanent

sJhooi. buildings for this School were opened in March, 1890. The work
in it, from the first, had the manifest blessing of God. Both

Christian and Heathen girls were received ; and year by year

some of the Heathen embraced Christ. Most useful, too, proved
Bible-

_
a Home for the training of Japanese Bible-women, of which Miss

Homl"'^ Cox became the head. Most of the otlicr ladies were engaged in

evangelistic work at various stations.

The year 1890—the great year mentioned in other chapters

—

New saw a good reinforcement of clergymen sent to Japan, six

me'^:^' Cambridge men and one from Islington (H. L. Bleby). Of the

six, one, Horace McC. E. Price, son of W. S. Price of Nasik and

Frere Town, had already been in West Africa, but was transferred

to Japan on account of his health. The other five were new men,

viz., James Hind, curate of Ah Souls', Langham Place; C. T.

Warren, son of the Archdeacon ; David Marshall Lang, a clergy-

man of five years' standing, son of the C.M.S. Lay Secretary;

Sidney Swann, also of five years' standing, and a well-known

rowing man, having been one of the Cambridge Eight in his day

;

and Barclay Fowell Buxton, son of Mr. T. Powell Buxton of

Easneye, and grandson of the first baronet. In the same year,

the Rev. A. F. Chappell and Mr. C. Nettleship, both of whom had

been school-teachers in the employ of the Japanese Government,

were engaged by the Society locally in Japan. Altogether, in

that year, 1890, eight clergymen, the wives of four of them, one

layman, and eight single ladies, were added to the staff. But in

the next four years, only three new men came on to the roll : one

of them another son of Archdeacon Warren.
Barclay Mr. Barclay Buxton's offer was a particularly interesting one.

mssi^o^n^at It was to take a small party out at his own charges, and under-
Matsuye. take the entire charge of a district. The place fixed upon was

Matsuye, the out-station in Western Hondo, where there was

already a nucleus of some forty Christians ; and that district Mr.

Buxton has worked ever since, with many tokens of God's bless-

ing, and a yearly increase of the little community. In 1893

he was joined by the Eev. R. H. Consterdine, a clergyman of

seven years' standing, son of the Vicar of Alderley Edge. But
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Mr. Buxton's influence has by no means been confined to his own Part IX.

immediate sphere of labour. From the first, it was generally 1882-95.

recognized that God w^as using him for the deepening of the ^W- 97.

spiritual life of Christians, both English and Japanese, missionaries His wider

not excepted ; and though his methods were not liked by all, and influence,

his teaching was decidedly unwelcome to some of the American
Congregationalists and others who held rather "broad" views of

inspiration and of the deity and atonement of Christ, yet none
could refuse to see that his words at various gatherings of the
missionaries and Native Christians were spoken in the power of

the Holy Ghost. Within a month or two of his first arrival, he
was holding meetings for the Doshisha students, with results in

conversions that astonished everybody.'''

In 1890 a Boys' High School at Osaka, known to the Japanese other

as the "Peach Mountain Learning Institution," was begun by ^"j'thelr

Mr. Dunn ; and upon his health failing, Mr. Price took it up, and work,

worked it for several years with marked success. Mr. Hind and
Mr. Bleby eventually went southward to Kiu-shiu, and Mr. Lang
northward to Yezo ; while Mr. C. T. Warren and Mr. Swann
remained in Hondo, the latter taking charge of Fukuyama. This
station owed much to the quiet, prayerful work of Miss Hamilton
and Miss Julius, and it was reported in 1891 to be one of the
brightest spots in the Japan Mission. Mr. Nettleship worked
under Mr. Batchelor among the Ainu. Mr. Chappell was already
at Gifu when he joined the Society ; and his coming added that
town to the C.M.S. stations. Mr. Chappell's brother had been
English teacher in the Government High School there, and,
being an earnest Christian, obtained leave to hold Christian
services, on condition that he refrained from attacking Buddlia.
Then he sent for his brother, wdio was a curate in England, and
set him to work, supporting the little Mission himself until the
C.M.S. took it over.

In 1891 Canon Tristram visited Japan, and, being joined there Canon

by his daughter, made an interesting journey through the country and the"
with her. In the same year, the Bishop of Exeter, accompanied

l^e^tg^i'^f
hy Mrs. Bickersteth, and by his daughter who in England works Japan,

the St. Paul's Guild, also w^ent to Japan to see his son the Bishop
there. Both journeys are described in attractive volumes,! which
give some interesting glimpses of the Missions visited, and of

Japanese customs not mentioned in ordinary travellers' books.
Thus Miss Bickersteth mentions particularly noticing at Fukuoka,
in the " Church of Alpha and Omega," " the very polite bows with
which the churchwardens gave out the notices and the people
acknowledged them"—"a custom," she adds, "which is also
observed by my brother and all the clergy in Japan before and
after their sermons." Canon Tristram, referring to the national

* See also liis touching- letter in tlio CM. Gleaner of October, 1891.

t Kduihle^ in Japan, by H. B. Tristram, LL.U., F.R.S. (Religious Tract
Society). Japan as We Saw It, by Miss M. Bickersteth (S. Low & Co.).
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Part IX.
1882-95.

Chap. 97.

pride in the grandeui* of the beautiful mountain Fuji, tells of a
young Japanese clergyman who described the familar text, John iii.

16, as "the Fuji San of the Bible." Let us take two of the

Canon's gi'aphic pictm'es of the actual missionary work he saw.
First, an evangelistic service in a mission-room at Osaka :

—

" In the eviniing I went with Mr. Fy.son, one i>f our pioneer mission-
aries, who was to take the preaching at a mission-room. This was one
kept np hy Miss Holland, who devotes herself, at her own cost, tu
helping mission work. She had argued that in a country where the
people are not familiar with the Sal)hatli-day's rest, there were many
who woidd like to hear something of Chiistianity. hut might be told,
' This is not the preaching night.' and so might delay or forget. But if

there was preaeliing every night, no chance would be missed. She
therefore hired a house close to some markets in a very busy street, put
in a hai'monium. got the place new matted, hung bright pictures of the
Religious Tract Society all round the walls, got a large lantern, project-

ing in front, with the announcement on the transparent paper on one
side, ' Teaching of Christ to-niglit." and on the other were de^iicted a

cross and a crown. She engaged an old woman to look after the place,

and open and liglit it every evening. She gets one or two friends to
help her with the singing, and has managed to secure a preacher, native
or foreign, lay or cleric, every evening for months.

" For some time, when the venture was first started, the noise and
jeering sometimes almost stopped the preacher. But that phase, in-

evitable at the beginning of every such work, had neai'ly passed over.

When we arrived we found the three matted rooms packed full, and a

crowd standing ten deep in the street. After a hymn started by two
English ladies, Mr. Fyson, standino- at the edge of the room, held the
people for over half an hour by what seemed to me a torrent of eloquence
as he spoke of the Pentecost. Texts on the subject, painted in great
letters on kakemonoa, were hving in front, so that all could read."

And next a Confii-mation Service at Nagoya, a station occupied by
a Canadian clergyman, Mr. Eobinson, of whom more presently :

—

" On Sunday morning we had a walk of two miles to the house used as

a church, which is simply an ordinary house in a busy street. Passing
through the outer apartment, all took off their shoes. The next room
was the vestry, and beyond it the church, consisting of three rooms
thrown into one, with the communion table at the further end, where
the paper walls had been removed, so that the church opened on the
pretty little garden behind. The congregation consisted of rather less

than thirty adults and a Sundaj'-school of about a dozen children.

Chairs were found for Mrs. Robinson and myself, but every one else sat

on the floor, while the bishop in full robes officiated in stocking feet.

" We began with the Confirmation Service. Six converts were con-

firmed, one of them a leading lawyer, another a man of education who
was to be a catechist. The bishop gave the address before the service,

and Holy Communion followed, of course all in Japanese, which, though
I could not understand, yet was able to follow, an advantage of a liturgy

that I have often felt in foreign lands.
" It was an intensely interesting spectacle, and recalled in imagination

the infant churches in the Acts of the Apostles. The occasion when
St. Paul received into the church Dionysius the Areopagite and the lady
Damaris could not have been very different in its surroundings."
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It was while the Bishop of Exeter was in Japan that the terrible Part IX.

earthquake of October 28th, 1891, took place. He himself and his l>'^82-95.

party had an almost miraculous escape at Osaka." But the effects
^^^P- ^7.

were especial!}' serious at Gifu, which was almost entirely destroyed. Great
Mr. Chappell's devotion in helping the homeless and starving "7^^?"*''°

people there was warmly appreciated by the Japanese. Miss ° ' ^'

Tristram, eager to be of service, hastened to another town greatly Miss k.

damaged, Imao, and worked hard at nursing the injured. Her Jft^^r thT
journal is one of the most touching recitals the Society ever pub- earthquake

lished.f Here is the end of it :

—

" The more I think of that time, the more happy I feel about its having
been such a wonderful time of answered prayer. I asked to be kept well
and able for work, and I was less tired each day I was there. I asked
that the people might be willing for me to nurse' them, and they seemed
to rejoice in niy doing it. I asked that there might not be difficulty
with the officials, and at Imao thoy did nothing but help in every way
they could. I asked that abundant opportunity might be given for
telling the people of the Saviour, and that the Word inight be received
by them, and never have I had such opportunities tlnust upon me, nor
found hearts that seemed so ready. I asked that all might go well in
the School dui-ing my absence, and things have never gone more smoothly.
I don't know when I have felt my weakness and want of wisdom more
than when I was there, and never seemed to have such direct guidance
for every day's duties. And it has drawn out my love for these people
more than ever before."

In 1893, a season of blessing was experienced at Tokushima, Blessing
where Mr. Buncombe had laboured for some years in the true spirit fhiL°a

""

of simple dependence upon the power of God. In 1892 he wrote
^

""*'

of decided spiritual growth in the Native Christians, which he
attributed to the Lord answering the earnest supphcations of the
workers at their weekly prayer-meeting. But the Lord works by
means, and often by very humble means ; and Mr. Buncombe
perceived that He liad sent a special blessing through Mrs.
Kubota, the old lady before mentioned, who was appointed that
year to Tokushima as Bible-woman. " Her gi-eat earnestness,
added to her ripe experience in the Christian life, has quickened
the faith of many." Then Miss Eitson wrote of a Japanese
Christian medical man in an outlying village, Dr. Okamoto,
"whose zeal in teaching and preaching Christ was wonderful,"
while "his wife and child were very bright Christians." In the
Week of Prayer, the first week in January, 3893, much blessing Week of

from the Lord was vouchsafed. Of one ' of the meetings Mr. ^i^^^^'
Buncombe thus wrote :

—

" Many again openly confessed their past sins—one as to how he had Spiritual
secretly broken the Sabbath ; another to neglect of prayer and Bible- experi-

reading
;
others to their inconsistent condiK-t at home^ and to never Japanese

'~
Christians.

* Miss M. Bickersteth in her book gives a most graphic acconnt of the
earthquake. Concerning the Bishop of Exeter's sojourn at Osaka, see Arch-
deacon Warren's interesting letter in the C'.J/. Intelligencn- of Januarv. 1892

t Ibid., March, 1892.
"^
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Part IX. bearing witness for their Lord. I was leading the meeting, and felt

1882-95. drawn to ask all who really wished to receive the Holy Spirit in His
Cliap. 97. fulness—to be iilled with the Holy (ithost—to say so, or to signify it by

holding up their hands, jujinting out the promise—the certain promise

—

that He would be given to those who asked. Jt was a solemn time, and
many held up their hands, their real earnestness being <|uite evident
from their whole manner.
"Then one of the catechists said, 'Stop! Before we go any further

will someone tell us their experience of being iilled witli the Spirit!^'

After a pause I was liulto relate briefly the groat blessing I rec(;ived just

ten years before at a small convention for deepening s])iritnal life, in

Camln'idge. I said how I had tried to work for Christ before, and
engaged in district visiting, but how hard I found it, even to often

wishing and s(mietimes fancying on the days I was expecting to visit

that I was unwell and unable to go out, and how I could ncn'er speak
to any one about their souls. Then when I was shown that it was my
])rivilege to be wholly the Lord's for Him to work in me to will and to

do, and to receive Him as an indwelling presence, I gave myself to bo
His, and how all the old exi)eriences went, and work and witness for

Christ became natural and easy.
" Then old Mrs. Kubota spoke, and after that the man who had

said ' Stop,' said, ' That is just what we want,' and then we fell to

praying, and many did in a way they had never done before in faith

receive the Holy Ghost. It was the beginning of a time of great
blessing."

Prayer for Prayer was specially made for unconverted relatives ; and in

verted' the following week, at the suggestion of one of the catechists,
relatives, evangelistic meetings were held expressly for them, and efforts

made to bring them together ; the result being that eighteen

professed to accept Christ as their Saviour. But again we see

how unexpectedly God works : the very man who had made
the suggestion, Ushijima San, received an unexpected blessing

himself :

—

penance.

A cate- " In arranging the preachers for each night, Friday was assigned to

nprfpnrp''' lii^'^ '''"d he Said he would take as his subject, ' The Blood of Christ.' In
thinking over his address he found that he could not testify that his

sins were washed away in the lilood of the Lamb, and he got into a state

of great darkness. On Wednesday evening, after our happy mission

service was over, he told us partly what was passing through his mind,
and rather damped the spirits of some by saying what a want of grave-

ness and solemnity there was about us, and spoke quite in bitterness of

spirit. We spent upwards of an hour and a half or two hours talking

with him and praying for him at his own request. On Thursday his

unhappiness increased, he could do no work, and, very contrary to his

custom, sat silent through all the meeting in the evening, and could not
join in speakiog to inquirers at the close. So when the inquirers had
gone, we again got around him and prayed and spoke to him till 12.->()

or 1 a.m. On Friday morning the light came, and the Spirit showed him
that the blood that Jesus shed on Calvary

—

that very Itlood—was sufticieTit

for the pardt)n of his sins, without any works on his part. In the evening-

he spoke with real power, and gave such clear testimony that many were
showai that they were not resting wholly on Christ for the pardon of their

sins and acceptance with God. The news of this soon spread, and when
he shortly after had occasion to go to Osaka, the .students at the C(,>llege
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(O.M.S.) where he had once been a student came arovnid him and said Part IX.
' Tell us about it ; we are longing for more blessing and assurance.'

"
1882-95.

Chap. 97.

And then the prayer of faith was again answered in a remarkable
way. They were building a new church at Tokushima, a Christian How a

builder at Osaka having the contract. The workmen, in the
^^"rted'.^^

middle of the work, struck for higher wages. Mr. Buncombe
explains that to yield would, in the circumstances of the case, have
been wrong, besides which there was no more money. The men
might have been sued, and compelled to go on ; but it was felt

that this would be damaging to Christ's cause. " The only course

was to pray God so to rule the hearts of the masons that they

should return to work. We prayed, and the builder and overseer

prayed ; and in the end they all came back, and finished the work
without further striking."

These incidents are given here designedly, to remind us all that

the whole work is the work of God, and that He is able to do
exceeding abundantly above all that we ask or think.

It was in the very same years that the seed sown with so much Fruit at

patience and real self-denial among the Ainu aborigines in Yezo '''

Ainu"
suddenly sprang up into an abundant harvest. On August 11th, Mission.

1893, Mr. Batchelor wrote a letter from Sapporo, the town which
is the centre for the Ainu Mission, full of fervent praise. In ten

years there had only been nine Ainu baptisms. In the first half

of 1893 there were 171, and 200 catechumens were under instruc-

tion. "We have let down the nets into deep waters," the letter

ran, " and they are full." The blessing had chiefly fallen upon
Piratori, the principal Ainu settlement, and although Chief Penri

was "a worse drunkard than ever," "every woman in Piratori Even Ainu

had accepted Christ as her Saviour." This was all the more ^rayi^ng.

remarkable because the Ainu women had never been allowed

to join in any religious observances—such as they were. "Just
think," wrote Batchelor, " of old women over seventy years of age,

now for the first time in their lives praying—and praying to Jesus

only !" No doubt 171 converts out of 16,000—the number of the

aborigines—sounds but a small fraction ; but let us rather think

of the patient missionary going in and out among the barbarous

people, as truly they are, and counting 171 individuals whom he

had been privileged to bring one by one to the Lord. That is the

way to reckon missionary results ; not by statistical totals.

In the following year, 123 more of the Ainu were baptized,

belonging to seventeen villages ; and in the next three years 260

more, all adults—the children being additional. It need scarcely

be said that so large and sudden an ingathering brought the French Romanist

Eomanist missionaries to the district ; and one of their devices, i"'^^^'°"-

literally, was to tell the people that Mr. Batchelor's name signified

in English an unmarried man, and therefore he had no right

* A graphic journal of a tour among Ainu villages, by Miss Howard, in

the CM. Gleaner of May, 1893, gives a good idea of the kind of work.

VOL. III. li r
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Part IX. to a wife !

='= Mr. Nettlesliip, the schoolmaster before mentioned,

pf^^qv'
C'Trried on an industrial school for Ainu boys, and in the holidays

'''^^'

he and his wife and two children itinerated in gipsy fashion,

travelling in "a farm-cart, roofed in with bamboo and canvas, in

which were stored the childi'en, a calico tent and other gipsy
accompaniments, and a very small baby-organ "—in which they

Eagerness joui'neyed 300 miles and held forty-five meetings. The eagerness
ofthe Amu.

^^^^^ ^^ ^^iq people to hear the Gospel is illustrated by one experi-

ence of Mr. Batchelor's. He arrived at a village in the evening
after walking sixteen miles :

—

" Thirty Ainu c;imo at uine o'clock for an address and prayer-meeting-.
As soon as that was over, preparations were made for retirini^-, hut lo ! at
ten o'clock another party, consisting; of twelve! Aiint, presented them-
selves for the meeting. As they liad come fi-om a ncighlxnuing village,

a mile away, there was nothing for it hnt to start afresh and hold a
sec(md meeting for them. This heing iinished rest was again sought;
hnt not yet! foi- another company of nine appeai'ed on the scene at
1 1 p.m., and a third meeting liad to 1)e lu^ld to satisfy them. Strange as
it may seem, one never feels tired on such occasions, and though sleep at
those times wants hut little wooing, one never feels the worse for the
exertion of getting up the next morning."

On May 13th, 1895, the first regular Ainu church, a wooden
building at Piratori, was opened, to the delight of the people.
But their pleasure is not in externals only. In nothing has the
genuineness of their Christianity been more strikingly manifested

Ainu than in the complete change in the converts' thoughts about death,

ib^ou"^ wdiich is terribly dreaded by the x\inu. Four or five earnest Ainu
death. Christians died quite peacefully, and even brightly, in 1894-5 ; and

this caused the greatest surprise among their Heathen neighbours.
The very smile on the face of one after his death, a man whose
baptismal name was Petros, made a deep impression on them.

Scriptures.
^^^- ^atchelor has translated the whole New Testament, and

' some portions of the Old, and parts of the Prayer-book, into the
Ainu tongue. Japanese translations have also been industriously

Japanese proceeded with. The complete Japanese Bible, printed and bound,
was solemnly presented "from the whole Church of Christ in

America and England to the Japanese nation," by the veteran
translator. Dr. J. C. Hepburn, on February 3rd, 1888.t The
C.M.S. missionaries worked at other translations. For example,

chJfJtian
^^^' ^^""^ produced a Japanese version of Trench On the Parables,

books. and Mr. Hutchinson one of Dale's Atonement; while Mr. Fuller
did a humbler but not less useful service by translating Mr. Barnes-
Lawrence's little book on Infant Baptism "and Mr. A. J. Eobinson's
Church Catechism Explained, and Miss Riddell by issuing a

* Mr. Batchelor had married a sister of the Rev. W. Andrews.
t See_ a striking article by the brilliant American writer. Dr. W. E.

Griffis, in the Missionary Review of the World, reprinted in the CM. Intelli-
gencer of September, 1892. Dr. Griffis mentions among those who had taken
part in the great work, Mr. Piper and Mr. Fyson of the C.M.S., and Arch-
deacon Shaw and Mr. Wright of the S.P.G.
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Japanese Dalhj Lhjht. The opinions of the Japanese language Part IX.

formed by lady missionaries—usually good at linguistic studies— 1882-95.

are worth noting. In one year's reports we find Miss Jackson t^' "•

writing of it as " simply and absolutely appalling "; Miss Cockram,
as " beautiful and baffling "; Miss Allen, as " very fascinating, and
illustrating in many ways the character of the people."

In 1894 the war between China and Japan broke out. Of the Work

campaign itself this History need not speak ; but of the oppor- j^panMe
tunities it afforded for Christian work much might be said. From ?°'diers

, *-'
,

in tne
the Island of Yezo alone, fifty Japanese Christian soldiers belong- China war.

ing to the Sei-Kokwai went to the war ; and Mr. Andrews saw
every one of them personally, and gave each one a Testament and
an address. He also obtained leave from the general, a strict

Buddhist, to give Testaments to the non-Christian soldiers from
that island ; and the general himself accepted a Bible. The
Clixistians joined in a Communion Service before sailing, and
marched away singing "Onward, Christian soldiers." At Hiro-

shima, on the Inland Sea, which was the headquarters of the

army, and where the Emperor himself lived for the time, " dining,

sleeping, doing business, in one room," there were quite one
hundred officers, doctors, nurses, and privates, who were not only
professing Christians but " zealous light-bearing servants of the

Lord Jesus." The Genevan Eed Cross, emblazoned on the arms
of Heathen men and women, and on large white flags waving over

Buddhist temples used as hospitals, seemed a significant token of

the future triumph of the Cross of Christ. Eight representatives

of various Christian Churches were appointed by the Government
to accompany the army, and among these was the Eev. D. Totaro Rev. d. t.

Terata, one of the three first Native clergymen connected with the Xkh\he
Society. Of his work during the campaign Mr. C. T. Warren J^Pf^J^^-^

wrote :

—

army.

" The object of sending these men (who went in three parties) was to
encourage the Christian soldiers in the midst of their many hardships, to

teach the Gospel, and also in other ways, as far as possible, to minister to

the wants of the soldiers in general. Mr. Terata was very well received
wherever he went, and the results of his work will, I believe, be far-

reaching. At one of the places he visited he met with a very hearty
reception from an officer and five privates, all Christians ! the officer

proving to be one who, in the early days of my dear father's work in

Osaka, had been for a while in the theological class. Having spent
several hours with them, Mr. Terata ordered his horse (the Government
had supplied him with horse, servant, and rations), in order to get back
to his temporary place of abode before nightfall, but his friends pressed
him to spend the night with them, saying they could not spare God's
messenger so soon, and that they would gladly share their rations and
blankets with him. Having yielded to their request and spent the night
with them, he condxicted morning prayers and was about to leave, when
one of the men stepped forward and presented him with a small packet
of money towards his travelling expenses, saying that it was their united
oftei-ing to God for having sent him to cheer and encourage them in their

R r 2
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loneliness. On opening the packet he found it contuined no less than

h^ yen, or abont \'2s., a consiclerable sum when it is borne in uiind that,

apart from the olhcer, the live men were not receiving more than l^r/. or

)1<1. each per diem.
'' On other occasions, Mr. Terata would go amongst the connnon soldiers,

giving them stamps and postcards, and himself writing the letters, &c.,

for those who could not do so for themselves. After an absence of some

two months, Mr. Terata returned to Hiroshima, and since then has

succeeded in renting a suitable preaching-room in a new situation (the

former one being required by the landlord for business purposes), whither

many of the men returning from the field find their way, and it was only

on my recent visit there in ])ecember that I met a sergeant-major of

artillery (who had been baptized by the Rev. J. Williams in Tokio) who,

being full of zeal for souls, was assisting Mr. Terata in his work of

preaching the Gospel, and, being in full luiiform, his addresses were

listened to with more than ordinary attention."

And the Christian soldiers, tlirough tlie grace of (lod, won
golden opinions. Here is one, from the (Heathen) connnandant

of the Fukuoka district :

—

" I have just returned from Port Arthur. I am not a believer myself,

but I have noted amongst the troops the; good condiu't of those who are

Christians—the (]uiet, fearless way in which they go bravely into battle,

and the orderly, collected way in which theyb(!ar tliemselves afterwards,

free from excitement prejudicial to discipline. T think it would be a

good thing for the army if all became Christians."

The patriotism manifested by the people was remarkable—

-

"not unworthy of emulation by the loyal subjects of Christ in

the prosecution of the (spiritual) war which He has entrusted

to them." Miss McClenaghan, B.A. (now Mrs. Horace Warren),

wrote :

—

" An old man, a few days ago, heard of the death of his only son in ojio

of the battles. Instead of mourning, he looked so proud and hapjiy that

every one asked what was the matter. ' My son has given his life

for his country,' was his answer. A few weeks ago our mathematical

master was called away with the first reserves, and some of our teachers

went to sympathize with his widowed mother. ' You must not sympa-

thize, you must congratulate me on having even one son to send to

Corea,' was her remarkl In the broiling heat of summer, a largo

Japanese firm in Tokio Hueit each one of its cviployes a sen every time they

remarked on the heat, because ' their brothers in Corea had far worse

heat to endure and did not complain.' The money went to the war."

x^ter the war, very interesting work was done among invalided

soldiers. Three of the C.M.S. ladies, Miss Howard, Miss

Bosanquet, and Miss Jackson, lodging during their hoHday in a

Buddhist temple at a health resort in the mountains, found some

1200 such men in the villages close by, and had a remarkable

time of quiet missionary work amongst thera.''= In consequence

of the importance of Hiroshima as a great military centre, it was

determined to occupy it as a regular station, and Miss Sander

* See the joint letter of the three ladies, in Ihe CM. Gleaner of Febmary
1896.
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and Miss Bosanquet went there in February, 1896, the Rev. J. Part IX.

Williams following later in the year.* 1882-95.

In 1892, Bishop Edward Bickersteth set himself to visit every <='^^97.

station and out-station of the Anglican Missions in Japan, and Bishop e.

successfully accomplished his purpose.t But the journeys over a
ft'e'th^'^'

diocese larger in area than the British Isles, and with its extremities proposes

2000 miles apart, led him to the conviction that Japan now needed bilh^ps!

more bishops if episcopal supervision was to be a reality. In the
following year he came to England, and consulted the Archbishop
of Canterbury and the Societies on the subject. His plan was
that as the C.M.S. was the only Church Society at work in the
southern and northern Islands, Kiu-shiu and Yezo, it should
provide stipends for a bishop for each, and submit names for the c.m.s. to

Archbishop's appointment ; while he himself would retain, for two''°"
a while, the central Islands of Hondo and Shikoku. This plan bishoprics,

both the Archbishop and the Society approved ; and the C.M.S.
Committee, moreover, renewed, by an unanimous vote, the grant
to Bishop Bickersteth's own stipend, which would otherwise have
lapsed, according to the original conditions, if he ceased to be the
only bishop in Japan.
The Society—or rather a small confidential sub-committee

appointed for the purpose—had now, according to Archbishop
Benson's ordinary rule at that time, to submit to him two names
for each of the two new bishoprics. Out of one pair of names he
at once selected that of Mr. Evington, one of the Society's oldest Bishop

missionaries in Japan, who was duly consecrated bishop for Kiu- Khi^fhru.'

shiu, together with Mr. Tugwell for Western Equatorial Africa, on
Sunday, March 4th, 1894. It proved much more difficult to pro-
vide a man for the other bishopric. Pour times the Archbishop
offered the post, and four times it was declined. In consequence
of these repeated failures, the scheme slept for a time ; and
it was not until 1896 that Mr. Fyson, at last, was appointed Bishop

bishop for Yezo, or rather for Hokkaido, the official name of the Hokkaido,
division of Japan' comprising the Island of Yezo and smaller
islands near it. He was consecrated on St. Peter's Day in that
year. The appointments of both Bishops Evington and Fyson
were received with great satisfaction by the Japanese Christians,
who were a little restless under a regime that gave the Archbishop
of Canterbmy power to nominate bishops for their Church, but
who were quite content when they found men chosen who had
lived and worked among them for twenty years. Further develop-
ments in the Episcopate of Japan will appear in another chapter.

The prospect of the early adoption by Japan of the Christian
Eeligion has faded away of late years ; and missionary progress stiu slow

has been very much slower. Some causes of this have been
p''°^''^^^-

* See Miss Bosanqnet's letter iii tlie CM. Oleaner of Noveinbev, 1897.
t His interestiuy Report to tlie C.M.S. on its stations appeared in the

CM. InteU'iyencei- of April, 1893.
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Part IX. referred to above. No doubt we all indulged unduly in bright

p^^^~Q7 'ii^'6'm^s. After all, forty thousand adult Protestant Christians in a
^P" population of forty millions, together with nearly twice that num-

ber attached to the Eoman and Greek Churches, leave 399 out of

every 400 persons still outside the pale of even nominal Christianity.

But meanwhile, the Missions are gathering out God's elect one by
one. There is nuich to encourage faith and hope. For example,
take Mr. Pole's analysis of the eighty students who had entered

Holy Trinity Divinity College at Osaka in the twelve years ending
logical July, 1896.'^' Eighteen had left without completing their course,

four had died, three were exercising good Christian influence in

secular life (a railway manager, a doctor, and a lawyer), ten had
been ordained, thirty-seven were working well as catechists, &c
and eight were still students. Thankworthy also is the character

Character of many of the Christians. " The maiority of our inquirers,"
ofTananese • .

Christians. wHtes Mr. Pole, " are brought to conviction of the truth and power
of Christianity by their observation and experience of the changed
and consistent lives of their converted relatives and friends." And
one of the missionaries wrote in 1896 :

—

" The Native Christians have been a wonderful help to me in my own
spiritual life. Never have I seen more whole-hearted consecration, more
utter selflessness and ' other-worldliness,' more evident tokens of the
indwelling power of the Holy Ghost, than I have seen in the last year
in some of my Japanese brothers."

In a nucleus like that, of truly consecrated servants of Christ,

lies the hope of Christianity in Japan.

* III his able concluding chapter to the tiiird edition of the Society's Ijoolc,

Japan and the Japan Mission.



CHAPTER XCVIII.

The Red Indian Missions : Patterns of Zeal and
Triumphs of Grace.

C.M.S. and the N.-W. Canada Dioceses—New Dioceses and Bishops

—

C.M.S. Missions, in Rupert's Land, Saskatchewan, the Arctic
Regions, Moosonee—Sim, Stringer, Lofthouse, Peck—The Bible
among the Red Indians.

North Pacific Mission—Difficulties with Duncan—Duncan's Departure
—Bishop Ridley and his Indians—Kitkatla—Conversion of Sheuksh
—The Christians of Aiyansh—Women Missionaries—Death of
Mrs. Ridley.

'' If I take the wings of the morning, and dv)ell in the uttermost pai-ts of the
sea ; even there shall Thy hand lead me."—Ps. cxxxix. 9, 10.
" Sitting at thvfeet ofJesus, clothed, and in his right mind."— St. Luke viii. 3.j.

^
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Part IX. to the Church Missionary Society. In New Zealand, as explained
1882-95. jj-, Chap. XCV., the Society has been able to reduce its expenditure

P" year by year, and gradually to throw the Maori Mission upon local

resources. The same general plan was designed by Mr. Fenn,
who framed it, for the Eed Indian Missions—those, that is, in the

Ecclesiastical Province of Eupert's Land, and leaving aside those

in British Columbia ; but the result has been quite different. The
Colonial population of Eupert's Land, that is, of Manitoba and the

great Saskatchewan Plain, are not yet able to do much for the

Indians, and the Indians are quite unable to support their own
religious ordinances as the Maoris partly do ; while the wealthy
and flourishing Colonies of Eastern Canada have by no means
risen to the duty of caring for the Indians of the Dominion,—the

help they do give being given, not to relieve the C.M.S. but to

c.M.s. supplement its grants. The Society's expenditure, therefore, upon

ture^rn
'' those parts of Eupert's Land which are gradually being colonized

N.-w. is more than double what it is in New Zealand, although the
Canada.

Indians are fewer in number. And then the more northern dis-

tricts of Moosonee, Athabasca, &c., are mainly dependent on the

Society, and draw a still larger amount from its funds ; so that it

spends upon North-West Canada five times what it spends upon
New Zealand.

Nevertheless, Mr. Fenn's scheme was applied to these Missions

to this extent, that, over and above the maintenance of certain

bishops (now four), and of the Society's missionaries sent out from
Reductions England, a lump grant has been given to each diocese yearly, to

grants.'
" usc in its own way—of course for Indian work ; and it was

arranged that in the southern dioceses, where local resources

might be looked for, this grant should be annually reduced. ]5iit

the small reduction—which of course applied only to the lump
grant—has repeatedly had to be suspended in response to earn(!st

appeals from the bishops. A widely-current statement, therefore,

both in England and in Canada, that the C.M.S. is " withdrawing
"

its aid, is quite incorrect. The Society is still spending more
than £12,000 a year upon the North-West Missions, besides

£6000 in British Columbia. Moreover the number of men of

its own providing from England (including three bishops), and
for whom therefore it is separately responsible, is exactly the

same as when the period under review began, in 1883, which was
just about the time when Mr. Fenn's scheme was put in force.

Although only one clergyman has been sent out, J. W. Tims,
and he in the first year of the period, laymen have been sent,

some of whom have subsequently been ordained in the country.
Increased But the missionary staff as a whole has much increased, partly

owing to the grants being well used in the support of men engaged
on the spot, most of them alumni of St. John's College, Winni-
peg ; and partly to several men having been sent from Eastern
Canada, some being supported by the Canadian Church Mis-
sionary Association. In 1883 there were twenty-five English or
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Colonial clergymen, one layman, and seven ordained Indians ; Part IX.

there are now forty-nine English or Colonial clergymen, five
pf^'^^qu'

laymen, and eleven ordained Indians. '

^^^'

The work, therefore, has been consideralily extended since 1882
;

and this is largely due, just as the development in the previous

decade was due, to Bishop Machray's plans. The division of his

vast diocese into four in 1872-4 was a great step forward ; but the

four have since become eight, all in one Province under him as

Metropolitan. In 1883-4 a new diocese of Qu'Appelle '' was New
carved out of Eupert's Land and Saskatchewan, and a new
diocese of Mackenzie Eiver out of Athabasca. To Qu'Appelle was
appointed the Hon. and Eev. A. J. E. Anson. Bishop Bompas
of Athabasca took the remoter and more inhospitaljle division of

his diocese, Mackenzie Eiver ; and to the southern division, which
retained the name of Athabasca, was appointed the Eev. E. Young,

y' ui°^
C.M.S. missionary at Eed Eiver. Then in 1887 the new diocese

of Calgary was carved out of Saskatchewan, the latter at the same
time receiving the lower basin of the river of that name from
Eupert's Land diocese. The energetic Bishop of Saskatchewan,
Dr. McLean, had lately died from the effects of an accident, and
he was succeeded by Bishop Pinkham, who took the title of Bishop

Saskatchewan and Calgary, the latter diocese, though to be
separately organized, not being yet provided with a bishop of

its own. Then, in 1891, Bishop Bompas's diocese was further

divided, he taking the newly-formed diocese of Selkirk, on the
borders of Alaska, while the remainder of Mackenzie Eiver was
given to a new bishop, W. D. Eeeve, one of the C.M.S. missionaries Bishop

in those regions who had for some time been Archdeacon. In ^^^'^s-

approving the nomination of Mr. Eeeve, Archbishop Benson wrote,

characteristically :

—

"We must thank our Heavenly Father for putting it into the hearts of Archbp.

such men to devote themselves to such distant wildernesses for His love ^^"new°"
and love of His people, and pray that they may have all grace for such bishops,

difficult tasks. I fully assent to the nomination."

The Provincial Synod for the whole Province of Eupert's Land, |''°^'^*^,'|8

held at Winnipeg in August, 1887, was especially interesting to

the Church Missionary Society on account of the presence of Mr.
Wigram. His tour round the Mission-fields was nearly finished.

The Eed Indian Missions were the last he saw—or rather, of

which he had a glimpse, for it was only a few of them that he
could reach, and even this only because the Canadian Pacific Eail-

way was now available. At the invitation of Bishop Machray he
preached the sermon at the opening of the Synod,f and also

spoke at conferences and meetings. Four episcopal visitors also

took part. Bishop Thorold of Eochester from England, Bishop

* This diocose was at iirst. called Assiiiiboia, but the name was altered
after a few months.

I See Q.M. Intelligencer, October, 1887.
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Part IX. Baldwin of Huron from Eastern Canada, and the Bishops of
1882-95. Minnesota and Dakota from the United States. Of the bishops
Chap. 98. q£ ^j^g Province five attended, Machray, Horden, Young, Anson,

and Pinkham. Bishop Bompas was too far off ; to be present

would have taken him from his work for a year. But what
wonderful progress did such an assembly imply !

There was another circumstance at that Synod which significantly

marked the development of the Church in Eupert's Land. The
Archdn. Prolocutor of the Lower House was again Archdeacon Cowley. If
Cowley . .

Prolocutor, the reader will refer back to our Twenty-fourth Chapter, he will be

reminded how young Abraham Cowley, forty-six years before, had
tried in vain to get to Eed Eiver through Canada, and had been
obliged to return to England and go out again by the annual ship

to York. Now, in his old age, he presided over an assembly of

clergy and laity, and represented them before nine bishops And
then, exactly a month later, on September 11th, he was called

His death, away to liis heavenly rest, and the news was known in England
by telegraph on the next day.

One more ecclesiastical development must be noticed. In 1893,

at the first General Synod of the Church for the whole of Canada,
Two arch- a step was taken, unprecedented since the Eeformation. Two
CcTnada.

°^ Arclibislioprics were created. The title was conferred upon the

Metropolitans of the two Ecclesiastical Provinces of (Eastern)

Canada and Eupert's Land, Bishop Lewis of Ontario and Bishop
Machray ; and the latter was further elected Primate of the whole
Church. At that General Synod a constitution was approved
which left the Province of Eupert's Land the right to appoint its

own bishops independently of the other Province of (Eastern)

Canada,—subject, however, to a privilege previously accorded to

the Church Missionary Society, of nominating to the bishoprics

for which it provides the episcopal stipend. The first opportunity

the Provincial Synod of Eupert's Land had of exercising its right

was when Bishop Burn, who had succeeded to the see of

Qu'Appelle on the resignation of Bishop Anson, died, in 1896.

The choice of the Synod fell upon the Dean of Eupert's Land,
Bishop ]yj^. Grisdale, formerly a C.M.S. missionary. He was an

Islington man, sent to India in 1870, but, his health failing

there, sent to North-West Canada in 1873. In 1876 he retired

from the Society's missionary ranks, and became Professor of

Theology at St. John's College, Winnipeg, and Examining
Chaplain to Bishop Machray. In 1882 he was appointed

Dean ; and his twenty years' valuable service to the Church in

the Colony was justly acknowledged by his election to the

vacant bishopric. One other change in the episcopate will be

noticed presently,

^•l^?- Let us now glance at the C.M.S. Missions in the various
Missions. o

dioceses.
Diocese of I. In the mother diocese of Eupert's Land the work among the

Land. Indians had become mainly pastoral ; the clergy, Natives of the
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country (white or Indian), ministering to Indian congregations Part IX.

at the various settlements. Archdeacon Phair, who succeeded 1882-95.

Cowley in both the archdeaconry and the local C.M.S. secretary-
Chap^98.

ship, sent a full and detailed report upon all the stations in 1894, Archdn.

which gave much cause for encouragement and thanksgiving.
J^sj/^ony

Let us take two or three illustrations. First regarding St. Peter's,

the old Indian Settlement on Eed Eiver noticed in former

chapters :

—

" If I might be allowed to look at this Mission alone, in the light of

the last thirty years, what an overwhelming argument we have here in

the intercist of Christian Missions ! The utter absence in this large

sphere of work of polygamy, of medicine ceremony, of Indian craft and
vice, of idleness and begging, the birch-bark tent giving place to tlu; concerning

neatlv-constructed cottage : instead of snaring anil angling for food, Q!f./,"^'?"»

ample provision made for the long winter ; msteatl or rabtut-skins and
other Indian garments, men and women clothed in European costume;
l)ro;id acres cultivated, and modern facilities employed to lessen tlie

labour; the Indian drum and the conjurer's dance have given way to a

beautiful organ in a substantial church
;

quarrellings and bickerings

hushed int(j a holy calm as men and women by the hundred kneel around
the Holy Table to commemorate the love of a common Lord."

Then of Fairford, the station originally founded by Abraham and

Cowley in his earlier days :

—

" I have heard what these people were, I have seen what they are—the

change is simply marvellous—a large community of truly devoted mmi
and women worshipping God in spirit and in truth, man}' of whom were
steeped in sin and vice. Surel}' this change can he attributed only to

the power of tlie Gospel. The Fairford Mission will stand a witness and
a living monument in this land of the power and the success of Missions
to these Red men."

Then of Lansdowne, on Winnipeg River—concerning which Mr.
^"^J;'^"^

Edmund Wigram's Journal gave a graphic and entertaining

account. It was the very last of all the Missions he and his

father saw. Archdeacon Phair wTote :

—

"When I first went among them, a number of drunken Indians
surrounded the little shanty in which I lived. ]n their wild and liideous

shouts, they asked for food and other things of which 1 liad but little.

One of them shot my dog close by me— others broke my windows— they
all agreed I had better leave, as I was likely to disturb tlunr religion.

Here, if anywhere, tlie strong man armed kept his palace. Noisy
Indians by day, the conjuring drum by night, made me fetl 1 was Mlieie

Satan's seat was. Once in a while ] would have a visit from a conjurer
with four or five wives. The night of heathen darkness was indeed
dense, but in God's good time the light came. One after another was
brought in, and it was only last sumini'r the last remaining Heathen
yielded to the iuHueiice of the blessed Gospel. On the very place where
for more than h;df a century the conjurer's tent had been erected, I was
asked to kneel down and pra}' by a number of the very men and women
who, more than twenty years before, had come to the Mission in their
paint and feathers to make trouble. The large and beautiful church,
erected largily by the Indians themselves, is filled from time to time
with the very men and women who hated its very name in j'ears gone

downe.
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Part IX. by. If tlie efforts of the Society had acconiplislied no moi'e in this

1882-95. country than simply transforming tliis wilderness of Heathenism into the

Chap. 98. happy, prosperous Christian counnnnity that it is now, I am convinced

the S(-)ciety wouhl be more than amply repaid. There is not a conjurer,

not a polyi,'amist, not a medicine-man in the whoh* i)laco. T\vt;lve miles

of a beautiful river, with houses on either side, gardens cultivated,

churches and school-lu)Uses along its banks, and the Sabbath observed

in a way that might well be an example to white people in older lands."

The Indian clergyman at this place the Archdeacon describes

as "a devoted Christian man, not too big for his work, practical

in every sense of the word. He can build the church himself, and
preach a good sermon in it when it is done." Another of the

James Indian clergy must be mentioned, James Settee, one of the boys
Settee. under West's instruction when the Kupert's Land Mission was

commenced in 1822, ordained by Bishop Anderson in 1853,

released from regular work in 1884, but still witnessing for his

Lord and Master in advanced age in 1899. His son, J. R. Settee,

was ordained in 1885, and is Pastor of Cumberland. Sometimes

the chief of a tribe acts as its minister in the old patriarchal

fashion. Thus at Islington, the station founded with Mrs. Landon's
£1000,-'' the chief, David Landon (evidently named after her), was
in spiritual as well as in secular charge in 1888. On one occasion

this man w^as sent for by a Canadian Government Commissioner
An Indian to attend a council on Indian matters on a Sunday. " No," said

the^Lord's I't), " the Chief in Heaven says No, and so do I." A peremptory
^^y- message was sent to him to come at once. "I must not," said

he; "we are under command already, and must obey the Head
Chief of all, who says. Keep this day holy." Similar to this inci-

dent was the complaint of an American traveller, Colonel Gilder,

who was at the head of an expedition towards the North Pole, that

he could not get away from York Fort before Christmas (188G),

because his Indian guides would not leave till after the Christmas

Communion.
II. In the diocese of Qu'Appelle the C.M.S. has only one station.

Diocese of It is morc helped by the S.P.G. In the diocese of Saskatchewan,
Saskatche-

^^^ -^.^ Rupcrt's Land, the work is to a large extent pastoral, con-

siderable Indian Christian communities being ministered to by

the " native " clergy—^" native " in both senses, belonging both to

the Colonial and to the Indian population ; some of whom have

been trained under Archdeacon J. A. Mackay, a valued clergyman

of mixed descent, at Emmanuel College, Prince Albert. The only

English missionary is Mr. Hines, at Devon, who travels up and

down the great river Saskatchewan in the steam-launch for which

friends gave him money when he w^as last at home. The Christian

Indians in this diocese remained firm in their loyalty to the Queen
when the rebellion of the French half-breeds under Riel, in 1885,

Mr. caused much alarm. In 1891, Mr. Baring-Gould, on his tour to

]?'*'"',"?' visit the Missions, passed through these great territories by the

'"^'*"
* See Vol. II., p. 319.
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Canadican Pacific Eailway ; and one of the country-born clergy, Part IX.
J. E. Matbeson, wrote :

—

'

1882-95.

" My having meb and heard Mr. Baring-Gould has been a source of
^^^^' ^^^'

strength and blessing to me ever since. I do not look at the C.M.S. now
as some great corporation that pays us money to do something, but
rather as a fellow-worker and fellow-sympathizer filled with the Holy
Ghost and with power."

III. In the diocese of Calgary the Plain Indians, chiefly of the Diocese of

great Blackfoot nation, are numerous, and there are three C.M.S.
^^^^^""y-

stations among them. Mr. Tims, whom Bishop Pinkham
appointed Archdeacon, Mr. Stocken, and Mr. Swainson, have
laboured for the conversion of this tribe amid much discourage-
ment

; and they have been joined by two clergymen from Eastern
Canada. The Indians on their reserves are so well treated by the
Government, even receiving daily rations, that they have become
lazy, and addicted to passing their time in gambling. Mr. Wi"-ram
spent a day at a place called Blackfoot Crossing, on the Bow Blackfoot
River, and met there several chiefs of the tribe, including the

'^'^^'°"-

head-chief of all, Crowfoot, and Old Sun, Big Plume, White^Pup,
&c. After he had addressed them. Crowfoot replied, saying it was
all good, and recommending his people to send their childi^en to
the school. It was the first time he had viewed the Mission favour-
ably. The fruits, however, have been but small, though lately
Mr. Stocken has written of a more decided movement among the
people. In all these territories the rivalry of the French Roman Romanist
Catholic priests has to be reckoned with. The Government po''cy-

recognizes certain Indian reserves as their sphere, and other
reserves as the Protestant sphere ; but the priests have sometimes
neglected the Heathen in the former to attack the Christians in
the latter. One of them offered an old woman and her daughter a
dollar apiece to be allowed to re-baptize them. Mr. Wigram saw
a picture distributed by them, showing Luther and Mohammed
going down to hell together. It must be added that the Canadian
Baptists arc also complained of in the matter of re-baptizing.

IV. Another hard part of the Red Indian field has been the
diocese of Athabasca, in which Bishop Young has laboured with Diocese of
unfailmg self-denial for more than fifteen years. The Indian Athabasca.

tribes have not been responsive, and the Roman Catholic influence
is strong. Let the kind of work be illustrated by one incident. In
1888, a Heathen Indian and his wife, at a place sixty miles from
Fort Vermilion on Peace River, having been brought to Christ by
a Christian Indian employed by the Hudson's Bay Company,
Bishop Young walked the sixty miles in mid-winter to baptize
them.

V. The northern diocese of Mackenzie. River, with its daughter Dioceses of
diocese of Selkirk, has been much more fruitful. Although Mr. RiterTnd^and—it must be specially added—Mrs. Spendlove have for "several SeikYrk."

years had a very trying and discouraging sphere of labour on
Great Slave Lake, the Tukudh tribes of the further North have
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Part IX. continued to supply recruits to the Church. From one of these

1882-95. tribes, on the Yukon, bearing the unpronounceable name of

Cliap^J8. Triirkhtsi/ik-kwitchinr good fruits were gathered by Archdeacon

Tuk^ McDonald in 1888, thirty-nine adults being baptized who bad
Mission, learned to read and had the books which his patient labours

have given them. From another tribe, which also had the New
Testament and could read it, having been taught by Tukudli

Christians, came, in the same year, to Mr. Wallis at Rampart

House on Porcupine River, two of their number. These had

journeyed 200 miles to tell him of a blessing that had fallen

upon them from God without any human instrumentality. An

old Indian, one of the Tukudh "voluntary Cbristian leaders"

who have been so useful among their brethren, having beeii

troubled about his sins. Christian as he was, for six years,

suddenly, on the evening of Christmas Day, was led—by the

Holy Spirit, can we doubt ?—to realize his forgiveness. Although

his people were already in their tents asleep, he went round and

woke tbem up to tell tiiem of his joy ; and a real revival seems to

have ensued.

One of tbe most interesting events in tlie wbole bistory ot

the Church Missionary Society occurred on July 15th, 1893,

The first when one of these wandering Tukudh Indians was ordained by
ordination j^ig^op Rccve to the ministry of the Church at Fort McPherson

within%*h'^^ on Peel Kivev—the first ordination of a Native loithin the Arctic

Circle Circle. His name, John Ttssiettla, signifies " John Not-afraid-of-

mosquitoes." It wnll be remembered that during the brief Arctic

summer the mosquitoes are more tormenting even than in the

tropics. " He has been labouring," wrote the Bishop, " most

faithfully and earnestly amongst his fellows-tribesmen ;
and this,

together with his humility and consistent godly life, seemed to

point him out as a fit person for the office of the ministry."

It is rarely, in these severe but healthy chmates, that the

Society loses a missionary by death ; but in 1885 a devoted young

Death of clergvman from Islington^ College, Vincent C. Sim, was practically

V. c. Sim.
gt-^i-vej to death at Rampart House on Porcupine River. To feed

the Indians round him in a time of extreme scarcity, he denied

himself necessary food, and died, a true martyr if ever there was

one. He never knew that a most pathetic appeal of his in the

Intelligencer for a comrade had been responded to by a special gift

of £100 a year from Mr. T. Fowell Buxton of Easneye, upon

w^hich the Society sent out another young worker, J. W. Ellington,

son of a missionary in South India. The distances are so immense,

and the communications then were so rare, that EUington could

only reach the place a vear and a half after Sim's death. He also

was one of the few failures in North-West Canada, both mmd and

body completely giving way in 1890, though he was able to be

brought home."^ Bishops Bompas and Reeve and Archdeacon

* This name means " Dwellers at the mouth of the Driftwood River " —
the river bein^ the Klondyke.
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Canham, on the other hand, have laboured and journeyed all Part IX.

these years on the Arctic Circle, with much suffering but little 1882-95.

sickness. Bishop Bompas, indeed, points out the advantages of ^^^^'

such a life :

—

"This land of retirement and rest olTers considerable attraction to a Advan-
contemplative and sedate mind ; and if grace is given in heart and mind ^?s^.^ °f

to ascend and dwell above, the turmoil of earth is so far removed that wfldemess
the rest of heaven may almost be begun below ; while onr constant
dependence on our Heavenly Father's care and providence makes this

life a good scliool for trust, and the scarcity of food and hunger impresses
the truth that man shall not live on bread alone, nor his mind be fed
alone l)y the giddiness of worldly gaieties, * but by every word that
proceedeth out of the mouth of the Lord shall man live.'

"'

And Bishop Keeve, in 1892, wrote of the "advantages" he now "improve-

enjoyed, as compared with the circumstances of the country when
[^|"*osi.'"

he first went out in 1869. There was now a railway only 1000 tion.

miles off ! He now got his letters tJucc times a year, occasionally

even four times ! He could now obtain groceries, flour, clothing,

&c., in nine months ! " These are improvements," be wrote, " for

which we are very thankful." The very next winter, however,
the thermometer fell to 78*^ below zero, or 110 degrees of frost

—

a figure unprecedented even in the long experience of Bishop
Bompas. This was a set-oft' indeed against the "advantages"
and "improvements."

In the past two or three years the most interesting spots in

these Arctic dioceses have been Herschel Island and

—

Klondyke.
So far back as 1891, Archdeacon McDonald had been (as the
Times has pointed out) the first to call attention to the presence of

gold in what is now the diocese of Selkirk ; and miners soon began
to find their way thither. In 1896, Bishop Bompas appointed to

a mining centre which he called " Klondak " two missionaries sent Mission at

to his aid by the Canadian Church Missionary Association, one klondyke.

to work among the miners, upon a grant from the Colonial and
Continental Church Society ; and the other among the Indians
attracted to the spot by the influx of white men.* It was in

July of that year, 1896, that the sudden definite discovery of

gold made the name of Klondyke famous throughout the world.
Much has been written, and depicted in the illustrated papers, of

the horrors and privations of Klondyke and the jouiney thither.

It is little realized that in that very country, and still further
north, Bishop Bompas and his missionaries have been labouring
for thirty years and more, not to gain gold for themselves, but to

win precious jewels for their Master's crown in the immortal souls
of the Indians. The Bishop's headquarters at Bnxton— so named
after the donor before mentioned—are but thirty miles from

* Subsequently, a layman who went out from England and was ordained
by Bishop Bompas, Mr. Bowen, was stationed at Klondyke for work among
the miners, the Canadian, Mr. Naylor, going to those at " Forty-Mile," near
Buxton.
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Part IX.
1882-95.

Chap. 98.

Herschel
Island :

Mr.
Stringer.

Diocese of
Moosonee.

Bishop,
clergy,
teachers,
converts.

Dawson City. Amid the untold wealth being exhumed from the

soil, the Bishop pathetically remarks that his diocese is "probably
the poorest and most ill-supported in the world."

Herschel Island is in the Polar Sea, 200 miles w^est from the

mouth of the mighty Mackenzie Eiver, and is a station of an
American whaling fleet. The Eev. I. 0. Stringer, a missionary

sent out by the Canadian Church Missionary Association, made
his way thither in the summer of 1894, "in a canvas-covered

canoe, accompanied by two Indians, proceeding cautiously from
island to island and point to point, but now and then having to

traverse some fourteen miles of open sea." There he found

Eskimo, and taught them to sing Gospel hymns. In the

following year he went again, and with him Bishop Eeeve, and
another Canadian missionary, Mr. C. E. Whittaker. They used a

blacksmith's smithy put up by the whalers as a church, and the

anvil as a reading-desk ! The American captains subscribed

600 dollars for the establishment there of an Eskimo Mission
;

and a sod house and frame building were purchased, to serve as

house and church eventually. Mr. Whittaker spent the winter of

1895-6 there, and held Sunday services on the deck of a large

steamer. In 1897 Bishop Eeeve ordained him, and in the

autumn of that year he and Mr. and Mrs. Stringer went to live

on Herschel Island—"the most northerly inhabited spot," writes

Bishop Eeeve, "in the British dominions, and perhaps the most
inaccessible ; a bleak, desolate, treeless island, ice-bound for

nine months in the year, and surrounded by floating masses of

it during the short summer." And, let it be added, where for a

month or two in the winter, the sun never rises above the

horizon. The Church Missionary Society may well thank God
for its Colonial missionaries, and learn afresh the meaning of

St. Paul's w^ords, " The love of Christ constraineth us !

"

VI. We turn far to the east again to survey the diocese of

Moosonee, that is, Hudson's Bay and its surrounding territories.

Bishop Horden continued his untii-ing labours till he died at his

post. After forty years in the country, he was still taking long

journeys on snow-shoes or by canoe. He always wrote apprecia-

tively of his helpers, clerical and lay, English and country-born

and Indian, at the various remote stations. " The workers in the

Moosonee hive," he wrote in 1883, " are all real workers ; there is

not a drone among them, not one that requires the spurs ; all seem
to understand the text of one of my ordination sermons, ' I must
work the works of Him that sent me while it is day : the night

cometh, when no man can work.' " One of the trials frequently

referred to was the sickness and the sufferings of the Indians.

Now whooping-cough, a terrible disease there, decimated them,

and now influenza ; and then, in bad seasons for hunting, starva-

tion. But their faith and patience often encouraged the mission-

aries ; and their love for the means of grace, walking fifteen miles

on the Sunday morning to attend church, or through the previous
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night ; rousing the missionary at 3 a.m. when visiting a post for a Part IX.

few days—" Get up ! get up ! it is now dawn, and we want to go i^^^"^^'

to church! " At a place called Severn, Mr. Winter found an old ^P"
"

Indian, " the father of the settlement spiritually as well as politi-

cally." " He rings the church bell, reads the prayers and lessons,

raises the tunes, and preaches the sermon. He told me he enjoyed
' working for Jesus,' and only wished he knew more of 'the Book,'
' to teach his people right.' " At the next station, Trout Lake, the

pastor is a Cree Indian, the Rev. William Dick, ordained in 18(S9.

"His labours," wrote INIr. Winter in 1891, "have been greatly

owned and blessed of God. He has been instrumental in leading

many to the foot of the Cross, and now he is striving to build

them up."

From 1876 to 1884 Edmund Peck laboured with much blessing

among the Eskimo at Little Whale River, and then took a journey Peck's

never before (it is believed) accomplished by an Englishman, right i°rosl^

across Labrador to Ungava Bay," where he found more of that Labrador,

strange people ready to hear the Gospel. The place being a Hud-
son's Bay Company's post, he was able to proceed by a steamer

which had called tljere down the Labrador coast, whence he

reached St. John's, Newfoundland, and sailed for England. While
at home he married, and on his return in the following year he

and his wife took up their abode at Fort George by Bishop

Horden's direction, so as to reach the Indians ; Peck himself

journeying periodically to Great and Little Whale Rivers to meet

the Eskimo. After seven years there, they came home again in

1892 on account of Mrs. Peck's health. Their successor was an

Islington man, a layman, Mr. W. G. Walton, wdio went out in

1892, and was ordained the same year by Bishop Horden. In

1896 he was married, at Fort George, and four days afterwards left Walton's

with his bride for a "wedding tour "in a sledge di'awn by eight ^urin"!

dogs, which took them to Great Whale River, where they remained sledge,

seven weeks teaching the Eskimo.
Meanwhile, on the opposite, western, side of Hudson's Bay, at

York and Churchill, laboured for several years G. S. Winter vork and

(whom Bishop Horden appointed Archdeacon) and J. Lofthouse.
^."'^''J^'""

Both had to undergo much privation. In 1886, Mr. and Mrs. and'uJ^rt-

Winter, on their voyage out after furlough, were shipwrecked house,

between Churchill and York, lost almost everything, and, with the

crew, had to camp on the inhospitable shore for a fortnight. Mr.

and Mrs. Lofthouse are the first missionaries who have ever

succeeded in living at Churchill, the northernmost post in that

part of the North-West, with a climate much more severe than in

far higher latitudes further west. Their hardships for several

years undoubtedly exceeded those of any other of the Society's

missionaries. First, they had no house, until Mr. Lofthouse con-

trived to build one himself, almost with his own hands—the

* An account of liis journey, with <a map, appeared in the Royal Geo-

graphical Society's Journal. See also CM. Intelliijenccf, June, 1886.

VOL. III. S S
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Part IX. materials, however, having been spontaneously and kindly provided
1882-95. (ill part) by Christian people at Ottawa, mostly Presbyterians, and

"P" sent out by a Canadian Government survey steamer—timber,

hardware, glass, pipes, cooking-stove, doors, window-frames, &c.

Then, when Mrs. Lofthouse was seriously ill, her husband walked
the 200 miles to York and back to obtain medical advice. Then,
in 1891, while trying to put up a little church, he fell, and broke
two ribs. His principal work has been seeking the Eskimo " lost

sheep " on that side of the Bay ; and in so doing he has made
journeys rivalling those of Mr. Peck, without having had (like him)
the previous rough life of a seaman before the mast to prepare him.
It has been a joy to him to find on distant coasts and islands

Eskimo instructed in the Gospel by those who had learned it

at Churchill. One journey was a thousand miles on snow-
shoes.*

Death of The fouuder of the Moosonee Missions, Bishop John Horden,
Horden. died at Moose Factory on January 12th, 1893. It had been his

desire to complete forty years of work, and then perhaps retire.

In fact he accomplished forty-one years and a half, and died still

bishop. His last episcopal act was the ordination of Mr. Walton.
His text was Deut. xxxi. 6, the farewell exhortation of Moses to

Joshua ; and his opening words proved to have a singular appro-
priateness : "These are the words of the great leader of Israel,

just when he gave up his charge to younger hands." f We have
seen something of John Horden's life and work in former chapters.

Nothing better has been said of him than the brief but happy
phrase of Archbishop Benson, on being informed of his death

—

" I am deeply concerned at the news. I have always regarded him
as one of my heroic people."

Moosonee It had been Horden's desire to raise an Endowment Fund for

Endow- the bishoiDric of Moosonee ; and when he was in England he
ment Fund pleaded for it with his incomparable persuasiveness. No deputa-

tion got larger collections at meetings than he did for the Society's

general funds ; but over and above them, his thrilling and yet
genial addi'esses used to draw forth spontaneous and glad contri-

butions for his own purposes, and these he devoted to that Fund.
He eventually succeeded in raising £10,000 for investment, and
the interest of this is now available towards the bishop's mainte-
nance. His successor in the see was already provided before his

Bishop death. He had met at Montreal the Eev. Jervois A. Newnham,
ewn am.

^^_^^ j^^^-^ recommended him to the Society as a missionary for

Moosonee, with a view to his presently becoming bishop. Mr.
Newnham accordingly went to Moose in 1891, and Horden, had
he lived a few months longer, would have resigned to make way
for him. As it was, the Committee, on the very day they were
apprized of Horden's death, formally nominated his successor ;

* See his narrative of this iourney, in the CM. IntelUqencer, December,
1896.

J ^'

t Tlie sermon was printed in the CM. IntelUgencer of April, 1893.
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and this enabled the Bishops of the Province of Eiipert's Land Part IX.

to consecrate him during the meeting of the Provincial Synod in 1882-95.

August, 1893, at Winnipeg. Chap^98.

Bishop Newnham at once began to emuhite his pi'edecessor in His

the boldness of his travelling, and in 1895 he achieved a feat i°"''neys.

which no bishop or missionary—perhaps no white man—had
achieved before. Having spent the winter of 1894-5 in Eastern
Canada, preaching and lecturing for his diocesan funds over one
hundred times, he proceeded to Winnipeg by rail ; thence by
the lakes and rivers to York ; thence to Churchill and back

—

where his visit was an immense comfort to Mr. and Mrs. Loft-

house ; and thence—and this was the unprecedented part of the
journey—by land to Albany and Moose, crossing many rivers and
creeks and swamps, which occupied five weeks. One incident
en route is significant. While in a canoe, just at dusk, shots were
heard—evidently signals to the bishop :

—

"We paddled till we stuck in the mud, and thou waded for half a mile
in mud and water to the dry {?) land. Here, in the dark, we met a
procession of three men, three women, and three babies coming to see
me. They were going to wade out to our boat, as they wanted tlie hahies
christened. It is quite possible there may have been nK)re superstition
than well-grounded faith in this ; but they were nominally Chri.stians,

and acting up to tlieir light. So we turned back, and as the tide was
still further out, we waded all the way to the boat. I waded too, as I
insi.sted on putting the women and babes into the canoe as soon as we
liad water to Hoat it. There, hy the light of a candle in tlie open-air, I Open-air

I'ead the Baptismal Service, and dedicated the infants to God in Christ's
b^^candfe-

name, after which I asked Dick to give them a little instruction, to which light!"

r added the carnal gift of a little tea and sugar. It was all wo could do
for these poor people starving physically and spiritually."

Tliere is now one more station nominally in the diocese of
Moosonee, but wliich is far beyond the reach of any bishop there,
liowever enterprising, unless he left his Hudson's Bay work for

two years and went via England. After Mr. Peck's" return to
England in 1892, he expressed his desire to seek out the Eskimo
far to the north on Cumberland Sound, within the Arctic Circle ; Peck to

and on July 13th, 1894, he and a young companion, J. C. Parker, f^^^"'
who had been a few months uncler the Society's training, sailed Sound,

from Peterhead in the whaling brig Alert. This vessel belongs to
Mr. Crawford Noble of Aberdeen, who also owns the whaling
station itself at Blacklead Island, Cumberland Sound, and who
gave the missionaries a free passage, and promised them a house
free to live in. They arrived on August 21st, and exp(>cted, when
the ship sailed again for Scotland, to hear nothing more of the
outside world for two years ; but another whaling ship chanced to
call in the autumn of the next year. They were able, therefore,
to send interesting news of their intercourse with the Eskimo.
They had shown them lantern slides illustrating the Life of our
Lord, which had deo]ilv impressed the people, and manv had

s s 2
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Part IX. learned by heart the Lord's Prayer, the Ten Commandments, and
1882-95. several texts. They had built a little " chm-ch," twenty feet long,
Chap. 98. q£ whale-bones and seal-skins, and called it their "tabernacle in

the wilderness"; but unfortunately one night the hungry dogs

seized the '
' tabernacle

'

' and devoured it ! A much greater

calamity fell upon the new and remote little Mission in 1896.

Death of Mr. Parker was drowned on August 11th, just two years after
Parker.

^^^^ arrival. A third man, Mr. C. G. Sampson, also from the

Islington " short course " band, was at that very time on his

way out by Mr. Noble's ship to join the party, and he arrived

eleven days after Parker's death. Mr. Peck then came home,

but returned to Blacklead Island in the following year. All the

accounts that have been received are of exceeding interest.*

Transia- It remains to mention some of the translational work done in

fn°i?f.-w.'^'' the vast regions we have been surveying. Bishop Horden, having
Canada. gQ^ ^[^q Q,xqq. Bible, latterly devoted liis time to translating the

New Testament and parts of the Old into Ojibbeway. Mr.

Sanders, an Indian clergyman of his diocese, produced an Ojibbe-

way version of the IPeep of Day ; and Archdeacon Vincent a Cree

version of the Pilgrinis Progress. Mr. Peck translated St.

Matthew from the Labrador dialect of Eskimo to that of the

Wliale Rivers ; also he prepared a version of the Gospels in the

syllabic character. In the Saskatchewan and Calgary dioceses,

Mr. Tims produced a grammar, dictionary, and Scripture portions

in the Blackfoot language. In Athabasca diocese, Mr. Garrioch

translated St. Mark's Gospel and parts of the Prayer-book into the

Beaver tongue. In Mackenzie River, Bishop Reeve translated the

Gospels into Slavi, and Archdeacon McDonald completed the

whole Bible, and the Prayer-book, in Tukudh. In the printing of

these and other works, the Bible Society, the S.P.C.K., and the

Religious Tract Society, have rendered essential service. The
The Bible North-Wcst Canada Missions have illustrated both the difficulties

th^°Rfd and the importance of the work of Bible translation. The difficul-

indians. ^igg—bccausc for so small a population so many versions have had

to be made. The importance—-because tribes not stationary, but

constantly wandering about, and only appearing at mission stations

at intervals for perhaps a few days, are so little open to regular

instruction. But let them be taught to read, and let them have

the Scriptures in their hands, and then the Word of God can be

trusted to do its own work. It cannot be doubted that to the

influence of the printed Scriptures is largely due the success of

the Missions in bringing thousands of Red Indians into the visible

Chuuich ; and, still more, in fostering among them a simple faith in

Christ, mad a loyalty in obeying the law of God, which have made
many of the n-rvdian Christians so singularly attractive in life and

^o restful in the piuxspect of death.

* See CM. Intdlijewer, aanuary and December, 1895; March, 1897;

December, 1S98 ; and CM. Ohan er, August, 1897.
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We now cross the Eocky Mountains, and visit again the North Part IX.

Pacific or British Columbia Mission. 1882-95.

At the end of our Eighty-seventh Chapter, we left Bishop Chap^98.

Eidley and his little band of loyal Tsimshean Indians living side North

by side with Mr. Duncan's larger body of adherents at Metlakahtla.
^^55^011

It was a painful and difificult position. The Bishop was in the Bishop

C.M.S. mission-house, on a plot of land which, years before, had Ridley and

been granted to the Society by the Colonial Government ; but all

round was the Indian Eeserve, upon which lived the Indian settlers

of both parties. The church being on Indian ground and built by
the Indians, the majority excluded the Bishop and his people from

it ; and the schoolroom, which was the Society's building, but also

on Indian ground, the Bishop was not allowed to use for worship.

In every way possible the loyal minority were " boycotted." They c.m.s.

were even prevented by force from repairing their own houses or boyco'tted.

fencing their own gardens. The Society was willing to remove its

Mission elsewhere ; but the Government regulations regarding

Indian reserves did not allow of the loyal Indians being moved,
and the Bishop felt that he could not desert them. For five years,

with indomitable patience, he bore the difficulties of the situation,

meanwhile ministering as best he could to his people, and trans-

lating the Scriptures, Mrs. Eidley courageously and efficiently

helping. In 1883, the station of Hazelton, far up the Skeena
Eiver, being vacant, Mrs. Eidley went thither alone to " hold the Mrs.

fort " during the winter ; and the place being cut off from the aione^

coast in the winter months, she remained quite unconscious that
^i''°"g^^

^

her husband, whom she left at Metlakahtla, having gone across

the Continent to interview the Dominion Government at Ottawa
and ask for protection from open outrages, was also crossing and
recrossing the Atlantic to see the C.M.S. Committee.
But by-and-by Duncan's Indians came into conflict with the

Colonial authorities, claiming their land as absolutely their own,
and disputing the Queen's authority over it. A Special Commis- Govern-

sion was sent to Metlakahtla from Victoria (the capital of British mfJsion'at"

Columbia) ; and the Eeport of that Commission ''•- opened the eyes
j^^W^'

of the best colonists, who had previously believed that the

struggle was between episcopal autocracy and Christian liberty.

They now saw that the struggle was indeed between autocracy

and liberty ; but the autocracy was not episcopal. Moreover, An au-

Dvmcan being absent some weeks in the winter of 1884, his episcopal.

Indians displayed kindly feeling at Christmas towards their

brethren and Bishop Eidley. "On New Year's Day," wrote
the Bishop, " at least fifty of them came to me on the public road
and shook hands, and many more gave me a friendly nod for the

first time for three years. So it continued until Mr. Duncan's
return, when the graciousness was frozen again." No real

change took place in the position, however, and in 1886, there

* See CM. IntelUyencer, May, 1885.
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being still doubts in C.M.S. circles on tbe merits of tbe question,

doubts fostered by correspondents at Victoria baving personal

relations witb Duncan, tbe Society sent out a special Deputation,

viz., General Toucb and tlie Kev. W. R. Blackett, tbe one a

leading member of the Committee and tbe otber a valued

missionary wbo bad been Principal of tbe Bengal Divinity Scbool.

Tbeir report fully confirmed tbe impressions of tbose wbo bad all

along supported Bisbop Ridley, affirmed tbat tbe wbole difficulty

bad arisen from Duncan's subordinating tbe spiritual to tbe

secular and brooking no interference witb bis absolute autbority,

and stated tbat tbere was no bope, as some bad fancied, of any
reconciliation witb bim."'

Deliverance came in an unexpected way. Tbe Colonial

Government, at last, took decisive measures, sending up a sbip-

of-war and arresting eigbt Indians wbo bad been ringleaders in

an outrage on Mrs. Ridley during tbe Bisbop 's absence. There-

upon Mr. Duncan went off to New York and Washington, enlisted

the sympathy of iVmerican friends who knew nothing of the real

circumstances, and appealed for protection to tbe President of tbe

United States. In bis petition, be, in the name of 500 Indians,

renounced their allegiance to tbe Queen, and solemnly promised

never again to come under the British flag. Tbe result was a

grant to him of land on American territory, at the extreme south

end of Alaska, just beyond tbe British boundary, and only seventy

miles from Metlakahtla ; and thither, in the summer of 1887, be

removed the majority of tbe Tsimsbean Christians. Before

departing they partially destroyed tbeir bouses, and the church,

leaving the village a wreck. Bisbop Ridley wrote: "It is

natural to lift up our beads at the close of our seven years of

persecution,t when we taste at last the sweetness of religious

liberty. We have now to try to forget our past miseries, and to

lose no time in restoring what is necessary for tbe advancement

of Christ's cause."

During the long period of trial, spiritual work had not been

suspended, even at Metlakahtla, and still less at the otber stations.

Bishop Ridley's first confirmation was at Kincolitb in March,

1883. The Indians tbere had been warned by Duncan that if

ever they went to Holy Communion, tbere would be an offertory,

and they would have to give money, which be had not asked of

them. They inquired of Mr. Dunn, the missionary in charge, if

people in England did so ; also whether the Bible commanded
tbe Lord's Supper. One leading objector to tbe introduction

* See an article by Mr. Henry Morris, CM. Intelligencer, September, 1886.

It is significant botl) of the doubts that still existed in England, and of the

determination of General Touch and Mr. Blackett to give no excuse for

questioning their strict impartiality, that while at Metlakahtla they refrained

from staying with the Bishop, and accepted the loan of an Indian house

belonging to one of Duncan's people.

f A year and a half before Duncan's secession, and five years and a half

after it.
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of a "Church ceremony" asked Dunn to mark in the Enghsh Part IX.
Bihle (there was then no translation) any passages about the 1882-95.

Sacrament. This was done, and after several days he came back ^W- ^8.

saying he had been to every Indian who had the smallest know-
ledge of Enghsh and could read, and had gradually made out the
meaning of the verses, "and would fight against God's Word no
more." In the following year some of the Metlakahtla loyal
Christians were confirmed ; and at Christmas, 1884—the very
time above-mentioned when a friendly feeling prevailed in
Duncan's absence—there was a happy Communion Service. In
1886 the Society received a pamphlet printed " at the Bishop's
Press, Metlakahtla." Inside the Bishop had written, " The First
Book ever made by the Indians of British Columbia." It was a christian

little book of hymns and prayers in Tsimshean ; among the former booiTs^^^^"
being " How sweet the Name of Jesus sounds," " Hark ! my soul,
it is the Lord," " Oh, come, all ye faithful," &c. A second Tsim-
shean pamphlet contained the Apostles' Creed, the Lord's Prayer,
and the Ten Commandments, and the rest of the Catechism.
Parts of the New Testament and the Prayer-book had been
already translated by the Bishop and Mrs. Ridley, but these were
sent to England to be printed. When the Bishop read his
Tsimshean St. Matthew to the Indians, one said, "We had some
links; now we have the chain "; and another, "We saw through
a naiTow slit ; now the door is wide open."

Their long trials had been a good discipHne for the loyal character

Christian Indians. "God has been using His pruning-knife," chSians.
wrote the Bishop, " and consequently the plant of His own
planting has borne precious fruit." They resisted sin in them-
selves and rebuked it in others ; and they sent an affectionate
letter of remonstrance to some Methodist Indians who had
revived a barbarous heathen custom. Government Commis-
sioners reported that they were a happy contrast to the Indians
on the coast generally. In 1890 the Bishop thus summarized
the condition of Metlakahtla after three years of peace, during After three

which the village had revived and the numbers considerably ^|acl.°^
increased :

—

"We have now a boys' boarding-school, another for girls, a mixed
day-school of girls and small boys, and a day-school for big boys ; a
Sunday-school for children, another for adults. We have an average of
more than sixty at our daily meeting for prayer. Sewing classes, Dorcas
parties, missionaries' prayer union, a constant stream of visitors who
come chiefly for instruction, tea parties, brass-band practisii)gs, choir
practices, and many other agencies for increasing knowledge, sacred and
secular, and for advancing the arts of civilization. This is the only
connnuiiity of Indians I know that has a natural increase of the
population. Crime is almost unknown ; the standard of moral conduct
is higher than that of any other place I ever lived at. Purity of life

leads to health, and that to happy homes full of chubhy children. Such
is the actual condition of Metlakahtla, and it has a hopeful future."

" What is better," he added, " than the growth of only one place
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Part IX. is the spread of the Gospel in every direction." For all this while
1882-95. the other stations had been progressing. The Society had sent
Chap^98.

^^^^ several new labourers, among them J. B. McCullagh, A. E.

Other Price, J. Field (formerly of Yoru])a and Ceylon, but who now at
stations length found a climate in which to work), R. W. Gurd, A. W.
and new o /

'

'

men. Corker, J. H. Keen (formerly of Moosonee), and Dr. Vernon
Ardagh (who had been a short time in East Africa), all of whom
have continued to this day ; while W. H. Collison and A. J. Hall,

of the older staff, were still—and arc, still—doing excellent work.

Collison well deserved the distinction of his appointment to be

Archdeacon in 1891. Tribes far up the rivers were being reached,

McCullagh, Price, and Field, occupying important interior posts,

and McCullagh's Mission at Aiyansh, among the Nishga Indians,

bringing forth especially encouraging fruits. In Queen Charlotte's

Islands C. Harrison was in charge for a time, and carried on with

conspicuous success—as Keen did after him—the work begun by
Collison among the Hydahs. The fiercest of all the Indians of the

Hydahs coast—the Vikings of the Pacific, the Bishop called them—were

ofthe
'"^^ transformed by the grace of God into peaceful, church-loving, and.

Pacific. emphatically, jisalm-singing, people ; and most moving were the

accounts sent home of the bright and yet solemn scenes when the

Bishop crossed the stormy sea to confirm the eager Hydah
converts. Especially of one man who, having missed the canoe
that took his companions to Massett, the central station, walked
twenty miles over the rocks, reached the church while the confir-

mation was going on, and left a red track all along the aisle where
his bleeding feet trod. At Alert Bay, far to the south, Hall

Kwa-guti continued his patient labours among the Kwa-gutl Indians, a

translation of St. Matthew's Gospel being printed in 1882, and the

first two converts being baptized in 1883. In 1884 there was a

congregation of forty, and in 1890 of seventy ; a slower work than

at some of the other stations, but not less sound. Other portions

of Scripture, and a Kwa-gutl Grammar, have been also the fruits

of Hall's labours ; and in virtue of them Archbishop Benson, in

1894, conferred on him the Lambeth degree of B.D.
All this progress was a comfort and joy to the honoured fouiider

Admiral ^f ^\^q North Pacific Mission, Admiral Prevost. The defection of
r^rcvost.

Mr. Duncan had been an intense grief to him ; but he greatly
His death, rejoiced in Bisliop Ridley's work. He died in 1891, beloved and

respected by all who knew him. Only a few months before, had
died the Hydah chief Cowhoe, to whom, thirty years previously,

he had given a Testament, with this inscription on the fly-leaf

—

" Fro7n Capt. Prevost, H.M.S. Satellite, trusting that the bread

cast upon the tvaters may he found after many days "; and who
eventually became the first convert of the Hydah nation to Christ,

and an earnest evangelist among his fellow-tribesmen.

A still more remarkalile illustration of the way God honoured
the Admiral's faith and faithfulness is supplied by the story of

Kitkat'ia. Kitkatla, a place fifty miles south of Metlakahtla, near the mouth
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of the Skeena. In 1879, Prevost went there himself, in a canoe. Part TX.

and was the first to proclaim the Gospel to the Indians living 1882-95.

there. In 1882, the Bishop sent a teacher, and within a few P' ^^'

months, twenty-seven converts were l)rought in canoes to Metla-
kalitla to he haptized. Then the Heathen Indians, stirred up
l)y the disloyal " Christians" of Metlakahtla,''' rose up, destroyed
and hurnt the little church they had built, and tore up the Kitkatia

Bibles and Prayer-books. Two days later, wrote the Bishop,— destroyed.

" A crew of drenched Kitkatlas sat before me in my study burdened Sorrowing

with so great a grief that they could not find utterance for some time, ^n^^fhe^^
Then one of them naraed Luke, I'ising to his feet, began his tale of woe. Bishop.

" ' The devil has won ; God's house is in ashes ; they spit at the name of

Jesus ; they have torn up the Bibles ; the devil has won the victory.'

"'No, never,' said I ; 'the battle has just begun; Jesus Christ will

win. Yoii are not burnt. The devil has lauglied before. God will

laugh at him, and you will laugh. Be strong !

'

"

Rather more than a year after this, on that happy New Year's
Day before mentioned, one of the Kitkatia Heathen was baptized
at Metlakahtla. When the church was burnt, he, being a peace-
able man, rang the bell to alarm the Christians; and now, in

memory of that incident, he received the baptismal name of Peter
Bell. But better things still were coming. In 1890, at Kitkatia

itself, the Bishop baptized the man who had set fire to the church. The in-

Of this man the Bishop wrote :— baptized.

" An Indian of mark was holding the loop-end ()f a tape measure,
and I the other end. We had measured off the choicest section of

land belonging to the tribe, on which to build a new church—the third
in succession—the second being too small. As I wound up the tape,
he dropped the loop, but held up his hand, and said with deep
emotion, ' Bishop, do you know that hand set fire to the first house of

God here ? This hand and this heart trembled as I thought of it, until
3'ears afterwards I said to Gaium Twaga (the senior Christian), " Do you
think God can forgive me?" "Yes, if you trulj' repent." "How do
you knowP" "The blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth from all sin.'''

' Many, like me,' continued he, ' for years, whether on the sea or on the
mountains, feared God would sink their canoe or cast them down some
precipice. But when I knew I could be forgiven, I had peace, and now
I love God.'

"

l^et the best is still to come. On November 19th, 1891, four Another

Kitkatlas again stood in the Bishop's study at Metlakalitla. deputation
Luke, who had told the tale of woe before, was one of tbem.
Mrs. Eidley came in to hear what news they brought. "We
both listened," wrote the Bishop, "to the answ^er of a prayer
of eight years' duration. We had long wrestled for it. Now
we had it "

:

—

"
' Lthd ijoudi eshk (/is/i Shciikxh.' were Luke's first words, which, being Chief

interpreted, is, ' He has perfected bis promise, has Sheuksh." Had we a Sheuksh.

peal of bells I would have them rung, because the most able, most

* This was suspected at the time, bnt was only proved to be a fact during
the examination before the Governnietit Commission at Metlakalitla.
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Part IX.
1882-95.
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stul)l)orn, ami boldest warrior of Satan has submitted to Glirist, and
publicly, before his own tribe, has promised to serve Him as long as H(s

keej^s liini alive on earth. Outworks, one by one, have been taken during
the last two years ; now the banner of the Crucified floats above the
citadel

!

" Sheuksh is a man of powerful build, with a very massive head, in

which are set eyes that never look below yours ; a mouth with jaws like

a vice, but which easily smiles and breaks into a liearty laugh, dimpling
his plump cheeks. He is a fine fellow—a chief of chiefs. He was not
by birth the heir to this leading position, but has won it by capacity for

affairs and oft-tried courage, although the chief once in power, and still

alive, shrank not from murder to maintain it. But this Sheuksh, chief

of the Kitkatlas (more correctly spelled Giatkatlas)—the last to rally

round him the braves of an old system, that made them as proud
and ruthless as Moslems—he has bowed his head before the Cross

!

Hallelujah !

"

No words but Bishop Eidley's o^vn must tell the story of tlio

conversion of Sheuksh :

—

" The chief invited all the adult males to meet him. His secret was
well kept. The many thought the meeting was to be assembled to dis-

cuss the plans for winter. As daylight faded, they gathered at the
chief's great house. A large stack of fuel betokened a long discussion.

A pile of logs was on the hearth, and over them oil was ladled now and
again. Up shoot the brilliant tongues of fire, which cast a dark shadow
behind each illuminated face. The flames leap aloft as the crowd
increases—a wondering crowd. There is Sheuksh, arrayed in a scarlet

robe, bedecked with mother-of-pearl and curious embroideries, and
seated alone on a low kind of settle ; his people on the other three sides

of the great square, awaiting the opening of the Parliament. Christians

are mingled with the unbaptized. Nearer than the rest to the chicif

are seated six of his leading men—his faithful supporters in vainly

resisting the progress of the Gospel. These were declared enemies of

the Church.
" Up rose Sheuksh grandly, and though the Christians were too

numerous to apprehend any serious attempt to curtail their liberty,

yet they iinticipated an attempt to do so. He stretched out his arms,
as if to display his sturdy person and the robe that had figured in many
a Heathen orgie.

"'I wear,' said he, 'the outward sign of former ignorance and of

ancient customs, that never changed imtil the white man's faith was
preached. I thought I ought to keep them ; for I am not wiser than the
ancients who kept them and did great deeds. I loved them. So did

you. I have struggled to maintain them. I have defied the Queen's
officers. They threatened me as late as this last springtide with prison
and disgrace. I told them I would not avoid them. I also resisted the
Bishop, and suffered not his teachers to land. I concealed not the wish
of my heart. You know to what lengths I went. Most of you approved
my doing. But the end has come. Let the waves tell the story of our
fathers. Our children's lips will form no fit words. Where do dead
things go ? This goes with them.'

" Here he threw oft" his scarlet robe and the other insignia of a
Heathen chief.

" ' I am naked, but can ck)the my body with the white man's clothes.'
'* This he there and then proceeded to do.
" ' What will cover my heart ? I can wrap nothing round it. God sees
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it, and Ho knows all the past and the present. He knows I am ignorant Part IX.
and sinful. He has this summer made me know it. I am now dressed 1882-95.

like a Christian. Those tokens of the tlark past I will never touch again. Chap. 98.

What shall I do next? I am too old to go to school. I carnKjt read. I
•

am like a child knowing little, but wanting to learn. Will Jesus Christ
have me ? Will He help me ? I will never turn back. I give myself to
God. Now pray for me—pray, pray ! I want to know what will please
Him. I must know. Begin at once to pray !

'

" So the whole company bowed their heads in silence until one of the
earliest converts, named Stephen Gaiumtkwa, broke in with uttered
words of earnest supplication. This ended, a Christian of the same
standing, the most diligent in the Scripture, his name Samuel, started
Wesley's hymn, ' Hark ! the herald angels sing,' and many voices took it

up. Then Samuel recited a verse of Holy Scripture, and as Luke
described it, 'broke it small for Shouksh to eat.' 'James Dakaiya prayed,
after which Samuel said the first verse of the hymn, ' Praise, my soul, the
King of heaven,' and after it had been sung, expounded another passage
of Scripture. Daniel Whadibo prayed, and next was sung, ' Safe in the
arms of Jesus.' Charles Luahaitk prayed, and then was sung, ' Come,
Holy Spirit, heavenly Dove.' Prayer and praise and Holy Scrijiture Prayer and
followed in like succession /o;- seveji hours and a half.

7''^h'ou/s'^
" ' But were you not tired? ' I asked.
"

' No ; nobody went out but to go round and tell the women, and
when they heard the chief was converted they also prayed and the
children, too.'

" 'Was there any noise or rushing about?'
" ' No, nothing but praying and singing ; and when we returned after

midnight to our own houses, we told the women, who had kept the lamps
burning, and they were not extinguished all night. At daylight we again
assembled to pray in the chief's house, and left some praying when we
were sent away to tell you the truth.'

" Such is the story. I have quite forgotten another point of interest.
The men who had held to Sheuksh in the prolonged struggle with the
Christians, one by one, between the intervals of prayer, rose and solemnly
renounced the past, and professed themselves catechumens if they could
be received as such. Not a shred of outward Heathenism exists in what
till lately was its one stronghold. Not a soul remains that is not pledged
in this wonderful manner to live and die as a Christian."

After a time of instruction and probation, it was arranged to

baptize Sheuksh at Christmas, 1893. The Bishop was to perform Sheuksh

the ceremony ; but the steamer he was in was driven far out of her ^^ '^^

course by the gales, and failed to reach Kitkatla. To the Eev.
F. L. Stephenson, a colonial clergymen locally engaged, and who
had been living there and teaching the chief and his people, the
privilege fell. The old warrior chose for his baptismal name,
"William Ewart Gladstone"! Through the mighty power of

Divine grace, he has continued an earnest and faithful Christian
ever since. Two years after his baptism the Bishop wrote :

—

" His very looks and features indicate what he is—a whole-hearted
believer in the Lord Jesus Christ. Those who knew him in the days of
darkness — Sheuksh the autocrat, the severe, the proud, the lion—cannot
but extol the power which has transformed him into Sheuksh the gentle,
the true, the lamb."
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Part IX. He and his wife Rose were confirmed together in January, 1897 ;

1882-95. and the hxtest news of them is that in January, 1898, " Rose " was
G hap. 98. go}en-|nly commissioned as a " Church Army officer," she kneeling

Sheuksh's f^t the communion rails, and the Bishop placing a red rihhon round
wife Rose. j^gj. neck and exhorting her to be a true soldier of Jesus Christ.

" Old Sheuksh was in the front pew all the time, on his knees,

his lips moving as if in prayer, and his eyes fountains of tears."

" Is anything too hard for the Lord ?
"

Church This Cliurcli Army is a great institution in the Diocese of

the'^ndians Calcdouia. There was a kind of imitation of the Salvation Army
among the Methodist Indians,''' the proceedings of which were not

always for edification ; but it suited the tastes of the Indians, and
it was thought well to provide an outlet for the fervour of the

Church members. The "Army" therefore formed has proved a

real power for good, both over the "soldiers" themselves and
over Heathen or backslidden Christians whom the "soldiers"

attacked in the Lord's name. Bands of young men would go off

for a week, in canoes, or walking on the frozen rivers in winter,

and preach the Gospel in the villages. At the spring fishing

Good stations in 1893, Archdeacon Collison found Good Friday and

^y^^^y ^^'^ Easter Day observed with special solemnity, even the still

Heathen Indians suspending all business, and nothing to be heard

all day in the encampment but " prayer, praise, and the Word." At
10 p.m., " from every lodge were ascending the evening devotions."

While he was encamped at the fishery, a remarkable woman was
baptized, the last of her tribe, the Zitz-zaows, to come out. She
was "a very Amazon, who had only a few months previously

killed three bears single-handed, one after another, with gun, and
spear, and axe." At another fishery, in the same spring, there was
a band of Heathen Indians. They allowed Mr. Collison to hold a

service for them, and listened to the Saviour's words, " Come unto

Me," " Come, for all things are now ready," with intense attention.

The following Sunday many of them came to the church, and at

the close of the sermon a young chief sprang to his feet, and with

uplifted hands and broken voice declared his repentance and his

purpose to be a Christian. The whole congregation spontaneously
" Ring the burst out singiug, " Ring the bells of heaven, there is joy to-day."

heave°n." Several of the Heathen that day came out, and in due course were
baptized.

Most remarkable of all, perhaps, is Mr. McCullagh's station at

Aiyansh. Aiyansli on the Nass River, with his Christian Kitiksheans, their
Remark- ^q^ Cross and White Cross Bands of male and female evangelists,

Christian their Parish Council, their Fire Brigade and Insurance Company,
village. their printing-press, their saw-mill, their building and road-making

operations ; a smaller Metlakahtla, in fact, and the secular and

* The Canadian Methodists, forgetful of St. Paul's good rule, had passed

by whole tribes of Indians yet unreached, and had come to Fort Simpson,
where they baptized many Tsimsheans who owed their knowledge of the

Gospel to I3ishop Ridley's evangelists.
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spiritual in their right places. One member of the Eed Cross Part IX.

Band (virtually a branch of the Church Army), a chief named 1882-95.

Abraham, said, " We have not much knowledge; we may not be
Chap^98.

able to show a great light ; but if ice can only strike a match, in the

darkness, it may show the path of salvation to one of the lost."

To this chief was allotted the duty of seeing that family prayers Family

were held regularly in every house ;
" not owing to any unwilling-

p^'^^^*'^-

ness on the part of the people, but that in the domestic hurry
incidental to their mode of living there was a temptation to set the
sacred duty aside." The track between Aiyansh and a Heathen
village some distance off being very bad— so bad as to be a fair

excuse for inquirers not coming to church,—the Christians con-
structed a good straight road, and called it " Gospel Eoad," and it Gospel

proved, " both in the making and in the using, a real means of
^°^^-

grace to many." A much shorter road, but 600 yards long, from Road to

the Cln-istian village to the church, was spontaneously made by made by
the women of the White Cross Band, "to make it easier for the ^^'^ w°'"en

men to '•go to church." These evangelistic Bands are always
ready—not " weather permitting," but whether it hail, rain, or

snow—to start off any distance at a moment's notice, without the
slightest remuneration, to preach the Gospel to their ungodly
fellow-tribesmen. " Without remuneration "—not only so ; they
give of their substance. When their new church was opened, the
offertory in silver weighed eighty pounds, and Mr. McCullagh Extra-

could not lift it on to the Communion Table—£280 sterling given offeVtory.

by 300 Indians ! But perhaps the most surprising sentence of all

in Mr. McCullagh's truly inspiring reports is this :

—

" Any one of those beautiful Keswick addresses published in the Life "Keswick"

of Faith would be perfectly intelligible to, and highly appreciated by, the and the

majority of our Native Christians. Indeed, I very often give them one
as a sermon."

No wonder Bishop Eidley writes :

—

" It is impossible to heighten the contrast between the Christless and
the Christian peojjle of the same tribes. Great is our present reward in
seeing the elevating as well as saving effects of a pure Gospel. The
things endured in the process are forgotten in the joy that abideth."

Bishop Eidley's incomparable letters to the Gleaner'^' have
di-awn out the love of Christian people all over the world for these
Indians—all Heathen a generation ago. Page after page of this

History might be filled with his wonderful stories. Wonderful,
but true ; and indeed we can believe anything of people so deeply
taught of God as to offer that never-to-be-forgotten prayer when
told of the Ku-cheng massacre—" Say again, dear Jesus, ' Father, Indian

forgive them, for they know not what they do.' gracious Sjiirit, ch1nlsl°'^

Thou art not quenched by blood. Let it make Thy garden soil murderers.

strong to grow Chinese believers in !
"

* See especially the numbers for March and August, 1891 ; February and
May, 1892 ; October and November, 1893 ; May, 1894 ; January, February,
September, October 1896 j October, 1898,
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One more extract must be given, not so much for its testimony
to the work done, but rather as a specimen—sorely needed in these

days—of what we may venture to call tlw true confessional

:

—
"An Indian entered. Excommunicate for a long time, she is now

penitent. I could road her deepest thoughts almost at a glance. She
poured out her soul in burning words. ' I last night knelt before God,
confessing my sin after hve months' misery in the dust. God knows all,

and you know part of my shame.' 'Yes,' said I, 'do not tell me more.
I know enough. I know also the cleansing power of Jesus' blood on all

sin.' Slie began again hy saying that the whole day would be tot) short

to tell of all her sin. There she broke down. 1 said the Comfortable
Words in the Communion Service, and by God's own Word ministered
absolution to this broken heart. Recovering her composure she said,
' There are ci-uml)S for dogs ; one has dropped from your lips, and I tiud

it sweet to my heart—sweet, sweet.' She quite broke down again, but
found relief in tears. I knelt beside her and prayed, then rose, took her
hand, and said softly, ' The Lord hath put away thy sin

;
go and sin no

more.'"

Before we come to the most pathetic scene of all, we must
notice the development of the missionary staff in the last few
years. Only two new men have been sent out, Mr. W. Hogan
(with his wife), and Dr. F. E. Webb, of the Victoria CM.
Association ; but the Diocese of Caledonia has not been without
its share of the Society's new W'Omen missionaries. The first,

Miss Dickenson, went out at the Bishop's invitation in 1890, and
worked for five years. Since then the Society has sent out nine

others, all of whom, except one who married, are still at work.
Of the self-denial and devotion of the wives of the missionaries,

as well as of the younger w^omen then in the field. Bishop Eidley

spoke most warmly in his address to his second Diocesan Con-
ference in 1896. "They w'ork hardest," he said, "and by their

example fire the men with emulation. There is not one married
woman among us who would think she is free to devote nearly

all her time to domestic economy"—although in a country where
there are almost no servants this is necessarily burdensome.
"The wife," he added, "is as much called of God to be His
instrument in soul-winning as the husband." Of the senior of

the unmarried ladies. Miss West, when she was labouring entirely

alone at a place called Inverness, twelve miles from Metlakahtla,

the Bishop thus wrote, describing her w^ork and influence, and her

daily voyage in her owai boat to and from another village on the

coast :

—

" Until Sunnyside could be supplied Miss West held school there once
a day and once at Inverness, rowing her own boat over the mile and a
half between the two places. Swift are the tides and often difficult the
landing on the slippery rocks ; but in all weather she pursued her
steady course, so that she has become an expert sailor, handling her
16-foot boat all alone as well as any man on our staff. She had it all to
learn to her cost. Once she got into serious difficulties, being capsized
in deep and rough water, and was half drowned before she could climb
back into the boat. It was a risk to appoint a lady to such a station
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single-handed where there arc some hundreds of Indians, Chinese, Part IX.
Japanese, and a band of white men unaccvistorned to social or religious 1882-95.

restraints. Chap. 98.

'' The issue has justified the methods. The sick have been assiduously ;-

nursed, the children regularly taught, twice daily, and Bible-classes ^ork alone
held for adults. F<»' the Sunday service a band of suitable Indians
was organized, and, what is more important, carefully instructed in the

subjects of the sermons. The Divine blessing has manifestly sealed

these strenuous efforts with a success that disarms criticism. At first

the white men asked what they had done to have a woman sent among
them, forgetting they had threatened (though they were idle words and
not really meant) to drown the parson if he ever came again among
them. It was the old outcry, ' Let us alone ; what have we to do
with thee ?

' This is all changed now. Frowns have been turned into

smiles, and rudeness to respect. They saw how true womanliness
accoi^ded with self-sacrificing service for Christ, and therefore dropped
their scornful arguments, ashamed to use them against this type of

ministry."

But the Mission has lost the best and noblest of its ladies.

Mrs. Eidley entered into rest on Sunday, December 6th, 1896. ^^^
In the whole history of the Church Missionary Society there has Ridley',

been nothing to surpass the beauty and pathos of her last days and
hours. On the previous Sunday morning she was carried into Touching

Metlakahtla church " in Mr. Hogan's strong arms." In the after-
^'^^"'^^•

noon she took her women's class as usual. " They say she spoke
to them like a prophetess on John xiv. 1-7." But that night she
finally gave way, and instead of carrying her upstairs to her bed-

room, they made up a bed in the large, airy sitting-room down-
stairs. On Tuesday, "crowds of Indians hung round her bed,

and she was delighted." On Wednesday she was weaker, but

had five Indian women in for instruction as she lay there. On
Tliursday " she was placed in a chair to share the usual Bible-

reading, and spoke beautifully on Eom. viii. 17." "All this time
the chapel was full of Indians night and day, praying for her

recovery. We could hear their singing, and she was much
touched by their love." That night she bade farewell to husband,
fellow-workers, the Chinese cook (" dear Cha Li "), the Tsimshean
house-boy ("my own dear boy Herbert "), and the young Kitik-

shean maid, "a tall and powerful girl of about eighteen years of

age." " Four races at the same moment held her in their hands
and mingled their tears as she blessed them all."

" From that time onward to her death," the Bishop goes on,
" all work in the town was suspended. For the three days and Prayer all

nights when she lay a-dying, the prayer-meeting in the chapel aiTnfght.

never once flagged. It was always full, and the overflow in other

rooms. Every ten minutes messengers passed from the bedside

to the supplicating crowds reporting her condition. They had
changed their petition wdien they saw it was God's will to take

her, and prayed that she might have a peaceful, painless end, and
that I might be upheld by the Everlasting Arms."
And those prayers returned into their own bosom. "Many
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Part IX. found the lio'ht during the death-struggle. In her death she, by
1882-9o.

iigj^- beautiful and tender words, and patient endurance of agony at
'^P' times through choking, drew more souls to Jesus than ever. It

Blessing was victory on victory, triumph on triumph. Quite two hundred
from the

j^quIs shared in the blessing.

Here let this chapter close. No : there is one thing more. A
few weeks later, Bishop Eidley sailed for England ; but before

doing so he went to Kitkatla as before mentioned, and confirmed

Chief Sheuksh and his wife Rose. At the end of the Confirmation

Service, after the Benediction, a voice was heard " as from a man
sobbing." It was the voice of Sheuksh; "and this," said the

Bishop at Exeter Hall in the following May, " is what I heard last

Sheuksh's in my diocese :
—

' God of heaven., have mercy ! Have mercy

the Bishop. til^oH US : «'c are orphans. God of heaven, Thou hast taken our

mother, and noio Thou hast called our father across the deep. Oh,

take care of him on land and sea . . . and bring him hack to us

strong in lieart."

And, " strong in the strength which God supplies," Bishop
Ridley did go back.



CHAPTER XCIX.

Missions at Congresses and Conferences.

Missions at the Church Congresses, 1883-1898—Third Lambeth Con-
ference, 1888—Questions of Polygamy, Proselytism, &c.—General

Missionary Conference, 1888—Anglican Missionary Conference,

1894— S.V.M.U. Conference at Liverpool, January, 1896—Evangeli-
zation of the World in this Generation.

''And the apostles and elders came together for to consider of this matter. . . ,

Then all the multitude kept silence, and gave audience to Barnabas and Paul."—
Acts XV. 6, 12.

" When they had prayed^ . . . they were all filled with the Holy Ghost."—
Acts iv. 31.

E now come back again to England. We have still to Part IX.

review most of the home events of seven of the years of 1882-95.

our present period, 1888 to 1895. This we shall do in
Chap^99.

the next chapter. But as that chapter will necessarily

be almost entirely confined to the internal affairs of the

Society, we will first, in this chapter, notice the Congresses and
Conferences of the period, and see how Missions fared in their

deliberations. In previous chapters we have noted the missionary

discussions at all the Church Congresses in the twenty years to

18S2 ; we have also seen how the Lambeth Conferences of 1867 and
1878 dealt with missionary questions ; and we have duly recorded

the Anglican Missionary Conferences of 1875 and 1877, and the

Geaeral Missionary Conferences of 1860 and 1878. We shall find

it interesting to do the like for the period under review.

Missions were not once omitted from the programmes of the Missions

Chuich Congresses of the period ; but the subject excited little church
interest except when some controversial question was raised. At Congress.

Eeadiiig, in 1883, a paper by Bishop French di-ew upon him some Bishop

undeserved criticism. Instead of boasting of the success achieved at'^Reading,

in the Mission-field, he rightly urged that the work of the century 1883.

called for " the deepest contrition, humiliation, and genuine heartfelt

confession on the part of the labourers for past neglects and defects ";

and he pleaded for more " apostles." At once an outcry arose that

a bishop was disparaging missionaries. It was forgotten that

VOL. III. T t
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Part IX. French was himself a missionary. In fact lie was humbling himself
1882-95. as their representative; and when he called for "apostles," he
Chap^99.

i^aiiied, as examples of what he wanted, C.M.S. and C.E.Z.M.S.
missionaries, Bishop Moule, G. M. Gordon, Eobert Bruce, Miss
Tucker, Miss Hewlett, &c. The paper, as became so indepen-
dent a thinker as French, contained suggestions which most C.M.S.
men would not endorse ; but if ever an utterance was apostolic,

this one was.

Debate at In 1884, at Carlisle, there was a notable debate on "Boards of

Boards^ o°f"
^^issious. Missionary Societies, and Special Missions." Mr. Barlow

Missions, and Mr. P. V. Smith ably represented the C.M.S., but the paper
^' that made the occasion memorable was read by Prebendary H. W.

Preb. Tucker, Secretary of the S.P.G. He denounced the practice of

paper. cvcry diocese, and (he said) almost every missionary, having
a special private fund, and an agency for raising it. This he
designated as chaos, while the work of the regular societies

was kosnios. Then, on the theory, so popular on some Church
platforms, that "we ought to place our money in the hands
of the bishops and ask no questions," he remarked that "there
is a Scriptural precedent for laying our gifts at the Apostles'
feet, but an equally strong precedent against apostolic adminis-
tration of those gifts." The phrase " the Church in her corporate
capacity" he characterized as one " good to conjure with," bu^
" which no one can define," and he branded phrases of th(

kind as "foolish talk." It was evident that he had no lov'

for the proposed Boards. They would, he said, be "far les

representative than the existing societies," and he added, wi'i

quiet irony, "I think their duties will be light." The effect f

his remarks upon the audience was, for the moment, swept utteiy
away by a fervent oration on the other side by Mr. Lue
Eivington, the Cowley Father, who roused the High Chuuh
majority of the meeting to a tumult of enthusiasm ; but Ir.

Eivington has since gone over to Eome, and his influence in
the Church of England is at an end ; while Mr. Tucker las

lasted, and the S.P.G. continues to prosper,

mouth 188
^^ ^^^® Portsmouth Congress, 1885, the Church in India was

"""^
'
^ ^ discussed by such experts as Sir Charles Turner, J. C. Whitleynow

Bishop of Chota Nagpore), E. E. Winter and E. Bickersteh of

Delhi, and, as representing the C.M.S., W. E. Blackett, J. Bfton,
and H. P. Parker. The Bishop of Winchester (Harold Brwne)
wound up the debate by expressing the hope that the ..idian

Church would not be the Church of England in India, 3ut a
daughter Church with features of its own, to which one jight

Wakefield, say, " 7natre pulckrd fiUa jJidcJinor." At Wakefield, in 886,
Bishop Bickersteth of Exeter read a remarkable paper ft> the
difficult question of the baptism of polygamists, advocating, liberty
for it under certain conditions ; while Mr. James JohnJn, the

h^mpton, eloquent African clergyman of Lagos, who was then in ligland,
1887. ' opposed this view vehemently. At Wolverhampton, in 'i^7, the
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subject was Africa, and pa])ers wore read by Avcliduacoii Hamilton Part IX.

of Lagos and Canon Edmonds of Exeter ; but the sensation of the pj^^'^~'^*'j-

Congress was Canon Isaac Taylor's famous paper on Mohamme- ^'^^''
'

danism, noticed in our Eighty-seventh Chapter. At Manchester, in Manches-

1888, Colonial work was to the front, several colonial bishops being *^'"' ^^^'

present who were in England for the Lambeth Conference ; but

Dr. Bruce read a paper on Missions to Moslems, and Bishop Johnson
of Calcutta appealed to the Church to absorb the Societies and
carry on her own Missions in her corporate capacity. At Cardiff, in ^-j^**'*'^'

1889, Sir John Kennaway read a paper on the missionary duty of

'

the Church ; but there being no controversial question on, the

meeting was a small one. Sir John was again a reader in the

following year, at Hull, when the sul)ject was Africa. He dwelt f^"!'- '^ao.

succinctly on the exploration, the appropriation, and the evangeli-

zation, of the Dark Continent. The C.M.S. was further represented

by Bishop Ingham of Sierra Leone, Canon Money, and the Eev.
W. Allan ; and Commander Cameron and Bishop Smythies were
also speakers.

The missionary debate at the Khyl Congress, 1891, excited more Rhyi, 1891.

attention than usual. The " Advice " of the Five Prelates on the

controversy between the Society and Bishop Blyth had appeared
only a few weeks before, and the Church papers were still teeming
with letters on the subject ; and Bishop Blyth himself was to be a

speaker on the Congress platform. The thesis on the programme
certainly lacked concentration, as it included (a) Qualifications of

Agents, (b) Reflex Benefits, (c) the Society System. Mr. Athelstan Debate on

Eiley dealt with (a), and borrowed Dr. Cust's sarcasms on mission- system.'
^

ary brides and babies. To Bishop Blyth, whose enthusiastic

reception indicated where lay the sympathies of the young clergy-

men who formed a large part of the meeting, was allotted (b), but

he put the subject aside, and confined himself to an account of

elewish Missions in Palestine. Canon Churton, on (c), attacked the

whole Society system with merciless incisivencss, dwelling on the
" intrusions " and " assumptions of power " of " the Societies "

—

by which term he of course meant the C.M.S.—and demanding
that " the Committees " "retire into a secondary and subordinate

position." The defence of the Societies was entrusted to the Earl
of Stamford, representing the S.P.G., and the C.M.S. Editorial

Secretary. Lord Stamford's speech was a remarkable one. He
made a sensation by describing the relative ineffctiveness of the

system adopted by the American Church, of wrki ng Missions
by *' the Church in her corporate capacity," as compared with the

system of the English Societies, quoting writings and speeches of

American bishops and clergy to prove his case. As the discussion

went on, it was very striking to see how these and other points

told upon the meeting ; and the speakers on that side, received

at first with coldness, won general applause.'''

* Sc'o an account of the debate, with extracts from the papers and
speeches, iu the CM. Intelliijencer of November, 1891.

T t 2
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Part IX. At Folkestone in 1892, Bishop Bickersteth of Exeter read a paper
1882-95. on Variety of Methods, and was followed by Dr. Maclear, Sir P
Ch.-ip. 99. Goldsmid, and Bishops Smythies and J. E. Selwyn. But the

Folkestone most memorable missionary episode of this Congress was Arch-
1892. bishop Benson's appeal for prayer in behalf of Uganda. The
Archbp. moment of crisis had come, whether the British Government
and would adopt or reject Lord Eosebery's policy of establishing a
Uganda.

Protectorate when the East Africa Company withdrew ;'' and all

England was keenly interested in the decision. The Archbishop
called upon the Congress to "record its emphatic prayer that,

whatever might be the commercial exigencies, our country's course
should he so shaped that Christian converts in a land already

drunk with the blood of martyrs should not be abandoned to

inniiinent destruction "; and the great hall rang with approving
cheers, again and again renewed.

Birming- At the Birmingham Congress, 1893, the missionary discussion
ham, 1893. ^y.^g distinctly a dull one. Dr. Wirgman criticized Societies ; the

Eev. E. L. Page advocated asceticism ; Bishop E. Bickersteth gave
a very interesting account of work in Japan ; Sir C. Euan Smith,
in bluff and cheery tones, testified to the good work of Missions
in Africa ; and Mr. Fox of Durham replied admirably to the first

two speakers ; but nothing seemed really to interest the listless

audience.
Exeter, 1894 The Exctcr Congress in 1894 was notable for the Bishop's

opening address, which, commencing with the remark that "the
many and manifold subjects chosen for study and discussion

revolved mainly around the two foci of Church Eeform and the

Church's Mission," proceeded to put the Evangelization of the

World in its right place as the Church's primary duty. At the
missionary session itself Sir John Kennaway presided. Bishop
Scott of North China and the Eev. A. J. Eobinson read papers on
"How best to awaken the Church to her missionary responsi-

bility ";t and the Eev. Sir J. E. Philipps and Mr. Drury of

Islington College on the Supply and Training of Missionaries.

There was a missionary flavour also about another discussion, on
Christian Ethics, papers being read on the Ethics of Hinduism,
Buddhism, and Mohammedanism, by Dr. Pope of Madras, Bishop
Copleston, and Mr. Shirreff" of Lahore res])ectively. Besides
which, at the Devotional Service in the Cathedral, one of the four

addresses was given by Mr. Fox of Durliam, on the Operation of

the Holy Spirit in the Conversion of the World.
Although the Congresses of later date do not belong to the

period now iinder review, it may be convenient to complete this

sketch of Congress missionary discussions by a brief notice of
Norwich, them. At Norwich, in 1895, Bishop Blyth and Sir J. Kennaway

spoke on the Jews, Mr. Ensor and Mr. Foss (S.P.G., now Bishop

* See pp. 443—448.
"j" Mr. E/obiuson's admirable paper was printed iu the CM. Intellvjevcer of

January, 1895.

1895
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of Osaka) on Japan, Bishop Moule and Mr. Baring-Gould on Part IX.
China. This Congress was also notahle for a most impressive 1^^2-95.

paper at tlie Devotional Meeting hy ]:)r. Moule on "The Bearing ^^''P- ^^-

of the Docti'ine of the Second Advent on the Missionary Work of
the Church." == At Hhrewsl)ury, in 1896, the principal missionary Shrews-
dehate was more worthy of the suhject, and far higher in spiritual ''"''^' '^•

tone, than at any former Congress. The thesis propounded was
itself nobler than usual—" The necessity of stirring the heart and
conscience of the Church to greater earnestness in foreign mis-
sionary work." A splendid paper was read by Bishop Jacob of
Newcastle ; a most solemn and awakening address was given by
Bishop Temple ; and Mr. Douglas Thornton's paper on the
Student Vohmteer Missionary Union touched all hearts. There
were also papers by the Eev. B. Wilson and the CM. S. Editorial
Secretary, and speeches by Mr. Lefroy of Delhi and others.! At
a second session in the afternoon, Mr. Fox (who had now become
C.M.S. Secretary) and Dr. C. F. Harford-Battersby read papers
on the Training of Missionaries—the latter on medical men. At
Nottingham, in 1897, an admirable paper was read by the Bishop Notting-
of Newcastle on the Comity of Missions,]: in the course of which ^^"'' '^7-

he condemned the intrusive policy of the Church of Eome in the
Mission-field, and warmly eulogized the Bible Society. Bishops
Kestell-Cornish of Madagascar, Awdry of Japan, and Taylor
Smith of Sierra Leone, also spoke ; and, very effectively, Arch-
deacon Crowther, of Bonny, For the first time at these meetings,
three ladies, too, were speakers, viz., Miss Clifford, sister of the
Bishop of Lucknow

; Miss Patteson, sister of the martyred Bishop
of Melanesia

; and Miss E. Mulvany of the C.E.Z.M.S. Finally,
at Bradford, in 1898, the Bishop of New^castle was again to the Bradford,

front with a paper on the Evangelization of the World in this
'^'

Generation
; § while Dean Eliot of Windsor spoke on the Eevival

of the Missionary Spirit, and Prebendary Webb-Peploe related the
story of the adoption by the C.M.S. of the " Policy of Faith."

||

II.

We now go back to the Third Lambeth Conference, held under Third

the presidency of Archbishop Benson in July, 1888, and attended confer***

by one hundred and forty-five bishops. This Conference began the ^"''^' '*^-

convenient practice—which was continued in 1897—of present-
ing its own Eesolutions, and its Encyclical Letter, apart from the
Eeports of Committees ; being thus able to express its united

* Printed in the CM. Tntelligenccr of December, 1895.

t See Ihid., November, 1896. + Hid., November, 1897.
§ lb uJ., November, 1898.

II
At these later Congresses, both the C.M.S. Younger Clergy Union and

the S.P.G. Junior Clergy Association have held interesting gatherings, witli
either breakfast or luncheoji. The various Societies have al.so had stalls at
the Ecclesiastical Art P].\hibitions held in the Congress Week. At Nottingham
Dr. Lankester held a Medical Mission stall, and also a Medical M?ssion
meeting after the Congress was over.
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1882-95.
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opinion on a question in different terms, if necessary, from those

of the Eeport of the Committee on that question. It is im-

portant to bear this in mind, and to notice how the wisdom of the

Conference as a whole quahfied the sometimes one-sided language
of a Eeport. It was a great blot—if tlie word may be allowed

—

on the proceedings of this Third Conference that not one word
was said, in Eeports or Eesolutions or Encyclical, on the supreme
duty of the Church to evangelize the world.''' But several of

the topics that were discussed concerned the Missions of the

C.M.S. and other Societies, especially Polygamy, the Mutual
Eelations of Dioceses and Branches of the Anglican Communion,
the Eastern Churches, and Authoritative Standards of Doctrine

and Worship.
The subject of Polygamy involved the question whether a

polygamist could be baptized. It is not so easy a question as

might be imagined. Of course any baptized Christian taking

more than one wife would be excommunicated : upon that all were
agreed. But suppose a Heathen chief converted who has three

wives already, all lawful wives according to the custom of the

country. And suppose "the first in order of time is old and
childless, the second the mother of all his children, the third the

last married and best beloved." If he is to put away two of the

three before baptism, which is he to keep? And what is the

condition of the two put away ? Are they to be counted as

married or single ? Can they marry other men ? And what of

the children ? These perplexing questions were strongly urged by
the Bishop of Exeter, as at the Wakefield Church Congress, with

a view to a certain liberty ; and also by some Bisliops from India,

and others. But the Bishops from Africa, including Crowther,

were as strongly opposed to any concession ; and the Lambeth
Committee on the subject adopted their view, though not

unanimously. The Conference itself, when the Eeport was
presented, confirmed its chief recommendations, viz., (1) that a

converted polygamist should not be baptized, but should continue

a catechumen until he should be "in a position to accept the law
of Christ," and (2) that the wives of polygamists might be

baptized under certain circumstances to be decided on locally.

The first of these Eesolutions was carried by 83 votes to 21 ; the

second by 54 to 34. Evidently the fifty-four bishops were the

twenty-one reinforced by a large number of the majority on the

first question ; while the thirty-four were stalwarts opposed to all

concession. The Lambeth Conference, therefore, confirmed the

view of the Church Missionary Society as embodied in Henry
Venn's Memorandum of 1856.

f

* The omission, it need scarcely be said, was amply repaired by the Con-
ference of 1897.

I Which Memorandum, it will be remembered, was severely criticized

by the High Church organs of that period as too strict. See Vol. II.,

pp. 14, 111.
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The Report on the Mutual Relations of Dioceses and Branches Part IX.

of the Anglican Communion only concerned the C.M.S. in respect 1882-95.

of its utterance on Prayer-book Revision. Apparently the object ^^•'^P- ^^•

of the Committee was to condemn (without naming it) the action Prayer^
of the Church of Ireland ; but their somewhat stiff views might, ^°°H .

if adopted, nuich impede the reasonable elasticity which (as we
saw in our Eighty-fourth Chapter) Archbishop Benson advocated
in his memorable Cambridge Sermon. However, the Conference
used milder words in its Resolution, only saying that a Branch
desiring to revise its Prayer-book should "seriously consider"
the possible effect of its revision upon other Branches.
On the subject of the Eastern Churches, as might be expected, Proseiy-

both the Committee and the Conference deprecated " proselytism "; the"
^"

but, as in other cases, the latter qualified the words of the former, r^^^^h"
The Resolution of Conference "recommended that the counsels
and efforts of our fellow-Christians should be directed to the
encouragement of internal reformation in the Eastern Churches,
rather than to the drawing away from them of individual members
of their Communion." And the Encyclical condemned the
"wrongful treatment" by the Church of Rome of " her Eastern
sister," in " intruding her bishops into the ancient dioceses and
keeping up a system of active proselytism," and added that "it

behoves us of the Anglican Communion to take care that we do
not offend in like manner." " Individuals," it went on, " craving
fuller light and stronger spiritual life may, by remaining in the
Church of their baptism, become centres of enlightenment to their

own people "; and again, " All schemes of proselytizing are to be
avoided." This is very like the policy of the C.M.S. in its early

efforts for the benefit of the ancient Churches, both in the Levant
and in Travancore ; but it takes no account of the painful

experience of tiie Society through long years of patient pursuance
of that policy."

The Report on Authoritative Standards of Doctrine and
Worship covered part of the same ground as that on Mutual
Relations. It recommended caution in regard to modifications of

the Prayer-book. The Thirty-Nine Articles were spoken of in The 39

terms that indicated a compromise between opposing parties, i^'^thi^^

The Conference itself again wisely adopted more satisfactory J'^i^^'"""

language, and the following paragraph in the Encyclical is marked
by moderation and good sense :—

" We desire that these standards should be set before the foreign
Churches in their purity and simplicity. A certain liberty of treatment
must be extended to the cases of Native and growing Churches, on
which it would he unreasonahle to impose, as conditions of communion,
the whole of the Thirty-Nine Articles, coloured as they are in language
and form liy the peculiar circumstances under whicli they were
originally drawn up. On the other hand, it would he impossible for ns
to share with them in the matter of Holy Orders, as in complete inter-

* See further, Chapters XVII., XXII., XLI., XCIV.
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Part IX. commupion, vvitli<iut. satisfactory eviflence that they hold substantially

1882-95. tho same foi-m of doctrine as ourselves. It ouoht not to 1m> dithcult,

Chap. 99. much less impossible, to formulate articles, in aceordanct; with our own
standards of doctrine and worsliip, the acceptance of which should be

required of all ordained in such Churches."

Another Some clissatlsfactioii was expressed by leading Evangelicals that

n^t'to'be' ^lie Bishops did not deal with the burning question of the doctrine
regretted, of the Lord's Supper. Perhaps it is as well that they did not.

Seeing that all admissible varieties of teaching—and perhaps some
that ought to be inadmissible—were represented in the Conference,

any utterance on the suljject would inevitably have been the result

of a compromise, and would have satisfied nobody. Evangelical

Churchmen may well be content with their Prayer-book. As long

as that stands unaltered, they have a right to say that Kcformation

doctrine is the doctrine of the Church of England.
c.M.s. It may here be added that the Bishops attending the Lambeth

the bishops Conference were entertained at the Church Missionary House one

afternoon by the President and Lady Kennaway. After a time

of social intercourse, and refreshments, a short meeting was held,

at which Mr. Alexander Beattie and Canon Hoare, as the oldest

lay and clerical members, welcomed the Bishops, and were

followed by Mr. Wigram and Bishop Crowther. The Bishop of

Mississippi spoke for the American Episcopate, and the Archliisliop

of Dublin (Lord Plunket) for the Church of Ireland ; and Arch-

bishop Benson made a singularly gracious and graceful speech.

III.

In the same year as the Third Lambeth Conference, 1888, but

General two Or three wceks earlier, was held what was called the Centenary

^ifcon- Conference of Protestant Missions. The year 1888, indeed, was
ference, not bv ^nv means the hundredth anniversary of the Missions.
QQQ J J

-T\ rr

Eliot and Brainerd and Ziegenbalg and Schwartz and the Mora-
vians dated back much more than a hundred years. Nor was the

year 1788 so specially marked as the year 1786, the significant

twelve events of which were pointed out in the Sixth Chapter of

this History. Still, in a rough and general way, 1888 might be

regarded as marking the centenary of the _2;criOfZ of four or five

years during which the minds of Grant and Simeon and Wilber-

force and Carey and Coke were beginning to be set upon the

subject of Missions to the Heathen. Besides which, ten years

had elapsed since the General Conference of 1878, noticed in our

Sixty-ninth Chapter. It was a good time, therefore, to hold

another.
Its defects. The arrangements were made by a Committee representing the

various leading Societies. Three declined to join, the S.P.G., the

Universities' Mission to Africa, and the Salvation Army. The
S.P.C.K. Standing Committee did appoint two representatives, but

at the next open Monthly Meeting of that Society a number of

extreme men, "whipped up" for the occasion, carried a motion
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withdrawing the delegation. The C.M.S., therefore, was left, as Paet IX.
usual, to rei^resent Church of England Missions, together with 1882-95.

theC.E.Z.M.S., the Loudon Jews' Society, the Soutii American ^^^^9.
Society, and two or three smaller organizations. The Conference
itself comprised 1316 memhers helonging to 53 Societies in the
United Kingdom

; 33 delegates from the Colonies representing
11 Societies ; 189 delegates from 57 American Societies ; and 4l
delegates from 18 Continental Societies; total memhers, 1579.
This was quite enough to crowd the Memhers' Meetings and Con-
ferences in the smaller halls, but far from being enough to make Smaii at-

Exeter Hall look even barely comfortable at the open public tendances,

gatherings
; and the general public did not attend largely. At

not a single meeting was Exeter Hall full. Clergymen and Non-
conformist ministers were conspicuous by their absence ; and the
thousands of friends who gather at ordinary meetings of the
Societies seem to have thought that the Conference did not concern
them.
But many of the papers and addresses were of the highest value, its value.

The American delegates were quite in the front for ability and
culture and eloquence. England had scarcely any one to- put
alongside such men as Dr. Gordon, Dr. Ellinwood, Dr. Pierson, American
Dr. Post, Dr. Judson Smith, Dr. W. M. Taylor. The Earl of

speakers.

Aberdeen was President, and the Earls of Harrowby and North- English

brook. Sir John Kennaway, and Sir Eisdon Bennett, took part,
^p^'*''^''^-

The only English bishop present was Bishop Bickersteth of Exeter,
who presided once ; but Bishop Stuart of Waiapu, and Bishop
Crowther, who were in England for the Lambeth Conference,
were welcome speakers. Among others should be named Sir
W. W. Hunter, who spoke on Mohammedanism

; Sir M. Monier-
Williams, whose paper on Buddhism was one of the great attrac-
tions of the week

; Professor Henry Drummond, who gave his ex-
periences in " Tropical Africa "; Dr. George Smith, Dr. Underbill,
Canon Edmonds, Dr. Murray Mitchell, Dr. Cust, Dr. Miller of
Madras, Dr. Bruce of Persia, and Mr. Hudson Taylor. At the
principal public meetings, the various Mission-fields were arranged Public

in eleven groups, and the different Missions described. Addi-
'"^^*'"^^-

tional meetings dealt with Jewish Missions, Medical Missions, and
Women's Work. Open Conferences were held on Heathen Confer-

Systems, on Islam, on Eoman Catholic Missions, on Commerce ^"'^^^•

and Missions, on the Mutual Eelations of Home and Foreio-n
Missions, and on the Century's Eetrospect. Private Members'
Meetings considered all kinds of missionary methods and problems,
Ediication, Native Agency, Training of Missionaries, Literature in
the Mission Field, Missionary Comity, &c. Three subjects led to
specially animated debates, viz.. Educational Missions, Polygamy, Animated
and Opium. On this last topic Dr. Cust boldly faced an almost

'^^''^*"-

unanimously hostile audience.
There was certainly a sense, not exactly of failure, but of in-

completeness, in the minds of many who attended this Conference.
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Part IX. Perhaps this is inevitable when a great number of men of varied
1882-95. types and opinions and ecclesiastical connexions come together for

^^|]_ ten days and discuss a host of subjects in a necessarily partial

and fragmentary way. Certainly Conferences of this size seem to

be characterized neither, on the one hand, by the enthusiasm of

really great gatherings of friends of one Society and of one mind,

nor, on the other hand, by the practical aiid business-like features

of a discussion in a small room among none but real experts.

Nevertheless, attendance at such a Conference is of great edu-

cational value ; and the Report of this one, in two substantial

volumes, edited by the able Secretary, the Rev. James Johnston,

is a mine of important information.

IV.

Anglican A Very different, but not less important Conference was held in

^y Con- 1894, on the Missions of the Anglican Communion, and under the

ference, auspices of the Boards of Missions. Like tlie General Conference,

T "^A f
i^ quite failed to reach the wide missionary circles of either S.P.G.

andva^ue.'or C.M.S. St. James's Hall, in which it was held, was never

once full, and some of the meetings were very small. Neverthe-

less—as in the other case, only more so—the papers and dis-

cussions were of very great interest and value ; and the handsome
volume in which they are preserved, edited by the late Mr. G. A.

Spottiswoode, is a quite indispensable book of reference for all

who wish to study Church of England Missions of various types

and in different lands. There was one great apparent defect in

the programme, viz., that no provision was made for systematic

accounts of work done. All the meetings were for the discussion

of missionary problems. However, the Boards of Missions had
already described the Church's actual missionary operations in

their Volume of Reports, so no doubt the way was considered to

be open for a Conference on practical topics.

Canon The programme of subjects and speakers was admirably arranged,
Jacob's nominally by a committee, really—in the main—by Canon Jacoli,

gramme, now Bisliop of Ncwcastlc ; and it deserves to be given here in

full :—

I. Tlie Missionary's Vocation and Training,

(a) The Call to Missionary Service.

(6) Methods of Training.

II. The Religions to he dealt with.

(ft) and ((') Judaism and Mohammedanism.
(c) and (t?) Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucianism, PagJinism.

III. The Presentation of Christianity.

(i.) Theological Points.

(a) Doctrine and Ethics.

(/*) Catechumens, and the Right Time for Baptism,
(ii.) Ecclesiastical Points.

(rt) Relations witli Eastern Churches.
{/i) Relations with Missions of Cliurch of Rome.
(c) Relations with Other Christian Missions.
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IV. Problems io he Solved. Part IX.

(a) Indian Problems. 1882-95.

(b) Chinese and Japanese Pi-oblems. Chap. 99.

(c) African Problems.
(rf) Aiistralasian and South Sea Problems.

(c) Polygamy.

V. Dangers to be Aiwided.

(a) Secular Influences : Politics, Trade, &c.

(b) Undue Introduction of Western Ways.
(c) Spiritual, Moral, and Social Dangers to Missionaries.

VI. Methods to be Employed.
(a) Associate Missions and Family Life.

('') Educational Missions.

(c) Industrial Missions.

(cZ) Medical Missions.

(e) Translation of Bible, Prayer-book, &c.

VII. The Building up of the Church.
(a) Church Organization and Discipline,

(b) Native Agency and Episcopate.

VIII. Relations of Missions to the Cliurch at Home.
Administration (Boards, Societies, &c.).

IX. Home Interest in Mission Work.
(a) Spiritual Influences.

(6) Methods : Services, Meetings, Unions, Guilds, Publications.

It would be difficult to improve upon this syllabus in regard to

logical order. And the sessions were appropriately preceded by
a Service at St. Paul's, with a Sermon by Bishop Westcott, and
concluded by a Public Missionary Meeting.

The first session was opened by an inaugural address from the

Archbishop of Canterbury. In this address Dr. Benson virtually Archbp.^

repeated his Cambridge Sermon of nine years before, ''= on the
fcfdr^e°ss'.^

historical development of Missions—first Personal, then Govern-
mental, then of Societies ; to be followed in due time by Missions

of the Church itself. This would have been an excellent intro-

duction to the debate on Subject VIII. in the Programme ; but it

must be confessed that a solemn address from the Primate of All

England upon Missions as the primary duty of the Church—such

as Archbishop Temple is wont to give—would have more suitably

introduced the very impressive speeches on the Missionary's

Vocation which followed—^two of them by Bishop Wilkinson of

St. Andrew's and Prebendary Webb-Peploe. An outcry subse-

quently arose at what was oddly supposed to be a new and
sudden attack upon missionary societies, and especially at the

Archbishop's pointing out the obvious resemblance of the C.M.S. On c.m.s.

and the Jesuits in one ijarticular, viz., that both are voluntary Jesuits^,

societies working to a certain extent independently of the Church
they belong to. Of all groundless panics, this was one of the

least creditable ! As regards Societies, the Archbishop un- On the

doubtedly held up to admiration the ideal, i.e. the whole Church and the

unitedly and officially working its Missions. Certainly that is Societies.

* See p. 274.
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Part IX. the ideal. But it is an impossible ideal now, because Churchmen
1882-95. are not united ; and Dr. Benson was extraordinarily optimistic in
Chap. 99. c.|]ggesting that the time might come when it would be realized.

That will not be in this dispensation, if Church History is any

Weak- guide to US at all. Moreover the weaknesses of Societies which

Cf thr ^'^ actually pointed out, and which are plain enough to those who
Societies, liavc cycs to scc them, are weaknesses w^hich would attach no

less—perhaps more—to the Boards or Councils or Committees

through which the Church would have to conduct her Missions.

One of those mentioned by the Archbishop was that Societies

cannot manage geniuses ; and he said, " There are no men I more
highly esteem than Mr. Tucker and Mr. Wigram ; but I should

like to see what they would do with a Saint Martin !
" A writer

in the Church Times, commenting on this, drily observed that

the Church herself had not always been very successful in dealing

with geniuses—witness Galileo, Luther, Wesley, and Newman !

Merits Dr. Benson did, however, speak warmly of the Missionary

Sock^ies. Societies as at present the Church's instruments for doing her

work. *'They are," he said, "the only people in the Church

who have recognized their responsibility ; and the work is theirs,

and God's blessing is upon them. . . . We must work through

them with all our might. We must support the noble work they

are doing, which the Church has not done." On another occa-

sion, at a meeting of the Church Defence Institution, he expressed

what, even from his point of view, is the true position of Societies.

"Although the Church," he said, "is the true Church Defence

Society, yet, for all that, every particular function of the Church

needs its oion organ."
c.M.s. A great many C.M.S. men took part in the discussions. Mr.

co^nferen^/e Drury contributed a paper on the Training of Missionaries; Dr.

Bruce, one on Mohammedanism; Mr. Storrs (Santal Mission),

on Paganism ; Mr. Ensor, on Doctrine and Ethics ; Mr. Bateman,

on Catechumens ; Mr. Perkins, and Archdeacon Koshi Koshi, on

Indian Problems ; Bishop Moule, on Chinese Problems ; Mr. J. B.

Wood, on African Problems ; Mr. Salter Price, on Polygamy ;

Chancellor P. V. Smith, and Mr. Ashe, on Politics and Trade
;

Mr. Fenn, on the " anghcizing " of converts; Mr. Barton, on

Spiritual Dangers ; Mr. Hackett, on Family Life ; Mr. H. Morris,

and Bishop Hodges, on Education ; Dr. Downes, on Medical

Missions ; Canon Edmonds, on Bible Translation ; Bishop Stuart,

on Native Church Organization ; Mr. Shirreff, on Native Agents ;

Mr. S. Gedge, on Administration; Archdeacon Long, on Spiritual

Influences at Home. Mr. Wigram, Mr. Baylis, Bishop Tucker,

and several missionaries and others, were among the volunteer

Papers and Speakers. Among other papers of special interest were those

offecfli '^y ^ii' ^- Goldsmid and Mr. Bosworth Smith, on Mohamme-
interest. danism ; Sir M. Monier-Williams, on Hinduism ; Bishop

. Copleston, on Buddhism (an admirable paper) ;
Bishop Matthew

of Lahore, on Eoman Catholic Missions (an important paper) ;
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Mr Lefroy (now Bishop of Lahore), on Associate Missions; Mr. Part IX.

McCkire of the S.P.C.K., and Dr. L. B. White of the R.T.S., on l?82-95.

Vernacular Literature ; Mr. Westcott (S.P.G., Madras), on the
'^^^'^'^

Training of Native Agents; Mr. Berdmore Compton (S.P.G.), in

defence of the Society system (a very able and remarkable

paper). The speeches from the chair, of Bishops Temple,

Westcott, Selwyn, and Thorold, should also be mentioned ; and

those of Canon Jacob on two occasions ; and those of Sir George

Grey (the former Governor of New Zealand), Archdeacon Farrar,

and Mr. Philip Ireland Jones, at the closing PubHc Meeting. Dr.

Farrar's address was on "Missions as a Reparation, " i.e. for Dr.^arrar

(1) the evil example of nominal Christians, (2) extermination, °"ons'ls a

(3) slavery as "free labour," (4) war, (5) confiscation of land, Reparation

(6) guns and gunpowder, (7) diseases, (8) slavery, (9) drink. ^'^

This is Httle but a Hst of names, but it may serve to show the

real interest of the Conference. Some of the debates were

singularly enlightening ; those, for instance, on Polygamy, on the

" Westernization " of Eastern nations, on Associate Missions and

Family Life, and on Administration by Boards or Societies. One
sentence in Mr. Berdmore Compton's paper on this last subject Berdmore

was perhaps the best thing said in the whole Conference. His on Home
thought was. Why waste time in discussing the machinery of

p^^lj^JJ'*

administration when the Heathen are waiting to be evangelized ? poiicy.

and his ivords were, "Let us turn our minds from distracting

dreams of home rule to the unifying ambition of an energetic foreign

j)olicy—the unresting, unrelenting attack on the Prince of this

world, the steady aggrandizement of the Kingdom of the King of

kings." Could the point be more forcibly put ?

There was a Women's Section of the Conference, which had
|^°(J'j^*'j^'^

been arranged by a Ladies Committee, wdth Miss Palgrave as

Secretary. The subjects were

—

1. Vocation and Training of Women for Foreign Missions,

2. Need and Scope of Women's Work.
3. Dangers and Difficulties of Women Missionaries.

4. Home Interest ill Mission Work.

Among the readers of papers were, on the first subject, Mrs.

Boyd Carpenter, Mrs. Bannister (of " The Olives "), Miss Schroder

(of"" The Willows") ; on the second, Mrs. A. E. Ball (C.M.S.,

Karachi), Miss Patteson, Miss Bartlett (C.E.Z.M.S., Amritsar),

Miss Pilkington (S.P.G., Delhi, sister of G. L. Pilkington) ; on

the third, Mrs. Piper (C.M.S., Japan), Miss Goodall (C.M.S.,

Lagos), Miss H. Newcombe (C.E.Z.M.S., China) ; on the fourth,

* Several of the papers were published, not only in the Official Report, but

in the CM. Intelliciencer. Mr. Gedge's on the Eelation of Missions to the

Church at Home, in July, 1894; Mr. Hackett's on Associate Missions and

Family Life, in August; Bishop Copleston's on Buddhism, and Chancellor

P. V. Smith's on Secular Influences, in September; Mr. H. Morris's on

Educational Missions, and Mr. Fenn's on " Western Ways," in October;

Mr. Bateman's on Catechumens, in February, 1895.
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Irs. Temple, Miss Alcock (Ireland), Miss Tristram (Durham),

[rs. Percy Grubb, Miss Bunyon (S.P.G. Children's Guild)/'^ Mrs.
Part IX. Mi
1882^95. Mrs. Percy
Chap^99.

j3gn>.on, Lady Vincent, Lady Lam'a Kidding, and Lady Kennaway,

presided at the meetings. Several of the papers were very

valuable ; and the Women's Section has, indirectly, borne good

fruit since.

One more Conference may well be included in this chapter,

although it was not held until some months after the end of our

s.v.M.u. period—the Student Volunteer Missionary Conference at Liver-

atTil'cfr"" pool in January, 1896. In some respects it was more important

pool, janu- than all those we have already noticed. For one thing, its spiritual
ary, 1896.

^^^^^^ ^^ _^^ ^^ ^ totally different kind, on a higher level altogether.

Its higher Yov another thitig, its grand object was not to ventilate differ-

ences of opinion on missionary problems, but to get men first

into full fellowship with their Divine Lord, and then into the

Mission-field.

The origin, both in America and in England, of the Student

Volunteer Missionary Union has already been noticed.! In

Progress America, by the end of 1894, there was an accurate record of

studint 3200 student volunteers who had signed the declaration, " It is

Movement, ^y purpose, if God permit, to become a foreign missionary "

;

and 686 had already sailed for the foreign field. The movement

had gained a great impetus, and wise guidance also, from a re-

markable Conference held at Detroit in March-, 1894, which was

attended by nearly 1200 delegates from various colleges in the

United States and Canada. In England, as we saw before, the

movement only began in 1892 ; but in three years and a half, by

the autumn of 1895, no less than 1038 students in various universi-

ties and colleges in the United Kingdom had signed the declara-

tion, viz., 832 men and 206 women, belonging to 26 various

religious denominations. Of these, 212 had already sailed, and 66

others had been accepted by the Societies for service. Most of

them, of course, were still students. The British S.V.M.U.,

together with an allied Union for Christian work in the colleges

(now called the British College Christian Union), held Conferences

at Keswick in 1893, 1894, and 1895, in the week preceding or

following the Convention ; the men being quartered in camps put

up for the purpose. A magazine had been started, The Student

Volunteer, which was remarkable for its educational value. The

leaders aimed, not merely at enthusiasm, but at the spread of an

intelhgent grasp of missionary lands, missionary problems, mis-

sionary methods. Never have Missions been more scientifically

studied than by the S.V.M.U.
The Liverpool Conference, held on the first five days of the

* The papers by Mrs. Ball and Mrs. Piper were ijriuted iu the CM. InieJli-

(;e/icer of January, 1895.

j- See p. 1573.
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New Year, 1896, will never be forgotten by tbose wlio had the Part IX.

privilege of attending it. In the most absolutely literal sense, it 1882-95.

was begun, continued, and ended, in fervent and believing prayer. •^'^^P- 99.

It was entirely managed by the little band of students forming prayer and
the Executive of the S.V.M.U.—almost all, if not all, of them business,

being still undergraduates ; but never, perhaps, has a series of

meetings—some of them crowding a hall holding 2000 persons

—

been conducted in every particular in a more business-like manner,
together with, as before mentioned, the highest spiritual tone.

The chairman throughout was a young Scotchman, Mr. Donald The chair-

Fraser,* who had gone to Keswick in 1891 as an agnostic, but ^eaife'rs.

there had heard his Saviour's call, first to Himself, and then to

the Mission-field, and had responded to both. Among the other
leaders were Mr. L. B. Butcher and Mr. Douglas Thornton, now
C.M.S. missionaries in India and Egypt respectively, and Mr.
Frank Anderson, now in India under the Y.M.C.A. Several
representatives of Societies, secretaries, missionaries, and others
were invited to take part in the Conference. The chief speaker
of all was Dr. A. T. Pierson ; and other younger Americans,
S.V.M.U. men themselves, were Mr. G. Sherwood Eddy and Mr.
Harlan P. Beach—both names now widely known for their work
in the Student Movement. Among other specially acceptable
speakers were the Eev. W. E. Burroughs and Miss Gollock
(C.M.S.), Dr. George Smith of Edinburgh, the Revs. G. H. C.

Macgregor and F. B. Meyer (prominent Keswick speakers),

and, among missionaries, G. L. Pilkington and C. T. Studd. The
Bishop of Liverpool welcomed the Conference at the opening
meeting, and Bishop Eoyston gave much-valued counsel and help
throughout.

Of the students who attended, 111 were from Cambridge, 39 students

from Oxford, 90 from the Scotch Universities, and 17 from Trinity
p"""^"^-

College, Dublin. Medical Schools, and other colleges of all sorts,

were represented, and 77 students were from foreign countries.

The total number of students was 715, viz., 584 men and 131
women. Of these 216 were " signed volunteers." Twenty-three
nationalities were represented, including China and Japan (one
student each), and twenty-seven denominations. The Presby-
terians numbered 233, and the Church of England 210. The
next w^ere the Congregationalists, 51.

A full Report of the Conference was published in a handsome The

volume, with the title Make Jesus King—a phrase taken from a "Make
telegram sent to America in 1889 by 500 Christian students inJ|.^"^,,

Japan. This Report is most inspiring reading. No one can turn
over the pages—as no one could be present at Liverpool—without
a deep consciousness that the presence of the Lord was with the
students of a truth. A remarkable series of coloured diagrams,
illustrating the religions of the world and the need for missionary
enterprise, adds to the attractiveness of the volume.

* Now a missionary of the Scotch Free Church on Lake Nyassa.
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Part IX. One remarkable outcome of the Conference was the solemn and
1882-95. deliberate adoption by the British S.V.M.U., after much prayer,
Chap. 99. qJ ^ watchword already familiar in America—" The Evangelization

The of the World in this Generation." It was quite natural that such
"^^^*^=*^- a iiiotto should meet with but a hesitating acceptance. It looked

The Evan- ^^ ^^'^^ sight like dictating to God—why should thirty-three years
geiization be the exact time in which the work should be done ? And it

worM in Seemed like a wild aspiration after the impossible. The whole

ratfon^"^"
Q^^Gstion was discussed at length in the Intelligencer oi April, 1896,

and the conclusions there come to, put in the briefest possible

form, may be expressed as follows :

—

itsobiiga- 1. Each generation of Christians is responsible, not for the past,
^'°"' nor for future, generations of Heathen ; but it is responsible for

tlie present generation. Every man living at this moment on the

earth has a ricjlit to hear of Christ ; and it is tlie plain duty of the

Christians living at this moment to see that he does hear. The
Evangelization of this Generation, therefore, is an obvious and
indisputable duty.

Its 2. Evangelization does not necessarily mean conversion. The
meaning, gy ]\j; jj^ ^^qH defined it as meaning " the presenting of the Gospel

in such a manner to every soul in this world that the resi^onsibility

for what is done with it shall no longer rest upon the Christian

Church, or on any individual Christian, but shall rest on each

man's head for himself."

itspossi- 3. With the question of possibility, or even of probability, wo
^^^^^y- have nothing to do. As Mr. Sherwood Eddy put it, the Six

Hundred at Balaclava " did not charge upon a 'prohahility, hut

upon a command." Another S.V.M.U. leader in America, how-
ever, Mr, Wishard, has faced the question, and submitted it to

elaborate calculations ; and his conclusion is that if the present

missionary force were multiplied threefold, and definitely con-

centrated on preparing, sending out, and guiding, Native Christian

agency,—not otherwise,—the accomplishment of the task is

reasonably possible.

Its claim. 4. But for each individual Christian the responsibility is simply

to do his own part—as the children sing, "You in your small

corner, and I in mine." David, in St. Paul's words, " served his

own generation by the will of God"; the word for "served"
(wTrr^peTr/o-as) being etymologically connected with the work of the

under-roivers in an ancient galley, each in his own place simply

watching and obeying the signals of the pilot. "Find out the

plan of God in your generation," said Prince Albert; "do not

cross His plan, but drop into your oivn place in its marvellous

mechanism." Then it is for the Lord Himself to accomplish His

own purposes.



CHAPTEE C.

Seven Years of the Policy of Faith.

Deaths in the C.M.S. Home Circle, 1891-94—Revision of Laws, 1890—
Development of Departments in the CM. House—New Medical
Department—Unions and Bands—Second " F.S.M."—Anniver-
saries—Missionary Missions and Exhibitions—Outside Matters :

Colonial Bishoprics Jubilee, Diocesan Readers, S.P.G., Dr. Cust's
Books, &c.—The Keswick Letter of 1890 and its Results—Appro-
priated Contributions—Deputation to the Australasian Colonies
—Colonial CM. Associations—The Policy of Faith after Seven
Years, Challenged, Examined, Re-affirmed—Changes in the
Secretariat~-H. E. Fox Hon. Secretary.

''Jesus suith unto them, Believe ye that I am able to do this i" They said unto
Hiiv, Yea, Lord. Then touched He their eyes, saying. According to your faith le

it unto you."— St. Matt. ix. 28, 29.
" Bay by day icithout fail."—Ezra vi. 9.

jT was in October, 1887, that the " PoHcy of Faith" Part IX.

was inaugurated. It was in November, 1894, that it 1882-95.

was reviewed and re-affirmed. These seven years are P' '

all but identical with the seven years still to be pian of

chronicled in the present period of our History. In *^>^

Chap. LXXXVL, on the Three Memorable Years, 1885-87, we "^ ^^ "'

brought our home records down to January, 1888. We must now
carry them forward, condensing them as best we may, to the end
of our period, that is, the beginning of 1895. Some features of

the period have been noticed already. We have counted our
recruits to the end of 1894.''''- We have enumerated our preachers
and speakers still later, to 1898, to obviate the necessity of a
further enumeration.! We have paid our tribute to the memory
of friends called from earth to heaven down to 1890. | And in

Chaps. LXXXIX. to XCVIII. we have brought the history of

the Missions to the close of our period, and in some cases further.

It remains to gather up the fragments of the home history and
then to review the results in men and in means of the Policy
steadfastly followed through the seven years.

I.

First, let us notice the remaining deaths in the Society's home Deaths in

circle. The list begins with two Archbishops of York. Dr. Thom- home'
son died on Christmas Day, 1890, and his successor. Dr. Magee, circle,

J ' ' ' O ' 1891-94.

* Chap. LXXXVIII. f Chap. LXXXV. J Chap. LXXXY.
VOL. III. U U

i
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Part IX. not five months later, on May 5th, 1891, the day of the C.M.S.
1882-95. Anniversary. That was the meeting at which Archbishop Benson
Chap. 100. spoke. He only heard on entering Exeter Hall of the death that

morning of his brother Primate, and also of the serious illness of

his chaplain, Canon Cadman, who passed away on that day week ;

and he began his address under deep emotion. The other deaths

of the year included those of Admiral Prevost, the founder of the

North Pacific Mission ; of Vincent Stanton, the fornier China

chaplain, who had so often headed special funds when his beloved

C.M.S. was in financial straits ; of George Knox, former editor of

the IntclUgcnccr, whose brilliant articles have been repeatedly

referred to ni these pages ; of the aged Canon Cams, once Simeon's

successor at Cambridge, and liis biographer ; and of Bishop Perry,

Senior Wrangler, first Bishop of Melbourne, and in the fifteen

years of his retirement a constant and higbly-valued member of

the C.M.S. Committee.*
In 1893 died four active committee-men. Canon Money, the

Kev. W. J. Smith, Mr. E. B. Thomas, and Mr. James Stuart—the

last-named a leading finance member for many years, and also one

of the founders and secretaries of the C.E.Z.M.S. In that year

were also removed Colonel Horsley, the Society's chief friend at

Canterbury ; three missionaries who had done excellent service

subsequently at home, J. H. Gray of Madras, Col)l)old of Sbangliai,

and Blackett of Calcutta ; and two revered leaders in the spiritual

movements of the time, Mrs. Pennefather and Sir Arthur Black-

wood. In 1894 died Bishop Pelham of Norwich, brother of the

fifty-one years President, Lord Chichester ; Dean W. E. Fre-

mantle of Eipon ; Colonel Eowlandson, formerly of Madras, a

devoted supporter ; and General Maclagan, a respected member
of the Committee, and a friend previously in the Punjab ; and, in

the following year, two more whose faces were famihar, and

welcome, in the committee-room, Mr. G. Arbuthnot and Colonel

Channer.
Death of But the greatest loss of all was when Canon Hoare was called

Hoare. ^o his rest. From the time of the Ceylon controversy in 1876,

when he began his more constant and regular attendance at

committee-meetings, he had occupied a quite unique position.

All looked up to him ; all loved him. Not that he was a man
who contrived somehow to agree with every one. On the

contrary, he could be very downright and even dogmatic ; and

he was a strenuous opponent of any proposal that did not fall in

with his views. There was something of the war-horse about

him. But all was sanctified and chastened by the Spirit of God
Who so manifestly abode in him. He could say severe things,

but never a bitter thing. We have met him in this History many
times, as an Exeter Hall speaker, as a St. Bride's preacher, as an

* A touching speech by Canon Hoare in the C.M.S. Committee, on Bishop

Perry's death being recorded, appeared in the CM. Intelligencer of February,

. 1892. It gave interesting reminiscences of their Cambridge days.
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Evangelical champion at Church Congresses, as a " Neo-Evan- Part IX.

gelical" attacked by some on his own side, and as a C.M.S. 1882-95.

leader in such discussions as those on the Ceylon Mission and '-'^'^P- l^O.

the Jerusalem Bishopric. He entered into rest on July 7th, 1894.

II.

From time to time during the century, the Society's Laws and Revision

Eegulations have undergone revision
; generally, since the revision Law^ifgo.

of 1812, of a slight and comparatively unimportant character. One
alteration of consequence, in 1878, was noticed in Chap. LXXX.
But in 1890 there were some substantial changes, and also a
careful revision of the wording throughout. The day for the
monthly meeting of the General Committee was changed from
Monday to Tuesday,—an alteration resulting from the contro-
versial occasions mentioned in Chap. LXXXVII., when great
inconvenience was experienced by members at Liverpool and
elsewhere in coming up in time on a Monday morning.
Provision was made for the minor duties of the General
Committee or Committee of Correspondence being delegated to
subsidiary committees, in order to facilitate the despatch of

business ; and the Laws relating to candidates were altered to

cover the cases of female candidates received by the Ladies'
Committee. The Eevised Laws were adopted at a General
Meeting of the Society on July 2nd, 1890.

III.

Let us now look at some important developments of the period office de-

in the Church Missionary House itself.
partments.

(1) The business of receiving, examining, and corresponding
about candidates for missionary service had for some years candidates
belonged to the Hon. Clerical Secretary's Department, and both
Mr. Wright and Mr. Wigram took a deep personal interest in this

part of their duties. But the number of candidates had now so
largely increased, and the consequent business so rapidly grown,
that Mr. Wigram, with all his immense powers of work, found
the task quite beyond him in addition to all his other functions.
Unwilling, however, to add to the staff, he struggled on until,

in 1891, the Committee insisted on giving him an Assistant
Clerical Secretary. The first who filled the new office was the
Eev. W. Mitchell-Carruthers, but he soon afterwards took a
Suffolk parish, and in 1892 the Eev. David H. D. Wilkinson was
appointed. The women candidates were already well cared for

by Miss Brophy, the new Secretary of the Ladies' Candidates
Committee, as before mentioned ; but Mr. Wilkinson has general
charge of them as well as of the men.

(2) The Home Organization Department continued to expand Home
under Mr. Baring -Gould. The valued Association Secretary ^ol!""'^^"
for the London District, Mr. West, retired at the close of

1888, and Mr. Percy Grubb undertook his work in addition to his

u u 2
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Part IX. own general duties as Assistant Central Secretary. Meanwhile
1882-95. the Loan Department, with its lanterns, slides, diagrams, curios,
Chap. 100. ^^^ library, had much developed under Mr. Mantle, and when ho

left in 1890, Mr. Ernest M. Anderson succeeded him, though with
somewhat different functions. Very soon Mr. Anderson was
required in the Editorial Department, especially for the Gleaners'

Union work ; and then Mr. D. Marshall Lang, who had retired from
an important business position and desired to be engaged in the

Lord's vineyard, joined the Home Department, in 1891, for a while.

Editorial. (3) The Editorial Department also was found to need reinforcing
;

and in 1890 a lady was engaged to assist in it. Miss G. A. Gollock,

who had already considerable editorial and secretarial experience

in connexion with the Young Women's Christian Association,

and with " Time and Talents." Some ladies had already

been working in the House as volunteers, in connexion with
the Gleaners' Union ; the very complete arrangements for the

registering of the members of that Union having been com-
menced by three daughters of the Eev. S. D. Stubbs, all of whom
have since been married to missionaries.''' But Miss Gollock

was the first lady to become a regular member of the staff. The
result of her coming to the House was a marked development
of the Society's publications. The Gleaner was improved in many
ways. The old Juvenile Listructor became the Children's World.

New A new and popular monthly paper for working people was started

tions.*^^" ^^'i^^^ tl^6 title Awake ! Bright and instructive missionary books
for children were projected and prepared, the first two being

Light on our Lessons and What's o' Clock? And among other

literary works of the new lady assistant-editor must be specially

mentioned Candidates in Waiting, a book which has proved of

great value not only in C.M.S. circles, but in those of other

societies.t In 1894, Miss Gollock accompanied a lady friend to

India for a cold-season tour, and her graphic journals were after-

wards published under the title of A Winter's Mails. This tour

was useful also as a preparation for higher duties which in

the following year removed her from the Editorial Department,
as will appear presently. Other fruits of the activity of this

Department also marked the period : particularly a new and
enlarged edition of the Church Missionary Atlas, a smaller

Gleaner's Atlas, and a new annual, a shorter and illustrated

Report, entitled The Story of the Year, prepared by Miss Stock.

The Intelligencer also was enlarged and improved ; and a great

number of smaller publications were continually being produced.

The Society gradually became a large publishing-house, and
received several thousands of pounds yearly for books and
periodicals sold.

* Mrs. Beauchamp and Mrs. Horder of South China, and Mrs. Goodwin of

North India.
"}• An important sequel to Candidates in Waitivg has been written and

published since

—

Missionaries at Work.
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(4) In 1891 a new Department altogether—the Medical—had Part IX.

its birth. The Society had from early days had a Consulting 1H82-95.

Physician to examine missionary candidates ; and this office has ^

'

'

been held, since Dr. G. Johnson's retirement in 1882, by Dr. Medical

Duffin and Dr. Nestor Tirard. There has also been a Medical ^epart-
• • •

ment.
Board, of three or four members, including some retired doctors

from India, to advise the Committee regarding locations and to

interview missionaries sent home on furlough or sick-leave. But
another important branch of medical work was now to be
initiated. It will be remembered that in 1885, at a time when
two or three new medical missionaries were offering to the Society,

a Medical Auxiliary Committee was planned, for the purpose
of raising additional funds definitely for the supply of drugs,

instruments, and other appliances to the Medical Missions. The
idea then conceived did not, however, come to birth till the

close of 1891. There were now regular Medical Missions in

East Africa, Egypt, Palestine, Persia, the Punjab, and China

;

and there were twenty-two medical men among the missionaries

;

so the need was becoming urgent. A special committee was
appointed, with a West-End physician, Dr. Herbert Lankester, Dr.

as Hon. Secretary ; a fund was opened early in 1892 ;

'' and Lankester.

before the year's accounts closed on March 31st, £357 had been
received. Since then the annual amount contributed has grown
year by year till it has reached £9000. In 1894, a further

important step was taken. Dr. Lankester retired from his private

practice to devote himself to C.M.S. work, and he was appointed
Physician to the Society, with an office in the House. He was
now to fulfil three functions. (1) As Physician, and Secretary to His three

the Medical Board, he was to examine all candidates and mis-

sionaries on furlough. (2) As Secretary to the Medical Mission
Committee he was to watch, and correspond with, all the Medical
Missions, and to arrange the supplies for them. (3) He was to

raise the Auxiliary Fund by interesting friends all over the country
in this department of the work. The wonderful success of this

development does not belong to our present period.

(5) In 1894, Mr. Percy Grubb, being in charge of the Home
Organization Department during a vacancy in the Secretaryship,

formed important plans for extension. One of these will come
before us later in this chapter. Another was for the more
systematic employment of women in the w^ork of spreading
missionary interest and kindling missionary zeal; and a special

committee of ladies was appointed to consider the whole subject,

with Mrs. Grubb as secretary. At the same time, the Foreign
Secretaries were feeling the need of women's counsels in the ad-

* Tlio General Comiiiittoe's resolutions on tlie subject, anil the prospectus
of the new Fund, were printed in the CM. InteUijencer of June, 1892. Two
remarkable articles on the Work of Clirist and the Apostles as an example
for Medical Missions, by Dr. Mears, appeared in the Intelliyencjr of September
and December, 1894.
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Part IX. ministi-ation of the rapidly increasing work of women missionaries
1882-95. abroad. Ultimately, in July, 1895, the Committee approved a plan
Chap. 1 00. j-Q^. fQ^.„^ijig a new Women's Department, to be in touch with all

Women's wouien's work in connexion with the Society at home and abroad.
Depart- rji^^^ Ladies' Consultative Committees were appointed for the

foreign and home sides respectively ; and Miss Gollock was
appointed Lady Secretary of the new Department." This was a

loss to the Editorial Department, which, however, for the Society's

good, approved and promoted the scheme. Its subsequent develop-

ment will appear hereafter.

IV.

Unions (1) The Missionary Unions and Bands whose establishment
and Bands.

^yg_g yecordcd in the Eighty-fifth and Eighty-sixth Chapters were

all growing and prospering. In 1888, Mr. Herbert E. Arbuthnot,

one of the younger members of Committee, became Chairman of

the London Lay Workers' Union, and has continued in oflice

ever since, to the great advantage of the Union. The Eev. T. W.
Drury was Chairnuxn of the Younger Clergy Union, and the

Editorial Secretary Chairman of the Ladies' Union—followed,
Meetings after some years, by Mr. Baring-Gould. The Lay Workers met
an'iK^-

ill the evening, often once a week; the Clergy in the afternoon,

thrc.M. monthly; and the Ladies also in the afternoon, in some months
"°"^^' once a week. Bishops, missionaries, and other friends, addressed

the gatherings ; and many courses of lectures were given to all

three Unions by the Editorial Secretary. The Ladies' Union

appointed local honorary district secretaries for thirty or forty

districts in and round London ; many fresh local efforts, such as

working-parties and sales, prayer-meetings, &c., were the result;

and some remarkable historical lectures w^ere given by Miss

M. L. G. Petrie, B.A. The Union also frequently entertained

Sunday-school teachers from different parts of London at evening

gatherings in the House, as well as Board School teachers,

nurses, &c. ; and afternoon festivals were arranged for young

ladies in boarding-schools, and for children.

In November, 1891, the Lay Workers' Union, led by its

energetic Secretary, Mr. T. G. Hughes, carried out what, a few

years before, would have been thought an utter impossibility, a

Mis- Missionary Mission to Men ; holding no less than 130 parochial

M°is^o^n meetings in and round London, besides nine aggregate district

to Men. meetings and a "grand finale" in the shape of a Meeting for

Men in Exeter Hall, at which Bishop Temple, Colonel Stewart of

Persia, Mr. Cyril Gordon of Uganda, and others, addressed more

than 2000 men. Not content with this, in the following June the

Lay Workers held a two-days' Conference on Laymen's Work for

Missions, which was attended by delegates from all parts of

* The scope and purpose of the new "Women's Department were explained

in a statement by Miss Gollock in the Iniellvjencer of December, 1895.
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England. Again, another Missionary Mission to Men was held Part IX.
in 1895, which also culminated in a great Men's Meeting at 1882-95.

Exeter Hall, when Bishop Temple again spoke, and Dean Lefroy, Chap^OO.

and Mr. C. T. Studd, and Pilkington of Uganda.
Such efforts were striking evidence of the success of the Union

itself, and of the numerous Bands formed by its members and Young
others in many places, under the inspiration mainly of Mr. C. E. Ba^njl.
Caesar. These Bands have been described before. They have
proved most useful both educationally and for active work.*
Their half-yearly Conferences at various centres have been highly
profitable gatherings. An interesting Missionary Band on a
somewhat different basis was formed in 1890 for past and present
students of St. John's Divinity College, Highbury. This Band is

called the Vigiles, and comprises Vicars and Curates who have
passed through the College, as well as alumni not yet ordained.
An excellent MontJily Paper, to report the proceedings of the Lay
Workers' Union and Bands, was started in 1894.

It was not in London only that Unions of these types were
doing good work. In many of the larger towns and cities all

three kinds were gradually established ; and in some places,

notably in Manchester, the Lay Workers' Union has carried out
effectively the plan of simultaneous addresses in Sunday-schools
described in the Eighty-fifth Chapter. The Younger Clergy Unions Younger

took an important step in January, 1895, by forming themselves pLdfr^tion
into a Federation. Very interesting are the details of the move-
ment given from that time month by month in the Intelligencer.

One important outcome is a Clerical Breakfast every year in

connexion with the Church Congress. The influence upon the
younger clergy of their Unions is illustrated by the fact that a
large number of their members have come forward for missionary
service ; though, of course, not always directly owing to the
influence of the Union.

(2) All this time the Gleaners' Union was growing rapidly. Gleaners'

By the end of our period it had enrolled 79,000 members ; and
""*°"-

there were 653 Branches.f Its annual receipts were some £4000 its funds,

a year ; with which it paid all its expenses, gave the Society
£100 a year each towards the support of thirteen missionaries,
and contributed about £2000 to the General Fund. In numbers
of parishes it was holding regular prayer-meetings, mutual
improvement meetings, &c.; and the Gleaners were almost every-
where in the front in active work for the cause. One remarkable
feature of the Union was its spontaneity. It had grown of itself, its spon-

There had been no "pushing" from headquarters. Most of its
*^"^^*^'

developments, especially the formation of Branches, had been
initiated locally and independently ; and its funds were simply

* See an article on Missionary Bands by Mr. C. B. Caesar, in the C.U.
Intelligencer of September, 1893.

f To October, 1898, twelve years and three months since the Union was
started, 113,522 members, 858 Branches.
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Part IX. the aggregate of an iniinenso nuiiihcr of small sjjoiitaneous offerings

rif
^^

100
^'^"*' ^^ ^^^**^ ^'^^ annual fee of twopence. The Anniversaries of

"'P' the Union had become important occasions. Held on or about
itsAnni- All Saints' Day, they provided a great C.M.S. gathering midway
versaries. between the May Anniversaries. It w-as at one of these, in 1891,

that the fund of £16,000 w^as started which really saved Uganda
to Christian influence and to the British Empire, as related in

Chap. XCI. And it was at another, in 1893, that Mrs. Isabella

Bisho -s
-^^^^^OP delivered the memorable speech on " Heathen Claims and

speech.^ Christian Duty" which at once proclaimed her as one of the
greatest of missionary advocates, and which, circulated by hundreds
of thousands all over the world, exercised an influence upon the
public mind beyond that of any other missionary address of this

generation. The Gleaners' Union, until 1891, had no committee
or officers. The Editor of the Gleaner was supposed to be a kind
of chief. But in that year a committee was appointed—the first

committee in the CM. House with both men and women as
members,—and Mr. Anderson became Secretary to that Com-
mittee." Many interesting notices of the work of Gleaners in

various parts of the country, and indeed of the world, have
appeared from time to time in the CM. Gleaner. To mention
only one : the daughter of the conniianding officer of an English

Soldier regiment at Malta organized a Branch for the godly soldiers ; and
at MaUa^, ^u three or four occasions she w^aylaid missionaries whose steamers

Sou ian*"^
to India stopped at Malta, and got them to address gatherings of
the men. Some of these soldier-Gleaners w^ere in Lord Kitchener's
army in the Soudan, and regularly held their Gleaner prayer-
meetings during the campaign

l°^r^' ('^) Another organization v/as started in 1890 for children, called
the Sowers' Band.f Just as Parochial x\ssociations were found
to need supplementing ])y tlie Gleaners' Union, so it was felt that
the old Juvenile and Sunday-school Associations, well as many
of them had worked, j needed supplementing by some similar
agency. The Sowers' Band was, in the main, developed under
the advice of Miss Gollock ; but Miss L. Gage I3i-o\vn has worked
earnestly as honorary secretary. The number of Branches in

1895 was about 230.^

V.

Some other efforts and developments of the period must be
briefly noticed together.

* An article on the Union, from the point of view of the candid but
convinced critic, by the Rev. H. Sutton, appeared in the CM. Intclhjencer
of January, 1891. Another, by the Rev. G. Furness Smith, on " Seven Years
of the Gleaners' Union," in the Intelligencer of April, 1894.

t See CM. Gleaner, May, 1891, and November, 1895.

X See particularly the account of the Juvenile Association at Margate, in
the CM. Glean-r of March, 1883; an article on "C.M.S. in Sunday-schools,"
in the CM. Intelligencer of October, 1885; and Mr. Cajsar's "article on
Juvenile Associations, IhiiL, May, 1890

§ Now about 540.

Band.
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(1) Five years after the first February Simultaneous Meetings, Part IX.

a second, experiment of the same kind was made ; with this 1882-95.

diflerence, that they were arranged for three successive Februarys ^^^P- ^^

instead of two, viz., the Province of York in 1891, the Province of second
Canterbury (except London) in 1892, and London itself in 1893. F-S-m.,

The contrast between the meetings in the North in 1891 and those
in 1886 was very marked. In 1886, the two counties of Durham
and Northumberland had five centres between them, and the
speakers provided were four clergymen and one layman. In
1891, there were ninety centres in those two counties, and over
one hundred speakers. In Yorkshire, meetings were held in 1891
in forty places not touched in 1886, including several of the large

towns. Moreover, the reports received of the second campaign
were far more satisfactory than those of the first. And yet a strong
sense of disappointment was manifested at headquarters, and the
Church papers pronounced the movement a failure. It was the
same in the following year, when the campaign in the South was
reviewed. More than twelve hundred services and meetings were
held in a fortnight, despite very bad weather and the influenza
epidemic ; almost all the bishops took an active part ; and there

was every sign of real interest
; yet the same feeling of disappoint-

ment prevailed. How was this ? Simply that the standard of Results,

success was now much higher, and what caused satisfaction in
{"hig^tfer

"^

1886 caused dissatisfaction in 1891. Could there be a more standard,

significant proof of the real advance that had been achieved ? The
London campaign in 1893 did not surpass that of 1887, because
the earlier one could scarcely have been surpassed ; but there was
one new feature—two great Evening Meetings in Exeter Hall, at

which the chief speakers were the Bishop of Eipon, Dr. Welldon
of Harrow, Mr. Monro, and the two Walkers (Tinnevelly and
Uganda).

(2) The Society's Anniversary proceedings were expanding year c.m.s.

by year. For many years down to 1888, the St. Bride's Service
*""'

on Monday evening, and the Clerical Breakfast, the Annual
Meeting, and the Evening Meeting, on Tuesday, had sufficed. But
in 1888 a Prayer Meeting on the Monday afternoon was added ; in

1889, a Conference of Gleaners on the Tuesday afternoon ; in

1892, a Morning Meeting at St. James's Hall simultaneously with
the regular Annual Meeting at Exeter Hall, the numbers attending
being far more than one hall would accommodate ; in 1893, a
Ladies' Meeting on the Tuesday afternoon, and a second Meeting
in the evening ; in 1895, a Conference of Younger Clergy on the
Tuesday afternoon. From that time, therefore, there have been
two simultaneous gatherings in the morning of Tuesday, three
in the afternoon, and two in the evening. The St. James's
Hall Meeting quickly became one of importance. The Treasurer
has presided—first Sir Fowell Buxton, and subsequently Colonel
Williams ; and among the speakers have been Bishops Pinkham
(Saskatchewan), Matthew (Lahore), Moule, Eidley, Ingham,

Anni
versaries.
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Part IX.
1882-95.

Chap. 100,

Mission-
ary Exhi-
bitions.

Mis-
sionary
Missions.

Fyson, Taylor Smith, and 01v;wole ; Deans Eliot and Kitchin ;

Sir C. Bernard, Sir C. Euan Smith, Sir G. Baden-Powell, and
Colonel Milward, M.P. In 1894 was added an annual meeting
of the Medical Mission Auxiliary, which has ever since been a

gathering of special interest.

(3) Missionary Exhibitions and Missionary Missions became
more and more frequent as the years w^ent on. The former have
always been worked independently by local friends. The Society

itself has done nothing but send some of the missionaries at home
to assist, and then receive the portion of the profits allotted to it

by the promoters. The benefit of the Exhibitions has been great,

and the labours of hundreds of ardent friends in getting them up
most exemplary. In many places every effort has been made, by
prayer-meetings for the workers and addresses in adjoining halls

or rooms, to emphasize the spiritual basis and purposes of

Missions. Exhibitions are necessarily and rightly spectacles ; but

most of those arranged by C.M.S. friends have been very much
more than that. Missionary Missions are of course of a much
more definitely spiritual character. As, however, they were
more dependent upon the Society itself than Exhibitions,—-being

generally conducted by men sent from headquarters,—they did

not multiply so fast. But in 1894, when (as before mentioned)
Mr. Percy Grubl) was in charge of the Home Department, he
matured, and carried through the Committee, important plans for

extending this agency. The Home Organization Committee asked
the General Committee for £800 a year to spend upon Missionary
Missioners and Special Deputations. The General Committee so

warmly welcomed the scheme that they spontaneously and unani-

mously increased the vote to £1000 a year, in order that Mv.
Grubb's objects might be fully provided for. The result was the

engagement of the Eevs. H. Newton, W. J. L. Sheppard, and
C. I). Snell, and of others temporarily ; and although—as is

generally the case—the plans did not w^ork out precisely as they

were framed, the Missionary Missions of the three brethren just

named have been among the most effective of the Society's efforts

in impressing upon Christian people their obligation to fulfil their

Lord's command, and in calling forth personal service at home
and abroad.*

VI.

Before turning our attention to two of the most important
events of the period, let us briefly notice a few incidents outside

the Society itself, but not outside the range of its interest.

(1) On June 19th, 1891, was held the Jubilee Meeting of the

Colonial Bishoprics Fund. The inauguration of that Fund in

Pl^^^oprics 1841 w\as fully related in our Twenty-seventh Chapter. There

* For the Committee Minutes on the subject, see CM. Intelligencer,

January, 1895. See also two articles by Mr. Griiblj on " What is Wanted
Still," Ibid., September and October, 1895.

Outside
matters.

Jubilee
of the
Colonial
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were then, it will be remembered, ten English bishoprics abroad. Part IX,

There were now, in 1891, eighty-two. The most interesting p¥^^^~^^

feature in the Jubilee Meeting was the presence and speech of one ^
^^^'

'

of the speakers at the Inaugural Meeting fifty years before ; and

that speaker was no less a personage than Mr. Gladstone. Another

noticeable feature was that on each occasion the President of the

Church Missionary Society was a speaker. Lord Chichester

spoke in 1841 ; Sir John Kennaway in 1891. On this occasion

tbe Bishops of London (Temple), Durham (Westcott), Carlisle

(Harvey Goodwin), and Derry (Alexander) also took part in the

proceedings.

(2) In 1891, Bishop Temple of London instituted the Order of Bishop

Diocesan Readers, with a commission from him to preach in Di^esln

church if invited by the Incumbent. The first eighteen received Readers,

their commission at a special service in St. Paul's Cathedral on

March 21st. The Bishop had invited the C.M.S. and the S.P.G.

to nominate each two gentlemen for the office, with a view

specially to their preaching missionary sermons. The C.M.S.

nominated Mr. Sydney Gedge, M.P., and Mr. P. V. Smith; the

S.P.G. , the Earl of Stamford and Dr. Oust. The Author of this

History was one of four whom the Bishop had himself already

selected. In subsequent years, some other gentlemen associated

with the C.M.S. have been admitted : among them Dr. C. F.

Harford-Battersby, Mr. G. A. King, Mr. C. E. Caesar, and Dr.

Herbert Lankester. Although it cannot be said that the lay

preachers have been widely welcomed or largely used, there is no

doubt that the cause of Missions, at least, has benefited by the step.'''

(3) In 1891 the Junior Clergy Association in connexion with s.p.g.

the S.P.G. was formed. The idea was no doubt suggested by the clergy

previous existence of the C.M.S. Younger Clergy Union. The
Association has done a notable work in stirring up the zeal and
interest of the clergy supporting the S.P.G. Similar Associations

have been established all over England, and have since been

federated; and in this matter of federation the S.P.G. led the

way and the C.M.S. followed. In 1893 the London Associa-

tion arranged a great Meeting at Exeter Hall on the Eve of

St. Andrew's Day. The fact of going to Exeter Hall at all was
significant of the freedom of the leaders from old prejudices ; and
they were rewarded with one of the grandest gatherings ever

witnessed there. Archbishop Benson presided, and delivered one Archbp.

of his best speeches, basing his plea for Missions, with the true "feas""^

instinct that so often marked his utterances, upon (1) "the fact

* The scheme for Diocesan Readers was an outcorae of the deliberations

of a strong committee of the London Diocesan Conference in 1884. That
committee comprised among its members the Bishop of Bedford (Walshani

How), Canon Capel Cure, Prebendaries Harry Jones and Webb-Peploe, the

Eev. Sir Emilius Bayley, the Rev. W. Walsh (now Bishop of Dover), Major
Seton Churchill, Mr. G. A. Spottiswoode, Mr. W. E. Shipton of the Y.M.C.A.,
Mr. G. Kirkham of the Open-Air Mission, and the Author of this History.

Their Report, after several months of discussion, was unanimous.

Associa-
tion.
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of Christ," (2) "the fact of the world's need," (3) "the fact of

Christ's last command." Bishop J. R. Selwyn, and Canon Jacob

(now Bishop of Newcastle), were among the other speakers. This

meeting has since been continued yearly, and is always a great

occasion.

(4) In 1893, Dr. C. F. Harford-Battersby started Livingstone

College, at Stratford, for giving ordinary missionaries, clerical and

lay, some elementary medical instruction. This institution has

done excellent work in that direction, and many missionaries of

various societies have much benefited by a year's residence and

study there.

(5) The Press generally had become gradually more appreciative

of missionary societies, and less ignorant of their work. Even
now, there is still much to be desired in this respect ; but such

articles as that in the Time& on the first Day of Intercession in

1872,* would now be impossible. The leading journal, indeed,

has again and again published articles of real assistance to the

missionary cause ; and so, occasionally, have other papers.f The

most striking example of the change occurred in January, 1894,

when an article appeared in the Quarterly Bevieiv, which for its

eloquent summary of the w^'k done, and its powerful plea for

extension, was quite unique. It was written with evident fulness

of knowledge, and with the true enthusiasm which fulness of

knowledge gives.

(6) It is impossible to omit just a reference to Dr. Cust's books

published during this period. He had always been an independent

and a fearless critic, but until about 1890 he was still more

prominent as an enthusiastic and untiring advocate and defender

of Missions, and Missionary Societies, and the C.M.S. in particular.

If ever there was an attack on them from any quarter, his sword

was instantly drawn in theu- defence—or rather, let us say, his

ever ready and vigorous pen. Criticism there was now and then,

but of a very mild kind comparatively. But after he left the

C.M.S. Committee on account of some differences regarding African

policy, his numerous books and pamphlets quite changed their

tone ; and although a good many of his severe remarks did not

apply in any way to the C.M.S., nor (it is believed) were designed

so to apply, everybody (as he might have foreseen) read them as

if they did. His works accordingly became an armoury for any

reckless speaker or writer who wanted a weapon wherewith to

wound the Society, or indeed Missions generally. His earlier

writings, it is true, which were easily accessible, were full of

eloquent eulogies of Missions and missionaries ; but it was his

unhappy fate never to have these quoted, but always his criticisms,

sometimes torn from their context and made more one-sided and

acrid than their author had ever himself intended. The Society

undoubtedly suffered wrong, but it kept silence, never forgetting

* See Vol. II., p. 409.

f This was remarkably illustrated during the Centenary Week.
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the great services Dr. Oust had rendered hoth to itself and to the Part IX.

whole missionary cause; but the Intelligencer did publish, without 1882-95.

comment, a selection from his former writings, thus tacitly ^^'^I' ^^^-

answering his later criticisms out of his own mouth.''' It was,
however, a great satisfaction when, a little later, in 1896, Dr. Cust
re-issued a large number of his essays and addresses in one volume
entitled The Gospel Message. This volume contains the earlier

and more appreciative writings as well as the severely critical

ones ; and also three or four quite recent papers which revert to

the old tone and spirit. Dr. Cust has, indeed, given lately

several signs of renewed affection for the Church Missionary
Society.

(7) In these years, the two great Nonconformist Missionary Baptist

Societies which were established before the C.M.S. celebrated cent'^n'^:^"

their Centenaries : the Baptist Society in 1892, and the London "es.

Society in 1895. Both raised Centenary Funds exceeding
£100,000 ; and both produced excellent histories of the hundred
years' work. The principal meeting of the Baptist Society was
held on October 4th, 1892, and representatives of other missionary
organizations took part, the Earl of Harrowby, President of the
Bible Society, occupying the chair, and Mr. Wigram representing
the C.M.S.

(8) Eeference ought not to be omitted to the Chicago Parliament Chicago

of Eeligions held in 1893, when Moslem mullahs, Buddhist meni^
priests, Hindu pundits, leaders of the Brahmo Samaj, Theoso- Religions,

phists, Shintoists, Jains, Parsees, Confucianists, Jewish Eabbis,
sat alongside Eoman Cardinals and Greek Archbishops and
representatives of every Protestant denomination. It is sufficient

here to record the fact that the Archbishop of Canterbury was
invited, and that Dr. Benson declined to attend, on the ground
that " the Christian religion is the one religion," and that while it

might " produce its evidences before any assembly," " a 'presen-
tation ' of it must go far beyond the question of evidences, and
must subject to further discussion that faith and devotion which
are its characteristics, and which belong to a region far too sacred
for such treatment."

VII.

Eeverting now to the Church Missionary Society, we come to c.m.s.

an event small in itself but fruitful in its issues. This History has ^^am.

dwelt before upon the influence of the Keswick Convention, and it

is another indirect result of that influence which must now be
noticed.

In July, 1890, it so happened that several Evangelical clergymen c.m.s.

who had been supposed to stand rather aloof from the Keswick Keswick*
movement were present at the Convention as listeners, most of ^^°-

them for the first time. Among these w^ere Bishop Ingham of

*.See CM. InUUigtncer, February, 1895.
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Sierra Leone, Canons Gibbon, Girdlestone, and McCormick, and the

Eevs. W. H. Barlow and E. A. Stuart. A conversation among
them on the needs of the C.M.S. led to a private conference at

which were also present some of the Convention leaders who were
supporters of the Society, the Eevs. H. W. Webb-Peploe, H. C. G.
Moule, S. A. Selwyn, Hubert Brooke, and Colin Campbell ; and
likewise the Eevs. H. Brass, C. F. Fison, J. E. Eogers, J. H.
Scott, Nevile Sherbrooke, and some others. The result was the

drawing-up of a letter to be sent to the C.M.S. Committee, which
was signed by those present and despatched to Mr. Wigram in

London. This document came to be known afterwards as " The
Keswick Letter," though it should be observed that it in no way
emanated from the Convention, Imt from a band of tried friends of

the Society only. No doubt, however, it was inspired by the

influence of the solemn and stirring meetings which had been
taking place. The A^oice of the Lord had been very plainly heard

that week. The sin of " limiting the Holy One of Israel," the

claims of Christ upon all that His people are and have, the mighty
possibilities of a faith that rests, not on man, but on Him alone,

had all been set forth before the assembled crowds with great

power ; and the application was obvious, not to individual lives

only, but also to the work of the Church in the world. In that

sense, the term " Keswick Letter " was correct.

The Letter called attention to the pressing needs of India, the

recent appeal for China sent home by the Shanghai Missionary

Conference, and the African tribes discovered in Mr. Stanley's

latest journey. " The case," it said, "when viewed in all lights,

is so startling that it justifies an advance on a large scale, under
the directing hand of God "; and it proceeded to suggest the issue

of an Appeal for One Thousand Missionaries " within the next few
years." No period was named; some said "by the Centenary,"

others an even shorter time, but the Letter itself left this open.

It further suggested (1) more bands of associated evangelists,

(2) the larger employment of lay workers, (3) and of working

men and women whose hearts God had touched, (4) special pro-

vision for the training of such workers, (5) arrangements for in-

dustrial work in the Missions, (6) facilities for "appropriated

contributions." " We are far," the Letter added, "from desiring

that the standard of spiritual life and teaching should be lowered.

On the contrary, we urge that no one should be accepted for any
department of the work who has not given proof of a desire to seek

souls, and of a power to win them for Christ."
"

The private conference was on July 24th ; the Letter was dated

the 25th; it was received by the C.M.S. Committee on the 29th.

A grateful and cordial resolution was at once passed, and further

consideration deferred till after the recess. Meanwhile, critics and
objectors quickly made their views known through the columns

* See QM. Intelligencer, September, 1890.
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of the Becord. First, it was dreadful to see Salislmry Square Part IX.

deserting its own principles and adopting those of Keswick—but 1882-95.

what principles they were that were being either deserted or
Cinap. 100.

adopted the writers were careful not to indicate. Secondly, what
would become of the Home Heathen if everybody went abroad ?

It did not seem to occur to the propounders of this question that,

supposing one thousand of the five thousand parishes contributing

in some form to the C.M.S. to be earnest supporters, the Letter

only asked for one worker from each parish ! In truth, the utter

failure of some Evangelical Churchmen to see the enormous dis-

proportion of workers devoted to Home work in comparison with
Foreign work was never more sadly conspicuous. Very different

was the spirit of Archbishop Benson. In his speech at the next Archbp.

]\Iay Anniversary—the memorable speech described in our Eighty- ^e^Lette"
fourth Chapter—he said, "I am thankful for that Meeting which
lifted up its voice and said suddenly. You must send out a thousand
more. For the moral of the Eeport, the first thing that strikes me
as shining through it, is the old football word, ' Follow up I

'

Follow up, or you will not win the goal !

"

In October the Committee set to work in a business-like manner.
They (1) ordered careful inquiries into the actual existing needs of

the various Missions for development and extension, and (2) ap-
pointed three sub-committees to consider the suggestions relating

to (a) candidates, {h) industrial work, (c) appropriated funds. And
in December, many friends having asked for a more definite ex-

pression of the Committee's opinion regarding the suggestion TheC.M.s.

of One Thousand Missionaries, they adopted a string of important on thT'"^^
resolutions on the general outlook of the missionary enterprise, ".^°°°

r^'^,-,

the urgent need of labourers, and the duty of scrupulously main-
^'°"

taining a high standard in the acceptance of candidates ; while
they affirmed that if " the Church's responsibilities to her Divine
Head '

' were '

' duly recognized by the tens of thousands of

members of the C.M.S., they would not rest satisfied with sending
out one thousand additional workers."''' Meanwhile, the suggestion
of some that the proposal was extravagant was quickly met by
letters from all parts of the Mission-field begging for a good share
in the expected reinforcements. The applications from the
Missions in Asia alone totalled up to 410 i^lus a large unspecified
number; and these were asked for, not " wathin a few years," but
immediately.

It cannot be said that these appeals led to any speedy and Result of

definite result. Nor can it be said that the thought of the ^^^ ^^p^^''

Thousand Missionaries remained long in the mind of the Com-
mittee to be prayed about and its fulfilment w^atched. Nevertheless
the Lord Himself had His own purposes, which were " ripening
fast, unfolding every hour," though scarcely noticed. Before the

_

Centenary Year, 1899, opened, more than Eight Hundred names

* See CM. Intellifjt-ncer, January, 1891.
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Pakt IX. head been added to tlie roll—clergymen, laymen, wives, and single
1882-95. women ; and all i)robabilities point to the number of One Tliousand

t-na)i. V ryj.
]^^jj-,g exceeded before ten years have elapsed since the Keswick
Letter was written. This would be three times the number added
in the preceding ten years.

Meanwhile, the three sub-committees on the other proposals

were diligently at work, with three of the signatories of the

Letter as acting secretaries. Canon Girdlestone, Mr. Stuart, and
Reports of Mr. Scott ; and their Eeports were presented early in 1891. The
mittees"' Report On Industrial Missions was not favourable to a large

development in that direction, though it encouraged experiments
On candi- in Africa. The Report on Candidates was of great importance,
^^'^^^- and led to substantial results. It not only advocated the extension

of the Associated Evangelist scheme adopted three years before,

but definitely recommended the employment of such less-educated

men and women as might be qualified spiritually, mentally, and
Two for- ])hvsically, and made suggestions for their training. Two steps
wardsteps.

^^^,y.^, ^^ken in pursuance of their recommendations. (1) Mr. Drury
"Short and Dr. Dyson arranged an entirely new "short course" at

isHn^^on^* Islington for men not to be taken through the full course of

training for holy orders ; and this has been largely availed of, the

Committee being now able to accept men who, though fit in

character and general ability for missionary work, are not such as

would be likely to respond well to instruction for the ministry.

Highbury (2) A new Training Home for Women w^as opened at Highbury,

Hmne f^r Under the charge of two sisters, the Misses Cates, who offered
Women, their services freely for the purpose, for such women candidates as,

" through lack of means or of adequate educational advantages, or

from other causes, are ineligible for admission to The Willows or

similar institutions." This Home also has proved most useful.

The underlying principle of these arrangements is that God does

not commit His w^ork in the world to one social class only. He
can use persons of all classes. The thing is to find those whom
He chooses.

On Appro- Important also have been the results of the Report on Appro-

Contrf- priated Contributions. It is needless now to enlarge upon the
butions. serious objections raised to all previous proposals for permitting

such contributions. The Society had ahvays discouraged dona-

tions paid to it merely for remittance to some individual missionary,

or for the support of some additional agency not sanctioned by
the Committee on its merits ; indeed such gifts had generally

been refused. The S.P.G. had suffered much from its old
" Special Funds " system, under which it was possible—and
actually occurred—that a donor sent in money to be remitted to a

C.M.S. missionary, and called it a contribution to S.P.G. ; the

S.P.G. only having the honour-—and the trouble and expense—of

remitting it; and the C.M.S. was pleased when its sister Society

abolished that system. But the Keswick Letter, at last, effected

what some had long desired. The sub-committee saw clearly
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how to distinguish between gifts of the kind just referred to and Part IX.

gifts to the Society to help forward some sjJecifled portion of its 1882-95.

own ivork, for ivhich its General Funds would be liable if no such ^^^'Jf^'
gifts came; and on January 20th, 1891, the General Committee The right

adopted its report, and sanctioned arrangements being made for '''"'*•

the receipt of appropriated contributions of the right kind.''' For
the next four years, however, the system was only worked
tentatively and partially. Its present complete form dates from
February 12th, 1895, when a revised and perfected scheme drawn
up by Mr. Marshall Lang was adopted. The result has shown The result.

that the fear of such contributions superseding gifts to the General
Fund was groundless. It is, in fact, the friends who most liberally

support the General Fund who are, for the most part, the donors
also to the Appropriated Funds. And the financial result has
been remarkable. Many thousands of pounds have been added
to the Society's income yearly. In the year ending March 31st,

1898, the total was £57,000, the greater part of which was made
up of distinctly fresh contributions under the new scheme.
One branch of the Appropriated Contributions is especially

worthy of notice—those for the support of "Our Own Mission- "9ur Own
aries." Many parishes, branches of the Gleaners' Union or other ^i||!"""
similar bodies, bands of friends, families, or individuals, gradually
undertook the support (in whole or in part) of a missionary of

their own, in addition to their ordinary subscriptions, church
offertories, &c. But of this we shall see more by-and-by.
The Keswick Letter of 1890, therefore, did, directly or indirectly,

a greater work than even its signatories expected. It was in fact

merely an instrument in God's hand for setting in motion, or
giving an impetus to, certain influences which have had a large
share in the recent progress of the Church Missionary Society.
In all its advances the Society may well say with St. Paul, " Yet
not I, but the grace of God which was with me."

VIII.

To this period also belongs the establishment of the new
Colonial Church Missionary Associations. Our Seventy-eighth Colonial

Chapter noticed the remarkable work done by the Eev. H. B. ^ikuoifs!^"'

Macartney of Melbourne in aid of the Society's Missions in South Mr.
India. He continued to send out missionaries now and then— Macart-

J.1 1 1 • • , , i> 1 • -I
'^^y ^ vvork

mostly women,—and his remittances for their support and the at Mei-

support of Native agents and children in boarding-schools gradually
''°"*'"^-

rose to £2000 a year.f While the Colony of Victoria, inspired by
one man's faith and love, was working in that way, New South

* An article on Appropriated Contributions in the CM. Intelligencer of
April, 1891, fully explained the design and scope of the new arrangements.
See also the perfected scheme in the Committee Minutes of February, 1895,
CM. InteUigencer, March, 1895, p. 238.

t A brief report by Mr. Macartney, to 1887, appeared in the CM.
Intelligencer of January, 1888.

VOL. III. X X
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Wales had a regular CM. Auxiliary, founded as long ago as

1825, which hy 1890 was raising nearly £400 a year, and re-

mitting it direct to the Pai-ent Society. This Association was
energetically worked by the Eev. A. R. Blackett (afterwards of

Melbourne, now in Persia) and Mr. C. R. Walsh ; and its spirit

Auxufary. was delightfully expressed in Mr. Blackett' s annual report in

1887 :- -

"We are far removed from the centre of the great Church Missionary

Society, and from the scenes of many of its operations, hut unity of

purpose, sympathy, and prayer bring us into close ct)ntact with all its

labourers, however widely separated. We do not ' support the Society,'

we form an integral part of it Its work in Mohammedan zenanas, in

the l)ackwoods of Saskatchewan, among the coloured iishei-meu on the

sho'e of Like Winnipeg, and amid the Tamil coolies of Ceylon, is ours.

"When a Negro clergyman from the Niger River receives an honorary

degree from the University of Cambridge we listen to the clieers of the

undergraduates who throng tlie Senate House, as a choice testimony to

the efficiency of fmr work in Western Africa.
" When General Haig, sailing down the Rcsd Sea, is denied, through

Moslem intolei'ance, an entrance on Arab soil, ice join in the grief that

the curse of Islam still hangs heavily upon the land sanctified by the

holiest of incidents.
" When Bishop Bickt;rsteth, reaching his Japanese diocese, finds doors

innun\erable open for the entry of the Gospel, and a people willing to

listen to the teacher of a religion that is to supplant Shintoism and the

creed of Gautama alike, we feel anxit)us to uphold his hands and add to

the number of his helpers.

"When the Ct)mmittee publish their statistics, and show that the

Church Missionary Society has attained a position of unrivalled

pi'osperity, possesses wt)nderfully-increased opportunities for usefulness,

and, above all, has manifest tokens that God is in the midst of her,

we feel called upon t(^ be grateful at such a measure of blessing

vouchsafed to m.«, and we determine in the name t>f the Lord to make
the goal of this year the starting-point for progress during another
twelvemonth.

" Let us be up and doing. ' Christ for the world ' is the gift of God.
' The world for Christ ' should be the aspiration of His servants. Let
us enlarge our charity, revive our drooping energy, and daily commend
in prayer to the Father of all men the venerable and greatly-beloved

Church Missionary Society."

But in 1890-1 the Colonial friends began to feel that something

more was needed. And now we see the influence of Keswdck
again, even at the Antipodes. Mr. George Grubb's Missions in

Australia and New Zealand, the outcome of the recently-awakened

missionary interest at the Convention, and of that £10-note given

in 1888,''' had been greatly blessed of God, not only to the con-

version of the ungodly and the worldly, but also to the rousing of

Christian people to self-sacrifice in the service of their Lord and
Saviour. The consequence was that many persons were inquiring

about missionary work ; and when Mr. Hudson Taylor visited

Australia in 1890, local councils of the China Inland Mission

Mis-
sionary
awakening
in the
Austral-
asian
Colonies.

* See p. 289.
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were formed, and many promising recruits were sent off to China, Part IX.

including two clergymen of the Church of England. Friends of 1882-95.

the C.M.S., notahly Bishop Raumarez Smith of Sydney and ^'^^P' ^^-

Bishop Stuart of Waiapu, felt that similar facilities ought to be
provided for members of the Church of England going out in

connexion with a Church Society, and wrote earnestly on the
subject to the C.M.S. At length, in 1892, the Committee c.m.s.

arranged to send out a Deputation, and for this service they ^^Aus^trai"
appointed the Eev. E. W. Stewart, of the Fuh-kien Mission, and asia, 1852.

the Author of this History.

Full accounts of the work of the Deputation were given in

letters published in the Intelligencer in 1892-3
; and it is only

necessary here to state the results of their visit. To the surprise

of the Australians, they did not go to collect money. Their
message was, " Take your own share in the evangelization of the
world ; send out your own missionaries, and support them ; and
if they are appointed to C.M.S. fields, they will there have all the
privileges and opportunities of C.M.S. missionaries." The old

New South Wales CM. Association was reconstituted, and two
new Associations were formed for Victoria and New Zealand. NewC.M.
The constitutions drawn up for them gave them power to select tions'^'^"

and train suitable men and women for the C.M.S. Mission-field, f°rmed.

care being taken that the local committee of selection should pHndpies
always be in full sympathy with C.M.S. principles and plans, and con-

These missionaries were to be located by the Parent Committee
^*'*"^'°"-

in London, and then sent direct to the field, from the Colony, by
the Association. In the field they were to be under the local

C.M.S. governing body like any other missionaries. The Colonial
Associations were to provide their passages and outfits and
personal allowances, and to be responsible for them when on
furlough, or sick-leave, or in retirement ; the Parent Society
providing houses and similar necessaries in the field. Great was
the satisfaction at Sydney when, the first draft constitution, for

New South Wales, having been sent to England to be submitted
to the Committee, an answer was received by cable, " Cordially
approved."

Within the next three years the three Associations sent out two Austral-

clergymen and their wives, three unmarried laymen, and eight

single women, fifteen in all ; three of them to Africa, four to

Persia and Baghdad, three to India, one to Ceylon, tw^o to China,
and two to Japan. One of the two clergymen was Mr. Blackett
himself, whose words are quoted above, and who, at the time of

the Deputation's visit, was Incumbent of Prahran, an important
and populous suburb of Melbourne, which parish he gave up to

devote himself to missionary work in Persia. The other, the
Eev. W. Newby Eraser, a curate at Sydney, went to India.
Besides all these, the offer of a still more remarkable recruit was
the indirect resi;lt of the Deputation—that of Bishop Stuart, who
laid down his position and dignity as Bishop of Waiapu to resume

X X 2
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his former life as a missionary, and give his advancing years to

the cause of the Gospel in Persia.'''

One interesting fruit of the Deputation was the offer of a lady at

Sydney to give her house, and herself, free, for the training of

women candidates. This lady was Miss Hassall a grand-daughter

of Samuel Marsden, the founder of the New Zealand Mission
;

and her first student was a niece of her own, a great-grand-

daughter of Marsden. Miss Hassall's services have been highly

valued.

The Colonial Associations have done much more than provide

missionaries for C.M.S. Missions. Their influence has distinctly

fostered the general growth in the Colonial Churches of a sense of

their responsibility to take their part in the evangelization of the

world. There were already missionary organizations besides the

old C.M.S. Association at Sydney. There were Missions to the

Australian Aborigines, to the Chinese immigrants, and to New
Guinea, some of these being under the Australian Board of

Missions. There was also the Melanesian Mission, founded by
Selwyn and Patteson, and oflicially connected with the Church
in New Zealand, but helped also in x\ustralia. The new C.M.S.
Associations have in no way interfered with these organizations,

which have in fact profited by the increased missionary spii'it.

The New Zealand Association has given a clerical missionary to

the Melanesian Mission, and supports him—a clause in the con-

stitution permitting this ; and in more recent years the New
South Wales and Victoria Associations have taken over much of

the work among the Chinese in the Colonies.

Friends of the Society in Canada had long been asking for

some extension of its organization to include them also. The
Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society, the official agent of the

Church as a body, had at one time been only an organization

for raisiiig money, the greater part of which was remitted to

England, to the C.M.S., S.P.G., &c. A young clergyman from
Wycliffe College, Toronto, the Kev. J. Cooper Eobinson, wished

to go to Japan as a missionary, but the " D. (t F." (as the Society

is called) had no machinery for sending one. He therefore

persuaded Wycliffe College (a distinctively Evangelical institution)

to form a Missionary Association to send him out. Subsequently

the " D. & F." itself started a Japan Mission in connexion with

the S.P.G. Meanwhile, the "Wycliffe Missions" grew, and
maintained men both in Japan and among the Eed Indians of

North-West Canada ; but in 1894 its leaders, observing the

success of the C.M.S. Associations in the Australasian Colonies,

resolved to form a similar one, and in the following year a

Deputation was sent from England similar to the one to Australia

(the Eev. H. Percy Grubb being in the place of Mr. Stewart), and
were present at the inauguration of the new Canadian Church

See p. 535.
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Missionary Association. This, however, and the consequent Part IX.

addition to the roll of C.M.S. missionaries, does not properly pl^^^"?^"

belong to our present period.
lap^

.

IX.

This chapter is called " Seven Years of the Policy of Faith,"

but nothing has yet been said of that policy. Its adoption in

1887 was related in our Eighty-sixth Chapter ; and much has

been said, not only in this chapter but also in previous ones, of

the developments of the seven years that followed. We will now
see the general results of the policy in respect both of men and
of means.

Every year throughout the period, the Finance and Estimates The

Committee called the attention of the General Committee to the (hTseve'n^

rapid growth of the expenditure ; and in some years there were years,

actual deficits, and in others prospective deficits, which severely

tested the faith of the Committee. At the end of 1893, the

financial outlook was so serious that the President wrote a short

letter headed " Ask the Lord and tell His People," and it was
sent all over the country. The petition for help was to be

addressed to the Lord Himself ; but praying friends were to be

told of the position, that they might pray the more earnestly and
intelligently. Many special gifts were sent in

;
yet when the

accounts to March 31st were made up, there appeared a final

deficit of £12,600. This was the kind of emergency that always The deficit

aroused Mr. Wigram's energy. The moment the figure was *" '^'

known, on April 13th, he wrote to several friends who had come
forward on previous occasions. The replies, however, were not

encouraging. Wealthy friends wrote that they were unable just

then to give large sums, and enclosing cheques for £50 or £100.

Then, on the 19th, one lady offered £1000 if eleven other similar The deficit

sums were given by May 1st, the Anniversary day. A second i^n tendays.

time Mr. Wigram wrote round ; and the offer was made known
in other ways. There were now just twelve days to spare.

Prayer was earnestly made, and when the day arrived, the entire

£12,600 had come in ; not, for the most part, from great bankers

and wealthy men, but from quiet people who gladly made a

sacrifice by selling out from their small capital. With a joyful and
yet a humbled heart did Mr. Wigram call upon the Exeter Hall

gathering to rise and sing the Doxology. But he had also to

announce that while the whole deficit was covered, it was not all

covered by £1000 gifts, and that to secure three of these con-

ditionally promised, one other gift of that sum was still required,

which, if given, would mean £1000 clear to start the new financial

year with. There was no response at the great Meeting ; but at

the Gleaners' Conference in the afternoon a lady calling herself

"Gleaner 23,231," who had already contributed £500, came
forward and said she was constrained to give that last £1000

;
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Part IX.
1882-95.

Chap. 100

Doublings
and ques-
tionings.

Its results
summa-
rized.

and at the Evening Meeting in Exeter Hall the Doxology was
again sung with increased fervour.

Very naturally, the minds of many friends were now much
exercised on the whole subject. Could such a deliverance be
expected again? and if not, where would the Society be next

year, and the year after, and the year after that, with the

expenditure, owing to the fresh increase every year in the

number of missionaries, rising by leaps and bounds ? Ought not
The policy the wliolc positioii to be faced, and the policy of 1887 abandoned ?

enge
^^ thought oiie of the most respected members of the Committee,
and in the following November he moved a resolution to that

effect. In anticipation of the debate, a careful examination was
made of the actual results of the seven years' policy. The
result of the examination was startling. No one had anticipated

it. During the seven years all had been working at high

pressure, and the staff and the work had been growing without the

growth being appreciated. The following are among the facts

which were now revealed and laid before the Committee :

—

(1) In the seven years, from October, 1887, to October, 1894,

the number of missionaries (not counting wives) had increased as

follows :—Clergymen, from 247 to 344 ; Laymen, from 40 to 82 ;

Women, from 22 to 193. Total, from 309 to 619

—

just double in

seven years.

(2) The increase was more noticeable if some of the Missions

were looked at individually. West Africa, in 1887, had 11 ; in

1894 it had 43. East Africa, then 26, now 58. The Moham-
medan East (Egypt, Palestine, Persia), then 17, now 63. India,

then 133, now 222. China, then 30, now 85. Japan, then 14,

now 53.

(3) The whole of the expense of this doubled staff had been
covered. Taking certain reserve funds into account, the Society

seemed to be £6000 worse off than seven years before ; but on
the other hand, in addition to all the ordinary expenditure, a

mortgage of £20,000 on the Children's Home had been paid off.

What could be said in the face of such facts as these ? The
conclusion could not be evaded, that the simple cause had been

the fulfilment of the Divine word, " According to your faith, be it

unto you." The Society had not indulged in extravagant enter-

prises. Its affairs had been managed with watchful economy.
The home expenditure, though of course it had increased in

absolute amount, had become relatively smaller : that is to say, it

was only 2s. 2f/. out of each pound sterling spent, instead of 2s. 8|fZ.,

as it had been seven years before. What the Society had actually

done was to receive and send forth such men and women as

appeared to be truly called of God to the work. For them, it had
trusted God to supply the necessary means ; and He had done so.

That was the whole case ; and it was recognized frankly, not only

policy ^y fervent clerical members like Mr. Webb-Peploe, but by the

ffirmed hardest-headed business men on the Committee. In response to

The moral
of the facts

The policy
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a general appeal the mover of the resolution withdrew it, and one Part IX.
re-affirining the policy was carried nei)i. con. 1882-95.

Thus the Policy of Faith,—enunciated in 1853, hut afterwards Chap.ioo.

forgotten
; ahandoned entirely in 1865, with the result of seven Fro^53

years of depression and retrogression
;

partially acted upon in *« 1894.

1874-6, and dropped in 1877, with again the result of grave financial
difficulty; solemnly entered upon, in the belief that it was a new
thing, in 1887, and persevered in for seven years,—had been
honoured of God beyond all anticipation. Things impossible with
men had proved to be possible with Him. What was now needed
was to be thankful, and humble, and still believing.

X.

We have now come to the end of the whole wonderful period Changes in

of Mr. Wigram's Secretaryship. In seventeen chapters we have Housef^'
traced out its history. As we approach the close, we find »894-5.'

important changes going on in the Church Missionary House, and
these must receive brief notice in conclusion.

First, Mr. Fenn, unable to bear the burden of a secretaryship Retire-
with advancing years and diminishing strength, retired in April, c^c^p'^n
1894, after thirty years' service in the House, deeply respected ' '

^""'

and sincerely regretted by all his colleagues. His post, the charge
of the Ceylon, China, Japan, North-West Canada, and British
Columbia Missions, was taken by Mr. Baring-Gould, who was
happily able (through the kindness of a friend) to prepare himself
for his work by taking a journey round the world in the winter
of 1894-5, to visit the Missions he was now to administer. The
Central Home Secretaryship, which Mr. Baring-Gould had held
six years, remained vacant some months, during which Mr. Percy
Grubb effected the important developments before noticed. In
the following March, the Eev. W. E. Burroughs, Incumbent of
the Mariners' Church, Kingstown, and well known as a leading
clergyman in the Church of Ireland, took the post. Meanwhile,
the Lay Secretary, General Collingwood, had also retired, and was of General
succeeded by Mr. David Marshall Lang, the gentleman before Coiiing-

inentioned as having for a time done useful but temporary work
'^°° '

in tlie Home Department. =''^ Mr. Gray, the Secretary for the India ofw.Gray.
Missions, had hkewise retired in weakened health, in October,
1894, to the great sorrow of his fellow-workers ; and the Eev.
Philip Ireland Jones, the former Vice-Principal of Eidley Hall,
who went to India in 1885, but was now at home on sick-leave
and forbidden by the doctors to go back for the present, was
appointed his successor.

Then came the greatest of the changes. Mr. Wigram's health of f. e.
Wigram.

* One of Mr. Lang's brothers, the Rev. Dr. Marshall Lang of Glasoow, has
been Moderator of the Church of Scotland. Another is Sir R. Hamilton
Lang, K.C.M.G., of Cyprus and Egypt. Mr. Lang's son is a C.M.S. mis-
sionary in Jiq)an, and one of his daughters, wlio went to China under the
China Inland Mission, is married to Mr. Stanley Smith.
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Part IX. had for some time suffered under the incessant st]-ain of his
1882-95. labours, and at length, after several months of effort, by dint of

P rest and change and reduction of work, to continue at his post, he
was compelled in July, 1895, to tender his resignation. This was
a loss indeed. All men honoured his unbounded liberality and
personal kindliness, but only those who worked with him knew
his great qualities as the head of a large organization. To say

that he, Honorary Secretary as ho was, " laboured more abundantly
than us all," is simple literal fact. His untiring and self-forgetting

assiduity, and determination at all costs to leave nothing undone,
w^ere felt in every department. He was eyes, and ears, and hands,
and feet, to all in turn,—one might almost say to all at once.

And never as a mere chief; always as a brother. " He that will

be chief among you, let him be your servant "—that deeply-

significant word of Christ sums up the man. Truly the Church
Missionary Society has profound cause to pi'aise the Lord for such
a Secretary as Frederic Wigram.

The new ij^^g Socicty had not to wait long for another Honorary
Secretary. Secretary. Men's eyes were already set upon the son of the

missionary who went to India with Eobert Noble in 1841, and
w^ho in 1848 had just been appointed a Secretary at home when
he died—a few days before the Jubilee. That missionary, Henry
Watson Fox, had left a little orphan son and daughter l^ehind

him. That son, in middle life, had been, as Vicar of St. Nicholas',

Durham, a leading supporter and advocate of the C.M.S. and of

all good Evangelical work in- the North of England. He had
himself been to India as a member of the memorable Winter
Mission in 1887-8. His name was now on the lips of every
one whose judgment was valued. The President acted with
promptness and energy in getting the matter settled. And on
August 13th, 1895—the fifteentli anniversary of Henry Wright's
death—Henry Elliott Fox became Honorary Secretary.

So when, after the recess of that year, the Secretaries met
again in their weekly cabinet, comparatively new faces were in

the majority. Only one was present who had held the same
office more than three years. Men are like God's heavens and
earth. "They sliall perish, but Thou shalt endure: yea, all of

them shall wax old as doth a garment; as a vesture shalt Thou
change them, and they shall be changed : but Thou art the same,
and Thy years shall have no end."



THE LAST FOUK YEARS:
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NOTE TO PART X.

In this short conchiding Part, five chapters are devoted to a summary

of events, at home and abroad, during the years 189o-98, and down to

the Centenary period, April, 1899. Chap. CI. dwells upon the evidences

of increasing missionary zeal and interest in the Church at home,

particularly as displayed in the action and utterances of the Bishops,

and of the Student Volunteer Missionary Union ; also upon the plans

and efforts of the Church Missionary Society for the promotion of that

zeal and interest. Chap. CII. describes the progress of the Society

itself in regard to candidates and contributions, and gives an account of

the Three Years' Enterprise. Chaps. CIII. and CIV. survey the events

of the four years in Africa and Asia respectively. Among the topics in

the former are the Liquor Traffic in West Africa, the opening of Hausa-

land, the Delta Native Church, Slavery in East Africa, recent events in

Uganda, and tlie plans for Khartoum ; and in the latter we pass rapidly

through the Mission-fields of Palestine and Persia, India and Ceylon,

China and Japan. There was no occasion to give a chapter in this Part

to New Zealand, North-West Canada, and the North Pacific, as the

history of those Missions was, by anticipation, brought down to date in

the preceding Part.

Then, in Chap. CV., the deaths of the four years in the Society's circle

are noticed together ; and the brethren and sisters taken from amongst

us, such as Arden and Carless, Cox and Callis, Dobinson and Pilkington,

Miss Goodall and Miss Petrie and Miss Attlee, can thus receive some-

wdiat more notice than would have been possible if they had only been

mentioned in connexion with tlieir respective spheres of labour. We

also take leave of Archbishop Benson and Mr. Wigram, who have been

so prominent in previous chapters.

Finally, Chap. CVI. looks back, looks around, and hjoks forward,

seeking to set forth lessons from the Past, appeals from the Present,

hopes for the Future.

No account of the Centenary Commemoration is given in this History.

A Centenary Volume is being prepared independently.



CHAPTEll CI.

The Church, the Society, and the Cause.

Missionary Interest at Home—Archbishop Temple—Other Bishops

—

House of Laymen—Lambeth Conference, 1897—Queen's Diamond
Jubilee—S.V.M.U.—Mr. Mott's Tour—C. M.S. Agencies at Home:
Unions, &c.. Women's and Medical Departments, Exhibitions,

Missionary Missions, &c.—St. Bride's Sermons—Changes in

Salisbury Square—Recent Church Controversies.

"And the Lord stirred up the spirit of Zeruhhalel . . . cind the spirit of

Joshua . . . the hvjh p)ricst, and the spirit of all the remnant of the 2>eo2>le ; and
they came and did work in the house of the Lord of hosts, their God."—Haggai i. 14.

" i?e strong, Zcruhhahcl, saith the L'rd ; and he stronfj; Joshua . . . ;

and he strong, all ye people of the land, saith the Lord, and work : for I am with
yov,, saith the Lord of liosts."-—Haggai ii. 4.

|T is generally recognized that in the past few years there Part X.

has been a distinct revival of interest and zeal in the 1^^95-99.

missionary cause in the Church of England. Some Chap^Ol.

of the causes, and some of the effects, of this revival Growth
we have already seen. In taking a brief survey of the ofmis-

last four years of the Church Missionary Society's first century, interest at

let us begin by devoting this chapter to reviewing some of the
'^°"^^-

evidences of increased interest in the Church at large, and the
various efforts put forth by the Society itself to promote that

interest. The results to the Society in respect of men and means
we will leave to the next chapter.

Interest, however, is not a good word, though it is the ordinary Yet does

word used. Graham Wilmot Brooke used to expose its unwortbi- fruit^'^

ncss in burning language.'-' He contrasted the well-attended
Missionary Conferences and drawing-room gatherings, and the
" meetings rivalling political meetings in enthusiasm," with the
realities of the case. " The fact," he said, " that the great mass of

the world is hurrying to its judgment without a ray of Gospel light

seems to sit very easily on most of those who read or listen." How
rare, he observed, were the instances of practical effort to give the
Heathen the good news " which the most ignorant and abandoned
in our own slums have waiting for them within, at most, a mile
of their dooi-s "

! ''Where are the reaj^ers ?" sing multitudes of

Christian people at their great gatlieriugs. The answer is, " Here

* See his jiouuri'ul article ou "Missionary Interest" in the CM. Gleaner
of February, 1890.
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Part X.
1895-99.
Chap. 101.
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foreign
contribu-
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Gratitude
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they are"—only they will not rise up and go and reap. Mere
" interest "is of little value unless it leads to action. If money
contributions are any tost at all, then sad indeed is the contrast

between the £8,000,000 acknowledged by the Church Year Book
as given to Home work among thirty millions of people surrounded

by religious advantages of all kinds—(and the returns are incom-

plete)—and the £700,000 (at the outside) given by the Church of

England to Foreign work among a thousand millions, the larger

half of whom have never heard of Christ.'''

Nevertheless, there is undoubtedly a great change of late years.

There is a deeper sense of the solemnity and urgency of the Lord's

Last Command. The voices that seemed, not so long ago, to be

crying in the wilderness have not cried wholly in vain. It is to

the signs and tokens of the growing earnestness that we are now
to give attention.

First and foremost, let unreserved gratitude be accorded to

Archbishop Temple. No other man in all England has done what
he has done to arouse the Church to its great duty. In his latter

years as Bishop of London he again and again, in tlic strongest

language, urged it upon his clergy and upon Churchmen generally.

Whatever other invitations he was obliged to decline, he never, if

he could help it, declined one to advocate the cause of the

Evangelization of the World. The wonderful series of addresses

to his ruri-decanal meetings in 1894-5 cannot be forgotten by
those who heard them. His stirring and solemn speech at the

Shrewsbury Church Congress thrilled the great meeting as a Church
Congress is rarely thrilled. When he became Archbishop of Canter-

bury, and a deputation from the Society waited on him, according

to old custom, to request him to accept the office of Vice-Patron,

he, in a reply which deeply moved his hearers, re-affirmed his

" growing interest in missionary work, becoming," he said,

" stronger the longer I live "; and he added :

—

" I shall always feel that the work of this Society in the convovsion of

the Heathen, and in the spreading of the Truth over the whole world,

stands like a bright light in the midst of much else that we see going on

around us, and it will be a very great joy to mo if on my death-hed I

could think that I had in any way furtheied the progress of that work.

... If it were possible for me to rouse the Church of England to a sense

of the enormous importance of this one work, I should feel that I had
done some real service, however small it might be, to the great cause

and to the Lord our Master."

And when, in the May following (1897), he presided over the

C.M.S. x\nnual Meeting, he touchingly referred to his hereditary

interest in the Society's work. As we recall the fact that Dr.

Temple's father was Governor of Sierra Leone, dying there at his

post, and that he was a good friend of the Mission, we realize the

pathos of these words :—
" With this Society I have indeed been in some sense connected even

* See an article in the CM. Intelligencer of January, 1898.
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from the time before I went to school at twelve years of age. I have Part X.
never lost sight erf that connexion, nor have I ever failed to pray, as my 1895-99.

inother hade me, for the prosperity of the work which this Society is Chap. 101.

doing."

Other Bishops also have in these recent years given something other

more than a mere official patronage to the missionary cause. Of *^
°^^'

the Bishops of Exeter and Liverpool it is needless to speak.

Bishop Westcott of Durham has rejoiced to give four sons to the Bishop

work of the S.P.G. in India; and his watchful sympathy was ^^^'^'^°"'

strikingly manifested when at his Trinity ordination in Durham
Cathedral, in 1896, he suddenly, from his place by the Communion
Table, requested the prayers of the congregation for the Native
clergy of Uganda being ordained that day by Bishop Tucker at

Mengo. The Bishop of Eipon has of late done much by his Bishop

eloquence to persuade the Yorkshiremen of Leeds and Bradford carpenter,
to believe in Missions ; and his memorable article in the Saturday
Beview after the Ku-cheng massacre, on " Missionary Eisks and
Gains," was a noble vindication of Missions and missionaries from
the cruel cavils of that trying time.* He, too, like the Archbishop,
has not forgotten to refer to his hereditary association with the
Society. "From both sides," he said in his great Sermon at

St. Bride's in May, 1897, " I can claim in home memories those
examples of earnestness, those self-sacrificing labours, those
unwearied journeys, which express devotion to the missionary
cause." Well might he say so ! His father, the Eev. Henry
Carpenter, was in his day Hon. Secretary of the Liverpool C.M.S.
Association ; and as for his mother, St. James's, Holloway, and
Christ Church, Lancaster Gate, still bring forth the fruits of her
never-wearied efforts even in advanced years.

Many other bishops might be mentioned ; and not only those
with English dioceses. Bishop J. E. Selwyn, for instance. Bishops

delivered speech after speech leaning on his crutches, mostly at BarryT^"'
S.P.G. meetings. Bishop Barry's Hulsean Lectures in 1894-5, Jacob,

on the Ecclesiastical Expansion of England, are, with their large

appendix, without question the best summary of the colonial and
missionary work of the Church of England which has yet
appeared. The diocese of Newcastle received in 1896 a real

missionary enthusiast and a real missionary expert in Bishop
Edgar Jacob ; and his presence in the Episcopate is a distinct

strength to the missionary cause. The new Bishop of London,
Dr. Creighton, has not been identified with it quite in the same Bishop

way ; but he is a historian, and knows how to estimate the failure
^''^'s^hton.

or success of great enterprises ; and in his admirable address
to the C.M.S. Younger Clergy Union f he contrasted the six

generations of Christianity in England which produced a
Venerable Bede with the single generation of Christianity in West

* Saturday Tleview, December 21st, 1895. Parts of the article were reprinted
in the CM. TnteUiijencer oi February, 1896.

t On October 18th, 1897. See CM. Intelligencer, December, 1897.
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Paut X. Africa which has produced a JJisliop Oluwole. He noticed the

Ks!).') !»'.). selfisli but not uncommon question, " Why don't we kee]) these
Cli.ii). 101.

j^j^g young clergymen at home, when they, are so urgently needed

His protest here? " and told the young clergymen sitting before him that it

sfifi^h^
was their business " to destroy that sentiment as rapidly as

home pleas possible, and to root out any remains of it "; and he thus forcibly

urged the reflex benefits of Foreign INIissions upon the Home
Church :

—

" You know it is extraordinary that such an imperfect being as man is

should at the same time liave an idea of coiupleteuess about everytliing

he iindertakes. So many people say. ' Oh, we cannot afi'ord to help

Missions until we have our own parisli in perfect order.' liut you never

will have your parish in perfect order. And the best stej) towards

getting it into better order is to help Missions. It is from this point of

vitiw you nnist approach those who have any doubt as to missionary

activity being absolutely necessary. Everything done, evi-ry great

efl'ort undertaken, every exhibition of zeal that is called forth— it all

comes back. It blesses him that gives as well as him tliat takes. And
so missionary work must absolutely be regarded as a necessary part of

the organization of every parish. It is useless to say, ' I am getting up
chibs, and Imilding mission-rooms, and I cannot afford to give from my
parish anything towards Missions.' Why, you will get your clubs, aiul

you will get your mission-rooms all the easier and (piicker, if yo>i luge

the claims of Missions on your people. This cannot be emphasized too

much. It is a thing which you must all of you urge upon the people

with whom you have to deal, and you nuist ask them simply to use

their common sen.se and see if, as a uuitter of fact, it has not been so in

the world."

Perhaps no class more needs to be persuaded and aroused about

Missions than that usually called "the leading laity of the

Church." Yet it was a body composed of them which was the

first assembly bearing any ecclesiastical character to affirm in

plain tei'ms the responsibility of the Church to obey her Lord's

House of Commaiul. In January, 1897, the House of Laymen for the

Mis^ons°" l^i'ovince of Canterbury passed unanimously the following

resolutions, moved by Sir John Kennaway, seconded by ]*]arl

Nelson, and supported by sympathizing speeches from men of all

parties :

—

" 1. That in view (1) of the Great Commission given to the Church by

her Divine Head to evangelize the world
; (2) of the long and serious

neglect of this Great Commission by the Church
; (3) of the fact that

after the lapse of nearly nineteen centuries, one-half of the population

of the globe is believed never to have heard of Christ ; this House is of

opinion that the whole Clnu-ch needs rousing on this question."
" -1. That this House observes with satisfaction that the Programme

of the Lambeth Conference gives an opportunity for the consideration

of this great subject, and respectfully expresses the earnest hope that

the Archbishops and Bishops may be led to put ft)rth siich an appeal to

the whole Anglican Communion as shall deepen in all its members the

sense of their obligation to fulfil their Lord's command."

This second resolution, it will be observed, referred to the

coming Lambeth Conference ; and assuredly the hope it expressed
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was fvilfilled beyond tlie most sanguine expectation. For the first Part X.

time, the assembled Anglican bishops set forth the Evangelization 1^95-99.

of the World as " in the first rank of all the tasks we have to fulfil." ^'^'M^*^*!-

When the official Report appeared, it was seen that one-fourth Lambeth
of the whole 172 pages comprising the Reports of Committees,

on^MY^-"*^^
the Resolutions of the Conference, and the Encyclical Letter, was sions.

occupied with Foreign Missions, without including the pages
devoted to Colonial Churches ; and the utterances were of the
most wise and weighty character. For this unlooked-for result,

we undoubtedly have to thank, in the main, the Bishop of New-
castle and the Primate himself. Bishop Jacob was chairman of Bishop

the Foreign Missions Committee, among the fifty-nine members Jacob's
o ' o 1/ committee*

of which were ten bishops on the list of C.M.S. missionaries,

viz.. Bishops Evington, Hodges, Newnham, Ridley, Taylor Smith,
Tucker, Tugwell, and Williams, and the two Africans, Bishops
Oluwole and Phillips ; also Bishops Clifford and Royston, who
were on the C.M.S. list formerly. A long and elaborate Report
was presented by this Committee, signed by the chairman. Let
us read a few sentences from its introduction :

—

" Your Committee heartily thank Almighty God that He has kindled Its report,

throughout our Commuiuon an increasing zeal for the extension of the
Kingdom of Christ our Lord, and for the salvation of souls, and that He
has so abundantly blessed the eftbrts which have been made—a blessing

granted, we doubt not, to encom-age us all to far gi^eater labours,

prayers, and self-denial. In the last ten years we note especially the
groat proofs of the regenerating power of the Holy Spirit, and the titness

of the Gospel for all races, wliicli have been displayed in the newly-
opened countries of Africa. Yet we see that zeal in this cause is still the
enthusiasm of a few, and that the Church has yet to be far more fully

aroused to recognize, as a necessary and constant element in the spiritual

life of the Body and of each member of it, the fulfilment of our Lord's
great commission. Our responsibility in this matter is vast and daily
increasing, whether we consider the awful fact that there are still so
many of our fellow-men unreached by the Gospel ; or consider that so
little interest has been taken in the evangelization of the Jewish race,

and that so little systematic effort has been made to win the followers

of Islam, although there is abundant encouragement from what has been
done, and the opportunities now, especially in India, are unique ; or
whether we look at the great number of points at which Churches of our
Communion are in local contact with Heathen nations, or at the responsi-
bilities of the British Empire in India and in the new Protectorates in

Africa, or at the great fields ripening for harvest in such regions as
China and Japan— China, where "Western influence seems to be in-

creasingly welcome, and where there are signs that the blood of martyrs
has not been shed in vain ; Japan, where, from the characteristic inde-
pendence of the people, a crisis in the history of the Church seems to be
imminent, and to call for the utmost care in the higher ('hristian educa-
tion, and the training of those who are to hold oflice in the Church.

" The cause of Missions is the cause of our Lord Jesus Christ. May
this be our aim, as it will be our highest glory, to be humble instruments
in carrying out the loving will of our Heavenly Father ; in lowliness of
mind, praying for the Divine blessing, and confident in the Divine
promises, ministering the Gospel of the Grace of God to the souls that
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Paet X. we love; and thus, in promntinc; the Kint:;doni of Tiutli and Righteous-
1895-99. ness, may we fiillil the sacred mission of the C'hineh of God, by preparing
Chap. 101. the worki for the Second Advent of our Lord."

Resoiu- Among the Eesolutions of the whole Conference were no less
tions of the

^^|-,a^^-^ fourteen on Foreign Missions. Here is the first :

—

Conference "
"That while we heartily thank God for the missionary zeal which He

has kindled in our Comminiion, and for the abundant blessing bestowed
on such work as has been done, we recommend tliat prompt and con-

tinuous efl'orts be made toarou.se tlie ('hurch to recognize as a necessary

and constant element in the spiritual life of the liody, and of each
member of it, the fullilment of our Lord's great commission to evangelize

all nations."

in'tl^e""^
And, of twenty pages occupied by the Encyclical Letter, five

Encyclical were dcvoted to the same subject. Here is tlic first paragraph :

—

" Lastly, we come to the subject of Foreign Missions, the work that at

the present time stands in the first rank of all the tasks we have to

fullil. AVe have especial reasons to be thankful to God for the awakened
and increasing zeal of our whole ('ommunion for this primary work of

the Church, tlie work for which the (!hurch was commissioned b}^ our
Lord. For some centuries it ma}' be said we have slumbered. The duty
has not been quite forgotten, but it has been remembered only by indi-

viiluals and societies ; the body as a whole has taken no part. The Book
of Common Prayer contains very few prayers for missionary work. It

hardly seems to have been present to the minds of our great authorities

and leaders in compiling that Book that the matter should be in the

thoughts of everyone who calls himself a C'hristian, and that no ordinary

service .should be considered complete which did not plead amongst
other things for the spread of the drospel. We are beginning, though
only lieginning, to see what the Lord would have us do. He is opening
the whole world to our easy access, and as He opens the way He is

opening our eyes to see it, and to see His beckoning hand."

The Conference, of com'se, sat with closed doors ; but some
features of it were revealed sulisequently by individual members.

Scene in Archbishop Peacocke, of Dublin, thus described the scene when

fer^enc°e". the paragraphs in the Encyclical on Missions were being con-

sidered :

—

"At the Lambeth Conference, when the sidiject of Foreign Missions

was mider discussion, after remarks had been made on every side of the

question, the Archbishop of Canterbury rose and spoke what could only

be described as words of living fire, urging every Bishop to do all in his

l)ovver to stir the Church from the top to the bottom. His earnest words,

his Grace said, he woiild never forget. When the Archbishop sat down,
two Colonial Bi.shops arose and said that the words which had just been
spoken by the English Primate would send them back to their work with

a power never felt before."

And Bishop Whipple, of Minnesota, telegraphing his impres-

sions across the Atlantic, referred to " the decided unanimity of

feeling at the Conference on the subject of Missions," and to

" the cheering story of the Church's triumphs in Mission-fields,

such as Uganda." *

* A full account of the Lauibetli Reports, &c., witli the missionary
paragraphs and resohitions in full, appeai'ed in the CM. Intelligencer of
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In that same year, 1897, was colel)rated the Queen's Diamond Part X.

Juhilee ; and deeply interesting was th(! retrospect in a missionary 1895-99.

aspect of tlie sixty years of her reign. For example, in the short P

Eeport read at Exeter Hall, the C.M.S. Committee said:

—

Queen's

" Sixty years ago the Church of Christ could not have fully carried jubilee,

out its great commission. In China the door was shut; in Japan it was c.M.S.
sealed ; even in India important provinces could not be entered ; tlie retrospect,

greater part of British North America was inaccessible ; the greater part
of Africa was unknown. When Queen Victoria ascended the throne the
Society had just sent out a missionary to make an attempt, which proved
a failure, to iind an entrance into China; and had also sent out the two
men, Krapf and Townsond, who were afterwards respectively the first

to enter East Africa, and the first to enter the Yoruba country. The
Queen had reigned four years when the first expedition went up the
Niger, when Noble and Fox began the Telugu Mission, when Livingstone
went t(j Africa and Bishop Selwyn to New Zealand. She had been
Queen five years when the tirst five treaty ports were opened in China

;

eleven years when the first converts were baptized at Abeokuta ; thirteen

years when French and Stuart went out to open the Agra College
;

fourteen years when Kol)ert (Jlark was able; to cross the Svitlej aiul enter
the Punjab, and when John Horden settled on the shores of Hudson's
Bay ; twenty years when Sanuiel (Jrowther started the Niger Mission.

She had reigned twenty-two years when the gate into Japan began
slowly to open ; twenty-four years when Speke discovered Uganda, and
when the first baptisms took place in Fuh-chow, and in what we now
know as Bishop Ridley's diocese ; thirty-one years when Elisor went to

.lapan, and Jiruce to Persia ; thirty-eight years when Frere Town was
founded ; exactly forty years when the Gospel w;is first preached in the

capital of Uganda. When the Queen came to tlie throne, four Native
converts had been ordained to the ministry of the Church of England
(three C.M.S. and one S.P.G.). During her reign -140 have been ordained
in connexion with C.M.S. alone."

Still more striking was the increase of the C.M.S. missionary

staff in the ten years between the Jubilee proper and the Diamond
Jubilee, 1887 and 1897 ; but this will come more suitably in our
next chapter.

But in this History we have seen, over and over again, how
often it has pleased God to use unofficial, humble, and even obscure

agencies and persons to do His work, rather than great Churches
and distinguished Church leaders. And it may be doubted
whether even the stirring utterances of archbishops and bishops

just referred to have done so much of the real work of sending

missionaries into the field as has been done by a handful of young work of

University men through the Student Volunteer Movement. This s!v.m.u.
Movement was noticed in our Eighty-eighth and Ninety-ninth

Chapters ; in the latter, particularly, the remarkable Conference
at Liverpool,—which, however, properly belongs rather to the

recent years now under review. The American S.V.M.U. held a

September, 1897. It may here be aibleil that, as in 1888, the Arclibisliops

and Bisliops were entertained at the Church Missionary House, on July 26th,

by the President and Treasurer.

VOL. III. Y y
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Part X. still more remarkable Conference at Cleveland in February, 1898,
1895-99. which was attended by no less that 1717 students, and, which is
Chap. 101.

gi^ji^ more notable, by 106 Principals and Professors of Colleges,

and 83 Secretaries and Ofticers of Missionary Boards. =''' The
large volume in which the proceedings are recorded is inspiring

Theoiogi- indeed. A much smaller but particularly useful Conference, of

"renc^at Theological Students only, was held by the British Union at

ham"'"^"
Birmingham in Easter Week, 1898, at which 250 such students,
of all theological "colours," from advanced High Churchmen to

Welsh Calvinistic Methodists, gathered from various colleges.

The S.V.M.U. has also done excellent work by its publications.

Manuals for study on India, China, and Africa have been pro-
duced ; Africa Waiting, by Mr. Douglas M. Thornton, being
especially helpful with its well-arranged and closely-packed in-

formation. But the most noteworthy achievement of the British
s^v-^i^^-.u- Union has been the issue of the " Memorial to the Church of

Christ in Britain," a really masterly statement as well as a rousing
appeal,! which w^as presented to the various missionary societies

and religious bodies or assemblies, and received l)y them with
general approval and sympathy, notably by the Lambeth Con-

c.M.s. ference, and by the S.P.G. and C.M.S. Committees. The C.M.S.

and^th'"^*^
Committee passed the following resolution :

—

S.V.M.U. it That this Committee, rejoicing in the Divine blessing vouchsafed to
the S.V.M.U. in its efforts to influence the students of both sexes in
Universities and Colleges all round tlie world, and thanking its leaders
warmly for tlie Memorial now presented, desire to express their hearty
concurrence with the Union in setting before themselves and the whole
Cln-istian Church the great aim embodied in the watchword of the
Union, viz., The Evangelization of the AVorld in this Generation. The
policy of the Church Missionary Society has all along been based upon
what has well been called the Command of commands, which makes
any limitation of such an aim impossible ; and the Committee earnestly
desire, by the help of God, so to direct all their plans, that the Society
may take its full share in the furtherance of the Lord's great purposes
of mercy to the world."

Meanwhile, one of the leaders of the S.V.M.U. in America,
Mr. Mott's Mr. John E. Mott, was engaged in a great journey round the

the world, world, visiting universities and colleges everywhere, and exercising
an influence quite unique upon the students of many nations.
He was absent from the United States twenty months, from July,

1895, to February, 1897, travelling 60,000 miles, and visiting 144
universities, colleges, and schools, in 22 different countries. His
various conferences were attended by 5500 student delegates
representing 308 institutions ; and he initiated 70 new Student
Christian Associations or Unions. In many European countries,
in Turkey and Syria and Egypt, in India and Ceylon, in Australia
and New Zealand, in China and Japan, were these Student Con-

* See CM. Intelligencer, April, 1898, for an account of this Conference by
Mr. Douglas M. Thornton, who went over from England to attend it.

t It was printed in the CM. Intelligencer of May, 1897.
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ferences held ; the objects being, first to arouse Christian students Part X.

to band themselves together for their own spiritual profit, and 1895-99.

then to devote themselves to the Lord for the evangelization of ''^P""'^

their own countries and the world. The Australian universities

were touched as no one had ever touched them before ; and in

India, China, and Japan, the missionaries testified to the effects

not only upon Native Christian students, but upon Buddhists,
Confucianists, Mohammedans, and Hindus, not a few of whom
were converted to Christ. -^- This great tour has resulted in the
establishment of the World's Student Christian Federation ; and World's

its cosmopolitan character may be judged from the names of some chrfst^an

of the corresponding members of its Committee : for Scandinavia, Federation

Karl Fries (who is chairman of the whole body) ; for Japan, K.
Ibuka (vice-chairman) ; for India, Kali Charan Banurji of Calcutta
and S. Satthianadhan of Madras (both well-known Christian lay
leaders) ; for China, Ding Ming Uong ; for Germany, Count
Von der Eecke ; for France, Ernest Favre ; for Great Britain,

Stanley Wright (Treasurer) and G. H. Moule (son of Archdeacon
A. E. Moule) ; for America, J. E. Mott as General Secretary.

Such a Federation is a wonderful sign of the times ; and em-
phatically it is the Lord's doing, by the hands of men without
official Church status of any kind, but just filled with His Spirit.

The S.V.M.U. has continued to exercise good influence at

Oxford and Cambridge ; and the various agencies for the spiritual Oxford and

benefit of the undergraduates and for the enlistment of their
^^"'t.ridge

personal service in direct Christian work, which came under our
notice in former chapters, have not slackened in their efibrts.

The Henry Martyn Hall at Cambridge has now a rival in the
Hannington Hall at Oxford. This Hall occupies the site and Hanning-

buildings of what used to be known as New Inn Hall, once the ^°" "^"'

resort of Welsh students, then a stronghold of Puritanism, and
latterly belonging to Balliol. The fund for purchasing and
altering the place was raised chiefly by the energy of the Hon.
and Eev. W. Talbot Eice (Vicar of St. Peter-le-Bailey), and of the
Oxford Inter-Collegia.te Christian Union (" O.I.C.C.U.," corre-

sponding with the " C.I.ecu." at Cambridge). More than
£1000 was contributed by undergraduates. It was opened on
January 26th, 1897, by Sir John Kennaway, himself a Balliol

and first classman.

In May, 1899, the S.V.M.U. reports that, in the seven years
of the existence of the Union, 1621 students had signed the
declaration, " J^ is viy imrposc, if God ijcrviit, to become a Foreign
Missionary " ; that 506 of these had sailed ; that 687 were still in

College or otherwise further preparing for work abroad ; that 28
bad died, 136 were hindered from going, and 103 had withdrawn.

* Mr. Mott's Strategic Poiiits in the World's Conquest (Nisbet & Co.) is a
terse, comprehensive, aud stirring narrative of this tour. Mr. Mott's
powerful speech at the G.M.S. Annual Meeting in 1898 will be well
remembered by all who heard or road it.

Y y 2
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Part X. It should be added that the Union does not send ont missionaries
1895-99. itself. It simply sets ])efore them the claims of the Foreign Field,

^^^'
' and then leaves them to choose their own Society or Mission.

C.M.S.
efforts to
arouse
interest.

Lay
Workers'
Union.

Ladies'
Union.

Younger
Clergy
Unions,

We now turn to more definitely " C.M.S." matters ; though, in

this chapter, as we do not touch candidates or contributions, we
shall be reviewing efforts which have a general influence upon the

missionary cause as a whole,—which are not designed to promote
C.M.S. interests only, and which in fact have done not a little

to widen the Church's missionary interest and to deepen her
missionary zeal.

I. Of the Lay Workers' Union for London, the earliest of the

Society's developments, it is not necessary to add anything to the

account given in our Hundredth Chapter. Its excellent work,
under its excellent leaders, has never flagged for a moment. The
Young Men's Bands, also described before, have continued full of

healthy life. A remarkable Meeting for Men only at Exeter Hall
was arranged by the Union, in connexion with the Society's Second
Jubilee, on November 7th, 1898, when Dr. Welldon, the new
Bishop of Calcutta, delivered a rousing address.

II. So also, it is needless again to describe the good work of

the Ladies' Union for London, both in its own monthly meetings
and in its occasional entertainments for Sunday-school teachers,

Post-office emyloypcs, nurses, &c., as well as in the local influence

of its district secretaries. The Union suffered a severe loss by the

death, in 1895, of its energetic Hon. Secretary, Mrs. Fry, to whose
unfailing and cheerful perseverance much of its success was due.

Her daughter, and Mrs. Percy Grubb (who, as Miss Crichton-

Stuart, had been an ideal Gleaners' Union Secretary at Bourne-
mouth), carried on the work for a time ; and latterly Mrs. H. E.
Fox and Mrs. J. W. Mills. A Federation of Ladies' Unions
throughout the country was arranged in 1897, with Mrs. J. A.

FaithfuU as Hon. Secretary; and its first meeting was held at

Leicester on July 7th, 1898.

III. The Younger Clergy Unions have enlarged their borders

and developed their influence by their Federation, formed in 1895.

Its first annual meeting was held at Birmingham in June, 1896
;

the second at Liverpool, in 1897 ; the third at Derby, in 1898.

On this last occasion it was announced that there were twenty-

three Unions in the Federation, at London, Bristol, Cambridge,
Derby, Exeter, "Three Towns," Cheltenham, Tunbridge Wells,

Liverpool, Manchester, Blackburn, Nottingham, Bath, Birming-
ham, York, Sheffield, Hull, Bradford, Huddersfield, Belfast,

Dublin, Newcastle, "Black Country"; and that they had an
aggregate of about 1200 members. Several of these Unions
have done conspicuously good work. The London Union has
had for its Presidents, since Mr. Drury retired, the Eevs. E. A. B.
Sanders, J. D. Mullins, and E. N. Coulthard. Since it was
started, more than forty of its members have been accepted for
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foreign service by the C.M.S. A remarkable meeting of Clergy Part X.

only was arranged by the Union in February, 1899, at the Church 1895-99.

House, at which the Archbishop of Canterbury presided and the Chap^Ol.

speakers were the Bishops of Newcastle and Stepney and Mr.
Chavasse of Wycliffe Hall.

IV. The Gleaners' Union has continued to prosper. In 1897 Gleaners'

it ceased to be connected with the Editorial Department, from
^"'°"-

which it originally emanated, and became a recognized branch of

the Home Department, under the Eev. W. E. Burroughs, with
Mr. Anderson in practical charge of it as Assistant Central
Secretary. A new development was the holding of its Anniver-
sary in 1896 and 1897, not in London, but in provincial cities,

Manchester and Sheffield. In each case a series of profitable

meetings was organized, and the local interest excited was
considerable. In 1898, the Anniversary was held in London
again, being combined with the celebration of the Society's Second
Jubilee ; All Saints' Day, the usual day observed by the Union,
having been also, in 1848, the day of the Society's First Jubilee.
The Eeport on this occasion stated that the number of enrolments
of members from the beginning, in twelve years, had been
112,522. There were now 858 Branches. Of these Branches,
thirty-two were supporting their " Own Missionaries," besides the
fourteen supported by the Union as a whole. In India, Canada,
Austraha, and New Zealand, there had been 11,286 enrolments,
and there were 289 Branches. Numbers, of course, are no
criterion of efficiency ; but it is generally considered that in very
many parishes the Gleaners' Branch has been the chief instrument
in keeping up genuine interest and promoting definite prayer.
The numerous Unions and Leagues and Bands and Guilds of
" Young Helpers," " Fellow Workers," and the like, in connexion
with all sorts of societies and institutions, are every one of them
direct imitations of the Gleaners' Union

;
just as the Clergy

Unions and Ladies' Unions of various societies are of those
founded first by the C.M.S. This is the best evidence, and fruit,

of real success. God has graciously owned and used the Gleaners'
Union, and perhaps not least by making it a pattern for so many
similar organizations. One of its most useful spontaneous
developments is the Gleaners' Library, planned and started a few Gleaners'

years ago by Mr. and Mrs. Percy Brown, and now worked by Mr.
''''^^'^^'

and Mrs. Flint of Hampstead—in both cases with much personal
labour and self-sacrifice. It possesses 1500 volumes, which are
constantly circulating over the country.

V. While the Gleaners' Library has thus been carried on inde-
pendently, the official Loan Department in the Church Missionary Loan
House has I^een incessantly and actively at work. In the year mlnt.*^*'

ending ]\farch 31st, 1898, sets of lantern slides sent out by it were
used 2925 times, sets of diagrams 1040 times, maps 1421 times,
curios 252 times ; 23G0 books were lent, and 55 lecturers and
exhibitors provided.
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VI. Tlie Editorial and Publication Departments have done a

still larger work. Books, papers, and periodicals have poured

forth month by month, the total number issued in each of the last

two or three years being between six and seven millions. The
monthly circulation of the Intelligencer has risen to 6500—a large

number for a sixpenny class periodical ; and of the Gleaner to

82,000, fully half being through localized editions. The most
important of recent publications have been the Eev. C. Hole's

Early History of the C.M.S., a large work full of curious and
original information, collected with infinite care and labour

;

TJie Gos-pel in Uganda, a small l)ook of deep interest by Mr.

Pilkington and Mr. Baskerville ; Missionaries at Work, "by the

Author of Candidates in Waiting," a valuable manual of practical

and spiritual counsel for young missionaries, and indeed for seniors

too who will accept it ;
"•' several new books for young people,

written or edited by Miss GoUock, Miss A. E. Batty, Miss A. M.
Batty, Miss Baring-Gould, Miss E. Fox, and the Rev. Martin J.

Hall ; the Story of the Year, a popular and illustrated annual

report, written yearly, till her death, by Miss S. G. Stock ; and

One Hundred Years, the Short History of the Society, issued

in anticipation of the present work. The Society also now itself

publishes Miss Stock's Story of Uganda, originally written for

the Religious Tract Society, and since brought up to date. The
new Ckurch Missionary Hymn Book should also be mentioned

;

and Mr. Percy Grubb's Missionary Collects, following the Monthly
Cycle of Prayer ; both of which are the first publications of their

kind. But the smaller papers are legion, and cannot be enume-
rated here.

VII. But the Women's Department and the Medical Depart-

ment are the two which have achieved the largest development in

the past three or four years. Both are new, but both have out-

stripped in energy and success most of the older branches of home
organization. The creation of the Women's Department in 1895

has been mentioned before. Under Miss Gollock's direction it

has acquired and exercised valuable influence both at home and

abroad. The increasing number of women missionaries has

involved the importance of their having friends and counsellors

of their own sex at headquarters, not only before they go out and

when on furlough, but while at work in the field ; and they have

learned to appreciate highly the correspondence thus carried on

with them, in which Miss Gollock's sister. Miss M. C. Gollock,

has been able to use in the missionary cause the wide experience

gained by her in directly spiritual work among women and girls

in England. But we have now more to do with the work of the

Department at home. It has been singularly successful in

enlisting the willing services of honorary workers ; and two of

these. Miss Etches and Miss Storr, have travelled all over the

* Missionaries at Work is being used by other Societies as well as C.M.S.

Two or three have sent large numbers of copies out to their missionaries.
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country, conducting devotional and other missionary meetings for Part X.

ladies, and visiting many boarding-schools to interest the girls in 1895-99.

the cause ; some of the women missionaries at home on furlough ^^'
'

also taking part in this work. In the year ending March, 1897,

no less than 400 women's meetings were thus held in various parts

of the country ; addresses were also given in 150 schools ; and
3000 copies of a " Terminal Letter " to school-girls have been sent

out each school term. Important Conferences of women-workers,
lasting two or three days, with public meetings as an adjunct,

have been held at Clifton, York, Newcastle, Carlisle, and other

places, and also in the suburbs of London ; the more private

gatherings being for women only, while at the open meetings the

Clerical Secretaries of the Society and others have taken part. A
recent development has been the formation in different parts

of London, and in some provincial towns, of Young Ladies'

Missionary Study Bands.'" It must also be mentioned that a

vigorous and successful Women's Department has been started

by the Hibernian Auxiliary Society, with Mrs. Lynch as Hon.
Secretary,

Not less interesting and useful has been the work of the Depart- its work in

ment on its Home side in Salisbury Square. One of the first square.*^^

of Miss Gollock's plans was the holding of a monthly united

prayer-meeting for C.M.S. and C.E.Z.M.S. ladies. Miss Mulvany of

the latter Society joining in the leadership. On two occasions a

still more interesting prayer-meeting has been held, for the lady

secretaries and officials of other Missionary Societies, who have
found themselves able to kneel in prayer together, upon the common
ground of the Church Missionary House. Most important of all

have been the Central Conferences of Women Workers in the

House, in the May week and at other times. The papers read at

one of these, in May, 1897, by Miss Maude of Euabon, Miss
Buxton of Cromer, Miss L. Hoare of Tunbridge Wells, Mrs.

Thwaites of Salisbury, Mrs. Maxwell of Birmingham, Miss Knight
of Throwley (Kent), Mrs. Percy Grubb, and Miss Etches, and an
address by Miss Nugent, were published at the time, and are full

of practical suggestion and inspiring thought.! At another, on
April 20th, 1898, Archbishop Temple himself gave ao impressive

address. The work of the Women's Department altogether calls

for deep thankfulness to God.
VIII. The development of the Medical Department is in some Medical

respects even more remarkable. At meetings all over the country, ment.

and at the principal Missionary Exhibitions, Dr. Lankester has

excited lively interest in the Society's fifty-five medical mission-

aries, and its thirty mission hospitals, with their 1323 beds, and
their 10,000 in-patients and 612,000 out-patients treated in a year.

The result is not only that the annual contributions to the Medical

* Seo a paper by Miss G. C. Trotter in the G.M. Intelligencer of March,
1899.

t See Ibid., July, 1897-
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Pakt X. "Mission Fund have risen to £9000 :i year, hut that conipletc
1S95-5.K). arranj^enionts have heeii made for the regular supply of all sorts
Chap.^Ol.

^^^ nursing apphanees <^iven hy friends for the purpose. These

Its work have heen chielly in the liands of the three Misses Fox, who also
for Medical

^.,]jt
r^ capital nioutlilv magazine on Medieal Missions, called

Missions. Y rn I mi i el » r T i i • i
•

Mercy and Inith. ihe annual nieetuij^ of tiie JNledical Auxiliary

has hecoine an attractive item in the May gatheriiififs. Hapid as

has heen the growth of this Department, it is yet, to all appear-

ance, only in its childhood, and will hy God's hlessing expand
more and more.
A striking illustration of the value given hy Medical Missions

for the funds contrihuted to them may here he mentioned. One
of the great London hospitals, a year or two ago, re])orted its

annual income as ahout £11,000. The €0000 given to the C.M.S.
Medical Mission Fund supported (with the funds raisi-d locally),

in that same year (IH'JO), twentif-seroi ho.spitdls, which treated /(;/<r

times as many in-jyaticnts, and eighteen times as vuiny out-patients,

as that hospital in London ; and, in addition, the Gospel was
preached to every one of iheiii.

The Medical Mission Auxiliary has now a Prayer Union of

its own, called the Order of the Ked Cross, with Miss Joyce
Kennaway, a daughter of the President, as Secretary.

But the promotion of Medical Missions is only a part of the

work of the Medical Department. Another important part is the

examination and care of the health of candidates and missionaries.

The arrangements under this head have heen greatly improved
under Dr. Lankester's direction ; and with over 1100 missionaries,

and some hundreds of new candidates yearly, the responsihility is

great and the work done very important.

IX. Missionary Exliihitions seem more attractive than ever.

Very large ones have heen held at Birmingham, Bristol, Eochester,

Paddington, Newcastle, and Liverpool. The financial results,

not only to the C.M.S., hut to the C.E.Z.M.S. and the Missionary
Leaves Association,'-' have heen very considerahle ; hut this is

only a small part of tlie results of an Exhihition. The articles

displayed, and still more the lectures and explanatory "talks"
given, have enlightened thousands of hearers concerning tiie

condition of Heathen nations and the work going on among them.
This agency, like so many others started of late years in C.^I.S.

circles, has proved an example and pattern for imitation. The
S.P.G. organized a large Exhibition at Kensington in 1898, and
the Scotcli Presbyterians have had a still larger one at Glasgow.
All this is much heli)ing to create a healthy ])ublic opinion

regarding the reality of Missions; and the calling forth of

* Most of tlie K.xliihitioiis liave Itccii arrautrfil by the Imal fiiuiids of the
C.M.S. and C.E.Z.M.S. ; and tlio Missionary Ijcavos A.^sociation contributes
Mr. Malalior'.s very inii)ortaMt scrvircs as director. Utlier Societios, as tlie

Biblo Society, S.l^.G., &c., receive small irrants in ackno\vledj,'nicnt of articles

lent by thoiii.
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voluntary effort, even indirectly in the missionary cause, is of Part X.

itself a benefit ; as, for instance, when at Birmingham no less lHy-J-99.

than one thousand volunteer workers helped in various ways, Chap^o .

including a band of women who swept the Hall every morning
without pay.

X. Numerous Missionary Missions have been conducted, with Mission-

many tokens of blessing, by Mr. Newton, Mr. Sheppard, f[ons.'^'

Mr. Snell, and others.''' This agency is no doubt the best of all

for the supreme work (at home) of bringing Christian people face

to face with the claims of their Lord and Saviour, and thus of

eliciting otters of personal service. But the Missioners have not

pleaded only for foreign work. Their appeal has been for entire Their in-

surrender to Christ, to do His bidding at home or abroad ; and all bot^h"hom"e

is based upon the Word of God itself. One Vicar wrote: "The
^"Jl.j'"'^'^"

opening up of the Scriptures during the Mission was to many a

subject of wonder and delight, and a means of great blessing."

And another : " It has proved one of the greatest encouragements

to me in the home work that I have experienced, and I am full of

hope that the results will be seen in the foreign field." And one

more :

—

" Our expectations were more than fulfilled. It was a holy, blessed

season ; the Missioner most wisely Efoing down to the foundation, and
taking us Lack to the Bible and to God Himself. I cannot tell you how
great has been the blessing that has been vouchsafed to us ; many of us

have been helped in spirit as we never have been before. I am sure that

not a few will regard the Society henceforth as a Missionary Society in a

double sense. Too often we think of it as a money-raising and missionary-

supply Association at home, and a Gospel-heralding Society abroad ; but

in future many of us will recognize it as a true Missionary Society both

at home and abroad. I am sure you will be pleased to know what is the

honest testimony of a plain parish clergyman about Missionary Missions
;

ours has bt'en used of God as a means of untold spiritual blessing, which

must result in an ever-deepening interest in all the work of the Lord."

XI. Two special gatherings ought to he mentioned, both of which |pe<='.=*'

were designed to reach what are called West End folk. One was
an Evening Meeting for Mrs. Isabella Bishop, at St. James's Hall, ^rs^.^

on May 11th, 1897 ; when the intrepid and accomplished traveller

gave an account of the Missions visited by her in the course of

her latest journeys in China, Corea, and Japan. It was a most
graphic and powerful address, and gave noble testimony to the

real work and results of Missions.t The other was a Sunday
afternoon gathering of gentlemen, on July 3rd, 1898, at Grosvenor Grosvenor

House, lent to Sir John Kennaway by the Duke of Westminster. "°"^^-

It was successful in bringing together two or three hundred men

* See tlie interesting accounts of "Three Missionary Missions," viz., at

Sheffield by the Rev. E. A. Stuart, at Nottingham by Mr. Sheppard, and at

Cheltenham by Mr. Newton, in the CM. Intelligencer of May, 1896. Also

an article by Mr. Sheppard, "Three .Months of Missionary Missions," Ihid.,

February, 1897.

I Mrs. Bishop's address was printed in the CM. lnteUi<jencer of July, 1897.
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Part X. of the higher classes of society, who manifested genuine interest
1895-nn. in the brief addresses of the President, Bishop J. C. Hoare,
ChaMOl.

D^., A. Neve, and the Archbishop of Canterbury.

Plans at XII. Some good plans locally initiated should be mentioned.

ha°m
'"^" Nottingham has set a good example by mapping out its work for

Bedford, Missions in dejDartments, each with its own hon. secretary. There

Newcastle ^^'^ ^en departments, viz., Boxes, Private Schools, Day and
Sunday Schools, Sermons and Lectures, CM. County Union,
Younger Clergy Union, Gleaners' Union, Sowers' Band, Medical
Missions, and Literature. Bedford is another town with a variety

of organizations working together, the Gleaners' Union, Juvenile
Association, Servants' Association, Young Ladies' Beading So-
ciety, School-Girls' Missionary Union, School-Boys' Missionary
Union, Missionary Parliament, &c. At Bristol there has been
opened a Church Missionary House, with lending library, pu])li-

cations for sale, &c., at which a daily prayer-meeting is held at

12.30, and tea is supplied at a small charge. At Newcastle, a
Church Missionary House and Book Depot was opened in March,
1898, on nearly the same lines, the prayer-meeting being a

weekly one. This " house " was inaugurated by the Bishop of

Newcastle.

Some few home matters remain to be mentioned, which, though
not strictly within the scope of this chapter, as indicated in its

opening sentences, will come in most conveniently here.

(1) Some particulars of recent C.M.S. Anniversaries have been
Three given bcforc ; but the last three Sermons, by Dr. Barlow, the

s^e'rmonsat Bishop of Eipon, and Dr. Moule, have not been noticed. Dr.
St. Bride's. ]3j^j.io^y took as his subject the Epistle to the Church of Phila-

delphia, and showed how its words applied not only to that

individual Church, but to the wdiole Early Church, and, not less,

to the C.M.S. ; to prove which he illustrated each sentence of the

Epistle from the actual history of the Society—a most inviting

line of study. Bishop Boyd Carpenter's sermon on Ezek. xviii.

4, " Behold, all souls are Mine," has made those words a great

missionary text, which has again and again been used since in

speeches and sermons and articles. The words, life said, are (1)

a message of love to humanity, (2) a charter of human rights,

(3) an edict of toleration, (4) a statute of service. The bare

mention of these four heads of the sermon is sufficient to suggest

important lessons. Dr. Moule, from the great words of the

Eisen Christ, " Thus it behoved Christ to suffer," &c., deduced the

supreme importance in Missions of the message delivered. Methods
might change—and with large-hearted sympathy he noticed the

influence of Keswick and the S.V.M.U.,—but the message must
be " the old, old story." The sermon had one fault—for St.

Bride's—it was unduly short. Just when all the hearers were
thrilled with what was being said, and expectant of what was
coming, the preacher abruptly closed. Yet what a closing ! The
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Cross, he said, " is all in all to [the missionaries] when the Master Pakt X.

calls His beloved servant aside, and bids him bow down and 1895-99.

glorify God by dying—in the shipwreck on the Indian deep, ' "'P'

amidst the death-damps of the Niger, by the gmishot beside the

Lake of the Equator, by the murderer's sword in Sierra Leone."
And from these sorrowful memories of the year—of Mrs. Collins

and Mrs. Smyth, of Dobinson, of Pilkington, of Humphrey, arose,

with startling suddenness, the ascription of praise to God the

Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Ghost.

(2) In the New Year's List of Honours in 1897 appeared the
p^g^j^jg^t

appointment of the President of the Society, Sir John Kennaway, appointed

to a seat on the Privy Council. The whole Society welcomed c^'^ciiior.

the announcement ; and Sir John himself regarded it as a recog-

nition on the part of Her Majesty and the Prime Minister of the

importance of the missionary interests with which he has been so

closely connected. Another interesting appointment, a year and a

half earlier, was that of the Treasurer, Sir T. Fowell Buxton,

to the Governorship of South Australia. This necessitated his

resignation of his Treasurership, after nearly nine years' valued

service ; and the office was accepted by Colonel Eobert Williams,
^r^^surer

M.P., who had been a member of the Committee more than
twenty years.

(3) A few further changes have taken place in the secretarial R|^^r^^^
'"

staff of the CM. House. Mr. Philip Ireland Jones's health broke House,

down under the strain of the India Department, and to the exceed-

ing regret of all his colleagues he was obliged to give up the post

in the autumn of 1897, after three years' most happy tenure of it.

The Kev. G. B. Durrant, of North India, took temporary charge,

and in the following June was appointed full Secretary. The
Rev. David H. D. Wilkinson, who had been Assistant Clerical

Secretary since 1892, became a full Secretary in 1897, and the

charge of the candidates was recognized as a distinct Department

;

and an additional Assistant Secretary being found necessary, the

Rev. A. C. Stratton was appointed. The Editorial Department,
under the general direction (in the past two years) of Mr. Furness
Smith, suffered loss in 1897, by the removal of Mr. Anderson
(with the Gleaners' Union) to the Home Organization Department,
and by the death of Miss A. E. Batty, who had succeeded Miss
Gollock when the latter started the Women's Department ; but the

blank was filled up by the appointment of the Rev. J. D. Mullins

as Assistant Editorial Secretary. The same year, 1897, brought
the loss of Mr. Percy Grubb, who accepted the vicarage of Oxton,

Notts. An arrangement was thereupon made by which the Rev.

W. J. L. Sheppard, who was already a Missionary Missioner and
Secretary for the Three Years' Enterprise, undertook a part of

Mr. Grubb' s functions as Assistant Central Secretary, and the

Rev. F. Glanvill, formerly of Ceylon, and for many years Asso-

ciation Secretary in the Northern District, was brought up to

Salisbury Square to undertake the Association Secretaryship for
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Pakt X. Loiidoii and Essex. The epoch of tlie Centenary was sipfnahzed
ls!i.") <K>. i,y \\^^ rotiienient, after more than liftv years' service, of the

Cl.ap^ol.
iviiieipal Cashier, Mr. II. F. Dickeson, who, over and ahove his

proper duties, was for a lon^ period the vahied friend and virtual

a^'ent of a hirge number of the missionaries in regard to their

private afliairs.

Present Keverting to the general subject of this chapter, it is natural to

contro- '^^^» What will be the effect upon the Missionary I'jnterprise of

versics and the controversy in tlie Ciiurch which has been so marked a

on Mis- feature of the very period in which the Church Missionary
sions. Society has been celebrating its Centenary ? We have befcn-e

seen that a time of controversy is an unfavourable time for the

j)rogress of the evangelization of the world ; and the teaching of

history might well cause ap})rehension now. Inevitable, and
necessary, and right, as controversy often is, it unquestionably

has a tendency to engender a combative spirit and a craving

for excitement which do not help forward definite spiritual

work.
Yet it need not be so. Some of our most powerful con-

troversialists have, l)y God's grace, almost entirely escaped this

very real danger. And there has certainly i)een one period of

strenuous controversy—the period of 1S73-76—when spiritual

and evangelistic and missionary work made great progress. That
was the period when Parochial Missions were at tlie height of

their usefulness ; when Mr. Moody's first great campaign in this

country took place ; and when the movement was initiated which
led to the Keswick Convention. And it was also a period, as we
have seen, of real advance in Foreign Missions, and particularly

in C.M.S. enterprise.

What we now need, therefore, is that labours in the defence of

God's truth and of Reformation principles shall not be permitted

to hinder definite efforts for the salvation and edification of souls.

\Vc may or may not be successful in checking the extremer
developments of ultra-Eitualism. As for the growth of sacerdotal

teaching, we certainly cannot by mere protests and appeals to law

check that. But we sliall save individual souls from being led

captive by an attractive but (as we believe) deceptive religious

system if we show that we can give them something better ; if, for

example, we set forth the blessedness of direct access to God
through His Son, of full confession to Him, of the assurance of

forgiveness bestowed by His Spirit, of being "justified by faith
"

and having " peace with God,"—as so infinitely better than any-

thing that the confessional may be sup])ose(l to give. And thus

we sliall be preparing the well-taught Christians who will be fit

for missionary work.
This, in fact, is the real ground of appeal which the Church

Pastoral Aid Society and the host of similar home mission
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organizations have for the sympathies of C.M.S. supporters. Part X.
That appeal is not always wisely stated ; hut it is one of real 1895-99!

cogency. If spiritual work at home is faithfully done, it will ^^'^P- ^^^•

produce missionaries. And missionaries, true and able and
devoted, are the Church's greatest need at the present time.
Above all, let us remember that obedience brings blessing. If

Evangelical Churchmen will only obey their Lord and Master
by giving His Last Command the first—the first and not the
second—place in their thoughts, He will take care of the Evan-
gelical cause at home. And He alone can !



CHAPTER CII.

The Society ; Candidates, Contributions, and the Three
Years ' Enterpr ise.

Candidates—Their Training—New Recruits Native Clergy Mission-
aries at Home—Finance : the Position in Recent Years Analysis
of Contributions—Sources of Income The Three Years' Enterprise :

Its Design and Its Results —" Our Own Missionaries" The
Second Jubilee.

*' They came, every one whose heart stirred him iip, and every one ichnm his

spirit made williny, and they hrouyht the Lord's offcrimj."—Kxod. xxxv. 21.
" Sih'er and gold hare I iwne ; bxit such as I have yive I."—Acts iii. (5.

" First gave their own sch^es to the Lord."—2 Cor. viii. 5.

AVING in the preceding chapter reviewed tlic i nil luiices

and a^'encies, C.^I.S. and otlier, that have been lately

employed to awaken or deepen the missionary zeal of

the Church, let us now see tlie result, so far as C.M.S.
is concerned, in the provision of men and means.

The multiplication of missionary candidates in recent years has
been iioticed before ; and the institution of a regular Ctuididates

Department in the CM. House, with the Rev. D. H. D. Wilkinson
in charge. No department has hitterly been busier. Applica-
tions and inquiries to the number of about two per day have
been received ; and although a few can be at once dealt with
by a kind letter suggesting that the applicant is evidently better

fitted for home service in the Lord's army than for foreign service,

the great majority involve much correspondence, and long private

interviews. In view of the many young people of both sexes who
begin at an eai'ly age to think of dedication to missionary service,

and who desire, and need, help in study and in practical Christian
work during the years (perhaps three or four) Ijefore they are old
enough to be received as candidates, Mr. Wilkinson, in 1897,
formed for their l)enelit the Home Preparation Union. This
agency provides correspondents to be in touch with such intending
candidates, lends books for their use, arranges elementary study
classes for them, and generally offers them aid and advice. Its

members are in no way pledged to become regular candidates, nor,

on the other hand, does their enrolment give them any claim to

acceptance even if they do come forward. But it enables them
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to learn what will in any case be useful to them, and it tests their Part X.
intellectual capacity and spiritual character/'' 1895-99.

The Society's regular institutions for training have been quite d^P- 1<'2.

full in these last years. The Preparatory Home at Clapham, Trah^g
under the Eev. P. E. Middleton, in which young men of promise, °fcandi-

but not of superior education, are prepared for the entrance
'^^^^^•

examination at Islington College, has become quite inadequate
^'^p^'*'"-

for the numbers sent to it. The College itself, since the interesting Islington,

development inspired by the " Keswick Letter" of 1890,f has had
three different sets of men: (1) "Long course men," who take
the three years' course of reading which may probably lead to
holy orders

; (2) " Short course men," who are sent out as laymen
after (say) four terms specially arranged for them, and who have
some industrial training in the carpenter's, smith's, and printer's
shops

; (3) University graduates or doctors taking a year's reading
in theology, who (mostly) read with the third-year men of the
regular full course. The exceptional success of the Ishngton men
in the Oxford and Cambridge Prehminary Theological Examina-
tions, and the Bishop of London's Examinations, we have noticed
before. As regards the former, in the twelve years from 1884
to 1896, eighty Islington men entered for them ; and of these
fifty gained a first class, twenty-two a second, and seven a third,
while one failed. What this implies in the teaching of Mr. Drury
and Dr. Dyson and the Tutors it is unnecessary to indicate.
The Society has lately made arrangements, not merely for Medical

giving some theological reading to accepted medical missionaries, ^•^'"'"e-

but for assisting during their medical course students who are
enrolled as candidates. If they provide for their own main-
tenance, the Society will pay their fees ; and provision is also
made for some little theological instruction to be given them at the
same time. It should be added that the ordinary missionary
students at Islington receive elementary medical instruction ; and
that some missionaries, before going out, have found it a great
advantage to spend a year, or at least some months, at Dr.
Ilarford-Battersby's Livingstone College. Missionaries in the
field not medically qualified have, as a matter of fact, whether
they Hke it or not, to give medicines and perform small operations,
sometimes for the Natives, sometimes for one another. It simply
cannot be avoided. Great, therefore, is the value to them of even
a small amount of medical knowledge and experience.
The training of women missionaries has been developed and Training

varied under the teaching of experience. | The Willows, the
°*^^°'"^"-

training-home connected with the Mildmay Institutions, now

* See an account of the Union in the CM. Intelligencer of August, 1897 ;

also an article on Preparation Classes, Ibid., January, 1897. The Eev.
G. H. Ayerst is Secretary of the Union.

-J-
See p. 672.

+ See a paper by Miss Gollock, read at a Conference on Women's Work
held during the Lambeth Conference of 1897, under the presidency of Mrs.
Creighton

;
printed in the CM. Intelivjencer of January, 1898.
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Part X. snpei'intended hy Miss Goodwyn, who succeeded Miss Schroder in

1895-99. 1896,—and The Olives, the private tiaining-home conducted hy
Chap. 102.

j^j^,g Bannister, have divided hetween tiieni the majority of the

women of education enrolled l)y the Society as candidates ;
many

of whom have heen able to pay the required fees themselves.

Some, especially older ladies needing practical experience in

mission work rather than mental equipment, have been sent to the

Deaconess House at Great Yarmouth under Canon Eogers. The

Highbury Home opened by the Society itself, in 1891, for a less-

educated class of young women, the expense of whose training the

Society has to l)ear, was mentioned in a former chapter. =•= A

considerable numl)er of members of the Young Women's Christian

Association have gone out into the ]\Iission-field in recent years in

connexion with various societies, and have proved zealous and

useful evangelists. A preliminary Testing and Training Home for

them at Chelsea has done excellent work, and the C.M.S. as well

as other organizations has benefited by it.

Let us now see what has been the outcome of the various plans

for training, in the actual going forth of C.M.S. missionaries in

the past four years ; not forgetting that a large proportion of the

recruits of the four years belong, as regards their candidature and

their training, to preceding years.

New mis- The numbcr of missionaries added to the roll between January,

ofT^s-M 1895, and April, 1899 (the date of the Centenary), was 351, viz.,

183 men and 168 women, exclusive of wives. Of the men, Cam-

bridge University contributed 40, Oxford 10, Dublin 8, Durham 3,

London University 2 (besides 2 included under Cambridge), the

Scotch Universities 5, the Royal University of Ireland one.

Three clergymen were from St. John's Hall, Highbury. One

clergyman is in American orders. Ishngton College provided

31 clergymen and 24 laymen. There w^ere 20 laymen from

miscellaiieous sources. The Australian Associations sent one

clergyman (a graduate), one doctor, and four other laymen. The

Canadian Association sent 13 clergymen and 6 laymen (8 of them

graduates, and two of these doctors) ; and one laymanwas sent

by friends in Montreal independently of the Association. The

total number of graduates was 74. The doctors (men) numbered

23, of whom 14 are reckoned in other categories above. Of the

168 women, 18 were sent from Austraha and 2 from Canada, 2

came from Cape Colony but were trained in England, 7 were

locally engaged, and the remainder were sent out from home.

Five of the latter were fully-qualified doctors ; so that the medical

recruits were 28.

Totals for We Can now add up the totals of missionaries sent out, or

the century
^^^gg^gg^ locally, during the whole century. They w^ere 1518

meii'^and 485 w^omen (not including wives); grand total 2003.

Of these, 432 (393 men, 39 women) belong to the first half-century,

* P. G72.
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and 1571 (1125 men, 446 women) to the second. Of the 1518 Part x.
men, just one-half belong to the period before the first Day of 1895-99.

Intercession in 1872, and half to the period since that memorable Cliap.102.

day
;
for Nos. 759 and 760 sailed together in the week following, wh'^do

Four-fifths of the women, of course, belong to quite recent years. *^^ ^^'*"-

Taking the whole 2003 men and women together, the half was come ?

reached almost exactly at the date of Mr. Wigram succeedino-
Mr. Wright as Hon. Secretary. The appointment was made on
October 26th, 1880. Before that date, the numbers were 999

;smce that date 1004. The two men who, if women were not
numbered separately, would be numbered 1000 and 1001, sailed
on October 28th and 30th. The latter, it is interesting to observe
was W. G. Peel, the Bishop-designate of Momlmsa.

^

It will be seen that in the past eighteen years and a half the
Society has sent out exactly the same number of missionaries as
in the previous eighty-one years and a half. Again, since the
adoption of the Policy of Faith in October, 1887, the number
added to the roll in the nine and a half years, 846, is equal to the The last

number of the previous forty-eight years, or of the Society's first ^' ^^^'^•

seventy-four years. Out of the whole number of 1518 men,
exactly 400 were graduates, of whom Cambridge gave 218, Oxford
71, Dublin 57 ; and just one-half of the 400 have gone out since
the adoption of the Policy of Faith nine and a lialf years ago. No
one can fail to see the significance of figures like these. Or put
it thus :—

•

In tlie first fifty years an average of 8i iier annum
From 184.9 to 1887

,,
19"

From 1887 to 1899
,, 701

''

Eeverting to our present four years' period, individual recruits Some in-

can only be rightly named in virtue of any interesting antecedents, ricmks'
such as parentage. Among them are a niece of Archbishop
Peacocke of Dublin, a daughter of Bishop Chadwick of Deny,
a son of Bishop Pakenham Walsh (late of Ossory), a son of Bishop
Moule, two nieces of Bishop Stuart, two grandsons of Edward
Bickersteth and nephews of the Bishop of Exeter (Dr. A. Cook - and
the Eev. H. B. Durrant), a son of Sir Francis Outram, a sister-in-
law of Mr. J. K. Wingfield Digby, M.P., a niece of Mr. S. Gedge,
M.P., two daughters of General Brownlow, a daughter of the C.M.s!
Hon. Clerical Secretary, Mr. Fox; a son of the late Hon. Sec,
Mr. Wigram (the second to go out) ; a son of the late Secretary,
Mr. Gray; two sisters and a cousin of the Secretary, Mr. D. H. D.
Wilkinson; a brother (the second to go) of the Society's Physician,
Dr. Lankester

; a son of Mr. Sinker, Librarian of Trinity College,
Cambridge

; a son and daughter of Dr. Waller, late Principal^'of
St. John's Hall, Highbury; a great-granddaughter of Samuel
Marsden, the Apostle of New Zealand. The names of Callis,

* Another, Dr. J. Cook, was aooepted, but as his sailing was deferred
(by Ins ilhiess) till after the Centenary, he belongs to the new century

VOL. Ill, 7 Z
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Part X. Caustou, Clarke, Jex-Blakc, Luce, Thornton, Townsend, Wynne-
1895-99. Wilson, suggest the parentage of late or present clerical supporters

Cli!iiK^02.
q£ |.j^^ Society ; those of Dudley Eyder, Shields, Cox, Tottenham,
of lay friends ; those of Bvuicher, ]3urnside, Clayton, Davis, Dow-
higgin, Elwin, Kember, Pargiter, Richards, Rowlands, Thomas,
Weatherhead, Wolfe, Wood, tell of former or present missionaries

having given sons or daughters to the work ; and those of Adeney,
Dennis, Handin, Neve, Watney, tell of sisters following their

brothers into the field. Two ladies should be mentioned for their

own previous work, viz., Mrs. Wood, widow of J. B. Wood of

Abeokuta, and daughter of Canon Green, formerly Principal of

Islington College, who continued in the Yoruba Mission after her

husband's death ; and Miss Jacombs, who has laboured many
years in Palestine under the Female Education Society, and is

now associated with the C.M.S. Mr. W. Hope Gill, also, had
been several years in China under the China Inland Mission

before joining the Society ; and the Rev. Martin J. Hall should

be mentioned, not merely for his experience as a missioner and
conductor of children's services in England, but for his Special

Mission to India in 1894-5, with Mr. Thw^aites. The Student

Volunteer Missionary Union gave the Society three of its active

leaders in L. B. Butcher, D. M. Thornton, and Dr. W. Miller, and
its lady travelling secretary in Miss Emmeline Stuart, M.B.
(Glasgow)

.

Colonial It will bs noticcd that a good number of missionaries have been

sent into the field by the new Colonial Church Missionary Asso-

ciations. It was in 1892 that the three Australasian Associations

were formed, for New South Wales, Victoria, and New Zealand

;

and in 1895 that the Wycliffe College, Toronto, Mission became
the Canadian Association. From Australasia have gone forth two
clergymen (with their wives), one doctor, six other laymen, and
twenty-five women ; and from Canada, fifteen clergymen (with

eight wives)—one of whom is also a doctor, one other doctor, five

other laymen, and two women ; making together seventeen clergy-

men, two doctors (besides one ordained), eleven other laymen,

and twenty-seven women ; total 57 missionaries from the Colonial

Associations, besides one sent independently from Montreal, and
Sixty tw^o from Cape Colony ; 60 in all. These Associations have been

missicfn- filready described, and it need only be added further that the New
aries. South Walcs and Victoria Associations have lately undertaken the

charge of the Missions to the Chinese in those Colonies, previously

worked either by the Australian Board of Missions or a local

society at Melbourne ; and that the Victoria Association is now
linked also with the C.E.Z.M.S. and supplies it wdth ladies for

India and China. The Associations now raise about £7000 a year.

The Native We must not forget the Native clergy, although strictly speaking
^^^^' they do not belong to a chapter mainly occupied with home

affairs. We saw that up to the end of 1882 the number ordained

Associa
tions.
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Nvas 314. In the twelve years, 1883-94, tl.e nunil,er was 181, and Part \'
in the four years l89o-98, it was 83 ; total fron, the hc^nnning, 578. 1895-99.'
Of these, 2G/ helon-ed to India, ll24 to Africa, 68 to New Zealand ^hap. 102.

34 to Chma 34 to Ceylon, 20 to North-West Canafla, 15 to Japan,'
J

1
to 1 alestnie, 4 to ]\Iaiiritius, and one to Persia. Of all C M S

statistics these are undoubtedly the most striking When it is
considered what picked men most of these would naturally beand the amount of training which most of them received, we can
scarcely over-estimate the importance of such a result. Have
there been no failures? Yes, there have been a few. especiallyamong the Africans. On the other hand, a great manyfas the
pages of this History have shown, have been bright examples
ot Christian faith and earnestness, both in life and in death. For
nearly JOO of them have already gone within the veil.

The Society's Valedictory Meetings in London have been fre- va.edicquontly noticed in former chapters. They have continued as
*°^>' S".

crow.led and as stnring as ever. Perhaps the two occasions of Meetin"gl
the greatest general interest were (1) at Queen's Hall on May IGth

^^ ; r f I n''^ '^-i^i^'
^^'' U-'^"^^^^ ^'^^^ t^^ken leave of, and

(2) at Exeter Hall on July 15th, 1897, which meeting was held at
that time on purpose to afford an opportunity of inviting thebishops attending the Lambeth Conference to be present-andsome sixty of them accepted the invitation. On this occasion theA.chb.shop of Dublin (Dr. Peacocke) addressed the departing
missionaries and the assembled friends. At the Farewell Con>munion Services at St. Bride's in these four years, the preachershave been the Bishop of London (now P.imate), the Bishop ofHuron (Dr. Baldwin Bishop Royston, Prebendary Webb-Peploe,and the Rev. A. E. Barnes-Lawrence. Deeply interesting Vale-
dictory Meetings f;3r the Irish contingents have latterly been held Farewell

vTfnf\ m""i 1?
^""""^ P^r^ two days before the memorable i^JJ^.Sfdvisit of Archb.shop Benson to Ireland in 1896, and it was remarked

that, large and enthusiastic as was the great gathering to welcomeh m at Dublin, it was surpassed by the Farewell Missionary
Meeting. •>

Although the subject of this chapter, so far ^9, i^ersonnd isconcerned, is Candidates, it will be convenient at this point to
notice two matters relating to missionaries not in their embryo
state, but in their maturity. ^

(1) Of late years it has been felt very desirable that a mis- The mis-
sionary s time of furlough in England should be to him or her SS'not only a time of bodily rest and refreshment, but also of spiritua

p'^-^-"
renewal and blessing. All Christian workers need that, and none h^e'ip'"'^'
more than those who live amid the deadening influences of aHeathen atmosphere For some years past, arrangements havebeen unofficially made by private friends for enabling missionaries
to attend the Keswick Convention, and for entertaining them Keswick
theie. Experienced clergymen and ladies have been willin- to

.^°""""-

z z 2
" "•
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I'akt X. take char^o of l()<l;,Mnj^-lioiist's for tlic week or foitni^'ht, aiul Itaiuls

l.si»,v«jj».
,,f missionaries al home, men ami women, have heen invited t«)

(.'liap. UV2.
^^.j^^. .^^ these houses. No one whose opinion is liased on actual

knowled^'e is now afraid of "Keswick teaching'" when ri^'htly

understood. At no nieetiiif^ in the world will every word spoken

please everybody—not even the Islin^'ton Meeting in January.

Jiut those liest qualified to judge do not doubt that, upon the

whole, it pleases God to grant a special measure of His Spirit

both to the speakers at these Conventions and to those of the

audience who go with minds and hearts ready to receive His

messages ; and it is simple matter of fact that again and again

missionaries of standing and exjjerience, highly honoured for their

works' sake, have acknowledged that (lod has met them there

and taught them more of themselves and more of Himself first

humbled them deeply, and then given them fresh revelations of

His all-sulVicient grace. In former chapters we have seen the

influence of Keswick in two respects, (1) in inspiring offers of

service, (2) in the Special Missions in foreign lands promoted by

the leaders. We now see its influence in one other respect, viz.,

(3) as an instrument in the hantl of the Lord for conveying His

blessing to missionaries on furlough. Jiut another plan has lately

been adopted by the C.M.S. On two occasions, in 1S»J7 and

lSi)S, the Society's missionaries at home have been invited to a

Private twodays' Conference at the CM. House, for united prayer and

fe°rences. ^''^ i\\\\iii discussion of topics of interest. These occasions have

proved highly profitable. .\ sjiecial Conference for women mis-

sionaries only was also held during the four days iimnediati'ly

preceding the Centenary Week, for the purpose of which Westfield

College (it being vacation time) was kindly lent.

(2) For many missionaries, the period of furlough is most

prized as an opportunity for intercourse with the children whom,
ft)r Christ's sake, they part with in order to do His work. To

Children's them, the Children's Home at Limi)srield is the object of many
"°'"^- longings and frequent prayers. We have before seen how deep

and how generous an interest Mr. Wigram took in this Institution,

and although it comes little before the public, and has occupied

a very small space in this History, there is no part of the whole

great machine that deserves more sympathy and prayerful

remembrance. The annual prize distributions are always inte-

resting occasions. The first Report of the present Director, the

Rev. A. F. Thornhill, can be read in the Intcll'ujenccr (November,

1897), and will repay perusal.

Contribu- We now turn to the second subject of this chapter— Contribu-
*'°"^-

tions. And first of all, let us glance at the general financial

position.

Financial It will bc rcmcmberod that in 1S80, just before Mr. Wright's

r^'to i8q7
'l<^'i^th, the Commiitee ordered such retrenchments as might bring

°'
' the Society's expenditure within llSo.OOO. and keep it there for a
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few years. We saw lu)w presently they were encouraged to go Part X.

forward again with measures of enlargement. The expenditure, 1895-99.

liowever, did not rise very rapidly, and in the Queen's Juhilee ^'^P' "

Year, 1887, the Eeport gave the amount for the twelve months
ending March 31st of that year as £208,563. Before the year 1887
was over, the Policy of Faith had heen adopted. We glanced in

Chap. C. at the result in seven years. Let us now look at the

result in ten years. In 1897 the Queen's Diamond Jubilee was
celebrated. What did the Committee report in May that year '?

They reported that the expenditure of the preceding twelve

months had been £297,261. It had therefore grown in ten years

by nearly £90,000. Had it been covered ?

Not quite, in appearance, seeing that there was a deficit of

£23,000. Yet how small was that, upon an outlay of two millions

and a half in the ten years ! Moreover, on the one hand, the

Society, in addition to its ordinary expenditure, had paid off (as

before mentioned) a mortgage of £20,000 on the Children's Home
;

and, on the other hand, it had not draw'n upon a sum of £20,000
given to it for advance in China to anything like the extent of its

new work there. There were some other items which told in the

same direction. In point of fact, if the finances w^ere looked at as

an accountant would look at them, the immense increase in the

expenditure had been more than covered by the contributions. It

was a w^onderful retrospect.

Still, there was the adverse balance of £23,000; not a debt,^^^^^^^^^^^

seeing that there was no unpaid creditor, and that the Society's

Capital Fund, and property of various kinds, far more than
covered it

;
yet to be wiped oft" in a direct way if possible. To do

this, the Committee di'ew out some of the special money for China
(having really spent more than an equivalent amount), and also

used two or three other available l)alances. This left about £9000 The £9000

deficit still ; and they asked their friends to give that sum specially,

by June 30th. Prayer was again resorted to ; the Lord was
liunibly besought, if it were His will, to " show a token for good

"

by inclining the hearts of His people to the raising of this sum.
It pleased Him to test faith by delaying the complete answer for a

fortnight, for on June 30th there was still about £3000 wanting.

But on July 16th, just as the missionaries and friends were
gathering at St. Bride's for a Valedictory Communion Service, a

letter came in from a donor previously unknown, and ivho did not An answer

know what amount was still short, enclosing £3000. And this is
^"^^^^ '

not all. The whole amount given w^as £9621 : why so much ?

It turned out, after the adjustment of the balances used as above
stated, that the actual amount needed was not £9000 in a round
sum, but £9615 ; and that sum God had (jraciously sent, with £6
to spare. Is any reader incredulous ? These are the plain facts,

only observed aj'terwards. How otherwise will he account for

them '? Nay, why doubt at all ? Is it a thing incredible, that

God should answer prayer ?
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Pakt X. Now como forward two years later. In May, 1899, it was
IW).") 99. reported that the year's expenditure had been £325,223, or
'^P" £116,000 more than it was eleven years previously. In fact, the

Position at increase in twelve years much exceeded fifty per cent. Was this

of the"'^
covered ? Not quite. The Society's one hundredth year befj;an

century, with an adverse balance of £30,000. Again not a debt. Inde-
pendently of the Working Capital and the Society's property, there

was £40,000 of Appropriated Funds in hand towards the next
year's expenses. Without entering further into the technicalities

of the accounts, enough has been said to show how wonderfully
and beyond the extremest anticipation it has pleased God to bless

the Society, during the last twelve years especially.
Sources of j^et US now look a little more closely at the sources of the

contributions which have so largely increased as to be able to meet
such a rise in the expenditure.

The 111 1894, a careful and exhaustive analysis was made of the

of 1894. Contribution List in the Annual Eeport, with a view to ascer-

taining where the increased and increasing funds were really

coming from. When a large annual sum is made up of an
immense number of smaller sums, it needs very close examination
to find out the real meaning of any rise or fall. The general
results of the analysis of 1894 were pu])lished at the time,''' and
showed very clearly three things : (1) that the increase was
practically confined to a few counties, towns, and parishes

; (2)

that for the most part it came from those which, or who, had
previously been known as hearty supporters, and not from new
places or people

; (3) that it came in a great degree from special

and additional gifts, rather than from augmented produce of the
regular sources of income. The contiibutions paid direct to the

CM. House had showed a much more substantial increase than
the contributions received through Local Associations.

Further A further examination lately made of the Lists for the four

tion, 1899. years from 1894 to 1898, shows that the Associations have dis-

tinctly in that time bettered their relative position. They are not,

indeed, where they once were. Formerly they provided four-

fifths, sometimes five-sixths, of the whole Income. In 1894 it

appeared that they were providing little more than three-fifths
;

that is to say, not that they had gone back in actual amount,
but that the contributions paid direct to Salisbury Square had

Growth of increased more rapidly. In the last year or two, the Associations

tion have again approached (though not quite reached) two-thiids.
Income. Xhcy are in fact now raising £60,000 a year more than when

Mr. Wigram became Hon. Secretary. They were then giving

about £140,000, out of (say) £190,000. In the year ending March,
1899, they gave £201,000 out of £307,000 ; f and two-thirds of this

increase have been attained in the past four years. But the fresh

recent examination entirely confirms the conclusions set forth in

* CM. InleUijcncer, November and Decembor, lS9-i.

f These figures are of coui'so exclusive of the Ceutouary Fund.
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1894. The increase is mainly in a few counties, towns, parishes ; Part X,

and it is principally due to Appropriated Contributions, " Our 1895-99

Own Missionary" funds, and gifts for the Three Years' Enter- ^''^P- ^^^-

prise. Contributions of this kind, though still largely sent by
post direct to Salisbury Square, are now more frequently paid to

the Association treasurers. In fact, the leading local friends are

recognizing, and fostering, more than they did, these additional

and special efforts.

It is interesting to compare the Present and the Past in the Present

various counties of England. Half a century ago,* Yorkshire contntm-

was far ahead of every other county—as indeed it should be, tions from

considering its size. It was the only county sending over £9000. counties.

Lancashire and Middlesex exceeded £6000. Gloucestershire

(including Bristol, an important item) exceeded £4000, Surrey
exceeded £3000 ; Sussex, Somerset, Kent, Warwick, (in this

order), exceeded £2500; Suffolk and Hants exceeded £2000.
Next came (in order) Cheshire, Stafford, Norfolk, Devon, Lincoln,

Derby, Essex, Worcester, Dorset, Leicester, Notts, Wilts, Durham,
Herts, Shropshire, Berks. The remaining thirteen counties stood

considerably under £1000 each.

In the past half-century—especially in recent years—Middlesex Relative

has shot forward to the first place. The Eeport of 1898 gave it counties"

£23,000, which of course is only what comes through Associations, "°^-

and excludes what is paid direct. Yorkshire has risen to £15,500
(but see below). Surrey stands third, with nearly £15,000; then

Lancashire, with nearly £14,000 ; then Kent, with nearly £13,000

;

then Hants, with £8000. The advances of Surrey, Kent, and
Hants show a higher percentage than the others. Then follow,

Gloucester (including Bristol), Sussex, Somerset, Devon (a rapid

increase), Warwick, Norfolk, Cheshire, Durham, Derby, Suffolk,

Essex, Herts, Stafford, Notts, Berks, Northumberland. No other

exceeds £2000. But if we look at the percentages of increase Percent-

rather than at actual amounts, we find smaller counties taking a fJ^" °L
good place. Bedfordshire stands first of all, having multiplied its

contributions more than five times. Kent is next, nearly five

times ; Surrey, four times ; Middlesex, Devon, Northumberland,
Cumberland, Durham, Herts, Hants, Norfolk, Hereford, about
three times (more or less) ; Derby, Notts, Somerset, Sussex,

Westmoreland, more than twice ; Berks, Monmouth, Lancashire,

Warwick, twice ; Essex, nearly twice ; Cambridge, Cheshire,

Dorset, Gloucester, Leicester, Worcester, Yorkshire, send half as

much again, or something over that. Seven others show slower

growth still ; and three, which shall not be named, actually

contribute less than they did half a century ago.

Of course all such calculations have their weak points. For Defects of

instance, a county giving only half as much again is not neces-
fat'ion's^

^^'

sarily less warm than one that has multiplied its total three

times. All depends upon the date at which the reckoning begins,

* The figures taken £t.re the average of three years, 1849-52,
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Part X.
1895-99.

Chap. 102.

Growth in
eighteen
years.

List of
contribu-
tions by
dioceses.

and what went before that date. If there were a county giving
£1 now, and next year it gave £10, it might be said to have
surpassed Bedfordshire and Kent in its percentage ; but such a
remark would convey quite a misleading idea of the facts. Never-
theless, upon the whole, the foregoing statements give not a false

but a true idea of the merits of the case.

,

Let us next compare the same counties as regards their growth
in the past eighteen years, since Mr. Wigram came to the office in

1880, and the new period of enlargement began. The little county
of Monmouth at once steps into the front place, having multiplied
its amount nearly four times since 1880 ; but this is partly because
it had gone down before. Bedfordshire had doubled its total by
1896 (when the " T.Y.E." began), and has gone forward further
since. Middlesex and Surrey have reached "three-fourths as
much again"; Surrey, indeed, being little short of doubling.
Devon had reached " half as much again " by 1896, and has also

gone forward fui'ther since. The others that have reached " half

as much again " since 1880 are Berks, Cheshire, Cornwall, Hants,
Kent, Somerset ; Cheshire and Somerset mainly since 1896.
Essex, Hereford, Lancashire, Stafford, Sussex, Worcester, have
gone forward a third or more. Cambridge, Derby, Gloucester
(with Bristol), Herts, Norfolk, Northumberland, Warwick, did not
rise before 1896, but have risen since. Cumberland, Dorset,
Leicester, Notts, Oxon, Suffolk, Yorkshire, ivent hack for a time
from their figures of 1880, but have since recovered themselves ;

'^'

Dorset and Suffolk, indeed, having passed the level of 1880.
Bucks, Durham, Northants, Wilts, have kept steadily where they
were in 1880 ; and the five remaining counties have gone down.

Of late years the Society has arranged its Contriljution Lists
by dioceses. The figures in the Eeport of 1898 are as follows :

—

London .... £23,209 Lichfield . . . £3,837
Kochesfcer . . . 11,237 Chester. . . . 3,677
Canterbury . . . 11,090 Durliam . . . 3,583
Wincliester . . . 10,405 Gloucester . . . 3,479
York .... 9,732 Peterborough . . 3,291
Norwich . . . 7,535 Carlisle. . . . 2,808
Mancliester . . . 7,183 Salisbury . . . 2,768
Chichester . . . 7,038 Newcastle . . . 2,058
Worcester . . . 7,002 Lincoln.... 1,795
Liveriiool . . . 6,534 Hereford . . . 1,541
Bath and Wells . . 6,406 Wakefield . . . 1,523
St. Alban's . . . 6,251 Llandaff . . . 1,208
Southwell . . . 5,927 St. David's ... 938
Exeter .... 5,419 St. Asaph ... 874
Ely ... . 4,379 Truro .... 775
Ripon .... 4,303 Bangor.... 600
Bristol .... 4,302 Sodor and Man . . 349
Oxford . . . .4,159

Total for Province of Canterbury .... £138,467
Total for Province of York 41,751

* It is not quite clear that Yorkshire ought to be included here, seeing
that its advance in 1898 was due to one legacy of £1300.
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This table of dioceses includes Wales and the Isle of Man, Part X.
which are in the Provinces of Canterbury and York respectively. 1895-99.

Wales is a conspicuous example of growth in connexion with Chap. 102.

C.M.S. In 1880 it gave £1450; last year £2734, or not far oro^in
short of double. Scotland, too, has gone forward. Naturally Wales.

its contributions to a Church of England Society are small ; i" , h
but it has advanced from £400 in 1895 to £931 in 1898. Ireland,

''""^"'*-

on a much larger scale, has been growing fast. In 1880 it in Ireland,

stood for £5996 ; in 1885 it had temporarily fallen back to less
than £5000 ; but the recovery was speedy ; in 1895, it stood for

£12,029 ; in 1898, for £17,607. The Irish Church, disendowed
though it be, has done its part nobly of late years in the evan-
gelization of the world, giving its sons and daughters as hberally
as its money.

In the articles on the Contri])ution List in 1894, it was pointed
out that the Society owed its growth almost entirely to the South The North

of England. Not one of the Northern or North Midland counties loutS^
was then showing any decided upward movement. It will be
seen that nearly the same could be said now, though Cheshire,
Lancashire, and Staffordshire are to a certain extent exceptions. It
was objected in 1894 that the North was very poor ; that industrial
strikes and agricultural depression had caused much sufiering
there. The reply was that the difference between one county and
another, between one town and another, between one parish and
another, was a question, not of iccalth, hut of ivork. It might be
added, and of will. The more closely the Contribution Lists are
examined, the more clearly does this appear. Is it really the case
that the West Eidingof Yorkshire can plead its poverty as against is Vork-

the wealth of Hants, or Gloucester, or Somerset, or Devon ?—all ^00^?''°

four of which counties beat it in C.M.S. contributions. And is a
^°°'^"

suburban parish in South London likely to be so wealthy as to be
able to give—as it does—almost as much as Leeds, nearly twice
as tnuch as Bradford, and more than the whole diocese of Wake-
field? Or, without coming to the South at all, why should a
single parish in Cheshire be able to raise as much as Hahfax or
Huddersfield? The simple fact is that it is a question not of
localth, but of will and of loork.

This principle may be illustrated without naming particular
English towms or parishes. One of the most striking examples is a good
furnished in Cape Colony. Probably there is no part of the fn c^pe^
Empire where the Church Missionary Society could expect to Colony,

find less support. The type of Churchmanship which prevails
almost universally is not that of the average supporter of the
C.M.S. ; besides which. South Africa owes so much to the S.P.G.,
that any pecuniary aid to an English society would reasonably go
to it. Accordingly, the C.M.S. Peport of 1891 acknowledges only
£15, from one suburban parish at Cape Town. Last year that
parisli and two others sent £1080. To wliat is this due? Simply,
under God, to luill and to work. A Cambridge man, the Eev. a!
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I'AKT X. Daiiitreu, goes out to one of those parishes. He preaches not
IS}).") iM». nierely salvation but consecration. Ilearts are touched, and their

Chiip^()2.
j^^.^ ^^^^ 7,q'a\., not for a Society, but for their Lord and Master,
flow fortli in tlie form of missionary contrilnitions. Since then,

tlie cause has l)een greatly helped by a former C.M.S. missionary,

]Mr. Litchfield of Uganda and North India, taking the second
parish, and a former C.M.S. Association Secretary, Mr. Ilighani,

tlie third, with the result just mentioned ; but the original

inspiration came through Mr. Daintree. There is no part of the

Contribution List in the C.M.S. Eeport of 1898 more worthy of

careful study than the six columns which contain the details of

the money received from Cape Town.
Varied Jii tlic articles on the Contribution List of 1894, some tables

income. Were givcu showing the relative value of different sources of

Income in different parts of England. Three specimens may be
given here, viz., the Diocese of Manchester, Kent beyond the

Metropolitan District, and the parishes of Kent within the

Metropolitan District. The figures are for 1894 :

—

Diuccse of Kent (oxel. Kent (Metrop.
}klaiielicster. Metni|). Hist.). Disli-ict.).

Sermons ^lo!):} &\\\Vi i:<!lS

Meetiiifrs 2()2 373 122

Annual Subscriptions . . . irj02 1.SS3 l(MM)

Sales and Bonoiactions . . 1457 1758 1 427
Boxos GG4 1118 335
Juvonilo Associations and Smitlay-

scliools 1S(X) 576 475

£7278 £r)S45 £3977

Sunday- Tliis table illustrates the dominance of Sunday-schools in
sc 00 s.

Lancashire, and the fruitfulness of Boxes in many of the Kent
Associations. The Kural Deanery of Islington also depends upon
its Sunday-schools, which have sometimes given a third of the

total. In the home pages of the Intelligencer, Mr. Snell has
lately given several interesting calculations. He has reckoned

Contribu- that about one-tenth of the whole income of the Associations is

chiMren ^'^^'^" °^* raised by children. In 1896-7 it was nearly £18,000,

the bulk of this being collected in missionary-boxes. Each year

Boxes, whether held by adults or by children, become more
fruitful. In 1897-8, Boxes known to be in the hands of young
people produced £13,337, and other Boxes (some of which may
possibly also have been juvenile) produced £24,735 ; total £38,072.

saies^of The Missionary Sales of' Work produced £26,624, from 1049 Sales.

But in any future calculations, the contributions which ought
to be marked off and separately added up, as having been of late

the real resources enabling the Society to go forward, are those
Additional giveu additionally by old regular subscribers. Only a close

oid^con'-'" examination of the Lists, column by column, will reveal what
tributors. the Socicty owes to Appropriated Contributions, "Our Own

Missionary " Funds, and the Three Years' Enterprise. Without
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these, the recent extensions, the douhhng of our missionary force, Part X.

would have been impossible. And it will be seen that almost 1895-99.

all these contributions have come from persons who were already ^^P" ^'^^'

regular contributors. Many a guinea subscriber would have taken
no notice of an appeal to make his subscription two guineas, who
yet gives his £10 annually under one of the above three heads

;

and a great many are doing much more than that. People give a
guinea to a society because it is the proper thing to do ; but when
their hearts are touched, not by the claims of a society, but by
some specific work in which they can take a definite share,
they are willing and glad to help on a very different scale. In
hundreds of C.M.S. parishes, however, whose clergy are "the
staunch friends of the Society," little if anything has yet been a still un-

done to arouse the zeal and love that produce these additional ^^^
gifts. Here, therefore, is the as yet unworked mine. And no
one can really study the Contribution List without seeing that
if no new parish ever joined the ranks of C.M.S. supporters, its

present professing friends could with very little effort double
and treble even the present enlarged income.

We must now briefly notice the recent effort called the Thkee Three

Years' Enterprise. This Enterprise might well have been in^erprise
included in the preceding chapter, seeing that it was undertaken
in the interest of Missions generally, and not of the C.M.S.
exclusively. But it was distinctly designed for the sending forth
of more missionaries, and for the provision of funds for their
support ; so it comes suitably in this chapter. Besides which, it

naturally comes at the end of these two home chapters.
At the opening of the year 1896, the coming Centenary in 1899 its incep-

l)egan to occupy the thoughts of the Committee. The result of
*'°"'

much consideration and prayer was a determination to try to use
the occasion as a time for carefully reviewing the past and seeking
to learn its lessons, and for calling the whole Church to a bolder
policy of advance, rather than as an opportunity for proclaiming
the greatness of the Church Missionary Society. An important
Circular was accordingly issued, dated March 10th, 1896, inviting
all who desire to obey the Lord's command fully to a Three Years'
Enterprise : that is, to make the Three Years that had still to
elapse before the Centenary a period of fresh effort and fervent
prayer, so that whgn the Centenary itself should come, there might
be additional cause for humble praise.

There was an honest desire that the period should be one, not its appro-

merely of increased zeal and labour in the interests of the C.M.S., fn vie^w^lf

but that the whole missionary cause might be advanced. For it
several

was remembered that the close of the Nineteenth Century and the rils.^"

opening of the Twentieth brought other great centenaries into
view. Two great Nonconformist Societies had already celebrated
their first centenaries, the Baptists in 1893 and the L.M.S. in

1895. The S.P.O.K. would celebrate its Two Hundredth Anniver-
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Part X. saiy in ISOH ; the Relifijious Tract Society its Hundiedtli in 1899
;

1895-99. the S.P.G. its Two llundmltli in 1901 ; the Jiihle Society its
Chap. 102. Hundredth in 1904. Was it not, therefore, a time when the

whole cause of the Evangelization of the World ought to take

a fearless and definite step forward ? With this purpose in view,

the C.M.S. Committee addressed a letter to all the other kindred

societies at home and abroad, and to all bishops of the Church
of England and its sister and daughter Churches. It must be

acknowledged frankly that a good many, both societies and bisho])s,

took no notice of this brotherly letter ; but a large number did

Archbp. respond warmly. It is only necessary to quote the reply of the

i^tt"er°"^ Archbishop of Canterbury, Dr. Benson :

—

•'
r was most interested with tlio letter and important i)aper 1 received

from you witli reference to the approaching completion of tlie first

Hundied Years of your Society. I have no doubt that all will do their

best to promote such great objects as those you have in view, and 1

certainly will gladly do what I can to further thum. The broad extension

of yoiu* sym[>athics and the disregard of self-glorifying must commend
tluimselves to all who set true value on missionary work. M}' earnest

prayer is that God may guide and abundantly bless all your efforts to

extend His Kingdom and to promote His glory."

As for the C.M.S. itself and its circle, the Connnittee's Circidar

said,
—" What is needed is that every member and friend of the

Three Society should (1) intend to move forward, (2) actually move
needs.

forward, (3) feel and know that he is moving forward ; that he is

not to-day wdiere he was yesterday, and will not be to-morrow
where he is to-day."

Results. What w^as the response to this appeal ? That it was received

with general enthusiasm in England cannot be aflirmed. The poor

Christians in Travancore, with their handful of pastors, showed
keener interest than the majority of Evangelical parishes at home,
w4th vicar and curates and a host of workers, male and female.

The initials "T.Y.E.," whicli became the familiar appellation for

the Enterprise, w^ere not welcome everywhere. Let this be

frankly stated first. Nevertheless it remains the fact that

thousands of "loyal hearts and true" w^ere stirred, and have

shown by their works that they w^ere stirred. They did, solemnly,

purpose to move forward ; they did actually move forward ; they

felt and knew that they were moving forw^ard. Certainly they are

not to-day where they were yesterday ; and their purpose is not

to be to-morrow where they are to-day.

What was Let US See what Salisbury Square did.

head-''* First, as regards Eeview of the Past and Present. Tw^elve
quarters, small Committees w^ere formed, to inquire exhaustively into the

Review following matters:—(1) The missionary workers and their efficiency,

(2) methods of missionary work, (3) Christian literature, (4) Native

Christian communities, (5) administration abroad, (6) relations of

the Society to other Missions and Christian bodies, (7) home
administration, (8) the Society's laws, (9) training of candidates,

com-
mittees.
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(10) missionaries on furlough, (11) publications, (12) home Part X.

organization. Tlie Eev. J. E. Padfiekl, of the Telugu Mission, 1895-99.

who was at home, was appointed Secretary of the Review com- ^'^^"

mittees ; and for the next three years they worked diligently,

and then presented important reports, which it is hoped may prove

a guide to the future conduct of the work.

Secondly, as regards schemes of Advance, a large committee Schemes

was formed, and two smaller ones ; these latter to consider work °f A'ivance

among children and to produce literature, and the former for all

other purposes, with the Rev. W. J. L. Sheppard as its Secretary.

The Committee's original Circular laid great stress upon the fact The object,

that the essential requirement of a missionary society is mis- more mis-

sionaries. All the plans, therefore, were concentrated on this sionaries.

point. Missionary Missions were to be multiplied. Efforts were
to be made to interest various classes, such as business men, boys,

students, women and girls, and children ; and to promote more
systematic and regular prayer,—with the one grand object of

obtaining more missionaries. Special contributions were invited,

definitely for the sending forth and maintaining more missionaries.

A mistaken idea prevailed rather widely that " T.Y.E." was a

kind of special fund distinct from " C.M.S."; whereas "T.Y.E."
funds were merely supplementary to the general funds, and to be

used for precisely the same purpose, viz., to send out more mis-

sionaries. Many special meetings, public and private, were held
in provincial towns and districts, for the purpose of conference

with local friends as to measures of advance, and of setting forth

the solemn claims of Christ for more devoted service in these last

three years of the century, and afterivards. The members of

Committee and others who did this work, and the work they did,

were called Commissions.
Parts of these schemes were successful

;
parts w^ere not. Failures

(1) Practically nothing was done to reach business men ; because, cesses,

after much inquiry, the right man to do it was not found.

(2) The Commissions did not everywhere meet with a warm
welcome ; and a good many of the over-worked clergy did not

prove very ready for fresh efforts in the missionary cause. So
here was (1) a distinct failure, (2) only a partial success. But
otherwise, it would be wrong and ungrateful not to praise God for

great and rich blessing in connexion with the "T.Y.E."

(1) The call to prayer was widely responded to. An embossed Prayer-

card was prepared, bearing this inscription, " Please pray daily prlylr^"

for the Three Years' Enterprise"; and of this card 25,000 were '"^^^^'"es.

sold ; while 230,000 prayer-cards were issued on application, and
90,000 copies of missionary collects. Moreover, a register of

prayer-meetings was made, and those that claimed to be entered
on the register numbered 1700.

(2) No less than 2,000,000 copies of special T.Y.E. papers and t.y.e.

booklets were issued, on application ; and a Monthly Letter to
p^p^*"^' '^•

Leaders, containing recent information and topics for prayer, was
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regularly sent out to frieiuls who asked for them, not for fj^eneral

circulation, Init for " leaders " to read at prayer-meetings, &c. Of

these, 2400 were posted direct each month, hesides those inserted

in the Intelligencer and otherwise distributed. Some of the clergy

read them from their pulpits. Attractive and striking diagrams

were also prepared ; and a new plan was arranged for supplying

slips of missionary information to local newspapers.

(3) A good part of the interesting development of the Women's
Department already referred to was a direct result of the spirit

evoked hy the Three Years' Enterprise, and might well have been

described under this head; in addition to which Lady "T.Y.h]."

Correspondents were appointed in several dioceses. As regards

women's work, the Commissions above mentioned proved a

distinct success.

(4) Missionary Missions have been held in fifty different places,

with manifest tokens of blessing. Tliese have already been

mentioned.

(5) An interesting new experiment has been made in Lanca-

shire, \\\i\\ the object of bringing the Missionary Cause before the

labouring classes, especially in villages and in the outskirts of the

great towns. Some friends otlered money for the construction of

a Church Missionary Van, to move about from place to place, and

the evangelist occupying it to hold meetings in schoolrooms and

))arns, exhiliit diagrams, show lantern slides, sell books, and

distribute papers, but not to make collections. No horses were

provided, it being expected that farmers and others would lend

them for the purpose of each move ; and this has frequently

proved to be the case. The Van w-as dedicated at ]51ackburn by

Bishop Cramer- Eoberts on March 10th, 1898. The evangelist

is a young man who offered for missionary service, but who was
not accepted for foreign work.

(G) The committee on Work among Cliildren set on foot some
promising plans for extending Junior CM. Associations '• and the

Sowers' Band, and the Eev. C. D. Suell was told off for this

special work. Under the auspices of this committee two

remarkable Children's Meetings were held at Exeter Hall, one

for Sunday-scholars, and one for children of a different social

position. On both occasions the Hall was full, and the proceed-

ings very attractive. Mr. Snell has also made a beginning in

organizing work for Boys' Schools, and issues a Terminal

Letter for boys' reading. That they can be entered sometimes

is shoW'U by the success of Mr. Tyndale-Biscoe of Kashmir,

who during his furlough succeeded in addressing the boys at

Eton, Eugby, Uppingham, Sherborne, and several other Public

Schools. No doubt the quondam coxswain of the Cambridge

boat was regarded as having a special claim upon them.

(7) A vast number of special " T.Y.E." contributions, from

* The word " Junior" was adopted instead of " Juvenile."
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rich and poor, from young and old, supplemented the Society's Part X.

funds. In the Three Years, the total amount thus definitely sent 1895-99.

in was no less than £57,558. In addition to this, Birthday Chap. 102.

Offerings of One Shilling were invited, to he made on April 12th in t.y.e. con-

each year. In 1897 no less than 1591 letters came in- on the day, tributions.

or just before or after, in response to this invitation, containing

2345 anonymous special offerings amounting to £1102, and
accompanied by texts or kind messages."'' In 1898, the total

amount was £1072 ; in 1899, £907.

(8) But unquestionably the most interesting result of the Three
Years' Enterprise has been in the very direction contemplated in

the original Circular, viz., the maintenance of more missionaries.

The plan of an individual, or a family, or a party of friends, or a

parish, or a Branch of the Gleaners' Union, or some other body,

supporting "Our Own Missionary," in addition to the regular " Our Own
contributions, had already been acted on in a good many cases

; ^i||.'°"'

and the Committee suggested its wider adoption. In July, 1896,

three months after the launching of the Three Years' Entei'prise,

the Intelligencer announced that in addition to 135 of the existing

missionaries already thus specially supported, nine out of the

eighty new recruits sailing that autumn had been taken up ; and it

asked the question, " Cannot all the rest be taken up at once? "

—

in hopes that offers might come in for a fair proportion of them.
From July to September is more or less holiday time, and any
large response could scarcely be reasonal^ly looked for. But
within three iveeks, all but twenty-five were adopted ; and when
the Valedictory Meeting was held on September 29th, Mr. Fox
was able to announce that the whole number had been provided
for. This was indeed a gift from God beyond all expectation.

In the following year, 1897, the same good gift was vouchsafed,
an equally large number being adopted ; and again in 1898.

In April, 1899, the total number of missionaries on the roll for

whose personal allowances the general funds are not drawn
upon was 371, viz., supported by individual friends, 88; by the
Gleaners' Union and its Branches, 53 ; by various County
organizations, and parochial and other associations in the United
Kingdom, the Dublin University Fuh-kien Mission, and other
bodies of friends, 189 ; by the Colonial Associations, 41 ; besides

whom, 58 missionaries are honorary. Moreover, over 100 Native
clergymen and lay agents are also supported by special annual
gifts to the Society. To a large extent this truly encouraging
movement has been a result of the Three Years' Enterprise ; and
if the Enterprise had done nothing else, it would have accom-
plished a work for which we must unfeignedly thank God.

(9) But this is by no means all. The Three Years' Enterprise The t.y.e.

has been taken up in the Mission-field, and special funds have Mission-

been raised by many Native Christian congregations. In some '^^'''•

* See CM. Intelligencer, June, 1897, p. 471.
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Part X. cases, there has lieen a real and permanent move forward, notice
l>s9o-99. havin'f been ^iven to the Society tliat its lielp will not he further
lap^^ w.

yQ^jgi^^ f^^,. (,|,iy .jj^j 1;]^.^^ ol)ject. Churches are b^ing built and
repaired, agents supported, grants released. Very little money
has come, or will come, dh'ect to the Societ3^ It is used on the
spot, and in many cases will reduce the Society's expenditure.

The Three Years' Enterprise, therefore, notwithstanding some
few disappointments which have been frankly acknowledged, has
ah"eady effected definite advance, and the fruits, by God's
blessing, shall yet be reaped more and more.

It does not fall within the scope of this History to describe the

Centenary Commemoration. An independent volume will do
that. But a preliminary meeting to celebrate the Second Jubilee

may rightly be noticed, as a conclusion to this chapter.

The Society's First Jubilee, it will be remembered, was cele-

brated in the viiddle of the Fiftieth Year, on Novendjer 1st and 2nd,
Second 1848. It was determined in like manner to celebrate the Second

Jubilee at the corresponding time, the 1st of November, 1898, in

anticipation of the Centenary gatherings in April, 1899. This
Exeter meeting was remarkable for the choice of speakers. The Hon.

meeting, T. Pelham represented the President of fifty years ago, his father
No^- 1st, the Earl of Chichester. The Rev. Henry Venn represented the

Hon. Secretary of that day, his father and namesake. Canon
C. V. Childe represented the Principal of Islington College of that

day, his father the Eev. C. F. Cliilde. The Revs. T. Y. Darling,

R. Pargiter, and W. Salter Price represented the missionaries of

that day, having been themselves then on the roll, the two former
actually in the field, and the third on the point of sailing.

Mr. Price was indeed himself present at the First Jubilee Meeting
;

and so were the two remaining speakers, the Bishop of Exeter and
the Author of this History. It was indeed an occasion of unique
interest, of humble and thankful retrospect, and prepared the way
well for the Centenary. It closed with the glorious hymn that

had closed the First Jubilee Meeting, and many of those "gone
before" during the fifty years rose up in the memory as the

inspiring lines were sung

—

Oh, that with yonder sacred throng.

We at His feet may fall,

There join the everlasting song,

And crown Him Lord of all !



CHAPTER cm.

The Four Years Abroad : Africa.

Sierra Leone and its Hinterland : Recent Insurrection, Bishops Ingham
and Taylor Smith—Diocese of Western Equatorial Africa : Liquor
Traffic, Bishop Tugwell, Hausaland, Yoruba and Niger Missions,
Delta Native Church—Eastern Equatorial Africa: New Diocesan
Divisions; Work at Mombasa, Taveta, Mpwapwa, &c.—Slavery
in British East Africa—Uganda : the First Ladies, the Railway,
Progress in Uganda, Toro, Nassa, Recent Soudanese Revolt,
Bishop Tucker—Egypt : Cairo Mission—Proposed Mission to

Khartoum.

"Aland of darkness, as darkness itself; and of the shadow of death, ivithout

any order, and where the light is as darkness."—Job x. 22.

"The people that walked in darkness have seen a great light: they that
dwell in the land of the shadow of death, upon them hath the light shined."
—Isa. ix. 2.

^HE darkness of the Dark Continent is rapidly being Part X.
dissipated, in so far as the phrase was meant to 1895-99.

indicate our ignorance of it geographically. Journeys Chap. 103.

which twenty years ago would have been thought i^ Africa
marvellous are now of frequent occurrence ; and still the

Africa is being rapidly mapped out. And not only mapped out. tinent?°""

It is rapidly being divided among the European nations. There
are but a few independent states left, like Morocco, which are not

included in the " sphere of influence " of one or other of the Great
Powers. But the darkness morally and spiritually is still darkness
that may be felt. Mohammedanism and Paganism still divide

almost the whole land ; and although some of the more openly
barbarous customs will give way before the advancing tide of

European " civilization," it is doubtful whether that " civilization
"

is not carrying into Africa, as it has done in other uncivilized

countries, new evils not less fatal to the well-being of the people.

The whole position and environment of Christian Missions are

gravely affected by the changes. While communications will be

easier, posts more regular, peril to life less obvious, the real

difficulties of missionary work will in many essential respects be
far greater. But it is the business of the Church of Christ to

adapt herself to changing circumstances ; and her Divine Captain
is " the same, yesterday, and to-day, and for ever."

I.

In January, 1895, after five years' discussion, France and
England at last agreed upon the boundaries of the British Pro-

VOL. Ill, 3 A
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tectorate of Sierra Leone. The result was to add to the British

dominions a HinteHand \vhich, with the existing Colony, made a

compact territory about the size of Scotland ; but at tlie same
time to cut it off from further extension, and to isolate it

from other British possessions in West Africa. The population

is dense, the villages innumerable ; and such religion as exists is

devil-worship, except in so far as Mohammedanism has spread.

A fine field is thus provided for the missionary energies of the

Sierra Leone Church ; and what is most needed at the present

time is an outpouring of the Holy Spirit upon that Church, that it

may rise to its responsibilities. Meanwhile, English missionaries

have led the way, especially Mr. T. E. Alvarez, of Jesus College,

Oxford, a well-known leader, a few years ago, among the earnest

Christian undergraduates in that University. The Governor, Colonel

(now Sir) F. Cardew, who assumed otKce in 1894, and whose
beneficent rule has been carried on in the fear of God, invited Mr.

Alvarez to accompany him to Falaba, an important town on the

great trade route to the interior, 230 miles inland, when he paid

it a visit at the commencement of his administration." In 1895,

Mr. Alvarez, with Mr. Humphrey, the Principal of Fourah Bay
College, and Canon Taylor Smith, the Diocesan Missioner, went
round the townships of the Sierra Leone Peninsula in search of

volunteers for evangelistic work. God's blessing accompanied

their words, and a large number of young African Christians

came forward, from among whom a few picked men were selected,

and sent for some months' training to Fourah Bay ; after which

they went forward into the Hinterland under the leadership of the

English missionaries, much interest being shown by the Church in

the valedictory meetings held for them. For Falaba itself, volun-

tary offers w^ere invited, and although "the prospect of a life

230 miles from home among a strange people," wrote Alvarez,

"meant much more to African brethren than coming to Africa

from England meant to us," the very two men he had his eyes

on came forward ; and they proved afterwards that " their zeal was
stirred of God, and was not an impulse of the moment." This

interior work, however, was interrupted in 1898 by a serious

insmrection, caused, not, as some have said in England who
dislike Sir F. Cardew's Christian policy, by mistakes in his

administration, but by the anger of some of the chiefs at the sup-

pression of the slave-trade. This insurrection also cost valuable

lives, including that of Mr. Humphrey—of whom more in another

chapter—and those of several American missionaries, who were

killed in a brutal manner by the chiefs into whose hands they

unliappily fell.

During the four years, the Society sent out to Sierra Leone
two Oxford men (ordained), four Islington men (two ordained and
two lavmen, but one was ordained in Africa), an accountant, and

See Mr. Alvarez' Report, CM. Intellijevcer, November, 1894.
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one ]acly. Never before in the history of the Sierra Leone Mission Part X.
had four University graduates been there together. With T. E 1895-99.'

Alvarez, E. H. Elwin, and W. S. Cox, it looked like a real Oxford Chap. 103.

Mission being started; but the lamented death of the latter, after An o^rd
only a few months in the field, broke the spell, and no other man Mission at

from his alma mater has come forward to take his place. And Le\"e.
Humphrey's death reduced the four to two. One of the Islino-ton
men also, a truly promising missionary, F. S. Allen, died belore
his first two years were fulfilled. Among other deaths should
be mentioned that of the wife of the venerable Eev. G. C. Nicol Death of

the oldest African clergyman (ordained 1849). She was a
'^'"^•^•"'•

daughter of Bishop Crowther, and just half a century ago she
became the first Native teacher in the school now called the
Annie Walsh Female Institution.

The urgent need of more labourers led Bishop Ingham to cross Bishop
the Atlantic in 1895 in order to inquire if the Negro population vi's&'h
of the West Indies could supply coloured evangelists. His report West
was favourable

;
and the Trustees of the Lady Mico Charity

^"'^'""

offered to train gratuitously at their College in Jamaica four or five
men whom the Society might accept as candidates. That College,
it will be remembered, was originally a C.M.S. institution, and
was handed over to the Lady Mico Trustees when the Society
gave up its West Indies Mission.- The C.M.S. Committee
accordingly, in the winter of 1896-7, sent out Bishop Tugwell Also Bp.
and the Eev. D. H. D. Wilkinson to make further inquiries and Jnl wf
arrangements. They were received with much kindness by Bishop Wilkinson,

(now ArchbishoiD) Nuttall of Jamaica and his clergy; and the
Church in Jamaica will now, through the Society's instrumen-
tality, be enabled to watch with prayerful interest Negro evange-
lists who, in a sense, will be its own missionaries in Africa.
While one Secretary, Mr. Wilkinson, was in the West Indies,

another, Mr. Bayhs, was visiting Sierra Leone, to inspect the Mr. Bayiis
Mission and its environment. This was an interesting event in sSraview of the fact that the only other visit of a C.M.S. Secretary to ^^oZ.
West Africa was that of Edward Bickersteth eighty years before,
in 1816. t Who can measure the difference, on both sides of the
Atlantic, between the two periods ? In 1816, Sierra Leone was
but a receptacle for the miserable victims of the slave-trade,
missionary work among them not having yet been begun ; while
in the West Indies slavery and all its frightful evils still prevailed
under the British flag. There is still much to mourn over, east
and west of the ocean, for human nature is not changed. '

Still,
with all deductions, the difference is immense ; and the best part
of the fruits of the hves and deaths of so many of Christ's servants
is now beyond our sight, for it consists of thousands of African
souls delivered for ever " out of the miseries of this sinful world."

In 1896, Bishop Ingham, in consequence of his wife's health,

* See Vol. I., p. 347. t See Ihid., Chap. XIII
3 A 2
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Part X. resigned the see of Sierra Leone, after an episcopate of almost
1895-99. fifteen years. This is the longest period of episcopal service in
Chap. 103. Tropical Africa yet registered, except that of Bishop Crowther,

Bishop" ^vho of course was an African. There have heen nineteen
Ingham English hishops in Tropical Africa : seven of Sierra Tjconc, two of

thrf"e^. the Yoruba and Niger territories, seven of the l^^ast African

dioceses served by the Universities' Mission, and three of I'^astern

Equatorial Africa and Uganda ; and of all these Bishop Ingham
has so far lasted the longest. Upon his resignation, the Govern-

ment carried out their long-threatened plan of withdrawing their

subsidy to the bishopric, though they continued a chaplain's

allowance in virtue of the troops at Sierra Leone ; and this left

the see with only a small endowment from the Colonial J^ishopric-s

Fund, and left the right of appointment to the Archbishop of

Canterbury. It was Dr. Temple's first opportunity of appointing

a bishop, and he spontaneously selected the Diocesan Missioner,

Tay°rr Canou Taylor Smith, to the great satisfaction of the Society.

Smith. The Canon had accompanied the I^ritish force in the Ashanti

Expedition as temporary chaplain, and thus had the opportunity

With of personal intercourse with Prince Henry of Battcnberg, and of

n'e'nryof nilnistering to him in the sickness which subsequently issued in

Battenberg ]ns deeply-lamented death. Having a message from the Prince

to deliver to Princess Beatrice, the Canon was, on his return

to England, sent for by the Queen ; and this resulted in his being

At Court, repeatedly at Court, and in his being appointed an Honorary

Chaplain to Her Majesty. It is a curious fact that these circum-

stances were not known to Archbishop Temple w^hen he chose the

Canon for the bishopric ; so that he was selected entirely upon
Bishop of bis merits. The consecration took place on Ascension Day, 1897

Leone. (^liT-Y 27th), at St. Paul's Cathedral ; and among those who assisted

in the laying-on of hands were two former bishops of Sierra Leone,

Dr. Cheetham and Dr. Ingham, wdth Bishop Tugwell of Western

Equatorial Africa, and the two Negro Bishops Oluwole and
Phillips. Princess Beatrice travelled from Balmoral to be

present, arriving at St. Paul's just in time.
The Native rpj^^ Nativc Sierra Leone Church does not grow as it should.

Its 12,000 members and twelve clergy ought to be a bright light

to illuminate African darkness ; but a fair amount of external

prosperity does not compensate for a lack of spiritual power and

missionary zeal. The new Bishop, however, writes hopefully.

Some causes of division and unrest, to which reference w^as made
in former chapters, seem now to be removed ; and if the Spirit be

poured upon the Church from on high, it will yet rise up and

evangelize the Hinterland. The Bishop has formed a cathedral

chapter for diocesan work, comprising the African Archdeacon

Bobbin, tw^o iVfrican Canons—Henry Johnson (the former Arch-

deacon on the Niger) and Obadiah ]\Ioore,—Hon. Canon Spain of

Fourah Bay College, and some laymen, together with an English

Archdeacon over the British congregations in the Canary Isles
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and Madeira, which are within the jurisdiction of the Bishop Part X.

of Sierra Leone. ,-,^,^^'^~?£;
Gha]). 103.

II.

The other West African diocese, Western Equatorial Africa, Diocese of

has had fresh boundaries given it by an order signed by tlie Arch- Eqtfatoriai

bishop of Canterbury and the Bishop of London in January, 1898. Africa.

All the British possessions east of the 5th parallel of west longi-

tude, up to and including the Niger territories, are now included

in it ; which removes the Gold Coast Settlements from the diocese

of Sierra Leone. Bishop Tugwell, therefore, has an immense area

under his jurisdiction. Since his consecration in 1894, and ex-

cepting during a visit to England in 1897 for the Lambeth Con-
ference, he has been incessantly travelling about, up and down bishop

the Niger, across the Yoruba country, and into Hausaland and travels,

the Central Soudan. His African Assistant Bishops have been

chiefly occupied in the Yoruba portion of the diocese, to which
they belong ; Bishop Oluwole residing at Lagos, and Bishop
Phillips at Ode Ondo, and both from time to time travelling round
the country.

The British Protectorate over the Yoruba country, i.e. the

Hinterland of Lagos, has resulted in a condition of law and order

very different from the days of the tribal wars. The great curse

of the country, and of the territories in the Niger Coast Pro-

tectorate, is the liquor traffic, which is appalling indeed in its The liquor

extent and ruinous in its effects. Some four million gallons of ^^^ '^'

spirits are imported every year, the great bulk from Germany

;

and whole towns have been seen by Bishop Tugwell in a state of

drunkenness. The only way of checking this terrible state of

things is either by total prohibition or by such high duties as

would make the trade unprofitable. But as the British Colonial

Governments derive their revenue from these duties, they do
not want to raise them high enough to stop or much reduce

the imports ; aiid some of the officials, supported, sad to say,

by an English lady traveller. Miss Mary Kingsley, have engaged
in public controversy with Bishop Tugwell and with the

Native Eaces and Liquor Traffic Committee, trying to show
that the liquor imported is comparatively harmless. Another
difficulty in the way is that the liquor is imported largely

into the German and French territories, and if the duties in

British territory were raised, the liquor would be landed at the

French and German ports, conveyed inland, and then smuggled
over the British frontier. These difficulties, however, have not

prevented the Eoyal Niger Company from setting a noble example Good

and risking heavy losses rather than ruin the countries under their the Roya?
administration. The river and its banks are theirs by charter, Niger

• • (• 1 TVT- /-I
Company.

and notwithstanding the obstacles arising from the Niger Coast
Protectorate being on either side of them, they have insisted upon
duties on spirits on the Niger itself just double what prevail in the
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Part X. Protectorates, and have actually prohibited their import altogether
1895-99. north of the 7th parallel of latitude. Sir George Taubman Goldie,
Chap. 103.

^j^g chief Director of the Company, is entirely in earnest in his

efforts to check the evil ; but the task is a hard one, with territories

all round through which the liquor can come. What is wanted
is that the European Powers should agree upon an identical rate

of duty, and a high one. While the Eoyal Niger Company levies

2s. a gallon, and the British Protectorates Is., and the German
Togoland coast 9ff/., and the French Dahomey coast 6|(:Z., the

confusion is hopeless.*
Native The more inteUigent Natives of the Yoruba country. Heathen
l|afnstthe and Mohammedan as well as Christian, are earnest supporters of

traffi'c
^ strong temperance policy. At a meeting at Abeokuta in August,

1895, a memorial against the liquor traffic was adopted and sent

to England with no less than 8207 names attached, signatures or
" marks." The document measured 250 feet in length. Another
memorial, with 3800 names, came from Lagos, Ibadan, &c.

The early months of 1897 witnessed two events which have

contributed much to the opening up of the whole country to

English influence and Christian effort. The massacre of the

fj'pt'uJ4 of Acting-Consul at Benin w^as avenged by an expedition which
Benin. captured the place, dethroned the king, put a stop to some of the

most revolting practices in all Africa, and established effective

British rule. Just at the same time, the Royal Niger Company's
Hausa force, under Sir G. T. Goldie himself, invaded the Nupe
territory, from which the Mohanmiedan Fulahs had frequently

The bauie niadc raids into peaceful districts, captured the town of Bida, put

opens^ a new Emir on the throne, abolished slavery, and took the whole
Hausaiand

^-ggjon under British control. The decisive battle, won by skilful

tactics w^ith little loss, was called by the Times the Plassey of

West Africa. It has certaiidy opened Hausaiand to the messengers

of the Gospel, if only they will enter in. The subsequent grave

risk of conflict between France and England regarding boundaries

in the Upper Niger territories was happily obviated by a reasonable

arrangement.
Two years before the conquest of Bida, in 1894-5, the Rev.

Robiifso"k ^- -^- liobinson had made his important journey through Hausa-
journey to land. Under the auspices of the Hausa Association founded as
Hausaiand

^ memorial to his brother, the late C.M.S. missionary, J. A.

Robinson ; and his book f is now the best authority regarding that

interesting people. Bishop Tugwell has also twice travelled into

* See a notice of the controversy between Bishop Tugwell and Sir Gilbert

Carter, Intelligencer, Jnly, 1895 ; also an article in reply to Miss Kiugsiey,

by Dr. Harford-Battersby, Ihid., December, 1897 ; also Capt. Lugard's article

in the Nineteenth Century, November, 1897, from which extracts are given in

the Intelligencer of March, 1898. It is hoped that the Brussels Conference

of May, 1899, will usher in a better state of things.
•j- Hausaiand ; or Fifteen Hundred Miles throughthe Central Soulan. S. Low

& Co., 1896.
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the interior, once to Bida in 1895, and once to Keffi in 1896.* Part X.

The openings are inviting. In 1898 the Bishop travelled from 1895-99.

Asaba on the Niger to Benin, the scene of such frightful atrocities P'

Ijefore the British occupation ; and his burning words on the Bishop

slackness of the Church as compared with the eagerness of the Tugweirs
A i. u J. J appeal
Army must be quoted :

—

from Benin

" Curios from Bonin city, specimens of native workmanship in brass,

&c., have been sliipped home by the ton, articles in the papers regarding
the atrocities of Benin have been eagerly read by hundreds and
thousands of British readers ; but now that the British flag waves over
the city, who cares for the spiritual needs of her people ? ... It is

heart-breaking work to visit such scenes, and to realize that Christian
England cannot send forth a single man to vmdertake such a work in

Christ's Name. The British Government can send forth two hundred
oflicers and non-commissioned officers, picked men, for service in Lokoja
alone, when British interests are threatened ; but the Church of Christ
cannot muster ten men either for Benin or the Hausa country ; indeed,
slie cannot muster half that number. There can be only one right
attitude for the Church of Christ in England to adopt at this crisis, and
that is one of profound humiliation ; shame and confusion should cover
lier face. Her sons dare not venture for Chi'ist that which every soldier

will gladly venture for his Queen and country, viz., his health and his

life. May God speedily remove this great reproach from us !

"

To the diocese of Western Equatorial Africa, that is, to the ^^ YoTuba
Yoruba and Niger Missions, the Society, in the four years, sent and Niger,

out six clergymen (five from Islington and one an " L.Th." of

Durham), one doctor, four other laymen (one an industrial agent,

one from the Congo Balolo Mission, and two from Islington),

and twelve women, besides four wives. This does not include

three who have been accepted for the projected Hausa or Central
Soudan Mission, and who are studying the Hausa language at

Tripoli before going out to the Niger. These are two clergymen,
A. E. Eichardson and J. C. Dudley Eyder, representing Oxford
and Cambridge respectively, and Dr. W. E. S. Miller.

One of the recruits, a young Islington layman, Mr. Arthur Smith, Deaths,

died in his first year. Other deaths have also removed valuable
workers from the Missions : Miss Goodall, of Lagos ; J. B. Wood,
of Abeokuta, after forty years' labours in Africa ; and Archdeacon
Dobinson and C. E. Watney, of the Niger; concerning whom
another chapter will say more. Mrs. J. B. Wood has bravely
continued in the Yoruba Mission since her husband's death.

The Native Church at Lagos, under the Eev. James Johnson ^,^?°^"
. Native

and other African pastors, has continued to prosper externally, church

and has done good evangelistic work on the mainland, especi-

ally in the Jebu country, where there has latterly been aJ^bu.

considerable movement in favour of Christianity. There are some ^^'°"'

1600 persons who are " adherents," and under instruction, and over

* See the journals, in the Q.lil. Intelligencer, March and August, 1896.
See also papers by the Rev. C. H. Robinson and Mr. Nott, Ibid., January,
189(3; also an article by Dr. Harford-Battersby, Ibid., March, 1897.
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Part X. 200 adults liavo hvvn baptized in tlio last two years. Aheokiita
isi»5-y9. celehnited. at Christmas, 1,S95, tlie jubilee of the Mission there.

C liiip. 103. rpjj^^
Chi-istians, many hundreds in nundoer, went in sevei'al })i'o-

jubiieeof cessions through the immense town; and a gi'eat many i)resents
Abeokuta ^xeYQ swQXi to the Church in honour of the occasion by Moham-
MlSSlon. " T-r^ n-- • ^ -t 1 ^ imedans and Pagans, bpnuts, one is glad to know, were not

offered, being known to be unacceptable. In 1898 a new church
was begun, as a memorial to Henry Townsend and J. 13. Wood,
Mrs. Wood laying the first stone. In the same year, a new

ibadan, cliurcli was Completed at Ibadan as a memorial to David and
Anna Hinderer. Their faithful helper, who has now for nearly

thirty years been the senior pastor of the Ibadan Christians, the

Eev. Daniel Olubi, was present, and his son presented the new
pulpit, which he had made himself. Ibadan, Ode Ondo, and
other congregations have taken up the Three Years' Enterprise

warndy, as a starting-point for fresh effort. The Training Institu-

tion for the Yoruba 5lission is now at Oyo. under the liev. F.

Melville Jones."''

It is very strange to any reader of the old Yorid)a journals of

forty years ago to find familiar cities like Ibadan and Oyo and
British Abeokuta frequented by British officers and troops. But it is
oiTiccrs in • ••..
Yoruba. plcasaut to find the services of the missionaries in showing them

kindness duly acknowledged. In June, 1898, the Secretary of

State for the Colonies, Mr. Chamberlain, forwarded to the Society

a despatch from Governor McCallum, expressing in warm terms
his gratitude to Mrs. Wood and Mrs. Fry for entertaining officers

passing backwards and forwards, and for nursing them in

dangerous illnesses, and asking Mr. Chamberlain's sanction to the

Legislative Council of the Colony of Lagos granting £100 towards
the building of the Townsend-Wood Memorial Church, in acknow-
ledgment of these services. Mr. Chamberlain added his own
thanks to the Society, and stated that he had with much pleasure

authorized the Governor's proposal.

On the Niger, good pioneer work has been done in the Basa
countr}', some distance to the east from Lokoja, by the Kevs. J. L.

Macintyre and E. F. Wilson-Hill. f Lokoja itself is now a moie
important place than ever, being the administrative and military

capital of the Royal Niger Company. The abolition of slavery by
the Company has led to the disappearance of most of the Moham-
medans from what used to be a great Mohammedan centre. An
excellent African agent, much valued by Robinson and Wilmot

* An interesting picture of the Yoruba Mission as it is was given in a
collection of letters from African clergy, in the CM. Intelligencer of Septem-
ber, 1898. Tlie writers were the Rev. R.. Arunfunmilolu Cokcr, the Rev.
Samuel Doherty, the Rev. J. Augustus Lahanmi, the Rev. Josiah Jesse
Ransome-Kuti, the Rev. Daniel Ulubi, the Rev. James Okuseinde, the Rev.
Francis Lowestoft Akiele, the Rev. Emanuel Moses Lijadu, and tlie Rev.
Robert Scott Oyebode.

[ Those two Englishmen, and a tliird, tlio Rev. P. A. Beruuitt, received
priests' orders from the African BLsliop Oluwole, in December, ISUfJ.
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Brooke, J. J. Williams, has been ordained as pastor of the Lokoja Part X.

congregation. Onitsha is the headquarters of the Niger Mission
; pl^^'^"^^'

and the work of Miss Maxwell—now, since Mr. Watney's death,
^^-

'

the sole survivor of Bishop Hill's Niger party of 1893,—and onitsha.

of the little band of English women, has brought an entirely new
element into the work. So has the advent of a medical mis-

sionary in the person of Dr. A. E. Clayton. Some sentences from Dr.

a letter of his dated so late as January 3rd, 1899, gives a account of

suggestive account of the real spiritual work of such a station as
*iJjfg°"^^^^

Onitsha :

—

" The question is—Has the power of the Gospel been manifested in the

lives of any of these Ibo people who in coming to us for the healing of

the body have also been privileged to hear of the soul-healing Christ ?

" Both by pviblic utterance and pers(Hial conversation ovu' people have

heard the good news of salvation. The ladies (more particularly Miss

Maxwell, Miss F. Dennis, and Miss Hickmott), as well as two of our

Native agents, Mr. Nzekwe and the Rev. George Anyaegbunam, have

been specially privileged in opportunities for direct dealing with the

people.
" There are those who apparently bave never heard the Gosjiel at all.

There are those who have heard it but have never understood it, their

misunderstanding probably being considerably strengthened by the lives

of those who in years gone by have both by speech and example libelled

the purity of Gospel truth. There are, again, those who apparently have

been persuaded of their need, and of adequate provision for that need,

but have never come to a turning-point of decision.
" What is the result, then? It is our joy to know that the power of

God has been manifested in several ways. In some (not a few) there has

been conviction of siyi, ?ini\ this vf\t\\ these people is a great step in the

right direction, and some have been led further by God's Spirit and have

recognized in Jesus the God-given Saviour (although there has been
nothing more than recognition). Others, again, have seemed to have l^een

led to absolute d(!cision, as evidenced by the fact that they have pulJicly

destroyed their idols and, so far as they knew, have finished witli the

past and stepped out into a futiu'e all new to them and untried, trusting,

in a vagTie way, no douht, in the keeping and sustaining power of Jesus.
" This has meant, of course, additions to our baptism classes, more

particularly at the Waterside and Obosi, where the work has been

recently recommenced by tlie Rev. P. A. Bennett. This seems to us to

be the natural place of Medical Mission efToi't in the great organization

of Mission work, that the people it touches may be so influenced by the

power of God as to lead them to earnestly desire that help and light

provided for them in the ordinary classes usually associated with each

church.

"We have been privileged to see this result attained in not a few
cases."

In the Delta, the Society now has two Englishmen, with the The Delta,

wife of one of them, and two other English women, at Brass. It Brass,

is quite a new thing for white missionaries to live among the

mangrove-swamps of the Delta, but so far they have, through the

preserving providence of God, been permitted to do so. Brass, it

will be remembered, was at one time very hopeful ; but latterly it

has been one of the least satisfactory stations, several professing
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Part X.
1895-99.

Chap. 103,
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Christians having fallen into polygamy and other immoral
practices ; and on more than one occasion there has heen an
outbreak of cannibalism among the Heathen. ISIr. (now the Eev.)
H. Proctor, however, has done admirable work, industrial as well
as evangelistic ; and Mr. Craven Wilson's experience on the
Congo renders him a welcome recruit. Patient work by the two
Enghsh sisters among the women and girls in their deep degrada-
tion will assuredly receive the Divine lolessing. Indeed the most
remarkable feature now in the Yoruba and Niger Missions is the
presence of no less than twenty women missionaries without
family ties. Such a development could not have been dreamed of

ten years ago.

But in the Niger Delta the most encouraging thing is the Delta
Pastorate, a practically independent African Church for Bonny
and the neighbouring towns. It will be remembered that when
the difficulties of 1890-91 in the Niger Mission were acute, the

Bonny congregations under Archdeacon Dandeson Coates Crow-
ther declined to receive further help from C.M.S. funds, and in

effect seceded from the Society—though not from the Church of

England. '= Both Bishop Hill and Bishop Tugwell, however,
were loyally received by them as their " overseers," and both
reported very favourably of their condition as a Church. The
Eev. James Johnson, of Lagos, who visited Bonny in 1895 with
Bishop Tugwell, sent an extremely able and comprehensive
account of the Church and its environment,! which gave great

encouragement to friends in England ; and at length, with the

Bishop's concurrence, the C.M.S. Secretaries wrote and asked if

Archdeacon Crowther and his clergy would like, although inde-

pendent financially, to be again entered on the Society's List of

Missionaries. The proposal was warmly responded to, and in

1897 the names of the Ven. D. C. Crowther and the Eevs. J.

Boyle, H. S. Macaulay, and J. A. Pratt, appeared again in the

Annual Eeport. In 1898, Bishop Tugwell ordained a fifth, the

first Ibo Native to receive holy orders, David Okfarabietoa Pepple.
In connexion with the Pastorate there are seven churches and
twenty-one chapels in the different towns and villages on the

ci'eeks and streams of the Delta. There are some 5000 adherents,

of whom 1000 are baptized. On occasions, St. Stephen's Church
at Bonny, which was Bishop Crowther's cathedral, has had a

congregation of 2500 souls. The Delta Church has now its

proper constitution, carefully drafted, considered, and amended,
and finally approved in 1896 by the Archbishop of Canterbury
(Dr. Benson, who took much interest in it). Bishop Tugwell, and
the C.M.S. Committee.
The death of Archdeacon Dobinson in 1897 was a very heavy

blow to the whole work of God upon the Niger. When the news
arrived, Dr. C. F. Harford-Battersby generously offered to leave his

See p. 397. I Pi'inted in the C.M. Intelligencer, January, 1897.
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family and bis work at Livingstone College and go out at once, Part X.

face for the fourth time the malaria of the Niger, give whatever 1895-99.

temporary assistance was required, and report on the Mission Chap. 103.

generally. This commission he executed with every token ofDr.c.F.H.
God's blessing, and returned home after an absence of five Battersby"

.. on tnc
months, just before the Bishop, who had been in England Niger,

attending the Lambeth Conference, was ready to go back to

Africa.

III.

We now cross the Continent, and come to what was for some
years known as Eastern Equatorial Africa. The diocese for which Eastern

that name was invented, and over which Bishops Hannington, ffr^ca?"^'
Parker, and Tucker have presided, will now be divided. The
new diocese of Uganda, which Bishop Tucker has elected to New
retain, comprises the British Protectorate of Uganda; while all the

'*'°*=^^^^-

rest of British East Africa will be in the new diocese of Mombasa.
Of the stations in German East Africa, those in Usagara will be
regarded as under the Bishop of Mombasa, and those on the

south side of the Victoria Nyanza under the Bishop of Uganda.
During the greater part of the four years under review, however,
Bishop Tucker continued in charge of the undivided diocese. In Tucker

the early part of 1895 he was in the coast districts. From uganda°
October, 1895, to June, 1896, he was in Uganda. At the end of

that year he was invalided to England, and stayed here eleven

months. In November, 1897, he sailed for Africa again ; and in

March, 1898, he bid farewell to the coast districts which were
now to be in the new diocese, started for Uganda, and reached
Mengo in May.
When the diocese of Eastern Equatorial x\frica was first formed, striking
-1 r>ri J i^ /-^ -\iT c~\ -\tv • tt i •! progress inm 1884, the C.M.b. Missions had ten clergymen, nine laymen, no East Africa

single women, no Native clergy, seventeen Native lay agents,

926 adherents, 144 communicants. When Bishop Tucker suc-

ceeded to the see in 1890, there were sixteen European clergymen,

thirteen laymen, seven single women, two Native clergymen,
nineteen Native lay agents, 1437 baptized Christians, 285 com-
municants. At the end of 1897, when the division of the diocese

was arranged, there were 32 European clergymen, 24 laymen, 27
single women, 13 Native clergymen, 729 Native lay agents, 13,816

baptized Christians, 4274 communicants. Statistics are no sufficient

test of missionary work, but sometimes they are very significant.

Of course this remarkable progress is chiefly due to Uganda.
But now we must first confine our attention to what is more
properly East Africa, henceforth to be comprised in the diocese of

Mombasa. The Missions are (1) Mombasa and the Coast stations,

(2) Taita and Taveta, (3) Usagara.
In these Missions the Society, in the four years, added to the

staff nine men, three wives, and ten single women. Of the nine. Recent

three were clergymen, viz., one from Oxford, one an L.Th. of
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Part X. Durham, and one from Higlibury ; of the others, two were from
1895-99. Islington, one was sent by the Victoria Association, and one
Cliap^ua.

^;^jj. L„c]^-ock) was not an" addition to the C.M.S. roll, having
worked (as we have before seen) in the Seychelles. One of the

ladies had been sent by the South Africa Association for training

in England. The Missions lost a true and enthusiastic missionary

by the death of Miss Conway, who had been an ardent worker in

the Gleaners' Union before going out ; also Mrs. Burness, and
three members of Mr. Douglas Hooper's band at Jilore.

Frere The work in the Freed Slave Settlement at Frere Town, and in

Rabai.^" the larger Settlement at Rabai, has been carried on patiently and
earnestly as before, with both disappointments and encourage-

ments. The senior missionary, Mr. Binns, is now a veteran of

twenty-three years' standing; and Messrs. England, A. G. Smith,

Burness, and Burt, have now some years of experience behind

them ; while Mrs. Bailey, wife of the accountant, is the Miss
Ilarvey who was the very first of the modern C.M.S. lady

missionaries, and iMrs. Smith also (as INIiss Barton) went out many
years ago. Miss Gedge, another of the earliest of C.M.S. ladies,

has lately retired. Mr. Taylor, another missionary of nearly

twenty years' service, who has done valuable literary work, is now
temporarily in Egypt. The first of the Frere Town freed slaves

admitted to the ministry of the Church, James Deimler, was
ordained by Bishop Tucker in 1896. A new church at Frere

Town was opened in 1896—not the Hannington-Parker memorial
church, which is to be at Mombasa, as the capital of British

East Africa.

Work in Mombasa itself presents all the characteristics of an Oriental

Mombasa*!^ Mohammedan town, and the work there, begun in recent years,

meets with much the same dilliculties as at Cairo or Baghdad or

Peshawar. Very diligent have been the preaching and teaching

and visiting, and very fervent the prayers, of the brethren and
sisters living in the town. A mission-hall was opened in 1896, in

which daily evangelistic meetings have been held, in addition to

frequent open-air services—sometimes conducted amid jeering

and mockery, sometimes amid rapt attention ; and there have

been hopeful individual cases ; but the time of fruit is not yet.

Medical As in all Missions to Mohammedans, the Medical Mission is

especially useful ; and Dr. Edwai'ds's excellent hospital at

Mzizima, half a mile from the town, is resorted to by both

Moslems and Pagans. There are two hospital buildings, a

dispensary, a leper-house, &c. ; and the place has become almost

an Industrial as well as a Medical Mission. " Many patients,"

wrote Mrs. A. G. Smith in 1898, "are practically incurable, and
make it their home. There is work for all. Idleness is un-

known : the lame can w^ork wath their hands ; the man with one

whole arm can pick up cocoanuts ! Thatch-making, rope-making,

and basket-making are the chief industries. They receive

religious instruction as well as bodily care." And, which is
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best of all, "not a few have entered the kingdom of heaven from Part X.

Mzizima." 1895-99.

At Jilore, Mr. Douglas Hooper has had sad experience of the
^^^^P- ^^'^-

instability of immature African Christians, but he and his wife— jiiore.

who is a qualified medical woman—have laboured on with unfailing

patience and simple dependence on the Lord, and the adherents
lunnlDer about 150. At Taita, Mr. Wray has been assisted by one Taita.

of the lay missionaries from Australia, Mr. Maynard. His people
have latterly been much more responsive, and many call them-
selves Christians, though as yet shrinking from baptism. At
Taveta, a very interesting kind of Industrial Mission has been Taveta.

carried on by a little band under Mr. Steggall. The station is

called Mahoo, or " Happy Land," and, wrote Bishop Tucker after

one of his visits, " to very many young men and boys it is proving An in-

a veritable happy land." By clever irrigation, all done by the Mi^ssYon.

boys under Mr. Steggall's direction, Mahoo has become almost " a
land flowing with milk and honey." Each boy has a small
shaiuba (garden) of his own, the produce of which is for his

maintenance, and he has one day in the w^eek to work upon it ; the
rest of his time being employed in labour for the Mission, or

education. Let us see how they built a new church :

—

"Having been taught indoors that m-a-, ma, t-o-, to, f-a-,fa, 1-i, li, How the

spells matofali (bricks), they were marched out to spend many a weary
|he'\'ur'h

hour in the manufacture of those articles, and so, too, with other branches
of the builder's art. About 60,000 bricks were made, a quarter of which
were destroyed by rain. Men came to assist in carrying and erecting the
timbers of the roof and in the work of thatching. An expenditure of
about Rs. 80 was incurred, chiefly in the purchase of raphia palms and
grass, but it may be reckoned that if all the labour had been paid for, a
sum approaching Rs. 1000 would have had to be provided. The building
measures internally 82 feet by 2o feet, to accommodate a congregation

—

containing the visual proportion of children—of more than 400. There
yet remains to be completed the seating, as well as the finishing touches
to the fabric of the building itself. It has been encouraging to notice a
willingness to assist voluntarily on the part of some who hitherto woTild

have been induced to do anything only with difficulty, even by an oflfer

of wages. On hearing that the work was approaching completion, a
deputation of elders came to the Mission, and having first asked what
was most needed, eventually promised to supply thirty of the 120 seats
required in the body of the church."

At the stations in Usagara, Mamboia, Mpwapwa, and Kisokwe, Usagara

Dr. Baxter, Mr. Cole, Mr. Wood, and Mr. Beverley, have laboured stations,

assiduously for from ten to twenty-one years. Among later recruits

is one of the Australian missionaries, Mr. Doulton. There have
been many grievous disappointments among those who from time
to time seemed to be subjects of Divine grace ; and the number of

the baptized is only about 200, with perhaps a similar number of

candidates under instruction. One of the baptismal services at

Mamboia, on Easter Day, 1894, must have been a picturesque and
solemn scene : the already baptized Christians standing on one Baptisms
side of a river, and the Heathen on the other ; the fourteen adult *" ^ "^^''
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Part X. candidates and three children ranged on the brink on the Heathen
1895-99. side, entering the river for baptism, and passing out on to the
Chap. 103. Christian side ; the service closing with the hymn, " O happy day

that fixed my choice." Mr. Doulton's last report from INTpwapwa

is nuich more encouraging than any previous one, as he speaks

ol the genuine piety of some of tlie Christians; "yet still," he

writes, " we have to face the terrible fact that the people as a

whole continue to reject the message, and in their hearts the

prince of darkness still reigns."

An event occurred in the year 1895 which must not pass quite

unnoticed, and which is linked in memory with these Usagara

Execution statious. This was the execution, by a Belgian ofhcer in the

sto'kis
Congo Free State, of Mr. C. Stokes, one of the early missionaries,

whose English wife died at ]\Ipwapwa in 1884. He subsequently

took to wife an African woman, retired from C.M.S. service, and
became a skilful and successful trader. To the last he retained

the affection of the missionaries who knew him.

Some controversy has arisen in the last year or two regarding

the policy and methods of the British Government in the suppres-

siaveryin sion of slavcry in East Africa. In Uganda, and in the larger
East Africa

p.j^j.|. ^f ^j^g Ya-a,%\> Africa Protectorate, slavery is now illegal. No
doubt it still exists, for such extensive territories are not quickly

brought under proper control ; but a slave-holder has no rights,

and a fugitive slave can claim protection from him. But in the

dominions of the Sultan of Zanzibar, Mohammedan law prevails,

and slavery is not illegal, except so far as special proclamations

have made it so. Yet these dominions are in fact British dominions,

—indeed more effectively so than the interior. They consist of

(1) the islands of Zanzibar and Pemba, (2) a strip of land ten miles

wide all along the coast of the East Africa Protectorate. Now in

the two islands the legal status of slavery has been abolished, but

slavery still exists in a sense, owing to the difficulties of setting

the slaves really free. To the ten-mile strip, however, the procla-

mation does not apply, and the "institution" still flourishes,

though shorn of many of its terrors and evils. There has been

much conflicting debate on the question of total abolition, particu-

Bishop larly between Bishop Tucker on the one hand and Sir A. Hardinge,
Tucker and

^^^^ British representative at Zanzibar, on the other; and the
Hardinge. matter has been complicated by the Attorney-General having given

a clear opinion that British subjects are now not bound to give up

slaves who flee to them for protection,—indeed that it is illegal to

do so,—with which opinion Sir A. Hardinge does not agree. There

can be no real finality in the position until England plucks up her

courage and puts the whole system down with a strong hand
;

and the sooner this is done, the sooner will British honour be

vindicated, and the surer will be the blessing of God.-''

* See the whole subject fully dealt with in the G.M. Intelligevrer of

February, 1897 ; March, August, September, and October, 1898 ; and Bishop
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It only remains to add that the division of the diocese of Part X.

Eastern Equatorial Africa having now taken full effect, the Arch- 1895-99.

bishop of Canterbury has selected, from among those clergymen "4^-

1

<^3.

whose names were submitted to him by the Society for the

bishopric of Mombasa, the Eev. W. G. Peel, the Society's w. g. Peei

Secretary at Bombay ; and while India loses a valued mis- t^new*^'^

sionary by his transfer, East Afiica is a great gainer by an bishopric

appointment so entirely satisfactory to all who have the work basa.

of God there at heart.

IV.

It would be quite impossible to give in a few pages any adequate Uganda,

account of the Uganda Mission during the past four years. The
story might well occupy several full chapters, and it can only now
claim a portion of one chapter. But it has been told month by
month in the Society's periodicals, and also with considerable

fulness in the Annual Reports ; and the new edition of The Story

of Uganda contains additional chapters bringing the narrative to

the end of 1898.''' Only a few of the more conspicuous features

and events can be here briefly summarized.
The year 1895 saw a fresh and notable development in the women

agency of the Mission, and, as a consequence, in its work. Let ^iel'for
this development be introduced by quoting a passage from a letter Uganda,

of Alexander Mackay's, written eight years before, in 1887 :

—

" You ask me about the women. Most of those who determined to Mackay's
east in their lot with Christ's people are married women, some comint!;' appeal for

for instruction with children in their arms. Both Mr. Ashe and myself ^"'' ^

were very guarded in receiving any younger ones even as pupils.
" As usual, in Africa, the women have all the heaviest work to do. In

Buganda they alone do all the cultivation of the soil, besides cooking,
«&c. Several of those whom we taught showed real earnestness and
diligence, becoming good, fluent readers, even of Kiswahili, a language
considerably difterent from their own, while they stood firm in the sorest
days of persecution. This was almost to be expected, for the women
throughout the country are the most earnest followers of the Heathen
religion, much more so than the men, and often, very often, I sighed to
think that no systematic eff'ort could be made by one or two male
teachers, like Mr. Ashe and myself, to reach the hearts of the women of
Buganda. Our best efforts could only affect but a portion of one-half of

the population, leaving almost untouched the great mass of the real

upholders of the power of demon-worship in the country.
" But the day will surely speedily come when some of the Christian

ladies of England will take pity on their black sisters in Central Africa,
and we shall have as a powerful adjunct to our work a missionary agency

Tucker's letter to tlie Times of January 13th, 1899, republished in tlie

Intelligencer of February, 1899.
* The Story of Uganda, by Sarah Geraldina Stock, was originally written

for, and published by, the Religious Tract Society. When a third edition
was called for, the R.T.S. transferred the book to the C.M.S. Miss Stock
was engaged in writing the additional chapters when she died. The last

chapter has since been contributed by Dr. Hart'ord-Battersby.
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Part X. corresponding to the Zenana Mission in India. Here is a vast sphere
1895-99. for iisefuhiess. Some one must be bold onougli to take tlio initiative.

Chap. 103. Many will doubtless find the courage to follow."

Bishop In 1894, Bishop Tucker began to press upon the Committee the
Tucker's urgent need of Christian Englishwomen in Uganda ; but the long
appeal, '^

,
^ "

.. Q
1894. and trying and expensive journey to get there, and the dilliculty

of bringing away again any ladies who might be ill,—not to speak
of other possible contingencies,—caused much hesitation and led to

long deHberations. In May of that year the Intcllvjcnccr said :

—

" It is liisliop Tueki^r's di.stinct opinion that, assmiiing that the country
will now be reasonably safe, we must no longer dcilay to s(Uid up
Christian womc^n. There aie, he belic^ves, and we believe, strong and
vigorous women who need not wait for the future railway, but could take
the journey now. But they must not be young wives. In the prissent

cilclnustallc(^s of Africa, womt^n must be ready, as so many mcni liave

been ready, to go with the distinct aiul .solemn purpose of remaining
single for a few years for tlie Lord's sake. The time is not distant

when the beauty t)f English family lif(! may be exhil>ited in Uganda; but
the time is not yet, and meanwhile we look for a bright example of self-

sacrifice and absolute separateness to the kingdom of heaven to be
manifested by the representatives, both men and women, of our
Protestant Church of England."

Plans of And in the following October the Committee passed the following

Committee resolution :

—

" That, while it is undesirable that young married women should be
in Uganda at present, there is an opening for the work of Christian

women of experience and strong constitution, who have either been
married some years, or will be willing to forego any intention of marriage
for some years. The Secretaries are therefore instructed to try and find

siiitable women to undertake this special work."

The first Eventually a party was made up, of five picked ladies, viz.,
five ladies,

j^^j^^ Eurley, sister of Mrs. Fyson of Japan, who had already

served a short time in East Africa ; Miss Thomsett and Miss
Pilgrim, trained nurses, the former of whom had lived at Hong
Kong ; Miss Browme, a lady also with nursing experience ; and
Miss Chadwick, daughter of the Dean of Armagh (now Bishop of

Derry). They were taken leave of, together with five men also

for Uganda, at a memorable meeting at Queen's Hall on May
The party 16th, 1895. The men comprised the Eev. Martin J. Hall, of St.
° ^

John's College, Cambridge, a well-known missioner and conductor

of children's services, whom we have before met as Mr. Thwaites's

comrade in his first Special Mission in India ; the Eev. T. E.

Buckley, of the Eoyal University of Ireland; three laymen from

Islington, qualified both as evangelists and for industrial work,

Messrs. Pui'vis, Wilson, and Wright ; also a young medical man.
Dr. Eattray, engaged to accompany the party, though he could

not join the Mission. They sailed on May 18th, found Bishop
Tucker and Dr. Baxter ready for them at Frere Town, and all

started together for the interior on July 16th ; the most careful

preparations having been made for the convenience and comfort
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o the ladies on the 800 miles march. So large a party required Part X.

an army of porters, over 500 in number ; and an additional 100 1895-99.

went the first hundred miles carrying kerosine-oil tins to fill with Chap. 103.

water for the porters before crossing the waterless plain. There Their

were four camels, twenty-six donkeys, two oxen, three cows with journey,

their calves, twenty-three goats and sheep. The journey was
safely and successfully accomplished, through the unfailing good-
ness of God, in eleven weeks. They reached Mengo on October
4th.-

The ladies had an overwhelming reception in Uganda. The Reception

delight of the people knew no bounds. Touching letters met Ldies in

them on the road. Zakaria and his wife Elizabeth wrote a joint Uganda,

letter to " the five mamas "; and Samwill Mukasa addressed them
as "the faithful stewardesses of Jehovah." Soon they were full

of work, teaching the eager people to write and to sing, giving

English lessons to the Baganda clergy, and diligently learning the
language. In the following year three other women missionaries
were sent. Miss G. E. Bird, Miss B. Taylor, and Miss K. Timpson, Three

the last-named a trained nurse from Guy's Hospital. From the
'"ore ladies

first, the influence of all the eight ladies was most valuable.

The party of 1896 also included five clergymen (four Cambridge Party of

men and one from Islington) : among them the second son of
'^^'

Mr. Wigram ; a son of the former C.M.S. Secretary at Bombay,
Mr. Weatherhead ; and a son of an old Norwich friend of the
Society, the Eev. J. Callis. Also a medical man. Dr. Albert
Cook, a nephew of the Bishop of Exeter. Since then, two other
clergymen (Islington) have been sent, and also five laymen, one of

them from Montreal, and supported by Canadian friends, but a
Dane by birth, Mr. K. E. Borup. One of the ladies. Miss Browne,
has been married to a missionary, Mr. Rowling, and returned to

England with him ; and two men, Gordon and Crabtree, on going
back to the Mission after furlough, took wives with them. Dr.
Cook's medical work has been a new feature in the Uganda
Mission, and has proved most useful.

There has been development, therefore, since the kind of ladies

eligible for the Mission was defined in 1894. This is owing to the
much easier travelling. In 1896, Captain Sclater completed a good
road the whole way from Mombasa to Port Victoria on the Lake,
627 miles, bridging the rivers all the way, so that bullock-waggons
have been driven the whole distance. The new railway, too, has Uganda
been steadily advancing. The party of 1896 were able to go eight

^^'^^^y-

miles by it. The first journey by rail in East Africa is worthy of

notice. Miss Taylor wrote :

—

" The train consisted of three trucks ; the first one contained blocks By rail in

of wood, on which we Europeans sat, our boys were in the next carriage. East Africa

and the last one had the loads. The engine came last, and kept up a

* Bishop Tucker's diary of the journey appeared in the O.M. Intellvjencer
of October, 1895, and January and February, 1896 ; and extracts from Miss
Furley's journal in the O.M. Gleaner of February, 1896.

VOL. III. 3 B
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Part X. pfiiu'tiial u histliiiy : we tlioiiyht because it was so astonislied tu find itself

1895-99. ill Afiifii.

Chap. 103. '• Tile line niii.s duwii a stce]) incliiu' fr<ini Kilindini to the creek. The
tenipoiary hiidnc^ from Makiiix) to the maiidaiid sliook so much that we
quite expeett'd a repetition of the Tay L>rid<it' (hsaster. There was a
V'ery lieavy shower just tlien, but we were so thankful for it, for other-
wise we should have felt the heat very much. We passed throutrh such
pretty country, the <,a-eeu lookin<( so bright and fresh after the rains. Jt

is very luidulating, and (piite reminded one of the hill scenery of the
Lakes; we kept <,fettini;" pet^ps of tlu; creek. The train took us about
ei»flit miles, and then came to a dead stoji. The heavy rain last nit^ht

had so undermined the embankment that an engine and trucks had
sunk in, and torn up, in this case, the 'temporary way.' There was
nothing for it but to gc^t out ; loads, ifcc, were tlirown out on the bank,
and we had to say our last good-byes to the fritnids who accompanied us.

It was very disai)pointing for them, for they had hoju'd to come and see
imr first cam})ing-ground. Mr. Pilkington mounted his bicycle and went
oft' to Mazera's t(j send back jiorters to fetch our loads, and we walked
on. After walking about a mile, we met a railway ofticial with a hand-
trolly, and we ladies were told to mount it. Two sat and two stood,
and three men pushed ! Presently wi' heard an engine whistle, and wo
liad to jump oft" our trolly, which was dragged down the bank to allow
the i^ngine to pass."

The journey thus begun by rail ended on a steamboat, the ladies

Steamer being conveved across tlie nortli-eastern corner of the Lake by

n" arfza
^^^^ *^^^^ J i i( icoizori

, tbe " Stanley and liccord steamer " referred to

in Chap. XCI. The railway has since been carried about half-

way to the Lake, and has already made communications com-
paratively speedy and easy. Bishop Tucker, in February, 1898,
coming from Taveta to Mombasa, travelled in a saloon carriage,

and obtained hot water for tea at a station in the waterless desert

before mentioned.
But we must return to the work in Uganda. On arriving with

the first party of ladies in October, 1895, Bishop Tucker was
astonished at the progress since his previous visit, and from that

Progress tiHie to the Summer of 1897 development and extension were the

Uganda. siouancs Were residing at three stations besides Mengo, viz., in

the Provinces of Singo and Kyagwe, and in the adjoining country
of Busoga ; and this was the position at the beginning of 1895.

By the end of that year ten stations were occupied, viz., Mengo
and live others in Uganda proper ; two in Busoga ; one in Koki,
to the south-west ; and one on the Sesse Islands in the Lake. Two

Baganda hundred Native teachers and evangelists scattered over the
evangelists country, entirely supported by the Church of Uganda itself ;

'•' two
Churches hundred buildings thronged w'ith worshippers or seekers every
and Bibles. Sunday, and most of them well filled daily; 10,000 copies of the

Luganda New Testament in circulation ; GOOO souls under daily

instruction ; 50,000 who could read ;—such was the position when

* Their pay was about 22s. per year, which was regarded as sutticient for
clothing, &<•.; their food being provided by tliose they taught.
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the Bishop arrived in Uganda for the third time ; such the report Part X.
brought to England that year by Pilkington and Baskerville.- 1895-99.

The work of instruction of "readers" and catechumens at ^''^P' ^^^•

Mengo had been systematized. The Rev. Henry Wright Duta The^ded
and three other Baganda, Hama Mukasa, Tomasi Semfuma, and «:iasses.

Bartolomayo Musoke, each of them with two assistants, were
entrusted with the task of arranging for and superintending the
classes. After some elementary instruction, a candidate was
examined by Duta, or, if a woman, by Elizabeth, wife of Zakaria,
the Kangao,t or another woman named Juliya Nalwoga. The
applicant who passed this examination was then entered as a
regular catechumen, and placed under an appointed teacher to
read and study two Gospels ; after which he was again examined
individually. At each stage he came before the missionary ; but
much dependence was placed upon the experienced Native Chris-
tians, who could judge character much better than any foreigner.
The intimate knowledge of the text of the New Testament shown
by the candidates frequently astonished the missionaries. It
could only have been attained, wrote Mr. Pike, "by the most
persistent and systematic reading." The teachers were of three
grades. The first, in their instructions, used the Mateka, a little
book containing the alphabet, simple sentences, the Creed, the
Lord's Prayer, the Ten Commandments, and a few texts. The
second class used the Gospels and the Catechism, and prepared
candidates for baptism. The third, a few picked men (including
those ordained), prepared the baptized for confirmation, and were
able to take their pupils through an Epistle like the Romans.

Bishop Tucker found a new "cathedral" standing on Nami- The new
rembe Hill, one of the hills over which the capital extends. The

''^*''^'^'^'•

previous church, the building of which was noticed in Chap. XCL,
had been blown down, and this one, holding 4000 people, had
been erected on its site. He found also twenty-three churches in
what may be called the wide-spreading suburbs of Mengo ; and all
these were served, so to speak, from the mother church, a type-
written list being circulated each week announcing the readers
and preachers for the next Sunday, with a note of the appointed
Lessons, &c. From Mengo also went forth the teachers com-
missioned for work in the outlying provinces, and to Mengo they
returned from time to time to tell of what God was doing' there.
Just after the arrival of the Bishop and the ladies, one of these
great missionary meetings took place ; and the Bishop wrote :—
"A large audience came together, notwithstanding the rain, to hsten A mis-

to the accounts tliat were to be given of the work going on in other p-irts sionary
of the coiuitry, and also to send forth, with prayer and blessing, nine M^n^io^^*new missionaries—messengers of the Gospel to the Heathen around. A

'

teacher from Kyagwe spoke first, and told of the work and tlie needs of
that district. Then anotlior worker from Busoga spoke, after which

* Concerning- Pilkington and Baskerville in England, see p. 790
t See p. 44.6.

3 B 2
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Part X. Mr. Suifden pxvo :in account of the work in Sinp^o. Then a statement of

1895-99. aeconnt.s was made, and contributions were collected. These consisted

Chap. 103. of shells, and produce, such as suii;ar-cane, corn, bananas, fowls, &:c.

Then, with solemn jn-ayer, the nine missionaries were dismissed to tlieir

work. NetMlUiss to say, tlieri! was no vote of thanks to the cliairman and
deputaticm; wi* have not risen to that yet. and fervently 1 trust we
never may. There was a reality, a solemnity, a powm- about this

missionary meetinj^ which, to my mind, was a more strikiui; cuidence

of the advance in spiritual things than even the existence of st) many
new churches and their crowded congregations."

The work in the provinces was correcting many misappre-
lieas hensions, especially regarding baptism. It had been thought that

baptilm. baptizing consisted " in making an incision in tlie head and rul)bing

in a powerful medicine which killed the old heart, and then there

came in its place a new religious heart that would not lust for

anything,"—an error, indeed, which was a most striking parable

of the truth, and the prevalence of which was a testimony to the

character of the converts in Heathen estimation.

During the eight months that the Bishop spent this time in

Uganda, from October, 1895, to June, 1896, he held twenty-four

Confirma- confirmations, laying his hands on 2052 candidates, at various

or°dinat'ions ccutrcs froui Mcugo to Toro, 200 miles to the west, and on the

islands in the Lake. On Trinity Sunday, May 31st, 1896, = he

ordained five more Baganda deacons, viz., Samwili Mukasa,
Bartolomayo Musoke, Nataneli Mudeka, Henry Mukasa, and Nua
Kikwabanga. " I have the utmost confidence," he wrote, " in all

these men." There were 466 communicants in the "cathedral"

that day. "Was it any wonder," wrote the Bishop, "that one

almost broke down from time to time, or that one's heart was
filled to overflowing with thankfulness and praise to God?" At

the same time, three of the previously-ordained deacons, Henry
Wright Duta, Yairo Mutakyala, and Yonasani Kaidzi, received

priests' orders. Two of the others remained deacons because,

iDeing governors of provinces, their secular duties were heavy.
D?athof ''f^Q sixth, Nikodemo Sebwato, was dead. He was an old man,

and deeply respected.f "When shall we see his like again?"

wrote Baskerville. His funeral sermon was preached by the Eev.

Yonasani Kaidzi, who said, " God had lent to the Uganda Church
an axe. The axe had done its work, and now God had asked for

it back." Here must be mentioned another death, in 1897, that of

and of Sira a chief named Sira Mulondo, of whose life and end Mr. Blackledge

sent this most striking account :

—

" This man was a splendid Christian, out-and-out for the Lord, loved

by all who loved the Gospel, and respected and admired by the enemies

of the Gospel. His earnestness and zeal for the Lord's work were
remarkable. Svmdays would find him in the pulpit of his church,

* The day on which Bishop Westcott, at his ordination in Durham Cathe-

dral, asked for special prayer for the ordination going on at the same time in

Uganda. (P. 685.)

t See Captain Macdonald's testimony regarding him, p. 446.
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proachiug repentance towards God and faith towards our Lord Jesus Part X.

Christ ; and week-days would find him teaching his people, morning and 1895-99.

afternoon, the truths of religion. But he showed his love for the Lord Ch ap. 103.

in a still more practical way : he was a rich man, and gave liberally of

his riches, one time a splendid tusk of ivory, and another time two

gigantic bulls. And the last time he passed through Nakanyonyi, on his

way to his chieftainship, I mentioned to him that we were in need of

funds to send out teachers ; he replied at once that he had no ivory, but

that he would go and hunt for some. And he went, and, while shooting

at an elephant, his gvm bvu-st, shattering his arm, and in a few days he had

entered into rest."

But all were not like this. Not only, as has been remarked

again and again before, was so rapid a spread of Christianity

inevitably accompanied by much profession that was half-hearted

or even merely nominal, but sometimes open sin and apostasy had Back-
^^^

to be mourned over, even in the case of prominent men. One ^' '"^^"
sin.

chief, Yona Waswa, the Mukwenda of Singo, was suspended from

church privileges in 1895 for drunkenness and adultery ; but he

had never been satisfactory, and subsequently he became a leader

in the revolt.

Two of the most interesting extensions of the work were on the

Sesse Islands in the Lake, and in the distant country of Toro. pesse^^

The inhabitants of the numerous islands in the north-west part of

the Nyanza are a distinct tribe, the Basesse, but speaking the

same language, Luganda. They are the canoe-men and fishermen

of Uganda. In 1894, thirteen volunteers went off from Mengo as

evangelists to these islands, and to the Bavuma Islands further

east, under the direction of the Church Council. Three months

afterwards, Pilkington and Millar spent some weeks in visiting

them, going from island to island, nineteen of them. On fourteen
J^i^^^<J^gg

of these they found churches put up ; on four of them more than

one church ; and the " readers " already numbering 5000. They
baptized 76 persons, and enrolled 190 more as catechumens. =•'

Mr. Gordon undertook the superintendence of this work, and went

to live on the island of Bukasa ; and subsequently Mr. Martin Hall

took his place. Within two years there were fifty-three congrega-

tions on thirty-six islands. i3ut these were not composed mainly

of baptized Christians: they were only "adherents"; and great

caution was exercised in baptizing, only 600 having been admitted

to the Visible Church by the end of 1897.

The kingdom of Toro is quite independent of Uganda, and with
^'^^^J^

a different language. It is some 200 miles to the west of Mengo,

on the slopes and at the foot of Stanley's mighty mountain

Ruwenzori. The king's brother had been at Mengo, and having

there been converted and baptized, asked for Baganda teachers to

be sent to him. In 1894, two men, "full of love and zeal,"

Marko and Petero, were sent by the Church Council. They were

greatly opposed, however, by the Nubians stationed there by

* See Mr. Millar's journal, CM. Intelligevcer, February, 1895.
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Part X. Captain Lu^ard, who dispersed the bands of "readers" and l)uiiit

1895-99.
t,i|(3 books. The kint', Kasa£:jama, who was himself a reader, was

'
^'

' summoned by the British authorities to Mengoto answer a poHtical

charge made against him ; but the charge proving false, he was
honourably acquitted, and sent back,—but went back a baptized
Christian, having manifested unmistakable signs of true conversion.

Baptism His baptism took place at Mengo on March 15th, 1896, in the

Kasagama. prcscncc of the British Conmiissioner. He was named Daudi
(David), and, on his return home, he named his capital Beteleyemu
(Jiethlehem). Soon afterwards Bishop Tucker took the long and
arduous march to Toro,''' and himself baptized fifteen persons, the
first-fruits of the work of Marko and Petero. Among them were

King, the queen, who took the name of Damali (Damaris), and the
queen, and -kt i ii i . i , ^

queen- JNaniasolc or queen-mother, wiio at her own request was named
mother. Yikitolya (Victoria). Mr. Lloyd was apiwinled to this new and

inviting field of labour, and he wrote warmly of the king and the
queen-mother. King Daudi stood quite alone, none of the chiefs

desiring the Gospel, and some being given to drunkenness ; but
" his constant remark," wrote Mr. Lloyd, " concerning any difli-

cult question with reference to the government of his country is,

' What ought I to do as a Christian? ' "f " Yikitolya," he added,
" is really wonderful. Constant as a reader nt church, she is still

constant as a preacher of the Lord Jesus in daily intercourse with
the people."

Toro witnessed the only death of a missionary from sickness

which has yet occurred in or near Uganda (that is on the north
Death of sidc of thc Nyauza). The Rev. J. S. Callis, who was sent to
J. s.caiiis. Lloyd's assistance in March, 1897, died on April 24th. Mr.

l^uckley subsequently went there ; and a remarkable journey was
made l)y thc J^ishop and Dr. Cook in the sununer of 18!>8, which

Extension revcalcd to them thc existence of Christian congregations still
wes war s

fm.y,^^. ^yest, on the banks of the Albert Edward Nyanza, and on
the verge of Stanley's great forest and the Congo Free State.]

There were some 2000 readers ; 200 converts had already been
baptized ; and 45 of them were occupying 22 stations as teachers

;

and the whole work was self-supporting. Mr. Lloyd's journey

* See tlio Bishop's letter, CM. Intdligencer, January, 1897.

t King Daudi, in February, 1897, wrote a touching letter to "the Elders
of the Church in Europe," dictated by him to Mr. Lloyd. The translation
was published in the CM. IntelligenC'r of June, 1897 ; and a poetical version
of it, by Canon Rawnsley, appeared in the An'jiican of October in that year,
and was reprinted in the Gleani-r of December.

X See the Bishop's narrative, CM. InteHigncer, Jiuwniry and February,
1899. One of the Baganda teachers named A})olo, at the furthest ])<iiiit, the
frontier Britisli station of Mboga, has suffered much for Christ's sake. The
()])])osiiig Heathen jiriests Ijrought false cliarges against him. He has been
in tlic cliain gang, and in ])rison ; he lias been beaten, and all his goods taken
from him. In prison he taught liis fellow-jirisoners to read. The Britisli

officer was absent, but on his return he discharged Apolo without even the
formality of a trial. Bishop Tucker speaks in high terms of this evangelist's
courat^e and zeal.
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thron<:fh the forest, among the Pigmies, and down the Congo, Part X.
is still more recent. Krapf's dream of a chain of Missions across 1895-99.

Africa is very near realization. Chap. 103.

One other outlying Mission must he just noticed, the single Lloyd's
station on the south side of the Nyanza, in German territory. ^''^^^

This is Nassa, on Speke Gulf, where the work was begun in 1888 Nalsa^"
by Douglas Hooper, who was followed by Deekes. From 1891-2, Mission.

Hubbard and Nickisson were the missionaries at Nassa, and did
excellent work, assisted by teachers from Uganda, who went there
as foreign missionaries with a new language to pick up ; but the
Wasukuma are not like the Baganda, but more like the people at
Mamboia and Mpwapwa, slow, and of the earth earthy. Nickisson
died in 1896 ; and Hubbard, after furlough in England, was acci-

dentally shot on the journey back, and died at Mengo after linger-
ing three months. Both were faithful missionaries, and the loss
of them is great. One of the party of 1895, F. H. Wright, was
appointed by the Bishop to Nassa, and ordained by him with a
view to it ; and subsequently two laymen joined him, Whitehouse
and Force-Jones. Some solid progress has been made with the
people, though the baptized as yet only number forty.

In 1895-6, eighteen months after the great sudden expansion
of the Mission, Mr. Eoscoe went all over Uganda, examining the
whole work, and collecting careful statistics. This was the result, Roscoe's

in March, 1896 :— "ge!"*'"'

Statistics of the Work in U(janda {March, 1896).

Province or
District.
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Part X.
1895-99.

Chap. 103.

Baptisms.

Books sold.

Bishop
Tucker
opposes
anglicizing

Proposed
constitu-
tion.

Recent
revolts in
Uganda.

Mwanga's
revolt.

to read. The word did not imply thcat he was even an inquii-or,

much less a catechumen or baptized. With this guarding, the
figures were truly wonderful. In 1894, there were 1037 adult
baptisms ; in 1895, there were 2921 ; in 1896, there were 3730 ;

in 1897, when the recent disturbances began, 2757. At the end
of 1897, the number of baptized hving persons was 12,089, of
whom 3343 were communicants. At the end of 1897, Bishop
Tucker, in view of his retirement from the P^ast Africa division of
his diocese, issued a Charge,''^ which contained further figures of

deep interest; among them the total of "books" sold in four
years, 142,896, just half of which were portions of Scripture.
No less a sum than £2116 12s. 5^/. was actually paid by the
people for these " books."

f

The Charge was remarkable also for the statesmanlike policy
set forth in it, especially in regard to the importance of avoiding
the anglicizing process which has so much hindered Native
Churches elsewhere ; of adopting native ideas in the building of

churches and the like ; of giving the Native Christians as free a
hand as possible ; of excluding to the utmost English charity
money from the work of the Church. This last point the Bishop
has urged again and again. The Christians of England have
given Uganda its missionaries and its Bible ; but the Native
clergy and teachers are maintained, and the churches are built,

by the Baganda themselves. Nothing could tend more to the
decadence of the Church in Uganda than for kind English friends
to send out money for these purposes. Bishop Tucker is also
earnestly desirous of speedily organizing a complete Church, with
its constitution and canons and synods ; and a draft constitution
has already been made under careful consideration. But ardour
and caution have to be mingled in matters of this kind ; and the
relation of foreign missionaries, men and women, to a constituted
Native Chm'ch involves problems of extreme difficulty. They are
not, however, insoluble ; and with continual dependence upon the
guidance of God it is confidently hoped that the true solution
may soon be found.

It is not necessary in this History to relate in detail the painful
story of the recent revolt in Uganda. The barest summary of
events is sufi&cient. In May, 1897, a revolutionary plot was dis-

covered, the leaders of which were two principal Eoman Catholic
chiefs and the Mukw^enda of Singo, the excommunicated chief
before-mentioned. The king, Mwanga, who had at times appeared
on the point of becoming a Christian, but had never been able to

give up his vicious habits, was suspected of connivance with this
plot ; and although on June 22nd he was present at a grand
celebration of the Queen's Diamond Jubilee at Kampala (the

Government station on one of the hills at the capital), he secretly

* Printed in the Q.M. Intelligencer, February, 1898.

t One of the most remarkable publicationti is the Oxford Helps, with
tables, and maps, and illustrations, in the language of Uganda.
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fled on July 6th, and raised the standard of revolt in Budu, the Part X.

Eoman Catholic province in the south-west, where the most impor- 1895-99.

tant Eomanist chiefs joined him. Major Ternan, the Acting-Com- Chap. 3.

missioner, had at his disposal a force of Mohammedan Soudanese
or Nubians, the nucleus of which had been formerly under Emin
Pasha, and had been engaged for service in Uganda by Captain

Lugard. He easily defeated the undisciplined insurgents, pro-

claimed Mwanga an outlaw, and put upon the throne his infant

son Chwa, born just a year before, and baptized by the name of

David along with his mother, who had been under the instruction

of the lady missionaries.

But a much more serious event ensued in September. This

was the mutiny of a body of the Soudanese troops themselves. Mutiny of

Into the causes of this trouble it is needless to enter ; nor into troops,

the story of the extreme danger in which the British rule, and the

lives of all the Europeans, were for a short time. Uganda was
saved by the bravery of the Protestant Baganda, who, though
with no military training, fought well under the skilled leadership

of the English officers. No unimportant part was taken by the

missionaries themselves. Some were requested to accompany the The mis-

loyal forces, partly as interpreters, but also because the Baganda and the

Christians who were thus fighting for their hearths and homes ^^'•

against Mohammedan foreigners knew the men who had taught

them of Christ better than they knew the officers, and trusted

them more implicitly. Major Macdonald wrote to Archdeacon
Walker that Pilkington, Fletcher, and Lloyd had " lent invaluable

assistance in acting as interpreters between the Government
officers and the Baganda, in carrying orders, and in preventing

misunderstandings which might so easily occur." Several of the

best Baganda teachers and leaders were killed in the struggle,

whose loss was deeply deplored. Pilkington wrote on November
26th: "It was some comfort to share a little of the danger the

other day. I sometimes half wish that some of us Europeans
had been killed, or at any rate wounded, if it weren't for friends

at home." But presently the whole Church, one may say, in

Uganda, in England, and round the world, was stricken with grief

at the news that Pilkington himself had fallen only a fortnight Pilkington

later, on December 11th. Of him another chapter will speak ; ' ^ '

but the testimony borne regarding him by Captain C. H. Villiers, ^?p.^^'"

of the Eoyal Horse Guards, who was one of Sir Gerald Portal's piikington.

staif in 1893, must be given here. He wrote as follows to the

Times in January, 1898 :

—

" On the ai'i'ival of Sir Gerald Portal in Uganda we were all surprised

to find that the Waganda chiefs could read and write, and on our crossing

the Nile these chiefs sent Sir Gerald Portal written congratulations on
his safe arrival. But on coming to Mengo, the capital, whicli is also tlie

headquarters of the C.M.S., we soon saw the reason of the wonderful
civilization to which these people had attained. Mr. Pilkington was the
leading spirit of the C.M.S. missionaries. He was living in a neat
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Part X. huiiiiiilow 1)uilt liy t\w Nativi's uiuli'i- his direction. Hero u lurco inunlu'r

18')5-{H». of Natives of all ai^^^s had been taught to read and write. They looked

Chai).lU8. up to Mr. Pilkington as their friend, and would go anywhere and do

anything for him. He accompanied the Waganda, at their .si)ecial

request, as their chaplain, (m the Unyoro expe(liti(»n, living in their

camp with them througliout the entire campaign, and was the cause of

their abandoning all their former ideas of warfare and behaving as well

as civilized troops. He was doubtless acting in the same capacity to the

Protestant Waganda who have now joined Major Macdonald. It is

owing to the attachment of the Protestant Waganda t(5 men like

Mr. Pilkington that we have been able to hold Uganda so easily up
to the present time. In Mr. Pilkington's death the cause of civiliza-

tion in Africa has received a severe blow and England has lost a devoted

servant."

It Nvas in Busoga, the same country in \vhich Ilannington was
niiirdered, that Pilkington was killed. Hannington's remains liad

been discovered by Bishop Tucker on one of his journeys, and had
Graves of been taken to Mengo and buried there; and in March, lbU8,

"n"a"nd^" Pilkiugtou's body was removed from its temporary grave, and
Pilkington. bmied with military honours alongside that of the first bishop,

—

liis closest conn-ade, Baskerville, and his chief helper in J^ible

translation, Henry Wright Duta, conducting the service.

Bishop Tucker was unable to go up from the coast to Uganda
when the danger was urgent, as he desired, because the avaihible

porters were all impressed by the Government to accompany the

reinforcements sent up. But he arrived in May, 1898, and wrote
Bishop home his view of the whole position, and of the prospects of the

the'^out-°" ]\lission.='= He recognized the completely altered environment
^°°^- caused by the more rapid communication with the coast, l)y the

advent of more Europeans, l)y the new market for labour in the

country resulting from Government requirements ; and he did

not fail to perceive the real danger to the spiritual life of the

Church resulting from these and other changes. But he declined

to take a desponding view of the outlook, and adduced many
encoiu-aging signs of the work of God among the people ; while

he dwelt on the need of " increased vigilance, more earnest labour,

and more fervent prayer." In supplying the third of these three

needs we can all join.

V.

Egypt. In former chapters, the Egypt Mission has been rcvdewed along

with those in Palestine and Persia, as a group of Missions in the

Lands of Islam. But now, as between Africa and Asia, Egypt
must necessarily be included in the former; and an additional

reason will appear presently for ti-eating it immediately after

Uganda.
The Society's Mission at Cairo is a small and imperfect one, as

* See CM. Intellvjencer, October, 1S98. The reccut news of tlio defeat

aud capture of Mwanga, and also of Kabarega, king of Unyoro, gives good
hope of permanent peace.
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before described. The little band of missionaries cannot but be Part X.
sympathized with, in that great half-European city, with its streams 1895-99.

of tourists, and with a bigoted Mussulman population in the older
Ctiap.l03.

quarters. The Medical Mission under Dr. Harpur and Dr. A. C. c.M.s.at
Hall—the latter a recent recruit, brother of Mr. Martin Hall of

^^''°-*

Uganda—is doing excellent work at Old Cairo. New hospital
buildings were erected in 1896-7 ; and four lady missionaries
assist the doctors as nurses and evangelists. Dr. Hall, in 1897,
married Miss Eva Jackson, who had laboured there several years,
conducting a girls' school near the hospital. In Cairo itself there
are five other ladies, including Mrs. and Miss Bywater, who were
the first women missionaries to go out, in 1890. Another is a
daughter of Dr. Waller, late Principal of St. John's Hall,
Highbury; and yet another, a sister of the Secretary of the
Mission, the Eev. E. E. Adeney. The services, schools, &c.,
are conducted by an Oxford man transferred from Palestine,
the Eev. J. G. B. Hollins. Two more ladies have lately been
added to the staff, one of them a daughter of the Society's old
friend, Mr. John Shields of Durham ; and also a Cambridge man,
well known for his vigorous work in connexion with the Student
Volunteer Missionary Union, the Eev. Douglas M. Thornton.
He and an Oxford friend who hopes soon to follow have it much Proposed

upon their hearts to work among the thousands of Mohammedan Tmong
students who flock to the great university of El Azhar.=^= No Moslem

harder task presents itself to any missionary. The real senti-
^ " ^"^^"

ments of a Cairo Mussulman of education are illustrated by the Real views

case of Mr. Adeney's munshi :

—

Moslem
"The Moslem sheikh who teaches me Arabic has been enlarging

^'^^'**'-

to-day on the superiority of Islam. He rejoices over the massacres
of Christians in the Turkish Empire. So narrow-minded is he that be
(lecliu-es that it is impossihle to translate the Koran, and that all nations
are ])ound to learn Arabic in order to participate in the revelation of
God. And so ignorant is he of the power of Christian love tliat he
believes that were my wife to declare herself a Moslem I should drive
ht;r from me. He would kill all idolaters who refused to become
Moslems, and thorouglily recognizes the obligation to fiffht aaainst
unbelievers.

"AVould that people at home understood how loveless the creed of
Islam is. Of real, unselfish love a Moslem has no notion, and the great
and crowning Christian truth that God is love is to him an enigma.
Povver is his only idea of greatness, and consequently the weak suffer
terribly in a Moslem country."

But among the humbler classes, and in the villages, the ladies Work of

especially find a surprising readiness to hear the Gospel. Miss
Jackson (now Mrs. Hall) told in 1896 of a large number of people,
some of them Bedawin, listening with eagerness to the story of the
Prodigal Son as they sat under the palm-trees close to the fallen
statue of Eameses the Great near the site of Memphis—a spot

* Concerniug El Azliar, see an article by the Rev. F. F. Adeney, G.M.
Intclliijencer, April, 1897.

women
mission-
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Part X. familiar to tourists ; and at Christinas of the same year, tlie

1895-99. same lady, taking her school-teachers for a treat to the Pyramids,
Chap. 3.

j^g^^ ^^ extremely interesting experience, thus described by one

A mis- of the nurses :

—

sionary
talk at the " After We had explored these wonderful buildings, we sat down and
Pyramids, partook of some native refreshment, in truly native fashicm, everylxxly's

fingers dipping into the same dish. We were very hungry and enjoycul

it. Then Miss Jackson took her Bible, and we all sat in a group.
Presently the boys with their camels were attracted and drew near

;

very soon they were intently listening to the reading ; then some men
came np and they sat down, and two of them V)egan to repeat the usual
formula, 'There is but one (rod, and Mohammed is His prophet.'

" Miss Jackson turned to them and said, ' If yon do not wish to listen,

will yoii please go awaj-, as there are others wlio wish to hear.' Gradually
they became perfectly qniet, and by this time there was a congregation
of about forty men, and for two whole hours they listened earnestly, now
and again breaking tlie silence by asking a question.

" When Miss Jackson closed tlie book, she turned to the two men who
at first were so noisy and said, ' How is it you are still sitting hero so

quietly when at first you were so noisy ?
'

"They replied, 'We did not think it was going to bo like this. We
thought 3'ou were going to speak against our prophet, Mohammed. You
are from England. You bring us beautiful words ; such words we have
never heard before. We must take cai'o of you.'

" As we rose to go down to our starting-point, they escorted us, and
begged us to come and live among them ;

' for then,' they said, ' you
w<nild change the whole village with such words as those.'

'* Yes, it was the sayings of Jesus only which fell upon their tiars

as they sat under the shadow of the great Pyramids in tlie midst of the
scorching desert sand. How one's heart yearned over those .soids, and
our one cry was that tlie Hun of Righteousness might rise; (juickly witli

healing in His wings, and heal the now dark land of Egypt."

But the Church Missionary Society has long regarded Cairo,

not merely as a mission station of itself, but as a base for future

advance up the Nile into the Egyptian Soudan. The American
Presbyterians are strongly posted on the river as far as Assouan

;

Khartoum but the C.M.S. has Khartoum in view, and the day is looked
in view. forward to when a Khartoum Mission will send its pioneers

southwards to join hands with pioneers coming northward from
Uganda. In former chapters we have seen something of the

Gordon coniiexion of Gordon with the C.M.S.* We have seen how after

c"m^s? his death funds were spontaneously given to the Society to found
a Gordon Memorial Mission.! We have seen how General Haig
reconnoitred the position from Suakin, and how Dr. Harpur for a

short time did medical work there. | But for fourteen years

Khartoum was quite inaccessible. At last, in 1898, Sir Herbert
Kitchener's steady advance up the Nile brought the possible

recovery of Gordon's capital within the range of vision ; and in

June the C.M.S. Committee adopted and published a Minute
expressive of their intention to go forward so soon as the door

* See pp. 103, 519. t P- 318. % P. 521.
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might be opened. Then came the decisive battle of Omdurman ; Part X,

and instantly preparations were made to send up a small pre- 1895-99.

liminary party. It was thought that Dr. Harpur, being familiar ^ P" •

with Arabic, should be its leader ; that Dr. Sterling of Gaza, Battle of

being both a clergyman and a doctor, should go also, thus Omdur-

emphasizing the medical character of the first attempt ; and that

Mr. Douglas Thornton should be a third.

But Khartoum and the route thither being in military occupation,

it was necessary to obtain the permission of Lord Kitchener ; and
in December, when he was in England, the President and three

other C.M.S. leaders waited on him. They found, however, that

he was not prepared at present to allow any missionary work Lord

w^hatever, not even a Medical Mission, among the Mohammedan er's^
^"

population ;
* though he was willing to sanction a party passing temporary

through the country for work among the Pagan tribes, such as

the Shillooks, south of Fashoda. Meanwhile he had invited

contributions for the establishment of a secular college at

Khartoum, and within less than a month £100,000 had been given
for that object. Upon Lord Kitchener's decision being reported
to the Committee, they passed the following resolutions :

—

" That this Committee, having long intended to send a Mission to the Resolu-

Eastern Soudan, and especially to Khartoum, in memory of the hxte c°m^s^
General Gordon, regret to find tliat, through circumstances beyond their
control, it is not possible for them to open at pi'esent a Medical M ission

at Khartoum. As, however, they have received permission and encou-
ragement to go to Fashoda and the district sotith thereof, they believe
that God has opened to them a door to preach the Gospel among the
Pagan tribes of the Soudan, in whom General Gordon felt special

interest, and they direct that steps be taken towards the occupation of
that district. To this end ofiers of service and further funds are
earnestly invited.

" They believe, however, that the religious feeling of this country
justly demands that an eft'ort to perpetuate Gordon's memory shall

include the direct proclamation of the Gospel of Jesus Christ to all

the races inhabiting the Upper Basin of the Nile, which has recently
been brought vuider the control of England. They will therefore
continue to strengthen tlieir base in Egypt, with the intention of

extending their Mission to Khartoum and the surrounding districts as
soon as it may be possible, in the providence of God, to go there also."

The question led to a good deal of public discussion from all

sides ; and it is interesting to know that the House of Laymen for House of

the Province of Canterbury, on the motion of Sir J. Kennaway, Khartoum"
passed the following resolution on February 10th, 1899 :

—

" That this House, while welcoming the noble eflbrt now making to
elevate and instruct the people of the Soudan and Upper Egypt throvigh
the means of the Gordon College at Khartoum, is nevertheless of

opinion that no effort to perpetuate the memory of General Gordon can

* Tlie recent decision of the Government to open Khartoum to traders
and others in September, 1899, of course implies the termination of this

prohibition.
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Part X. be considered ;idc((uate wliidi does not include the direct proclamation
1895-99. of the Gospel of Jesus Christ to all the races inhal)itin<; the Upper
Chap. 103. Basin (»f the Nile, which has recently been brought under the conti()l of

England. They would express their earnest hope that at the earliest
moment consistent with i)ui>lic safety the Government of the Soudan
will remove the restrictions at present existing upon the entrance of
missionaries to Khartoum."

In the course of the debate, the duty of the Church of Christ to

preach the Gospel to every creature, inchiding Mohammedans,
Lord Cran- was insisted on by Lord Cranhorne, eldest son of the rremier,
borneand

^^.j^j.^ ^j^^ eloqueucc of genuine conviction. And Sir Ricliard
Temple. Temple, one of the last representatives of the grand Punjab school

of Christian oHicers and statesmen to whose deeds this History lias

again and again referred, expressed his surprise that any Jhitish
ruler should put any obstacle in the way of a Cln-istian Mission.
" I cannot understand it," he said. The policy of Lawrence and
Edwardes and Montgomery, who so soon as cities like Peshawar
and Lucknow were occupied, Mohammedan cities then as danger-
ous as Khartoum now, encouraged missionaries to come in and

A nobler preacli openly to the Moslem population, was a higher and nobler
I ohcy. policy than that now enunciated. But it needs a man of rare

faith and Christian experience to adopt such a policy and act upon
it fearlessly; and judging from the lower standpoint of the average
Christianity of England, the caution of Lord Kitchener in present
circumstances cannot be pronounced unreasonable. Nevertheless,
Herbert Edwardes's never-to-be-forgotten words remain supremely
true: ''Above all, we may he quite sure that toe are much safer if
we do our duty [to proclaim Christ as the Saviour] than if ice

neglect it ; and that He who has brought ns here, with His own
right arm, will shield and bless us, if, in simple reliance upon Him,
we try to do His icill."



CHAPTEK CIV.

The Four Years Abroad : Asia.

Palestine—Baghdad—Persia—India : the Famine, the Missions, Work
among Students, Women's Settlement, Dr. Barrows's Lectures,

Special Missioners, Baptisms, " T.Y.E.," Retired and New Bishops,

Reinforcements and Appeals—Ceylon—China : Progress and Perse-

cution, Bishops Moule and Burdon—Japan : New Bishops, W^omen's

Work, Progress.

"AH the chihlren of the east . . . like grasshoppers for multitude."—
Judg. vii. 12.

" Lord, are there few that he saved ?"—St. Luke xiii. 23.

" Lo, a great multitude, luhich vo man could -number, of all nations, and

kindreds, and pe -pie, and tongues, stood before the throne, and before the Lamb,

clothed ivitli white robes, and pal7ns in tluir hands."—Rev. vii. 9.

KOSSING the Suez Canal, we step from Africa into Part X.

Asia, and find ourselves first in the Holy Land, then 1895-99.

in Mesopotamia (now called by the Society Turkish Chai^luJ..

Arabia), and then in Persia. The peculiar difficulties

of these Mohammedan Lands have been dwelt upon
in former chapters. The opportunities of the present time for

work among Moslems generally were forcibly stated by the Foreign

Missions Committee of the Lambeth Conference in their Eeport. Lambeth

They pointed out that " the optimistic view of Islam held by on"is1am.

many Christians " had been " effectually destroyed by the history

of the Armenian massacres "; that not a few Moslems themselves

were becoming "dissatisfied with Islam"; that "some recent

political events in Africa" had "tended to lower the military

prestige of Mohammedanism "—and this, be it remembered, was
written before Omdurman.

I.

In Palestine, there has certainly not yet appeared any sign of Palestine,

an early awakening. The difficulties of the Mission have been
just what they were. The Turkish authorities, of course, care

nothing about the internal differences of Christian Churches. All

the Greek and Syrian Christians in the Holy Land might join the

Anglican Church to-morrow without opposition on their part. But
this is not the object of the C.M.S. Mission. That object is the work
evangelization of the whole Mohammedan population, and the ^""g^g
conversion of "as many as the Lord our God shall call"; and
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Women's
work.

Medical
work.

Recruits.

Part X. every sort of obstacle is put by the Turks in the way of missionary
1895-99. work with such a purpose as that. But the people generally are
Chap. 104.

j-j-jQj,,Q willing to hear than formerly. The spread of education in

the villages is enabling the Scriptures to be read and understood

;

and the work of the women missionaries has had a marked effect

in diminishing prejudice. Deeply interesting have been the

accounts received from them. Most of their influence is gained,

and exercised, in quiet visiting; but now and again, in distinctly

Mohammedan places like Gaza, large gatherings of both men and
women have been addressed, with every token of a deep impression

being made.''' It cannot be doubted that Christ is really believed

to be the one Saviour by large numbers of the Moslem women,
and believed in by not a few, although in very rare cases are they

able to come out and confess Him openly. Definite conversions,

followed by baptism, are, however, reported year by year ; but it

is never safe to publish the particulars in England. The Medical

Missions at Gaza and Nablus, worked by Dr. Sterling and Dr.

Wright, have proved, as elsewhere, valuable agencies for bringing

many under the sound of the Gospel ; but the new one started at

Kerak, in the Land of Moab, by Dr. F. Johnson, has been

constantly impeded by Turkish interference.

In the past four years the Society has added to the Palestine

staff two clergymen, the Eevs. C. A. Manley and H. Gibbon
;

two doctors, J. Cropper and P. Johnson ; one layman, Mr. H. G.
Harding, formerly of the North Africa Mission ; and ten women
missionaries ; and the Rev. S. Gould, who is both a clergyman
and a doctor, has been sent by the Canadian CM. Association.

On the other hand, the Eev. A. Liggins, Miss F. Patching, and
Miss H. Attlee, have been removed by death ; and three or four

of the ladies have retired.

II.

Baghdad. At Baghdad, the Society's one station in what is now called

Turkish Arabia, Dr. Henry Martyn Sutton's Medical Mission has

been steadily carried on, and another medical man. Dr. Sturrock,

went out in 1897. The Rev. J. T. Parfit was for a time the

clerical missionary ; and of three ladies sent by the Australian

Associations, one married an American missionary ; one, after

much patient study of Arabic and diligent exei'cise, in the truest

missionary spirit, of such opportunities as she had for reaching

the women and girls, has been invalided and sent back to Sydney
;

and the third. Miss Martin, having formerly laboured in Palestine

under the Female Education Society, and therefore familiar with
Arabic, was at once able to hold Bible-classes and the like. But
here also the Turkish authorities are on the alert ; and in 1898 a

young man was arrested for visiting the Mission, and, on con-

fessing that he was seeking Christian instruction, was thrown
into prison.

* See especially OM. Report, 1896, p. 145.
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III Part X.
1895-99.

In Persia, on the other hand, doors for the Gospel have been Chap. 104.

opening rapidly. There have been perils, as when the late Shah pg
~~

was assassinated in 1896, an event which caused great excitement
for a while. Bishop and Miss Stuart were travelling at the time,

seeking openings at the important cities of Yezd and Kirman

;

and the Prince-Governor at the latter place detained them a

month for safety, probal^ly moved thereto by a telegram from the

British Minister at Teheran, Sir Mortimer Durand ; and then
sent them back to Jul fa with an escort of soldiers. The Shah's
assassin was reported to be a Babi, one of a remarkable sect The Babis.

which, in the past half-century, has spread in Persia with
extraordinary rapidity. The whole story of this strange and in

many respects hopeful religious movement is of extreme interest.

Thousands of Babis were cruelly put to death in the late Shah's
reign, and others fiercely persecuted; "but the more they
afflicted them the more they multiplied and grew." '"'• Mr.
Tisdall, three years ago, estimated that there are 800,000 Babis
in Persia ; and while he defines their faith as a kind of Gnosticism,

he says that its rise is largely due to the circulation of the Bible,

which they hold in high reverence, and whence the best of their

doctrines are derived.f "Almost all through the country the

Babis are most friendly to Christians. They call themselves our
brethren ... an agreeable contrast to the prejudice and hatred

which lead the most bigoted of the Mohammedans to regard all

Christians as unclean and vile, worthy to be classed only with
dogs and swine."

All the more remarkable is it that the Moslems themselves are

becoming so open to Christian influence. The Bible Society's

sales of Scriptures trebled between 1891 and 1896. Even the

mullahs sometimes " publicly praised the Bible and recommended
the people to purchase and read them." Both Yezd and Kirman New
have now been occupied as mission stations, and encouraging stations,

visits have been paid to several other towns and cities. Bishop
Stuart urges the early occupation of Kashan, of the historic city

of Shiraz, and of the commercial port of Bushire. In Julfa itself, juifa.

the Mohammedans attend the Sunday services in such large

numbers that the gallery reserved for them has sometimes been
overcrowded, and they have had to be accommodated also in the

vestry and another adjoining room. Nevertheless, there have
been temporary disturbances from time to time ; Native teachers,

inquirers, and converts have been persecuted in various ways ;

and much caution is always called for. But the printed page can
reach beyond the missionary's voice ; and Mr. Tisdall's Persian

* See an able article by the Rev. E. Sell, in the CM. Intelluiencer of May,
1896 ; and an account of a Week amonp; the Babis, by the Rev. C. H. Stileman,
Ibid., Julv, 1893.

t Ibid.] June, 1896.

VOL. III. . 3 C
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Part X. works, printed at the Henry Martyn Memorial Press at Julfa,
1895-99. a,re mission agents of the first importance.
Chap. 04. ijij^g

g^.^g- j^^ Persia has received vahial)le recruits in the past two
Printing or three years. A second medical man has gone out, Dr. H. White,
Press. .^^^^ ^T^yQ fully-qualified medical ladies. Dr. Emmeline Stuart (a
Recruits.

x\\Q.cQ of the Bisliop) and Dr. Urania Latham ; also the Eev. Napier
Malcolm, an Oxford man and Manchester curate ; also three
other ladies, one of them a second niece of the Bishop's. The
Mission, therefore, so long sustained by Dr. and Mrs. Bruce only,

now has a bishop, five other clerg3anen, and two men doctors,

with five wives ; and nine single ladies (including the Bishop's
daughter), two of them qualified doctors. Miss Bird, whose
simpler medical work previous to this development was so greatly

blessed to the bodies and souls of her patients, has, diu'ing her
recent furlough, deeply interested friends all over England, and
in Canada, by her touching accounts of the people slie has
laboured amongst and her appeals for the Mohammedan world
generally. One great and to human eyes irreparable loss has

Cariess'*^
been sustained by the death at Kirman, from typhoid fever, of

the Eev. Henry Carless, of whom more will be said in another
chapter.

IV.

India. We now come once more to India, which has occupied so large

a space in the pages of this History.
Great India has been visited with a succession of dire calamities,
ca amities,

fj^j-^-^^j^g \^ \^^Q North-West and Central Provinces, plague in the
Bombay Presidency, earthquake in Bengal ; and in addition, war
on the North-West Frontier, riots at Calcutta, disaffection and

Famine, assassination in Bombay. The famine, in particular, interfered

seriously with missionary work. Missionaries were, for the most
part, excluded from the local relief committees, presumably for

fear lest the Government should be identified with " proselytizing "

;

and the result was that the Mansion House Fund, to which were
sent church collections and other contributions from Christian

people—collections and contributions generally much larger than
are given to direct spiritual work,—w^as administered in India
by bodies predominantly non-Christian. Missionaries beset by
starving people, and much more familiar with them than either

the Government officials or the wealthy Natives, were refused aid

from funds contributed in many cases by their own ardent friends

at home. Fortunately they received gifts direct from other
c.M.s. friends ; and the Society itself received £11,000, the whole of

Fund"^ which, together with a balance in hand from former Famine
Funds, \vas by telegraph placed at the disposal of the missionaries,

though barely half was actually used. The rest will be available

for the support of orphans thrown on to the charge of the
Missions.

The effect of both the famine and the plague was to shake the
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belief of the people in their idols, and to predispose them to listen Part X.

to the Christians who cared for them. In the Gond country, 1895-99.

in the Central Provinces, the^ famine was more severe than *^'^*^r'- 1^*-

anywhere else in India, and the little band of missionaries toiled Famine
unweariedly for the relief of the starving people. The accounts

""h''^/'" ^

sent home by Mr. Molony and Mr. E. D. Price were truly heart- country,

rending. The former, with his Native helpers, distributed nearly
£4000 in penny meals ; and the labour involved was accomplished
by Christian hands only—except that one Heathen was employed,
and within three weeks had to be handed over to the police for

selling the grain for his own benefit. At Marpha, Mr. Price's

station, 1200 persons were fed daily, and as many more at ten
neighbouring centres. This is just a specimen of what was done
in many places for Christ's sake.

It was especially sad that these calamities should fall upon
India in the year of the Queen's Diamond Jubilee. Some of the Native dis-

seditious papers issued by disaflected Natives complained loudly
^^^'^t'°"-

of England celebrating her triumphs in such a year. But the
festivities did not prevent England from courageously taking up
and bearing what the most popular of Anglo-Indian writers has
lately called "the White Man's Burden," even though, as the
same poem suggests, she gets no gratitude for doing so. To give

but one illustration : within twenty years, to 1897, the Govern- Benefits of

ment of India has constructed 14,000 miles of canals and 11,000 rule.

miles of railways, the larger part undertaken definitely in the
cause of famine-prevention. Intelligent Indians will come more
and more to understand what they really owe to English rule.

And some of them already can even recognize the share that
missionaries have had in the real elevation of India. An Indian
gentleman in England, calling himself " Zemindar, Dera Ismail
Khan," and dating from " Imperial Institute, S.W.," wrote in

LS9G to the Times of India, one of the leading English papers in

the Dependency, as follows :

—

" Whatever dift'evences in some theological doctrines and dogmas
might exist between Christianity and the Arya Samaj, the enliglitened
Hinduism, it would be the meanest ingratitude if I, in common with my
countrymen, did not feel grateful, in the fullest possible way, to the
Christian Missionary Societies for the good they have done to India.
These Christian missionaries have been the pioneers in India of every
reform, wliether it he religious, social, or moi'al. AVithout the aid of the
Christian Missionary Societies, the Indian Government would never
have been able to do even a tenth part of what has been done for India.
It was i^ious Christian missionai-ies like Drs. Duft", Wilson, and Forman,
whom the Indians up to this time revere most respectfully, who first

established colleges for the education of the Indians. It was the pious
Christian missionaries who first opened female schools, medical hospitals,
shelter for the Hindu widows, who are so much maltreated by Hindu
society. Though myself a staunch Arya Samajist by religion, yet 1 say,
with double force, that no agency has benefited India so much as the
Christian Missionary Societies. They have been successful where the
Indian Government has failed."

3 c 2
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Part X. And notwithstanding all the coldness with which too many
1895-99. Anglo-Indian officials regard Missions, the highest and best among
Chap. 104. \^Q^y^ agree with " Zemindar." For instance, Sir Charles Elliott,

Testimony late Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, said at the C.M.S. Annual
of Sir c. Meeting in 1896 :

—
Elliott to *=>

Missions, "J have obtained a l;ir£;e and wide experience of missionary work in

India, and I have not lif^ditly formed my opinion. \ assert tliat tluar

usefulness is second to none amontij the beneficial iuflueuces wliich have
followed the iutroduction of British rule into India, and which luider

(Jod's Providence are ])enetrating and breakiui;' up tlu^ darkness an<l

8iii)erstition that are still in the country."

and of \,,,| t^ii^- \v. INIackworth Young, who became Lieutenant-

Young. Governor of the Punjab in 1897, had spoken a year and a half

before at Simla thus :

—

"Not to care about Missions is extremely short-sinlited. Are we
students of the problems which concern the future of the peo])le of this

land ? If so, ai'e we not extremely unwise, indeed al)solut(!ly foolish,

to ignore the greatest force which is at work amon^ them ? Is there;

any one in this room who does not believe that religion is a force to

which no other can compare, in regard to the elevation and ennobling

of the character, the transformation of degrading habits, the promotion
of prosperity and peace '^ Will agnosticism biing about these results ?

Have any of tlie creeds and systems which preceded the preaching of

Christianity in India been efl'ectual to bring them about? Will any of

the modifications of these creeds and systems of which we now hear

do it ? Can you c<mceive the possibility of anything short of the Gospel

of Christ doing it ? Do you not believe that Christianity will do it ?
"

The progress of Protestant Missions in India can only lie

gauged by figures when the Decennial Statistics are made up,

and the latest of these, published in 1892, have been already given.

But a striking view of the Missions of one Society—the Society

C.M.S. whose history we are especially reviewing—is obtained by

i^'f83'7and Comparing its figures for the year of the Queen's accession and for

1897. the year of the Diamond Jubilee :

—

Stations. In 1837, i-I. In 1897, 187.

Mii^sionaries (not including wives). In 1837, 37. In 1897, 232.

Native Gler<iy. In 1837, 2. In 1897, 125 (besides 130 who had died).

Native Teachers. In 1837, 178. In 1897, 2779.

Christian Adherents. In 1837, no return, but 9800 said to be " atten-

dants on Christian worship." In 1897, 122,735 (besides tens of thousands

dead).

Gonununicants. In 1837, 291 (almost all in Tinnevelly). In 1897,

32,009 (besides thousands dead).

Adult Baptisms in the Year. In 1837, no return. In 1897, 2013.

Schools. In 1837, 176. In 1897, 1302.

Scholars. In 1837, 8471. In 1897, 52,000.

Native Contributioyis. In 1837, nil. In 1897, Rs. 83,134.

It is usually affirmed that the Native Christians in India are of

the lower classes. The large majority of them are so, certainly

;

but that is simply because the lower classes are an enormous
majority of the whole people. But in education the Christians
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are rapidly coming to the front, proportionately to their numbers. Part X.

The Protestant Christians are as yet only about one in four 1895-99.

hundred of the entire population
;
yet in 1897 it was shown that, °'P'

of the Indians who possessed a B.A. degree, one in every twelve Educated

was a Christian; of the M.A.'s, one in every ten ; of those with J?^^'\^

medical distnictions, one ni every eight ; of the Licentiates m
teaching, one in every four ; of those called to the Bar, one in

twenty-two. Such figures are significant indeed, and encouraging

beyond anticipation. Take a still more striking illustration : in

1895, of seventeen young ladies who passed the final examination Indian

of the Agra Medical School, thirteen were Indian Christians. J^dfe"'
And this in North India, where the Christians are so few in

comparison with the South !

The overwhelming importance of evangelistic work among Work

Indian students has been recognized by the Y.M.C.A., and by the students.

American and English leaders of the Student Volunteer Movement.
Large buildings for the Y.M.C.A. have been erected at Calcutta y.m.c.a.

and Madras, and admirable work has been done by Mr. Campbell |"v.m.u.
White, Mr. McConaughy, Mr. Sherwood Eddy, and others. Mr.
E. P. Wilder, one of the founders of the S.V.M.U. in the United
States, has held special meetings for students in many cities ; and
the Y.M.C.A. of London, in 1896, sent out to Bombay a young
Oxford man, Mr. Frank Anderson, definitely for student work.
Mr. Mott's tour round the world in the same cause has been
mentioned before. One result in India was the establishment of

the Inter-collegiate Y.M.C.A. of India and Ceylon and the

Student Volunteer Movement of India and Ceylon. Professor

Samuel Satthianadhan, of Madras, who is at the head of the

movement, is a son of the Rev. W. T. Satthianadhan, the excellent

Tamil clergyman frequently referred to in this History, and
grandson (on his mother's side) of the Rev. John Devasagayam,
the first Native clergyman in South India. The Rev. E. A.

Douglas, one of the C.M.S. missionaries in Tinnevelly, thus

described Mr. Mott's Student Conference at Madras in February, Mr. Mott
1 cnn at Madras.
189d :

—

'* In February I went up to Madras witli some fourteen student
delegates from Tinnt^velly to attend a Student Conference, the fourth of

a series in India, and conducted by Messrs. Mott and Wilder. It was a
trumpet-call to students to systematic Bible-study and a waiting upon
God for a fuller endt)wment of the Holy Spirit, and to take their part in

the evangelization of India. Dr. Miller presided at the opening meeting.
Mr. Mott's address on Bible-study iov personal growth; Mr. Wilder's
practical talk on the filling of the Holy Spirit ; Mr. Campbell White's
stirring appeal for volunteers at this crisis of India's histiny ; the
open discussion on the attitude of Indian students to Christ ; the
burning words of Mr. Mott on personal jmrity— all make the Madras
Conference noteworthy. Its results are with (Jod, but I may mention
that 170 students joined the ' Mt)rning Watcli,' and forty-one pledged
themselves to devote their lives to evangelizing India. Fortj' colleges

were i"epresi'nted, and more than 100 delegates attended from colleges

outside of Madras. The impulse of this Conference has been felt down
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Part X. hon; in tho foundiiii;, in tlu; Tinnevully Hostol, of a branch of tho
]':'9' 39. Y.M.C.A., which has made a very vij^orons beginnini;;."

OliaiK^
. gomg of tiie lady students at Oxford and Canibiidge, members
of the S.V.M.U., were stirred in 1893-4 with the desire to work
toi2;ether in India for tlie benefit of such of the upper-class Indian

women as they might l)e able to reach ; and they thought of

Mission- founding a Missionary Settlement of University Women in one of

mentof ^ the Presidency cities. Miss Gollock during her tour in India in

University J.^y^-S madc inquiries in their behalf; and on her return a Council

was formed, funds were collected, and five ladies went out in the

course of 1896, one of them from Newnham, one from Girton and
Somerville, another from Somerville, and one from Alexandra

"^^^^ „ College, Dublin. Bombay was fixed upon as the right place for

atBonfbay. the Settlement, principally with a view to the Parsee ladies, who are

better educated than most Indian women, and who have never

yet been reached. We have mot before in this History the Parsee

clergymen, Ptuttonji and Sorabji, and the latter's wife and
daugiiters ; and it was significant that just at the very time when
the Enghsh ladies arrived at Bombay, the Jubilee was celebrated

(December 11th, 1896) of the ordination of the Eev. Dhanjibhia

Nowroji, a Presbyterian minister who had been the first Parsee

convert in India, baptized by Dr. John Wilson in 1839.''' The
" Settlers," as the ladies of the University scheme call themselves,

have laid their plans l)oldly, learning different languages in order

to reach different classes of people, and already contem])lating

extension to Calcutta. They have met with endless difiicidties

and not a few disappointments, but they have taken all as part of

God's discipline for them, and He will assiu'edly lionom- and use

their true missionary spirit.

A very different movement, tiiough one which may be very

important, must also bo referred to. After the, great Parliament

of Religions at Chicago in 1893, an American lady, Miss Haskell,

offered a large sum of money for the endowment of a course of six

lectures to be delivered annually in India on the comparative

merits of various religions. The project had a very dulnous

appearance, but it seems likely to be overruled by the providence
Lectures of God to do a really good work. The first lecturer (Mr. Gladstone

Barnjws. ^^^^ Canon Gore having declined) was Dr. J. H. Barrows himself,

the organizer and President of the Chicago " Parliament," and he

landed in India in December, 1896. Certainly no man has ever

had quite the same reception. Hindus, Mohammedans, Parsees,

Brahmos, and Christians combined to welcome him ; and he
delivered nearly one hundred addresses to educated English-

speaking Natives in the great cities. What is still better, he did

Expected uot miss hls great opportunity. Received by non-Christians as a

b°utcame ^^i^^^^^ o^ impartial student of all religions, who would, perhaps
to bless. unintentionally, give them a fresh excuse for rejecting the Gospel,

* A deeply-iiiterestino; account of the baptism of this first Parsee convert

is given in Ur. G. Smith's Lije cf Dr. John Wilson, pp. 228—236.
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he boldly proclaimed Christianity as "the World-Eeligion," the Part X.
Bible as the Universal Guide to Mankind, and Christ as the 1895-99.

Universal Saviour. Eabu P. C. Muzunidar, the leader of the
^^lap. 104.

Brahmo Samaj, while acknowledging the learning and eloquence
of the lectures, complained that they were " strictly evangelical,"
and "unacceptable to the Hindu community." They have been
published by the Christian Literature Society,* and cannot be read
without admiration of their rhetorical power and argumentative
cogency. When Dr. Barrows returned to America, he lectured on Dr.
his impressions of India, and plainly showed that he had learned f^ in°^^
there what was new to many of his hearers :

—

christ/ans.

" Have I not listened to addresses from Native Christians in India,
addresses so able and vigorous that I longed to have such men and
women stand before our churches in America ? ... No believer in the
Gospel can look for tln-ee months on what filled for the most part my
thought and vision without a new sense of the strength, effectiveness,
and assured coming triumph of Christian effort."

Meanw^hile, the C.M.S. has continued to send out from time to c.m.s.

time special Missioners to the Native Christians. In 1896, Mi-. Missions.
Thwaites went a second time, with the Eev. W. S. Standen as his Thwaites'
companion

;
and again the letters from the missionaries regarding Itan^en

their work were full of thankfulness, especially those from the ^"
^"*

Telugu country, which is rarely visited by English travellers, and
which had before only had one Mission, that of Mr. Fox in 1887.
Mr. Standen 's experience in England with the Children's Special
Service Mission made him especially useful for addresses to the
schools; and it may here be added that one of the S.V.M.U.
men, Mr. Herklots, was already in India under the auspices of the
C.S.S.M. for work among children, English, Eurasian, and Indian.
The visit of Mr. Thwaites and Mr. Standen to Lucknow led to
an interesting effort subsequently. In November, 1897, several
missionaries and Native clergymen and evangelists met at Lucknow,
and held what would in Japan be called a " great preaching " for
ten days,t which, however, was directed at the Heathen and
Mohammedan population. Missions to Native Christians under
C.M.S. auspices were undertaken in Travancore, in the cold
seasons of 1896-7 and 1897-8, by the Eev. E. Bacheler Eussell ; Russell

and in the Punjab, in the latter of those periods, by the Eev. S. a! lefwyn.
Selwyn. Both of these brethren, and the missionaries whose
stations they visited, wrote in encouraging terms of the openings
for such work, and the blessing that attends it. Mr. Selwyn had
the particular pleasure of finding two of his old curates labouring
at Lahore, Mr. Edmund Wigram and Mr. Ernest Causton. He
was much helped by the spiritual power of his interpreter, the
Eev. Ihsan Ullah. Perhaps his most interesting experience was

* They were printed at Madras, and can be obtained from the Christian
Literatnre Society, 7, Adam Street, W.C.

t Sec the letters of the Revs. E. A. Hensley and S. Nihal Sino-h,
CM. hit llMjencer, February, 1898.
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Part X. at Tarn Taran, where Mr. Guilford's remarkable influence with

of^'^ioi
*^*^ leading Hindus and Mohammedans of the town In-ought an

^fip^
• invitation from the Municipal Council (English-speaking non-

Seiwyn's Christian Natives) to Mr. Selwyn to hold a special service for

mS'lat^ ^^'^"^ in the Municipal Hall
! Has there ever been so wonderful

Tarn an invitatiou to a Christian preacher?—not a lecturer like Dr.
Barrows, but a missioner known to be directly aiming at the
conversion of souls. Mr. Selwyn wrote :

—

"Of course I assented. The hall was filled. Mr. and Mrs. Guilford,
Miss Parslee, of Jandiala, and myself were the only Christians pi-esent.
Can you imagine our feelings as we sang, we four alone, to that audience
of non-Cliristian men, these three hyms— ' Sing tliem over a^ain to me,
wonderful words of life'; 'One there is above all otliers, ()h ! how He
loves

!

' and closing with the sweet hymn, ' Jesu, Lover of my sold, let
me to Thy bosom fly'? Never before had I sung these words under
more pathetic circumstances. And then came the address. It was
almost too much. The responsibility of pleading the blessed Master's
cause seemed almost more tlian one could bear. But He stood by and
strengthened. Oli, what a solemn time it was ! Here were a number of
Indian gentlemen who had themselves invited us to hold this meeting,
having twice heard the Word preached just before, so tliat tliey must
have known beforehand something of what they would listen to. Was
not this an ' open door ' ? " *

ta"ce of -^P^
i* '-•? repeated once more that these Special Missions to

work Native Christians are in the very first rank of importance among
Nativl ^^^6 branches of missionary work. If the Heathen are really to be
Christians, evangclized, the Christians of their own races must do it. Hence
Special the urgency of the claims of tribes and nations still unreached at

all, because the foundation of the first converts is not yet laid.

But when once it is laid, the superstructure should spring up from
it

:
therefore make the foundation sound. Changing the metaphor,

let the roots of the plant be watered, and the flowers and fruit will
aj)pear upon the branches. Now in India, notwithstanding so
much to encourage in the external growth of the Native Churches,
they are singularly weak in the essential function of self-extension,
because of the lack of vigorous spiritual life. From Tinnevelly,
where the largest Christian community is to be found, Mr. Walker
writes again and again to remind us that it is not the " garden of
the Lord " so often talked about.f This History has pointed out,
oyer and oyer again, the extreme danger of our being satisfied
wdth statistical returns, and the certainty that increased numbers
mean an increase of nominal and inconsistent Christianity. Hence
the stress that has repeatedly been laid upon the importance of the
Special Missions. It is true of course—always true—that their
effects upon many souls are evanescent ; but God gives wme real
fruit every time, if the work is done in dependence upon the Holy
Ghost, the Lord and the Giver of Life.

* See Mr. Selwvn's letters, CM. Intelligencer, May, 1898,

t See p. 4V0.

Missions.
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All this while, the ordinary work of the Missions all over India Part X.

has been steadily and quietly going on. It is easy to pass it 1895-99.

by with the remark that no incidents of exceptional interest ^^'

are recorded ; but two thousand baptisms of adult converts each ordinary

year mean two thousand incidents of deep interest, though, being work,

so many, they are not exceptional. Individual cases of Brahman or bTptfsms
Mohammedan converts naturally excite most attention, and there

is no year without a good number of them; but sometimes even
the poorer converts who come over in bands suffer persecution and
deserve sympathy. For instance, in 1896, the inhabitants of two Persecu-

villages in the Telugu country begged spontaneously for Christian steadfast-

teachers. There were none to spare, and nothing could be done "^^^ °^

for twelve months. Then Mr. Goodman visited them, and placed christians,

a catechist among them. What followed?

" Great persecution lias prevailed. Some oi the families were driven
from their homes ; the men were beaten

;
public ways were shut against

them ; false charges laid against them in court. The ferryman was
instructed by the opposition party not to ferry any of those who had
become inquirers to the weekly market. on the other side of the river;

the Txomatics were forbidden to sell them food and provisions ; and the
dhohies refused to wash their clothes ; hut the catechumens cared for

none of these things. In November last the climax was reached when
the leader of tlie opposition party set fire to and burnt down one of the
school-houses which these people had erected at their own cost. During
all this persecution not one of the 117 has gone back! Tliey have been
living examples of the 'power of Christ to save to the uttermost all that
come unto God l)y Him.' One old woman—Muthyalamma—received a
visit one morning from some of tlie opposition. They told her she must
give up Christianity, or they would burn her house down. She replied,
' You may burn my house, and even kill me, but 1 will never give up
Christ

! '"

On the last day of the year 1897, no less than 101 of these poor Baptisms

people were publicly baptized together, by immersion, in the '" ^ "^^'^^

Eiver Upataru. Not less interesting was the baptism, two days
after this (on Sunday, January 2nd, 1898), but 1400 miles away,
at Gorakhpur in the North-West Provinces, of 130 men, women. Baptisms

and children, most of whom had been first drawn towards Chris- ^ ^ ^^
tianity by the kindness shown to them during the famine. Lord
and Lady Kinnaird, who were touring in India at the time, were
present at this memorable service ; and also at a kind of dedi-

cation service next day at the opening of three wells near the Three new
Christian village of Basharatpur, which had been dug as part of

^^'^^•

the famine relief work organized in the district by Mr. Ellwood,
and which will be a lasting boon to the villagers, affording a supply
of water for the irrigation of their fields in the dry season. The
account of this ceremony, and of the names given to the wells
and to the future hamlets that may spring up around them, shows
us quite a novel branch of Church work in India :

—

" A short service was held at each well, consisting of a jiortion of the The wells
' Benedicite'; a lesson taken either from Numbers xxi. 14-18 or John iv.

dedicated.
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Part X. 5-l.">; the naming of the well; and concluding with prayer. The wells

1895-99. were named respectively ' Tlie Bishop's well,' 'The Pastor's well,' and
Chap. 10-4. 'The Lord SahilVs well'; and it was also annonnced that if ever villag'es

grew up round these wells tliey would he called ' Cliffordpur,' 'Vincent-
pur,' and ' Kinnairdpur.'

" No comment on, or explanation of, the lirst and last names is

necessary, hut it might he well to explain that the ' Pastor's well ' is so

named in memory of the Rev. Isaac Vincent, the late pastor, who,
though only spared to work for a short time in our midst, endeared
himself to all and gained universal respect even among the Heathen and
Mohammedans around. What was said of Tulsi Paul, once pastor of

Basharatpur, may truly be said of him, ' He was an Israelite indeed, in

whom there was no guile.'
" The scene was one of peculiar interest and impressiveness, and those

who were privileged to witness it will not readily lose the impressions

made on their minds by the long procession headed by the clergy in

their robes, walking in most cases in Indian file through the fields, now
on raised pathways, now on dri(!d water-courses ; and by the quiet,

reverent gathering round each well in succession, with the short

impi'essive service, only brokc^n by the loud naming of the well and the

declaration of the name of the future village."

One innovation of recent date in evangelistic work should be

mentioned, the use of the magic-lantern, which has proved a most
effective instrument for making known the facts of the Gospel.

Lantern For example, the Associated Evangelists in the Nuddea district

fn the^^^^ have sometimes for a whole month been invited every night to

Nuddea show it in the houses of various "village magnates," large

audiences of men and women assembling. Mr. Shaul writes :

—

"Here and everywhere the lantinni has been (exceedingly helpful in

drawing together, at their time of gi't^atest leisure, all the inhabitants of

a village, save those who had regretfully to stay on guard at home. It is,

<jf course, not always possible to maintain complete silence in such
undisciplined crowds. Exclamations of wonder and delight must find

expression, calls to friends to luu-ry up cannot be silenced ; late comers
will ask questions, and others are only too ready to explain. The call to

order, ' You have ears, listen ! You have eyes, look !
' has to be repeated

often, the greatest offenders being -I fear to write it, but honesty

compels—the women and girls, who only when attracted by the pictures

ai'e brought within the sound of the Gospel.
Advan- "Among the advantages in connexion witli magic-lantern work are

la^tlm the following:-
work. " (i.) Darkness. All eyes fixed on pictures illustrating the life of our

Saviour, and no one wondering what the Sahib's hat is made of, or how
much he gave for his boots.

" (ii.) Tea(;hing by the eye as well as the ear. Again and again, when
alluding to the events illustrated, people have remarked, ' Oh, yes ! the

Sahil) showed us that,' and forthwith have described the scene.
" (iii.) Solemn silence, and no attempts at argumcmt or disciission

during the recital of the last scenes of our Lord's life, and rapt attention

as the need and doctrine of the Atonement are presented.
" (iv.) Two or tlu'ee hours of connected preaching and singing, leaving

a knowhedge not easily eflaced.
" (v.) Being able to reach all .sorts and conditions of women, fr<mi the

lowest to the hiiihest ca.stes. Often I have showed the lantern in the
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houses of tlui ri.-h and udnc-atcd. tlir wonicn-folk luiii^; k.-i)t \u pvn/a/t Part X.

tlio otlior sidn of tl..^ srVi'i'.U.
n!^^^'^l\

"(vi.) Till' lu'opK' coniiniAto iiivitr yoii, instead of y<>n witii (iitlKiilty Oha)). 1U+.

liavinj; to SHuk tlieni out."

Tlie Society's Tliree Years' I'^nterprise excited great interest in ^hejhree

the Native Cluuclies in South India. J'.ishoj) Hodges hrouglit the Emerprise

subject before the iJiocesan Confei'cnce of Travancoie and Cocliin *" i^^ia.

in August, 1896, when several Native clergymen and hiymen read
J^re.""*"^"'

papers or spoke upon it, and two of the clergy were sent round

the whole diocese to hold meetings and stir up the Christians to

more active and self-sacrificing efforts for the spread of the Gospel.

"The T.Y.E.," wrote Mr. Richards, "has stirred the people up

from the depths, quite beyond expectation "
; and when Novendjer,

1S9.S, came round, joyful celebrations of the Society's Second

Jubilee took place all over the diocese. The Tinnevelly Church
J,^,!^;""^"

also took great interest in the Three Years' I'^nterprise when it was

started. Ln some congregations every member undertook to go

out preaching on one, two, three, or four Sundays in each month ;

in others it was resolved, after the Centenary, to relieve the

Society of all charge for the repairs of churches. But the

most remarkable response to the Three Years' Enterprise invita-

tion was given at Madras. On October 27th, 1896, when the At Madras.

Bishops of Calcutta, ]\Iadras, and Travancore were there together

for the consecration of Bishop IMorley to the new see of Tinne-

velly, one of the largest meetings ever known in the city was held,

to inaugurate the "T.Y.E.," 2000 Native Christians being present.

All four bishops addressed the meeting in English, and an S.P.d.

Native clergyman and a C.M.S. Native layman in Tamil.

"Never before," wrote a C.M.S. Native clergyman, " lias Madras

witnessed a scene like it. It was, as some English fiiends

remarked, an Exeter Hall meeting in India." He significantly

added that an English lady who was present was totally unaware

before that there were any Missions in ]\[adras ! The result was a

real increase of voluntary preaching, tract-distributing, prayer-

meetings, and self-denying contributions.

The latest events of importance in India are the resignations
^^^^f^^'

of tbi-ee bishops, the death of a fourth, and the appointment to three

the vacant sees of four new men. In the one year 1898, Bishop B'^hops.

Mylne resigned the see of Bombay and Bishop Johnson that of

Calcutta, in each case after a more than twenty years' episcopate ;

and Bishop (u'll that of Madras, after the unprecedented episcopal

service in India of thirty-seven years. Dr. Cell, who at the tinu^

of his appointment to the bishopiic in 1861 was one of the chap-

lains of Bishop Tait of London, was selected by Sir C. Wood
(afterwards Viscount Halifax) at the suggestion of Henry Venn,

through Archbisho]) Sumner. Bishops IMylne and Johnson were

appointed by Lord Cranborne (now the iMarquis of Salisbury)

when he was Secretary of State for India mider Mi-. J)isiaeli.

These two ai)le prelates were from first to last highly respected
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I'Y'J^'^- 'W tl><^ C.M.S. niissioniuies. In ecclesiastical and doctrinal views
(?,"^.^*';~j^^^' f Jc differences were not small, and uiidoubledly liisliop Johnson
';^ • in particular found the Society's methods and ways of working

Bishop sometimes in the way of his own plans for the development of the
Johnson. Chui-eh. But liis courtcsy and kinchiess never failed; and the

Society reaped to the full the immense advantage of having the
bishop of a diocese on its local committee, and therefore able to
enter into the details of the work and to understand the Society's
views from the inside. It was the same in Bombav, and Bishop

Myte. ^^lyhie's genuine sympathy with the spiritual element in Missions
was repeatedly manifested, especially in his again and again
appointing Mr. Teel to address his "clergy upon the highest
spiritual topics. After all, the great Evangelical sentin)ent
borrowed from St. Paul, " Grace be with all them that love our I^ord
Jesus Christ in sincerity," should not be read as excluding High

Bi^shop Churchmen. Bishop Cell, of course, was more closely identiiied
with the Society, and has been the object of sincere affection and
reverence all through his prolonged episcopate. We have met
him frequently in this History. His diocese (including Tinnevelly)
has long been notable for having a larger nund)er of clei-gy than
any other Anglican diocese abroad, Toronto coming next in the
list. This is owing to the many Tamils who have been ordained
in connexion with both C.M.S. and S.P.G. for the Native Churches
in the Madras Presidency.

Bi^hop"*^
"^'^^ fourth bishop removed from an Indian diocese was Bishop

Matthew. Matthew of Lahore, who died suddenly of ])aralysis on I)ecend)er
lind, 1S9S. He was ajipointed in 1.S87 by Lord Cross, on the
earnest representations of his predecessor. Bishop Fivncli, whose
archdeacon he had l^een. He, too, though legarded as a High
Churchman, was a true friend and supporter of the C.M.S.
Missions, and much honoured and beloved by Ilobert Clark and
the other leading missionaries.

bish^o s
^^^ ^"^ appointments to the vacant sees, Lord George Hamilton

°^^- has chosen two English clergvmen at home and two n)issionaries

Ma?Arthur '" ^'!'^''^- '^'''^' "^^^' I^Jsliop of Bon)l)ay, Dr. MacArthui-, who was
the lirst selected, met the C.M.S. Committee before sailing, and
warmly expressed his interest in the Society's work. The Rev.

Lefroy. ^'- -^- i^tifroy, appointed to the bishopric of Lahore, lias been the
head of the Caudjridge Delhi Mission ever since Mr. E. Bicker-
steth, its founder, w^ent as bishop to Japan, and is universally
respected in India as an able and devoted missionary. His

whu?head
cl^^'^-^^'on ^^s been heartily welcomed. The Rev. H. Whitehead,
nommated to Madras, has been head of the Oxford Mission at
Calcutta. His going to Madras undoubtedly marks a great change
in the ecclesiastical "colour" of that see; but Mr. Whitehead is
a pi-actical missionary who has been on friendly terms with his
biethren of the C.M.S. type at Calcutta, and they have learned to
honour his high character and Christian spirit. He knows the
Society and its work and its ways, and his cordial co-operation
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with it on its own lines may be confidently looked for, however Part X.

widely removed his personal views may be from those of its 1895-99.

missionaries/:^ ... ^"^^i^"^'
But the great featm-e of these new appointments is the selection

of the Headmaster of Harrow for Calcutta, which has excited the Bishop

liveliest interest and the sincerest pleasure among all classes of ^ °"'

the community. Dr. Welldon had not been specially identified

with Missions until he made his memorable speech at Exeter
Hall in connexion with the C.M.S. Simultaneous Meetings in

February, 1893, when he confessed that he had not taken the

pains he might have taken to interest the Harrow boys in

Missions, and expressed his intention to do more in future. In
his speech, after his appointment, at the Lay Workers' Union's Dr.

Meeting for Men on November 7th, 1898, he avowed himself a the Lay"

^

missionary, and said that he had told the Secretary of State for
^"J^"^'

India that " unless ho were allowed a free hand to encourage
and support Christian Missions, he w^ould rather not go." He
" had reflected," he said, •' of late more than of old upon the

call of the Church to Christian men to enter upon the foreign

field of the Church's labour," and added, " Our Lord's direction

to preach His Gospel is as clear and explicit as any direction can
be." Most impressive altogether was this speech, and inspired

high hopes of the work which God may enable Dr. Welldon to

do. For one thing, he will influence aright his old schoolfellow

and friend the new Viceroy, Lord Curzon, who in his published Lord

works, while expressing a general sympathy with Missions, has ^"'2°"-

evinced a too great readiness to gather his impressions of

them from the average man of the world in the Indian Services

and at the Treaty Ports of China. He did, however, in one of

his earliest speeches as A^iceroy, describe the position in India as

"British power sustained by a Christian ideal." That is a noble

phrase, and Bishop Welldon, quoting it in the memorable letter

he wrote to the Times (January 11th, 1899) on the eve of his

departure, said, " If the ideal of government in India is to be
Christian, the Church is qualified, above all other institutions, to

create and sustain that ideal "; and he added, " She [the Church]
can afford no better evidence of her love for India than by offering

to the Indian peoples, so far as they are wilhng to accept it, the

religion which has been the principal source of English greatness

and happiness."

During the four years, the Society has sent seventy-tw^o new New

missionaries to India (including four from the Colonies and two m'en'in

engaged locally). Of these, nineteen were Cambridge graduates, i"dia.

three Oxford graduates, one Durham graduate, one Dublin
graduate, one graduate of London University (making twenty-

five graduates), one clergyman trained at Highbury, four

medical men, thirteen ordained Islington men, eight Islington

* At the C.M.S. Anniversary, May 2nd, 1899, the Bishoij of Hereford
spoke warmly of Mr. Whitehead.
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Taut X. laymen, live other hiyiiieii, and sixteen ladies. Of the
1895-99. seventy-two, Ben<fal received lit'teen, the North-West and Gen-
^'^^'"

tral Provinces twenty-eight, the Punjah and Sindh seventeen,
Western India three, South India nine. If thirty-one wives be
added (and four of them were already C.E.Z. missionaries of

experience), the total addition to the staff was 103. The Native
Native Indian clergymen ordained in the four years numbered twenty-
c ergy.

four. Of course deaths and retirements would have to be
deducted to show the nett increase ; and three very important
losses have been caused by the appointment first of P. Ireland
Jones and then of G. B. Durrant to be Secretaries at home (and
though Mr. Jones has since gone back, his health has not yet
allowed him to take up definite w'ork) ; and by the appointment
of W. G. Peel to the bishopric of Mombasa.
A comparison with foi-mer chapters will show that llu; re-

inforcement of the four years consideral)ly exceeded in its annual
average that of previous periods of this History, and in fact

continued that of the last seven years of the preceding period, that

is since the adoption of the Policy of Faith. But of course it has
been entirely inadequate to the need, and has been deeply felt by
the toiling brethren to be so. Appeal after appeal has come
from all parts of India and all departments of the work. In 1896,
a powerful letter was received, signed by the Bishop of Lucknow
and the following missionaries in Bengal and the North-West and
Central Provinces—i.e. the dioceses of Calcutta and Lucknow,—

-

A. I. Birkett, G. B. Durrant, C. H. Gill, E. A. Hensley, A. G.
Lockett, H. J. ]\Iolony, and H. D. Williamson, pointing out that the

C.M.S. is responsiljle in those great areas for 18,735,330 persons
;

that is to say, these eighteen millions are the population of the
districts in ]3engal and the North-West and Central Provinces
which are regarded as C.M.S. districts, and in which other Societies

do not work, and leaving more than one hundred millions besides

to be cared for by other Missions.''' For tJiosccigJitcen viillions the

Society procidcd in 1890 just fortij-five men. W^hat do the

Christian people who complain of Foreign Missions robbing home
parishes think of that ? Some of the burning words of this letter

must be extracted. They ought indeed to send every reader to his

knees :

—

" We have reckoned that each missionary with his Native helpers may
preach Jesus once to perhaps 20,000 people in a year. Suppose that a
like number are reached inchrectly, then our present evangelistic force
of forty-five; men maj' make tlie good news known in a year to 1,800,000
souls. It will take at /('«.s^ ten years for all those 1S,000,000 for whom
the C.M.S. is responsible in North India to hear the Gospel.

" This preacliini; to each one once in ten years is, of course, an im-
possible ideal. The fact is that vast masses never hear, never have heard,
and, unless more men come and help us, never will hear the Gospel.

* In cities occupied by C.M.S. aud other Societies, a reasonable proportion
is reckoned, e.g. 100,000 in Calcutta, one-half of Benares, &c.
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" The need is urgent. The educated are drifting into infidehty, and Part X.
the casting otf of the restraints wliich even false faiths impose, is bringing 1895-99.
its dire but inevital)le fruit of moral ruin. The GosidcI is the only Chap. 104..

remedy. The ignorant villagers' case is pitiable indeed : slow to take in
the message, they need to hear again and again. But we cannot stop,
we must ever hurry on to the still needier ones who have not heard at
all. Far and wide among all classes there is a feeling that the day is

coming when all must confess Christ. Thank God, that day is coming !

But meanwhile— ? ' It will not be in our time,' people say. Brothers,
do you endorse this ? The opportunity is passing, souls are going out
into the darkness to meet eternity without Christ. Death does not stay
his hand im the delay of the Church. And you whom the Master calls

will not long have the chance of telling out His love. Would it not l)e

better to preach the Gospel, even if it be only for a few years or months,
as Wright and Fremantle and Jackson did among us, before the call

comes ?
"

Again, in 1898, the Bishop of Lucknow sent another strikinj^- Appeal for

letter, pleading specially for the Mohammedans of his diocese ;

Lucknow.

and the Society thereupon formed a plan for establishing a small
band of men at Lucknow who should give themselves heart and
soul to the study of Islam and to setting before its votaries the
faith of the Son of God. But this plan, owing to the failure of

health of the first man appointed, has not yet been carried out.

Meanwhile the Student Volunteer Missionary Union in India s.v.m.u.
issued another appeal, definitely for prayer, to be offered unitedly Prayer for

all over the country, and by friends round the world, on December
12th, 1897. Eemarkable prayer-meetings were held in response
to this invitation, particularly at Madras, where there was a great
gathering of Tamil Christians presided over by Professor Samuel
Satthianadhan. Do we believe that God literally hears and
answers prayer ? Do we not know it ? Then, assuredly, we may
be on the look-out for His blessing.

V.

It is not for India itself only that appeals for men come and
prayer is offered. The regions beyond of Central Asia are not to central

be forgotten. Tibet is often referred to as the one closed country, a^'^*

and the efforts to enter it of Miss Annie Taylor from the Indian '^'^'^t.

side, and of Mr. Cecil Polhill-Turner from the China side, have
been watched in England with much sympathy ; while the
Moravian Missions in Leh and Kylang reach Tibetans, though
outside Tibet proper. Meanwhile, it is interesting to know that
the well-known traveller, Mr. Sarat Chandra Das, CLE., whose
narratives of his successful visits to Tibet were suppressed by
the Indian Government for political reasons for several years, but
whose book was at length permitted to appear in 1894, did actually
speak of Christianity at Tashilhunpo, the second capital of the
country, in response to inquiries by the Spiritual Prime Minister
of the Grand Lama. But Mr. Das is not a Christian : what did
he know of Christianity? He had been a student in the C.M.S.
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Part X. Collogc at Calcutta under Dr. Dyson, and had abandoned Hinduism
1895-99. ^i-i(] admired the Gospel, though unable to yield to it his mind and
Chap. 104.

j^Q.^j.^ Thus what appeared at the time almost fruitless educational

work was the origin of the only testimony to Christ—imperfect as

it was—that has really been delivered in Tibet itself.'^-

But Tibet is by no means the only unevangelized country in

Dr. A. Central Asia. Dr. Arthur Neve, of Kashmir, has again and again

journeys Called attention to the vast regions still untouched. He has done
and what he could himself by journeying over and among the mountains
appea s.

^^ .^j^ ^ travelling dispensary ; for instance, in Baltistan, in May,

1895.t Alluding to Lord Salisbury's advice to politicians, during

a Russian " scare " some years ago, to " study large-scale maps,"

he made this startling statement, that " one side of Exeter Hall

might be papered with maps of unevangelized countries at the

scale of one inch to a mile." He called for a " Boundary Com-
mission," " not, as in politics, to mark off the limits of the sphere

of action, but to ascertain why those limits exist at all in spite of

the marching orders, ' Into all the world ';" and he appealed for a

Central Asian Pioneer Mission, with its base of operations in

Kashmir. :[ It is indeed a call to the sleeping Church to wake up,

when we read that " from Tehran in Persia to Bathang in China,

a distance of over 3000 miles, there is no European Protestant

missionary," and that " a modern Marco Polo might travel right

across the continent, and find less Christianity than in the twelfth

century."

VI.

Ceylon. There is little more to say of Ceylon. The Tamil Mission there

has lost two missionaries of standing, J. D. Thomas, after twenty

years' service in India and nine in Ceylon ; and G. T. Fleming,

Recruits, after sixteen years in the Island. Five new men and thirteen

women have been added to the staff. The five comprised one

layman, Major Mathison, who, on retiring from the army, joined

the Mission as an honorary worker; and four clergymen, viz.,

R. W. Ryde, of Jesus College, Cambridge, and three T.C.D.

men, J. Hamilton, H. C. Townsend, and W. J. Hanan. Mr.

Hamilton, however, was quickly invalided home ; one lady also.

Miss Spreat, who subsequently died in London ; two other of

the ladies retired ; and one became Mrs. Ryde. The increased

number of women missionaries in the Island has led to the

formation of a Women's Conference to take cognizance of all

female work, of which both married and single ladies are

members.
The work in Ceylon has gone on as before described, with the

usual difficulties and disappointments, and tokens of blessing

* See " Notes on Tibet," by the Rev. Herbert Brown, in the CM.
Intelligevcer, April, 1895.

t See Ibid., April, 1896.

X See his stirring appeal in the CM. Intelligencer, April, 1896.
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nevertheless. Perhaps the most notable recent feature of the Part X.
position is the curious imitation by the Buddhists of Christian 1895-99.

missionary methods : Buddhist lay preachers at street-corners ;
^"^^V- 104.

Buddhist Sunday-schools with Buddhist catechisms ; Buddhist Buddhist
magic-lantern exhibitions, showing the "hobgoblins which Chris- 'P^^^-

tians turn into "; Buddhist hymns and carols. But the Native chrfstiL
Christian congregations connected with the Society continue '"^tho^is-

to grow, and now number almost 10,000 souls ; and there are Progress
17,000 children in the schools. The Native clergy number 20, °^^-^-^'

and the lay agents 587. If we include the numerous Singhalese
'^^'°"'

congregations of the Church of England not connected with the
C.M.S., then—as Mr. Higgens stated when laying the foundation-
stone of the new church lately built to replace the old familiar one
at Galle Face—there are some fifty Native clergymen in the Island,
almost every one supported in whole or in part by the people to
whom he ministers. That is a tangible result of missionary work.
Let it be repeated, however, that statistics fail to show the best
fruits, the fruits already gathered into the heavenly garner ; and
no Mission has given brighter examples of Christian deaths
crowning Christian lives than the Mission in Ceylon.

VII.

China has been in every one's mind and every one's mouth lately, china.

In these few concluding paragraplis on the C.M.S. China Mission
it would be

_

out of place to discuss the great questions that have
been engaging the anxious attention of the European Powers,
We who have most at heart the evangelization of the Chinese only
pray that there may be, more and more, in all parts of the empire,
an " open door " for the Gospel. In view of the important events An "open
occurring, and the probable speedy development of Western ?heGo£pei
civihzation in China, the C.M.S. Committee, in March, 1898,
adopted a long and important Minute on the claims of the China
Mission for large extension ;

- and later in the year they expressed
their

_ intention, if God gave the men and means, of fostering
English education on Christian principles for the numerous young
Chinarnen now waking up to its importance. It may be that
Educational Missions, which hitherto have had but little place in
China, are destined to do as great a w^ork there as they have in
India and Japan.

China has certainly not been neglected in the reinforcements c.m.s.

of the past four years. The Society added to the list no less than
'"'"-"'

93 names. Of these, 22 were clergy (three of them also doctors),
five lay doctors, ten other laymen, and 48 women (two of them
medically qualified) ; total 85, with 8 wives. The clergy included
one bishop, Cassels, wlio came on the Society's list under the
arrangement before described; seven Cambridge men (besides

* See CM. Intelligencer, April, 1898, p. 317 ; also, in the same number,
Mr. Baring-Gould's article, "China's Call."

VOL. III. 3 D

recruits.
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Part X. Bishop Cassels), two Oxford men, three T.C.D. inen, five

1895-99. Ishngton men, two Canadians (one a graduate), one an l^jcUnlmrgh
Ckap. 104.

gj.j^^l^.^^^^, ordained at Duhhn, and one clergyman locally engaged

who was ordained in America. It will be seen that no less than

ten were medically qualified. Of the whole 93, 53 went to South

China (46 to Fuh-kien), 22 to Mid China, and 18 to West China

(including two who were already out independently, and are now
on the regular staff). One specially interesting feature of the

Dublin reinforcement is that several belong to the Dublin University

Fuivkie^n*^ Fuh-kleu ]\lissioii, which now undertakes the whole work of the

Mission. Fiih-ning district, and has a staff of iive clergymen and two ladies,

l)esides ladies of the C.E.Z. M.S. Two of the clergymen and the

wife of one of them are qualified doctors. Another interesting

Colonial feature is that nine of the unmarried ladies are from the Australian
recruits.

Associations, and two of the clergy from the Canadian Associa-

tion ; and besides these, Mrs. Saunders of Melbourne has gone

to Fuh-kien to labour as God may enable her in the country

where her two daughters laid down their lives for Christ.

But the Society's China Missions have had grave losses, by
Deaths. death, by retirement, by transfers to Japan. The Eev. J. S.

Collins of Fuh-kien was drowned in a river, and his widow was

lost on her way home in the P. & O. s.s. Aden, wrecked on the

coast of Socotra, together with Mrs. Smyth of Ningpo and two

C.E.Z. ladies. Of these more in another chapter. The Rev. E.

Hughesdon and Miss F. E. Turner also died in Mid China ; and

Mrs. Burden, the Bishop's wife, after thirty-three years' faithful

labour. Two Native clergymen, the Eevs. Ting Sing-ki and Tiong

Muk-tung, will also be mentioned hereafter. Another loss of

Retire- a different kind has been sustained by the retirement of Mr.

Mr^n'Jrs- Horsburgh, the devoted and self-denying founder of the Mission
burgh from \^ ^ihc remote western province of Si-chuan, on account of his

inability to work in the foreign field as a clergyman of the

Church of England in accordance with the Society's rules. The
whole missionary cause ow^es much to Mr. Horsburgh's fervour

and large-heartedness, and the Society has most deeply regretted

the separation.

Persecu- Pcrsccution and outrage have continued to be the lot of the

outral^s'^ Chinese Christians in many places ; and on one occasion Miss

Vaughan and Miss Barnes, touring in the province of Che-kiang,

were in imminent danger of being put to death in the most

horrible manner by being thrown into a pit of unmentionable

filth. In the same district, Chu-ki, and in some of the districts

Trouble in Fuh-kien, persecution of the Christians comes from Chinese

Roma^n*lst Romanists, many of whom are in fact Heathen in all but name.
influence. Jn one district the Romish native priest and catechists forced their

way into the houses of the converts, took down the Creed, the

Lord's Prayer, and the Ten Commandments, which were lianging

on the walls, sprinkled the house with holy water, put up an image

of the Virgin and Child and beat the unfortunate Christian
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who remonstrated. In the far interior, the Eoman CathoHc Part X.

Christia]is endure teirible persecutions ; but nearer the coast they 1895-99.

are secure, because the French Consuls take up their cause ^^^4^04.

strongly. Innocent people are sometimes punished on false

charges preferred to the Consuls, and by them to the mandarins
;

and the C.M.S. converts have had to suffer in this way. Bishop
Moule, on the other hand, rightly discourages appeals to British

Consuls by or in behalf of Chinese Christians. He tells the con-

verts to be good subjects of their own government, however
weak and corrupt it may be, and not to seek the protection of

foreigners.

But, upon the whole, in no former period have the encourage-
ments been so great. In Fuh-kien, in the year following the Progress

Ku-cheng massacre, there was a spirit of inquny abroad unlike
jj"en"*^

anything before seen. Even in the city of Fuh-chow itself, so

hard ever since the Mission was started nearly half a century ago,

a considerable number of converts have been baptized ; while, at

last, residence within the city walls has again become possible,

after twenty years' exclusion. In 1897, one of Archdeacon
Wolfe's daughters, two C.M.S. ladies, and two C.E.Z. ladies,

succeeded in occupying city houses. The large number of women
missionaries now in the Province (70, of the two Societies) is

having a marked effect upon the Mission. They are living in

several towns and cities, and winning the confidence of the people
by their patient gentleness. The number of C.M.S. missionaries Number of

in Fuh-kien, men and women, is now more than double what ^i||*°""
it was before the Ku-cheng massacre. There are nearly 200 of doubled

the " little day-schools " about which Eobert Stewart used to Ku"hen\
speak so often, and which are now chiefly supported by friends in massacre.

Ireland in memory of him, through Mrs. Smyly, Mrs. Stewart's

mother. In the north-west district, the cities of Kien-ning-fu and
Kien-yang, so long almost inaccessible, are peaceably occupied, and
small congregations are already being gathered. The Eev. H. S.

Phillips and Dr. Eigg have been the pioneers, and the medical
work, in which the Chinese trained medical students take an active

part, has been much blessed. One of the Canadian clergy, Mr.
White, is now also in the front ; and the other, Mr. Boyd, is in

charge of the Ku-cheng district, to the great satisfaction of friends

in Canada who knew Stewart and rejoice that their missionary

should have taken his place. The largest accessions, and the

bitterest persecutions, have been in the southern districts of Hok-
chiang and Hing-hwa. There are now 8000 baptized Christians

connected with the C.M.S. Fuh-kien Mission, and 10,000 adherents
still under instruction for baptism.

In Mid China also there bas been progress, though not upon Mid china,

so large a scale
;
particularly in the Tai-chow^ district, south of

Ningpo, the newest of the C.M.S. districts. The Ningpo College

has now as its Principal the Eev. W. S. Moule, son of the Arch-

deacon, whose wife, the daughter of Henry Wright, went out
3 D 2
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as a missionary to China in 1888. At Hang-chow, Dr. Duncan
Main's Hospital continues its beneficent work, with its 200 beds,

and its 927 in-patients and 43,000 out-patients in the last year.

It comprises, besides a General Hospital, a Women's Hospital,

Leper Hospitals for Men and Women, a Home for Lepers' Chil-

dren, two Convalescent Homes, an Opium Eefuge, and a Medical

Training Class. Of some of the Chinese medical students, Dr.

Main wrote, " They are real and bright and worth their weight in

gold." In the last year reported on, 1897, one hundred opium
patients were discharged cured. Dr. Main's opinion of opium-

smoking is confirmed year by year. "It is an unmitigated

curse," he says, "and one of the greatest hindrances to the

advance of Christian work." He is now assisted by Dr. Kember,

a son of the Tinnevelly missionary. Of this great Hospital Mrs.

Bishop says, "It is the finest I have seen in the East, wlicther

Government or any other."

Of the Si-chuan Province or West China Mission, little need be

said. Very self-denying, very patient, very trustful in the Lord's

daily guidance and daily strength, have the Si-chuan party been

in their difficult pioneer work ; and a few converts have alread}'

Ijeen gathered in. The laymen who went out independently with

Mr. Horsburgh have one by one been taken on to the regular

C.M.S. staff, having "purchased to themselves a good degree";

and a medical missionary and several ladies have since joined the

party. But it has lost one by death. Miss Alice Entwistle, from

smail-pox, caught while tending a Chinese woman stricken with

that fell disease ; of whom more by-and-by. Bishop Cassels has

ordained two of the laymen, D. A. Galium and J. A. Hickman
;

and his visits to the stations have been highly valued. One of the

laymen, Mr. Knipe, accompanied Mrs. Bishop, when she visited

Si-chuan in 1896, to the mountain frontier of Tibet, where they had
some strange adventures and unpleasant experiences.* Another

of the laymen, Mr. A. A. Phillips, has, during his furlough in

England, written an able and complete account of the history,

methods, position, and prospects, of the Mission, which should

be read by all who are interested in it.f

In the extreme South, good work has been done at Pakhoi,

especially by the Medical Mission and the Leper Hospital ; while

at Hong Kong there has latterly been quite a forward movement,
with many baptisms. The Chinese clergyman there, the Rev.

Fong Yat Sau, is very highly spoken of. It is now proposed to

undertake a fresh advance up the great West River, upon which

two treaty ports have lately been opened. The Rev. C. Bennett

has already gone forward, and also the Rev. L. Byrde, a Cam-
bridge man who was one of the earlier leaders of the S.V.M.U. at

Cambridge, then for a while chaplain at Honolulu, and then for

a short time in China.

CM. Intelligencer, May, 1897. t Ibid., JSTovember, 1898.
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One of the most encouraging events of recent years was the Part X.
success in China of Mr. Mott's great tour round the world in con- 1895-99.

nexion with the Student Movement. In three months, in 1896, ^^^P- 1^^-

he held meetings at Hong Kong, Puh-chow, Shanghai, Soo-chow, Mr. Mott
Han-kow, Ningpo, Tien-tsin, and Ghefoo, which were attended '" ^^"^•

by 2883 delegates, of whom 999 were Chinese students, 235
Chinese teachers, 147 Chinese pastors, 1001 other Chinese Chris-
tians, besides 487 foreigners. Forty colleges and thirty-seven
missionary societies were represented. These conferences resulted
in an immediate and general revival of Bible-study; over 800
engaged to keep the " morning watch "; 76 Chinamen volunteered
to devote their lives to Christian work among their people ; and a
College Y.M.C.A. of China was founded, ft was a real epoch in
the history of Missions in China.

In April, 1897, for the first time, a Conference of Bishops of the Conference

Anglican Communion was held in China. There assembled at
° '^ °^^'

Shanghai Bishops Moule, Scott, and Cassels ; Bishop Graves, of
the American Episcopal Church, and Bishop Corfe of Corea.
Some important resolutions were passed, on Chinese names for
the Christian Eeligion, the Anglican Communion, and the three
orders of the Ministry ; on the Lord's Day, the Chinese Prayer-
book, &c.*

In December of the same year, the first duly-constituted Synod Synod of

of the Mid China diocese was held at Ningpo. Eesolutions for Dio'!:^J'e'."^

the guidance of Native Christians were passed on the following
subjects :—Processions and plays in honour of idols ; societies,
feasts, and food connected with idols, and with ancestral worship

;

the admission of catechumens ; the lawfulness of trading by clergy
and other spiritual agents ; and the Eoman controversy.
A ceremony of much deeper personal interest than these took Moure^^s

place at Hang-chow on January 28th, 1898. On that day Bishop 7oth"b1rth

Moule completed the seventieth year of his age. Some handsome ^^^'

presents were made to him by his missionary brethren, not only
of the C.M.S., but of the other Enghsh and American Missions
Working at Hang-chow ; but what was far more interesting was a
presentation by the Native Christians. This was a scroll of
embroidered satin 96 feet long, with the names of the Christians,
2300 in all, inscribed upon it. The Bishop was much impressed,
not only by the affection thus manifested, but by the evidence it

afforded of power to initiate and to organize ; and in the letter of
grateful thanks which he sent to the Native clergy and such of
the signatories as could read, he called on them to exercise the
same power in establishing the Church and propagating the
Gospel. The occasion was indeed one of deep interest. For
more than forty years George Evans Moule had been in the His career

front rank of faithful missionaries in China. For more than '" ^*''"^-

seventeen years he had been the beloved bishop of Mid China.

* See GM. Intelligencer, March, 1898.
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Part X. His missionary career, and his episcopate, have l)oen comparatively
1895-99. uneventful. His name has not been l)efore the public like those
Chap^04.

^j. jjannington and Tucker. He has not had to take the tre-

mendous journeys of a Horden and a Bompas. He has not seen
a whole race evangelized and a flourishing British colony in

possession of its land, like Williams and Hadlield. His sphere of

labour has not had the romance of that of a Eidley or a French.
But his record is on high, and his name is enslirined in the hearts

of his fellow-workers and of the Chinese people he has loved.

But Bishop Moule is not the oldest bishop in China, nor the

oldest C.M.S. missionary. Bishop Burdon is a few months senior

to him in age, four years senior to him as a missionary, and six

Bishop years senior to him as a bishop. But Dr. Burdon is no longer

J^t^re^ent. ^ bishop with a diocese. He resigned the see of Victoria, Hong
Kong, in 1897, after an episcopate of twenty-three years. That,

however, did not terminate his missionary career. Like Bishops
French and Htuart, he determined to devote his advancing years

still to labour in the Missiou-tield ; and after a visit to England, he
and Mrs. Burdon sailed again for China in December, 1897. They
first went to Pakhoi, the J3ishop having generously offered to take

charge of the station which his own efforts had originally estab-

lished, while the clerical missionary, Mr. Bcauchamp, took

furlough. But in a few months, he had the heavy sorrow of losing

his wife ; and he will now devote himself mainly to literary work.
The appointment to the see of Victoria seems now to have been

yielded by the Colonial Office to the Archbishop of Canterbury

;

and Archbishop Temple, having requested the Society to suggest

some names—though it is an endowed see, and not one supported
j.c.Hoare by C.M.S. funds,—eventually appointed the Kev. Joseph Charles

victo°na? Hoare, Principal of the Society's College at Ningpo, whose very
interesting work there we have before seen. He is the thirty-

fourth C.M.S. missionary raised to the Episcopate. He was
consecrated on St. Barnabas Day, 1898, and sailed for China in

October. We may confidently look for much benefit to the mis-

sionary cause in South China from the episcopal supervision of so

experienced a missionary as Bishop Hoare.

VIII.

Japan. Japan now occupies twenty-five or thirty pages of each Annual
C.M.S. Eeport, although that Eeport is but a brief condensation
of the reports and letters received from the Mission. Only two or

three distinctive features of the past four years, therefore, can be
noticed in this chapter. Many departments of the work which
cannot even be mentioned were described in Chap. XCVII.

Episcopal Considerable development has marked the period in the epis-

tions. copal arrangements for Japan. The formation of the two new
dioceses of Kiu-shiu and Hokkaido, of which the first bishops are

C.M.S. missionaries (Evington and Fyson), was recorded before,

although Bishop Fyson's appointment did not take place till 1896,
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In the meantime, Bishop E. Bickersteth had formed a further Part X.
plan for the suh-division of the large diocese still left to him, and 1895-99.

at the same time had come to a definite arrangement with the ^'^'''P- 1*^^-

American bishop, Dr. McKim, settling the old question of their English
respective jurisdictions. The scheme agreed upon divided the ^"^^ .

Main Island of Hondo into four "episcopal jurisdictions," viz., (1) bisiKj^ps!"

North Tokio, stretching from the capital northward
; (2) South

Tokio, south and west from the capital
; (3) Kioto, still further

west, and reaching to Osaka
; (4) Osaka, from that city to the

west end of the Island, and including also Shikoku. Nos. (1) and
(3) were to have bishops of the x\merican Church ; and Nos. (2)
and (4) bishops of the English Church. This very ingenious and
judicious plan enabled each Church to retain all its old Missions

;

the two cities of Tokio and Osaka, which lie on two of the
boundary-lines, being regarded as common ground, on account of

both Churches having Missions in them. Bishop Bickersteth
elected to retain for himself the South Tokio Jurisdiction, his own
special Missions, St. Andi'ew's and St. Hilda's, being at the
capital. The Archbishop of Canterbury, therefore, had to arrange
for the Osaka Jurisdiction. He proposed that as both C.M.S. Archbr.

and S.P.G. had Missions within its area, the two Societies should pians°for

again jointly provide the stipend, as they were doing for Bishop 9?^^^ .

Bickersteth, he independently selecting the man ; but the C.M.S. '^
°p"'^-

Committee, with unfeigned regret, felt unable to make a fresh
grant of that kind, in consequence of the widespread dissatisfaction

wdth the issue of the plan in the case of Jerusalem. They ven-
tured, however, to offer the whole stipend if they might submit
names for the Archbishop's choice, suggesting as a reason for

this that the C.M.S. work in the Osaka Jurisdiction was much the
more extensive ; but Dr. Benson declined this, not unnaturally, as
both Societies were in fact there ; and he asked the S.P.G. instead
to provide the whole amount, knowing that its Committee would
not make any condition as to the nomination.. The Standing-
Committee at once consented, and S.P.G. supporters came forward s.p.g.

enthusiastically with special contributions. stip^nd^^
Archbishop Benson's choice of a man for the Osaka See fell

upon the Suffragan Bishop of Southampton, Dr. Awdry, whose Bishop

appointment was announced in January, 1896. It would be hard
^^^"'y-

to give adequate expression to the grateful appreciation of his

wise and sympathetic administration of his diocese which is due
from the Society. No bishop whom the Committee might have
nominated could have acted with more kindness in all his

dealings with the Mission.

Another change in the Episcopate of Japan marked the next
year, 1897. Bishop Edward Bickersteth was in England for the Bishop

Lambeth Conference, and his long and varied missionary experi- Bkk'er-'*

ence was expected to be very helpful in the deliberations of the ^*^^^-

Committee on Foreign Missions. But his health had at length
given way under his incessant labours and travels ; he was too ill
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to attend the meetings ; and on August 5th, the very day on
which the Eeports and Encyclical Letter of the Conference were
published, he entered into rest, aged forty-seven. 'Few mission-

aries have borne a higher character for absolute devotion to the

work, and few have accomplished, in a comparatively short

career, two such achievements as the successful foundation of the

Cambridge Delhi Mission and the successful organization of the

Anglican Church in Japan. Bishop Edward Bickersteth was
always a true friend to the C.M.S. missionaries, and the announce-
ment of his death was received by them, as well as by his many
other friends, with unfeigned sorrow.* His death was followed

by the translation of Bishop Awdry from the Osaka to the South
Tokio Jurisdiction, and then Archbishop Temple appointed the

Eev. H. J. Foss, the experienced and respected S.P.G. mis-

sionary at Kobe, to the vacant Jurisdiction of Osaka. Both
selections were cordially welcomed by the C.M.S. and its

missionaries.

During the last few years, the work of the Society's women
missionaries in Japan has been especially interesting. Miss
Tristram's Girls' School has been greatly blessed. Miss Howard
succeeded Miss Cox in the charge of the Bible-women's Home,
and worked it well. But unexpectedly noteworthy has been the

blessing vouchsafed to the influence of some of the ladies over

young Japanese men. In most Mission-fields any such influence

is neither possible nor desirable ; but Japan is exceptional, as it

is in so many other respects. Miss Hamilton (assisted by the

head teacher of the Bishop Poole Girls' School, Mr. Matsuda) has

had access to the police, in which force are many of the old

samurai or gentry, reduced in means and station by the vast

changes in the country ; and she has conducted a remarkable

Bible-class at Osaka, attended by large numbers of police ofiicers,

twenty of whom were baptized in 1897. Miss Eiddell, at

Kumamoto, has had a Sunday Bible-class of twenty-five young
men, and a conversational meeting attended by military officers,

the director of telegraphs, &c. At Tokushima, Miss Eitson had
encouraging fruit among school-boys ; and Miss Huhold, being

German by birth, attracted students by reading the German Bible

with them. So did Miss Nott, to whom came four doctors, three

lawyers, and a young diplomatist, to learn German and English,

but presently to value still more a Sunday Bible-class. Miss
Howard has had Bible-classes of students, doctors, and telegraph

clerks. Miss Bosanquet, at the new station of Hiroshima, has

had ready access to the Japanese soldiers. Miss Hunter-Brown of

New Zealand, while studying the language, has found inviting

openings for the Gospel among young men at Nagasaki who
wanted to learn English, but who presently came under the

* See CM. Intelligencer, September, 1897, p. 709, and January, 1898, p. 24.

In the latter number is a very strikiny- a]i]n'eciation of Bishop Bickerstetii by
the Rev. J. T. Imai, of the S.P.G.
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spell, not of the English Bihle, but of the Bible in their own Part X.

tongue :

—

1895-99.

. . - , .
Chap.lU4.

" I promised thein one night foi" this, and offered them a second niglit

for the Jiible only if tliey would come. They agi'oed at once. From Power of

tlie hrst I made it a point that they read only the Japanese Bible on
^,,fori '

^

the second night. At tirst they were a little reluctant; but I was much Japanese

struck to see how, after a few weeks, they forgot all about learning students.

English during the Bible lesson, and how the Book exerted its wonderful
power over them. I heard later, what I suspected from the first, that

all four came originally with the one real object of learning more English,

aiul only spoke of the Bible on my account. They did not know the

pt)wer of the Book they touched so lightly, though they had all heard
more or less before. I took, not a Gospel, but a continuous sketch of

the Life of Christ, and as the time drew to a close, and the lessons

deepened in seriousness towards the end of His Life, we wholly droppe^l

English ; and when I left early in September they went, all of them, to a

Japanese catechist, who reports to me, with a face running over with
joy, that two of them are in real earnest in their decision for Christ

;

and a ' third would like to be, but he can't care.' Do not some of us
know well what that means ? "When once it comes to helping souls,

work here is wonderfully like what it is at home."

Then observe what can be done by a lady—one, indeed, of long a lady's

experience in Christian work in England—when travelling by a ^Japanese

small coasting steamer. Miss Allen wrote :

—

steamer.

" It seems as if there hardly could be a better opportunity for literally
' itinerant ' missionary work. The passengers have, of course, plenty t)f

leisure, and come eagerly round a foreigner to hear what the stranger has
to say. My thoughts often go back to that quiet evening under the
starlight sky. It is a very motley group. There is the square-faced
agnostic with the decided chin, who says bluntly that he does well enough
without religion ; the concerns of this life are (juite enough for him.
Next comes an elderly man, looking like a Buddhist ^iriest, with head
completely shaved ; he has read the Bible through from Genesis to
Revelation, and is full of argiunentative objections as to the appearances
of angels, God's will being made known to man by means of dreams, &c.
Then there is a boy, whose face haunts me as he looks up from his

crouching attitude on the deck, with his shining, wistful eyes, and listens

eagerly as he learns that he too may speak in prayer to the unknown
Father, God. Lastly, there is a quiet, gentle youth, who owns sadly

that he has known it all for eight years, but through fear of man he has
never openly owned himself a Christian, and so has become a backslider.

He came on to Nagasaki, and was here for a few weeks with his master,
a silk merchant, on business. He came often to this house, and bought
a Bible, I am thankful to say, and began to pray and attend church
regulaidy. Best of all, his master, a Christian, whose acquaintance I

made afterwards, told me that his life was much changed. He left me
with the earnest purpose of offering himself for baptism on his return to
Kioto ; bvit his family are strongly opposed to Christianity, and he will

have much to contend with. Pray, oh ! pray for him, for me, and for us
all."

We have seen Hiroshima first occupied by ladies ; and in like Pioneer

manner Kagoshima, though an out-station for many years, received i^di^es!'^

its first resident missionaries in the persons of Miss Hunter-Brown
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Part X. and Miss Cockram. The former lady also went, alone, on a visit
1895-99. to the Loochoo Islands, where a Japanese evangelist had been

^^i!l_ " stationed, and held several evangelistic meetings. At Hamada,
for some time. Miss McClenaghan and Miss Fugill were alone,

with a Japanese pastor, the Eev. T. Makioka, for the little congre-
gation. They, too, worked among school-boys. At Knmamoto,
in 1895, Miss Eiddell and Miss Nott opened a Leper Hospital, of

which Mrs. Isabella Bishop, who visited it, has spoken very
warmly. In 1898 seven leper inmates were baptized, and five

confirmed ; and there are now twenty Christians.
Recent Since 1894, ten new men have been sent out, one of them a

second son of Archdeacon Warren ; another a son of the late

Mr. Gray, the Secretary at home ; a third, a son of Mr. Eowlands
of Ceylon ; and a fourth, a medical missionary for Hokkaido,
Dr. Colborne, transferred from South China. And sixteen women
missionaries also, including a daughter of the Hon. Secretary,

Mr. Fox ; a niece of the Archbishop of Dublin, Dr. Peacocke ; a
daughter of the second English missionary in Japan, Mr. Burn-
side ; a daughter of General Brownlow, a well-known member of

the C.M.S. Committee; and two ladies bearing the names of

clerical friends of the Society, Jex-Blake and Wynne-Wilson.
A very interesting addition to the Mission has been supplied by

Canadian the formation of the Canadian Church Missionary Association, by

ciaUon^^°' i^s taking over the missionaries previously sent out by Wycliffe
mission- College, Toronto, as before explained in Chap. C. This added to

the C.M.S. staff in Japan, in 1895, three clergymen, the Eevs.
J. Cooper Eobinson, H. J. Hamilton, and J. M. Baldwin, and two
women missionaries ; and a fourth clergyman, the Eev. A. Lea,

has since gone out. It also brought on to the list of C.M.S.
stations the important city of Nagoya, in which the Canadian
brethren were at w^ork.

Japanese The Japanese clergy are increasing in number. In connexion

teacher^" witli the C.M.S. alone there are now thirteen, although one died

lately, and another, the Eev. D. T. Terata, has been sent by the

Nippon Sei-kokwai as its own missionary to Formosa, and has
gone off the Society's list. Archdeacon Warren, a year and a half

ago, wrote that a great change for the better had come over the

Japanese clergy and evangelists and teachers. "They have," he
said, " a deeper knowledge of themselves, and a firmer personal

grasp of the truth as it is in Jesus ; and they preach Christ out of

the fulness of their hearts, as men who have something to say
from the Master." Much good is done by what is called the

Summer x\nnual Summer School, a kind of Convention or Eetreat for
School. clergy and catechists. In 1897, seventy workers assembled at

Muya in Shikoku, and spent several days in prayer and conference.

In view of doubtful doctrinal tendencies prevailing in Japan, some
of the papers and addresses were on the Thirty-nine Articles and
their teaching. Others were on the work of the Mission ; and
others more directly devotional and spiritual. Among the speakers
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were, besides English missionaries, tlieEevs. S. M. Koba, J. T. Ko, Part X.

T. Makioka, and M. Toniita, and five laymen, Messrs. K. Nakamura, 1895-99.

S. Ushijima, N. Fukada, B. Koga, and K. Masuda, three of whom '^^''
'

have since been ordained. A marked influence was exercised also

by Mr. Mott, during the great tour among universities and colleges

before referred to.

One step of some importance has been the strengthening of the

Society's Mission at Tokio. Mr. Williams, who had so long

laboured there, having gone forward to open the new work at

Hiroshima, Mr. Buncombe, whose influence at Tokushima had Mr.

been specially blessed of God, was transferred to the capital ; and at^Toklo.
^

a younger brother and four of the lady missionaries have been
associated with him. He has since written in most encouraging
terms. The very last year, 1898, he describes as "just a year of

glory and blessing all through : of glory, because the Lord has been
drawing us so much to Himself and showing us His working ; and
of blessing, in that His manifest favour has rested on nearly every
form of service and work all the year."

Nevertheless the power of Buddhism is great, and the power of siow pro-

Shintoism ; and the power of Agnosticism ; and, above all, the fa^ely.

power of self and sin. Although baptisms in Japan are numerous

—

i.e., in the Missions as a whole,—the total number of Christians

has not increased latterly, owing to the very large leakage through
backsliding and apostasy. There has indeed been very little of

this in the C.M.S. and other Anglican Missions; but we "look
not every man on his own things, but every man also on the
things of others." Oppressed with the sense of the urgent need
of an outpouring of the Spirit, the missionaries arranged for a

Day of Prayer for Japan on October 30th, 1898, which was Day of

observed with much fervour and solemnity. And now, believing
''^y^''-

tliat God does answer prayer, they are looking for a fresh and
alnnidant blessing. If only the eight thousand members of tlie

Nippon Sei-kokwai, and the much larger numl^er of other
Protestant Christians, were " walking in the fear of the Lord and
in the comfort of the Holy Ghost," they would soon be " multi-
plied " in virtue of their attractive power.

With these hasty glances at our latest feeble and unworthy
efforts to proclaim the Gospel in Asia, among Mohammedans,
Parsees, Hindus, Buddhists, Confucianists, Shintoists, we close

the survey of the Church Missionary Society's Missions during
the century. We have still to commemorate some of the brethren
and sisters who have fallen in the midst of their labours, and to

gather up a few lessons from our past studies. Meanwhile, for

Syria and Arabia and Asiatic Turkey, and Persia, and India, and
Ceylon, and Central Asia, and China, and Japan, and for the rest

of that largest and most populous of the World's divisions, let our
believing prayers be offered.



CHAPTER CV.

In Memoriam.

One Hundred Deaths in Four Years—Aged Veterans in New Zealand

—

Other Veterans : Davis and Baumann, J. B. Wood, Arden, &c.

—

Younger Labourers—India : Miss Petrie, &c.—Palestine : Miss
Attlee—Persia : H. Carless—V/est Africa : Miss Goodall, Cox,

Humphrey, Dobinson — Uganda: Callis, Pilkington, Hubbard—
China : Collins, Ladies in the " Aden," Miss Entwistle—Native

Clergy—Bishops—Archbishop Benson — Home Friends, Clerical

and Lay—W. Gray and F. E. Wigram.

"These all died in faith."—Heb. xi. 13.

" We also are compassed about with so great a cloud of witnesses."—Heb. xii. 1.

" Be not slothful, but followers of them ivho through faith and patience inlierit

the promises."—Heb. vi. 12.

P^jjT, X. [

^sgy«e^^S the years go by, and the Church Missionary Society's

1895-99. ^^JL^P circle widens, and the company of fellow-workers at

Chap. 105. j^^^ home and abroad is enlarged, the passing of one and
another from the Church militant to the Church at

rest becomes a more and more frequent experience.

One hun- In the past four years about one hundred brethren and sisters in

in four
^ ^ the front ranks of the missionary army, either actual missionaries

years. ^^, leading workers at home, have been called away. In order not

to overweight the four preceding chapters in which the history of

tlie four years has been briefly summarized, the deaths of many
of them have been only just mentioned, or not mentioned at all

;

and it is now proposed to devote this last chapter before the final

one to the commemoration of the faithful departed. It would
require, indeed, a much longer chapter than this one can be to

give even a brief notice of every such worker ; and all that can be

done is to select the more conspicuous, point out, for our

instruction and encouragement, some features of their character

and work, and make just a passing reference to others whose
long service or special position forbids the omission of their

names.
Five aged First glancing at the veterans, we come across the names of

Tn^Ne^w^ four men and one venerable lady who were introduced in the First
Zealand. Volumc of this History. Need it be added that thev belonged to

the one Mission of which longevity has been so marKeJ a feature

—New Zealand ? Joseph Matthews was taken after sixty-one

years' service ; Eobert Burrows, after fifty-eight years' service

;
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S. M. Spencer, after fifty-seven years' service. Matthews, though Part X.
but a plain man himself, had been the trainer, in spiritual 1895-9!).

and practical matters at least, of many of the Maori clergy and ^'''''- ^'^•''•

evangelists. Burrows had borne the burden of the Society's
secular concerns, particularly the management of its lands, the
income from which has so much helped the work. But a still

more remarkable man in some respects was W. Colenso, a first Rev. w.
cousin of the famous bishop, who went out as a printer in 1834 ;

Coienso.

who had a large share, in that capacity, in providing the Maori
Christians with the Scriptures, which his clever wife helped to
translate

;
who was ordained (as also were Matthews and

Spencer =i=) by Bishop Selwyn
; who, after nineteen years' C.M.S.

service, took colonial work ; who gained a high scientific reputa-
tion, and was elected an F.R.S. ; who eventually became a
wecilthy man, and sent large sums home for good work in his
native town of Penzance ; and who died only a few months ago.
The venerable lady was Mrs. Williams, widow of the first Bisim)) Mrs.
of Waiapu, who has been mentioned before as having gone out to Sor""^'New Zealand as a married woman in 1825, before there was a

^^"'°'^'

single convert, and fifteen years before the estabhshment of the
British Colony. She lived to see her son, himself already
venerable, elected third bishop of the diocese, and entered into
rest on October Gth, 1896, in her ninety-sixth year.

Another venerable widow was Mrs. Henry Baker, who survived Mrs.
her husband, Plenry Baker, junior, twenty years, and died in Sep-

^^''"•

tember, 1898, having, with her daughter's help, carried on her
excellent girls' school at Cottayam nearly to the last. She was a
sister of the present Dean of Durham, Dr. Kitchin. " She was very
accomplished and very able," wrote the Rev. A. F. Painter, one
of her fellow-labourers in Travancore, "of striking presence' and
great charm of manner, and with unfailing sympathy and readi-
ness to help those in troul)le or sorrow." Two other deaths of
veteran woman-workei-s were not those of widows, but left two
bishops widowers. Of Mrs. Ridley's most touching last days, and
their wonderful influence upon the Indians of Metlakahtla, a
previous chapter has told. IMrs. Burden was taken from her Mrs.
husband's side on June 14th, 1898, while at sea between Pakhoi ^urdon.

and Hong Kong. One may almost say that generations of
younger missionaries had shared her never-failing kindness and
hospitality.

Among retired missionaries called away must be named Retired
Septimus Hobbs, a labourer in Tinnevelly and Ceylon for twentv

~''~~''~

years from 1842; W. P. Schaffter, son of the Paul Schaffterof'
earlier Tmnevelly days, first a schoolmaster and then an ordained
missionary in that Mission for a quarter of a century from 1854

;

Herbert Maundrell, one of the first two missionaries to Madagascarm 1863, and in later years Archdeacon in Japan ; and F. Schurr,

* Tho fourth man, Burrows, was ordaiuud iu Euglaud by Bishop Blomtiold.

mission-
aries.
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Part X. one of the last survivors of the old Basle contingent, missionary to
1895-99^ the Bengalis in Bengal and in Mauritius for almost forty years
Chap. lO.j.

f^.Qjj^ 1845. Other faithful labourers of long standing died at their

Labourers ]:><)sts : among them, two men identified respectively with the

at'thd'r^'^
educational and the evangelistic and pastoral branches of the

posts. Benares Mission, Brocklesby Davis and Charles Bamiiann. Davis
B. Davis, was a Cambridge man of some distinction, Browne's University

Scholar, 21st Wrangler and also in the Classical Tripos, and
Fellow of Peterhouse. For thirty-seven years and a half he
laboured as an educational missionary, but always regarded him-
self as primarily an evangelist, preaching regularly in the bazaars,

and eventually dying from the effects of a cold caught while

itinerating. He was deservedly honoured for his inflexible loyalty

to old Evangelical principles, even though this was combined with

c. Bau- perhaps an undue dread of new methods."^' Baumann was a Ph.D.
""^""^

of the University of Berlin, who went out in 1868 as Professor in

tlie Cathedral Mission College at Calcutta, but subsequently took

part in every description of missionary work, evangelistic, literary,

&c. At Benares he w^as valued as a friend by some of the

"holiest" and most bigoted of the Brahman pundits and fakirs,

though they would not make a friend of his Saviour ; among them
the famous " Sadhu," the Swami Bhaskaranand, so greatly revered

J- D. throughout India.f J- D. Thomas also must be mentioned. Son
omas.

^|. ^^Yxix Thomas of Mengnanapuram, he laboured with him there,

and succeeded him in the charge of that district. He was sub-

sequently at Madras and in Ceylon, and on April 18th, 1896, he
died at Colombo after thirty-three years' work among the Tamil
people. His venerable mother and much-respected sister are still

living, and the latter conducting the Girls' School, at Mengnana-
puram ; and two of his daughters are in C.M.S. service, one of

them as the wife of the Eev. E. A. Douglas.

But the longest service achieved, except those in New Zealand,

was—strange to say—that of a West Africa missionary, Jonathan
J- ^•'^°°'^ Buckley Wood, who completed his fortieth year as a missionary

four months before his lamented death on May 24th, 1897, and
died at the very station, Abeokuta, to which he was originally

sent. He was one of Canon Green's "Lancashire lads,"]: and
went out at first as a lay missionary—or catechist, as even.

English laymen were then called ; but when his first furlough

came round, he was received into Islington College—of which
Mr. Green had meanwhile become Principal,—and in due course

was ordained. He at different times held various posts in the

Yoruba Mission, among them the Principalship of the Training

Institution and the Secretaryship ; and his exemjDlary devotion to

duty and almost unique hal^it of self-effacement gradually won for

him a position of peculiar influence over the Yoruba people.

* Seethe " Iii Momoriain " articles in the QM. IntcUuicticer, March, ly'j7.

f See the " In Memoriam" articles. Ibid., October, 1896.

{ See Vol. II., p. 79.
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Heathen, MohainniecLans, and Christians ahke held him in tlie Part X.
greatest respect. His later years were much brif^litened by his 1895-99^

marriage, in 1888, to the daughter of his old IViend and teacher, ^''^105.

Canon Green,—who, as before mentioned, has continued in the
INIissioti since his death. His funeral at Abeokuta was a very
touching scene, being entirely conducted by the five Negro pastors
of the Native congregations there.

One more veteran worker claims notice- Alljert Henry Arden. ^- "•

He was interesting in an unusual way, for his ancestry, being a
'^'^^^"'

descendant of the ancient house of Arden in Warwickshire, one
member of which was the mother of Shakspeare. He was one of
the few Cambi-idgc men who came forward in the ])eriod of
depression and decadence in the Society's history, 18G3-72. He
joined the Telugu Mission in 1864. After ten years' service he
came home and retired; but in 1878 he went out again, and was
for three years Secretary at Madras. Then he returned to
England once more, and being appointed teacher cf Tamil and
Telugu at Candnidge, he resided there and acted as C.M.S.
Association Secretary for some of the eastern counties ; and
subsequently he undertook the corresponding functions for His work
Herefordshire and South Wales. He "magnified his office " as

^* ''°'"^-

Association Secretary, especially insisting upon Home Work for
Foreign Missions being essentially missionary work. Besides
grammars and readers in Telugu and Tamil, he produced the
well-known and widely-circulated tractates. Are Foreign Missions
doing any good ? and Foreign Missions and Home Calls. In 1894
he again went out to India to take the Madras Secretaryship
during Mr. Sell's furlough, but presently returned with a dying
daughter Mary— (there had always been a Mary Arden since
one of that name became Mistress Shakspeare). Once more, in
1897, he sailed for India with another daughter. On Sunday,
November 7th, he undertook the sermon at the morning service
on l)oard the ship, the Massilia. His text was the Lord's final His death

command in the closing verses of St. Matthew. "He spoke," ship°^'^'^

wrote a brother missionary, Mr. Scott Price, "with great power
and fervency, riveting the attention of all who heard him."
Towards the close he was repeating the words, " Lo, I am with
you alway, even unto the end," when at the word " end " he sank His last

forward, gasped twdce, and went straight into the Presence-
'^°''^^-

chamber of Him Who uttered that faithful promise. ='^ For his
span of earthly life, the end, the a-wreXeia, the consummation,
had come ; and now the separated body and spirit of one of the
most true-hearted and hundile-mindt'd of C.M.S. missionaries
await, in peace, the (rviTeXeia tov a/wio?.

men.
Let US now turn to younger men. India lost a valuable Younger

missionary by the (leath of A. J. French .\dums, an Oxford man

* See Mit-s Anion's toucliiiig letter in tiie CM. UUaner of January, 1898.
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Part X. (Mathematical Scholar of Balliol) who gave up a Buckinghamshire
1895-99^ rectory to go out, in 1890, as Principal of the Cottayam College.
Chap. Oo.

jjg ^^g indeed linked by liirth with the missionary cause, being the

India. SOD of a Wesleyan missionary in the Friendly Islands, where he

A.J. F. was born. The College prospered under his care, and he and his
Adams. ^-^^ threw tliemselves unreservedly into the daily life and interests

of the students. He was invalided home in 1895, and after a long

and trying illness died in May, 1898. Two still younger men, both

A. H. of great promise, were taken from the staff, Arthur H. Sheldon
Sheldon. ^^^ Hugh T. Jacob. The former, a young man of bright Christian

character, was son of the Mr. Sheldon who laboured twenty-seven

years at Karachi, and was one of the Cambridge recruits of 1892.

His health quickly failed in Tinnevelly, and he was sent to Australia

in hopes of its being restored there ; but he died in the Alfred

Hospital at Sydney in the closing days of 1895. The latter was
H- T. son of Colonel Jacob, a well-known Christian officer in the Bombay
lacob.

Presidency, and was the one graduate of London University before

referred to as going out in these late years. His three years' ser-

vice was not unfruitful, if only for the bright example he set to

other young missionaries. A Poona missionary (not C.M.S.) said

of him that "his life was just made up of Holiness, Happiness,

Heartiness, and Humbleness "; and his friend and comrade, L. B.

Butcher (who subsequently married his sister, a C.E.Z. lady),

wrote :
" I do not remember his ever going to any engagement

—

whether to preaching in a village or to a game of cricket with our

Khed boys—without first shutting himself up in his room for a few

moments of prayer." He died of fever in September, 1898.

India also lost a woman-missionary, probably the most brilliant

Miss Irene and cultured of all the ladies on the C.M.S. roll—Miss Irene Petrie.
Petrie.

gj^^ ^^^ y^ow distinctions in all sorts of examinations, and was
accomplished as a musician and a painter. But her desire was to

consecrate all to the Saviour's service; for many years she cherished

the thought of going to the Heathen ; and meanwhile she was an

active Gleaner and member of other Missionary Unions. After

her father's death, and the marriage of her sister, the well-known

lecturer and founder of the College by Post, she was free to go,

and for a few months in 1893-4 she worked among the Eurasians

at Lahore under Bishop Matthew. Then she offered to the Society

for Kashmir, and to that Mission devoted the remainder of what

proved a brief but very happy and profitable missionary career.

In her third year she passed high in both Urdu and Kashmiri, and

was attacking Hindi ; and from the first she was active in teaching

Bible-classes and visiting zenanas. She sold her beautiful sketches

for the benefit of the Mission, and the proceeds of some of them
provided an organ for St. Luke's Chmxh, Srinagar, the first

Christian church in Kashmir. In the summer of 1897 she started

with three C.E.Z. ladies for a short holiday in the Himalayas,

took fever, and died at Leh, in Ladakh, on August 8th, universally

and deeply lamented.



MISS GOODALL. MISS CAROLINE FITCH.

MISS FLORENCE VALPY. MISS HELEN ATTLEE.

MISS IRENE PETRIE. MISS GERTRUDE STANLEY MRS. SMYTH
Marion Goodall, Missionary in the Yoruba Country, 18SS-1S95.
Caroline E. Fitch, Missionai-y in East Africa, 1887-1891.
Florence M. A'alpy, Missionary at Bajrhdail, 1889-189(1.

Helen Attlee, Honorary Missiijnary in Palestine, Is9i)-1898.

Irene E. V. Petrie, Honorary Missionary in the Punjab, 1894-1897.
•Gertrude E. Stanley, Missionary to Mid China, 1S91 ; married Dr. Smytb, 189.5; drowned in

the loss of the ss. Aden, June, 1897.
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Palestine has lost two valuahh; women missionaries l)y death, Part X.

Miss Frances Patching and Miss Helen Attlee. The former was lHy5-99.

a sixillcd medical and surgical nurse, and went out to the (la/a 1'^
^^'^

M('(Hcal Mission in 1<S91. Her unselfishness and thoughtfulness Palestine.

foi' others endeared her much to her fellow-missionaries. When Miss f.

J)r. Johnson went to Kerak, in the Land of Moab, to start a Patching,

medical mission there, she too was sent to that remote station to

be the hospital nurse ; hut within three months, in August, 1897,

she was struck down by typhoid fever, and went to an eai'ly

reward. Helen Attlee was the only daughter of the Vicar of Miss H.

Huttermere in Cumberland, who himself was a C.M.S. missionary Atticc.

in India for about twelve months in 18G0, but was soon invalided

home. Miss Attlee came forward at Keswick in 1888, but was
p(!rsuaded by the C.M.S. Secretary she approached to be content
with her home work as her parents' one child and as almost her
father's curate—for his health was not strong, and she did much
of the visiting and other work in the mountain parish, among
shepherds, miners, &c. Two years later, she again came forwartl

at Keswick, and this time was able to announce that her father

and mother were prepared to give up the parish and go out with
h(H' to Palestine, where her heart was set, all without any cost to

the Society. They went accordingly in 1890, and by-and-by
Mrs. Attlee died. Miss Attlee and her father lived at the top of Hcrin-

tlie Mount of Olives, and there she gained a (juite unique inllucnce patrs"ne
over the Mohammedans of the neighbourhood. She learned Arabic
with unusual success, and was quickly recognized by all her
brethi'en and sisters as an example to them of entire devotion to

her Loi'd and to His work. An illness drove her home in 1895,

and her father accepted a parish in Shropshire ; but in 1898 she
went out again, with his full concurrence, alone, and met with an
enthusiastic welcome from the people, a cavalcade of Arab horse-

men escorting her up the hill from Jerusalem. On December
2'2nd it pleased (jod to call her to Himself ; and again the affection

siie had gained was manifested. As her body was about to be

borne to Jerusalem for burial, the leading Sheikh on Olivet asked
permission to bid his dear friend farewell ; and, stooping down, he
reverently kissed the cold forehead, saying in a low tone, "The
peace of God rest upon thee. Be assured that without doubt I

will meet thee in heaven "; and then he begged that another such
lady should be sent to take her place. Shall we despair of

iNIohammedans ?

Persia's loss by the death of the Rev. H. Carless was one of the Persia,

severest that could have befallen it. Henry Carless was one of Henry

the young Cambiidge men at the memorable period, 1883-85,

referred to in a former chapter. He offered to the Society in

1886, while a Lancashire curate, but some delay occurred, and
eventually, in 1888, Dr. Bruce enlisted him specially for Persia.

He proved a most zealous and devoted missionary, and his able and
VOL. III. 3 R
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Part X.
1895-99.

Chap. 105,

A letter
worth
quoting.

earnest speeches in behalf of the evangeHzation of the Moham-
medan world while on furlough will be remembered by many.
The spirit he worked in is illustrated by these beautiful sentences

written to a fellow-missionary to Moslems, in Palestine, a few
weeks before his death :

—

" After all, we are not responsible for success, but for humble, trustful,

glad obedience in the place that He has appointed. You remember the
fable of the two angels, one seut to sweep a street crossing, tlie otlier to

rule a kingdom ; both went, equally delighted to (^bey. And surely we
may feel, the more difficult the sphere, the liigher the honour to be sent

there. It is one battle that the Church is fighting through the whole
world, and we can rejoice in the victories elsewbere, and (juietly ht)ld our
ground till victory shall tune our song also in the field entrusted to us.

Meanwhile we can love and serve these poor Moslems, and love never

fails !

" Let us live the life of Christ among them ; lot us feel the privilege of

being anywhere a soldier in the King's great army, restfuUy believing

that He will use us as instruments in the way that He sees best to fultil

His own glorio\is purposes for the woi'ld. We are responsible for sincert!

faithfulness ; He is responsible to do His own will in lis and through lis.

We are at present holding the fort ; the order to advance will come."

Carless had travelled much in Persia, preaching and living

Christ ; and in 1897 he went to the city of Kirman to commence
its permanent occupation. There he laboured alone for a year,

and then Mr. and Mrs. Blackett (formerly of Melbourne) went
from Julfa to join him. While on the journey thither they were
overtaken by Dr. Donald Carr, who had been summoned by
telegraph, as Carless was ill. It proved to be typhoid fever, and
despite skilful treatment and assiduous nursing, he passed away
on May 25th, 1898. Many centuries ago there was a Christian

Church at Kirman ; but all traces of it have long since been lost,

and this was the first Christian death there in modern times.

His grave. The Persian Governor kindly and promptly gave a plot of ground
for the burial, two miles off, at the foot of precipitous mountains

;

and there lies the first resident missionary in South-Eastern Persia

since the days of the Early Church. Will not that "corn of

wheat " bring forth " much fruit " ?

Carless at
Kirman.

West
Africa.

Miss
Goodall.

But Africa has been the greatest sufferer by the death of its

evangelists in these years. Some of those called away have been
mentioned before. Of a few of them a little more must be said.

And first, in order of time, a lady. Miss Marion Goodall. We
have met her before (in Chap. LXXXYIII.) as one of the earliest

of the modern race of C.M.S. women missionaries, and as having

given up a ladies' school of her own at the Master's call conveyed
to her through the memorable Whole Day Devotional Meeting of

January, 1888. Her period of service was only six years and a

half, including two visits home in accordance with the Society's

rules (which, like those of the Government, forbid more than two
years at a time in West Africa) ; but her influence was greatly
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blessed, both in her school at Lagos and in England. Few women Part X.

have exercised a more attractive power over all who came in 1895-99.

contact with her, and all the more because she was singularly P

devoid of " self," and it was always to her Lord and not to herself

that she sought to draw them. She shrank from publicity
;
yet

the few speeches she was persuaded to deliver were singularly

impressive. Just before she sailed for Africa the third and last

time, she deeply moved the assembled Gleaners at the afternoon
gathering on their anniversary day. At her own wish, she was
relieved this time of the Lagos School in order to go to the women
of the Yoruba interior. With joy she found herself at Abeokuta
in May, 1895, and there, on the 21st of that month, she entered
into rest."

From Yoruba we come back to Sierra Leone. How that

Colony, a year or two ago, seemed likely to be the field of an
Oxford University C.M.S. Mission, we have already seen, when
three Oxford men were there together, for the first time in the
history of West Africa. One of these, William Spiller Cox, was w. s. Cox.

the son of a gentleman at Hampstead, who has given us an
attractive picture of his son's beautiful character and brief career
in his Memoir.t That small but admirable book is especially His

valuable as recording, with perfect simplicity, the actual facts of a
'^^'"°>*"-

young man's definite entrance upon a more wholly devoted life

under the influence of the Spirit of God through the addresses at

the Keswick Convention, and then of his bright work among boys
in connexion with the Children's Special Service Mission—two
movements to which, as we have seen, the C.M.S. owes so much.
Cox went out to Sierra Leone in January, 1897. He landed on
tlie 18th. On June 11th he was put on board a steamer in hopes
of relieving him from a high fever by a voyage to the Canaries.
On the 12th he fell asleep in Christ. On the 13th his body w^as

committed to the deep, Archdeacon Crowther, who was on his

way to England, reading the Burial Service. With these most
true words his mother's sister apostrophized him :

—

" Thovigh short tliy life, not short as heaven reckons,
There, not as here, they measure life by love,
And when the Master home His servant beckons.

Full tlie reward awaiting each above."

Before ten months passed away, in March, 1898, Sierra Leone
lost another labourer for its good, its senior English missionary,
the Eev. W. J. Humphrey, cruelly murdered by the insurgents in w.j.
the Hinterland while seeking to make his way to the help of Humphrey

younger brethren in peril and want. Humphrey was one of the
large band of Cambridge men of 1890, in which year he succeeded
Mr. Nevill in the Principalship of Fourah Bay College. For
eight years he laboured with unsparing zeal and devotion, often

* See Bishop Tugwell's touching narrative of her last hours, CM. Intelli-

gencer, August, 1895, p. .596.

I Early Promoted, a Memoir of the Rev. W. S. Cox. (S. Low & Co.)

3 E 2
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Henry
Dobinson.

Part X. impoi'illing his health by working on when he shonld have rested,

1895-99. but graciously preserved amid much sickness. Bishop [ngham,
Chap. 105.

y^fter bis death, wrote of his "transparent sincerity, unobtrusive
' humility, charming selflessness, and courage in action."

In the previous year, 1897, both the other West Africa Missions

also lost their senior missionaries. J. B. Wood of the Yoruba
Mission has already been mentioned among the veterans. The
Niger Mission was bereft indeed by the death of Archdeacon Henry
Dobinson. The very interesting circumstances of his offer and
first going out were related in Chap. LXXXVIII. : the Cambridge
vicar and the Oxford curate sailing together. The Oxford curate

remained on the Niger when all the other members of the party

had either died or retired, and became the leader of the Mission,

trusted alike by the African clergy and teachers, the EngUsh
missionaries, and two successive bishops. Mr. Bennett wrote of

him: "That the Niger troubles have now passed into oblivion is

due in a large measure to his personal influence, to his gentle

courtesy and unfailing patience "
; and Bishop Tugwell—who had

made him Archdeacon—" Thorough, true, sound, and good, was
the character of dear Dobinson's work." Scarcely any one, if any

one, in the whole of the Society's missionary army, could less be

spared—as human judgment goes—than Dobinson from the Niger.

Dysentery and fever carried him off on April 13th, 1897—off from

tlie toils and anxieties of his arduous post, but on to the calm shore

of the heavenly Canaan. He was the last on the river of the

Wihnot Brooke party of 1890. The last of the Bishop Hill Niger

party of 1893 (except Miss Maxwell) had already gone to his

rest. Charles E. Watney had died at his post in June, 1895.

Ogho-putal'unaozo the Natives called him, because, they said in their

ignorance, he was " the one slave left when the master sold all the

rest." Bishop Tugwell mourned for one " so gentle and true and

loving and pure-hearted," but he added, " Let no man's heart fail

because of these things."

C. E.
Watney

Deaths in
Uganda ?

J.S.Callis
in Toro.

It is a notable fact that in twenty-one years no missionary died

in Uganda; and even now, no missionary has died there from

sickness. Hannington was not in Uganda, and those who died of

fever, Parker, Mackay, and others, were 200 miles away, at the

south end of the Nyanza. Death through fever touched the

missionary band for the first time on the north side of the Lake
in 1897 ; but even then the victim was not in Uganda, but far off

to the westward, in Toro. This was the Kev. John Samuel Callis,

whom it pleased God to call, like Cox, to "early promotion,"

within two months of his reaching Uganda. Like Cox, also, his

fragrant memory is perpetuated in a most interesting Memoir.* He
was a son of the Rev. J. CalHs, Rector of South Heigham, Norwich,

and among the influences that brought him to unreserved dedi-

* In Uijandafor Chrid. By the Rev. R. D. Pierpoinfc. (Tlodder & Sfcoughton.)
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cation to the Lord's service, and, subsequently, to the choice of Part X.

the foreign field, were the visit of Douglas Hooper to Cambridge in 1895-99.

1889 (at the time when Pilkington and Baskerville and Cotter ^^^£^05.

were enlisted), and that of Mr. Moody to Oxford (where Callis,

after graduating at Cambridge, was reading for orders at Wycliffe)

in 1892. After three years' work as a curate at Woolwich, he
offered to the Society in 1896, and was one of the Uganda party

of that year—the party in which were also Dr. Albert Cook, Miss
Timpson, Miss Taylor, and several others, including Pilkington

and Baskerville returning after furlough. Their testimonies to

the singular beauty of his Christian character are unusually sig- His

nificant. "The cream of the party," wrote Baskerville. " We character,

all felt," wrote Clayton, "that he lived nearer to God, perhaps,

than any of us." " We who travelled up with him," wrote Miss
Taylor, "know a little of what he was, a man who truly lived in

the Presence of God." "I shall feel grateful to the end of my
life," wrote Dr. Cook, "for having known him." On arriving at

Mengo, he was at once sent forward to Toro, as the very best

man to support Mr. Lloyd there. Lloyd's narrative of his illness

and death is touching in the extreme. He fell asleep on April

24th, 1897, surrounded by the weeping Christians of Toro, just

redeemed out of the densest heathen darkness. The Memoir of His

him is perhaps the best of all the numerous missionary biographies
'^^'"°"'-

pul)lished in recent years, and gives a most vivid picture of mis-

sionary life in Africa, as well as of the earlier life of Callis himself.

A year and a half passed away, and then death again invaded
the missionary band of Uganda, though again not in Uganda
itself ; and the brother called away was the one of the whole
missionary band who perhaps could least be spared—George George l.

Lawrence Pilkington. It is the less necessary to say much of *
'"gton.

him here, because no one of our younger missionaries has been
better known, and Dr. Harford-Battersby's excellent Memoir '''

has been universally read and enjoyed. We have all delighted to

read of his boy-life at his father's country seat in Westmeath ; of His

his early expertness in cooking, and also in milking cows, which days.^^*^

gave him, long afterwards, the honour of being the chief dairyman
in Uganda ; of the school-days at Uppingham which led to his

master's writing these striking words—" A chivalrous boy from an
English Public School is one of the beautiful things in God's
world of men ; and, to me, that knightly tale in Africa will be
most thought of as the full blowing of a beauty of soul which I

saw first and shall last remember in a boy at Uppingham." Con-
cerning his conversion to God while a Cambridge undergraduate,
under the influence of the "C.I.C.C.U.'^ men,—and of his classical

honours and his evangelistic work,—of his missionary call, and
his offer to the Society under Douglas Hooper's influence,—of the
memorable Valedictory Meeting of Jan. 20th, 1890,—and of his

* Pilkington of Uganda. By C. F. Ilarford-Battersby. (Marshall Brothers.)
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Part X. great work, both spiritual and linguistic, in Uganda,—this History
1895-99. i^iag already given details/''
Chap^05. j^ -j^ggg^ Pilkington and Baskerville came to England, the
Piikington former bringing with him a large part of the Old Testament in

iand,"ii95-6.
^Uganda, which he completed, and revised the proofs of the whole,
while at his Irish home. This prevented his going much about
the country to meetings; but none who heard him at the Gleaners'
Anniversary on All Saints' Day, November 1st, of that year, and
at the Liverpool S.V.M.U. Conference in January, 1896, and at

Keswick in the July following, will ever forget the combined
power and simplicity of his addresses on those occasions.f But
most remarkable of all his public appearances was at Canon

At the Christopher's Oxford Missionary Breakfast, attended, as usual, by
Breakfast, many distinguished members of the University and a crowd of

undergraduates. He was the first layman, and the first man still

young, to address that famous gathering. The speaker is usually
such a man as Bishop French or Bishop Moule or Bishop Tucker
or Dr. Bruce. But no one has ever made a deeper impression
than Pilkington, just because, while manifesting intellectual ability

and culture, he spoke from his heart in, and of, the power of the
Holy Ghost. Another remarkable gathering was a breakfast in

At his own college, Pembroke, Cambridge, given by Dr. Searle, the

Cambddge Master, who, after Pilkington's death, thus referred to the occasion
in a sermon in the college chapel :

—

Searle's
"His appearance in our hall about two years ago made a great im-

testimony. pression. The majority at the breakfast in hall at tliat time had never
met him, or heard him speak. One was the present Bishop of Rocliestcr,
Dr. Talbot, who kindly wrote to me to condole with me on the loss of my
friend, and adds :

' I see him standing at your high table that morning,
and his manners and words made a great impression on me, as strong as
any that I have received for some years.' I can recollect how intently
the Bishop followed him, and took notes of his address.

" Others were greatly impressed. The Master of Trinity referred to
his choice languafi;e and exquisite delivery, and remarked, though ignorant
of his classical distinction, ' it is like the address of a scholar.'

" All this can be remembered, and serves to show how precious all

natural gifts can become when consecrated to God. His tine person, his

rich voice, his linguistic ability, his classical knowledge, all told. But
there was something more ; he kept back nothing of the Gospel, and as
he spoke of the deepest things with a holy reverence, I know our hearts
burnt within us, and we felt that we had a prophet amongst us, a man
yoinig, indeed, in years, and though not a doctor of theology, who could,

notwithstanding, lead us to a high wisdom and instruct us in the way of

God more perfectly.
" So do teachers learn from their pupils, and must not disdain to

confess it."

It was while Pilkington was in England that the Three Years'

* See pp. 33, 361, 365, 450, 4.52.

I Not less impressive, thoup^h different, were those of Mr. Baskerville.
His sermon in Lincoln Cathedral, for instance, in the presence of Bishop
King—who expressed deep interest in and sympathy witli the Mission,—was
very striking for its testimony to the power of the Holy Ghost,
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Enterprise was launched. He instantly caught up the phrase, Part X.

and proposed " A Three Years' Enterprise for Central Africa," 1895-99^

pointing out that from Uganda as a centre, the surrounding
^^liap^OS.

countries—an area of 100,000 square miles—might be evangelized piiking-

in a few years, if—if the following wants were supplied :

—

^°t\ e "

" How would this enormous extension—multiplying by ten at least the Africa"^
^^

present area of occupied territory—be undertaken ?

" Wanted, first, European leaders for bands of Native evangelists.
The province of Kyagwe, as already mentioned, more than 2000 square
miles, is being evangelized by means of two Europeans at the central
station, directing the work of seventy or a hundred Native helpers. At
the same rate a hundred European missionaries would be needed to
lead and organize the evangelization of this vast circle. Will they not
be forthcoming ?

" Wanted, secondly, an army of Native evangelists ; it is believed that
the raw material for these would be forthcoming, but in order to train
them efficiently, a few more Eiu'opean missionaries are needed.
"Wanted, thirdly, about ten men to master the native languages, and

translate into them.
" Wanted, in all, from home, one hundred additional men missionaries

and some lady missionaries, full of the Holy Ghost.
" Is this too large a demand ?

"

But the three years have gone by, and very little has been done
towards meeting Pilkington's demand. And now he, the beloved
leader and inspiring personality, is taken from us—just punish-
ment for our neglect ! The disastrous mutiny of 1897 is fresh in

our memory, and has been briefly noticed in a previous chapter.
On December 11th, Pilkington fell, fighting, not as a missionary His death,

and not for the Mission, but as an Englishman, and in defence of

the country and people he loved so dearly against Mohammedan
foreigners. " Sir," said his boy Aloni, who was at his side, " have
they shot you? " " Yes, my child, they have shot me." At that
moment the boy saw a change over his face. " My master, you
are dying; death has come." "Yes, my child, it is as you say."
" Sir, he that believeth in Christ, although he die, yet shall he live."

"Yes, my child, shall never die." And so, in an hour or two,
George Pilkington, at the age of thirty-three, passed through the
gate of death into the Palace of the King. It is needless to quote
the loving testimonies to his remarkable powers and influence
written by his brethren.* Let one letter be given, written by his
Native comrade in the work of Bible translation, the Eev. Henry Henry
Wright Duta, to Mr. Millar, who was then in England :

—

Wright
° ' o Duta on

"Namirembe, Uganda, Dec. Uth, 1897.
P^^ington.

" My dear Millar,—How are you, my friend r I tell you about the
sorrow which has just come to us, about our brother, Mr. Pilkington,
whom we love very much ; he was killed in the Soudanese war in Usoga
on December 11th.

"When he saw that tlie Baganda and the Government were going to
war with the Soudanese because they had mutinied—you know what his

* See CM. Intellnjevctr, February and March, 1898.
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Part X. love for us is—he went to the war with Dr. Coolc, Lh)yrl, and Fletcher
;

1895-99. and of the Baganda many, 110. were killed, but of all the English not
Chap. 105. one was killed. Pilkington was very sony, and said, ' I want very

much to die, I should have liked to have died in the place of those
Baganda.'

" Well, when they fought for the fourth time they killed him and Lieut.

Macdonald, but we were all very much distressed at the death of Pilking-
ton ; we all shed tears, we cried our eyes out. Of Pilkington we have
only now the footprints ; but it is difficult to follow in the footprints
when the leader is not there. Pilkington has died, but his work has not
died ; it is still with us. Ho preached to all men the Gospel ; Protes-
tants, Roman Catholics, and Mohammedans, all lamented him when he
died, because he was beloved by all. He always welcomed both the wise
and the foolish ; all black people were his friends.

" We sorrow very much, beyond our t,trength ; we do not see among
the missionaries who we have any one who can lill his place and take on
his work. I worked very hard at teaching him Luganda, and he learnt
it very well, and was able to speak Luganda like a Native, and could
translate any book into Liiganda without my help ; and I was not afraid

of him making any mistakes.
"You see this is what makes all of us Baganda so sad. Where is

another Englishman to give himself as he did to this work of translating
our books ?

" Therefore I want you, if you are still in England, and have not yet
left, to go to the Committee of the Church Missionary Society and tell

them how our brother Pilkington has been killed ; tell them that the
Baganda sorrow very much for Pilkington, that if we could Avrite their

language, Plnglish, we would have written to them in tears, and our tears
would have fallen on the letter as we bogged them to seek for a man of

Pilkington's ability, and to beg him to come here and hoi}) us, and to

take on Pilkington's work.
" His body we disinterred from Usoga, and we buried him here in

Uganda near our church, that we might always remember him. If we
had known how to carve his likeness on stone we would have done it

;

but the sight of his tomb will suffice us.

"My friend Millar, I entreat you, do not fail to send my messnge to
the leaders of the C.M.S. that they may send us someone to succeed
Pilkington ; and you yourself, do you lieseech with tears those Christians
who have hearts filled with the love of Jesus Christ, to come and pity us
and help us.

" It would be an excellent thing to circulate this letter among all the
English. I know their love for us. They will hear us. I trust so."

" H. W. D. KiTAKULE."

British
Adminis-
trator on
Pilkingto

And. also the official letter from the British Administrator to

Archdeacon Walker :

—

^^ Kmnjjala, Dec. Vith, 1897.
" Sir,—I have been asked by Mr. Jackson and the whole of the stalf

of this Administration to give expression to the deep and heart-felt

sympathy which they feel with the members of the Church Missionary
Society in the loss they have sustained by the death of our frii-nd, Mr.
Pilkington.

" We join with you all the more deeply, in that we feel that the mis-

fortune is one that falls upon all Uganda, and I am sure that no higher
tribute could be paid, nor one which Mr. Pilkington would have esteemed
greater, than the sorrow which is expressed by the Native population of
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the country f..r wl.ich lie has worked so hard, and for the li..M..ur ..f Part X
vvluch, 1 l)olievu we can say in all snicerity, he has given up his life. J8!>o-i)9

'• I am, Sir,
'

Chap, ioi

,, „, ^_ ,

" Your most obedient, humble servant,
Ihe Venerable Archdeacon Walker, George Wilson.

Naniirembo."

The one death in Uganda itself—hut again not from sickness-
has heeii that of the Rev. E. H. Hubhard of Nassa, who was e. h
wounded by the accidental discharge of a rifle while en route ""bbard.
to the Mission after furlough. He was carried on to Mengo, and
Dr. Cook had every liope of his recovery ; but after three months
of suffenng lie succumbed on March 9th, 1898. His patience and
peace were such that Archdeacon Walkei- said it was " a pleasure
to sit with him." On the moi-ning of tlie fatal day. Dr. Cook said,
*' Hubbard, old man, unless the Lord tliinks fit to stretch out His
hand to save you, you have only two hours more to live." " Two
hours '?

" he replied
;
" all right." He dictated a few letters, bade

tarewell to his Native boys, repeated the hvinn "Just as I am,"
asked for 1 Cor. xv. to be read to him, and fell asleep.

China's losses have been the most touching of all ; hut the China,
greatest of them, by the massacre at Ku-cheng, have been already

,

dwelt upon in a former chapter. The Fuh-kien Mission then
" passed through the fire." Two years later, as Mr. Lloyd wrote
it " passed through the waters." " We believe," he added, " that
God, Who permitted these losses, will bring us out presently into
a 'wealthy place '—a place of deeper consecration, of fuller
blessing, and of larger expectations." The Rev. James Stratford J- S-

C(^hns, of Trinity College, Dublin (and the first supported by the
''°"''"-

i.C.D. Association),—a son of the Rev. W. H. Collins, formerly of
Shanghai and Peking—was one of the most earnest missionaries in
China, and a devoted follower of Robert Stewart in his priiu-ii)l(>s
and methods of missionary work. On ]<]aster Tuesday, April 20th
1897, he was in a boat descending the River Min from Yen-pin-- to
Chiu-kow, when the boat struck on a rock, and before he co'uld
swim^to the shore, a whirlpool sucked him down. He had married
a C.E.Z. lady in the Fuh-kien INIission, one of two jMisses
Jolmson of Dublin, sisters of the present head of the Irish Church
Missions to Roman Catholics there. Mrs. Collins sailed for En^rland The ladies
with her two children, and joined the ill-fated P. tt O steamei- '" ^'^^

Aden at Colombo. On June 9th, the ship was wrecked on the
"'^'^'"•"

coast of the Islaiul of Socotra. Mrs. Collins and her children were
put into the one lifeboat that was successfully got off; and that
boat was never Jicard of again. Thus, within a few weeks, father
mother, and children were an unbroken family in the Heavenlv
Home.

In that same steamer, and lost in that s;ime boat was another
<l.n-(.ted missionary lady. th,. wife of Dr. Smyth of Ningpo, with ^rsher mfaut. As Miss Gertrude Stanley she had gone to China in Smyth.
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Part X. 1891, leaving behind her a hxrge circle of friends at home and
1895-99^ much blessed work in which she had taken no secondary share.

'^^' °' At Shanghai she labom-ed earnestly for three or fom' years, till her
marriage, beloved and esteemed by all who came in contact with
her. Bishop Moule wrote after her death :

" Mrs. Smyth was one
of the most beautiful and gracious Christian characters I ever had
the privilege of knowing ; naturally gracious, but conspicuously
so by God's grace." " Hers was a beautiful influence," wrote his

nephew Walter Moule, " always for peace and charity^—it was
irresistible." And this was not the whole of China's loss by the
Aden. Two C.E.Z. ladies from Fuh-kien, Miss Lloyd, sister of

Lloyd of Toro, and Miss Weller, who had only escaped the
Ku-cheng massacre by having gone elsewhere for her holiday,

were not put into the lifeboat, but were afterwards washed away
from the stranded steamer. The rocks of Socotra will ever l)e

associated with the memory of these four devoted women, true

handmaidens of the Lord and soul-seekers for Him.
One more of His chosen vessels for carrying the Gospel to the

w^omen of China must be named—one of Mr. Horsburgh's party in
Miss A. the Si-chuan Province, Miss Alice Entwistle. She was but a

Lancashire factory-girl, from Smithills, near Bolton. =" Mr. Standen
tells how at one of his open prayer-meetings, a young woman,
unknown to him, led in prayer, and he said to himself, " There is

one among us lolio knows God "; and true indeed that was of

Alice Entwistle. When she told her father that God was calling

her to China, he said, " Why, lass, they won't take the like of thee
;

A^anca- thou art nought but an uneducated lass. Still, if the Lord has
called thee to China, He will have thee there. And, lass, if thy
father attempts to hinder thee when God has called thee, He will

have to put me aside. There's nought but trouble comes to us if

we stand in His way." She did go forth ; she proved not only a

devoted missionary, but a capable one ; she learned the language
—which she said was " a constant test of her fellowship with God."
"If there is the least break in the fellowship," she wrote, "I
make no progress ; when fellowship is uninterrupted, the progress
is assured." Her father died while she was in China, and after

five years' service she was about to come home to see her
widowed mother, and to be married to one whom she had left

to go out for a while, and whom she hoped to take back with her
;

but she caught small-pox from a Chinese woman she was nursing

,

"A simple and died in peace on June 21st, 1896. "Just a simple girl,"
g>r

,

yet—
-y^j^Q^g ^/[y. Horsburgh, "and yet such a loving, brave, burning,
prayerful, powerful missionary ! It was beautiful to watch her
life—steadfast, immovable, always the one thing, doing the will of

God from the heart. We thank Him for the joy and inspiration

her simple faith, her fixedness of purpose, her warm, loving heart,

have been to us."

* See the Rev. W. S. Staiiden's touching accouut of her, in the CM.
Glear.er of November, 1896.
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China also lost some of its Native clergy. Let two be Part X.
mentioned. In November, 1896, died the Eev. Ting Sing-Ki, the 1895-99."

senior Chinese clergyman in Fuh-kien. He had been a Christian Chap. 105.

thirty
_

years, and was No. 69 on the l^aptismal roll of the Nat"h^
Fuh-kien Mission, and the first convert at his native town ^ergy.

of Ming-Ang-Teng. He was confirmed by Bishop Alford, and
J'i"^

^ing-

ordained in 1876 by Bishop Burdon together with three others,
all of whom died before him. " Dming the whole time of his
service," wrote Archdeacon Wolfe, "as catechist, deacon, and
presbyter, I have never had occasion to find fault with him. He
w^as an able preacher, a faithful pastor, and a truly humble man of
God." " I loved him," he added, " w4th a brother's love." Mr.
Ting's whole family became Christians, and a brother of his, the
Eev. Ting Sing-Ang, is pastor at Lieng-kong. The other clergy- Ting sing-

man to be mentioned, who died in 1895, was the Eev. Tiong Muk ^"^'

Tung, pastor at Ning-taik. Of him Mr. Eyton-Jones wrote :—
" His death was peaceful, holy, triumphant ; he died as lie had lived,

witnessing to the goothiess and power of God ; and on the banner which
preceded his bier were Chinese characters signifying ' Death had no
terrorfor him ; it nas a return home: The man's life has been fruitful,
powerful, exemplary. He was a truly spiritual worker, and the Church'
feels his loss."

Several Native clergymen in other Missions have been called
away in recent years. Two of these also must be mentioned.
The Eev. Wiremu Turipona, one of the most highly esteemed of wiremu
the Maori clergy of New Zealand, died in 1896, aged 75, having

^unpona.

been a Christian fifty-nine years, and in orders twenty-four
years. " His Christian life and devotion to duty," wrote Arch-
deacon E. B. Clarke, " won the respect and affection of all who
knew him, whether Maori or European." The Eev. Kuruwella k. Kuru-
Kuruwella, one of the senior pastors in Travancore, died in 1898.

'^^"^"

" He was," wrote the Eev. A. F. Painter, "a decidedly able man,
a good English scholar, a great reader." He was pastor of an
important Native congregation at the British port of Cochin (not
the state of that name), and when the chaplain was absent, he
ministered with acceptance to the Enghsh congregation. He 'was
a member of the Malayalam New Testament Eevision Committee.
" When I_ sat on that Committee," says Mr. Painter, " I saw
much of him, and the more I knew of him the more I loved him.
His chief characteristics were his gentleness, meekness, and
unaffected piety. By utter absence of self-assertion, by courtesy
and quiet dignity, he won affection and compelled respect."
One other Native clergyman must be mentioned, although he

was latterly far removed from C.M.S. views and methods, if only
to give occasion for referring the reader to the extremely striking
article on him by Dr. Hooper.- This was the Eev. Nehemiah Nehemiah
Goreh, "Father Goreh," as he was latterly called, who died in Goreh.

* Contributed to the North India Localized Edition of the CM. Gleaner
and printed in the CM. Intelligencer of July, 1896,

'
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1895-99.

Chap. 105

1895. We have met him before in this History as W. Smith's
most distinguished convert at Benares, as a C.M.S. catechist
there, as being privileged to lead to Christ Euttonji Nowroji and
Safdar Ali, as eventually joining the Cowley Fathers at Poena,
as opposing the Brahmo Samaj, as addressing the Oxford Mis-
sionary Conference. We sav^ also the very touching circum-
stances attending the birth of his daughter, Ellen Lakhshmi Goreh,
author of those exquisite lines sung by Christian people all round
the world, " In the secret of His presence how my soul delights to

hide." ''' Dr. Hooper sa^^s :
" Neither local separation, nor diver-

gence in our way of looking at some parts of Christian truth, could
for a moment, or in the slightest degree, estrange me from one
who, I could not but thankfully see, had been and was being led
l)y the Spirit of Christ." Men plainly saw, he adds, " Christ in
]ti)u."

Four bishops died in the period whose work had lain in C.M.S.
Mission-fields. Only one of them had been actually a missionary
of the Society, Bishop Speechly, who went to Travancore in 1860,
was Principal of the Cambridge Nicholson Institution at Cottayam
for several years, was appointed first bishop of Travancore and
Cochin in 1879, and presided over the diocese for ten years. Of
the three others, we have seen much of Bishop Alford and Bishop
Edward Bickersteth in chapters on China and Japan. The
deeply-lamented death of the latter has been mentioned before.

Bishop Alford, in the advanced years of his retirement, was
a very regular member of the C.M.S. Committee, where he was
noted both for his geniality and for the rather unusual combination
of very decided Protestantism with a vigilant guardianship of the
right position of a bishop. The fourth was Bishop Matthew of

Lahore, whom also we have met, and who died at his post on
December 2nd, 1898, after a nearly eleven years' episcopate
marked by the most cordial relations with the Society's Missions.
One other bishop must be named, although his field of labour was
not a C.M.S. one at all—Bishop Chauncy Maples, of the
Universities' Mission in East Africa, w^ho was drowned in Lake
Nyassa in 1895, only four months after his consecration ; a martyr
for Africa like his predecessors. Bishops Mackenzie, Steere, and
Smythies. He was a nephew of the Eev. J. E. Carlyle, the able

Scottish missionary in South Africa w^ho, after joining the Church
of England in the days of his retirement, contributed for two or

three years the valuable African Notes in the CM. Intclligencej'.

Among the home bishops called away in the period, there wore
four to be mentioned in these pages. Bishop Thorold, of

Eochester and of Winchester, was an old and firm friend of the
Society, much valued, when a London rector, by Henry Venn.
His C.M.S. sermons at St. Bride's and at St. Paul's have been

* See Vol. II., pp. 167, 174, 508, 557 ; and p. 14 of this Volume.
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noticed before, as well as other utterances, always pointed, always Part X.

fresh, always pregnant, always loyal to the truth of God. Lord 1895-99.

Plunket, Archbishop of Dublin, was a warm supporter of the
^^^̂ P-^^'^-

Hibernian Auxiliary Society. When he spoke at the I'Lxeter Hall Archbp.

Annual Meeting, he was received with unusual enthusiasm, the V?^^, ^

whole assembly rising to its feet and cheering vociferously, in

obvious recognition of his bold Protestant policy in befriending the
Spanish Eeformed Church. Bishop Billing of Bedford we have Bishop

met several times in this History, as Association Secretary, as ^'"'"e:-

editor of the old Juvenile Instructor, as founder and president of

the Missionary Leaves Association, as a regular and valued
member of the C.M.S. Committee during his incumbency of a
London church, as a vigorous fellow-worker with Mr. Moody in his

great Mission in 1875. He died after a long and painful illness in

1898. But the heaviest loss through a bishop's death came upon
the Society when Archbishop Benson was suddenly called away Archbp.

in Hawarden Church. In our Eighty-fourth Chapter we saw Benson,

much of Dr. Benson's character as Primate, and of his cordial

relations with the Society ; but over and over again, incidentally

in other chapters, his singularly fresh and helpful letters and
utterances have been quoted, and his tokens of warm and friendly

sympathy mentioned. Archbishop Benson had this important
good quality among others—he was always accessible; by which
term is meant, not merely that he was ready to grant interviews,

but that, when he received those who wished to consult him, he
could be an attentive and interested listener to the case. He
might or might not agree with you. His advice, or decision,

might or might not please you. But you felt that he did under-
stand and appreciate your points ; and you learned in time to

place, not a blind, but an intelligent trust in his genuine goodness,
absolute fairness, and unfeigned sympathy. The Society lost a
true and a wise friend when Dr. Benson passed from his

archiepiscopal throne into the Presence of the Great Shepherd
and Bishop of souls.

Some other home friends must be mentioned more cursorily, other

Among laymen. Sir Charles Aitchison, whom we have met as Ivi^ds.

Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab, and who, as President of the
Church of England Zenana Society, was brought into frequent
close relations with the C.M.S. ; Mr. Arthur ]\Iills, late M.P., and
Mr. A])el Smith, M.P., two much-respected Vice-Presidents, and
not infrequent attendants at committee-meetings ; and Mr. Alfred
Sutton, one of the well-known Eeading firm, and father of three
sons who became medical missionaries—two of them in C.IM.S.

connexion at Baghdad and Quetta. Of clerical friends, Carr J.

Glyn, staunch upholder of Evangelical principles in Dorset, and an
Honorary Association Secretary for many years ; J. E. Sampson,
of York and Barrow, ideal leader of a Parochial INIissionary

Association in a poor district, and father of four daughters given
to missionary work in India (one C.M.S. and three C.E.Z.M.S.);
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Part X. J. Wilkinson, for some years Hon. Secretary at Bristol, and
1895-99^ father of the present C.M.S. Secretary and of two missionary
Chap.lOo.

sisters; Archdeacon Favell, Hon. Secretary at Sheffield; T. J.

Clarke, Hon. Secretary at York, and father of two missionary
sons ; F. Fitch of Cromer, father of son and daughter in East
Africa ; Causton of Croydon, member of Committee and father of
a missionary in India ; Canon Bell, eloquent preacher and vigilant
defender of Evangelical truth. Of former or existing officials of
the Society, C. F. Childe and Canon T. Green, successively Princi-
pals of Islington College, whose work there has been described in
former chapters ; J. G. Heisch, for many years Vice-Principal of
the College, dying at the age of 88; S. H. Unwin and W. G.
Barker, successively Directors of the Children's Home ; Miss
Emily S. Elliott, formerly editor of the old Juvenile Instructor,
and writer of exquisite hymns familiar at Gleaners' meetings

;

and Miss Adelaide E. Batty, assistant-editor in recent years of
the Gleaner and Aivahc.

William And, lastly, two Secretaries, William Gray and F. E. Wigram.
Gray.

|^|^. Q^.g^y ^g havc frequently met in this History, as alumnus of
T.C.D., as itinerating missionary in North Tinnevelly, as Secretary
at Madras, as Association Secretary for Notts and Lincoln, as
Secretary for India in Salisbury Square. In this last capacity he
laboured with unremitting diligence, with real ability and wisdom,
and in continual dependence upon the guidance of the Lord, for

twenty years. The charge, as his years advanced, became too
heavy for him, and he had not the efficient help that has since
been provided for the Department ; but he worked on cheerfully
and patiently till he could work no more. He only resigned
because his eyesight was failing ; but he did not survive his
retirement twelve months. He died on September 13th, 1895,
deeply lamented. He had already, some years before, given a
daughter to the C.E.Z.M.S. for India, who afterwards married
Mr. Tisdall, now of Persia; and a son to the C.M.S., who, after

his father's death, went to Japan.
It was in Mr. Wigram's house at Hampstead that Mr. Gray

F. E. died, while the former, who had lately also resigned on account
Wigram.

q£ weakened health, was seeking some renewal of strength on
the Continent. The search was not wholly unsuccessful. Mr.
Wigram came back better, and it was hoped that he would yet
render important service as a Yice-President and regular attendant
at committee-meetings. He took the deepest interest in the
Three Years' Enterprise, and became chairman of the large

special committee appointed to work out the scheme of advance.
But it was not for long. The day after the May Anniversary of

1896 he was prostrated by serious illness ; and from that time,
though with some intervals of revived strength, he gradually faded
away, and at length entered into rest on March 10th, 1897. Of
his great qualities as a Chief Secretary this History has before
spoken ; and we have seen his energy, and promptness, an(l large-
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hearteclness, illustrated many times. Let it only here be added Part X.

that he was above all things the personal friend of the missionaries. 1^95-99^

" They knew," wrote his successor in Salisbury Square, Mr. Fox, P" ^^^'

" that they could trust him, and they were loyal to him because wigram
they felt that he was loyal to them. They knew that he would

^f /u'^"'*-

study their interests, enter into their difficulties, share their joys sionaries.

and their sorrows, receive them with brotherly cordiality when
they came to seek his advice or aid, and watch over their loved
ones when far away." He, too, like so many others mentioned in

this chapter, had given children to the great Cause he loved and
worked for—a son and a daughter to India, and a son to Uganda.
His name will ever be honoured for his noble devotion to his

Divine Master and his Master's work, and his memory cherished
by us who praise the Lord for having given us such a friend. Let
these brief lines, and this chapter, close with the words of genuine Archbp.

respect and affection written of him by Archbishop Temple :— wigJ'am°"
" My heart is with you in lamenting the loss we have sustained

in the death of that true servant of God, our dear friend Preben-
dary Wigram. He did good work in his day, and has gone to

the Lord whom he loved and served. May our lives bear the
same witness to the truth as it is in Christ !

"



CHAPTER CVI.

Bespice, Circumspice, Ppospice.

Respice : The World Opened—Delays and Disappointments—Colonial

and Imperial Problems—The Episcopate—Changes in the Church

—

Development of Church Life—Missions and Spiritual Life—Good
out of Evil—Weakness of Men— Faith in God.

Circumspice : Africa—Moslem Lands—India—China—^Japan—South
Seas—South America—North-West Canada—One Race and One
Message.

Prospice : Tasks before us—Native Church Organization—Evangeli-
zation of New Fields—The Second Advent.

" The icor]:s of the Lord arc great, souglit out of all thetii. that have pleasure
therein."—Ps. cxi. 2.

" Let the lieauty of the Lord our God be upon vs : and. estahlish Than the work
of our hands upon us ; yea, the ivorJc of our hands estalilish Thou it."—Ps. xc. 17.

" Behdd, I come quicklii ; and My reward is icith Me, to give every man
according as liis uorh shall he."—Rev. xxii. 12.

Part X.
1895-99.

Chap. 106.

"WV. at we
have seen.

The world
opened.

Chiefly
within the
last half-
century.

UR long survey of the Hundred Years is over. It

remains only to gather up, very hriefly, the lessons of

the century, to cast a final glance round the world as

it is, and to look forward to what may await us in the

time to come. Past, Present, and Future : what liave

they to say to us l:)efore we close the book ?

I. Ee SPICE.

1. We have seen the wonderful providence of God in opening
up the world, country by country : India forbidden to shut out

missionaries, the Levant accessible when Napoleon fell, New
Zealand tamed by a little band of C.M.S. missionaries, China
unbarring her gates, Japan unlocking her doors, Africa unveiling

her recesses to the daring explorer, the Arctic Circle crossed by
the messengers of the Gospel. We have seen the little schooner
that timidly clung to its convoy for fear of French privateers

superseded by the "ocean greyhound" steaming across the

Atlantic in five days ; and the post taking a fortnight instead of

six months to come from India to England, and even then antici-

pated by the telegraph that puts a girdle round about the earth in

much less than forty minutes. In this History we have been
reviewing a century ; but it has not taken a century to work these

mighty changes. Most of them belong to the second half of the

hundred years. Fifty years ago, Africa—as the President of the

Royal Geographical Society said—was little more than a coast-line
;
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the newis of the first of the modern discoveries, that of Kilima- Part X.

njaro by the C.M.S. missionary Eebmann, had only just reached 1895-99.

Europe ; and the great Missions of the Congo and the Zambesi, P"

of Nyassa and Tanganyika and the Victoria Nyanza, belong to the

last five-and-twenty years. Fifty years ago, five ports had been
opened in China ; but outside them the country was inaccessible for

nearly ten years more. Fifty years ago, Japan was still fast closed,

and our knowledge of its people was derived from Portuguese
and Dutch Ijooks of the sixteenth century. Fifty years ago, the

Gospel had not yet reached the wandering Indian tribes of the Far
North or of the Pacific Coast. Fifty years ago, even in India,

there was no Punjab Mission—the Province had only been
annexed a few months ; no Missions to Santals, Gonds, Bheels

;

no Medical Missions, no Zenana Missions, no Divinity Schools,

no Native Church Councils. Fifty years ago, it was thought a

wonderful thing that a New Zealand mail had reached England in

three months. Fifty years ago, the telegraphic wires had not yet

ventured under the sea.

2. We have seen how often ardent hopes have been disappointed, Delays and

and the working out of well-laid plans long delayed. We have ments.

seen Wilberforce's efforts to suppress the Slave Trade, and to

open India to the Gospel, prolonged through twenty years before

success crowned his efforts. We have seen sixteen years elapse

between the sending forth of the first two men for New Zealand
and the baptism of the first convert ; and four more years before

the baptism of the second. We have seen the Niger Expedition
undertaken with great eclat under the auspices of Prince Albert,

and then becoming a by-word for failure ; sixteen years elapsing

before a Mission could be begun
;

plan after plan coming to

nought ; and Hausaland still unoccupied to this very day. We
have seen the solicitude of the C.M.S. Committee for Persia, both
before and after Henry Martyn's death ; and yet more than half a
century intervening between him and his successor Bruce. We
have seen Japan's doors unlocked after being closed for two
centuries and a half, and then fifteen more years elapsing before

England had a missionary to send there. We have seen the

journeys of Krapf and Eebmann commencing the long story of East
and Central African exploration, and yet such a failure of their

plans that the Mission actually dropped out of the Eeports alto-

gether for a time, until Eebmann's twenty-nine years of unbroken
residence on the coast was followed by a revival of the enterprise

which has drawn the eyes of all Christendom, first to Mombasa,
and then to Uganda. Truly is it said that men should " tarry the

Lord's leisure," and that " God is patient because He is eternal."

3. We have at least touched the fringe of Colonial and Imperial Colonial

problems. Canada Proper, indeed, and Australia, and South imperial

Africa, have found only casual reference in this History. But we problems,

have seen, in New Zealand and in the Canadian North-West, the

complications arising from the contact of white settlers with
VOL. III. 3 F
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Part X. aboriginal races ; in West Africa, those arising from trade—more
1895-99.^ or less legitimate—with uncivilized tribes ; in the West Indies,
Lhap. lOb.

^}jQgQ arising from the enslaving of the black man by the white
man. We have seen at work the system of great Chartered
Companies, particularly in India and in East Africa, with glimpses

also of those in North America and on the Niger. We have seen

how much the British Empire owes to these Companies ; and yet

how in some cases the Crown has had eventually to supei^sede

them. We have had one great object-lesson upon the blessing that

attends government on Christian principles fearlessly avowed, in

the success that God granted to the administration of the Punjab
by the Lawrences and their followers ; and we have had occasion

repeatedly to wish that the English rulers of other dependencies
and colonies had been actuated by the Punjab spirit. We have
seen that in the wonderful growth of her Empire England has not

been without grave fault in dealing with the people whose lands

she has absorbed, and yet that, upon the whole, the extension of

her dominion has been for good and not for evil.

The 4;. "We have seen the wonderful growth of the Anglican Episco-

Epfscopate pate, especially since the memorable year 1841 ; and of Church
organization in various forms. We have learned to appreciate the

importance of such organization when Missions have passed their

first stage of simple evangelization, and in proportion to their

success in the gathering out of Native Christian communities.
We have felt the incompleteness of our work for these communities
so far, and have longed for the time when they shall be guided
and governed by Native Bishops and Native Synods ; but mean-
while we have thankfully noted the good and gracious influence of

so many of the English bishops set over the various Mission-fields,

whether identified wnth our own Society or not. We have not
expected that in so great and comprehensive a Church as ours,

they should always agree with us, or w^e with them ; but all the

more have we admired their personal devotion, and, in so many
cases, their large-hearted wisdom. We have seen differences

naturally arising, now and again, between some of them and the

Society ; but we have seen these differences honourably settled,

with frank recognition that the fault has not been all on one side.

Changes 5. "We have traced out the immense changes in the Church of

and^evii. England, at home and abroad, during the century. We have
mourned over some of them. We have deplored the revival of

mediaeval error, and of practices inconsistent with the simplicity

of the Gospel. We know that the central doctrine of the New
Testament regarding the application of the work of Christ to the
individual soul is that the sinner has direct access to the Saviour,
and that forgiveness and acceptance and restoi-ation to God's
favour await him when he conies in simple faith and unreserved
submission ; we remember how this essential doctrine was almost
forgotten for centuries, and how God revived it in the sixteenth

century, and taught our great English Eeformers to enshrine it
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in our English Prayer-book ; and we see with pain and appre- Part X.
hension how it is now again being obscured by a system of lH9o-99.

human intervention which puts the sacred ministry and the holy ^^^P- 106.

sacraments altogether in the wrong place. Moreover we lament to
see, simultaneously, the prevalence of loose views of the inspiration
and supreme authority of Holy Scripture, and of the atonement of
Christ ; and also to see the Holy Ghost dishonoured by an inade-
quate appreciation of our sinful state by nature, and therefore of

the absolute need of His regenerating and sanctifying grace. At
the same time, we have learned that these fundamental truths
were not merely obscured, but denied and opposed, a century ago,
by most of the Enghsh clergy; that the belief in them, and the
preaching of them, exposed our fathers to a scorn and a reviling
that are now almost unknown ; that while actual error is much
more widely spread, the truth, on the other hand, is proclaimed
with a freedom and an acceptance that would have astonished a
Simeon or a Scott ; that while it is true that the Evangelical upon the

clergy and laity are but a minority now, it is true also that they ^use^for
were a smaller minority fifty years ago, and a much smaller thankful-

minority a hundred years ago. If these pages have taught us
"^^^'

anything at all, they have taught us to thank God for the age we
live in.'''

6. We have traced out also the development of the Church of Deveiop-

England as a Church, and not merely as a department of the State churc°h of^
and an aggregate of parishes supported by tithes. We have noted England

the growing activity of the Church as a body, and not merely of porate°'^'

her individual members, illustrated by the multiplied labours of ^°'^^-

the bishops, the gatherings of Churchmen in Conferences of all

kinds, the varied employment of the cathedrals, the organization
of lay work and women's work, the increasing consciousness of

* There is one important feature of Church life which, by some strange
forgetfulness, has been almost entirely omitted in this History, viz., the
ivfluence of Hymns ; and it is now too late to refer to it, except briefly in a
foot-note. Not only have Hymns provided an element of elasticity in our
church services without which those services, confined within the four walls
of the Prayer-book, would have failed to meet the needs of worshippers ; but
they have also exercised a potent influence in successive religious movements.
The Methodist revival owed much to Wesley's hymns. Those of Covvper and
Toplady and Newton greatly helped the early Evangelical cause. Keble's
poetry, and Hijmns Ancient aitd Mod>rn, have had great power in fosterino-
High Church tendencies. The Hymnal Companion has done essential service
by occupying ground which A. aud M. would othei-wise have covered. The
successive editions and enlai-gements of Songs ai-d Solos have had enormous
influence in evangelistic work all round the world. Hif^ns of Consecration
and Faith have largely aided the movements for promoting higher spiritual
life. The recent missionary revival has been accompanied by a burst of
missionary hymnody

; and it is significant that the new hymns in this cate-
gory are to a large extent suggpstive of personal dedication to the work,
rather than of mere ex])ectation of its triumph. " Far, far away, in heathen
darkness dwelling," and "Aery as of pain," and "0 Master? when Thou
callest," now hold their own in missionary circles by the side of "Jesus
shall reign " and " All hail the power."

3 F 2
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Part X. membership in a great body. We see that this development,
1895-99. although historically coincident with the development of sacerdotal
Chap. 106. teaching, is essentially distinct from it ; and that if this distinctness

had been recognized by Evangelical Chm'chmen in time, and had
led them to seek to guide the rising tide into right channels instead

of vainly trying to stem its advance, the cause v^^e love would be

in a much better position to-day. We have had significant object-

lessons in the Church of Ireland and in some of the Colonial

Churches, showing us that independent Church organization does

not necessarily involve episcopal autocracy or priestly domination,

but rather the increase of lay power—i.e. of the power of those

laymen who, being sincere members of the Church, have a right

to a voice in its management. And therefore we conclude that
Attitude of while the Church Missionary Society has been right in defending

its just liberties when they have been assailed, it has also been
right in holding aloof, as a Society, from current Church contro-

versies, and only wrong when it has occasionally been betrayed

into opposition to the natural development of a vigorous Church.

The Society is now and then blamed by some friends for its

supposed departures from the principles of Pratt and Venn. Such
complaints only show how little is known of what their principles

actually w^ere. This History has honestly and unreservedly sought

to present their real views ; and its readers cannot but be struck

by the singular breadth of mind and largeness of heart that

characterized those two great leaders. The Society, in fact, has

incurred blame, not in departing from their principles, but in

refusing to depart from them.
Missions 7. We liavc learned in our long survey that Missionary Advance

tuanPfe"' depends upon Spiritual Life. Evangelical Orthodoxy is powerless

in itself to spread the Gospel. Unimpeachable Protestant teach-

ing in the pulpit, and the plainest of church services, may be

seen in combination with entire neglect of the Lord's great Com-
mission. But let the Holy Ghost Himself stir the heart and
enlighten the eyes, and the conversion of the unconverted

becomes a matter of anxious concern. And so we have seen in

these pages how much the modern development of Missions owes
to the spiritual movements of the day. In a word. Consecration

and the Evangelization of the World go together. The latter

depends upon the former. This History has shown us how the

missionary impulse a hundred years ago sprang from the

Methodist Eevival ; how the early German missionaries were the

fruit of the Pietist movement on the Continent ; how the recent

growth of missionary zeal in the Church of England is due in no
small degree to the influence of an American evangelist and a

free-lance China missionary, neither of them a member of the

Church. God has shown us that He is a Sovereign, and that He
works according to His will, sometimes by means of the most
unlikely instruments—-because it has pleased Him to fill those

instruments with His Spirit.
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8. We have seen in our History how often God hrings good out Part X.

of evil, and hfe out of death. The slave-trade issues in the Colony p^,^*^'^"?'"!^

and Mission of Sierra Leone. An opium war opens China to the
^'"

Gospel. The Indian Mutiny is used of God, first to display the How God

fulfilment of His promise, " Them that honour Me I will honour," go"cfout
and secondly to establish more firmly than ever the lil)erty of of evil.

His servants to spread the Gospel. The scanty supply of men
and means at home leads the Church Missionary Society to push
forward the Native Ministry and the organization of the Native

Church. The death of Livingstone does more for the evangeliza-

tion of Africa than even his life had done. The death of

Hannington rouses the whole Church, and his Memoir, like

Henry Martyn's seventy years earlier, becomes an inspiration to

thousands. " Now no chastening seemeth to be joyous, but

grievous ; hut aftoward— ." The grand Divine principle of Death
before Life, Humiliation before Victory, the Cross before the

Crown, has been illustrated over and over again in the pages of

this History.

9. We have learned much concerning Missionarv Methods and Lessons
o J on mis-

Policy. The advantages, and the dangers, of Industrial Missions, sionary

Educational Missions, Medical Missions, have passed before us. ^n^d^'olfcy.

The gradual development of Native Agency, of the Native Church,
of Women's Work, has been duly recorded. We have seen, over
and over again, illustrations of " diversities of gifts," " differences

of administrations," " diversities of operations "; and how God is

pleased to use them all, and thus to teach us not to exalt one and
depreciate another. The spirit and purpose of the work are

everything ; the method is quite secondary. We have seen all

sorts of methods and agencies honoured in the conversion of souls.

The pioneer missionary who wanders over China is not to look

down upon the station missionary with his daily round of visiting

and school-teaching. The learned head of a mission college is not
to despise the simple evangelist. The cautious veteran in a
Moslem land who warns ardent lady missionaries to work only
among women must not object to the men's Bible-classes con-
ducted by ladies in Japan ; while the sister at Gaza must not
imagine that she can act in all respects like the sister in Osaka.
Age should not unduly clip the wings of youth ; and youth
should not be irritated when long experience thinks twice or thrice

before adopting a new method. We have seen every kind of

individuality in these pages, abroad and at home; and we rejoice

that there is room for them all, if only they are guided by the
Spirit. We have seen that in missionary work, as in Christian
work at home, the maxim holds true, Not the machinery, but
the man. Indeed, the History of the Church Missionary Society
has proved to be almost a Biographical Dictionary.

10. While we have again and again watched with admiration Weakness

the noble deeds of noble men, we have had reiterated evidence of human in-

the weakness of our mortal nature. The weakness of the body, struments.
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Part X. causing the suspension of promising work through sickness ; the
1895-99. weakness of the mind, its slowness to perceive the right course,
^P" its habihty to mistakes ; the weakness of the character, leading to

spiritual or moral failure ;—how many illustrations have we had
of these ! We have seen human imperfection in workers and
directors at home, and we have seen it in missionaries abroad.

Surely if we have learned no other lesson, we have learned this

—

that the w^ork is God's work, for how otherwise could it have
j)rospered at all? "We have this treasure in earthen vessels,

that the excellency of the power may be of God and not of us."

11. And if the work is God's, that is the reason why Faith is

the secret of success. For Faith is dependence upon Him Who is

the one real Worker, and true Faith necessarily blossoms out in

fearless obedience. We have seen something of the blessing God
has graciously given to what has been called the Policy of Faith

;

but this Policy, after all, is but one rather conspicuous example of

the great principle. It was Faith that inspired the original estab-

lishment of the Society ; it was Faith that led Simeon to send as

chaplains to India the godly men so sorely then needed at home
;

it was Faith that, in the early days, sent the German brethren to

West Africa, the English artizans to New Zealand, the Cambridge
Wrangler to the Levant ; it was Faith that took Krapf to East
Africa, Townsend to Abeokuta, Noble to his college, Baker to

the Hill Arrians, Horden to Hudson's Bay ; and, in later days,

Bruce to Persia, Mackay to Uganda, French to Muscat, Bompas
to the Arctic Circle. It was Faith that enabled Wilberforce and
Buxton to bear obloquy and to toil on patiently in the cause of

freedom till they triumphed ; and Peregrine Maitland to resign his

command at Madras rather than honour the idols ; and Lawrence
and Montgomery and Edwardes to encourage Missions to the

fanatical Moslems over whom they ruled. It was Faith that

sustained Pratt and Bickersteth and Venn and Wright and
Wigram in their incessant labours. It is Faith that has kept the

Church Missionary Society true to its Divine Master and His
pure Gospel ; for it is Faith that mistrusts self and leans uj)on

Him. There have been occasions when faith has been weak ; and
then have come times of depression and retrenchment, of "the
failing treasury " and "the scanty supply of men." Anon faith

has revived ; the eyes of the Society have ceased to " see the wind
boisterous," and have been fastened upon Him Who walks upon
the sea ; and then God has raised up the needed men, and sent in

the needed money. "O taste and see" that the Lord is good:
blessed is the man "—and the Society—" that trusteth in Him."

II. CiRCUMSPICE.

A g'^"" Let us now take a rapid imaginary journey round the world,

world. and thus obtain a bird's-eye view of what Missions have done,

and are doing.

And first, sailing southwards, we come to the oldest C.M.S.
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field, West Africa. At Sierra Leone, once a mere receptacle for Part X.
the miserable creatures rescued from slave-ships,—at Lagos, 1895-99.

which down to 1860 was the headquarters of the slave-trade,— Chap. 106.

in the Niger Delta, where barbarity and cannibalism reigned west
undisturbed forty years ago,—we see organized and self-support- Af"ca.

ing Native African Churches, with thousands of members, taking
not one penny from the C.M.S. We see, behind each of these
three centres, in the Sierra Leone hinterland, in the Yoruba
country, and up the Niger, Negro congregations and Negro evan-
gelists, and EngHsh men and women engaged in pioneer service.

We see in these fields four bishops, two white and two black.
And we gladly observe that other Missions, British and American
and German, are also at work.

Further south, we come to the vast Congo regions. We do
not find the C.M.S. there; but we find some scores of devoted
brethren and sisters, English and American, on a mighty river
only first explored twenty years ago. In South Africa, too, we South

find no C.M.S. Missions, iDut we find the S.P.G. and many others
^^""•

w^orking in the hardest of all fields, the borderlands of Native
barbarism and European civilization. Turning up the East Coast, East Africa

we come to the great Zambesi and Nyassa territories, associated
for ever with the name of Livingstone. There we find his Scotch
fellow-countrymen, inspired by his memory, doing a noble work;
and then the Anglican Universities' Mission, with its headquarters
at Zanzibar, and extensive agencies scattered over a wide area.

Proceeding northward, we are again in C.M.S. fields, Mombasa
and its neighbourhood, and Usagara and other inland districts

;

and then we may travel hundreds of miles into the interior—the
first part of the way by the new railroad—and come to the shores
of the Victoria Nyanza, to the islands on its bosom, to Uganda Uganda,

itself, and away into distant Toro, at the foot of Stanley's great
mountain Euwenzori. Well may we rejoice to meet thousands of

black Christians in the very heart of the Dark Continent, with
their own churches and clergy and teachers ; and thankfully may
we recall the great fact that all these wonderful developments
in Central Africa—the geographical discoveries, the European
influence, the commercial enterprise, the appliances of civilization,

the Christian Missions, the Native Churches—are the direct result
of one man's faith and courage, and that man a German missionary
of the C.M.S., Ludwig Krapf, who first went to i^frica in the year
that Queen Victoria came to the throne.
Then we go northward to Egypt and the North African coast, Moslem

and thence, entering Asia by the Isthmus of Suez, to Palestine,
^^"'^^•

Syria, Asiatic Turkey, and Persia. Scattered over these old Bible
lands we find little bands of missionaries—America supplying the
majority—telling the proud and self-righteous Mohammedans of

the true Son of God and Saviour of men. We meet with our own
C.M.S. workers, men and women, at Cairo; at the towns repre-
senting the ancient Jerusalem, Joppa, Gaza, Shechem, Nazareth,
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India.

Parj X. Eamotli Gilead, and other sacred places ; at Baghdad in MesopO-

rh ^''loe
^'^"^^^

'.
^^^^ ^* more than one city in the kingdom of Persia ; and

^^^'
' we visit the schools, the book-shops, the hospitals and dispensaries,
and wonder what Scott and Simeon and Wilberforce would have
said could they have seen such things in the sacred lands all but
inaccessible in their day.
Next we come to India. We recall how those same men of

faith saw its doors fast shut by English hands against the
messengers of Christ, and we praise the Lord for the contrast
now. We travel night and day by the great railways constructed
by British enterprise, and view India north, south, east, and west.
We visit the splendid capitals, Calcutta, Madras, Bombay ; the
historic cities of the North, Agra and Delhi and Lucknow and
Benares, and many others ; the banks and plains of the Ganges
and the Indus ; the Afghan Frontier, and Kashmir, and Sindh

;

the hill recesses and forests, with their aboriginal inhabitants,
Santals, Kols, Gonds, Bheels ; the sandy plains of Tinnevelly,
and the groves of Travancore. We find almost all societies
represented, and every variety of missionary work going on

—

bazaar preaching, village itineration, lectures and conversations,
zenana visiting, vernacular schools, high schools and colleges,
orphanages and boarding-schools, hospitals and dispensaries. We
find C.M.S. men and Avomen engaged in all these. We are met
at every place we visit, from the Himalayas to Cape Comorin, by
bands of Native Christians, headed by their own clergy ; we
worship with them in their own churches, we kneel with them at
the Lord's Table, we join them in their simple prayer-meetings.
We may spend months in the one district of Tinnevelly, and,
travelling each night across the plain by bullock-cart, worship
evenj morning in a different village, yet in a church with its full

congregation—the fruit of either C.M.S. or S.P.G. work. If we
go all over India, and are privileged to address the Christians
everywhere, we must be interpreted, at C.M.S. stations alone, in
sixteen different languages. We shall never forget the 1200 dark
faces in Trinity Church, Palamcotta; nor the fifty Tamil Bible-
women in their graceful saris, sitting on the floor with their
Bibles open on their laps while we talk to them ; nor the Mission
College at Calcutta or Madras, with its couple of hundred keen,
bright-eyed lads drinking in our words as surely no English boys
ever did ; nor the assemblage of patients, men and women and
children, in the verandah of the Amritsar Medical Mission, waiting
their turn to see the doctor, and meanwhile listening to the gentle
words or soft singing of the helpers ; nor the mud-built prayer-
room in the Santal village, and the little company pouring out
their hearts in simple supplications ; nor the Oriental-looking
church at Peshawar, lifting up the cross amid the minarets of that
most bigoted of Moslem cities ; nor the thirty Christian lepers in
their little chapel, squatting against the wall, a sad and piteous
sight, yet with their mutilated faces brightening at the name of

Varieties
of work.

Native
Christians

Sights no
to be for-
gotten.
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Jesus. And we feel it a grand moment in our lives when we Part X.
grasp the hand of tlie once famous Moliammedan divine and saint, 189.V99.

now for thirty years a faithful champion of the truth ; or of ^^^^I*- '*"•

the accomplished Calcutta barrister, graduate of his University, And men
and influential leader among his fellow Indian Christians ; or of ^° t>e re-

the half-naked aged fakir, now giving his latest years to telling
"^^"^

others of the Saviour he has found ; or of the village pastor with
his long white garment, and the black scarf round his waist which
tells us he is ordained, guiltless of shoes or stockings and innocent
of English ; or when we are greeted by the sweet Christian family,
sons and daughters of a father who once worshipped stocks and
stones and then became an honoured clergyman, and of a mother
belonging to the fourth generation of Native Christianity. At last

we sail away from India, wondering at the blindness of our fellow-
passengers on the P. & 0. steamer who have never seen any of
these things, and who honestly believe there is nothing to be seen !

Ceylon presents to us very similar pictures ; and before we
turn eastward we think of the two islands we have not visited, The
the small island of Mauritius, where the C.INI.S. has baptized its th'e^"ndi'a"n

thousands, and the large island of INfadagascar, where otiiei- Ocean.

Missions have baptized their tens of thousands.
Then we go on to China. We remember how, when Victoria China,

became Queen, the Chinese Empire was closed against all Western
intruders, and how in the trading settlement at Canton alone
were Morrison and his fellow-translators of the Bible able to live.

And now ? We sail from port to port ; at each one we disembark
and plunge hundreds of miles inland ; and then we steam up
the mighty Yangtse, and by-and-by reach even the far western
provinces. Scarcely a province is without bands of Christian
missionaries, and none without Scriptures in the vernacular ; and
although every province is so vast and so teeming with population
that we find scores of towns and cities as yet unvisited, yet
wherever the Gospel has gone we see its fruits, in congregations
of Chinese believers who have had to bear, and are still bearing,
reproach and often persecution for their Saviour's sake. China
is not like India : we do not find the Church of England in

the forefront ; English non-episcopal IVIissions, and some from
America, are far stronger. Still, we gladly visit four dioceses,
three of them closely associated with the C.M.S. ; and in these
we rejoice to see our brethren and sisters bravely at work. In
the Fuh-kien and Che-kiang Provinces especially, we journey for
weeks, on foot or in sedan-chair, visiting village after village and
not a few large towns, where Chinese Christians come out to meet
us with their pleasant greeting. We note particularly the love
and confidence that our missionary ladies inspire in the women,
and the blessed work done by the Medical Missions. We do not
forget the violent deaths that some have had to face ; but we see
how, since they died, the people have been more ready tlian ever
to hear of the Lord in whose cause their lives were laid down.
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Part X.
1895-99.

Chap. 106,

Japan.

Japan
Church.

Southern
Hemi-
sphere.

South
America.

North

-

West
Canada.

Then, after paying flying visits, in Mrs. Isabella Bishop's foot-

steps, to Manchuria and Corea, and finding there also olive-coloured
worshippers of our God and King, we go on to Japan. We think
how, less than thirty years ago, Christianity was a prohibited
religion ; we admire the enterprising Americans who first, by
quiet educational work, introduced the Gospel ; we meet, with
thankful surprise. Christian members of the Japanese Legislature,

Christian attaches to the Japanese ambassadors. Christian officers

and soldiers in the Japanese army. Christian policemen guarding
the streets ; not, of course, many, but earnests of the widespread
adoption of our religion which Japanese newspapers have long
been anticipating. We find our Church here also in a minority,
and no other representative of English Christianity. The main
work is that of our American brethren, Presbyterian, Methodist,
&c. Yet we find a growdng Nippon Sei-kokwai—Japanese
Church—comprising converts of C.M.S., S.P.G., American E]Dis-

copal Church, &c., though its bishops (two of them C.M.S. men)
are at present foreign ; and we gladly note its faithfulness

to the ancient creeds of Christendom amid prevailing Socinian
tendencies. We rejoice especially in the delightful work of our
missionary ladies, as we have done in so many lands.

Passing into the Southern Hemisphere, we view with sympathy
the efforts of our Australasian brethren to evangelize New Guinea
and the Melanesian Islands, as well as to take their part with us
in the wider sphere of Asiatic and African Heathendom ; we thank
God for the splendid work of English Nonconformists in the
South Sea Islands ; and we congratulate the flourishing British

Colony of New Zealand upon its growth, and remind it that it owes
its existence to a C.M.S. Mission planted eighty years ago among
the Maori cannibals, which tamed a whole race and opened the
way for the settlers, and whose spiritual success may be gauged
by the significant fact of sixty-six Maori converts having been
ordained to the ministry of the Church of England.
Moving on eastward, still south of the Equator, we find our-

selves in South America, the "Neglected Continent," and gladly

notice the work—still inadequate, but growing—of our own South
American Missionary Society and of other Missions. And then,

crossing into North America, and noting the good work in the
United States done by our sister Church, as well as by others,

we pass over into the Dominion of Canada ; and in Manitoba,
British Columbia, and the immense North-West Territories, we
are once more in a wide and fruitful C.M.S. field. Here are our
bishops and our missionaries, ever journeying over the prairies,

through the forests, on the rivers, across the lakes, and over the

immeasurable snow-fields ; and everywhere, if we accompany
them, we shall find little companies of Eed Indians singing the

praises of their Eedeemer. Finally, we stand on the shores of

Hudson's Bay and of the Polar Sea, and find even the Eskimo
learning to know the Saviour of the lost.
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Thus we have gone round the world. We have seen the proud Part X.

Brahman, the fanatical Mussulman, the self-satisfied Buddhist ;
l«9i>-99-

the superstitious barbarian of Africa or the South Seas who seeks *^"'^4^*^'6.

to appease the evil spirits ; the highly-educated Hindu, and the one race

ignorant " blackfellow " of Australia: and we have found that in every-

two very deep senses "there is no difference." First, all alike

belong to the sinful and ruined family of man. Secondly, " the

same Lord over all is rich unto all that call upon Him." There
is one Eace, one Revelation, one Redeemer. We have found, in

fact and experience, that the one Divine Message is for all ; that And one

all are capable of receiving it ; that men of every kindred and Message
tribe and tongue and nation have actually received it ; that it gives

peace to the conscience, power to the will, purity to the life. We
rejoice that the written Word of God, full of local allusions and
difficult metaphors as it is, proves translatable even into languages
never before reduced to writing, and that it has actually, in whole
or in part, been translated into some 330 languages ; and we are
glad indeed to remember that our own C.M.S. missionaries have
taken their full share in this arduous but most blessed work.
Glad also are we to find that our Church Services have proved to

be the very thing to teach Native Christians how to pray, in the
due proportion of confession, supplication, intercession, thanks-
giving, and praise.

III. Prospice.

Fixing our eyes now upon the future, let us face the tasks lying Tasks for

before us. ^^^ f"^"""^-

1. We have of late been repeatedly told that the great work
next to be done is the organization of Native Churches. If the Organiza-

world is to be evangelized, African and Indian and Chinese N°a'tive

Christians must take their part ; and with a view to this their churches.

Churches must be indigenous and not foreign. It is obvious that
the evangelization of the world will not be accomplished by the
Anglican Communion. Its share even now is much smaller than
that of the non-episcopal Churches of Europe and America ; and
there is every probability that this share will be proportionately
smaller in the future, not because Anglican Missions will decrease,

but because however rapidly they may increase, other ]\Iissions

will increase more rapidly. But each Church must do its own
part, " over against its own house," like the builders in Nehemi.ah's
day. The Anglican Church, therefore, must organize its own
Native Christian communities in its own way. Any movement
for the federation, or amalgamation, of Native Churches built on
different lines, must come afterwards. We must do our own
work first.

Now suppose thex'e were one hundred thousand Native what is a

Christians in Anglican connexion in the Punjab and Sindh ; and church
?^^

suppose there were one hundred Native clergymen ; and suppose
the English Bishop of Lahore was assisted in the Native work by
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Part X. four or five Native Suffragan-Bishops, say at Delhi, Amritsar,
1895-99. Peshawar, Multan, and Karachi ; and suppose all these Native
lap^

. )5ig}-,Qpg g^j-^^ clergy, and their churches and schools, were supported
by Native funds, and all ordinary Church affairs conducted by
church councils of the existing or similar type ; and suppose the

few remaining English missionaries were either doctors with
mission hospitals, or engaged in literary labours, or still preaching
in unevangelized districts, but took no part in the administration

of Native Church affairs ;—would that be a real Native Church ?

Not in the sense in which the phrase is commonly used. For
that, two things at least would be further required : (1) K Native

bishop for the chief (probably metropolitan) bishopric of Lahore

;

(2) a Church constitution, providing effective administration by
synods, and procedure for the perpetuation of the ministry and
the episcopate, and for the maintenance of discipline, and defining

the powers of synods, bishops, &c.

Then suppose these two requirements supplied. Suppose the

English bishop replaced by a Native one, and the constitution

settled and adopted. New problems at once come to the front.

What is the relation of the new Church to other similar Churches
in India which we may imagine formed about the same time ?

Problems Why indeed should they be separate Churches at all ? Why not
for solution

^^^^ Incliau Episcopal Church? And then, what is its relation to

the English in India? Are the bishops at Calcutta, Madras, &c.,

also replaced by Natives ? If so, what becomes of the other

clergy, whether chaplains or missionaries, and the English

Churchmen in India generally ? Are the new Native bishops

their bishops ? If not, are there to be English and Native bishops

side by side in the same area ? And if there are, will they be

connected in some way together, or be as mutually independent

as Anglican and Koman bishops are now ? Or is there any real

reason why, eventually, English bishops and clergy and laity

may not be included in a true and independent Indian Church,
predominantly though not exclusively Native ?

These are only a few of the questions that w^ould arise in such

a case ; but they will suffice to show what a vast problem lies

before us. It is quite clear that a voluntary missionary society

can do little of itself towards the solution of such a problem. But
it can do this : it can prepare the way, by educating its converts in

right principles, and by leading them on in local self-support and
local self-administration ; and it can be careful to put no obstacles

in the way of reasonable Church development.
Union And then there is a wider problem still. What will be the

chr?ste^n- relation of a Native Episcopal Church to other Native Churches
dom Qj, denominations around it ? Are our Western divisions to be

perpetuated in India ? If not, how is union to be effected? This

is the most difficult question of all. Two things may be safely

said. (1) The European or American representatives of different

Churches will never settle it : the Native Christians will have to
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do tliis themselves. (2) The Native Christians connected with Part X.
the Anglican Communion will not he in a position to meet their 1895-99*

hrethren of other connexions on equal terms until they are an ^I'-H'- 106

independent Church themselves, with their own Native hishops.
'

If therefore we wish to see organic union between Protestant
Christians in India, we must first effect union between all Native
Christians belonging to our own Church.

2. But if a real Native Church could be established to-morrow, when
that would not necessarily put an end to our work for its benefit! chur'^h
There has been too great a tendency to imagine that when a organized,

Native Christian community is independent of the Church Mission- wo'^kfor
ary Society in regard to funds and to administration, the Society \^^X dhas no further responsibility towards it. But surely this is not

"'^ ^
"

so. It may still need help educationally, and spiritually, and in
the provision of Christian literature. The Church of Ireland can
employ English clergymen as parochial missioners ; it can ap-
point them to posts in its schools and colleges ; it can use their
books ; and yet the Irish Church has abundance of men of its own
well qualified for such work. How much more is assistance of
the kind needed by the Infant Churches gathered out of Heathen-
dom ! And to whom should they look if not to the Society that
first taught them of Christ ? So we have not only to organize
Native Churches, but to continue helping them when organized.

3. And once more : the Native Christian communities must be increase

much larger before they can be successfully grouped in real and blfore"""^
regular Churches. At present their membership is small. A complete

Madras congregation may set a bright example of self-support, E"'^^'
self-administration, and self-extension ; but it is still only a
congregation, not a Church. A group of Negro congregations in
the Niger Delta may display capacity and zeal for independence

;

but they are still only a group of congregations, at the most a very
small archdeaconry,—not a Church, in the sense in which the
word has been used in these paragraphs. Not that size is of
itself the test of a Church ; rather, completeness. But complete-
ness cannot easily be attained with small numbers. There might
be " the Church " in the house of an xVquila or a Philemon, but
not an independent organized Church such as we are now 'con-
sidering. Therefore a large amount of successful evangehstic
work, resulting in many thousands of baptisms, is an essential
pre-requisite for any effectual plans for Native Church organiza-
tion. So we come back to the most elementary form of missionary
work as having the most urgent claim upon us,with a view not
merely to individual conversions, but also to the growth and
stability of the Church.

4. But if this augmentation of the Native Christian communities Evangeii-

by the accession of converts from the immediately surrounding moi-e"ir
Heathen is important, much more important is the proclamation po^tant

of the Gospel in countries and districts as yet unevangehzed. No chu"rch

duty can be put in comparison with the primary duty of telling of ff"'^^

im-
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Christ and His salvation to those who have never heard of it. It

is more important to carry the glad tidings to Haiisaland, to

Khartoum, to Arabia, to Central Asia, than to reinforce Tinnevelly
and Ceylon ; not necessarily more important for the Church
Missionary Society to do it—God will choose His own instrument
—but more important that it should be done. In Tinnevelly and
Ceylon the aim should be so to fire the existing Native Christians

with the love of Christ and of souls that they may themselves set

about the systematic evangelization of their neighbours. But in

the still unreached recesses of Asia and x\frica the foreign mission-

ary has to begin from the beginning. He can never, indeed,

compass the instruction, however meagre, of those vast popula-

tions still in unbroken darkness. But he must win the converts

who shall presently themselves do the work. Onh' in this way
can the evangelization of the world ever be an accomplished fact.

And truly God has given us inviting fields to enter. All British

East Africa is waiting. If the Uganda Mission opened Uganda to

British influence and rule, British rule in its turn is now opening
the countries beyond, northward and westward and eastward, to

missionary enterprise. Not one of the three Soudans—if we may
call them so—is now closed against the Gospel. To the Western
Soudan, the Hinterland of Sierra Leone, Bishop Taylor Smith
summons us. To the Central Soudan, up the Niger and the

Binue, Bishop Tugwell points the way. To the Eastern Soudan,
thrown open at last by the victory of Omdurman, we are beckoned
by the memory of Gordon. In Persia, city after city can now be
occupied. In India, thousands of villages allotted by the comity of

Missions to the C.M.S. have still to hear the Gospel message.
The fearless but judicious pioneer can now find his way beyond
the mountain barriers into parts at least of Central Asia. In
China, the question of the " open door " does not trouble us ; for

the whole land can be traversed with tact and patience. In almost
every part of the world the Lord seems to say, " Behold, I have
set the land before you : go in !

"

5. We are now, therefore, once more face to face with the great

Home problem of more men and more means for Foreign Missions.

As we look into the immediate future, what are our prospects of

a large increase of labourers, and of funds to support them ?

For these w^e must look to Him Who has all power in heaven
and earth. It was the prayer of faith in 1872 that lifted the

missionary cause out of the slough of despond, and set its feet

upon a rock, and established its goings. In answer to that prayer,

the Lord of the harvest raised up labourers for His harvest on a

scale previously unknown. It was the prayer of faith again, in

1887, that started the Church Missionary Society afresh on the

sti'aight and broad path of extension, and multiplied the aspirants

for missionary service beyond all anticipations. Let the figures

before given be repeated here. In the first fifty years of the century,

an average of eight a nt/ a /kiZ/ missionaries per annum sent out.
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In the next thirty-eight years, 1849—1887, an average of nineteen. Part x.

In the eleven years and a half, 1887—1899, an average of seventy. 1895-99^

Who, in 1887, could have helieved such an increase possihle ?
*^^^06.

And as we now^ look forward into the new century, why should
we limit the Holy One of Israel ?

But suppose God gives us a yet larger, much larger, addition And more

to the missionary staff, how are they to be supported ? Again ihlf
"^ ^°*"

let us look back. If in 1887, when the expenditure reported support,

was £208,000, some alarmist had predicted that in 1899 the
expenditure reported would be £325,000, who would have con-
ceived the possibihty of its being covered ? In Chap. CII. it was
shown how the thing has been done, or rather, how the result has
come about—for it cannot be said that the Society at any time set
itself deliberately to raise its funds to that extent ; and the reader
of that chapter would not fail to notice the possibilities of future
increase. Larger funds will not, however, be obtained by simply
appealing for them. There has been less direct appeal in the last
few years than ever before. The money has come in the wake of
the men. The very fact of so many more going forth has aroused
the consciences of Christian people. And despite the spread of
regrettable teaching and practices in the Church, and despite the
stress and strain of inevitable controversy, there are signs that the
urgency and paramount claim of Christ's Command of commands
are being more and more realized,—and His condescending love,
also, in using such instruments as we are to be His witnesses to
the uttermost part of the earth. It is this that will call forth offers
of service from His truest and most devoted servants. It is this
that will lead those who cannot go to rejoice in supporting those
who can go.'''

It may be permitted here to quote two utterances of the present
Honorary Clerical Secretary of the Society at two of his Breakfasts
in the May week of recent years. In 1898 he said :

—

"A policy of faith cannot be a policy of sight. The two The policy

mutually exclude each other. Faith deals with and lays hold of whau^l 'it ?

the unseen. Let me offer a simple illustration. If a man knows
what his income will be within a given time, weekly, quarterly, or
yearly, he adjusts his expenditure accordingly ; and the more

* What needs to be got rid nf was well illustrated in an article in the
Mission Field (S.P.G.) of March, 1896, by the Rev. G. H. Westcott, one of
the Bishop of Durham's missionary sons. He complains of a Vicar who said,
" We have been so busily engag-ed in preparing for a mission in the parish
that we have had no time to think of yonr [^sic'] meeting." The parenthetical
[sic] is inserted by Mr. Westcott. Again, he quotes another clergyman who
apologized for the offertory being Jess than was hoped for, because Mr. A.
did not happen to be at church, and added, " But I don't know that he
would have given you [>ic'] gold"; and again Mr. Westcott inserts the
significant [sic]. Justly does he thus indicate that the idea that a parochial
missionary meeting is a meeting for the deputation, and that the money given
at the offertory is for the preacher or the preacher's society, is at the root
of the utter misconception that so widely prevails concerning the great
missionary enterprise.
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Part X. accuratoly he can forecast his resources, the less scope has he for

1895-99. the speculation of faith. But if he does not know ; if he cannot
Chap. 106.

]^i-,o^v
. if he has to estimate his expenditure hefore he is in receipt

of his income, if he is even ohliged to incur expenses without any

certainty of what that income will he,—then, in proportion to the

element of uncertainty, he must exercise faith. I do not say

necessarily faith in God, but faith in something or somebody ; it

may be in the doctrine of averages, or in his own ingenuity or

exertions, or in the benevolence of other people. But such a pro-

ceeding you will condemn at once as unbusinesslike, speculative,

and wholly improper for a Christian society. Very likely ; but let

me carry the illustration a little further. Suppose that to such a

man, placed in such circumstances, there were to come a Kothschild,

who should say to him, ' On certain conditions, which are quite

within your powder and greatly to your advantage, I will finance

you in your undertaking to any extent that may be required.'

What do you think his answer would be ? Would you say that a

policy of faith in the word of a milhonaire should be called specu-

lative or unbusinesslike ? And yet you are all conscious that the

illustration falls infinitely short of the real facts of the case, which

is in the mind of every one of us. The Almighty God, the

Jehovah, Who has bound Himself to us, and us to Him, by an

everlasting covenant, has made a far more magnificent offer to His

Church. He has made it on certain clear conditions. Obedience

to those conditions will set in motion supernatural forces which

will bring about the supernatural results which He has promised.

We know it ; w^e have proved it ; our experience has led us to

expect those spiritual effects, those divine blessings to the soul,

which invariably accompany faith in God. But is this the limit

to our faith ? Is ours a faith which, having learnt to look for the

supply of spiritual needs, has become so transcendental that it

cannot accommodate itself to material surroundings ? In short, do

we expect the Lord to accomplish the larger part of the great

programme which He has planned, and fail in that which is least ?

" There seem tome three main factors in the accomplishment of

God's great Enterprise for evangelizing the w^orld—opportunity,

the living agent, the material resources for His work. God has

given us abundantly the first ; He has also given us the second. I

need not stop to remind you of the striking contrast, more than

once alluded to during this Anniversary, betw^een the open doors

and the missionary numbers at the beginning of this century and

those at its close. But do we think it beneath the dignity of God
to supply the third ? Like Israel of old, we have seen His wonders

of redeeming grace ; we too have been delivered out of the hand of

our enemies ; w^e too have drunk of the living water that flows

from the spiritual Eock. Is the Church of the Resurrection now
going to lift up the wail of the wilderness, ' Can He give us bread

also ?
'

"

So far as regards God's power and willingness to give us all we
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need, "day by day without fail." Tlien as regards His Divine Part X.

guidance, in 1897 Mr. Fox said :—
P^,^^^~^^-

"I have been asked what is our pohcy. The duty of a
^P" "

Paiiiamentary Party or a Cabinet Minister is to construct a a policy

pohcy. I am not quite so certain that it is the duty of a Society
tu^^^""^"

of Christian men engaged in Christ's work to do the same
thing. Our policy is not for an earthly king, but for a divine

King ; it has been made for us. It is a policy we have not to

construct for ourselves ; it is a policy we have to adopt and carry

out. We are ambassadors for Christ, and I imagine it is the duty
of an ambassador to carry out the instructions of the king that

sent him out. It is our duty to follow God's policy, to wait upon
God and watch ; neither to lag behind, nor to run in front. I

know that in human politics this would be called ' Opportunism,'

but I believe that in divine politics ' Opportunism ' is a token of

the highest faith. If it is ' OjDportunism,' then Moses and the

people of Israel were certainly ' Opportunists ' when they waited

for God's signal which told them when to pitch their camp, and
where. If it is ' Opportunism,' then I am sure it contains in it

the real secret of progress and prosperity. ' They that wait upon
the Lord shall renew their strength ; they shall mount up with

wings ; they shall run and not be weary ; they shall walk and not

faint.' Such I believe to be the true policy of our Society, to

watch as I have said, and wait upon God's bidding."

But as we look forward to the future, our eyes are lifted up The great

beyond the responsibilities and the difficulties that seem to be the Future,

immediately in front of us, and we see the Eeturning Lord.
^I^g^t""'^

When His Advent will be we know not. It may be yet far distant,

the " one far-off divine event " of the poem. It may be that we
are to see India and China gradually Christianized. The Early
Church expected a speedy Second Advent, not dreaming of the

great Christian nations that now rule the world ; and as that

expectation proved wrong, it may be that some fond modern
expectations may prove to be wrong. But assuredly it need not

be so. When the Gospel has been proclaimed to all nations—and
what that proclamation necessarily involves we are not told—then

the one express condition will be fulfilled, and there will be

nothing to liinder the Coming of the Lord. And as we do not

certainly know how far the proclamation, in the sense intended,

has gone already—whether, for instance, the Nestorian Missions

did or did not fulfil the condition once for all in Central Asia,

—

we conclude that Archbishop Benson spoke only the literal truth

when he said (at the C.M.S. Anniversary, 1891), " the Advent of

our Lord will come some time, and may come any time.'" Then
shall we see

" the scattering of all shadows.
And the end of toil and gloom."

The great problems of Past, Present, and Future that oppress us

VOL. III. 3 G
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Tart X. now will oppress us no more. " What 1 do thou knowest not
1895-99. now, but thou shalt know hereafter."

Chap. 106.
" Blinil miliulief is sure to err,

And scan His work in vain
;

God is His own Inter})i'ot.er,

And He will make it plain."

But there is one thing about which there is no perplexity ; it is

certain now. x^nd that is that the true way to prepare for the

return of the King, and, if it may be, to hasten it, is to proclaim

Him as quickly as possible throughout the world. This is the

primary duty of the Church. This is the primary duty of the

individual Christian. Unworthy indeed are we of being en-

trusted with such a connnission
; yet even us He condescends to

use, forgiving, forbearing, cleansing, empowering. And it is they

who, deeply conscious of their unworthiness and their failures,

"abide in Him," and so, perhaps unconsciously, "bring forth

fruit" in the fulfilment of His great Command, thxit will, " when
He shall appear, have confidence, and not be ashamed before

Him at His Coming."

THE END.



CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE.

Before 1799.

1622—Dr. John Donne preaches the first missionary sermon, at St. Paul's
Cathedral.

164.6—Joliii Eliot missionary to the Red Indians.
1648—House of Commons, under Cromwell's auspices, proposes to engage

in Missions.
1698—Renewal of East India Company's Charter, including instructions to

provide chaplains.

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge established.

1701—Society for the Propagation of the Gospel established.
1705—King of Denmark sends tirst Protestant missionaries (Ziegenbalg and

Plutscho) to India.

1709—First English contribution to Missions in India, £20 by friends of
S.P.G. to Danish Mission.

Watts writes the hymn, " Jesus shall reign where'er the sun."
1722—Hans Egede in Greenland.
1732—Moravians send out their first missionaries.
1736—John Wesley goes to Georgia as an S.P.G. clergyman.
1744—David Brainerd among the Red Indians.
1749—C. F. Schwartz S.P.C.K. missionary in South India.
1752—S.P.G. sends a clergyman to the Gold Coast.
1758—Clive invites Kiernander to Calcutta.
1765—First ordination of a Negro, Philip Quaque, in connexion with S.P.G.
1771—Kiernander builds the " Old Church," Calcutta.
1786—Wilberforce dedicates himself to the work of abolishing the Slave Trade.

Granville Sharp plans a settlement at Sierra Leone for freed slaves.
Clarkson publishes his Cambridge Prize Essay on the Slave Trade.
Eclectic Society first considers Missions.
Colonial Bishoprics Act passed.
David Brown arrives at Calcutta
Charles Grant plans a Church and State India Mission.
Schwartz in Tinnevelly.

1787—First Colonial Bishop appointed, for Nova Scotia.

1789—Wilberforce's first speech in Parliament against the Slave Trade.
1792—Carey's great sermon on Missions.

Carey founds the Baptist Missionary Society.

1793—East India Company's Charter renewed. Wilberforce fails to get
" pious clauses " inserted.

Dark period of twenty years begins in India.
Carey arrives in Bengal.

1795—London Missionary Society founded.
1796—Charles Simeon's paper before the Eclectic Society, February 8th.

Henry Venn born, February 10th.

1797—Claudius Buchanan at Calcutta.

1798—Death of Schwartz.

First Decade, 1799— 1809.

1799—Church Missionary Society established, April 12th. Thomas Scott
first Secretary.

1800—On receiving reply from Archbishop of Canterbury, Committee resolve
to go forward, August 4th.

3 G 2
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First grant of money, for linguistic work.
1801—Scott preaclies first Annual Sermon, St. Anne's, Blackfriars, May 26th.

1802—Josiah Pratt succeeds Scott as Secretary.

Henry Martyn ai)proaclies the Society with a view to niissionaiy work.

Two Berlin men accepted, Renner and Hfirtwig.

1804—First congregational collections for tlie Society.

Renner and Hartwig sail for West Africa, March 8ih.

Bible Society founded.
1806—Three more missionaries sail for West Africa.

1807—First C.M.S. grant to India, for translatioual work, £200.
British Slave Trade abolished.

London Missionary Society sends Morrison to China.

180S—London Jews' Society founded.

Fii-st Sunday-school collection for C.M.S., at Matlock, Christmas Day.

Second Decade, 1809— 1819.

1809—Two laymen sent out witli Samuel Marsden for New Zealand.
First Englishman accepted for training, T. Norton.

1811— Second Englishman accepted for training, W. Greenwood.
Baptism of Abdul Masih, Whit-Sunday.

1812—First President of C.M.S., Admiral Lord Gambicr.
First C.M.S. Office opened, in Fleet Street, January.
First great C.MS, public meeting, on India Question, April 24th.

Open Constitution of Society adopted.
Present title of Society adopted.
Claudius Buchanan, at request of C.M.S., prepares an appeal for an

Indian Episcopate.
Death of Henry Martyn at Tokat, October 16th.

1813—Josiah Pratt starts the Missionary Re'jister.

First Provincial Association, at Dewsbury, February.
First large C.M.S. Auxiliary, at Bristol, March 2.'3th.

First public Annual Meeting with speeches and presence of ladies,

May 4th.

First Deputation tour, by Basil Woodd, in Yorkshire.
CM. House taken in Salisbury Square.
East India Charter renewed. Door opened for Missions in India.

Agra Mission begun by Abdul Masih under Corrio's auspices.

1814—Great Valedictory Meeting for four missionaries to India, Jan. 7th.

Consecration of first Bishop of Calcutta (Middleton), May 8th.

Madras Mission begun.
Marsden and lay settlers land in New Zealand. First sermon,

Christmas Day.
1815—W. Jowett sent on a Mission of Inquiry to Eastern Churches.

First Bishops join the Society, Ryder of Gloucester and Bathurst of

Norwich.
1816—Edward Bickersteth appointed Assistant Secretary.

E. Bickersteth's visit to West Africa. Six Negroes admitted to Lord's
Supper, Easter Day.

Travancore Mission begun.
J. Hough, Chaplain, Tinnevelly.
Basle Missionary Seminary established.

1816-19—W. A. B. Johnson at Sierra Leone. Awakening amongst Negroes.
I8I7—First Annual Sermon at St. Bride's, by Daniel Wilson.

Benares Mission begun.
Meeting at Bath to form CM. Association; jirotest of Archdeacon,

December 1st.

1818—New plans for development of S.P.G. ; Royal Letter issued.

Pratt aids S.P.G. by publication of Propaganda.
Ceylon Mission begun.
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Third Decade, 1819—1829.

1819—Constantinople temporarily occupied.
1820—Tinnevelly Mission (C.M.S.) begun by Rheuius.

Bombay Mission begun.
1822—Henry Venn joins the Committee.

Henry Williams goes to New Zealand.
First C.M.S. female school opened in India by Miss Cooke.
Adjai (S. Crowther) rescued from slave-ship and brought to Sierra

Leone.
North-West America Mission begun by West at Red River.

1823—Anti-Slavery Society founded.
Terrible mortality at Sierra Leone.

1823-26—Reginald Heber Bishop of Calcutta.
1824—Pratt retires. E. Bickersteth and D. Coates Secretaries.

Grorakhpur Mission begun.
1825—W. Williams (afterwards Bishop) goes to New Zealand ; S. Gobat

(afterwards Bishop) to Egypt, for Abyssinia.
Islington Institution opened, January 31st. J. N. Pearson Pi"incipal.

First baptism in New Zealand.
Abdul Masih ordained, first Native clergyman in India, November 30th.

S. Crowther baptized, December 11th.

1826—Foundation-stones of new Islington College laid, July 31st.

First public meeting of the S.P.Gr. , Freemasons' Hall.

Egypt Mission begun.
Trinity Church, Palamcotta, opened.
West Indies Mission begun.

1827—-Fourali Bay College established. S. Crowther first name on the list.

British Guiana Mission begun.

Fourth Decade, 1829— 1839.

1829—Abolition of sittfee by Lord William Bentinck.
1829-30—Baptisms in New Zealand.
1830—E. Bickersteth retires from Secretaryship.

John Henry Newman C.M.S. Secretary at Oxford for one year.

Alexander Duff in Calcutta.

Now Holland Mission begun.
John Devasagayam, first Native clergyman in South India, ordained.
Smyrna Mission begun.
Abyssinia Mission begun.
American missionaries in China.
T. Sandys (forty-one years' service), W. Smith (forty-four years'), and

J. J. Weitbrecht, go out.

1831—Opening of Exeter Hall, March 29th.

J. Matthews goes to New Zealand. (Died 1895.)
1831-35—Gutzlaff's travels in China.
1832—Daniel Wilson consecrated Bishop of Calcutta.

Leupolt (forty years' service), Isenborg, Schou, go out.

First conversions inDuft''s College.

Nasik Mission begun.
1833—Death of Wilborforce.

Slavery Abolition Bill passed.

Keble's Assize Sermon begins Tractarian Movement.
John Tucker Secretary at Madras.
Peet and Pettitt go out.

1834—Slavery ceases in West Indies, August 1st.

Earl of Chichester President of C.M.S., December 24th.

1835 —Bishopric of Madras established.

Charles Darwin in New Zealand testifies to success of Mission.
Secession of Rhenius.
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Oakley (51 years' service) and R. Mauiisell (59 years') cjo out.

K. Sariront lay catechisfc in South India.
1836—Death of Cliarles Simoon.

Church Pastoral Aid Society founded.
Bishopric of Australia established.

H. Tovvnseud (forty years' service) and J. Thomas go out.

Syrian Church of Travancore finally rejects Mission.
Mission to Travancore Heathen begun.
E. B. Squire sent to China on Mission of Inquiry.

1837—Bishopric of Bombay established.

Krapf goes to Africa.

Zulu Mission begun.
S. Marsden's last visit to New Zealand.
Sir Peregrine Maitland resigns command of Madras Army rather than

salute the idols.

1838—Colonial Church Society established.

C. P. Childe Principal of CM. College.

O Hadfield goes to New Zealand. (Surviving 18'jy.)

Awakening in Kriahnagar district.

Fifth Decade, 1839—1849.
1840—Great meeting at Exeter Hall to pi-onioto Niger E.xpedition, Prince

Albert in the Chair, June 1st.

China War.
Sierra Leone CM. Association founded.
New Zealand becomes a British Colony.

1841—Fo.\ and Noble, and Abraham Cowley (forty -si.\ years' service), go imt.

Telugu Mission begun.
Colonial Bishoprics Meeting, April 27th. Bislioj) Blomlield makes

proposals to join C.M.S.
General Meeting of C.M.S. for alteration of Laws, July 27Lh.
Two Archbishops and eight additional Bishops join the Society.
First Niger Expedition.
David Livingstone sent to Africa by L.M.S.
Henry Venn becomes Honorary Secretary of C.M.S., October.
Consecration of Bishop Selwyn, October 17th.

Consecration of first Anglican Bishop of Jerusalem, November 7th.
Great financial deficit in C.M.S. funds.

1842— S. M. Spencer goes out. (Died 1898.)

E. Sargent (afterwards Bishop) ordained.
Treaty of Nanking, ceding Hong Kong and opening five ports.
Bishop Selwyu in New Zealand.

1843—Ordination of Samuel Crowther, June 11th.
Henry Baker, Junior, goes out.

Townsond visits Abeokuta.
Rev. Samuel Crowther's first sermon in Africa, December 3rd.

1844—Krapf at Mombasa, January 3rd.

Death of Mrs. Krapf, July 13th.

First missionaries sent to China, G. Smith (afterwards Bisliop) and
McClatchie.

1845—Sierra Leone Grammar School and Female Institution established.
Ragland goes out to India.

1846—Townsend and Crowther enter Abeokuta.
Rebmann joins Krapf in East Africa.
S Williams (now Archdeacon) ordained in New Zealand.

1847—Mengnanapuram Church opened.
Russell (afterwards Bishop) and Cobbold go out to China.

1848—Mission to Hill Arrians begun.
First baptisms at Abeokuta.
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Rebmaiin discovers Kilimanjaro, May 11th.

Ningpo Mission beguu.

J. B. Sumner Archbishop of Canterbury.

Death of H. W. Fox, October 14th.

Jubilee Commemoration of C.M.S., November 1st and 2nd.

Erhardt and Hinderer go out.

Sixth Decade, 1849—1859-

184,9—Punjab annexed to British India.

Church Missionary Int-Uigencer begun, May.

Consecration of Bishops Anderson and G. Smith at Canterbury

Cathedral, May 29th.

F. F. Gough and W. S. Price go out.

1850 T. V. French and E. C. Stuart (afterwards Bishops) go out.

Death of E. Bickersteth.

Children's Home opened in Milner Square, Islington.

First Red Indian clergyman ordained, H. Budd.

Fuh-chow Mission begun.

Sindh Mission begun.

Papal Aggression.

1851—Valedictory Meeting for Krapf's East African party, January 2nd.

Harding Bishop of Bombay.
Palestine Mission begun.

Dahomian attack on Abeokuta repulsed.

First C.M.S. baptisms in China, at Ningpo and Shanghai.

Horden (afterwards Bishop), Klein, C. C. Penn, Higgeus, R. Clark,

Fitzpatrick, go out.

Hudson's Bay Mission begun by Horden.

Ibadan Mission begun by Hinderer.

First Circular on Native Church Organization.

The Queen receives Samuel Crowther, November 18th.

Dr. Pusey sends J. W. Knott to St. Saviour's, Leeds.

1852—Revival of Convocation.

Bishopric of Sierra Leone established.

David Fenn and Meadows go out.

Lagos Mission begun.

Outbreak of T'aip'ing Rebellion.

Ordination of R. McDonald (noAv Archdeacon).

P.mjab CM. Association established.

Amritsar Mission begun.

First converts in R. Noble's School, Masulipatam.

1852-4—Vidal first Bishop of Sierra Leone.

1853—First railway train in India, April 16th.

Hudson Taylor in China.

Baptism of Shamaun, first convert at Amritsar.

J. S. Burdon and W. L. Williams (afterwards Bishops) go out.

" Policy of Faith" announced.

New Children's Home in Highbury Grove opened.

First Maori clergyman ordained.
,,. . r^ , ,n.i

Meeting of officers at Peshawar to promote Mission, December lyth.

1854_Sir Charles Wood's Despatch on Education in India.

Bishopric of Mauritius establisbed.

J. W. Knott's conversion to Evangelical views.

First American treaty with Japan.

Pfander's discussion with Mohammedans at Agra.

Raglaud's Itinerant Mission in North Tinnevelly begun.

Jabalpur Mission beguu.

Peshawar Mission begun by Clark and Pfander.

Second Niger Expedition.
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1854-6—Criiaeau War.
1855—RoystoQ (afterwards Bishop), Dyson, Vaughau, Zeller, go out.

Tamil Coolie Mission begun.
1855-7—Weeks second Bishop of Sierra Looue.
1856—R. P. Greaves and W. T. Storra go out.

Erhardt's Map of East Africa at the Royal Geographical Society.
Evangelical Bishops appointed by Lord Palmerston.
Pennefather's tirst Barnet Conference (afterwards Mihhnay).
Admiral Prevost induces C.M.S. to project North Pacific Mission.
Harris School, Madras, opened.
Mauritius Mission begun.
Multan Mission begun.
Three more converts baptized from R. Noble's School.

1857—Special Church Services at Exeter Hall.
Indian Mutiny, Meerut, May 10th.
Strangers' Home for Asiatics opened.
Burton and Speke go to East Africa in consequence of C.M.S.

discoveries.

G. E. Moule (afterwards Bishop), J. B. Wood, J. I. Jonos, ilamiltun,
Alexander, Shackell, go out.

Tsimshean Mission begun by Duncan.
Niger Mission begun by Samuel Crowther.
War with China.

1857-9—Bowen third Bishop of Sierra Leone.
1858—Bishop Daniel Wilson dies at Calcutta, January 2nd.

Cotton Bishop of Calcutta.
Indian Mutiny suppressed.
Government of India transferred to the Crown.
Santal Mission begun.
Luckuow Mission begun at invitation of R. Montgomery.
Death of Ragland.
W. Gray joins C.M.S. at Madras.
Sarah Tucker Institution begun.
Speke sights the Victoria Nyanza, August 3rd.
Treaty of Tientsin, opening China to travelling foreigners.
Lord Elgin's Treaty with Japan.
Constantinople Mission begun by Pfander.
Hunter's great journey to the far North of Rupert's Land.
R. Bruce goes out.
T. Green succeeds Childe as Principal of CM. College.
Cambridge University CM. Union started.
Universities' Mission to Central Africa established.
First Special Evening Service at St. Paul's, Advent Sunday.

Seventh Decade, 1859— 1869.
1859—Religious Revival in Ireland and many parts of England.

First General Synod of Church of New Zealand.
William Williams Bishop of Waiapu.
Allahabad Mission begun.
R. N. Cust claims right to attend baptism of Christian converts.
American missionaries in Japan.

1860—First Week of Prayer at New Year.
Revival in North Tinnevelly.
H. Edwardes's great speech at C.M.S. Anniversary.
First General Missionary Conference, at Liverpool.
Speechly (afterwards Bishop), Barton, Weiland, go out.
Inter-tribal Yoruba War.
Sierra Leone Church organized.
Cambridge Nicholson Institution, Travancore, founded.
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Koi Mission begun at Dummagudem.
Outbreak of war in New Zealand.

1861—First Fuh-chow converts baptized.
Lagos becomes a British possession.
F. Gell Bishop of Madras.
Colonel R. Taylor invites C.M.S. to the Derajat.
First Tsimshean baptisms.
Hooper, Sharp, Rowlands, Wolfe, A. E. Moule, go out.
Indian Female Normal School and Instruction Society organized, by

union of two Associations.
First Church Congress, at Cambridge.
Death of John Thornton, C.M.S. Treasurer ; Hon. Capt. F. Maude

succeeds him.
Second Memorandum on Native Church Organization.

1862—New CM. House opened, March 7th.
Longley Archbishop of Canterbury.
Metlakahtla settlement established.
Hong Kong and Peking Missions begun.
Appeal of Government officials for a Mission in Kashmir.
Speke and Grant in Uganda.
Daily Prayer-meeting at Cambridge started, November 24th.
Punjab Missionary Conference, largely attended by Christian officers.

1863—Wade and Phair (now Archdeacon) go out.
First Chinese clergyman of Church of England ordained, Dzaw

Tsang-lae.
Remarkable deliverance of Abeokuta from Dahomey.
C.M.S. Madagascar Mission begun.

1864—C. C. Fenn Secretary of C.M.S.
Arden and Warren go out.
Consecration of Bishop Crowther at Canterbury Cathedral, June 29th.
First Diocesan Conference, held at Ely.
Cyclone at Masulipatam.
T'aip'ing Rebellion suppressed by Gordon.
Bonny Mission begun.
First Telugu clergy ordained.
Mrs. R. Clark opens dispensary in Kashmir.
First out-stations occupied in Fub-kien.

1864-69—John Lawrence Viceroy of India.
1865—Henry Venn's paper at Islington Clerical Meeting laments diminution

of missionary interest.
Bompas (afterwards Bishop) and Sell go out.
R. Machray Bishop of Rupert's Land.
Hau-hau apostasy ; murder of Volkner.
G. E. Moule occupies Hang-chow.
C.M.S. Cathedral College, Calcutta, opened.
Bannu Mission begun.
Dr. Elmslie in Kashmir.
Livingstone engages boys from C.M.S. African Asylum at Nasik.
R. Noble dies at Masulipatam after 24 years' unbroken service.

1866 -Bishop Cotton drowned. Milman Bisliop of Calcutta.
Keshub Chunder Sen's lecture on Chri t. May 5th.
Imad-ud-diu baptized, April 29th.
Jubilee of Sierra Leone Mission.
FirsL China Inland Party arrive in China.
Third Memorandum on Native Church Organization.
Ridley (afterwards Bishop) and G. M. Gordon go out.

1867—Bishop Ryan's letter to Lord Chichester starts movement against East
African Slave Trade.

Ritualistic controversy raging; Convocation condemns Ritualists;
Ritual Commission appointed ; Henry Venn a member.

First Lambeth Pan-Anglican Conference.
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Bishop Crowther seized by Native cliief ; Kiigli.sli Consul killed.
Madras Mission begun.
Jubilee of Ceylon MissioTi.

C. K,. Alf'ord Bishop of Victoria, Hong Kong.
Death of Archdeacon Henry Williams in New Zealand after forty-Hve

years' service.

Expulsion of Mission from Abcokuta, October 13Lh.
1868—-Tait Archbishop of Canterbury.

Japan Mission projected.
Great revolution in Japan.
R. Bateman goes out.

Imad-ud-din ordained, December 6th.
Dominion of Canada established.

1869—Ensor (first English missionary) lands in Japan, January 23rd.
J. W. Knott joins C.M.S., and starts with French for India.

Eighth Decade, 1869— 1879.
1869 —R. Bruce in Persia.

First Native Church Council in Tinnevelly.
Reeve (afterwards Bishop) goes out.

General Lake Secretary of C.M.S.
Parochial Missions begun.

1870 —Financial Deficit
;
policy of retrenchment ; men kept back.

Scheme for a Board of Missions mooted in Convocation.
Grisdale (afterwards Bishop) goes out.

Hadfield Bishop of Wellington, New Zealand.
Lahore Divinity College opened.
Cheetham Bishoj) of Sierra Leone.

1871—Parliamentary Committee on East African Slave Tradi;.

1872 -"Failing treasury and scanty supply of candidates "j no University
offers ; Islington half full.

Further deficit ; more retrenchments.
Henry Wright appointed Honorary Secretary.
Consecration of Bishops Royston, Russell, and Ilordcn at Westminster

Abbey, December 15th.

First Day of Intercession, December 20th.

General Missionary Conference at Allahabad, December.
1873—Death of Henry Venn, January 13th.

Death of Livingstone.
Gift of £20,000 by Mr. W. C. Jones for support of Native evangelists.

Plans for extension in Japan ; Osaka occupied.
1874—New CM Gieanei- started, January 1st.

Decision to withdraw from Madagascar.
General London Mission.
Oxford Convention on Higher Spiritual Life.

Great Income reported.
Burdon Bishop of Victoria, Hong Kong.
Bompas Bishop of Athabasca.
Plans for revival of East Africa Mission. Price goes out.

W. Gray Secretary of C.M.S.
CHiiord, Evington, Fyson (afterwards Bishops) go out.

Tokio and Hakodate occupied.

1875 -W. H. Barlow Principal of Jslington College.

Persia Mission formally adopted by C.M.S. Cunimitteo.

J. C. Hoare and R. Young (afterwards Bishops) go out.

Mr. Moody's Mission in London.
First Keswick Convention.
Cambridge luter-CoUegiate Christian Union begun.
Frere Town Freed Slave Settlement established.

Seychelles Mission begun.
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Fourah Bay Collef^^o affiliated to Diirliam Uuiversitj
Couforeuce at CM. House on Missious to Mohammedans, October
bfcanley s call to Uganda

; C. M.S.. Mission projected, November
Iriuco of Wales welcomed by Tinnevelly Christians, December lOtli

^
irst Native clergyman in Che-kiang ordained. Sing Eu--teh

Mission m Queen Charlotte's Islands begun.

ic^Tz,
Pei'secution at Bonny

; martyrdom of Joshua Hart
1876—Nyanza ExiDedition starts.

Extension in Palestine ; Jaffa and Nablus occuined.
Four Native clergymen in Fuh-kien ordained.
Ningpo College founded by J. C. Hoare.
Chefoo Convention facilitates travel in Inland China: extensive

journeys of C.I.M. men begin.
First baptisms at Osaka.
Ceylon controversy begins.

18/7—Bishops Sargent and Caldv^ell consecrated for Tinnevelly March llth
Policy of retrenchment renewed.

'

Constantinople and Smyrna Missions closed.
Nyanza party reach Uganda. First services in Mtesa's capital
bmith and O'Neill killed on the Victoria Nyanza.
Shanghai Missionary Conference.
Great famine in South India.
Hodges and Poole (afterwards Bishoj^s) go out.
E. C. Stuart second Bishop of Waiapu, December 9th.
T. V. French first Bishop of Lahore, December 21st

1878-Gift of £35,000 by Mr. W. C. Jones to Native Churches of India
Death of Bishop W. Williams, February Ufch.
H. P. Parker (afterwards Bishop) goes out to India.
Second Lambeth Pan-Anglican Conference.
Party for Uganda viH Nile under Gordon's protection.
Henry Venn steamer sent to the Niger.
Usagara Mission begun.
Mission to the Gonds of Central India begun.
Alexandra Christian Girls' School opened.
Baring High School at Batala opened.
Henry Johnson and D. C. Crowther Archdeacons on the Niuer.
Religious liberty at Bonny.

'^

R. W. Stewart's College at Fuh-chow destroyed.

Ninth Decade, 1879— 1889.
1879—Retrenchments. Men kept back.

New Diocese of Travancore and Cochin. Bishop Speechly consecrated
July 25th. '

New Diocese of Caledonia. Bishop Ridley consecrated, July 25th
Beluch Mission begun at Dera Ghazi Khan.
Henry Venn s.s. ascends the Binue 500 miles.

1880—Arbitration of Five Prelates on the Ceylon Controversy.
More retrenchments. More men kept back.
Peking Mission transferred to S.P.G.
Gift of Rev. E. H. Bickersteth to start Bheel Mission.
Church of England Zenana Missionary Society founded.
Divinity School at Calcutta started.
Blackfoot Mission begun.
George Maxwell Gordon killed at Kandahar, August 16th.
Henry Wright drowned, August 13th.
F. E. VVigram appointed Hon. Clerical Secretary, October 2 ith.
G. E. Moule consecrated Bishop of Mid CluTia, October 28th.

18S1—Special contributions for extension. All available men sent out.
General George Hutchinson appointed Lay Secretary.
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Divinity School at Allahabad started.

Death of J. L. Krapf, November 26th.

1882—First Baganda converts baptized, March 13th.

James Hannington goes to Africa.

Rev. T. W. Drury Principal of CM. College.

First Missionary Exhibition, at Cambridge.
Gift of £72,000 by Mr. W. C. Jones for a China and Japan Fund.

New Zealand Mission committed to Local Board.

Klein sent to Cairo, to begin second Egypt Mission.

Secession of William Duncan at Metlakahtla.

French Eoman Catholic missionaries abandon Uganda, October.

Moody's Mission at Cambridge, November.
Death of Archbishop Tait, December 3rd.

Lay Workers' Union for London founded, December.
Decennial Missionary Conference at Calcutta, December.

1883—E. W. Benson Archbishop of Canterbury.
E. G. Ingham consecrated Bishop of Sierra Leone, February 24th.

New Bishopric for Japan. A. W. Poole consecrated, October 18th.

First Ladies' Union, in Norfolk.

All Saints' Memorial Church at Peshawar opened.

Baghdad occupied.

Bishop French in Persia. Ordination of first Native clergyman.

General Gordon in Palestine, helping C.M.S. Mission.

Batchelor begins regular work among the Ainu.

First Holy Communion for Baganda converts, October 28th.

1884—First " Missionary Missions."

Diocese of Athabasca divided. Bishop Bompas takes new diocese of

Mackenzie River. R. Young Bishop of Athabasca.

New Bishopric of Eastern Equatorial Africa. Hannington conse-

crated, June 2-tth.

First Gond convert baptized.

Osaka Divinity Scliool started.

Madras Divinity School started.

Death of Mtesa. Mwanga king of Uganda, October.

Stanley Smith and C. T. Studd join the China Inland Mission.

Memorable meeting of Cambridge University CM. Union, Dec. 1st.

1885—F. Temple Bishop of London ; E. H. Bickersteth Bishop of Exeter.

C.I.M. " Cambridge Seven " sail for China.

Opening of New Wing of CM. House, March 4th.

First Thursday Prayer Meeting, March 12th.

Great Meeting for Men at Exeter Hall, Earl Cairns presiding,

March 24th.

Death of Earl Cairns, April 2nd.

Fund started for a Gordon Memorial Mission to Khartoum.
C.M.S. Younger Clergy Union for London formed, April 24tli.

C.M.S. Ladies' Union for London formed, April 29th.

First of modern C.M.S. women missionaries (Miss Harvey).
First Missionary Young Men's Band (" Mpwapwas ") formed.
Church Missionary Trust Association formed.
E. Bickersteth appointed second English Bishop in Japan.

General Touch and Rev. W. R. Blackett to Metlakahtla.

Mission of Darwin Fox and Dodd in West Africa.

Taita and Chagga Missions begun.
Dr. Harpur begins tentative Mission at Aden.
Jubilee of Bishop Sargent in Tinnevelly.

Hang-chow Hospital opened.
Three Baganda boy converts roasted to death.

Bishop Hannington murdered, October 29th.

First Ainu baptism, Christmas Day.
1886 -C.M.S. Cycle of Prayer started, January 1st.

Simultaneous Meetings in the Provinces, February.
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Death of the Earl of Chichester, President for fifty-one years,

March 15th.

Captain the Hon. F. Maude appointed President, April 26th.

Gleaners' Union started, July 1st.

Mr. Wif^ram's tour round the world.
General Haig's journey to tlie Red Sea and Persian Gulf.
Great persecution in Uganda.
Arrival in England of Bishop Hannington's diaries, and publication of

his Memoir.
Death of W. Oakley, missionary in Ceylon fifty-one years.
H. E. Perkins, Commissioner of Amritsar, joins C.M.S. as an honorary

missionary.
Quetta Medical Mission begun.
Pak-hoi occupied.
Formation of Ceylon Church Synod, and adoption of Constitution.
Irish ladies join C.E.Z.M.S. for Fuh-kien, at instance of Mr. and Mrs.

Stewart.
Student Volunteer Movement started in America.
H. P. Parker cooseci-ated second Bishop for E.Eq. Africa, Oct. 18th.

Death of Captain Maude, October 23rd.
Sir T. Fowell Buxton appointed Treasurer.

1887—February Simultaneous Meetings in Loudon. Service at St. Paul's.

Archbishop Benson revives Jerusalem Bishopric. Appointment of

Bishop Blyth.

Sir John Kenuaway appointed President, April 12th.
Great Committee Meeting on C.M.S. grant to Jerusalem Bishopric,

June 13th.

Queen's Jubilee celebrated, June 21st.

Board of Missions of the Province of Canterbury formed.
Opening of Missionaries' Children's Home at Limpsfield, July 20th.
Memorable Missionary Meeting at Keswick, July 30th.
Offers of ladies for C.M.S. service (Misses Vaughan, Tristram, Pitch,

Newton, Wright, Vidal, Hamper, &c.).

Imperial British East Africa Comi^any established.
Provincial Synod of Rupert's Land. F. E. Wigram preaches the

opening sermon.
Nippon Sei-Kokwai (Japan Church) formed.
Mombasa Medical Mission begun.
Duncan abandons Metlakahtla and settles in Alaska.
J. Alfred Robinson goes out to the Niger Mission.
Bishop French resigns see of Lahore.
Henry Martyn Memorial Hall opened at Cambridge.
Eight Special Missioners sent to India for Winter Mission.
Canon Isaac Taylor's first attack on C.M.S., October.
" Policy of Faith" adopted by Committee, October and November,
First Anniversary of Gleaners' Union, All Saints' Day.

1888—Whole Day Devotional Meeting at Exeter Hall, January 11th.
Second Service at St. Paul's, February 14th. Controversy thereon.
Death of Bishop Parker at Usambiro, March 26th.
Tokushima, Fukuoka, and Kiimamoto occupied.
General Missionary Conference in London, June.
Third Lambeth Pan-Anglican Conference, July.
Perils of missionaries in German East Africa.
W. S. Price's third visit to East Africa.
Revolutions in Uganda. Expulsion of the missionaries, October.
Canon Isaac Taylor's second attack on C.M.S., October.

1889—Ransom of 900 ex-slaves at Rabai by the British East Africa Company,
January 1st.

First Associated Band of Evangelists in India.
First baptisms of Bheel converts.

New Constitution in Japan.
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S. A. Solwyn's Special Mission in West Afi'ica.

Stanley meets Haganda Cliristians in Ankoli
Stanley visits Mackay at Usanibiro.
Connter revolution in Uganda. Victory of CMirislians. Mwanga

reinstated, October lltli.

Death of Hisho)) Sargent, October lltli.

New plans for East and West Africa. Robinson and Brooke's party
formed for the Niger ; D. Hooper's party for the East.

1890 -First C.M.S. Valedictory Meeting in Exeter Hall: new x^arties for
East and West Africa taken leave of, January 24th.

Death of Alexander Mackay at Usainbiro, February 8th.

A. R. Tucker consecrated third IJishop of Eastern P^quatorial Afri(\a,

April 25th.

E N. Hodges consecrated second ]?isliop of Travancore and Cocliin,
April 25th.

Anglo-German Treaty allots Uganda to British inlhienco.
Rev. J. Taylor Smith ajjpointed Diocesan Missioner for Sierra Leone.
Mrs. A Hok in England.
Shanghai Missionary Conference.
Sowers' Band started.

Letter from C.M.S friends at Keswick to C.M.S. Committee, July.
Horsburgh's party formed for new Mission to Si-chuan.
First Meeting of Japanese Parliament. The President a Christian.
Difhculties on the Niger, and controversy thereon at homo.
Bishop Tucker's first arrival in Uganda, December 27th.

1891—New plans for Training of Candidates, and for Appropriated Contri-
butions, consequent on the " Keswick Letter."

Second large Committee meeting at Sion College on grant to Jerusalem
Bishopric, April 14th.

Death of JJishop French at Muscat, May 14th.
Death of J. A. Robinson at Lokoja, June 25th.
Diocese of Mackenzie River divided. Bishop Bompas takes now

diocese of Selkirk. W. D. Reeve to Mackenzie River.
W. Walsh consecrated Bishop of Mauritius.
Arbitration of Five Prelates on Bishop Blyth's charges against C.M.S.
Barclay Buxton's party formed for Mission at Matsuye.
Mr. J. Monro, C.B., goes out to India as a missionary.
Great earthquake in Japan, October 28th.
Conversion of Chief Sheuksh, of Kitkatla.
British East Africa Company orders withdrawal from Uganda.
£8000 given at Gleaners' Union Anniversary to save Uganda, Oct. 30tli.

Indejjendent Bonny Pastorate formed.
Death of Bishop Crowther, December 31st.

1891^—Student Volunteer Missionary Union started at Cambridge.
Fighting in Uganda between pro-French and pro-English parties.
C.M.S. Deputation to Australasia.
Formation of Victoria and New Zealand CM. Associations, and re-

organization of old N.S. Wales Auxiliary.
Centenary of Baptist Missionary Society.
J. S. Hill designated for new bishopric of Western Equatoiial Africa,

and sent by Archbishoj) Benson on preliminary mission as his

Commissary.
British East Africa Company announces final abandonment of Uganda.

Great agitation to induce the Government to interpose.
Bishop Tucker's second visit to Uganda, December.
Decennial Missionary Conference at Bombay, December.

1893—Conference of C.M.S. missionaries at Bombay, January 5th—9th.

A. Clifford consecrated first Bishop of Lucknow, January 15th.
Death of Bishoj) Horden, January 12th.

J. A. Newnham second Bishop of Moosonee.
British Government send Sir G. Portal to Uganda.
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First ordination of Native cloroy in Uganda, May 2.SMi.
Consecration of Bishops Hill, Vhillips, and Oluwole, for Western

Equatorial Al'rica, Juno 29tli.
Livingstone Collogo O])enod.
Nnnioroiis baptisms of Ainu converts in Yezo.
Tai-chow and Cliu-ki districts, Che-kiang, occupied by En-lish

missionaries. ^

Bislio]) Stuart resigns see of Waiapu, to go to Persia.
Royal Commission on Ojjium Traffic.
Mrs. Isabella Bishop's great s])eech at Gleaners' Union, Nov. 1st
Spiritual revival in Uganda, December.

1894—Deaths of Bishop and Mrs. Hill at Lagos, January 6th.
H. Tugwell consecrated Bishop of Western lOipiatorial Africa, Mar. 4th.
H. Kvington consecrated tirst Bishop in Kin-shin, Marcli 4th.
£16,000 given in a fortnight, to clear off deficit of £12,600, April
Medical Department organized at CM. House.
Anglican Missionary Conference, June.
Peck goes to Cumberland Sound.
Stringer visits Herschel Island, in the Polar Sea.
Death of Canon Hoare, July 7th.
Mission begun at Kerak, in the Land of Moab.
British Protectorate proclaimed in Uganda, August 18th.
Death of Rev. Jani AlH, October 15th.
Bishop Stuart to Persia.
Special Mission of Rev. E. N. Thwaites and Rev. Martin Hall to India.War between China and Japan.
B. Baring-Gould's tour round the world, to visit Missions in Janan

China, Ceylon, &c.
'

C.M.S. Committee reconsider " Policy of Faith," November. Mis-
sionaries doubled in the seven years. Policy re-afhrmed

1895—Archdeacon W. L. Williams elected third Bishop of Waiapu.
Great expansion of Uganda Mission.
" Stanley and Reco.d" steamer Ruwenzori on the Victoria Nyanza
First party of women missionaries for Uganda. Sailed May 18th •

arrived Mengo, Gctober 4th.
'

Government decision to construct railway to Uganda, June 13th
Appointment of C.M.S. " Missionary Missioners."
Boundaries of Sierra Leone Hinterland arranged between Franco and

England.
Execution of C. Stokes, ex-missionary, by Belgian officer on the Con-'o.
F. E. Wigram resigns Secretaryship on account of ill-health, July

"

Women's Department in CM. House jdanned, July.
Riots and outrages in Si-chuan Province, May.
R. W. and Mrs. Stewart, six ladies, two children, and nurse, massacred

at Hwa-sang, August 1st.

Prayer-meeting at Exeter Hall on the China massacre, August 13th.
H. E. Fox appointed Hon. Secretary, August 13th
Death of W. Gray, September 13th.
Centenary of London Missionary Society.
Formation of Canadian CM. association. Wycliffe Mission in Japan

amalgamated with C.M.S. Mission.
C.M.S. Deputation to Canada.
W. W. Cassels consecrated first Bishop in Western China, October 18th.
Colonel R. Williams appointed Treasurer of C.M.S.

1896—S.V.M.U. Conference at Liverpool, January 1st—5th.
Mr. J. R. Mott's Mission to Students in India, China, Japan, &c
Baptism of King of Toro, March 15th.
Three Years' Euterpri-e begun.
Second ordination of Native clergy in Uganda, May 31st.
ArrangiMuonts for Ejuscopal Jurisdictions in Japan, English and

AniericMii, settled.
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P. K. Fyson consecrated first Bishop for Hokkaido, June 29tli.

Dean Grisdale appointed Bishop of Qu'Appello.
llev. S. Morley appointed first Bislioj) in Tiimovelly.
Bishop IJurdon resigns see of Victoria, Hong Kong.
Constitution for Niger Delta Pastoi-ate settled.

Death of Mrs. W. Williams at Napier, aged ninety-si.x, October 6th.
Death of Archbishop Benson, October 11th.

Bishop Temple appointed Archbishop of Canterbury.
Second Mission of Mr. Thwaites to India, with Rev. W. S. Staudcn.
University Women Settlement begun at Bombay.
Great " T.Y.E. " Meeting at Madras, October 27th. Four bishops and

2000 Native Christians present.

Visit of Bishop Tugwell and D. Wilkinson to West Indies.
Death of Mr.s. Ridley at Motlakahtla, December 6th.

1897—Sir John Kenuaway appointed a Privy Councillor, January 1st.

Visit of F. Baylis to West Africa.

Occupation of Hausaland by Royal Niger Company.
Death of F. E. Wigram, March 10th.

Death of Archdeacon Dobinson on the Niger, April 13tli.

Death of J. B. Wood at Abeokuta, after forty years' service, May 24th.
Canon Taylor Smith consecrated ]5ishop of Sierra Leone, May 27th.
Wreck of the Aden at Socotra, June 9th. C.M.S. and C.E.Z. ladies lost.

Queen's Diamond Jubilee, June 21st.

Fourth Pan-Anglican Lambeth Conference, July.

Death of Bishop E. Bickersteth, of Jaj)an, August 5th.

Great Famine in India.

Peshawar Medical Mission begun.
S. A. Selvvyn's Special Mission to the Punjab.
Deputation of two ladies to Canada.
Death of A. H. Ardon, while (nniducting Church service on board

steamer in Red Sea, November 7th.

Meeting of Soudanese troops in Uganda. Pilkington killed, Dec. 11th.

1898—Insurx-octiou in Sierra Leone Hinterland. Murder of W. J. Humphrey,
March.

Plans for extension in China.
Arrangements for division of diocese of Eastern Equatorial Africa.

Occupation of Kirman and Yezd, in Persia.

Death of H. Carless at Kirman, May 25th.

J. C. Hoare consecrated Bishop of Victoria, Hong Kong, June 11th.

Bi-centenary of S.P.C.K.
Re-conquest of Khartoum by Sir H. Kitchener. Plans for starting

the Gordon Memorial Mission projected in 1885.
Resignations of Bishops Gell, Johnson, and Mylne.
Death of Bishop Matthew, of Lahore, December 2nd.
J. E. C. Welldon appointed Bishop of Calcutta.

Lloyd's journey from Tore to the Congo, through the Groat Forest.

Special Meeting at Exeter Hall in connexion with the SecoTul Jubilee,

November 1st.

Quinquennial Conference of C.M.S. missionaries at Allahabad,
December.

1899—Appointment of W. G. Peel to Bishopric of Mombasa.
Third ordination of Native clergy iu Uganda, January 29th.

Centenary of Religious Tract Society.

Centenary of Church Missionary Society, April 10th—15th.
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FreetowTi, ii. 101.

Algonquin Indians, ii. 323.

Ali, Hyder, i. 26.

Ali, Rahmat, iii. 114.

Ali, Safdar, present at Pfander's controversy,
ii. 561 ; conversion, ii. 556—559, iii. 796 ;

translational work, iii. 465.

Ali, Yakub, iii. 489.

Aligarh, iii. 457.

Alipur, ii. 270.

Alia Shehr, the ancient Philadelphia, iii. 115.

Allahabad, C.M.S. removal from Secundra, ii.

264 ; Christian village at, ii. 524 ; Missionary
Conference, ii. 534, .535, iii. 142 ; Divinity
School, iii. 132, 133 ; a special gift, iii.

262; Mission saved, iii. 263; a "Conven-
tion " at, iii. 505.

Allan, G. A., iii. 63.

Allan, W., visits to West Africa, ii. 460, iii.

379, 382,396; as Committee member, iii. 41,

298 ; and Episcopal V.-P.'s,iii. 310 ; Palestine

Inquiry, iii. 525 ; Church Congress, iii. e43.

Allcock, J., ii. 289, iii. 538.

Allen, F. S., iii. 723.

Allen, AV., ii. iiS.

Allen, Miss, work at Zanzibar, iii. 80.

Allen, Miss B. J., iii. 611, 777.

Allepie, Norton at, i. 201, 232.

Alley, J. A., iii. 47, 376.

Allies, T. W., ii. 79.

Alh, Jani, ii. 179, iu. 47-49, 117, 140 ;

Noble Memorial Fund, ii. 548 ; on Moham-
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meclanism, iii. 13 ; valedictory farewell, iii.

49 ; Anniv. speaker, iii. 302 ; death, iii.

462, 4&1..

Allimtt, R., i. 376, ii. 60-62.

AUon, Dr. Henry, ii. 509.

Almora, iii. 142.

Aloni, Pilkington's boy, iii. 791,

Alva, iii. 448.
Alvarez, T. E., iii. 359, 722, 723,

Al.^^jius, i. 15,

Amarasekara, Q. S., iii. 546.

"Amazons," The, of Dahomey, ii. 438.
America, discovered by Columbus, i. 16 ; first

Anglican Bp. for, i. 406 ; si)iritual revival
in 1858, ii. 32.

America, Missions of S.P.G. in British planta-
tions, i. 24.

America, North-West (now North-West
Canada, iii. 615), Mission founded, i. 245,
246 ; early work and progress, i. 362—364

;

R.C. rivalry, i. 378; jjroposal to reliniiuish
Mission, i. 482, 485 ;

" The Great Lone
Land" (Chap, l.), ii. 313—332 ; "Lands of
the Utmost West " (Chap. \,xvi.), ii. 605

—

611 ;
grant to be reduced, iii. 51 ;

" The Par
West : the Church among the Red Indians "

(Chap. Lxxxii.), iii. 238—248 ;
" Red Indian

Missions : Patterns of Zeal and Triumphs
of Grace " (Chap, xcviii.), iii. 615—640. -See

ulsi British Columbia.
America, S. : Inquisition, i. 18 ; Moravian

Missions, i. 27. See S. Amer. Miss. Soc.
American Episcopal Church Missions : origin
due to C.M.S., i. l2l, 155 China, i. 377, 467,
ii. 295, iii. 226, 227, 574 ; Japan, ii. 598, iii.

236,588—591, 593, 775, 810; Liberia, i. 377,
ii. 447, 449; Athens, i. 350, ii. 143; Con-
stantinople, ii. 143 ; Dr. Syle, ii. 382 ; Bps.
at Anglican Conference, Shanghai, iii. 773.

American Baptist Missions : China, i. 467,
ii. 293, 583, iii. 581; Japan, ii. 598; India,
i. 327, iii. 143, 163, 508 ; Bunnah, i. 98 ; West
Africa, ii. 442, iii. 81.

American Board of Commissioners of Foreign
Missions (Congi-egational) : Hawaii, i. 377

;

Zululand, i. 354 ; China, i. 466, ii, 293, iii.

227; India, i. 99, 185, 332, iii. 506; Ceylon,
ii. 290; Turkey, ii. 143, iii. 116; Japan, iii,

589, 602.

American Methodist Missions : China, ii. 293,
580, iii. 227, 563, 581 ; India, ii. 267, 489, 534,
535, iii. 142, 494, 506 ; Japan, iii. 810.

American Presbyterian Missions : India, i. 308,
ii. 163, 203, 219, 382, 488, 534, 535, 576, iii. 142,
495 ; China, i. 467, ii. 293, 580, 583, iii. 227, 574

;

Japan, ii. 598, 599, 601 ; Turkish Empire, ii,

143, iii. 116, 531; Egypt, iii. 116, 514, 748;
Persia, iii. 123; Manchuria, iii. 565 ; Japan,
iii. 810 ; Nov. Simultaneous Meetings, iii.

330. See also Presbyterian Missions.
American Missions (unspecified) : China, iii.

809 ; Japan, ii. 599, 603, iii. 236, 589, 605, 610,
807, .S09, 810 ; India, iii. 163. S^-e also under
CongTegational, Baptist, Dutch Reformed,
Lutheran, Moravian, Methodist, Presliy-
terian.

Amharic, Bible in, i. 351.

Amir-ud-din, Ebenezer, iii. 149.
Amoy opened as a treaty port, i. 469 ; Missions

at, i. 471, 472.
Amritsar Mission begun, ii. 207 ; deaths of

missionaries, ii. 550 ; "a flag for Christ,"
ii. 560 ; work at, ii. 561 ; Prince of Wales at,
iii. 128 ; progress of work, iii. 144, 145 ; ]Miss
C. M. Tucker ("A.L.O.E.") at Amritsar,
iii. 145; Church Council meeting, iii. 148;
Alexandra School, iii. 153, 473; Medical
Mission, iii. 155, 476,808 ; schools at, iii. 473,
474; lady missionaries at, iii. 481, 4,s2, 506;
Special Mission, iii. 503.

3

"An Unprofitable Servant" founds the Vic-
toria Nj'anza Mission, iii. 95, 96.

Atialur/i), Butler's, translated into Malayalam,
ii. 541. See Butler, Bp.

Auantam, D., translational work, iii. 478.
Anderson, Bp., i. 473, ii. 30, 45, 74, 609, iii. 238,

620 ; consecration of, ii. 313
; journey out,

ii. 315 ; travels and work in Rupert's Land,
ii. 316—330; Exeter Hall speaker, ii. 322

;

at Lambeth Conference, ii. 363 ; Anniv.
preacher, ii. 387, 394, 605 ; death, iii. 295, 615.

Anderson, E. M., iii. 660, 661, 693, 699.
Anderson, Frank, iii. 655, 757.
Anderson, John, i. 310; iii. 163,
Andovoranto, W. Dening at, ii. 475, 481.
Andreas, iii. 149.

Andrews, H., ii. 78, 191, 336, 538, 540, 551.
Andrews, Mrs. H., ii. 399, 532.
Antb-ews, W., iii. 47, 48, 236, 237, 589, 610,
Ang, Ting Sing, iii. 231.
Anglican Missionary Conference, i. 18, iii. 276.
Anglicizing of converts, C. C. Feanon, iii.652.
Anglo-Indians: Wilberforee's opinion of

certain, i. 99 ; opposition to Missions, i.

103 ; but some, hberal givers, i. 193, ii. 175
;

opposition to reforms, i. 293 ; defence of
Suttee, i. 294 ; attack on Missions, i. 324.

Anglo-Indian Evangelization Society, iii. 505.
"Anglo-Vernacular" Schools, i. 195, ii. 529.
See Education, Schools.

Angus, Dr., Lord Shaftesljury's appeal to, ii,

368.

Animistics in India, 1891, iii. .509.

Ankoli, iii. 424.
Annie Walsh Female Tnstit., i. 336, ii. 447, iii. 723.
Anniversary, the first, i. 75 ; ladies first

attend, i. 113 ; first Monday evening
services, i. 114; speeches first made, i. 113

;

the first in Exeter Hall, i. 262 ; first over-
flow, i. 262 ; first Evening Meeting, i. 262

;

l)roposed abandonment, ii. 384; Evening
Service at We>tmLnster Abbey, ii. 385

;

Thursday Breakfast established, iii. 305

;

Monday P.-M. started, iii. 665 ; G.U. Con-
ference, iii. 65 ; St. James's Hall, iii. 665

;

Ladies' Meeting, iii. 665 ; notices of preachers
and speakers, i. 76—79, 108, 112—117 ''4i

257—263, 273-275, 390-392, 396, 417', 425*

486, ii. 40—46, 226, 229, 232, 243, 273, 309 322
383—390, 454, 509, iii. 66—72, 272—274 ''79

299—304, 320. '
'

Aiiiii'ii MirabilU, ii. 262.
Anschar, the Apostle of the North, i. 11.
Ansell, Miss, iii. 377.
Anson, Bp., iii. 017, 618.
Ansorge, Paul, Mauritius, ii. 409, 471, iii. .548.
Antananarivo, ii. 476; S.P.G. at, ii.' 478-
L.M.S. asks C.M.S. to start Mission, ii. 479'.

Anthropological Society, ii. 441.
Antigua, missionary effort, i. 219, 409.
Antioch, Church and Missions, i. 7, 8, 15, 231,
Anti-Slavery Society formed, i. 338.
Anund Masih, i. 197, 313, ii. 269.
Anundo Chund Mozumdar, i. 308,
Anyaebunam, G., iii. 729.
Ajiiape, Jonathan, ii. 463.
Apocryi^ha, The, and the Bible Society, i. 278,
Apolo Kag^va, iii. 414, 423, 424, 446, 742.
Apology of Al kindv, iii. 513, 51,5.
" Apostles' Street " in the Nile Valley, ii. 428
Apperson, Miss, iii. 568.
Arab, 'J he, -Tirf the African, iii. 418.
Arabia, Missions to, i. 8, 14 ; C.M.S, and

Keith-Falconer at Aden, iii. 520—522 •

French at Muscat, iii. 533 - 535 ; Turkish'
Araljia Mission, iii. 752.

Arabic translations, i. 21, 74, 119, 351.
Arato, P., iii. 597.
Arbuthnot, G., ii. 37, iii. 298.
Arbuthnot, H., iii. 298, 318, 662,

H 2
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Arfhl)ishopries, Canarlian, iii. C18.

Arccit, Mission iu, ii. 163.

Arctic Circle, Gospel within, ii. 321; first Bp.,

ii 391; first ordination, iii. 622. iiee

Bompas, Mackenzie River, Peck, Tiikudh

Mission.
Ardas-h, V., iii. 358, 429, 632.

Ardell, R. F., iii. Via.

Arden, A. H., ii. 336, 393, iii. 161, 306, 783.

Arden, Miss, iii. 783.

Are Foreign Missions doing any good ! iii. 7.S3.

" Arsrob, Region of," iii. 12il.

Argyll, Duke of, ii. 13, -192, 531.

Armenia, Raymund Lull's Mission in, i. 13,

Armstrong, Bp.,ii. 16.

Armstrong, Mr., i. 219.

Armstrong, Miss, iii. 369.

Arnold, Dr., i. 285, 328. ii. 25, 36, .56, 57, 273,

339.

Arnold, Matthew, iii. 31.

Arnold, Sir E., iii. HOI.

Arnold, AV. D., ii. 250.

Arolova, ii. -Wo.

Arrow, The "lorcha," ii. 300.

Arrowsmith, Mr. E., iii. 32.

Artliington, Mr. R.jbert, iii. 80.

Arthur, Rev. W., Secretary W.M.S., ii. 497.

Articles, The 39 : Evasion of, in 18th century,

i. 33 ; for Native Churches ? iii. 647 ; for

Japan? iii. 593.

Arulappen, revivalist, ii. 189, iii. 182.

Arumanayagam, Perianayagam, Ordination

of, ii. 185 ; death, iii. 400.

Arya Samaj, a powerful sect, iii. 484.

Asiiha, W. Africa, ii. 464.

Ashauti, Missions in, i. 375, ii. 429 ; Expe-
ditions to, ii. 429, iii. 724.

Ashcroft, J. H., ii. 453, iii. 381, 385.

Ashe, R. P., hi. 48, 264, 419, 438, 735; one

of new Uganda party, iii. 112, 403—405;

Anniv. speaker, iii. 302 ; the Uganda
martyrs, iii. 411, 412, 414-416; translational

work, iii. 450 ; at Anglican Missionary Con-

ference, iii. 652.

Ashley, l>ord. See Shaftesbury, Earl of.

Ashwell, Canon, i. 4flO.

Ashwell, B. Y., i. 264, 357, ii. 023, 040, iii. 550,

551.

Asia, Nestorian Missions in, i. 14.

" Asia "
? why not for " Africa and "

: C.M.S.

title, iii. 113.

Asia, Central, a lost opportunity, i. 14, lo;

present needs and openings, iii. 707.

Asia Minor, J. Hartley in, i. 231 ; missionary

effort in, iii. 116. See Greeks, SmjTna,
Syria.

Asia, Western, Mohammedanism m, i, 14.

Asirvadhapuram, iii. 174.

Asisippi, iii. 242.

Askwith, P. N., ii. 62, iii. 360.

Askwith, Miss, iii. 473.

Assam Mission proposed, ii. 382.

Assinibome River, ii. 606 ; Diocese, afterwards

called Qu'Appelle, iii. 617.

Assisi, Francis of, and Raymund Lull, i. 13.

Associated Evangehsts : Gen. Haig's scheme,

iii. 329, 356, 357, 475, 672, 762.

Associations, The new, i. 108, 129—143, 476

—180; proposed joint C.M.S. and S.P.G.,

i. 275 ; advance, i. 479, iii. 59 ; their object,

iii. 55 ; contributions, iii. 58 ; advantage of

large, iii. 60 ; Juvenile, i. 243, 479, in. 718

;

Ladies', i. 14^), 243; Sunday-schools, i. 142,

243 ; S.P.G., i. 275 ; in relation to Income, iii.

710 '; Aston Sandford, i. 130 ; Bristol, i. 130 ;

Cambridge, i. 141 ; Cape Town, i. 355

;

Ceylon, i. 216; Dewsbury (first formed),

i. 130 ; Edinburgh, i. 381 ; Glasbury, i. 130

;

Hatherleigh, i. 130; Islington, i. 256;

Jamaica, i. 346 ; London, i. 129 ;
Liverpool,

i. 142 ; Manchester, i. 142 ; Norwich, i. 140;

Ulney, i. 130 ; Oxford, i. 287 ; Rupertsland,
ii. 316 ; Shrewsbury, i. 130 ; Sierra Leone,
i. 165, 337 ; Sydney^ i. 360 ; new Colonial, iii.

073—676, 704. See generally. Chaps, xi.,

XXXI., i.iii., Lxxii., on.
Association Secretaries, i. 254, 255, 372, ii. 37,

377, iii. 61, 62 ; ought their number to be
diminished ? in. 35l ; A. H. Arden on the

office, iii. 783. See Deputations.
Assouan, iii. 748.

Aston Sandford, Association at, i. 130.

Astrachan occupied by Edinburgh Societj-,

i. 119.

Athabasca, Bps of, see Bompas and Young

;

Diocese formed, ii. 611 ; Bp. Bompas, ii.

394, 611 ; diocese and Mission, iii. 246 ; new
])lans, iii. 36 ; extension of work, iii. 247.

Athanasian Creed, Agitation on, iii. 4, 5.

Atheism in Japan, iii. 589.

Athim, A., ii. 204, iii. 129, 148, 153, 477.

Aihis, CM., iii. 40, 66, 660.

Attacks on C.M.S. by Archdns., i. 134, 147,

240; S. G. O., ii. 378 ; Duke of Somerset, iii.

386; Canon I. Taylor, iii. 345—319; on
Societies at Church Congress, ii. 359, 360.

Attlee, S., ii. 62, iii. 785.

Attlee, Mrs., iii. 785.

Attlee, Miss, iii. 370, 528, 752, 785,

Auckland, Bp. of. See Cowie.
Auckland, N.Z., visited by C.M.S. Deputation,

i. 209 ; Bp. Selwyn moves to, i. 434 ; tliocese

of, ii. 643 ; Theological Institution, ii. 625, 633.

Augustin, his mission to England, i. 10.

Augustine, St., Confestions, i. 13.

Auriol, Rev. E., ii. 49, 372, iii. 30; Com-
mittee member, i. 372, ii. 379, iii. 4.3, 96, 203

;

ChrisHan (tbserver, ii. 656; Record, iii. 11 ;

death, iii. 259, 262.

Aurangabad, ii. .523, 527, iii. 139, 406, 502.

Austin, Bp., i. 418.

Australia : convicts sent to, i. 58 ; discussed by
Eclectic Society, i. 60 ; her " first preacher,"
i. 61 ; comprised in diocese of Calcutta, i.

189 ; Bp. obtained for, i. 406 ; Bp. of, tee

Broughton ; C.M.S. in, i. 360 ; Moravian
Missions in, i. 27; South, proposed see, i.

408 ; Western, proposed see, i. 409 ; Colonial
Association : first missionary, iii. 547 ; re-

cruits, hi. 704, 770 ; Board of Missions, iii. 676,

(SVk also Aborigines.
Author, The : Anglican Missionary Conference

pajier, i. 18 ; his visit to Peshawar, i. 54

;

Islington Jubdee, i. 256 ; memories of first

C.M.S. Jubilee, i. 491, 499; of Jubilee Tracts, i,

491 ; Lay Sec. Church Extension Society, ii,

27 ; in house formerly Children's Home, ii.

48; present at Mrs.' Hinderer's wedding,
ii. 116 ; at Krapf's cUsmissal, ii. 132 ;

meetmg
with Canon Moreton, h. 296 ; C.M.S. publi< a-

tions, ii. 385 ; Moody and Sankey, in. 25 ;

Mr. Gladstone, iii. 26 ; on C.M.S. staff, iii.

43 ; becomes Editor Gleaner, in. 66 ; ap-

pointed Secretary C.M.S., iii. 261 ; contro-

versy with Liddon, iii. 277 ; Timex' Reply to

Canon Isaac Taylor, hi. 347; Fort high fly

Replies to Canon Isaac Taylor's articles, iii.

348 ; Christian controversy cm missionary
methods, iii. 351 ; Deputation to Australia and
N.Z., i. 209, in. 557, 676; present at Bombay
C.M.S. Conference, in. 507 ; Congress papers :

Rhyl, ui. 643, Shrewsbury, iii. 645; Chair-

man, Ladies' Union, iii. 662 ; appointed
Diocesan Reader, iii. 667; OneILinidr>d Years,

iii. 694; present at first and second Jubilees,

iii. 720.

Auxiliary Committees and P.O., i. 329.

Auxiliary, Hibernian, established, i. 143,

Awake, edited by Miss Gollock, hi. 660 ; Miss
Batty, iii. 798,
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"Awakening, The jVIissionary," 1786—1799, i,

56-67.

Awdry, Bp., iii. 645; appointed to Osaka, iii.

775 ; translated to South Tokio, iii. 776.
A.yerst, G. H., Sec. H.P.U., iii. 703.
Azalat-al-Aii/i(im, by Rahmat Allah, ii. 170.
Azamgarh, Babu T. Luther at, ii. 167.

Babke, Mogul Emperor, ii. 565.
Babington, Prof, and Mrs. C. C, i. 109, iii. I-IO

371.

Babington, John, i. 109, 141, 142.
Babington, T., friend of Wilberforce, i. 42, 93.

109, 348.

Babis, E. Sell and C. H. Stileman on, iii. 753.
" Babus, Brahmos, Borderers," ii. 501—518.
Bacon, Mr. John, R.A., on first Committee, i.

69; his epitaph, i. 70.
Bactrian C'hi-istians, i. 14.
Badagry, ii. 104, 4.34, 445.
Baddegama, i. 217, 332, ii. 283, 289.
Baddeley, Dr., ii. 210.
Baden-Powell, Sir G., Anniv. speaker, iii. 060.
Badger, Rev. G. P., at Malta, i. .349.

Bagamoyo, B.C. Mission at, iii. 77.
Baghdad, C.M.S. Mission at, iii. 266, 515 ; T)r.
H. M Sutton at, iii. 530, 752; "The Last
Four Years," iii. 752.

Baharwa, station established, iii. 194.
Bahksh, Qadir, catechist, ii. 575.
Baikie, Dr., ii. 119, 120, 451, 457, iii. .384.
Bailey, Benjamin, i. 89, l.So, 244, 264, ii. 49, 378,

iii. 38 ; at Cottayam, i. 201, 232—234, ii.'l90 •

translations into Malayalam, i. 326.
Bailey, Mr. and Mrs. J. A., iii. 732.
Baker, Sir S., iii. 82, 118.
Baker, C, i. 357, ii. 623, iii. 550, 551.
Baker, F. T., iii. 5.53.

Baker, Henry, i. 90, 115, 185, 201, 233, 264, iii.

38, 183 ;
work in Travancore, i. 201, 232 234

326, ii. 190 ; death, ii. 336, 538, 551.
Baker, H., jun., i. 376, ii. 77, 191, 193, 538, iii.

178, 181—183, 781, 806.
Baker, Mrs. H., sen., ii. 399, iii. 367, 450.
Baker, Mrs. H., I'un., iii. 367, 781.
Baker, W. G., iii. 165.
Baker, Miss M. F., iii. 48, 367.
Bakhsh, Karim, ii. 557.
Bakunga, Paulo, iii. 437, 446, 447.
Balawant, Shankar, ii. 523, iii. 139.
Baldey, Rev. F., iii. 365.
Baldey, Miss E. See Hooper, Mrs. D. A L
Balding, J. W., iii. 47, 538.
Baldino-, Mrs., iii. '8, 538.
Baldwin, Bp., iii. 618, 707.
Baldwin, Dr., Translational work by, iii. 562.
Baldwin, J. M., iii. 778.
Ball, A. E., iii. 47, 256, 474, 480.
Ball, AV. H., iii. 47, 472, 477, 498, 505.
Ball, W. J., ii. 208, 268.
Baltistan, iii. 768.

Bambridge, J. J., iii. 46, 47, 148, 220, 289, 4nO.
Banana Islands, Sierra Leone, ii. 445.
Bands, Young Men's, iii. 307, 30S, 663, 692 ; Red
Cross and White Cn)ss at Aiyansh, iii. 636,
637. See nUn Lay Workers' Dnions.

Banerjea, Kri.shna Mohim, i. 307, 308, 315 ii

161, 495, 498, 508, 524.
Bangalore, Conference at, iii. 163.
Banguar, iii. 468.

Banister, W., iii. 47, 231, 250, 559, 562, 582.
Banks Prayer Union at CM. House, iii. 323.
Bannister, Mrs., iii. 371, 653, 704.
Bannu, ii. 564, iii. 156, 1 .58. See Afghan.
Bao Yuoh-yi, ii. 295, 306.

Baptism : question of hasty, iii. 494, 507

;

Heathen idea of, iii. 740.

Baptism, Infant: Western schism, i. 281; a
Chinese clergyman on, iii. 221; open-air, by
caudle-light, iii. 627.

Baptismal Regeneration : Dr. Mant's tract, i.

151; The Gorham case, ii. 4, 5; Baptist
Noel's secession, ii. 6; Bp. Blomfield, ii. 64:
Mr. Spurgeon, ii. 339.

Baptist Missionary Society, founded by Carey,
1. 60 ; Carey and Serampore Mission, i. 55,
96—99, 185, 199, 24fl, 332; in West Indies, i.

340 ; a'. Delhi, ii. 163, 219 ; in Ceylon, ii. 290,m China, ii. 293, in. 223 ; at Allahabad Con-
ference, u. 534, 535 ; on the Congo, iii. 81

;

Prince of Wales at Benares, iii. 128 ; statisticsm India, 1890, ui. 508; Hwa-sang mas.sacre,
m. 5S5

; Baptist preachers in C.M.S. districts,
iii. 135, 174. S-e also Carey, W.

Baptists, American. See American Baptist
Missions.

Baptist (Canadian), iii. 621; Tehigu couutrv,
i. 327.

' o J,

Baptist Native " Churches," ii. 422.
Baptistery at AU Saints' Chm-ch, Peshawar.

iii. 471.

"Baptists" for "Papists," L 96.
Bapuji, Appaji, ii. 174, iii. 139, 462.
Bara, Isaiah, ii. 463.
Barbadoes, diocese formed, i. 219, 342 ; schools

at, i. 219 ; Bp. obtained for, i. 406 ; difficulties
with B]). Coleridge, i. 347 ; Bp. Parry, i. 41S.

Barber, Archdn., iii. 275.
Barclay, Bp., ui. 121, 183, 2.50, 276.
Bardsley, Bp., ii. 549, iii. 271, 280, 401 ; at
Ishngton Clerical Meeting, iii. 10; Anniv.
Evening chairman, iii. 70, 401 ; Anniv.
preacher, iii. 299, 301; Anniv. speaker, iii. 303.

Bardsley, Jas., ii. 393 ; Anniv. speaker, ii. 384

;

death, iii. 295.
Bardsley, Jos., iii. 9.
Bardsley, Jos. W., ii. 393, 549.
Bardsley, Mi-s., C.E.Z.M.S., ii. 393.
Barenbruck, i. 115, 185, 200.
Barham, Lord, i. 373.
Baring, Bp , i. 109, 370, 372, ii. 23, 45, 393, 654,

111. 45, 126 ; on H. Venn, i. 370 ; as Committee
member, i. 372; and the Lambeth Con-
ference, ii. 363, 364; and Ritualism, iii. 6;
Anniv. preacher, iii. 66, 68, 208 ; sijeaker, iii.

69; death, iii. 16, 43.
Baring, Sir F., ii. 112.
Baring, Su- Thos., Vice-President, i. 109, 256.

373, 422.
Baring, F. H., ii. 393, iii. 144; at Batala High

School, iii. 153; the Punjab Book Society,
m. 154.

Baring, Mrs. F. H. See Elmshe, Mrs.
Baring-Gould, A., iii. 23.
Baring-Gonld, B., iii. 59, 645; at Islington Cleri-

cal Meeting, iii. 10; accepts oflice in C.M.S.,
iii. 293

; and the Simultaneous Meetings'
Ireland, iii. 330 ; Special Mission, India, iii.
332, 497, 501, 503 ; foreig-n tour, iii. 579, 620

;

Home work expansion, iii. 659; Chairman'
Ladies' Union, iii. 662 ; succeeds C. C. Fenn'
iii. 679 ; on China's Call, iii. 769.

'

Baring-Gould, Miss, foreign tonr, iii. 579 • JEvcr
Wefttcard, iii. 573 ; hterary work, iii. 694.

Barker, Bp., Anniv. speaker, ii. 383, iii 69
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49, 377, iii. 798.
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4o

;
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from Ishngton College, iii. 261 ; Anniv
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'

Barlow, Mrs., iii. 305, 322.
Barnes, Miss L. H., iii. 570, 573, 770
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;
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iii. 270 ; his view of the laity, iii. 270 ; Anniv.
speaker, iii. 272, 278,301, 303,304; preacher,
iii. 273, 327 ; his Cambridge Ramsdeu Ser-
mon, iii. 274, 647, 651 ; on Personal, Govern-
ment, and Society Missions, iii. 274, 647, 651;
ou Chm-ch reform, iii. 276; and the C.I.M.,
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;
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Benson, R. M., iii. 28.
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;
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pur, i. 313 ; aboUshes Suttee, ii. 157.

Bentinck Chapel, i. 43, 47S, 476, 478.
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Bernard, M., i. 402.

Bernau, J. H., i. 347, 375, ii. 72,
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Bethune, Society, ii. 272, 507.

Betsimisarakas tribe, Madagascar, ii. 477,
Bettelheim, missionary, Loochoo, ii. 597.

Beutel, H. P., ii. 391.

Bevan, F., iii. 63.

Bevan, R. C. L., death, iii. 295.

Beverley, J. E., iii. 358, 433, 733.
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death, ii. 39.

Beyrout Press, iii. 116.

Bezwada, ii. 178, iii. 165.

Bhagalpur, ii. 166, iii. 187,

Bhagaya, iii. 194. J
Bheel or Bliil Mission, iii. 190, 263, 206, 407,
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Bhim, iii. 189.

Bhushanam, Ainala, ii. 178, 522, 646, iii. 166,

Bible-reading at Mengo, iii. 452.

Bible Revision and Convocation, ii. 366.
Bible societies in Eastern Churches, i. 22S ; in

Russia, ii. 230 ; India, ii. 533.

Bible Society. Sf-e British and Foreign B.S.
Bickersteth, Ed. (Bp. in Japan) , iii. 674 ; founds
Cambridge Delhi Mission, iii. 151,770; Chair-
man Ev. Meeting, iii. 302; at Portsmouth
('(ingress, iii. 643 ; Birmingham, iii. 644 ; on
Bishop French, iii. 489 ; ajapointed to Japan,
iii. 593; Church Synod, iii. 593, 594; on
women's work in Japan, iii. 603 ; visitations,
iii. 613 ;

plans for diocesan subdivision, iii.

775 ; the Anglican Church in Japan, iii. 776

;

deatl), iii. 776, 796.

Bickersteth, Bp. E. H. (of Exeteri, i. 500, ii.

373, 378, iii. 28, 53, 59, 161, 339, 340, 370, 605,
644, 649, 685, 705 ; composes hymn, first

Jubilee, i. 491 ; iii. 720 ; present at second
Jubilee, iii. 720 ; at Chm-ch Congress, ii. 358 ;

on Keshub Chunder Sen, ii. 513 ; visit

to Palestine Mission, iii. 130; the Bheel
Mission, iii. 196, 197, 263; an ordination
sermon, iii. 263 ;

" Half as much again," iii.

265; Anniv. preacher, iii. 300; speaker, iii.

69, 302, 320 ; advocates Missionary Missions,
iii. 308; enlargement of CM. House, iii. 311

;

appointed to Exeter, iii. 371,314; as Com-
mittee member, iii. 336 ;

preaches at Bp.
Poole's consecration, iii. 592 ; in Osaka
earthquake, iii. 607 ; on Missionary Methods,
iii. 644

;
p(jlygamists' baptism, iii. 642, 646.

Bickersteth, Mrs. E. H., iii. 605.

Bickersteth, Bp. R., ii. 23, 28, 43, 45, 293, 429,

654, iii. 51, 271 ; Lambeth Conference, ii.
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supply of candidates, ii. 393 ; Anniv.
speaker, ii. 383, iii. 51, 69, 70; on claims of
East Africa, iii. 78 ; death, iii. 395.

Bickersteth, Ed., Secretary C.M.S., i. 136—
138, 154, 169, 178, 179, 252, 259, 269, 272, 275,
279, 280, 283, 289, 349, 353, 369, 371, 373, 374,
392, 395, 398, 399, 419, 476, 487, 488, 491,
492, 497, 499, ii. 5, 6, 38—40, 45, 68, 70, 377,
386, 4<)7, 447, 448, 659, iii. 3, 61, 705 ; a remi-
niscence of an S.P.G. anniv., i. 66; his
career, i. 112; influenced by Buchanan, i.

112; Secretary, i. 112, 252, 253; mission to
West Africa, i. 159—161, iii. 723 ; in charge of
candidates, i. 244 ; at Wheler Chapel, i. 253

;

accepts Rectory of Watton, i. 254 ; Anniv.
preacher, i. 259, 261 ; Anniv. speaker, i.

262; at Jubilee, i. 492, 497, 498; views on
Prophecy, i. 284 ; on Auxiliary Committees,
i. 329 ; the Evang. Alhance, i. 379 ; Scotch
Disruption, i. 380 ; the Baptismal Service,
ii. 5 ; the Second Advent, ii. 387 ; Henry
Venn, ii. 651 ; death, ii. 38 ; 3Iemoir, i. 379,

Bickersteth, Miss M., iii. 595, 605.

Bida, iii. 726, 727.

Biddulph, Rev. T. T., Bristol, on Committee,
i. 70 ;

preaches Anniv. Sermon, i. 76, 78;
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Bristol Assoc, i. 130; W. B. Mackenzie
curate to, ii. \\ ; detitli, i. 207.

Bitfnold, Sir S., iii. 61.

Bi^M^<)l(l, Mr. T., i. 112.

JiiidK; The, i>{ Kiibir, ii. 501.

Uilderlicck, J., period of service, i. 370; work
in Madras, ii. 177; deatli, iii. 1(>5.

BillitijJT, Bp-. >'• 137, iu. It; Kditor of /»<.//•».•-

for, ii. 51, iii. Go; Assoc. Sec, ii. 37, 377,
iii. 02 ; Moody and Sankey, iii. 25 ; as Com-
mittee member, iii. 44, !>0, 298 ; Anniv.
speaker, iii. 09, 72 ; Ceylon controversv,
iii. 20.S; founder M.L.A., iii. 305; the
F.S.M., iii. 331 ; death, iii. 797.

Bingham on use of " ctttechists," i. 72.

Biniis, II. C, ii. 417.

Binns, II. K., iii. 47, 89, 406, 431, 732.

Binuc River explored, ii. 120, iii. 385.

Bird, II. M., iii. 370; Ang-lo-lndian ollicial,

i. 297 ; member of Committee, i. 297, 372
;

death, ii. 39.

Bird, Mis.s (i. E. iii. 737.

Bird, Miss I. See Bishop, Mr.-s.

Bird, Miss M., iii. 370, 530, 754.

Birdwood, Sir G., iii. 234.

Birkett, A. I., ii. 02, iii. 327, 331, 3.59, 470, 4s0,

700.

Birks, H. A., ii. 05-07, 577, iii. 10. .Sv« French.
Birks, Prof. T. R., i. 491, ii. 407, iii. in, 295

;

Memoir of E. Bifkernt-th, i. 253, 201, 379.

Birminj^han), I'ratt's first relifjions impres-
sions, i. V(.i ; St. Mary's Chapel, collection,
i. 475 ; Kducation League, ii. 3.38.

Bishop of London's Fund, ii. 27, 355, iii. 18.

Bishoi)'s College, Calcutta, i. 188, 198, 330, 331,
ii. 514.

Bishops : tee under names of sees and indi-
viduals.

Bishojjs and Bishoprics : the Bishops in the
18th century, i. 33, .39; uothinjr without the
Bishop? i. 05; C.M.S. at its fo\indation
ajjproaches the Bishops, i. 09, 72 ; dilliculty
of obtaining ordination for mi.ssionarius,
i. 90,91 ; C.M.S. promotes Indian Kpiscoi)ate,
i. 101, 103; first episcopal V.-P.'s, i. 110;
opposition of, to early Deputations, i. 131

;

first episco])al speech for C.M.S., bv Bj).

Bathurst, i. 141 ; S.P.G. and the Bishops in
1818, i. 147 ; the Bishops and the Bible
Society, i. 152 ; first Bishop for India, i.

186 ; C.M.S. relations with Bp. Middleton, i.

187, 188; Bp. Heber licenses missionaries, i.

191 ; C.M.S. and the Bishops of ttie Eastern
Churches, i. 228 ; ordination question settled,
i. 215; more Bishops join ('.M.S., i. 258;
the Bishojis and the Reform Bill riots, i.

273 ;
grorting efticiencv of the English

Episcopate, i. 270, 38J ; Bp. Blomfielil, i. 270

;

Bp. D. Wilson, i. 292 ; more Bi.shoi)s for
India, i. 299 ; H. Venn's manifesto on C.M.S.
and the Church, i. .384—387 ; Bp. Blomfield's
overtures to C.M.S., i. 388, 389; C.M.S. re-
sponds, and modifies its constitution, i. 390

—

:i95
; Archbishops and Bishops join C.JI.S.,

i. 395—397 ; Bp. S. Wilberforce, i. 399—402
;

Archbp.Sumner, i. 402; The Colonial and Mis-
sicmary Episcopate, its historj-, i. 401—420

;

did C.M.S. favour extension of the f<n-eign
Episcopate ? i. 4<)9 ; C.M.S. and New Zealand
Bishopric, i. 411—414; Bp. Selw.-sni, i. 415;
C.M.S. controversy with Bp. D. Wilson, i.

423—425 ; C.M.S. relations with Rp. Sehvvn,
i. 416, 429. 4:i2—W31 ; question of Missionarv
Bishoprics, ii. 13 ; new Colonial bishoprics,
1849—1855, ii. 15; the " Palmerston Bishops,"
ii. 23, 24 ; Bp. Tait, ii. 25, 27, 29 ; more
Bishoprics in X.Z., ii. 91 ; first three Bishops
of Sierra Leone, ii. 121—123

; the E]nscopate
iu Ceylon, ii. 291 ; first Pan-Anglican Lam-

beth Conference, ii. 303; Tait Archbp. of
(Canterbury, ii. 304 ; the Negro Bishop, ii.

454-450; Bishopric of Mauritius, ii. 408;
Madainiscar Bishopric, ii. 477—Wl ; Indian
Bishops, Cotton, Mihuan, itc, ii. 493 - 5(Hi

;

North China Bishopric, ii. 584, 590, 591 ; Up.
Machi-ay antl new Bishojjrics in Rupert's
Land. ii. 005, Oil, iii. 238; discussion at
Stoke Church Congress, iii. 13 ; second Pan-
Anglican Lambeth Ct)nfcrence, ii. 15 ; new
English Hishuprics and Suffnigan Bishoprics,
1873—1880, iii. 10, 17 ; Bishopric of Lahore,
iii. 150; Assistant Bps. in Tinncvelly, iii.

108, 171 ; Bishopric of Tiiivancore and
Cochin, iii. 183; C.M.S. and the Indian
Bishops, iii. 198—210; Ceylon controversy,
iii. 203—210 ; Mid China and North Chiiia
Bishoprics, iii. 2'29 ; Bishoi)ric of New
Caledonia, iii. 250 ; Archbp. Benson, iii. 2(i9^

279; new English Bishojirics and Bishops,
1883— I8t)5, iii. 271 ; Archb]t. Ben.-^on anil ilie

.lenisalem Bishopric, iii. 27(5—278; internal
Evangelical controversies on the .Japan
Bishopric, E])iscopal V.-P.'s, and the Jeru-
salem Bishopric, iii. .'135—34.3 ; Bishopric
of Western Eqiintorial Africa, iii. 397;
Bishojiric of Eastern E(|Uatorial Africa, iii.

H>8 ; JJishoprics of Lucknow, Chota Nug-
])ore, Tinncvelly, iii. 4«8, 489; controvcr.sy
with Bp. Blyth, iii. 5'23—527 ; New Zealand
Bishoprics, iii. 557; Bishopric of Western
China, iii. 578; Bishoiirics in .Japan, iii. 5)K)

—692, 013, 775; more Bishojuics in N.-W.
Canada, iii. 017, 018; thinl Lambeth Con-
ference, iii. 015-048; Colonial Bishoiirics
Fund Jubilee, iii. 0<5(> ; Archbp. Temple, iii.

(Wl; fourth Lamlieth Conference, iii. Osa—0«8;
division of Eastern Equatorial Africa, iij.

731, 735 ; new Bishojis in India, iii. 70.3 705.

iV»e Episcoiiate, Colonial and Missioiuirj-.
Bi.shop, J. H., ii. (J2, 330. 39:1, iii. 178, 480, 505.
Bishop, Mr. T. B., iii. 32.

Bishop, Mrs. (Miss Isabella Bird), iii. 2.'lfl, 370,
097, 772, 778, 810; great siieech, iii. 001.

Bisset, Miss, iii. 377.

Blachford, Lord, i. 402, ii. 90.

Black Town, Madras, ii. 520.

Black Town, Paramatta, i. 300.

Blackall, Major, ii. 411. '

Blackburn, C. A., iii. .548.

Blackburn, J., iii. 403, 400, 419, 120.

Blackett, A. R., iii. 530, 074, 075, 780.

Blackett, Mrs. A. R., iii. 780.
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Christchurch, Bp. of. Ser Harper, Julius.
Christian, Daviil, i. 191.

Christian, T., S.P.G. evangelist to Paluiris, i.

331, ii. 166, iii. 186.

Christian Endeavour Society, iii. 602.
Christian Evidences, Bp. Porteus on, i. 216

;

Paley's, ii. 6-1.

Christian Literature Society, iii. 759.
Christian Observer, i. 39, -U), 66, 75, ii. 3-W,
650; started, i. 63; on Esaai/s and Herieirg
and other rationalistic bt)oks, ii. 310

;

edited by Cunnins^ham, Marsden, Venn'
ii. 656.

Chrisfiiin Semembraneer, on CM. 8., ii. 11.
Christian, The, Missionary articles in, i. 282

iii. 351.
Christian Vernacular Educ. Soc, ii. 262, 263

382, 529, iii, 461.

Christianity, its " establishment," i. 8; pro-
fessed by Gothic tribes, i. 9; propagated by
the sword, i. 9; heresies, i. 9; German,
united with the Papacy, i. 11 ; sujjposed end
of the world, i. 12 ; at its lowest point, i.

12 ;
" Dieu le veut," i. 12 ; attacks by Deists,

i. 32 ;
" Neutrality in India—The Great

Controversy," ii. 235—261 ; Christianity and
Civihzation contrasted at Bonny, ii. 460.

Chi-istopher, Canon A. M. W., ii. 37, 162, iii. 29
30, 49, 62, 298, 790.

Chuhras, The, iii. 495.
Chu-ki disti-ict, Work in the, iii. 223, 230, 571,

573; persecution in, iii. 231, 770.
Chunia, Livingstone's follower, ii. 432, iii. 77.
Chun de Quang at Islington College, ii. 74.
Chiin, Prince, iii. 681.
Chunar, i. 197, ii. 167.
Chundicully Seminarj-, ii. 288, iii. 540.
Chupra, iii. 136, 137.
Church Army, iii. 636.
Clnu'ch Association, founded, ii. 348

; prosecu-
tions by, ii. 352, iii. 6, 280; abandonment of
litigation, iii. 281.

Church Congress estabhshed, ii. 357 ; Foreign
Missions at, ii. 359, iii. 12, 13, 641—645 ; Cam-
bridge, Oxford, Bristol, Norwich, Wolver-
hampton, Dublin, Southampton, Notting-
ham, Leeds, ii. 357—360; Bath, Brighton,
Stoke, Pl.^inouth, Croydon, Leicester, New-
castle, Derby, iii. 12,"l3 ; Reading, Carlisle,
Portsmouth, Wakefield, Wolvurhamjiton,
Manchester, Cardill, Hull, Rliyl, Folkestone,
Birmingham, Exeter, Norwich, Slu-ewsbnry^
Nottingham, Bradford, iii. 641—615; Shrews-
bm-y, iii. 684; on Revivals, at Stoke, iii. 20

;

on spiritual life, iii. 28 ; Y.C.U. at, iii. 663.
Church, Dean, i. 402, ii. 54; on the Oxford
movement, i. 286, 287; the F.S.M., iii. 331

;

otrered Archbishopric of Canterbury, iii.

269 ; on the Jerusalem Bishopric, iii. 278.
Church Defence movement. The Tractarian
thought to be a, i. 287 ; the CD. I., iii. 652.

Church Externals, Selwj-n on, ii. 91.
Churcli, The, "in her corporate caiwcitv,"

ii. 359, 366, iii. 642, 04:i, 651.
Chiirrh Misnioiiari/ Hymn-book, iii. 691.
Church Missionary- Society: E<irly Histori/,

iii. 694; inception, i. 62,303 ; principles, i. iXi,

64, 71 ; foundation, i. 64—60, 68; Laws i 64
67, 109, 110, 251, .393; first Report, i. 67, 72)
The New Society and Its Early Struggles,
i. 6S—80 ; establishment justified, i. 68 ; a
memorable ' upper room," i. 68; and
B,.V.fi., i. 71, 147, 151, 275, ii. 372, 527-
S.P.C.K., i. 71, 73; B.&F.B.S., i. 279;
Other Societies, i. 71, 73, 14i—155, 279, ii. 382

;'

John Venn's account, i. 71 ; title adopted, i.

71, iii. 113; the first Commission, i. 71, iii.
54 ;

first deputation to Archlij). of Canteri
biu-y, i. 72, 73; first two donations, i 71 •

proposed Mission to Circassian slaves i 74-
President, i. 75, 108

; The First Missionaries',
i. 81—91 ; first English missionaries, i. 89-
difficulty in obtaining ordination, i. 90 "45
"Forward Steps," i. 107—128; the Goveru-
nient, 1. 109; traditions, i. 110; " Hono-
t'-F^-^'*'*'

IMemliers," i. Ill; "Honorary
Lite Governors," i. HI; contributions from
Quakers, i. 125; The Missionary/ Register
1. 128; new plans to raise funds, i 129-
lack of Royal patronage, i. 134 ; Episcopal
patronage, i. 134, 141 ; attacks, i. 134, 147, 240
384, ii. 143, 359, 377, 478, iii. 13, 207, 277, 335—
3o2, 523—527 ; its Church character insisted
on, 1. 135; friendliness of Nonconformists, i.
13o

; Evangehcahsm : spiritual not polemical,
1. UG, 139, 403 ; use of hymns, i. 139, 140, iii
803

:
Abdul Masih, first native agent in India,'

1. 182 183, 197 ; and American Church, i. 155 •

the Gosi>el or civilization first? i 206 213-
Protestant Churches of Germany, Sw'itzer-
land, Holland, i. 221; proposed effort on
C outment, i. 221 ; The Eastern Churches :

LBorts to Revive Them, i. 221— "-'5 • i^rose-
lytism, i. 226, ii. 147; curious mistake alx'.ut
age ot C.M.S., i. 230 ; Outlook after Twentv-
five Years, i. 236—248; patronage, i 2i->
393 ; the finances, i. 242, 329, 368, 475—485 •

niuulier of missionaries sent out, 1824, i. 24;^ •

"Personnel and Environment of the Period
"'

1824^1W41, i. 251—289, 1882—1895, iii 269—
291

;
meetings opened with prayer, i 280

pre-millenarian views, i. 283,284- Newman's
alleged attempt, i. 287 ; Oxford movement i

289; Committees, Home and Foreign; „e
Committee

;
" Henry Venn—and Survey ofMen and Things," i. 367-381

; the year ls4l
eventful m its hi.story, i. 367; the" Bishops
1. 368, 397, li. 13, iii. 198 ; Venn becomes Secre-
tary, i. 368, 369; troubles with the Scotch
Episcopal Church, i. 380, 381 ;

' The Societyand the Church," 1841-1848, i. 382—40.3-
concordat with the Bishops, i. 389- exl
tension of Anglicau Episcopate, i. ' 409 •

the first Jubilee, i. 486—504 ; " Church
Development—Anglican and Evangelical "
u. 3-34; attitude towards the Papal a'o--
gression, ii. 8; conflict with the Anglican

i'qf^'ioo"- i? ' l^f7,
"t". f«itl>. »• 36, iii.

/93, 333
; the Children's Home, ii 4s •

publications and translational work ii'
49; Mr. Gladstone's withdrawal—an(( its
cause, n. 62 ; Colonial Church Organization,
"•

^f.'
Pi'oseljtism or not, ii. 147

; fcr the

^ '^H,^^J'"V'^--'^" " -^'^l
;
" ^n Anxious

Period, 1862-1872, ii. 335-354 ; the Church
••"^,f .?V''''"''"'^

cajiacity," ii. 350, 366,
111. (.12, &W, G51

; proposed Board of Mis-
sums, u. 366, 367 ; Native Chm-ch Organiza-
tion n. 372; Native pastorate, ii. 372-
Irish Church disestabhslmient, ii 379

•'

Candidates, Period 1862-72 ii 391 410-B Hoare and S. Will,erforce on the " one
colour of CM.S., ii. 392 ; women mission-
aries, n 397-399, iii. 293, 321, 331, 367

;

Church CouncOs, ii. 421 ; Native Churches •

self-supporting, self-governing, self-extend-

'°^P'/-- ^P J,7^-.'' '
"''"'••^' ^'"^ni^'s Latter Davs,

u. b4o—6o9; Archlip. Tait's view of C M"S
^°''^' ."':.. 1^; "Undenominational movel
^??*o'o ••^' '^^' "^fissions. Men, Money,"
1873- 82, m. 35-53, 254-266; Monday morn-
ing prayers instituted, iii. 40 ; " Home In-
fluence and Organization," iii. 54-72- ought
deputations to be necessary ? iii. 54 ; should
the Indian Church be one Church or two ?
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iii. 199, 200 ; opinion regarrting' Missionary
Bishops, iii. 199, 2(H}, 209; "Epoch of 18S0—
1882," iii. 254.-266; Archbp. Benson's atti-

tude towards, iii. 273 ; its debt to the
C.I.M. and the Cambridge Seven, iii. 285

;

" New Era of Progress," iii. 292—313

;

Medical Missions organized, iii. 293 ; ladies

appointed Life Members, iii. 298 ; Hon. Dist.

Sees., iii. 305; Loan Dept., iii. 305; Miss.
Leaves Assoe.iii. 305; Missionary Exhibitions,
iii. 306 ; Sunday-school addresses, iii. 306

;

Lay Workers' tTnion, iii. 307 ; Missionary
Bands, iii. 307; Ladies' Union established,
iii. 308; Missionary Missions, iii. 308 ; Medi-
cal Missions, iii. 3(19 ; Y.C.U. established, iii.

308 ; House enlarged, iii. 311 ; Thiirsday
Prayer-meeting begun, ui. 316, 325 ; a
memorable evening, iii. 319 ; new Associa-
tions and Unions, iii. 321—324; the F.S.M.
movement, iii. 324, 326 ; services at St.

Paul's, iii. 331, .344; the Evangelical divi-
' .sions, iii. 335—345 ; Resolution on home coa-

troversies, iii. 345 ; questions of exjien-

diture, iii. 350 ; marriage, iii. 355, .356

;

principles in judging agents, iii. 392

;

England's possession of Uganda owing to

a CM. meeting, iii. 440 ; Missionaries as
Evangelical Churclunen, iii. 491 ; Prayer-
book Revision, iii. 647; baptism of poly-
gamists, iii. 646 ; the Jesuits, iii. 651; Keswick
letter, iii. 670 ; Policy of Faith results, iii.

678; "The Church, the Society, and the
Cause," iii. 683—701 ; Diamond .lubilee

Retrospect, iii. 689; C.M.S. and S.V.M.U.,
iii. 690; prayer-meetings with Lady Secre-
taries of other Societies, iii. 695 ; new ]iro-

vincial plans, iii. 698 ; attitude regarding con-
troversy, iii. 700, 804; " Candidates, Contri-
butions, and the T.Y.E.," iii. 702—720; mis-
sionaries sent out during the century, iii. 704;

Col.Assoc, missionaries, iii. 706; missionaries
supported by special funds, iii. 719 ; Second
.lubilee, iii. 720 ;

" Eefpice, Circitmspice, Pro-
npice," iii. 800—818.

Chm-ch of England : The early Church a
brilliant result of Missionary Enterprise, i.

8 ; overwhelmed by the Saxons, i. 10

;

Anglo-Roman, founded by Augustine, i. 10
;

in the 18th century, i. 31-44 ;
" Intellectually

a triumph, spii'i'tually a failure," i. 34

;

the evangelical movement described by
J. R. Green, i. 35 ; how candidates were
examined, i. 40 ; how sermons were preached,
i. 40 ; commencement of Colonial and Mis-
•sionary Episcopate, i. 58 ; the C.M.S. title, i.

71 ; non-established in the Colonies, i. 98

;

evening services objected to, i. 134; Church
defence, i. 273, ii. 130, ui. 276; increasing
vigom", 1841-8, i. 382 ; Oxford movement, i.

288; the eventful year 1841, i. 367; "The
middle course," i. 369 ; the Scotch Episcopal
Church, i. 381 ; Church of England Young
Men's Society, i. 494, ii. 385 ; developments,
Anglican and Evangelical, 1849—1861, ii.

3—34; the Gorham case, ii. 4 ; Convocation
revival, ii. 10; Lord Shaftesbury's good in-

fluence, ii. 23 ; open-air preaching started,

ii. 26 ; Rev. W. Pennefather, progenitor of

the Mildmay Conference, ii. 30; Mr. Glad-
stone's withdrawal from C.M.S., ii. 52 ;

Church organization : the Chiu'ch of New
Zealand, ii. 82—98 ; Mr. Gladstone and the
Colonial Church, ii. 88 ; Missionary Societies

and, i. 1.34 ;
" Visible and Invisible," ii. 82

;

dread of Episcopal autocracy, ii. 86; the
N.Z. Church :

" Volmatary compact," ii. 90
;

weekly offertory, ii. 607 ; Consecration of
first Bp. outside British Isles, ii. 160; "A
Church Mission without a Bp.," ii. 291

;

rationalistic controversy, 1860, ii, 338; "A

lost opportunity," ii. 312; more develop-
ments, 1862—1872, ii. 355—368 ; McNeile on
the Church Corporate a Missionary Church,
ii. 359; the Church "in her corporate ca-
pacity," u. 359, 366, iii. 61.2, 643, 051 ; Dioce.san
Conferences and Missions, ii. 361 ; the
great Colenso controversy, ii. 361 ; Archbji.
Longley on "Broad Church" teaching, ii.

386 ; Native Churches : self-supportmg, self-

governing, self-extending, ii. 411—426;
its established system too closely followed
by foreign Churches, ii. 419; Asiatic
and African Chm'ches not to be anglicized,
ii. 425 ; Chitrch and the Age, Ensai/s and
lieoieirs, Chitrch and the IVi.rld, ii. 490;
the Bps. on Confession, 1873, iii. 5 ; P.W.R.
Bill, iii. 6; Pusey and the E.C.U., iii. 7;
Ryle on preaching in the surplice and
chanting the Psalms, iii. 9 ; Chiu-ch Move-
ments, 1873-82, iii. 3 ; theological halls
estal)hshed at the imiversities, iii. 10;
evangelistic and spiritual movements, 1873

—

1882, iii. 20 ; Home Mission movements, iii.

31; "Undenominational" movements, iii.

34 ; Church problems in new countries
unavoidable, iii. 198 ; episcopal sanction
valued, iii. 202 ; episcopal licenses for
laymen, iii. 496 ; statistics, India, 1890, iii.

508; disestablishment in Ceylon, iii. 541;
High Church views of polygaiiiists' baptism,
iii. 646 ; Anglican Missionary Conference
Report, iii. 650 ; Chicago Parliament of
Religions, iii. 669 ;

" The Church, the
Society, and the Cause," iii. 683—701; the
future Indian Church, iii. 642 ; Church of
England doctrine the Reformation doctrine,
iii. 648, 803 ; the true position of Societies,
iii. 652 ; contributions to Foreign Missions,
iii. 684 ; effect of controversy, iii. 700

;

changes for good and evil, iii. 802
;
growth

of the Episcopate, iii. 802 ; development as a
corporate body, iii. 803 ; independent Church
organization, iii. 804 ; Native Christians and
the Chiu-ch services, iii. 811; " Itespire, Cir-
ciimspiee, Prospice," iii. 800—818. See aho
Bishops, Episcopate.

C.K.Z.M.S., ii. 398, iii. 49, 142, 145, 1.53, 289, 294,
295, 306, 321, 367, 368, 371, 456, 473, 476, 481,
506, 580, 582, 642, 649, 770, 784, 798 ; founded,
iii. 258 ; in Ceylon, ii. 284 ; Nuddea, iii. 138

;

Tinnevelly, iii. 178 ; first Chma missionary
given by C.M.S., iii. 232 ; in Japan, iii. 369,
597,603, 604; C.M.S. leaves India field to, iii.

370 ; special C.M.S. India Mission, iii. 503 ; at
Decennial Conference, Bombay, iii. 507 ; in
Ceylon, iii. 547 ; new enterprise in Fuh-kien,
iii. 566, 567 ; at Shanghai Missionary Confer-
ence, iii. 574; the massacre at Hwa-sang, iii.

583—585, 587 ; Victoria Association, iii. 706.
Church of Ireland. See Ireland, Church of

;

Hibernian Auxiliary.
Church Parochial Miss. Soc, iii. 27, 367, 397.

Church Pastoral Aid Society, iii. 700 ; founded,
i. 275 ; forward movement, iii. 282.

Church, Ti.e, and the Age, ii. 490.
Church, The, and the World, ii. 490.

Church Times, ii. 20; and P.W.R. Act, iii. 9 ; on
the Lambeth Advice, iii. 527 ; how to deal
with geniuses, iii. 652.

Churches buUt : in West Africa, i. 163, 166, ii.

461, iii. 728 ; in East Africa, iii. 77, 407, 418,

732, 733 ; in Uganda, iii. 449, 739 ; in Palebtine,
ii. 142, iii. 115 ; in India, i. 52, 194, 318, 326,

ii. 160, 180, 270, 520, 524, iii. 156, 189, 190, 471,
472 ; in Ceylon, ii. 283 ; Moosonee, iii. 628

;

in Rupert's Land, U. 316, iii. 246; at Metla-
kahtla, ii. 621.

Churchill, ii. 322, 324, iii. 623, 625, 626.

Chm-chiU, Seton, Col., iii. 307, 667.

Churton, Canon, on the Society system, iii. 643.
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Chwa, King of tjganrta, iii. 715.

Civil Service meetings at CM. House, iii. 323.

Civilization, or the Gospel first? i. 206, 213 ;

and Cliristianity, contrasted at Bonny, ii.

460 ; in Japan, ii. 603.

Clah, W. Duncan's assistant, ii. 615.

Clapham, earl.y contribution, i. 476; Reading
Institution removed to, iii. 355.

"Clapham Sect," origin and members, i. U,
42; "A summer evening," i. 42; Sir James
Stephen's essay, i. 42 ; Sierra Leouc Colony
and Company, i. 47.

Clai)perton, Niger explorer, i. 452.
Claptcm, Miss, ui. 370.
" Clapton Sect " and " Clapham Sect," i. 39.

Clarendon, Lord, ii. 150.

Clark, Dr. W. G., iii. 14.

Clark, E. W., Life and Adventures in Japan, ii.

603.
Clark, H. M., iii. 48, 155, 264; on Narowal, iii.

472 ; at Amritsar, iii. 476, 477.
Clark, G. J., iii. 98.

Clark, Dr. N. G., iii. 602.

Clark, R., ii. 46-48, 61, 63, 69, 206, 211, 400,

487, 488, 535, 550, iii. 148, 152, 151—156,
164, 479, 480, 689, 7&1; becomes a mission-
ary, ii. 62 ; called for by Ragland, ii. 187 ;

at Attock, ii. 270 ; first Kashmii- journey, ii.

208; Punjab and Sindh Mission, ii. 258, 259;
at Peshawar, ii. 275 ; valedictory meeting,
ii. 282 ; at Amritsar, ii. 561 ; and Imad-ud-din,
ii. 563 ; and Dilawar Khan, ii. 567, 570, 571

;

Afghan evangelists for Kafiristan, ii. 669 ;

Imam Shah, ii. 572 ; in Kashmir, ii. 572, 575

;

on Elmslie, ii. 576 ; at Lahore CoUege, ii.

578 ; leader of Punjab Jtlission, ui. 144; trans-
lational work, iii. 465.

Clark, R. E., ii. 62, 63, 65, 275, 550.

Clark, W., i. 376, ii. 77, 179, iii. 209, 538; m
Tinnevelly, ii. 190; in Ceylon, ii. 289; and
Bi). Copleston, iii. 205.

Clark, Mrs. R., ii. 575, iii. 145, 367.

Clarkabad, iii. 156.

Clarke, Archdn.E.B.,i. 360, 441, ii. 47, iii. 551,

554, 555, 795.

Clarke, Gen., ii. 37 ; iii. 43.

Clarke, Dr. S., Arianism of, i. 33.

Clarke, A. C, ii. e2, 706.

Clarke, C. B., ii. 62, iii. 360, 476.

Clarke, C. W. A., iii. 329, 474, 475.

Clarke, G., i. 357, 358, 360, 429, 442, 441.
Clarke, T. J., iii. 798.

Clarke, W. D., iii. 469.
Clarke (S.P.C.K.), first missionary sent to
India, i. 53.

Clarke, Mrs. George, iii. 551.

Clarke, The Misses, iii. 370, 568.

Clarkson, Thomas, i. 47 ; Cambridge essaj'

prize on slavery, i. 48, 57 ; the African
Institution, i. 95.

Claughton, Bp. Piers C, ii. 21, 289, 290, iii.

203; interview with, ii. 382 ; Anniv. speaker,
ii. 383.

Claughton, Bp. T. L., iii. 17, 271.

Clay, Miss, iii. 52, 154, 181.

Clayton, Dr. A. E., iii. 729,
Clayton, C, ii. 54, iii. 295.
Clayton, H., iii. 706.

Clayton, W., iii. 165.

Clayton, Mi-s., iii. 166.

Clegg, Ml-., ii. 110, 647.

Cleghorn, — , ii. 489.

Clemens, John Conrad, i. 181.

Clemens, Mrs., i. 181, ii. UK), 102, 4-17.

Clerical and Lay Associations, iii. 280, 281.

Clerical subscription and the Royal Com-
mission, ii. 654.

Clergy, Junior, Assoc, S.P.G.,iii. 645 ; forma-
tion, iii. 667 ; meeting at Exeter Hall, iii.

667 ; and Y.C.U., ui. 667.

VOL. III.

Clergy, Younger, Union formed, iii. 308, 323
provincial branches, iii. 327 ; at Church
CongTess, iii. 645 ; Mr. Drury chairman, iii.

662 ; Federation formed, iii. 663, 692 ; Con-
ference Anniv. Day, iii. 665 ; and S.P.G., iii.

667 ; Ann. Meetings, iii. 692.

Clerk, Sir G., ii. 246, 251, 252, 251, 431, 531.

Clerkenwell, St. James's, early contrilnition
from, i. 176.

Cleveland, Augustus, iii. 187.

Cliiford, Bp., ii. 90, iii. 47, 48, 130, 1 13, 357,

461, 475, 480, 687, 766; Bishop of Luck-
now, iii. 188 ; on Comity of Missions, iii.

495, 507 ; on laymen's licenses, iii. 406.

Clifford, Mr. E., special Mission, Intlia, iii. 497,
498.

Clifford, Miss, iii. 645.
Cliffordpur, iii. 762.

Clive, i. 52.

Close, Dean, i. 262, 369, 373, 374, 487, ii.

9, 23, 28, 45, 48, 233, 372, (549, 654, iii. 30;
preaches Anniv. sermon, i. 259, 289, 387

;

Anniv. speaker, i. 262, ii. 383 ; on Convoca-
tion, Missions, and C.M.S., ii. 10 ; as an
Evangelical leader, iii. 8 ; Canon Battersby,
iii. 31 ; death, iii. 295.

Clough, A. H., ii. 54, iii. 31.

Clovis, i. 12.

Clowes, J. H., ii. 282, 285, 289.
Clowes, Miss, iii. 370, 131.

Cloyne, Bp. of. t-ee Bennett.
Coa'tes, Mr. Dandeson, i. 244, 279, 370—272,

413, 414, 427, ii. 55 ;
" Lay Secretary," i. 251

;

his personality, i. 252 ; view of Lay Secre-
taryship, iii. 39 ; death, i. 371, ii. 645.

Cobb, C. F., ii. 46, 62, 63, 69, 167, 233, 265,
iii. 360.

Cobbold, R. H., i. 376, 473, ii. 16, 61, 63, 293,
294, 3(X), iii. 560, 572, 658.

Cobden, Mi-., i. 367, ii. 301.

Cochin, Syrian Church in, i. 232; Roman
Catholics in, i. 232 ; congi-egations, iii. 178 ;

the T.Y.B., iii. 763.
Coclu-aue, H., ii. 320, 330, 609.

Cockey, H. E., ii. 219.
Cockle, Miss, ii. 162.

Cockram, Miss, iii. 778.

Cocki-an, Archrbi., i. 2G4, 350, 362, ii. 314, 551,
612 ; appointed Archdn., ii. 322 ; death, ii.

330, 336, 382, 607.

Codringtoa Estate, Barbadoes, held by S.P.G.,
i. 219.

Codrington, Miss, iii. 583.

Coillard, M., iii. 81.

Coke, Dr., i. 58, 405, iii. 648.

Coker, R. A., iii. 728.

Colborne, Dr. W. W., iii. 562, 778.

Cole, F. T., ii. 395, iii. 190, 480; trans, into
Santali, iii. 194.

Cole, H., iii. 47, 406, 4.33, 733.

Cole, J., ii. +16.

Cole, Mrs., iii. 112.

Colebrooke, H., Sanskrit scholar, ii. 504.

Colenso, Bp., ii. 14, 16, 17, 21, 54, 97, 428, t9!>,

iii. 781 ; consecrated, ii. 16 ; views on the
Pentateuch, ii. 344, 345 ; the case and the
Lambeth Conference, ii. 361—304 ; Capt,
Maude's refiitivtion, ii. 377.

Colenso, W., i. 4^10, 444, iii. 781.

Colenso, Mrs. W., i. 4-14.

Coleridge, lip. W. H., of Barbadoes, i. 346, 347.
CoIeri(lu-e, Mr. Justice, i. 4ii8, iii. 31.

Coleridge, S. T., and the Oxford Movement, i.

286.

Coles, S., ii. 47, 2S9, iii. 213, 308, 538, 544—546.
CoUgny, Admii-al, i. 19.

Collections : none at first Armiv., i. 75 ; zealous
collectors, i. 138 ; penny, i. 243 ; the first, i.

475 ; in earthen pots, ii. 181 ; for China in
S. India, ii. 181; at Aij-ansh, iii. 6o7 ; at

3 I
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Mengo, iii. 740. See Contributions, Finance,
Income.

College, The Church Missionary: a " seminary"
proposed, i. 88 ; students at Bledlow, i. 88

;

at Aston Sandford, i. 89 ; linguistic studies,

i. 89 ; ordination difficult to obtain, i. 90
;

success, i. 91 ; students at Salisbury Square,
i. HI ; at Barnsbury Park, i. Ill ; Pratt's
scheme, i. 2J4 ; Rev. B. Bickersteth, i. 253

;

students in the field, i. 264. ; Islington as the
College locale, 1. 265 ; inauguration, i. 265

;

why established, i. 265 ; Lord Gambler la;^'s

foundation-stones, i. 266 ; character of the
Institution, i. 266 ; Bp. Blomfield's opinion,

i. 266 ; Rev. C. F. Childe appointed Principal,

i. 266 ; cost of establishment, i. 481 ; students,
1849-61, ii. 46, 1862-72, ii. 336, 391, 1873-82, iii.

45 ;" Islington College and its Men," ii.70-

81; college rather than an institution, ii. 70
;

a list of notables, ii. 77 ; evangelistic work,
11. 80 ; callings of the students, ii. 80

;

reviving, iii. 36 ; 1876, a low-water mark,
iii. 45 ;

proposal to remove to Cambridge,
iii. 45 ; caps and gowns, iii. 45 ; the first

Gospeller, iii. 46, 135 ; Jubilee, iii. 46 ;

Cycle of Prayer in use, iii. 325 ; tutors and
students, iii. 355 ; chapel opened, iii. 355

;

distinctions gained, ui. 355 ; the Associated
EvangeUsts scheme, iii. 357 ; new short
coui'se, iii. 672 ; a successful institution, iii.

703 ; recruits of the last four years, iii. 704 ;

deaths of Childe, Green, Heisch, iii. 798.

See also Preparatory Institution.

Colleges, C.M.S. Mission: ii. 529, iii. 474;
Fourah Bay, i. 336, ii. 102, 393, 447, iii. 36,

377, 722 ; Calcutta Cathedral Mission, ii.

515, iii. 132 ; Calcutta Di\'inity, iii. 132, 134
;

Agra, St. John's, ii. 168, 531, iii. 474; Allah-
abad Divinity, iii. 132, 133, 472 ; Lahore
Divinity, ii. 400, 576—578, iii. 133, 149, 472;
Poona Divinity, iii. 472; Noble, Masuli-
patam, i. 328, i'i. 178, 530, 546—548, iii. 165—
167, 474, 475 ; Madras Divinity, i. 320, iii.

472; Cottayam, i. 326, ii. 191, "iii. 178, 475;
Cambridge Nicholson, ii. 56, 194, iii. 178,

472 ; Tinnevelly, iii. 169, 475 ; Trinity,
Kandy, ii, 284, iii. 538, 539, 544, 548 ; Jaffna,

St. John's, ii. 288, iii. 546 ; Fuh-chow, iii. 220,

227, 562, 503; Ningpo, iii. 223, 571, 572,

771 ; Osaka, iii. 595 ; Gisborne, iii. 553, 554

;

])resent view, iii. 801.

Colleges, other than C.M.S. : Alexandria, i. 8 ;

Rome, De PrnpaganaCi Fide, i. 18; Leyden, i.

19 ; Chelsea, Cromwell's project, i. 21 ; Cal-
cutta, Lord Wellesley's, i. 97 ; Calcutta,
Hindu College, i. 302 ; Serampore, i. 302

;

Calcutta, Bishop's College, 1. 188, 198, 331,

ii. 514 ; Calcutta, Duff's, i. 304—308, ii. 160
;

Syrian, Travancore, i. 232, 234; Canterbury,
St. Augustine's, i. 265, ii. 12 ; Maynooth, i,

378; Malacca, i. 466; Auckland, St. John's,
j.-l)34; Auckland, St. Stepheji's, iii. 554;
Malta Protestant, ii. 141 ; Highbury Train-
ing College, ii. 46, 356, 394 ; Highbury, St.

John's Hall, ii. 356, iii. 663, 704; Diocesan
Theological, ii. 366 ; Hong Kong, St. Paul's,

ii. 293, 681, iii. 218 ; Winnipeg, St. John's,
ii. 316, 607, 611, iii. 239, 616; India, Govern-
ment, ii. 502, iii. 140; Madi-as Cliristiau

College, iii. 163; Te Ante, iii. 553 ; Saskat-
chewan, Emmanuel, iii. 620; Livingstone
College, iii. 668 ; Toronto, Wycliffe, iii. 706

;

Khartoum, Lord Kitchener's, iii. 749

;

Dublin, Alexandra, iii. 758.

College by Post, iii. 784.

Collier, Rev. — , chaplain at Sierra Leone, i.

115, 163, 168, 175.

Colhngwood, Gen. Cleimell, Lay Sec, iii. 293,

679.

Collins, J. S., iii. 331, 359, 507, 699, 770, 793.

Collins, Mrs. J. S., iii. C99, 770.

Colhus, R., ii. 63, 191, 540, iii. 183, 53S.

Collins, W. B., iii. 359, 468.

Collins, W. H., ii. 306,307; at Peking, ii. 582,

587, iii. 223, 224, 2.30, 567, 793.

Collison, W. H., iii. 47, 249—252, 632, 636.

Collisson, Miss, iii. 481.

Colombo, Bp. of. See Chapman, Claughton

,

Copleston.
Colombo: bishopric founded, 1. 409; C.M.S.
Mission at, ii. 283, iii. 538, 544—546.

Colonial and Continental Chiu'ch Societj', i.

407, ii. 520, 606, 607.

Colonial and Missionary Episcopate, The, i.

404—426.
Colonial CM. Associations, iii. 673; established,

iii. 293 ; Australia : first missionary, iii. 547
;

connexion with G. M. Gordon, ii. 408, iii.

184 ; old and new organizations, iii. 676

;

recruits, iii. 706 ; Canadian formed, iii. 706
;

N.S.W., iii. 706; Victoria, iii. 706; N.Z., iii. 706.

Colonial before Native Church Organization,
ii. 83.

Colonial Bishoprics Fund, i. 368, 389, 408, ii.

616, iii. 150, 201, 666, 667, 724.

CoJonidl Church Chronicle, attacks on C.M.S.,
ii. 14, 290, 590.

CJolonial Churches Bill, ii. 13.

Colonial Clergy Act, iii. 201.

Colonial Service Act, i. 213, 245.

Colonies, Claims of the, Church Congress
paper, ii. 359, 360.

Colonists, Opposition of, in N.Z., i. 208.

Colosse, Missionary visit to, iii. 115.

Colquhoun, Mr. J. C, on Wilberforce and hits

Friends, i. 42, 93, 495.

Columba, St., i. 10.

Columbanus, i. 10.

Columbus, i. 16, ii. 595.

Colville, Col., iii. 452.

Colvin, John, u. 216, 221, 222, 236.

Comber, missionary on Congo, iii. 81.

Comity of Missions, iii. 495, 507, 645. See also

Missions.
Commentaries by Imad-ud-din, iii. 154.

Comiaission, The Great, i. 1—5.

Committee, A Native Church, ii. 416, 420.

Committee : C.M.S., constitution, i. 68-72, 109
;

first meettng-iolace, i. 73; an "open Com-
mittee," i. 83 ; Corresponding, at Calcutta,
i. 107, 182, 192,330 ; Bombay, i. 192; Madras,
i. 192, 329 ; difficulties and interposition of
Home Committee, i. 192 ; in regard to funds,
i. 193 ; Ceylon, controversy regarding, iii.

542 ; Home Conunittee of Correspondence
divided into four sections, i. 110; of Funds
and Patronage created, i. Ill ; of Corre-
spondence, Pratt appointed Chairman, i.

237 ; some prominent Committee members,
i. 255, 256, 372, ii. 37, 379, iii. 43, 297; of
Investigation and Finance appointed, i.

266, 481, 482 ; Committees, Foreign Corrc-
sijonding, officers on, iii. 487 ; the Cleri-

cal Sub-, ii. 392 ; Meetings, H. Venn on,

ii. 380, 649 ; Pimjab Corresponding Com-
mittee, iii. 152 ; General, day changed
to Tuesdays, iii. 297, 659 ; Medical Auxiliary,
foiTued, iii. 321, 661 ; meetings at Sion Col-
lege, iii. 332 ; the C.M.S., how formed, iii.

336 ; Corresponding, proposed for Ceylon,
iii. 338, 339 ; Keswick appeal, iii. 672.

Companies : Chartered, i. 51, iii. 802 ; dividends
in philanthropy, i. 94; iii. 431. See East
India Company, Hudson's Bay Company,
New Zealand (Land Ccmipany), Niger Com-
panj-, British East Africa Company, British

South Africa Company.
Compton, Bp. Alwyne, iii. 271.

Compton, Berdmore, on Home Rule and
Foreign Policy of Missions, iii. 653.
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Corfu and Syra, F. A. Ilildncr at, i. 350.

Cork, Bp. of. Hee Gresg'.

Corker, A. W.,iii. 632.

Corn Laws, Repeal, i. 378.

CorneUus, J., ii. 185, 188, 500, 522, 523, iii. 1G5.

Cornford, Miss, iii. 370.

Corporation Act repealed, i. 281.

Corrie, Daniel, i. 55, 59, 148, 318, ii. 53, 159, 374,

520 ; Hon. Life Governor, i. Ill
;
preaches

Anniv. sermon, i. 112 ; and native " readers,"

i. 182 ; appointed by Heber, Archdn. of

Calcutta, i. 191 ;
plans for C.M.S. at Cal-

cutta, i. 193 ; appointed to Benares, i. 196

;

on Bp. Tm-ner of Calcutta, i. 291 ; speaks

at Annual Meetin,<i-, i. 262; action against

idolatry, i. 295, 299; the caste cpiestion, i.

299 ; consecrated, i. 299 ; visits Tinnevelly,

i. 321 ; death, i. 299.

Corvino, John de Monte, i. 463.

Cosmas, Chrufiati Topoyr.iphy, i. 14.

Cotta, i. 217, 332; Cotta Institution, ii. 282;

vrork in the district, ii. 282 ; Conference, iii.

206 ; High School, iii. 539.

Cottayam, Bailey, Baker, and Fenn at, i. 201,

233; Col. Munro's Syrian College at, i. 233
;

schools started by Baker, i. 234, iii, 781

;

College, i. 326 ; ii. 530 ; Cambridge Nichol-

son Listitution founded at, ii. 194 ; Cottayam
Press, iii. 180.

Cotter, J. D. M., iii. 359, 361, 364, 366, 434, 789,

CotterUl, Bp., i. 425, ii. 362, iii. 13, 79, 155.

Cotton, Bp., ii. 25, 45, 238, 269, 486, 499, 514

;

on Xavier, i. 17 ; at Mengnanapm-am, ii. 180

;

Anniv. speaker, ii. 230 ; appointment to Cal-

cutta, ii. 273 ; his character, ii. 493 ;
prayer

for Missions, ii. 493 ; on Tinnevelly, ii. 494

;

Dufl on, ii. 496 ; on the Brahmo Somaj, ii.

507 ; Calcutta Cathedral Mission College, ii.

529, 531 ; the work at Ami-itsar, ii. 561 ; Dr.

Blmslie, ii. 574 ; extension of Indian Episco-

pate iii. 199, 200 ; death, ii. 336, 495, 519.

Cotton, Sir A., ii. 384, 4S3, 484, iii. 191, 197.

Cotton, A. W., iii. 479.

Cotton, Sir Sydney, h. 231.

Cotton trade with West Africa, u. 110, 111.

Coultas, G. W., iii. 357, 570, 573.

Coulthard, E. N., iii. 692.

Covmcil, a Native < Ihurch, u. 416, 423 ; a Chris-

tian panchayat, ii. 418 ; C.M.S. and Chm-ch
Councils, ii. 421 ; Native Cluuxh, m Mauri-

tius, ii. 472 ; Che-kiang, ii. 5s7 ; Punjab, iii.

148; Councils, Native Church, C.M.S. reso-

lutions on, iii. 492. See Native Church
Organization.

Coimtess of Hmitingdon, i. 37.

County Unions, iii. 63.

Cousins, Mr., L.M.S., ii. 481.

Coverdale, T. E., iii. 357, 480.

Cowell, Prof. E. B., ii. 515.

Cowhoe, Hydah chief, iii. 632.

Cowie, Bp., ii. 640, 642, iii. 550, 551, 553, 554;

interview with, ii. 382; Anniv. speaker, ii.

383 ; at Kaslnnir, ii. 575 ; succeeds Bp.
Selwyn, ii. 643.

Cowley, A., i. 264, ii. 607, 609, iii. 241, 310;

ioiu-iiey to N.-W.A., i. 363; ordained, i. 363 ;

at Manitoba Lake, i. 364 ; at Islington Col-

leo-e, ii. 77 ; on the Indian Settlement, Red
Rrve'r, ii. 608 ; at Fau-ford, ii. 314, 330

;

Anniv. speaker, iii. 69 ; Prolocutor of Synod,
in. 239, 618.

Cowley, A. E., ii. 395, iii. 239.

Cowley, Miss B., iii. 310.

Cowley, Mrs., iii. 3G7.

Cowley Fathers at Poona, iii. 133; joined by
Goreh, iii. 796.

Cowper, Sydney chaplain, i. 411.

Cow per. Poet, iii. 803 ; and Newton, i. 43.

Cox, Mr. Bell, iii. 280.

Cox, W. S., iii. 706, 723, 787, 788.

Cox, Miss, iii. 370, 603, 601, 776.

Crabtree, W. A., iii. 360, 438, 447, 737.
Cradock, Rev. Luke, ii. 177.

Cramer-Roberts, Bp., iii. 718.
Cranlwi-ne, Lord, iii. 750.
Craiimer and Foreign Missions, i. 18,

Crauford, Su- G., ii. 237.
Crauford, Dr. Adair, ii. 141.

Craven, missionary on Congo, iii. 81.

Cree Indians, i. 362—364, ii. 323, 326, 605—609,
646, iii. 241—244.

Creighton, Bp., iii. 271,302; addresses Y.C.U.,
iii. 685 ; on reflex benefits, iii. 686.

Creighton, Mrs., iii. 703.
Creoles and Coolies, by Beaton, ii. 468.
Creoles, Missions among, ii. 466, 468.
"Crescent, The, and the Cross: Missions in
Mohammedan Lands," iii. 113—125. See alio
Chaps. XVII., XXIV., sli., xciv., cm., civ,

Cribb, Arthur W., ii. 395, 583, 586.
Crichton-Stuart, Miss, iii. 692.
Cridge,Mr., chaplain at Victoria, iii. 249, 252.
Crimean War, ii. 148—151,

Crockett, A. W., ii. 62.

Crofton, Gen., ii. 573, iii. 298.
Crommelin, Col., ii. 267,
Cromwell, i. 20, 21.

Cronjm, Bp., ii. 363.
Cropper, J., ii. 62.

Cross, Lord, ii. 66, iii. 16, 764.

Crosse, Vicar of Bradford, and Crosse Hebrew
Scholarship, i. 137.

Crowfoot, Chief, iii. 621.

Crowther, Bp., i. 449, 451, 457, 459, 494, ii. 47,

73, 457—459, 460, 509, iii. 209, 347, 364, 372,
378, 381, 385, 388, 389, 391, 392, 648, 649,
689, 723 ; at Fourah Bay College, i. 336 ;

Islington student, i. 376 ; story of his life, i.

450 ; Jom-nals of the Niger Expedition, i. 455,
457 ; ordination, i. 457 ; at Islington College,
ii. 72 ; one of tlrree Africans ordained m
forty years, ii. 100 ; entering Abeokuta, ii.

103 ; received by the Queen, ii. Ill ; inter-
view with Palmerston, ii. 113 ; accompanies
second Niger Expedition, ii. 119 ; Cam-
bridge visit and Paley's offer, ii. 114 ; trans-
lational work, ii. 114 ; starts the Niger
Mission, ii. 121, 450; Anniv. speaker, ii,

383 ; ordains his son, ii. 395 ; -visits Abeokuta,
ii. 443 ; on the Niger, ii. 450—464 ; con-
secrated Bishop, ii. 430, 454—456, iii. 398;
his D.D. degree, ii. 455, 465; counsels on
pi'eaching and teaching, ii. 458 ; character,
ii. 464 ; at Henry Venn's, ii. 651 ; Anniv.
speaker, iii. 69 ; Evening chairman, in. 70 ;

later trials and difliciilties, iii. 383—395 j

death, iii. 396 ; career and character, iii.

396 ; an unexpected testimony, iii. 396.

Crowther, Rev. S., Vicar of Christ Church,
Newgate Street, i. 70, 451, ii. 456.

Crowther, D. C, ii. 73, 457, 459, 461, 463, iii.

385, 387, 391, 392, 646, 730, 787 ; at Ishngton,
ii. 395 ; ordination, ii, 395 ; Archdeacon, iii.

384, 389, 397.

CroTTther, Mrs. [Bp.], i. 451, iii. 385.

Cudiapore, L.M.S. at, i. 327.

Culien, J. A., iii. 357, 480.

Cumberland Station, ii. 314, 330, iii. 242, 620.

Cumberland Sound, E. J. Peck's Mission, iii. 627.
Cumming, Dr. Elder, iii. 283.

Cundy, Capt., iii. 298.

Cunningham, Francis, i. 141, 233, 274, iii. 63.

Cunningham, John W.,i. 114, 115,133,136,292,
369, 395, 403, 423, ii. 10, 13, 17, 40, 45, 49, 656,

iii. 67 ; competes for the Buchanan prize, i.

98 ; at Valedictory Meetings, i. 114, 115
;

Anniv. jweacher, i. 238, 242; Hon. Life
Governor, i. 242 ; Committee member, i.

256 ; Anniv. speaker, i. 262 ; most frequent
.
speaker, i. 374 ; at first Julrilee, i. 497 ; au
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Evang'elical leafier, i. 277; on " In-eadth,"
ii. 340; on C.M.S. financial crisis, i. 48i;
death, ii. 40.

Cure, Canon Caj)el, iii. 667.
Currie, Sir F., ii. 252.
Cartels, Canon, i. 414, ii. 66.
Curtis, Rev. C. G., S.PG. missionary, ii. 154.
Curzon, Lord, iii. 765.
Cnrzon, Hon. S. R., i. 372.
Cust, Dr. R. N., iii. 14,275, 295, 64:i ; on deaths

of women missionaries, i. 181 ; remarlis on
translators, ii. 115; trained l)y J. Thomason,
ii. 159; on John Lawrence, ii. 199; in the
Punjab, ii. 20(), 201 ; his stand for Christian
liberty, ii. 267 ; Commissioner of Aim-itsar,
ii. 483, 487, 489 ; Government testimony on
Missions, ii. 500 ; appeal for Kashmir, ii.

573 ; as Committee member, iii. 44 ; request
to Cardinal Lavigerie, iii. 105; first ap-
liearance at Salisbury Square, iii. 193

;

the Jerusalem Bishopric, iii. 277; on "The
Female Evanffehst," iii. 321; Canon Isaac
Taylor, iii. 348; R.N.C.'s criticisms on Mis-
sions and missionaries, iii. 348, 068 ; and
G. Wilmot Brooke, iii. 362 ; \aews on opium,
iii. 649 ; Diocesan Reader, iii. 667 ; b'os/x?/

Mesgarje, iii. 669,
Cuthbert, Rev. E., on first Coimnittee, i. 69.
Cuthbert, i. 10.

Outhl)ert, G. G., i. 376, ii. 164.
Cutten, J. A., iii. 355.
Cycle of Prayer, iii. 325.
Cyclone in Bay of Bengal, ii. 483, 545; at
Mauritius, iii. 549.

Cyprian, i. 15, iii. 272.
Cyprus, Raymund Lull's Mission in, i. 13.
CjTil, i. 12.

C3TUS, Mission to the comitry of, iii. 124.

Dahomians, The, ii. 108. 434—l^iS.
" Daily, daUv, sing the praises," iii. 412.
Ihiily Liijhf in Japanese, iii. 611.
Dailii JUeditafionn, G. Bowen's, iii. 139.
Duili/ Telegniph and H. M. Stanley, iii. 80; on
Ugamla, iii. 95.

Daintree, A., at Cape Colony iii. 714.
Daisy, iii. 99, 100.

Daji Pandurang, ii. 174.
Dakaiya, J., iii. 6:35.

Dakotah Mission, iii. 242; Bishop of, at Rnperts-
land Sjmod, iii. 618.

Dale, Canon, i. 261 ; Anniv. preacher, i. 259
;

anticipates "Own Missions" plan, i. 261;
preacher at first Jubilee, i. 492.

Dale, Dr. R. W., ii. 357.
Dale, T. P., Imprisoimient, iii. 6.

Dalhousie, Marqtus of, ii. 156—175, 197 igs
2(W, 241, 482—484, iii. 142, 368, 369.

Dallas, A., ii. 38.
Dalv, Bp., i. 395.
Daly, Mrs., iii. 566.
Damali, Queen, iii. 742.
Damascus, Irish Presbyterian Mission at, iii,

116 ; inscription on mosque, iii. 536.
Dana, The River, ii. 134.
Daniel, Paul, ii. 183, 188, 287, .544, iii. 4<>4, 478.
Danish Missions, King Frederick IV.'s interest,

i. 24, 26 ; Ziegenbalg and Plutscho, i. 25

;

India, taken np by S.P C.K., i. 24; assisted
by C.M.S. , i. 2<)0.

Danish settlement in Bengal, Carey in, i. 96.
Darling, T. Y., ii. 178, 420, iii. 165, 192, 464, 720,
Darwin, C, Voyage of the " Beai/le," i. 358.
Das, Mr., iii. 511.
Das, Mya, iii. 148.
Das, N. C, iii. 14,8.

Das, S. C, iii. 767.
Dasalu, John Baptist, ii. 118.
Datt, Janaki, iii. 1.33.

Datta, Dina Nath Prithu, iii. 146.

Daubeney, Archdn., i. 153, 274, 278, 281.
D'Aubign^, Dr. Merle, ii. 551 ; speaks at
Anniv. Meeting, i. 263.

Dauble, C. G., ii. 264, iii. 130, 456.
Daud Singh, ii. 207, 500, 572.
Daudi (Kasagama), King of Toro, iii. 742.
Davey, Rev. T., i. 335, ii. 122.
Da\id, Christian, on caste, i. 300.
David, G., ii. 4:i2, iii. 84, 87, 88, 91, 407, 409.
David, Joseph, iii. 4-57.

David, Priscilla, iii. 84.
David, Tamil evangelist, and the spiritna

revival in Uganda, iii. 451.
Davidson, A., ii. 173.
Davidson, R. T., Bp. of Winchester, iii. 15, 271,

273, 281 ; and the Salvation Anny, iii. 290.
Davies, Rev. H., Hon. Life Governor, i. 242.
Davies, Rev. J., on first C.M.S. Committee,

i. 69.

Davies, Rev. R., Clerical Secretary, i. 370.
Davies, C, ii. 446.
Davies, C. P., i. -^iO.

Davies, J. H., ii. 4-16.

Davies, Mr. J. P. L., ii. 440; marries S. F.
Bonetta , ii. 108.

Davies, Miss, iii. 566.
Davies, Miss Sarah, iii. 185.
Davis, B., ii. 62, 63, 69, 265, 635, iii. 1.30, 1.32.

138, 474, 782.

Davis, H., iii. 190.
Davis, R., i. 264, 357, 358, 4.30, ii. 023.
Da^^s, T., iii. 355.
Davis, Mrs. R., i. 357.
Davis, Miss A. B., iii. 706.
Davys, Bp., i. 395.
Days's, Dean, asked to preach Anniv. sermon,

i. 259.

Da\'ys, E., iii. 47,218, 219, 561.
Dawe, Miss, iii. 481.
Dawes, Col. Michael, in India, ii. 218 ; Lay

Secretary, ii, 36 ; career and death, ii. 336,
374.

Dawes, Mr. W., Bledlow, receives first C.M.S.
students, i. 88; resident at Antigua,!. 119,
219.

Dawson, E. C, iii. 403 ; Memoir of Bp. Han-
nington, iii. 330, 520.

Dawson, T., i. 89, 185.
Dawson (chaplain), ii. 171.
Dawson City, iii. 624.
Day, Bp., defends Missionary Societies, ii. 360

;

Anniv. preather, iii. (iO, 67.
Day, A. E., iii. 357, 4.80.

Day of Intercession, ii. 409, iii. 11, 41, 46.
Deaconesses, ii. 356.
Deal, Missionary Mission at, iii. 308.
Dealtry, Bp. T., i. 307, 330, ii. 58, 520, 522;
preacher and speaker at first Jubilee, i. 493,
497 ; succeeds Bp. Spencer, ii. 160 ; visitation
in Tinnevelly, ii. 182 ; ordination at Panei-
velei, ii. 191 ; confirmations in Travancore,
ii. 193 ; death, ii. 274.

Dealtry, W., i. 281, 373, 123, 476; Anniv. preach-
er, i. 79, 112; at Cambridge, i. 112, 141;
offered Bishopric of (.'alcutta, i. 292

Deljenib-a Nath Tagore, and the Brahmo
Soma], ii. 505, 508.

De Britto, ii. 547.
De Cabreira, Xeixas, i. 461.

Decennial Missionary Conference. See Con-
ferences, Missionary, in India.

Deck, J., iii. 134.

Decker, C. H., i. 115.

Deed, Miss, iii. 432.
Deedes, Rev. B.. iii. 1.53.

Deekes, D., iii. 418-120, 433, 743.
Deerr, AV. J., i. 124, 203, 314—316.
Dehra Dun Vallej', ii. 264.
Deimler. J. G., ii.'72, 135, 173, 431, 432, 534, iii.

119, 139, 480.
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Deimler, James, iii. 732.

Delane, J. T., ii. 5-i, 410.
De Levera, A., ii. 289.

Delgado, (Jape, visited by Krapf, ii. 127.

Delhi : Mission at, once' CM. 8., now S.P.G.,
i. 198, 312, ii. 163 ; in the Mutiny, ii. 217

;

S P.G. resumes work at, ii. 263; in Diocese
of Lahore, iii. 151; Cambrid2:e Mission, iii.

151, 152.

Delta, Niger, Mission, ii. 4,60—464, iii. 384, 388

;

Pastorate, iii. 397, 730.

Demerara : Rev. J. Smith tried by court-
martial, i. 340 ; C.M.S. in, i. 346.

Denham, Col., Governor Sierra Leone, i. 334.

Dening, W., in Madagascar, ii. 475, 481 ; in
Japan, iii. 235, 603 ; separation from C.M.S.,
iii. 236, 237.

Denison,.Bp., i. 392, 499 ; Anniv. speaker, i. 262.

Denison, Archdn., ii. 29; Essai/s and Secieifii,

ii. 341.

Denison, Sir William, ii. 628.

Denman, Admii-al, ii. 107, 437.
Denmark, Anschar, Evangelist of, i. 11.

De Nobili. Robert, i. 18, ii."546.

Dennis, The Misses, iii. 706, 729.

Dent, Mr. W., ii. 524.
Denton, N., ii. 99.
Denyer, Miss, iii. 547.
De Propaganda Fide College, iii. 274; estab-
lished at Rome, i. 18 ; its missionary attempt
in the Levant, i. 223.

Deputations as a means of increasing income,
i. 108; " and Associations, The Fii-st,"i. 129
—143 ; expenses and experiences in the olden
days, i. 132, 133 ;

" Deputation," its early
meaning, i. 132 ; Pratt as Deputation, i. 132

;

tours, as described by Mr. Hole, i. 133 ; their
success, i. 137 ; sermons : a spiritual effect

aimed at, i. 138 ; ought Deputations to

be necessary? iii. 54 ; what is their chief ob-
ject? iii. 54; meetings differing in tone, iii.

61. See Association Secretaries.
Deputation to Australia, iii. 557, 603, 675

;

Canada, iii. 676 ; New Zealand, iii. 675.

De Quincey, i. 282.
Dera Futteh Khan, ii. 276.
Dera Ghazi Khan, ii. 276, iii. 161 ; Mission
begun, iii. 158, 159 ; Dr. Jukes at, iii. 476.

See Beluehistan.
Dera Ismail Kh^^n. See Derajat.
Derajat, Mission in the, ii. 27tj—279, 564, iii.

146, 156, 158 ; R. Bruce in the, iii. 123.

Derby, Edward, twelfth Earl of, on C.M.S.
hst, i. 242.

Derby, Edward Geoffrey, fourteenth Earl of

(Premier), ii. 234, 252, 253. 256, 301, 496;
introduces Slavery Abolition Bdl, i. 341

;

Ritual Commission, ii. 654.

Derby, Edward Henry, fifteenth Earl of,

Indian Secretary (as Lord Stanlej'), ii. 234,

252, 256-, Colonial Secretary, iii. 387.

De RedcUfle, Lord Stratford, ii. 149, 150, 154.

Dermott, J. V., iii. 357, 366, 434, 451,

De Rozario, P. J., ii. 394.

Derry, Bp. of. See Chadwick, Ponsonby.
Deshnna, The Dvitch on, ii. 597.

De SUva, H., ii. 289.

Devanayagam. See Viravagu.
Devasagayam, J., i. 501, ii. 543, 544, iii. 71, 105,

460, 464, 757 ; ordained at Palamcotta, i. 318,

320, 321; on the first Jubilee, i. 500; in
charge of Kadachapuram, ii. 179 ; on Paxil

Daniel, ii. 183 ; pastorally visiting, ii. 185.

Devil-worship, Sierra Leone, iii. 722.

Devon station, N.-W.A., i. 364, iii. 242, 620.

Devonshire, Duke of, V.-P. of C.M.S., ii. 38.

Devonshire, Duke of (Lord Hartington) , iii. 141.

Devotional Gathering in Exeter Hall, whole
day, iii. 334.

Dewar, Miss, iii, 481.

De Wmton, Sir P., iii. 428, 431.
Dhala, Dr. Harpur at, iii. 522.

Dliarma Sabha founded by Hindus, i. 306.
Dharma Sangam founded hy Rhenins, i. 318.
TJial. cum Trj/ph. (.Justin Martyi"), i. 8.

Diarbekir, Jacobite Chm-ch at, iii. 532.

Diaries, Bp. Hanniugton's, iii. 413.
Dilib, Ashton, at Islington College, ii. 77, 80;

in Tinnevellv, iii. 134, 169 ; death, iii. 168.

Dil)ben, A. E.", iii. 327, 360; on effects of Mr.
Grubb's Missions, iii. 545, 546.

Dick, W., iii. 625.
Dickens, Chas., i. 4.54, ii. 252.

Dickenson, Miss, iii. 638.

Diokeson, H. F., iii. 700.

Dickinson, F. H., a High Church Committee
member, iii. .336.

Dickinson, J. W., iii. 380.
Dictionary of Iflam, iii. 512.

Diehlmama, C, ii. 132.

Digby, J. K. Wingfleld, iii. 705.

Digby, Miss, iii. 185.

Dikes, Rev, T., Hull, elected on Committee,
i. 70 ; cannot find candidates, i. 73.

Dilawar Khan, ii. 275, 567—571.
Dilke, Sir C, on Uganda (juestions, iii. 4r48.

Ding Ming Uong, iii. 691.

Dingarn visited by Allen Gardiner, i. 354 ; re-

sembling Mtesa of Uganda, i. 355.

Diocesan Missionar3' Boards, ii. 367.

Diocesan Readers, order established, iii. 271,
667.

Dionysius, Mar, i. 233, 235.

Disabled Missionaries' Fund, i. 481, 482, 502.

Disestablishment, iii. 276 ; in Ceylon, iii. 541

;

in the Colonies, ii. 471 ; the Irish Church, ii.

338, 361, 379, 425 ; Lord Chichester's politics,

ii. 366 ; Jamaica, ii. 424.

Dismissal Meetings. See Valedictory.
District Secretaries, Hon., ii. 379, iii. 62.

Divinitv Schools, dee Colleges, Mission.
Dixon, H.,ii. 179.

Dixon, J., i. 317.

Dobinson, H. H., iii. 358, 363, 364, 391, .392,

397, 699, 727, 730, 788.

Docemu, King of Lagos, ii. 109.

"Doctrine of Reseiwe," iii. 138.

Doctrine of the Greek Article, by Dr. T. F.
Middleton, i. 186.

Dodanduwa, iii. 547.

Dodd, J. A., Special Missioner to West Africa,
iii. 313, 330, 378, 379, 382.

Doddridge, i. 38, 48.

Dodsworth, W., i. 289.

Dohei'ty, Negro catechi.st, ii. 4,36, iii. 728.

Dohnavur, collections tu earthen pots, ii. 181.

Dolben, Lieut., ii. 436.

Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society,
Canada, iii. 676.

Dominic, Father, i. 400.

Dominica, C.M.S. a.ssists work at, i. 219.

Do Not Say, iii. ,577.

Doncaster, Dr., ii. 57.

Donne, Dr. John, i. 20.

Donne, S. W., iii. 3.57, 475.

Doolan, R. R. A., ii. 62, 622.

Doran, J. W., i. 264, 290; Anniv. speaker,
i. 263 ; Bp. Heber's death, i. 290.

Doshisha : School at Kioto, iii. 602, 605.

Doughty Street, C.M.S. office at, i. 80.

Douglas, Bp., ii. 499, 523, iii. 31, 138.

Douglas, Dr. Carstairs, ii. 293, iii. 226.

Douglas, E. A., iii. 359, 470, 476, 757.

Douglas, Mrs. E. A., iii. 782.

Douglas, Sholto Campbell (formerlv Camp-
bell), iii. 23, 33, 182, 439, .503.

Doulton, E. W., iii. 733, 734.

T>ore, The, missionary ship, iii. 83.

Dowbiggin, R. T., ii. 289, 395, iii. 213, 538, ,541,

543, 544.
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Dowbi^Sin, Miss, iii. 70G.

Downer, Mr. N., on first C'.M.S. Committee,
i. 09.

Dovvnes, Dr. K., iii. W, IW, U7, 052.
Doxey, .T. S., iii. 17, 41).

Draviiliaiis, Tlie, iii. lisO.

Dress, Native, Question of, in China, iii. .'00.

Droese, E., ii. 240, iii. 130, 1S7, ISH, 197; at
Bliajralpur, ii. 100 ; translational work, iii.

194, 450, 477 ; death, iii. 450.
Drummond, Eev. D. T. K., i. 3S0.

Drummond, Prof. Heui-y, iii. 20, 049.
Drummond, Mi-. H., his idea of a Bible So-

ciety, i. 228.

Drunkenness, at Ootacamund, ii. 525; in N.Z.,
ii. 025 ; in N.-W. Canada, ii. 329, 008 ; in
North Pacific, ii. 013, 010.

Drury, Rev. T. W., iii. 044, 652, 703; ap-
pointed Principal of Isling:ton College, iii.

202, 355 ; President Y.C.U., iii. 323, 002, 692
;

on Missionaries as Evangelical Churchmen,
iii. 491 ; new College plans, iii. 672.

Druzes of Lebanon : Mission proposed, i. 375
;

massacres, iii. 110 ; schools in the Hauran,
iii. 120, 518.

Duarte, Lopez, on the Nile Som-ce, ii. 137.
Dublin, Congress attacks on Societies at, ii.

300; Univ., C.M.S. missionaries from, i. 204,
ii. 07-69, .330, 393, iii. 48, 354, 359, 704 ; Fuh-
kien Mission, iii. 330, 507.

Dublin, Archbp. of. See Plunket, Trench,
Whately.

Dubois, Abl)e, on Xavier. i. 17.

Duckworth, Canon, iii. 128, 129.

Dudley, W. C, i. 376, 418.

Dudi-dudi, i. 356.
Duff, Dr. Alex., i. 328, 332, ii. 13, 46, 239, 400,

409, 505, 528, in. 97, 134, 139, 103, 4(il, 755;
his connexion with Simeon, i. 302 ; the
evangelization of India, i. 302 ; his father's
conversion, i. 303 ; first Church of Scotland
missionarj',i..304; missionarj' schemes, i. .304;

Ram Mohun Roy, i. 305 ; Dr. Brice, i. 305
;

V)egins educational work, i. 300 ; first convert
baptized, i. 307 ; eflorts to arouse Scotch
Church, i. .309 ; edits Calcutta ChrUtian Ob-
ferver, i. 309; meets with Simeon, i. 311;
speaks at Ann. Mtg., i. 203, 310,311 ; opinion
of the C.M.S. Committee, ii. 38 ; Free Church
College, Calcutta, ii. 160 ; opens ladies'

school, ii. 162; his system contrasted with
Bethuue's, ii. 162 ; Dr. John Wilson, ii.

172 ; on Golak Nath, ii. 203 ; Bible education
in India, ii. 241, 245 ; reorganizes Bethune
Societj', ii. 272 ; on the Colenso controversy,
ii. 303; Bp. Cotton's death, ii. 495, 496;
Duff's system of Mission Colleges, ii. 514.

Duff, Mr. Grant, iii. 171.

Duff, Ja?.., i. 3113, 305, 308.

liii,ff\ L.M.S. ship, i. 73.

Duflerin, Lord, the Drnze massacres, iii. 110;
on Canada as a New World, iii. 210 ; Viceroy
of India, iii. 480.

DuHiu, Dr., iii. 001.

Dugmore, Mr., i. 255, ii. 13, 2.54, 370.

Dumergue, W. S., ii. 00.

Dummagudcm, iii. 191 ; II. E. Fox at, iii. 199.

A'c? aho Godavari Mission.
Dumonde, Ada, iii. 1-U).

Dumurila, Uganda convert, iii. 111.

Dunawila, ii. 284.

Duncan, W., ii. 47, iii. 240 ; trained under
Alford, ii. 613 ; offers to C.M.S., ii. 61 1 ; Vale-
dictory meeting, ii. 014 ; Mission to TsLm-
shcans, ii. 014, 015 ; leaves Fort Simpson fur
Metlakahtla, ii. 617 ; oifered ordination, ii.

622 ; fears about the Lord's Supper, iii. 219,

250; interview with Bp. Ridley, iii. 2.">0

;

^[ptlakahtla prosperous externally, iii. 251

;

but imperfect religiously, iii, 251, 030; the

C.M.S. ultimatum, iii. 252 ; his secession,
ii. 022, iii. 2.52, 029, 0.30.

Dunedin, Bp. of. See Nevill.
Dunklev, Miss, iii. 377.
Dunn, j. W., iii. 357, 306, 434.
Dunn, T., iii. .538, 595, 005, 630.
Dunvegan, iii. 247.

Duraud, Sir H., ii. 483, 489, 492.
Durand, Sir M., iii. 7.5.3.

D'Urban, Sir B., i. 355.

Durham, Bp. of. See Baring, Barrington,
Lightfoot, Maltby.

Durham Univ. recruits, iii. 359, 704.
Diiring, H., labours at Sierra Leone, i. 163,

167, 169, 175, 176.

During, Mrs. H., i. 175, 170.

Durrant, H. B., i. 112, iii. 705.

Durrant, G. B., iii. 46, 47, 49, 130, 480; Sec.
C.M.S., iii. 699, 766.

Durrant, Isaac, ii. 377.
Durrant, Mrs., i. 112, iii. 370, 482.
Durrant, Miss E. B., i. 112.

Duta, H. AV., iii. 403, 411, 412, 415,417, 420, 739,
740,746; lay evangelist, iii. 4:57; ordained,
iii. 447 ; as a preacher, iii. 449; as a trans-
lator, iii. 450; on Pilkington's death, iii. 791,
792.

Dutch dispossess Portuguese at Malabar, i. 231.
Dutch Missions, their method, i. 19, .59, 216;

in Ceylon, i. 216; in Japan, ii. .596, .507.

Dutch Reformed Church, America : i:i India,
ii. 163 ; at Muscat, iii. 535 ; in Japan, iii. 589.

Duthie, Mr., iii. 163.

Dutt family, conversion, ii. 101.
Dyal, Diwan Sahib, iii. 4(>1.

Dynevor, Rev. Lord, i. 303, 394.

Dynevor, Dowager Lady, iii. .507.

Dyson, Rev. Dr., at Islington College, ii. 77,
iii. 46, 355, 703 ; in Krishnagar, ii. 105 ; Vale-
dictory^ Dismissal, ii. 407 ; on " Borderers."
ii. 517 ; at Calcutta, ii. 512, 515, 535, iii. 130,

132, 768 ; College plans, iii. 672.
Dyson, S. (son), iii. 310.
Dzang, ii. 583.

Dzaw Tsang-lae, ii. 307, 582.

Dzing, Stephen, ii. .300, iii. 221.

Dzing Ts-sing, iii. 221, 229, 571.

EALES, H. W., iii. 47, 105, 480.
Eapen, J., iii. 470.

Earthquake in Bengal, iii. 751 ; Japan, 1891, iii.

007.

East, The, " Waiting," i. 51-50 ; as a mission-
field, i. 74; C.M.S. title, iii. 113.

East, The Far, advance in, iii. 217.
East Ham, J. W. Knott at, ii. 405.
East India Companv, charter, i. 21, 51, 52, 55,

101), 101 , 29 1, ii. 239; early agents, i. 51 ; Grant
becomes director, i .54; Bp. Thurlow's ap-
peal, i. .58; exclusive measures, i. 95, 99;
parliamentary debate, i. 103 ; licenses
Rhenius and Schnarr^, i. 185 ; its govern-
ment of India, ii. 214, 234 ; Sir P. Maitland's
action, i. 296 ; Juggernaut despatch, i. 205

;

powers transferred to the Crown, ii. 234.
EastVnirn, Bp., at Lambeth Conference, ii. 364.
Eastern Churches : Efforts to Revive Them,

i. 221—235 ; Heathenism, i. 222 ; Mohamme-
dani.sm, i. 222; CMS., i. 222, 225; Roman
Catholicism, i. 220 ; Scriptures in the.i 227

;

welcome Jowett, i. 228 ; form Bible Societies,
i. 228 ; efforts at revival, Travancore, i.

325, .320; C.M.S. Mission work in Turkey,
Greece, Egypt, Abyssinia, i. 349—353, h.
140; new work in Palestine, ii. 142; Venn
on C.M.S. pohcy, ii. 143—148 ; later Mission.s
in Palestine, iii. 115—118; controversy with
Bp. Blj-th, iii. 523—527 ; the Lambeth Confer-
ence, iii. 017

;
proselytizing to be avoided,

iii. 017.
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Eastward position and the Ceylon controversy,
iii. 212.

Ebb-Tide in Africa, ii. 427—449.
Ebute Ero, ii. 445.

Ebute Meta, ii. 445.

Ebury, Lord, ii. 655.

I^ccn Homn, by Prof. Seeley, ii. 344, 508.
Ecclesiastical Art Exhilntions, iii. &45.
Ecclesiastical Courtss (

'< unmission, iii. 280.
Ecclesiastical Titles Bill, ii. 7.

Eclectic Society i. 58, 60-63, 68, 70, .3C3.

Eclecticism and Brahmoism, Mihnan on, ii,

507.

Ecob, C. H. T., iii. 355.

Eden, Bp. (of Sodor and Man), i. .395.

Eden, F. N., ii. 62, in. 360, 363, 364, 391—393, 395.
Eden, Garden of, Seychelles Islands the sup-
posed site, iii. 549.

Eddy, Mr. Sherwood, iii. 655, 656, 757.
Edinburgh, Bp. of. See Cotterill.
Edinlmrgh Assoc, and Scottish Church con-

troversies, i. 380, 381.
Edinbui-gh : Missionary Society formed, i.

60 ; at Astrachan, i. li9 ; Duff at, i. 309 ; CM.
Assoc, at, i. 380, 381 ; early contributions
from, i. 477 ; Medical Mission, ii. 574.

Edinburffh ii'ei'i<'«',i. 454, ii. 340; Sydney Smith's
attack on Missions, i. 99.

Editorial Department : important develop-
ments and reinforcements, iii. 660, 694.

Edmonds, Canon W. J., ii. 78, iii. 192, 643, &19,
652 ; Anniv. speaker, iii. 3C2.

Edmonds, W. J., iii. 403, 595, 603,
Edmonds, Mrs. W. J., iii. 603.

Edmonstone, Hon. G., ii. 268.
Edmunds, C, iii. 374.

Education, JTemale : first girls' schools in
India, i. 199 ; in AVest Africa, ii. 99, 102, iii.

376, 381; female education in India, i, 317,
ii. 161, 162, 181, 525, 549, iii. 153, 177; in
Ceylon, iii. 538 ; in Japan, iii. 599, 604. See
III.so Schools, Training.

Education, Government, in India : its begin-
nings, i. 302 ; Sir C. Wood's despatch of 1854,
ii. 157, 239—243

; J. Thomason's schools, h.
239; C.M.S. memorial, ii. 242; aid to C.M.S.
Santal schools, ii. 160, 246; grants-in-aid, ii.

240, 531 ; Edwardes and La^vlence, ii. 247—
251 ; imperfections of Government system,
iii. 140 ; Lord Ripon's Commission, ui. 141

;

bad effects without religion, ii. 502.
Education, in Indian Missions .- Dufif's plans
and work, i. 302—311 ; first C.M.S. schools,
i. 121, 194, 195 ; St. John's College, Agra, ii.

168; Robert Money School, Bombay, i. 317,
ii. 172 ; Harris School, Madras, ii. 177 ; Noble
School, Masulipatam, i. 328, ii. 178, 547

;

Cottayam College, i. 326, ii. 191 ; Peshawar
High School, ii. 275; Kandy Cohege, ii. 284,
iii. 539 ; Boarding Schools, iii. 153, 473

;

Madras Christian College, ui. 163, 496;
" Borderers " as a result of Mission Colleges,
ii. 514—518, iii. 475 ; education as an evan-
gelistic agency, ii. 528—530 ; debate at Allah-
abad, ii. 535; C.M.S. and the controversy,
iii. 474, 496 ; results in conversions, i. 196,
307, 308, ii. 160, 165, 174, 264, 530, iii. 146, 106
167, 539, 544.

Education, "National" and "British," i 194
Edward VI., iii. 20.

Edward, Uganda convert, iii. Ill, 417.
Edwardes, Sir Herbert, ii. 34, 46, 197, 198 200

379, 380, 488—490, 529, 568, iii. 70, 156, 75o',

806 ; on Henry LaviTence, ii. 199 ; apiiointed
to Peshawar, ii. 208, 209 ; on Afghan Mission,
ii. 213 ; preservation of the Pushtu Scrip-
tures, ii. 212; on " Our Indian EmiJire," ii.

218 ; home honours for, ii. 231 ; Anniv. speak-
er, ii. 46, 232, 384 ; on Government poliev in
India, ii. 237, 246—251, 260; and theDer'ajat

Mission, ii. 277, 278; on C.M.S. and Zenana
Societies, ii. 398 ; on education without re-
Ugion, ii. 504 ; and Dilawar Khan, ii. 567 ;

Mission, to Kashmir, ii. 573 ; death, ii. 336
;

Edwardes High School, Peshawar, iii. 147.
Edwards, President, Life of Brainerd, i. 27, 81.
Edwards, Bp. A. G., iii. 271.
Edwards, Dr. C. S., iii. 358, 732.
Edwards, Thomas, iii. 161.

Edwards, Miss, Hardingham, iii. 322.
Edwards, Miss Martha. See Weitbrecht, Mrs.
Edwards (Camb. undergrad.), iii. 33.

Edyengudi, iii. 172, 503.

Effendi, Rev. M., ii. 154, iii. 114.

Efiendi, Selim (Rev. E. WilHams), ii. 74, 154,
iii. 114.

Effendi, Abdi, iii. 114.

Effingham, Earl of, i. 373.
Egan, ii. 451.

Egbas, The, i. 456, 458, ii. 103, 118, 434, 439,
440, 441. See Abeokuta, Yoruba.

Egede, Hans, hi& work in Greenland, i. 26.
Egerton, Sir R., hi. 127.

Egypt, "Fathers of St. Francis" in, i. 223;
C.M.S. in, i. 227, 228, 263, 350, 351, ii. 140,
148, iii. 114; re-occupied, iii. 123, 266; new
work in, iii. 514, 515, 522, 530, 746—748;
Medical Missions, iii. 661 ; Last Four Years,
iii. 746—750

;
present view, iii. 807.

Ehemann, C. F., ii. 99.

Eighteenth Century and the Evangelical Re-
vival, i. 31-44.

El Azhar, P. F. Adeney on, iii. 747.
El Lejah, iii. 120.

'EAaxio-TOTcpo?, anonymous founder, China
Fund, i. 472.

Elgin, Lord, ii. 301, 302, 483, 488, 598, iii. 486.
Ehas, Babu, iii. 466.

Eliot, Dean, iii. ^02, 645, 666.

Eliot, John, missionary to the Red Indians, i.

20, 85, iii. 648.

Ehzabeth, Queen, i. 46, 51,

Elland Society, i. 62, 204.

EUenborough, Lord, ii. 223, 229, 234, 237, 238,
246, 251, 252, 254, 531.

Elhcott, Bp., ii. 24, 344, 456, iii. 271 ; Co7ii-

nieiitari/, i. 7 ; Anniv. speaker, iii. 69.
Ellington, J. W., iii. 622.

Ellington, W., iii. 165, 192.
Ellinwood, Dr., iii. 649.

Elliott Tuxford School, ii. 181, 543.
Elliott, Sir Chas., i. 70, ii. 233, iii. 486 ; Anniv.

speaker, iii. 3C2, 756.

Elliott, Dr. R., iii. 194, 518, 523.
Elhott, Mr. C, i. 70, 266, ii. 42.

Elliott, C. J., and the Chrintian OljKerver, ii.

656.

Elliott, E. B., i. 70, 141 ; Horce Ajmcalypticte, i.

284, ii. 274.

Elliott, H. v., i. 70, 141, 374, ii. 57, 78, 229, 233
;

Anniv. preacher, ii. 42 ; death, ii. 336.
Elhott, Charlotte, ii. 540.

Elliott, Miss E. S., Editor of Juvenile In-
sfructor, ii. 51, iii. 65, 798.

Ellis, F. T., iii. 528.

Ellis, W., L.M.S. missionarj^, Madagascar, i.

60, ii. 473, 474, 477.

Ellore, iii. 165 ; High School at, ii. 529, 530.
EUwanger, Miss L., ii. 47, iii. 367.
EUwood, J. P., ii. 395, iii. 130, 461, 480, 761.

Elmslie, Dr., ii. 394, 532, 643, iii. 145; in Kash-
mii", u. 574; Bp. Cotton on, ii. 574 ; R. Clark
on, h. 576 ; death, ii. 336, 554, 576.

Elm.slie, Mrs., iii. 145.

Elphinstone, Mountstuart, ii. 489.
Elverson, Miss, iii. 369, 528.

Elwes, Archdn., iii. 488.
Elvrin, A., ii. 395, 587, iii. 559, 574.

Elwin, E. H., iii. 706, 723.

Elwin, Fountain, ii. 378 ; a founder of Bristol
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Association, 1. 130 ; Hon. Life Governor, i.

2-12
; preiiehes Anniv. sermon, i, 242, 2W.

Klw-in, W. H., iii. Wd.
Ely, Bji. of. See Browne.
Kmancipiition Bill piissed, i. 281.

Kmery, An-luln., ii. 'A'u , :«!(), Hfil.

Kmin 1'nshn and the Miilidi, iii. .•JiJO.

Emmanuel Colloiro, I'rinco Albert, iii. 020.

England, T. S., iii. Wl, 732.

England, last century, described by J. R.
Green, i. at; a dark period, i. 41; gradual
e.xi)«iiHion, i. 51 ; state at the Peace of 1815,

i. 117; period of 1824—1811, i. 27t)—278

;

accession of Queen Victoria, i. 271 ;
year

18U eventful in its history, i. 367 ; revolu-
tions !iiid anxieties of 1848, i. 487; period of
18(>0— ls7(), ii. 339.

English Church Union, ii. 348, 352, iii. 7.

Eiifflish Churchman : its Protestant tone, iii.

280 ; on the Lambeth " Advice," iii. 527.

English llearfs and Em/lish Hands, ii. 32.

English River, ii. 330, 609.

Eng-teh, Sing, iii. 221, 222.

Enraght, R. \V., Imprisonment of, iii. 6.

Ensor, G., ii. 62, 33(1, iii. 234, 6W, 652, 689; first

Oh. of Eng. missionary to Japan, ii. 393,
600—()02, 604; Anniv. speaker, iii. 69; on
Chinese translation, iii. 574 ; on the Hunan
pamphlets, iii. 580.

Entwistle, Miss, iii. 370, 772, 794.

Ephraim (John xi. 54) visited by Canon Tris-

tram, iii. 120.

Episcopal Cliurchcs in Scotland, i. 380.

Ei)isco])ate, Tlie, Colonial and Missionary, i,

404—126; establislnnent of Bishopric of Cal-
cutta, i. 103 ; of Madras and Bombay, i.

299; of Australia, i. 35!) ; of N.Z., i. 415"; of
Guiana, Colombo, ic, i. 418 ; of Jeru.';alem,

i. 419—422 ; of Victoria, Hong Kong, i. 473 ;

of Rupert's Land, ii. 15, 313 ; of Sierra Leone,
ii. 15, 121 ; of Mauritius, ii. 15, 408 ; of
Labunn, ii. 15 ; of Natal, ii. 15 ; of Central
Africa, ii. 19-21 ; of Wellington, Nelson, &c.,
ii.91; of Melanesia, ii. 95; of Madagascar, ii.

477—481 ; of Noi'th China, ii. 594 ; of Lahore,
iii. 150; of Travancore and Cochin, iii. IKi

;

of Moosonee, Athaljasca, Saskatchewan, iii.

238 ; of Caledoiua, iii. 250 ; of .Terusalom
(revived), iii. 277; of Western Equatorial
Africa, iii. 398 ; of Eastern Equatorial
Africa, iii. 108; of Chota Nagi)ore, iii. 487;
of 'rinnevell.y, iii. 488 ; of West China, iii.

iii. 578; of Japan, iii. 590; of Kiu-shiu and
Hokkaido, iii. 013 ; of Qu'AppcUe, Calgary,
Mackenzie River, Selkirk, iii. 617 ; of Mom-
basa anil Uganda, iii. 731, 735 ; of Osaka
and South Tokio, iii. 775. See Bishops and
Bishoprics.

Epoch of 1880—1882, iii. 254.

Era of Progress, A New, iii. 292—313.
Erasmus writes his " Treatise on Preaching,"

i. 18.

Erastianism, Colonial Church Chronicle on, ii,

590.

Erhardt, J. J., i. 376, 494, ii. 72, iii. 130, 473 ; mis-
sionary to East Africa, ii. 128, 129, 135; his

map. ii. 136, 137, 138; at Secundi'a, ii. 26-1;

at Bhagalpur, ii. 166.

Krromanga, John WilUams killed at, i, 377.

Erskine, Mr. Justice, i. 373.

Erskine, Dr., i. 60.

Eskimo, Sir J. Franklin's appeals, i. 246
;

Bompas and McDonald among the, ii. 609
;

I'erk .sent to, iii. 36, 245, 625, 027 ; Canham's
Mission to, iii. 262; Stringer among, iii.

621; Lofthouse among, iii. 625, 626 ;
present

view, iii. 810.

r.sf,,!is and Kevieirs, ii. 3441-341, 352, 490;
J. W. Knott and, ii. 405; J, C. Rvle on, ii.

455.

Esther, Queen, A Mission in the country of,

iii. 124.

Etches, Miss, iii. 094, 695.
Et Tur, Miss Attlee at, iii. 528.
Ethiopia, Christianity in, i. 8, 14.

Ethiopic translations, i. 119.

Europe overspread l)y heresy, i. 9 ; at close of
eighteenth century, i. 41 , 64, 71 ; overthrow of
Najjoleon, i. 116, il7; state of, in 1830 and
in 1843, i. 270, 187.

Eustace, Dr. M., iii. 476, 479.

Kusufzai District, ii. 568.

Euthanasia, The, of a Mission, ii. 411, 412, 4'5,

417, 416.

Evangelicals aiid the Evangelical Movement

:

The Eighteenth Century and the Evangelical
Revival, i. 31-41; its rise, i. 34; methods, i. 36;

cleavages, i. 36; Evangelicals di.stinct from
Methodists and Puritans, i. 38; Evangeli-
calism dominant P i. 38 ; opposition bitter, i.

39; "serious" Churchmen, i. 39, 59; Pitt's

opinion, i. 39 ;
proprietary chapels, i. M),

70; Clanham Sect, i. 41-41; men of light

and leading, i. 41 ; the second generation,
i. 41; only one dignitary among them, i.

41; Eclectic Society, i. 60-61; subject of

Foreign Missions, i. 60, 63 ;
" What can ire

do?" i. 63; an innovation, i. 63 ; Christian

Observer, i. 63 ; lectureships, i. 70 ; Ob-
jections to lay missioiuiries, i. 72 ;

" The
blue riband," "

i. 76; Evangelicalism and
Calvinism, i. 137; Evangelical truth de-

fended when necessary, i. 151 ; Evangelicals

and Bp. Middleton, i. 186; Church reform,

i. 274; early Communion, i. 274; new services,

i. 274 ; Exeter Hall ojiened, i. 277 ;
divisions,

i. 281—285, iii. 279, 335; the Oxford Move-
ment, i. 285—289 ; the Gorham controversy,

ii. 4-6; attitude towards revival of

Convt)cation, ii. 10 ; ro.yal supremacy, ii. 10 ;

Church Developments, 1849—1861, ii. 22-

34; Shaftesbury Bps.,ii. 23, 2-1; gi-eat move-

ment in 1856, ii. 26 ; the Mildniay Conference,

ii. 30 ; revival in England in 1800, u. 32 ;

the Queen favours Evangelical views, n.

113; IsUngt(m Meetings, h. 353, 111. 10, 281. ;

18.56-(iO movement results, ii. 337 ;
Rational-

istic controver.sy, ii. :«l-346 :
Rituahstio

controversies, ii. 346-3.53,iii. 5-7 ;
the ( hurch

.\ssociatiou, ii. 34«, iii. 280; Evaiigehcal

attitude, ii. 353,498; the"Neo-Evangehcals,

iii 9; Theological Halls, in. 10; the li'[ord

iii 11 276 2stt; Evana-eUstic and Spiritual

Movements, iii. 20-34, 283-291 ;
Kvangehcals

and Church controversies, in. 2/S)—-8., /ihi

701 • Ryle on secession, m. 282 ;
Kitimi

crisis of" 1883, iii. 279; "those old, despised,

mi^'hty Evangelicals." iii. 320; the cause

helped by hvnins, iii. 803 ;
orthodoxy power-

less without siiiritualUy, 111. 804.

Evangelical Alliance, i. 379, 11. o09.

Ev«ii>'elistic and Si>iritual Movements, u. _--

:U.356,iii. 20-34, 283-291.
. ,--^.,

Evan-'chsts, Associated, in India, 111. 4(d, /t>_.

Evangelization of the W<irld : two purposes,

i 5 7 not necessarily its conversion, i. o, ni.
""

656 'work of the first Christians, i. ;
" The

Acts'" on the, i. 6; an ebb-tide m the

fifteenth century, i. 15; effect of the Re-

formation, i. 10 ; state of the world 10<)

years ago, i. 31 ; Eclectic discussions, i.

i>2-64 ;
denominatioualism necessary, i. 61

;

"in tliis generation," i. 247, iii. 645, 6.56;

and consecration, iii. 289 ; S.V.M.U. watch-

word, iii. 656, 690; Archbp. Temple on,

iii. 68-1; Lambeth Conference of 1897 on,

iii" 687 ;
" The Church, the Society, and the

Cause," iii. 683—701; effect of controversy,

jii. 700; evangelization of the world not by
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Anglican Commimion, iii. 811; evangeliza-
tion more important than organization, iii.

813; opportunities increasing, iii. 81-1 ; "iBe-
spice, Circumspice, Pro^nce," iii. 800—818.

JSvangeline, missionary ship, iii. 251.

Evans, Rev. J., inventor Syllabic Sj'stem, ii.

326.

Evans, Mr., ii. 107.

Evans, W., i. 373.

Evening services, introcluced by Evangelicals,
i. 40 ; objected to, i. 59, 134 ; in cathedrals, ii.

29.

Hoer Westward, iii. 573.

Every, C, ii. 77, 188.
" Everything but converts," iii. 139.

"Evidences," Bp. Portens on the, i. 216;
Paley's, ii. 64.

Evington, Bp. H., iii. 47, 48, 235, 4^)1, 589, 596,

613, 687, 774.

Ewart, Dr., i. 332.

Exeter, Bp. of. See Bickersteth, Philpotts,
Temple.

Exeter Hall : opened, i. 277 ; "i^L\o.B(k<i)ia. " and—" amendments," i. 277, 278, 342 ; Sir James
Ste]ihen on,i. 278; Nigerscheme inaugurated
by Prince Albert, i. 453; Sunday Evening
Services, ii. 28 ; Special India Meeting, 1858,
ii. 229 ;

purchased for Y.M.C.A., iii. 27
;

China Inland Meeting, iii. 285 ; Earl Cairns's
Meeting, iii. 318 ; East and AVest Africa
Farewell Meeting, iii. 364 ; Valedictory Meet-
ings, iii. 372, 707 ; Meetings for Bps. Tucker,
&c., iii. 4*)1, 437 ; the Hwa-sang Prayer
Meeting, iii. 585. See also Anniversaries.

Exhibitions, Missionary, iii. 65, 306, 666, 696.
Expenditure, in development of new Missions,

i. 87,481 ; in first half-century, how divided,
i. 481 ; on home organization, i. 481 ; in rela-
tion to income, i. 483

;
policy of retrench-

ment, ii. 378, iii. 51, 255; policy of extension,
iii. 262—266, 292; pohcy of faith, iii. 333,
677—679; deficit of 1897, in. 709. See also
Accounts, Finance, Income, and Chap.
I.XXXIII.

Extension and Enlargement Fund, iii. 262,
266.

Ej'ton-Jones, H. M., iii. 359, 567, 795.

Fabkicius, i. 25.

Fairburn, W., i. 357.

Fairford, i. 363, 364, ii. 314, 330.

Faith of Islam, by E. Sell, iii. 512.

Faith, Pohcy of, ii. 36, in. 333, 677—679,
PaithfuU, Mrs. J. A., iii. 692.

Faji, ii. 445.

Falaba, iii. 722.
Fall, J. W., iii. 359, 546.

Falloon (Camb. vuidergrad.) , iii. 33.

Fallscheer, C.,iii. 121, 517.

Family prayers at Aiyansh, iii. 637.

Famine : orphans at Agra, i. 313 ; at Benares,
i. 313; in Bengal, iii. 127; North-West, Cen-
tral and Southern Provinces, India, iii. 172,
754 ; Gond country, iii. 755 ; Ireland, i. 378

;

Orissa, ii. 483 ; Persia, iii. 124 ; China, iii.

223.

"Far, far away, in heathen darkness dwell-
ing," iii. 803.

" Far West, The : the Church among the
Red Indians," iii. 238.

Farish, Prof.W., at Cambridge, i. 141 ; preaches
Anniv. sermon, i. 242 ; as Committee mem-
ber, i. 256.

Farish, James, Bombay, i. 372, ii. 372, 379,
489 497.

Farmer, William, i. 376, 473, 474.

Farquhar, Sir Walter R., i. 372, 432.
Farquhar, Dr. T., ii. 208, 209. 489.
Farrar, A. S., iii. 377.

Faxrar, C. P., i. 317.

Farrar, Dean F. W., i, 317, iii. 302, 653.
Fashoda, iii. 749.
" Fathers of St. Francis" in Egj-j^t, i. 223,
Faulkner, V., ii. 442, 445, iii. 380.
Faulkner, Miss, Biography of Bp. Hill, iii,

553.

Favell, Archtbi., iii. 798.

Favre, Ernest, iu. 691.
Favvcett, Rev. J., of Carlisle, i. 206, 476;

elected on Committee and iwesent at the
Jubilee, i. 70, 494; cannot find candidates,
i. 73 ; death, ii. 39.

Fazl-i-Haqq, ii. 568, 570.
Fearnley, M., ii. 62, 63, 294, 308.
Featherston, Dr., Mr. Fox, and Mr. Fitzher-

bert, " the three F.'s," ii. 629.

February Simultaneous Meetings, iii. 316 ; ar-
ranged, iii. 324; held, iii. 326 ; oilers inspired,
iii. 327 ; the Gleaners' Union, in. 327, 328

;

C. W. A. Clarke's oiler, iii. 329; in Ireland
and London, iii. 330 ; imitated by American
Presljyterians, iii. 330 ; special thankoffering
funds, iii. 331 ; Second Series, iii. 665.

Felkin, R. W., iii. 48; accepted for Uganda,
iii. 103 ; Mtesa's envoys, iii. 106.

Fell, Mr., British Consul at Lokoja, ii. 459.

Female Education Society, i. 377, 466, ii. 398,
510, 531, iii. 367 ; in Cliina, i. 471, iii. 219,
227, 232, 562, 563, 566, 570, 574 ; iu Japan, iii.

236, 589, 596, 603, 604 ; in Palestine, iii. 116,
529, 706, 752.

"Female Education Society," Ladies', Cal-
cutta, i. 317, ii. 162.

Fenn, C. C, i. 233, ii. 206, iii. 41, 44, 51, 260,
263, 293, 342, 652 ; becomes a missionary, ii.

62, 63; in Ceylon, ii. 281, 282; appointed Sec.
C.M.S. ii. 373 ; Venn's opinion of him, ii. 62,

375, 376 ; writes Report, ii. 373, 376,
iii. 38; on a candidate's fitness, ii. 392;
C. C. F.'s career, iii. 38 ; the Ceylon
controversy, iii. 206, 208 ; Ceylon Corre-
sponding Committee, iii. 338, 339 ; on Native
Churches, India, iii. 492 ; N.-W. America,
iii. 616 ; visit to Ceylon, iii. 542 ; on the
opium question, in. 576; on "Western
Ways," ui. 653; retirement, iii. 679.

Fenn, David, i. 233 ; ii. 34, 62, 63, 71, 498, 527,

545, ui. 117, 165, 180, 264, 459 ; becomes a
missionary, ii. 62 ; appointed to Tinnevelly
Itinerancy, ii. 188, 190 ; Anniv. speaker, ii.

384 ; in Mauritius, ii. 468 ; on missionary
bishoprics, iii. 13 ; appeal for University
men, iii. 49 ; Anniv. speaker, iii. 69 ; Sec. at
Madras ; death ; memorial in Madras Chris-
tian College, iii. 164.

Fenn, Joseph, in Travancore, i. 115, 201, 232,

233 ; as Committee member, i. 256 ; Anniv.
speaker, i. 263 ; the Telugu Mission, i. 327

;

Anniv. preacher, ii. 42 ; death, in. 43.

Fenn, J. F., i. 233 ; death, iii. 295.

Fenn, T. F., i. 233.

Ferguson, W., ii. 488, 489.

Ferris, Dr., ii. 599, iii. 14.

Festing, Bp., iii. 271.

Field, Sir J., ii. 384, 509, iii. 360.

Field, C. H. A., iii. 360.

Field, J., in. 47, 256, 380, 538, 632,

Figgis, J. B., iii. 286.

Fiji Islands, W.M.S. in, i. 377.

Filipo, Uganda convert, iii. 111.

"Finances, The Society's," i. 475—485; "Mis-
sions, Men, Money," in. 35-53; Rev. G.
Chapman on the Society's Financial Sys-
tem, ii. 378 ; Expenditure and Income, iii.

815; more means required, iii. 815. See
also Accounts, Collections, Contributions,
Expenditm-e, Income, and Chaps, lxxxiii.,
CII.

"Finished Course, The," i. 173—181.
Fiuuimore, A. K., iii, 357, 649.
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Pishbourne, Capt., ii. 297.
Kisher, F., ii. 219.
Fishei-, Henrj', i. 197, 198.
Fisher, A. 15., iii. MS, -lo.S.

Fisher, A. T., iii. 47.
Fisk, Rev. G.,i. -178.

Fisoii, C. F., iii. 070.
Fitch, K. A., iii. 3.59, 11)9, W?2.
Fitch, Mrs. K. A., iii. Wl.
Fitch, Miss C, iii. 308, l.'i2.

Fitzu-eralil, Hon. K., i. 107.
Fitzherbert, Mr., ii. 13.
Fitzherbert, Mr., Mr. Fox, and Dr. Feather-

ston, " the thi-ee F.'s "
ii. 029.

Fitzpatrick, T. H., ii. -KJ, 48, 08, 69 ; a Dublin
recruit, ii. 68 ; Valedictory Meetintj ii 282 •

at Multan, ii. 200, 208, 275 ; converts, ii. 50o!
561, 568; death, ii. 550.

Fitzpa trick, Mrs., ii. 551, iii. 145.
Fitzpatrick, T. H., iuu., iii. .300.
Fitzroy, Capt., i. 435—437, 4-39.

F.jellstcdt, P., at Smyrna, i. 350.
Flad, Mr., iii. 93.
Fle.s'el, Mr., iii. 381.
Flemins:, G. T., iii. 538, 708.
Fleming, T. H., ii. 320, 321.
Flemino-, T. S., ii. 311, 582.
Fletcher of Madeley, i. 35, 37.
Fletcher, T. 15., iii." i;38, 745, 792.
Flood, S., i. 177.
Foley, E. W., i. 372.
Fong Yat Sau, iii. 772.
Foodfor Rpjlecfion, by Dr. Koelle, iii. 114.
Foote, Capt., ii. 117.
Forlies, Commander, ii. 108.
Force-.Tones, R., iii. 743.
Ford, Mr. S. H., i. 357.
Ford, Sir Theodore T., ii. 177.
Fordyce, Rev. .John, ii. 162.
Fiireiyii Missiom and Uom- Culla, iii. 783
Forman, C. W., ii. 206, 488, 563, 576, iii 15'

489, 755.

Formosa, Bp. Alford proposes new Society for,
li. 588; Nippon Sei-kokvvai missiouai-'v iii'
778.

Forster, Dr., iii. 86.
Forster, W. R., iti. 89, 92.
Forster, W. M., i. 255.
Forsyth, Sir D., ii. 488, 489, 573.
rorfnightli/ Review, Articles by Canon Isaac

Taylor, Lii. 348.
" Forward Steps," i. 107—128.
Forts

:
Alexander, ii. 319 ; Chipe\\'yan, ii. 324

ni. 247; Francis, iii. 241 ; Georsje, iii. 625 •

Good Hope, ii. 324 ; Liard, ii. 324 ; McPher-
son, ii. 324, iii. 217,622; Norman, ii 3'>4
ui. 247; Felly, ii. 319, 330; Pitt, iii. 2is'-
Rae, lii. 247; Resolution, iii. 247; Rupert'
iii. 249; Simpson (Mackenzie), ii. .321, iii'

217 ; Simpson (British Columbia), ii. 014 6I7'
021, iii. 636

; Y(jrk, i. 362, 303, ii.315, 322'33o'
606, iii. 211, 1)25, (i20 ; Yukon, ii. 325, 330

Foss, Bp., iii. 234, 589, ft44, 770.
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first Valedictory Meeting, i. 84.
Foster, Miss, iii. 232, 500.
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Foulkes, T., ii. 291.
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Fountain, Mr., Baptist missionary, i. 96.
" Foui- Last Years Abroad," iii. 721—779
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Fowler, Sir R., Lord Mayor, iii. 75, 304
Fox, C. A., iii. 285, 286, 334.
Fox, Sir Charles Douglas, iii. 44, 259, .333.
Fox, C. J., i. 41 ; sympathy with the aboli-

tionists, i. 49 ; Ids death, i. 93.
Fox, G. T., ii. .50, iii. 30, 25 ; account of Lord
Chichester's couver.sion, i. 357; death, iii. 295,

^'Ix' fr- 5" ^"- 283. 305, 705, 719; son of Rev.
H. W. Fox, ii.58; Valedictory addresses, iii.
49,265; as Assoc. Sec, iii. 02 ; Special Mis-
sioner, iii. 332, 497, 499, 500, 759 ; in Palestine
lu. o27

; Congress speeches, iii. &tl, 645
•'

appomted Sec, i. 501, iii. .585, 680; (m the
Pohcy of Faith, iii. 815; and of Oppor-
timism, iii. 817.

Fox, Mrs. H. E., iii. 692.
Fox, H. W., i. 264, 328, 308, 375, 370 491 .50]

503, ii. 50, 00, 06, 026, iii. 689 ; his 'care'er ii'
56-58; Col. R. Marsh Hughes, ii. 204 382-
death, i. 501.
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378, 379, 382.

'
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•
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Fox, Miss E. S., iii. 778.
Fox, Miss Isabella, ii. 50.
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309, in. 565 ; (iermany, ii. 339, 593.

'
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Frankhn, Sir John, i. 2iC>, ii. 315.
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Fraser, Bp., ii. 380, iii. 7, 271.
Fraser, D., iii. 655.
Fraser, W. Newb.y, iii. 675.
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Frederick IV., King of Denmark, i. 24, 26, 5"'

Frederick William of Prussia, i. 419, 4<;8. ii'
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Fredericton, see founded, i. 409.
Freeman, Lieut.-Col., iii. 359.
Freeman, Mr., Methodist missionary, i. 458
Freemasons' Hall, Meetings at, i. 113, 114 115
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'

Fremantle, Dean AV. H., iii. 37.
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;
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Fukuzawa, iii. 598.
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Fyson, Mrs., iii. 736,
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Gainsborough, Earl of, i. 373.

Gaiumtkwa, Stephen, iii. 635,
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Garratt, Mr. W. A., i. 255, 373.
Garrett, J. G., iii. 48, 264, 538, 539, 544.

Garrioch, A., iii. 246, 628.
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^Mission at, iii. 528, 752 ; Conference at, iii.

519 ; women's work at, iii. 752.

Gbebe, ii. 451, 453.
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Gedge, J. W., ii. 624.
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Gedge, Sydney, Rev., iii. 44, 294, 369.
Gell, Bp. F., of Madi-as, i. 501, ii. 25, 360, .500,
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Brotherton, S.P.G. missionary, ii. 545

;
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;
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tion, iii. 763.

Gell, Philip, i. 143, 476.
George IV., i. 211, 247.

George, Prince, of Wales, iii. 121.
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George, Minatzakan, iii. 516.
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157, 163, 170, 185, 200, 213, 263, 314, 316, 320,
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lis, 151, 165, 393, 413, 417, 434, iii. 130, 456, 517,
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731.
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263. See Basle, Berhn, Gossner, Rhenish.
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Missions of, i. 19; C.M.S. and Protestant
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Africa, iii. 421, 432, 435.

Gezo, King of Dahomey, ii. 108.
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Ghauts, Southern, iii. 187.

Ghaziabad, ii. 236.

Ghose, Bhola Nath, iii. 144.

Ghose, Jadu Bindu, iii. 131, 1.36.

Ghose, Mohesh Chunder, i. 307, 308.

Gibbon, i. 33.

Gibbon, Canon, ii. 377 ; as Assoc. Sec, iii. 62

;

Keswick letter, iii. 670.
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Gibbon, H., iii. 752.
Giberne, Mss C C, i. 324', ii. 177.
Gibraltar, see founded, i. 4<i9.

Gibraltar, Bp. of. See Trower.
Gifu, Earthquake at, iii. 607.
Gilbert & Riving-ton, i. 191.

Gilbert, Bp., i. 395.
Gilbert, Nathaniel, i. 8S, 156.

Gilder, Col., iii. C20.
Gill, Dr., i. -126.

Gill, C. H., iii. 331, 359, 475, 7C6.
Gill, W. H., iii. 706.
Gilmour, i. 60.

Gilpm, Mr., iii. 75.
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letter, iii. 670, C72.
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Giriama converts, iii. 88, 90, 92.
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Gisborne, T., i. 43, 93.

Gisborne, N.Z., ii. 633, iii. 553, 554.
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ii. 20, 158, 252, 301, 302, 492, iii. 76, 126, 127,

276, 304, 314, 387, 635, 667, 758 ; C.P.A.S. and
A.C.S., i. 275 ; the Jerusalem Bishopric, i.

419—422, ii. 147 ; opposes Ecclesiastical Titles
Bill, ii. 7; Convocation re\dval, ii. 10, 11;
Colonial Churches, ii. 13, 88, 96; cause of
withdrawal from C.M.S., ii. 52 ; appointment
of Dr. Temple Bp. of Exeter, ii. 346 ; loss of
influence with the Church, iii. 5 ; the P.W.R.
Bill, iii. 6 ; Moody and Sankey, iii. 26

;

appointment of Archbp. Benson, iii. 269

;

other episcopal appointments, iii. 271

;

the Uganda question, iii. 443 ; the opium
trade, iii. 575.

Glanvill, F., iii. 47, 256, 538, 699.
Glasbury Assoc, i. 130.

Glasgow Missionary Society, i. GO, 354.
" Gleaner 23,234," a generous gift, iii. 677.
Oleaner, The Chnreh Missionury, ii. 50, 51, iii.

65, 798 ; revival in new form, iii. 66, 660

;

circulation, iii. 329, 691; illustrations by
Matthew Tai, iii. 230.

Gleaner, The, a missionary magazine at
Malacca, i. 466.

Gleaners' Union, The, an outcome of first

F.S.M., iii. 327; founded, iii. 327— 329;
annual meetings, iii. 333, 664, 665, S93 ; Bp.
Hill and Mrs. Bishop at Auniv., 1893, iii.

664; Uganda crisis averted, iii. 439, 604;
volunteer lady helpers, iii. fitjii ; rapid growth.
iii. 663 ; Committee and officers, iii. 664

;

work at Malta and in the Soudan, iii. 664

;

transferred to Central Department, iii. 693
;

Library and librarians, iii. 693; essential
work in parishes, iii. 693 ; followed by other
societies, iii. 693.

Glenelg, Lord (Charles Grant the younsrer), i.

54, 81, 241, 273, 281, 293, 294, 296, 298, 373, 453,
ii. 157 ; winner of the 13uchanan prize,
i. 97 ; the East India Company, 1. 104, 294

;

V.-P. C.M.S., i. 256 ; Anniv. speaker, i. 262 ;

President of Board of Control, i. 273, 293
;

Rev. D. Wilson as Bp. of Calcutta, i.

292 ; the Juggernaut despatch e\aded, i.

295; communication between England and
India, i. 297 ; Biu\tt)n on, as Colonial Secre-
tary, i. 452, 453.

Glurioiis Land, iii. 570.

Gloucester, Bp. of. See Bethell, EUicott, Monk,
Ryder.

Gl.iucester, Duke of, i. 95, 338.

Gloucester, Sierra Leone, i. 179, ii. 445.

Glover, Sii' John, ii. 108; Hausa and Yoruba
corps, ii. 429 ; Governor, Lagos, ii. 435—4-37,

439—442, 449, 452.

Glyn, Rev. Carr J., i. 395, iii. 797.

Glynn, Rev. S., i. 395.
Gmehn, P., iii. 130, i34.

Gnosticism of the Babis, iii. 753.

Goa, ancient Chiu'ch submits to Rome, i. 231

;

inquisition at, i. 18 ; Xavier at, i. 231.
Gobat, Bp., iii. 115, 119, 121, 517, 528; on

Pratt, i. 237 ; sent to Egj-pt, i. 350 ; a re-
markable " Instruction," i. 352 ; voyage
to Abyssinia, i. 352 ; a Basle C.M.S. mis-
sionary, i. 263 ; Anniv. speaker, i. 263 ; at
Islington College, ii. 71 ; Industrial Mission,
Abyssinia, ii. 135 ; apjjointment, ii. 140 ; or-
dination and consecration, ii. 141 ; assailed,
ii. 143, 146; his pohcy, ii. 145; on C.M.S.
policy, ii. 147 ; at Lambeth Conference, ii.

363; diocesan stations adopted by C.AI.S.,
iii. 36 ; influence upon education, ui. 116

;

Mohammedan Missions, iii. 117; death, iii.

121 ; Life, i. 350. See Jerusalem, Palestine.
Gobat, Mrs., iii. 121.

Godavari Mission, iii. 192, 195, 329. See
Dummagudem

.

Godda, H. W. Shackell at, iii. 190,
Goderich, Lord, i. 343, 361.
Goe, Bp., iii. 264, 280; retort to Lord Salis-
bury, iii. 5 ; at Islmgton Clerical meeting,
iii. 10; Anniv. speaker, iii. 69, 72; the
F.S.M., ui. 326; as Committee member, iii.

336.

Gold Coast chaplain supported by S.P.G., i.

145.

Gold Coast, S.P.G. Mission to the, i. 24.
Goldie, Sir G. T., iii. 726.
Goldie, Miss, iii. 568.
Goldingham, Mr. J., memlier of C.M.S. Com-
mittee, i. 327, ii. 379; and the Telugu
Mission, i. 328.

Goldsmid, Sir F., iii. 652.
Goldsmith, H. D., ii. 62, iii. 47, -18, 165, 472.
Goldsmith, M. G., ii. 62, 336, 393, iii. 143, 165,

479.

Golhner, C. A., i. 376, 458, ii. 72, 106, 107, 109,
118, 434, 442, 445, 646.

Golhner, C. H. V., iii. 380.

GoUock, Miss, iii. 506, 655, 660, 662, 664, 694,
695, 699, 703, 758.

Gollock, Miss M. C, iii. 694.
Gomalty, Grant's mission at, i. 54.

Gonds, The, ii. 533, iii. 801; Missions to the, iii.

191, 194, 195 ; Dr. G. Smith on the, iii. 194

;

work and workers among the, iii. 467, 408;
evangelists for the, in. 476; famine, iii.

755.

Gondwana and its tribes, iii. 191.
Good, Dr. J. M., as Committee member, i. 255.
Good, T., ii. 289, 395, iii. 538.
Good, Mss, iii. 481.
Oood Wordif, i. 54, ii. 507.

Goodall, Mrs., iii. 236, 597, 603.
Goodall, Miss, iii. 369, 371, 372, 381, 6.33, 727,

786, 787.

Goode, Dean W., ii. 24, 336, 365, 654.
Goode, F., Anniv. preacher, i. 259, 284, ii. 387.
Goode, W., i. 63, 79, 133, ii. 365; at St.
Anne's, Blackfriars, i. 43 ; the Eclectic So-
ciety, i. 63, 64; on first C.M.S. Committee, i.

69 ; its first meeting-place, his study, i. 73,
111; Anniv. preacher, i. 79, 112; Hon. Life
Governor, i. 111.

Goodman, A. E., iii. 480, 761.
Goodwin, Bp. H., ii. 380, iii. 271, 667; and the

Palestine inquiiy, iii. 525.

Goodwin, Mrs., iii. 660.

Goodwyn, Miss, iii. 704.

Goodyear, W., iii. 47, 552.

Gopiuath Nimdi, Duff's third convert baptizetl,
i. 308.

Gorakhpur Mission, R. M. Bird's work, i. 297,
313 ; Rev. H. Stern, ii. 263 ; school, ii. 555

;

baptisms, iii. 761.
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Gordon, Gen. C. G., ii. 20G, iii. 82, 95, 90, 1(»3,

276, 304, 314, 319, 320, 422, 814; in Cliina,

ii. 311; receives Nyanza missionaries, iii.

103, 104 ; in Palestine, iii. 518, 519 ;
" Gordon

asks for the prayers of the English people,"
iii. 520.

Gordon, Su* Arthur, ii. 10, 471.

Gordon, Dr., iii. 649.

Gordon, E. C, iii. 47, 111, 112, 264, 319, 320, 402,

403, 416, 420, 452, 662, 737.

Gordon, G. Iil., ii. 393, 399, ui. 642 ; his career,
ii. 408 ; at Madi-as, ii. 527 ; visit to Australia,
ii. 408, ui. 184 ; at Lahore College, ii. 578, iii.

149 ; Beluch Mission, iii. 158 ; in Persia, iii.

124
;
journey through the Bolan Pass, iii,

1.")!), 179 ; second visit to Kandahar, iii. 160
;

death, liequest, and memorial, iii. 161

;

llemoit' by Lewis, iii. 159 ; his missionary
" vocation," ui. 350.

Gordon, Capt. J. E., i. 119.

Gordon, Capt. (Persia), ii. 408.
Gordon, Hon. J. H. iii. 79.

Gordon, Col. S. E., iii. 96.

Gordon, Miss A., death at Hwa-sang, iii. 583,
584.

Gordon-Cumming, Miss, iii., 228, 232, 543, .566.

Gordon Memorial Mission, Soudan, iii. 318, 521,

748.

Gore, Canon, iii. 758.

Goreh, Pundit Kehemiah, ii. 74, lti7, 174, 508,

523, 557, iii. 14, 404, 795.

Goreh, Ellen Lakhshmi, ii. 168, iii. 796.

Gorham case, u. 4-6, 10, 78, 352, 646.
Gorst, Sir Jolm E., ii. 360, 626.
Gorton, Mi-., ii. 202.

Gosford, Earl of, i. 373.
Gospel in Uganda, iii. 452.

"Gospellers"," Isliugton Coll., iii. 46, 135, 355, 457.
Gossner's Mission," i. 332, ii. 263, 394, 469, 498,

iii. 186, 194.

Goths, Missions to, i. 12.

Goto Islands, ii. 601.
Gott, Bp., ui. 271.

Gough, Sir Hugh, ii. 196, 198.

Gough, P. P., i. 473, 474, ii. 47, 61—C3, 69, 293,

307, 587, iii. 222, 226, 230, 232 ; translational
work, ii. 580, 582 ; death, iii. 295, 500.

Gough, C. M., iii. 479.
Gough, Mrs. iii. 226.

Gough, Miss, iii. 232, 566.

Gonlburn, H. i. 373.
GonJljurn, Bj). of. See Thomas.
Goulbm-n, Dean, i. 501, ii. 25, 54, 66, iii. 278.

Gould, S., iii. 752.

Gouldsmith, H., iii. 480, 507.

Govett, T. R., iii. 245.

Grace, T. S., sen., ii. 47, 624, 625, 632, 033, iii.

551, 553.

Grace, T. S., jmi., iii. 553, 550.

Graf, J. U., i. 263, ii. 99.

Graf, Mrs., i. 181.

Graham, Bp. of Chester, i. 499.
Graham, Major C, ii. 30.

Graham, H., ii. 122.

Graham, J., preaches Anuiv. sermon, i. 259.

Grahamstown, Bp. of. See CotteriU.
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382.

Grand Rapids, ii., 314.

Grane, Mr. W., ii. 13 ; as Committee member,
i. 255.

GranviUe, Earl, ii. 480, 594, iii. 18, 228, 388.

Grant, Sir. J. Peter, ii. 271.

Grant, Archdn., on the Doctrine of Reserve, iii.

138.

Grant, Col., African explorer, ii. 124, 139, iii.

92-94, 96-99.

Grant, Charles (the Elder), i. 41, 59, 62, 81, 99,

193, ii. 489, 520, iii. 648 ; and the Clapham Sect,

i, 41, 42; an anxious inquirer, i. 52, 53 ; Mr.

Heiu'y Morris's Life, i. 53 ; influence and
plans, i. 54, 55, 57, 58 ; the East India Com-
pany,, i. 54; mission at Gomalty, i. 54;
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College, i. 55; B. & F.B.S., i. 55, 153; the
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ton College, ii. 74, 70, (i38 ; received by
the Queen, ii. r>.38 ; L.S. P.C.J. , ii. 0.38;
desires Orders, ii. 038 ; death, ii. 0.39.

Hiroshima, iii. Oil, 770, 779.
HirMi, Mlt., iii. U2, 4-13, 447.
Ilislop, .Siei)hen, i. 332; Memoir, iii. 191.
Hitehins, .\Ir., i. 282.
Hizen, Prince of, ii. .599.

HoM.lly, Bp., i. 33.
Hoiire, Bp. J. C, ii. 02, iii. 47, 48, O^S, 774; at
Ningpo College, iii. 223, 559, 571, 572 ; Anniv.
speaker, iii. 302.

Hoare, Archdn. C. J., i. 143, 202, 292, ,310, 373.
Hoare, Canon K., i. 372, 478, iii. 30, 204, 283, 298,

313, 310, 318, .334, 373, 376, 018 ; speaker at first

Jubilee, i. 498; on Committee, i. 372, iii. 44,
.3.30; at Church Congress, ii. 3,58, iii. 9,28;
Anniv. sjieiiker, ii. 384, iii. 09, 72, 302

—

.30-1; Anniv. preacher, ii. 387; views on the
Second Advent, ii. 387 ; on the one colour of
C.M.S., ii. .392; on "Liturgical lm))rove-
ment," iii. 9 ; a " Neo-Evangelical," iii. 9

;

as a leader, iii. 9 ; at Islington Clerical Meet-
ing, iii. 10; as a missioner, iii. 21; and
Henry Venn, iii. 41 ; and the Cevlon contro-
versy, iii. 44, 207, 208, 213, 214 ; the Jerusalem
Bishopric, iii. 278, .341 -3W ; Evangelical
organization, iii. 280; on lishop Perry and
Cambridge reminiscences, iii. 658 ; death,
iii. 658.

Hoare, Mr. H., appointed A'ice-President
C.M.S., i. 09.

Hoare, H. J., iii. 355, 474, 4.S0.

Hoare, J., iii. 96, 298; Committee member, ii.

379, iii. 41 ; Anniv. Evening chairman, iii. 70

;

and enlargement of CM. House, iii. 311
;

death, iii. 294.
Hoare, Mr. J. G., i. 372, ii. 379, iii. 43.
Hoare, Rev. J. G., iii. 03,308.
Hoare, Mrs. [Bp.], iii. 2.32, 566.
Hoare, Miss L., iii. 09,5.

Hoare, Miss (S,P.G.), iii. 142.
Hobbs, Septimus, i. 32-1, ii. 77, 190, 287, 289, iii.

781.

Hobbs, Stephen, i. 204, 324, ii. 77, 408, 109, 471.
Hobhou.se, K., Bp., ii. 91.
Hobhouse, Sir \., iii. 510.

Hobhouse, Sir J., his discreditable E.I.C.
ilespatch, i. 2'.)6.

Hob.son, Capt., R.N., i. 428, 429, 135.
Hobson, John, i. 471, ii. 293, 307.
Hockin, W., iii. 295.

Hodder, E., Life of Tjord Shafle»hury, i. 272.
Hoileidah, iii. 521.

Hodges, Bp., i. .501, iii. 17, 48, 49, 100, 107, 187,
5.38, .51-1, 052. 687, 703 ; con.>*ecration, iii. 305

;

Anniv. si)enkcr, iii. 302.
Hodgson, Charles, i. 137, ii. 50 ; and Lonl

I'hichester's conversion, i. 257 ; Assoc. Sec,
i. 372, iii. 62 ; editor of Iiin/rurt ,r and Tnken,
ii. 51, iii. 65; and W. Duncan, ii. 613; at
Heni-j- Venn's, ii.651 ; death, ii. ,3.30.
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Hodgson, Georee, i. 372.

Hoernle, A. P. R., ii. 394, iii. 130.

Hoenile, C. T., i. 263, 350, ii. 168, 264, iii. 123,

130, 190.

Hoernle, E. F., iii. 48, 125, 516.

Hoernle, I. T. H., i. 313, ii. 394, iii. 130.

Hoernle, J. F. D., ii. 652, iii. 130.

Hoffman, Dr., Life of Xavier, ii. 653.

Hogan, W., iii. 639.

Hok-chiang, Progi-ess in, iii. 563; persecution,
iii. 771.

Hokianga, Peace of, i. 356.

Hokkaido, see Japan, Yezo; Bp. of, .seeFyson.
Holborn Town Hall, Valedictory Meeting at,

iii. 323.

Hole, Rev. Charles, his Harly Hutnry rf
C.M.S., i. 22, 66, 75, 130, 186, 280, iii. 694.

Holl, Mr. J. Myi-ie, ii. 36, 336, 374.

Holland, Sir H., on opium, ii. 305.

Holland, Canon Scott, on opium, iii. 13.

Holland, Mips, iii. 603,606.
Holland, Protestant Churches of, and C.M.S.,

i. 221.

Hollins, J. G. B., iii. 747.

Holmes, Miss, iii. 368.

Holt, Mr. J. M., Anniv. speaker, iii. 69.

Home ExpentUture controversy, iii. 364.

Home Influence and Organization, iii. 72.

Home Missions, iii. 18, 31.

Home Preparation Union, iii. 702.

Hondo, iii. 589, 004, 775. See Japan.
Honduras, C.M.S. at, i. 119, 219.

Hone, Misses, Memoir of Mrs. Hinderer, ii.

444.

Hong Kong ceded to England, i. 469 ; Mission
started, i. 471 ; St. Paul's College, i. 474

;

(;.M.S. work at, ii. 581, iii. 561 ; Last Four
Years at, iii. 772. See aho China.

Hougi, i. 211, 356.

Honiss, Nigel, ii. 78, 190, 471, iii. 168, 548, 549.

Honiss, Miss, iii. 370.

Honolulu, Proposed bishopric of, ii. 20.

Honorary District Secretaries appointed, iii. 02.

Hook, Dr., i. 395; at Leeds, ii. 347; Archbp.
Longley, ii. 386; on the Eastward Position
and Confession, ii. 401 ; invites R. Aitken to

Leeds, iii. 22.

Hooker, Sh- W., ii. 109.

Hooker on use of " Catechists," i. 72; Eccle-
siastical Polity, ii. 42 ; on the Church, Visible

and Invisible, ii. 82.

Hoole, E., ii. 289.

Hooper, Rev. Dr. W., ii. 47, 65, 71, 268, iii. 130,

132, 133, 143, 150, 366, 472, 477, 484, 507, 518,

795 796.

Hooper, D. A. L., iii. 359, 362, 365, 366, 424, 433,

434, 474, 521, 577, 732, 743, 789 ; offer of, iii.

316,308; his party for East Africa, iii. 361;
in Uganda, iii. 417, 420 ; seized by Bushiri,
iii. 421 ; at Jiloi-e, iii. 432, 453, 733.

'

Hooper, Mrs. D. A. L., iii. 365, 434, 454.

Hooper, Miss J., ii. 47, 268. /See Low, Mrs.
Hope, John, i. 363.

Hope, Admiral Sir C. H., i. 372, ii. 38, 382.

Hope, A. J. Beresford, ii. 12, 347.

Hopkins, Rev. E. H., iii. 29, 30, 220, 285—287,
313, 334 ; at first Keswick Convention, iii.

31 ; Law of L:h,-.rtii, iii. 286.

Hopper, E. "C, iii. 589.

Horre Apocalyjitiece, ii. 42.

Horden, Bp., ii. 47, 86, 480, iii. 239, 302,

618, 625, 689, 774, 806; Anniv. Evening
speaker, ii. 385, iii. 09 ; at Moose, ii. 009

;

suggested as Bp. of Moosonee, ii. Oil; con-
secrated, ii. .594, 611, iii. 238 ;

journeys
and translational work, ii. 320, 326,' 330, iii.

24-4, 628 ; appeals for the EsKimo, iii. 245
;

death, iii. 024, 626 ; Archbp. Benson on, iii.

626.

Horden, Mrs., iii. 367.

Horder, Dr. E. G., at Pakhoi, iii. 358, 501, 562.

Horder, Mrs., iii. 660.

Hore, Mrs., iii. 80.

Home, C. S., i. 341, 4fi5.

Home, Melville, i. 107, 133, 150, 205 ; on Com-
mittee, i. 70 ; Anniv. preacher, i. 79, 108 ; on
C.M.S. Missions and the Lutheran Church,
i. 91 ; urges Mission to Syrian Church, i.

223
HorslDurgh, J. H., ii. 62, iii. 359, 433, 474, 570,

581 ; his pioneer Mission to Cliina, iii. 361,

577, 578, 770, 772, 794.

Horsburgh, Mrs., iii. 581.

Horse-racing versus Missions, iii. 228.

Horsley, Col., iii. 058.

Horsley, H., iii. 47, 48, 168, 538.

Hospital of Anschar at Bremen, i. 11.

Hospitals, Mission. See Medical Missions.
Hoste, D. B., iii. 284.

Hot Lakes, i. 358.

Hough, Rev. James, i. 373 ; at Palamcotta, i.

202; as Committee member, i. 250; the
Telugii Mission, i. 327.

House, Chm-ch Missionary, i. Ill, ii. 309—373,
iii. 311, 316, 339.

House of Laymen, founded, iii. 270 ; on Mis-
sions, iii. 686 ; on Khartoum, iii. 749.

Houston, Miss, iii. 232.

Hova tribe, ii. 472, 476, 477.

How, Bp. W. W., ii. 54, iii. 28, 166, 183, 250, 271,

iii. 667.

Howard, EUot, iii. 298.

Howard, T., iii. 370.

Howard, Miss, iii. 603, 009, 612, 776.

Howell, Dean, Anniv. speaker, ii. .384, iii. 302.

Howley, Archbp., i. 146, 149, 346, 389, 392, 395,

399, 402, 408, 420, 425, ii. 145.

Howson, Dean, ii. 54, 273, iii. 9, 218, 514.

Huata, Tamihana, ii. 040.
Hubliard, A. R., ii. 219.

Hubbard, C, i. 319.
Huljlmrd, E. H., iii. 4:38, 451, 743, 793.

Hubbard, H. D., ii. 02, 167, 268.

Hublwrd, Mrs. H. D., ii. 554.

Hubbard. Prof., ii. 222.

Huber, J. J., at Nablous, ii. 148, iii. 114, 517.

Huddersfleld Association Jubilee, ii. 378.

Hudson's Bay, ii. 609, iii. 810; proposed dio-

cese, ii. 610; Peck's voyage, iii. 245. See
Moosonee, Horden.

Hudson's Bay Company, i. 51, 246, ii. 314, 319,

323, .327, 608, iii. 025.

Hughes, J., founder B. &F.B.S., i. 152.

Hughes, T. G., Sec. L.W.U., iii. 307, 062.

Hughes, T. P., iii. 117, 318, 512 ; on Missions
to Mohammedans, iii. 14 ; on Knott, ii. 552

;

at Peshawar, ii. 505, 570, iii. 147, 157 ; and
DilawarKhan, ii. 570, 571.

Hughes, Col. R. M., ii. 204; as Committee
ruember, ii. 37, iii. 43 ; Sec. Strangers' Home
for Asiatics, ii. 382, iii. 44 ; death, iii. 295.

Hughesdon, E., iii. 570, 770.
Huhcild, Miss. iii. 603, 776.

Ilunibohlt, Baron, Krapf's interview %\'ith, ii.

130.

Hume, i. 33.

Hume, Joseph, i. 437, ii. 106.

Humphrev, W. J., ii. 02, iii. 360, 377; death,
iii. 699, 722, 723, 787.

Humphrey, W. T., i. 424, 425.

Hmnphreys, Da\'id, i. 149.

Hunan and Chinese riots, iii. 580.

Huug-jin, cousin of Hung-su-tsuen, ii. 310.

Hung-su-tsuen, ii. 296, 312.

Huns, Missions to, i. 12.

Himt, D. J. S., iii. 264.
Hunt, H. J., iii. 434.
Hunt, John, i. 377.

Hunt, R., ii. 77, 315, 318, 330; his Syllabic
, System, ii. 327.
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Hunt, Miss, iii. -181.

Hunter, Arclulii. James, i. .S7fi, ii. -W5, 77, 31 1,

C07, OH ; work among' frees, i. 3ftt ; ap-
l)ointe(l Archdn., ii. 322 ; trauslational
work, ii. 323, 325; journey to Fort Simpson,
ii. 324.

Hunter, T., ii. 219.

Hunter, Sir W. W., ii. 158, 168, iii. lH,3i9,
tSC, 487, &19.

Huuter-BrowTi, Miss, iii. 003, 776.

Huntingdon, Selina, Countess of, and her
" Connexion," i. 37.

Huron, Bp. of. &ee Baldwin, CronjTi.
Hurrell, Swann, Winter Mis.sioner, iii. 332,

497, 499, 5(M1.

Hutchinson, A. B., ii. 39.5, iii. 218, 2.36, .589, 597.

Hutchinson, Edward, iii. 36, 41, 42, 44, 78, 93,

111, 384, 385, 439; appointed Sec, ii. 374;
Venn's opinion of him, ii. 375, 376 ; Annual
Evening Meeting continued, ii. 385 ; Day of
Intercession, ii. 4(19 ; colleague of H. 'Wright,
iii. 38 ; liis \'iew of Lay Secretaryship, iii.

39 ; the Ceylon controversy, iii. 39 ; edits
Jurenilc luxtritrfor, iii. 65 ; East African
Slave Trade, iii. 74 76, 77 ; the Uganda
Mission, iii. 95 ; the (iroup system, iii. 2(50

;

retirement from Lay Secretarvship, iii. 25 1,

261.

Hutchinson, Mrs. E., iii. 81.

Hutchinson, General G., at l^ucknow, ii. 217,

267; Committee member, iii. 44, 297; ap-
pointed Lay Secretary, iii. 254, 201 ; retires
from office, iii. 293 : Ugiinda fund, iii. 439.

Hutchinson, Mr. T. J., Consul, Fernando Po,
ii. 463.

Hutt, Mr., ii. 107.

Hutton, Mr., editor Specfafnr, i. 300, iii. 12.

Hutt(m, Mr., African merchant, ii. 106, lo7.

Hu.xtable, Bp. of Mauritius, ii. 471 ; at Church
Congress, ii. 3.59.

Hwa-sang, "rest and prayer," iii. 583; the
a\vful massacre, iii. 583—585, 793 ; Prayer
Meeting at Exeter Hall, iii. 585 ; Mr. Mar-
shall's sermon, iii. 586 ; Lord Salisbury's
action, iii. 587 ; Tsimsheans' i)raver, iii. 037.

Hydahs, Mission to the, iii. 36, 249,"^ 032.
Hyder Ali, Tiajah of Mysore, i. 20.

Hydrabad (Nizam's), ii. 527, iii. 479.

Hydrabad (Sindh), ii. 205, 555.

H\nnns, Missionary intiuence fostered by, i.

139 ; h.^^nns conijiosed and hymn-book com-
piled by Bp. Helier, i. 189, 190 ; hymn sung
by Uganda martyrs, iii. 412 ; effect of hymns
on Church life, iii. 803 ; Mymnul Coihpanioti,

Jfi/iinis A. 4' ^-i of Consecration and Faifh,
iii. 803.

Ibadan, D. Hinderer at, ii. 115, 4;U, 4.39—441,
41-1 ; war with Abeokuta, ii. 434—136; Abeo-
kutan Christians : the effect of the Gospel,
ii. 4J-1 ; in later times, iii. .381; Memorial
Church, iii. 72s ; T.Y.E. at, iii. 728.

Ibn Said on the Nile .source, ii. 137.

Ibo Native ordained, iii. 730.

Ibfal-i-Tathlith, written bv Rahmat Allah,
ii. 170.

Ibuka, K., iii. 691.

"Ichabod" Fla-r, iii. 413.

Iconium, Koniah the ancient, iii. 115.

Idda, ii. 451.

Iddesleigh, Earl of, iii. 61.
" If thine enemy hunger," &c., ii. 0.3C.

Ignatius, ii. 650.

Ignatius, Father, iii. 29.

] jaye, A. Mann at, ii. 4;j4 ; destroyed, ii. 436.
" liala—and After ; The Flowing Tine Again,"

iii. 7.3-93 ; Livingstone found dead atllala,
iii. 78.

Iliila, missionary ship, iii. 79.

Illustration, The first missionary, i. 128.

llorin, ii. 452.

Ilott, Miss, iii. 376.
Ilsley, J., iii. 47, 638.

Imad-ud-din, Rev., his history, ii. .561—564 ; at
Aara, ii. 171; ordained, ii. 522, 564; at
Allahabad, ii. 535 ; at Amritsar, iii. 129, 144,
148, 471,476; trans, work, iii. 154, 155,465,
MiO, 478 ; and Bp. French, iii. 489, 490 ; Auto-
hi-iffrnpht/, iii. 515.

Imai, J. 1'., on Bp. Bickersteth, iii. 776.
Imam Mahdi, The, iii. 515.
Imam Shah, ii. 571 ; pastor at Peshawar, ii.

572.

Imao, Earthquake at, iii. 607.
"In Memoriam : Deaths of Missionaries,"

iii. 780—799.
" In the secret of His pre.sence," ii. 168, iii. 796.
Ince, Dr., ii. 66.

Income : money wanted, i. 74 ; rising, i. 242

;

in 1850, " No pro.siiect of increase !" i. 480;
.serious crisis, 1841-2, i. 482 ; in relation to
expeniliture, i. 483 ; an income tax for
C.M.S., i. 484; income, largest hitherto re-
ceived, 181.3, i. kSi ; after the Jubilee, ii. 35 ;

deficits, ii. 276, 378, 379, iii. 51 ; 1862—1872,
ii. 336 ; 1873—1882, iii. 50 ; 1874, iii. 50 ; 1880—1897, iii. 708 ; financial anxiety, 1877

—

1880, iii. 37; a (juarter of a million, iii. 5<);

.special funds, iii. 51
;

jiropo.sed retrench-
ments, iii. 51 ; serious financial position, iii.

52; a Deiiutation's chief oVj.iect, iii. 54;
touching iiKStanccs of self-denial, iii. 56 ; re-
trenchment, 1877, iii. 119; collections in a
])oor parish, iii. 57 ; sources of funds, iii. 57

;

further retrenchment considered, iii. 255;
Extension and Enlargement Fund, iii. 262,
26;i, 266; special gifts for si)ecial Missions,
iii. 202 ;

" Appropriated ContriViutions," iii.

293, 71 i ; seven years of the Policy of Faith,
iii. 677 ;

])ositiou at end of century, iii. 710
;

sources of funds, iii. 710; Analvsis of Con-
tribution List, iii. 710; the T.Y.E., iii. 719;
more means required, iii. 815. See Accounts,
Collections, Contributions, Expenditure,
Finance, Chap, i.xxxiii.

India, Pauta?nus missionary to, i. 8 ; first

missionary rejiort by Cosmas, i. 14 ; Vasco
da Gama's route to, i. 10 ; Xavier's Mission,
i. 17 ; Roman Catholics in, i. 18, 378, iii. 493 ;

Parliamentary enactment concerning in-
struction of " Gentoos," i. 21 ; first trans-
lation of Scriptures, i. 25 ; the missionaries
Ziegenbalg and Plutscho, i. 25 ; East India
Company, i. 51 ; Engli.sh irreliirion in, i. 51

;

first English missionary sent by S.P.C.K.,
i. 53 ; Grant's plans for evangelization,
i. .54, .58; a dark period, i. 55; the five
chaplains, i. .55, 59 ; Eclectic Society on
India, i. 61 ; "India and Africa: Struggle
and Victory," i. 92—1(U ; the Buchanan
I)rize, i. 97 ; Baptist Missions, i. 98 ; the
Company's Charter, i. 101 ;

" The Openetl
Door : The Entering In," i. 182—202

; Alxhd
Masih, first C.M.S. agent, i. 18:1, 197; B])S.
Middleton and Hebcr, i. 18.5—191

; Corre-
sp(mrting Committees, i. 191—193, 329; the
Malaliar Syi-ian Church, i. 2,31 ;

" Changes,
Reforms, Develo])ments," i. 289—311 ; more
Bishops, i. 291, 294, 299 ; Lord W. Bentinck's
reforms, i. 293 ; reform opposed by Anglo-
Indians, i. 294 ; the " Neutrality" theory, i.

295 ; .steam communication with England, i.

297 ; rules for calmness of mind in, i. 298

;

caste controversies, i. 299 ; education in, i.

302; Dr. Duff in, i. 302 ; English language,
i. 308 ;

" Progress of the Missions," i. 312

—

332; their early co.st, i. 481; "Under Dal-
housie : and the Missions in the Ncrth," ii.

156— 175; telegraphic communication, ii. 158;
the first railway train, ii. 158 ;

" Missions in
the South," ii. 176—191; "The Punjab, for
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England, and for Christ," ii. 195—213 ;
" The

Mutiny—Its Victims and Its Lessons," ii.

214—234; "The Great Controversy—Neu-
trality or Christianity," ii. 235—2G1 ; "Mis-
sions' after the Mutiny," ii. 262—279

;

" Rulers and Bishops," 1862—1872, ii. 482—500 ;
" Agencies BvangeUstic and Pas-

toral," ii. 519—536; "Death and Life," ii.

537—559, iii. 466; the " Punjabizatiou " of,

ii. 487; " Babus, Brahmos, Borderers," ii.

501—518 ;
" A Flag for Christ in the Pun-

jab," ii. 560; catechists and schools to be
reduced, iii. 51 ;

proposed new Missions
to Mohammedans, iii. 119 ;

" Dioceses of
Calcutta and Bombay, iii. 126—14;3 ; Prince
of Wales's Visit, iii. 127—129, 169—171

;

" Diocese of Lahore," iii. 144—161 ;
" Diocese

of Madras," iii. 162—185 ; the Hill Tribes,
iii. 186—197 ; ecclesiastical questions, iii. 199
—202, 208, 491—496; "The Men and their
Work," iii. 455—i82; "Features, &c., of
Period," iii. 483—511 ; Special Missions and
Missioners, iii. 330, 332, 496—506, 759

;

Decennial Census, 1891, iii. 509 ; statistics,

1890, iii. 508; Opium Commission, iii. 575,
576 ; appeal of Keswick Letter, iii. 670

;

famine and war, iii. 754 ;
" Last Four

Years," iii. 754—767 ; benefit of British rule,

iii. 755 ; of missionary effort, iii. 755

;

testimony to Missions, iii. 756 ; statistics,

1837—]8y7, iii. 756 ; T.Y.E. in South India,
iii. 763; Respice, iii. 8(X», 801; Circa ni^jiice,

iii. 808 ; Prospice, iii. 814.

Indian Churchman, iii. 349, 461, 497.

Indian Female Normal School and Instruction
Society, ii. 162, 269, 382, 398, 531, 532, iii. 145,

153, 166, 232, 258, 289, 321, 367.
Indian Mirror, ii. 505, 506, 511.

Indian Settlement, Red River, i. 362, ii. 314,
330, 609.

Indians, Red, of North-West Canada : John
Khot, Apostle of the, i. 20 ; C.M.S. Mission
founded, i. 245 ; The Cree and the Soto, i.

362 ;
" The Great Lone Land," ii. 313—332

;

" Lands of the Utmost West," ii. 605—622;
" The Far West," iii. 238—253 ;

" Patterns of
Zeal and Triumphs of Grace," iii. 615—640.

Inda Prahish, The, ii. 503.

Industrial Institutions at Lagos and Abeokuta,
h. 111.

Industrial Mission, Krapf's project, ii. 135

;

failure at Metlakahtla, iii. 252 ; Africa—Sub-
Comin. report, iii. 672 ; at Mombasa, iii. 732 ;

Taveta, iii. 733 ; Respice, iii. 805.

Industrial settle 'i.ent for liberated slaves, Kast
Africa. See Frere Town.

Infant baptism. See Baptism, Baptismal Re-
generation.

Influenza—at Hudson's Bay, iii. 621.

Ing, Rev. Li Talk, iii. 569.

Ingham, E. G., Bp. of Sierra Leone, iii. 312,
3 13, 376—379, 380, 382, 388, 643, 723, 788 ; Sierra
Leone after 100 years, i. 47 ; as Assoc. Sec,
iii. 62 ; Anniv. speaker, iii. 302, 665 ; Keswick
Letter, iii. 669; resignation, iii. 721.

Inglis, Bp. C, i. 406.

Inglis, Sir R. H., i. 281, 373, 374, 422, 453,

ii. 12, 45, 106, 107, 110; speech at first

Jubilee, i. 495 ; Anniv. speaker, i. 262 ; as
V.-P., i. 242, 256 ; death, ii. 40.

Innocent IX., iii. 81.

Inquisition, Persecution by the, i. 18.
" Instructions," The first, i. 84 ; others, i. 85, 95,

159, 184, 206, 224, 226, 233, 352, ii. 131, 304, 106,

657, iii. 98, 433.
" Insular Missions," i. 203—220.
Infellii/encer, The Church Misfionarj/, started,

ii. 51 ; Ridgeway, Knox, and Barton, ii. 376,

iii. 42, 65 ; altered form, iii. 66 ; circulation

increased, iii. 694. See Knox, Ridgeway.

Inverness, B.C., Miss West at, iii. 638.
Inwood, C, iii. 286.

long-ping-fu, iii. 220.

Ionian Islands, J. Hartley in, i. 231.
Ireland, Church of: Disestablishment of, ii.

338, 388, 424, 425, iii. 713; Prayer-Book Re-
vision, iii. 647.

Ireland the island of saints, i.lO ; sends Columba
to Scotland, i. 10 ; early contributions from,
i. 479 ; famine, 1846, i. 487 ; revival in North,
1859, ii. 32 ; Rev. and Mrs. R. W. Stewart in,
in. .566, 567.

Irish Church Missions Society, i. 379, ii. 38.

Irish Presbyterian Mission, Damascus, iii. 116.
Irving, Edward, i. 228, 282, iii. 351.
Irving, Dr. E. G., ii. 117.

Isaacson (Camb. undergrad.), iii. 33.

Isenberg, C. W., i. 353, ii. 72, 173, 307, 431,
432, 549.
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Jerusalem, ii. 143; Valedictorj' Meeting, ii.

282; discovers the Moabite stone, iii. 116;
proposed withdrawal from Palestine, iii.

119; at Cau-o, iii. 514; translational work
bv, iii. 530.

Kle'in, J. S., i. 88, 160.

Kleiner, Miss, ii. 398.
Klondyke : river, iii. 622 ; Mission work, iii.

623.

Kmeri, King of Usambara, ii. 128.
Knilib, Baptist missionary, on the sufferings

of slaves, i. 342.

Knight, C, EUand Society, i. 62.
Knight, Charles, i. 178, 179.
Knight, J., i. 115, 216, 2fr4.

Kniirht, J. S., iii. 90.

Knight, W., ii. 371, 373, 614, 647; chosen
chaplain to Bp. Tait, ii. 25; Secretary.C.M.S.,
ii. 36; Secretary, Madras Mission, ii. 176;
sent to Colombo, ii. 283,286; Biography of
Venn, ii. 650, 655 ; death, iii. 295.

Knight, Miss, iii. 695.

Knipe, W., iii. 772.

Knodler, ii. 102, 447.
KnoUys, Sir AV., ui. 128.

Knott, J. W., ii. 336, 393, 521, iii. 22, 490;
a disciple of Dr. Pusey, ii. 401 ; conversion, ii.

401—40-4; his after-position at St. Saviour's,
ii. 4'04, -406; Eniiai/ii and Mevieicn, ii. 4<)5 ; at
Ro.xeth, u. 405 ; at East Ham, ii. 4<i5

; at
Norwich Church Congress, ii. 359 ; offers to
go out with French, ii. -400 ; hi.s Valedictory
Dismissal, ii. 406 ; death, ii. 336, 551 ; French
and Hughes (m, ii. 552.

Knowles, J. H., iii. 47, 256, -480.

Knox, Bp., iii. 283.

Kno.x, F. v., iii. 332.

Knox, G., u. 37, 255, 273 ; editor of Intelli-
gencer, ii. 376, iii. 4, 42, 65, 66, 139, \^i,
216; DaJ- of Intercession, ii. 109, 410; on
the missionary and the trader, ii, 593 ; the
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Chri!>liaii Ohsefiei-, ii. 656; on Max Miiller,

iii. 12 ; on Mr. Bosworth Smith, iii. 118 ; on
Bp. Barclay, iii. 131 ; Caste, iii. 1.36 ; Theo-
sophism, iii. 140 ; Government education,
India, iii. 141; the Opiimi controversj', iii.

233 ; in reply to Canon Isaac Taylor on
Mohammedanism, iii. 346; on his Fort-
nightly ai'ticles, iii. 348; death, iii. 658.

Knox, H. C, iii. 286, 567, 568.

Kg, J. T., iii. 779.

Koba, S. M., iii. 779.
Kobe, iii. 589, 776.

Koch, Mr., ii. 219.

Kodaikanal, Convention at, iii. 506.
Koelle, S. W., i. 376, ii. 72, 148, 153, 155, 647,

iii. 114, 117, 119, 120, 122; his linguistic
work, ii. 102; Food for Hejtection, iii. 114;
on Mohammedanism', iii. 512.

Kog-a, B., iii. 779.

Kohlhoff, i. 25, 200, 300, 301, 320.
Kohlhoff Family, The, ii. .538.

Kois, The, ii. 533, iii. 168, 191—193, 195.
Koki, iii. 738.

Kolarians, The, iii. 186.

Kols, The, ii. 484, iii. 808; Gossner's Mission
among the, ii. 263, 498, iii. 186, 191 ; S.P.G.
Mission, ii. 499, iii. 186, 191, 487.

Koniah, the ancient Iconium, iii. 115.
Koran, studied by Scott and his students, i.

89; incorrect in science, ii. 556; Sale's
translation excluded from Turkey, iii. 114

;

books in reTutation of, iii. 114.

Koshi Koshi, ii.l91,iii.652; appointed Archdn.,
iii. 465; D.D. degree conferred, iii. 465; trans-
lational work, iii. 478.

Kosoko, King of Lagos, ii. 108, 109.
Kotgiir, ii. 202, iii. 146.

Koyama, P. O., iii. 596.

Koylas Chander Mukerji, convert, ii. 166.
Krapf, ii. 17, 48, 71, 434, iii. 80,84, 409,689, 801,

806, 807 ; revises Abu Rumi's translation of
the Ethiopic Bible, i. 228 ; in Abyssinia, i.

353; in Shoa, i. 353; at Mombasa, 1844, i.

375 ; in perils and privations, i. 458 ; hears
of Chagga and " Uniamwesi," i. 459; settles
at Mombasa, i. 460 ; translational work, i.

461 ; his memorable message, i. 461 ; a
"Mission chain," i. 462, iii. 94, 498; Krapf
and Rebmann, i. 462 ; work in Africa, ii.

124—137, 139 ; his gi-eat scheme, ii. 129—134
;

in Abyssinia, ii. 135; later enterprises, ii.

428; plants Methodist Mission in E. Africa,
ii. 428 ; Abyssinian Exjiedition, ii. 429 ; letter
on Uganda Mission, iii. 102 ; Krapf and
Livingstone compared, iii. 93 ; Krapf's death,
iii. 93, 112.

Krapf, Mrs., i.459, 461, ii. 204 ; her grave, iii. 85.
Kreiss, P. A., i. 263, 313, ii. 168.

Krishna, ii. 501.

Krishnagar, ii. .525, iii. 134; caste in, i. 302;
Nadiya district, i.314; population of district,
i. 314 ; converts at, i. 314, 315, ii. 165 ; Karta
Bhoja at, i. 314 ; visited by Bp. Wilson, i.

315; a disappointment—why? i. 315, iii.

135 ; baptisms in, i. 315 ; appeal to Bp.
Wilson, i. 315 ; no women-missionaries, i.

316 ; appeal for development, i. 375 ; contribu-
tions, ii. 175 ; school at, iii. 473. See Nuddea.

Krishnayya, G., ii. 179, 546, iii. 166.
Kriickeberg, H. C. L., i. 263, 316.
KruscS W., i. 203, 350, ii. 1-10.

Krust', Miss, iii. 381.

Kublai Khan, i. 14, 463.
Kubota, Mrs., iii. 596, 607, 608.
Ku-cheng, ii. 583, 585, iii. 220, 563, 582, 583, 637,

793.

Kugler, Christian, i. 350—352.
Kuhne, Basle missionary in Ashauti, ii. 429.
Kulin Brahman converts, ii. 160. S^e Brah-
mans.

Kumamoto, iii. 235, 597, 776, 778.
Kiu-ian, J., iii. 470.

Kvirile Islands seized by Russia, ii. 598.
Km'unegala, ii. 285.

Kuruwella, K., iii. 795.

Kushalli, Charles, ii. 470.

Kwa-gutl tribe, The, iii. 249, 632.

Kwan-tung, Mission at, iii. 233, 502.

K«ang-si, iii. 562.

Kwong-yiao, 'O, iii. 221.

Kworra River, ii. 451.
Kwun-h(jB-we, ii. 582.

Kyadondo, iii. 446.

Kyagwe, iii. 416, 738, 739, 791.
Kylang, iii. 767.

Laboucheee, Mr. (afterwards Lord Taunton),
ii. 90.

Labouchere, Mr. H., M.P., iii. U\, 445, 447.
Labouchere, Mr. John, i. 408, 422.
Labrador, Moravian Missions in, i. 27.
Labrador to Ungava Bay, Peck's journey, iii.

625.

Lac la Ronge, i. 364, ii. 310, 314.
Lacroix, Mr., i. 332, ii. 162, iii. 131.
Ladakh, First missionary jom-ney to, ii. 208.
Ladies and pulilic meetings, i. 75 ; first present

at a Valedictory Meeting, i. 84 ; first off'ers

of services, i. 124 ; Associations and Unions,
i. 140, 243, 476, 479, iii. 65, 308, 321, 322;
Author chairman, iii. 662 ; death of Mi's. Fry,
iii. 692; work in tliemissionary cause, iii. 322

;

Candidates Committee, iii. 371, 662; Confer-
ence at Amritsar, iii. 506 ; Latlies' Meeting,
Anniv. Day, iii. 665 ; Young Ladies' Bands
for missionary study, iii. 695.

Lady Huntingdon's Connexion and the Evan-
gelical Movement, i. 37.

Lagos, u. 434 ; slave-trade centre, ii. 104, 100
;

British interposition, ii. 109 ; British annexa-
tion, ii. 119 ; the Liverpool of W. Africa, ii.

442, 444 ; Christian contributions, ii. 445

;

Female Institution, Miss Goodall takes
charge, iii. 369, 787 ; Native Church, iii. 380,
727 ; Special Mission, in. 382.

Lahanmi, J. A., iii. 728.
Lahore, Americans at, ii. 205—207, 532, 576.
Lahore Divinity College, ii. 400, 576—578, iii.

132, 149; Gordon Memorial Chapel, iii. 161.
Lahore, Bp. of. See French, Lofroy, Matthew.
Lahore, Bishopric of , iii. 130, 144— 161, 201.
Lahoul, Moravian Mission at, ii. 208.
Laing, Mr. S., ii. 484.
Laird, Mr. Macgxegor, i. 452, ii. 119, 121,

450, 452, 453.

Lake, Gen. E., ii. 200, 471, 483, 488, 489, iii. 36,
193 ; builds mission-house at Kangra, ii. 208

;

Mission to Kashmir, ii. 573 ; Anniv. speaker,
ii. 384; Sec. C.M.S., ii. 373, 376, iii. 38,40,
44; Mohammedan Missions, iii. 41, 117, 119,
124, 514; editor of CM. Eeeord and Atlux,
iii. 40, 65, 66 ; Victoria Nyanza Mission, iii.

95; Persia Mission, iii. 124; death, iii. 41,
119 ; Memorial Fmid, iii. 41.

Lake, W. C, ii. 54.

Lake Ngami discovered by Livingstone, i.

377.

Lake Nj^assa, iii. 93.

Lake Superior, i. 245, ii. 610.
Lake Taupo station opened, ii. 625.
Lall, Chandu, iii. 148.

Lamb, J. A., ii. 410, 442, iii. 89, 90, 381,
Lamb, Mrs. J. A., iii. 89, 381.
Lamb, R. M., i. 376, ii. 61, 168.
Lamb, Dr., i. 373.

Lamb, Capt., ii. 207.

Lambeth Conference. See Cmifcrence, Pan
Anglican.

Lambrick, S., i. 115, 216, ii. 282.
Lanca'ster, Thomas, i. 194.
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" Lnml of the Risiiisr Sun," ii. 595—C(»k
Lund, Tlic Greiit Lone, ii, 313. See Auitrifii
N.-W.

" LiiikIs of the Utmost West: Maiiitolm,
Metlakiihthi," ii. »»5—622.

liHiuler, i. 152, ii. 120, iii. 118, 317.
I/Miiiloii, Diivid, iii. G2(t.

J^imdoii, Mrs., fomidress of Islington, N.-\\'..V.,
ii. .US), iii. 242, (i2(t.

Lnnfear, T., ii. 02 1.

Luujr, yir R. Hiimilton, iii. 67!).

Lttn},', Rev. Dr. Marshall, iii. 679.
liMnv, .\., ii. 37, 379, iii. -13, 291, 298.
LanfT, D. Marshall, enters Houie Department,
C.M.S., iii. 660

; becomes Lay Sec, iii. 679
;

Apijropriated Contril)utions .Scheme, iii. 673.
Lan<r, D. M., jnn., iii. 359, 601, 605, 679.
Lan},', R., iii. 261, 293, 527.

Lanf^ (Canib. iinderjrrad.), iii. 33.

Laiiff, Miss, afterwards Mrs. Stanley Smith,
iii. 679.

Lanfrdale, Lord, ii. 5.

Lanije, i. 25.

Laiifrley, John, i. 212, -177, ii. 37.H.

Lan!,'-try,Dr. J., Col. Ch.Hitt. Eatleni Caiiadu,
\.Mn.

Lanjruajro difficulties, i. 21 ; Carey's efforts, i.

60; Oriento-maniacs and An<rli'i-maniacs in
India, i. 308; Red Indian lanfruag-cs, ii.

326 ; an interesting polyglot service, ii. 170.
See Trauslatious.

Lankester, Dr. A. C, iii. -170.

Lankcstcr, Dr. H., iii. 310, 695, 705; api)ointeil
riiysician, C.M.S., iii. 661 ; Diocesan Reader,
iii. 6ti7. See also Medical Missions.

Lansdowne, Lord, iii. -1.^6.

Laiisdowne, N.-W. A., ii. 319, 330, iii. 619.
Lantern and Loan Deiiartment, iii. 65, 660, 693

;

.stinie advantagesof a lantern address, iii. 762.
Laodicea, Missi<inary visit to, iii. 115.
La Pierre's House, ii. 32-1.

Laplanders, Swedish Mission to tlie, i. 19.

La Roche, 13., i. 198.

Lash, A. H., ii. 39-1, 525, iii. 163, 16>s, 177, 173,
479, 507.

Lash, Mrs., iii. 177, .'567.

Last, J. T., iii. 112,406.
Latham, W., iii. 18, 264.

Latham, Dr. Urania, iii. 754.
Latrolje, Rev. Mr., i. 82.

Latter, Gen., interest in Thibet, i. 198 ; Com-
mittee member, i. 255.

Laud, Archb])., i. -101.

Laurence, Miss, ii. 399, 587, iii. 226, 367, 36^, 5.")9

60;j.

Lavigerie, Cardinal, iii. 105, 401.

Law, Bp. G. U., of Chester, aftenvards of
Bath and Wells, i. 134, 1S6, ;<95.

Law, Dean, i. 2.59, 395, ii. 21, .'Jki, iii. 280, 295.
Lawder, Gen., iii. 297.

Lawes, W. G., iii. 15.

Lawrence, F., iii. 357, ISO.

Lawrence, Lord John, ii. 38, 69, 371, 482,
498, .507, 567, iii. 70, l.')0, 151, 203, l.s(!,

750, 806; Dr. G. Smith on, i. 297; tniined
by J. Thomas, ii. 159; apjjointed Com-
missioner JuUuudur Doab, li. 197; Com-
missioner of tlie Punjab, ii. 1H8; testimony
to, ii. 199; home honours for, ii. 231; oii

Indian policy of Neutrality, ii. 217-251,
MX); on Day of Intercession, ii. Hit; n\\-

pointed Viceroy, ii. 483; the phra.se
" nuisterly iuactivit.v," ii. 184 ; Sir R. 'I'umplo
on, ii. 4«4; his principle of toleration, ii.

485; obserx-ance of Sunday, ii. -188; on Pun-
jab Mi.ssionar.v Conference, ii, l88 ; Sir
H. Frere, ii. 490; farewell to In<lia, ii. 491

;

Keshub Chunder Sen, ii. 509; on (Jen. Lake;
iii. 10; the Victoria Nvanza Mission, iii. 95
06; death, iii. 13.

Lawrence, Sir Henry, ii. 237, 263; contribu-
tion to Hill Arrian Mission, ii. 193; Resident
at Lahore, ii. 197, 198; Commissioner of
Oudh, ii. 198; testimony to, ii. 199; wel-
comes Puujab .Mission, ii. 20«i ; lx;sieged in
Lucknow, ii. 216; death, ii. 210; imitation
to C.M.S., ii. 266.

Laws, Dr., iii. 79.
Laws and l{ei.'ulations, revision, iii. 659.
Layard, Sir II., iii. 122.
Layard, Cajit., ii. (IKS.

Lay catechists or evangelists first jiroposcd,
i. 72 ; objections to, i. 72 ; scheme adoi)ted, i.

90 ;
Mr. W. Dawes in West Indies, i. 219.

Lay Help, Arclibp. Ttiit on, iii. 17,
La.v Helpers' As.sociation, ii. 355.
Lay Readers, Diocesan, iii. 667.
Lay Readers in New Zealand, iii. 5.54.
" Lay settlers " missionaries in N.Z., i. 2oC.
La.y Workers' Union, First, iii. 65 ; established,

iii. 307; provincial branches, iii. 327; ser-
vice at St. Paul's, iii. ."IKJ ; a memlier a mis-
sionary in Seychelles, iii. 549; H. R.
Arbuthnot chairman, iii. 662 ; Missionary
Missions to Men, iii. mt, 663 ; Lay Workers'
Monthly Paper, iii. 6(i.3 ; increasmg work,
iii. 092. See ahn Bands.

Laymen, Episcojml licenses for, iii. 202, 196.
Laymen, House of, ii. 11, iii. 276.
Lea, Arthur, ii. ((7.

Lea, A. (Japan), iii. 778.
Lea, (Jeorge, iii. 295.
Lea, Mrs. G., iii. 298.
Leakey, R. H., iii. .360, 371, 138, 1.5].

Lebanon, The Druzes of the, iii. 110.
Lechler, i. 320, 321.
Lectionary, Revision of, ii. 054.
Lee, Bp. Prince, i. .395, ii. 36:1, 401.
Lee, Samuel, "the Societv's Orientalist," i.

120, 211, 229, 232; writes hi.story of Malabar
Church, i. 2.32; of Abyssinian Church, i.

351 ; conducts first exam, at CM. College, i.

266 ; death, ii. 39.
Leeds : St. Saviour's, and J. W. Knott, ii.

401—406; Church Congress at, debate on
ritual, iii. 5.

Leekc, Sir Henry, i. 450, ii. 113 : recognized by
Crowther, ii. 114; ai)peal on Ijehalf of W.
IiKlia, ii. 173.

Le Feuvre, A., iii. 3.57, 475.
Lefevre, Sir John Shaw, i. 369.
Lefroy, Bp. of Lahore, iii. 045, 053, 70^1. Sec

tiho Lahore.
Lefroy, Dean, iii. 302, 06.3; Anniv. preacher, iii.

299, .301 ; .-Vnniv. speaker, iii. 302.
Legacy, First, i. 175 ; legacies, early, i. 480 ; the
Hon. Sil)clla Harris, ii. 177.

Legaic, Chief, ii. 616; Imptism of, ii. 02O.
Legge, Bp., iii. 271.

Legge. Dr., i. 471, iii. 15.

Leh, Mi.ssion at, iii. 707.
Leightou, J., ii. 77; at Agra, ii. 168; on T. V.
French, ii. 169 ; at .\mrit.sar, ii. 275.

Leipsic Luthonin Society, i. ;102, 332.
Leisk, Mi.ss Mary Ann, ii. 295.
Leith, Mr., endows Rujiert's Land diocese, ii .314.
Leke, Mi.>*sion opened at, by Hinderer, ii. 4H.
Leopold of Belgium, King.iii. 80.
Leper Hospital at Hang-chow, iii. 573, 772;
Kmnamoto, iii. 778 ; Pakhoi, iii. 772 ; village.
Tarn Taran, iii. 479.

Lepsius, Prof., ii. 115.

Lethaby, Mr., at Kcnik. iii. 529.

Leui)olt, C. U., i. 2U3, ii. k!, 72, 105, .52.3, .521,

528, 5,32, iii. Uil ; and Smith at Benares, i.

313, ii. 106; at Islington College, ii. 72; hi.s

Jiern/lecfionf, ii. 166; during the Mutiny,
ii. 221, 230 ; ordered to Lucknow, ii. 2<)6, 207 ;

" takes iiosse.>ision " of Oudh, ii. 267; Auuiv.
speaker, iii. 69 ; death, iii. 295.
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Leupolt, S. T., ii. 393.

Leupolt, Mrs., iii. 367.

Levant, A Basle C.M.S. missionary in the, i.

263 ; R.C. hostility, i. 378 ; proselytizing, iii.

617. See Eastern Churches.
Leversuch, B., iii. 357.

Lewin, H. B., iii. 438.

Lewis, Archhp., iii. 618 ; and the Pan-Ang-Ucan
Conference, ii. 363.

Lewis, Sir S., iii. 378.
Lewis, A., iii. 47, 48, 158, 159,472; Memoii- of

O. M. Gordon, ii. 408, iii. 185 ; trans, work,
iii. 477.

Lewis, Eric, iii. 285, 389, 392 ;
joins Brooke's

Soudan party, iii, 363, 364; ordination, iii.

364 ; on J. A. Robinson, iii. 394.
Lewis, H., iii. 47, 498.
Lewis, Mrs., iii. 178.

Lewis, Miss, iii. 363, 370, 392.
Lex Loci Act, India, ii. 157.

Liberation Society, ii. 338.

Liberia, American Prot. Epis. Church in, i.

377 ; Bp. of, see Payne.
Library, The C.M.S., nucleus formed, i. 73.
Licenses for laymen in the Mission-field, iii.

202, 496.

Lichfield, Bp. of. See Butler, Lonsdale,
Ryder, Selwyn.

Liddon, Canon, iii. 9 ; on Renan, ii. 344 ; and
the Athanasian Creed, iii. 4 ; and the C.M.S.,
iii. 277, 523 ; the Jerusalem Bishopric, i.

422, iii. 277, 341, 520.

Lieder, J. R. T., i. 263, 350, ii. 72, 140, iii. 114,
514 ; trans, work, i. 351.

Lieng-kong, ii. 583, 585, iii. 220, 563, 795.

Liesching, L. G. P., iii. 47, 538.

Liflord, Dean Lord, on the C.M.S. list, i. 242.
Light, AV. E., ii. 37, iii. 10, 562.
Light on onr Lessons, iii. 660.

Lightfoot, Bp., ii. 25, 401, iii. 9, 151, 213, 271,
311 ; on Lahore College, ii. 578 ; on Super-
nafiiral Eeliqion, iii. 4; succeeds Baring, iii.

16 ; a Disraeli Bp., iii. 17.

Liggins, J., ii. 598.

Liggins, A. v., iii. 570, 752.

Lijadu, E. M., iii. 728.

Limestone Plain, i. 360.

Limpsfleld, Children's Home, iii. 310, 327, 332.
Lincke, J. T., i. 263, 316, ii. 165, 271.
Lin, Commissioner, i. 469.

Lincoln, Bp. of. See Jackson, Kaye, King,
Thm-low, Wordsworth.

Lincoln Judgment, iii. 281, 282.

Lipscomb, Bp., i. 346. See also Jamaica.
Liquor Traflfic on the Niger, iii. 388, 725, 726.
Lisk, J., i. .361.

Liston, Mr. R., on opium, ii. 305.
Litchfield, G., iii. 47, 103, 107, 109, 111, 405, 452,

468, 473, 714.

Little Whale River, ii. 321, iii. 245, 246, 625.
Littledale, Dr., ii. 350.
Litton, E. A., ii. 25.

Liverpool Bishopric Act, iii. 16.

Liverpool, Bp. of. See Ryle.
Liverpool, Lord, i. 109, 153.

Liverpool, C.M.S. Assoc, unpromising at, i.

142 ; slave-trade at, i. 142 ; Missionary Con-
ference at, ii. 34 ; Liverpool Pricateers quoted,
i. 46.

Livingstone, David, i. 60, iii. 36, 97, 689, 807 ;

on Missions, i. 17 ;
goes to Africa, i. 367

;

discovers Lake Ngami, i. 377 ; Niger exjie-

dition, i. 454 ; n]ii)oal to Universities, ii. 17,

55; accompanies Bp. Mackenzie, ii. 21, 428 ;

travels, ii. 124, 138, 427, 432; Nasik boys, ii.

77, 'i;i2 ; found by Stanley, iii. 75 ; grave Ht
Westminster, iii. 78 ; influence upon Afrioi-,

iii. 79, 805 ; Inland Mission, Congo, iii. 81
;

comjiared with Krapf, iii. 93; Hmr 1 found
Livingstone, iii. 117 ; on Mohammedanism in

Africa, iii. 118 ; death, ii. 427, iii. 73, 77,
805.

Livingstone College, iii. 668, 703.

Livtnhac, Mgr., iii. 417.

Llandaff, Bp. of. See Copleston.
Llewellyn, Mr , i. 125.

Llewelljni, Mrs., iii. 472.

Lloyd, Bp. D. L., iii. 271.

Lloyd, Capt., ii. 631.

Lloyd, A. B., iii. 438, 742, 745, 789, 792, 794.
Lloyd, J. A., iii. 47, 130.

Lloyd, LI., iii. 46, 47, 220, 234, 559, 582, 585,
793 ; translational work, iii. 562.

Lloyd, Mrs., iii. 563.

Lloyd, Miss, C.E.Z.M.S., iii. 794.

Lo Sam Yuen, ii. 581.

Loan and Lantern Department, iii. 65, 660,
693, 762.

Lockett, A. G., iii. 475, 766.
Lockhart, Dr., i. 471, ii. 582.

Lockhart, Miss, iii. 432.

Locock, Sir C, on opium, ii. 305.

Lofthouse, J., iii. 47, 239, 245, 625.

Lofthouse, Mrs., iii. 245, 625, 626.
Lohani tribe, North-West Provinces, ii. 276.
Loi, iii. 449.

Lokoja, i. 455, ii. 457, 464 ; work difficult at, iii.

387 ; Soudan party at, ui. 392 ; importance
of, iii. 728.

Lombe, E., iii. 62, 283, 295,322,332,402; his
Annual Association Report, iii. 60 ; naiTa-
tive of the Norfolk Union, iii. 63 ; Anniv.
preacher, iii. 299, 301 ; the F.S.M., iii. 330.

London, Bp. of. See Blomfleld, Creighton,
Jackson, Lovrth, Porteus, Randolph, Sher-
lock, Tait, Temple.
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iii. 131, 142, 163, 172, 217, 421; formed,
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sang massacre, iii. 585

; Centenary, iii. 669,
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;

South, i. 92, 353, 377, ii. 427, 428 ; Allahabad
(Missionary Conference), ii. 534 ; Australia,
i. 360; Bangalore (Conference), ui. 163;
Bengal, i. 331, ii. 270, 514; Bombay, iii.
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frlican Bishopric establishe<l, ii. MW ; Bp. of,

»!<• Hatchard, HnxtJiMe, P\^n, Royston,
Ryan ; Disestablishment at, ii. 471 ;

lii)crated slaves, iii. 7t; David Fenn and
the Mission, iii. 101; Tinnevelly calechist-s.

iii. 177 ; the work and outlook of the Mis,sion,

iii. .5t7, 5i9. 5.5.S, HiHI.

Mavolicara, Church at, built by Hannah More,
ii. 192 ; I'eet at, ii. .538 ; revival at, iii. 1^1.

Maxwell, T., ii. 47, 73, KHt, 4U!, 41-8.

Maxwell, Dr. .1. ((_'himi), iii. 15.

Maxwell, Dr. T., iii. 47, 48, U7.
Maxwell, Capt., ii. 4U.
Maxwell, Mrs., iii. ()95.

Maxwell, Mi.ss, iii. 370, 400, 720.

Mavauja, Isava, iii. 417.

Mayer, T. .1. L., ii. .'595, iii. 1 W, 150; tninsla-

tional work, iii. 477.

Mayhew, C. B., ii. .520.

Mayiuird, K. M., iii. 33.

Maynard, R. A., iii. 733.

.Ma'vnooth Colleire, (irants to, i. 378.

Mavo, Karl of, ii. 482, 192, 403, .531, .571, iii. 120.

>ravor, R., i. 115, 210.

Mbarnk, iii. K»0.

MlMiira, iii. 712.

Me, Yek Sien, iii. 231.

Mea(h)ws. R. R., ii. («, 04, 71, iii. lOt, 108. 1.59 ;

Sui>t. of .lesus Lane .Sunday-school, ii. 02;

ilitliculty in liein^ ordained, ii.79 ; Tinnevelly

itinemnVv. ii. 188, 100.

Means, Dr. J. ()., iii. 81.

Mears, W. P., iii. 507 ; as proposed part author
of this History, i. 121, iii. 3.58 ; on the opium
fiue.stion, iii. i>70; on Medical Mi.ssions, iii.

001.

Mears, Mrs. W". P.. iii. 3.58, 567.

Meath, Bp. of. Ste SiiiLfr.

Medhurst, W. H.. i. 4(17. 471, ii. 294, 207.

Medical Mis.sions : An.schar's Hosjiital at Bre-

men, i. 11; Absnl Ma.sih. the first C.M.S.
medical mi.ssionarv, i. 18:5; Medical Missions

still in the future, IH^U, i. 377 ; at the Church
I'ongress, ii. .359, iii. 12, 045 ; medical rccniits,
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1S73-82, iii. 45; Medical Missions, importance
of, in Mohammedan lands, iii. 120, 125

;

C.M.S. Medical Missions oro-anized, iii. 293
;

Rev. W. Gray and Dr. Mears on, iii. 309, 661

;

Sub-Committee apjjointed, iii. 309 ; Auxiliary
t'ommittee formed, iii. 321,661 ; four offers,

iii. 321 ; spiritual aspect, iii. 4.33 ; at S.V.M.U.
Conference, iii. 655 ; prowth, and Annual
Meeting-, iii. 661, 666, 695, 696; funds con-
tributed, iii. 696 ; Home and Foreign work
contra.sted.iii. 696 ; health examinations, iii.

696; Mtri-n and T)-(th, iii. 696; training
arransred for, iii. 703

;
present view, iii. 801,

S05, 808, 809, »ee also Lankester, Dr. H. ; at
Agra, iii. 757 ; Amritsar, iii. 155 ; Baghdad,
iii. 752 ; Caii-o, iii. 522, .530, 747 ; Calcutta
(Conf.), iii. 14;^ ; China, i. 471 ; Fuh-ning-fu,
iii. 231, .562 ; Gaza and Xablus, iii. 528 ; Hang-
chow, iii. 573; Hokkaido, iii. 778; India, i.

122, 185, ii. 532 ; N.-W. Frontier, India, iii.

476 ; Kashmii', ii. 573, iii. 147 ; Kerak, iii. 785 ;

Kwan-tung Province, iii. 562; Lokoja, iii.

392 ; Mombasa, iii. 429, 732 ; New Zealand, i.

122, 357; Onitsha, iii. 729: Pakhoi, iii. 772;
Persia, iii. 125, 530, 754; Si-chuan Pro-
vince, iii. 772 ; Uganda, iii. 737.

Mediten-aneanMissions. See EasternChurches,
Kg\q)t, Palestine, Turkey.

Medl'and, A., u. 220.

Mee, John, as Assoc. Sec, ii. 37, iii. 62 ; and
the Secretariat, ii. 373; wi-ites Report, ii.351,

373, 448 ; Venn's opinion of him, ii. 375,
Alteokutan troubles, ii. 442 ; Cotton's death,
ii. 495; Wolfe's journeys, ii. 584; death, iii. 295.

Meeriit, i. 197, ii. 168, 532 ; Duchess of Con-
naught at, iii. 4.86.

Meetings, secondary feature of Anniv. i. 75

;

attended oulj' liy men, i. 75; admission
tickets, i. 114; stewards, i. 114; Secretaries'
meetings periodically, i. 155 ; a doubtful
no\elt3', i. 137. See Anniversaries, Dis-
missals, Exeter Hall.

Melanesian Mission, iii. 676, 810; due to Bp.
Selw^Ti, i. 447 ; sympathy from C.M.S. , ii.

382 ; "diocese of, ii. 643.

Melbourne, Lord, i. 451.

Melbourne, proposed see founded, i. 4<19 ; Rev.
H. B. Macartney's work at, iii. 184, 673; Vic-
toria CM. Assoc, iii. 675 ; Bishop of, see

Perry, Goe.
Melvili, Canon, ii. .33.

Melvill, P. S., ii. 200, ii. 483, iii. 298.
Memoriah of Metllei) Vicars, ii. 31.
" Men, Money, Missions," iii. 35.

3/*« prayed for

—

moneij given, iii. 50 ; number
of missionaries for the century, iii. 704 ; more
required, iii. 814.

Meiiezes, Arclibp. of Goa, i. 231.

Mcng'-, C. C, i. 203, ii. 173, iii. 156.

Menge, J. P., i. 263, ii. 268.

Mengnanapuram in charge of J. Thomas, ii.

180; visited by Bp. Cottim, ii. 180; schools
at, ii. 181 ; itsi)a.stor: its village: its church,
ii. 542 ; Bp. Johnson at, iii. 171 ; Council
balance-sheet, iii. 176 ; church-building at,

iii. 471 ; ladies at, iii. 473, iSl.

Merigo, cajiital of Kyadondo, iii. 446 ; a mission-
ary meeting at, iii. 739 ; the collection, iii. 740.

Nte Uganda.
Menon, M., iii. 74.

Menzies, A., ii. 78, ICX), 447, iii. 89, 90.

Mercator, map of Africa, i. 45.

Meredith, Mrs., iii. 529.

Merk, C. H., iii. 48.

Merk, J. N., ii. 207, 5G4, iii. 146, 156,

Mertens, Miss, iii. 581.

Mc-^lia, King of Moab, iii. 116.

Mi'soiiotamia, Bp. French in, iii. 531 ; Baghdad,
the Society's one station, iii. 751. See also
Araliia.

Methodist Missions (see also Wesleyan),
planted by Krapf , in East Africa, ii." 428

;

Congo Mission, iii. 81 ; statistics, India, 1890,
iii. 508 ; Mi.ssion at Ribe, iii. 4^30. See aho
American Methodist, Canadian Methodist.

Methodius, i. 12.

Metlakahtla, ii. 611—622 ; Metlakahtla founded,
ii. 617 ; influence, ii. 618, 619 ; foundation-
stone of church laid, ii. 621 ; external pros-
perity, iii. 251 ; Ijut religious impei'fections,
iii. 251; the trouble at, and Mr. Duncan's
action, iii. 249—253 ; C.M.S. Indians boy-
cotted, iii. 629 ; Government Commission, iii.

629 ; an autocracy, but nof episcopal, iii. 629
;

Deputation : Gen. Touch and W. R. Blackett,
iii. 630 ; Metlakahtla after tliree years' peace,

1 iii. 631 ; Aiyaush, iii. 6;i6. See aho British
Columbia.

Metran Mar Dionysius of the Svrian Church,
i. 233, 235.

Mexico, The Inquisition in, i. 18.

Meyer, F. B., iii. 286, 6.55.

Mi, Li Cheng, iii. 231.

Mi, Ling Seng, iii. 231.

Mico, Ladv, Charity, Jamaica, i. 347, ui. 723.

Middle Settlement, Red River, i. 362, ii. 314.
^Middlesex, Contribution from, half a century

ago, iii. 711.

Middletou, Bp., i.' 23, 185, 305, 423, ii. 406;
charge to a German missionary, i. 23, 186

;

first Bishop of Calcutta, i. 185 ; work at St.
Pancras,i. 186; Docfrineof the Greek Article,

i. 186 ; consecrated privately, i. 186 ; and the
Evangelicals, i. 186 ; reception in India, i. 187;

declines to license missionaries, i. 187, 423 ;

visits Travancore, i. 234; death, i. 189.

Middleton, F. E., iii. 355.

Midleton, Viscount (1), i. 373, ii. 45, .382.

^Midleton, Rev. Viscount (2), i. 374, ii. 24. See
also Brodrick.

>Iidletou, Viscount (3), iii. 69.

Miftali-ul-Asrar, A reply to, ii. 170.

Mildert, Van, Bp., i. 274.

Mildmay : MUdmay Conference and Mr.
Pennefather, ii. 30, iii. 21, 286, 287 ; deacon-
esses, ii. 3.56, iii. 529; General Missionary
Conference, iii. 14.

Mill, Dr., Principal, Bishop's College, Calcutta,
i. 188, ii. 504 ; Sanscrit Life of Christ, i. 331,

ii. 281.

Mill, Juliius Cfesar, ii. 394.

Millar, E., ii. 62, iii. 300, 374, 4.38, 447,

451, 741, 791.
" Millenarianism," Bp. 'WaldegTave on, i. 284,

ii. 387.

Miller, Dr. J. C, i. 2.33, .369, 374, ii. 396, .594,

654, iii. 8, 13 ; on Committee, i. 372 ; sei-vices

for working classes, ii. 27, 28, iii. 23 ; Anniv.
preacher, ii. 43, 229, 24-1, 3-tO, 387 ; Anniv.
speaker, i. 374, ii. 233, 383—385, iii. 69, 72 ;

Dssai/s and Reviews, ii. 341 ; the Neologian
School, ii. 34.3 ; Comm. memlier, ii. 379 ; the
Madagascar ditliculty, ii. 479; at Islington
Clerical Meeting, iii. 10 ; death, iii. -Vi, 259.

Miller, Dr. W., ii. 535, iii. 141,163, 164, 196, 649,

706, 757.

Miller, Dr. W. R. S., iii. 727.

Millett, Mr., ii. 252.

Millctt, Miss, iii. 4«2.

Milman, Bp., ii. 203, 5:15, iii. 150, 206, 461 ;

intervicw^ with, ii. 382, 497 ; ap|)ointed to

Calcutta, ii. 496; on Eclecticism and Brah-
moism, ii. .507 ; Gos.sner Kol Mission, ii.

4m), iii. 186; at C.M.S. Missions, ii. 497,

524, 561, iii. 144, 189, liK) ; ordains Iniad-ud-

din, ii. 522, .564; condemns ritualism, iii. 129
;

on polygamy, iii. 129; extension of Indian
episcopate, iii. 200; institutes two lay orders,

iii. 202; death, iii. 129; memorial, iii. 150,

201.
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Milmuii, Dciui, ii. :«, fM.
Milne, Rolwrt, i. 4«5. «W.
Milncr, Dean. i. M. W. «3, 1 H, 300.

Milner, .losfph, i. 13, 2^7, 300; iii»/. Church of

Vhriit, i. fSJ, 2Mt.

MillH, Mr. A., ii. 120; Anniv. Bi>OHker, iii.tW;

ileiith, iii. 707.

MillH. Mrs. J. W.,iii. 0U2.

Milton, I/>nl, i. 3+1.

Milton, ii. &<>:J.

Milwiird, Col., iii. (Wfi.

Milwtiril, H. (".. ii. 02, ai, 27t).

Min Uivor, iii. 50.3.

itinar-ul-lliiqq, iii. 513.

Minnpsota, Up. of. Sre Whijjple.

Mirzai)ore, i. 104, ii. 52-1.

Mit'ionary, Thr, at Home and Ahroiid, ill. iM,

501

.

Missionary I-cavos As.sociation, iii. .3<)5, 3tl6, 000.

Mitfiuiinry J.rnrrt, iii. 3t<0.

Mitfioiiary Heririr of thr If'nrld, iii. 373.

ilitfioimry Iifi/iflrr,i\ri<t niitwionary i>crio<lical,

i. H, U.'i, 121)"; <lc.scril>c<l. i. 120, 127 ; tninsla-

lions of No. 1, i. 210. 22<> ; reason of I'ratfs

retirement, i. 2;<7 ; eilited l)y Pratt: the

proourHor of C.M..'^. imliliaitions, ii. -^K

Miffioniirlfi lit Work, iii. fUn.

Misjiions and Mis.sioimries : "Tlie fJreat Com-
mission," i. 3-5; the <lay of Pentecost, i.

3; the authority for Mis.sions nei,'lefte<l, i.

.3—5; "Missions Jlefore the Hefi'nimtion,"

i. 0-15; After, i. 10-2S ; Roman Catholic, i.

17 ; Cominralire Frogrru, i. 7 ; zeal t)f the

early Church, i. 7; Justin Martyr's testi-

mony, i. 8; Dean Pearson's summary, i. h
;

" KsUihlishment not an unmixed iK-'iielit," i.

8; Huchaniin prize, i. M, 07 ; St. Patrick and

St. Coluiulia, i. 0, 1"; Neimder on Missions,

i. 11 ; Canute ami Scandinavia, i. U ; Charle-

mairne and his metho<ls, 11; Xavier, i. 17,

ii. {VH ; Livinjrstone on Missions, i. 17 ; Jesuit

Missions, i. 17, 18; Krasmus Trratitr oh

Prrachiiig, i. 18; ProtesUint )>e>rinninjr of

Mis-sions, i. 18; Cnuimer on Mi.ssions, i. 18;

Luther, i. 18; Calvin, i. 18; Grotius, Truth i,f

Chri-tiiiiiity. i. 10 ; Dutch metluxls, i. 10, 50;

Colijrnv's attempt, i. 10; Knj.'. Missions and
Colonial enterprise, i. 2i); Dean Prideaux's

scheme, i. 21 ; Pieti.st movement, i. 20 ; Pil-

frrim Fathers and John Kliot, i. 2ii; the New
Knifland colonies, i. 27 ; a m-eat awakening,

i. 28, 57 07 ; a review of eij^hteen centuries,

I. 28 ; Hniwii's, Duff's, and (Inint's scheme,

i. .M, iJ7, .'Vvi. *>5; Mis.-»ionary and Colonial

Kpiscopatf, i. .>8, HH, |4»1—120, ii. 13, iii. 71 ;

discusitions, Kdecticaiul Klland, i. r^, Oi»—02 ;

Willxjrforcc's interest, i. 01 ; the first C.M.S.

miiisionarie.s, i. 81 01 ; first Uesoluti<ms, i.

(W; C.M.S. indebtedness to Lutherans, i. 01 ;

rousini.' Continental Churches, i. 120 ; Amer.
Prot. Kpis. Mis-sion.i. 121 ; Pratt on the mis-

sionary diameter, i. 121; mi.sKioiuirics Bup-

i)lieiir>v ('Binl>rid>.'«>, i. H2 : native evanjre-

lists' work, i. 18.3 ; the Written Wonl in Mis-

sitms, i. \Ki; "Missionary KstJiblishnu-nts,"

i. 103; missionarj- work: three methcxls. i.

103; thctlosiiel or civilization first? i. 100,

2iW. 213; inissiiinaries and fire-arms, 1. 2U ;

Missionary Sin-icties' contrilnitions, i. "238
;

the motive or the command, i. 210 ; mi.ssions

anil pn)pheti«il studies*, i. '283 ; Ultra-Cnl-

vinism unfavourahle to Mis-sions, i. 284

;

'•'Ihe Kvanirelization of the World in this

(Jeneration," i. 247; Unitarianism in the

field, i. *»7 ; women mis.sionnries, i. 310, 317 ;

how to treat some ini|uirers. i. :t22 : coloure<l

missionaries for Afrini. i. 310 ; new Missions

considere<l, i. ;<75 ; a jieriod of development,

i. 370; R.C. ns afTw'tiiKr I^rotestant. i. 378;

les.H(>ns from China, i. 40I, ii. 312, ''01
;

miHsionary first, Hishop next, i. 417

;

should a new Mission Ijo heade<l I y a,

Uishoj)? ii. 10; "no tfentlemen mission

-

aries, i. 408; a living Church a missifin-

ar>- Church, i. +Im ; Juliilee Ktind for liuild-

inifs, i. S02 ; Conferences: missionarj', ii.

;«; intenlenominational , ii. .'>:U; diocesan,

ii. :J01 ; ly.ndon and OxfonI, iii. 13. fr alto

Chap, xcix.; Ludhiana week of prayer ii.

34; Jesus Ijine Sunday-school: its teacher

missionaries, ii. 02; the Kutliaimsia of a

Mission, ii. 82,84,411, 417; Native Church
orminization, ii. 83; proldenis, iii_. 812;

the jwpal airuTCssion, ii. l.'*>; Krapf's

advice to voiinjf missionaries, ii. i:«l; the

Airni discussion, ii. 170; the Church "in her

cori)onite capacity," ii. 350, :iOO. iii. (H2, (VWi,

051 ; how to classify Mi.ssion agencies, ii.

510; "Christian village ' system, ii. 524;

evanjreli.Htic jireaehint', ii. 520; the Church
Conirress. ii. ;!.'>», 300, ttr aUo Clia]). xrix. ;

Mi.ssion Hoards, ii. 300, ;«17 ; "the ilatnlliuy

heresy," ii. :<00; convocation, ii. 'MVS, 307;

the i>aternal system, ii. 412, 417 ; Venn on
missionaries anil politics, ii.4.'i'); comity of

Missions, ii. 477, iii. 4!».">, .507. tl-i5; MadatTis-

car: a studv, ii. W8l ; fJos-sner's " Faith

"

Mission, ii. 408 ; Day of Interces.sion, iii. 11 ;

societies and Church onninization, iii. 14;

missionary sermons and charity s<trmoii8, iii.

51; iKixes, iii. 57 ;
parwhial associations, iii.

57 ; the KTcat Enemy, iii. 2.5.3 ; Archhp. Hen-

son on development, iii. 274; evangelistic

movements, iii. 2'« ; Keswick missioimrj-,

iii. 280; consecration and evanvrelization. iii.

2SS) ; missionan.- l>ands forme«l, iii. :«)7

;

Ciist and Taylor's criticisms, iii. :U5— .348

;

missionary " self-denial." iii. 340, HoO ;
" are

Mi.ssions a profession or vocation ':' " iii. .'ISO;

"cheap missionaries," iii. 3.50; the Chrit-

/i./n controversy, iii. 351 ; British (Jovem-

inent and Missii>ns : Hwa-sanjf mas.sacre, iii.

580; mi.ssionarj- health, iii. 51H»; Missions at

Conjrresses and Conferences, iii. 041—050;

the Thirty -nine Articles in the Mi.ssion-fleld,

iii. 047 ; the Keswick api>eal for looit mis-

sionaries, iii. 070, 071 ;
" missionary interest,"

iii. 08.3; the effect of controversy, iii. 700;

mis-sionaries .sent out duriiiK the century, iii.

704 ; mi.ssioiiaries in warfare, iii. 745 ; inis-

sionarv ailvance ilei>endinK ujion sjiiritual

life, iii. 8«U; weakness of human instru-

ments, iii. 805 ; evanjrelization of the world

not 1)V .\ni:lican Communion, iii. 811; the

Policy of Faith—and of OpiKirtunism, iii.

817 ; "the true way to preimre for the return

of the Kilif. iii. nH; " Jift/tirf, Vinuimjiicr,

Protpirr," iii. «O0—n18.
Mi.ssions, S])ecial : Parochial Mission Move-
ment : I^indon Missions, iii. 2.3, 2.h:i ; Moody
and Sankey, iii. '24, •28;» ; inrtuence on Mis-

sions, iii. 7<ii ; Mi.s.sionan' Mis-sions first held,

iii. aW; Ui men (L.W'.U.). iii. 002. 00:«;

more frei|uent, iii. tion ; their infiuence. iii.

007; to lie multiplieil. iii. 717; the T.Y.E.,

iii. 718; Deal, iii. *w : Keynsham, Matlock,

Whitechai>el, iii. :«»l»; .^iH-cial Missions:

Native Christians, iii. 'Mi, Mi, 70o
; in West

Africa, iii. :<78. :fci2 ; to India, iii. .<20, *"«,

400— iJ05, 7.50, 700; in Ceylon, iii. iVtl— MO;
I'olonial Church. l>y Mr. G. Gruhli, iii. 29i»,

.557 ; Palestine, iii. .527.

Mississippi. Up. of, iii. Oks.

Mitchell. Dr. J. Murray, i. 310. ii. 172, .VH, .507.

.VC). iii. 15, lt.3. tVM>.

Mitchell-Carnithers, W. iii. 33, 650.

Mitcheson, Miss, iii. 481.

Mittra, Ur. Kajendm I.a1, ii. 514.

Miznn-ul-Uaqq, ii. 5.50, 507, 572, iii. 515 ; wntten
1)V Pfander, ii. 151 ; a reply to. ii. l7o ; .Xnfdiir
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Ali and the, ii. 556; Turkish translation, iii.

IIK
Moiib, The land of, iii. 110,785.
Moabite stone, discovered by Klein, iii. 116.
Moherly, Bp. G., ii. ol. ; on confession, iii. 5

;

P.W.R. Act, iii. 6.

Mochi, Mission at, iii. 409.
" Mocliie " ("hj-istians, iii. 135, 136.
Modhii Sudan Seal, ii. 2iU.

Moeke, Watene, ii. 040.

Moffat, Robert, i. 60, 120, 210, 351, 377, ii. 42S,
iii. 12, 93.

Mohammedanism and Mohammedans : rise
and power, i. 12 ; Raymund Lull, mission-
ary, i. 13 ; conversion asserted impossible, i.

98 ; first Indian clerrryman, i. 183 ; converts
from, i. 197; andthe Eastern Church, i. 223;
fanaticism at Constantinople, i. 229 ; Scio, i.

230; Pfander a C.M.S. missionary to, i. 263;
persecution in Turkey, ii. 149, iii. 114; the
Mizini-ul-llaqq, ii. 152 ;

" Jenisalem and Con-
stantinople : the Jew, the Turk, and the
Christian," ii. 140—155; Moslems in West
Africa, ii. 103, 453, 458, iii. 728 ; laws and
converts in India, ii. 157 ; Pfander and the
Ag-ra Moslems, ii. 168—171 ; Han'is School,
Madras, ii. 177 ; Punjab Missions, ii. 202

—

213, 275—279, 560—578, iii. 141^—161 ; work in
India, ii. 533, iii. 761 ; Safdar Ali and Imad-
iid-din, ii. 555—559, 561—564; Church Con-
gress subject, ii. 359; Gen. Lake's interest
in, iii. 36, 41, 117, 119, 124, 514; " The Cres-
centand the Cross," iii. 113—125; Conference,
1875, iii. 117, 124; American Missions, iii. 118;
Mohammedan University at Cairo, iii. 118;
proposed new Missions, ui. 1 19 ; educational,
medical, and women's work, iii. 120 ; Imad-
ud-din's antagonism to, iii. 154; Missions in
Bombay, iii. 51, 119; Hyderabad, iii. 479;
Lucknow, iii. 767 ; Madras, iii. 165 ; Moham-
medans in India, 1891, iii. 509; in Ceylon:
perversion of Mr. Wilson, iii. 548; conver-
sions in Mauritius, iii. 548 ; in Palestine, iii.

528, 785, 807 ; opinion of women, iii. 528

;

Steere, Palmer, Muir, AlU, on Mohamme-
danism, iii. 13 ; Earl of Chichester, iii. 12

;

Drs. Imad-ud-din and Pfander, ii. 533 ; Max
Miiller, iii. 12 ; Mohammedanism at the
Church Congress, iii. 12, 13 ; in Africa, iii.

347 ; Mr. B. Smith on, iii. 118, 652 ; testimonj'
of travellers, iii. 118; Canon Isaac Taylor,
iii. 345, 64.3 ; 'Ixmna controversy, iii. 346

;

Mr. Knox's reply, iii. 346 ; Author's reply, iii.

317 ; J. Long and E. Sell, iii. 118 ; different
methods of work, iii. 118; G. AV. Brooke's
Soudan scheme, iii. 389—.391 ; Mahdi's pro-
clamation, iii. 391 ; Moslems in Uganda, iii.

109,423, -146; "Lands of Islam: Egj^jt,
I'alestine, Arabia, Persia," iii. 512—536, 753,
7s(), H()7 ; Ethics of Mohammedanism, iii.

641; Sir F. Goldsmid on, iii. 652 ; Moham-
medanism, works on, iii. 512.

Mohan, David, li. 167, 266, 269, iii. 138, 461.
Mohesh Chun<ler Ghosc liaptized, i. 307.
Mohun Roy, Kam, i. 305, 308.
Mokassa, iii. 110.

Mokham, Daoud, ii. 534.
Mokoro, Levi, ii. 610.

Mola, Guilio Cw-sare. See Mill.
Molesworth, Sir W., ii. 90.

Molony, H. J., iii. 286, 327, 360, 468, 755, 766.
Molueto, Moses, Kskimo interpreter, iii. 215.
Molyneux, Rev. Capol, ii. 3.52.

Mombasa, Krajif at, i. 375, 459 ; a centre
of trade, i. 160 ; Hebniann's prophec.v, ii.

4:<3
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— 111; Bp. Selwyn, i. 11.5— »18, iii. 13; B.C.
hostility, i. 378^ 11.5, ii. 8; S.P.C.K. and
S.P.G. in, i. 118 ;

" The Bp., the Colony, and
the MiR.sion," i. 127—US; colonization, i. 127—129 ; New Zealand Land Co., i. 128 ; .Selwvn
in N.Z., i. 429—131; Heke's war, i. 4-30;

Sir G. Grey, Governor, i. 1-37 ; land r|uestions,

i. 438—412, ii. 020; Archdn. H. Williams's
case, i. 13S—HI; progress, i. 411—IIS ; early
cost of Mission, i. 481 ; ex])enditure com-
pared with Canada, iii. 010; Church orerani-
/ation, ii. S2 -9S. 81, 90, 410, 417, Oil ;

" War,
Apostasy, Fidelity," ii. 023—011; "kincr"
movement, ii. 027 ; war of 18ii<1-05, ii. 02S

—

0;il ; Uauhaiis, ii. 0.11—(V15; faithf\d Maori
Christians, ii. 0:15—OK); Maori dorfy, ii. 0U1

;

death of H. Williams, and departure of
Selwvn, ii. Oil—01.3; Maoris in Letrislatiire,

ii. OWl; Maori Missions, 319—.'«5l; Bp. Hill,

iii. 300; N.Z. in 1873-95. iii. 5 10 -.5.57 ; Bp.
Stuart, iii. 551 ; Maori clergy, iii. 5.5:1, 781

;

new Mission Board, iii. ,555; visit, C.M..S.
Deputation, i. 2o9, iii. .557; formation of

<'.M..\., iii. 557,00.3,075 ; Melaneslan Mission,
iii. 070; deaths of missionaries, iii. 7so, 7.sl

;

[u-esent view, iii. 5.50, .55s, him), sol, hIO.

Newc.istle. Duke of, ii. 12, 90, 328, i:i7, ti29.

Newcastle Bishopric Act, iii. 10, 17; Bp. of,

»(•< .Jacob.

Newcastle, C.^f. House ot, iii. 008.

Newcastle (N.S.W.), see founde<l, i. 4<-K)

;

Bp. of, ncrTvnell.
Neweombe, The Misses, iii. 321, 372, 500, 568,

509. .583. 584. 053.

Newell, Samuel, i. 217.

Newfoundland School Society, i. 408.
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New^iite Sreett, Ch. Ch., earlv contribution,
i. 170.

Newman, F. W., i. 287, ii. 54,505; joins Mr.
(Jroves, i. 283.

Newman, Cardinal J. H., Oxfonl Mcjvement, i.

280; enters Wadham, i. 287; C.M..S. Secre-
Uiry at Oxford, i. 2i7, ii. 51; attempt on
C.M..S., i. 110; intluenceil by Froude, i. 288;
the Jerusalem bishopric, i. 422; Canon Bat-
tcrsliy, iii. 31 ; secession, i. 4<I0, UKi, 122, «I9,

ii. 0, 7, iii. 270, 0.52 : Selwyn on, ii. 87, 8S.
Newnham, Bp., iii. :»5l, 020, 027,087.
Newnham "settlers," Bombav, iii. 7.58.

.Newton, B. W., ii. 51.

.\ewlon, H., iii. 10, 18, .308, .Vis, 000, 097.

.\ewton, John, i. 70, 79. 97, 287, .300, ii. 518,
iii. H<Kt ; lit St. Mary, Woolnoth, i. tt ; on first
C.M.S. Coinmitlee, i. 09; objei-ls to lay
missionaries, i. 72; invited to preach first
sermon, i. 70; last davs, i. 79; death, i.

79 ; Kev. T. Hol.inson on, i. 79.
Newton, John, Presbyterian missionary, ii.

2iKi, :i82, 487, 488, .5.31, .50:1, .570, iii. 1.52, i58.
Newton, Miss K. K., iii. .309, .528.

Niroa, Alx;, iii. hh.

Nicholson, Gen. J., ii. 200, 218, 278, .374.

Nicholson, L., ii. HH), 11.5, 117, iii. .370.

Nicholson, T. Y., ii. 51.50, 191.
Nicki.s.son, J. P., iii. -UiH, ~r.i.

Nicol, Key. (J., ii. 17, 7.3, 4M1, 418; at
Islington Collcsje, ii. 72 ; one of three AfricnnH
onlained in forty years, ii. 100.

Nicol, Mrs. G. C.,"iii. 723.
Niper Company : Hansa conquest of Niipe,

iii. 720 ; liquor tniflic, iii. 725.
Niper Mi.ssion, i. .308, 375, ii. 99, 110—121 ; its
Black Bishop, ii. -450—10.5; perils, li. 439;
Niger Delta, ii. 100— lOl; develojunent,
iii. 30 ; appointment of Archdns., iii. 8.3

;

steamer llriny Veim, iii.a3, :i*l; 8|)ecial gift,
iii. 202, :ift3 ; J. S. Hill accepted, iii. 307

;

"High Hopes and Sore Sorrows," ii. SS.*?

—

K)I ; trials and anxieties, iii. .38.3-380;
Onitsha case, iii. 380; J. A. Robinson np-
pointctl Secretary, iii. .389 ; %-isit of G. W.
Brooke, iii. 389 ; new schemes, iii. 380—.391

;

divisions, iii. .392
; Sub-Committee reiwrt, iii.

:193 ; Delta Pastorate independent, iii. 397;
" Western Et^iiatorial Africa," iii. 398

;

deaths of Robinson, Brooke, Bp. Crowther,
Bp. Hill, Ac, iii. :191—.390, :«)9, 400; Last
Four Years, iii. 725—731. See alto Africa,
West.

Niger River di.scovered, Mimgo Park, i. 46;
course determined. Lander,' i. -4.52; Niger
Kxpedition, i. .307, 151, 1.55 ; later expeditions,
ii. 119, 120,4.50; Comimnies, i. 51, 450, iii.

:J88, 390 ; liquor traflic, iii. .388.

Nightingale, Miss, ii. 31.
Niiuiita, iii. 2.35.

Niisima, Joseph, ii. .599, iii. Oi)2.

Nile source discovered, ii. i;i9.

.Niliriri and Wjiiaad Mission, iii. 479.
Nilkanth. See Goreh.
Ning|K>, opened as n treaty jjort, i. 409;
Mission started, i. 473; proen».s,s, ii. 294*
295, 31X1, :<07, 582, .587, iii. 221—22.3, .5-(»—

572; T'aipings at, ii. 311 ; Hoare's College,
iii. 22:1, 571,771; his tnuislational work at,
iii. 572.

Ning Taik, ii. .V8.1, iii. 220, 50:i.

Nipjom Sei-kokwai, Jajmn, iii. 593 ; Mission-
ary Society, iii. .591; progress, iii. 598, 8I0;
missionary sent to Formosa, iii. 779; Day of
Prayer, iii. 779.

Nishgti Indians, iii. 032.
Niven, Rev. W., i. 478.
Ni.xon, Bi)., ii. 88, -4.50.

Nizam's uominions, iii. 479.
Nobili, Robert de, i. 18, ii. 546, 547.
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Noble, Crawfonl, iii. 627.

Noble, Gen. Hatt, iii. 298.

Noble, Rev. John, i. 170.

Noble, R. T., i. 264, 3(!S, 370, iii. V.i, 47, 680,
089, 806; his .sister'.s parting- gift, i. 177;
sails for India, i. 328 ; career, ii. .50-59

;

his character, ii. .545 ; a contrast to Robert
fie Nobili, i. .546, 547 ; Nolile's school, i. 328,
uOl, ii. 17S, 514, .522, .529, 5:^0, 51-7; death,
ii. 336, 382, 545, 546, 551 ; Memorial Fund, ii.

548 ; result of his work, iii. 167.

Noble College, sf>e Noble, R. T. ; later history,
iii. 165, 160, 474, 475.

Noel, Baptist W., i. 373, 392, 395, 478; Anniv.
preacher, i. 259 ; anticipates " Our Own
Missionary" plan, i. 20o ; Anniv. speaker,
i. 262, 374, ii. 45; the Bible Society Amend-
ment, i. 279 ; at Henry Venn's, ii. 051 ;

" On
the Union of Church and State," ii. 6;
.sece<les to the Bapti.sts, ii. 6.

Noel, Gerard T., H(m. Life Gov., i. 2i2;
Anniv. preacher, 1. 242; speaker, i. 262,
ii. 45; Bible Societv Amendment, i. 279.

Non-Arvan Mission Conference, iii. 193, 194.

Nonconformity in seventeenth century, i. 33
;

evang-elical revival, i. 38 ; friendliness to-

wards C.M.S., i. 135; atLiver])ool, i. 142 ; Bi-
centenary of the Ejectment, 1662, ii. 3.39

;

Nonconformists at Keswick, iii. 289 ; the
F.S.M., iii. 326; union in India against
Rome, iii. 493 ; friendliness towards the
Special Mission, India, iii. 502 ; Missions in
China, iii. 809 ; South Sea Islands, iii. 810.
See Baptist, London, and Wesleyan Mis-
sionary Societies.

Norfolk Ladies' Union, iii. 322.
Norfolk Union, origin, iii. 03.

Normal School, C.M.S., in Jamaica, i. 346.
Norman, Sir Henry, ii. 211, 483, iii. 481.
Norman, A. G., iii. 474.

Norman, J., i. 361.

Norman, Miss, iii. 481.

Norquay, Hon. .1., iii. 239.

Norris, Camm, iii. 40.

Norris, Edwin, ii. 102, 617.

NoiTis, H. H., i. 274.

Norsemen, Missions to, i. 12.

North, Brownlow, ii. 32.

North Pacific Mission, ii. 011—622, iii. 248—2.53,
629—640. ;SVp nlxo America, N.-W.; Canada,
N.-W. ; Metlakahtla.

North Pole ; Gilder's Expedition, iii. 620.

North-West Fur Cimipany, i. 245, ii. Oil.

Northbrook, Lord, i. 109, ii. 393; Educational
Despatch, India, ii. 57, 240 ; Viceroy of India,
ii. 69, iii. 126, 137, 150, 649 ; Anniv. speaker,
iii. 69 ; on Christian policy in India, iii. 70.

Northcote, Sir Stafford, iii! 61.

Northover, Mr., Accountant, death, i. 372.
Norton, T., i. 107, 114, 184, 185, 204; one of

first two clerical missitmaries, i. 89; examina-
tion, i. 90 ; ordained, i. 90; taken leave of,

1. 113 ; at Allepie, i. 201, 232.
Norwegian Mission in Madagascar, ii. 181.

Norwich Association Jubilee, ii. 378; Exhibi-
tion, iii. 3O0

; Bp. of, !fee Bathui'st, Hinds,
Pelham, Stanley.

Nott, L. H. W., ii'i. 727.

Nott, Miss, iii. 003, 776, 778.

Nova Scotia, New England Company, i. 21
;

Bishop of, itee Inglis.

November Simultaneous Meetings held by
American Presbyterians, iii. 330.

Nowroji, Ruttonji, ii. 523, 527, iii. 139, 140,

302, 400, 502, 758, 790.

Nua, Wakula a, iii. 415.

Nuddea, the Oxford of Bengal, ii. 105;
Nuddea District or Krishnagar Miss^ion, iii.

134; caste troubles in, iii. 135; C.E.Z.M.S.
in, iii. 138, 481 ; evangelists, iii. 357, 475

;

P. M. Rudra, iii. 461 ;
" Convention," iii. .505

;

lantern addresses, iii. 702. See ah-) Krish-
na gar.

Nugent, C. P. C, iii. 158, 161.
Nugent, Miss, iii. 695.

Ni]i)e, Emir of, ii. 4.53, 4.58, 4&i, iii. 388.
Nurallah, convert, ii. 568, iii. 158.
Nutt, Mr.,' iii. 46.

Nuttall, Bp., ii. 424, iii. 723. Sec Jamaica.
Xuttall, Miss, iii. 528.

Nyanapraga.sen, of Tanjore, i. 30L
Nyanza Mission. See Ugandji.
Nyanza, A'ictoria (Lake), discovered by Speke,

ii. 139. See Uganda.
Nyassa Lake, ii. 138, iii. 6.5.5, 801, 807.
Xyass.iland, Scotch Missions, iii. 79 ; British
Central African Protectorate, iii. 79; Uni-
versities' Mission, iii. 80.

Nyland, G., iii. 517.

Nyiander, G. R., i. 88, 160, 171, 175, 177,
ii. 4i7 ; voyage out, i. 80 ; length of service,
i. 88 ; work in the Bnllom tribe, i. 1.57

;

death, i. 171.

Nyluuder, Anne E., i. 179, 180.

Nylander, Catherine [Hannah], i. 179, 180.
Nyondo, I., ii. 430, iii. 84, 9i>.

Nyondo, Polly, iii. 84.

Nzekwe, Mr., iii. 729.

"O.T.C.C.U.," iii. 691.

Oak River, iii. 242.

Oalceley, F., member of C.M.S., ii. 54 ; de-
nounces it, ii. 81.

Oakley, Dean, on Pennefather, iii. 21 ; on
Moody and Sankej', iii. 27.

Oakley,' W., i. 264', ii. 2sl, 284, 285, 332,
iii. 210, 213 ; his Jubilee, iii. 538, 541.

Oakley, C. E., Anniv. speaker, ii. 384.
O'Brien, Bp., i. 395, ii. 41.
O'Brien, Smith, i. 487.

Oceana, Maoris as described in, iii. .550.

"Oceans, lu the Indian and Southern,"
iii. 537—558.

Ockiva, ii. 403.

Ode 'Ondo, iii. 82, 382, 728.
Offertory. See Collection.
Ottices of C.M.S., i. 73; Doughty Street, i.

80; Salisbury Square, i. Ill;" one first use,
i. 120 ; new House, ii. 309 ; new -wing, iii.

311, 310. See aho Salisbury Square.
O'Flaherty, P., at Constantinoi)le, ii. 153

;

Uganda Mission, iii. 48, 110—112, 404—406,
414, 4.52.

Og, King of Bashan, iii. 120.

Ogilliy, map of Africa, i. 45.

Ogundeyi, iii. 382.

Ohio, Bp. of. See Mcllvaine.
Ojibbeway Red Indians, The, i, 245, ii. 323;

E. F. Wilson, missionary to, ii. 394.
Okamoto, Dr., iii. 607.

Okeula, John, ii. 4.38.

Okuseiude, J., iii. 728.

Olcott, Col., iii. 140, 543.

'•Old Mele," ii. 4ti.

Oldham, Col., Winter Missions, iii. .332, 497,
502, 54rt.

Ol ham, T.,ii. 117.

Oliphant, W. K., iii. 312, 313.

O/ii-ef, Th", Training Home, iii. 371, 704.
Obiev', Association at, i. 130.

Olubi, D., ii. 414, 415. iii. 72S.

Ohiwole, B])., iii. 080, 087,725,728 ; ordination,
iii. 50; Anniv. speaker, iii. 302, (>66 ; at
Lagos, iii. 377, 381 ; conseci-ation, iii. 398.

tVMallev, P. K., ii. 13; Committee member, ii.

37, 254, 255, 379 ; death, iii. 43.
" O Master! when Thou callest," iii. 803.

Omdurman, Battle of, iii. 719.

O'Meara, J. D., iii. 239.
" One hundied deaths in four years," iii. 780.
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One Hundred Yeorf, hi. t>94.

O'Neil, " Father," iii. a-iO.

O'N'eiU, T., lii. 48, liXl, ¥)>,, 420; offers for

Upanda, iii. 08 ; death, iii. 102, 104.

Onitsha, ii. 451, 452, 457, 464, iii. 386, 397, 729.

Ontario, Archlip. of. Sen Lewis.
Onyon, Miss, iii. 509.

Ootaciimund, ii. 525.

Open-air preaching started in London, li. 20.

Opepe, iii. 552.

Oplinih. <SVe Kpliraini.

Opium traltic, expansion after 1833, i. 408
;

opium war with China, i. 409 ; Lord Sliaftes-

bur.v on the, i. 470, ii. 301 ; its increase,

i. 471 ; condemned liy the T'aip'ings, ii.

296, 297 ; second war with Cliina, ii. 301
;

missionary i»)licy, ii. 301; refuse, Ningpo,
ii. 307 ; refutje, llnnir-chow, ii. 587, iii. 573,

772 ; discussion. Church Conjjrress, iii. 12, 13
;

anti-opium ayitation, iii. 233 ; Conference,
Shanghai, iii. 574; Opium Commission, iii.

575; Dr. Main ou opiuin-smokinir, iii. 772
;

how Cliina opened to the (.ro-^pcl, iii. 805.

Opotiki, Murder of Volkner at, ii. 032.

Opportunism, Policy of, iii. S17.

Order of Diocesan Header established, iii. 271.

Order of the Red Cross, iii. 090.

Ordination, C.M.S. missiouaries, difficulties,

i. 90 ; removed, i. 245.

Oriental Relig^ions, Church Congress on, iii. 12 ;

the Long Lectureship, iii. 294.

Orissa, great famines, i. 54, ii. 483, iii. 191.

Orlebar, Miss, iii. 500.

Orphanage, Agarpara, i. 317 ; Benares, iii. 473
;

Secunib-a, i. 313, iii. 473.

Osaka occupied, iii. 235; Poole Memorijil
School, iii. 309, 592 ; Conference, iii. 5>>9

;

Bishopric, iii. 5S9; I^uther commemoration,
iii. 590; C.M.S. headi|uarters, iii. 595; Osaka
Institute, iii. 6tH ; Boys' School, iii. Gi>5

;

Theological students, iii. 014; projiosed dio-

cese and Bishop, iii. 775 ; Bible-class at, iii.

770 ; Bp. of, tea Awdry, Foss. See alto Japan.
Osamare, \V. Africa, ii. 404.

Oshielle, Rev. W. Moore at, ii. 435.

Ossorv, Bj). of. S,-e O'Brien, Walsh, W. P.

Ost, J. B., iii. 219, 559, 501, 502, 573, 574.

Ost, Mrs., iii. 562.

Ostle, Kev. W., iii. 323.

Otaki, ii. 625, 037, 638.

Ottji, ii. -445.

Ottawa, iii. 029.

Otter, Bp., i. 202, 276,383; episct)pal work, i.

270; Auniv. speaker, i. 262.

Oudh, annexed by Dalhousie, ii. 158, 205 ; a
convert from the Court, i. 182 ; H. Lawrence,
Commissioner, ii. 198; Imsieged, ii. 216;
Amer. Epis. Meths., ii. 202; Mission in, ii.

206, 612. See Lucknow.
"Our Own Missionarv "

.- plan auticii)atcd by
B. W. Noel, i. 200 ; Rev. T. Dale, i. 261 ; Hag-
land, ii. 187 ; V. Stanton, iii. 52 ; a feature
of the Cileaners' Union, iii. 673, 693, and of
the T.Y.E., iii. 719.

Outnim, Sir F., iii. "05.

Oiitnim, Sir J., ii. 203, 205, iii. 196, 197.

Overton, Dr., i. U<t, 180, 275 ; ICm/lhli Cliurcli

in Eii/hteeiifh Cciituri/, i. 21, 2t", 35, 38, HI,

79; last ceuturv Bps., i. 10; clergy, i. 33;
Puritans, i. 3s ; Thomas Scott, i. 79 ; J\iii/lirh

Church in yincteeiifh Ceiitiir;/, i. 3.S, 1<>," 150,

153, 190, 191, 194, 274; ou Bp. Middleton, i.

191 ; Pi-atl, i. 237; D. Wilson, i. 274, 275.

Owen, F., i. 20^1, 3*4, 355, ii. 02.

Owen, John, i. 152.

Oxford, Raymuud Lull's iuttueuce in establish-
ing i)rofessorships at, i. 13 ; the Oxford Mis-
sion iu Imlia, i. 189, 265, iii. 704 ; missionariea
from, i. 201, 370, ii. 65, 330, 393, iii. 47, 35S,

70^4; Low Church clergy in, i. 287; C.M.S.

; . .-'.anesand contributors at,ii.54; Oiford
I'hurch Congress and Foreign Missions,
ii. 359 ; Missionary Conference, iii. 14 ; re-

vival meetings, iii. 33 ; Calcutta Mission,
iii. 130, 319, 491, 764; Haunington Hall, iii.

691; Oxfoid Ilrlpt ill Uganda, iii. 741;
"O.I.C.C.U.," iii. 691; G. L. Pilkingtou
at the Missicmary Breakfast, iii. 790 ; the
S.V.M.U. at,iii.ti91; Bp. of, »e«Mackarnes8,
Wilberforce.

Oxford Movement, The. See Tractariaus,
<;xlad. Miss, iii. 219, 236, 596, Ott3.

Oxley, The Misses, C.E.Z.M.S., iii. 4'il.

Oxley, Mi.ss A. 1., i. 360.
Ovamada, iii. 597.

Oyebode, R. S., iii. 72S.

Oyo, Yorubd Training Institution, iii. 72'^.

Paa, Wiki Te, iii. 551.

I'acker, O. F., iii. 3»9.

Paildington contributions, 1881, iii. 59.

Paillield, J. E., ii. 395, 526, iii. 160, 471—473,
507 ; B.D. degree conferred, iii. 478 ; ou
M. Ratnam, iii. 458; translati(mal work, iii.

178; Sec. T.Y.E. Review Committee, iii. 717.
Padfield, Mi's., iii. 160, 473.
Pagans, jMijaui, villagers, i. 7; paganizatiou

of the present day, i. 8
;
paganism ancient

and modem, i. 70.

Page, R. L., iii. 644.

Paharis, The, iii. Is7; work among them, ii.

166, iii. 194: S.P.G. Mission, iii. 186; cou-
\-crts, iii. 190 ; Droese's work, iii. 194, 456.

Pahewa, Matiaha, ii. 040.

Paihia, i. 359; churchvard monument to

Archdu. H. Williams, i'i. 6-12.

Pai Marire Movement, ii. 631.
Paiue, Tom, i. 41, 50, 302.

Painter, A. F., iii. 47, ls3, 480, 7sl, 795.

Pakhoi Mission planned, iii. 260 ; Dr. Hordcr
at, iii. 501, 562 ; medical and leper work,
iii. 772.

Pakingtou, Sir J., ii. 303.

Pal, Hon. Krista Das, ii. 514.
Palamcotta, ii. 529 ; Schwartz, Hough, Pohle,
Rhenius, Schmid at, i. 201, 202 ; S.P.C.K. at,

i. 202 ; Triuity Church, i. 318, iii. 808 ; Pre-
pamnili Institution, ii. 521; ordination at,

iii. 16S ; schools, i. 321, ii. 181, iii. 473;
C.E.Z.M.S., iii. 473; Salvation Army, iii.

494
; G. C. Grubb, iii. 503. See Tiuu«velly.

Palaveram Mission, ii. 527.

Palestine, the i)uri>ose of the Crusjules, i. 12;
iu possession of the Intidel, i. 15 ; Bishopric
controvers.v, i. 397 ; various missionary
efforts, i. 419 ; the C.M.S. Mission, ii. 141—
148, iii. 115—117, 119, 120, 517, 527—529,
751; Bp. Gobat's schools, iii. 116 ; Guardian
on C.M.S. in, iii. 523 ; Special Mission, iii.

527 ; Medical Mission, iii. 601 ; Last Four
Years, iii. 751, 752. See Alexander, BIyth,
Gobat (Bps.), aho Jenisjilem.

Pale.v, R. C, ii. W), 71 ; becomes a missionarv,
ii.02; career at Camliritlgc, ii. (KJ ; hisgi'and-
father's F.cidcnce*, ii. 61; ordination, ii. 61,

79; offer for Aljcokuta, ii. IU; death, ii. 64,
116.

Pa ley, Mrs., ii. 116.

PalLrrave, F. T., iii. 31.

Palgnivc, W. G., iii. B13.

Palgnive, Miss, iii. 653.

Pallam district, Revival at, iii. Isl.

Palmer, Rev. 11., death at Sierra Lconc, i. 170.

Palmer, Prof. K. H., iii. 13, 125.

Pahuer, J. J. B., iii. 300, 472.

Palmer, R., li. 395, 587, iii. Til.

Palmer, Wm., i. 3S9, 420.

Palmer, Mrs. H., i. 170, ii. 50.

Palmerstou, Lord, i. 419, ii. 112, ^'52, 253, 302,
454, 490, 531 ; his bishops, ii. 23, 24, 26, 29, 43

;
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V.-P. of Cambiidcc Aiboc, i. 1-42; Lord
Shaftesbury, ii. 22; Lord P.'s ecclesiastical

views, ii. 23 ; the slave-trade, ii. 106, 107
;

"Greek affair," ii. 107; interview with
C'rowther, ii. 113; annexes Lagos, ii. 119;
the Government of India, ii. 23i, 259; atti-

tude towards China, ii. 301.

Palmerston, Lady, ii. 22.

Palmyra-chniljers of Tinnevelly, The, i. 322.

FaiicliaiiaU, Christian, estabhshed Ijy Dr.
Pfander, ii. 418.

Pandurang, Daji, ii. 431, 523.

Paneivelei, J. T. Tucker at, ii. 180, 541

;

ordination at, ii. 185 ; accessions, ii. 190.

Paues, J. B., iii. 357, 478.

Pantajnus, missionary, i. 8.

Pantulu, Gudur Krislinara, ii. 548.

Papal Aggression, ii. 7, 130.

Papprill, F., iii. 357, 480.

Paraire, Wiremii Kateue, ii. 040.

Paramatta, Maori settlement, i. 210.

Parewanui, iii. 556.

Parlit, J. T., iii. 752.

Park, Mungo, i. 46, 452, ii. 120.

Pargiter, C. T., iii. 706.

Pargiter, G. E. A., iii. 359, 474.

Pargiter, R., i. 332, ii. 77, 281, iii. 720.

Paris Geographical Society honours Krapf
and Rebmann, ii. 135.

Parker, Bp. H. P., iii. 47 ; at Calcutta, iii. 130,

197, 480; among the Gonds, iii. 468; and
Jani Alh, iii. 49, 462 ; Anniv. speaker, iii.

302; appointed Bp. in East Africa, iii. 418,

419 ; valedictory farewell, iii. 49, 329 ; appeal
for women missionaries, iii. 331, 368; at
I'ortsmouth Congress, iii. 642 ; death, iii. 295,

365, 420, 788.

Parker, J. C, iii. 627, 628.

Parliamentary Committee testimony to Sierra
Leone, i. 335.

I'arker, Theodore, ii. 505.

Parkes, Sir Harry, ii. 582, 602, iii. 565.

Parliament of Religions lecturer, India, iii. 758.

Parnell, Mr. Hee Congleton, Lord.
Parnell, K., ii. 433.

Parnell, T., i. 143.

Parochial Mission Movement, iii. 21-24.

Parochial Missionary Associations, iii. 57 ;

ladies' work, iii. 321 ; J. E. Sampson an
ideal leader, iii. 797.

Parochial system in the AVest Indies, i. 347.

Parry, Bp., i. 418, 501.

Parry, Dr., Druze schools in the Hauran, iii.

119.

Parry, Mr. Edward, i. 101 ; appointed V.-l'.,

i. 69.

Parsees in India, 1891, iii. 509, 510.

Parslee, Miss, iii. 481, 760.

Parsons, G. H., ii. 77, 281, 283, 289, 336, iii. 47,

477, 480.

I'assport system, Japan, iii. 601.
Pastoral catechists in Ceylon, iii. 202.

I'atara, Hau-hau leader, ii. 631.

I'atching, Miss F., iii. 752, 785.

I'atiTSon, J. M., iii. 285, 360.

I'atiki, Piripi, ii. 640, iii. 554.
I'ntoii, Mr. W. T., iii. 20.

I'atrick, St.. i. 9, 10.

I'attcrson, H. S., at Bannu, ii. 561.

I'attcson, Bp., i. tW, 448, ii. S6, iii. 67(1; joins
Sehvyn, ii. 89; consecration, ii. 95; death,
ii. 336, iii. 76.

I'atteson, Miss, iii. 645, 653.

Pattrick, Rev. ti., on lirsl Comuiillec, i. 69;
death, i. 70.

J'aul, St., i. 6, 7.

Paul, Tulsi, ii. 269, 553, iii. 164, 762.

Paul, Joshua, iii. 478.

Paul, S., iii. 478.

Paulus, Mian, ii. 275, 561, iii. 144, 468.

Pavne, Bp., i. 377, ii. 45.
Payne, D. B., iii. 308.

Payne, J. E., ii. 535.

Payne, Miss L., iii. 603.

Pa^\Tie-Smith, Dean, iii. 280.

Peace River, iii. 621.
Peace mission-boat, iii. 81, 404.

Peaclie, Rev. A., ii. 356.

Peacocke, Archbp., iii. 62, 688, 705, 7o7.

Peacocke, Miss, iii. 778.

Pearson, Dean, prize essay, i. 8, 97, 127 ; nearly
rejected from ordination, i. 39 ; biogi-apher
of Schwartz and Buchanan, i. 97 ; Anniv.
preacher, i. 259; and Bp. D. Wilson, i. 292,
423.

Pearson, C. W., iii. 47, 103, 107, 111, 318, 452.

Pearson, J. N., i. 275, 373; Anniv. preacher, i.

259 ; first Principal of College, i. 265, ii. 70,

74, 77 ; resignation, i. 266 ; character, i. 266.

Pearson, Mr. J., on tirst Committee, i. 70.

Pease, Sir J., iii. 575.

Peck, E. J., iii. 46, 48, 239, 245, 246, 625, 627,
628.

Peck, Mrs. E. J., iii. 625.

Peek, Cuthbert, iii. 436.

Peel, Bp. W. G., iii. 47, 160, 474, 475, 480, 500,

507, 705, 731, 735, 764, 766.

Peel, Sir Robt., i. 70, 271, 272, 296, 437, 453, 484.

Peel River, ii. 324.
Peep of Daij, iii. 628.

Peers, Rev. Dr. J. W., i. 69.

Peet, J., 1. 264, 326, ii. 191, 192, 336, 537, 538, 551,
iii. 178, 180.

Peking, S.P.G. at, ii. 306, iii. 223 ; other societies
at, ii. 580 ; C.M.S., ii. 581, 582, iii. 223 ; with-

• drawal from, iii. 230, 255. iS'ee aUo Cliina.
Pelham, Bp. J. T., i. 373, iii. 63 ; Anniv.
preacher, ii. 43 ; Bp. of Norwich, ii. 23, 24,

654 ; speaker, ii. 383, iii. 69 ; at Lambeth Con-
ference, ii. 303 ; death, iii. 658.

Pelham, Capt., ii. 107.

Pelham, Hon. T. H. W., iii. 720.

Pemba, Slavery at, iii. 734.

Pender, Mr. J., ii. 110.

Penge, Exhibition at, iii. 306.

P. & O. service, England and India, i. 298.

Penn, W. C, iii. 474.

Pennefather, A. R., and the F.S.M., iii. 331.

Pennefather, W., i. 434, ii. 77 ; offers to train
women missionaries, ii. 397 ; at Barnet and
:Mildmay, ii. 30, 356, iii. 21, 25, 32 ; Rev. J.

Oakley on, iii. 21; the " George Midler " of
the Church of England, iii. 21.

Pennefather, Mrs., iii. 371, 658.

Ponnell, Dr., iii. 476.

Penny collections, i. 130, 138, 243, 480 ; at Sierra
Leone, ii. 445.

Penri, Ainu chief, iii. 598, 609.

Pentecost, Dr., Anniv. sjjeaker, iii. 302 ; Mission
to India, iii. 504.

Pentycross, Rev. Mr., founder of L.M.S., i. GO.

Penzance, Lord, iii. 6, 282.

I'epple, D. O., iii. 730.

Pepple, George, ii. 461.

Pepple, "William, King of Bonny, ii. 460.

I'e])ys, Bji., i. 395.

Percival, Mr., i. 109.

I'crcival, Bp., iii. 271, 765.

I'ercy Chapel, Early contiibutiou from, i. 470.
" Perfectionism," Controversy' on, iii. 29, 288.

Periods of Missionary Historv, a.d. 30-1534, i.

6-15 ; 1534-1786, i. 16-28 ; 17b6-lS13, i. 31—104
;

1813-1824, i. 107—248 ; 1824-1841 i. 251—3C4
;

1841-8, i. 366—504 ; 1849-61, ii. 3—332 ; 1862-72,

ii. 334—659 ; 1873-82, iii. 3--266 ; 1882-95, in.

269—680 ; 1895-99, iii. 683—799.
Periyauavagam, Arunianayagam, iii. 174.

Perkins, Rev. W. H., S.P.G., i. 331, ii. 207.

Perkins, H. E., Punjab civilian, ii. 483, 489,

534, 576, iii, 143, 152 ; C.M.S. missionary, iii.
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358, 464, 477, 484, 490, 507,652; Anniv. si>€Hker,
iii. 302.

Pcrmununcl, agent nt Meerut, i. 197.

Perowne, lip., of Worcet^ter, i. 19«, ii. 341,
iii. 271, 281.

Peiownc, Archdu. T.T., i. 196, ii.61, iii. 230, 2mO.

I'cruwnc, Dr. E. H., i. 10t>.

I'erowne, J., nt Bunlwiiu, i. llMi.

l'er])ctim, i. 1.5.

I'crry, Up., at Ciiiiiliridfre, ii. 59, CO ; \i\i. of

Melboiu-ue, i. .{74, 419, ii. 13, 45, 84, »6, m,W-
92; lit home, iii. 10, 14, 223, 263, 280; ('.M.S.
Committee memljer, iii. 43, 44, 298, 330; the
("cylon controversy, iii. 207, 208,213, 215;
fleiith, iii. 058.

Perry, Cnnou G. (J., Sludenln' Kiigli»h Church
lliaton/, i. 273, ii. 9, 10 ; the Gorham case, ii. 4.

Perry, E. J., iii. 358; death, iii. 540.
Perry, Commander, ii. 130.

IVrry, Commodore, ii. 598.
Pt rsccutiou, Karly, i. 8; by Ziujjis Khiiu,

i. 14; Inciuisitiou, i. 18; .Icsiiits, i. 18; Tiunc-
velly, i. 323; West Indies, i. :iU\ 342; Mada-
trascar, i. 377 ; BouiiV, ii. 463 ; .Tapan, ii.

596, 597, COl, 002, 004 ; (!f Maronite Christinus,
iii. 116; Cliiua, iii. 219 ; Chu-ki district, iii.

231 ; Uf!:audn,iii.411, 414-410,742; Fuh-kien,
iii. 564 ; Bikbis, iii. 753 ; Teluprii Christians,
iii. 701 ; in Chu-ki, inflicted and sutfered by
R.C.'e, iii. 770, 771 ; in Hok-chiang and
Hin^'-hwa, iii. 771.

Persia tirst receives the Gospel, i. 14 ; martyr-
dom under Sassaninu kiutrs, i. 14; as a
mission-field, i. 74, 118; Martyu in, i. 82;
translations, i. 74, 119; Brucoin, iii. 123;
C.M.S. Mission, iii. 124, 510, 523, 530, 753,

780; Medical Mission, iii. 661, 754; present
view, iii. 801, 808, 814.

Peshawar, contributions at, ii. 175 ; Captain
.Martin plans a Mission, ii. 208 ; during the
Mutiny, li. 220 ; Mission begun, ii. 211 ; difli-

culties and perils, ii. 565, 566 ; converts, ii.

.507—572
;
growth, iii. 147, 158 ; situation, iii.

150; W. Ridley at, ii. 50(i, iii. 250 ; All Saints'
I 'hurch, iii. 471, 808 ; School, iii. 474 ; Duke of
Connaught, iii. 1-90 ; Special Mission, iii. .503.

See also Afghan.
Peter, St., i. 11.

Peter the tlermit, i. 12.

Peterl>orougli, Bj). of. See Davys, Jeuue,
Magee.

Petero, iii. 741, 742.

Peters, Dr. Karl, iii. 132. WS, tiO.

Petrie, Miss I., iii. 37i>, 784.

Petrie, Miss M., iii. 370, 002.

Petros, an Ainu, his death, iii. Oio.

Pettitt, G., i. 261, 321, 324, 328, 491, ii. 5^12 ; nt
Colombo, ii.283 ; given chnrge of Tiunevelly
Mission, i. .322; The Tinner- 11;/ Mintion qf
fhe C.M.S. , i. 322 ; speaker at Si-st Jubilee, i.

497.

Peyton, T. i. 204, 500, ii. 99, 102.

Pfauder, Dr., i. 263, 350, ii. 71, iii. 123, 190;
.joins Mr. Groves, i. 283; Basle missionary,
ii. 151 ; iu Persia, ii. 151 ; ilizoii-ul-Jlai/t/

and otiier works, ii. 1.52, 17o, 5.'13
; nt Agra, i,

313, ii. 153, 103, 109, 170 ; estiiblishea Chris-
tian f>(iHch">/aiii, ii. 118 ; controversy with
moulvies, ii. 170, 556, 561 : Bishop French
"u, ii. 171; nt Peshawar, ii. 168, 211; the
Mutiny, ii. 220; sent to Constantinoi)le, ii.

1.5;),
2""5

; death, ii. 155, *«1, 382, 551, iii. 114

;

Sir H. Kilwanles on, ii. 15.3.

Pfeflferle, C., ii. 132, 133.

Phair, Archdn., ii. 320, 330, 395, COSI, iii. 241, 619.

Phnyre, Su- Ai-thur, in Mauritius, ii. 471.

PhelH5 of Cenchrea, i. 316.
Phelps, Rev. W., chaplain, ii. 572.

Pheli)s, A., iii. 570.

Philadelphia, Alia Shchr, the ancient, iii. 115.

Philip, Dr., L.M.S., i. 337, 354.
Philippe, Louis, i. 377, 4«7.

Philipjnne Islands, iniiuisition, i. 18.

Philippos, iii. Isl.

Philipps, Sir J. Kra.smus, at Church Congress,
ii. 359, iii. 614.

PhiUps, Dr. R., Zululnnd, i. 355.
" Philips, Old," dentil, iii. 540.
Phillips, Bp., ii. 4;J5, 415, iii. 82, 382 ; ordination,

iii. 50; Anniv. speaker, iii. .302 ; consecration

,

iii. 398, 687, 725.

Phillips, A. A., iii. 772.
Phillips, Miss H. P., tirst Australian Col. Assoc.
Missionary, iii. 517.

Phillips, H. S., iii. 289, 327, 3.59, .567, 568, 580, 771j
account of Hwasiiug massacre, iii. 584, 585,

Plnlliiis, Mrs. II. S., iii. .568, .5><0.

Phillips, T., Niger Secretary, iii. 48,386, 387.
I'hillips, Mi.ss, C.K.Z.M.S., "iii. 481.
Philpott, Bp., of Worcester, nnd Madngnscar

Bishopric, ii. 479.
Philpott, Archdn., iii. 123.

Philpotts, Bp., i. 395, 436; on Tnict XC, i.

308 ; Gorham case, ii. 4 ; excommunicates
Archbp. Sumner, ii. 6.

Philpotts, Lieut., i. 4.30.

Phipps, Col., i. 194, 307; as Committee meml)er,
i. 255.

Pickford, .r., ii. 77, 179, 2S9, iii. 213.
Pickford, J. [., iii. 47, 538.
Pickford, Mrs., iii. 48, 533.

Pierpoiut, R. D., iii. 788.

Pierson, Dr. A. T., iii. 305, 373, 649, 655; Seven
I'eait i» Sierra Leont, i. 169.

Pietist Movement in Germany, i. 20, iii. 8l4

;

origin of S.P.C.K. India Mission, i. 24;
Ziegenbnlg luid Plutscho, i. 25.

Pignfettn, his story of a Congo Mission, i. 18,

iii. 81 ; on the Nile source, ii. 137.

Pimnies, The, iii. 7-43.

Pigott, .1. H., iii. 312, 313.

Pigott, J. R. W., iii. 132.

Pigou, Dean, as a missiouer, iii. 23.

Pike, A. J., iii. 138, 739.

Pilgrim Fathers, John Eliot, a missionary
from the, i. 20; contrasted with the E.I.C.,
i. 51.

Pilgrim, Miss, iii. 736.

Pil(/rim'$ Pro'jrert, iii. 628.

Pilkingtou, G. L., iii. 360—361, 134, 653, 655,
738 ; conversion, iii. 286 ; on Seniljera's death,
iii. -4^42 ; trans, work, iii. 450, 790, 792

;

spu'itual revival at Sesse Islands, iii. 451,

452 ; L.W.U. Missionary Mission, iii. 662 ;

Gospel ill I'liandii, iii. 69-4 ; memonible visit tt)

Euglaiul, iii. 7;19, 79t) ; at the Bavuum Islands,
iii. 741 ; T.Y.E. idea for (.'entral .Vfrica, iii.

791 ; death, iii. 699, 715, 789, 791 ; funenil, iii.

716, 792 ; Dr. Butler, Dr. Searle, G. Wilson,
and H. W. Duta on, iii. 362, 790—793 ; PUkimj-
Ion of I'yaiiilii, iii. 285, 286, 789.

Pilkinirton, Miss, iii. 653.

Piud Dadaii Khan, iii. 158.

Pinkorton, Rev. R«>l)ert, i. 228.

Piukhnm, Bp., iii. 617, 618 ; Anniv. »i)eakcr,
iii. 665.

Piper, .lohn, ii. 395, 587, iii. 235, 230, 318, 610.

Piper, Mi's., iii. 235, 653.

Piratori, iii. 597, 609.

Pitt, i. 43, 93, -455 ; his ojiiuion of Evangelicals,
i. .39 ; sympathy with Alx>litiouist8, i. 40

j

Willjerfbrcc and Thornton, i. 01, 03;tleath,
i. 93.

Plairuo in Bomlmy, iii. 754.

Phiiu Crees, iii. 213.

Plain Indians, iii. 621.

Plaisnnce Orphnnage, iii. 548, 519.

Plasscy, Battle of, ii. 215.

Pluninicr. Rev. F. B., iii. 234.

Plumptre, J. P., i. 373.
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Pkmket, Lorrt, Archbp., li. 96, iii. 6i8 ; Anni-v".
speaker, iii. 302, 797 ; Spanish Reformed
C:hurch, iii. 707 ; death, 797.

Phxtsclio's Mission to India, i. 25, 52.
Plymouth Brethren, rise of, i. 283 ; their

Futurist views, i. 281; joined by Mrs. I.
AVilson, i. 317; in Tinnevelly, ii. 189, iii.

182; Ceylon, in. 545; " sheep-stealin"-," iii.

191, 495.
Poets, Lake, and the Oxford Movement, i. 286.
Pohle visits Palamcotta, i. 201.
Pohutu, Hone, ii. GiO.
Polar Sea, hi. 810.
Pole, G. H., ii. 62, iii. 48, 235, 236, 264, 589, 595,

599.

Polhill-Turner, A. T., iii. 281, 578.
PolhiU-Turner, C. H., in. 284, 767.
Pohce, Christian, Association, ui. 31.
Police, Japanese, missionary work, iii. 776.
" Policy of Faith," ii. 36, iii. 293, 333, 345, 455,

561, 645, 657—680, 705, 806, 815—817.
Pohtics and Missionaries, Venn on, ii. 304, 435,
Polycarp, ii. 650.
Poly.e-amy, C.M.S. and, h. 14, 111; in West

Africa, ii. Ill; Shoa, i. 353; Uganda, in.
109; High Church's attack on C.M.S. , ii. 14

;

Blyden, Burton, and Reade on, ii. 441, 449;
Bps. E. H. Bickersteth and Mihnan,
Revs. Jas. Johnson and W. S. Price on,
iii. 129, 642, 646, 652 ; Lambeth Conference,
ill. 646; Crowther on baptism of polv-
jramists, iii. 646.

Fohjijlott-i Africana, by Dr. S. W. Koelle, ii. 102.
Pomare, Wiremu, ii. 64<).

Ponsouby, Bp., i. 499.
Poole, A. W., iii. 47, 48, 595 ; in India, iii. 166

;

Rugby-Fox master, i. 502 ; valechctory fare-
well, in. 49; Exeter Hall speech, iii. 167,
272 ; appointed Bp. in Japan, iii. 273, 591

;

death, iii. 295, 592 ; memorial, in. 369, 604.
Poole, Mrs. Eva Travers Evered, ui. 333.
Poona, iii. 138, 479.
Pope, Rev. Dr. G. U., i. 321, iii. 644.
Pope, J., ii. 122.
P<irt Lokkoh occupied, ii. 103, iii. 82.
Port Louis, Tamil coohes at, h. 468 ; St. Paul's
Church consecrated, ii. 470 ; cyclone, iii. 549.

Port Pliilip, proposed See, i. 408.
Portage la Prairie, ii. 323.
Portal, Sir G., iii. 445, 745 ; reaches Uganda, iii.

447 ; attacked by Mr. Labouchere, hi. 447
;

returns to England, iii. 418.
Portman Chapel, 1881, iii. 58.
Porter, W., i. 361.
Porteus, Bp. of London, at St. James', Picca-

dilly, i. 40; and the Clapham sect, i. 43, 44 •

slave-trade, i. 50; attitude towards Evan-
gehcals, i. 90 ; evidences of Christianity, i.

216 ; death, i. 90.
Portman, Lord, ii. 655.
T'ortmnr. Pbaiiel " Own Missionary," iii. 577.
Portuguese

: navig;ators and missionaries, i.

16, 17 ; in India, i. 52, 231 ; in Ceylon, i. 215
;

h. 290; in China, i. 463 ; in East Africa, i.

460; in Japan, ii. 596.
Post, Dr., in. 649.
Postage of publications, ii. 51.
Postau's Fersoiud Obxercatioiis on Shiillt. ii

204.

Postmen, Christian, Association, iii. 31.
Post-runners in Tinnevelly, i. 323.
" Potatau the First " elected " Kin"-," N Z ii

628.
o. , .

Pothan, P. O., iii. 470.
Poviudali trilje, ii. 276.
Powder Mills, Mauritius, school at, ii. 169
Powell, Mr. Baden, iii. 152.
Powell, H., Association Secretary, i. 332, 372.
Power, Miss, iii. 568.
Powley, Rev. M., c.mnot And candidates, i. 73.

Pownill, G. P., ii. 66.

Poynder, Mr. J., as Committee member, i. 255
;

on Suttee, i. 291; on patronage of idolatrv,
i. 296.

Prabhu-din, Matthew, Sepoj^ convert, i. 198.

Prance, Committee member, ii. 379.
Prasse, i. 87 ; voyage out, i. 86 ; first death in
West African field, i. 88.

Pratt, Rev. Josiah, i. 8, 66, 75, 88, 101, 111, 114,
122, 126, 131, 134, 143, 145, 161, 221, 248, 251,
259, 265, 269, 273, 279—281, 315, 320, 338,
349, 369, 373, 379, 383, 392, 393, 398, 399, 403,
407, 466, 476, ii. 39, 48, 50, 659, in. 3, 806;
Eclectic Society, i. 63, 64 ; Chrisfian Ohnerver,
i. 63 ; charges S.P.C.K. with e.xclusiveness,
i. 65; on first Committee, i. 69; on the
Archbp., i. 73 ; second Secretar.y, i. 80

;

first " Instructions," i. 84 ; Constitutions of
Committee, i. 110 ; frames Anniv. resolu-
tions, i. 115 ; American Episcopal Missions,
i. 121, 155 ; on missionary character, i. 124

;

as Deputation, i. 132, 137; his "penny-a-
week" plan, i. 130; compiles the S.P.G.
Propa/jauda, i. 148 ; instructions to Bicker-
steth, i. 159; retirement from Secretariat, i.

236 ; appointed chairman Comm. Cor. i. 237
;

character described, i. 237 ; sombre tone,
last Report, i. 238, 241 ; scheme for College, i.

244 ; on Lord Gambler, i. 256 ; asked to preach
Anniv. sermon, i. 259 ; on prophecy, i. 284,
285 ; Keble's poetry, i. 288 ; the" Oxford
leaders, i. 289 ; Scotch disruption, i. 380

;

" King Pratt," ii. 649; death, i. 371 ; funeral
sermon by Venn, i. 62 ; Zife, i. 62, 168.

Pratt, J. A., ui. 730.

Pratt, J. H., i. 315, ii. 45, 273, 495, 499, in. 187
;

Eclectic JVofes, i. 62; death, ii. 336, 519.
Prayer, at Society's Meetings, i. 280; the
Prayer used at General Meetings, i. 128 ; Day
of Intercession, ii. 409, iii. 11, 44, 46;
Bp. Cotton's, ii. 493 ; the secret of blessing,
iii. 539; the Nippon Sei-Kokwni Day of, iii.

779.

Prayer-book and the Bible Society, i. 153

;

missionary prayer, iii. 638.
Prayer-book and Homily Societj% i. 154.

Prayer-nieetinjiS, Bp. Heber on, i. 217 ; legal-
ized in 1855, ii. 26.

Pre.ichers at St. Bride's. Sei' Anniversary.
Precis system anticipated, i. 111.

Preedy, Capt., ii. 204.

Pre-Milleuarian views among C.M.S. leaders,
i. 283, 281, u. 387.

Preparatory Institution, Reading, ii. 397
;

Clapham, iii. 355, 703. See (College.

Presbyterian Missicms, Euulish, in China, i.

377, ii. 293, in. 226, 227, 576.

Presb.yterians : in America helped by Scottish
" S.P.C.K.," i. 27 ; Presbyterian system
not congregational, i. 64 ; Alexander' Duff,
i. 302—311 ; Dr. Elmslie a Presb.vterian, ii.

574; Day of Intercession, iii. 11; Living-
stone's influence, iii. 79 ; Bj). French, iii.

489 ; a C.M.S. secession, iii. 491 ; the Hwa-
sang massacre, iii. 585. See Scotland.

Presbyterian Missions, American. See Ameri-
can Presbyterians.

I'resbyterian Missions, Canadian. S e Cana-
dian Presbyterian Missions.

Presbj-teriau Missions, Irish, in Gujerat, i. 332,
491.

Presbyterian Missions, Scotch. iS>^ Scothiud.
Presbyterian Missions in India, iii. 508.
President: Lord Gambier, i. 108; Lord

Chichester, i. 257 ; Capt. Maude, iii. 297 ; Sir
J. Kennaway, iii. 297.

Press, Printing, in missionarv work, i. 71,

193, 201, 220, 227. See n/so" Bible Society,
Rehgious Tract Society, S.P.C.K., Transla-
tions.
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Pres», The, at Calcutta, i. 3(>9.

Press, The, in lelaticm to Mii^t-ion.-., lii. (i68.

Prest, Archdu., Anniv. speiker, iii. <6\i.

Preston, Rev. M. M., as Committee member,
i. 256.

Pretoria, Bishopric foiintlerl, iii. 70.

Prevost, Admiral, ii. 612, iii. iSO; ou the Ninth
Pacific ludiuns, ii. 612 ; his offer, ii. Cia

;

Kveniii'^ chairman, iii. 70
;
prief at IJuucan's

secess.on, iii. 032 ; Chief Cowhoe, iii. o;<2
;

the story of Kitkutla, iii. 032 ; death, iii. 032,

058.
Price, A. K., iii. 0;<2.

Price, E. D., iii. t(W, 470, ~'>o.

Price, H. McC. K., iii. 'ii\, 359, 377, Oi)4, On5.

Price, J. C, iii. 47, KiO, «3.
Price, LI. ti. ticott, iii. 176, 501, 783.

Price, Koger, iii. 80.

Price, W. Salter, ii. 78, 201, 523, 535, iii. 12, 30,

78, 121, 295, 377, i<t7, 121, Oiil, 052 ; at Isliuj,'-

ton, ii. 77 ; at Nasik, ii. 173 ; Ruttonji Now-
roji, ii. 174 ; Christian villasre, t>hardnpur,
li. 431, 4:52; Frere Town, iii. 83, 89, 91, 92,
428—130

;
present at first and second Jubilees,

iii. 720.

Price, Mrs. W. S., iii. 81, 89, 307.

Prideaux, Dean, i. 21.

Priitt ill Abfolitfioii, iii. 5.

Prince of Wales, i. 315, 307; visit to India,
iii. 36, 127—129, 109—171.

Prin.sep, E. A., ii. 188, 189, 573.

Pritchctt, Mr., schools at Gaza, iii. 120.

Prochnow, J. U., at Kotgiir, ii. 202.

Proctor, H., iii. 730.
I'ropaijoiida : an Ahutnict of Proceediiir/f uf
S.P.G., by Rev. Josiah Pratt, i. 14a.

Prophecy, Pnitt on, i. 281 ; spirit of, un-
favourable to Missions, 1. 281; "Futurist"
views of unfulfilled, i. 283, 281.

Proselytism, C. M.S. and. See EastemChurches.
Protestant Churchmen's Alliance, iii. 280, 281.

Provost, Bp. 8., i. RH5.

Pruen, Dr. S. T.. iii. 321, 418.

I'riissia, Eisteru, Gospel preached in, i. 12;
Kinjr (Frederick William IV.), i. 419;
Krapf's interview, ii. 13t».

Ptolemy on the Nile source, ii. 137.

Public Worship Re^'ulation Act, iii. 5, 0.

Publications, "Eclectic" discussion, i. 03;
early C.M.S., i. 120; Miffiouari/ Jieghter, i.

126—128; the first illustration, i. 128; early
cost, i. 4.81 ; first Jubilee, i. 191 ; transla-
tions, ii. 49 ; C.M.S. periodicals, ii. 50-52,
376, iii. 65, 00, 600, 091, 717.

Puckcy, W., i. .357, 433, 411, ii. 023, iii. 550, 551.

Punanialli, ii. 527.
Piiiirli, ii. 7, 29.

Punjab annexed by Dalhousie, ii. 158, 198 ; Mis-
sions, ii. 16.'<

; contriljutions, li. 175; "For
Enjfland and for Christ," ii. 195—213; the
Ki"eat Christian rulers, ii. 197—202 ; .\uieri-

^ran Pi"csbytcrians in the Punjab, ii. 203

;

advance, ii. 205, iii. 1.j5 ; "a monument
yrc lastiu;,' than brass," ii. 213; saviu",'

InVia, ii. 231 ; Missions after the Mutiny, ii.

275\ proposed Divinity Colletre, ii. 4(.Ki ; nns-
siouKj\v Conference, ls02, ii. 488 ;

" I'un-
jabizKijr" India, ii. 487; Montjroniery and
McLeiVl, ii. 487 ; Bil)le and Tract S'ociety
fornied\ii. 4>S9 ; "A Flajr for Christ in the
Piinjalv' ii. 50')—57^ ; Prince of Wales an<l

Native Christians, iii. 128 ; women's wta'k,
iii. Ill ; Church Council, iii. 118; B'lok and
Bible Societv, iii. 154; Itinerant Mission, iii.

479; C.E.Z.^.S. hnlies, iii. 4M ; Salvation
Arm.v, iii. 491; statistics, l^^oo, iii. 509;
Special Mission, iii. 759; Medical Mission,
iii. 061 ; last four years' recruits, iii. 700

;

present view, iii. 801.

Puuuan, T. C, iii. 470.

Puunan, T. E., iii. 470.
Purcell, LiJ> of Cardinal Maiinivrj, i. 410.
Purday, S. F., Assist. Lay Sec, iii. 261, 293.
Pui-itans, Overton on the, i. 38.
Purvis, J. B., iii. 736.
Pusey, Dr., i. 384, 389, 394, 420, ii. 88; at-
tacks t'.M.S., i. :i8J; Etfai)* a.id I{ecieiei,i\.

341, 31<j, 318; Shaftesbury's apjical to, ii.

311, 308
;
protests asiiiust Temjile's appoint-

ment, ii. 3K>, iii. 00; .St. Saviour's, Lcetls, ii.

KU ; J. W. Knott, ii. 4<)1—lii5, 551 ; Atlm-
nasian Creed, iii. 4; the "confessors"
petition, iii. 5 ; Rids<lale case, iii. 7 ; the
K.C.U., iii. 7.

I'uxley, E. L., ii. 05, iii. 188—19^1, 193, 197.
Pym, Bp. iii. 518.

Pyramids, A missionaiy talk at the, iii. 748.

QiADKii.ATKR.vL, The, ii. 306.
Quaker, J., ii. 73, 102, 416, iii. 377.
Quaker, W., ii. 416.
Quakers, contrilnitious from, i. 125; auli-

slavery petition, i. 338.
Qu'Ap|)elle Diocese, formerly Asbiniboia,
founded, iii. 617; S.P.G. in, iii. 620; Bp. of,
fe Anson, Burn, Grisdale.

Qua>iue, P., i. 21, 419.
Qiittrterli/ Paprr, i. 24-'J, ii. 50; Mr. Gladstone's
action, ii. 52.

Qiiai-tei-ly Nriirir, i. 99, 101, ii. 340, iii. 669.
Quarli-rlu Token, ii. 50, 51, iii, 3<l7.

Queljec, Bp. of. See Mountain, Stewart.
Queen Adelaide. See Adelaide, Queen.
Queen Charlotte Islands, W. H. Collison at,

iii. 219 ; C. Harri.son at, iii. 0.'12.

Queen Elizabeth. See Elizabeth, Queen.
Queen Victokia. See Victoria, Queen.
Queei'.'s Hall, Ug>iuda Valedictory Meeting,

iii. 736.

Queensland Mission proposed, ii. 382.
Quetta, iii. 35s, 170, 479.
Quiali Country Mis.sions, ii. 147.
" Quiet Days " in India, iii. 505.
Quinby, Mr., iii. 230.
Qiithray, Bajitism of, ii. 020.

Rabai, iii. 83; Rebmann at, iii. 77, 84; freed
slaves, iii. 84, 732 ; Bp. Royston visits, iii.

90; converts, iii. 429; redemption of slaves,
iii. 4;W. See Africa, East ; Frere Town

;

Kisulutini.
Rabai Mpia, Mission established at, ii. 125, 128.
Raban, Capt., iii. 157.

Ralwn, J., Anniv. speaker, i. 263.
Rabljah, ii. 451, 452.
Radama, Kinj,' of Madnjniscar, ii. 172, 473.
RadclilTc, Rev^inald, ii. m, .il, 33, iu. 2H8, 289.
Radstock, Lord, iii. 37, 281; and J. W. Knott,

ii. I4t5 : Mission to India, iii. 501.
RiiK-ffed School Union, ii. 510.
Rii^-havapuram, iii. 165; its Native Church

. funds, ii. 120.

Rajjland, T. tJ., i. :J76, ii. 51, 55, 58, 60-62,
0.3, 77, 375, .527, iii. 101, 159, 475 ; his career,
ii. 59; )>laus for North Tinnevelly, ii. 186;
illness, ii. 188 ; death, ii. ls».

Kahmat Allah, discussion at Ajrm, ii. 17o

;

death, ii. 171.
Raikes, Chancellor, i. 250 ; as Committee mcm-

lx;r, i. 250
; jjreaches .Vnniv. Sermon, i. 250 ;

offered Bishopric of Calcutta, i. 292.
Rnikes, C, ii. 2oo, 221 ; tniinetl by J. Tlioma-
sou, ii. 153 ; at Church Congress, ii. 350.

Railway Mis.sion, iii. 31.
Railways: the first iu India, ii. 15si ; first in
Japan, ii. Otvi ; Canadian Pacific, iii. 015;
Uguudfl, iii. 131, 410, 8(17 ; first joxuney
described, iii. 73".

Paiiihoir, missionary ship, ii. 641.
Ruinbuu-, on the Niger, ii. 452.
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Raiti, Henry, Uganda convert, lii. 111.

Rajahgopaul, P., iii. 163.

Raji-ud-din, Sheikh, i. 31-i.

Rajmahal Paliaris, i. 331, iii. 1S7.
Rajputaua, Bheels in, iii. 196; H. Lawrence

in, ii. 198 ; United Presbyterians in, ii. 262
;

Mission proposed, ii. 382.
Raleigh, Sir AValter, i. 20.

Ram Chandei-, ii. 16-i, 263.

Ram, Krishna Autaji, ii. 17i.
Ram, Madho, iii. 1.38; baptized by H. W.
Shackell, ii. 169 ; death, iii. -161.

Ram Mohun Roy, ii. 501 ; founds Brahmo
Sabha, i. 305; Brahmo Samaj, ii. 502; and
Dr. Duff, i. 305 ;

pubhshes Precejits of Jestis,

ii. 502.

Ram, Ralha, iii. 148.
" Rama Victorious :

" Proclamation of Vasanta
Rayar, ii. 533.

Ramabai, Pundita, iii. i64.

Ramallali, Miss Nuttall at, iii. 528.

Rameses tlie Great, iii. 717.

Ramleh, Schools at, iii. 119.

Ramoth-Gilead (Salt), iii. 36, 117.

Rampart House, iii. 247, 622.

Ramsay, Sir H., ii. 483, iii. 142.

Ramsay, Mr., i. 50.

Ramsay, Miss Agneta, iii. 361.

Ramsay, The ilissesWardlaw, iii. 368, 369, 528.

Ramsden Sermon, by Archbp. Benson, iii. 274.

Ramseyer, Basle Missionary iu Ashanti, ii. 429.

Ranavalona I., Queen of Madagascar, ii. 473.
Ranaviilona II., ii. 476.

Randolph, Bp. of London, i. 90, 153.

Rangi, Baptism of, i. 215, 356.

Rangoon Diocese formed, iii. 130, 201, 260;
Bp., "ce Strachan, Titcomb.

Rangiuuoa, Thomas, N.Z. convert, ii. 640.
Ransford, R. B., iii. 298.

Ransome-Kuti, J. .T., iii. 728.

Ranyard, Mrs. L. N., i. 420, ii. 31.

Rao, Lakshman, iii. 505.

Raphael, catecliist, ii. 219.

Rasoherina, Queen of Madagascar, ii. 475.

Rationalism, Ritualism, and Radicalism, 1861

—

1872, ii. 338.

Rationalistic controversj^ ii. 339—346, iii. 4.

Ratmiwala, ii. 285.

Ratnam, Manchuhi, ii. 178, 546, 548, iii. 106,

464 ; ordained, ii. 522 ; trans, woik and
death, iii. 458.

Ratsitera, Simeon, ii. 477; baptized, ii. 475.

Ratsiza, John, ii. 477 ; baptized, ii. 475.

Rattray, Dr., iii. 736.

Rauceby, The legacy at, i. 61.

Raverty, Captain, li. 569.

Rawii'i, i. 357.

Rawnsley, Canon, iii. 742.

Razu, I. Vencatarama, iii. 166, 195 ; conversion
of, iii. 191 ; his zeal, iii. 192.

Read, J. B., iii. 380.

Reade, Mr. Winwood, on Polygamy and Mo-
hammedanism, ii. 441.

" Readers," Native Indian Christians as, i.

182, 193; order instituted by Bp. Milman, iii.

202. See also Diocesan Readers.
Reading-, Preparatory Institution at, ii. 307

;

removed, iii. 355.

Reay, C. L., i. 376, 418.

Rebmanu, J., i. 376, ii. 17, 72, iii. 71, 108, 407;
and Krapf, i. 462; iliscovery of Kilimanjaro,
ii. 51, 127 ; work in Africa! ii. 124—128, 133,

135, 430—W3, iii. 74, 77, 88, 801 ; linguistic
work, ii. WO ; return and death, iii. 84.

Rebsch, .1. W., ii. 171, iii. 146.

Kccord, on Bp. Blomlield's Charge, i. 277

;

Bible Society controversy, i. 278, 279; J. H.
Newman a contributor, i. 288; and Bp.
Wilberforce, i. 402, ii. 16; and H. Venn, ii.

650; changes in the, iii. 11 ; on "Empress"

title, iii. 127 ; Church Reform, iii. 276 ; the
Evangelical divisions, iii. 280 ; Nyanza boat,
iii. 4;36, 738 ; on retention of Uganda, iii. 444.

RecQi-d, CM., iii. 40, 65, 66.

Red Indians, Evangelization of: efforts of
Eliot, i. 20 ; Pilgrim Fathers, i. 51 ; S.P.G. i.

23; "The Great Lone Land," ii. 313—332;
" Lands of the Utmost West," ii. 605—622;
" The Church Among the Red Indians," iii.

238—253; "Patterns of Zeal and Triumphs
of Grace," iii. 615—640; Scriptures circu-
lated, iii. 628; Wycliffe Coll., Toronto,
Mission, iii. 676 ; present \iew, iii. 810. ,SV'e

America, N.-W., Rupert's Land ; Chaps.
XVIII., XXIV.

Red River, Rev. J. AVest apptd. chaplain on,
i. 246; 600 Clu-istians in, 1837, i. 362; Bp.
Anderson at, ii. 316 ; the settlement, ii. 328,
606 ; self-support proposed, ii. 329 ; Red River
after " Afiica and the East," ii. 611; the
district, ii. 608—610.

Reilman, J., iii. 47, 256, 480.
Redman, J. H., iii. 358.

Reeve, Bp., ii. 395, 609, hi. 246 ; Bp. of Macken-
zie River, iii. 617; " advantages " enjoyed,
iii. 623; at Herschel Island, iii. 624; trans-
lational work, iii. 628.

Reeve, Canon, ii. 396, iii. 30 ; Anniv. preacher,
iii. 66.

Reeve, H., ii. 295.

Reeve, Miss, iii. 370.

Reflex Benefits, Bishop Creightou on, iii. 686.
Reform Bill and Riots, i. 271, 272.

Reformation, Missions before the, i. 6-15

;

after, i. 16-28.

Reformed Episcopal Church, U.S., iii. 249.

Regent's Town, Brooks at, i. 179 ; Johnson
at, i. 163, ii. 445.

Reichardt, C. A., ii. 99, 447, ui. 377.
" Rejoice, behever, in the Lord," ii. 31.

Religious Tract Society, founded, i. 64 ; Legh
Richmond's interest, i. 154 ; Anniv. break-
fasts, i. 154; aid in translational work, iii.

4.50, 478, 628; Centenary, in. 716; Story of
Uc/iiiidii, iii. 735.

ReUgious AVorship Bill, ii. 26.

Re-marriage of Indian Nati^e converts, ii.

485; S.P.G. missionaries, h. 486; C.M.S.
views, ii. 486.

Remington, D. S., iii. 84.

Reuaii, Vie de Jenmt, ii. 344.

Kenner, i. 160 ; accepted, i. 83 ; .status, i. 87

;

years of service, i. 88 ; death, i. 168.

Report, The first, by Rev. J. Venn (Account),
i. 67 ; Abstract occujjying two hours, i. 114;
sombre tone of Pratt's last Report, i. 238;
reason, i. 241 ; statistical table first pubUshed,
1. 243 ; an amendment moved, i. 342 ; early
cost i, 481; early issue, ii. 50; written by
Venn, Mee, and' Fenn, ii. 373, 647, 648, iii.

38. See also Account.
Reredos at St. Paul's, iii. 343.
" Hespice, CircHmsipice, Prospice," iii. 800—818.
" Retreat" at Allahabad, iii. 505.

Reunion, Liberated slaves at, iii. 74.

Reuther, C. F., at Jaunpiu-, ii. 167, 220, 229,
517, hi. 130, 116, 156.

Reuther, Mrs., work and death, iii. 450.

Revival, at Sierra Leone, i. 165; in America,
Ireland, England, ii. 32-34; in Tinnevellv,
ii. 34, 189; in Travancore, iii. 180—182; in
Uganda, iii. 452; revivals and the Church
Congress, iii. 26.

Revolt in Uganda, iii. 744.

Revolutions, The French, 1789, 1830, 1818, i.

41, 270, 487 ; in Japan, ii. 599, 600.

Reynolds, p>dmund, ii. 75.

Reynolds, J., ii. 75.

Rhenish Society Missions in S. Af., i. 354;
Cliina, u. 293.
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Rheniud. i. UO, 113, 1&4, 201, i. 541, 512 ; liceubed
by K.I.L'., i. ISo ; at Palamcotta, i. 202, 3(H),

318; attitude towarils ctistc, i. 3(H1; super-
vises S.P.C.K. Missioiiti, i. 318 ; \ illag-es and
Societies fouuilecl by, i. 318 ; Lnllueuced by
Mr. Anthony Groves, i. 283, 320; rtitticultics,

i.320; joins Plymouth Brethren, i. 283; dis-

connexion, i. 320 ; son accepted as missionary,
i. 321 ; death, i. 321.

Rhodes, H., ii. Ul).

Ribe, Kast Africa, r.M.K.C. Miss, to, ii. 135.

Ricci, Matthew, i. 4<33.

Rice, Hon. and Rev. W. T., iii. (591.

Rice, W. .\., iii. 359, 180, 530.

Richard, Timothy, iii. 223.
Richards, W. J.", ii. 395, iii. 178, 179, 507

;

trans, work, iii. 177 ; on the T.V.K., iii. 703.
Richanls, Miss K., iii. 7(HJ.

Richards, Miss Mary, ii. 525.
Richard.son, Archdn., iii. 28, 30, 280, 298, .331;

Ishnjrton (.'lerical Meetinsr, iii. 10 ; Anniv.
speaker, iii. 09; preacher, iii. 299; visits
Palestine, iii. 527.

Richardson, Rev. T ., iii. 32.

Richardson, Rev. AV., York, ministry, i. W

;

elected on Committee, i. 70 ; on religious
nieetintrs, i. 137.

Richardson, A. E., iii. 727.

Richardson, Sir J., ii. 315.

Richmond, Legh, i. 133, 135. 170 ; .•\nlli^.

preacher, i. 79; deputation, Norwich, i.

137 ; the Jews' Society, i. 151 ; interest in
R.T.S., i. 151: Hon. Life Gov., i. 212.

Riddell, Miss, iii. 003, 010, 770, 778.
Riflding, Bp., iii. 271.
Ridding, Lady Laura, iii. 651.
Ridgeway, Joseph, .Vssoc. Sec, i. 372, ii. 30;

Hrst Ed. of JiitcIL, ii. 81, iii. 05; Ed. of
CM. Jierord, iii. 05 ; Ed. of Gleaner, iii. 65

;

on extension of the Episcopate, ii. 11 ; on
the Revival movement, IsGO, ii. 31 ; on R. P.
Greaves, ii. 05 ; on African E.xploration, ii.

137 ; Constantinople Mission, ii. 155 ; on the
Queen's Proclamation to India, ii. 25-1—250;
opium, ii. 301; Red Indians, ii. 329; -E'^llo^^t

mill Jiiiieics, ii. 312, 315; on the New House,
ii. 371; on the "holy seed," ii. 112; on
retrenchments, ii. Ill; on Native Church
self-support, ii. 125; Abeokuta troubles, ii.

137, 142 ; Mauritius, ii. 108 ; Brahmoism, ii.

508; "2 John 10, 11," ii. .509, 510; R. T.
Noble, ii. 510 ; Kashmir, ii. 575 ; Hudson
Taylor's schemes, ii. 589; Bji. Alford's pro-
))osals, ii. 589; the North Pacific Mission, ii.

012; Maori Christians, ii. 021; Hiitango, li.

()38 ; Maori Church, ii. 0-11 ; Venn's Xaiirr,
ii. 053 ; on the Saiital Jlission, iii. 189

;

death, ii. 370, iii. 12, 05.

Ridley, Bp., ii. 395, iii. 087, 089, 771 ; at Pesha-
war, ii. 505, 500, iii. 250 ; on " Borderers,"
ii. 517; among Afghans, ii. 505; Anniv.
speaker, iii. 09, 0()5 ; consecration, iii. 18,3,

2.50; at Metlakahtla, iii. 250, 251, 029; on
the Skeena, iii. 2.52; the trouble with ilr.

Duncan, iii. 2.52, 629; first confinuatiou,
Kincolith, iii. 030; at Kitkatla, iii. 033;
(iUitiirr letters, iii. 037 ; Mrs. Ridley's death,
iii. 0.39; many conversions, iii. t>k»; coii-

tirmatioii of Slieuksh, iii. OR).

Ridley, Mrs., alone tlutnigh a winter with
.Metlakuhtlau troubles, iii. 029 ; trunslational
work, iii. 031; death: touching scenes, iii.

(«0, 781.

Ridley, Miss, iii. 562.

Ridlev Hall, Cambridge, iii. lo, 11, 371.

Ridsdalo, Rev. J., i. 201.

Riel's rebellion, iii. 020.

Rigby, Gon., iii. 71.

Rigg, Dr. John, iii. 358, 507, 50'^, 58('', 771.

Riley, Athelstan, iii. 013.

" Ring the IjelU of Heaven," lu. 036.

Ringletaube's Mis.siun to India, i. .53.

Rio Pongas, Butschor reaches, i. 1.59; Bicker-
steth's report, i. 101.

Ripley, Canon, iii. 380.

Ripon, Mar(|uis of, iii. 127, 153, l>«Oi Education
C'omniission, India, iii. IW, 171.

Ripon, Marchioness of, iii. 127.

Ripon, Bp. of. Hee Bickcrsteth, Can)euter,
and Longley.

Rit.son, Miss, iii. 003, 007, 770.

Ritter, Prussian geographer, ii. 1;«1.

Ritual Commission, ii. 310, 051, iii. 7.

Ritualism: the controversies, ii. 8, 316—3.52,

iii. 5-9, 279-282, 700; in India, iii. 129; iu
Ceylon, ui. 201, 212.

Riu, Yano, first Japanese convert, ii. 599.

Rivington, Luke, secession, iii. 012.
Road to Uganda, iii. 737.
Robathan, T. F., iii. 357, 180.

Robbiu, J., iii. 378, 721.

Robert Money School, i. 317, ii. 172, 529.

Roberto Munyaga, iii. 115.

Roljerts, Lord, iii. 100.

Roberts, Clarence, iii. 20.s.

Roberts, W. A., ii. 395, iii. 139, 180.

Robinson, Archdn., i. 275, 299, 325, W?.
Robinson, A. J., iii. 282, 283, 309, 010, Oil.

Robinson, C. H., journevs in Hausaland, iii.

720, 727.

Robinson, J. A., iii. 331, 359, 380—392, 395,

728 ; joins Brooke's Soudan party, iii. 363

;

appointed Niger See., iii. 3s9; character,
iii. 391 : death, iii. 391, 396 ; Hausa Assoc.
Memorial, iii. 720.

Robinson, J. C, iii. 006, 070.

Robinson, T., Leicester, ministry, i. 11;

Pnitt's conversion, i. 03; elected on Com-
mittee, i. 70 ; Anniv. preacher, i. 79.

Robinson, Gen., iii. 298, 518.

Robinson, Mrs. Disnev, sjiecial gift, iii. 52,

Roljertson, F. W., ii. 3«), iii. 45.

Roliertsou, John, and the Gleaners' Union, iii.

327.

Robertson, J., Nyanza part.v, iii. 98; death,
iii. 9i).

Roliert-sou, J. S. S., i 2&1, 331, ii. 173, 535, iii.

1.39.

Robertson, W. M.,.Nvanza party, iii. 98.

Rochester, Bp. of.
' See Claughton, Tallxit,

Thorold, Wignim.
llock. The, iii. 9, 2S0.

Rocky Mountain'*, ii. Oil.

Rodeu, Earl of, i. 373.

Roe, Sir Thomas, i. 51.

Rogers, E., ii. 173, 5UI, .551.

Rogers, Mrs. E.. ii. 173, 519.

Rogers, J. E., iii. 070.

Rogers, Rev. T., offers to tniiu students, i. 90.

Rogers, V. See Blachfonl, Lmil.
Rohilcund, .Vmer. Epis. Mcths. in, ii. 202.

Rohlfs, German tniveller, ii. 157.

Romaine, i. 35, 37, 287, iii. 282.

Roman Catholics: "Missions Before and
After the Reformation," i. (>-2M: founda-
tions iif Papal supremacy, i. 9; missionary*
work at the Reformation, i. 1(>; first mis-
sionaries in India, i. 17; chanicter of R.C.
Hindus, i. 18; R.C. Missions condemned by
Up. Middlcton, i.2.3; Papal BuUagainst Bible

Society, i. 153, 230; C.M.S. not for the Coii-

iiuenti i. 221 ; the C.M.S. Mcditcrniueaii
Mission, i. 222; the t^isteru Churches, i.

220; the Papac.v : the Western Antichrist,

1. 231 ; emancipation in England, i. 281
;

Lyons Institution, i. 377 : activity at home
and abroad, i. 377, 378 ; R.C. Missions : effect

upon Protestant, i. 378; Papal Aggression,
ii. 7, 9 ; restonition of sees to England, ii. 7 ;

Islington College evaugeUstic work, ii. 60
;
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l&lingtou College denounced by Canon
Oakeley, ii. 81 ; Alford and AVordsworth on
the R.C. Church, ii. 402 ; R.C. patronage of
Mohammedanism, ii. 4i9 ; easy adaptation
to Buddhism, ii. 596; " Crreek Catholics,"
iii. llo

; Lord Ripon's appointment to India,
iii. 127; "sheep-stealing," iii. 495; Luther
commemoration at Osaka, iii. 590 ;

" Comity
of Missions" unrecognized, iii. 6i5 ; I3p.
Matthew on, iii. 652; R.C.'s in Abyssinia,
i. 353 ; Athabasca, ii. 323 ; Bagamoyo, iii. 77

;

Bengal, ii. 8; Canada, ii. 008; China, i. .163,
iii. 770, 771 (Chen-tu, iii. 581 ; Hok-chiang,
iii. 563 ; Tien-tsin, ii. 592) ; Cochin, i. 232

;

Congo, iii. 81 ; Goa, i. 231 ; Intlia, ii. 5i7, iii.

4.93, 509; Japan, ii. 596, 001, 002, 604, iii. 599;
Madagascar, ii. 472, 474, 481 ; Mauritius, iii.

547 ; North-West America, ii. 320, 323, 325, iii.

621 ; aggression in New Zealand, i. 359, 445,
ii. 8, 627, 032, iii. 557; Nuddea, iii. 135;
Rupert's Land, ii. 8 ; Saskatchewan, iii. 244

;

Sierra Leone, h. 449 ; Tinnevellv, ii. 8, iii.

174 ; Travancore, i. 232 ; Uganda, iii. 105, 404,
411, 421, 435, 442.

Roman Empire o\'erthrown by northern bar-
barians, i. 9.

Romanticism and the Oxford Movement, i.

286.

Rome, pagan and jj.ipal, i. S; sacked by
Alaric, i. 9.

Romilly, C. E. R., iii. 331, 359, 480.
Romilly, Sir S., on slave-trade, i. 93.
Ronaldson, W., ii. 76, 024.
Rooker, J., Director, Children's Home, ii. 377

iii. 261.

Rooker, Mrs. J., iii. 261.
Roper, E., ii. 436, 439, 441, 4i5, iii. 117, 381.
Roper, Mrs., ii. 445.
Roscoe, J., iii. 357, 406, 438, 447 : on the Uganda
Mission, iii. 449, 743; spiritual revival at
Mengo, iii. 451.

Rose, Stewart, on Xavier, i. 17.
Rose, Sir G., as Vice-President, i. 256, 422.
Rosebery, Earl of, on C.M.S. list, 1824, i. 242
Rosebery, Earl of (present), and the Uganda

(luestion, iii. 443—445, 614 ; on Mackay, iii. 444..
"Rousing the Country: the first Assbciatioiiii
and Deputations," i. 129—143.

Rovuma country occupied, iii. 80.
Row, Isaac, iii. 505.
Rowlands, Evangelical leader, i. 35.
Rowlands, E. AV., iii. 374.
Rowlands, H. P., iii. 706, 778.
Rowlands, AV. E., ii. 05, 69, 289, iii. 213, 538,

541,

Rowlandson, Col., ii. 293, iii. 058.
Rowlandson, Gen., iii. 43.
Rowley, Rsv. H., ii. 17, iii. 81 ; on .Jesuit
Missions, i. 18 ; nominated Bp. uf Mada^-as-
car, ii. 479, 480.

Rowling, P., iii. 355, 4;j8, 737.
Roxeth, Harrow, J. AV. Knott at, ii. 405.
Roj-al Commissions, ii. 054, iii. 575.
Royal Geographical Society and African ex-
ploration, iii. 92 ; E. Hutchinson at, iii. 39

;

receives Mtesa's envoys, iii. 106 ; Henry T,-i,ii
on the Niger, iii. 384.

Royal Uni\-ersity of Ireland, recruits, iii. 704.
Royston, Bp. P. S., ii. 02, 03, 09, 545, iii, 087

707 ;
tutor at College, ii. 80 ; Sec, Madras,

11. 58, 176, 375 ; Sec, C.M.S. , ii. 373
; goes to

Mauritius, ii. 470; consecrated Bishop, ii.

471, 480, 594, Oil ; ^•isits Frere Town, iii. 90,
92, 407; retirement, iii. 548; at S.A'.M.U.
Conference, iii. 055.

Ruatara, Maori chief, i. 207, 210.
Rubrics and Convocation, iii. 7.
Rudia, iii. 449.'

Rudra, Rev. P. M., iii. 134, 130, 464; career
and death, iii. 461.

Rugby-Fox Masters, i-. 501
; preachers, i. 501

;

Memorial Fund, i. 501, ii. 27o.
Rules, Meeting for preparation of, i. 04 ; John
Venn their author, i. 67 ; re-^dsed, i. 71

;

graduallj' formulated, i. 251.
Rumanikii', iii. 100.
Rumi, Abu, i. 227.

Randall, J. AV., iii. 298.
Runjeet Singh, ii. 196.
Rupert's House, ii. 610.

Rupert's Land, Miss Tucker's book on, i. 328
;

C.M.S. urges formation of see, i. 473 ; early
cost of Mission, i. 481 ; aggression of R.C.'s,
ii. 8 ; see founded, ii. 15, 314 ; subdivision
proposed, ii. 610; Bishop, see Anderson,
Machray; Provincial Synods, iii. 238, 617,
027 ; Native Church, iii. 016; pastoral work,
iii. 018. See America, N.-W. ; AVinnipeg

;

Chaps, xviii., xxiv., L., Lxvr.,Lxxxii.,xcviii.
Rural deaneries, i. 383, iii. 02.
Ruri-ruri, i. 357.

Ruskin on "the knight's faith" of Herbert
Edwardes, ii. 213.

Russell, Bp. W. A., i. 370, 473, ii. 53, 67, 71
;

goes to China, i. 473 ; at Ningpo, ii. 293, 300,
311, 582, 587 ; on the Treaty, ii. 303 ; Ann.
speaker, ii. 384 ; consecrated,' ii, 480, 584, 594,
611, iii. 217 ; as Bishop, iii. 209, 222, 223, 220,
368 ; visits Elisor in Japan, ii. 601 ; Dzing
Ts-sing and Bp. AA'alsh on, iii. 229; death,
iii. 229.

Russell, Mrs., iii. 48, 229, 367, 368, 559.
Russell, E. B., iii. 759.

Russell, Lord John, i. 377, 413, -i;i7, 454, 455,
ii. 7, 8, 12, 90, 107, 490.

Russell, Lord AVriothesley, Bp. Crowther's
interview with the Queen, ii. Ill ; at
Krapf's A''aledictorv Meeting, ii. 132 ; death,
iii. 295.

Russell, Commander, at Frere To^^•n, iii. 90,
97.

Russia, Vladimir establishes Christianity in,
i. 12 ; Bible Societies, i. 230 ; bigotry, i. 239 ;

Scotch Missions, i. 126, 239, 304; Russians
drive missionaries out of Persia, i. 313, 350,
ii. 153 ; the Crimean AVar, ii. 148 ; and Japan,
ii. 597, 598.

Ruttonji No^^TOji, ii. 174, 523, 527, iii. 139, 140,
302, 466, 502, 758, 796.

Ruwenzori mountain, iii. 741, 807.

Suirenzori steamer, iii. 738.
Ryan, Bp., ii. 37, 356 ; Anuiv. speaker, ii.

383; preaches at St. Paul's, ii. 386; Bp. of
Mauritius, ii. -iGS—471 ; the Madagascar Mis-
sion, ii. 473—475, 477, 479; at Islington
Clerical Meeting, iii. 10 ; Anniv. preacher,
iii. 60; Evening chairman, iii. 70; on East
African slave-trade, ii. 433, iii. 73, 74; death,
iii. 295.

Ryde, R. AV., ii. 62, iii. 540, 708.

Rvde, Mrs., iii. 708.

Ryder, Bp., i. 113, 140, 149, 151, 240, 242, 245,

395, ii. 45 ; Anniv. preacher, i. 79, 112, ll(i,

118, 145; speaker,!. 262 ; A'. -P., i. 110; at-

tacked by Archdii. of Bath, i. 147 ; eiiiscoiml
work, i. 276, 383 ; death, i. 207.

Ryder, J. C. Dudley, iii. 706, 727.

Ryle, Bp., iii. 30, 271, 398, 655, 685; on last
century clergy, i. 33; Christian Lenders,!.
33 ; Evangehcal movement, i. 35, 30 ; Bssuys
and Secieics, ii. 342, 455 ; at Church Congress,
ii. 358, iii. 8, 9 ; Anniv. speaker, ii. 45, 384

;

Anniv. preacher, ii. 342, 380; on Convoca-
tion, iii. 8 ; Church Reform, iii. 8 ; E^'au-
gelical leader, ii. 054, iii. 8 ; asserted a
" Neo-Evangelical," iii. 9 ; at Islington Cleri-

cal Meetings, iii. 10 ; appointed bj' Disraeli
to Liverpool, iii. 17 ; on the Lincoln Judg-
ment, iii. 282.

Ryots, The Bengal, ii. 271.
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S. Vr. 0., MttiU'k nil C.M.S., ii. 12, :J7S.

Snndhs, The, at Delhi, i. 198.

Siibbarayuflu, Rev. A., iii. 458, 478.
Sachs, Mi.ss, lii. 528.

•Saci-ert Ashes Society, i. 323.
Sacred Haniidiiir Sm-iety, iii. 27.

Sadharaiia Bralimo Sauiuj, ii. 512, 513.
Sadhu, friend of ('. Haumann, iii. 7^2.
Safilar Ali, ii. 171, 535, 555, 550.
Saga, iii. 235.

Saglma : To«aiseiid and Crowthcr, ii. Iii3,

112; letter to tlie Queen, ii. litl.

Said-Said, Sultan of /anzilinr, i. lOii, ii. 121I.

Said, Seyyid Barghush Bin, iii. 7ti, ?<'.».

St. AUiaii's, see created, iii. Hi; Up., .t(P

( 'lau»hton.
St. Andrew's, Red River, ii. 310, 3.ti).

St. Anne's, Blackfriars, i. 1.3, 01); first .\nniv.
at, i. 70.

St. Uride's, London, first .Vnniv. at, i. 7!), 113
;

liyiuus first used, i. 1 Ki.

St. (.'hrischona Institution sends inechaiiics
to W. Africa, ii. 102; Krajif's Industrial Mis-
sion projects, ii. 1.35; Mission Press, i. 228.

St. David's, Hp. of. Sfc Thirhvall.
St. Dunstan, ii. 8(!.

St. Ueort5-e's Hall, N'aleilictory Mcetiinrs, iii.

323, 32!).

St. Hilda's Mission, Japan, iii. 595.

St. James's Hall, meetings, iii. 332, 333, 372, 065.

St. John's, Kaffraria, Hishopie founded, iii. 79.

St. Paul, i. 402.

.St. Paul'.s Cathedral, ('.M.S. Juhilee sermon,
i. 492 ; opened for evening' service, ii. 28, 29

;

Bp. Tail's pi-imnry charge, ii. 29 ; an evening-
sermon for C.M.S., ii. 380 ; services fifty

years ag-o, ii. 052; reredos, iii. 281, 344";

C'.M.S. services, iii. 331, 343.

St. Paul's Guild for Japan, iii. 595.

St. Peter's, Red River, iii. 619.
St. Thomas's Mount, Madras, i. 14.

St. Thomas's Island, .Moravian Missions, i. 27.
St. \inceut, ('.M.S. assists work at, i. 219.
Sakalava trilie, Madayasear, ii. 477.
Sale's translation, Koran, iii. 114.

Sales of Work, Karly, i. 479; in a poor
parish, iii. 57 ; their true value, iii. 58.

Salislmiy, Manjuis of, iii. 2K», 27(i, 421, 575,

708; episcopal appointments, ii. 490, iii. 150,

271,703; as a Church leader, iii. 5; Atha-
nasian Creed, iii. 5 ; Ug-auda, iii. 4;-(5, 4;«)

;

Hwa-sang, iii. 586.

Salisbury, Bjo. of. See Bnrgfess, Denison,
Hamilton, Moberlv, Wordsworth.

Salisbiuy Square, 1802-72, li. 309—390; new
House, ii. 309; enlarged, ii. 372, iii. 311, 316;
the associations, ii. 370. Sec Ottic-s.

Salmon, Dr., iii. .5(37.

Salt, Bp. (Jobat's station, iii. IKi; Raniotti
Gilead Missicm, iii. 117.

Salter, Mr., and the Strangers' Home, ii. 383.
Salvation Army, iii. 285, 350, 4()7, (U8 ; its rise,

iii. 290; Pigott, Olipliant, and Sampson, iii.

313, 330; Canon Is.iac Taylor's attack on
C.M.S., iii. 349 ; Universities' Mission, iii. 349;
India, iii. 290, 491, 493, 495; Ceylon, iii. 5U.

Sampscm, C. G., iii. 028.

Sampson, H., iii. 313.

Sampson, J. E., on Parochial Miss. Assoc., iii.

57 ; death, iii. 797.
Sampson, Miss, iii. 48, 307, 473.
Samuel, Rev. D., ii. 500, .522

Samuel, Kitkatla Christian, iii. 035.
Siiiiiiirai, Japanese, ii. 004, iii. 770.
Saiuwili, iii. 415, 125, 4^35, 45U.

San Salvador, iii. 81.

San Cshijiuia, iii. 608.

Sander, Miss, iii. 603, 612.

Sanders, K. A. B., iii. 692.

Sanders, John, translatioual work, iii. 023.

Sandford, Archdn., ii. 3(j0.

Sandford, Archdn. (Kxeter), iii. 521.

Saiulosham, Vedhamanikham, ii. 541, iii. Kil.

Saudrecski, Dr. C, ii. 14<), 142, 14:3.

Sandys, K. T., iii. 359, 480.

Sandys, J. E., Public Orator at Cambridf^e, ii.

•19, 551.

Sandys, T., i. 31 1, 315, ii. 161, 203, 330, 535, 554.

Sandys, W., ii. 74.

Sandys (Islington), i. 478.

Sand'vs, S.P.G. catechist, ii. 219.

Sandys, Mrs., ii. 532, iii. 258, 367, 371, 652.
Sangam, Dharma, i. 318.

Sangam, Vibuthi, i. 323.

Snng--iong-, ii. 586.

Sanscrit, formerly little known in India, ii.

5ot; an Aryan tongue, iii. isC.

Santals, ii. 484, .533 ; schools, ii. 1(50, 24fi, iii. l8C ;

tlie tribes, iii. 187; Pergunnahs, iii. Is7

;

translation by Puxley, iii. 188; the Mi.ssion,

iii. 192; new station.s, iii. 193; Special Mis-
sion, iii. 505.

Sa liter, A. J., iii. 47, 473, 185.

Saiiporo, iii. OOil.

Sarah Tucker Institution, ii. 391, .520, iii. 168,

473, 4S1.

Saraswati, Dayanand, iii. 484.

Sardis, missionary visit to, iii. 115.

Sargent, Bp. K., career, iii. 172; at Islington
College, i. 376, ii. 75; missionary in Tinne-
velly, i. 324, ii. 179, 181, 420, 521, .i42, iii. 169,
195 ;

" Truth Victorious," ii. 533 ; on Rev. P.
Simeon, ii. 544; T. Brothertou, S.P.(j. mis-
sionary, ii. 545; appointed Assist. Bp., iii.

36, 108", 171, 201 ; D.D. degree conferred, iii.

108 ; as Bp., iii. 163, 171—173, 177, 178, 185,

372,471,488,490,491; trans, work, iii. 168;
ordination of pupils, iii. 108 ; Jubilee, iii. 541
death, iii. 295, 457, 409, .5U3.

Sargent, Mrs., iii. 177, 17s, 307.

Sargent, John, i. 1 13.

Sariiia, ii. 010.

Saskatchewan, ii. 609 ; diocese propo.sed, ii.

610, Oil ; McLean, Bp., ii. (ill, iii. 23S
; new

plans, iii. 30 ; C.M.S. work in the diocese,
iii. 242—244, 020

;
pastoral work, iii. 620. See

also Pinkham, Bp.
Shss, Miss, i. 494, ii. 100, 102, 447.

Satthianadhan, S., iii. 091, 757, 7(i7.

Satthianadhan, Rev. W. T., Madras, i. 324, ii.

.•34, 188, .530, 535, iii. 14,3, 165, 4G1, 757 ; ordina-
tion, ii. 185; exam, chaplain, ii. 5(H); on
attitude of Natives, ii. 523 ; Anniv. speaker,
iii. 69, 71; Native Church, Madras, iii. 469;
death, iii. 160.

Satthianadhan, Mrs., ii. 532, 543, iii. 71, 165, 460.

iSiifiirrlni/ liei-i-u- on the " Palmerston 13i)S.," ii.

21; on religious policy in India, ii. 215; on
L'ganda, iii. 95 ; on the Ku-cheng mas.sacre,
iii. 685.

Satvanadhan, Lutheran ordination apjiroved
by S.P.C.K.,!. 23, 201.

Sail, Fong Yat, iii. 5(il.

Saulteau.\ Indians, i. 3(>4.

Saunders, Mr. C. B., Commissioner, Amritsar,
ii. 2(17.

Saunders, Mrs., of Melbourne, iii. 580, 770.

Saimders, Tee Misses K. M. andH. K., iii. 568,

deaths at Hwa-sang', iii. 583, 584, 586.

Savage, Miss, iii. 528.

S.ivile, Rev. B. W., Assoc. Sec, i. 372.

Sawyer, Rev. W., iii. 172.

.S.ixims, Missions to, i. 12.

Sclater, Capt., iii. 737.

Scandinavian Missions of Anschar, i. 11 ; of
King Canute, i. 11.

Schaffter, H. J., ii. 394, 541, iii. 169, 475.

Schaffter, P. P., i. 263, 320, ii. 179; secession
of, i. 320, 321 ; death, ii. 330, .541.

Schaffter, W. P., ii. 394, 527, 541, iii. 213, 781.
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Schapira, A. W., iii. 120.

Schleiermacher, ii. 72.

Schlenker, C. F., i. 263, ii. 72, 99, 103.

Schlenker, Mrs., i. 181.

Schleswig, Auschar's Divinity Scliool in, i. 11.

Schlienz, G. F., i. 263, 3J,9.

Schirnding, Baron von, i. 82.

Schism in Tinnevelly, i. 321 ; Travancore, iii.

182 ; British Columbia, iii. 2-tO.

Schmid, D., i. 185.

Schmid, D. H., i. 181.

Schmid, L. B. E., i. 185, 201, 202.

Schmid, Mt-s. D. H., death at Sierra Leone, i.

181.

Schmidt, George, i. 92.

Schnarr^, J. C\, i. 18i, 198, 200; taken leave
of, i. 113 ; licensed by E.I.C., i. 185.

Schneider, F. E., i. 263, 313, ii. 168.

Soholefield, Prof, .las., i. 14.1, 14.2, ii. 45, .53, 54,

73 ; Hon. Life Governor, i. 242 ; C^ommittee
member, i. 256; Anniv. preacher, i. 2.59;

speaker, i. 262.

Schcin, J. F., i. 263, ii. 72, 99, 108, 647, iii. 117
;

Niger Expedition, i. 455, ii. 450 ; Hausa
studies and translations, ii. 103 ; intercourse
with Mohammedans, ii, 103; death, iii. 295.

Schcin, Mrs. J. F. (1), i. 180.

Schon, Mrs. J. F. (3), ii. 108.

School Society, Newfoundland, i. 408.

Schoolboys' Scripture Union, iii. 32 ; Terminal
Lotter.'iii. 718.

Schools : British and National, i. 194 ; first

mission schools, in India, i. 195 ; number of,

in 1824, i. 244; scholars, i. 244; proposed
"Pratt Female" School, ii. 48; in Susu
country, i. 157 ; in Sierra Leone, i. 163, 336,

ii. 101, 102, in. 377 ; in AVest Indies, i. 219,

.346; in N.S. Wales, i. .361 ; in New Zealand,
i. 416 ; in Turkey, ii. 140 ; in Bengal, ii. 105

;

Batala (F. H. Baring's), iii. 153; Benares
(Jay Nai-ain), i. 196; Madras (Harris), ii.

177"; Bombay (Monev), i. 317; Calcutta, h.

162; Cottayam (Baker's), i. 231, iii. 781;
Cairo, i. 351 ; Ceylon, ii. 282, 288 ; Syra (Pa^da-

trogion), i. 3-50, iii. 514 ; Fuh-kien, iii. 231
;

Fuh-kien (little), iii. 563, 771; Hong Kong,
St. Paul's College, ii. 293 ; Kandy College,

ii. 284, iii. 539 ; Winnipeg, St. John's College,

ii. 316, 607 ; Palestine, iii. 120, 121 ; Hong
Kong Girls', ii. .581, iii. 562 ; India, Christian
boarding-, iii. 473 ; India, North (first girls'),

i. 199 ; Japan, Gospel enters throiigh, ii. 599
;

Jamaica, i. 346 ; Kandy (girls' boarding-), iii.

547; Madras (Divinity), i. 327; Mengnana-
puram, ii. 181; Masulipatam (Noble's), ii.

.547; the "Cambridge" of S. India, ii. 548;

Mauritius (Powder Mills), ii. 469; Osaka
(Poole Memorial), iii. 592,604; Palamcotta,
i. 324, ii. 181; Palestine, iii. 116, 119, .528;

Punjab (Ladv Lawrence), ii. 207; Santals,

ii. 166, 246, iii. 188; Tinnevelly (High), iii.

169. /SV^ aim Education, Training of Agents.
Sehreiber, C. C. T.,ii.204.

Schroder, Miss, iii. 371, 653, 704.

Schruter, Christopher Gottbold, i. 185, 198.

Sohuize, successor to Ziegenbalg, i. 23.

Schurr, F., i. 376, ii. 165, 471, iii. 518, 781.

Schwartz, C. F., i. 23, 85, 127, 201, ii. 543, 559,

iii. 139, 648 ; influence, work, and death, i. 25,

26, 58 ; IJfe by Dean Pearson, i. 97.

Schweinfiirth, iii. 118, 347.

Scio, i. 230, iii. 122, 123.

Scopion, Dallington, iii. 100—102, 111.

Scotland, Established Church of : Foreign
Missions, i. 60, 304, 309 ; and Russian bigotry,

i. 239 ; Duff, first missionary, i. 304 ; his

efforts to arouse the Churcii, i. 309 ; the
disruption of, 1813, i. 332, .380; Livingstone
and Blantyre, iii. 79 ; J. M. Lang, Moderator,
iii. 680; Exhibition at Glasgow, iii, 696;

University recruits, iii. 704 ; contribution to
C.M.S., iii. 713 ; missions in Africa, iii. 807.

Scotland, Episcopal Church in, consecrates
Seabury, i. 4^16 ; and English congi-egations,
i. 380 ; the Madagascar Bishopric, ii. 480 ; in
KaETraria, iii. 79.

Scotland,. Free Church : Indian Missions join
it, i. 332; C.M.S. and Dr. G. Smith, ii. 382;
Allahabad, Calcutta, Bangalore, and Bombay
Conferences, ii. 534, iii. 142, 163, 506 ; Nyassa,
iii. 79, 98 ; Zululand Mission, iii. 79 ; oiffer to
Mackay, iii. 97 ; Madras Clu-istian College,
iii. 16.3", 490; Hon. Ion Keith-Falconer, iii.

521 ; Mission at Aden, iii. 522 ; Mr. D.
Eraser, missionary, iii. 655. Bee alito Pres-
byterian Missions.

Scotland, United Presbyterian Church : Rajpu-
tana, ii. 262 ; Japan, iii. .589 ; China, iii. 217.

Scott, Bp. C. P., iii., 223, 226, 229, 559, ,565, 644,
773.

Scott, J. H., "Keswick letter," iii. 670, 672.

Scott, Rev. T., i. 59, 62, 73, 281, 287, 369, iii,

808; Newton's influence, i. 43; at Lock
Chapel, i. 44; Commenfarij, i. 41; Eclectic
Society, i. 64; on first Committee, i. 69 ; first

Secretary, i. 71 ; first Anniv. preacher, i.

76, 79 ; opinions of him, i. 79 ; Force of Trtith,

i. 79 ; a valedictory address, i. 86 ; trains
first candidates, i. 88, 89 ; Lord Gambler
one of his congreg'ation, i. 109 ; Hon. Life
Governor, i. Ill ; death, i. 241.

Scott, Sir W., and the Oxford Movement, i. 286.
Scott-Waring, Major, Vindication of the
Kindous, i.99.

Scott, Rev. John, i. 134.

Scott, Mr. John, i. 480.

Scott, Miss, offers to C.M.S. , iii. 368.

Scriptures, The, in the Eastern Churches, i.

227 ; Ethiopic Bible, Assyrian Church, trans-
lated, Abu Rumi, revised, Krapf , i. 227, 228

;

modern Greek, N.T., Archimandrite Hila-
rion, i. 227 ; importation of Scriptures for-

bidden in Turkey, i. 230; Peschito MS. i. 232
;

Scripture circulation in Travancore, ii. 193
;

Pushtu, preservation by Pathan chief, ii. 212

;

among migratory Red Indians, iii. 628 ; in
Persia, iii. 753. See aim British and Foreign
Bible Society, Syriac, Translations.

Scudder, Dr., iii. 163 ; and his missionarv
family, ii. 163.

Seabury, Bp. S., consecration, i. 406.

Seal, Modhu Sudan, ii. 204, 525, iii. 461.

Sealey, A. E., iii. 357 ; death, iii. 4<10.

Searle, Dr., and G. L. Pilkington, iii. 362, 790.

Sebwato, Nikodemo, iii. 446; ordained, iii.

447, 449, 740.

Secessions—Duncan, ii. 622, iii. 252, 629, 6;B0

;

Justus Joseph, iii. 182 ; Lechler, i. 320, 321

;

Manning, ii. 6 ; Midler, i. 320, 321 ; Newman,
i'. 400, iii. 276 ; Noel, ii. 6 ; Oliphant, iii. 313,
330; Pigott, iii. 313, 330; Rhenius, i. 320;
Rivington, iii. 642 ; Sampson, iii. 313, 330

;

Schaffter, i. 320, 321 ; Shipley, ii. .348 ; Mrs.
Wilson, i. 317.

Seeker, Archbp., i. 405.

Secretaries: Scott, the first Sec, i. 71 ; Pratt,
the second, i. 79, 236

;
periodical meetings

with other Sees., i. 155 ; appointment of
Rev. E. Bickersteth, i. 252; the first "Lay
Sec," i.252 ; H.Venn appointed, i. 370; Venii
as Sec, ii. 645—659 ; H. Wright, ii. 376, 658,
ill. 37, 259 ; F. PI Wigram, iii. 260, 293, 679

;

H. E. Fox, iii. 680; other Sees., i. 2.52—254,
370-372, 501, ii. 36, 373—376, iii. 38-42, 260,
261, 293, 659, 679, 699 ; status, ii. 373, 649.

Secular Influences, P. V. Smith on, iii. 653.

Secundra Orphanage, i. 313, iii. 473 ; C. T.
Hoernle at, ii. 168 ; destroyed in the Mutiny,
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137-139, iii. 92-94, 96, 102, 089.

Speuce, Unptiste, ii. 609, iii. 242.
Spencer, Bp., i. 299,374, iii. 172; succeeded by

Bp. Dcnltry, ii. 160; visits Ceylon, i. 332,
ii. 291 ; Tiunevelly, i. 321 ; on missionaries'
licenses, i. 425.

Spencer, S.M.,i. 357, 376, ii. 621, iii. 430, 551,781.
Spendlove, W., iii. 2:«), 217, 621.
Spendlove, Mrs. W., iii. 621.
Spcner, the Pietist leader, i. 2i>.

Sjierlinp, J., ii. iT.
Spiers, Josiah, iii. 31.
Spiff, Chief, ii. USA.
S|)iritual life, movement and meetings, iii. 28-

31, 28.5—288; in India, iii. SOS.
Spooner, Archdn. W., Anuiv. preacher, i. 259.
Spooner, Isaac, i. 14.'J.

Spottiswoode, G. A., iii. 067.
Spinveon, C. H., at Kxcter Hall and Surrev
Gardens, ii. 27; chartre ayiiinst Kvanfrelical
clerfry, ii. -Am-, Bible Society si)eech, ii. 34.3;
Bp. French's appreciation, iii. 489.

Spratt, T., ii. 181, 5:j5.

Sjireat, Miss, iii. 768.
Squire, Kdward B., i. 44>8, 469.
Scpiircs, H. C, ii. .33(!, :i!)3, iii. 1.39, 480, 502.
S(piires, K. A., ii. 336, 393, iii. i:j9, 472, 479, 480.
Sriiiaj.'-ar, Medical Mission in, ii. ,573 ; Dr.

Klmslie's dispensary oi)ened, ii. .574; St.
Luke's first Chri-^tian Church, Ka.shniir, iii.
784. f\ee Kashmir.

Stapjr. S. W., ii. 320, .330.

Stamford, Lord, on the Society Sj-stem, iii.
61.3 ; as Dioce.san Reader, iii. 667.

StJUiden, W. S., Special Missioner, India, iii.

759; on Miss Kntwistle, iii. 794.
Staidey, Lord. See Derl)y, Karl of.
Stanley, Bp., i. .395, 499.
Stanley, Dean, C.M.S. subscriber at Oxford,

li. 51; chaplain to Bp. Tail, ii. 25; frien<l
of Bp. I'otton, ii. 269, 273 ; defends t:*ra«*
ami Heviewf, ii. ;i4<l. 341 ;

" Lectures on the
Jewnsh Church," ii. 34-1, 315 ; the Colenso
case, n.;<02

; invites C.M.S. to the Abln-v, ii.
3S5

; Day of Intercession, ii. 109, iii. 12*; on
H.Venn, ii. 655; scheme of Prof . Tovama.
iii. 599.

Stanley, H. M., travels, ii. 121, 1.39, iii. 93, 97
;

search for Living-stone, ii. 427, iii. 75; visits
Mtesa, iii. M, 100, 101 ; Stanley's letter and
C.M.S., iii. .36,80,95; the lK)y Selini, iii. 117;
and the Conpro Missions, ii"i. 80, 81 ; second
African Expedition, iii. 80; third Expedition,
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iii. 422; nieetini,' with Ba>ninda Christians,
iii. 425 ; meetin;,' with Mackav, iii. 425, 426

;

proposed Nyanza steamer, ii'i. UIO, 738 ; on
retention of L'tranda, iii. 4-H ; his discoveries
and the " Keswick letter," iii. 070.

Stanley, .Miss G., iii. 570, "93.
Stanley Mi.ssion, ii. 318, iii. 7:tf», 217.
Stanley PcmiI, stations at, iii. wt.
Stanton, Kev. Vincent J., at llonp Konp, i.

471, 474, ii. 2'.t3, 294; su^lfests extension
fund, ni. 202 ;
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iii. 52 ; fleatli, iii. 6.58.

Stanton, Mrs., i. 471.
Star, L. H. F., iii. mi.
Stark, A., ii. .'194, iii. liK1, 191, ls<\
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and svmpathy of C.M.S. Committee, iii. 690
;

Mr. Mott's Tour, iii. 690, 757, 773; World's
Federation, iii. 691 ; Conferences : Birming-
ham and Cleveland, iii. 690 ; Liverpool, iii.

689, 790 ; work in India, iii. 757, 767 ; lady
" settlers," iii. 758 ; missionaries for C.M.S.,
iii. 706, 772.

Sturrock, Dr., iii. 7.52.

Suakm, iii. 531, 533.

Subbarayadu, Rev. Atsanta, iii. 458, 478.
" Sub-deacons," Bp. Milman and, iii. 202.

SuekUng, R. A. J., iii. 279.

Sudras, The, and caste, i. 300,333, ii. 178.

Suilragan Bps., iii. 17.

Sugden, H. R.,iii. 438.

Sukkur, ii. 205, iii. 479.

Sulivan, F., winter missioner, iii. 332, 497, 499.

Sultan of Zanzibar, iii. 74, 75.

Sumatra an " Insular Mission," i. 203.

Summerhayes, J. O., iii. 476.

Sumner, Bp. C. R., i. 383, .395, 408, 499, ii. 12,

23, 229, 4.56; Vice-Patron, i. 358; Anniv.
preacher, i. 258 ; Anniv. speaker, i. 263, 374,

393, ii. 45 ; episcoi)al work, i. 276 ; at Lambeth
Conference, ii. 363.

Sumner, Abp. J. B., i. 383, 384, 395, 403, 473,

ii. 4, 10, 12, 13, 23, 26; 29, 88, 90, 260, 386,

485, iii. 396, 379, 763 ; Vice-Patron, i. 258 ;

Anniv. preacher, i. 258 ; Anniv. speaker, i.

263, 311, 374, ii. 45; Episcopal work, i. 376 ;

first Jubilee, i. 486, 493 ; excommunicated liy

Bp. Philpotts, ii. 6; Bp. Gobat's policy, ii.

145, 146 ; Sierra Leone Church organization,
ii. 416 ; and Henry Venn, ii. 35, 647 ; open-
air preaching, iii. 33 ; death, ii. 336.

Sunday, Observance of, in Japan, iii. 235 ; at
Islington, N.-W.A., iii. 620.

Sunday-schools : Associations, i. 243 ; .Jesus

Lane, ii. 62 ; interest in Missions, ii. 64

;

Teachers' Assoc, ii. 356 ; and Anniv. meet-
ing, ii. 385 ; Simultaneous Addresses, iii. 307,

663 ; teachers at CM. House, iii. 323 ; con-
tributions: Islington, iii. 714 ; Lancashire, iii.

714 ; the C.M.S. in Simday-schools, iii. 661.

Sunnyside, B.C., Miss West at, iii. 638.

Sunter, M., ii. 447, iii. 377.

Supernafunil Religion, iii. 4 ; and Theological
Halls, iii. 10.

Susi, Livingstone's follower, iii. 77.

Susoo, Translations in, i. 74, 119 ; learned Ijy

Scott and students, i. 88, 89.

Susoos, The, i. 156, 157 ; Mission, Bickersteth's
hopes, i. 161 ; bovs, Simeon Wilhehn, i. 161 ;

Richard Wilkinson, i. 163.

Suter, Bp., iii. 557.

Suttee abohtion, i. 294, ii. 157.

Sutton, Rev. Canon H., Assoc. Sec, ii. 37, iii.

62; Cent. Sec, ii. 373, iii. 42, 261; organiza-
tion by Rural Deaneries and County Unions,
iii. 62, 63, 3o5 ; retires from office, iii. 393, 333 ;

Islington Cler. Meeting, iii. 2'^3
; Gleaners'

Union, iii. 362, 664 ; " Drain of Men," iii. 37 k
Sutton, Dr. H. M., iii. 321,358, 752 ; at Baghdad,

516, 530, 531.

Sutton, Dr. S. W., iii. 321, 323, 358; Anniv.
speaker, iii. 302 ; at Quetta, iii. 476, 479.

Sutton, Mr. Alfred, iii. 321, 3.58, 797.

Suviseshapurara, i. 318.

Swami, A. Theophilus V., ii. 396.
" Swampy Crees," The, iii. 242.

Swaiuson, Prof., ii. 59.

Swainson, Mr., Attornej--General,N.Z., i. 435.
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Swninson, F., iii. C21.
Swiiiuson, Miss, iii. l-i5, 47a.
SwMiui, Sidney, iii. 2«5, 327, 3.Jl).

SwHziliuul, S.i'.G. in, iii. 79.
Sweden, Anschar, Evanffelist of, i. II.
Street Firff-fruitu, iii. 513.
Switzerhuid, C.M.S. and Churches of, i. 221.
Sydney, sujjersedes Botany Bay, i. r.l ; S.
Marsdenat, i. 205— 2i)S; (-!M.S."Auxillary, i.

360 ; work among Aborigines, i. 3{H» ; Assoc.
at, iii. 63.5.

Sj-tlney, Bishoi)ricof, i.359; Bps. of, »et Barker,
Brougliton, Smith.

Sykes, H., ii. (i2, iii. 321, 359, SIS, 528.
Syle, Hev. E. W., ii. 2U3, 382, iii. GOO.
Syllabic System, Invention of, ii. 320.
Symonds, Rev. A. R., ii. -198.

Symons, C. J. F., ii. G2, iii. 331, 359, 570.
Symons, Dr., Warden of Wadham, i. 287, 373.
S.\^^ods, Bps. Perry and Selwyn on, ii. 80

;

Waimate, ii. 87 ; Wellington, ii. 91 ; in
Maori language, ii. 93 ; in England, ii. 30()

;

Kiipert's Land, iii. 239, 017,027; Japan, iii.

594 ; Mid China, iii. 773.
Syni, C.M.S. at, i. 350; High School, i. .375

;

Mission, ii. 140, iii. 113, 114; death of
llildner, iii. 513, 514.

Syria, Jowett and Connor in, i. 227—229

;

Presbyterian Mission, iii. 116 ; Bp. French,
iii. 531.

SjTiae Scriptures, i. 119, 122, 227, 232.
Syrian Church, Malabar, i. 14, 231 ; Metro-

politan burnt at Goa, i. 18 ; Buchanan's visit,
i. 98; C.M.S. Mission, i. 223,231—235,325;
.Jacobite Archbp. visits England, i. 229

;

" Christians of St. Thomas," i. 232; reform
and results, i. 233—235, 325, 326 ; Metnin
Mar Dionysius, i. 233 ; Bp. D. Wilson's visits,
i. 325, ii. 191 ; dissensions, iii. 179 ; revival,
iii. 180 ; Si.x Years' Party, iii. 182 ; Church
memljers, India, 1891, iii." 509.

Syrian College, Col. Munro's plan, i. 232

;

Joseph Fenn takes charge, i. 234.
Syrian schools, British, in the Lebanon, iii. 110.

Tact, Rev. H., iii. 03, 551.

Tagore, Hon. Sir J. M., ii. 514.
Tagore, Babu P. C, ii. 102.
Tahiti, L.M.S. Mission at, i. 07, 212 ; Chris-

tianity in, resembling Uganda, i. 120

;

French aggression, i. 377.
Tai, Matthew, Gleaner illustrations, iii. 230.
Tai-chow visited by Cobbold and Ru.ssell, ii.

300, iii. 572 ; Last Four Years at, iii. 771.
T'aip'ing Rebellion, ii. 292, 290—300, 309—312,

579, 582.

Tail, Archbp., i. 143, 368, 393, 421, ii. 20, 21,
36, 460, iii. 13, 179, 200, 279, 200, 4^18, KM), 51 1,

703 ; at Oxford, ii. 25, 54 ; at Rugbv, Julntee
sermon, i. 409, 501 ; Dean of Carlisle, ii. 25,
29; appointed Bp. of London, ii. 23, 25;
great work in London, ii. 27-29 ; Anniv.
preacher, ii. 4.3; speaker, ii. 45, 313, 38,3, iii.

68, 78 ; on Havelock's death, ii. 229 ; Indiaii
Mutiny, ii. 230; Lawrence and Edwarde.-^,
ii. 231 ; neutrality in India, ii. 24.3, 2-45 ; re-
commends Cotton for Calcutta Bishopric,
ii. 273 ; E»i>iiyt and Secieu-t, ii. .340, 343

;

Ritualism, iii. 347, 340 ; Colenso, ii. 302, 304;
Tail apiwintod to Canterbury, ii. 30-t; Vice-
Patron, C.M.S., ii. .365, iii. 11 ; on Day of
Intercession, ii. 410; Mndagtiscar Mission,
ii. 474; Madagascar Bishopric, ii. 479, 480;
North China Bishopric ctnitroversy, ii. 590,
594; Athanasian Creed, iii. 4; I'.W.R. Act,
iii. 6; Ecclesiastical Courts, iii. 7; Foreign
Missions, iii. 18; view of C.M.S., iii. 18;
Moody and Sankey, iii. 27 ; Y.M.C.A., iii. 28 ;

claims of E. Africa, iii. 78 ; recommends
French for Lahore, iii. 150; degrees for

Caldwell and Sargent, iii. 168 ; bishoiiric of
Travancore, iii. 183 ; opium, iii. 234 ; Ceylon
Controversy, iii. 210—214; Cliinese Term
Question, iii. 219 ; contributes to Salvation
Army, iii. 290; Jai)an Bisliojiric, iii. .1.37,3.38,

590—591; ]>opular with Evangelicals, iii. 4
;

the laity, iii. 17, 270; at Congres.ses and
Conferences, iii. 17 ; compared with Benson,
iii. 270; " facing death with calmness," iii.

18; 3, 17, 209; Life, i. .308.

Tait, G. M., iii. 331.
Tait, W., i. 491.
Taita Mission, ii. 1.35, iii. 200, 406, Hit, 418, J.t2,

733. A'ee Africa, East.
Taiwunga, i. 350, 3.57, ii. 612.
Talampitiya, ii. 285, 280, iii. .539, 5 U1.

Talljot, Bp., iii. 14, 271, 278, 579, 790.
Tallx)t, J. G., iii. 75.

Taliiii-i-MiihiiiiimatI, iii. 154.
Taljhari, Church at, iii. 190.
Tamaki, N.Z., St. John's College, i. H4.
Taniatave, S.P.G. at, ii. 475, 477.
Tamerlane, i. 15.

Tamihana (Thompson) Taraiiipijji, the " king-
maker," N.Z., ii. (>28 ; death, ii. (W9.

Tamihana (Thomp.-<on) To Rauparaha, his
career, ii. 6.37; at a Valedictory- Meeting, ii.

•48
; visits England, ii. 6:<7 ; at Islington Col-

lege, ii. 74, 6.38 ; ilrs. Landon, foundress of
Islington, ii. 319, a38.

Tamil Missions : Danish Mission, Schwartz, i.

25, 26, 52; printing in Tamil, i. 201 ; congre-
gations aniV caste, i. 300; ordination tirst

Tamil past<)r, i. 318 ; clergj- and catechists,
ii. 185; Tamils ajipttl. Exam. Chaplains, ii.

5(X) ; "Tamil Book and its Story," ii. .5;i3

;

translations, iii. 1(!5, 168; a Tamil i)ast<>r's
report, iii. 174 ; Tamil evangelists in Bustjir,
iii. 195; Tamil Christians in Ceylon (1801),
i. 216; Tamil coolies in Ce.vlon,"ii. 280, 287,
iii. 20^1—206, 541 ; future int'hience of Tamils
in Ceylon, iii. .557 ; Ceylon Controversy, iii.

2i>4, 2lK!, 207, 209 ; Tamil coolies in Mauritius,
ii. 468, 4<i9 ; Tamil Missioners in Tnivancore,
iii. 505 ; Tamils in the Wynaad, iii. 479.

Tang-iong, ii. .585.

Tang-i)ieng, Tang, iii. 220.
Tanganyika Lake navigated, iii. 80; tielil

adopted by L.M.S. , iii. 80, 801.
Tangata, Rev. Renata, ii. 0-10; death, iii. .5.54.

Tanjore, Danish Missions, i. 25 ; Schwartz's
monument, i. 20; caste, i. 301; S.P.(;., i.

331 ; Kohlhoff family, ii. 538.
Tank, Dr. J. Williams" at, ii. 50-1.

Tanken-ille, Lord, ii. 388.
Tauner, C, ii. 78, 178, iii. 192, 193.
Tanner, H. J., iii. ;«1, .359, 474.
Tapson, Miss A. M., iii. 369, 372, 603.
Taranaki War, ii. 628.

Tarai)i])ii)i, ree Tamihana, ii. 628, 6.39.

Taratoa, llenare, heroism and death, ii. 6.36.

Taniwera, eruption at, iii. 554.
Tarawliiti, Heta, ii. 620, 6U).
Tarn Taran occupied, iii. 479; Special Mission,

iii. ~l'*K

Tartary, Xcstorian Christianity in, i. 14; a
field for Mi.ssions, i. 74, 118.

Tasilhunix), iii. 707.
Tasman di.scovers New Zealand, i. 204.
Tasmania, see jiroposed, i. 408; founded, i.

UK) ; B]). of, »'<• Brombv, Nixon.
Tafltr, The, interview wi"th Mr. Hasell, iii. 42.
Tauchnitz, iii. 405.

Taupaki, ilatiu, ii. Ok), M2.
Taupo, iii. .5.52.

Tauranga, i. 4;J2, ii. 625, 6;«, 6.30.

Taveta, iii. .359, 4;i2, 733. See Africa, East.
Tawhaa, Hare, ii. 6I<».

Tawhiao, iii. 5.55, 5.50.

Taylor, Bj)., Congo Mission, iii. 81,
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Taylor, Mr. A., S.P.G. catediist, ii. 4^8, 469.
Tfiylcir, B. van S., iii. -18, 231, 559, 562, 568.
TayUir, B. K., ii. 624, iii. 551.
Taylor, Canon Isaac, on Mohammedanism, iii.

345, 643 ; Times controversy, iii. 346, 512
;

Mr. Knox's reply, iii. 346; Author's, iii. 347
;

" The Great Missionary Failure," iii. 348
;

"Missionary Finance," iii. 348; Salvation
Army's action, iii. 349; controversy, iii.

364 ; pecuniary result, i. 147.
Taylor, Isaac, JV(tf«ruZ Misfoi-ij of EnfhusUitim,

ii. 117.

Taylor, .!., ii. 433, 470.
Taylor, J. Hudson, iii. 289, 316, 318, 362, 649; sent
out Ijy Chinese Evangelization Society, ii,

293 ; tour with Burdon, ii. 300, iii. 218

;

opium refuge, ii. 307 ; crisis of his hfe, ii.

580; China Inland Mission established, ii.

581 ; at Hang-chow, ii. 583 ; his schemes
criticized hj Ridgeway ii. 589 ; case similar
to Uganda, ii. 589; Yang-chow riots, ii. 590;
trials of the Mission, iii. 224 ; the Eighteen,
iii. 224, 225 ; criticism, iii. 225 ; Cambridge
Seven, iii. 284, 315, 560; the Hundred, iii.

561
; Shanghai Conference, iii. 574 ; opium,

iii. 576 ; visits Australia, iii. 674.
Taylor, Mrs. Hudson, iii. 226.
Taylor, J. C, ii. 451, 459.
Taylor, R., i. 264, 357, 414, 446, ii. 76, 623, 630,

iii. 551; on "Past and Present in N.Z.,"
i. 432, ii. 627, 629, 631, 632 ; colonists, evU
influence of, ii. 635 ; Christmas communions,
ii. 636; brings Hoani Wiremu to England,
ii. 637 ; labours at Wanganui, ii. 638.

Taylor, Gen. Reynell, ii. 200, 276, 277, 483, 488,
489, 564, 565, iii. 128, 129, 148, 156, 295.

Taylor, W. E., iii. 47, 4 -, 264, 406, 413, 431, 432,732.
Taylor, Dr. W. M., iii. 649.
Taylor, Miss A., iii. 767.
Taylor, Miss B., iii. 737, 789.
Taylor, Miss Jane, ii. 503.
Tchad, Lake, iii. 265.
Te Ahu, Ihaia, ii. 640.
Te Ahu, Riwai (Levi), ii. 93.
Te Aute, iii. 166 ; College founded, iii. 553.
Te Herekau, Heneri, ii. &10.
Te Karari, Ph-imona, ii. 640.
Te Kooti, ii. 633, iii. 555.
Te Moaneroa, Hohua, ii. 640.
Te Pake, Wesley, ii. 640.
Te Rangamaro, Rihara, ii. 640.
Te Rauparaha, ii. 637. See Tamiliana.
Te Ua, ii. 631.
Te AVanui, Rawiri, ii. 640.
Te Werohero, "king," N.Z., ii. 628.
Te AViremu. See Williams, Archdn. H.
Te Whiti, iii. 555.
" Teachers," missionaries in N.Z., i. 206.
Tel lbs, Mr., ii. 13.

'I'eh-kwong, Rev. Dzing, iii. 571, 572.
Trhrau, iii. 768.
Teigumouth, Lord (1), appointed Gov. -Gen. of

India, i. 55; President of B. & F.B.S., i.

56; member of the " Claiiham Sect," i. 42,
56; replies to Maj. Scott-Waring, i. 99;
examined on B.I.C. Charter Bill, i. 102;
V.-P. C.M.S., i. 109, 373; death, i. 266.

Teigumouth, Lord (2), at Henry Venn's, ii. 651.
Telegraphic addi-ess, C.M.S., "Testimony."

iii. .324.

Tcbigu country and Mission: the Mission, i.

.327, 328, 368, 375, ii. 177—179, iii. 165, 478;
])rinting, i. 201 ; call of Fo.k and Noble, ii.

57 ; first clei'gymen ordained, ii. 522, iii. 458
;

the Mission school, ii. 529; missionaries'
deaths, ii. 545; Amer. Bapt. Mission, iii. 81,
143, 163 ; Native clergy and Council, iii. 166;
caste, iii. 166 ; converts, iii. 167 ; mission-
aries' wives, iii. 166; Native Church, iii.

471; statistics, 1890, iii. 508; Special Mis-

sion, iii. 759
; persecution and steadfastness,

iii. 761.

Temnes, The, i. 156, ii. 103, 429, iii. 82.
Temperance : whiskey and the Red Indians,

ii. 329 ; Convocation, ii. 366 ; C.E.T.S.
founded, ii. 366; N.-W.P. Council discus-
sion, iii. 138; "Blue Ribbon" among the
Maoris, iii. 556 ; temperance (juestion on the
Niger, iii. 726.

Temple, Archbp., i. ,334, iii. 31, 281, 398, 653,
667, 695, 698, 724, 774 ; an old siiljscrilier, ii.

380; Essai/s and RevUu-s, ii. .340, 342; Bp. of
Exeter, iii. 346 ; V.-P., ii. 380, iii. 340 ; un-
popidarity decreasing, iii. 4 ; interest in the
missionary cause, iii. 60, 034, 688 ; Bp. of
London, iii. 271, 314; Anniv. preacher, iii.

299, 301; speaker, iii. 301, 304, 320; Sierra
Leone constitution, ii. 417 ; opens Islington
College Chapel, iii. 355 ; Palestine inquiry, ui.

524, 525 ; L.W.U. Missionarj' Missions, iii.

662, 663 ; at Shrewslmry Church Congress,
iii. 645 ; Archbp. of C^anterburj', Vice-Patron
C.M.S., iii. 684; at Fourth Lambeth Confer-
ence, iii. 687, 688; at Church House, Y.C.U.
Meeting, iii. 693; Valedictory preacher, iii. 707;
appoints Canon Taylor Smith, Bp. of Sierra
Leone, iii. 724 ; on F. E. Wigram, iii. 799.

Temple, Mrs., iii. 654.

Temple, Maj. O., i. 334, iii. 684.

Temple, Sir R., ii. 429, 507, iii. 750; on R. M.
Bird, i. 297, ii. 39 ; on Thomason, i. 297, ii.

159, 239 ; and the Lawrences, ii. 199, 484

;

at Benares, ii. 166 ; in the Punjab, ii. 198

—

200, 247, 250 ; Central Provinces, ii. 483

,

finance minister, Calcutta, ii. 484 ; Star of
India conferred, ii. 488; on Frere, ii. 490;
Lieut. -Gov. of Bengal, iii. 127, 188 ; Governor
of Bombay, iii. 70, 127 ; Anniv. sjieaker, iii. 202.

Tennent, SLi- J. Emerson, on Ceylon, ii. 280.
Tenniel, ii. 29.

Tenno Jimmu, iii. 600.

Tennyson, Lord, iii. 597.

Teras'awa, B. H., iii. .596.

Terata, D. T., iii. 596, 611, 612, 778.
Terawera, iii. 552.
" Term" question, Chinese, iii. 219.

Terminal Letter, Boys', iii. 695, 718 ; Girls', iii.

659.

Ternan, Major, iii. 745.

Tertullian, i. 15.

Test Act, i. 281.
" Testimony," C.M.S. telegrapViic adilress,

chosen, iii. 324.

Tewflk, Khedive, iii. 82.

Tewfik, Ahmed, iii. 122, 123.

Thakurpuker, ii. 271, 525.

Tharian, G., iii. 470.

Tharyan, P. T., iii. 165.

Theatre sei-vices, ii. 29.

Theodore, King, of Abyssinia, ii. 428.
Theodosius, i. 8.

Theological Seminary, Madras, i. 326.
Theophilus, A., ii. 396.

Theosophism at Bombay, iii. 140; Ceylon, iii. 543.

Thibet,Moravian Mission in, i. 27 ; first C.M.S.
attempt, i. 198 ;

journeys towards, ii. 202,
203 ; approached by Si-chuan missionaries,
iii. 578 ; recent attempts, iii. 767, 708.

Thirlwall, Bp. Connop, i. 369, ii. 380.

Thoburn, Bp. J. M., ii. 535, iii. 494, 495.
Thomas, Archibi., of Bath, i. 147.

Thomas, Bp. M., ii. 27, 646.

Thomas, E. B., iii. 658.

Thomas, M., iii. 47(>.

Thomas, John, i. 261, 324, ii. 46, 179, 180, 420;
Anniv. sjieaker, ii. 381; death, ii. 336, 538,
542, iii. 782.

Thomas, J. D., ii. 395, .54:1, iii. .538, 768, 782.

Thomas, Mrs., ii. 399, 513, iii. 171, 367, 471, 473,
782,
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Thdiims, Mi.ss, ii. :J'.K.), Sk), iii. 307, 173, lai.

Th(iiiia«, Mihs A., iii. 7iNl.

TlioiiiiiM, .1. !•'., ii. Ml, li^li, :i.Vl, 107, iii. Ofl;C'om-
iiiitteu momlicr, ii. 37, 37U ; ileulh, iii. -13.

TJiiimiiH, .1. J., ii. IMI.
TlioiiiiiMi.il, Jiimf.s, i. 2t)7, ii. ia», 1(W, SKt, iW,

Thi>iuiis<.ii, Thoniii.s, i. 55, 59, 111, 1 W, 1»2, 1U2,

11)3, ii. 53, m, 15!t, M, 520, iii. 131.

Thomumii, iii. \s-i.

'i'h<im|i!wiii, Ut'v. T., i. 24.
Tliouipsoii, Sir Ilivers, iii. 127, 3<I2, 48C.
Tlii>ui|i.sou, Dr. A. ('., i. UJ, 25, iii. 11.

Thimiiisoii, C. S., iii. 17, lUtl, lt»7, 25(1,

tniiKslittiuiml work, iii. 177.

Thoui)).-*!)!!, .Iiicol), iii. 172. .

Thouip.soii, Miirmiiiluke, cliiipliiin ill Mitilnix,

i. Ill, 1S5, 1!)2, 2.<2. .i^ll; Hon. Life Governor,
i. Ill ; Anniv. jiroiicliur, i. 212.

Tllo^ll)^M)Il, Mrs. Howen, iii. llti.

'i'lioinp.son. Sri- Tiiiiiiliiuiii.

Thoui.solt, Miss, iii. 730.
Thoni.son, Archlip., ii. 23, 352, iii. 92, 2:U, 057 ;

Kttiiyf anil llrrieirt, ii. 3k>, 313, 3i4 ; anil the
LHiiilieth Conlcrenco, ii. 30.3 ; Anniv. spenlier,
ii.3s.3, iii. Oi», ;«t2

;
prciiclier, ii. 3s7 ; Atliiiiiit-

siiin Creeil, iii. 1; t'evlim conli-ovfrsy, iii.

212, 213 ; ileiith, iii. 057.
Tlioinson, Joseph, explonition in Afrii'ii, ii.

12-1, iii. 93, 317, 3S.S, +10.
ThouKson, .1. Ii., iii. W).

Thornliill, A. F., Director Children's Ilouie,

iii. 7i>H.

Thornton, B])., Anniv. sjieaker, iii. 09, 'Mvi.

Thornton, D. M.,iit ('liureli Conjrress, iii. 015
;

lit .S.V..M.U., Conferences, iii. 055, O!*)

;

Afric't >r'</i/i«</, iii. OIK*; C.M.S. missioniiry,
iii. 7i«, 717, 7U).

Thornton, G. K., iii. 29, 31.

Thornton, K., ii. 159, 2iH).

Thornton, Henry, i. 113; iinil the Cliiphiim
sect, i. H- W, 02 ; Sierm Leone, i. 47, 9V, 95

;

not present when C.M.S. founileil, i. tw

;

Treasurer, i. 09, 2.50, ii. W) ; a frienil of Willier-

force, i. 93; on the K.I.C. Charter, i. lol
;

Valeilictory Meetinjr, i. 113.

Thornton, H. Sykes, i. 4s2.

Thornton, .Folin, Botany Bay convicts, i. 01 ;

African Institution, i. 95 ; C.M.S. Treiisuivr,

i. 151,2,56; 11. Venn, ii.OKi; ileath, ii. U>, 377,

Thornton, John (India), ii. 10.S.

Thornton, J., ii..39V, iii. ItMl ; headmaster of Te
Ante College, iii. 552 ; on the Maori people,
iii. .5.50.

Thoniton, S., M.I'., ii. 40; ajipointcd Vice-
President C.M.S., i. 09.

Thornton, Spencer, ii. ;«).

Thoi-old, Up. A. W., ii. ;fl)fl, -JlW, iii. 17, 5.3, 271,
.<;<1, 379, .577, 05.3 ; on the Anniv. sermon, i.

70; MoimIv and Sankey, iii. 27; Anniv.
jireadicr, iii. (Mi, »>7 ; speaker, iii. 09, 'Mri

;

Palestine li-ouhle, iii. 312, 525; at Kuperts-
liind Svnoil, iii. (Ki7 ; death, iii. 79(1.

" Three ".Meuioralile Years, 1SM5, 1(WC, 18«7,"'

iii. 314.
" Three Years' Knterpri.se," iii. 702—720.

Thurlow, Hp., i. 5.s. list.

Thiirsilay I'rayer-nieelinir pnijioscd hy Oen.
llaiir, iii. ^^'>

; eslahlished, iii. 310, 325.

Thwaitcs, K. N., Mission to India and Ceylon,
iii. .lOl, 515, "IHl, 759.

Thwaites, Mrs., iii. 095.

Thwaitcs, W.. ii. 395, iii. 1 W, 480.

Tiliet. .SVr Thilvt.
Tidman, Dr., Secretary L.M.S., ii. 471, OJO.

Tientsin, Treaty of, ii. 302, 598; L.M.S. at, ii.

6S(»; uia.ssacre, ii. 592.

Tierrn <lel Fuei.ii, i. 377.

Timlnictoo, i. K'm.

Timet: un sslavc-ships, i. K1 ; on the NiLTr

Kx|iedition, i. 451; on Indian f'hriutinnity,

ii.2;<5, iii. 510; Day of Intercession, ii.409, iii.

BOX; on Ui,'anda,'iii. 415, 4;«t ; opium traHlc,

i. 470; Chinese Missions, iii. 5M0; on Maori
( 'hristiauily, ii. 0.32 ; on N.Z. ntcial rebitiuns,

ii. iVU.

Timft of India, iii. 765.

TimpHon, Miss K., iii. 737, 7H9.

Tims, J. \V., iii. 010; api>oinU'd Archdn., iii.

021 ; tnins. work, iii. 02S.

Tinilull, Miss, iii. 370.

Tinir Sin>?-A !!(,', iii. 795.

TiuK .SiriK-Ki, iii. 77o, 795.

Tiniie Indians, ii. 323.

Tinnevellv missionarv historj', i. 201 ; Rhenius,
i. 2o:i, inU; caste, "i. .302 ; Calihvell, i. 319;

S.H.C.K., i. 319; S.I'.G., i. 319; Uheuiiis

schism, i. 320 ; I'ettitt in chari^'e of, i. :<20,

322, 324; stati.stics, i. 321, iii. 50H
; visifetl hy

Up. Corrie, i. 321
;
palm.vra-climliers, i. 322 ;

relig-ion, i. 322
;
iierseculion, i. 323; see pni-

iM).-4ed, i. 409 ; Up. should lie a Native, ii. 14

;

how they kept the First Jiihilee, i. 50O;

It.C.'s in, ii. H, iii. 174; spiritual revival,

ii. .34, 1S9; Itinenint Misjsion, ii. 00, IhO;

Native Church, ii. 179, 120, iii. Ids, KRI ; Hp.
(i. Smith, ii. 1m5 ; Hnihman riot in, ii. 25(1;

Tinnevellv Tamils in Ceylon, ii. 2mO; A. 11.

Lash in Tinnevelly, ii. ;«Hi S.F.(i. and
L.M.S. in, ii. 479; system of e<liication, ii.

521, 525; Christian villajres, ii. 524; onliiia-

tions in, ii. 522; missionaries' deaths, ii. 511

—513 ; Caldwell and Sait'ent, iii. KW ; Prince

of Wales's visit, iii. 12M, l(i9— 171, 1.57

;

Ilitrh School, iii. 100. 475; Assi.st. Bps., iii.

lOs, 172; j.'jitherinK' <'f adherents, iii. 173;
" ric Christians," iii. 173; other Missions

helped, iii. 177, 195; C.K./.M.S., iii. 17H

;

Tinnevellv Christians descrilied, iii. 177;

S.P.(;. work, iii. i:ft», 171; statistics, 1h77 ami
lM,si>, iii. 173; centenary of Christianity, iii.

171; Baptist preachers, iii. 174; S.P.C.K.
work, iii. 174; Tamil jiastors rei>ort, iii. 174;

Native aireuts' work, iii. 175 ; Upiiida perse-

cution, iii. 410; Bp. Sar>fent's Jubilee, iii.

457; Walker, Carr, Doiijrlas, Storrs in, in.

47(i; see formed, iii. 4s.S; S. Morley couse-

cratcd Bp., iii. -WW; Salvation Army, iii.

491; a special Mission, iii. 5oi, 760; what
should lie the missionary's aim? iii. S13 ;

Bps. of, »r^ Caldwell, Morley, Sarjjent. He*

(lino Palamcottah.
TioiiK' Muk-tunjf, iii. 770, 705.

Tippahee, New Zealand chief, i. 2(»5, 207.

Tirard, Dr. Nestor, iii. 661.

Tiruwella, rt>vival at, iii. iHl.

Ti.sdall, W. St. C., from N.Z. to India, iii. 358,

IftO; Th» hrli;/i.>n '/ '*' ( V.-urr,)/, iii. 512 ; a
recruit for Persia, iii. 52:1; tniiis. work, iii.

.53<i, 75;i ; Mr. Tisilall and Bp. Stuart, iii. 5.3.5.

Titcoml). Bi). J. H., ii. 37, .56, iii. 11, 28, 160,

201 ; on Up. BIyth. iii. 312.

"Titus," Mr. Knsor's Japanese cnvi-rt, ii.ii<'2.

To Siller, iii. 2;il.

Tol.in, Miss, iii. Wi.
Tokat, Mart\nrs death, i. ><2, lol.

Tokio, fonnbrlv Ye<lo, ii. OOO; S.P.ti. at, in.

•an '2;<5; C.M.S. at, iii. ZV', 5-(9, .590,779;

Native Japanese Conf., ni. 590; Japanese

Christians anil new c»nstitutii>n, iii.
0IJJ>

;

pnipo.sed diocese of North and South, iii. 775.

See alto Awdrv.
Tokushima, iii. 690, 607, 770, 779.

T.ilo, iii. 101.
,. .. „„,

Tolenition not nccessivrily ueutrahty, n. iJo

Tomita, M., iii. 779.
.

Toniline, Bp., i. 3\t, 137 ; on Calcumm, i. 90.

Toiuhnson, It., ii. 022, iii. 219.

ToiKiuin, iii. 5('>5.

Tooir.xHl, Miss, ii. 162.
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Tooth, Rev. A., iii. 6.

Toplady, A. M., au Evangelical leader, i. 35, iii.

803 ; Calvmism controversy with Wesley,
i. 37 ; Church principles, i. 37.

Tore, Kingdom of, iii. 741, 807 ; visited by Bp.
Tucker, iii. 742 ; death of Caliis, iii. 742, 789.

See Uganda.
Toronto, Trinity College, iii. 589 ; notable
number of clergy in diocese, iii. 7G4.

Tottenham, Miss A. M., iii. 706.

Touch, Gen. J. G., Comm ittee member, iii.

44, 297; deputation to Metlakahtla, iii. 030.

Townsend, H., i. 264, 375, ii. 40, 80, 106, 434, 435,

646, iii. 318, 381, 382, 689, 768, 806 ; at Isling-

ton College, ii. 75 ; describes Sierra Leone,
i. 335 ; visits Abeokuta, i. 458 ; entering
Abeoktita, ii. 103 ; Venn's opinion of, ii. 118

;

meeting with Dasalu, ii. 119 ; Abeokutan
trou'bles, ii. 439—411 ; a last visit to an old

field, iii. 82 ; death, iii. 295 ; memorial
church, iii. 618.

Townsend, Mrs. H., iii. 367.

Townsend, H. C, iii. 706.

Townsend, Mr. Meredith, i. 309; on " Cheap
Missionaries," iii. 350.

Townsend, Miss S. H. M., iii. 706.

Toyama, Prof., iii. 598, 604.

Tozer, Bp , ii. 21, 433 ; consecrated, ii. 428 ; on
E. African Seychelles slaves, ii. 472.

" T'-achonitis, Region of," iii. 120.

Tract Societies, Contributions to (1825), i. 238.

Hee Reli.gious Tract Society.
Tractarians, The : origin and causes of the
movement, i. 285—287 ; Newman, Keble,
Froude, i. 288; attitude of C.M.S., i. 289;
Pusey, i. 384, 394, ii. 401 ; secessions, i. 378,

400, 422, ii. 6; attacks on C.M.S., i. 384;
attacks on S.P.C.K. and S.P.G., i. 389; in
S.P.G. ranks, i. 398, 399 ; Bp. Wilberforce
on, i. 401 ; bitter controversy, i. 402, 403 ;

and Jerusalem bishopric, i, 420, 422 ; and
Gorham ease, ii. 6 ; rising Ritualism, ii. 7, 8,

340 ; Bp. Selwyn on, ii. 85, 86 ; the E.C.U., ii.

348 ; J. AV. Knott and St. Saviour's, Leeds,
ii. 400—404. See further. Ritualism.

Tracts for the Times, appearance and teach-
ing, i. 288 ; Tract XC.,i. 367; Bp. Pliilpotts

on Tract XC, i. 368 ; controversies, i. 402
;

Four Tutors' protest, ii. 25.

Tracts of the First Jubilee, i. 491.

Trade at Badagiy, ii. 104; Venn's plans. West
Africa, ii. 109.

Training Homes for Women : Chelsea, iii. 704 ;

Highbury, iii. 371, 672, 704 ; Yarmouth, iii.

704 ; Olives, The, iii. 371, 704 ; Willows, The,
iii. 371, 703.

Triininii of Nuiiiie A gents arid Clergy :— Fourah
Bay College, i. 336, ii. 103, iii. 377 ; Training
Schools in India, ii. 268, iii. 473 ; Tinnevelly
methods, ii. 181, 521, 525 ; Madras Seminary,
i. 326 ; Madras Theological School, hi. 472

;

Lahore Divinity College, ii. 576—578, iii. 149
;

Divinity Schools in India, iii. 132, 134, 472

;

in Ceyion. ii, 282, 288, Chap. xcv. ; Fuh-
chow College, iii. 220 ; Ningjjo CoUege, iii.

223, 571; Osaka College, iii. 595; Gisborne
Theological College, N.Z., iii. 553, 554; St.

John's College, Winnipeg, ii. 607. See aho
Colleges, Education, Schools.

Training of Missionaries, (Jhurch Congress
papers, ii. 359. See aho Barlow, Bickersteth,
Childe, Clapham, College, Drury, Green,
Islington, Pearson, Reading, Scott.

Tranquebar, Danish Mission at, i. 120.

Trmi'lationsi avd Translators :—The first mis-
sionary translators, i. 122 ; Canon Edmonds
on Bible Translation, iii. 652 ; the Bible
in 330 languages, iii. 811 ; Oxford Helps,
iii. 741 ; tracts and Prayer-books, i. 119,

iii. 15; S.P.G., ii. 532 other translatioual

work, i. 119, 234, ii. 40. See also Languages.
African, i. 122, (Crowther) ii. 114. African,
East, (Krapf) ii. 129, 461. African, West,
Venn on, ii. 646. Ainu (Batchelor), iii. 598,
610. Amharic, (Heyling) i. 19. Arabic, i.

74, (Grotius) i. 21, '(Klein) iii. 530, (Lieder)
i. 351. Australian Ahoriffines, i. SGI. Beaver,
(Garrioch) iii. 628. Selticki, (Lewis) iii.

477. Bheeli, (Thompson), iii. 477. Bengali,
(Ball, Parsons) iii. 477, (Sandys) ii. 554.

Blackfoot, (Tims) iii. 628. Chinese, i. 74,

(Bald'win) in. 562, (R. H. Cobbold) ii. 294,
(Corvino) i. 463, (Ensor) iii. 574, (Gough) ii.

61, 580, 582, (Hoare) iii, 572, (Lloyd) iii. 562,
(Dr. Medhurst) ii. 294, (Morrison) i. 465,
(Moseley) i. 464, 465, (Archdn. Moule) iii. 570,
(A. and W. Moule) iii. 569, 572, (Bp. W. A.
Russell) ii. 582, (Venn on Cliinese ortho-
graphy) ii. 647. Coyj/iV', (Lieder) i. 351. Cree,
(Horden and Vincent) i. 628. Eskimo, ii. ^21.
Fnlah, (Reichardt) iii. 377. Gothic, (Ulfilas)

i. 9. (9h7>c«)'(', (Kharsedji), iii. 478. Hausa,
(Schon) ii. 459. Hindi, i. 122, (Hooper) iii.

477, (Madho Ram) iii. 461, (W. Smith) ii. 554.

Iho, (Taylor) ii. 459. Indian, ii. 533, iii. 477.
Japanese, (Bp. Fyson) iii. 236, 590, (A. R.
Fuller) iii. 610, (Dr. Hepburn) ii. 600, (Hind)
iii. 610, (Hutchinson) iii. 610, (Miss Riddell)
iii. 610, (Piper) iii. 235, 236. Kashmiri, (Elms-
lie) ii. 576, (Wade) iii. 147, 477. Kiahan,
(Krapf) ii. 129. Kigalla, (Krapf) ii. 129.

Kikiunha, (Krapf) ii. 129. Kinika, (Krapf)
ii. 129. Kipokomo, (Krapf) ii. 129. Kiswa-
hili, (Krapf) ii. 129. Ewagntl, (Hall) iii 632.
Labrador, i. 461, (Peck) iii. 628. Lnganda,
(Mackay) iii. 108, 110, 412, 410, 450, (O'Fla-
herty) iii. 405, 406, (Ashe, Gordon, Pil-

kington) iii. 450, 790, 792. MaUgusy, ii.

472. Malay, i. 21, 122. Malayahnn, i. 326,

327, (Caley) iii. 465, (G. Matthan) ii. 541,
(Koshi Koshi) iii. 478, (Kuruwella) iii.

795, (Painter) iii. 795, (Richards) iii. 477.
Maltese, i. 227, (Schlienz) i. 349. Malto,
(Droese) iii. 194, 477. Mandarin, (Burdon)
iii. 218. Maori, i. 358, 444, (W. Colenso) iii.

781, (Mrs. W. Colenso) iii. 781, (G.Maunsell)
ii. 395, (R. Maunsell) ii. 395, 625. Mendi (H.
Johnson), ii. 447. Moose, (Horden) iii. 244.
Miiltiini, (Jukes) iii. 477. JVupe, (Crowther)
ii. 453, (Schon) ii. 459. Ojihheway, (Horden,
Sanders) iii. 628. Fahari, (Droese) iii. 456.
Persia n,i. 74, (Martyn) iii. 123, 124, (Bruce) iii.

124,125,530, (Tisdail) iii. 5.30. Puslifu,{M.fijev)
iii. 477. Bed Indian, ii. 325, iii. 628. Suntali,
(Puxley) iii. 188, (Cole) iii. 194. Sclavonic,
(Cyril and Methodius) i. 12. Sindhi, ii. 205,
( Shirt) iii. 457, 477, (Trumpp) iii. 477. Singha-
lese, (Haslam) ii. 281. Slaei, (Reeve) iii. 628.
Snsoo, i. 74. Syllabic System, (Evans) ii.

326. Syrian, i. 122. Tamil, (Arden) iii. 783,
(Bp. Caldwell) iii. 168, (Cornelius) iii. 165,
(Dil)b) ii. 533, (Paul) iii. 478, (Sargent)
iii. 168, (Ziegenbalg) i. 25. Teluga, i. i'il

(Anantam) iii. 478, (Arden) iii. 783, (Caui) iii.

477, (Padfield) iii. 478, (Ratnam) iii. 458, (Sab-
barayadu) iii. 478. Tsimshean, (Ridley) iii.

631. Tnkudh, (McDonald) ui. 028. Turkish,
(Koelle) iii. 122. Urdn, i. 313, (Bateman)
iii. 477, (R. Clark) iii. 465, (French) ii. 577,
(Guilford) iii. 477, (Hooper) iii. 477, (Imad-ud-
din) iii.465, 478, (Perkins) iii. 477, (Safdar Ah)
iii. 465, (W. Smith) ii. 554, (Weitbrecht) iii.

477. Whale Bivers, (Peck) iii. 028. Yoruha,
(Crowther) ii. 455, (T. King) ii. 118, 435,
(Vidal) ii. 115.

Transvaal : Mission proposed, ii. 382.
Travancore : the Mission, i. 98 ; Norton at, i.

201 ;
" The Eastern Churches ; Efforts to

Revive them," i. 221—235; R.C.'s in, i. 232
;

Syrian Church, i. 232; visited hy Bj).
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Midilleton, i. 2.3-t; luul lip. AVilson, i. 32."i

;

Syrian Church reform iittempted, i. 32"), 320 •

Bailey's church l>uilt, i. 320
; proposeil see i'

409, iii. 183, 201 ; Bp. of, *ee Hodj^es, Speech-
ly ; profrress of the Mission, ii. 190, Vdi ; J. H.
Bishop iu, ii. 393; revival in, iii. IHO, IHI

;

testimony of Heathen Government, iii. I8i •

Native ( 'hiurli, iii. -170 ; Salvation Army, iii!
49 !

;
Special Missions, iii. OO], .505 ; statistics,

IWJO, iii. r)09
; missionaries' deaths, ii. 538—

541; prosel.ytizinK, iii. 047; the T.Y.E., iii.

710, 7e;j ; Special Mission.s, iii. 759. See
Chaps. XVII., XXII., XLIII., LSI., hXII.,
I.XXVIII., XCII., XCIII.

Travels of missionaries : the first voyage out,
i. 80 ; Berlin to Kno-land, i. 80, 87.

Tremenheere, Gen., iii. i;{9.

Trenilett, J. D., iii. 152, 298.
Trench, Archbp. (Dublin), ii. 24, 348, iii. 234.
Trench, Archbp. (Tuam), i. 242, 259,395.
Trench, R. F., ii. 02, 393, 551.
Treusch at Benares, ii. 208.
Tre\'elyan, Sir Charles, i. 298, 308, 309, 423, ii

239, 244, 257, 483 ; Life of Lord Macaiitay, i.

208
;
on communication between India and

EnD:land, i. 298; the Calcutta Committee, i.

330; II. Noble's School, ii. 548.
Trevelyans, The, at Henry Venn's, ii. 651.
Trevor, Canon G., Rome, i. 12.
TrichinojKjly, Caste at, i. 301.
Trichur, Mission opened l)y Rev. II. Harley, i.

320
; Special Mission at, iii. 505.

Trimnell, G. C, i. 332.
Trinidad, C.M.S. in, i. 340.
Trinitarian Bible Society, i. 279.
Tristram, Canon, iii. 117, 2S0 ; as Assoc. Sec,

ii. 377, iii. 62 ; visit to Palestine Mission, iii.

120, 121 ; offered bishojiric of Jerusalem, iii.

121; Lord Chichester's conversion, i. 257;
Anniv. i)reacher, iii. 299 ; speaker, ii. 381, iii.

69; Church Congress, ii. 358; defends Mis-
siimary Societies, ii. 3(>0; in Japan, iii. 002, 005.

Tristram, Miss K. A. S., iii. 289, 368, 369, 371,
372, 003, 604, 007, (!54, 776.

-Trollope, Bp. of Nottingham, iii. 17.
Trotter, Cai)t., ii. 32, 107.
Trotter, Miss G. C, iii. 695.
Trotter (Cam. undergi-ad.), iii. 33.
Trout Lake, W. Dick at, iii. 025.
Trower, Bp., ii. 1.54.

The True Light, iii. 493.
Trumpp, Dr. Ernest, at Karachi, ii. 204, 205

;

trans, work, iii. 477.
Trurkhtsyik-kwitchin, iii. 022.
Truro, see created, iii. 16; Bp. of, s?e Benson,
Wilkinson.

Trust Association, C.M.S., formed, iii. 324.
Trutch, Mr., Gov. Brit. Columbia, ii. 621.
Tsaug-lae, Dzaw, ii. 307, 582.
Tshad(hi Hiver, ii. 451.
Tsimshean Indians, Duncan's Mission, ii. 614,

629, iii. 219 ; at Alaska, iii. KiO ; tirst hooks
made by Tsimsheans, iii. 0.31 ; trans, bv Bi).
Ridley, iii. 631.

Tsetse-By, The, iii. 100.
Tsong-gyiao, ii. 307, 582.
Tsong-ts'eng, ii. 582.
Ts-sing, Dzing, iii. 221, 571; on Bp. Russell.

iii. 229.

Tsz'k'i occupied, ii. .300.

Ttssiettla, J., iii. 622.
Tuam, Archbp. of. See Plunket, Trench.
Tucker, Bp., iii. 302, 358, 401,487, 052, 085, 087,

731, 74«, 774, 790 ; bishop for East. Equat. Af.,
iii. 365, 434; journey out, iii. -i^i; first visit
to Uganda, iii. 4;1G ; return to England, iii.

4:37; fund to save Uganda, iii. 4.39; letter
to Consul-General, iii. 445 ; second visit
to Uganda, iii. 446; on slaverj', iii. 734;
ladies for Uganda, iiL 736, 737 ; third visit

to Uganda, iii. 738—743 ; visit to Toro, iii.

742; his Charge, iii. 741; fourth visit to
Uganda, iii. 74^; on Mrs. Hooper's death,
iii. 45t ; the Elements of the Lord's Supper,
iii. 504.

Tucker, Preb., Euqlinh Church in Other Land*,
i. 400; Life ofBp. Seliei/n, i. 411, 414, ii. M-
97

; paper at Carlisle Church Congress, iii.

275, 042 ; Archbp. Benson and, iii. 052.
Tucker, Mr. F., iii. 290, 494.
Tucker, H. C, ii. 2;i6, 238, 242, 400, iii. 145;

trained by J. Thoraason, ii. 159 ; during the
Mutiny, ii. 221, 268; Committee member, ii.

37, 379 ; death, iii. 4;^.

Tucker, J., i. 204, 328, 329, 401, 404, ii. 525
;

Secretary at Madras, i. 328—330, ii. 375, .520
;

Telugu Mission, i. 328; C.M.S. Sec, i. 328,
.'501, ii. .36; friend of Keble and Arnold, i.

328 ; Anniv. preacher, i. 374, ii. 42 ; speaker,
i. 203, 375 ; N.Z. Bishoprics, ii. 93 ; Instruc-
tions from W. Jowett, ii. 650.

Tucker, J. T., i. .i'i, 376, ii. 77, 170, 420, 544;
death, ii. .541, 551.

Tucker, Miss Sarah, i. 401, Saiiihow in the
North, i. 329 ; Southern Crof» mid Southern
Crown (trans., ii. 194), i. 329, 4.31; Sunrine
n-iihin the Tropics, i. 329, ii. 118, 4-t2. See
Sarah Tucker Institution.

Tucker, Miss C. M. See A.L.O.E.
Tugwoll, Bp., iii. 360,687, 725, 730, 814; Anniv.

speaker, iii. 301,302; successor to Bp. Hill,
iii. 400, 44)1,613; visit to .Jamaica, iii. 723 ; in
Hausaland, iii. 726 ; on Miss Goodall, iii. 787;
Ai-chdn. Dobinson and C. E. Watney, iii. 788.

Tutrwell, L. S., ii.016, 018.
Tukudh Indians, ii. 323, 324, iii. 621 ; Bomi)a8
and McDonald among, ii. 609 ; Missions, iii.

2«>, 248 ;
" inveterate Protestantism " of the

'I'ukudhs, iii. 248.
'J'uubridge, J., iii. 47, 193, 480.
Turanga, station destroj'ed, ii. 633 ; afterwards
Gisborne, ii. 6.33.

Turei, Mold, ii. 040.
Turipona, Wiremu, ii. &10, iii. 795.
"Turk, The, the Jew, and the Christian," ii.

140—155.
I'urkestan, Christianity in, i. 14.
Turkey: "The Eastern Churclies: Efforts to
Revive them," i. 221—231; Mohammedan
Mission in, ii. 14.S ; domination and dis-
memberment, i. 225, 228,230; im])ortation SS.
forbidden, i. 230

; a Basle C.M.S. missionarj-
in, i. 203 ;

" Jerusalem and Constantinople :

Jew, Turk, Christian," ii. 140—155; Missions
relinquished, i. 271, iii. 51; "The Crescent
and the Cro.ss," iii. 113—125.

Turner, Bp., Anniv. speaker, i. 202; D.
Wilson's promise, i. 291 ; ordains first Native
clergyman, S. India, i. 318; death, i. 291;
Duff cm, ii. 490.

Turner, SirC, Gov. Sierra Leone, death, i. 334.
Turner, Sir C, on the Church in India, iii. 642.
Turner, Mr. Thos., ii. 300.
Turner, Miss P. E., iii. 770.
Tuticorin, iii. 169.

Tuting, T., ii. 65, 275, 5.50, 560.
Twaga, Gaiuin, iii. 633,
Twells, Bp., ii. 21.

Twigg, R., ii. 352, iii. 9, 23, 20, 28.
Twining, Mr., i. 99.
Tyndale-Biscoe, C. E., iii. 285, 359, 4.80, 718.
Tyndall, Prof., ii. 511, 512; on Prayer, ii. .•140.

Tyng, Dr., i. 374, ii. 45.
Tyrrel, Bp., ii. 88.

Udnt, George, i. 58, 182, 192; scheme for
Bengal Mission, i. 54; assists Carey, i. 90.

Uganda: Protectorate, i. 51, iii. 443—^S
; mis-

sionary's use of fire-arms, i. 214; Natives
reading upside down, i, 432; "The Mis-
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sionaries and the Explorers," ii. 124.—139 ;

Spake and Grant, ii. 139, iii. 94; parallel
with Mailaijascar, New Zealand, and Tahiti,
i. 121, 308, 359, 4:^2, ii. 473, 474, 47G ; Sir W.
Mackinnon, ii. 490; Uf^anda and Uudson
Taylor's plans for China, ii. 589; Gos])el
preached in Uganda capital, iii. 30; "Call
and Response," iii. 94—112; Krapf's work
nut fruitless, iii. 94 ; Stanley's apiieal, iii.

9|. ; offer to C.M.S., iii. 95
;
plans, iii. 95, 96

;

which route ? iii. 90 ; contributions, iii. 96
;

why called "Nyanza" Mission, iii. 97; the
men, iii. 97 ; first public service, iii. 102

;

"High Hoptes and Sore Sorrows," iii. 402—
427 ; R.C.'s in, iii. 404

; persecution, iii. 411,
414—416; revolution of Mwanga, iii. 423:
restored, iii. 424 ;

" British East Afi-ica : The
t^ompan.y, the Government, and the Mis-
sions," iii. 428—454 ; railway commenced,
iii. 431,440; sphere allotted to British 'intlu-
cnce, iii. 435; "twilight Christianity," iii. 4.37;
church building, iii. 137 ; withdrawal crisis,
iii. 13s, 43!t, 4411: funds jirovided, iii. 439:
Uganda saved to England by the Gleaners'
Union, iii. 440, 004; civil war, iii. 441 ; Lord
Rosebery's policy, iii. 4-13 ; Mission progress-
ing, iii. 449; Bp. French's lecture on, iii. 531

;

spiritual revival, iii. 451 ; advance and back-
sliding, iii. 453 ; the Elements of the Lord's
Supper, iii. 504 ; Gonpt-l in Uganda, iii. 094

;

women missionaries for, iii. 707, 735—737

;

diocese: boundary, iii. 731 ;
progress in the

last four years, iii. 732, 735—746; slavery, iii.

734 ; the women of Uganda, iii. 735 ; Siori/ nf
U(janda, iii. 735 ; development and extension,
iii. 738; Uganda "Cathedral," iii. 739; bap-
tisms, confirmations, ordinations, iii. 74fl—

•

744; island churches, iii. 741 ; statistics, iii.

743; another revolt, iii. 744; In Uganda for
Christ, iii. 788; no missionary's death from
sickness, iii. 788; a centre for evangelization,
iii. 791; " iffspiee, C'irc7(»is/iice, Pronpicp," iii.

800-818. See Africa Cent., Brit. E. Af. Co.,
Busoga, Mengo, Toro, Tucker (Bp.), Victoria
Nyanza, Chaps, lxxiv., xc, xci., cm.

Ugogo, iii. 112.

Ujiji, Burton at, ii. 138 ; Li\'ingstone at, iii. 75

;

L.M.S. at, iii. 80.

Ukambani, Krapf's Mission to, ii. 127, 128, 134.
Ulado, iii. 383.
Ulfilas, the apostle of the Goths, i. 9.
Ullah, Ihsan, iii. 467, 759.
Ullah, .Tan, iii. 407.
Umbej'la War, ii. 571.
Under'hill, Dr., iii. 649.
Ungava Bay : Peck's journey from Labrador,

iii. 025.
" Uniamesi," Krapf told of, i. 459 ; sea of—
the Victoria Nyanza, ii. 138.

Unions, The first Ladies', i. 140; Artizans',
formed, i. 243; proposed for Societies, i.

383; County, iii. 305 ; Lay Workers', iii. 307
;

Ladies', iii. 322 ; Younger Clergy, iii. 333
;

(ileaners', iii. 328.
Unitarians, and the Bible Society, i. 278 ; and
Ram Mohim Roy, i. 308; 'and Keshub
Chunder Son, ii. 509; in .Japan, iii. 599.

United Meth. Free (jhurches—Missi(m to
Wanika Country, ii. 135.

United Presliyt. Church. See Presbyterians,
Scotland, American.

Universities, C.M.S. missionaries from the,
up to 1841, i. 264, 265; 1841-49, i. 376; 1849-
01, ii. 5.3-09; 1862-72, ii. 391—393; 1873-
82, iii. 4.5-48; 1882-95, iii. 354, .358 ,360 •

1895-99, iii. 7M; first China missicuniries,
all University men, i. 473; graduates at Is-
lington, ii. 71

; graduates at Mildmay and
Keswick, iii. 286; in Sierra. Leone Mission,
iii. 723 ; women " settlers," India, iii. 758.

Universities' Mission to Central Africa,foundcd,
ii. 17, 56

;
principles, ii. 19, iii. 209 ; Bp. Mac-

kenzie, ii. 20, 21 ; work in East Africa, ii.

135, iii. 77, 80, 93 ; Bp. Tozer, ii. 428 ; Mr.
Rowley, ii. 479 ; tlie slave-trade, iii. 74-77

;

Bp. Steere, iii. 79, 93, H)8 ; links with Uganda,
iii. H)0, 111 ; Bp. Smythies, iii. 409, 421

;

praised by Canon Taylor, iii. 349.

University of El Azhar at Cairo, iii. 118.
" University of tlie West," Ireland, The, i. 10.

Unwin, G. F., iii. 538.

Unwin, Rev. S. H. and Mrs., ii. 48, 49, iii. 798.
Unyanyembe, ii. 139, iii. 102, 112.

Upanis'hads, The, ii. 502.

Upper Settlement (Wtrmipeg) , Red River, i. 362.
Urakami, R.C. Christians discovered in, ii.

601, 602, 604.

Urdu translations. See Translations.
Urmston, Col., ii. 211, iii. 156.

Usambara, visited by Krapf, ii. 127, 128 ; \iy

Erhardt, ii. 135 ; Universities' Mission in, ii.

135, iii. 80.

Usambiro, iii. 419, 420, 421^-427.
Usagara, iii. 99, 112, 407—409, 421, -432, 733,

807.

Usborne Memorial School, Palamcotta, iii. 177.
Usborne, Miss H., ii. 525.

Usliijima, S., iii. 779.

Uyui, iii. 100, 112, 406.

Vaishnava ideas imbibed by Keshub, ii. 511.
Valedictory Meeting, The "earliest, i. 83-86

;

at Freemasons' Hall, i. 113, 115; address by
Buchanan to first four Indian missionaries,
i. 184 ; by Bp. Law to Bp. Middleton, i. 186

;

Val. Mtg. part of first Jubilee proceedings,
i. 493 ; Dismissals at different periods, ii. 46

;

1849-61, ii. 47 ; Krapf, ii. 131 ; 1862-72, ii.

396 ; French and Knott, ii. 4<16 ; 1873-82, iii.

49; 1881-82, iii. 264; 1883-87, iii. 323, 329,
332 ; first at Exeter Hall, iii. 364 ; first Com-
mmiion Service, iii. 372 ; first Provincial and
Evening meetings, iii. 372 ; Irish contin-
gents, iii. 707 ; first Uganda ladies, iii. 707,
736.; Lambeth Conference Bps. present at,
iii. 707 ; at Sierra Leone, iii. 722.

Valentine, G. M., i. 264, ii. 62 ; and Sorabji
Kharsedji, ii. 174; Principal of Mcmey
School, i. 317 ; death, ii. 172.

Valentine, .1. D., ii. 395, 582, iii. 222, 223, 559,
500; at Shaou-liing, iii. 572.

Valignani, The Jesuit, i. 463.
Valpy, A. B., ii. 78, 179, 190.

Valpy, Miss F., iii. 370, ,522.

Van, The Church Missionarj^ iii. 718.
Van Cooten, E., missionary W. Africa, ii. 117.
Vancouver's Island, Capt. Prevost on, ii. 012

;

S.P.G. in, ii. 010.

Vandals, Missions to, i. 12.

Van Diemen's Laud, proposed see, i. K)8.

Van der Decken, Baron, exploration in Africa,
ii. 124, 127.

Van der Kemp, Dr. J., i. 92.

Vans Atrnew, ii. 197.

Vansittart, Mr. N., appointed V.-P. C.M.S., i.

109. See Besley, Lord.
Vasa, Gustavus, i. 19.

Vasanta Rayar, True and false, ii. 533.

A'asco da Gama, i. 10, 231.

A'aughan, Dr. C. J., i. 1 12, 143, ii. 273, 356, iii. 9.

Vaughan, E.T.,i. 112,143,477; Anni v. preacher,
i. 112, 117 ; the Anniv. Resolutions, i. 115.

Vaughan, J., of Brighton, i. 130, iii. 808.

Vaughan, J., of Bristol, i. 70, 73, 74, 130.

Vaughan, J.,ii. 77, iii. 134; at Calcutta, ii. 164,
511, 517, 528, 535, iii. 131, 137, 401; in
England, iii. 13, 38, 137 ; Trident, Crescent,
and Cross, ii. 505, 507, 514, .527, iii. 132 ; Nud-
dea district, iii. 130, 131—137 ; death, iii. 137.

Vaughan, P., death at Sierra Leone, i. 178.
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Vauphan, Miss M., iii. 3M, 371, .'.7i>, 573, 770.
Viiiix, Mr., iii. Is7.
Vediis, Tlio, ii. 5(t2, 501, iii. Wl, iS5 ; A rtfth,

fort'fd In- De Uritto, ii. 517.
Vi'(l(lab.s, The, iii. 5M5.
Veillmiiiiithu, CDiivert, his <lcHtli, ii. Ti.'jn.

Veillmimyiifciiiu, ii. 1H5, lH8, IsO, iii. VAI.
" V'ejfcUi rill 118," ri.siiiir in Cliiiiu, iii. 5si.
Vellaimis, ii. 17s, iii. l(J(i.

Vellore, Mutiny at, i. Jts, 00.
Vfiikayya, l'.,"ii. 178, iii. -KU.
ViTl)eck, Dr., ii. 500, iii. 5S0.
Veruiihoii, Peace River, iii. 217.
Vernacular Literature: K. McCluro au<l Pr.

Ii. H. White on, iii. (i5.3.

Vei-uall, J., iii. 355, 357, 381, 400.
Verney, Sir H., i..S72.

Venn, H., of HuddersrieM, iii. 282; leader in
the Kvanpelical revival, i. 35, 37, (!7, 3(W

;

Fellow of Queens", i. 300 ; on first mis(<ioiiary
efforts, i. 01 ; death, i. 11.

Venn, Mr. E., lea broker, ou first C.M.S.
Committee, i. 70.

Venn, John, Rector of Claphani, i. 30, 112, 111

;

aniusinj^ precaution in vi.sitiuj,' him, i. 39

;

as an Kvangelical lender, i. 41, 3(>0 ; friend
of Simeon, i. 50; introduces an Kclectic
discussion, i. 03; his idea of Missions, i. O-l,

05, 07; a subscriber to S.P.G. and S.l'.C.K.,
i. 05

; author of C.M.S. rules, i. 07 ; and first
" Account," i. 07, 71 ;

presides at first C.M.S.
MeetiuK-, i. 08; deputed to wait on Archbp.
Moore, i. 72, 73; Aiiniv. preacher, i. 70, 78,
79 ; first valedicU)ry address, i. nr,-, a work-
iu«- leader of C.M.S., i. 200; cbairman of
first Committee, i. 300; deatli, i. 111.

Venn, Henry, Sec. (".M.S., i. ."fO, 07, 2;J0,

3.81, .f83, 401, 4i3, U"kS, 473, 480, 401, 405,
501, ii. 27, 30, 48, U), 70, 177, 3.H8, 400, 404,
427, +WI, 407, 523, 520, iii. 148, 105, 200, XW,
3.55, ;i01, .370, 7(Kf, 790, 806; his /.i/f ./
X'irier.i. 17, ii. 590, 052—6»t ; "11. V., and
Survey of Men and Thintrs," 1811-4-8, i.

<07- .'tsl
; j,'niduate at ("ambridtre, i. 300;

contributor to Canibrid(,'e Assoc, i. Ul;
curate of St. Dunstfttfs, Fleet Street, 1. 300

;

Lecturer, St. Mary's, Camljridfire, i. 300;
Vicar of Drn)ooI, i. .300 ; St. John's,
Holloway, i. 3()'9, 370; joins Committee, i.

2^11
; his influence, i. 424; Up. 1). Wil.son, i.

424 ; .\nniv. speaker, i. 202 ; Newman and
(".M.S. executive, i. 287 ; full Sec. (".M.S., i.

2.'>^;t(W,370
; on predece.ssorsand colleagues,

i. 2.12 -25-1
; ])reache8 Pratt"s funeral sermon,

i. 02, 371 ; his famous defence of C.M.S.,
i. .•lKV-;<87, 422-421, 432, iii. 210; Convoca-
tion and Mis.sions, i. 387; C.M.S. and the
Hi.shiips, i. 380, 392; on Bp. Selwyn, i. 410;
.fubilee Statement, i. 489; " Founilcrs and
first five years," i. 401 ; Gorham Ca.so, ii. 4,
5 ; H. V. on ('(mvocation, ii. lo ; on Colonial
( "hurches Bill, ii. 13 ; H. V. and Mr. Glailstone,
ii.l3, .W; on Missionary Bishoprics, ii. 14; Bp.
Pelham'B consecnition, ii. 24; intcr\-iew with
Bj). Tait, ii. 25; the I8(!0 Revival, ii. ."13 ; col-
leajrues, 1819 01, ii. 30; %-isit.s Camhridj.'e,
18^13, ii. ."iS, (k), ls7; on C. C. Fenn, ii. 62; im
Native ("hurches, i. 316, ii. 82-84, 101, 412,
415, 418. 410, 423, iii. 271, 192; the Maori
SyniMl, ii. 01; jilan to promote W. African
tnnle, ii. l(«)

;
polyjrjimy in W. Af., ii. Ill,

iii. 016; opinion of Townsend, ii. 118; on
Ka.HteriiCliarchcs,ii.l 13— I k>: Indian Mutiny,
ii. 228; Queen"s Indian Proclamation, ii. 254;
C.V.K.S. and I.F.N.S., ii. 203; on C.M.S.
|u-inciples and work, ii. 2ttl ; Missions ami
politics, ii. 3<»l, 435 ; A"»riy» and Kevirirt, ii.

312, ."IW; current controversies, ii. 351; on
Bennett Jmlcmont, ii. 3.i2 ; editor CAri»NVt»i
Obtercer, ii. 352, OoO; dettcoues-ses, ii. S&tt;

openin),' of new Hoii.se, ii. 371 ; on the .Secre-
tariat, ii. ."173, OlO ;

" 8.(i.O.," ii. 378 ;

al ("ambridifc Jubilee, ii. 370; on the
("ommittee .Meeting's, ii. 380; Stran^'ers'
Home, ii. 38.3 ; Day of Intercession, ii. -MtO

;

Aljeokuta troubles, ii. 137, 4;fO; plans for
the Niffcr Mission, ii. 461 ; Madatni-'tcar <lit!l-

cully, ii. 479; Gossner Kol .Mission, ii. 409;
China Missionary Bishopric, ii. 685, 691

;

the HeeonI, iii. 11 ; and H. \Vrij.,'ht, ii. (i7, iii.

37, .38 ; Canon Hoare, iii. 11; on opening' in
Persia, iii. 123; Indian Kpiscopate, iii. 100

;

lay cHtechisls, iii. 202; constitution of
I.F.N.S., iii. 258; views a)K)Ut Kpiscopal
V.-P.'g, iii. 340; "the rope of sand," ii.

052, iii. 279; latter days, ii. 0^15—CIO, iii. .30;

lin^'uistic discussions, ii. OUJ; interviews
with Buiiscn, ii. OUJ ; Ardilip. Sumner, ii.

017 ; H. V. iji Conmiittee, ii. (MO, iii. 41

;

skill in framinp resolutions, ii. 050; as
a peacemaker, ii. 051 ; I>ord Chichester"»
Recollections, ii. 051; Prelx^ndary of St.
Paul's, ii. 051 ; H V. as an Kvantrelical, ii.

652; his Life of Venn of HudderstieUl, ii.

052 ; on two Royal Commissions, ii. .'150,

054, iii. 7 ; an.xicty as to successor, ii. 370, (i50

;

rcsit^nation, ii. 0.58 ; appointed V.-P., iii. 298
;

death, ii. 330, (558, iii. 3 ; fiuieral, ii. 058 ; C"om-
mittee Minute, ii. 0.58; Archbp. Thomson on,
iii. 09; Dean Stanley <ui, ii. 0.55; his uniifuo
character, ii. 0.10 ; lii's Annual Reports, i. 4«4,
ii. 1(K», 201,373, 017 ; valeilictor\- instructions,
ii. 17, 131, 200, 2.82, ."JOl, Oi>7, iii.";f5 ; his thirty-
one years as Secretary, ii. 3, .f5, ii*. 2lt2, 351.

Venn, Preb. John, i. 37o, ii. 375,010; Anniv.
preacher, ii. 387 ; ap|>ointcd V.-P., iii. 208

;

death, iii. 295.
Venn, Henry, juu., Asst. Sec. C.M.S., ii. 109,

373, iii. 720.
Venns, The three, i. 07, 308.
Venn's Town, ii. 472, iii. 540.
Vibuthi SauKiim persecution, i. 32.3.

I'irnni, Mrmoriiilii of Uedhy, ii. 31, 119, 265.
Vice-Presidents, Some notable, i. 00, 109, 242,

250, 373, ii. 38, 380, iii. 298, 310.
VicToiMA, Ql'ikn : acces.sion, i. 271 ; Lord Chi-
chester on, i. 272 ; Sydney Smith, i. 272

;

Maori chief's letter, i. 435; Prince .Mbert
and Africa, i. 1.5.3 ; donation to first Jubilee,
i. 502 ; Savrbua's letter, ii. 101 ; rejily, ii.

105 ; Sarah Forbes Bonetta, ii.l08 ; S. ("row-
ther, ii. Ill; favours Kvnnjrelical views, ii.

113; ndilress fn)m Tinnevelly Christians,
ii. 182; Memorial on neutrahty in India, ii.

212; Prodamaiion on assumiiu,' Government
of India, ii. 2.">.3

; ap|)ointment of Tait, ii.

301; the Strangers Home, ii. ."Kj ; scnda
Bible to Kinjrof Madaca.scar, ii. 471; receives
Hoani Wiremu, ii. (W8 ; donation to Windsor
As.soc. Jubilee, iii. 01 ; Victfiria Nyanza, iii.

94; Mtesa's in<piiry, iii. 101 ; his envoys, iii.

lixi ;
" Empress of India," iii. 127 ; Diamond

Jubilee, iii. 755 ; C.M.S. Retrospect, iii. 089.
Victoria C.M. Assoc, iii. 675, 7(X1 ; mis.sionarie.s

to Fuh-kien, iii. 568, 582 ; East .\frica, iii. 732.
Victoria, Hone Konir, see founded, ii. 15; Bp.

of, tre Alfonl, Bunion, Hoare, Smith, G.
Victoria Nyanza, iii. 801, 807; missionary- ox-

))edition, iii. .30, 95 ; offer from " an unprofit-
able servant," iii. 95 ; Nj-anza iliscoveix-il by
Speke, i. l.')9, ii. 139. S<r Upanda.

Vidal, Bp., ii. W), 15, (H, 79, 99, loo, 113 ; tnins'
wcu-k, ii. 115; career, ii. 121, 122; Sierra
Leone ("hurch oriranization, ii.410.

Vidal, Miss, iii. 28St, :«iO, 371, 372.
Vidyal>a>^ish, Mohan \m\, iii. I*"!*).

Vienna, Treaty of, ii. 172.

Vienne, Coiuicil of, Rininund Lull's influence
i. 13.

ryi/eiBaud: St. John's Coll. .Highbury, iii.063.
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Vikitolya, Queen, iii. 743.

Village Missions in India, H. W. Pox's, i. 328
;

Mission in Nuddea, iii. 481 ; village work in
India, iii. 475, 478 ; Christian villages, ii.

534; Societies and villages founded by
Rhenius, i. 318.

Villiers, Bp. Montagu, i, 374, 478, ii. 23, 38, 40,

43 ; preaches at Exeter Hall, ii. 28 ; Anniv.
preacher, ii. 43 ; death, ii. 336.

Villiers, Capt. C. H., iii. 745.

Vincent, Archdn., iii. 638.

Vincent, Isaac, iii. 762.

Vincent, T., at Albany,ii.320, 323, 330, GOO, iii.344.

Vincent, Rev. W., first Church open-air
preacher, ii. 26.

Vincent, Lady, iii. 054.

Vincentpur, iii. 762.

Vmes, C. E., ii. 336, 393, iii. 130.

Vines, Miss, iii. 370, 481.

Viravagu, D., ii. 185, 522, iii. 459, 464.

Viravagu, V., ii. 185, 188, iii. 459, 461.

Virginia, Boyle's bequest, i. 31.

Vizagapatam L.M.S. Mission, i. 337.

Vladimir, i. 12.

Vohimare, ii. 477, 478, 481.

Volcanic eruption at Tarawera, iii. 554.

Vtilkner, Murder of, ii. 633 ; Wiremu Tamihana
and the death of, ii. 639.

Volney, Prize awarded to Dr. S. W. Koelle, ii.

102 ; to J. F. Schon, ii. 103.

Voltaire, i. 33, ii. 547.

Von Bogatsky composes first German mis-
sionary hymn, i. 35.

Von der Recke, Count, iii. 691.

Von der Ropp, Baroness, iii. 473.

Von Schirnding, Baron, i. 82.

Vores, Rev. T., i. 354, 369, 414, iii. 195.

Voysey, C, ii. 54, 353.

Wacis, Dr., iii, 318 ; Anniv. speaker, iii. 303.

Wade, Sir T., ii. 593 ; iii. 334, 325.

Wade, T. R., ii. 395, iii. 480, 507 ; at Peshawar, ii.

565, 566 ; at Lahore College, ii. 578 ; trans.

work, iii. 147, 477.

Wade, Mrs. T. R., ii. 552.

Wagner, Joliannes, ii. 138.

Wahhabis, The, ii. 571.

AVaikato river and district, i. 358, ii. 630.

AVaiapu, diocese established, ii. 92, 625; Dio-
cesan Synod, ii. 93, 417 ; AVaiapn, Bji. of, see

Stuart, Williams, W., Williams, W. L.
Waimate, i. 358; Selwyn resides at, i. 430;
Lady Martin on, i. 431 ; Selwjoi's scheme, i.

434; Synod at, ii. 87.

Wainwright, Jacob, Nasik boy, iii. 77 ; account
of Livingstone's death, iii. 78.

Waitangi, The treaty of, i. 438, 437, ii. 626, 629.

Waitara land dispute, ii. 628, 639.

Waitoa, Rota (Lot), ordination, ii. 93, 640;
a favourite of Bp. SelwjTi, ii. 640; Lady
Martin on, ii. 640.

Wakamba tribe, ii. 128.

Wakasa, ii. 599.

Wakefield Association Jubilee, ii. 378.

Wakefield, Methodist missionarA', ii. 428,

Wakefield, Col., i. 438.

AVakefleld Bishopric Act passed, iii. 17.

Wala?us, Anthony, i. 19.

Waldegrave, Bp., ii. 11, 33, 34, 29, 54, 66, 497,

550, 654; on millenarianism, i. 284, ii. 387;
Lambeth Conference, ii. 363, 364 ; Anniv.
preacher, ii. 350, 386 ; speaker, ii. 45, 383.

Waldegrave, Earl, i. 373, 373, ii. 106.

Wales : Calvinistio Methodists in, i. 38 ; early
contributions from, i. 477

;
growth, iii. 713.

Wales, Prince of, born in memorable year
1841, i. 367 ; visit to India, iii. 127 ; at Am-
ritsar, iii. 129 ; and the Tinnevelly Christians,

iii. 169, 170, 171, 457.

Wales, Princess of, Alexandra School, iii. 153.

AValker, T., iii. 307,321,323,359, 469, 476; on
Special Missions, iii. 501, 505 ; on Tinnevelly
Native Church, iii. 760; at second F.S.M.,
iii. 665.

Walker, Dr., iii. 9.

Walker, of Truro, i. 37.

AValker, R. H., iii. 331, 359, 418-420, 450, 452,
745; appointed Archdn., iii. 447; on E. H.
Hubbard, iii. 793 ; at second P.S.M., iii. 665.

Waller, Dr. C. H., iii. 283, 705.
AValler, Rev. H., iii. 74.

Waller, Miss, iii. 747.
AValhs, C. G., iii. 622.

Wallis, Bp. F., iii. 557.
AValpole, i. 24, ii. 10.

Walsh, Bp. W., ii. 377, iii. 63, 376, 548, 549, 607.
Walsh, Bp. W. P., iii. 705 ; Heroes of the Misnion

Field, i. 10 ; as Assoc. Sec, ii. 37, iii. 62
;

Anniv. preacher, iii. 66, 67, 265 ; speaker', ii.

38i, iii. 69 ; on Bp. Russell, iii. 339.

Walsh, Rev. Mr. and Mrs., ii. 447.
Walsh, C. R., iii. 674.
Walsh, Annie, Girls' School, ii. 417, iii. 376.
AValsho, W. G., iii. 570, 573.
Walter, Jolui, jun., i. 403.
AVaUon, W. G., iii. 635, 636.
AVami River, iii. 99.

Wanganui, New Testaments distributed at, i.

433 ; Christmas gathering at, i. 446 ; Wan-
ganui River, ii. 636 ; Hipango at Wanganui,
ii. 638 ; Gospel planted, ii. 638 ; drunkenness
at, iii. 556.

Wanika tribe, ii. 136, 433, iii. 84.

AVai'burton, i. 34.

AVarlmrton, J. (W. Africa), i. 364, ii. 99.

AVard, Bp., i. 262, 395.

AVard, Capt., on Frere To\Ani, iii. 85.

AVard, Benjamin, i. 115, 316.

AVard, P. P., iii. 398.

AVarren, Siinodalia, ii. 9.

AVarren, Su- Charles, iii. 360.

AVarren, C. F., ii. 395; at Hong Kong, ii. 581
;

in Japan, iii. 335, 336, 589, 595, 607, 778

;

Anniv. speaker, iii. 09, 303 ; on the Osaka
Conference, iii. 590; Archdeacon, iii. 595.

AVarren, C. T., iii. 359, 004, 005, 611.

Warren, H. G., iii. 360, 374, 604, 778.

Warren, Mrs. H. G., iii. 613.

Warren, Mr. R., ii. 360.

AVarry, H. M., iii. 549.

AVasukuma tribe, iii. 743.

AVaswa, Yona, iii. 741.

AVathen, F., ii. 393, 550, 551.

AVatkins, E. A., ii. 77, 78, 330, 331, 330 ; iii. 345.
AVatney, C. E., iii. 359, 374, 400, 727, 729, 788.

AVatney, Miss E. E., iii. 706.

AVatney (Camb. underg-rad.), iii. 33.

AVatson, Bp., i. 33, 34.

AVatson, F., iii. 63.

AVatson, Joshua, i. 39, 274.

AVatson, W., i. 361.

AVatson, Lieut., iii. 96.

AVatton Rectory, ofl'ered E. Bickersteth, i.254.

AVatts, Dr., i. 38, 38.

AVatts, AV. M., printer, i. 194, ii. 647.

AVauton, Miss, iii. 145, 481, 507.
" Way Out," iii. 373.

AVazir Khan challenges Pfander and French,
ii. 170.

AA^eakley, R. H., ii. 78, 153, 155, .315, iii. 114, 115.

AVeales, Miss, i. 134.

AVeatherhead, A. S., iii. 310.

AVeatherhead, H. AV., ii. 03, iii. 374, 700.

AVeatherhead, T. K., ii. 03, 09, iii. 139, 201, 737.
AVebl), Dr. F. E., iii. 038.

AVebb, Mr., M.P., and the opium trade, iii. 575.
AVebb-Peploe, Rev. H. AV., iii. 59, 123, 298, 334,

400, 645, 651, 678, 707; as Evangelical leader,
iii. 283, 388 ; Anniv. preacher, ii. 388, iii. 290,
300; speaker, iii. 301, 330 J at Islington Cler.
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Meet inpr, iii. 10 ; ns a missioncr, iii. 23 ; and the

Keswick movement, iii. 29-31, 285, 280, 288,

289, 333, 670; contrreu'iition tlmnkolTerinK,
F.S.M., iii. 331, .3(>8 ; the Polie.v <>f Ftiitli, iii.

333; nil ilic Jeruwiilem Bishopric i?niut, iii. 3 12.

AVehli-lViiloe, Mrs. 11. W., iii. 123.

AVelili-lVploe, Mumiv, iii. 280.

Welicr, U. H., ii. 208, iii. 130.

Weher, Mrs. G. H., ii. 551.

"Webster, F. S., iii. 2.s3.

Weeks, Bp. J. W., i. 201, l.^iO, ii. 10, 75, !)!>, 100,

122, 410.

Weeks, Mrs., ii. 4.56.

Weitl)recht, H. U., iii. W, ks, 19, 150, Ui7, W),
.507 ; trims, work, 177.

Weitbrccht, .1. J.,i. 20:1,31 1,315,375, ii. 10, 72, 101.

Weitl>recht,Mrs.,i.42O,ii.30, iii.15,2.58,295,307.

Welch, Miss, iii. 528.

Weli'Vimnn, W., iii. 546.

AVelldou, Bp., and the .leriisnlem Hishoi)ric,

iii. 278 ; at second F.S.M., iii. 0(i5 ; L.W.II.
address, iii. 692 ; appointed to ( 'alcutta, iii. 705.

Wellnnd, J., ii. 495, 515, iii. 38, 1.30; a
Dvihhn recruit, ii. 09 ; Anniv. speaker, ii. 381,

iii. 09; on Keshub Chunder Sen, ii. 5(t9
;

preachinsr at Calcutta, ii. 520; Benfjali Pre-

parandi Class, ii. 521 ; death, iii. 137.

Weller, Miss, death, iii. 791.

Wellesley, Lord, Gov.-Gen. of India, i. 97, 98.

Welleslev, Dean, on Tait'sappointnicnt, ii. 301.

AVellintrton, Duke of, i. 110, 210, 281, 1.87.

AVellinirton diocese established, ii. 91,025; Up.
of, *fe Abraham, Hadfield, Wallis.

Welliiiu-ton, Sierra Leone, ii. 4-15.

Wclliiifrton Vallev, N.S. Wales, i. 301.

Wells, Sir M., ii. 272.

Welsh Calvinistic Methodists in Bengal, i. 332.

Wclton, W., i. 473, 474, ii. 47, 62, 63, 308, 293,

294, ui. 220.

Welz, Von., i. 19.

Wenjjer, A., ii. 535.

Wenzel, C. F. C, i. 88, lOO, 108, 174, 175.

Werowero's letter to the Queen, i. 4:35.

AVesley, Charles, i. :i4<i.

Wesley, John, S. P.G. missionary to Georgia,
i. 21 ; forms his Society at Oxford, i. 35

;

Evaiifrelieal movement, i. 30, iii. 34; his Ar-
minianism, i. 37; his Methodist Bps., i. V^h

;

dyinjr messaire to Wilberforce on slavery,!.

50 ; Bp. S. \Vill>erf<)rce on, i. 190, 499 ; Church
Timet, iii. 052 ; effect of his hymns, iii. 803.

_

Wesleyan Missionaiy Society : Dr. Coke's
voyajres, i. .58 ; Society orfranized, i. 155 ; the
Society of .lesus, iii. 274; Al)cokuta,i. 4.")8, ii.

412; South Africa, i. 150, .353 ; Australia, i.

300; Bombay (Conf.), iii. 50(1: Cliina, ii. 293,

iii. 227 ; Colombo, ii. 290 ; Fiji Islands, i. 377 ;

South India, i. 3;i2, ii. 498, iii. KCl ; Lapos, ii.

M2 ; Mauritius, ii. 408 ; Moose, ii. 320 ; Maoris,
i. 3.50, iii. 557; Sierra Leone, i. 3:10; West
Indies, \.'HC>, 340. See also Methodist.

West, .lohn, i. 1 1.3, 244), 258, :102, :103, ii. 310.

West, .r. M., iii. 0.59.

West, Miss, iii. a38.

West Indies, Boyle's liequest, i. 21 ; S.P.G.
Mission, i. 21, 09 ; slaves visited by Dr. Coke,
1.58; considered by C.M.S., i. 119; Mr. W.
Dawes as lay catechist, i. 219 ; an " Insular
Mission," i.'218; slavery in, i. 2K1, .3.37 ; the
Emancipation campaiKTi,i.;i:i7—318;coloureil

missionaries for Africa, i. 'AV< ; withdrawal tif

C.M.S., i. 347 ; financial embarrassment, i.

347, 482 ; .Inmaica ajipeal, ii. 421.

West River, China, advance, iii. 772.

Westbourne, N.-W.A., ii. 330.
Westburv, Lord, " the modern Ahithophel," ii.

302, 3Gil.

Westcott, Bp., ii. 25, .54. 101, iii. Ul, 150, 151,

271,311, 315,342,051,0.53, 067,815; on Western
Christianity in India, ii. 426; and Lahore

College, ii.'578; Anniv. preacher, iii. 290, 301
;

speaker, iii. :j02, 303 ; and the Palestine in-

quiry', iii. 525.

AVestcIitt, A., iii. 172, 0.".3.

Westcott, G. H., iii. 81.5.

"Western Ways," iii. 051 ,CV.. F'enn on, iii. 6.5.3.

Westminster Abl)ey, opened for evening ser-

vice, ii. 28 ; Anniv. Kveninfi: Service at, ii.

385 ; Calthrop on Livinfrstone, iii. 78 ; Annual
Service, iii. 311.

Weston, W., ii. (i2, iii. 59.5.

Whadil)f), Daniel, iii. (K15.

Whale Rivers, ii. .321. See Little Whale River.
Whangoroa, i. 3.50.

Whately, Archbp., i. 285, 199, ii. 14.

Whatoly, Mi.ss M. L., her Mission in Ejryi)t,
iii. 514 ; death, iii. .522.

Whiif » 0' Clock ? in. m").
Wheatlev, E. P., iii. 570, 572.
Wheler, Col., ii. 211, 215, .507.

Wheler Chapel, Rev. K. Bickersteth at, i. 2.53
;

early contribution, i. 47(i.

Whipple, Bp., iii. (>88; at Rupei-tsland Synod,
iii. 2.39; Anniv. speaker, iii. 302.

AVhitchurch, .lohn, ii. 512.
White, Bp., U.S.A., i. 1.55, 4O0.

White, Campbell, iii. 7.57.

White, Dr. II., iii., 75^1.

White, .lames. Native catechist, ii. 1(»9.

AVhite, J. R., ii. 75.
White, Dr. L. B., ii. 37, iii. 0.53.

AVhite, W. C, iii. 771.
White Dopr (Isliutrton), ii. 319.
AVhite, Miss C., ii. 173, 519.
AVhite, Kllen, i. 120.

AVhite Fi.sh Lake, iii. 242.

AVhite Man's " Burden," iii. 755.

AVhitechapel, Missionarv Missions at, iii. :i<19.

AVhitefield, i. .35, 37, iii. 31.
AVhitehead, Bp., appf)inted Madras, iii. 70-1.

AVhitehouse, A., iii. 7W.
AA'hitehouse, T., Li<i<ieriiiq» of Light in a Dark
Laud, i. 232, 320, iii. 179.

AVhiteside, AV. C, iii. ;155, 3.57, 480.

AATiitintr, Dr. !., as Committee member, i. 2.55.

AVhitin-r, Rev. J. B., i. 2.55, ii. 370, iii. 201, 25»8,

370, 385 ; Cent. Assoc. Sec, ii. 37 ; Anniv.
speaker, iii. 09.

AVhitley, H., ii. a3 ; at Colombo, ii. 281.
AVhitley, Bp., iii. k87, 042.
AVhitta'ker, C. K., iii. 021.

AVhooi)inir-c(iu<rh at Hu<lson's Bay, iii. 021.
AVhytehead, Rev. T., i. t30.

AA''ife, The first missionary's, i. 8,3,

A\'i<rhtman, Airs., ii. 31.

AVisram, Bp., ii. 24.

AVian-am, F. K., ii. 059, iii. 4, 1.55, 232, 280, 290
297, .304, 31.5, 310, 3;<0, 3KI, 312, ;<51, :<(!<», .305,

:500, 109, 418, 1.30, 525, .5;j2, .598, Ols, (152, 0.59,

070, 705, 708, 806 ; Southampton clcrpyman,
iii. 200; Sec. Rancoon Bishoj)ric Fund, iii.

201, 200; puarantoe atrainst deficit, iii. 260,
202 ; appointed Hon. Secretary, iii. 2.54, 260

;

an ordination sermon, iii. 20.3; establishes
Anniv. Thursday breakfast, iii. ;J<15 ; con-
tribution towards ("hildren's Home, iii. 310;
tour round the world, iii. 32i>, .•«2, 497, 5-12,

505,573,017; at B.M.S. Centenary, iii. 069

;

the deficit of 1894, iii. 677 ; retirement, iii.

680; death, iii. 798; Archbp. Temple ami
H. E. Fo.x on, iii. 799 ; his period as Secretarv,
iii. 292, 710, 712.

AViuTam, Mrs. F. E., iii. 20O, 310 ; contribution
tiiwards Children's Home, iii. 310.

AViirram. E. F. E., ii. 62, iii. 285, 286, .360, 473,
759 ; tour i-otiiid the world, iii. 329, 332, 4«7,
512, 5(i5, .573, .595, .597, 598, 619.

AVicTJim, B. E., ii. 02.

AViiri-am, Miss E., iii. :170, bJ2.

AA'iki, Raniera, ii. 640.
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Wilayat, AH, ii. 164, 219.

Wilberforce, W., i. 41, 47, 54, 57, 58, 73, 104,

113, 143, 152, 241, 334, 348, 369, 451, 453,
ii. 482, iii. 296, 576, 648, 806, 808; Aiischar
anticipated, i. 11; reassures Pitt on the Evan-
gelicals, i. 39; "Society for Reformation of
Manners," i. ¥); Practical View of Chris-
tianity, i. 40, 267; W. Wilberforce and his

Friends, i. 42, 93 ; W. W. influenced by
Ne^vton, i. 4ii ; and by Grant, i. 55; slave-
trade campaign, i. 47, 57 ; first Parliamentary
speech on Slave Trade, i. 50 ; last, i. 341

:

Indian Missions, i. 54, 55, 58, KKI, 104;
Botany Bay convicts, i. 61 ; interest in Mis-
sions, i. 62; how regarded by S.P.C.K., i.

66 ; requested to be C.M.S. President, i. 69 ;

C.M.S. letter to Arclibp. of Canterbury, i. 72
;

gives donation of £50, i. 74 ; resumes attack
on slave-trade,!. 92,93; "African Institvr-

tion," i. 95 ; opinion of Anglo-Indians, i.

99 ; campaign at renevral of Charter, i. 100

;

valedictory speaker, i. 114; Anniv. speaker,
i. 262, 267 ; influences Garnon, i. 174 ; W. W.
as V.-P., i.256; Sir J. Stephen on, i. 268;
Appeal on, behalf of the Slaves, i. 338 ; last
Abolition speech, i.344; death, i. 267, 344;
funeral, i. 267 ; AVilberforce Memorial Hall
opened, iii. 378 ; William Wilberforce, mis-
sionary ship, i. 125.

Wilberforce, Bp. S., History of American
Church, i. 24,404; Life of W.'Wilberfrrce,
i. 49 ; on Cecil, i. 43 ; early career, i. 400

;

on Niger Expedition, i. 453 ;
proposes to

comlrine seven societies, i. 383; Bp. of
Oxford, i. 383, 395, 399, 425, ii. 23, 26, 496

;

his love of, and aims for C.M.S., i. 400 ; com-
pares S.P.G. and C.M.S., i. 401; Church
parties, i. 401 ; the Jerusalem Bishopric, i.

419, ii. 147; C.M.S. and N.Z. Bishopric, i.

413; Anniv. speaker, i. 374; at First Jubi-
lee, i. 495, 499 ; speaker for Missions and
S.P.G., i. 401, ii. 12, 17,67,410; family se-

cessions to Rome, ii. 6 ; on Papal Aggression,
ii. 7 ; on revival of Convocation, ii. 10

;

Colonial and Missionary Episcopate, ii. 13-
16, 95, 96, iii. 199, 20(5; Speeches on Mis-
sions, ii. 16; Universities' Mission, ii. 17-20;
services at Exeter Hall, ii. 28 ; Pennefuther
on him, ii. 30 ; on Irish Church Missions, ii.

39; Ritualists, ii. 79 ; on Christian policy in
India, ii. 245, 260 ; Essays and Hei^iews, ii. 340 ;

defends C.M.S., ii. 359; Diocesan Confer-
ences, ii. 361 ; Lambeth Conference, ii. 364

;

Bible revision, ii. 366 ; on the one coloiir of
C.M.S., ii. 392; Madagascar, ii. 474,479;
Church Congress, ii. 357, 360, iii. 28 ; Con-
fession, iii. 5 ; East African slave-trade, iii.

75; on Venn and the C.M.S., ii. 650; vale-
dictory address, first two S.P.G. mission-
aries, Japan, iii. 234 ; death, ii. 659, iii. 16,
234.

Wilberforce, Bp. E. R., iii. 271.
Wilde, Miss, iii. 432.
Wilder, sen., iii. 373.
Wilder, R. P., iii. 373, 757.
AVilhelm, J. G., i. 88, 160, 171, 335.
AVilhehn, Simeon, i. 161, 209, 210.
Wilkinson, D. H. D., iii. 705; Assist. Clerical
Sec, iii. 659; Sec. C.M.S., iii. 609; Home
Prep. Union, iii. 702; visit to Jamaica, iii.

723.
Wilkinson, Bp. G. H., iii. 9, 23, 28, 134, 271,

398, 151, 651.

Wilkinson, J., iii. 79S.

Wilkinson, Michael, i. 264, 314, ii. 61, 202;
Sh'/ches ofChriilianilij in W. Indi <, i. lO.s.

AVilkinson, M. J., i. 376, ii. 61.
AVilkinson, Richard, i. 162.

AVilkinson, Miss A. H. C, iii. 549.
Wilkinson, Miss W. B. J., iii. 370, 481. 549.

Wilks, Rev. S. C, amendment at Exeter Hall,
i. 343.

William III., i. 52.

William IV., i. 408.
WilUams, A. F., iii. 358, 553.
Williams, A. O., iii. 358, 553.
Wilhams, D., ii. 413.
Wilhams, E. (Eflendi Selim), iii. 114.
Williams, Archdn. Henry, lieutenant in Navy,

i. 178, 213 ; missionary to N.Z., i. 213—215,
356—358 ; a man after Marsdens own heart,
i. 214; ordination, i. 245; and Bishop for
New Zealand, i. 414 ; Bp. Selwyn's arrival,
i. 429 ; appointed Archdn., i. 4.30 ; a strong
Protestant, i. 4;:i4 ; misjudged, i. 4:^5—441;
reinstated, i. 413 ; Church organization, ii.

91 ; the Maori War, ii. 626, "628, 630 ; an
appeal from Otaki, ii. 637; co-founder of
the Maori Church and N.Z. colony, i. 356,
428, iii. 551, 553 ; death, ii. 336, 623, §^11

;

period of service, i. 264, 356, ii. 92 ; his
family, i. 376, 438, iii. 358, 553 ; Life, ii. 641,
642 ; monument at Paihia, ii. 642.

Williams, Mrs. H., i. 214.
Williams, H., iii. 46, 47, 130, 135, 457.
Williams, H. W., iii. 3.58, 553.
Williams, Isaac, on the Doctrine of Reserve,

iii. 138.

Williams, James, iii. 47, 84, 236, 589, 597,612,779.
Williams, Dr. John, ii. 564, 576.
Williams, John, L.M.S., i. 60; in the South

Seas, i. 240 ; killed at Erromanga, i. 377.
Williams, John. See Hipango.
Wilhams, Dr. Rowland, ii. 310.
Williams, Robert, iii. 96, 295, 298.
Wilhams, R., jun., iii. 44, 297, 318 ; Anniv.
speaker, iii. 665 ; apptd. Treasurer, iii. 699.

Williams, Archtbi. S., i. 376, ii. 624, 633, iii.

551 ; founder of Te Ante College, iii. 553.
Williams, S.Wells, The Middle Kinudom, i.466.
Williams, Bp. W., i. 351, 356, 357, 414, 428, 434,

444, 445, ii. 53, 69, 91, 95, 623, 637, 643, iii. 687,
774, 781 ; brother to Henry, i. 215,3.56 ; Oxford
graduate, i. 215, 264; settles at Turanga, i.

358; Christianity amon/i the New Zealanders,
i. 428 ; appointed Archdn., i. 430 ; the mis-
sionary lands question, i. 443 ; missionary
difficulties, i. 416 ; trans. N.T., i. 414, ii.

625; period of service, ii. 47, 623, iii. 5.50,

551 ; first Bishop of Waiapu, ii. 92 ; ordina-
tions, ii. 93, 640, iii. 553 ; first Synod of
Waiapu, ii. 93, 417 ; in the war, ii.'630, 633,
634 ; co-founder of the Maori Church and
N.Z. Colony, iii. 551 ; death, iii. 551. See
also Waiapu.

AVilliams, Mrs. W., iii. 367 ; her husband first

Bishop of Waiapu, her son the third ; her
reception of C.M.S. deputation, 1892, i. 215 ;

death, iii. 551, 781.

Williams, Bp. W. L., ii. 65, 96, 624, 631, iii. 551,
553, 555, 781 ; baptism, i. 356 ; Maori Theo-
logical Institution, ii. 625, 633, iii. 553, 554

;

succeeds Bp. Stuart, iii. 557 ; Anniv,
speaker, iii. 302 ; O.T. trans., i. 444. See also
Waiapu.

Williams, Bp. CM. (American), of Japan, ii.

.598—600, iii. 236, 5S0, .590, 593.

AVilliams, W., hymn-writer, i. 28.

AVilliams, Dr., on opium, ii. 305.
Williams, Capt., iii. MO, 441.

Williams, Miss L. A., iii. 377.
Williamson, H. D., iii. 47, 48, 766; Gond
Mission, ir :193, 195, 289, 467; Amii\

.

speaker, if

,

AVilliamson, ''iV.j., iil.'355.

AVilliiiiuson, Dr., iii. 217.

\Villilirord, i. 10.

A\ilhs, Dean, preaches S.P.G. first Annual
Sermon, i. 23.

Willis, Lieut., iii. 159.
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" Willows " Trnimng Home, The, iii. :M\, (>72,

7o:i.

Wilmot, Commodore Earclley, ii. Wti, -KJU.

\ViLson, A., iii. 736.

\V'ilson, B., iii. 646.

Wilson, C. Le«, iii. 33. •

Wilson, C. T., iii. 47, 48; Anniv. speaker, iii.

69; to Uj^rtuda, iii. UK, lix) ; interview with
Mtesn, iii. 101 ; in Utfindn, iii. 104, Mt'l

;

Mtesii's envoys, iii. I06; to Talestine, iii.

518, oi'i, 528.
*

Wilson, t'arus, i. 470.

Wilson, Craven, iii. 730.

Wilson, Bp. Daniel, i. 147, 252, 2".9, 270, 2h1,

28il, 291, 2(»7, 209, 300, 301, .TWI, .'{H, 369, 389,

396, 411, 4:12, 470, ii. 15, VS, 272, 490, 524, iii.

157, 214 ; Hon. Life Governor, i. 1 1 1 ; first St.

Bride's i)reacher, i. 113 ; early deputation, i.

133, 135, 137, 143; sermon at] CanihridK^e, i.

141 ; Vicar of Isliniifton, i. 256, 205, 274, 275

;

the College site, 1.265; Comm. member, i. 2.50
;

Auuiv. si)eaker, i. 262, ii. 45 ; B]). of Cal-
cutta, i. 81, 292; Sir J. Kaye on, i. 292 ; ou
Lord W. Bentinck, i.293; on communication
lietween India and EnK-laud, i. 297, 298, iii.

8tK) ; caste, i. 301 ; visits Krishnaj,'ar, i. 315;
objects to tiumarried lady missionaries, i.

310; Mrs. I. Wilson (Miss t'ooke), i. 317;
visits Tiiivancore, i. 325; the (-'alcutta and
Madras Comm., i. 330 ; Hishoi)'8 CdHoge, i.

331 ; controversy and concordat witli ('.M.S.,
i. 423, 424, iii. 210, 214 ; his one visit liome,
i. 425; Anniv. preacher twice, i. .'174, 425;
first Indian railway, ii. 1.58; a Ion},' ei)isco-
pate, ii. lOO; A<n"a Bishopric i)r<ijected, ii.

160 ; Calcutta Cathedral, ii. 1(>0 ; visits South
India, ii. 191; "tsikes ])ossession " of tlie

Punjab, ii. 195; " Dav of Humiliation," ii.

22-1; trust fund to C.M.S., ii. 270, 515, iii.

\A2 ; death, ii. 225 ; L-fe, i. 292, 298, 3.S9.

Wilson, Rev. D., the vounyer. Vicar of Isliiifr-

ton, i. 259, 3(!!), 478 ; ii. 27, :«), 385, 6U5, iii.

10, 280, 298, 316 ; death, iii. 282, 294.
Wilson, Mrs. D., i. 491.

Wilson, T. C., iii. 380.
Wil.Hon, W. v., ii. ;J94, 610.

WiLson, G., British Administrator, on G. L.
Pilkinpton, iii. 793.

Wilson, G., iii. 286.

Wil,-«>n, V^M. H. B., ii. .•}40.

Wilson, Dr. II. II., i. 302, .SOfl, .307, ii. 5at.
Wilson, Rev. I., marries Mi.ss Cooke, i. 20<1;

ordination, i. 245.

Wilson, Mrs. I. fsee Cooke, Miss.
Wilson, Dr. John, i. X,Vl, ii. 172, 432, 4.90, .5;{5,

iii. l.'<9, 755, 758; Life, by Dr. G. Smith, ii.

172, 174.

Wilson, .lohn Alex., i. 2Ct, 357.
Wilson, Jos., ii. \S/6.

Wil.xon, Uj). T., i. 58.

Wilson, Mr. W., silk merchant, on first C.M.S.
Committee, i. 70.

Wilson, Mr., ])ervert to Mohammeilnuism,
iii. M8.

Wil.son (Camb. tmderjrriKl.), iii. 33.
WiLson, Miss K., iii. 226.
Wil.M>n-Hill, K. F., iii. 728.
Wilton, Miss W., i. 124.

Wilt.-ihire, J. S., ii. 73, 100, 103.

Winchester, Bp. of. fitr Browne, Davidson,
Sumner, C. R., Thorold, Willierforce.

Windsor, Sarah, becomes Mrs. llartwip- the
lirst missionar>''s wife, i _- ?nth, i. 88.

Windsor Association J "
....61.

Winfrid, St., ii.80.

Winniiii.'-ton-InLrnim, Bp., iii. 693.
Winnipc},', i. 362, ii. 3U, 329, 6<H1; " T'pper
Settlement" at, i. 362 ; state of country in
1805,ii.606; St. John's Coll., ii. 607 ; ciipital
of Manitoba, ii. 608. See Rupert's Lniid.

Winter, G. S., iii. 47, 625.
Winter, Rev. R. R., at Delhi, ii.20.3,U>8, iii. 152,
263 ; death, iii. 458, t>42.

Winter, Mrs., ii. 535, 554.

Winter Mission to India propo.sed by Gen.
Haip, iii. 3.30, 332 ; the Mission, iii. 40'7—50o.

Winter * MniU, A, iii. IMJO.

Wirasinha, B. 1'., ii. 289.
Wireinu, Hoani. See Uipango.
Wirtrman, Dr., iii. 6H.
Wise, C, iii. -WW.

Wiseman, Cardinal, i. 4410; issue of famous
pastoral, ii. 7.

Wishard, L. D., iii. 6.56.

Wissmann, Major, iii. 132.

Wives, Missionaries', true missionaries, iii. 038.
Wolfe, J. R., ii. 47, 78; at Fiih-chow, ii. ;<08,
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